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Preface 

The present work offers a complete translation of the Sa1!1yutta 
Nikiiya, "The Connected Discourses of the Buddha," the third 
major collection in the Sutta Pitaka, or "Basket of Discourses," 
belonging to the Pali Canon. The collection is so named because 
the suttas in any given chapter are connected (sa1!1yutta) by the 
theme after which the chapter is named. The full Sa:qtyutta 
Nikaya has been translated previously and published in five 
volumes by the Pali Text Society under the title The Book of 
Kindred Sayings. The first two volumes were translated by Mrs. 
C.A.F. Rhys Davids, the last three by F.L. Woodward. This 
translation, first issued between 1917 and 1930, is dated both in 
style and technical terminology, and thus a fresh rendition of 
the Sa:qtyutta Nikaya into English has long been an urgent need 
for students of early Buddhism unable to read the texts in the 
original Pali. 

My own translation was undertaken in response to a request 
made to me in the early 1980s by then Bhikkhu Khantipalo (now 
Laurence Mills). This request was subsequently reinforced by an 
encouraging letter from Richard Gombrich, the present presi
dent of the Pali Text Society, who has been keenly aware of the 
need to replace the PTS translations of the Nikayas by more con
temporary versions. Although this appeal came in 1985, owing 
to prior literary commitments, most notably to the editing of 
Bhikkhu Nal)amoli's translation of the Majjhima Nikaya, I could 
not begin my translation of the Sa:qtyutta in earnest until the 
summer of 1989. Now, ten years later, after numerous interrup
tions and the daunting tasks of revision and annotation, it has at 
last reached completion. 

As with The Middle Length Discourses of the Buddha, this transla-
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12 The Sat!1yutta Nikiiya 

tion aims to fulfil two ideals: first, fidelity to the intended mean
ing of the texts themselves; and second, the expression of that 
meaning in clear contemporary language that speaks to the non
specialist reader whose primary interest in the Buddha's teach
ing is personal rather than professional. Of course, any ideas 
about "the intended meaning of the texts themselves" will 
inevitably reflect the subjective biases of the translator, but I 
have tried to minimize this danger to the best of my ability. To 
attempt to translate Pali into a modem Western language rooted 
in a conceptual framework far removed from the "thought 
world" of the ancient suttas is also bound to involve some 
degree of distortion. The only remedy against this, perhaps, is to 
recommend to the reader the study of Pali and the reading of 
the material in the original. Unlike English, or even Sanskrit, 
Pali is a highly specialized language with only one major sphere 
of application-the Buddha's teachings-and thus its terminol
ogy is extremely precise, free from intrusive echoes from other 
domains of discourse. It is also rich in nuances, undertones, and 
conceptual interconnections that no translation can ever succeed 
in replicating. 

My translation is a hybrid based on editions of the SaI!1yutta 
Nikaya coming from different lines of textual transmission. In 
defense of this approach, as against translating exclusively from 
one tradition, I can do no better than quote Leon Feer in his 
introduction to Part I of his PTS edition of SN: "In the choice of 
readings, I made no preference, and I adopted always the read
ing which seemed the best wherever it might come from" 
(p. xiii). I used as my root text the Burmese-script Sixth 
Buddhist Council edition, but I compared this version with the 
Sinhala-script Buddha Jayanti edition (itself influenced by the 
Burmese one), and with the PTS's roman-script edition (which 
itself draws from older Sinhala and Burmese versions). It was 
not seldom that I preferred a reading from one of these other 
versions to that in the Burmese edition, as can be seen from my 
notes. I also consulted the footnotes on variants in the PTS edi
tion, which occasionally, in my view, had a better reading than 
any in the printed editions. Though all versions have their 
flaws, as time went on I found myself increasingly leaning 
towards the older Sinhala transmission as in many respects the 
most reliable. 
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Because Pali verse is generally much more difficult to translate 
than prose, at the outset I put aside the first volume of SN, the 
Sagiithiivagga, composed largely in verse, and began with the 
four prose volumes, II-V. I was apprehensive that, if I began 
with the Sagathiivagga, I would have quickly lost heart and 
given up shortly after having made a start. This proved to be a 
prudent choice, for the Sagathavagga is indeed sometimes like a 
dense jungle, with the bare problem of interpreting knotty verses 
compounded by the multitude of variant readings. The dispro
portionately large number of notes attached to this volume, 
many dealing with the variant readings, should give the reader 
some idea of the difficulty. 

Then in late 1998, towards the very end of this project, after I 
had�already written, typed, proofed, and revised my translation 
of the Sagathavagga and its notes several times, the PTS issued a 
new edition of that volume, intended to replace Feer's pioneer
ing edition of 1884. At that point I was hardly prepared to redo 
the entire translation, but I did compare the readings found in 
the new edition with those I had commented on in my notes. In 
some cases I made minor changes in the translation based on the 
readings of this edition; in others I stuck to my guns, mention
ing the new variant in the relevant notes. This edition also intro
duced numbering of the verses, something not found in any pre
vious edition of the Sagathavagga but an idea I had already 
implemented in my translation to facilitate cross-references in 
the notes and concordances. However, the new edition of the 
Sagathavagga numbered the verses differently than I did, and 
thus, to keep my translation consistent with the new Pali text, I 
had to renumber all the verses-in the text, in the references to 
the verses in the notes, and in the concordances. 

The Sarp.yutta Nikaya is divided into five principal parts 
called Vaggas, which I render as books. These are in tum divided 
into a total of fifty-six satp.yuttas, the main chapters, which are 
further divided into vaggas or subchapters (the same Pali word 
as used for the books; I differentiate them with capital and sim
ple letters, an orthographic distinction not found in Oriental 

scripts). The vaggas finally are made up of suttas. In the text of 
the translation I number the sarp.yuttas in two ways: as chapters 
within the Vagga I give them roman numbers, beginning with 
"I" within each Vagga; as sarp.yuttas I number them in simple 
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consecutive order through the whole collection, in arabic 
numerals, from 1 to 56. I number the suttas by giving first the 
absolute number of the sutta within the sarryutta, and following 
this, in parenthesis, the number of the sutta within the vagga 
(except when the sarryutta has no divisions into vaggas). In the 
introductions and notes I refer to the suttas by the number of the 
sarryutta followed by the number of the sutta within that 
sarryutta, ignoring the division into vaggas. Thus, for example, 
22:95 is sarryutta 22, sutta 95. The page numbers of the PTS edi
tion are embedded in square brackets, with angle brackets used 
for the new edition of the Sagathavagga. 

I have equipped this work with two types of introduction. At 
the very beginning, before Part I, there is a general introduction 
to the entire Sarryutta Nikaya. Here I explain the overall struc
ture of SN, its place in the Pali Canon, and its particular function 
in relation to the Buddha's dispensation; I end with a discussion 
of some technical problems concerning the translation. Each of 
the five parts is then provided with its own introduction in 
which I give a survey of each sarryutta in that part, focusing 
especially upon the doctrinal principles that underlie the major 
sarryuttas. Those who find the General Introduction too dry for 
their taste should still not pass over the introductions to the 
parts, for in these I aim to provide the reader with a study guide 
to the material in the sarryuttas. Similarly, a general table of 
contents precedes the entire work, dividing it only into Vaggas 
and sarryuttas, while a more detailed table of contents, listing 
every vagga and sutta, precedes the individual parts. 

To further assist the reader to make sense of the suttas, often 
terse and abstruse, a copious set of notes is provided. These too 
have been allocated to the back of each part. The purpose of the 
notes is to clarify difficult passages in the texts and to make 
explicit the reading I adopt in the face of competing variants. 
Though I imagine that for many readers the notes on the read
ings (especially to Part I) will bring on a spell of vertigo, from a 
scholarly point of view the discussions they contain are essen
tial, as I must establish the text I am translating. The different 
recensions of SN often have different readings (especially in the 
verses), and a small difference in a reading can entail a big dif
ference in the meaning. Hence, to justify my rendering for read
ers who know Pali I had to explicate my understanding of the 
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text's wording. At one point I had considered having two sets of 
notes for each part, one giving explanations of the suttas and 
other information of general interest, the other dealing with 
technical issues primarily aimed at specialists. But it proved too 
difficult to separate the notes so neatly into two classes, and 
therefore they are all grouped together. Though a substantial 
number of the notes will be of little interest to the general reader, 
I still encourage this type of reader to ferret out the notes con
cerned with meaning, for these provide helpful guidance to the 
interpretation of the texts. 

Within the notes (as in the introductions) references to the 
suttas, verses, and other notes have been set in bold. When a sutta 
reference is followed by volume, page, and (sometimes) line 
numbers, without textual abbreviation, it should be understood 
that these are references to the PTS edition of SN. References to 
Part I are always to Eel. 

Many of the notes are drawn from the PaIi commentaries on 
SN, of which there are two. One is the authorized commentary, 
the Sa1!1yutta Nikiiya-atthakatha, also known by its proper name, 
the Siiratthappakiisini (abbr: Spk), "The Elucidator of the Essential 
Meaning." This is ascribed to the great Buddhist commentator, 
Acariya Buddhaghosa, who came from South India to Sri Lanka 
in the fifth century C.E. and compiled the commentaries to the 
canonical texts on the basis of the ancient Sinhala commentaries 
(no longer extant) that had been preserved at the Mahavihara in 
Anuradhapura. The other commentarial work is the subcom
mentary, the Sa1!1yutta Nikiiya-fikii, also known as the Siiratthap
pakiisini-puriiIJa-fikii (abbr: Spk-pt) and the Linatthappakiisanii (Part 
III), "The Elucidation of the Implicit Meaning." This is ascribed 
to Acariya Dhammapala, who may have lived a century or two 
after Buddhaghosa and resided near Kancipura in South India. 
The main purpose of the tikii is to clear up obscure or difficult 
points in the atthakatha, but in doing so the author often sheds 
additional light on the reading and meaning of the canonical 
text itself. 

To keep the notes as concise as possible, the commentaries are 
generally paraphrased rather than directly quoted, but I use 
quotation marks to show where I am quoting directly. I have not 
given volume and page numbers to the citations from Spk and 
Spk-pt, for I did not have permanent access to the PTS edition of 
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the former, while the latter is published only in Burmese script. 
The absence of page numbers, however, should not be a prob
lem, for the commentaries comment on the suttas in direct 
sequence, and thus those using the PTS edition of Spk should be 
able to locate any comment easily enough simply by locating the 
relevant sutta. In the few cases where I cited Spk out of 
sequence, through inquiry I was able to find out the volume and 
page number of the PTS edition and I give the full reference in 
the note. 

I should state, as a precaution, that the commentaries explain 
the suttas as they were understood sometime around the first 
century c.B. at the latest, at which time the old commentaries 
drawn upon by Buddhaghosa were closed to further additions. 
The commentaries view the suttas through the lens of the com
plex exegetical method that had evolved within the Theravada 
school, built up from the interpretations of the ancient teachers 
welded to a framework constructed partly from the principles of 
the Abhidhamma system. This exegetical method does not nec
essarily correspond to the way the teachings were understood in 
the earliest period of Buddhist history, but it seems likely that its 
nucleus goes back to the first generation of monks who had 
gathered around the Buddha and were entrusted with the task 
of giving detailed, systematic explanations of his discourses. The 
fact that I cite the commentaries so often in the notes does not 
necessarily mean that I always agree with them, though where I 
interpret a passage differently I generally say so. I realize that 
the notes sometimes repeat things already explained in the 
introduction to the same part, but in a work of this nature such 
repetitions can be helpful, particularly as novel ideas briefly 
treated in the introduction may slip the reader's memory at the 
time of reading a sutta to which they pertain. 

I conclude this preface by acknowledging the contributions that 
others have made to the completion of this project, for from an 
early time I was fortunate to have capable help and advice. My 
most assiduous helper from 1996 onward has been Yen. 
Bhikkhu Nal).atusita of the Netherlands, who read through the 
translation and the notes at two different stages, made numer
ous suggestions for improvement, and collected information 
and references that have been incorporated into the notes. He 
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also kindly provided me with translations of several of the more 
important notes to the German translation of SN, particularly of 
Wilhelm Geiger's notes to the Sagathavagga. To Yen. Nfu:tatusita, 
too, belongs most of the credit for the concordances of parallel 
passages, an impressive undertaking which required an incredi
ble amount of diligent work. 

Yen. Vanarata Ananda Thera read an early draft of the trans
lation and made useful suggestions. Especially helpful were his 
comments on the verses, an area in which he has special expert
ise. A number of his perspicacious remarks, including some 
radical but convincing readings, are incorporated in the notes. 
Ayya Nyanasiri read through the verse translations at an early 
stage and helped to improve the diction, as did Yen. Thanissaro 
Bhikkhu at a later stage. Yen. Brahmali Bhikkhu and Yen. 
Sujato Bhikkhu read through most of the prose volumes and 
made helpful comments, while Yen. Ajahn Brahmavaqlso, 
though unable to find the time to read the translation itself, 
made some valuable suggestions regarding terminology. I bene
fitted from occasional correspondence with K.R. Norman, 
Lambert Schmithausen, and Peter Skilling, who provided infor
mation and opinions on points that fell within their areas of 
expertise. I also learnt an enormous amount from Professor 
Norman's notes to his translations of the Thera- and Theri
gathas (Elders' Verses, I and II) and the Suttanipata (The Group of 
Discourses, II). In the final stage, William Pruitt of the Pali Text 
Society reviewed the entire work, from start to finish, and 
offered suggestions drawn from his extensive experience as a 
scholar, translator, and editor. Besides this scholarly help, Tim 
McNeill of Wisdom Publications and Richard Gombrich of the 
Pali Text Society gave me constant encouragement. By imposing 
a strict deadline, Tim ensured that the work finally reached 
completion. I also thank Carl Yamamoto for his meticulous 
proofreading of the entire translation. 

For all this help I am deeply grateful. For any faults that 
remain I am fully responsible. 

This translation is dedicated to the memory of three eminent 
Sangha elders with whom I had the fortune to be closely associ
ated during my life as a bhikkhu: my ordination teacher, Yen. 
Balangoda Ananda Maitreya Mahanayaka Thera (with whom I 
first studied the Sagathavagga back in 1973), and my chief 
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kalYiilJamittas (spiritual friends), Yen. Nyanaponika Mahathera 
and Yen. Piyadassi Nayaka Thera. When I started this transla
tion all three were alive and gave me their encouragement; 
unfortunately, none lived to see it completed. 

Bhikkhu Bodhi 
Forest Hermitage 
Kandy, Sri Lanka 



Key to the Pronunciation of Pah 

The Pali Alphabet 

Vowels: a, a, i, i, u, U, e, 0 

Consonants: 
Gutterals: 
Palatals 
Cerebrals 
Dentals 
Labials 
Other 

Pronunciation 

a as in "cut" 
a as in "father" 

. i as in "king" 
i as in "keen" 
u as in "put" 
U as in "rule" 
e as in "way" 
o as in "home" 

k, kh, g, gh, n 
c, ch, j, jh, it 

t, th, 9, 9h, 1). 
t, th, d, dh, n 
p, ph, b, bh, m 

y, r, !, 1, v, s, h, Ip. 

Of the vowels, e and 0 are long before a single consonant and 
short before a double consonant. Among the consonants, g is 
always pronounced as in "good," c as in "church," Ii as in 
"onion." The cerebrals (or retroflexes) are spoken with the 
tongue on the roof of the mouth; the dentals with the tongue on 
the upper teeth. The aspirates-kh, gh, ch, jh, ph, q.h, th, dh, ph, 
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bh-are single consonants pronounced with slightly more force 
than the nonaspirates, e.g., th as in "Thomas" (not as in "thin"); 
ph as in "puff" (not as in "phone"). Double consonants are 
always enunciated separately, e.g., dd as in "mad dog," gg as in 
"big gun." The pure nasal (niggahita) rJl is pronounced like the 
ng in "song." An 0 and an e always carry a stress; otherwise the 
stress falls on a long vowel--a, i, a, or on a double consonant, or 
on rJl. 



General Introduction 

The Sa1J1yutta Nikaya is the third great collection of the Buddha's 
discourses in the Sutta Pitaka of the Pali Canon, the compilation 
of texts authorized as the W ora of the Buddha by the Theravada 
school of Buddhism. Within the Sutta Pitaka it follows the Digha 
Nikaya and Majjhima Nikaya, and precedes the Anguttara 
Nikaya. Like the other Pali Nikayas, the SaI!lyutta Nikaya had 
counterparts in the canonical collections of the other early 
Buddhist schools, and one such version has been preserved in 
the Chinese Tripitaka, where it is known as the Tsa-a-han-ching. 
This was translated from the Sanskrit Sa1J1yuktagama, which the 
evidence indicates belonged to the Sarvastivada school. Thus, 
while the SaI!lyutta Nikaya translated in the present work has 
its locus within the Theravada canon, it should never be forgot
ten that it belongs to a body of texts---called the Nikayas in the 
Pali tradition prevalent in southern Asia and the Agamas in the 
Northern Buddhist tradition-which stands at the fountainhead 
of the entire Buddhist literary heritage. It was on the basis of 
these texts that the early Buddhist schools established their sys
tems of doctrine and practice, and again it was to these texts that 
later schools also appealed when formulating their new visions 
of the Buddha's way. 

As a source of Buddhist doctrine the SaI!lyutta Nikaya is espe
cially rich, for in this collection it is precisely doctrinal categories 
that serve as the primary basis for classifying the Buddha's dis
courses. The word sa1J1yutta means literally "yoked together," 
yutta (Skt yukta) being etymologically related to our English 
"yoked" and sa1J1 a prefix meaning "together." The word occurs 
in the suttas themselves with the doctrinally charged meaning of 
"fettered" or "bound." In this sense it is a past participle related 
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to the technical term sa1J1.yojana, "fetter," of which there are ten 
that bind living beings to sa1J1.siira, the round of rebirths. But the 
word sa1J1.yutta is also used in a more ordinary sense to mean 
simply things that are joined or "yoked" together, as when it is 
said, "Suppose, friend, a black ox and a white ox were yoked 
together by a single harness or yoke" (35:232; S IV 163,12-13). 
This is the meaning relevant to the present collection of texts. 
They are suttas--discourses ascribed to the Buddha or to emi
nent disciples-yoked or connected together. And what con
nects them, the "harness or yoke" (damena vii yottena vii), are the 
topics that give their titles to the individual chapters, the sa1J1.
yuttas under which the suttas fall. 

THE GROUNDPLAN OF THE SAMYUTIA NiKAYA 

Despite the immense dimensions of the work, the plan accord
ing to which it is constructed is fairly simple and straight
forward. The Saqiyutta Nikaya that has come down in the Pali 
tradition consists of five major Vaggas, parts or "books," each of 
which corresponds to a single volume in the Pali Text Society's 
roman-script edition of the work. Between them, these five vol
umes contain fIfty-six sa1J1.yuttas, chapters based on unifying 
themes.! The longer saqlyuttas are in tum divided into subchap
ters, also called vaggas, while the smaller saqlyuttas can be con
sidered to consist of a single vagga identical with the saqlyutta 
itself. Each vagga, in this sense, ideally contains ten suttas, 
though in actuality the number of suttas in a vagga can range 
from as few as five to as many as sixty. Thus we find the word 
vagga, literally "a group," used to designate both the five major 
parts of the entire collection and the subordinate sections of the 
chapters.2 

The two largest saqlyuttas, the Khandhasaqlyutta (22) and the 
Sa�ayatanasaqlyutta (35), are so massive that they employ still 
another unit of division to simplify organization. This is the 
paiiiiiisaka or "set of fifty." This figure is only an approximation, 
since the sets usually contain slightly more than fifty suttas; 
indeed, the Fourth Fifty of the Sa�ayatanasaqlyutta contains 
ninety-three suttas, among them a vagga of sixty! Most of these 
suttas, however, are extremely short, being merely variations on 
a few simple themes. 
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Unlike the suttas of the first two Nikayas, the Digha and the 
Majjhima, the suttas of SN do not have proper names unani
mously agreed upon by all the textual traditions. In the old ola 
leaf manuscripts the suttas follow one another without a clean 
break, and the divisions between suttas have to be determined 
by certain symbolic markings. Each vagga ends with a short 
mnemonic verse called the uddiina, which sums up the contents 
of the vagga by means of key words representing its component 
suttas. In modern printed editions of SN these key words are 
taken to be the titles of the suttas and are placed at their head. 
As the uddiinas often differ slightly between the Sinhalese and 
the Burmese textual traditions, with the PTS edition following 
now one and now the other, the names of the suttas also differ 
slightly between the several editions. Moreover, the most recent 
Burmese edition, that prepared at the Sixth Buddhist Council, 
sometimes assigns the suttas titles that are fuller and more 
meaningful than those derivable from the mnemonic verses. In 
this translation I have generally followed the Burmese edition. 

The titles of the vaggas also occasionally differ between the 
traditions. Whereas the Burmese-script edition often names 
them simply by way of their numerical position-e.g., as "The 
First Subchapter" (pathamo vaggo), etc.-the Sinhala-script 
Buddha Jayanti edition assigns them proper names. When the 
titles of the vaggas differ in this way, I have placed the numeri
cal name given in the Burmese-script edition first, followed par
enthetically by the descriptive name given in the Sinhala-script 
edition. The titles of the vaggas are without special significance 
and do not imply that all the suttas within that vagga are related 
to the idea expressed by the title. Often these titles are assigned 
merely on the basis of one sutta within the vagga, often the first, 
occasionally a longer or weightier sutta coming later. The 
grouping of suttas into vaggas also appears largely arbitrary, 
though occasionally several successive suttas deal with a com
mon theme or exemplify an extended pattern. 

In his commentaries to the Pali Canon, Acariya Buddhaghosa 
states that SN contains 7,762 suttas, but the text that has come 
down to us contains, on the system of reckoning used here, only 
2,904 suttas.3 Due to minor differences in the method of distin
guishing suttas, this figure differs slightly from the total of 2,889 
counted by Leon Feer on the basis of his roman-script edition. 
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TABLE 1 

A Breakdown of the Saqlyutta Nikaya by Vaggas and Suttas 

(Feer's sutta counts in Ee differing from 
my own are shown to the far right.) 

Saqlyutta Vaggas Suttas Feer 

Part I: 1 8 81 
Sagiithtivagga 2 3 30 

3 3 25 
4 3 25 
5 1 10 
6 2 15 
7 2 22 
8 1 12 
9 1 14 

10 1 12 
11 3 25 

Total 28 271 

Part II: 12 9 93 
Nidtinavagga 13 1 11 

14 4 39 
15 2 20 
16 1 13 
17 4 43 
18 2 22 
19 2 21 
20 1 12 
21 1 12 

Total 27 286 

Part III: 22 15 159 158 
Khandhavagga 23 4 46 

24 4 96 114 
25 1 10 
26 1 10 
27 1 10 
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Sal!\yutta Vaggas Suttas Feer 

Part III: 28 1 10 
Khandhavagga (cont'd) 29 1 50 

30 1 46 
31 1 112 
32 1 57 
33 1 55 
34 1 55 

Total 33 716 733 

Part IV: 35 19 248 207 
Sa{iiyatanavagga 36 3 31 29 

37 3 34 
38 1 16 
39 1 16 
40 1 11 
41 1 10 
42 1 13 
43 2 44 
44 1 11 

Total 33 434 391 

Part V: 45 16 180 
Mahavagga 46 18 184 187 

47 10 104 103 
48 17 178 185 
49 5 54 
50 10 108 110 
51 8 86 
52 2 24 
53 5 54 
54 2 20 
55 7 74 
56 11 131 

Total 111 1,197 1,208 

Grand Total 232 2,904 2,889 
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Table 1 shows how these figures are arrived at, with the divi
sions into Vaggas, saI1lyuttas, and vaggas; the variant figures 
counted by Feer are given next to my own. The fact that our 
totals differ so markedly from that arrived at by Buddhaghosa 
should not cause alarm bells to ring at the thought that some 
63% of the original SaI1lyutta has been irretrievably lost since the 
time of the commentaries. For the Siiratthappakiisini, the SN com
mentary, itself provides us with a check on the contents of the 
collection at our disposal, and from this it is evident that there 
are no suttas commented on by Buddhaghosa that are missing 
from the SaI1lyutta we currently possess. The difference in totals 
must certainly stem merely from different ways of expanding 
the vaggas treated elliptically in the text, especially in Part V. 
However, even when the formulaic abridgements are expanded 
to the full, it is difficult to see how the commentator could arrive 
at so large a figure. 

The five major Vaggas or "books" of the SaI1lyutta Nikaya are 
constructed according to different principles. The first book, the 
Sagathavagga, is unique in being compiled on the basis of liter
ary genre. As the name of the Vagga indicates, the suttas in this 
collection all contain giithiis or verses, though it is not the case 
(as Feer had assumed at an early point) that all suttas in SN con
taining verses are included in this Vagga. In many suttas of Part 
I, the prose setting is reduced to a mere framework for the verses, 
and in the first saI1lyutta even this disappears so that the sutta 
becomes simply an exchange of verses, presumably between the 
Buddha and an interlocutor. The other four Vaggas contain 
major saI1lyuttas concerned with the main doctrinal themes of 
early Buddhism, accompanied by minor saI1lyuttas spanning a 
wide diversity of topics. Parts II, III, and IV each open with a 
large chapter devoted to a theme of paramount importance: 
respectively, the chain of causation (Le., dependent origination, 
in SN 12), the five aggregates (22), and the six internal and exter
nal sense bases (35). Each of these Vaggas is named after its 
opening saI1lyutta and also includes one other saI1lyutta dealing 
with another important topic secondary to the main one: in Part 
II, the elements (14); in Part III, philosophical views (24); and in 
Part IV, feeling (36). The other saI1lyuttas in each of these collec
tions are generally smaller and thematically lighter, though 
within these we can also find texts of great depth and power. 
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Part V tackles themes that are all of prime importance, namely, 
the various groups of training factors which, in the post-canonical 
period, come to be called the thirty-seven aids to enlightenment 
(sattati1J1sa bodhipakkhiyii dhammii). The Vagga concludes with a 
saqtyutta on the original intuition around which the entire 
Dhamma revolves, the Four Noble Truths. Hence this book is 
called the Mahavagga, the Great Book, though at one point it 
might have also been called the Maggavagga, the Book of the 
Path (and indeed the Sanskrit version translated into Chinese 

was so named). 
The organization of SN, from Parts II to V, might be seen as 

corresponding roughly to the pattern established by the Four 
Noble Truths. The Nidanavagga, which focuses on dependent 
origination, lays bare the causal genesis of suffering, and is thus 
an amplification of the second noble truth. The Khandhavagga 
and the Salayatanavagga highlight the first noble truth, the truth 
of suffering; for in the deepest sense this truth encompasses all 
the elements of existence comprised by the five aggregates and 
the six internal and external sense bases (see 56:13, 14). The 
Asankhatasaqtyutta (43), coming towards the end of the Salaya
tanavagga, discusses the unconditioned, a term for the third 
noble truth, Nibbana, the cessation of suffering. Finally, the 
Mahavagga, dealing with the path of practice, makes known the 
way to the cessation of suffering, hence the fourth noble truth. If 
we follow the Chinese translation of the Skt Saqtyuktagama, the 
parallelism is still more obvious, for this version places the 
Khandhavagga first and the Sa!ayatanavagga second, followed 
by the Nidanavagga, thus paralleling the first and second truths 
in their proper sequence. But this version assigns the 
Asankhatasaqtyutta to the end of the Mahavagga, perhaps to 
show the realization of the unconditioned as the fruit of fulfill
ing the practice. 

r said above that what makes the suttas of this collection "con
nected discourses" are the themes that unite them into fixed 
saqlyuttas. These, which we might consider the "yokes" or bind
ing principles, constitute the groundplan of the collection, which 
would preserve its identity even if the saqlyuttas had been dif
ferently arranged. There are fifty-six such themes, which r have 
distinguished into four main categories: doctrinal topics, specific 
persons, classes of beings, and types of persons. Of the two 
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salP-yuttas that do not fall neatly into this typology, the Vana
salP-yutta (9) is constructed according to a fixed scenario, gener
ally a monk being admonished by a woodland deity to strive more 
strenuously for the goal; the OpammasalP-yutta (20) is character
ized by the use of an extended simile to convey its message. 

In Table 2 (A) I show how the different saq1yuttas can be 
assigned to these categories, giving the total numbers of suttas 
in each class and the percentage which that class occupies in the 
whole. The results of this tabulation should be qualified by not
ing that the figures given are based on a calculation for the 
whole Saq1yutta Nikaya. But the Sagathavagga is so different in 
character from the other Vaggas that its eleven saq1yuttas skew 
the final results, and thus to arrive at a more satisfactory picture 
of the overall nature of the work we might omit this Vagga. In 
Table 2 (B) I give the results when the Sagathavagga is not 
counted. Even these figures, however, can convey a misleading 
picture, for the classification is made by way of titles only, and 
these provide a very inadequate indication of the contents of the 
actual saq1yutta. The Rahulasaq1yutta and the Radhasaq1yutta, 
for example, are classified under "Specific Person," but they 
deal almost exclusively with the three characteristics and the 
five aggregates, respectively, and give us absolutely no personal 
information about these individuals; thus their content is prop
erly doctrinal rather than biographical. Moreover, of the eleven 
chapters named after specific persons, nine are almost entirely 
doctrinal. Only saq1yuttas 16 and 41, respectively on Maha
kassapa and Citta the householder, include material that might 
be considered of biographical interest. Since the chapters on the 
main doctrinal topics are invariably much longer than the other 
chapters, the number of pages dealing with doctrine would be 
immensely greater than those dealing with other themes. 

THE SA¥YUTIA NlKA YA AND THE SAMYUKTAGAMA 

The Pali commentaries, and even the canonical Cullavagga, give 
an account of the First Buddhist Council which conveys the 
impression that the participating elders arranged the Sutta 
Pitaka into essentially the form in which it has come down to us 
today, even with respect to the precise sequence of texts. This is 
extremely improbable, and it is also unlikely that the council 
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TABLE 2 

Thematic Analysis of the Sal11yutta Nikaya 

A. Including the Sagiithavagga 

Topics Sal11yuttas Total Percentage 

Doctrinal Topic 12 13 14 15 17 22 24 26 46% 

25 26 27 34 35 36 43 

44 45 46 47 48 49 50 

51 53 54 55 56 

Specific Person 3 4 8 11 16 18 19 23 15 27% 

28 33 38 39 40 41 52 

Class of Beings 1 2 6 10 29 30 31 32 8 14% 

Type of Person 5 7 21 37 42 5 9% 

Other 9 20 2 4% 

B. Excluding the Sagiithavagga 

Topics Sal11yuttas Total Percentage 

Doctrinal Topic 12 13 14 15 17 22 24 26 58% 

25 26 27 34 35 36 43 

44 45 46 47 48 49 50 

51 53 54 55 56 

Specific Person 16 18 19 23 28 33 38 11 24% 

39 40 41 52 

Class of Beings 29 30 31 32 4 9% 

Type of Person 21 37 42 3 7% 

Other 20 1 2% 

established a fixed and final recension of the Nikayas. The evi
dence to the contrary is just too massive. This evidence includes 
the presence in the canon of suttas that could only have 
appeared after the First Council (e.g., MN Nos. 84, 108, 124); 
signs of extensive editing internal to the suttas themselves; and, 
a weighty factor, the differences in content and organization 
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between the Pali Nikayas and the North Indian Agamas pre
served in the Chinese Tripitaka. It is much more likely that what 
took place at the First Council was the drafting of a comprehen
sive scheme for classifying the suttas (preserved only in the 
memory banks of the monks) and the appointment of an editor
ial committee (perhaps several) to review the material available 
and cast it into a format conducive to easy memorization and 
oral transmission. Possibly too the editorial committee, in com
piling an authorized corpus of texts, would have closely consid
ered the purposes their collections were intended to serve and 
then framed their guidelines for classification in ways designed 
to fulfil these purposes. This is a point I will return to below. 
The distribution of the texts among groups of reciters (bhii1}akas), 
charged with the task of preserving and transmitting them to 
posterity, would help to explain the divergences between the 
different recensions as well as the occurrence of the same suttas 
in different Nikayas,4 

Comparison of the Pali SN with the Chinese Sarp.yuktagama is 
particularly instructive and reveals a remarkable correspondence 
of contents arranged in a different order. I already alluded just 
above to some differences in organization, but it is illuminating 
to examine this in more detail.5 The Chinese version contains 
nine major Vaggas (following Anesaki, I use the Pali terms and 
titles for consistency). The first is the Khandhavagga (our III), 
the second the Sapiyatanavagga (our IV), the third the Nidana
vagga (our II), which latter also contains the Saccasarp.yutta (56) 
and the Vedanasarp.yutta (36), departing markedly from SN in 
these allocations. Then follows a fourth part named Savaka
vagga, without a counterpart in the Pali version but which 
includes among others the Sariputta- (28), Moggallana- (40), 
LakkhaI).a- (19), Anuruddha- (52), and Cittasarp.yuttas (41). The 
fifth part, whose Pali title would be Maggavagga, corresponds 
to SN Mahavagga (our V), but its sarp.yuttas are arranged in a 
sequence that follows more closely the canonical order of the 
sets making up the thirty-seven aids to enlightenment: 
Satipatthana (47), Indriya (48), Bala (50), Bojjhanga (46), and 
Magga (45); this part also includes the Anapanasati- (54) and 
Sotapattisarp.yuttas (55), while a series of small chapters at the 
end includes a Jhanasarp.yutta (53) and an AsaIikhatasarp.yutta 
(43). The sixth Vagga of the Sarp.yuktagama is without a PaIi 
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parallel but contains the OpammasaJ11yutta (20) and a collection 
of suttas on sick persons which draws together texts distributed 
among various chapters of SN. Then, as the seventh book, 
comes the Sagathavagga (our I), with twelve saJ11yuttas-all 
eleven of the PaIi version but in a different order and with the 
addition of the BhikkhusaJ11yutta (21), which in this recension 
must contain only suttas with verses. Finally comes a Buddha
or Tathagatavagga, which includes the Kassapa- (16) and 
GamanisaJ11yuttas (42),  and an AssasaJ11yutta, "Connected 
Discourses on Horses." This last chapter includes suttas that in 
the Pali Canon are found in the Ailguttara Nikaya. 

THE ROLE OF THE SA¥YUTTA AMONG THE FOUR NrKAYAS 

Prevalent scholarly opinion, fostered by the texts themselves, 
holds that the principal basis for distinguishing the four 
Nikayas is the length of their suttas. Thus the largest suttas are 
collected into the Digha Nikaya, the middle length suttas into 
the Majjhima Nikaya, and the shorter suttas are distributed 
between the SaJ11yutta and the Ailguttara Nikayas, the former 
classifying its suttas thematically, the latter by way of the num
ber of items in terms of w hich the exposition is framed. 
However, in an important groundbreaking study, PaIi scholar 
Joy Manne has challenged the assumption that length alone 
explains the differences between the Nikayas.6 By carefully com
paring the suttas of ON with those of MN, Manne concludes 
that the two collections are intended to serve two different pur
poses within the Buddha's dispensation. In her view, ON was 
primarily intended for the purpose of propaganda, to attract 
converts to the new religion, and thus is aimed mainly at non
Buddhists favourably disposed to Buddhism; MN, in contrast, 
was directed inwards towards the Buddhist community and its 
purpose was to extol the Master (both as a real person and as an 
archetype) and to integrate monks into the community and the 
practice. Manne also proposes that "each of the first four 
Nikayas came about in order to serve a distinct need and pur
pose in the growing and developing Buddhist community" 
(p. 73). Here we shall briefly address the question what purposes 
may have been behind the compilation of SN and AN, in contra
distinction to the other two Nikayas. 
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In approaching this question we might first note that the sut
tas of these two Nikayas provide only minimal circumstantial 
background to the delivery of the Buddha's discourses. With 
rare exceptions, in fact, a background story is completely absent 
and the nidana or "setting" simply states that the sutta was spo
ken by the Blessed One at such and such a locale. Thus, while 
DN and MN are replete with drama, debate, and narrative, with 
DN especially abounding in imaginative excursions, here this 
decorative framework is missing. In SN the whole setting 
becomes reduced to a single sentence, usually abbreviated to 
"At Savatthi, in Jeta's Grove," and by the fourth book even this 
disappears. Apart from the Sagathavagga, which is in a class of 
its own, the other four books of SN have little ornamentation. 
The suttas themselves are usually issued as direct proclamations 
on the doctrine by the Buddha himself; sometimes they take the 
form of consultations with the Master by a single monk or group 
of monks; occasionally they are framed as discussions between 
two eminent inonks. Many suttas consist of little more than a 
few short sentences, and it is not unusual for them simply to 
ring the permutations on a single theme. When we reach Part V 
whole chains of suttas are reduced to mere single words in 
mnemonic verses, leaving to the reciter (or to the modem read
er) the task of blowing up the outline and filling in the contents. 
This indicates that the suttas in SN (as also in AN) were, as a 
general rule, not targetted at outsiders or even at the newly con
verted, but were intended principally for those who had already 
turned for refuge to the Dhamma and were deeply immersed in 
its study and practice. 

On the basis of its thematic arrangement, we might postulate 
that, in its most distinctive features as a collection (though cer
tainly not in all particulars), SN was compiled to serve as the 
repository for the many short but pithy suttas disclosing the 
Buddha's radical insights into the nature of reality and his 
unique path to spiritual emancipation. This collection would 
have served the needs of two types of disciples within the 
monastic order. One were the doctrinal specialists, those monks 
and nuns who were capable of grasping the deepest dimensions 
of wisdom and took upon themselves the task of clarifying for 
others the subtle perspectives on reality opened up by the 
Buddha's teachings. Because SN brings together in its major 
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saJ1lyuttas the many abstruse, profound, and delicately nuanced 
suttas on such weighty topics as dependent origination, the five 
aggregates, the six sense bases, the factors of the path, and the 
Four Noble Truths, it would have been perfectly suited for those 
disciples of intellectual bent who delighted in exploring the 
deep implications of the Dhamma and in explaining them to 
their spiritual companions. The second type of disciples for 
whom SN seems to have been designed were those monks and 
nuns who had already fulfilled the preliminary stages of medi
tative training and were intent on consummating their efforts 
with the direct realization of the ultimate truth. Because the sut
tas in this collection are vitally relevant to meditators bent on 
arriving at the undeceptive "knowledge of things as they really 
are," they could well have formed the main part of a study syl
labus compiled for the guidance of insight meditators. 

With the move from SN to AN, a shift in emphasis takes place 
from comprehension to personal edification. Because the shorter 
suttas that articulate the philosophical theory and the main 
structures of training have found their way into SN, what have 
been left for inclusion in AN are the short suttas whose primary 
concern is practical. To some extent, in its practical orientation, 
AN partly overlaps with SN Mahavagga, which treats the vari
ous groups of path factors. To avoid unnecessary duplication 
the redactors of the canon did not include these topics again in 
AN under their numerical categories, thereby leaving AN free to 
focus on those aspects of the training not incorporated in the 
repetitive sets. AN also includes a notable proportion of suttas 
addressed to lay disciples, dealing with the mundane, ethical, 
and spiritual concerns of life within the world. This makes it 
especially suitable as a text for the edification of the laity. 

From this way of characterizing the two Nikayas, we might 
see SN and AN as offering two complementary perspectives on 
the Dhamma, both inherent in the original teaching. SN opens 
up to us the profound perspective reached through contempla
tive insight, where the familiar consensual world of persons and 
things gives way to the sphere of impersonal conditioned phe
nomena arising and perishing in accordance with laws of condi
tionality. This is the perspective on reality that, in the next stage 
in the evolution of Buddhist thought, will culminate in the 
Abhidhamma. Indeed, the connection between SN and the 
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Abhidhamma appears to be a close one, and we might even 
speculate that it was the nonsubstantialist perspective so promi
nent in SN that directly gave rise to the type of inquiry that crys
tallized in the Abhidhamma philosophy. The close relationship 
between the two is especially evident from the second book of 
the Pali Abhidhamma Pitaka, the Vibhanga, which consists of 
eighteen treatises each devoted to the analysis of a particular 
doctrinal topic. Of these eighteen, the first twelve have their 
counterparts in SN.7 Since most of these treatises include a 
"Suttanta Analysis" (suttantabhiijaniya) as well as a more techni
cal " Abhidhamma Analysis" (abhidhammabhiijaniya), it is con
ceivable that the Suttanta Analyses of the Vibhanga were the pri
mordial seeds of the Abhidhamma and that it was among the 
specialists in SN that the idea arose of devising a more technical 
expository system which eventually came to be called the 
Abhidhamma. 

The Aitguttara Nikaya serves to balance the abstract philo
sophical point of view so prominent in SN with an acceptance of 
the conventional world of consensual realities. In AN, persons 
are as a rule not reduced to mere collections of aggregates, ele
ments, and sense bases, but are treated as real centres of living 
experience engaged in a heartfelt quest for happiness and free
dom from suffering. The suttas of this collection typically 
address these needs, many dealing with the practical training of 
monks and a significant number with the everyday concerns of 
lay followers. The numerical arrangement makes it particularly 
convenient for use in formal instruction, and thus it could be 
easily drawn upon by senior monks when teaching their pupils 
and by preachers when preparing sermons for the lay commu
nity. AN is replete with material that serves both purposes, and 
even today within the living Theravada tradition it continues to 
fulfil this dual function. 

The preceding attempt to characterize each Nikaya in terms of 
a ruling purpose should not be understood to imply that their 
internal contents are in any way uniform. To the contrary, 
amidst a welter of repetition and redundancy, each displays 
enormous diversity, somewhat like organisms of the same gen
era that exhibit minute specific differences absolutely essential 
to their survival. Further, it remains an open question, particu
larly in the case of SN and AN, whether their blueprints were 
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drawn up with a deliberate pedagogical strategy in mind or 
whether, instead, the method of arrangement came first and 
their respective tactical applications followed as a matter of 
course from their groundplans. 

RELATIONSHIP WITH OrnER PARTS OF THE CANON 

Oue partly to the composition of the suttas out of blocks of stan
dardized, transposable text called pericopes, and partly to com
mon points of focus throughout the Sutta Pitaka, a considerable 
amount of overlapping can be discovered between the contents 
of the four Nikayas. In the case of SN, parallels extend not only 
to the other three Nikayas but to the Vinaya Pitaka as well. Thus 
we find three SN suttas of great importance also recorded in the 
Vinaya Mahavagga, represented as the first three discourses 
given by the Buddha at the dawn of his ministry: the Ohamma
cakkappavattana, the AnattalakkhaI).a, and the Adittapariyaya 
(56:11; 22:59; 35:28).8 In the Vinaya, too, there are parallels to the 
SN suttas on the Buddha's encounters with Mara (4:4, 5), on his 
hesitation to teach the Dhamma (6:1), on his first meeting with 
AnathapiI).<;J.ika (10:8), on the secession of Devadatta (17:35), and 
on the tormented spirits seen by Mahamoggallana (19:1-21). 
While it is possible that both the Vinaya and SN received this 
material via separate lines of oral transmission, in view of the 
fact that the narrative portions of the Vinaya Pitaka appear to 
stem from a later period than the Nikayas, we might conjecture 
that the redactors of the Vinaya drew freely upon texts pre
served by the Saqtyutta reciters when composing the frame
works for the disciplinary injunctions. 

SN includes as individual suttas material which, in ON, is 
embedded in larger suttas. The most notable instances of this are 
segments of the Mahaparinibbana Sutta (e.g., at 6:15; 47:9; 47:12; 
51 :10) ,  but we find as well a few snippets shared by the 
Mahasatipatthana Sutta (47:1, 2; 45:8) and a short (cuta) version 
of the Mahanidana Sutta (12:60). The latter shares with its larger 
counterpart (ON No. 15) only the opening paragraph but there
after diverges in a completely different direction. Again, any 
solution to the question of borrowing can only be hypothetical. 

The compilers of the canon seem to have laid down stringent 
rules governing the allocation of texts between SN and AN, 
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intended to avoid extensive reduplication when a doctrinal 
theme is also a numerical set. Still, within the bounds set by that 
condition, a certain amount of overlapping has taken place 
between the two Nikayas. They hold in common the suttas on 
Rohitassa's search for the end of the world (2:26), on the lion's 
roar (22:78), on the ten qualities of the stream-enterer (12:41 = 

55:28), on the death of Kokalika (6:9-10), on the five hindrances 
(46:55, but in AN without the section on the enlightenment fac
tors), as well as several large blocks of text that in SN do not 
constitute separate suttas. 

It is, however, between SN and MN that the boundary 
appears to have been the most permeable, for SN contains five 
whole suttas also found in MN (22:82; 35:87, 88, 121; 36:19), as 
well as the usual common text blocks. We cannot know whether 
this dual allocation of the suttas was made with the general con
sent of the redactors responsible for the whole Sutta Pitaka or 
came about because the separate companies of reciters responsi
ble for the two Nikayas each thought these suttas fitted best into 
their own collections. But in view of the fact that in SN several 
suttas appear in two salTlyuttas, thus even in the same Nikaya, 
the first alternative is not implausible. Suttas from SN have also 
found their way into the smaller works of the Khuddaka 
Nikaya-the Suttanipata, the Udana, and the Itivuttaka-while 
the correspondence between verses is legion, as can be seen 
from Concordance 1 (B). 

LITERARY FEATURES OF THE SAMYUTIA 

Of the four Nikayas, SN seems to be the one most heavily sub
jected to "literary embellishment." While it is possible that some 
of the variations stemmed from the Buddha himself, it also 
seems plausible that many of the more minute elaborations were 
introduced by the redactors of the canon. I wish to call attention 
to two distinctive features of the collection which bear testimony 
to this hypothesis. We might conveniently call them "template 
parallelism" and " auditor-setting variation." The texts that 
exhibit these features are collated in Concordances 3 and 4 
respectively. Here I will explain the principles that lie behind 
these editorial devices and cite a few notable examples of each. 

Template parallels are suttas constructed in accordance with 
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the same formal pattern but which differ in the content to which 
this pattern is applied. The template is the formal pattern or 
mould; the template sutta, a text created by applying this mould 
to a particular subject, the "raw material" to be moulded into a 
sutta. Template parallels cut across the division between 
sarp.yuttas and show how the same formula can be used to make 
identical statements about different categories of phenomena, 
for example, about the elements, aggregates, and sense bases 
(dhatu, khandha, t1yatana), or about path factors, enlightenment 
factors, and spiritual faculties (maggaizga, bojjhaizga, indriya). The 
recurrence of template parallels throughout SN gives us an 
important insight into the structure of the Buddha's teaching. It 
shows that the teaching is constituted by two intersecting com
ponents: a formal component expressed by the templates them
selves, and a material component provided by the entities that 
are organized by the templates. The application of the templates 
to the material components instructs us how the latter are to be 
treated. Thus we are made to see, fi'om the template suttas, that 
the constituent factors of existence are to be understood with 
wisdom; that the defilements are to be abandoned; and that the 
path factors are to be developed. 

The templates are in tum sometimes subsumed at a higher 
level by what we might call a paradigm, that is, a particular per
spective offering us a panoramic overview of the teaching as a 
whole. Paradigms generate templates, and templates generate 
suttas. Thus all one need do to compose different suttas is to 
subject various types of material to the same templates generat
ed by a single paradigm. 

SN abounds in examples of this. One prevalent paradigm in 
the collection, central to the Dhamma, is the three characteristics 
of existence: impermanence (anicca), suffering (dukkha), and non
self (anattt1). This paradigm governs whole series of suttas both 
in SN 22 and SN 35, the royal sarp.yuttas of Parts III and IV, 
respectively; for it is above all the five aggregates and the six 
pairs of sense bases that must be seen with insight in order to 
win the fruits of liberation. The "three characteristics paradigm" 
generates four common templates: impermanent, etc., in the 
three times; the simple contemplation of impermanence, etc.; 
impermanent, etc., through causes and conditions; and, most 
critical in the Buddha's soteriological plan, the "what is imper-
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manent is suffering" template, which sets the three characteris
tics in relation to one another. 

Another major paradigm is the triad of gratification, danger, 
and escape (assiida, iidinava, nissarafla), which generates three 
templates. At AN I 258-60 we find these templates used to gen
erate three suttas in which the material content is the world as a 
whole (loka). SN, apparently drawing upon certain ways of 
understanding the concept of the world, contains twelve suttas 
churned out by these templates-three each in the satrtyuttas on 
the elements and the aggregates (14:31-33; 22:26-28), and six in 
the satrtyutta on the sense bases (35:13-18; six because the inter
nal and external sense bases are treated separately). This para
digm is in turn connected to another, on the qualities of true 
ascetics and brahmins, and together they give birth to three 
more recurrent templates on how true ascetics and brahmins 
understand things: by way of the gratification triad; by way of 
the origin pentad (the gratification triad augmented by the ori
gin and passing away of things); and by way of the noble-truth 
tetrad (modelled on the Four Noble Truths: suffering, its origin, 
its cessation, and the way to its cessation). These templates gen
erate suttas on the four elements, gain and honour, the five 
aggregates, feelings, and the faculties. The last template is also 
applied several times to the factors of dependent origination, 
but strangely they are all missing in the Sa!ayatanasatrtyutta. 

The main cause of suffering, according to the Buddha, is crav
ing (taflhii), also known as desire and lust (chanda-riiga). In SN 
the task of removing craving serves as a paradigm which gener
ates another set of templates, arrived at by splitting and then 
recombining the terms of the compound: abandon desire, aban
don lust, abandon desire and lust. These are each connected sep
arately to whatever is impermanent, whatever is suffering, and 
whatever is nonself (intersecting with the three characteristics 
paradigm), thereby giving rise to nine templates. These are then 
extended to the aggregates and to the internal and external 
sense bases, generating respectively nine and eighteen suttas 
(22:137-45; 35:168-85). 

Some templates must have emerged from the conversations 
into which the monks were drawn in their everyday lives, such 
as the one based on the question why the holy life is lived under 
the Blessed One (35:81, 152; 38:4; 45:5, 41-48). Part V, on the 
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groups pertaining to the path, employs still new templates, 
though without a single dominant paradigm. Many of the tem
plates occur in the repetition series, which are elaborated in full 
only in the Maggasa.qtyutta and thereafter abbreviated in mne
monic verses. But more substantive templates generate suttas in 
the bodies of these sa.qtyuttas, which will be discussed at greater 
length in the introduction to Part V. 

If we closely inspect the concordance of template parallels, we 
would notice that certain templates are not employed to gener
ate suttas in domains where they seem perfectly applicable. 
Thus, as noted above, we do not find the "ascetics and brah
mins" templates applied to the six sense bases, or the "noble and 
emancipating" template applied to the five spiritual faculties, or 
the "seven fruits and benefits " template applied to the four 
establishments of mindfulness. This raises the intriguing ques
tion whether these omissions were made by deliberate design, 
or because the applications were overlooked, or because suttas 
got lost in the process of oral transmission. To arrive at cogent 
hypotheses concerning this question we would have to compare 
the Pali recension of SN with the Chinese translation of the 
Sa.qtyuktagama, which would no doubt be a major undertaking 
requiring a rare combination of skills. 

The second distinctive editorial technique of SN is what I call 
"auditor-setting variation." This refers to suttas that are identi
cal (or nearly identical) in content but differ in regard to the per
son to whom they are addressed, or in the protagonist involved 
(in a sutta involving a "plot"), or in the circumstances under 
which they are spoken. The most notable example of this device 
is the sutta on how a bhikkhu attains or fails to attain Nibbana, 
which occurs seven times (at 35:118, 119, 124, 125, 126, 128, 131), 
in exactly the same words, but addressed to different auditors, 
including the deva-king Sakka and the gandhabba Pancasikha. 
As the Buddha must have reiterated many suttas to different 
inquirers, the question arises why this one was selected for such 
special treatment. Could it have been a way of driving home, 
to the monks, what they must do to win the goal of the holy 
life? Or were there more mundane motives behind the redun
dancy, such as a desire to placate the families of important lay 
supporters? 

Under this category fall several instances where a sutta is 
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spoken by the Buddha a first time in response to a question from 
Ananda, a second time to Ananda on his own initiative, a third 
time in response to a question from a group of bhikkhus, and a 
fourth time to a group of bhikkhus on his own initiative (e.g., 
36:15-18; 54:13-16). Again, the Radhasaqtyutta includes two 
vaggas of twelve suttas each identical in all respects except that 
in the first (23:23-34) Radha asks for a teaching while in the sec
ond (23:3�6) the Buddha takes the initiative in speaking. 

A third literary embellishment, not quite identical with audi
tor-setting variation, is the inclusion of chains of suttas that ring 
the permutations on a simple idea by using different phrasing. 
Thus the Ditthisaqtyutta (24) contains four "trips" (gamana) on 
speculative views differing only in the framework within which 
the exposition of views is encased (partial exception being made 

of the first trip, which for some unclear reason lacks a series of 
views included in the other three). In the Vacchagottasaqtyutta 
(33), the wanderer so named approaches the Buddha five times 
with the same question, about the reason why the ten �pecula
tive views arise in the world, and each time the answer is given 
as not knowing one of the five aggregates; each question and 
answer makes a separate sutta. Not content with this much, the 
compilers of the canon seem to have felt obliged to make it clear 

that each answer could have been formulated using a different 
synonym for lack of knowledge. Thus the saqtyutta is built up 
out of ten variants on the first pentad, identical in all respects 
except for the change of synonyms. The Jhanasaqtyutta (34) 
exhibits still another literary flourish, the "wheel" (cakka) of per
mutations, whereby a chain of terms is taken in pairwise combi
nations, exhausting all possibilities. 

TECHNICAL NOTES 

Here I will discuss a few technical matters pertaining to the 
translation, emphasizing particularly why my renderings here 
sometimes differ from those used in MLDB. For the sake of pre
cision, I usually refer to SN by volume, page, and line numbers 
of Ee (Eel in references to Part I), and use the saqtyutta and 
sutta numbers only when the whole sutta is relevant.9 
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THE REPETITIONS 

Readers of the Pali suttas are invariably irked, and sometimes 
dismayed, by the ponderous repetitiveness of the texts. In SN 
these are more blatant than in the other Nikayas, even to the 
extent that in whole vaggas the suttas might differ from one 
another only in regard to a single word or phrase. Besides this 
type of reiterative pattern, we also come across the liberal use of 
stock definitions, stereotyped formulas, and pericopes typical of 
the Nikayas as a whole, stemming from the period when they 
were transmitted orally. It is difficult to tell how much of the 
repetition stems from the Buddha himself, who as an itinerant 
teacher must have often repeated whole discourses with only 
slight variations, and how much is due to zealous redactors 
eager to ring every conceivable change on a single idea and pre
serve it for posterity. It is hard, however, not to suspect that the 
latter have had a heavy hand in the redaction of the texts. 

To avoid excessive repetitiveness in the translation I have had 
to make ample use of elisions. In this respect I follow the printed 
editions of the Pali texts, which are also highly abridged, but a 
translation intended for a contemporary reader requires still 
more compression if it is not to risk earning the reader's wrath. 
On the other hand, I have been keen to see that nothing essential 
to the original text, including the flavour, has been lost due to 
the abridgement. The ideals of considerateness to the reader and 
fidelity to the text sometimes make contrary demands on a 
translator. 

The treatment of repetition patterns in which the same utter
ance is made regarding a set of items is a perpetual problem in 
translating Pali suttas. When translating a sutta about the five 
aggregates, for example, one is tempted to forgo the enumera
tion of the individual aggregates and instead tum the sutta into 
a general statement about the aggregates as a class. To my mind, 
such a method veers away from proper translation towards para
phrase and thus risks losing too much of the original text. My 
general policy has been to translate the full utterance in relation 
to the first and last members of the set, and merely to enumerate 
the intermediate members separated by ellipsis points. Thus, in 
a sutta about the five aggregates, I render the statement in full 
only for form and consciousness, and in between have "feeling 
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. . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  ," implying thereby 
that the full statement likewise applies to them. With the bigger 
sets I often omit the intermediate terms, rendering the statement 
only for the first and last members. 

This approach has required the frequent use of ellipsis points, 
a practice which also invites criticism. Several consulting read
ers thought I might improve the aesthetic appearance of the 
page (especially in Part IV) by rephrasing repetitive passages in 
a way that would eliminate the need for ellipsis points. I accepted 
this suggestion in regard to repetitions in the narrative frame
work, but in texts of straight doctrinal exposition I adhered to 
my original practice. The reason is that I think it an important 
responsibility of the translator, when translating passages of 
doctrinal significance, to show exactly where text is being elided, 
and for this ellipsis points remain the best tool at hand. 

DHAMMA 

Rather than embark on the quest for a single English rendering 
that can capture all the meanings of this polyvalent PilIi word, I 
have settled for the more pragmatic approach of using different 
renderings intended to match its different applications.1o When 
the word denotes the Buddha's teaching, I have retained the Pali 
"Dhamma," for even "teaching" fails to convey the idea that 
what the Buddha teaches as the Dhamma is not a system of 
thought original to himself but the fundamental principles of 
truth, virtue, and liberation discovered and taught by all 
Buddhas throughout beginningless time. This is the Dhamma 
venerated by the Buddhas of the past, present, and future, 
which they look upon as their own standard and guide (see 6:2). 
From an internal "emic" point of view, the Dhamma is thus 
more than a particular religious teaching that has appeared at a 
particular epoch of human history. It is the timeless law in 
which reality, truth, and righteousness are merged in a seamless 
unity, and also the conceptual expression of this law in a body 
of spiritual and ethical teachings leading to the highest goal, 
Nibbana, which is likewise comprised by the Dhamma. The 
word "Dhamma," however, can also signify teachings that 
deviate from the truth, including the erroneous doctrines of the 
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"outside" teachers. Thus the Jain teacher NigaI).tha Nataputta is 
said to "teach the Dhamma to his disciples" (IV 317,25}-certainly 

not the Buddha's teaching. 
In one passage I render Dhamma as "righteousness" (at the Se 

counterpart of IV 303,21). This is in the epithet dhammartijii used 
for a universal monarch, where "king of righteousness" fits bet
ter than "king of the Dhamma," the significance the epithet has 
relative to the Buddha. The corresponding adjective, dhammika, 
is "righteous." 

When dhamma occurs as a general term of reference, often in 
the plural, I usually render it "things." As such, the word does 
not bear the narrow sense of concrete material objects but 
includes literally every-thing, such as qualities, practices, acts, 
and relationships. Thus the four factors of stream-entry are, as 
dJuzmmas, things; so too are the twelve factors of dependent orig
ination, the five aggregates, the six pairs of sense bases, and the 
diverse practices leading to enlightenment. Used in the plural, 
dhammii can also mean teachings, and so r render it at III 225,9 
fall., though the exact sense there is ambiguous and the word 
might also mean the things that are taught rather than the teach
ings about them. One expression occurring in two suttas (II 58,3-4; 
IV 328,21-22), iminii dhammena, can be most satisfactorily ren
dered "by this principle," though here dhamma points to the 
Dharnma as the essential teaching. Again, at I 167,9 (= I 168,25, 
173,1O), we have dhamme sati, "when this principle exists," a rule 
of conduct followed by the Buddha. 

When plural dhammii acquires a more technical nuance, in con
texts with ontological overtones, I render it "phenomena." For 

instance, paticca-samuppannii dhammti are "dependently arisen 
phenomena" (II 26,7), and each of the five aggregates is loke 
lokadhamma, "a  world-phenomenon in the world" that the 
Buddha has penetrated and taught (III 139,22 fall.). When the 
word takes on a more psychological hue, I render it "states." 
The most common example of this is in the familiar pair kusalii 
dhammii, wholesome states, and akusalii dhammti, unwholesome 
states (found, for example, in the formula for right effort; 
V 9,17-27). The enlightenment factor dhammavicaya-sambojjhanga 
is said to be nurtured by giving careful attention to pairs of con
trasting mental states (among them wholesome and unwhole
some states; V 66,18), and thus I render it "the enlightenment 
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factor of discrimination of states." But since the dhammas investi
gated can also be the four objective supports of mindfulness 
(V 331-32), dhammavicaya might have been translated "discrimi
nation of phenomena." Sometimes dhammii signifies traits of 
character more persistent than transient mental states; in this 
context I render it "qualities," e.g., Mahakassapa complains that 
the bhikkhus "have qualities which make them difficult to 
admonish" (II 204,3-4). 

As a sense base and element, the dhammiiyatana and dhamma
dhiitu are the counterparts of the maniiyatana, the mind base, and 
the manovififiiilJadhiitu, the mind-consciousness element. The 
appropriate sense here would seem to be that of ideas and men
tal images, but the commentaries understand dhammas in these 
contexts to include not only the objects of consciousness but its 
concomitants as well. Thus I translate it "mental phenomena," 
which is wide enough to encompass both these aspects of expe
rience. As the fourth satipatthiina, objective base of mindfulness, 
dhammii is often translated "mind-objects." So I rendered it in 
MLDB, but in retrospect this seems to me unsatisfactory. Of 
course, any existent can become an object of mind, and thus all 
dhammas in the fourth satipatthilna are necessarily mind-objects; 
but the latter term puts the focus in the wrong place. I now under
stand dhammas to be phenomena in general, but phenomena 
arranged in accordance with the categories of the Dhamma, the 
teaching, in such a way as to lead to a realization of the essential 
Dhamma embodied in the Four Noble Truths. 

Finally, -dhamma as a suffix has the meaning "is subject to" or 
"has the nature of." Thus all dependently arisen phenomena are 
"subject to destruction, vanishing, fading away, and cessation" 
(khayadhamma, vayadhamma, viriigadhamma, n irodhadhamma; 
II 26,9 foIL). The five aggregates are "of impermanent nature, of 
painful nature, of selfless nature" (aniccadhamma, dukkhadhamma, 
anattadhamma; III 195-96). 

SAr'JKHARA 

In MLDB I had changed Ven. Nal).amoli's experimental render
ing of sankhiirii as "determinations" back to his earlier choice, 
"formations." Aware that this word has its own drawbacks, in 
preparing this translation I had experimented with several alter-
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natives. The most attractive of these was "constructions," but in 
the end I felt that this term too often led to obscurity. Hence, like 
the land-finding crow which always returns to the ship when 
land is not close by (see Vism 657; Ppn 21 :65), I had to fall back 
on "formations," which is colourless enough to take on the 
meaning being imparted by the context. Sometimes I prefixed 
this with the adjective "volitional" to bring out the meaning 
more clearly. 

SaiLkhiira is derived from the prefix sa1Jl (= con), "together," 
and the verb karoti, "to make." The noun straddles both sides of 
the active-passive divide. Thus saiLkhiiras are both things which 
put together, construct, and compound other things, and the 
things that are put together, constructed, and compounded. 

In SN the word occurs in five major doctrinal contexts: 
(1) As the second factor in the formula of dependent origina

tion, saiLkhiiras are the kammically active volitions responsible, in 
conjunction with ignorance and craving, for generating rebirth 
and sustaining the forward movement of sarrsara from one life 
to the next. SaiLkhara is synonymous with kamma, to which it is 
etymologically related, both being derived from karoti. These 
sankharas are distinguished as threefold by their channel of 
expression, as bodily, verbal, and mental (II 4,8-10, etc.); they are 
also divided by ethical quality into the meritorious, demeritori
ous, and imperturbable (II 82,9-13). To convey the relevant sense 
of saiLkharii here I render the term "volitional formations." The 
word might also have been translated "activities," which makes 
explicit the connection with kamma, but this rendering would 
sever the connection with sankhara in contexts other than 
dependent origination, which it seems desirable to preserve. 

(2) As the fourth of the five aggregates, sankhiirii is defined as 
the six classes of volitions (cha cetaniikiiyii, III 60,25-28), that is, 
volition regarding the six types of sense objects. Hence again I 
render it volitional formations. But the saiLkhiirakkhandha has a 
wider compass than the sankhiira of the dependent origination 
series, comprising all instances of volition and not only those 
that are kammically active. In the Abhidhamma Pitaka and the 
commentaries the sankharakkhandha further serves as an 
umbrella category for classifying all mental concomitants of 
consciousness apart from feeling and perception. It thus comes 
to include all wholesome, unwholesome, and variable mental 
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factors mentioned but not formally classified among the aggre
gates in the Sutta Pitaka. 

(3) In the widest sense, smikhiirii comprises all conditioned 
things, everything arisen from a combination of conditions. In 
this sense all five aggregates, not just the fourth, are sankharas 
(see III 132,22-27), as are all external objects and situations 
(II 191,11-17). The term here is taken to be of passive derivation
denoting what is conditioned, constructed, compounded
hence I render it simply "formations," without the qualifying 
adjective. This notion of sankharii serves as the cornerstone of a 
philosophical vision which sees the entire universe as constituted 
of conditioned phenomena. What is particularly emphasized 
about sankhiiras in this sense is their impermanence. Recognition 
of their impermanence brings insight into the unreliable nature 
of all mundane felicity and inspires a sense of urgency directed 
towards liberation from saI1lsara (see 15:20; 22:96). 

(4) A triad of sankhiiras is mentioned in connection with the 
attainment of the cessation of perception and feeling: the bodily 
formation, the verbal formation, and the mental formation 
(IV 293,7-28). The first is in-and-out breathing (because breath is 
bound up with the body); the second, thought and examination 
(because by thinking one formulates the ideas one expresses by 
speech); the third, perception and feeling (because these things 
are bound up with the mind). Two of these terms-the bodily 
formation and the mental formation-are also included in the 
expanded instructions on mindfulness of breathing (V 311,21-22; 
312,4-5). 

(5) The expression padhanasankharii occurs in the formula for 
the four iddhipiidas, the bases for spiritual power. The text 
explains it as the four right kinds of striving (V 268,8-19). I ren
der it "volitional formations of striving." Though, strictly speak
ing, the expression signifies energy (viriya) and not volition 
(cetanii), the qualifier shows that these formations occur in an 
active rather than a passive mode. 

Apart from these main contexts, the word satikhiira occurs in 
several compounds-ayusankhiira (II 266,19; V 262,22-23), jivita
satikhiira (V 152,29-153,2) bhavasatikhiira (V 263,2)-which can be 
understood as different aspects of the life force. 

The past participle connected with satikhiirii is satikhata, which I 
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translate "conditioned." Unfortunately I could not render the two 
Pc:ili words into English in a way that preserves the vital connec
tion between them: "formed" is too specific for sankhata, and 
"conditions" too wide for sankhiirii (and it also encroaches on the 
domain of paccaya). If "constructions" had been used for satikhiirii, 
smikhata would have become "constructed," which preserves the 
connection, though a t  the cost of too stilted a trans lation. 
Regrettably, owing to the use of different English words for the 
pair, a critically important dimension of meaning in the suttas is 
lost to view. In the Pali we can dearly see the connection: the 
sankhiiras, the active constructive forces instigated by volition, 
create and shape conditioned reality, especially the conditioned 
factors classified into the five aggregates and the six internal sense 
bases; and this conditioned reality itself consists of sankhiiras in 
the passive sense, called in the commentaries sankhata-sankhiirii. 

Further, it is not only this connection that is lost to view, but 
';llso the connection with Nibbana. For Nibbana is the asankhata, 
the unconditioned, which is called thus precisely because it is 
neither made by sankhiiras nor itself a sankhiira in either the 
active or passive sense. So, when the texts are taken up in the 
Pali, we arrive at a clear picture in fine focus: the active sankhiiras 
generated by volition perpetually create passive sankhiiras, the 
sankhata dhammas or conditioned phenomena of the five aggre
gates (and, indirectly, of the objective world); and then, through 
the practice of the Buddha's path, the practitioner arrives at the 
true knowledge of conditioned phenomena, which disables the 
generation of active sankhiiras, putting an end to the constructing 
of conditioned reality and opening up the door to the Deathless, 
the asankhata, the unconditioned, which is Nibbana, final libera
tion from impermanence and suffering. 

NAMARUPA 

In MLDB, I also had changed Yen. Na:t:tamoli's "name-and
form" back to his earlier rendering, "mentality-materiality." In 
some respects the latter is doctrinally more accurate, but it is 
also unwieldly, particularly when translating verse, and thus 
here I return to "name-and-form." The compound was of pre
Buddhistic origins and is used in the Upani�ads to denote the 
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differentiated manifestation of brahman, the nondual reality. For 
the sages of the Upani�ads, namarupa is the manifestation of 
brahman as multiplicity, apprehended by the senses as diversi
fied appearances or forms, and by thought as diversified names 
or concepts (the assignment of names and concepts being under
stood as grounded in objective reality rather than as the end
product of a purely subjective process). The Buddha adopted 
this expression and invested it with a meaning consonant with 
his own system. Here it becomes the physical and cognitive 
sides of individual existence. In the expression bahiddha 
namarupa, "external name-and-form" (at II 24,2), we seem to find 
a vestige of the original meaning-the world as distinguished 
according to its appearances and names-but divested of the 
monistic implications. 

In the Buddha's system, rupa is defined as the four great ele
ments and the form derived from them. Form is both internal to 
the person (as the body with its senses) and external (as the 
physical world) . The Nikayas do not explain derived form 
(upadaya rupa1J1), but the Abhidhamma analyses it into some 
twenty-four kinds of secondary material phenomena which 
include the sensitive substances of the sense faculties and four of 
the five sense objects (the tactile object is identified with three of 
the great elements-earth, heat, and air-which each exhibit 
tangible properties). Though I render nama as name, this should 
not be taken too literally. Nama is the assemblage of mental fac
tors involved in cognition: feeling, perception, volition, contact, 
and attention (vedana, saiiiia, cetana, phassa, manasikiira; II 3,34-35). 
These are called "name" because they contribute to the process 
of cognition by which objects are subsumed under conceptual 
designations. 

It should be noted that in the Nikayas, namarupa does not 
include consciousness (viiiiialJa). Consciousness is its condition, 
and the two are mutually dependent, like two sheaves of reeds 
leaning one against the other (II 114,17-19). Consciousness can 
operate only in dependence on a physical body (rupa) and in 
conjunction with its constellation of concomitants (nama); con
versely, only when consciousness is present can a compound of 
material elements function as a sentient body and the mental 
concomitants participate in cognition. Occasionally the texts 
speak of the "descent of consciousness" (viiiiialJassa avakkanti) 
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serving as a condition for name-and-form (II 91, 14-15); this 
means that the arrival of the current of consciousness from the 
past existence into the new one is the necessary condition for the 
a rising of a new psychophysical organism at conception. 
Sometimes too the texts speak of the descent of name-and-form 
(namarilpassa avakkanti, II 66,12, 90,19, 101,13); this denotes the 
beginning of sentient life when the current of consciousness, 
arriving from the previous existence, becomes established under 
the fresh conditions. 

NIBBANA, PARINIBBANA 

As is well known, nibbiina literally means the extinction of a fire. 
In popular works on Buddhism, nibbiina plain and simple is 
often taken to signify Nibbana as experienced in life, parinibbiina 
Nibbana attained at death. This is a misinterpretation. Long ago 
E.J. Thomas pointed out (possibly on the basis of a suggestion 
by E. Kuhn) that the prefix pari- converts a verb from the expres
sion of a state into the expression of the achievement of an 
action, so that the corresponding noun nibbana becomes the state 
of release, parinibbana the attaining of that state.!! The distinction 
does not really work very well for the verb, as we find both 
parinibbiiyati and nibbiiyati used to designate the act of attaining 
release, but it appears to be fairly tenable in regard to the nouns. 
(In verse, however, we do sometimes find nibbana used to 
denote the event, for example in the line pajjotass' eva nibbanaf!l 
at v. 612c.) Words related to both nibbana and parinibbiina desig
nate both the attaining of release during life through the experi
ence of full enlightenment, and the attaining of final release 
from conditioned existence through the breakup of the physical 
body of death. Thus, for instance, the verb parinibbayati is com
monly used to describe how a bhikkhu achieves release while 
alive (e.g., at II 82,20; III 54,3; N 23,8-9, etc.) and also to indicate 
the passing away of the Buddha or an arahant (e.g., at I 158,23; 
V 161,25). 

The past participle forms, nibbuta and parinibbuta, are from a 
different verbal root than the nouns nibbiina and parinibbiina. The 
former is from nir + vT, the latter from nir + va. The noun appro
priate to the participles is nibbuti, which occasionally occurs in 
the texts as a synonym for nibbana but with a function that is 
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more evocative (of tranquillity, complete rest, utter peace) than 
systematic. (It seems no prefixed noun parinibbuti is attested to 
in Pali.) At an early time the two verb forms were conflated, so 
that the participle parinibbuta became the standard adjective 
used to denote one who has undergone parinibbana. Like the 
verb, the participle is used in apposition to both the living 
Buddha or arahant (I 1,21, 187,8) and the deceased one (I 122,13, 
158,24). Possibly, however, parinibbuta is used in relation to the 
living arahant only in verse, while in prose its technical use is 
confined to one who has expired. In sutta usage, even when the 
noun parinibbana denotes the passing away of an arahant (partic
ularly of the Buddha), it does not mean "Nibbana after death." It 
is, rather, the event of passing away undergone by one who has 
already attained Nibbana during life. 

The suttas distinguish between two elements of Nibbana: the 
Nibbana element with residue (sa-upadisesa-nibbanadhatu) and 
the Nibbana element without residue {anupadisesa
nibbanadhatu)-the residue (upadisesa) being the compound of 
the five aggregates produced by prior craving and kamma 
(It 38-39).  The former is the extinction of lust, hatred, and delu
sion attained by the arahant while alive; the latter is the remain
derless cessation of all conditioned existence that occurs with 
the arahant's death. In the commentaries the two elements of 
Nibbana are respectively called kilesaparinibbana, the quenching 
of defilements at the attainment of arahantship, and khandha
parinibbana, the quenching of the continuum of aggregates with 
the arahant's demise. Though the commentaries treat the two 
Nibbana elements and the two kinds of parinibbana as inter
changeable and synonymous, in sutta usage it may be preferable 
to see the two kinds of parinibbana as the events which give 
access to the two corresponding Nibbana elements. Parinibbana, 
then, is the act of quenching; nibbana, the state of quenchedness. 

To explain the philology of a term is not to settle the question 
of its interpretation. What exactly is to be made of the various 
explanations of Nibbana given in the Nikayas has been a subject 
of debate since the early days of Buddhism, with the ground 
divided between those who regard it as the mere extinction of 
defilements and cessation of existence and those who under
stand it as a transcendental (lokuttara) ontological reality. In SN 
some suttas explain Nibbana as the destruction of lust, hatred, 
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and delusion, which emphasizes the experiential psychological 
dimension; elsewhere it is called the unconditioned, which 
seems to place the stress on ontological transcendence. The 
Theravada commentators regard Nibbana as an unconditioned 
element.12 They hold that when Nibbana is called the destruc
tion of the defilements (of lust, hatred, and delusion, etc.) and 
the cessation of the five aggregates, this requires interpretation. 
Nibbana itself, as an existent, is unborn, unmade, unbecome, 
unconditioned (see Ud 80-81). It is in dependence on this ele
ment (ta1J1 iigamma), by arriving at it, that there takes place the 
destruction of the defilements and release from conditioned 
existence. Nibbana itself, however, is not reducible to these two 
events, which are, in their actual occurrence, conditioned events 
happening in time. On this interpretation, the two Nibbana ele
ments are seen as stages in the full actualization of the uncondi
tioned Nibbana, not simply as two discrete events. 

In the present work I leave nibbana untranslated, for the term 
is too rich in evocative meaning and too defiant of conceptual 
specification to be satisfactorily captured by any proposed 
English equivalent. I translate parinibbiina as "final Nibbana," 
since the noun form usually means the passing away of an ara
hant (or the Buddha), final release from conditioned existence; 
sometimes, however, its meaning is ambiguous, as in the state
ment "the Dhamma [is] taught by the Blessed One for the sake 
of final Nibbana without clinging (anupadaparinibbanattha1J1)" 
(N 48,78), which can mean either Nibbana during life or the full 
cessation of existence. 

The verb parinibbayati perhaps could have been incorporated 
into English with "nibbanize," which would be truest to the Pali, 
but this would be too much at variance with current conven
tions. Thus when the verb refers to the demise of the Buddha or 
an arahant, I render it "attains final Nibbana," but when it des
ignates the extinguishing of defilements by one who attains 
enlightenment, I render it simply "attains Nibbana." We also 
find a personal noun form, parinibbayi, which I render "an 
attainer of Nibbana," as it can be construed in either sense. In 
prose the past participle parinibbuta, used as a doctrinal term, 
always occurs with reference to a deceased arahant and so it is 
translated "has attained final Nibbana./J In verse, it can take on 
either meaning; when it describes a living arahant (or the 
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Buddha) I translate it more freely as "fully quenched." The 
unprefixed form nibbuta does not always carry the same techni
cal implications as parinibbuta, but can mean simply "peaceful, 
satisfied, at ease," without necessarily establishing that the one 
so described has attained Nibbana.13 At I 24,11 and II 279,8 it has 
this implication; at I 236,21 it seems to mean simply peaceful; at 
III 43, in the compound tadanganibbuta, it definitely does not 
imply Nibbana, for the point there is that the monk has only 
approximated to the real attainment of the goal. Cognates of 
parinibbiina appear in colloquial speech with a non doctrinal 
sense; for example, both parinibbayati and parinibbuta are used to 
describe the taming of a horse (at MN I 446,8--10). But even here 
they seem to be used with a "loaded meaning," since the horse 
simile is introduced to draw a comparison with a monk who 
attains arahantship. 

OT;'{ER CHANGES 

In MLDB I rendered vitakka and vicara respectively as "applied 
thought" and "sustained thought." In this translation they 
become "thought" and "examination." The latter is surely closer 
to the actual meaning of vicara. When vitakka is translated as 
"thought," however, a word of caution is necessary. In common 
usage, vitakka corresponds so closely to our "thought" that no 
other rendering seems feasible; for example, in kamavitakka, sen
sual thought, or its opposite, nekkhammavitakka, thought of 
renunciation. When, however, vitakka and vicara occur as con
stituents of the first jhana, they do not exercise the function of 
discursive thinking characteristic of ordinary consciousness. 
Here, rather, vitakka is the mental factor with the function of 
applying the mind to the object, and vicara the factor with the 
function of examining the object nondiscursively in order to 
anchor the mind in the object. 

Bhava, in MLDB, was translated "being." In seeking an alter
native, I had first experimented with "becoming," but when the 
shortcomings in this choice were pointed out to me I decided to 
return to "existence," used in my earlier translations. Bhava, 
however, is not "existence" in the sense of the most universal 
ontological category, that which is shared by everything from 
the dishes in the kitchen sink to the numbers in a mathematical 
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equation. Existence in the latter sense is covered by the verb 
atthi and the abstract noun atthita. Bhava is concrete sentient exis
tence in one of the three realms of existence posited by Buddhist 
cosmology, a span of life beginning with conception and ending 
in death. In the formula of dependent origination it is under
stood to mean both (i) the active side of life that produces 
rebirth into a particular mode of sentient existence, in other 
words rebirth-producing kamma; and (ii) the mode of sentient 
existence that results from such activity. 

Sakkaya is a term for the five aggregates as a collective whole 
(III 159,10--13). The word is derived from sat + kaya, and literally 
means "the existing body," the assemblage of existent phenomena 
that serve as the objective basis of clinging. Most translators ren
der it "personality," a practice I followed in MLDB (departing 
from Yen. Nal)amoli, who rendered it, too literally in my view, 
"embodiment"). But since, under the influence of modern psy
chology, the word "personality" has taken on connotations quite 
foreign to what is implied by sakkaya, I now translate it as "iden- ' 
tity" (a suggestion made to me by Yen. Thanissaro Bhikkhu) . 
Sakkaya-ditthi accordingly becomes "identity view," the view of a 
self existing either behind or among the five aggregates. 

Nihhida, in MLDB, was translated "disenchantment." However, 
the word or its cognates is sometimes used in ways which sug
gest that something stronger is intended. Hence I now translate 
the noun as "revulsion" and the corresponding verb nibbindati 
as "to experience revulsion." What is intended by this is not a 
reaction of emotional disgust, accompanied by horror and aver
sion, but a calm inward turning away from all conditioned exis
tence as comprised in the five aggregates, the six sense bases, 
and the first noble truth. Revulsion arises from knowledge and 
vision of things as they really are (yathiibhutaiiaf/adassana), and 
naturally leads to dispassion (viriiga) and liberation (vimutti; on 
the sequence, see 12:23). 
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NOTES TO GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1 The Burmese textual tradition of SN, followed by the Pali 
Text Society edition, counts fifty-six satrlyuttas, but the 
Sinhalese tradition counts fifty-four. The difference comes 
about because the Sinhalese tradition treats the Abhi
samayasarp.yutta (our 13) as a subchapter of the Nidana
satrlyutta (12), and the Vedanasatrlyutta (our 36) as a sub
chapter of the Sa�ayatanasarp.yutta (35). Neither of these 
allocations seems justifiable, as these minor satrlyuttas 
have no explicit thematic connection with the topics of the 
larger satrlyuttas into which the Sinhalese tradition has 
incorpora ted them. 

2 I use "Vagga" to refer to the major parts, and "vagga" to 
refer to the subchapters. Since the Oriental scripts in which 
the texts are preserved do not have distinct capital and 
lower case letters, they use the same word for both with
out orthographic differentiation. 

3 Buddhaghosa's figure is given at Sp I 18,9-10, Sv I 23,16-17, 
and Spk I 2,25-26. 

4 Norman makes this point in Piili Literature, p. 31.  
5 For the arrangement of the Chinese Satrlyuktagama I rely 

on Anesaki, "The Four Buddhist Agamas in Chinese." 
6 "Categories of Sutta in the Pali Nikayas." See especially 

pp. 71-84. 
7 The twelve chapters of the Vibhanga with counterparts in 

SN are as follows: (1) Khandhavibhanga (= SN 22); (2) 
Ayatana- (= 35); (3) Dhatu- (= 14); (4) Sacca- (= 56); (5) 
Indriya- ( = 48) ;  (6) Paticca-samuppada- ( = 1 2) ;  (7) 
Satipatthana- (= 47); (8) Sammappadhana- (= 49); (9) 
Iddhipada- (= 51); (10) Bojjhanga- (= 46); (11)  Magga
(= 45); (12) Jhana- (= 53). 

8 My references here are all to SN (by satrlyutta and sutta). 
To find the parallels, use Concordance 2 (B), pp. 1984-85. 

9 What follows partly overlaps with MLDB, pp. 52-58, but 
as my handling of certain terms differs from that of the 
earlier work, a full discussion is justified. 

10 Norman takes a similar approach to his translation of 
dhamma in EV I. See his discussion of the word at EV I, n. 
to 2 (p. 1 18). 
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11 History 'of Buddhist Thought, p. 121, n. 4. 
12 This is clearly maintained i n  the debate on Nibbana 

recorded at Vism 507-9 (Ppn 16:67-74). See too the long 
extract from the Paramatthamanjilsli, Dhammapala's com
mentary on Vism, translated by NaI).amoli at Ppn pp. 
825-26, n. 18. 

13 For a play on the two senses of nibbuta, see the Bodhi
satta's reflections before his great renunciation at Ja I 60-61. 
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Introduction 

The Sagathiivagga is so called because all the suttas in this book 
contain verses, at least one, usually more. The Vagga is divided 
into eleven salTlyuttas containing a total of 271 suttas. Most of 
these salTlyuttas are subdivided into several vaggas, usually of 
ten suttas each. In four salTlyuttas (3, 4, 6, 11), the last vagga con
tains only five suttas, half the standard number, and these are 
therefore called "pentads" (paiicaka). Four salTlyuttas are not 
divided into separate vaggas (5, 8, 9, 10), and thus may be con
sidered as made up of a single vagga. I have numbered the sut
tas consecutively within each salTlyutta starting from 1, with the 
number within the vagga given in parenthesis. The recent PTS 
edition of the Sagathavagga (Ee2) numbers the suttas consecu
tively through the entire collection, from 1 to 27l. 

The number of verses varies from edition to edition, depend
ing on differences in readings and on alternative ways of group
ing padas or lines into stanzas; for a sequence of twelve pad as 
might be divided into either two stanzas of six lines each or 
three stanzas of four lines each. Ee2 is the only one that numbers 
the verses, and this edition has 945; of these I have not included 
three (vv. 70, 138, 815), for reasons explained in the notes 
(nn. 53, 96, 573). Many of the verses occur several times within 
the SalTlyutta Nikaya, usually within the Sagathavagga, occa
sionally elsewhere, as can be seen from Concordance 1 (A). The 
verses also have extensive parallels elsewhere in the Pali Canon. 
A large number are shared by such texts as the Thera- and 
Therigathas, the Suttanipata, the Dhammapada, and the Jatakas, 
as well as by the other Nikayas. They are also quoted in para
canonical texts such as the Milindapaiiha, the Petakopadesa, and 
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the NettippakaraIJa. A significant number have parallels in the 
vast corpus of non-Pali Indian Buddhist literature, such as the 
Patna and Gandhari Dharmapadas, the Udiinavarga, the Mahii
vastu, and even the much later Yogiiciirabhumi. All these "exter
nal" parallels are shown in Concordance 1 (B). Doubtlessly some 
of the verses were not original to the suttas in our collection but 
belonged to the vast, free floating mass of Buddhist didactic 
verse which the compilers of the texts pinned down to specific 
contexts by providing them with narrative settings such as those 
found in the Sagathavagga. 

Of the eleven saITlyuttas in this Vagga, eight revolve around 
encounters between the Buddha (or his disciples) and beings 
from other planes of existence. Since we will repeatedly run 
across beings from nonhuman planes in the other Vaggas too, a 
short summary of the Buddhist picture of the sentient universe 
will help us to identify them and to understand their place in 
early Buddhist cosmology. (See Table 3, which gives a visual 
representation of this cosmology.) 

. 

TABLE 3 

The Thirty-One Planes of Existence according to 
Traditional Theravada Cosmology 

(see CMA 5:3-7) 

The Formless Realm (4 planes) 

(31) Base of neither-perception-nor-nonperception 
(30) Base of nothingness 
(29) Base of infinity of consciousness 
(28) Base of infinity of space 

The Form Realm (16 planes) 

Fourth jhiina plane: Five Pure Abodes 
(27) Akanittha realm 
(26) Clear-sighted realm 
(25) Beautiful realm 
(24) Serene realm 
(23) Durable realm 



Ordinary fourth jhiina plane 
(22) Nonpercipient beings 
(21) Devas of great fruit 

Third jhana plane 
(20) Devas of steady aura 
(19) Devas of measureless aura 
(18) Devas of minor aura 

Second jhiina plane 
(17) Devas of streaming radiance 
(16) Devas of measureless radiance 
(15) Devas of minor radiance 

First jhana plane 
(14) Mahabrahma realm 
(13) Brahma's ministers 
(12) Brahma's assembly 
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The Sense-Sphere Realm (11 planes) 

Seven good destinations 
Six sense-sphere heavenly realms 

(11) ParanimmitavasavaUi devas 
(10) Nirnmanarati devas 
(9) Tusita devas 
(8) Yama devas 
(7) TavatiI!1sa devas 
(6) Four Great Kings 

Human realm 
(5) Human realm 

Four bad destinations 
(4) Host of asuras 
(3) Domain of ghosts 
(2) Animal realm 
(1) Hell realms 

The early Buddhist texts envisage a universe with three princi
pal tiers subdivided into numerous planes. The lowest tier is the 
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sense-sphere realm (kiimadhiitu), so called because the driving 
force within this realm is sensual desire. The sense-sphere realm 
(in the oldest cosmology) contains ten planes: the hells (niraya), 
planes of extreme torment; the animal realm (tiracchiinayom); the 
domain of petas or ghosts (pettivisaya), shade-like spirits subject 
to various kinds of misery; the human realm (manussaloka); and 
six sense-sphere heavens (sagga) inhabited by the devas, celestial 
beings who enjoy far greater happiness, beauty, power, and 
glory than we know in the human realm. Later tradition adds 
the asuravisaya, the domain of titans or antigods, to the bad 
destinations, though in the Nikayas they are depicted as occupy
ing a region adjacent to the Tavatir!1sa heaven, from which they 
often launch invasions against the devas. 

Above the sense-sphere realm is the form realm (rupadhiitu), 
where gross material form has vanished and only the subtler 
kinds of form remain. The realm is divided into four main tiers 
with sever'll planes in each. The inhabitants of these planes are 
also devas, though to distinguish them from the gods of the sen
suous heavens they are usually called brahmiis. The life spans in 
the various brahma planes increase exponentially, being far 
longer than those in the sensuous heavens, and sensual desire 
has largely abated. The prevalent mode of experience here is 
meditative rather than sensory, as these planes are the ontologi
cal counterparts of the four jhiinas or meditative absorptions. 
They include the five "Pure Abodes" (suddhiiviisa), spheres of 
rebirth accessible only to nonretumers. 

Beyond the form realm lies an even more exalted sphere of 
existence called the formless realm (arupadhiitu). The beings in 
this realm consist solely of mind, without a material basis, as 
physical form is here entirely absent. The four planes that make 
up this realm, successively more subtle, are the ontological 
counterparts of the four iiruppas or formless meditative attain
ments, after which they are named: the base of the infinity of 
space, the base of the infinity of consciousness, the base of noth
ingness, and the base of neither-perception-nor-nonperception. 

The suttas often compress this elaborate cosmology into a sim
pler scheme of five destinations (paiicagati): the hells, the animal 
realm, the domain of ghosts, the human realm, and the deva 
world. The last includes all the many deva planes of the three 
realms. The first three are called the plane of misery (apiiya-
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bhiimi), the nether world (vinipiita), or the bad destinations (dug
gati); the human realm and the deva planes are collectively 
called the good destinations (sugati). Rebirth into the plane of 
misery is the fruit of unwholesome kamma, rebirth into the 
good destinations the fruit of wholesome kamma. Beyond all 
realms and planes of existence is the unconditioned, Nibbana, 
the final goal of the Buddha's teaching. 

1. DEVATAsAMYUTIA 

Devatii is an abstract noun based on deva, but in the Nikayas it is 
invariably used to denote particular celestial beings, just as the 
English word "deity," originally an abstract noun meaning the 
divine nature, is normally used to denote the supreme God of 
theistic religions or an individual god or goddess of polytheistic 
faiths. Though the word is feminine, the gender comes from the 
abstr£!.ct suffix -iii and does not necessarily mean the devatas are 
female. The texts rarely indicate their sex, though it seems they 
can be of either sex and perhaps sometimes beyond sexual dif
ferentiation. 

For Buddhism the devas are not immortal gods exercising a 
creative role in the cosmic process. They are simply elevated 
beings, blissful and luminous, who had previously dwelt in the 
human world but had been reborn in the celestial planes as the 
fruit of their meritorious deeds. With rare exceptions they are 
just as much in bondage to delusion and desire as human 
beings, and they equally stand in need of guidance from the 
Enlightened One. The Buddha is the "teacher of devas and 
humans" (sattM devamanussana1!l), and though squarely estab
lished in the human world he towers above the most exalted 
deities by reason of his supreme wisdom and perfect purity. 

The devas usually come to visit the Buddha in the deep still
ness of the night, while the rest of the world lies immersed in 
sleep. The Devatasaqtyutta gives us a record of their conversa
tions. Sometimes the devas come to recite verses in praise of the 
Master, s ometimes to ask questions, sometimes to request 
instruction, sometimes to win approval of their views, some
times even to challenge or taunt him. On approaching they 
almost always bow down to him in homage, for the Buddha is 
their spiritual and moral superior. Not to bow down to him, as 
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some devas do (see 1:35), is provocative, a deliberate withhold
ing of due respect. 

Each of the four Nikayas opens with a sutta of deep signifi
cance. Though the first sutta of SN is very short, it is rich in 
implications. In this case a devata comes to the Buddha to ask 
how he "crossed the flood," that is, how he attained deliverance, 
and in his reply the Buddha points to the "middle way" as the 
key to his attainment. This answer conveys the essential spirit of 
the Dhamma, which avoids all extremes in views, attitudes, and 
conduct. The commentary draws out the ramifications of the 
Buddha's statement with a list of seven extremes, philosophical 
and practical, transcended by the middle way. 

The following suttas in this sarp.yutta cover a wide spectrum 
of subjects without any particular logic in their sequence. They 
range from the simple to the profound, from the commonplace 
to the sublime, from the humorous to the stern. The exchanges 
discuss such ethical practices as giving, service to others, and 
noninjury; the difficulties of renunciation and the life of medita
tion; the call for earnest effort; the sorrows of human existence 
and the need for deliverance. There are also suttas on the bliss 
and equanimity of the arahant, and a few which touch on his 
transcendental stature. In most suttas the prose portion serves 
no other function than to establish a framework for the conver
sation, which eventually falls away leaving only an exchange of 
verses with the speakers' identities understood. But we occa
sionally find brief stories, such as that of the female devata who 
tried to seduce the bhikkhu Samiddhi (1:20), or of the "faultfind
ing devas" who accused the Buddha of hypocrisy (1:35), or of 
the visit paid to the Buddha by a group of devas when his foot 
was injured by a stone splinter (1:38). 

Usually the personal identity of the devata is not revealed. An 
exception is the pair of suttas where the two Kokanada sisters, 
daughters of the weather god Pajjunna, visit the Buddha and 
praise him and his Dhamma (1:39-40). Sometimes verses spoken 
by an anonymous deity recur elsewhere with the identity speci
fied; for example, v. 22 reappears as v. 461, ascribed to Mara the 
Evil One; vv. 156-59 reappear as vv. 312-15, ascribed to Anatha
pll:t<;lika, the celestial reincarnation of the great philanthropist. It 
is also rare for the suttas to assign the devas to particular realms, 
but there are exceptions, such as those on the "extolling of the 
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good" host of devas (satullapakayika deva; 1:31-34, etc.) and the 
one on the devas of the Pure Abodes (suddhavasakayika deva; 
1:37). The commentary, cited in the notes, often provides more 
background information. 

When the devata does not ask a question but voices an opin
ion, a contrast is usually established between the viewpoint of 
the deity, generally valid from within his or her limited hori
zons, and the viewpoint of the Buddha, who sees things far 
beyond the ken of the devas (see, e.g., vv. 3-6). Sometimes a 
group of devas express their opinions, which the Buddha sur
passes with his own more profound contribution (vv. 78-84, 

95-101). In several suttas the verses are not spoken in the con
text of a conversation but express the personal views of the 
deva, which the Buddha tacitly endorses (vv. 136-40), and two 
verses are simple paeans of praise to the Blessed One (vv. 147, 
148). Beginning with v. 183, the suttas assume a standard for
mat, with the devas posing a series of riddles which the Buddha 
answers to their satisfaction. A memorable example of this is the 
riddle about the type of killing that the Buddha approves of, to 
which the answer is the killing of anger (vv. 223-24).  In one 
sutta we find a gentle touch of humour: a devata has asked the 
Buddha a series of questions, apparently mundane in intent, but 
before the Blessed One can reply another devata breaks in and 
gives his own answers, which remain at the mundane level. 
Then the Buddha replies, lifting the dialogue to the transcendent 
plane (vv. 229-31). Because of its varied content and the piquan
cy of its verses, within the Theravada tradition, at least in Sri 
Lanka, the DevatasaI!lyutta is extremely popular as a source of 
texts to be drawn upon for sermons. 

2. DEVAPUIT ASA¥YUITA 

The devaputtas, or "sons of the devas," are young devas newly 
arisen in their respective heavenly planes; devaduhitas, "daugh
ters of the devas," are also mentioned in the commentary but 
none appear in this saI!lyutta. The commentary says these 
beings are reborn spontaneously in the laps of the devas. While 
the devatas in the preceding saI!lyutta remain mostly anony
mous, the young devas are always identified by name, and it is 
surprising to find that several of them--or at least their verses-
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have already appeared in the Devatasaq1yutta (see 2:3, 4, 16, 19, 
20, 21, 24, 27). This suggests that the dividing line between the 
two classes of deities is not a hard and fast one, just as the divid
ing line between an adult and an adolescent is not hard and fast. 
A relatively large proportion of the verses in this chapter focus 
on the monastic training, substantially more than in the Devata
saq1yutta. The texts themselves do not drop any hints as to why 
this should be so; at least there are none that are readily visible. 

Several suttas raise points of special interest from a doctrinal 
perspective. We meet, for example, the young deva Damali who 
thought that the arahant must still "strive without weariness," 
until the Buddha told him that the arahant had completed his 
task and need not strive further (2:5). The commentary says this 
sutta is almost unique in that the Buddha here does not speak in 
praise of effort. Again, we meet Tayana, whose verses on exer
tion are applauded by the Blessed One and, the next morning, 
are commended by him to the monks (2:8). The two suttas on 
the capture of the moon god Candima and the sun god Suriya 
include verses that must have functioned as charms for termi
nating lunar and solar eclipses (2:9, 10); in Sri Lanka they are 
included in the Maha Pirit Pota, "The Great Book of Protection," 
made up of suttas and other chants recited for spiritual and 
physical protection. We also meet Subrahrna, whose single verse 
is one of the pithiest expressions in world literature of the 
anguish at the heart of the human condition (2:17). The story of 
Rohitassa, who tried to reach the end of the world by travelling, 
elicits from the Buddha a momentous reply about where the 
world and its end are ultimately to be found (2:26). In this 
saq1yutta we also meet two young devas named Vel)lm and Siva 
(at 2:12 and 2:21), who may be early prototypes of the Indian 
gods Vi�l)u and Siva (the Sanskrit forms of their names); our 
text, however, apparently dates from a period before they 
became the chief deities of theistic devotional Hinduism. The 
last sutta in the chapter (2:30) introduces us to a group of young 
devas who were formerly disciples of the Buddha's rivals on the 
Indian scene, Pural)a Kassapa, Makkhali Gosala, and Nigal)tha 
Nataputta, teachers whose views had been unequivocally reject
ed by the Buddha. It is thus perplexing that their disciples 
should have been reborn in heaven, especially when the first 
two teachers propagated such doctrines as moral anarchism and 
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fatalism. But the conclusion reached in the sutta is that such 
teachers were as far from the stature of true holy men as the 
jackal is from the lion. 

3. K05ALAS�A 

This chapter introduces us to King Pasenadi o f  Kosala. 
According to the Buddhist texts, Pasenadi was deeply devoted 
to the Buddha and often sought his counsel, though there is no 
record of him reaching any stage of awakening (and thus 
medieval Sri Lankan tradition holds that he was a bodhisatta, 
who does not attain enlightenment so that he might continue 
fulfilling the perfect virtues that culminate in Buddhahood). 
Pasenadi had been led to the Buddha by his wife, Queen 
Mallika, whose devotion to the Master he had previously resented. 
The story of how Mallika convinced him of the Buddha's wis
dom is related in MN No. 87; MN No. 89 gives us a moving 
account of the king's last meeting with the Master when they 
were both in their eightieth year. The first sutta of the Kosala
saJ!lyutta apparently records Pasenadi's first meeting with the 
Blessed One, after his confidence had been aroused by Mallika's 
ruse. Here the Buddha is described as young, and when the king 
questions the claim that such a youthful ascetic can be perfectly 
enlightened, the Buddha replies with a series of verses that dis
pels the king's doubts and inspires him to go for refuge. 

Unlike the first two saJ!lyuttas, the present one employs sub
stantial prose backgrounds to the verses, and often the stanzas 
merely restate metrically the moral of the Buddha's discourse. 
Though the topics discussed are not especially profound, they 
are almost all relevant to the busy lay person faced with the dif
ficult challenge of living a moral life in the world. Especially 
noteworthy is the stress they lay on the need to adhere unflinch
ingly to the path of rectitude amidst the world's temptations. 
Several suttas (3:4, 5) show how easy it is to fall away from 
righteous standards, especially in an age like the Buddha's 
when, as in our own time, stiff competition for wealth, position, 
and power was driving hallowed ethical values out of circula
tion. The remedy against temptation is diligence (appamiida), and 
when the Buddha extols diligence to the king the word does not 
mean, as it does in a monastic context, constant devotion to 
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meditation, but persistence in the performance of meritoriom 
deeds. For a man like Pasenadi, a happy rebirth rather than 
Nibbana is the immediate goal. 

The king's conversation with Mallika, in which they both 
admit they cherish themselves more than anyone else (3:8), elic
its from the Buddha a verse which gives an ethical slant to a 

metaphysical thesis found in the Brhadaral).yaka Upani�ad, also 
occurring in a conversation between husband and wife, that of 
all things the self is the most precious. This raises the interesting 
question whether the close correspondence between the two is 
sheer coincidence (not impossible) or the result of a deliberate 
reworking by the Buddha of the old Upani�ad. On another Occa
sion we see the king display lack of acumen in his assessment of 
ascetics (3:11)-perhaps a hint that his commitment to the 
Dhamma was not unwavering-and the Buddha's response 
offers astute counsel on how to judge a person's character. 

In this sarp.yutta we even find, from the Master's golden lips, 
enlightened advice for losing weight (3:12), while two other 
suttas provide an historical perspective on the conflict between 
Kosala and Magadha, with reflections on war and peace 
(3:14-15). Of timely interest is the Buddha's verse explaining to 
the king that a woman can turn out better than a man (3:16). 
Elsewhere the Buddha rejects the idea, propagated by the brah
mins, that birth is an important criterion of spiritual worth, 
stressing instead that the true marks of spiritual nobility are eth
ical purity and wisdom (3:24). 

A theme that recurs throughout this sarp.yutta is the inevitabil
ity of death and the inexorable operation of the law of kamma, 
which ensures that good and bad actions meet with due recom
pense. Beings pass from bright states to dark ones and from 
dark states to bright ones depending on their actions (3:21). All 
that we take with us when we die are our good and bad deeds, 
and thus we should be sure to accumulate merits, for in the next 
world these are "the support for living beings" (3:4, 20, 22). 
Among several texts on the inevitability of death, the most 
memorable is the last sutta in the chapter (3:25), with its startling 
parable of the mountains advancing from all quarters, crushing 
everything in their way. 
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4. MARASAMYUTIA 

Mara is the Evil One of Buddhism, the Tempter and Lord of 
Sensuality bent on distracting aspirants from the path to libera
tion and keeping them trapped in the cycle of repeated birth and 
death. Sometimes the texts use the word "Mara" in a metaphori
cal sense, as representing the inward psychological causes of 
bondage such as craving and lust (22:63-65) and the external 
things to which we become bound, particularly the five aggre
gates themselves (23:11-12). But it is evident that the thought 
world of the suttas does not conceive Mara only as a personifica
tion of humankind's moral frailty, but sees him as a real evil 
deity out to frustrate the efforts of those intent on winning the 
ultimate goal. The proof of this lies in his pursuit of the Buddha 
and the arahants after their enlightenment, which would not be 
credible if he were conceived of merely as a psychological pro
jection. 

The Marasarrtyutta opens in the vicinity of the Bodhi Tree 
soon after the Buddha has attained the supreme enlightenment. 
Here Mara challenges the Blessed One's claim to have reached 
the goal. He taunts him for abandoning the path of self-mortifi
cation (4:1), tries to frighten him by assuming horrific shapes 
(4:2), and seeks to break his equanimity by displaying beautiful 
and hideous forms (4:3). For the Buddha to triumph in these 
contests he need only call Mara's bluff, to announce that he 
knows the adversary before him is none other than the Evil One. 
Then Mara must disappear, frustrated and mournful. 

Mara also appears as the cynic who denies that mortals can 
attain perfect purity (4:4, 15). On several occasions he tries to 
confound the monks while they are listening to the Buddha 
speak, but each time the Buddha calls his number (4:16, 17, 19). 

On another occasion Mara tries to tempt the Master with the 
lure of worldly power, but the Buddha staunchly rejects this 
(4:20). Especially impressive is the Godhika Sutta (4:23), where 
the bhikkhu Godhika, afflicted with an illness that obstructs his 
meditative progress, plans to take his own life. Mara presents 
himself before the Btlddha, pleading with him to discourage his 
disciple from such folly, but the Master extols devotion to the 
goal even at the cost of life. At the end of the sutta Mara is 
searching vainly for the rebirth-consciousness of Godhika, 
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unaware that the monk had attained Nibbana and expired "with 
consciousness unestablished." 

The last two suttas in this sal1lyutta take us back to the site of 
the enlightenment. Here we see first Mara and then Mara's three 
daughters-Tar:ilia, Arati, and Raga (Craving, Discontent, and 
Lusting)-trying to find a point of vulnerability in the newly 
enlightened Buddha, but their efforts are in vain and they must 
depart disappointed (4:24, 25). 

5. BHIKKHUNISA¥YUTIA 

The Bhikkhunisal1lyutta is a compilation of ten short suttas in 
mixed prose and verse, undivided into vaggas. The protagonists 
are all bhikkhunis, Buddhist nuns. Though several of its thirty
seven verses have parallels in the Therigatha (mentioned in the 
notes and Concordance 1 (B)), a substantial number are unique 
to this collection, while often the variations in roughly parallel 
versions are themselves of futrinsic interest. At least one nun in 
the Bhikkhunisal1lyutta, Vajira, does not appear at all in the 
Therigatha, while the case of another nun, Sela, is problematic. 
A comparison between the two collections also brings to light 
some noteworthy differences in the ascription of authorship. 
Since SN and the Therigatha were evidently transmitted by dif
ferent lines of reciters, it was only too easy for verses to break off 
from their original narrative setting and merge with a different 
background story connecting them to a different author. 

All the ten suttas are constructed according to the same pat
tern, a direct confrontation between Mara and an individual 
nun. This structure probably accounts for the placement of the 
Bhikkhunisal1lyutta immediately after the Marasal1lyutta. Each 
sutta of this collection begins with a nun going off by herself to 
pass the day in solitary meditation. Then Mara approaches her 
with a challenge-a provocative question or a taunt-intending 
to make her fall away from concentration. What Mara has failed 
to realize is that each of these nuns is an arahant who has seen 
so deeply into the truth of the Dhamma that she is utterly inac
cessible to his wiles. Far from being flustered by Mara's chal
lenge, the nun promptly guesses her adversary's identity and 
meets his challenge with a sharp retort. 

In a dialogue that brings together the Lord of Sensuality with 
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a solitary nun one might expect each of Mara's overtures to be 
aimed at sexual seduction. This, however, is so only in several 
suttas. The actual themes of the discourses vary widely and 
expose us to a broad range of perspectives on the attitudes and 
insights of the renunciant life. The contrast between the allure
ment and misery of sensual pleasures is the theme of 5:1, 4, and 
5. In all three cases the nuns sharply rebuke Mara with verses 
that reveal their utter indifference to his solicitations. 

Mara's dialogue with Soma (5:2) voices the ancient Indian 
prejudice that women are endowed with "mere two-fingered 
wisdom" and thus cannot attain Nibbana. Soma's rejoinder is a 
forceful reminder that enlightenment does not depend on gen
der but on the mind's capacity for concentration and wisdom, 
qualities accessible to any human being who earnestly seeks to 
penetrate the truth. In 5:3, Mara approaches Kisagotami, the 
heroine of the well-known parable of the mustard seed, trying to 
arouse her matern.al instincts to beget another son. His challenge 
thus touches on sensuality only indirectly, his primary appeal 
being aimed at the feminine desire for children. 

The last two suttas are philosophical masterpieces, compress
ing into a few tight stanzas insights of enormous depth and 
wide implications. When Mara challenges Sela with a question 
on the origins of personal existence, she replies with a masterly 
poem that condenses the whole teaching of dependent origina
tion into three four-line stanzas adorned with an illuminating 
simile (5:9). He poses a similar problem to Vajira, who answers 
with a stunning exposition of the teaching of nonself, illustrating 
the composite nature of personal identity with the famous simile 
of the chariot (5:10). 

Though set against a mythological background in an ancient 
world whose customs and norms seem so remote from our own, 
these poems of the ancient nuns still speak to us today through 
their sheer simplicity and uncompromising honesty. They need 
no ornamentation or artifice to convey their message, for they 
are sufficient in themselves to startle us with the clarity of 
unadorned truth. 

6. BRAHMASA¥YUTIA 

Brahma was the supreme deity of early Brahmanism, conceived 
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as the creator of the universe and venerated by the brahmins 
with sacrifices and rituals. Occasionally this conception of 
Brahma persists in the Buddhist canon, though as a target of 
criticism and satire rather than as an article of faith. In such con
texts the word "brahma" is used as a proper name, often aug
mented to Mahabrahma, "Brahma the Great." The Buddha rein
terpreted the idea of brahma and transformed the single, a11-
powerful deity of the brahmins into a class of exalted gods 
dwelling in the form realm (rupadhiitu) far above the sense
sphere heavens. Their abode is referred to as "the brahma 
world," of which there are many, of varying dimensions and 
degrees of hegemony. Within their realm the brahmas dwell in 
companies, and Mahabrahma (or sometimes a brahma of a more 
personal name) is seen as the ruler of that company, complete 
with ministers and assembly. Like all sentient beings, the 
brahmas are impermanent, still tied to the round of rebirth, 
though sometimes they forget this and imagine themselves 
immortal. 

The path to rebirth in the brahma world is mastery over the 
jhanas, each of which is ontologically attuned to a particular 
level of the form realm (see Table 3). Sometimes the Buddha 
mentions the four "divine abodes" (brahmavihiira) as the means 
to rebirth in the brahma world. These are the "immeasurable" 
meditations on lovingkindness, compassion, altruistic joy, and 
equanimity (mettii, karulJii, muditii, upekkhii). 

The Nikayas offer an ambivalent evaluation of the brahmas, as 
can be seen from the present saqtyutta. On the one hand, certain 
brahmas are depicted as valiant protectors of the Buddha's dis
pensation and devoted followers of the Master. But precisely 
because of their longevity and elevated stature in the cosmic 
hierarchy, the brahmas are prone to delusion and conceit; 
indeed, they sometimes imagine they are all-powerful creators 
and rulers of the universe. Perhaps this dual evaluation reflects 
the Buddha's ambivalent attitude towards the brahmins: admi
ration for the ancient spiritual ideals of the brahmin life (as pre
served in the expressions brahmacariya and brahmavihara) cou
pled with rejection of the pretensions of the contemporary brah
mins to superiority based on birth and lineage. 

The most eminent of the brahmas devoted to the Buddha is 
Brahma Sahampati, who appears several times in SN. Soon after 
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the enlightenment he descends from his divine abode and reap
pears before the Blessed One to beseech him to teach the 
Dhamma to the world (6:1). He applauds the Buddha's rever
ence for the Dhamma (6:2), extols an arahant bhikkhu on alms 
round (6:3), reproaches the evil Devadatta (6:12), and shows up 
again at the Buddha's parinibbana, where he recites a verse of 
eulogy (6:15). He will also appear in other sa:qlyuttas (at 11:17; 
22:80; 47:18, 43; and 48:57). 

Brahmas of the deluded type are epitomized by Brahma Baka, 
who imagined himself eternal and had to be divested of this 
illusion by the Master (6:4). On another occasion, an unnamed 
brahma imagined he was superior to the arahants, and the 
Buddha and four great disciples visited his realm to make him 
alter his views (6:5). We also witness a contest between a negli
gent brahma, stiff with pride, and two colleagues of his, devo
tees of the Buddha, who sweep away his illusions (6:6). The 
penultimate sutta shows a disciple of the past Buddha Sikhi 
awing a whole assembly of proud brahmas with his display of 
psychic powers (6:14). This sa:qlyutta also relates the sad story of 
the monk Kokalika, a cohort of Devadatta, who tried to defame 
the chief disciples Sariputta and Moggallana and had to reap the 
kammic result as a rebirth in hell (6:9-10). The last sutta in this 
collection, included here only because of Brahma Sahampati's 
single verse, is a parallel  of the death scene in the long 
Mahaparinibbana Sutta of the Digha Nikaya. 

7. BRAHMAl':./ASMyfYUITA 

This sa:qlyutta, recording the Buddha's conversations with brah
mins, contains two vaggas, each with a different unifying theme. 
In the first all the brahmins who come to the Buddha, often 
angry (7:1-4) or disdainful (7:7-9), are so deeply stirred by his 
words that they ask for ordination into the Sangha and "not 
long afterwards" attain arahantship. These suttas display the 
Buddha as the incarnation of patience and peace, capable of 
working, in those who would attack him, the miracle of trans
formation simply by his unshakable equanimity and impeccable 
wisdom. In this vagga we also see how the Buddha assessed the 
brahmin claim to superior status based on birth. He here inter
prets the word "brahmin" by way of its original meaning, as a 
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holy man, and on this basis redefines the true brahmin as the 
arahant. The three Vedas which the brahmins revered and dili
gently studied are replaced by the three vijjiis or true knowl
edges possessed by the arahant: knowledge of past births, of the 
laws of kammic retribution, and of the destruction of the taints 
(7:8). The last sutta adds a touch of humour, still recognizable 
today, by depicting the contrast between the oppressive cares of 
the household life and the untrammelled freedom of the life of 
renunciation (7:10). 

In the second vagga the brahmins come to challenge the 
Buddha in still different ways, and again the Buddha rises to the 
occasion with his inexhaustible wit and wisdom. In this vagga, 
however, though the Buddha inspires in his antagonists a newly 
won faith, the brahmin converts do not become monks but declare 
themselves lay followers "who have gone for refuge for life." 

8. VANGISASAryfYUTTA 

The bhikkhu Vangisa was declared by the Buddha the foremost 
disciple of those gifted with inspirational speech (pafibhiina
vantiina1J1, at AN I 24,21). This title accrued to him on account of 
his skill in composing spontaneous verse. His verses make up 
the longest chapter in the Theragatha, whose seventy-one verses 
(Th 1209-79) closely correspond with those in the present 
saQ1yutta but lack the prose frameworks. Another poem by 
Vangisa, found at Sn 11, 12, is not included in the present compi
lation but does have a counterpart in the Theragatha. 

The verses of Vangisa are not mere metrical aphorisms (as arE 
so many verses in this collection) but skilfully wrought poetic 
compositions that can well claim an honoured place in early 
Indian poetry. They also reveal, with unabashed honesty, the trio 
als and temptations which their author faced in his career as 2 

monk. Having an aesthetic bent of character and a natura: 
appreciation of sensuous beauty, Vangisa must have gom 
through a difficult struggle in his early days as a monk adjustin� 
to the strict discipline required of a bhikkhu, with its training ir 
sense restraint and vigilant control of the mind. The early sutta! 
in this chapter (8:1-4) speak of his battle against sensual lust, hi! 
susceptibility to the charms of the opposite sex, and his firrr 
determination not to succumb but to continue bravely along thE 
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path laid down by his Master. They also tell of his proclivity to 
pride, no doubt based on his natural talent as a poet, and of his 
endeavour to subdue this flaw of character. Later in his monas
tic career, apparently after he gained a greater degree of self
mastery, he often extolled the Buddha in verse, and on one occa
sion the Blessed One requested him to compose extemporane
ous verses (8:8). In other poems he praises the great disciples 
Sariputta, Moggallana, and KOI).gafii\.a (8:6, 9, 10). The last poem 
in the sarpyutta, partly autobiographical, concludes with a dec
laration that the author has become an arahant equipped with 
the three true knowledges and other spiritual powers (8:12). 

9. V ANASAlyfYUTTA 

This sarpyutta consists of fourteen suttas most of which are con
structed according to a stereotyped pattern. A bhikkhu is living 
alone in a woodland thicket, where he should be meditating 
ardently, but human weakness gets the better of him and causes 
him to swerve from his religious duties. Then a devata dwelling 
in the thicket takes compassion on him and chides him in verse, 
seeking to reawaken his sense of urgency. Apparently these 
devatas are not celestial beings, like those we meet in the 
Devatasarpyutta, but dryads or fairies, and they seem to be fem
inine. On a few occasions the devata errs in her assessment of 
the bhikkhu's behaviour. Thus in 9:2 the devata comes to 
reproach the bhikkhu for taking a nap, unaware he has already 
attained arahantship, and in 9:8 for associating too closely with a 
woman, again unaware the bhikkhu is an arahant (according to 
the commentary). In 9:6, a devata from the Tavatirpsa heaven 
tries to persuade the Venerable Anuruddha to aspire for rebirth 
in her realm, but he declares that he has ended the process of 
rebirth and will never take another existence. The last sutta in 
the chapter (9:14) also occurs in the Jatakas, interestingly with 
the Bodhisatta in the role played here by the bhikkhu. 

10. YAKKHASA1y1YUTIA 

The yakkhas are fierce spirits inhabiting remote areas such as 
forests, hills, and abandoned caves. They are depicted as of 
hideous mien and wrathful temperament, but when given offer-
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ings and shown respect they become benign and may protect 
people rather than harm them. Many of the shrines that dotted 
the North Indian countryside were built to honour the yakkhas 
and secure their favours. Though living in misery they have the 
potential for awakening and can attain the paths and fruits oj 
the spiritual life. 

The suttas in this chapter cover a wide range of topics. Whal 
unites them is not so much the content of the verses but theiI 
propagational function in showing the Buddha as the invinciblE 
sage who, by his skilful means, can tame and transform even thE 
most violent and fearsome ogres, such as Suciloma (10:3) and 
A�avaka (10:12). The smpyutta also includes two charming tale� 
of female yakkhas, famished spirits haunting the outskirts oj 
Jeta's Grove, who are so deeply moved by the Buddha's ser
mons and the chanting of the monks that they turn over a nev. 
leaf and become pious lay devotees (10:6, 7). In this sarpyutta 
too we find the story of AniHhapiJ).<;lika's first meeting with the 
Buddha, which was abetted by friendly advice from a benevo
lent yakkha (10:8). In three suttas the yakkhaS speak verses in 
praise of bhikkhunis (10:9-11). 

11 . SAKKASA�A 

In the early Buddhist pantheon, Sakka is the ruler of the devas 
in the Tavatirpsa heaven and also a follower of the Buddha. A 
long conversation between him and the Buddha, culminating in 
his attainment of stream-entry, is told in the Sakkapanha Sutta 
(ON No. 20). This sarpyutta does not report the Buddha's own 
encounters with Sakka, but gives (in the Buddha's words) 
accounts of Sakka's deeds and conversations. The suttas are thus 
presented as fables, but fables which always embody a moral 
message. The sarpyutta also includes the famous Ohajagga Sutta 
(11:3), in which the Buddha commends to the monks recollec
tion of the Three Jewels-the Buddha, the Ohamma, and the 
Sangha-as an antidote to fear. 

In Buddhist legend the Tavatirpsa devas are perpetu�lly being 
attacked by the asuras, the titans, beings of great physical 
prowess and violent ambition who seek to conquer them and 
take control of their domain. The Sakkasarpyutta repeatedly pits 
Sakka in struggle against the leaders of the asuras, Vepacitti and 
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Verocana. The two sides can be read as symbolizing alternative 
political philosophies. The asura leaders favour rule by force 
and retaliation against enemies; they rationalize aggression and 
extol the ethic of "might makes right." Sakka, in contrast, stands 
for rule by righteousness, patience towards aggressors, and the 
compassionate treatment of wrongdoers (11:4, 5, 8). Sakka and 
the devas honour sages and holy men, the asuras scorn them, 
and thus the sages help the devas but curse the asuras (11:9, 10). 

In this saqlyutta Sakka appears as the ideal lay devotee. He 
earned his place as ruler of the devas, while he was still a human 
being, by fulfilling seven vows which embody the standards of 
the virtuous householder (11:11). His understanding of the 
Buddha's excellence is inferior to Brahma Sahampati's (11:17), 
but in three suttas he eloquently proclaims the reasons for his 
devotion to the Buddha, the Sangha, and even devout house
holders (11:18-20). In the last three suttas, the Buddha holds up 
Sakka's patience and forgiveness as a model for the bhikkhus 
(11:23-25). 



[1] <1> PART I: The Book with Verses (Sagi'ithi'ivagga) 

Homage to the Blessed One, 
the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One 

Chapter I 

1 Devatasarrzyutta 

Connected Discourses with Devahis 

I. A REED 

1 (1) Crossing the Flood 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapit.:u;lika's Park. 
Then, when the night had advanced, a certain devata of stun
ning beauty, illuminating the entire Jeta's Grove, approached 
the Blessed One. Having approached, he paid homage to the 
Blessed One, stood to one side, and said to him: 

"How, dear sir, did you cross the flood?"l 
"By not halting, friend, and by not straining I crossed the 

flood. "2 
"But how is it, dear sir, that by not halting and by not strain

ing you crossed the flood?" 
"When I came to a standstill, friend, then I sank; but when I 

struggled, then I got swept away. It is in this way, friend, that by 
not halting and by not straining I crossed the flood."3 <2> 

[The devata:]  
1 "After a long time at last I see 

A brahmin who is fully quenched, 
Who by not halting, not straining, 
Has crossed over attachment to the world."4 

89 
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This is what that devata said.5 The Teacher approved. Then 
that devata, thinking, "The Teacher has approved of me," paid 
homage to the Blessed One and, keeping him on the right, dis
appeared right there. [2] 

2 (2) Emancipation 

<3> At Savatthi. Then, when the night had advanced, a certain 
devata of stunning beauty, illuminating the entire Jeta's Grove, 
approached the Blessed One. Having approached, he paid hom
age to the Blessed One, stood to one side, and said to him: 

"Do you know, dear sir, emancipation, release, seclusion for 
beings?"6 

"I know, friend, emancipation, release, seclusion for beings." 
"But in what way, dear sir, do you know emancipation, 

release, seclusion for beings?" 

[The Blessed One:] 
2 "By the utter destruction of delight in existence,? 

By the extinction of perception and consciousness, 
By the cessation and appeasement of feelings: <4> 
It is thus, friend, that I know for beings
Emancipation, release, seclusion."B 

3 (3) Reaching 

At Savatthi. Standing to one side, that devata recited this verse 
in the presence of the Blessed One: 

3 "Life is swept along, short is the life span; 
No shelters exist for one who has reached old age. 
Seeing clearly this danger in death, 
One should do deeds of merit that bring happiness."9 

[The Blessed One:] 
4 "Life is swept along, short is the life span; 

No shelters exist for one who has reached old age. 
Seeing clearly this danger in death, 
A seeker of peace should drop the world's bait."l0 [3] <5> 
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4 (4) Time Flies By 

At Savatthi. Standing to one side, that devata recited this verse 
in the presence of the Blessed One: 

5 "Time flies by, the nights swiftly pass; 
The stages of life successively desert us. ll 

Seeing clearly this danger in death, 
One should do deeds of merit that bring happiness." 

[The Blessed One:] 
6 "Time flies by, the nights swiftly pass; 

The stages of life successively desert us. 
Seeing clearly this danger in death, 
A seeker of peace should drop the world's bait." 

5 (5) How Many Must One Cut? 

At Savatthi. Standing to one side, that devata recited this verse 
in the presence of the Blessed One: 

7 "How many must one cut, how many abandon, 
And how many further must one develop? 
When a bhikkhu has surmounted how many ties 
Is he called a crosser of the flood?" 

[The Blessed One:] <6> 
8 "One must cut off five, abandon five, 

And must develop a further five. 
A bhikkhu who has surmounted five ties 
Is called a crosser of the flood."l2 

6 (6) Awake 

At Savatthi. Standing to one side, that devata recited this verse 
in the presence of the Blessed One: 

9 "How many are asleep when [others] are awake? 
How many are awake when [others] sleep? 
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By how many does one gather dust? 
By how many is one purified?" 

[The Blessed One:] 
10 "Five are asleep when [others] are awake; 

Five are awake when [others] sleep. 
By five things one gathers dust, 
By five things one is purified."13 [4] <7> 

7 (7) Not Penetrated 

At Savatthi. Standing to one side, that devata recited this verse 
in the presence of the Blessed One: 

11  "Those who have not penetrated things, 
Who may be led into others' doctrines, 
Fast asleep, they have not yet awakened: 
It is time for them to awaken."14 

[The Blessed One:] 
12 "Those who have penetrated things well, 

Who cannot be led into others' doctrines, 
Those awakened ones, having rightly known, 
Fare evenly amidst the uneven."15 

8 (8) Utterly Muddled 

At Savatthi. Standing to one side, that devata recited this verse 
in the presence of the Blessed One: 

13 "Those who are utterly muddled about things, 
Who may be led into others' doctrines, <8> 
Fast asleep, they have not yet awakened: 
It is time for them to awaken." 

[The Blessed One:] 
14 "Those who aren't muddled about things, 

Who cannot be led into others' doctrines, 
Those awakened ones, having rightly known, 
Fare evenly amidst the uneven." 
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9 (9) One Prone to Conceit 

At Savatthi. Standing to one side, that devata recited this verse 
in the presence of the Blessed One: 

15 "There is no taming here for one fond of conceit, 
Nor is there sagehood for the unconcentrated: 
Though dwelling alone in the forest, heedless, 
One cannot cross beyond the realm of Death."16 

[The Blessed One:] 
16 "Having abandoned conceit, well concentrated, 

With lofty mind, everywhere released: <9> 
While dwelling alone in the forest, diligent, 
One can cross beyond the realm of Death."17 [5] 

10 (10) Forest 

At Savatthi. Standing to one side, that devata recited this verse 
in the presence of the Blessed One: 

17 "Those who dwell deep in the forest, 
Peaceful, leading the holy life, 
Eating but a single meal a day: 
Why is their complexion so serene?"18 

[The Blessed One:] 
18 "They do not sorrow over the past, 

Nor do they hanker for the future. 
They maintain themselves with what is present: 
Hence their complexion is so serene. 

19 "Through hankering for the future, 
Through sorrowing over the past, 
Fools dry up and wither away 
Like a green reed cut down." 
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<10> II. NANDANA 

1 1  (1) Nandana 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapi1:u;lika's Park. 
There the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: 
"Bhikkhus!"  

"Venerable sir!" those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said 
this: 

"Once in the past, bhikkhus, a certain devata of the Tavati:qtsa 
host was revelling in Nandana Grove, < 1 1 >  supplied and 
endowed with the five cords of celestial sensual pleasure, 
accompanied by a retinue of celestial nymphs. On that occasion 
he spoke this verse: 

20 '''They do not know bliss 
Who have not seen Nandana, 
The abode of the glorious male devas 
Belonging to the host of Thirty.'19 [6] 

"When this was said, bhikkhus, a certain devata replied to 
that devata in verse: 

21 '''Don't you know, you fool, 
That maxim of the arahants? 
Impermanent are all formations; 
Their nature is to arise and vanish. 
Having arisen, they cease: 
Their appeasement is blissful."'2o 

12 (2) Delight 

At Savatthi. Standing to one side, that devata recited this verse 
in the presence of the Blessed One: <12> 

22 "One who has sons delights in sons, 
One with cattle delights in cattle. 
Acquisitions truly are a man's delight; 
Without acquisitions one does not delight. "21 
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[The Blessed One:] 
23 "One who has sons sorrows over sons, 

One with cattle sorrows over cattle. 
Acquisitions truly are a man's sorrows; 
Without acquisitions one does not sorrow." 

13 (3) None Equal to That for a Son 

At Savatthi. Standing to one side, that devata spoke this verse in 
the presence of the Blessed One: 

24 "There is no affection like that for a son, 
No wealth equal to cattle, 
There is no light like the sun, 
Among the waters the ocean is supreme."22 

[The Blessed One:] 
25 "There is no affection like that for oneself, 

No wealth equal to grain, 
There is no light like wisdom, 
Among the waters the rain is supreme." <13> 

14 (4) The Khattiya 

26 "The khattiya is the best of bipeds, 
The ox, the best of quadrupeds; 
A maiden is the best of wives, 
The first born, the best of sons."23 

27 "The Buddha is the best of bipeds, 
A steed, the best of quadrupeds; 
An obedient woman is the best of wives, 
A dutiful boy, the best of sons." [7] 

15 (5) Murmuring 

28 "When the noon hour sets in 
And the birds have settled down, <14> 
The mighty forest itself murmurs: 
How fearful that appears to me!"24 
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29 "When the noon hour sets in 
And the birds have settled down, 
The mighty forest itself murmurs: 
How delightful that appears to me!/I 

16 (6) Drowsiness and Lethargy 

30 "Drowsiness, lethargy, lazy stretching, <15> 
Discontent, torpor after meals: 
Because of this, here among beings, 
The noble path does not appear./I 

31 "Drowsiness, lethargy, lazy stretching, 
Discontent, torpor after meals: 
When one dispels this with energy, 
The noble path is cleared./l25 

17  (7) Difficult to Practise 

32 "The ascetic life is hard to practise 
And hard for the inept to endure, 
For many are the obstructions there 
In which the fool founders./I 

33 "How many days can one practise the ascetic life 
If one does not rein in one's mind? 
One would founder with each step 
Under the control of one's intentions.26 

34 "Drawing in the mind's thoughts 
As a tortoise draws its limbs into its shell, <16> 
Independent, not harassing others, fully quenched, 
A bhikkhu would not blame anyone./l27 

18 (8) A Sense of Shame 

35 "Is there a person somewhere in the world 
Who is restrained by a sense of shame, 
One who draws back from blame 
As a good horse does from the Whip?/l28 
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36 "Few are those restrained by a sense of shame 
Who fare always mindful; 
Few, having reached the end of suffering, 
Fare evenly amidst the uneven." [8] <17> 

19 (9) A Little Hut 

37 "Don't you have a little hut? 
Don't you have a little nest? 
Don't you have any lines extended? 
Are you free from bondage?" 

38 "Surely I have no little hut, 
Surely I have no little nest, 
Surely I have no lines extended, 
Surely I'm free from bondage."29 

39 "What do you think I call a little hut? 
What do you think I call a little nest? 
What do you think I call lines extended? 
What do you think I call bondage?"30 

40 "It's a mother that you call a little hut, 
A wife that you call a little nest, <18> 
Sons that you call lines extended, 
Craving that you tell me is bondage." 

41 "It's good that you have no little hut, 
Good that you have no little nest, 
Good that you have no lines extended, 
Good that you are free from bondage." 

20 (10) Samiddhi 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Rajagaha in the Hot Springs Park. Then the 
Venerable Samiddhi, having risen at the first flush of dawn, 
went to the hot springs to bathe. Having bathed in the hot 
springs and come back out, he stood in one robe drying his 
limbs. 
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Then, when the night had advanced, a certain devata of stun
ning beauty, illuminating the entire hot springs, approached the 
Venerable Samiddhi. Having approached, she stood in the air 
and addressed the Venerable Samiddhi in verse:31 <19> 

42 "Without having enjoyed you seek alms, bhikkhu, 
You don't seek alms after you've enjoyed. 
First enjoy, bhikkhu, then seek alms: 
Don't let the time pass you by!" [9] 

43 "I do not know what the time might be; 
The time is hidden and cannot be seen. 
Hence, without enjoying, I seek alms: 
Don't let the time pass me by!"32 

Then that devaUi alighted on the earth and said to the 
Venerab le Samiddhi : "You have gone forth while young� 
bhikkhu, a lad with black hair, endowed with the blessing of 
youth, in the prime of life, without having dallied with sensual 
pleasures. Enjoy human sensual pleasures, bhikkhu; do not 
abandon what is directly visible in order to pursue what takes 
time." 

"I have not abandoned what is directly visible, friend, in order 
to pursue what takes time. I have abandoned what takes time in 
order to pursue what is directly visible. <20> For the Blessed 
One, friend, has stated that sensual pleasures are time-consum
ing, full of suffering, full of despair, and the danger in them is 
still greater, while this Dhamma is directly visible, immediate, 
inviting one to come and see, applicable, to be personally experi
enced by the wise."33 

"But how is it, bhikkhu, that the Blessed One has stated that 
sensual pleasures are time-consuming, full of suffering, full of 
despair, and the danger in them is still greater? How is it that 
this Dhamma is directly visible, immediate, inviting one to come 
and see, applicable, to be personally experienced by the wise?" 

"I am newly ordained, friend, not long gone forth, just recent
ly come to this Dhamma and Discipline. I cannot explain it in 
detail. But that Blessed One, the Arahant, the Perfectly 
Enlightened One, is dwelling at Rajagaha in the Hot Springs 
Park. Approach that Blessed One and ask him about this matter. 
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As he explains it to you, so you should remember it." 
"It isn't easy for us to approach that Blessed One, bhikkhu, as 

he is surrounded by other devatas of great influence.34 If you 
would approach him <21> and ask him about this matter, we 
will corne along too in order to hear the Dhamma." 

"Very well, friend," the Venerable Samiddhi replied. Then he 
approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat down to 
one side, [10]  and reported his entire discussion with that 
devata, [11]  <22-23> (verses 44-45, included in the report, repeat 
verses 42-43) adding: "If that devata's statement is true, vener
able sir, then that devata should be close by." 

When this was said, that devata said to the Venerable 
Samiddhi: "Ask, bhikkhu! Ask, bhikkhu! For 1 have arrived." 

Then the Blessed One addressed that devata in verse: 

46 "Beings who perceive what can be expressed 
Become established in what can be expressed. <24> 
Not fully understanding what can be expressed, 
They corne under the yoke of Death.35 

47 "But having fully understood what can be expressed, 
One does not conceive 'one who expresses.' 
For that does not exist for him 
By which one could describe him.36 

"If you understand, spirit, speak up." 
"1 do not understand in detail, venerable sir, the meaning of 

what was stated in brief by the Blessed One. Please, venerable 
sir, let the Blessed One explain it to me in such a way that 1 
might understand in detail the meaning of what he stated in 
brief." [12] 

[The Blessed One:] 
48 "One who conceives '1 am equal, better, or worse: 

Might on that account engage in disputes. 
But one not shaken in the three discriminations 
Does not think, '1 am equal or better.'37 <25> 

"If you understand, spirit, speak up." 
"In this case too, venerable sir, I do not understand in detail . . .  
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let the Blessed One explain it to me in such a way that I might 
understand in detail the meaning of what he stated in brief." 

[The Blessed One:] 
49 "He abandoned reckoning, did not assume conceit;38 

He cut off craving here for name-and-form. 
Though devas and humans search for him 
Here and beyond, in the heavens and all abodes, 
They do not find the one whose knots are cut, 
The one untroubled, free of longing. 

"If you understand, spirit, speak up." 
"I understand in detail, venerable sir, the meaning of what 

was stated in brief by the Blessed One thus: <26> 

50 "One should do no evil in all the world, 
Not by speech, mind, or body. 
Having abandoited sense pleasures, 
Mindful and dearly comprehending, 
One should not pursue a course 
That is painful and harmful."39 

[13] <27> III. A SWORD 

21 (1) A Sword 

At Savatthi. Standing to one side, that devata recited this verse 
in the presence of the Blessed One: 

51 "As if smitten by a sword, 
As if his head were on fire, 
A bhikkhu should wander mindfully 
To abandon sensual lust." 

[The Blessed One:] 
52 " As if smitten by a sword, 

As if his head were on fire, 
A bhikkhu should wander mindfully 
To abandon identity view."40 
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22 (2) It Touches <28> 

53 "It does not touch one who does not touch, 
But then will touch the one who touches. 
Therefore it touches the one who touches, 
The one who wrongs an innocent man."41 

54 "If one wrongs an innocent man, 
A pure person without blemish, 
The evil falls back on the fool himself 
Like fine dust thrown against the wind."42 

23 (3) Tangle 

55 "A tangle inside, a tangle outside, 
This generation is entangled in a tangle. 
I ask you this, 0 Gotama, 
Who can disentangle this tangle?"43 <29> 

56 " A man established on virtue, wise, 
Developing the mind and wisdom, 
A bhikkhu ardent and discreet: 
He can disentangle this tangle.44 

57 "Those for whom lust and hatred 
Along with ignorance have been expunged, 
The arahants with taints destroyed: 
For them the tangle is disentangled.45 

58 "Where name-and-form ceases, 
Stops without remainder, 
And also impingement and perception of form: 
It is here this tangle is cut."46 [14] 

24 (4) Reining in the Mind 

59 "From whatever one reins in the mind, 
From that no suffering comes to one. <30> 
Should one rein in the mind from everything, 
One is freed from all suffering." 
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60 "One need not rein in the mind from everything 
When the mind has come under control. 
From whatever it is that evil comes, 
From this one should rein in the mind."47 

25 (5) The Arahant 

61 "If a bhikkhu is an arahant, 
Consummate, with taints destroyed, 
One who bears his final body, 
Would he still say, 'I speak'? 
And would he say, 'They speak to me'?"48 

62 "If a bhikkhu is an arahant, <31> 
Consummate, with taints destroyed, 
One who bears his final body, 
He might still say, 'I speak: 
And he might say, 'They speak to me.' 
Skilful, knowing the world's parlance, 
He uses such terms as mere expressions."49 

63 "When a bhikkhu is an arahant, 
Consummate, with taints destroyed, 
One who bears his final body, 
Is it because he has come upon conceit 
That he would say, 'I speak,' 
That he would say, 'They speak to me'?"SO 

64 "No knots exist for one with conceit abandoned; 
For him all knots of conceit are consumed. 
Though the wise one has transcended the conceived, [15] 
He still might say, 'I speak,' <32> 
He might say too, 'They speak to me.' 
Skilful, knowing the world's parlance, 
He uses such terms as mere expressions."s1 

26 (6) Sources of Light 

65 "How many sources of light are in the world 
By means of which the world is illumined? 
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We have come to ask the Blessed One this: 
How are we to understand it?" 

66 "There are four sources of light in the world; 
A fifth one is not found here. 
The sun shines by day, 
The moon glows at night, 

67 And fire flares up here and there 
Both by day and at night. 
But the Buddha is the best of those that shine: <33> 
He is the light unsurpassed." 

27 (7) Streams 

68 "From where do the streams tum back? 
Where does the round no longer revolve? 
Where does name-and-form cease, 
Stop without remainder?" 

69 "Where water, earth, fire, and air, 
Do not gain a footing: 
It is from here that the streams tum back, 
Here that the round no longer revolves; 
Here name-and-form ceases, 
Stops without remainder."52 

28 (8) Those of Great Wealth <34> 

7153 "Those of great wealth and property, 
Even khattiyas who rule the country, 
Look at each other with greedy eyes, 
Insatiable in sensual pleasures. 

72 Among these who have become so avid, 
Flowing along in the stream of existence, 
Who here have abandoned craving? 
Who in the world are no longer avid?"54 

73 "Having left their homes and gone forth, 
Having left their dear sons and cattle, 
Having left behind lust and hatred, <35> 
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Having expunged ignorance
The arahants with taints destroyed 
Are those in the world no longer avid." [16] 

29 (9) Four Wheels 

74 "Having four wheels and nine doors, 
Filled up and bound with greed, 
Born from a bog, a great hero! 
How does one escape from it?"55 

75 "Having cut the thong and the strap, 
Having cut off evil desire and greed, 
Having drawn out craving with its root: 
Thus one escapes from it."56 

30 (10) Antelope Calves <36> 

76 "Having approached you, we ask a question 
Of the slender hero with antelope calves, 
Greedless, subsisting on little food, 
Wandering alone like a lion or naga, 
Without concern for sensual pleasures: 
How is one released from suffering?"57 

77 "Five cords of sensual pleasure in the world, 
With mind declared to be the sixth: 
Having expunged desire here, 
One is thus released from suffering."5B 

<37> IV. THE SATULLAPA HOST 

31 (1) With the Good 

Thus have I heard . On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, AnathapiI�H;lika's Park. 
Then, when the night had advanced, a number of devatas 
belonging to the Satullapa host, of stunning beauty, illuminating 
the entire Jeta's Grove, approached the Blessed One.59 Having 
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approached, they paid homage to the Blessed One and stood to 
one side. [17] 

Then one devata, standing to one side, recited this verse in the 
presence of the Blessed One: 

78 "One should associate only with the good; <38> 
With the good one should foster intimacy. 
Having learnt the true Dhamma of the good, 
One becomes better, never worse." 

Then five other devatas in tum recited their verses in the pres
ence of the Blessed One: 

79 "One should associate only with the good; 
With the good one should foster intimacy. 
Having learnt the true Dhamma of the good, 
Wisdom is gained, but not from another."60 

80 "One should associate only with the good; 
With the good one should foster intimacy. 
Having learnt the true Dhamma of the good, <39> 
One does not sorrow in the midst of sorrow." 

81 "One should associate only with the good; 
With the good one should foster intimacy. 
Having learnt the true Dhamma of the good, 
One shines amidst one's relations." 

82 "One should associate only with the good; 
With the good one should foster intimacy. 
Having learnt the true Dhamma of the good, 
Beings fare on to a good destination." 

83 "One should associate only with the good; 
With the good one should foster intimacy. 
Having learnt the true Dhamma of the good, 
Beings abide comfortably."61 

Then another devata said to the Blessed One: "Which one, 
Blessed One, has spoken well?" 
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"You have all spoken well in a way. 62 But listen to me too: [18] 

84 "One should associate only with the good; 
With the good one should foster intimacy. 
Having learnt the true Dhamma of the good, 
One is released from all suffering." 

This is what the Blessed One said. Elated, those devatas paid 
homage to the Blessed One and, keeping him on the right, they 
disappeared right there. 

32 (2) Stinginess 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Savatthi in 
Jeta's Grove, AnathapiI:t�ika's Park. Then, when the night had 
advanced, a number of devatas belonging to the Satullapa host, 
of stunning beauty, illuminating the entire Jeta's Grove, 
approached the Blessed One. Having approached, they paid 
homage to the Blessed One and stood to one side. 

Then one devata, standing to one side, recited this verse in the 
presence of the Blessed One: 

85 "Through stinginess and negligence 
A gift is not given. 
One who knows, desiring merit, <40> 
Should surely give a gift." 

Then another devata recited these verses in the presence of the 
Blessed One: 

86 "That which the miser fears when he does not give 
Is the very danger that comes to the nongiver. 
The hunger and thirst that the miser fears 
Afflict that fool in this world and the next. 

87 "Therefore, having removed stinginess, 
The conqueror of the stain should give a gift.63 
Deeds of merit are the support for living beings 
[When they arise] in the other world." 
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Then another devata recited these verses in the presence of the 
Blessed One: 

88 "They do not die among the dead 
Who, like fellow travellers on the road, 
Provide though they have but a little: 
This is an ancient principle.6 4 <41> 

89 "Some provide from the little they have, 
Others who are affluent don't like to give. 
An offering given from what little one has 
Is worth a thousand times its value." [19] 

Then another deyata recited these verses in the presence of the 
Blessed One: 

90 "The bad do not emulate the good, 
Who give what is hard to give 
And do deeds hard to do: 
The Dhamma of the good is hard to follow. 

91 "Therefore their destination after death 
Differs for the good and the bad: 
The bad go to hell, 
The good are bound for heaven." 

Then another devata said to the Blessed One: "Which one, 
Blessed One, has spoken well?" 

"You have all spoken well in a way. But listen to me too: <42> 

92 "If one practises the Dhamma 
Though getting on by gleaning, 
If while one supports one's wife 
One gives from the little one has, 
Then a hundred thousand offerings 
Of those who sacrifice a thousand 
Are not worth even a fraction 
[Of the gift] of one like him."6 5 

Then another devata addressed the Blessed One in verse: 
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93 "Why does their sacrifice, vast and grand, 
Not share the value of the righteous one's gift? 
Why are a hundred thousand offerings 
Of those who sacrifice a thousand 
Not worth even a fraction 
[Of the gift] of one like him?" 

Then the Blessed One answered that devata in verse: 

94 "Since they give while settled in unrighteousness, 
Having slain and killed, causing sorrow, 
Their offering-tearful, fraught with violence
Shares not the value of the righteous one's gift. <43> 
That is why a hundred thousand offerings 
Of those who sacrifice a thousand 
Are not worth even a fraction 
[Of the gift] of one like him." [20] 

33 (3) Good 

At Savatthi. Then, when the night had advanced, a number of 
devatas belonging to the Satullapa host, of stunning beauty, illu
minating the entire Jeta's Grove, approached the Blessed One. 
Having approached, they paid homage to the Blessed One and 
stood to one side. 

Then one devata, standing to one side, uttered this inspired 
utterance in the presence of the Blessed One: 

"Good is giving, dear sir! 

95 "Through stinginess and negligence 
A gift is not given. 
One who knows, desiring merit, 
Should surely give a gift." 

Then another devata uttered this inspired utterance in the 
presence of the Blessed One: 

"Good is giving, dear sir! 
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And further: 
Even when there's little, giving is good. <44> 

96 "Some provide from what little they have, 
Others who are affluent don't like to give. 
An offering given from what little one has 
Is worth a thousand times its value." 

Then another devata uttered this inspired utterance in the 
presence of the Blessed One: 

"Good is giving, dear sir! 
Even when there's little, giving is good. 
And further: 
When done with faith too, giving is good. 

97 "Giving and warfare are similar, they say: 
A few good ones conquer many. 
If one with faith gives even a little, 
He thereby becomes happy in the other world."66 

Then another devata uttered this inspired utterance in the 
presence of the Blessed One: 

"Good is giving, dear sir! 
Even when there's little, giving is good. [21] 
When done with faith too, giving is good. 
And further: 
The gift of a righteous gain is also good. <45> 

98 "When he gives a gift of a righteous gain 
Obtained by exertion and energy, 
Having passed over Yama's Vetaral)l River, 
That mortal arrives at celestial states."67 

Then another devata uttered this inspired utterance in the 
presence of the Blessed One: 

"Good is giving, dear sir! 
Even when there's little, giving is good. 
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When done with faith too, giving is good; 
The gift of a righteous gain is also good. 
And further: 
Giving discriminately too is good.68 

99 "Giving discriminately is praised by the Fortunate One
To those worthy of offerings 
Here in the world of the living. 
What is given to them bears great fruit 
Like seeds sown in a fertile field." 

Then another devata uttered this inspired utterance in the 
presence of the Blessed One: 

"Good is giving, dear sir! 
Even when there's little, giving is good. 
When done vy-ith faith too, giving is good; 
The gift of a righteous gain is also good. 
Giving with discretion too is good. <46> 
And further: 
Restraint towards living beings is also good. 

100 "One who fares harming no living beings 
Does no evil from fear of others' censure. 
In that they praise the timid, not the brave, 
For out of fear the good do no evil." 

Then another devata said to the Blessed One: [22] "Which one, 
Blessed One, has spoken well?" 

"You have all spoken well in a way. But listen to me too: 

101 "Surely giving is praised in many ways, 
But the path of Dhamma surpasses giving. 
For in the past and even long ago, 
The good and wise ones attained Nibbana."69 

34 (4) There Are No <47> 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Savatthi in 
Jeta's Grove, Anathapll:t9.ika's Park. Then, when the night had 
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advanced, a number of devatas belonging to the Satullapa host, 
of  stunning beauty, illuminating the entire Jeta's Grove, 
approached the Blessed One. Having approached, they paid 
homage to the Blessed One and stood to one side. 

Then one devata, standing to one side, recited this verse in the 
presence of the Blessed One: 

102 "There are among humans 
No permanent sensual pleasures; 
Here there are just desirable things. 
When a person is bound to these, 
Heedless in their midst, 
From Death's realm he does not reach 
The state of no-more-coming-back."7o 

[Another devata.:] "Misery is born of desire; suffering is born 
of desire. By the removal of desire, misery is removed; by the 
removal of misery, suffering is removed."7l 

[The Blessed One:] 
103 "They are not sense pleasures, the world's pretty things: 

Man's sensuality is the intention of lust. <48> 
The pretty things remain as they are in the world 
But the wise remove the desire for them.72 [23] 

104 "One should discard anger, cast off conceit, 
Transcend all the fetters. 
No sufferings torment one who has nothing, 
Who does not adhere to name-and-form.73 

105 "He abandoned reckoning, did not assume conceit; 
He cut off craving here for name-and-form. 
Though devas and humans search for him 
Here and beyond, in the heavens and all abodes, 
They do not find the one whose knots are cut, 
The one untroubled, free of longing." 

106 "If devas and humans have not seen 
The one thus liberated here or beyond," 

[said the Venerable Mogharaja] , 
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" Are they to be praised who venerate him, 
The best of men, faring for the good of humans?"74 <49> 

107 "Those bhikkhus too become worthy of praise, 
[Mogharaja," said the Blessed One,] 

"Who venerate him, the one thus liberated. 
But having known Dhamma and abandoned doubt, 
Those bhikkhus become even surmounters of ties."75 

35 (5) Faultfinders 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Savatthi in 
Jeta's Grove, Anathapir:t<;lika's Park. Then, when the night had 
advanced, a number of "faultfinding" devatas, of stunning 
beauty, illuminating the entire Jeta's Grove, approached the 
Blessed One and stood in the air.76 [24] 

Then one devata, standing in the air, recited this verse in the 
presence of the Blessed One: 

108 "If one shows oneself in one way 
While actually being otherwise, 
What one enjoys is obtained by theft 
Like the gains of a cheating gambler."77 

[Another devata:] <50> 
109 "One should speak as one would act; 

Don't speak as one wouldn't act. 
The wise clearly discern the person 
Who does not practise what he preaches." 

[The Blessed One: 1 
110 "Not by mere speech nor solely by listening 

Can one advance on this firm path of practice 
By which the wise ones, the meditators, 
Are released from the bondage of Mara. 

111 "Truly, the wise do not pretend, 
For they have understood the way of the world. 
By final knowledge the wise are quenched: 
They have crossed over attachment to the world." 
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Then those devatas, having alighted on the earth, prostrated 
themselves with their heads at the Blessed One's feet and said to 
the Blessed One: <51>"A transgression overcame us, venerable 
sir, being so foolish, so stupid, so unskilful that we imagined we 
could assail the Blessed One. Let the Blessed One pardon us for 
our transgression seen as such for the sake of restraint in the 
future." 

Then the Blessed One displayed a smile.78 Those devatas, find
ing fault to an even greater extent, then rose up into the air. One 
devata recited this verse in the presence of the Blessed One: 

112 "If one does not grant pardon 
To those who confess transgression, 
Angry at heart, intent on hate, 
One strongly harbours enmity." 

[The Blessed One:] <52> 
113 "If there was no transgression, 

If here there was no going astray, 
And if enmities were appeased, 
Then one would be faultless here."79 

[A devata:] 
114 "For whom are there no transgressions? 

For whom is there no going astray? 
Who has not fallen into confusion? 
And who is the wise one, ever mindful?" [25] 

[The Blessed One:] 
115 "The Tathagata, the Enlightened One, 

Full of compassion for all beings: 
For him there are no transgressions, 
For him there is no going astray; 
He has not fallen into confusion, 
And he is the wise one, ever mindful. 

116 "If one does not grant pardon 
To those who confess transgression, <53> 
Angry at heart, intent on hate, 
One strongly harbours enmity. 
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In that enmity I do not delight, 
Thus I pardon your transgression. " 

36 (6) Faith 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at savatthi in 
Jeta's Grove, AnathapU:t<;l.ika's Park. Then, when the night had 
advanced, a number of devatas belonging to the Satullapa host, 
of stunning beauty, illuminating the entire Jeta's Grove, 
approached the Blessed One. Having approached, they paid 
homage to the Blessed One and stood to one side. 

Then one devata, standing to one side, recited this verse in the 
presence of the Blessed One: 

117 "Faith is a person's partner; 
If lack of faith does not persist, 
Fame and renown thereby come to him, <54> 
And he goes to heaven on leaving the body." 

Then another devata recited these verses in the presence of thE 
Blessed One:80 

118 "One should discard anger, cast off conceit, 
Transcend all the fetters. 
No ties torment one who has nothing, 
Who does not adhere to name-and-form."81 

[Another devata:] 
119 "Foolish people devoid of wisdom 

Devote themselves to negligence. 
But the wise man guards diligence 
As his foremost treasure. 

120 "00 not yield to negligence, 
Don't be intimate with sensual delight. 
For the diligent ones, meditating, 
Attain supreme happiness." [26] 
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37 (7) Concourse <55> 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling among the Sakyans at Kapilavatthu in the Great Wood 
together with a great Sangha of bhikkhus, with five hundred 
bhikkhus all of whom were arahants. 82 And the devatas from 
ten world systems had for the most part assembled in order to 
see the Blessed One and the Bhikkhu Sangha. Then the thought 
occurred to four devatas of the host from the Pure Abodes:83 
"This Blessed One is dwell ing among the Sakyans at 
Kapilavatthu in the Great Wood together with a great Sangha of 
bhikkhus, with five hundred bhikkhus all of whom are arahants. 
And the devatas from ten world systems have for the most part 
assembled in order to see the Blessed One and the Bhikkhu 
Sangha. Let us also approach the Blessed One and, in his pres
ence, each speak our own verse." 

Then, j1,lst as quickly as a strong man might extend his drawn
in arm or draw in his extended arm, those devatas disappeared 
from among the devas of the Pure Abodes <56> and reappeared 
before the Blessed One. Then those devatas paid homage to the 
Blessed One and stood to one side. Standing to one side, one 
devata recited this verse in the presence of the Blessed One: 

121 "A great concourse takes place in the woods, 
The deva hosts have assembled. 
We have come to this Dhamma concourse 
To see the invincible Sangha." 

Then another devata recited this verse in the presence of the 
Blessed One: 

122 "The bhikkhus there are concentrated; 
They have straightened their own minds. 
Like a charioteer who holds the reins, 
The wise ones guard their faculties." [27] 

Then another devata recited this verse in the presence of the 
Blessed One: 

123 "Having cut through barrenness, cut the cross-bar, 
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Having uprooted Indra's pillar, unstirred, 
They wander about pure and stainless, 
Young nagas well tamed by the One with Vision."84 <57> 

Then another devata recited this verse in the presence of the 
Blessed One: 

124 "Those who have gone to the Buddha for refuge 
Will not go to the plane of misery. 
On discarding the human body, 
They will fill the hosts of devas."85 

38 (8) The Stone Splinter 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Rajagaha in the Maddakucchi Deer Park. Now on 
that occasion the Blessed One's foot had been cut by a stone 
splinter.86 Severe pains assailed the Blessed One-bodily feel
ings that were painful, racking, sharp, piercing, harrowing, dis
agreeable. But the Blessed One endured them, mindful and 
dearly comprehending, without becoming distressed. Then the 
Blessed One had his outer robe folded in four, and he lay down 
on his right side in the lion posture with one leg overlapping the 
other, mindful and clearly comprehending. <58> 

Then, when the night had advanced, seven hundred devatas 
belonging to the Satullapa host, of stunning beauty, illuminating 
the entire Maddakucchi Deer Park, approached the Blessed One. 
Having approached, they paid homage to the Blessed One and 
stood to one side. 

Then one devata, standing to one side, uttered this inspired 
utterance in the presence of the Blessed One: [28] "The ascetic 
Gotama is indeed a naga, sir! And when bodily feelings have 
arisen that are painful, racking, sharp, piercing, harrowing, dis
agreeable, through his naga-like manner he endures them, 
mindful and clearly comprehending, without becoming dis
tressed. "87 

Then another devata uttered this inspired utterance in the 
presence of the Blessed One: "The ascetic Gotama is indeed a 
lion, sir! And when bodily feelings have arisen that are painful, 
racking, sharp, piercing, harrowing, disagreeable, through his 
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leonine manner he endures them, mindful and clearly compre
hending, without becoming distressed." 

Then another devata uttered this inspired utterance in the 
presence of the Blessed One: "The ascetic Gotama is indeed a 
thoroughbred, sir! And when bodily feelings have arisen that 
are painful .. . disagreeable, through his thoroughbred manner 
he endures them, mindful and dearly comprehending, without 
becoming distressed." 

Then another devata uttered this inspired utterance in the 
presence of the Blessed One: "The ascetic Gotama is indeed a 
chief bull, sir! <59> And when bodily feelings have arisen that 
are painful .. . disagreeable, through his chief bull's manner he 
endures them, mindful and clearly comprehending, without 
becoming distressed." 

Then another devata uttered this inspired utterance in the 
presence of the Blessed One: "The ascetic Gotama is indeed a 
beast of burden, sir! And when bodily feelings have arisen that 
are painful ... disagreeable, through his beast-of-burden's man
ner he endures them, mindful and clearly comprehending, with
out becoming distressed." 

Then another devata uttered this inspired utterance in the 
presence of the Blessed One: "The ascetic Gotama is indeed 
tamed, sir! And when bodily feelings have arisen that are 
painful, racking, sharp, piercing, harrowing, disagreeable, 
through his tamed manner he eJldures them, mindful and clear
ly comprehending, without becoming distressed." 

Then another devata uttered this inspired utterance in the 
presence of the Blessed One: "See his concentration well devel
oped and his mind well liberated-not bent forward and not 
bent back, and not blocked and checked by forceful suppres
sion! 88 If anyone would think such a one could be violated
such a naga of a man, such a lion of a man, [29} such a thorough
bred of a man, <60> such a chief bull of a man, such a beast of 
burden of a man, such a tamed man-what is that due to apart 
from lack of vision?" 

125 Though brahmins learned in the five Vedas 
Practise austerities for a hundred years, 
Their minds are not rightly liberated: 
Those of low nature do not reach the far shore. 89 
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126 They founder in craving, bound to vows and rules, 
Practising rough austerity for a hundred years, 
But their minds are not rightly liberated: 
Those of low nature do not reach the far shore. 

127 There is no taming here for one fond of conceit, 
Nor is there sagehood for the unconcentrated: 
Though dwelling alone in the forest, heedless, <61> 
One cannot cross beyond the realm of Death. 

128 Having abandoned conceit, well concentrated, 
With lofty mind, everywhere released: 
While dwelling alone in the forest, diligent, 
One can cross beyond the realm of Death. 

39 (9) Pajjunna's Daughter (1) 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwell
ing at Vesali in the Great Wood in the Hall with the Peaked 
Roof. Then, when the night had advanced, Kokanada, Pajjunna's 
daughter, of stunning beauty, illuminating the entire Great 
Wood, approached the Blessed One.90 Having approached, she 
paid homage to the Blessed One, stood to one side, and recited 
these verses in the presence of the Blessed One:91 

129 "1 worship the Buddha, the best of beings, 
Dwelling in the woods at Vesali. [30] <62> 
Kokanada am I, 
Kokanada, Pajjunna's daughter.92 

130 "Earlier I had only heard that the Dhamma 
Has been realized by the One with Vision; 
But now I know it as a witness 
While the Sage, the Fortunate One, teaches. 

131 "Those ignorant people who go about 
Criticizing the noble Dharnma 
Pass on to the terrible Roruva hell 
And experience suffering for a long time.93 
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132 "But those who have peace and acquiescence 
In regard to the noble Dhamma, 
On discarding the human body, 
Will fill the host of devas."94 

40 (10) Pajjunna's Daughter (2) <63> 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Vesali in the Great Wood, in the Hall with the 
Peaked Roof. Then, when the night had advanced, C ula
kokanada, Pajjunna's [younger] daughter, of stunning beauty, 
illuminating the entire Great Wood, approached the Blessed 
One. Having approached, she paid homage to the Blessed One, 
stood to one side, and recited these verses in the presence of the 
Blessed One: 

133 "Here came Kokanada, Pajjunna's daughter, 
Beautiful as the gleam of lightning. 
Venerating the Buddha and the Dhamma, 
She spoke these verses full of meaning. [31] 

134 "Though the Dhamma is of such a nature 
That I might analyse it in many ways, 
I will state its meaning briefly 
To the extent I have learnt it by heart.95 

135 "One should do no evil in all the world, <64> 
Not by speech, mind, or body. 
Having abandoned sense pleasures, 
Mindful and clearly comprehending, 
One should not pursue a course 
That is painful and harmful." 

V. ABLAZE 

41 (1) Ablaze 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapi�<;lika/s Park. 
Then, when the night had advanced, a certain devata of stun-
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ning beauty, illuminating the entire Jeta's Grove, approached 
the Blessed One. <65> Having approached, he paid homage to 
the Blessed One, stood to one side, and recited these verses in 
the presence of the Blessed One: 

136 "When one's house is ablaze 
The vessel taken out 
Is the one that is useful, 
Not the one left burnt inside. 

137 "So when the world is ablaze 
With [the fires of] aging and death, 
One should take out [one's wealth] by giving: 
What is given is well salvaged. [32] <66> 

13996 "What is given yields pleasant fruit, 
But not so what is not given. 
Thieves take it away, or kings, 
It gets burnt by fire or is lost. 

140 "Then in the end one leaves the body 
Along with one's possessions. 
Having understood this, the wise person 
Should enjoy himself but also give. 
Having given and enjoyed as fits his means, 
Blameless he goes to the heavenly-state." 

42 (2) Giving What? 

[A devata:] 
141 "Giving what does one give strength? 

Giving what does one give beauty? 
Giving what does one give ease? 
Giving what does one give sight? 
Who is the giver of all? 
Being asked, please explain to me." <67> 

[The Blessed One:] 
142 "Giving food, one gives strength; 

Giving clothes, one gives beauty; 



Giving a vehicle, one gives ease; 
Giving a lamp, one gives sight. 

143 "The one who gives a residence 
Is the giver of all. 
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But the one who teaches the Dhamma 
Is the giver of the Deathless."  

43 (3) Food 

144 "They always take delight in food, 
Both devas and human beings. 
So what sort of spirit could it be 
That does not take delight in food?"97 

145 "When they give out of faith 
With a heart of confidence, 
Food accrues to [the giver] himself 
Both in this world and the next. <68> 

146 "Therefore, having removed stinginess, 
The conqueror of the stain should give a gift. 
Merits are the support for living beings 
[When they arise] in the other world." 

44 (4) One Root 

[A devata.:] 
147 "The seer has crossed over the abyss 

With its one root, two whirlpools, 
Three stains, five extensions, 
An ocean with twelve eddies."98 [33] 

45 (5) Perfect 

[A devata.:] 
148 "Behold him of perfect name, 

The seer of the subtle goal, 
The giver of wisdom, unattached 
To the lair of sensual pleasures. <69> 
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Behold the wise one, all-knowing, 
The great seer treading the noble path."99 

46 (6) Nymphs 

149 "Resounding with a host of nymphs, 
Haunted by a host of demons! 
This grove is to be called 'Deluding': 
How does one escape from it?"lOO 

150 '''The straight way' that path is called, 
And 'fearless' is its destination. 
The chariot is called 'unrattling,' 
Fitted with wheels of wholesome states. 

151 "The sense of shame is its leaning board, 
Mindfulness its upholstery; 
I call the Dhamma the charioteer, 
With right view running out in front. 1OI <70> 

152 "One who has such a vehicle-
Whether a woman or a man
Has, by means of this vehicle, 
Drawn close to Nibbana."102 

47 (7) Planters of Groves 

153 "For whom does merit always increase, 
Both by day and by night? 
Who are the people going to heaven, 
Established in Dhamma, endowed with virtue?" 

154 "Those who set up a park or a grove, 
The people who construct a bridge, 
A place to drink and a well, 
Those who give a residence:103 

155 "For them merit always increases, 
Both by day and by night; 
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Those are the people going to heaven, 
Established in Dhamma, endowed with virtue." <71> 

48 (8) Jeta's Grove 

[The devata AnathapiI).<;lika:] 
156 "This indeed is that Jeta's Grove, 

The resort of the Order of seers, 
Dwelt in by the Dhamma King, 
A place that gives me joy.104 [34] 

157 "Action, knowledge, righteousness, 
Virtue, an excellent life: 
By this are mortals purified, 
Not by clan or wealth. 

158 "Therefore a person who is wise, 
Out of rega�d for his own good, 
Should carefully examine the Dhamma: 
Thus he is purified in it. 

159 "Sariputta truly is endowed with wisdom, 
With virtue and with inner peace. 
Even a bhikkhu who has gone beyond 
At best can only equal him."105 <72> 

49 (9) Stingy 

[A devata:] 
160 "Those who are stingy here in the world, 

Niggardly folk, revilers, 
People who create obstacles 
For others engaged in giving alms: 

161 What kind of result do they reap? 
What kind of future destiny? 
We've come to ask the Blessed One this: 
How are we to understand it?" 

[The Blessed One:] 
162 "Those who are stingy here in the world, 
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Niggardly folk, revilers, 
People who create obstacles 
For others engaged in giving alms: 
They might be reborn in hell, 
In the animal realm or Yama's world. 1 06 

163 "If they come back to the human state 
They are born in a poor family <73> 
Where clothes, food, pleasures, and sport 
Are obtained only with difficulty. 

164 ·"Whatever the fools may expect from others, 
Even that they do not obtain. 
This is the result in this very life; 
And in the future a bad destination." 

[A devata:] 
165 "We understand thus what you have said; 

We ask, 0 Gotama, another question: 
Those here who, on gaining the human state, 
Are amiable and generous, 
Confident in the Buddha and the Dhamma 
And deeply respectful towards the Sangha: 

166 What kind of result do they reap? 
What kind of future destiny? 
We've come to ask the Blessed One this: 
How are we to understand it?" <74> 

[The Blessed One:] 
167 "Those here who, on gaining the human state, 

Are amiable and generous, 
Confident in the Buddha and the Dhamma 
And deeply respectful towards the Sangha, 
These brighten up the heavens 
Where they've been reborn.107 [35] 

168 "If they come back to the human state 
They are reborn in a rich family 
Where clothes, food, pleasures, and sport 
Are obtained without difficulty. 
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169 "They rejoice like the devas who control 
The goods amassed by others.lOB 
This is the result in this very life; 
And in the future a good destination." <75> 

50 (10) Ghatikara 

[The devata Ghatikara:] 
170 "Seven bhikkhus reborn in Aviha 

Have been fully liberated. 
With lust and hatred utterly destroyed, 
They have crossed over attachment to the world."l09 

[The Blessed One:] 
171 "And who are those who crossed the swamp, 

The realm of Death so hard to cross? 
Who, having left the human body, 
Have overcome the celestial bond?"110 

[Ghatikara:] 
172 "Upaka and Palagar:t<;la, 

With Pukkusati-these are three. 
Then Bhaddiya and Bhaddadeva, 
And Bahudanti and Piitgiya. 
These, having left the human body, 
Have overcome the celestial bond."l11 

[The Blessed One:] <76> 
173 "Good is the word you speak of them, 

Of those who have abandoned Mara's snares. 
Whose Dhamma was it that they understood 
Whereby they cut through the bondage of existence?"1l2 

[Ghatikara:] 
174 "It was not apart from the Blessed One! 

It was not apart from your Teaching! 
By having understood your Dhamma 
They cut through the bondage of existence. 
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175 "Where name-and-forrn ceases, 
Stops without remainder: 
By understanding that Dhamma here 
They cut through the bondage of existence."113 

[The Blessed One:] 
176 "Deep is the speech you utter, 

Hard to understand, very hard to grasp. 
Having understood whose Dhamma 
Do you utter such speech?" <77> 

[Ghatikara:] 
177 "In the past I was the potter, 

Ghatikara in Veha!mga. 
I supported my mother and father then 
As a lay follower of the Buddha Kassapa. [36] 

178 "I abstained from sexual intercourse, 
I was celibate, free from carnal ties. 
I was your fellow villager, 
In the past r was your friend. 

179 "I am the one who knows 
These seven liberated bhikkhus, 
Who with lust and hatred utterly destroyed 
Have crossed over attachment to the world. II 

[The Blessed One:] 
180 "Just so it was at that time, 

As you say, 0 Bhaggava:1 14 
In the past you were the potter, <78> 
Ghatikara in Veha!mga. 
You supported your mother and father then 
As a lay follower of the Buddha Kassapa. 

181 "You abstained from sexual intercourse, 
You were celibate, free from carnal ties. 
You were my fellow villager, 
In the past you were my friend." 
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182 Such was the meeting that took place 
Between those friends from the past, 
Both now inwardly developed, 
Bearers of their final bodies.ll5 

<79> VI. OLD ACE 

51 (1) Old Age 

[A devata:] 
183 "What is good until old age? 

What is good when established? 
What is the precious gem of humans? 
What is hard for thieves to steal?" 

[The Blessed One:] 
184 "Virtue is good until old age; 

Faith is good when established; 
Wisdom is the precious gem of humans; 
Merit is hard for thieves to steal." 

52 (2) Undecaying <SO> 

185 "What is good by not decaying? 
What is good when made secure? 
What is the precious gem of humans? 
What cannot be stolen by thieves?"1l6 [37] 

186 "Virtue is good by not decaying; 
Faith is good when made secure; 
Wisdom is the precious gem of humans; 
Merit cannot be stolen by thieves." 

53 (3) The Friend 

187 "What is the friend of one on a journey? 
What is the friend in one's own horne? 
What is the friend of one in need? 
What is the friend in the future life? " 117 
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188 "A caravan is the friend of one on a journey; <81> 
A mother is the friend in one's own horne; 

A comrade when the need arises 
Is one's friend again and again. 
The deeds of merit one has done-
That is the friend in the future life." 

54 (4) Support 

189 "What is the support of human beings? 
What is the best companion here? 
The creatures who dwell on the earth
By what do they sustain their life?" 

190 "Sons are the support of human beings, 
A wife the best companion; 
The creatures who dwell on the earth 
Sustain their life by rain."118 <82> 

55 (5) Produces (1) 

191 "What is it that produces a person? 
What does he have that runs around? 
What enters upon saJ1lsara? 
What is his greatest fear?" <83> 

192 "It is craving that produces a person; 
His mind is what runs around; 
A being enters upon saI!lsara; 
Suffering is his greatest fear." 

56 (6) Produces (2) 

193 "What is it that produces a person? 
What does he have that runs around? 
What enters upon saI!lsara? 
From what is he not yet freed?" 

194 "Craving is what produces a person; 
His mind is what runs around; 
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A being enters upon saJ!lsara; 
He is not freed from suffering." [38] 

57 (7) Produces (3) 

195 "What is it that produces a person? 
What does he have that runs around? 
What enters upon saJ!lsara? 
What determines his destiny?" 

196 "Craving is what produces a person; 
His mind is what runs around; 
A being enters upon saJ!lsara; 
Kamma determines his destiny." 

58 (8) The Deviant Path 

197 "What is declared the deviant path? 
What undergoes destruction night and day? <84> 
What is the stain of the holy life? 
What is the bath without water?" 

198 "Lust is declared the deviant path; 
Life undergoes destruction night and day; 
Women are the stain of the holy life: 
Here menfolk are enmeshed. 
Austerity and the holy life-
That is the bath without water."119 

59 (9) Partner 

199 "What is a person's partner? 
What is it that instructs him? 
Taking delight in what is a mortal 
Released from all suffering?" 

200 "Faith is a person's partner, 
And wisdom is what instructs him. <85> 
Taking delight in Nibbana, a mortal 
Is released from all suffering." 
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60 (10) Poetry 

201 "What is the scaffolding of verses? 
What constitutes their phrasing? 
On what base do verses rest? 
What is the abode of verses?" 

202 "Metre is the scaffolding of verses; 
Syllables constitute their phrasing; 
Verses rest on a base of names; 
The poet is the abode of verses."120 

[39] <86> VII. WEIGHED DOWN 

61 (1) Name 

203 ,"What has weighed down everything? 
What is most extensive? 
What is the one thing that has 
All under its control?" 

204 "Name has weighed down everything; 
Nothing is more extensive than name. <87> 
Name is the one thing that has 
All under its control."121 

62 (2) Mind 

205 "By what is the world led around? 
By what is it dragged here and there? 
What is the one thing that has 
All under its control?" 

206 "The world is led around by mind; 
By mind it's dragged here and there. 
Mind is the one thing that has 
All under its control."122 
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207 "By what is the world led around? 
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By what is it dragged here and there? <88> 
What is the one thing that has 
All under its control?" 

208 "The world is led around by craving; 
By craving it is dragged here and there. 
Craving is the one thing that has 
All under its control." 

64 (4) Fetter 

209 "By what is the world tightly fettered? 
What is its means of travelling about? 
What is it that one must forsake 
In order to say, 'Nibbana'?" 

210 "The world is tightly fettered by delight; 
Thought is its means of travelling about. 
Craving is what one must forsake 
In order to say, 'Nibbana."'l23 <89> 

65 (5) Bondage 

211 "By what is the world held in bondage? 
What is its means of travelling about? 
What is it that one must forsake 
To cut off all bondage?" [40] 

212 "The world is held in bondage by delight; 
Thought is its means of travelling about. 
Craving is what one must forsake 
To cut off all bondage." 

66 (6) Afflicted 

213 "By what is the world afflicted? 
By what is it enveloped? 
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By what dart has it been wounded? 
With what is it always burning?"124 <90> 

214 "The world is afflicted with death, 
Enveloped by old age; 
Wounded by the dart of craving, 

It is always burning with desire." 

67 (7) Ensnared 

215 "By what is the world ensnared? 
By what is it enveloped? 
By what is the world shut in? 
On what is the world established?" 

216 "The world is ensnared by craving; 
It is enveloped by old age; 
The world is shut in by death; 
The world is established on suffering."125 <91> 

68 (8) Shut In 

217 "By what is the world shut in? 
On what is the world established? 
By what is the world ensnared? 
By what is it enveloped?" 

218 "The world is shut in by death; 
The world is established on suffering; 
The world is ensnared by craving; 
It is enveloped by old age." 

69 (9) Desire 

219 "By what is the world bound? 
By the removal of what is it freed? 
What is it that one must forsake 
To cut off all bondage?" 

220 "By desire is the world bound; 
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By the removal of desire it is freed. 
Desire is what one must forsake <92> 
To cut off all bondage." [41] 

70 (10) World 

221 "In what has the world arisen? 
In what does it form intimacy? 
By clinging to what is the world 
Harassed in regard to what?" 

222 "In six has the world arisen; 
In six it forms intimacy; 
By clinging to six the world 
Is harassed in regard to six."126 

<93> VIII. HAVING SLAIN 

71 (1) Having Slain 

At Savatthi. Standing to one side, that devata addressed the 
Blessed One in verse: 

223 "Having slain what does one sleep soundly? 
Having slain what does one not sorrow? 
What is the one thing, 0 Gotama, 
Whose killing you approve?"127 

[The Blessed One:] 
224 "Having slain anger, one sleeps soundly; 

Having slain anger, one does not sorrow; 
The killing of anger, 0 devata, 
With its poisoned root and honeyed tip: 
This is the killing the noble ones praise, 
For having slain that, one does not sorrow."128 

72 (2) Chariot 

225 "What is the token of a chariot? 
What, the token of a fire? 
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What is the token of a country? 
What, the token of a woman?"129 [42] <94> 

226 "A standard is the token of a chariot; 
Smoke, the token of a fire; 
The king is a country's token; 
A husband, the token of a woman. 

11 

73 (3) Treasure 

227 "What here is a man's best treasure? 
What practised well brings happiness? 
What is really the sweetest of tastes? 
How lives the one whom they say lives best?" 

228 "Faith is here a man's best treasure; 
Dhamma practised well brings happiness; 
Truth is really the sweetest of tastes; <95> 
One living by wisdom they say lives bes

.
t."130 

74 (4) Rain 

[A devata.:] 
229 "What is the best of things that rise up? 

What excels among things that fall down? 
What is the best of things that go forth? 
Who is the most excellent of speakers?" 

[Another devata.:] 
230 " A seed is the best of things that rise up; 

Rain excels among things that fall down; 
Cattle are the best of things that go forth; 
A son is the most excellent of speakers."131 

[The Blessed One:] 
231 "Knowledge is the best of things that rise up; 

Ignorance excels among things that fall down; 
The Sangha is the best of things that go forth; 
The most excellent of speakers is the Buddha. "132 
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75 (5) Afraid <96> 

232 "Why are so many people here afraid 
When the path has been taught with many bases?133 

I ask you, 0 Gotama, broad of wisdom: 
On what should one take a stand 
To have no fear of the other world?" 

233 "Having directed speech and mind rightly, 
Doing no evil deeds with the body, 
Dwelling at home with ample food and drink, [43] 
Faithful, gentle, generous, amiable: 
When one stands on these four things, 
Standing firmly on the Dhamma, 
One need not fear the other world."l34 

76 (6) Does Not Decay 

234 "What decays, what does not decay? 
What is declared the deviant path? <97> 
What is the impediment to [wholesome] states? 
What undergoes destruction night and day? 
What is the stain of the holy life? 
What is the bath without water? 

235 "How many fissures are there in the world 
Wherein the mind does not stand firm? 
We've come to ask the Blessed One this: 
How are we to understand it?" 

236 "The physical form of mortals decays, 
Their name and clan does not decay. 
Lust is declared the deviant path, 
Greed the impediment to [wholesome] states. 

237 "Life undergoes destruction night and day; 
Women are the stain of the holy life: 
Here's where menfolk are enmeshed. 
Austerity and the holy life-
That is the bath without water. <98> 
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238 "There are six fissures in the world 
Wherein the mind does not stand firm: 
Laziness and negligence, 
Indolence, lack of self-control, 
Drowsiness and lethargy-
Avoid these fissures completely."l3S 

77 (7) Sovereignty 

239 "What is sovereignty in the world? 
What ranks as the best of goods? 
What in the world is a rusty sword? 
What in the world is considered a plague? 

240 "Whom do they arrest when he takes away? 
And who, when he takes away, is dear? 
In whom do the wise take delight 
When he returns again and again?" <99> 

241 "Mastery is sovereignty in the world;l36 

A woman ranks as the best of goods; 
In the world anger is a rusty sword; 
Thieves in the world are considered a plague.137 

242 "They arrest a thief when he takes away, 
But an ascetic who takes away is dear. 
The wise take delight in an ascetic 
When he returns again and again." [44] 

78 (8) Love 

243 "What should he not give who loves the good? 
What should a mortal not relinquish? 
What should one release when it's good, 
But not release when it's bad?" 

244 "A person should not give himself away; <100> 
He should not relinquish himself.l38 

One should release speech that is good, 
But not speech that is bad." 
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79 (9) Provisions for a Journey 

245 "What secures provisions for a journey? 
What is the abode of wealth? 
What drags a person around? 
What in the world is hard to discard? 
By what are many beings bound 
Like birds caught in a snare?" 

246 "Faith secures provisions for a journey; 
Fortune is the abode of wealth; 
Desire drags a person around; 
Desire is hard to discard in the world. 
By desire many beings are bound <101> 
Like birds caught in a snare." 

80 (10) Source of Light 

247 "What is the source of light in the world? 
What in the world is the wakeful one? 
What are [the colleagues] of those living by work? 
What is one's course of movement? 

248 "What nurtures both the slack and active 
Just as a mother nurtures her child? 
The creatures who dwell on the earth
By what do they sustain their life?" 

249 "Wisdom is the source of light in the world; 
Mindfulness, in the world, is the wakeful one; 
Cattle are [the colleagues] of those living by work; <102> 
One's course of movement is the furrow)39 

250 "Rain nurtures both the slack and active 
Just as a mother nurtures her child. 
Those creatures who dwell on the earth 
Sustain their life by rain. II 
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81 (11) Without Conflict 

251 "Who here in the world are placid? 
Whose mode of life is not squandered? 
Who here fully understand desire? 
Who enjoy perpetual freedom? [45] 

252 "Whom do parents and brothers worship 
When he stands firmly established? 
Who is the one of humble birth 
That even khattiyas here salute?" <103> 

253 "Ascetics are placid in the world; 
The ascetic life is not squandered; 
Ascetics fully understand desire; 
They enjoy perpetual freedom. 

254 "Parents and brothers worship an ascetic 
When he stands firmly established.14o 

Though an ascetic be of humble birth 
Even khattiyas here salute him." 



[46] <104> Chapter II 

2 Devaputtasarrzyutta 

Connected Discourses 

with Young Devas 

I. THE FIRST SUBCHAPTER 

(SURIYA) 

1 (1) Kassapa (1) 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwel
ling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapit:t9.ika's Park. Then, 

when the night had advanced, the young deva Kassapa, of stun
ning beauty, illuminating the entire Jeta's Grove, approached 
the Blessed One.141 Having approached, he paid homage to the 
Blessed One, stood to one side, and said to the Blessed One: 

"The Blessed One has revealed the bhikkhu but not the 
instruction to the bhikkhu."l42 

"Well then, Kassapa, clear up this point yourself."143 

255 "He should train in well-spoken counsel, 
And in the exercise of an ascetic, 
In a solitary seat, alone, 
And in the calming of the mind."l44 <105> 

This is what the young deva Kassapa said. The Teacher 
approved. Then the young deva Kassapa, thinking, "The 
Teacher has approved of me," paid homage to the Blessed One 
and, keeping him on the right, he disappeared right there. 

139 
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2 (2) Kassapa (2) 

At Savatthi. Standing to one side, the young deva Kassapa recitec 
this verse in the presence of the Blessed One: 

256 "A bhikkhu should be a meditator, 
One who is liberated in mind, 

If he desires the heart's attainment, 
Bent on that as his advantage. 
Having known the world's rise and fall, 
Let him be lofty in mind and unattached."l45 [47] 

3 (3) Magha 

At Savatthi. Then, when the night had advanced, the young 
deva Magha, of stunning beauty, illuminating the entire Jeta's 
Grove, approached the Blessed One. Having approached, he 
paid homage to the Blessed One, stood to one side, <106> and 
addressed the Blessed One in verse:l46 

257 "Having slain what does one sleep soundly? 
Having slain what does one not sorrow? 
What is the one thing, 0 Gotama, 
Whose killing you approve?" 

258 "Having slain anger, one sleeps soundly; 
Having slain anger, one does not sorrow; 
The killing of anger, 0 Vatrabhii, 
With its poisoned root and honeyed tip: 
This is the killing the noble ones praise, 
For having slain that, one does not sorrow." 

4 (4) Miigadha 

At Savatthi. Standing to one side, the young deva Magadha 
addressed the Blessed One in verse: 

259 "How many sources of light are in the world 
By means of which the world is illumined? <107> 
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We've come to ask the Blessed One this: 
How are we to understand it?" 

260 "There are four sources of light in the world; 

A fifth one is not found here. 
The sun shines by day, 
The moon glows at night, 

261 And fire flares up here and there 
Both by day and at night. 
But the Buddha is the best of those that shine: 
He is the light unsurpassed." 

5 (5) Diimali 

At Savatthi. Then, when the night had advanced, the young 
deva Damali, of stunning beauty, illuminating the entire Jeta's 
Grove, approached the Blessed One. Having approached, he 
paid homage to the Blessed One, stood to one side, and recited 

this verse in the presence of the Blessed One: 

262 "This should be done by the brahmin: 
Striving without weariness, <108> 
That by his abandoning of sensual desires 
He does not yearn for existence."147 

263 "For the brahmin there is no task to be done, 
[0 Damali," said the Blessed One], 

"For the brahmin has done what should be done. 
While he has not gained a footing in the river, [48] 
A man will strain with all his limbs; 
But a footing gained, standing on the ground, 
He need not strain for he has gone beyond. 

264 "This is a simile for the brahmin, 0 Damali, 
For the taintless one, the discreet meditator. 
Having reached the end of birth and death, 
He need not strain for he has gone beyond."l48 <109> 
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6 (6) Kiimada 

At Savatthi. Standing to one side; the young deva Kamada said 
to the Blessed One: 

"Hard to do, Blessed One! Very hard to do, Blessed One!"149 

265 "They do even what is hard to do, 
[0 Kamada," said the Blessed One,] 

"The trainees endowed with virtue, steadfast. 

For one who has entered the homeless life 
Contentment brings along happiness." 

"That is hard to gain, Blessed One, namely, contentment." 

266 "They gain even what is hard to gain, 
[0 Kamada," said the Blessed One,] 

"Who delight in calming the mind, 
Whose minds, day and night, 
Take delight in development." 

"That is hard to concentrate, Blessed One, namely, the mind." 

267 "They concentrate even what is hard to concentrate, 
[0 Kamada," said the Blessed One,] 

"Who delight in calming the faculties. 
Having cut through the net of Death, 
The noble ones, 0 Kamada, go their way." 

"The path is impassable and uneven, Blessed One."lSO <110> 

268 "Though the path is impassable and uneven, 
The noble ones walk it, Kamada. 
The ignoble ones fall down head first, 
Right there on the uneven path, 
But the path of the noble ones is even, 
For the noble are even amidst the uneven." 

7 (7) PaficiilacaJ:t�a 

At Savatthi. Standing to one side, the young deva Paficalacar:u;ia 
recited this verse in the presence of the Blessed One: 
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269 "The one of broad wisdom has indeed found 
The opening in the midst of confinement, 
The Buddha who discovered jhana, 
The withdrawn chief bull, the sage."151 

270 "Even in the midst of confinement they find it, 
[0 Paftcalaca:r:H;ta," said the Blessed One,] <111> 

"The Dhamma for the attainment of Nibbana
Those who have acquired mindfulness, 
Those perfectly well concentrated."152 [49] 

8 (8) Tiiyana 

At 5avatthi. Then, when the night had advanced, the young 
deva Tayana, formerly the founder of a religious sect, of stun
ning beauty, illuminating the entire Jeta's Grove, approached 
the Blessed One.153 Having approached, he paid homage to the 
Blessed One, stood to one side, and recited these verses in the 
presence of the Blessed One: 

271 "Having exerted oneself, cut the stream! 
Dispel sensual desires, 0 brahmin! 
Without having abandoned sensual desires, 
A sage does not reach unity.154 

272 "If one would do what should be done, 
One should firmly exert oneself. <112> 
For a slack wanderer's life 
Only scatters more dust. 

273 "Better left undone is the misdeed, 
A deed that later brings repentance. 
Better done is the good deed 
Which when done is not repented. 

274 "As kusa-grass, wrongly grasped, 
Only cuts one's hand, 
50 the ascetic life, wrongly taken up, 
Drags one down to hell. 
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275 "Any deed that is slackly done, 
Any corrupted vow, 
A holy life that breeds suspicion, 
Does not yield great fruit."155 

This is what the young deva Tayana said. Having said this, he 
paid homage to the Blessed One and, keeping him on the right, 
he disappeared right there. 

Then, when the night had passed, the Blessed One addressed 
the bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus, last night, when the night had 
advanced, the young deva Tayana, formerly the founder of a 
religious sect . . .  <113> . . . approached me . . .  and in my presence 
recited these verses: 

276-80 "'Having exerted oneself, cut the stream! . . .  [50] . . .  
Does not yield great fruit.' 

"This is what the young deva Tayana said. Having said this, 
he paid homage to me and, keeping me on the right, he disap
peared right there. Learn Tayana's verses, bhikkhus. Master 
<114> Tayana's verses, bhikkhus. Remember Tayana's verses, 
bhikkhus. Tayana's verses are beneficial, bhikkhus, they pertain 
to the fundamentals of the holy life." 

9 (9) Candimii 

At 5avatthi. Now on that occasion the young deva Candima had 
been seized by Rahu, lord of the asuras,156 Then, recollecting the 
Blessed One, the young deva Candima on that occasion recited 
this verse: 

281 "Let homage be to you, the Buddha! 
o hero, you are everywhere released. 
I have fallen into captivity, 
50 please be my refuge." 

Then, referring to the young deva Candima, the Blessed One 
addressed Rahu, lord of the asuras, in verse: 
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To the Tathagata, the Arahant. 
Release Candima, 0 Rahu, 
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Buddhas have compassion for the world." 

Then Rahu, lord of the asuras, released the young deva Can
dima and hurriedly approached Vepacitti, lord of the asuras. 157 
Having approached, shocked and terrified, he stood to one side. 
<115> Then, as he stood there, Vepacitti, lord of the asuras, 
addressed him in verse: 

283 "Why, Rahu, did you come in a hurry? 
Why did you release Candima.? 
Having come as if in shock, 
Why do you stand there frightened?" 

284 "My head would have split in seven parts, 
While living I would have found no ease, 
If, when chanted over by the Buddha's verse, 
I had not let go of Candima." [51] 

10 (10) Suriya 

At Savatthi. Now on that occasion the young deva Suriya had 
been seized by Rahu, lord of the asuras. 158 Then, recollecting the 
Blessed One, the young deva Suriya on that occasion recited this 
verse: 

285 "Let homage be to you, the Buddha! 
o hero, you are everywhere released. 
I have fallen into captivity, 
So please be my refuge." <116> 

Then, referring to the young deva Suriya, the Blessed One 
addressed Rahu, lord of the asuras, in verse: 

286 "Suriya has gone for refuge 
To the Tathagata, the Arahant. 
Release Suriya, 0 Rahu, 
Buddhas have compassion for the world. 
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287 "While moving across the sky, 0 Rahu, 
Do not swallow the radiant one, 
The maker of light in darkness, 
The disk of fiery might in the gloom. 
Rahu, release my child Suriya. "159 

Then Rahu, lord of the asuras, released the young deva Suriya 
and hurriedly approached Vepacitti, lord of the asuras. Having 
approached, shocked and terrified, he stood to one side. Then, 
as he stood there, Vepacitti, lord of the asuras, addressed him in 
verse: 

288 "Why, Rahu, did you come in a hurry? 
Why did you release Suriya? 
Having come as if in shock, <117> 
Why do you stand there frightened?" 

289 "My head would have split in seven parts, 
While living I would have found no ease, 
If, when chanted over by the Buddha's verses, 
I had not let go of Suriya." 

II. ANATHAPIm>IKA 

11 (1) Candimasa 

At SavatthL Then, when the night had advanced, the young deva 
Candimasa, of stunning beauty, illuminating the entire Jeta's 
Grove, [52] approached the Blessed One. Having approached, 
he paid homage to the Blessed One, stood to one side, <118> 
and recited this verse in the presence of the Blessed One: 

290 "They will surely reach to safety 
Like deer in a mosquito-free marsh, 
Who, having attained the jhanas, 
Are unified, discreet, mindful."l60 

[The Blessed One:] 
291 "They will surely reach the far shore 

Like a fish when the net is cut, 
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Who, having attained the jhanas, 
Are diligent, with flaws discarded."161 

12 (2) Ve�hu 

At Savatthi. Standing to one side, the young deva Vez:iliu recited 
this verse in the presence of the Blessed One:162 

292 "Happy indeed are those human beings 
Attending on the Fortunate One, 
Applying themselves to Gotama's Teaching, 
Who train in it with diligence."163 <119> 

-;, 

293 "When the course of teaching is proclaimed by me, 
[0 Vez:iliu," said the Blessed One,] 

"Those meditators who train therein, 
Being diligent at the proper time, 
Will not come under Death's control." 

13 (3) Dighalatthi 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Raj agaha in the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel 
Sanctuary. Then, when the night had advanced, the young deva 
Dighalatthi, of stunning beauty, illuminating the entire Bamboo 
Grove, approached the Blessed One. Having approached, he 
paid homage to the Blessed One, stood to one side, and recited 
this verse in the presence of the Blessed One: 

294 " A bhikkhu should be a meditator, 
One who is liberated in mind, 
If he desires the heart's attainment, 
Bent on that as his advantage. 
Having known the world's rise and fall, <120> 
Let him be lofty in mind and unattached." 

14 (4) Nandana 

Standing to one side, the young deva Nandana addressed the 
Blessed One in verse: 
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295 "I ask you, Gotama, broad of wisdom-
Unobstructed is the Blessed One's knowledge and vision: 
[53] 
What is he like whom they call virtuous? 
What is he like whom they call wise? 
What is he like who has passed beyond suffering? 
What is he like whom the devatas worship?" 

296 "One virtuous, wise, of developed mind, 
Concentrated, mindful, enjoying jhana, 
For whom all sorrows are gone, abandoned, 
A taint-destroyer bearing his final body: 

297 It is such a one that they call virtuous, <121> 
Such a one that they call wise, 
Such a one has passed beyond suffering, 
Such a one the devatas wor�hip." 

15 (5) Candana 

Standing to one side, the young deva Candana addressed the 
Blessed One in verse: 

298 "Who here crosses over the flood, 
Unwearying by day and night? 
Who does not sink in the deep, 
Without support, without a hold?"l64 

299 "One always perfect in virtue, 
Endowed with wisdom, well concentrated, 
One energetic and resolute 
Crosses the flood so hard to cross. 

300 "One who desists from sensual perception, 
Who has overcome the fetter of form, <122> 

Who has destroyed delight in existence-
He does not sink in the deep."165 
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16 (6) Vasudatta 

Standing to one side, the young deva Vasudatta recited thi� 
verse in the presence of the Blessed One: 

301 " As if smitten by a sword, 
As if his head were on fire, 
A bhikkhu should wander mindfully 
To abandon sensual lust." 

302 "As if smitten by a sword, 
As if his head were on fire, 
A bhikkhu should wander mindfully 
To abandon identity view." 

17 (7) Subrahma 

<123> Standing to one side, the young deva Subrahmi 
addressed the Blessed One in verse:166 

303 "Always frightened is this mind, 
The mind is always agitated [54] 
About unarisen problems 
And about arisen ones. 
If there exists release from fear, 
Being asked, please declare it to me."167 

304 "Not apart from enlightenment and austerity, 
Not apart from restraint of the sense faculties, 
Not apart from relinquishing all, 
Do I see any safety for living beings."l68 

This is what the Blessed One said . . . .  He [the young deva] dis
appeared right there. 

18 (8) Kakudha 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Sc1keta in the Aftjana Grove, the Deer Park. Then, 
when the night had advanced, the young deva Kakudha, <124> 
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of stunning beauty, illuminating the entire Aftjana Grove, 
approached the Blessed One. Having approached, he paid hom
age to the Blessed One, stood to one side, and said to him: 

"Do you delight, ascetic?" 
"Having gained what, friend?" 
"Then, ascetic, do you sorrow?" 
"What has been lost, friend?" 
"Then, ascetic, do you neither delight nor sorrow?" 
"Yes, friend." 

305 "I hope that you're untroubled, bhikkhu. 
1 hope no delight is found in you. 
I hope that when you sit all alone 
Discontent doesn't spread over you."169 

306 "Truly, I'm untroubled, spirit, 
Yet no delight is found in me. 
And when I'm sitting all alone <125> 
Discontent doesn't spread over me." 

307 "How are you untroubled, bhikkhu? 
How is no delight found in you? 
How come, when you sit all alone, 
Discontent doesn't spread over you?" 

308 "Delight comes to one who is miserable, 
Misery to one filled with delight. 
As a bhikkhu undelighted, untroubled: 
That's how you should know me, friend." 

309 "After a long time at last I see 
A brahmin who is fully quenched, 
A bhikkhu undelighted, untroubled, 
Who has crossed over attachment to the world."170 

19  (9) Uttara 

Setting at Rajagaha. Standing to one side, the young deva Uttara 
recited this verse in the presence of the Blessed One: [55] <126> 
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310 "Life is swept along, short is the life span; 
No shelters exist for one who has reached old age. 
Seeing clearly this danger in death, 
One should do deeds of merit that bring happiness." 

311 "Life is swept along, short is the life span; 
No shelters exist for one who has reached old age. 
Seeing clearly this danger in death, 
A seeker of peace should drop the world's bait." 

20 (10) Anathapi/:u;lika 

Standing to one side, the young deva Anathapir:l<;lika recited 
these verses in the presence of the Blessed One: 

312 "This indeed is that Jeta's Grove, 
The resort of the Order of seers, 
Dwelt in by the Dhamma King, 
A place that gives me joy. 

313 "Action, knowledge, righteousness, 
Virtue, an excellent life: 
By this are mortals purified, <127> 
Not by clan or wealth. 

314 "Therefore a person who is wise, 
Out of regard for his own good, [56] 
Should carefully examine the Dhamma: 
Thus he is purified in it. 

315 "Sariputta truly is endowed with wisdom, 
With virtue and with inner peace. 
Even a bhikkhu who has gone beyond 
At best can only equal him." 

This is what the young deva AnathapiI:t<;lika said. Having said 
this, he paid homage to the Blessed One and, keeping him on 
the right, he disappeared right there. 

Then, when the night had passed, the Blessed One addressed 
the bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus, last night, when the night had 
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advanced, a certain young deva . . .  approached me . . .  and in my 
presence recited these verses: 

316-19 '''This indeed is that Jeta's Grove, . . . <128> 
At best can only equal him.' 

"This is what that young deva said. Having said this, he paid 
homage to me and, keeping me on the right, he disappeared 
right there." 

When this was said, the Venerable Ananda said to the Blessed 
One: "Venerable sir, that young deva must surely have been 
Anathapi:r:t9.ika. For Anathapi:r:t9.ika the householder had full 
confidence in the Venerable Sariputta." 

"Good, good, Ananda! You have drawn the right inference by 
reasoning.17l For that young deva, Ananda, was Anathapi:r:t9.ika." 

<129> III. VARIOUS SECTARIANS 

21 (1) Siva 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwel
ling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapi:r:t9.ika's Park. Then, 
when the night had advanced, the young deva Siva, of stunning 
beauty, illuminating the entire Jeta's Grove, approached the 
Blessed One . Having approached, he paid homage to the 
Blessed One, stood to one side, and recited these verses in the 
presence of the Blessed One:l72 

320 "One should associate only with the good; 
With the good one should foster intimacy. 
Having learnt the true Dhamma of the good, 
One becomes better, never worse. <130> 

321 "One should associate only with the good; 
With the good one should foster intimacy. 
Having learnt the true Dhamma of the good, 
Wisdom is gained, but not from another. 

322 "One should associate only with the good; 
With the good one should foster intimacy. 
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Having learnt the true Dhamma of the good, 
One does not sorrow in the midst of sorrow. 

323 "One should associate only with the good; 
With the good one should foster intimacy. [57] 
Having learnt the true Dhamma of the good, 
One shines amidst one's relations. 

324 "One should associate only with the good; 
With the good one should foster intimacy. 
Having learnt the true Dhamma of the good, 
Beings fare on to a good destination. 

325 "One should associate only with the good; 
With the good one should foster intimacy. 
Having learnt the true Dhamma of the good, 
Beings abide comfortably." <131> 

Then the Blessed One replied to the young deva Siva in verse: 

326 "One should associate only with the good; 
With the good one should foster intimacy. 
Having learnt the true Dhamma of the good, 
One is released from all suffering." 

22 (2) Khema 

Standing to one side, the young deva Khema recited these verses 
in the presence of the Blessed One: 

327 "Foolish people devoid of wisdom 
Behave like enemies towards themselves. 
They go about doing evil deeds 
Which yield only bitter fruit. 

328 "That deed is not well performed 
Which, having been done, is then repented, 
The result of which one experiences 
Weeping with a tearful face. 
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329 "But that deed is well performed 
Which, having been done, is not repented, 
The result of which one experiences 
Joyfully with a happy mind."173 <132> 

[The Blessed One:] 
330 "One should promptly do the deed 

One knows leads to one's own welfare; 
The thinker, the wise one, should not advance 
With the reflection of the carter. 

331 "As the carter who left the highway, 
A road with an even surface, 
And entered upon a rugged bypath 
Broods mournfully with a broken axle-

332 "So the fool, having left the Dhamma 
To follow a way opposed to Dhamma, 
When he falls into the mouth of Death 
Broods like the carter with a broken axle."174 

23 (3) Seri 

Standing to one side, the young deva Seri addressed the Blessed 
One in verse: <133> 

333 "They always take delight in food, 
Both devas and human beings. 
So what sort of spirit could it be 
That does not take delight in food?" 

334 "When they give out of faith 
With a heart of confidence, 
Food accrues to [the giver] himself 
Both in this world and the next. 

335 "Therefore, having removed stinginess, 
The conqueror of the stain should give a gift. 
Merits are the support for living beings 
[When they arise] in the other world." [58] 
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"It is wonderful, venerable sir! It is amazing, venerable sir! 
How well this was stated by the Blessed One: 

336-37 '''When they give out of faith . . .  <134> 
[When they arise] in the other world.' 

"Once in the past, venerable sir, I was a king named Seri, a 
donor, a philanthropist, one who spoke in praise of giving. At 
the four gates I had gifts given to ascetics, brahmins, paupers, 
wayfarers, mendicants, and beggars. Then, venerable sir, the 
harem women came to me and said: 'Your majesty gives gifts, 
but we do not give gifts . It would be good if, with your 
majesty's assistance, we too might give gifts and do meritorious 
deeds.' It occurred to me: 'I am a donor, a philanthropist, one 
who speaks in praise of giving. So when they say, "Let us give 
gifts," what am I to say to them?' So, venerable sir, I gave the 
first gate to the harem women. There the harem women gave 
gifts, and my gifts returned to me. <135> 

. 

"Then, venerable sir, my khattiya vassals came to me and said: 
'Your majesty gives gifts, the harem women give gifts, but we 
do not give gifts. It would be good if, with your majesty's assis
tance, we too might give gifts and do meritorious deeds.' It 
occurred to me: 'I am a donor . . . .  ' So, venerable sir, I gave the 
second gate to the khattiya vassals. There the khattiya vassals 
gave gifts, and my gifts returned to me. 

"Then, venerable sir, my troops came to me . . .  [59] . . .  So, 
venerable sir, I gave the third gate to the troops. There the 
troops gave gifts, and my gifts returned to me. <136> 

"Then, venerable sir, the brahmins and householders came to 
me . . .  So, venerable sir, I gave the fourth gate to the brahmins 
and householders. There the brahmins and householders gave 
gifts, and my gifts returned to me. 

"Then, venerable sir, my men came to me and said: 'Now 
your majesty is not giving gifts anywhere.'175 When this was 
said, 1 told those men: 'Well then, 1 say, send half of the revenue 
generated in the outlying provinces from there to the palace. 
There itself give half as gifts to ascetics, brahmins, paupers, 
wayfarers, mendicants, and beggars.' 

"I  did not reach any limit, venerable sir, to the meritorious 
deeds that 1 did for such a long time, to the wholesome deeds 
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that I did for such a long time, <137> such that I could say: 
'There is just so much merit,' or 'There is just so much result of 
merit,' or 'For just so long am I to dwell in heaven.' It is wonder
ful, venerable sir! It is amazing, venerable sir! How well this was 
stated by the Blessed One: 

338 "'When they give out of faith 
With a heart of confidence, 
Food accrues to [the giver] himself 
Both in this world and the next. 

339 '''Therefore, having removed stinginess, 
The conqueror of the stain should give a gift. 
Deeds of merit are the support for living beings 
[When they arise] in the other world.'" [60] 

24 (4) Ghafikiira 

Standing to one side, the young deva GhaFkara recited this 
verse in the presence of the Blessed One: . . .  

340-52 "Seven bhikkhus reborn in A viha 
Have been fully liberated . . . .  " 

. . .  (verses 340-52 = verses 170-82, in 1:50) <138-41> . . .  
Both now inwardly developed, 
Bearers of their final bodies. [61] 

25 (5) Jantu 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion a number of bhikkhus were 
dwelling among the Kosalans in a little forest hut on a slope of 
the Himalayas-restless, puffed up, personally vain, rough
tongued, rambling in their talk, muddle-minded, without clear 
comprehension, unconcentrated, scatter-brained, loose in their 
sense faculties.176 

Then, on the Uposatha day of the fifteenth, the young deva Jantu 
approached those bhikkhus and addressed them in verses:l77 

353 "In the past the bhikkhus lived happily, 
The disciples of Gotama. 
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Without wishes they sought their alms, 
Without wishes they used their lodgings. 
Having known the world's impermanence, 
They made an end to suffering. 

354 "But now like headmen in a village 
They make themselves hard to maintain. 
They eat and eat and then lie down, <142> 
Infatuated in others' homesP8 

355 "Having reverently saluted the Sangha, 
I here speak only about some: 
They are rejected, without protector, 
Become just like the dead)79 

356 "My statement is made with reference 
To those who dwell in negligence. 
As for those who dwell in diligence, 
To them I humbly pay homage." 

26 (6) Rohitassa 

At Savatthi. Standing to one side, the young deva Rohitassa said 
to the Blessed One: 

"Is it possible, venerable sir, by travelling to know or to see or 
to reach the end of the world, where one is not born, does not 
age, does not die, does not pass away, and is not reborn?" <143> 

"As to that end of the world, friend, where one is not born, 
does not age, does not die, does not pass away, and is not 
reborn-I say that it cannot be known, seen, or reached by trav
elling."180 

"It is wonderful, venerable sir! It is amazing, venerable sir! 
How well this was stated by the Blessed One: 'As to that end of 
the world, friend, . . .  I say that it cannot be known, seen, or 
reached by travelling.' 

"Once in the past, venerable sir, I was a seer named Rohitassa, 
son of Bhoja, possessed of spiritual power, able to travel through 
the sky. [62] My speed was such, venerable sir, that I could 
move just as swiftly as a firm-bowed archer-trained, skilful, 
practised, experienced--could easily shoot past the shadow of a 
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palmyra tree with a light arrow.181 My stride was such, vener
able sir, that it seemed to reach from the eastern ocean to the 
western ocean. Then, venerable sir, the wish arose in me: 'I will 
reach the end of the world by travelling.' <144> Possessing such 
speed and such a stride, and having a life span of a hundred 
years, living for a hundred years, I travelled for a hundred 
years, without pausing except to eat, drink, take meals and 
snacks, to defecate and urinate, to sleep and dispel fatigue; yet I 
died along the way without having reached the end of the 
world. 

"It is wonderful, venerable sir! It is amazing, venerable sir! 
How well this was stated by the Blessed One: 'As to that end of 
the world, friend, where one is not born, does not age, does not 
die, does not pass away, and is not reborn-I say that it cannot 
be known, seen, or reached by travelling.'" 

"However, friend, I say that without having reached the end 
of the world there is no making an end to suffering. It is, friend, 
in just this <145> fathom-high carcass endowed with perception 
and mind that I make known the world, the origin of the world, 
the cessation of the world, and the way leading to the cessation 
of the world.182 

357 "The world's end can never be reached 
By means of travelling [through the world], 
Yet without reaching the world's end 
There is no release from suffering. 

358 "Therefore, truly, the world-knower, the wise one, 
Gone to the world's end, fulfiller of the holy life, 
Having known the world's end, at peace, 
Longs not for this world or another." 

27 (7) Nanda 

Standing to one side, the young deva Nanda recited this verse in 
the presence of the Blessed One: 

359 "Time flies by, the nights swiftly pass; 
The stages of life successively desert us. 
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Seeing clearly this danger in death, 
One should do deeds of merit that bring happiness." 

360 "Time flies by, the nights swiftly pass; 
The stages of life successively desert us. [63] 
Seeing clearly this danger in death, 
A seeker of peace should drop the world's bait." <146> 

28 (8) Nandivisala 

Standing to one side, the young deva Nandivisala addressed the 
Blessed One in verse: 

361 "Having four wheels and nine doors, 
Filled up and bound with greed, 
Born from a bog, 0 great hero! 
How does one escape from it?" 

362 "Having cut the thong and the strap, 
Having cut off evil desire and greed, 
Having drawn out craving with its root: 
Thus one escapes from it." 

29 (9) Susirna 

<147> At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Ananda approached the 
Blessed One, paid homage to him, and sat down to one side. The 
Blessed One then said to him: "Do you too, Ananda, approve of 
Sariputta ?,,183 

"Indeed, venerable sir, who would not approve of the Vener
able Sariputta, unless he were foolish, full of hatred, deluded, or 
mentally deranged? The Venerable Sariputta, venerable sir, is 
wise, one of great wisdom, of wide wisdom, of joyous wisdom, 
of swift wisdom, of sharp wisdom, of penetrative wisdom.l84 

The Venerable Sariputta, venerable sir, has few wishes; he is 
content, secluded, aloof, energetic. The Venerable Sariputta, 
venerable sir, is one who gives advice, one who accepts advice, a 
reprover, one who censures evil. Indeed, venerable sir, who 
would not approve of the Venerable Sariputta, unless he were 
foolish, full of hatred, deluded, or mentally deranged?" [64] 
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"So it is, Ananda, so it is! Indeed, Ananda, who would not 
approve of Sariputta, unless he were fool�h, full of hatred, 
deluded, or mentally deranged? Sariputta, Ananda, is wise ' "  

(as above) <148> . . . unless he were mentally deranged?" 
Then, while this praise of the Venerable Sariputta was being 

spoken, the young deva Susima, accompanied by a great assem
bly of young devas, approached the Blessed One,185 Having 
approached, he paid homage to the Blessed One, stood to one 
side, and said to him: "So it is, Blessed One! So it is, Fortunate 
One ! Indeed, venerable sir, who would not approve of the 
Venerable Sariputta . . .  (all as above) <149> . . . unless he were 
mentally deranged? In my case too, venerable sir, no matter 
what assembly of young devas I have approached, I have often 
heard this same report: 'The Venerable Sariputta is wise ' "  one 
who censures evil. Indeed, who would not approve of the 
Venerable Sariputta, unless he were foolish, full of hatred, 
deluded, or mentally deranged?'" 

Then, while this praise of the Venerable Sariputta was being 
spoken, the young devas in Susima's assembly-elated, glad
dened, full of rapture and joy-displayed diverse lustrous 
colours,186 Just as a beryl gem-beautiful, of fine quality, eight
faceted, of excellent workmanship-when placed on a brocade 
cloth, shines and beams and radiates, <150> so too the young 
devas in Susima's assembly [65] . . . displayed diverse lustrous 
colours. 

And just as an ornament of finest gold-very skilfully bur
nished in a furnace by an adroit goldsmith-when placed on a 
brocade cloth, shines and beams and radiates, so too the young 
devas in Susima's assembly . . .  displayed diverse lustrous 
colours. 

And just as, when the night is fading, the morning star shines 
and beams and radiates, so too the young devas in Susima's 
assembly . . .  displayed diverse lustrous colours, 187 

And just as in the autumn, when the sky is clear and cloud
less, the sun, ascending in the sky, <151> dispels all darkness 
from space as it shines and beams and radiates,188 so too the 
young devas in Susima's assembly-elated, gladdened, full of 
rapture and joy-displayed diverse lustrous colours. 

Then, with reference to the Venerable Sariputta, the young deva 
Susima recited this verse in the presence of the Blessed One: 
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363 "He is widely known to be a wise man, 
Sariputta, who is free of anger; 
Of few wishes, gentle, tamed, 
The seer adorned by the Teacher's praise." 

Then the Blessed One, with reference to the Venerable Sari
putta, replied to the young deva Susima in verse: 

364 "He is widely known to be a wise man, 
Sariputta, who is free of anger; 
Of few wishes, gentle, tamed, 
Developed, well tamed, he awaits the time."189 

30 (10) Various Sectarians 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel 
Sanctuary. Then, when the night had advanced, a number <152> 
of young devas, disciples of various sectarian teachers-Asama 
and Sahali and Nmka and Akotaka and Vetambari and Mal).ava
gamiya-of stunning beauty, [66] illuminating the entire 
Bamboo Grove, approached the Blessed One . Having 
approached, they paid homage to the Blessed One and stood to 
one side.190 

Then, standing to one side, the young deva Asama spoke this 
verse referring to puraI).a Kassapa in the presence of the Blessed 
One: 

365 "In injuring and killing here, 
In beating and extortion, 
Kassapa did not recognize evil 
Nor see any merit for oneself. 
He indeed taught what is worthy of trust: 
That teacher deserves esteem."191 

Then the young deva Sahali spoke this verse referring to 
Makkhali Gosala in the presence of the Blessed One:192 

366 "By austerity and scrupulousness <153> 
He attained complete self-restraint. 
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He abandoned contentious talk with people, 
Refrained from falsehood, a speaker of truth. 
Surely such a one does no evil./1193 

Then the young deva Niitka spoke this verse referring to 
Niga1).tha Nataputta in the presence of the Blessed One: 

367 " A scrupulous discerning bhikkhu, 
Well restrained by the four controls, 
Explaining what is seen and heard: 
Surely, he could not be a sinner."194 

Then the young deva Akotaka spoke this verse referring to 
various sectarian teachers in the presence of the Blessed One: 

368 "Pakudhaka Katiyana and the Niga1).tha, 
Along with Makkhali and pura1).a: 
Teachers of companies, attained to ascetic stature: 
They were surely not far from superior men./1195 <154> 

Then the young deva Vetambari replied to the young deva 
Akotaka in verse: 

369 "Even by howling along the wretched jackal 
Remains a vile beast, never the lion's peer. 
So though he be the teacher of a group, 
The naked ascetic, speaker of falsehood, 
Arousing suspicion by his conduct, 
Bears no resemblance to superior men./1196 [67] 

Then Mara the Evil One took possession of the young deva 
Vetambari and recited this verse in the presence of the Blessed 
One:197 

370 "Those engaged in austerity and scrupulousness, 
Those protecting their solitude, 
And those who have settled on form, 
Delighting in the world of devas: <155> 
Indeed, these mortals instruct rightly 
In regard to the other world./1 
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Then the Blessed One, having understood, "This is Mara the 
Evil One," replied to Mara the Evil One in verse: 

371 "Whatever forms exist here or beyond, 
And those of luminous beauty in the sky, 
All these, indeed, you praise, Namuci, 
Like bait thrown out for catching fish."198 

Then, in the Blessed One's presence, the young deva MaI).ava
gamiya recited these verses referring to the Blessed One: 

372 "Vipula is called the best of mountains 
Among the hills of Rajagaha, 
Seta, the best of snow-clad mountains, 
The sun, the best of travellers in the sky. 

373 "The ocean is the best body of water, 
The moon, the best of nocturnal lights, <156> 
But in this world together with its devas 
The Buddha is declared supreme." 



[68] <157> Chapter III 

3 Kosalasarrzyutta 

Connected Discourses with the Kosalan 

1 (1) Young 

1. THE FIRST SUBCHAPTER 

(BONDAGE) 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapir:t<;lika's Park. Then 
King Pasenadi of Kosala approached the Blessed One and 
exchanged greetings with him. When they had concluded their 
greetings and cordial talk, he sat down to one side and said to 
the Blessed One: "Does Master Gotama too claim, 'I have awak
ened to the unsurpassed perfect enlightenment'?"199 

"If, great king, one speaking rightly could say of anyone, 'He 
has awakened to the unsurpassed perfect enlightenment,' it is of 
me that one might rightly say this. For I, great king, have awak
ened to the unsurpassed perfect enlightenment." 

"Master Gotama, even those ascetics and brahmins who are 
the heads of orders and companies, the teachers of companies, 
well known and famous founders of sects considered by the 
multitude to be holy men-that is, Piirar:ta Kassapa, Makkhali 
Gosala, <158> Nigar:ttha Nataputta, Sanjaya BelaHhiputta, 
Pakudha Kaccayana, Ajita Kesakambali-even these, when 1 
asked them whether they had awakened to the unsurpassed 
perfect enlightenment, did not claim to have done so.2oo So wh) 
then should Master Gotama [make such a claim] when he is s( 
young in years and has newly gone forth?" [69] 

"There are four things, great king, that should not be despisec 
and disparaged as 'young.'201 What four? A khattiya, great king 
should not be despised and disparaged as 'young'; a snakl 

1 64 
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should not be despised and disparaged as 'young'; a fire should 
not be despised and disparaged as 'young'; and a bhikkhu 
should not be despised and disparaged as 'young.' These are the 
four." <159> 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

374 "One should not despise as 'young' 
A khattiya of noble birth, 
A high-born prince of glorious fame: 
A man should not disparage him. 

375 For it may happen that this lord of men, 
This khattiya, shall gain the throne, 
And in his anger thrash one harshly 
With a royal punishment. 
Therefore guarding one's own life, 
One should avoid him. 

376 "One should not despise as 'young' 
A serpent one may see by chance 
In the village or a forest: 
A man should not disparage it. 

377 For as that fierce snake glides along, 
Manifesting in diverse shapes,202 
It may attack and bite the fool, <160> 
Whether a man or a woman. 
Therefore guarding one's own life, 
One should avoid it. 

378 "One should not despise as 'young' 
A blazing fire that devours much, 
A conflagration with blackened trail: 
A man should not disparage it. 

379 For if it gains a stock of fuel, 
Having become a conflagration, 
It may attack and burn the fool, 
Whether a man or a woman. 
Therefore guarding one's own life, 
One should avoid it. 
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380 "When a fire bums down a forest-
That conflagration with blackened trail
The shoots there spring to life once more 
As the days and nights pass by. 

381 But if a bhikkhu of perfect virtue <161> 
Bums one with [his virtue's] fire, 
One does not gain sons and cattle, 
Nor do one's heirs acquire wealth. 
Childless and heirless they become, 
Like stumps of palmyra trees.203 [70] 

382 "Therefore a person who is wise, 
Out of regard for his own good, 
Should always treat these properly: 
A fierce serpent and a blazing fire, 
A famous khattiya, 
And a bhikkhu of perfect virtue." 

When this was said, King Pasenadi of Kosala said to the 
Blessed One: "Magnificent, venerable sir! Magnificent, vener
able sir! The Dhamma has been made clear in many ways by the 
Blessed One, as though he were turning upright what had been 
turned upside down, revealing what was hidden, showing the 
way to one who was lost, or holding up a lamp in the dark for 
those with eyesight to see forms. I go for refuge to the Blessed 
One, and to the Dhamma, and to the Bhikkhu Sangha. From 
today let the Blessed One remember me as a lay follower who 
has gone for refuge for life." <162> 

2 (2) A Person 

At Savatthi. Then King Pasenadi of Kosala approached the 
Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and 
said to him: 

"Venerable sir, how many things are there which, when they 
arise within a person, arise for his harm, suffering, and discom
fort?" 

"There are, great king, three things which, when they arise 
within a person, arise for his harm, suffering, and discomfort. 
What are the three? Greed, hatred, and delusion. These are the 
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three things which, when they arise within a person, arise for his 
harm, suffering, and discomfort. 

383 "Greed, hatred, and delusion, 
Arisen from within oneself, 
Injure the person of evil mind <163> 
As its own fruit destroys the reed."204 [71] 

3 (3) Aging and Death 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, King Pasenadi of Kosala said to 
the Blessed One: "Venerable sir, for one who has taken birth, is 
there anything other [to expect] than aging and death?"205 

"For one who has taken birth, great king, there is nothing 
other [to expect] than aging and death. Even in the case of those 
affluent khattiyas-rich, with great wealth and property, with 
abundant gold and silver, abundant treasures and commodities, 
abundant wealth and grain-because they have taken birth, 
there is nothing other [to expect] than aging and death. Even in 
the case of those affluent brahmins . . .  affluent householders
rich . . .  with abundant wealth and grain-because they have 
taken birth, there is nothing other [to expect] than aging and 
death. Even in the case of those bhikkhus who are arahants, 
whose taints are destroyed, who have lived the holy life, done 
what had to be done, laid down the burden, <164> reached their 
own goal, utterly destroyed the fetters of existence, and are com
pletely liberated through final knowledge: even for them this 
body is subject to br�aking up, subject to being laid down.206 

384 "The beautiful chariots of kings wear out, 
This body too undergoes decay. 
But the Dhamma of the good does not decay: 
So the good proclaim along with the good."207 

4 (4) Dear 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, King Pasenadi of Kosala said to 
the Blessed One: "Here, venerable sir, while I was alone in 
seclusion, a reflection arose in my mind thus: 'Who now treat 
themselves as dear, and who treat themselves as a foe?' Then, 
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venerable sir, it occurred to me: 'Those who engage in miscon
duct of body, speech, and mind treat themselves as a foe. Even 
though they may say, "We regard ourselves as dear," still they 
treat themselves as a foe. For what reason? [72] Because of their 
own accord they act towards themselves in the same way that a 
foe might act towards a foe; therefore they treat themselves as a 
foe. <165> But those who engage in good conduct of body, 
speech, and mind treat themselves as dear. Even though they 
may say, "We regard ourselves as a foe," still they treat them
selves as dear. For what reason? Because of their own accord 
they act towards themselves in the same way that a dear person 
might act towards one who is dear; therefore they treat them
selves as dear. "' 

"So it is, great king! So it is, great king!" 
(The Buddha then repeats the entire statement of King Pasenadi and 

adds the following verses:) 

385 "If one regards oneself as dear 
One should not yoke oneself to evil, 
For happiness is not easily gained 
By one who does a wrongful deed. <166> 

386 "When one is seized by the End-maker 
As one discards the human state, 
What can one call truly one's own? 
What does one take when one goes? 
What follows one along 
Like a shadow that never departs?208 

387 "Both the merits and the evil 
That a mortal does right here: 
This is what is truly one's own, 
This one takes when one goes; 
This is what follows one along 
Like a shadow that never departs. 

388 "Therefore one should do what is good 
As a collection for the future life. 
Merits are the support for living beings 
[When they arise] in the other world." 
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5 (5) Self-Protected 

<167> At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, King Pasenadi of Kosala 
said to the Blessed One: "Here, venerable sir, while I was alone 
in seclusion, a reflection arose in my mind thus: 'Who now pro
tect themselves and who leave themselves unprotected?' Then, 
venerable sir, it occurred to me: 'Those who engage in miscon
duct of body, speech, and mind leave themselves unprotected. 
Even though a company of elephant troops may protect them, 
or a company of cavalry, or a company of chariot troops, [73] or 
a company of infantry, still they leave themselves unprotected. 
For what reason? Because that protection is external, not inter
nal; therefore they leave themselves unprotected. But those who 
engage in good conduct of body, speech, and mind protect 
themselves. Even though no company of elephant troops pro
tects them, nor a company of cavalry, nor a company of chario
teers, nor a company of infantry, still they protect themselves. 
For what reason? Because that protection is internal, not exter
nal; therefore they protect themselves.'" 

"50 it is, great king! So it is, great king!" 
(The Buddha then repeats the entire statement of King Pasenadi and 

adds the following verse:) <168> 

389 "Good is restraint with the body, 
Restraint by speech is also good; 
Good is restraint with the mind, 
Restraint everywhere is good. 
Conscientious, everywhere restrained, 
One is said to be protected." 

6 (6) Few 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, King Pasenadi of Kosala said to 
the Blessed One: "Here, venerable sir, while I was alone in 
seclusion, a reflection arose in my mind thus: 'Few are those 
people in the world who, <169> when they obtain superior pos
sessions, do not become intoxicated and negligent, yield to 
greed for sensual pleasures, and mistreat other beings. Far more 
numerous are those people in the world who, when they obtain 
superior possessions, become intoxicated and negligent, [74] 
yield to greed for sensual pleasures, and mistreat other beings.'" 
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"So it is, great king! So it is, great king!" 
(The Buddha then repeats the entire statement of King Pasenadi and 

adds the following verse:) 

390 "Enamoured with their pleasures and wealth, 
Greedy, dazed by sensual pleasures, 
They do not realize they have gone too far 
Like deer that enter the trap laid out. 
Afterwards the bitter fruit is theirs, 
For bad indeed is the result."209 <170> 

7 (7) The Judgement Hall 

At 5avatthi. Sitting to one side, King Pasenadi of Kosala said to 
the Blessed One: "Here, venerable sir, when I am sitting in the 
judgement hall,210 I see even affluent khattiyas, affluent brahmins, 
and affluent householders-rich, with great wealth and proper
ty, with abundant gold and silver, abundant treasures and com
modities, abundant wealth and grain-speaking deliberate lies 
for the sake of sensual pleasures, with sensual pleasures as the 
cause, on account of sensual pleasures. Then, venerable sir, it 
occurs to me: 'I've had enough now with the judgement hall! 
Now it is Good Face who will be known by his judgements."'211 

"So it is, great king! So it is, great king! Even affluent khat
tiyas, affluent brahmins, and affluent householders . . .  speak 
deliberate lies for the sake of sensual pleasures, with sensual 
pleasures as the cause, on account of sensual pleasures. That 
will lead to their harm and suffering for a long time to come. 

391 "Enamoured with their pleasures and wealth, 
Greedy, dazed by sensual pleasures, 
They do not realize they have gone too far 
Like fish that enter the net spread out. 
Afterwards the bitter fruit is theirs, <171> 
For bad indeed is the result." [75] 

8 (8) Mallika 

At 5avatthi. Now on that occasion King Pasenadi of Kosala had 
gone together with Queen Mallika to the upper terrace of the 
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palace. Then King Pasenadi of Kosala said to Queen Mallika: "IE 
there, Mallika, anyone more dear to you than yourself?"212 

"There is no one, great king, more dear to me than myself. But 
is there anyone, great king, more dear to you than yourself?" 

"For me too, Mallika, there is no one more dear than myself." 
Then King Pasenadi of Kosala descended from the palace anc 

approached the Blessed One. Having approached, he paid hom 
age to the Blessed One, sat down to one side, and related to thE 
Blessed One his conversation with Queen Mallika. Then thE 
Blessed One, having understood the meaning of this, on that 
occasion recited this verse: <172> 

392 "Having traversed all quarters with the mind, 
One finds none anywhere dearer than oneself. 
Likewise, each person holds himself most dear; 
Hence one who loves himself should not harm others." 

9 (9) Sacrifice 

At Savatthi. Now on that occasion a great sacrifice had been set 
up for King Pasenadi of Kosala. Five hundred bulls, five hun
dred bullocks, five hundred heifers, [76] five hundred goats, and 
five hundred rams had been led to the pillar for the sacrifice. 
And his slaves, servants, and workers, spurred on by punish
ment and fear, were busy making the preparations, wailing with 
tearful faces.213 

Then, in the morning, a number of bhikkhus dressed and, tak
ing their bowls and robes, entered Savatthi for alms. When they 
had walked for alms in Savatthi and had returned from their 
alms round, after the meal they approached the Blessed One, 
<173> paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said: 
"Here, venerable sir, a great sacrifice has been set up for King 
Pasenadi of Kosala. Five hundred bulls . . .  have been led to the 
pillar for the sacrifice. And his slaves . . .  are busy making prepa
rations, wailing with tearful faces." 

Then the Blessed One, having understood the meaning of this, 
on that occasion recited these verses: 

393 "The horse sacrifice, human sacrifice, 
Sammapasa, vajapeyya, niragga!a: 
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These great sacrifices, fraught with violence, 
Do not bring great fruit.214 

394 "The great seers of right conduct 
Do not attend that sacrifice 
Where goats, sheep, and cattle 
Of various kinds are slain. <174> 

395 "But when sacrifices free from violence 
Are always offered by family custom/15 
Where no goats, sheep, or cattle 
Of various kinds are slain: 
The great seers of right conduct 
Attend a sacrifice like this. 

396 "The wise person should offer this, 
A sacrifice bringing great fruit. 
For one who makes such sacrifice 
It is indeed better, never worse. 
Such a sacrifice is truly vast 
And the devatas too are pleased." 

10 (10) Bondage 

Now on that occasion a great mass of people had been put in 
bondage by King Pasenadi of Kosala-some with ropes, some 
with clogs, some with chains.216 [77] <175> Then, in the morn
ing, a number of bhikkhus dressed . . .  and said to the Blessed 
One: "Here, venerable sir, a great mass of people have been put 
in bondage by King Pasenadi of Kosala, some with ropes, some 
with clogs, some with chains." 

Then the Blessed One, having understood the meaning of this, 
on that occasion recited these verses: 

397 "That bond, the wise say, is not strong 
Made of iron, wood, or rope; 
But infatuation with jewellery and earrings, 
Anxious concern for wives and children-

398 This, the wise say, is the strong bond, 
Degrading, supple, hard to escape. 
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But even this they cut and wander forth, <176> 
Unconcerned, having abandoned sensual pleasures."217 

11 (1) Seven Jatilas 

II. THE SECOND SUBCHAPTER 
(CHILDLESS) 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at savatthi in the 
Eastern Park in the Mansion of Migara's Mother.21s Now on that 
occasion, in the evening, the Blessed One had emerged from 
seclusion and was sitting by the outer gateway. Then King 
Pasenadi of Kosala approached the Blessed One, paid homage to 
him, and sat down to one side. [78] <177> 

Now on that occasion seven jatilas, seven nigaI).thas, seven 
naked ascetics, seven one-robed ascetics, and seven wander
ers-with hairy armpits, �ong fingernails and long body hairs, 
carrying their bundles of requisites-passed by not far from the 
Blessed One.219 Then King Pasenadi of Kosala rose from his seat, 
arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, knelt down with his 
right knee on the ground, and, raising his joined hands in rever
ential salutation towards the seven jatilas, seven nigal)thas, 
seven naked ascetics, seven one-robed ascetics, and seven wan
derers, he announced his name three times: "1 am the king, 
venerable sirs, Pasenadi of KosalaL . .  I am the king, venerable 
sirs, Pasenadi of Kosala!" 

Then, not long after those seven jatilas . . . <178> . . .  and seven 
wanderers had departed, King Pasenadi of Kosala approached 
the Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and 
said to the Blessed One: "Those, venerable sir, are to be included 
among the men in the world who are arahants or who have 
entered upon the path to arahantship."220 

"Great king, being a layman who enjoys sensual pleasures, 
dwelling in a home crowded with children, enjoying the use of 
Kasian sandalwood, wearing garlands, scents, and unguents, 
receiving gold and silver, it is difficult for you to know: 'These 
are arahants or these have entered upon the path to arahant
ship.' 

"It is by living together with someone, great king, that his 
virtue is to be known, and that after a long time, not after a short 
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time; by one who is attentive, not by one who is inattentive; by 
one who is wise, not by a dullard. 

"It is by dealing with someone, great king, that his honesty is 
to be known, and that after a long time, not after a short time; by 
one who is attentive, not by one who is inattentive; by one who 
is wise, not by a dullard. <179> 

"It is in adversities, great king, that a person's fortitude is to 
be known, and that after a long time, not after a short time; by 
one who is attentive, not by one who is inattentive; by one who 
is wise, not by a dullard. [79] 

"It is by discussion with someone, great king, that his wisdom 
is to be known, and that after a long time, not after a short time; 
by one who is attentive, not by one who is inattentive; by one 
who is wise, not by a dullard."221 

"It is wonderful, venerable sir! It is amazing, venerable sir! 
How well this has been stated by the Blessed One: 'Great king, 
being a layman . . .  it is difficult for you to know . . .  (as above) 
<180> . . .  by one who is wise, not by a dullard.' 

"These, venerable sir, are my spies, undercover agents, com
ing back after spying out the country.222 First information is 
gathered by them and afterwards I will make them disclose it.223 
Now, venerable sir, when they have washed off the dust and 
dirt and are freshly bathed and groomed, with their hair and 
beards trimmed, clad in white garments, they will enjoy them
selves supplied and endowed with the five cords of sensual 
pleasure." 

Then the Blessed One, having understood the meaning of this, 
on that occasion recited these verses: <181> 

399 /I A man is not easily known by outward form 
Nor should one trust a quick appraisal, 
For in the guise of the well controlled 
Uncontrolled men move in this world. 

400 "Like a counterfeit earring made of clay, 
Like a bronze half-pence coated with gold, 
Some move about in disguise: 
Inwardly impure, outwardly beautiful." 
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12 (2) Five Kings 

At Savatthi. Now on that occasion five kings headed by King 
Pasenadi were enjoying themselves supplied and endowed with 
the five cords of sensual pleasure when this conversation arose 
among them: "What is the chief of sensual pleasures?,

,
224 

Some among them said: "Forms are the chief of sensual pleas
ures." Some said: "Sounds are the chief." Some: "Odours are the 
chief." Some: "Tastes are the chief." Some: [80] "Tactile objects 
are the chief."225 <182> 

Since those kings were unable to convince one another, King 
Pasenadi of Kosala said to them: "Come, dear sirs, let us 
approach the Blessed One and question him about this matter. 
As the Blessed One answers us, so we should remember it." 

"All right, dear sir," those kings replied. Then those five kings, 
headed by King Pasenadi, approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, and sat down to one side. King Pasenadi then 
reported their entire discussion to the Blessed One, asking: 
"What now, venerable sir, is the chief of sensual pleasures?" 
<183> 

"Great king, I say that what is chief among the five cords of 
sensual pleasure is determined by whatever is most agree
able.226 Those same forms that are agreeable to one person, great 
king, are disagreeable to another. When one is pleased and com
pletely satisfied with certain forms, then one does not yearn for 
any other form higher or more sublime that those forms. For 
him those forms are then supreme; for him those forms arE' 
unsurpassed. 

"Those same sounds _ . ,  Those same odours .. , Those sam� 
tastes _ . .  <184> . . . Those same tactile objects that are agreeabl� 
to one person, great king, are disagreeable to another. [81] Wher. 
one is pleased and completely satisfied with certain tactil� 
objects, then one does not yearn for any other tactile object high
er or more sublime that those tactile objects. For him those tac
tile objects are then supreme; for him those tactile objects arE 
unsurpassed. " 

Now on that occasion the lay follower Candanangalika waE 
sitting in that assembly. Then the lay follower Candanangalika 
rose from his seat, arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, 
and, raising his joined hands in reverential salutation toward5 
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the Blessed One, said to him: "An inspiration has come to me, 
Blessed One! An inspiration has come to me, Fortunate One!" 

"Then express your inspiration, Candanaitgalika," the Blessed 
One said.227 

Then the lay follower Candanaitgalika, in the presence of the 
Blessed One, extolled him with an appropriate verse: 

401 "As the fragrant red lotus Kokanada 
Blooms in the morning, its fragrance unspent, 
Behold Aitgirasa, the Radiant One, 
Like the sun beaming in the sky."228 

Then those five kings bestowed five upper robes upon the lay 
follower Candanaitgalika. But the lay follower Candanaitgalika 
<185> bestowed those five upper robes upon the Blessed One. 

13 (3) A Bucket Measure of Food 

At Savatthi. Now on that occasion King Pasenadi of Kosala had 
eaten a bucket measure of rice and curries.229 Then, while still 
full, huffing and puffing, the king approached the Blessed One, 
paid homage to him, and sat down to one side. 

Then the Blessed One, having understood that King Pasenadi 
was full and was huffing and puffing, on that occasion recited 
this verse: 

402 "When a man is always mindful, 
Knowing moderation in the food he eats, 
His ailments then diminish: 
He ages slowly, guarding his life." [82] <186> 

Now on that occasion the brahmin youth Sudassana was 
standing behind King Pasenadi of Kosala. The king then 
addressed him thus: "Come now, dear Sudassana, learn this 
verse from the Blessed One and recite it to me whenever I am 
taking my meal. I will then present you daily with a hundred 
kahapa1}as as a perpetual grant."230 

"Yes, sire," the brahmin youth Sudassana replied. Having 
learned this verse from the Blessed One, whenever King Pasenadi 
was taking his meal the brahmin youth Sudassana recited: 
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403 "When a man is always mindful . . .  <187> 
He ages slowly, guarding his life." 

Then King Pasenadi of Kosala gradually reduced his intake of 
food to at most a pint-pot measure of boiled riceP1 At a later 
time, when his body had become quite slim, King Pasenadi of 
Kosala stroked his limbs with his hand and on that occasion 
uttered this inspired utterance: "The Blessed One showed com
passion towards me in regard to both kinds of good-the good 
pertaining to the present life and that pertaining to the future 
life."232 

14 (4) Battle (1) 

At Savatthi. Then King Ajatasattu of Magadha, the Videhan son, 
mobilized a four-division army and marched in the direction of 
Kasi against King Pasenadi of Kosala.233 King Pasenadi heard 
this report, mobilized a four-division army, and launched a 
counter-march in the direction of Kasi against King Ajatasattu. 
[83] Then King Ajatasattu of Magadha and King Pasenadi of 
Kosala fought a battle. In that <188> battle King Ajatasattu 
defeated King Pasenadi, and King Pasenadi, defeated, retreated 
to his own capital of Savatthi. 

Then, in the morning, a number of bhikkhus dressed and, tak
ing their bowls and robes, entered Savatthi for alms. When they 
had walked for alms in Savatthi and had returned from their 
alms round, after the meal they approached the Blessed One, 
paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and reported what 
had happened. <189> [The Blessed One said:] 

"Bhikkhus, King Ajatasattu of Magadha has evil friends, evil 
companions, evil comrades. King Pasenadi of Kosala has good 
friends, good companions, good comrades. Yet for this day, 
bhikkhus, King Pasenadi, having been defeated, will sleep badly 
tonight.234 

404 "Victory breeds enmity, 
The defeated one sleeps badly. 
The peaceful one sleeps at ease, 
Having abandoned victory and defeat."235 <190> 
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15 (5) Battle (2) 

[84] (Opening as in §14:) 
In that battle King Pasenadi defeated King Ajatasattu and cap
tured him alive. Then it occurred to King Pasenadi: II Although 
this King Ajatasattu of Magadha has transgressed against me 
while I have not transgressed against him, still, he is my 
nephew. Let me now confiscate all his elephant troops, all his 
cavalry, all his chariot troops, <191> and all his infantry, and let 
him go with nothing but his life." 

Then King Pasenadi confiscated all King Ajatasattu's elephant 
troops, all his cavalry, all his chariot troops, and all his infantry, 
and let him go with nothing but his life. 

Then, in the morning, a number of bhikkhus dressed and, tak
ing their bowls and robes, entered 5avatthi for alms. When they 
had walked for alms in 5avatthi and had returned from their 
alms rout:\d, after the meal they approached the Blessed One, 
paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and reported what 
had happened. [85] <192> 

Then the Blessed One, having understood the meaning of this, 
on that occasion recited these verses: 

405 "A man will go on plundering 
So long as it serves his ends, <193> 
But when others plunder him, 
The plunderer is plundered.236 

406 "The fool thinks fortune is on his side 
So long as his evil does not ripen, 
But when the evil ripens 
The fool incurs suffering. 

407 "The killer begets a killer, 
One who conquers, a conqueror. 
The abuser begets abuse, 
The reviler, one who reviles . 
Thus by the unfolding of kamma 
The plunderer is plundered."237 [86] 
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16 (6) Daughter 

At Savatthi. Then King Pasenadi of Kosala approached the 
Blessed One, paid homage to him, and sat down to one side. 
Then a certain man approached King Pasenadi <194> and 
informed him in a whisper: "Sire, Queen Mallika has given birth 
to a daughter." When this was said, King Pasenadi was dis
pleased.238 Then the Blessed One, having understood that King 
Pasenadi was displeased, on that occasion recited these verses: 

408 "A woman, 0 lord of the people, 
May tum out better than a man: 
She may be wise and virtuous, 
A devoted wife, revering her mother-in-law.239 

409 "The son to whom she gives birth 
May become a hero, 0 lord of the land. 
The son of such a blessed woman 
May even rule the realm."240 <195> 

1 7  (7) Diligence (1) 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, King Pasenadi of Kosala said to 
the Blessed One: "Is there, venerable sir, one thing which 
secures both kinds of good, the good pertaining to the present 
life and that pertaining to the future life?" 

"There is one thing, great king, which secures both kinds of 
good, the good pertaining to the present life and that pertaining 
to the future life." 

"But what, venerable sir, is that one thing?" 
"Diligence, great king. Just as the footprints of all living 

beings that walk fit into the footprint of the elephant, and the 
elephant's footprint is declared to be their chief by reason of its 
size, so diligence is the one <196> thing which secures both 
kinds of good, [87] the good pertaining to the present life and 
that pertaining to the future life.241 

410 "For one who desires long life and health, 
Beauty, heaven, and noble birth, 
[A variety of] lofty delights 
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Following in succession, 
The wise praise diligence 
In doing deeds of merit. 

411 "The wise person who is diligent 
Secures both kinds of good: 
The good visible in this very life 
And the good of the future life. 
The steadfast one, by attaining the good, 
Is called a person of wisdom."242 

18 (8) Diligence (2) 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, King Pasenadi of Kosala said to 
the Blessed One: <197> "Here, venerable sir, while I was alone 
in seclusion, the following reflection arose in my mind: 'The 
Dhamma has been well expounded by the Blessed One, and that 
is for one with good friends, good companions, good comrades, 
not for one with bad friends, bad companions, bad comrades."'243 

"So it is, great king! So it is, great king! The Dhamma has been 
well expounded by me, and that is for one with good friends, 
good companions, good comrades, not for one with bad friends, 
bad companions, bad comrades. 

"On one occasion, great king, I was living among the Sakyans, 
where there is a town of the Sakyans named Nagaraka.244 Then 
the bhikkhu Ananda approached me, paid homage to me, sat 
down to one side, and said: 'Venerable sir, this is half of the holy 
life, that is, good friendship, good companionship, good com
radeship.' 

"When this was said, great king, I told the bhikkhu Ananda: 
'Not so, Ananda! Not so, Ananda! <198> This is the entire holy 
life, Ananda, that is, good friendship, [88] good companionship, 
good comradeship. When a bhikkhu .has a good friend, a good 
companion, a good comrade, it is to be expected that he will 
develop and cultivate the Noble Eightfold Path. And how, 
Ananda, does a bhikkhu who has a good friend, a good com
panion, a good comrade, develop and cultivate the Noble 
Eightfold Path? Here, Ananda, a bhikkhu develops right view, 
which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, 
maturing in release. He develops right intention . . .  right speech 
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. . .  right action . . .  right livelihood . . .  right effort . . .  right mind
fulness . . .  right concentration, which is based upon seclusion, 
dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. It is in this way, 
Ananda, that a bhikkhu who has a good friend, a good compan
ion, a good comrade, develops and cultivates the Noble Eight
fold Path. 

'''By the following method too, kanda, it may be understood 
how the entire holy life is good friendship, good companion
ship, good comradeship: <199> by relying upon me as a good 
friend, Ananda, beings subject to birth are freed from birth; 
beings subject to aging are freed from aging; beings subject to 
illness are freed from illness; beings subject to death are freed 
from death; beings subject to sorrow, lamentation, pain, dis
pleasure, and despair are freed from sorrow, lamentation, pain, 
displeasure, and despair. By this method, Ananda, it may be 
understood how the entire holy life is good friendship, good 
companionship, good comradeship.' . 

"Therefore, great king, you should train yourself thus: 'I will 
be one who has good friends, good companions, good com
rades.' It is in such a way that you should train yourself. 

"When, great king, you have good friends, good companions, 
good comrades, [89] you should dwell with one thing for sup
port: diligence in wholesome states. 

"When, great king, you are dwelling diligently, with diligence 
for support, your retinue of harem women will think thus: 'The 
king dwells diligently, with diligence for support. Come now, 
let us also dwell diligently, with diligence for support.' <200> 

"When, great king, you are dwelling diligently, with diligence 
for support, your retinue of khattiya vassals will think thus . . .  
your troops will think thus . . .  your subjects in town and 
countryside will think thus: 'The king dwells diligently, with 
diligence for support. Come now, let us also dwell diligently, 
with diligence for support.' 

"When, great king, you are dwelling diligently, with diligence 
for support, you yourself will be guarded and protected, your 
retinue of harem women will be guarded and protected, your 
treasury and storehouse will be guarded and protected. 

412 "For one who desires lofty riches 
Following in succession, 
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The wise praise diligence 
In doing deeds of merit. 

413 "The wise person who is diligent <201> 
Secures both kinds of good: 
The good visible in this very life 
And the good of the future life. 
The steadfast one, by attaining the good, 
Is called a person of wisdom." 

19 (9) Childless (1) 

At Savatthi. Then King Pasenadi of Kosala approached the 
Blessed One, paid homage to him, and sat down to one side. The 
Blessed One then said to him: "Where are you coming from, 
great king, in the middle of the day?" 

"Here, venerable sir, a financier householder in Savatthi has 
died. I have come after conveying his heirless fortune to the 
palace, as he died intestate.24s There were eighty lakhs of gold, 
[90] not to speak of silver, and yet, venerable sir, that financier 
householder's meals were like this: he ate red rice along with 
sour gruel. His clothes were like this: he wore a three-piece 
hempen garment. His vehicle was like this: <202> he went about 
in a dilapidated little cart with a leaf awning."246 

"So it is, great king! So it is, great king! When an inferior man 
gains abundant wealth, he does not make himself happy and 
pleased, nor does he make his mother and father happy and 
pleased, nor his wife and children, nor his slaves, workers, and 
servants, nor his friends and colleagues; nor does he establish an 
offering for ascetics and brahmins, one leading upwards, of 
heavenly fruit, resulting in happiness, conducive to heaven. 
Because his wealth is not being used properly, kings take it away, 
or thieves take it away, or fire bums it, or water carries it away, 
or unloved heirs take it. Such being the case, great king, that 
wealth, not being used properly, goes to waste, not to utilization. 

"Suppose, great king, in a place uninhabited by human 
beings, there was a lotus pond with clear, cool, sweet, clean 
water, with good fords, <203> delightful; but no people would 
take that water, or drink it, or bathe in it, or use it for any purpose 
In such a case, great king, that water, not being used properly 
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would go to waste, not to utilization. So too, great king, when an 
inferior man gains abundant wealth . . . that wealth, not being 
used properly, goes to waste, not to utilization. 

"But, great king, when a superior man gains abundant wealth, 
he makes himself happy and pleased, and he makes his mother 
and father happy and pleased, and his wife and children, and 
his slaves, workers, and servants, and his friends and colleagues; 
<204> and he establishes an offering for ascetics and brahmins, 
one leading upwards, of heavenly fruit, resulting in happiness, 
conducive to heaven. Because his wealth is being used properly, 
[91] kings do not take it away, thieves do not take it away, fire 
does not burn it, water does not carry it away, and unloved 
heirs do not take it. Such being the case, great king, that wealth, 
being used properly, goes to utilization, not to waste. 

"Suppose, great king, not far from a village or a town, there 
was a lotus pond with clear, cool, sweet, clean water, with good 
fords, delightful; and people would take that water, and drink 
it, and bathe in it, and use it for their purposes. In such a case, 
great king, that water, being used properly, would go to utiliza
tion, not to waste. So too, great king, when a superior man gains 
abundant wealth . . .  <205> that wealth, being used properly, 
goes to utilization, not to waste. 

414 "As cool water in a desolate place 
Evaporates without being drunk, 
So when a scoundrel acquires wealth 
He neither enjoys himself nor gives. 

415 "But when the wise man obtains wealth 
He enjoys himself and does his duty. 
Having supported his kin, free from blame, 
That noble man goes to a heavenly state." 

20 (10) Childless (2) 

(As above, except that the amount is a hundred lakhs of gold, a lakh 
being equal to a hundred thousand:) [92] <206> 

"So it is, great king! So it is, great king! Once in the past, gn'at 
king, that financier householder provided a paccekabuddha 
named Tagarasikhi with almsfood. Having said, 'Give alms to 
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the ascetic,' he rose from his seat and departed. But after giving, 
he later felt regret and thought: 'It would have been better if the 
slaves or workers had eaten that almsfood!, Moreover, he mur
dered his brother's only son for the sake of his fortune.247 

"Because that financier householder provided the paccek
abuddha Tagarasikhi with almsfood, <207> as a result of that 
kamma he was reborn seven times in a good destination, in the 
heavenly world. As a residual result of that same kamma, he 
obtained the position of financier seven times in this same city 
of Savatthi. But because that financier householder later felt 
regret about giving, as a result of that kamma his mind did not 
incline to the enjoyment of excellent food, excellent clothing, 
and excellent vehicles, nor to the enjoyment of excellent items 
among the five cords of sensual pleasure. And because that fin
ancier householder murdered his brother's only son for the sake 
of his fortune, as a result of that kamma he was tormented in 
hell for many years, for many hundreds of years, for many thou
sands of years, for many hundreds of thousands of years. As a 
residual result of that same kamma, he has furnished the royal 
treasury with this seventh heirless fortune. 

"The old merit of that financier householder has been utterly 
exhausted, <208> and he had not accumulated any fresh merit. 
But today, great king, the financier householder is being roasted 
in the Great Roruva Hell."248 

"So, venerable sir, that financier householder has been reborn 
in the Great Roruva Hell?" [93] 

"Yes, great king, that financier householder has been reborn in 
the Great Roruva Hell. 

416 "Grain, wealth, silver, gold, 
Or whatever other possessions there are, 
Slaves, workers, messengers, 
And those who live as one's dependants: 
Without taking anything one must go, 
Everything must be left behind. 

417 "But what one has done by body, 
Or by speech or mind: 
This is what is truly one's own, 
This one takes when one goes; 
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Like a shadow that never departs. 
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418 "Therefore one should do what is good <209> 
As a collection for the future life. 
Merits are the support for living beings 
[When they arise] in the other world." 

21 (1) Persons 

III. THE THIRD SUBCHAPTER 
(THE KOSALAN PENTAD) 

At Savatthi. Then King Pasenadi of Kosala approached the 
Blessed One, paid homage to him, and sat down to one side. The 
Blessed One then said to him: <210> 

"Great king, there are these four kinds of persons found exist
ing in the world. What four? The one heading from darkness to 
darkness, the one heading from darkness to light, the one head
ing from light to darkness, the one heading from light to light.249 

"And how, great king, is a person one heading from darkness 
to darkness? Here some person has been reborn in a low fami
ly-a family of cal!<;ialas, bamboo workers, hunters, cartwrights, 
or flower-scavengers-a poor family in which there is little food 
and drink and which subsists with difficulty, [94] one where 
food and clothing are obtained with difficulty; and he is ugly, 
unsightly, deformed, chronically ill-purblind or cripple-hand
ed or lame or paralyzed.250 He is not one who gains food, drink, 
clothing, and vehicles; garlands, scents, and unguents; bedding, 
housing, and lighting. He engages in misconduct of body, 
speech, and mind. Having done so, with the breakup of the 
body, <211> after death, he is reborn in the plane of misery, in a 
bad destination, in the nether world, in hell. 

"Suppose, great king, a man would go from darkness to dark
ness, or from gloom to gloom, or from stain to stain: this person, 
I say, is exactly similar. It is in this way, great king, that a person 
is one heading from darkness to darkness. 

"And how, great king, is a person one heading from darkness 
to light? Here some person has been reborn in a low family . . .  
one where food and clothing are obtained with difficulty; and he 
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is ugly . . .  or paralyzed. He is not one who gains food . . .  and 
lighting. He engages in good conduct of body, speech, and 
mind. Having done so, with the breakup of the body, after 
death, he is reborn in a good destination, in a heavenly world. 

"Suppose, great king, a man would climb from the ground on 
to a palanquin, or from a palanquin on to horseback, <212> or 
from horseback to an elephant mount, or from an elephant 
mount to a mansion: this person, I say, is exactly similar. It is in 
this way, great king, that a person is one heading from darkness 
to light. 

"And how, great king, is a person one heading from light to 
darkness? Here some person has been reborn in a high family
an affluent khattiya family, an affluent brahmin family, or an 
affluent householder family-one which is rich, with great 
wealth and property, [95] with abundant gold and silver, abun
dant treasures and commodities, abundant wealth and grain; 
and he is handsome, attractive, graceful, posse$sing supreme 
beauty of complexion. He is one who gains food, drink, cloth
ing, and vehicles; garlands, scents, and unguents; bedding, 
housing, and lighting. He engages in misconduct of body, 
speech, and mind. Having done so, with the breakup of the 
body, after death, he is reborn in the plane of misery, in a bad 
destination, in the nether world, in hell. 

"Suppose, great king, a man would descend from a mansion 
to an elephant n;ount, or from an elephant mount to horseback, 
or from horseback to a palanquin, or from a palanquin to the 
ground, or from the ground to underground darkness: this per
son, I say, is exactly similar. It is in this way, great king, that a 
person is one heading from light to darkness. <213> 

"And how, great king, is a person one heading from light to 
light? Here some person has been reborn in ·a high family . . .  
with abundant wealth and grain; and he is handsome, attractive, 
graceful, possessing supreme beauty of complexion. He is one 
who gains food . . .  and lighting. He engages in good conduct of 
body, speech, and mind. Having done so, with the breakup of 
the body, after death, he is reborn in a good destination, in a 
heavenly world. 

"Suppose, great king, a man would cross over from palanquin 
to palanquin, or from horseback to horseback, or from elephant 
mount to elephant mount, or from mansion to mansion: this 
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person, I say, is exactly similar. It is in this way, great king, that 
a person is one heading from light to light. [96] 

"These, great king, are the four kinds of persons found exist
ing in the world. 

(i) 
419 "The person, 0 king, who is poor, 

Lacking in faith, stingy, 
Niggardly, with bad intentions, 
Wrong in views, disrespectful, <214> 

420 Who abuses and reviles ascetics, 
Brahmins, and other mendicants; 
A nihilist, a scoffer, who hinders 
Another giving food to beggars: 

421 When such a person dies, 0 king, 
He goes, lord of the people, 
To the terrible hell, 
Heading from darkness to darkness. 

(ii) 
422 "The person, 0 king, who is poor, 

Endowed with faith, generous, 
One who gives, with best intentions, 
A person with unscattered mind 

423 Who rises up and venerates ascetics, 
Brahmins, and other mendicants; 
One who trains in righteous conduct, 
Who hinders none giving food to beggars: 

424 When such a person dies, 0 king, <215> 
He goes, lord of the people, 
To the triple heaven, 
Heading from darkness to light. 

(iii) 
425 "The person, 0 king, who is rich, 

Lacking in faith, stingy, 
Niggardly, with bad intentions, 
Wrong in views, disrespectful, 

426 Who abuses and reviles ascetics, 
Brahmins, and other mendicants; 
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A nihilist, a scoffer, who hinders 
Another giving food to beggars: 

427 When such a person dies, 0 king, 
He goes, lord of the people, 
To the terrible hell, 
Heading from light to darkness. 

(iv) 
428 "The person, 0 king, who is rich, 

Endowed with faith, generous, 
One who gives, with best intentions, <216> 
A person with unscattered mind 

429 Who rises up and venerates ascetics, 
Brahmins, and other mendicants; 
One who trains in righteous conduct, 
Who hinders none giving food to beggars: 

430 When such a person dies, 0 king, 
He goes, lord of the people, 
To the triple heaven, 
Heading from light to light." 

22 (2) Grandmother 

At Savatthi. Then, in the middle of the day, King Pasenadi of 
Kosala approached the Blessed One . . . .  The Blessed One said to 
him as he was sitting to one side: [97] "Where are you coming 
from, great king, in the middle of the day?" <217> 

"Venerable sir, my grandmother has died. She was old, aged, 
burdened with years, advanced in life, come to the last stage, 
120 years from birth. Venerable sir, my grandmother was dear 
and beloved to me. If, venerable sir, by means of the elephant
gem I could have redeemed her from death, I would have given 
away even the elephant-gem so that she would not have died.251 
If by means of the horse-gem I could have redeemed her from 
death . . .  If by a prize village I could have redeemed her from 
death . . .  If by means of the country I could have redeemed her 
from death, I would have given away even the country so that 
she would not have died." 

"All beings, great king, are subject to death, terminate in 
death, and cannot escape death." 
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"It is wonderful, venerable sir! It is amazing, venerable sir! 
How well this has been stated by the Blessed One: I All beings, 
great king, are subject to death, terminate in death, and cannot 
escape death.'" 

"So it is, great king! So it is, great king! All beings, great king, 
are subject to death, terminate in death, and cannot escape 
death. <218> Just as all the potter's vessels, whether unbaked or 
baked, are subject to a breakup, terminate in their breakup, and 
cannot escape their breakup, so all beings are subject to death, 
terminate in death, and cannot escape death. 

431 "All beings will die, 
For life ends in death. 
They will fare according to their deeds, 
Reaping the fruits of their merit and evil: 
The doers of evil go to hell, 
The doers of merit to a happy realm. 

432 "Therefore one should do what is good 
As a collection for the future life. 
Merits are the support for living beings 
[When they arise] in the other world." [98] 

23 (3) World 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, King Pasenadi of Kosala said to 
the Blessed One: "Venerable sir, how many things are there in 
the world which, when they arise, arise for one's harm, suffer
ing, and discomfort?"252 <219> 

"There are, great king, three things in the world which, when 
they arise, arise for one's harm, suffering, and discomfort. What 
are the three? Greed, hatred, and delusion. These are the three 
things in the world which, when they arise, arise for one's harm, 
suffering, and discomfort. 

433 "Greed, hatred, and delusion, 
Arisen from within oneself, 
Injure the person of evil mind 
As its own fruit destroys the reed." 
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24 (4) Archery 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, King Pasenadi of Kosala said to 
the Blessed One: 

"Venerable sir, where should a gift be given?"253 
"Wherever one's mind has confidence, great king."254 
"But, venerable sir, where does what is given become of great 

fruit?" <220> 
"This is one question, great king, 'Where should a gift be 

given?' and this another, 'Where does what is given become of 
great fruit?' What is given to one who is virtuous, great king, is 
of great fruit, not so what is given to an immoral person. Now 
then, great king, I will question you about this same point. 
Answer as you see fit. What do you think, great king? Suppose 
you are at war and a battle is about to take place. Then a khat
tiya youth would arrive, one who is untrained, unskilful, 
unpractised, [99] inexperienced, timid, petrified, frightened, 
quick to flee. Would you employ that man, and would you have 
any use for such a man?" 

"Surely not, venerable sir." <221> 
"Then a brahmin youth would arrive . .  , a vessa youth . . .  a 

sudda youth . . .  who is untrained . . .  quick to flee. Would you 
employ that man, and would you have any use for such a man?" 

"Surely not, venerable sir." 
"What do you think, great king? Suppose you are at war and a 

battle is about to take place. Then a khattiya youth would arrive, 
one who is trained, skilful, practised, experienced, brave, coura
geous, bold, ready to stand his place. Would you employ that 
man, and would you have any use for such a man?" 

"Surely I would, venerable sir." 
"Then a brahmin youth would arrive . . .  a vessa youth . . .  a 

sudda youth . .  , who is trained . . .  ready to stand his place. 
Would you employ that man, and would you have any use for 
such a man?" <222> 

"Surely I would, venerable sir." 
"So too, great king, when a person has gone forth from the 

household life into homelessness, no matter from what clan, if 
he has abandoned five factors and possesses five factors, then 
what is given to him is of great fruit. What five factors have 
been abandoned? Sensual desire has been abandoned; ill will 
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has been abandoned; sloth and torpor have been abandoned; 
restlessness and remorse have been abandoned; doubt has been 
abandoned. What five factors does he possess? He possesses the 
aggregate of virtue of one beyond training, the aggregate of con
centration of one beyond training, the aggregate of wisdom of 
one beyond training, [100] the aggregate of liberation of one 
beyond training, the aggregate of the knowledge and vision of 
liberation of one beyond training. He possesses these five fac
tors. Thus what is given to one who has abandoned five factors 
and who possesses five factors is of great fruit.255 <223> 

434 "As a king intent on waging war 
Would employ a youth skilled with the bow, 
One endowed with strength and vigour, 
But not the coward on account of his birth-

435 So even though he be of low birth, 
One should honour the person of noble conduct, 
The sagely man in whom are established 
The virtues of patience and gentleness.256 

436 "One should build delightful hermitages 
And invite the learned to dwell in them; 
One should build water tanks in the forest 
And causeways over rough terrain. 

437 "With a confident heart one should give 
To those of upright character: 
Give food and drink and things to eat, 
Clothing to wear and beds and seats. 

438 "For as the rain-cloud, thundering, <224> 
Wreathed in lightning, with a hundred crests, 
Pours down its rain upon the earth, 
Flooding both the plain and valley-

439 So the wise man, faithful, learned, 
Having had a meal prepared, 
Satisfies with food and drink 
The mendicants who live on alms. 
Rejoicing, he distributes gifts, 
And proclaims, 'Give, give.' 
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440 "For that is his thundering 
Like the sky when it rains. 
That shower of merit, so vast, 
Will pour down on the giver." 

25 (5) The Simile of the Mountain 

At Savatthi. Then, in the middle of the day, King Pasenadi of 
Kosala approached the Blessed One. . . .  <225> The Blessed One 
said to him as he was sitting to one side: "Now where are you 
coming from, great king, in the middle of the day?" 

"Just now, venerable sir, I have been engaged in those affairs 
of kingship typical for head-anointed khattiya kings, who are 
intoxicated with the intoxication ·of sovereignty, who are 
obsessed by greed for sensual pleasures, who have attained stable 
control in their country, and who rule having conquered a great 
sphere of territory on earth."257 

"What do you think, great king? [101] Here, a man would 
come to you from the east, one who is trustworthy and reliable; 
having approached, he would tell you: 'For sure, great king, you 
should know this: I am coming from the east, and there I saw a 
great mountain high as the clouds coming this way, crushing all 
living beings. Do whatever you think should be done, great 
king.' Then a second man would come to you from the west . . .  
Then a third man would come to you from the north . . .  <226> 
. . .  Then a fourth man would come to you from the south, one 
who is trustworthy and reliable; having approached, he would 
tell you: 'For sure, great king, you should know this: I am com
ing from the south, and there I saw a great mountain high as the 
clouds coming this way, crushing all living beings. Do whatever 
you think should be done, great king.' If, great king, such a great 
peril should arise, such a terrible destruction of human life, the 
human state being so difficult to obtain, what should be done?" 

"If, venerable sir, such a great peril should arise, such a terrible 
destruction of human life, the human state being so difficult to 
obtain, what else should be done but to live by the Dhamma, to 
live righteously, and to do wholesome and meritorious deeds?"258 

"I inform you, great king, I announce to you, great king: aging 
and death are rolling in on you. When aging and death are 
rolling in on you, great king, what should be done?" 
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"As aging and death are rolling in on me, venerable sir, what 
else should be done but to live by the Dhamma, to live right
eously, and to do wholesome and meritorious deeds? <227> 

"There are, venerable sir, elephant battles [fought by] head
anointed khattiya kings, who are intoxicated with the intoxica
tion of sovereignty, who are obsessed by greed for sensual 
pleasures, who have attained stable control in their country, and 
who rule having conquered a great sphere of territory on earth; 
but there is no place for those elephant battles, no scope for 
them, when aging and death are rolling in.259 There are, vener
able sir, cavalry battles [fought by] head-anointed khattiya kings 
. . .  There are chariot battles . . .  infantry battles . , .  [102] but there 
is no place for those infantry battles, no scope for them, when 
aging and death are rolling in. In this royal court, venerable sir, 
there are counsellors who, when the enemies arrive, are capable 
of dividing them by subterfuge; but there is no place for those 
battles of subterfuge, no scope for them, when aging and death 
are rolling in. In this royal court, venerable sir, there exists abun
dant bullion and gold stored in vaults and depositories, and 
with such wealth we are capable of mollifying the enemies 
when they corne; but there is no place for those battles of wealth, 
no scope for them, when aging and death are rolling in. As 
aging and death are rolling in on me, venerable sir, what else 
should be done but to live by the Dharnrna, to live righteously, 
and to do wholesome and meritorious deeds?" <228> 

"So it is, great king! So it is, great king! As aging and death are 
rolling in on you, what else should be done but to live by the 
Dhamma, to live righteously, and to do wholesome and merito
rious deeds?" 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

441 "Just as mountains of solid rock, 
Massive, reaching to the sky, 
Might draw together from all sides, 
Crushing all in the four quarters
So aging and death come 
Rolling over living beings-

442 Khattiyas, brahmins, vessas, suddas, 
CaI:u;i.alas and scavengers: 
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They spare none along the way 
But corne crushing everything. 

443 "There's no ground there for elephant troops, 
For chariot troops and infantry. 
One can't defeat them by subterfuge, 
Or buy them off by means of wealth. <229> 

444 "Therefore a person of wisdom here, 
Out of regard for his own good, 
Steadfast, should settle faith 
In the Buddha, Dhamma, and Sangha. 

445 "When one cond uds oneself by Dhamma 
With body, speech, and mind, 
They praise one here in the present life, 
And after death one rejoices in heaven." <230> 



[103] <231> Chapter IV 

4 Marasarrzyutta 

Connected Discourses with Mara 

1 (1) Austere Practice 

I. THE FIRST SUBCHAPTER 

(LIFE SPAN) 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Uruvela on the bank of the river Neranjara at the 
foot of the Goatherd's Banyan Tree just after he had become 
fully enlightened.26o Then, while the Blessed One was alone in 
seclusion, a reflection arose in his mind thus: "I am indeed freed 
from that gruelling asceticism! It is good indeed that I am freed 
from that useless gruelling asceticism! It is good that, steady and 
mindful, I have attained enlightenment!"261 

Then Mara the Evil One, having known with his own mind 
the reflection in the Blessed One's mind, approached the Blessed 
One and addressed him in verse: 

446 "Having deviated from the austere practice 
By which men purify themselves, 
Being impure, you think you're pure: <232> 
You have missed the path to purity."262 

Then the Blessed One, having understood, "This is Mara the 
Evil One," replied to him in verses: 

447 "Having known as useless any austerity 
Aimed at the immortal state,263 

That all such penances are futile 
Like oars and rudder on dry land,264 

195 
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448 By developing the path to enlightenment
Virtue, concentration, and wisdom-
I have attained supreme purity: 
You're defeated, End-makerl"265 

Then Mara the Evil One, realizing, "The Blessed One knows 
me, the Fortunate One knows me," sad and disappointed, disap
peared right there. 

2 (2) The King Elephant 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Uruvela on the bank of the river Neraftjara at the 
foot of the Goatherd's Banyan Tree just after he had become 
fully enlightened. [104] <233> Now on that occasion the Blessed 
One was sitting out in the open air in the thick darkness of the 
night while it was drizzling.266 

Then Mara the Evil One, wishing to arouse fear, trepidation, 
and terror in the Blessed One, manifested himself in the form of 
a giant king elephant and approached the Blessed One. His head 
was like a huge block of steatite; his tusks were like pure silver; 
his trunk was like a huge plough pole. 

Then the Blessed One, having understood, "This is Mara the 
Evil One," addressed him in verse: 

449 "You've wandered through the long course 
Creating beautiful and hideous shapes. 
Enough, Evil One, with that trick of yours: 
You're defeated, End-maker!"267 

Then Mara the Evil One, realizing, "The Blessed One knows 
me, the Fortunate One knows me," sad and disappointed, disap
peared right there. 

3 (3) Beautiful 

<234> While dwelling at Uruvela. Now on that occasion the 
Blessed One was sitting out in the open air in the thick darkness 
of the night while it was drizzling. Then Mara the Evil One, 
wishing to arouse fear, trepidation, and terror in the Blessed 
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One, approached the Blessed One and, not far from him, dis
played diverse lustrous shapes, both beautiful and hideous. 
Then the Blessed One, having understood, "This is Mara the 
Evil One," addressed him in verses: 

450 "You've wandered on through the long course 
Creating beautiful and hideous shapes. 
Enough, Evil One, with that trick of yours: 
You're defeated, End-maker! 

451 "Those who are well restrained 
In body, speech, and mind, 
Do not come under Mara's control 
Nor become Mara's henchmen."268 

Then Mara the Evil One . . .  disappeared right there. [lOS] 

4 (4) Mara's Snare (]) 

<235> Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Bara�asi in the Deer Park at Isipatana. There the 
Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus!"269 

"Venerable sir!" those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said 
this: 

"Bhikkhus, by careful attention, by careful right striving, I 
have arrived at unsurpassed liberation, I have realized unsur
passed liberation. You too, bhikkhus, by careful attention, by 
careful right striving, must arrive at unsurpassed liberation, 
must realize unsurpassed liberation."27o 

Then Mara the Evil One approached the Blessed One and 
addressed him in verse:271 

452 "You are bound by Mara's snare 
Both celestial and human; 
You are bound by Mara's bondage: 
You won't escape me, ascetic!"272 

[The Blessed One:] 
453 "I am freed from Mara's snare 

Both celestial and human; 
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I am freed from Mara's bondage: <236> 
You're defeated, End-maker!" 

Then Mara the Evil One . . .  disappeared right there. 

5 (5) Mara's Snare (2) 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwell
ing at Barar:tasi in the Deer Park at 1sipatana. There the Blessed 
One addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus!" 

"Venerable sid" those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said 
this: 

"Bhikkhus, I am freed from all snares, both celestial and 
human. You too, bhikkhus, are freed from all snares, both celes
tial and human. Wander forth, 0 bhikkhus, for the welfare of 
the multitude, for the happiness of the multitude, out of com
passion for the world, for the good, welfare, and happiness of 
devas and humans. Let not two go the same way. Teach, 0 
bhikkhus, the Dhamma that is good in the beginning, good in 
the middle, good in the end, with the right meaning and phras
ing. Reveal the perfectly complete and purified holy life. There 
are beings with little dust in their eyes who are falling away 
because they do not hear the Dharnrna. [106] There will be those 
who will understand the Dhamma. I too, bhikkhus, will go to 
Senanigama in Uruvela in order to teach the Dhamma."273 
<237> 

Then Mara the Evil One approached the Blessed One ap.d 
addressed him in verse:274 

454 "You are bound by all the snares 
Both celestial and human; 
You are bound by the great bondage: 
You won't escape me, ascetic!" 

[The Blessed One:] 
455 "I am freed from all the snares 

Both celestial and human; 
I am freed from the great bondage: 
You're defeated, End-maker!" 
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6 (6) Serpent 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwell
ing at Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. 
Now on that occasion the Blessed One was sitting out in the 
open in the thick darkness of the night while it was drizzling. 
Then Mara the Evil One . . .  manifested himself in the form of a 
giant king serpent and approached the Blessed One. <238> Its 
body was like a huge boat made from a single tree trunk; its 
hood, like a large brewer's sieve; its eyes, like the large bronze 
dishes of Kosala; its tongue darting out from its mouth, like 
flashes of lightning emitted when the sky thunders; the sound of 
its breathing in and out, like the sound of a smith's bellows fill
ing with air. 

Then the Blessed One, having understood, "This is Mara the 
Evil One," addressed Mara the Evil One in verses: 

456 "He who resorts to empty huts for lodging
He is the sage, self-controlled. 
He should live there, having relinquished all: 
That is proper for one like him.27s 

457 "Though many creatures crawl about, 
Many terrors, flies, serpents, [107] <239> 
The great sage gone to his empty hut 
Stirs not a hair because of them. 

458 "Though the sky might split, the earth quake, 
And all creatures be stricken with terror, 
Though men brandish a dart at their breast, 
The enlightened take no shelter in acquisitions."276 

Then Mara the Evil One . . .  disappeared right there. 

7 (7) Sleep 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in 
the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. Then, when the night 
was fading, the Blessed One, having spent much of the night 
walking back and forth in the open, washed his feet, entered his 
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dwelling, and lay down on his right side in the lion's posture, 
with one leg overlapping the other, mindful and dearly compre
hending, having attended to the idea of rising. 

Then Mara the Evil One approached the Blessed One and 
addressed him in verse: <240> 

459 "What, you sleep? Why do you sleep? 
What's this, you sleep like a wretch?277 
Thinking 'The hut's empty' you sleep: 
What's this, you sleep when the sun has risen?" 

[The Blessed One:] 
460 "Within him craving no longer lurks, 

Entangling and binding, to lead him anywhere; 
With the destruction of all acquisitions 
The Awakened One sleeps: 
Why should this concern you, Mara?"278 

Then Mara the Evil One . . .  disappeared right there. 

8 (8) He Delights 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapil:).<;lika's Park. 

Then Mara the Evil One approached the Blessed One and 
recited this verse in the presence of the Blessed One: 

461 "One who has sons delights in sons, 
One with cattle delights in cattle. [108] <241> 
Acquisitions truly are a man's delight; 
Without acquisitions one does not delight." 

[The Blessed One:] 
462 "One who has sons sorrows over sons, 

One with cattle sorrows over cattle. 
Acquisitions truly are a man's sorrow; 
Without acquisitions one does not sorrow." 

Then Mara the Evil One . . .  disappeared right there. 
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9 (9) Life Span (1) 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling 
at Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. There 
the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus!" 

"Venerable sir!" those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said 
this: 

"Bhikkhus, this life span of human beings is short. One has to 
go on to the future life. One should do what is wholesome and 
lead the holy life; for one who has taken birth there is no avoid
ing death. One who lives long, bhikkhus, lives a hundred years 
or a little longer." 

Then Mara the Evil One approached the Blessed One and 
addressed him in verse: 

463 "Long is the life span of human beings, 
The good man should not disdain it. 
One should live like a milk-sucking baby: 
Death has not made its arrival."279 <242> 

[The Blessed One:] 
464 "Short is the life span of human beings, 

The good man should disdain it. 
One should live like one with head aflame: 
There is no avoiding Death's arrival." 

Then Mara the Evil One . . .  disappeared right there. 

10 (10) Life Span (2) 

(Opening as in preceding sutta:) 
Then Mara the Evil One approached the Blessed One and 
addressed him in verse: [109] 

465 "The days and nights do not fly by, 
Life does not come to a stop. 
The life span of mortals rolls along 
Like the chariot's felly round the hub."280 <243> 
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[The Blessed One:] 
466 "The days and nights go flying by, 

Life comes to a stop. 
The life span of mortals is depleted 
Like the water in rivulets." 

Then Mara the Evil One . . .  disappeared right there. 

1 1  (1) The Boulder 

II. THE SECOND SUBCHAPTER 

(RULERSHIP) 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha on 
Mount Vulture Peak. Now on that occasion the Blessed One was 
sitting out in the open in the thick darkness of the night while it 
was drizzling. <244> Then Mara the Evil One, wishing to arouse 
fear, trepidation, and terror in the Blessed One, shattered a num
ber of huge boulders not far away from him. 

Then the Blessed One, having understood, "This is Mara the 
Evil One," addressed Mara the Evil One in verse: 

467 "Even if you make this Vulture Peak 
Quake all over in its entirety, 
The enlightened are not perturbed, 
For they are are fully liberated." 

Then Mara the Evil One, realizing, "The Blessed One knows 
me, the Fortunate One knows me," sad and disappointed, disap
peared right there. 

12 (2) Lion 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Savatthi in 
Jeta's Grove, AnathapiI:t<;lika's Park. Now on that occasion the 
Blessed One was teaching the Dhamma while surrounded by a 
large assembly. [110] 

Then it occurred to Mara the Evil One: "This ascetic Gotama is 
teaching the Dhamma while surrounded by a large assembly. <245> 
Let me approach the ascetic Gotama in order to confound them."281 
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Then Mara the Evil One approached the Blessed One and 
addressed him in verse: 

468 "Why now do you roar like a lion, 
Confident in the assembly? 
For there is one who's a match for you, 
So why think yourself the victor?" 

[The Blessed One:] 
469 "The great heroes roar their lion's roar 

Confident in the assemblies-
The Tathagatas endowed with the powers 
Have crossed over attachment to the world."282 

Then Mara the Evil One . . .  disappeared right there. 

13  (3) The Splinter 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwel
ling at Rajagaha in the Maddakucchi Deer Park. Now on that 
occasion the Blessed One's foot had been cut by a stone splinter. 
Severe pains assailed the Blessed One-bodily feelings that were 
painful, racking, <246> sharp, piercing, harrowing, disagree
able. But the Blessed One endured them, mindful and clearly 
comprehending, without becoming distressed. Then the Blessed 
One had his outer robe folded in four, and he lay down on his 
right side in the lion posture with one leg overlapping the other, 
mindful and clearly comprehending.283 

Then Mara the Evil One approached the Blessed One and 
addressed him in verse: 

470 "Do you lie down in a daze or drunk on poetry? 
Don't you have sufficient goals to meet? 
Alone in a secluded lodging 
Why do you sleep with a drowsy face?"284 

[The Blessed One:] 
471 "I do not lie in a daze or drunk on poetry; 

Having reached the goal, I am rid of sorrow. 
Alone in a secluded lodging 
I lie down full of compassion for all beings. 
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472 "Even those with a dart stuck in the breast <247> 
Piercing their heart moment by moment-
Even these here, stricken, get to sleep; [111] 
So why should I not get to sleep 
When my dart has been drawn out?285 

473 "I do not lie awake in dread, 
Nor am I afraid to sleep. 
The nights and days do not afflict me, 
I see for myself no decline in the world. 
Therefore I can sleep in peace, 
Full of compassion for all beings." 

Then Mara the Evil One . . .  disappeared right there. 

14 (4) Suitable 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Kosalans at the brahmin village of Ekasala. Now on that occa
sion the Blessed One was teaching the Dhamma surrounded by 
a large assembly of laypeople. 

Then it occurred to Mara the Evil One: "This ascetic Gotama is 
teaching the Dhamma while surrounded by a large assembly of 
laypeople. <248> Let me approach the ascetic Gotama in order 
to confound them." 

Then Mara the Evil One approached the Blessed One and 
addressed him in verse: 

474 "This is not suitable for you, 
That you instruct others. 
When so engaged don't get caught 
In attraction and repulsion."286 

[The Blessed One:] 
475 "Compassionate for their welfare, 

The Buddha instructs others . 
The Tathagata is fully released 
From attraction and repulsion." 

Then Mara the Evil One . . .  disappeared right there. 
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15 (5) Mental 

Thus have I heard . On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapil)c;lika's Park. Then 
Mara the Evil One approached the Blessed One and addressed 
him in verse:287 

476 "There is a snare moving in the sky, <249> 
Something mental which moves about288 
By means of which I'll ca tch you yet: 
You won't escape me, ascetic!" 

[The Blessed One:] 
477 "Forms, sounds, tastes, odours, 

And delightful tactile objects
Desire for these has vanished in me: 
You're defeated, End-maker!" 

Then Mara the Evil One . . .  disappeared right there. [1 12] 

16 (6) Almsbowls 

At Savatthi. Now on that occasion the Blessed One was instruct
ing, exhorting, inspiring, and gladdening the bhikkhus with a 
Dhamma talk concerning the five aggregates subject to clinging. 
And those bhikkhus were listening to the Dhamma with eager 
ears, attending to it as a matter of vital concern, applying their 
whole minds to it. 

Then it occurred to Mara the Evil One: "This ascetic Gotama is 
instructing, exhorting, inspiring, and gladdening the bhikkhus 
. . .  <250> who are applying their whole minds to it. Let me 
approach the ascetic Gotama in order to confound them." 

Now on that occasion a number of almsbowls had been put 
out in the open. Then Mara the Evil One manifested himself in 
the form of an ox and approached those almsbowls. Then one 
bhikkhu said to another: "Bhikkhu, bhikkhu! That ox may break 
the almsbowls." When this was said, the Blessed One said to 
that bhikkhu: "That is not an ox, bhikkhu. That is Mara the Evil 
One, who has come here in order to confound you." 
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Then the Blessed One, having understood, "This is Mara the 
Evil One," addressed Mara the Evil One in verses: 

478 "Form, feeling, and perception, 
Consciousness, and formations
'1 am not this, this isn't mine: 
Thus one is detached from it.289 

479 "Though they seek him everywhere, 
Mara and his army do not find him: 
The one thus detached, secure, 
Who has gone beyond all fetters."29o <251> 

Then Mara the Evil One . . .  disappeared right there. 

17 (7) Six Bases for Contact 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Vesali in the 
Great Wood in the Hall with the Peaked Roof. [113] Now on that 
occasion the Blessed One was instructing, exhorting, inspiring, 
and gladdening the bhikkhus with a Dhamma talk concerning 
the six bases for contact. And those bhikkhus were listening to 
the Dhamma with eager ears, attending to it as a matter of vital 
concern, applying their whole minds to it. 

Then it occurred to Mara the Evil One: "This ascetic Gotama is 
instructing, exhorting, inspiring, and gladdening the bhikkhus 
. . .  who are applying their whole minds to it. Let me approach 
the ascetic Gotama in order to confound them." 

Then Mara the Evil One approached the Blessed One and, not 
far from him, made a loud noise, frightful and terrifying, as 
though the earth were splitting open.291 Then one bhikkhu said 
to another: "Bhikkhu, bhikkhu! It seems as though the earth is 
splitting open." When this was said, the Blessed One said to that 
bhikkhu: <252> "The earth is not splitting open, bhikkhu. That 
is Mara the Evil One, who has come here in order to confound 
you." 

Then the Blessed One, having understood, "This is Mara the 
Evil One," addressed Mara the Evil One in verses: 



480 "Forms, sounds, tastes, odours, 
Tactiles, and all mental objects: 
This is the terrible bait of the world 
With which the world is infatuated. 

481 "But when he has transcended this, 
The mindful disciple of the Buddha 
Shines radiantly like the sun, 
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Having surmounted Mara's realm."292 

Then Mara the Evil One .. , disappeared right there. 

18 (8) Alms 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Magadhans at the brahmin village of Pancasaia. [114] Now on 
that occasion t!:"te gift-festival of the young people was being 
held at the brahmin village of Pancasala.293 <253> Then, in the 
morning, the Blessed One dressed and, taking bowl and robe, 
entered Pancasala for alms. Now on that occasion Mara the Evil 
One had taken possession of the brahmin householders of 
Pancasala, [inciting in them the thought,] "Don't let the ascetic 
Gotama get alms." 

Then the Blessed One left Pancasala with his bowl just as 
cleanly washed as it was when he entered it for alms. Then Mara 
the Evil One approached the Blessed One and said to him: 
"Maybe you got alms, ascetic?" 

"Was it you, Evil One, who saw to it that I didn't get alms?" 
"Then, venerable sir, let the Blessed One enter Pancasala a sec

ond time for alms. I will see to it that the Blessed One gets 
alms."294 

[The Blessed One:] 
482 "You have produced demerit, Mara, 

Having assailed the Tathagata. 
Do you really think, 0 Evil One, <254> 
'My evil does not ripen'? 

483 "Happily indeed we live, 
We who own nothing at all. 
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We shall dwell feeding on rapture 
Like the devas of Streaming Radiance."295 

Then Mara the Evil One ... disappeared right there. 

19 (9) The Farmer 

At Savatthi. Now on that occasion the Blessed One was instruct
ing, exhorting, inspiring, and gladdening the bhikkhus with a 
Dhamma talk concerning Nibbana. And those bhikkhus were 
listening to the Dhamma with eager ears, attending to it as a 
matter of vital concern, applying their whole minds to it. [115] 

Then it occurred to Mara the Evil One: "This ascetic Gotama is 
instructing, exhorting, inspiring, and gladdening the bhikkhus 
... who are applying their whole minds to it. Let me approach 
the ascetic Gotama in order to confound them." Then Mara the 
Evil One manif�sted himself in the form of a farmer, carrying a 
large plough on his shoulder, <255> holding a long goad stick, 
his hair dishevelled, wearing hempen garments, his feet 
smeared with mud. He approached the Blessed One and said to 
him: "Maybe you've seen oxen, ascetic?" 

"What are oxen to you, Evil One?" 
"The eye is mine, ascetic, forms are mine, eye-contact and its 

base of consciousness are mine.296 Where can you go, ascetic, to 
escape from me? The ear is mine, ascetic, sounds are mine '" 
The nose is mine, ascetic, odours are mine ... The tongue is 
mine, ascetic, tastes are mine ... The body is mine, ascetic, tactile 
objects are mine ... The mind is mine, ascetic, mental phenome
na are mine, mind-contact and its base of consciousness are 
mine. Where can you go, ascetic, to escape from me?" 

"The eye is yours, Evil One, forms are yours, eye-contact and 
its base of consciousness are yours; but, Evil One, where there is 
no eye, no forms, no eye-contact <256> and its base of con
sciousness-there is no place for you there, Evil One.297 The ear 
is yours, Evil One, sounds are yours, ear-contact and its base of 
consciousness are yours; but, Evil One, where there is no ear, no 
sounds, no ear-contact and its base of consciousness-there is no 
place for you there, Evil One. The nose is yours, Evil One, 
odours are yours, nose-contact and its base of consciousness are 
yours; but, Evil One, where there is no nose, no odours, no nose-
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contact and its base of consciousness-there is no place for you 
there, Evil One. [116] The tongue is yours, Evil One, tastes are 
yours, tongue-contact and its base of consciousness are yours; 
but, Evil One, where there is no tongue, no tastes, no tongue
contact and its base of consciousness-there is no place for you 
there, Evil One. The body is yours, Evil One, tactile objects are 
yours, body-contact and its base of consciousness are yours; but, 
Evil One, where there is no body, no tactile objects, no body
contact and its base of consciousness-there is no place for you 
there, Evil One. The mind is yours, Evil One, mental phenomena 
are yours, mind-contact and its base of consciousness are yours; 
but, Evil One, where there is no mind, no mental phenomena, 
no mind-contact and its base of consciousness-there is no place 
for you there, Evil One." 

[Mara:] 
484 "That of which they say 'It's mine,' 

And those who speak in terms of 'mine'
If your mind exists among these, 
You won't escape me, ascetic." 

[The Blessed One:] 
485 "That which they speak of is not mine, 

Vm not one of those who speak [of mine]. 
You should know thus, 0 Evil One: 
Even my path you will not see." 

Then Mara the Evil One . . .  disappeared right there. <257> 

20 (10) Rulership 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Kosalans in a small forest hut in the Himalayan region. Then, 
when the Blessed One was alone in seclusion, a reflection arose 
in his mind thus: "Is it possible to exercise rulership righteously: 
without killing and without instigating others to kill, without 
confiscating and without instigating others to confiscate, without 
sorrowing and without causing sorrow?"298 

Then Mara the Evil One, having known with his own mind 
the reflection in the Blessed One's mind, approached the Blessed 
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One and said to him: "Venerable sir, let the Blessed One exercise 
rulership righteously: without killing and without instigating 
others to kill, without confiscating and without instigating others 
to confiscate, without sorrowing and without instigating others 
to cause sorrow. "  

"But what do you see, Evil One, that you speak thus to me?" 
<258> 

"Venerable sir, the Blessed One has developed and cultivated 
the four bases for spiritual power, made them a vehicle, made 
them a bas is, stabilized them, exercised himself in them, and 
fully perfected them. And, venerable sir, if the Blessed One 
wishes, he need only resolve that the Himalayas, the king of 
mountains, should become gold, and it would tum to gold."299 
[117] 

[The Blessed One:] 
486 "If there were a mountain made of gold, 

Made entirely of solid gold, 
Not double this would suffice for one: 
Having known this, fare evenly.300 

487 "How could a person incline to sensual pleasures 
Who has seen the source whence suffering springs? 
Having known acquisition as a tie in the world, 
A person should train for its removal."301 

Then Mara the Evil One, realizing, "The Blessed One knows 
me, the Fortunate One knows me," sad and disappointed, disap
peared right there. 

<259> 

21 (1) A Number . 

III. THE THIRD SUBCHAPTER 
(THE MARA PENTAD) 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling among the Sakyans at Silavati. Now on that occasion a 
number of bhikkhus were dwelling not far from the Blessed 
One-diligent, ardent, and resolute. Then Mara the Evil One 
manifested himself in the form of a brahmin, with a large mat-
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ted topknot, clad in an antelope hide, old, crooked like a roof 
bracket, wheezing, holding a staff of udumbara wood.302 He 
approached those bhikkhus <260> and said to them: "You, sirs, 
have gone forth while young, lads with black hair, endowed 
with the blessing of youth, in the prime of life, without having 
dallied with sensual pleasures. Enjoy human sensual pleasures, 
sirs; do not abandon what is directly visible in order to pursue 
what takes time."303 

"We have not abandoned what is directly visible, brahmin, in 
order to pursue what takes time. We have abandoned what 
takes time in order to pursue what is directly visible. For the 
Blessed One, brahmin, has stated that sensual pleasures are 
time-consuming, full of suffering, full of despair, and the danger 
in them is still greater, while this Dhamma is directly visible, 
immediate, inviting one to come and see, applicable, to be per
sonally experienced by the wise." [118] 

When this was said, Mara the Evil One shook his head, lolled 
his tongue, knit his brow into three furrows, and departed lean
ing on his staff.304 

Then those bhikkhus approached the Blessed One, paid hom
age to him, sat down to one side, and reported everything in 
full. <261 >  [The Blessed One said:] "That was not a brahmin, 
bhikkhus. That was Mara the Evil One, who had come in order 
to confound you." 

Then the Blessed One, having understood the meaning of this, 
on that occasion recited this verse: <262> 

488 "How could a person incline to sensual pleasures 
Who has seen the source whence suffering springs? 
Having known acquisition as a tie in the world, 
A person should train for its removal." [119] 

22 (2) Samiddhi 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Sakyans at SiIavati. Now on that occasion the Venerable 
Samiddhi was dwelling not far from the Blessed One-diligent, 
ardent, and resolute.30s Then, while the Venerable Samiddhi was 
alone in seclusion, a reflection arose in his mind thus: "It is 
indeed a gain for me, it is well gained by me, that my teacher is 
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the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One! It is indeed a gain 
for me, it is well gained by me, that I have gone forth in this 
well-expounded Dhamma and Discipline! It is indeed a gain for 
me, it is well gained by me, that my companions in the holy life 
are virtuous, of good character!" 

Then Mara the Evil One, having known with his own mind 
the reflection in the mind of the Venerable Samiddhi, 
approached him and, not far from him, made a loud noise, 
frightful and terrifying, <263> as though the earth were splitting 
open.306 

Then the Venerable Samiddhi approached the Blessed One, 
paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and reported what 
had happened. [The Blessed One said:] "That was not the earth 
splitting open, Samiddhi. That was Mara the Evil One, who had 
come in order to confound you. Go back, Samiddhi, and dwell 
diligent, ardent, and resolute." 

"Yes, venerable sir," the Venerable Samiddhi replied. [120] 
Then he rose from his seat, paid homage to the Blessed One, and 
departed, keeping him on the right. 

A second time, while the Venerable Samiddhi was alone in 
seclusion, a reflection arose in his mind ... And a second time 
Mara the Evil One ... <264> . . . made a loud noise, frightful and 
terrifying, as though the earth were splitting open. 

Then the Venerable Samiddhi, having understood, "This is 
Mara the Evil One," addressed him in verse: 

489 "1 have gone forth out of faith 
From the home to the homeless life. 
My mindfulness and wisdom are mature, 
And my mind well concentrated. 
Conjure up whatever forms you wish, 
But you will never make me tremble."307 

Then Mara the Evil One, realizing, "The bhikkhu Samiddhi 
knows me," sad and disappointed, disappeared right there. 

23 (3) Godhika 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwel
ling at Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. 
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Now on that occasion the Venerable Godhika was dwelling on 
the Black Rock on the Isigili Slope. Then, while the Venerable 
Godhika was dwelling diligent, ardent, and resolute, <265> he 
reached temporary liberation of mind, but he fell away from 
that temporary liberation of mind.30B A second time, while the 
Venerable Godhika was dwelling diligent, ardent, and resolute, 
he reached temporary liberation of mind, but he fell away from 
that temporary liberation of mind. A third time ... A fourth time 
. .. [121] A fifth time ... A s ixth time, while the Venerable 
Godhika was dwelling diligent, ardent, and resolute, he reached 
temporary liberation of mind, but he fell away from that tempo
rary liberation of mind. A seventh time, while the Venerable 
Godhika was dwelling diligent, ardent, and resolute, he reached 
temporary liberation of mind. 

Then it occurred to the Venerable Godhika: "Six times already 
I have fallen away from temporary liberation of mind. Let me 
use the knife."309 <266> 

Then Mara the Evil One, having known with his own mind 
the reflection in the Venerable Godhika's mind, approached the 
Blessed One and addressed him with these verses:310 

490 "0 great hero, great in wisdom, 
Blazing forth with power and glory! 
I worship your feet, One with Vision, 
Who has overcome all enmity and fear. 

491 "0 great hero who has vanquished death, 
Your disciple is longing for death. 
He intends [to take his own life]: 
Restrain him from this, 0 luminous one! 

492 "How, 0 Blessed One, can your disciple
One delighting in the Teaching, 
A trainee seeking his mind's ideal
Take his own life, 0 widely famed?"311 

Now on that occasion the Venerable Godhika had just used 
the knife.312 Then the Blessed One, having understood, "This is 
Mara the Evil One," addressed him in verse: 
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493 "Such indeed is how the steadfast act: 
They are not attached to life. <267> 
Having drawn out craving with its root, 
Godhika has attained final Nibbana." 

Then the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Come, 
bhikkhus, let us go to the Black Rock on the Isigili Slope, where 
the clansman Godhika has used the knife." 

"Yes, venerable sir," those bhikkhus replied. Then the Blessed 
One, together with a number of bhikkhus, went to the Black 
Rock on the Isigili Slope. The Blessed One saw in the distance 
the Venerable Godhika lying on the bed with his shoulder 
tumed.313 [122] 

Now on that occasion a cloud of smoke, a swirl of darkness, 
was moving to the east, then to the west, to the north, to the 
south, upwards, downwards, and to the intermediate quarters. 
The Blessed One then addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Do you 
see, bhikkhus, that cloud of smoke, that swirl of darkness, mov
ing to the east, then to the west, to the north, to the south, 
upwards, downwards, and to the intermediate quarters?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"That, bhikkhus, is Mara the Evil One searching for the con

sciousness of the clansman Godhika, wondering: 'Where now 
<268> has the consciousness of the clansman Godhika been 
established?' However, bhikkhus, with consciousness unestab
lished, the clansman Godhika has attained final Nibbana."314 

Then Mara the Evil One, taking a lute of yellow vilva-wood, 
approached the Blessed One and addressed him in verse: 

494 "Above, below, and across, 
In the four quarters and in between, 
I have been searching but do not find 
Where Godhika has gone." 

[The Blessed One:] 
495 "That steadfast man was resolute, 

A meditator always rejoicing in meditation, 
Applying himself day and night 
Without attachment even to life. 
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496 "Having conquered the army of Death, 
Not returning to renewed existence, 
Having drawn out craving with its root, 
Godhika has attained final Nibbana." <269> 

497 So much was he stricken with sorrow 
That his lute dropped from his armpit. 
Thereupon that disappointed spirit 
Disappeared right on the spot.315 

24 (4) Seven Years of Pursuit 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwel
ling at Uruvela on the bank of the river Neraiijara at the foot of 
the Goatherd's Banyan Tree. Now on that occasion Mara the Evil 
One had been following the Blessed One for seven years, seeking to 
gain access to him but without success.316 Then Mara the Evil One 
approached the Blessed One and addressed him in verse: [123] 

498 "Is it because you are sunk in sorrow 
That you meditate in the woods? 
Because you've lost wealth or pine for it, 
Or committed some crime in the village? 
Why don't you make friends with people? <270> 
Why don't you form any intimate ties?" 

[The Blessed One:] .' 
499 "Having dug up entirely the root of sorrow, 

Guiltless, I meditate free from sorrow. 
Having cut off all greedy urge for existence,317 
I meditate taintless, 0 kinsman of the negligent! " 

[Mara:] 
500 "That of which they say 'It's mine,' 

And those who speak in terms of 'mine'
If your mind exists among these, 
You won't escape me, ascetic." 

[The Blessed One:] 
501 "That which they speak of is not mine, 
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I'm not one of those who speak [of mine]. 
You should know thus, 0 Evil One: 
Even my path you will not see." 

[Mara:] 
502 "If you have discovered the path, 

The secure way leading to the Deathless, <271> 
Be off and walk that path alone; 
What's the point of instructing others?" 

[The Blessed One:] 
503 "Those people going to the far shore 

Ask what lies beyond Death's realm. 
When asked, I explain to them 
The truth without acquisitions."318 

[Mara:] "Suppose, venerable sir, not far from a village or a 
town there was a lotus pond in which a crab was living,319 Then 
a group of boys and girls would leave the village or town and 
go to the pond. They would pull the crab out from the water 
and set it down on high ground. Then, whenever that crab 
would extend one of its claws, those boys and girls would cut it 
off, break it, and smash it to bits with sticks and stones. Thus, 
when all its claws have been cut off, broken, and smashed to 
bits, that crab would be unable to return to that pond. <272> So 
too, venerable sir, all those distortions, manoeuvres, and contor
tions of mine have been cut off, [124] broken, and smashed to 
bits by the Blessed One. Now, venerable sir, I am unable to 
approach the Blessed One again seeking to gain access to him." 

Then Mara the Evil One, in the presence of the Blessed One, 
recited these verses of disappointment:32o 

504 "There was a crow that walked around 
A stone that looked like a lump of fat. 
'Let's find something tender here,' [he thought,] 
'Perhaps there's something nice and tasty.' 

505 But because he found nothing tasty there, 
The crow departed from that spot. 
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Just like the crow that attacked the stone, 
We leave Gotama disappointed." <273> 

25 (5) Mara's Daughters 

Then Mara the Evil One, having spoken these verses of disap
pointment in the presence of the Blessed One, went away from 
that spot and sat down cross-legged on the ground not far from 
the Blessed One, silent, dismayed, with his shoulders drooping, 
downcast, brooding, unable to speak, scratching the ground 
with a stick.321 

Then Mara's daughters-TaI)ha, Arati, and Raga-approached 
Mara the Evil One and addressed him in verse:322 

506 "Why are you despondent, father? 
Who's the man for whom you grieve? 
We'll catch him with the snare of lust 
As they catch the forest elephant. 
We'll bind him tightly and bring him back, 
And he'll be under your control."323 

[Mara:] 
507 "The Arahant, the Fortunate One in the world, 

Is not easily drawn by means of lust. 
He has gone beyond Mara's realm: 
Therefore I sorrow so bitterly." <274> 

Then Mara's daughters-TaI)ha, Arati, and Raga-approached 
the Blessed One and said to him: "We serve at your feet, asce
tic." But the Blessed One paid no attention, as he was liberated 
in the unsurpassed extinction of acquisitions.324 

Then Mara's daughters-TaI)ha, Arati, and Raga-went off to 
the side and took counsel: "Men's tastes are diverse. Suppose 
we each manifest ourselves in the form of a hundred maidens." 
[125] Then Mara's three daughters, each manifesting herself in 
the form of a hundred maidens, approached the Blessed One 
and said to him: "We serve at your feet, ascetic." But the Blessed 
One paid no attention, as he was liberated in the unsurpassed 
extinction of acquisitions. 

Then Mara's daughters went off to the side and again took 
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counsel: "Men's tastes are diverse. Suppose we each manifest 
ourselves in the form of a hundred women who have never 
given birth." Then Mara's three daughters, each manifesting 
herself in the form of a hundred women who have never given 
birth .. . in the form of a hundred women who have given birth 
once . .. <275> '" in the form of a hundred women who have 
given birth twice ... in the form of a hundred women of middle 
age ... in the form of a hundred old women, approached the 
Blessed One and said to him: "We serve at your feet, ascetic." 
But the Blessed One paid no attention, as he was liberated in the 
unsurpassed extinction of acquisitions. 

Then Mara's daughters-Ta1)ha, Aratl, and Raga-went off to 
the side and said: "What our father told us is true: 

508 "'The Arahant, the Fortunate One in the world ... 
Therefore I sorrow so bitterly: 

"If we had assailed with such tactics any ascetic or brahmin 
who was not devoid of lust, either his heart would have burst, 
or he would have vomited hot blood from his mouth, [126] or he 
would have gone mad or become mentally deranged; or else he 
would have dried up and withered away and become shriv
elled, just as a green reed that has been mowed down would dry 
up and wither away and become shrivelled." 

Then Mara's daughters-Tal)ha, Arati, and Raga-approached 
the Blessed One and stood to one side. <276> Standing to one 
side, Mara's daughter Tar:tha addressed the Blessed One in 
verse: 

509 "Is it because you are sunk in sorrow 
That you meditate in the woods? 
Because you have lost wealth or pine for it, 
Or committed some crime in the village? 
Why don't you make friends with people? 
Why don't you form any intimate ties?" 

[The Blessed One:] 
510 "Having conquered the army of the pleasant and agreeable, 

Meditating alone, I discovered bliss, 
The attainment of the goal, the peace of the heart.325 
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Therefore I don't make friends with people, 
Nor will I form any intimate ties." 

Then Mara's daughter Arati addressed the Blessed One ir 
verse: <277> 

511 "How does a bhikkhu here often dwell 
That, five floods crossed, he here has crossed the sixth? 
How does he meditate so sensual perceptions 
Are kept at bay and fail to grip him?"326 

[The Blessed one:] ._ 

512 "Tranquil in body, in mind well liberated, 
Not generating, mindful, homeless, 
Knowing Dhamma, meditating thought-free, 
He does not erupt, or drift, or stiffen.3 27 

513 "When a bhikkhu here often dwells thus, 
With five floods crossed, he here has crossed the sixth. 
When he meditates thus, sensual perceptions 
Are kept at bay and fail to grip him." [127] 

Then Mara's daughter Raga addressed the Blessed One in 
verse: <278> 

514 "He has cut off craving, faring with his group and order; 
Surely many other beings will cross. 
Alas, this homeless one will snatch many people 
And lead them away beyond the King of Death."328 

[The Blessed One:] 
515 "Truly the Tathagatas, the great heroes, 

Lead by means of the true Dhamma. 
When they are leading by means of the Dhamma, 
What envy can there be in those who understand?"329 

Then Mara's daughters-Tax:ma, Arati, and Raga-approached 
Mara the Evil One. Mara saw them coming in the distance and 
addressed them in verses:330 
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516 "Fools! You tried to batter a mountain 
With the stalks of lotus flowers, 
To dig up a mountain with your nails, 
To chew iron with your teeth. <279> 

517 "As if, having lifted a rock with your head, 
You sought a foothold in the abyss; 
As if you struck a stump with your breast, 
You part from Gotama disappointed. " 

518 They had corne to him glittering with beauty
Tm:ma, Arati, and Raga-
But the Teacher swept them away right there 
As the wind, a fallen cotton tuft. <280> 



[128] <281> Chapter V 

5 BhikkhunlSa1J1yutta 

Connected Discourses with Bhikkhunis 

1 A!avika 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, AnathapiI:l<;lika's Park. 

Then, in the morning, the bhikkhuni A!avika dressed and, tak
ing bowl and robe, entered Savatthi for alms.331 When she had 
walked for alms in 5avatthi and had returned from her alms 
round, after her meal she went to the Blind Men's Grove seeking 
sed usion.332 

Then Mara the Evil One, desiring to arouse fear, trepidation, 
and terror in the bhikkhuni A!avika, desiring to make her fall 
away from seclusion, approached her and addressed her in 
verse: 

519 "There is no escape in the world, 
So what will you do with seclusion? 
Enjoy the delights of sensual pleasure: 
Don't be remorseful later!" 

Then it occurred to the bhikkhuni A!avika: "Now who is it 
that recited the verse-a human being or a nonhuman being?" 
Then <282> it occurred to her: "This is Mara the Evil One, who 
has recited the verse desiring to arouse fear, trepidation, and ter
ror in me, desiring to make me fall away from seclusion. " 

Then the bhikkhuni A!avika, having understood, "This is 
Mara the Evil One," replied to him in verses: 

520 "There is an escape in the world 
Which I have closely touched with wisdom. 

221 
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o Evil One, kinsman of the negligent, 
You do not know that state.333 

521 "Sensual pleasures are like swords and stakes; 
The aggregates like their chopping block. 
What you call sensual delight 
Has become for me nondelight."334 [129] 

Then Mara the Evil One, realizing, "The bhikkhuni A�avika 
knows me," sad and disappointed, disappeared right there. 
<283> 

2 Soma 

At Savatthi. Then, in the morning, the bhikkhuni Soma dressed 
and, taking bowl and robe, entered Savatthi for alms.335 When 
she had walked for alms in 5avatthi and had returned from her 
alms round, after her meal she went to the Blind Men's Grove 
for the day's abiding. Having plunged into the Blind Men's 
Grove, she sat down at the foot of a tree for the day's abiding. 

Then Mara the Evil One, desiring to arouse fear, trepidation, 
and terror in the bhikkhuni Soma, desiring to make her fall 
away from concentration, approached her and addressed her in 
verse: 

522 "That state so hard to achieve 
Which is to be attained by the seers, 
Can't be attained by a woman 
With her two-fingered wisdom."336 

Then it occurred to the bhikkhuni Soma: "Now who is this 
that recited the verse-a human being or a nonhuman being?" 
Then it occurred to her: "This is Mara the Evil One, who has 
recited the verse desiring to arouse fear, trepidation, and terror 
in me, desiring to make me fall away from concentration." 

Then the bhikkhuni Soma, having understood, "This is Mara 
the Evil One," replied to him in verses: <284> 

523 "What does womanhood matter at all 
When the mind is concentrated well, 
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When knowledge flows on steadily 
As one sees correctly into Dhamma.337 

524 "One to whom it might occur, 
'I'm a woman' or 'I'm a man' 
Or 'I'm anything at all'-
Is fit for Mara to address."338 

Then Mara the Evil One, realizing, "The bhikkhuni Soma 
knows me," sad and disappointed, disappeared right there. 

3 Gotami 

At Savatthi. Then, in the morning, the bhikkhuni Kisagotami 
dressed and, taking bowl and robe, entered 5avatthi for alms.339 
When she had walked for alms in Savatthi and had returned 
from her alms round, [130] after her meal she went to the Blind '
Men's Grove for the day's abiding. Having plunged into the 
Blind Men's Grove, she sat down at the foot of a tree for the 
day's abiding. <285> 

Then Mara the Evil One, desiring to arouse fear, trepidation, 
and terror in the bhikkhuni ,I(isagotami, desiring to make her 
fall away from concentration, approached her and addressed 
her in verse: 

525 "Why now, when your son is dead, 
Do you sit alone with tearful face? 
Having entered the woods all alone, 
Are you on the lookout for a man?" 

Then it occurred to the bhikkhuni Kisagotami: "Now who is 
this that recited the verse-a human being or a nonhuman 
being?" Then it occurred to her: "This is Mara the Evil One, who 
has recited the verse desiring to arouse fear, trepidation, and ter
ror in me, desiring to make me fall away from concentration." 

Then the bhikkhuni Kisagotami, having understood, "This is 
Mara the Evil One," replied to him in verses: 

526 "I've gotten past the death of sons; 
With this, the search for men has ended. 
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I do not sorrow, I do not weep, 
Nor do I fear you, friend.340 

527 "Delight everywhere has been destroyed, 
The mass of darkness has been sundered. <286> 
Having conquered the army of Death, 
I dwell without defiling taints."341 

Then Mara the Evil One, realizing, "The bhikkhuni Kisagotami 
knows me," sad and disappointed, disappeared right there. 

4 Vijaya 

At Savatthi. Then, in the morning, the bhikkhuni Vijaya dressed 
... she sat down at the foot of a tree for the day's abiding.342 

Then Mara the Evil One, desiring to arouse fear, trepidation, 
and terror in the bhikkhuni Vijaya, desiring to make her fall 
away from concentration, approached her and addressed her In 
verse: [131] 

528 "You are so young and beautiful, 
And I too am a youth in my prime. 
Come, noble lady, let us rejoice 
With the music of a fivefold ensemble."343 

Then it occurred to the bhikkhuni Vijaya: "Now who is this . . .  ? 
This is Mara the Evil One . . .  desiring to make me fall away from 
concentration." <287> 

Then the bhikkhuni Vijaya, having understood, "This is Mara 
the Evil One," replied to him in verses: 

529 "Forms, sounds, tastes, odours, 
And delightful tactile objects-
I offer them right back to you, 
For I, 0 Mara, do not need them. 

530 "I am repelled and humiliated 
By this foul, putrid body, 
Subject to break up, fragile: 
I've uprooted sensual craving. 344 
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531 "As to those beings who fare amidst form, 
And those who abide in the formless, 
And those peaceful attainments too: 
Everywhere darkness has been destroyed."34s 

Then Mara the Evil One, realizing "The bhikkhuni Vijaya 
knows me," sad and disappointed, disappeared right there. 

5 Uppalava1J1}t1 

<288> At Savatthi. Then, in the morning, the bhikkhuni Uppala
val).l).a dressed . .. she stood at the foot of a sal tree in full 
flower.346 

Then Mara the Evil One, desiring to arouse fear, trepidation, 
and terror in the bhikkhuni Uppalaval).l).a, desiring to make her 
fall away from concentration, approached her and addressed 
her in verse: 

532 "Having gone to a sal tree with flowering top, 
You stand at its foot all alone, bhikkhuni. 
There is none whose beauty rivals yours: 
Foolish girl, aren't you afraid of rogues?"347 

Then it occurred to the bhikkhuni Uppalaval).l).a: [132] "Now 
who is this ... ? This is Mara the Evil One . . .  desiring to make me 
fall away from concentration. " <289> 

Then the bhikkhuni Uppalaval).l).a, having understood, "This 
is Mara the Evil One," replied to him in verses: 

533 "Though a hundred thousand rogues 
Just like you might come here, 
I stir not a hair, I feel no terror; 
Even alone, Mara, I don't fear you.348 

534 "I can make myself disappear 
Or I can enter inside your belly. 
I can stand between your eyebrows 
Yet you won't catch a glimpse of me. 
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535 "I am the master of my mind, 
The bases of power are well developed; 
I am freed from all bondage, 
Therefore I don't fear you, friend."349 <290> 

Then Mara the Evil One, realizing, "The bhikkhuni Uppala
va:r:u:ta knows me," sad and disappointed, disappeared right 
there. 

6 Gila 

At Savatthi. Then, in the morning, the bhikkhuni Cala dressed 
. .. she sat down at the foot of a tree for the day's abiding.350 

Then Mara the Evil One approached the bhikkhuni Cala and 
said to her: "What don't you approve of, bhikkhuni?" 

"I don't approve of birth, friend." 

536 "Why don't you approve of birth? 
Once born, one enjoys sensual pleasures. 
Who now has persuaded you of this: 
'Bhikkhuni, don't approve of birth'?" 

[The bhikkhuni Cala:] 
537 "For one who is born there is death; 

Once born, one encounters sufferings
Bondage, murder, affliction-
Hence one shouldn't approve of birth.351 

538 "The Buddha has taught the Dhamma, <291> 
The transcendence of birth; 
For the abandoning of all suffering 
He has settled me in the truth. [133] 

539 " As to those beings who fare amidst form, 
And those who abide in the formless� 
Not having understood cessation, 
They come again to renewed existence. "352 

Then Mara the Evil One, realizing, "The bhikkhuni Cala 
knows me," sad and disappointed, disappeared right there. 
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7 Upaciilii 

At Savatthi. Then, in the morning, the bhikkhuni Upacala 
dressed ... she sat down at the foot of a tree for the day's abiding. 

Then Mara the Evil One approached the bhikkhuni Upacala 
and said to her: "Where do you wish to be reborn, bhikkhuni?" 

"1 do not wish to be reborn anywhere, friend." 

540 "There are Tavatirp.sa and Yama devas, 
And devatas of the Tusita realm, 
Devas who take delight in creating, <292> 
And devas who exercise control. 
Direct your mind there [to those realms] 
And you'll experience delight. "353 

[The bhikkhuni Upacala:] 
541 "There are Tavatirp.sa and Yama devas, 

And devatas of the Tusita realm, 
Devas who take delight in creating, 
And devas who exercise control. 
They are still bound by sensual bondage, 
They come again under Mara's control. 

542 "All the world is on fire, 
All the world is burning, 
All the world is ablaze, 
All the world is quaking. 

543 "That which does not quake or blaze, 
That to which worldlings do not resort, 
Where there is no place for Mara: 
That is where my mind delights,"354 

Then Mara the Evil One, realizing, "The bhikkhuni Upacala 
knows me," sad and disappointed, disappeared right there. 

8 Sisupaciilii 

<293> At savatthi. Then, in the morning, the bhikkhuni Sisupacala 
dressed ... she sat down at the foot of a tree for the day's abiding. 
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Then Mara the Evil One approached the bhikkhuni Sisupacala 
and said to her: "Whose creed do you approve of, bhikkhuni?// 

"I don't approve of anyone's creed, friend.// 

544 "Under whom have you shaved your head? 
You do appear to be an ascetic, 
Yet you don't approve of any creed, 
So why wander as if bewildered?//355 

[The bhikkhuni Sisupacala:] 
545 "Outside here the followers of creeds 

Place their confidence in views. 
1 don't approve of their teachings; 
They are not skilled in the Dhamma. [134] 

546 "But there's one born in the Sakyan clan, 
The Enlightened One, without an equal, <294> 
Conqueror of all, Mara's subduer, 
Who everywhere is undefeated, 
Everywhere freed and unattached, 
The One with Vision who sees all. 

547 "Attained to the end of all kamma, 
Liberated in the extinction of acquisitions, 
That Blessed One is my Teacher: 
His is the teaching 1 approve.//356 

Then Mara the Evil One, realizing, "The bhikkhuni Sisupacala 
knows me," sad and disappointed, disappeared right there. 

9 Sela 

At Savatthi. Then, in the morning, the bhikkhuni Sela dressed . .. 
she sat down at the foot of a tree for the day's abiding.357 

Then Mara the Evil One, desiring to arouse fear, trepidation, 
and terror in the bhikkhuni Sela, desiring to make her fall away 
from concentration, approached her and addressed her in verse: 

548 "By whom has this puppet been created? 
Where is the maker of the puppet? 
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Where has the puppet arisen? 
Where does the puppet cease?,'358 <295> 

Then it occurred to the bhikkhuni Sela: "Now who is this ... ? 
This is Mara the Evil One . .. desiring to make me fall away from 
concentra tion." 

Then the bhikkhuni Sela, having understood, "This is Mara 
the Evil One," replied to him in verses: 

549 "This puppet is not made by itself, 
Nor is this misery made by another. 
It has come to be dependent on a cause; 
With the cause's breakup it will cease. 

550 " As when a seed is sown in a field 
It grows depending on a pair of factors: 
It requires both the soil's nutrients 
And a steady supply of moisture: 

551 "Just so the aggregates and elements, 
And these six bases of sensory contact, 
Have come to be dependent on a cause; 
With the cause's breakup they will cease."359 

Then Mara the Evil One, realizing, "The bhikkhuru Sela knows 
me," sad and disappointed, disappeared right there. 

10 Vajirii 

<296> At Savattht Then, in the morning, the bhikkhuru Vajira 
dressed and, taking bowl and robe, entered Savatthi for alms.360 
When she had walked for alms in Savatthi [135] and had 
returned from her alms round, after her meal she went to the 
Blind Men's Grove for the day's abiding. Having plunged into 
the Blind Men's Grove, she sat down at the foot of a tree for the 
day's abiding. 

Then Mara the Evil One, desiring to arouse fear, trepidation, 
and terror in the bhikkhuni Vajira, desiring to make her fall 
away from concentration, approached her and addressed her in 
verse: 
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552 "By whom has this being been created? 
Where is the maker of the being? 
Where has the being arisen? 
Where does the being cease?" 

Then it occurred to the bhikkhuni Vajira: "Now who is this 
that recited the verse-a human being or a nonhuman being?" 
Then it occurred to her: "This is Mara the Evil One, who has 
recited the verse desiring to arouse fear, trepidation, and terror 
in me, desiring to make me fall away from concentration." 

Then the bhikkhuni Vajira, having understood, "This is Mara 
the Evil One," replied to him in verses: 

553 "Why now do you assume 'a being'? 
Mara, is that your speCUlative view? <297> 
This is a heap of sheer formations: 
Here no being is found. 

554 "Just as, with an assemblage of parts, 
The word' chariot' is used, 
So, when the aggregates exist, 
There is the convention 'a being.' 

555" "It's only suffering that comes to be, 
Suffering that stands and falls away. 
Nothing but suffering comes to be, 
Nothing but suffering ceases."361 

Then Mara the Evil One, realizing, "The bhikkhuni Vajira 
knows me," sad and disappointed, disappeared right there. 



[136] <298> Chapter VI 

6 Brahmasa1J1yutta 

Connected Discourses with Brahmas 

I. THE FIRST SUBCHAPTER 
(THE REQUEST) 

1 (1) Brahma's Request 

Thus have I heard. 362 On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Ur'uvela on the bank of the river Nerafijara at the 
foot of the Goatherd's Banyan Tree just after he had become 
fully enlightened. Then, while the Blessed One was alone in 
seclusion, a reflection arose in his mind thus: "This Dhamma 
that I have discovered is deep, hard to see, hard to understand, 
peaceful and sublime, not within the sphere of reasoning, subtle, 
to be experienced by the wise. But this generation delights in 
adhesion, takes delight in adhesion, rejoi��s in adhesion.363 For 
such a generation this state is hard to see, that is, specific condi
tionality, dependent origination. And this

'
state too is hard to 

see, that is, the stilling of all formations, <299> the relinquish
ment of all acquisitions, the destruction of craving, dispassion, 
cessation, Nibbana.364 If I were to teach the Dhamma and if 
others would not understand me, that would be wearisome for 
me, that would be troublesome." 

Thereupon these astounding verses, not heard before in the 
past, occurred to the Blessed One:36 5 

556 "Enough now with trying to teach 
What I found with so much hardship; 
This Dhamma is not easily understood 
By those oppressed by lust and hate. 

231 
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557 "Those fired by lust, obscured by darkness, 
Will never see this abstruse Dhamma, 
Deep, hard to see, subtle, 
Going against the stream." [137] 

As the Blessed One reflected thus, his mind inclined to living at 
ease, not to teaching the Dhamma.366 <300> 

Then Brahma Sahampati, having known with his own mind 
the reflection in the Blessed One's mind, thought: "Alas, the 
world is lost! Alas, the world is to perish, in that the mind of the 
Tathagata, the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One, inclines 
to living at ease, not to teaching the Dhamma."367 Then, just as 
quickly as a strong man might extend his drawn-in arm or draw 
in his extended arm, Brahma Sahampati disappeared from the 
brahma world and reappeared before the Blessed One. He 
arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, knelt down with his 
right knee on the ground, raised his joined hands in reverential 
salutation towards the Blessed One, and said to him: "Venerable 
sir, let the Blessed One teach the Dhamma; let the Fortunate One 
teach the Dhamma. There are beings with little dust in their eyes 
who are falling away because they do not hear the Dhamma. 
There will be those who will understand the Dhamma." 

This is what Brahma Sahampati said. Having said this, he fur
ther said this: 

558 "In the past there appeared among the Magadhans 
An impure Dhamma devised by those still stained. 
Throw open this door to the Deathless! Let them hear 
<301> 
The Dhamma that the Stainless One discovered.368 

559 "Just as one standing on a mountain peak 
Might see below the people all around, 
So, 0 wise one, universal eye, 
Ascend the palace made of the Dhamma. 
Being yourself free from sorrow, behold the people 
Submerged in sorrow, oppressed by birth and decay. 

560 "Rise up, 0 hero, victor in battle! 
o caravan leader, debt-free one, wander in the world. 
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Teach the Dhamma, 0 Blessed One: 
There will be those who will understand."369 [138] 

Then the Blessed One, having understood Brahma's request, 
out of compassion for beings surveyed the world with the eye of 
a Buddha.37o As he did so, the Blessed One saw beings with little 
dust in their eyes and with much dust in their eyes, with keen 
faculties and with dull faculties, with good qualities and with 
bad qualities, easy to teach and difficult to teach, <302> and a 
few who dwelt seeing blame and fear in the other world.371 Just 
as in a pond of blue or red or white lotuses, some lotuses might 
be born in the water, grow up in the water, and thrive while 
submerged in the water, without rising up from the water; some 
lotuses might be born in the water, grow up in the water, and 
stand at an even level with the water; some lotuses might be 
born in the water and grow up iil the water, but would rise up 
from the water and stand without being soiled by the water-so 
too, surveying the world witli. the eye of a Buddha, the Blessed 
One saw beings with little dust in their eyes and with much dust 
in their eyes, with keen faculties and with dull faculties, with 
good qualities and with bad qualities, easy to teach and hard to 
teach, and a few who dwelt seeing blame and fear in the other 
world. 

Having seen this, he answered Brahma Sahampati in verse: 
<303> 

561 "Open to them are the doors to the Deathless: 
Let those who have ears release faith. 
Foreseeing trouble, 0 Brahma, I did not speak 
The refined, sublime Dhamma among human beings ." 

Then Brahma Sahampati, thinking, "The Blessed One has 
given his consent [to my request] regarding the teaching of the 
Dhamma," paid homage to the Blessed One and disappeared 
right there.372 

2 (2) Reverence 

Thus have I heard.373 On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Uruvela on the bank of the river Neranjara at the 
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foot of the Goatherd's Banyan Tree just after he had become 
fully enlightened. [139] Then, while the Blessed One was alone 
in seclusion, a reflection arose in his mind thus: "One dwells in 
suffering if one is without reverence and deference. Now what 
ascetic or brahmin can I honour and respect and dwell in 
dependence on?" 

Then it occurred to the Blessed One: "It would be for the sake 
of fulfilling an unfulfilled aggregate of virtue that I would hon
our, respect, and dwell in dependence on another ascetic or 
brahmin. However, in this world with its devas, Mara, and 
Brahma, <304> in this generation with its ascetics and brahmins, 
its devas and humans, I do not see another ascetic or brahmin 
more perfect in virtue than myself, whom I could honour and 
respect and dwell in dependence on. 

"It would be for the sake of fulfilling an unfulfilled aggregate 
of concentration that I would honour, respect, and dwell in 
dependence on another ascetic or brahmin. However ... I do not 
see another ascetic or brahmin more perfect in concentration 
than myself . . .. 

"It would be for the sake of fulfilling an unfulfilled aggregate 
of wisdom that I would honour, respect, and dwell in dependence 
on another ascetic or brahmin. However ... I do not see another 
ascetic or brahmin more perfect in wisdom than myself .... 

"It would be for the sake of fulfilling an unfulfilled aggregate 
of liberation that I would honour, respect, and dwell in depend
ence on another ascetic or brahmin. However ... I do not see 
another ascetic or brahmin more perfect in liberation than 
myself .... 

"It would be for the sake of fulfilling an unfulfilled aggregate 
of the knowledge and vision of liberation that I would honour, 
respect, and dwell in dependence on another ascetic or brahmin. 
However ... I do not see another ascetic or brahmin more perfect 
in the knowledge and vision of liberation than myself, whom I 
could honour and respect, and on whom I could dwell in 
dependence.374 <305> 

"Let me then honour, respect, and dwell in dependence on 
this very Dhamma to which I have fully awakened." 

Then, having known with his own mind the reflection in the 
Blessed One's mind, just as quickly as a strong man might 
extend his drawn-in arm or draw in his extended arm, Brahma 
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Sahampati disappeared from the brahma world and reappeared 
before the Blessed One. He arranged his upper robe over one 
shoulder, raised his jo ined hands in reverential salutation 
towards the Blessed One, and said to him: [140] "So it is, Blessed 
One! So it is, Fortunate One! Venerable sir, those who were the 
Arahants, the Perfectly Enlightened Ones in the past-those 
Blessed Ones too honoured, respected, and dwelt in dependence 
just on the Dhamma itself. Those who will be the Arahants, the 
Perfectly Enl ightened Ones in the future-those Blessed Ones 
too will honour, respect, and dwell in dependence just on the 
Dhamma itself. Let the Blessed One too, who is at present the 
Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One, honour, respect, and 
dwell in dependence just on the Dhamma itself. " 

This is what Brahma Sahampati said. Having said this, he fur
ther said this: <306> 

562 "The Buddhas of the past, 
The future Buddhas, 
And he who is the Buddha now, 
Removing the sorrow of many-

563 "All have dwelt, will dwell, and dwell, 
Deeply revering the true Dhamma: 
For the Buddhas 
This is. a na tural la w. 

564 'Theref�re one desiring his own good, 
Aspiring for spiritual greatness, 
Should deeply revere the true Dhamma, 
Recollecting the Buddhas' Teaching."375 

3 (3) Brahmadeva 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapiz).9.ika's Park. Now 
on that occasion a certain brahmin lady had a son named 
Brahmadeva <307> who had gone forth from the household life 
into homelessness under the Blessed One. 

Then, dwelling alone, withdrawn, diligent, ardent, and res
olute, the Venerable Brahrnadeva, by realizing it for himself 
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with direct knowledge, in this very life entered and dwelt in that 
unsurpassed goal of the holy life for the sake of which clansmen 
rightly go forth from the household life into homelessness. He 
directly knew: "Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, 
what had to be done has been done, there is no more for this 
state of being." And the Venerable Brahmadeva became one of 
the arahants.376 

Then, in the morning, the Venerable Brahmadeva dressed and, 
taking bowl and robe, entered Savatthi for alms. Walking on 
continuous alms round in Savattru, he came to his own mother's 
residence)77 [141] Now on that occash1n the brahmin lady, the 
Venerable Brahmadeva's mother, had been offering a constant 
oblation to Brahma.378 Then it occurred to Brahma Sahampati: 
"This brahmin lady, the Venerable Brahmadeva's mother, has 
been offering a constant oblation to Brahma. Let me approach 
her and stir up a sense of urgency in her." 

Then, <308> just as quickly as a strong man might extend his 
drawn-in arm or draw in his extended arm, Brahma Sahampati 
disappeared from the brahma world and reappeared in the resi
dence of the Venerable Brahmadeva's mother. Then, standing in 
the air, Brahma Sahampati addressed the brahmin lady in verse: 

565 "Far from here, madam, is the brahma world 
To which you offer a constant oblation. 
Brahma does not eat such food, lady: 
So why mumble, not knowing the path to Brahma?379 

566 "This Brahmadeva, madam, 
Without acquisitions, has surpassed the devas. 
Owning nothing, nourishing no other, 
The bhikkhu has entered your house for alms.380 

567 "Gift-worthy, knowledge-master, inwardly developed, 
<309> 
He deserves offerings from humans and devas. 
Having expelled all evil, unsullied, 
Cooled at heart, he comes seeking alms. 

568 "For him there is nothing behind or in front
Peaceful, smokeless, untroubled, wishless; 
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He has laid down the rod towards frail and firm: 
Let him eat your oblation, the choicest alms.381 

569 "Aloof from the crowd, with peaceful mind, 
Like a naga he fares, tamed, unstirred. 
A bhikkhu of pure virtue, well liberated in mind: 
Let him eat your oblation, the choicest alms.382 

570 "With confidence in him, free from wavering, [142] 
Present your offering to one who deserves it. 
Having seen a sage who has crossed the flood, 
o madam, make merit leading to future bliss. "383 <310> 

571 With confidence in him, free from wavering, 
She presented her offering to one who deserved it. 
Having seen a sage who has crossed the floodJllt 
The lady made merit leading to future bliss.384 

4 (4) Brahma Baka 

Thus have I heard.385 On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, AnathapiJ::t<;lika's Park. Now 
on that occasion the following evil speculative view had arisen 
in Brahma Baka: "This is permanent, this is stable, this is eternal, 
this is complete, this is imperishable. Indeed, this is where one is 
not born, does not age, does not die, does not pass away, and is 
not reborn; and there is no other escape superior to this."386 

Then, having known with his own mind the reflection in 
Brahma Baka's mind, just as quickly as a strong man might 
extend his drawn-in arm or draw in his extended arm, the 
Blessed One disappeared from Jeta's Grove and reappeared in 
that brahma world. <311> Brahma Baka saw the Blessed One 
coming in the distance and said to him: "Come, dear sir! 
Welcome, dear sir! It has been a long time, dear sir, since you 
took the opportunity of coming here. Indeed, dear sir, this is 
permanent, this is stable, this is eternal, this is complete, this is 
imperishable. Indeed, this is where one is not born, does not 
age, does not die, does not pass away, and is not reborn; and 
there is no other escape superior to this." 

When this was said, the Blessed One said to Brahma Baka: 
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"Alas, sir, Brahma Baka is immersed in ignorance! Alas, sir, 
Brahma Baka is immersed in ignorance, in so far as he will say 
of what is actually impermanent that it is permanent; and will 
say of what is actually unstable that it is stable; and will say of 
what is actually noneternal that it is eternal; [143] and will say of 
what is actually incomplete that it is complete; and will say of 
what is actually perishable that it is imperishable; and with ref
erence to [a realm] where one is born, ages, dies, passes away, 
and is reborn, will say thus: 'Indeed, this is where one is not 
born, does not age, does not die, does not pass away, and is not 
reborn'; and when there is another escape superior to this, will 
say, 'There is no other escape superior to this.'" 

[Brahma Baka:] 
572 "We seventy-two, Gotama, were merit-makers; <312> 

Now.we wield power, beyond birth and aging. 
This, knowledge-mas�er, is our final attainment of Brahma. 
Many are the people who yearn for us."387 

[The Blessed One:] 
573 "The life span here is short, not long, 

Though you, Baka, imagine it is long. 
I know, 0 Brahma, your life span to be 
A hundred thousand nirabbudas."388 

[Brahma Baka:] 
574 "0 Blessed One, [you say]: 

'I am the one of infinite vision 
Who has overcome birth, aging, and sorrow.' 
What was my ancient practice of vow and virtue? 
Tell me this so I might understand."389 

[The Blessed One:] 
575 "You gave drink to many people 

Who were thirsty, afflicted by heat: 
That was your ancient practice of vow and virtue, <313> 
Which I recollect as if just waking up.390 

576 "When people were abducted at Antelope Bank, 
You released the captives being led away. 
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That was your ancient practice of vow and virtue, 
Which I recollect as if just waking up. 

577 "When a ship was seized on the river Ganges 
By a fierce naga longing for human flesh, 
You freed it forcefully by a valiant act: 
That was your ancient practice of vow and virtue, 
Which I recollect as if just waking up. [144] 

578 "I was your apprentice named Kappa; 
You thought him intelligent and devout: 
That was your ancient practice of vow and virtue, 
Which I recollect as if just waking up."391 

[Brahma Baka:] <314> 
579 "Surely you know this life span of mine; 

The others too you know, thus you're the Buddha. 
Thus this blazing majesty of yours 
Illumines even the brahma world." 

5 (5) A Certain Brahma (Another View) 

At Savatthi. Now on that occasion the following evil speculative 
view had arisen in a certain brahma: "There is no ascetic or 
brahmin who can come here." Then, having known with his 
own mind the reflection in that brahma's mind, just as quickly 
as a strong man might extend his drawn-in arm or draw in his 
extended arm, the Blessed One disappeared from Jeta's Grove 
and reappeared in that brahma world. The Blessed One sat 
cross-legged in the air above that brahma, having entered into 
meditation on the fire element.392 

Then it occurred to the Venerable Mahamoggallana: "Where 
now is the Blessed One dwelling at present?" With the divine 
eye, which is purified and surpasses the human, the Venerable 
Mahamoggallana saw the Blessed One sitting cross-legged in 
the air above that brahma, having entered into meditation on 
the fire element. Having seen this, <315> just as quickly as a 
strong man might extend his drawn-in arm or draw in his 
extended arm, the Venerable Mahamoggallana disappeared 
from Jeta's Grove and reappeared in that brahma world. Then 
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the Venerable Mahamoggallana stationed himself in the eastern 
quarter and sat cross-legged in the air above that brahma
though lower than the Blessed One-having entered into medi
tation on the fire element. 

Then it occurred to the Venerable Mahakassapa: "Where now 
is the Blessed One dwelling at present?" With the divine eye . . .  
the Venerable Mahakassapa saw the Blessed One sitting cross
legged in the air above that brahma . . . .  Having seen this, . . .  [145] 
the Venerable Mahakassapa disappeared from Jeta's Grove and 
reappeared in that brahma world. Then the Venerable Mahakas
sapa stationed himself �r the southern quarter and sat cross
legged in the air above th�t brahma-though lower than the 
Blessed One-having entered in'to meditation on the fire ele
ment. 

Then it occurred to the Venerable Mahakappina: "Where now 
is the Blessed One dwelling at present?" With the divine eye . . .  
the Venerable Mahakappina saw the Blessed One sitting cross
legged in the air above that brahma . . . .  Having seen this, . . .  the 
Venerable Mahakappina disappeared from Jeta's Grove and 
reappea red in that brahma world.  Then the Venerable 
Mahakappina stationed himself in the western quarter <316> 
and sat cross-legged in the air above that brahma-though 
lower than the Blessed One-having entered into meditation on 
the fire element. 

Then it occurred to the Venerable Anuruddha: "Where now is 
the Blessed One dwelling at present?" With the divine eye . . .  the 
Venerable Anuruddha saw the Blessed One sitting cross-legged 
in the air above that brahma . . . .  Having seen this, . . .  the 
Venerable Anuruddha disappeared from Jeta's Grove and reap
peared in that brahma world. Then the Venerable Anuruddha 
stationed himself in the northern quarter and sat cross-legged in 
the air above that brahma-though lower than the Blessed 
One-having entered into meditation on the fire element. 

Then the Venerable Mahamoggallana addressed that brahma 
in verse: 

580 "Today, friend, do you still hold that view, 
The view that you formerly held? 
Do you see the radiance 
Surpassing that in the brahma world?"393 <317> 
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581 "I no longer hold that view, dear sir, 
The view that I formerly held. 
Indeed I see the radiance 
Surpassing that in the brahma world. 
Today how could I maintain, 
'I am permanent and etemal'?"394 

Then, having stirred up a sense of urgency in that brahma, just 
as quickly as a strong man might extend his drawn-in arm or 
draw in his extended arm, the Blessed One disappeared from 
that brahma world and reappeared in J eta's Grove. 

Then that brahma addressed one member of his assembly 
thus: "Come now, dear sir, approach the Venerable Mahamog
gallana and say to him: 'Sir Moggallana, are there any other dis
ciples of the Blessed One that are as powerful [146] and mighty 
as Masters Moggallana, Kassapa, Kappina, and Anuruddha?'" 

"Yes, dear sir," that member of Brahma's assembly replied" 
Then he approached the Venerable Maha"moggallana and asked 
him: "Sir Moggallana, are there any other disciples of the 
Blessed One that are as powerful and mighty as Masters 
Moggallana, Kassapa, Kappina, and Anuruddha?" 

Then the Venerable Mahamoggallana addressed that member 
of Brahma's assembly in verse: 

582 "Many are the disciples of the Buddha 
Who are arahants with taints destroyed, 
Triple-knowledge bearers with spiritual powers, 
Skilled in the course of others' minds."395 <318> 

Then that member of Brahma's assembly, having delighted 
and rejoiced in the Venerable Mahamoggallana's statement, 
approached that brahma and told him: "Dear sir, the Venerable 
Mahamoggallana speaks thus: 

583 "'Many are the disciples of the Buddha . . .  
Skilled in the course of others' minds. '" 

This is what that member of Brahma's assembly said. Elated, 
that brahma delighted in his statement. 
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6 (6) A Brahma World (Negligence) 

At Savatthi. Now on that occasion the Blessed One had gone for 
his day's abiding and was in seclusion. Then the independent 
brahmas Subrahma and Suddhavasa approached the Blessed 
One and stood one at each doorpost.396 Then the independent 
brahma Subrahma said to the independent brahma Suddhavasa: 
<319> "It is not the right time, dear sir, to visit the Blessed One. 
The Blessed One has gone for his day's abiding and is in seclu
sion. Such and such a brahma world is rich and prosperous, and 
the brahma there is dwelling in negligence. Come, dear sir, let 
us go to that brahma world and stir up a sense of urgency in 
that brahma." [147] 

"Yes, dear sir," the independent brahma Suddhavasa replied. 
Then, just as quickly as a strong man might extend his drawn

in arm or draw in his extended arm, the independent brahmas 
Subrahma and Suddhavasa disappeared in front of the Blessed 
One and reappeared in that brahma world. That brahma saw 
those brahmas coming in the distance and said to them: "Now 
where are you coming from, dear sirs?" <320> 

"We have come, dear sir, from the presence of the Blessed 
One, the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One. Dear sir, you 
should go to attend upon that Blessed One, the Arahant, the 
Perfectly Enlightened One." 

When this was said, that brahma refused to accept their 
advice. Having created a thousand transformations of himself, 
he said to the independent brahma Subrahma: <321> "Do you 
see, dear sir, how much power and might I have?" 

"I see, dear sir, that you have so much power and might." 
"But, dear sir, when 1 am so powerful and mighty, what other 

ascetic or brahmin should I go to attend upon?" 
Then the independent brahma Subrahma, having created two 

thousand transformations of himself, said to that brahma: "Do 
you see, dear sir, how much power and might I have?" 

"I see, dear sir, that you have so much power and might." 
"That Blessed One, dear sir, is still more powerful and mighty 

than both you and 1. You should go, dear sir, to attend upon that 
Blessed One, the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One." 

Then that brahma addressed the independent brahma 
Subrahma in verse: [148] 
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584 "Three [hundred] supawas, four [hundred] geese, 
And five hundred falcons: 
This palace, 0 Brahrna, of the meditator shines 
Illuminating the northern quarter. "397 

[The independent brahma Subrahma:] 
585 "Even though that palace of yours shines 

Illuminating the northern quarter, <322> 
Having seen form's flaw, its chronic trembling, 
The wise one takes no delight in form. "398 

Then the independent brahmas Subrahma and Suddhavasa, 
having stirred up a sense of urgency in that brahma, disap
peared right there. And on a later occasion that brahma went to 
attend upon the Blessed One, the Arahant, the Perfectly 
Enlightened One. 

7 (7) Kokiilika (1) 

At Savatthi. Now on that occasion the Blessed One had gone for 
his day's abiding and was in seclusion. Then the independent 
brahmas Subrahma and Suddhavasa approached the Blessed 
One and stood one at each doorpost. Then, referring to the 
bhikkhu Kokalika, the independent brahma Subrahma recited 
this verse in the presence of the Blessed One:�99 

586 "What wise man here would seek to define 
An immeasurable one by taking his measure? <323> 
He who would measure an immeasurable one 
Must be, I think, an obstructed worldling."4°O 

8 (8) Tissaka 

At Savatthi . .  . . (as above) . . .  Then, referring to the bhikkhu 
Katamorakatissaka, the independent brahma Suddhavasa recit· 
ed this verse in the presence of the Blessed One:401 [149] 

587 "What wise man here would seek to define 
An immeasurable one by taking his measure? 
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He who would measure an immeasurable one 
Must be, I think, an obstructed moron." 

9 (9) Brahma Tudu 

<324> At Savatthi. Now on that occasion the bhikkhu Kokalika 
was sick, afflicted, gravely ill. Then, when the night had 
advanced, the independent brahma Tudu, of stunning beauty, 
illuminating the entire Jeta's Grove, approached the bhikkhu 
Kokalika.402 Having approached, he stood in the air and said to 
the bhikkhu Kokalika: "Place confidence in Sariputta and 
Moggallana, Kokalika. Sariputta and Moggallana are well 
behaved." 

"Who are you, friend?" 
"I am the independent brahma Tudu." 
"Didn't the Blessed One declare you to be a nonreturner, 

friend? Then why have you come back here? See how far you 
have transgressed. ''403 

. 

[Brahma Tudu:] 
588 "When a person has taken birth 

An axe is born inside his mouth 
With which the fool cuts himself 
Uttering defamatory speech. <325> 

589 "He who praises one deserving blame, 
Or blames one deserving praise, 
Casts with his mouth an unlucky throw 
By which he finds no happiness.404 

590 "Trifling is the unlucky throw 
That brings the loss of wealth at dice, 
[The loss] of all, oneself included; 
Worse by far-this unlucky throw 
Of harbouring hate against the fortunate ones.405 

591 "For a hundred thousand nirabbudas 
And thirty-six more, and five abbudas, 

. - -'. The maligner of noble ones goes to hell, 
Having set evil speech and mind against them.''406 
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10 (10) Kokalika (2) 

At Savatthi.407 Then the bhikkhu Kokalika approached the 
Blessed One, [150] <326> paid homage to him, sat down to one 
side, and said: "Venerable sir, Sariputta and Moggallana have 
evil wishes; they have come under the control of evil wishes." 

When this was said, the Blessed One said to the bhikkhu 
Kokalika: "Do not speak thus, Kokalika! Do not speak thus, 
Kokalika! Place confidence in Sarip utta and Moggallana, 
Kokalika. 5ariputta and Moggallana are well behaved." 

A second time the bhikkhu Kokalika said to the Blessed One: 
"Venerable sir, although the Blessed One has my faith and trust, 
all the same I say that Sariputta and Moggallana have evil wishes; 
they have come under the control of evil wishes." And a second 
time the Blessed One said to the bhikkhu Kokalika: "Do not 
speak thus, Kokalika! .  . .  Sariputta and Moggallana are well 
behaved." 

A third time the bhikkhu Kokalika said to the Blessed One: 
"Venerable sir, although the Blessed One has my faith and trust, 
all the same I say that Sariputta and Moggallana have evil wishes; 
they have come under the control of evil wishes." And a third 
time the Blessed One said to the bhikkhu Kokalika: "Do not 
speak thus, Kokalika ! .  . .  Sariputta and Moggallana are well 
behaved." 

Then the bhikkhu Kokalika rose from his seat, paid homage to 
the Blessed One, and departed, keeping him on his right. Not 
long after the bhikkhu Kokalika had left, his entire body became 
covered with boils the size of mustard seeds. <327> These then 
grew to the size of mung beans; then to the size of chickpeas; 
then to the size of jujube stones; then to the size of jujube fruits; 
then to the size of myrobalans; then to the size of unripe beluva 
fruits; then to the size of ripe beluva fruits. When they had 
grown to the size of ripe beluva fruits, they burst open, exuding 
pus and blood. Then, on account of that illness, the bhikkhu 
Kokalika died, [151] and because he had harboured animosity 
towards Sariputta and Moggallana, after his death he was 
reborn in the Paduma hell.408 

Then, when the night had advanced, Brahma Sahampati, of 
stunning beauty, illuminating the entire Jeta's Grove, approached 
the Blessed One, paid homage to him, stood to one side, <328> 
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and said to him: "Venerable sir, the bhikkhu Kokalika has died, 
and because he harboured animosity towards Sariputta and 
Moggallana, after his death he has been reborn in the Paduma 
hell." This is what Brahma Sahampati said. Having said this, he 
paid homage to the Blessed One and, keeping him on his right, 
he disappeared right there. 

Then, when the night had passed, the Blessed One addressed 
the bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus, last night, when the night had 
advanced, Brahma Sahampati approached me and said to me: . . . 

(as above) . , . Having said this, he paid homage to me and, keep
ing me on his right, he disappeared right there." 

When this was said, a certain bhikkhu said to the Blessed One: 
"Venerable sir, how long is the life span in the Paduma hell?" 

"The life span in the Paduma hell is long, bhikkhu. It is not 
easy to count it and say it is so many years, or so many hun
dreds of years, or so many thousands of years, or so many hun
dreds of thousands of years."  <329> 

"Then is it possible to give a simile, venerable sir?" [1521 
"It is possible, bhikkhu. Suppose, bhikkhu, there was a 

Kosalan cartload of twenty measures of sesamum seed. At the 
end of every hundred years a man would remove one seed from 
there. That Kosalan cartload of twenty measures of sesamum 
seed might by this effort be depleted and eliminated more 
quickly than a single Abbuda hell would go by. Twenty Abbuda 
hells are the equivalent of one Nirabbuda hell; twenty Nirab
buda hells are the equivalent of one Ababa hell; twenty Ababa 
hells are the equivalent of one Atata hell; twenty Atata hells are 
the equivalent of one Ahaha hell; twenty Ahaha hells are the 
equivalent of one Kumuda hell; twenty Kumuda hells are the 
equivalent of one Sogandhika hell; twenty Sogandhika hells are 
the equivalent of one Uppala hell; twenty Uppala hells are the 
equivalent of one PUl).garika hell; and twenty PUl).garika hells are 
the equivalent of one Paduma hell. Now, bhikkhu, the bhikkhu 
Kokalika has been reborn in the Paduma hell because he har
boured animosity towards Sariputta and MoggaIlana."409 <330> 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

592-95 "When a person has taken birth 
' "  (verses = 588-91) . . .  [1531 <331> 

-,. 
.. 

Having set evil speech and mind against them." 
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II. THE SECOND SUBCHAPTER 
(BRAHMA PENT AD) 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Rajagaha on the bank of the river Sappini. Then, 
when the night had advanced, Braluna Sanaitkumara, of stun
ning beauty, illuminating the entire bank of the river Sappini, 
approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, and stood to 
one side.410 Standing to one side, he recited this verse in the 
presence of the Blessed One: <332> 

596 "The khattiya is the best among people 
For those whose standard is the clan, 
But one accomplished in knowledge and conduct 
Is best among devas and humans." 

. 

This is what Brahma Sanankumara said. The Teacher 
approved. Then Braluna Sanaitkumara, thinking, "The Teacher 
has approved of me," paid homage to the Blessed One and, 
keeping him on his right, he disappeared right there. 

12  (2) Devadatta 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Rajagaha on Mount Vulture Peak not long after 
Devadatta had left.4l1 Then, when the night had advanced, 
Braluna Sahampati, of stunning beauty, illuminating the entire 
Mount Vulture Peak, approached the Blessed One, paid homage 
to him, and stood to one side. [154] Standing to one side, refer
ring to Devadatta, he recited this verse in the presence of the 
Blessed One: 

597 "As its own fruit brings destruction 
To the plantain, bamboo, and reed, 
As its embryo destroys the mule, <333> 
So do honours destroy the scoundrel."412 
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13 (3) Andhakavinda 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Magadhans at Andhakavinda. Now on that occasion the Blessed 
One was sitting out in the open in the thick darkness of the 
night while it was drizzling. Then, when the night had 
advanced, Brahma Sahampati . . .  approached the Blessed One, 
paid homage to him, and stood to one side. Standing to one 
side, he recited these verses in the presence of the Blessed One: 

598 "One should resort to remote lodgings, 
Practise for release from the fetters. 
But if one does not find delight there, 
Guarded and mindful, dwell in the Sangha.413 <334> 

599 "Walking for alms from family to family, 
Faculties guarded, discreet, mindful, 
One should resort to remote lodgings, 
Freed from fear, liberated in the fearless.414 

600 "Where terrible serpents glide, 
Where lightning flashes and the sky thunders, 
In the thick darkness of the night 
There sits a bhikkhu devoid of terror.41S 

601 "For this has actually been seen by me, 
It is not merely hearsay: 
Within a single holy life 
A thousand have left Death behind.416 

602 "There are five hundred more trainees, 
And ten times a tenfold ten: 
All have entered the stream, 
Never returning to the animal realm. 

603 "As for the other people who remain- <335> 
Who, to my mind, partake of merit-
I cannot even number them 
From dread of speaking falsely."417 [155] 
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14 (4) ArUlJavati 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwel
ling at Savatthi . .  . .  There the Blessed One addressed the 
bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus!" 

"Venerable sir!" those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said 
this: 

"Bhikkhus, once in the past there was a king name ArtU).ava 
whose capital was named AruJ}avati. The Blessed One Sikhi, the 
Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One, dwelt in dependence on 
the capital ArUJ}avati.418 The chief pair of disciples of the Blessed 
One Sikhi were named Abhibhu and Sambhava, an excellent 
pair. Then the Blessed One Sikhi addressed the bhikkhu 
Abhibhu: 'Come, <336> brahmin, let us go to a certain brahma 
world until it is time for our mea1.' - 'Yes, venerable sir: the 
bhikkhu Abhibhu replied. 

"Then, bhikkhus, just as quickly as a strong �an might extend 
his drawn-in arm or draw in his extended arm, so the Blessed 
One Sikhi, the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One, and the 
bhikkhu Abhibhu disappeared from the capital AruJ}avati and 
reappeared in that brahma world. Then the Blessed One Sikhi 
addressed the bhikkhu Abhibhu thus: 'Give a Dhamma talk, 
brahmin, to Brahma and to Brahma's retinue and to Brahma's 
assembly.' - 'Yes, venerable sir,' th�. bhikkhu Abhibhu replied. 
Then, by means of a Dhamm:a talk, he instructed, exhorted, 
inspired, and gladdened Brahma and Brahma's retinue and 

" , Brahma's assembly. Thereupon Brahma and Brahma's retinue 
and [156] Brahma's assembly found fault with this, grumbled, 
and complained about it, saying: 'It is wonderful indeed, sir! It 
is amazing indeed, sir! How <337> can a disciple teach the 
Dhamma in the very presence of the Teacher?' 

"Then, bhikkhus, the Blessed One Sikhi addressed the 
bhikkhu Abhibhu thus: 'Brahmin, Brahma and Brahma's retinue 
and Brahma's assembly deplore this, saying, lilt is wonderful 
indeed, sir! It is amazing indeed, sir! How can a disciple teach 
the Dhamma in the very presence of the Teacher?" Well then, 
brahmin, stir up an even greater sense of urgency in Brahma 
and in Brahma's retinue and in Brahma's assembly.' - 'Yes, 
venerable sir,' the bhikkhu Abhibhu replied. Then he taught the 
Dhamma with his body visible, and with his body invisible, and 
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with the lower half of his body visible and the upper half invisi
ble, and with the upper half of his body visible and the lower 
half invisible.419 Thereupon, bhikkhus, Brahma and Brahma's 
retinue and Brahma's assembly were struck with wonder and 
amazement, saying: 'It is wonderful indeed, sir! It is amazing 
indeed, sir! How the ascetic has such great power and might!'  

"Then, bhikkhus, the bhikkhu Abhibhu said to the Blessed 
One Sikhi, the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One: 'I recall, 
venerable sir, having made such a statement as this in the midst 
of the Bhikkhu Sangha: <338> "Friends, while standing in the 
brahma world I can make my voice heard throughout the thou
sandfold world system.'" - 'Now is the time for that, brahmin! 
Now is the time for that, brahmin! While standing in the brahma 
world you should make your voice heard throughout the thou
sandfold world system.' - 'Yes, venerable sir,' the bhikkhu 
Abhibhu replied. Then, while standing in the brahma world, he 
recited these verses:420 

604 fU Arouse your energy, strive on! 
Exert yourself in the Buddha's Teaching. 
Sweep away the army of Death 
As an elephant does a hut of reeds. [157] 

605 "'One who dwells diligently 
In this Dhamma and Discipline, 
Having abandoned the wandering on in birth, 
Will make an end to suffering.' 

"Then, bhikkhus, having stirred up a sense of urgency in 
Brahma and in Brahma's retinue and in Brahma's assembly, just 
as quickly as a strong man might extend his drawn-in arm or 
draw in his extended arm, the Blessed One Sikhi, the Arahant, 
the Perfectly Enlightened One, and the bhikkhu Abhibhu disap
peared from that brahma world and reappeared in the capital 
Arut:tavatt <339> Then the Blessed One Sikhi addressed the 
bhikkhus thus: 'Bhikkhus, did you hear the verses that the 
bhikkhu Abhibhu recited while he was standing in the brahma 
world?' - 'We did, venerable sir.' - 'What were the verses that 
you heard, bhikkhus?' - 'We heard the verses of the bhikkhu 
Abhibhu thus: 
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606-7 U Arouse your energy, strive on! . . .  
Will make an end to suffering." 

Such were the verses that we heard the bhikkhu Abhibhii 
recite while he was standing in the brahma world.' - 'Good, 
good, bhikkhus! It is good that you heard the verses that the 
bhikkhu Abhibhii recited while he was standing in the brahma 
world.'" <340> 

This is what the Blessed One said. Elated, those bhikkhus 
delighted in the Blessed One's statement. 

15 (5) Final Nibbiina 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Kusinara in 
Upavattana, the sal tree grove of the Mallans, between the twin 
sal trees, on the occasion of his final Nibbana.421 Then the 
Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Now [158] I address 
you, bhikkhus: Formations are bound to vanish. Strive to attain 
the goal by diligence." This was the last utterance of the 
Tathagata. 

Then the Blessed One attained the first jhana. Having emerged 
from the first jhana, he attained the second jhana. Having 
emerged from the second jhana, he attained the third jhana. 
Having emerged from the third jhana, he attained the fourth 
jhana. Having emerged from the fourth jhana, he attained the 
base of the infinity of space. Having emerged from the base of 
the infinity of space, he attained the base of the infinity of con
sciousness. Having emerged from the base of the infinity of con
sciousness, he attained the base of nothingness. Having 
emerged from the base of nothingness, he attained the base of 
neither-perception-nor-nonperception. Having emerged from 
the base of neither-perception-nor-nonperception, he attained 
the cessation of perception and feeling. <341> 

Having emerged from the cessation of perception and feeling, 
he attained the base of neither-perception-nor-nonperception. 
Having emerged from the base of neither-perception-nor-non
perception, he attained the base of no thingness. Having 
emerged from the base of nothingness, he attained the base of 
the infinity of consciousness. Having emerged from the base of 
the infinity of consciousness, he attained the.l?jlse of the infinity 
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of space. Having emerged from the base of the infinity of space, 
he attained the fourth jhana. Having emerged from the fourth 
jhana, he attained the third jhana. Having emerged from the 
third jhana, he attained the second jhana. Having emerged from 
the second jhana, he attained the first jhana. 

Having emerged from the first jhana, he attained the second 
jhana. Having emerged from the second jhana, he attained the 
third jhana. Having emerged from the third jhana, he attained 
the fourth jhana. Having emerged from the fourth jhana, imme
diately after this the Blessed One attained final Nibbana.422 

When the Blessed One attained finaJNibbana, simultaneously 
with his final Nibbana Brahma Sahampati recited this verse: 

608 "All beings in the world 
Will finally lay the body down, 
Since such a one as the Teacher, 
The peerless person in the world, 
The Tathagata endowed with the powers, 
The Buddha, has attained final Nibbana."423 <342> 

When the Blessed One attained final Nibbana, simultaneously 
with his final Nibbana Sakka, lord of the devas, recited this verse: 

609 "Impermanent indeed are formations; 
Their nature is to arise and vanish. 
Having arisen, they cease: 
Their appeasement is blissful."424 

When the Blessed One attained final Nibbana, simultaneously 
with his final Nibbana the Venerable Ananda recited this 
verse:425 

610 "Then there was terror, 
Then there was trepidation, 
When the one perfect in all excellent qualities, 
The Buddha, attained final Nibbana." [159] 

When the Blessed One attained final Nibbana, simultaneously 
with his final Nibbana the Venerable Anuruddha recited these 
verses: 
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611 "There was no more in-and-out breathing 
In the Stable One of steady mind 
When unstirred, bent on peace, 
The One with Vision attained final Nibbana.426 

612 "With unshrinking mind 
He endured the pain; 
Like the quenching of a lamp 
Was the deliverance of the mind."427 <343> 



[160] <344> Chapter VII 

7 BriihmalJasa1J1yutta 

Connected Discourses with Brahmins 

1. THE ARAHANTS 

1 (1) Dhanafijani 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Raj agaha in the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel 
Sanctuary. Now on that occasion the wife of a certain brahmin 
of the Bharadvaja clan, a brahmin lady named Dhanafijani, had 
full confidence in the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Sangha.428 
Once, while the brahmin lady Dhanafijani was bringing the 
brahmin his meal, she stumbled, whereupon she uttered three 
times this inspired utterance: "Homage to the Blessed One, the 
Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One! Homage to the Blessed 
One, the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One! Homage to the 
Blessed One, the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One!/l429 

When this was said, the brahmin of the Bharadvaja clan said 
to her: "For the slightest thing this wretched woman <345> spouts 
out praise of that shaveling ascetic! Now, wretched woman, I 
am going to refute the doctrine of that teacher of yours. /l430 

"I do not see anyone, brahmin, in this world with its devas, 
Mara, and Brahma, in this generation with its ascetics and brah
mins, its devas and humans, who could refute the doctrine of 
the Blessed One, the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One. 
But go, brahmin. When you have gone, you will understand./I 

Then the brahmin of the Bharadvaja clan, angry and dis
pleased, approached the Blessed One and exchanged greetings 
with him. When they had concluded their greetings and cordial 
talk, he sat down to one side [161] and addressed the Blessed 
One in verse:431 

254 
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613 "Having slain what does one sleep soundly? 
Having slain what does one not sorrow? <346> 
What is the one thing, 0 Gotama, 
Whose killing you approve?" 

[The Blessed One:] 
614 "Having slain anger, one sleeps soundly; 

Having slain anger, one does not sorrow; 
The killing of anger, 0 brahmin, 
With its poisoned root and honeyed tip: 
This is the killing the (toble ones praise, 
For having slain that, One does not sorrow." 

When this was said, the brahmin of the Bharadvaja clan said 
to the Blessed One: "Magnificent, Master Gotama! Magnificent, 
Master Gotama! The Dhamma has been made clear in many 
ways by Master Gotama, as though he were turning upright 
what had been turned upside down, revealing what was hid
den, showing the way to one who was lost, or holding up a 
lamp in the dark for those with eyesight to see forms. I go for 
refuge to Master Gotama, and to the Dhamma, and to the 
Bhikkhu Sangha. May I receive the going forth under Master 
Gotama, may I receive the higher ordination?" 

Then the brahmin of the Rharadvaja clan received the going 
forth undet:, the Blessed One, he received the higher ordination. 
And soon, not long after his higher ordination, dwelling alone, 
withdrawn, diligent, ardent, and resolute, the Venerable 
Bharadvaja, by realizing it for himself with direct knowledge, in 
this very life entered and dwelt in that unsurpassed goal of the 
holy life for the sake of which clansmen rightly go forth from 
the household life into homelessness. <347> He directly knew: 
"Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, what had to be 
done has been done, there is no more for this state of being."432 
And the Venerable Bharadvaja became one of the arahants. 

2 (2) Abuse 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha ir 
the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. The brahmir 
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Akkosaka Bharadvaja, Bharadvaja the Abusive, heard:433 "It is 
said that the brahmin of the Bharadvaja clan has gone forth from 
the household life into homelessness under the ascetic Gotama." 
Angry and displeased, he approached the Blessed One and [162] 
abused and reviled him with rude, harsh words. 

When he had finished speaking, the Blessed One said to him: 
"What do you think, brahmin? Do your friends and colleagues, 
kinsmen and relatives, as well as guests come to visit you?" 

"Sometimes they come to visit, Master Gotama." 
"Do you then offer them some food or a meal or a snack?" 

<348> 
"Sometimes I do, Master Gotama." 
"But if they do not accept it from you, then to whom does the 

food belong?" 
"If they do not accept it from me, then the food still belongs to 

us." 
"So too, brahmin, we-who do not abuse anyone, who do not 

scold anyone, who do not rail against anyone-refuse to accept 
from you the abuse and scolding and tirade you let loose at us. 
It still belongs to you, brahmin! It still belongs to you, brahmin! 

"Brahmin, one who abuses his own abuser, who scolds the 
one who scolds him, who rails against the one who rails at 
him-he is said to partake of the meal, to enter upon an 
exchange. But we do not partake of your meal; we do not enter 
upon an exchange. It still belongs to you, brahmin! It still 
belongs to you, brahmin!" 

"The king and his retinue understand the ascetic Gotama to be 
an arahant, yet Master Gotama still gets angry."434 

[The Blessed One:] 
615 "How can anger arise in one who is angerless, 

In the tamed one of righteous living, <349> 
In one liberated by perfect knowledge, 
In the Stable One who abides in peace?435 

616 "One who repays an angry man with anger 
Thereby makes things worse for himself. 
Not repaying an angry man with anger, 
One wins a battle hard to win. 
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617 "He practises for the welfare of both
His own and the other's-
When, knowing that his foe is angry, 
He mindfully maintains his peace. 

618 "When he achieves the cure of both
His own and the other's-
The people who consider him a fool 
Are unskilled in the Dhamma."436 [1631 

When this was said, the brahmin Akkosaka Bharadvaja said to 
the Blessed One: "Magnificent, Master Gotama! . . .  I go for refuge 
to Master Gotama, and to the Dhamma, and to the Bhikkhu 
Sangha. May I receive the going forth under Master Gotama, 
may I receive the higher ordination?" 

Then the brahmin of the Bharadvaja clan received the going 
forth under the Blessed One, he received the higher on;iination. 
And soon, not long after his higher ordination, dwelling alone 
. . . <350> . . . the Venerable Bharadv aja became one of the 
arahants. 

3 (3) Asurindaka 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in 
the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanc tuary. The brahmin 
Asurindaka Bharadvaja heard:437 "It is said that the brahmin of 
the Bharadvaja clan has gone forth from the household life into 
homelessness under the ascetic Gotama." Angry and displeased, 
he approached the Blessed One and abused and reviled him 
with rude, harsh words. 

When he had finished speaking, the Blessed One remained 
silent. Then the brahmin Asurindaka Bharadvaja said to the 
Blessed One: "You're beaten, ascetic! You're beaten, ascetic!" 

[The Blessed One:] 
619 "The fool thinks victory is won 

\A/hen, by speech, he bellows harshly; 
But for one who understands, 
Patient endurance is the true victory.438 
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620-22 "One who repays an angry man with anger 
. . . (verses = 616-18) . . . <351> 
Are unskilled in the Dhamma." [164] 

When this was said, the brahmin Asurindaka Bharadvaja said 
to the Blessed One: "Magnificent, Master Gotama! . . .  " And the 
Venerable Bharadvaja became one of the arahants. 

4 (4) Bilangika 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in 
the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. The brahmin 
Bilangika Bharadvaja heard:439 "It is said that the brahmin of the 
Bharadvaja clan has gone forth from the household life into 
homelessness under the ascetic Gotama." Angry and displeased, 
he approached the Blessed One and silently stood to one side.44o 
<352> 

Then the Blessed One, having known with his own mind the 
reflection in the brahmin Bilangika Bharadvaja's  mind, 
addressed him in verse: 

623 "If one wrongs an innocent man, 
A pure person without blemish, 
The evil falls back on the fool himself 
Like fine dust thrown against the wind." 

When this was said, the brahmin Bilangika Bharadvaja said to 
the Blessed One: "Magnificent, Master Gotama! . . .  " And the 
Venerable Bharadvaja became one of the arahants. 

5 (5) Ahilp.saka 

At Savatthi . Then the brahmin Ahiqlsaka Bharad vaja,  
Bharadvaja the Harmless, approached the Blessed One and 
exchanged greetings with him.441 When they had concluded 
their greetings and cordial talk, he sat down to one side [165] 
and said to the Blessed One: "I am Ahiqlsaka the Harmless, 
Master Gotama. I am Ahiqlsaka the Harmless, Master Gotama." 
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[The Blessed One:] <353> 
624 "If one were as one's name implies 

You would be a harmless one. 
But it is one who does no harm at all 
By body, speech, or mind, 
Who really is a harmless one 
As he does not harm others." 

When this was said, the brahmin AhiIrtsaka Bharadvaja said 
to the Blessed One: "Magnificent, Master Gotama! . . .  " And the 
Venerable Ahirp.saka Bharadvaja became one of the arahants. 

6 (6) Tangle 

At Savatthi. Then the brahmin Jata Bharadvaja, Bharadvaja of 
the Tangle, approached the Blessed One and exchanged greet
ings with him. When they had concluded their greetings and 
cordial talk, he sat down to one side and addressed the Blessed 
One in verse: 

625 "A tangle inside, a tangle outside, 
This generation is entangled in a tangle. 
I ask you this, 0 Gota.ma, 
Who can disentangle this tangle?" <354> 

[The Blessed One:] 
626 " A man established on virtue, wise, 

Developing the mind and wisdom, 
A bhikkhu ardent and discreet: 
He can disentangle this tangle. 

627 "Those for whom lust and hatred 
Along with ignorance have been expunged, 
The arahants with taints destroyed: 
For them the tangle is disentangled. 

628 "Where name-and-form ceases, 
Stops without remainder, 
And also impingement and perception of form: 
It is here this tangle is cut." 
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When this was said, the brahmin Jata Bharadvaja said to the 
Blessed One: "Magnificent, Master GotamaL . .  " And the Vener
able Bharadvaja became one of the arahants. 

7 (7) Suddhika 

At Savatthi. Then the brahmin Suddhika Bharadvaja approached 
the Blessed One <355> and exchanged greetings with him. 
When they had concluded their greetings and cordial talk, he sat 
down to one side [166] ,Qnd recited this verse in the presence of 
the Blessed One: 

629 "In the world no brahmin is ever purified 
Though he be virtuous and austere in practice; 
One accomplished in knowledge and conduct is purified, 
Not the others, the common folk."442 

[The Blessed One:] 
630 "Even though one mutters many chants, 

One does not become a brahmin by birth 
If one is rotten within and defiled, 
Supporting oneself by fraudulent means. 

631 "Whether khattiya, brahmin, vessa, sudda, 
Cat:t<;lala or scavenger, 
If one is energetic and resolute, 
Always firm in exertion, 
One attains the supreme purity: 
Know, 0 brahmin, that this is so." <356> 

When this was said, the brahmin Suddhika Bharadvaja said to 
the Blessed One: "Magnificent, Master Gotama!"  . . .  And the 
Venerable Bharadvaja became one of the arahants. 

8 (8) Aggika 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in 
the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. Now on that occa
sion milk-rice with ghee had been set out for the brahmin 

� Aggika Bharadvaja, who had thought: "I will offer a fire sacri
fice, 1 will perform the fire oblation."443 
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Then, in the morning, the Blessed One dressed and, taking bowl 
and robe, entered Rajagaha for alms. Walking for alms on unin
terrupted alms round in Rajagaha, the Blessed One approached 
the residence of the brahmin Aggika Bharadvaja and stood to 
one side. The brahmin Aggika Bharadvaja saw the Blessed One 
standing for alms and addressed him in verse: <357> 

632 "One endowed with the triple knowledge, 
Of proper birth, of ample learning, 
Accomplished in knowledge and conduct, 
Might partake of this milk-rice meal."444 

[The Blessed One:] 
633 "Even though one mutters many chants, 

One does not become a brahmin by birth 
If one is rotten within and defiled, 
With followers gained by fraudulent means. [167] 

634 "One who has known his past abodes, 
Who sees heaven and the plane of woe, 
Who has reached the destruction of birth, 
A sage consummate in direct knowledge:445 

635 "By means of these three kinds of knowledge 
One is a triple-knowledge brahmin. 
This one accomplished in knowledge and conduct 
Might partake of this milk-rice meal." <358> 

[The brahmin Aggika Bharadvaja:] "Let Master Gotama eat. 
The worthy is a brahmin." 

[The Blessed One:] 
636 "Food over which verses have been sung 

Is not fit to be eaten by me. 
This, brahmin, is not the principle 
Observed by those who see. 
The Enlightened Ones reject such food 
Over which verses have been sung. 
As such a principle exists, 0 brahmin, 
This is their rule of conduct. 
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637 "Serve with other food and drink 
The consummate one, the great seer 
With taints destroyed and remorse stilled, 
For he is the field for one seeking merit."446 

When this was said, the brahmin Aggika Bharadvaja said to 
the Blessed One: "Magnificent, Master Gotama! "  . . .  And the 
Venerable Aggika Bharadvaja became one of the arahants. 

9 (9) Sundarilm 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Kosalans on the bank of the river Sundarika. Now on that occa
sion <359> the brahmin Sundarika Bharadvaja was offering a 
fire sacrifice and performing the fire oblation on the bank of the 
river Sundarika. Then the brahmin Sundarika Bharadvaja, hav
ing offered the fire sacrifice and performed the fire oblation, 
rose from his seat and surveyed the four quarters all around, 
wondering: "Who now might eat this sacrificial cake?"447 

The brahmin Sundarika Bharadvaja saw the Blessed One sit
ting at the foot of a tree with his head covered. Having seen him, 
he took the sacrificial cake in his left hand and the waterpot in 
his right hand and approached the Blessed One. When the 
Blessed One heard the sound of the brahmin's footsteps, he 
uncovered his head. Then the brahmin Sundarika Bharadvaja, 
thinking, "This worthy is shaven-headed, [168] this worthy is a 
shaveling," wanted to tum back; <360> but it occurred to him: 
"Some brahmins here are also shaven-headed. Let me approach 
him and inquire about his birth." 

Then the brahmin Sundarika Bharadvaja approached the 
Blessed One and said to him: "What is the worthy one's birth?" 

[The Blessed One:] 
638 "Ask not of birth but ask of conduct: 

Fire is indeed produced from any wood. 
A resolute sage, though from low family, 
Is a thoroughbred restrained by a sense of shame.448 

639 "The sacrificer should invoke this one: 
One tamed by truth, perfect by taming, 
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Who has reached the end of knowledge, 
A fulfiller of the holy life. 
Then he makes a timely oblation 
To one worthy of offerings."449 <361> 

[The brahmin Sundarika Bharadvaja:] 
640 "Surely my sacrifice is well performed 

As 1 have seen such a knowledge-master. 
Because 1 had not seen those like yourself 
Other people ate the sacrificial cake. 

"Let Master Gotama eat. The worthy is a brahmin." 

[The Blessed One:] 
641-42 "Food over which verses have been sung 

. . .  (verses = 636-37) . . .  
For he is the field for one seeking merit." <362> 

"Then, Master Gotama, should 1 give this sacrificial cake to 
someone else?" 

"1 do not see anyone, brahmin, in this world with its devas, 
Mara, and Brahma, in this generation with its ascetics and brah
mins, its devas and humans, who could ear and properly digest 
this sacrificial cake [169] except the Tathagata or a disciple of the 
Tathagata.450 Therefore, brahmin, throw away the sacrificial 
cake in a place where there is sparse vegetation or dispose of it 
in water where there are no living beings." 

Then the brahmin Sundarika Bharadvaja disposed of that sac
rificial cake in water where there were no living beings. When it 
was disposed of in the water, that sacrificial cake sizzled and 
hissed and gave off steam and smoke.451 Just as a ploughshare, 
heated all day, sizzles and hisses and gives off steam and smoke 
if placed in water, so too that sacrificial cake, <363> when disposed 
of in the water, sizzled and hissed and gave off steam and smoke. 

Then the brahmin Sundarika Bharadvaja, shocked and terri
fied, approached the Blessed One and stood to one side. The 
Blessed One then addressed him with verses: 

643 "When kindling wood, brahmin, do not imagine 
This external deed brings purity; 
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For experts say no purity is gained 
By one who seeks it outwardly. 

644 "Having given up the fire made from wood, 
I kindle, 0 brahmin, the inner light alone. 
Always ablaze, my mind always concentrated, 
I am an arahant living the holy life. 

645 "Conceit, 0 brahmin, is your shoulder-load, <364> 
Anger the smoke, false speech the ashes; 
The tongue is the ladle, the heart the altar, 
A well-tamed self is the light of a man.452 

646 "The Dhamma is a lake with fords of virtue
Limpid, praised by the good to the good
Where the knowledge-masters go to bathe, 
And, dry-limbed, CroSE'. to the far shore.453 

647 "Truth, Dhamma, restraint, the holy life, 
Attainment of Brahma based on the middle: [170] 
Pay homage, 0 brahmin, to the upright ones; 
I call that person one impelled by Dharnrna."454 

When this was said, the brahmin Sundarika Bharadvaja said 
to the Blessed One: "Magnificent, Master Gotama!" . . .  And the 
Venerable Sundarika Bharadvaja became one of the arahants. 
<365> 

10 (10) Many Daughters 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Kosalans in a certain woodland thicket. Now on that occasion 
fourteen oxen belonging to a certain brahmin of the Bharadvaja 
clan had gotten lost. Then the brahmin of the Bharadvaja clan, 
while searching for those oxen, went to the woodland thicket 
where the Blessed One was staying. There he saw the Blessed 
One sitting with his legs folded crosswise, holding his body 
erect, having set up mindfulness in front of him. Having seen 
him, he approached the Blessed One and recited these verses in 
the presence of the Blessed One: 
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648 "Surely this ascetic does not have 
Fourteen oxen [that have gotten lost], 
Not seen now for the past six days: 
Hence this ascetic is happy.455 

649 "Surely this ascetic does not have 
A field of blighted sesamum plants, 
Some with one leaf, some with two: 
Hence this ascetic is happy. <366> 

650 "Surely this ascetic does not have 
Rats inside an empty bam 
Dancing around merrily: 
Hence this ascetic is happy. 

651 "Surely this ascetic does not have 
A blanket that for seven months 
Has been covered with swarms of vermin: 
Hence this ascetic is happy. 

652 "Surely this ascetic does not have 
Seven daughters left for widows, 
Some with one son, some with two: 
Hence this ascetic is happy.456 

653 "Surely this ascetic does not have 
A tawny wife with pockmarked face 
Who wakes him up with a kick: 
Hence this ascetic is happy. 

654 "Surely this ascetic does not have 
Creditors who call at dawn, 
Chiding him, 'Pay up! Pay up!': <367> 
Hence this ascetic is happy." 

[The Blessed One:] 
655 "Surely, brahmin, I do not have 

Fourteen oxen [that have gotten lost], 
Not seen now for the past six days: 
Hence, 0 brahmin, I am happy. [171] 
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656 "Surely, brahmin, I do not have 
A field of blighted sesamum plants, 
Some with one leaf, some with two: 
Hence, 0 brahmin, I am happy. 

657 "Surely, brahmin, I do not have 
Rats inside an empty bam 
Dancing around merrily: 
Hence, 0 brahmin, I am happy. 

658 "Surely, brahmin, I do not have 
A blanket that for seven months 
Has been covered with swarms of vermin: 
Hence, 0 brahmin, I am happy. 

659 "Surely, brahmin, I do not have 
Seven daughters left for widows, 
Some with one son, some with two: 
Hence, 0 brahmin, I am happy. <368> 

660 "Surely, brahmin, I do not have 
A tawny wife with pockmarked face 
Who wakes me up with a kick: 
Hence, 0 brahmin, I am happy. 

661 "Surely, brahmin, I do not have 
Creditors who call at dawn, 
Chiding me, 'Pay up! Pay up!': 
Hence, 0 brahmin, I am happy." 

When this was said, the brahmin of the Bharadvaja clan said 
to the Blessed One: "Magnificent, Master Gotama!" . . .  And the 
Venerable Bharadvaja became one of the arahants.457 <369> 

[172] II. THE LAY FOLLOWERS 

1 1  (1) Kasi Bhiiradviija 

Thus have I heard.45 8  On one occasion the Blessed One was 
. d�elling among the Magadhans at DakkhiJ.:tagiri near the brahmin 
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village of Ekana!a. Now on that occasion the brahmin Kasi 
Bharadvaja, Bharadvaja the Ploughman, had five hundred 
ploughs fastened to their yokes at the time of sowing.459 Then, in 
the morning, the Blessed One dressed and, taking bowl and 
robe, went to the place where the brahmin Kasi Bharadvaja wa5 
at work. 

Now on that occasion the brahmin Kasi Bharadvaja's food dis
tribution was taking place.460 Then the Blessed One approached 
the place of the food distribution <370> and stood to one side 
The brahmin Kasi Bharadvaja saw the Blessed One standing f01 
alms and said to him: 

"Recluse, I plough and sow, and when I h�ve ploughed and 
sown I eat You too, ascetic, ought to plough and sow; then, 
when you have ploughed and sown, you will eat." 

"I too, brahmin, plough and sow, and when I have ploughed 
and sown I eat." 

"But we do not see Master Gotama's yoke or plough or plough
share or goad or oxen; yet Master Gotama says, 'I too, brahmin 
plough and sow, and when I have ploughed and sown I eat.'" 

Then the brahmin Kasi Bharadvaja addressed the Blessed Om 
in verse: <371> 

662 "You claim to be a man who works the plough, 
But I do not see your ploughing_ 
If you're a ploughman, answer me: 
How should we understand your ploughing?" 

[The Blessed One:] 
663 "Faith is the seed, austerity the rain, 

Wisdom my yoke and plough; 
Shame is the pole, mind the yoke-tie, 
Mindfulness my ploughshare and goad_461 

664 "Guarded in body, guarded in speech, 
Controlled in my appetite for food, 
I use truth as my weeding-hook, 
And gentleness as my unyoking_462 [173] 

665 "Energy is my beast of burden, 
Carrying me to security from bondage. 
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It goes ahead without stopping 
To where, having gone, one does not sorrow.463 

666 "In such a way this ploughing is done 
Which has the Deathless as its fruit. 
Having finished this work of ploughing, <372> 
One is released from all suffering." 

"Let Master Gotama eat! The worthy is a ploughman, since 
Master Gotama does ploughing that has even the Deathless as 
its fruit." 

667-68 "Food over which verses have been sung 
. . .  (verses = 636-37) . . .  

For he is the field for one seeking merit." 

When this was said, the brahmin Kasi Bharadvaja said to the 
Blessed One: "Magnificent, Master Gotama! Magnificent, Master 
Gotama! The Dhamma has been made clear in many ways by 
Master Gotama, as though he were turning upright what had 
been turned upside down, revealing what was hidden, showing 
the way to one who was lost, or holding up a lamp in the dark 
for those with eyesight to see forms. <373> I go for refuge to 
Master Gotama, and to the Dhamma, and to the Bhikkhu 
Sangha. Let Master Gotama remember me as a lay follower who 
from today has gone for refuge for life." 

12 (2) Udaya 

At Savatthi. Then, in the morning, the Blessed One dressed and, 
taking bowl and robe, approached the residence of the brahmin 
Udaya. Then the brahmin Udaya filled the Blessed One's bowl 
with rice. A second time in the morning the Blessed One dressed 
and, taking bowl and robe, approached the residence of the 
brahmin Udaya . . . . A third time in the morning the Blessed One 
dressed and, taking bowl and robe, approached the residence of 
the brahmin Udaya.464 Then a third time the brahmin Udaya 
filled the Blessed One's bowl with rice, [174] after which he said 
to the Blessed One: "This pesky ascetic Gotama keeps coming 
again and again."465 
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[The Blessed One:] 
669 " Again and again, they sow the seed; 

Again and again, the sky-god sends down rain; <374> 
Again and again, ploughmen plough the field; 
Again and again, grain comes to the realm. 

670 "Again and again, the mendicants beg; 
Again and again, the donors give; 
When donors have given again and again, 
Again and again they go to heaven. 

671 "Again and again, the dairy folk draw milk; 
Again and again, the calf goes to its mother; 
Again and again, one wearies and trembles; 
Again and again, the dolt enters the womb; 
Again and again, one is born and dies; 
Again and again, they take one to the cemetery. 

672 "But when one has obtained the path 
That leads to no more renewed existence, 
Having become broad in wisdom, 
One is not born again and again!" 

When this was said, the brahmin Udaya said to the Blessed 
One: " Magnificent, Master Gotama! Magnificent, Master 
GotamaL .. Let Master Gotama remember me as a lay follower 
who from today has gone for refuge for life." <375> 

13 (3) Devahita 

At Savatthi. Now on that occasion the Blessed One was afflictec 
by winds and the Venerable Upavfu).a was his attendant.466 Ther. 
the Blessed One addressed the Venerable Upaval).a thus: "Com{' 
now, Upaval).a, find some hot water for me." 

"Yes, venerable sir," the Venerable Upavfu).a replied. Then he 
dressed and, taking bowl and robe, went to the residence of th{, 
brahmin Devahita, where he stood silently to one side. Th{ 
brahmin Devahita saw the Venerable Upaval).a standing silently 
to one side and addressed him in verse: [175] 
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673 "Silent, the worthy one stands, 
Shaven-headed, clad in a stitched robe. 
What do you want, what do you seek, 
What have you come here to beg?" 

[The Venerable Upaval).a:] 
674 "The Arahant, the Fortunate One in the world, 

The Sage, is afflicted with winds. <376> 
1£ there is any hot water, brahmin, 
Please give it for the Sage. 

675 "He is worshipped by those worthy of worship, 
Honoured by those worthy of honour, 
Respected by those worthy of respect: 
It is to him that I wish to take it." 

Then the brahmin Devahita ordered a man to bring a carrying 
pole with hot water and presented a bag of molasses to the 
Venerable Upaviil).a. Then the Venerable Upaval).a approached 
the Blessed One. He had the Blessed One bathed with the hot 
water, and he mixed the molasses with hot water and offered it 
to him. Then the Blessed One's ailment subsided. 

Then the brahmin Devahita approached the Blessed One and 
exchanged greetings with him, after which he sat down to one 
side and addressed the Blessed One in verse: 

676 "Where should one give a proper gift? <377> 
Where does a gift bear great fruit? 
How, for one bestowing alms, 
Does an offering bring success-just how?"467 

[The Blessed One:] 
677 "One who has known his past abodes, 

Who sees heaven and the plane of woe, 
Who has reached the destruction of birth, 
A sage consummate in direct knowledge: 

678 Here one should give a proper gift, 
Here a gift bears great fruit. 
That's how, for one bestowing alms, 
An offering brings success-just so!" 
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When this was said, the brahmin Devahita said to the Blessed 
One: " Magnificent, Master Gotama! Magnificent, Master 
Gotama! . . .  Let Master Gotama remember me as a lay follower 
who from today has gone for refuge for life." 

14 (4) The Affluent One 

At 5avatthi.468 Then a certain affluent brahmin, shabby, clad in a 
shabby cloak, [176] approached the Blessed One <378> and 
exchanged greetings with him. When they had concluded their 
greetings and cordial talk, he sat down to one side, and the 
Blessed One then said to him: "Why now, brahmin, are you so 
shabby, clad in a shabby cloak?" 

"Here, Master Gotama, my four sons, instigated by their 
wives, have expelled me from the house." 

"Well then, brahmin, learn these verses and recite them when 
the multitude has assembled in the meeting hall with your sons 
sitting together there: 

679 "Those at whose birth I took delight 
And whose success I much desired, 
Being instigated by their wives, 
Chase me out as dogs chase swine. 

680 "These evil fellows are indeed mean, 
Although they call me, 'Dad, dear Dad.' 
They're demons in the guise of sons <379> 
To abandon me when I've grown old. 

681 "As an old horse of no more use 
Is led away from its fodder, 
50 the old father of those boys 
Begs for alms at others' homes. 

682 "Better for me is the staff I use 
Than those disobedient sons; 
For the staff drives off the wild bull 
And drives away the wild dog. 

683 "In the dark it goes before me, 
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In the deep it gives me support. 
By the gracious power of the staff, 
If I stumble I still stand firm." 

Then that affluent brahmin, having learned these verses in the 
presence of the Blessed One, recited them when the multitude 
had assembled in the meeting hall with his sons sitting together 
there: 

684-88 "Those at whose birth I took delight . . .  <380> 
If I stumble I still stand firm." [177] 

Then the sons led that affluent brahmin to their house, bathed 
him, and each gave him a pair of clothes. Then that affluent 
brahmin, having taken one pair of clothes, approached the 
Blessed One and exchanged greetings with him. <381> Then he 
sat down to one side and said to the Blessed One: "Maste.r 
Gotama, we brahmins seek a teacher's fee for our teacher. Let 
Master Gotama accept a teacher's fee from me." The Blessed 
One accepted out of compassion. 

Then that affluent brahmin said to the Blessed One: "Magni
ficent, Master Gotama! Magnificent, Master Gotama! .  . .  Let 
Master Gotama remember me as a lay follower who from today 
has gone for refuge for life." 

15 (5) Manatthaddha 

At Savattht Now on that occasion a brahmin named Manat
thaddha, Stiff with Conceit, was residing at Savatthi.469 He did 
not pay homage to his mother or father, nor to his teacher or 
eldest brother. Now on that occasion the Blessed One was teach
ing the Dhamma surrounded by a large assembly. <382> Then it 
occurred to the brahmin Manatthaddha: "This ascetic Gotama is 
teaching the Dhamma surrounded by a large assembly. Let me 
approach him. If the ascetic Gotama addresses me, then I will 
address him in tum. But if he does not address me, neither will I 
address him." 

Then the brahmin Manatthaddha approached the Blessed One 
and stood silently to one side, but the Ble"ssed One did not 
address him. Then the brahmin Manatthaddha, thinking, "This 
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ascetic Gotama doesn't know anything,"470 wanted to tum back, 
[178] but the Blessed One, having known with his own mind the 
reflection in the brahmin's mind, addressed the brahmin Manat
thaddha in verse: 

689 "The fostering of conceit is never good 
For one keen on his welfare, brahmin. 
You should instead foster that purpose 
Because of which you've come here."471 <383> 

Then the brahmin Manatthaddha, thinking, "The ascetic 
Gotama knows my mind," prostrated himself right there with 
his head at the Blessed One's feet. He kissed the Blessed One's 
feet, stroked them with his hands, and announced his name thus: 
"1 am Manatthaddha, Master Gotama! 1 am Manatthaddha, 
Master Gotama!" 

Then that assembly was struck with amazement and the peo
ple said: "It is wonderful indeed, sir! It is amazing indeed, sir! 
This brahmin Manatthaddha does not pay homage to his mother 
and father, nor to his teacher or eldest brother, yet he shows 
such supreme honour towards the ascetic Gotama."472 

Then the Blessed One said to the brahmin Manatthaddha: 
"Enough, brahmin! Get up and sit in your own seat, as your 
mind has confidence in me." 

Then the brahmin Manatthaddha sat down in his own seat 
and addressed the Blessed One in verse: 

690 "Towards whom should one avoid conceit? 
Towards whom should one show reverence? 
To whom should one be ever respectful? <384> 
Whom is it proper to venerate deeply?" 

[The Blessed One:] 
691 "First one's own mother and father, 

Then one's eldest family brother, 
Then one's teacher as the fourth: 
Towards these one should avoid conceit; 
Towards these one should be reverential; 
These should be well respected; 
These it is good to venerate deeply. 
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692 "Having struck down conceit, humble, 
One should pay homage to the arahants, 
Those cool of heart, their tasks done, 
The taintless ones, unsurpassed." 

When this was said, the brahmin Manatthaddha said to the 
Blessed One: "Magnificent, Master Gotama! Magnificent, Master 
Gotama! .  . .  <385> Let Master Gotama remember me as a lay fol
lower who from today has gone for refuge for life." [179] 

16 (6) Paccanika 

At Savatthi. Now on that occasion a brahmin named Paccanika
sata, Relisher of Contradiction, was residing at Savatthi. Then it 
occurred to the brahmin Paccanikasata: "Let me approach the 
ascetic Gotama and contradict whatever he says." 

Now on that occasion the Blessed One was walking back and 
forth in the open. Then the brahmin Paccanikasata approached 
the Blessed One and said to him while he was walking back and 
forth: "Speak Dhamma, ascetic !" 

[The Blessed One:]  
693 "Well-spoken counsel is hard to understand 

By one who relishes contradiction, 
By one with a corrupt mind <386> 
Who is engrossed in aggression. 

694 "But if one has removed aggression 
And the distrust of one's heart, 
H one has cast away aversion, 
One can understand well-spoken counsel." 

When this was said, the brahmin Paccanikasata said to the 
Blessed One: "Magnificent, Master Gotama! Magnificent, Master 
Gotama! . . .  Let Master Gotama remember me as a lay follower 
who from today has gone for refuge for life." 

17 (7) Navakammika 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
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Kosalans in a certain woodland thicket. Now on that occasion 
the brahmin Navakamrnika Bharadvaja was getting some work 
done in that woodland thicket.473 The brahmin Navakammika 
Bharadvaja saw the Blessed One sitting at the foot of a certain 
sal tree with his legs folded crosswise, holding his body erect, 
having set up mindfulness in front of him. Having seen him, he 
thought: <387> "I take delight in getting work done in this 
woodland thicket. What does this ascetic Gotama take delight in 
getting done?" 

Then the brahmin Navakammika Bharadvaja approached the 
Blessed One [180] and addressed him in verse: 

695 "With what kind of work are you engaged 
Here in this sal woods, bhikkhu, 
By reason of which you find delight 
Alone in the forest, Gotama?" 

[The Blessed One:] 
696 "There is nothing in the woods I need to do; 

Cut down at the root, my woods is dried up. 
Woodless and dartless, discontent cast off, 
I find delight alone in the woods."474 <388> 

When this was said, the brahmin Navakammika Bharadvaja 
said to the Blessed One: " Magnificent, Master Gotama! 
Magnificent, Master Gotama! .  .. Let Master Gotama remember 
me as a lay follower who from today has gone for refuge for 
life." 

18 (8) The Wood Gatherers 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Kosalans in a certain woodland thicket. Now on that occasion a 

number of brahmin boys, students of a certain brahmin of the 
Bharadvaja clan, approached that woodland thicket while col
lecting firewood. Having approached, they saw the Blessed One 
sitting in that woodland thicket with his legs folded crosswise, 
holding his body erect, having set up mindfulness in front of 
him. Having seen him, they approached the. brahmin of the 
Bharadvaja clan and said to him: "See now, master, you should 
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know that in such and such a woodland thicket an ascetic is sit
ting with his legs folded crosswise, holding his body erect, hav
ing set up mindfulness in front of him." 

Then the brahmin of the Bharadvaja clan, together with those 
brahmin boys, went to that woodland thicket. He saw the 
Blessed One sitting there . . . <389> . . .  having set up mindfulness 
in front of him. He then approached the Blessed One and 
addressed him in verse: 

697 "Having entered the empty, desolate forest, 
Deep in the woods where many terrors lurk, [181] 
With a motionless body, steady, lovely, 
How you meditate, bhikkhu, so beautifully!475 

698 "In the forest where no song or music sounds, 
A solitary sage has resorted to the woods! 
This strikes me as a wonder-that you dwell 
With joyful mind alone in the woods. 

699 "I suppose you desire the supreme triple heaven, 
The company of the world's divine lord. <390> 
Therefore you resort to the desolate forest: 
You practise penance here for attaining Brahma."476 

[The Blessed One:] 
700 "Whatever be the many desires and delights 

That are always attached to the manifold elements, 
The longings sprung from the root of unknowing: 
All I have demolished along with their root.477 

701 "I am desireless, unattached, disengaged; 
My vision of all things has been purified. 
Having attained the auspicious--supreme enlightenment
Self-confident, brahmin, I meditate alone."478 

When this was said, the brahmin of the Bharadvaja clan said 
to the Blessed One: "Magnificent, Master Gotama! Magnificent, 
Master Gotama! . . .  Let Master Gotama remember me as a lay fol
lower who from today has gone for refuge for life." 
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19 (9) The Mother Supporter 

<391> At Savatthi. Then a brahmin who supported his mother 
approached the Blessed One . . .  and said to him: " Master 
Gotama, I seek almsfood righteously and thereby support my 
mother and father. In doing so, am I doing my duty?" 

"For sure, brahmin, in doing so you are doing your duty. One 
who seeks almsfood righteously [182] and thereby supports his 
mother and father generates much merit. 

702 "When a mortal righteously supports his parents, 
Because of this service to them 
The wise praise him here in this world, 
And after death he rejoices in heaven." <392> 

When this was said, the brahmin who supported his mother 
said to the Blessed One: "Magnificent, Master Gotama! Magni
ficent, Master Gotama! . . .  Let Master Gotama remember me as a 
lay follower who from today has gone for refuge for life." 

20 (10) The Mendicant 

At Savatthi. Then a mendicant brahmin approached the Blessed 
One . . .  and said to him: "Master Gotama, I am a mendicant and 
you are a mendicant. What is the difference between us in this 
respect?"479 

[The Blessed One:] 
703 "It is not thus that one becomes a mendicant, 

Just because one begs others for alms. 
If one has taken up a domestic practice, 
One still has not become a bhikkhu.480 

704 "But one here who leads the holy life, 
Having expelled merit and evil, <393> 
Who fares in the world with comprehension: 
He is truly called a bhikkhu." 

When this was said, the mendicant brahmin said to the 
Blessed One: "Magnificent, Master Gotama! Magnificent, Master 
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Gotama! . . .  Let Master Gotama remember me as a lay follower 
who from today has gone for refuge for life." 

21 (1 1) Sangarava 

At Savatthi. Now on that occasion a brahmin named Sangarava 
was residing at Savatthi. He was a practitioner of water-purifica
tion, one who believed in purification by water, who dwelt 
devoted to the practice of immersing himself in water at dusk 
and at dawn. 

Then, in the morning, the Venerable .Ananda dressed and, tak
ing bowl and robe, entered Savatthi for alms. Having walked for 
alms in Savatthi, when he had returned from his alms round, 
after his meal he approached the Blessed One, paid homage to 
him, sat down to one side, [183] and said to him: 

"Here, venerable sir, a brahmin named Sangarava is residing 
at Savatthi. He is a practitioner of water-purification . . .  devoted 
to the practice of immersing himself in water at dusk and at 
dawn. It would be good, venerable sir, if the Blessed One would 
approach the residence of the brahmin Sangarava <394> out of 
compassion." The Blessed One consented by silence. 

Then, in the morning, the Blessed One dressed and, taking 
bowl and robe, approached the brahmin Sangarava's residence, 
where he sat down in the appointed seat. Then the brahmin 
Sangarava approached the Blessed One and exchanged greet
ings with him, after which he sat down to one side. The Blessed 
One then said to him: "Is it true, brahmin, that you are a practi
tioner of water-purification, one who believes in purification by 
water, devoted to the practice of immersing yourself in water at 
dusk and at dawn?" 

"Yes, Master Gotama." 
"Considering what benefit do you do this, brahmin?" 
"Here, Master Gotama, whatever evil deed I have done dur

ing the day I wash away by bathing at dusk. Whatever evil deed 
I have done at night I wash away by bathing at dawn." <395> 

[The Blessed One:] 
705 "The Dhamma, brahmin, is a lake with fords of virtue

A limpid lake the good praise to the good-
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Where the knowledge-masters go to bathe, 
And, dry-limbed, cross to the far shore."481 

When this was said, the brahmin Sangarava said to the 
Blessed One: "Magnificent, Master Gotama! Magnificent, Master 
Gotama! .  . .  Let Master Gotama remember me as a lay follower 
who from today has gone for refuge for life." [184] 

22 (12) Khomadussa 

Thus have I heard. On tlne occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling among the -Sakyans, where there was a town of the 
Sakyans named Khomadussa.1t82 Then the Blessed One dressed 
and, taking bowl and robe, entered Khomadussa for alms. 

Now on that occasion the brahmin householders of 
Khomadussa had assembled in council on some business matter 
while it was drizzling. <396> Then the Blessed One approached 
the council. The brahmin householders of Khomadussa saw the 
Blessed One coming in the distance and said: "Who are these 
shaveling ascetics? Don't they know the rule of order?"483 

Then the Blessed One addressed the brahmin householders of 
Khomadussa in verse: 

706 "That is no council where the good are absent; 
They are not the good who don't speak Dhamma. 
But having abandoned lust, hate, and delusion, 
Those speaking on Dhamma are alone the good." 

When this was said, the brahmin householders of Khoma
dussa said to the Blessed One: "Magnificent, Master Gotama! 
Magnificent, Master Gotama! The Dhamma has been made clear 
in many ways by Master Gotama, as though he were turning 
upright what had been turned upside down, revealing what was 
hidden, showing the way to one who was lost, or holding up a 
lamp in the dark for those with eyesight to see forms. We go for 
refuge to Master Gotama, and to the Dhamma, and to the 
Bhikkhu Sangha. Let Master Gotama remember us as lay follow
ers who from today have gone for refuge for life." <397> 



[185] <398> Chapter VIII 

8 Vangisasarrzyutta 

Connected Discourses with Vangisa 

1 Renounced 

Thus have I heard.484 On one occasion the Venerable Vangisa 
was dwelling at A!avi at the Agga!ava Shrine together with his 
preceptor, the Venerable Nigrodhakappa.485 Now on that occa
sion the Venerable Vangisa, newly ordained, not long gone 
forth, had been left behind as a caretaker of the dwelling. 

Then a number of women, beautifully adorned, approached 
the Agga!avaka Park in order to see the dwelling. When the 
Venerable Vangisa saw those women, dissatisfaction arose in 
him; lust infested his mind.486 Then it occurred to him: "It is a loss 
for me indeed, it is no gain for me! It is a mishap for me indeed, 
it is not well gained by me, that dissatisfaction has arisen in me, 
that lust has infested my mind. How could anyone else dispel 
my dissatisfaction and arouse delight? <399> Let me dispel my 
own dissatisfaction and arouse delight by myself." 

Then the Venerable Vangisa, having dispelled his own dissat
isfaction and aroused delight by himself, on that occasion recit
ed these verses: 

707 ff Alas, though I am one who has renounced, 
Gone from home into homelessness, 
These thoughts still run over me, 
Impudent thoughts from the Dark One.487 

708 "Even if mighty youths, great archers, 
Trained men, masters of the bow, 
A thousand such men who do not flee 
Should surround me on all sides,488 

280 



709 And if women were to come here 
Still more numerous than this, 
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They would never make me tremble 
For I stand firmly in the Dhamma.489 [186] 

710 "I have heard this as a witness <400> 
From the Buddha, Kinsman of the Sun: 
The path leading to Nibbana
That is where my mind delights.490 

71 1 "If, while I am dwelling thus, 
You approach me, Evil One, 
I will act in such a way, 0 Death, 
That you won't even see my path."491 

2 Discontent 

On one occasion the Venerable Vangisa was dwelling at Alavi at 
the Aggalava Shrine together with his preceptor, the Venerable 
Nigrodhakappa. Now on that occasion, when the Venerable 
Nigrodhakappa returned from his alms round, after his meal he 
would enter the dwelling and would come out either in the 
evening or on the following day. 

Now on that  occasion dissatisfaction had arisen in the 
Venerable Vangisa; lust had infested his mind. Then it occurred 
to the Venerable Vangisa: "It is a loss for me indeed, it is no gain 
for me! It is a mishap for me indeed, it is not well gained by me, 
that dissatisfaction has arisen in me, that lust has infested my 
mind. <401> How could anyone else dispel my dissatisfaction 
and arouse delight? Let me dispel my own dissatisfaction and 
arouse delight." 

Then the Venerable Vangisa, having dispelled his own dissat
isfaction and aroused delight,· on that occasion recited these 
verses: 

712 "Having abandoned discontent and delight 
And household thoughts entirely, 
One should not nurture lust towards anything; 
The lustless one, without delight-
He is indeed a bhikkhu.492 
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713 "Whatever exists here on earth and in space, 
Comprised by form, included in the world
Everything impermanent decays; 
The sages fare having pierced this truth.493 <402> 

714 "People are tied to their acquisitions, 
To what is seen, heard, sensed, and felt; 
Dispel desire for this, be unstirred: 
They call him a sage 
Who clings to nothing here.494 [187] 

715 "Then those caught in the sixty, 
Led by their own thoughts-
There are many such among the people 
Who have settled on wrong doctrine: 
One who would not join their faction anywhere, 
Nor utter corrupt speech-he is a bhikkhu.495 

716 "Proficient, long trained in concentration, 
Honest, discreet, without longing, 
The sage has attained the peaceful state, 
Depending on which he bides his time 
Fully quenched within himself."496 <403> 

3 Well Behaved 

On one occasion the Venerable Vaitgisa was living at Alavi at 
the Aggalava Shrine together with his preceptor, the Venerable 
Nigrodhakappa. Now on that occasion, the Venerable Vaitgisa, 
because of his own ingenuity, had been looking down at other 
well-behaved bhikkhus.497 Then the thought occurred to the 
Venerable Vaitgisa: "It is a loss for me indeed, it is no gain for 
me! It is a mishap for me indeed, it is not well gained by me, 
that because of my ingenuity I look down upon other well
behaved bhikkhus." 

Then the Venerable Vaitgisa, having aroused remorse in him
self, on that occasion recited these verses: 

717 "Abandon conceit, 0 Gotama, 
And leave the pathway of conceit entirely. 
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Infatuated with the pathway of conceit, 
For a long time you've been remorseful.498 <404> 

718 "People smeared by denigration, 
Slain by conceit, fall into hell. 
People sorrow for a long time, 
Slain by conceit, reborn in hell. 

719 "But a bhikkhu never sorrows at all, 
A path-knower practising rightly. 
He experiences acclaim and happiness; 
Truly they ca!l him a seer of Dhamma.499 [188] 

720 "Therefore be pliant here and strenuous; 
Having abandoned the hindrances, be pure. 
Having entirely abandoned conceit, 
Be an end-maker by knowledge, peaceful ."SOO 

4 Ananda 

On one occasion the Venerable Ananda was dwelling at Savatthi 
in Jeta's Grove, Anathapir:t<;iika's Park. Then, in the morning, 
the Venerable Ananda <405> dressed and, taking bowl and 
robe, entered Savatthi for alms with the V�ner-able Vati.gisa as 
his companion. Now on that occasion dissatisfaction had arisen 
in the Venerable Vangisa; lust had infested his mind.SOl Then 
the Venerable Vangisa addressed the Venerable Ananda in 
verse: 

721 "I am burning with sensual lust, 
My mind is engulfed by fire. 
Please tell me how to extinguish it, 
Out of compassion, 0 Gotama."502 

[The Venerable Ananda:] 
722 "It is through an inversion of perception 

That your mind is engulfed by fire. 
Tum away from the sign of beauty 
Provocative of sensual lust.503 
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723 "See formations as alien, 
As suffering, not as self. 
Extinguish the great fire of lust; 
Don't bum up again and again.504 

724 "Develop the mind on foulness, 
One-pointed, well concentrated; <406> 
Apply your mindfulness to the body, 
Be engrossed in revulsion.505 

725 "Develop meditation on the signless, 
And discard the tendency to conceit. 
Then, by breaking through conceit, 
You will be one who fares at peace."506 

5 Well Spoken 

At Savatthi.507 There the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus 
thus: "Bhikkhus!" 

"Venerable sir!" those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said this: 
"Bhikkhus, when speech possesses four factors, then it is well 

spoken, not badly spoken, and it is blameless, not blameworthy 
among the wise. What four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu speaks 
only what is well spoken( not what is badly spoken. He speaks 
only on the Dhamma, not on non-Dhamma. [189] He speaks 
only what is pleasant, not what is unpleasant. He speaks only 
what is true, not what is false. <407> When speech possesses 
these four factors, it is well spoken, not badly spoken, and it is 
blameless, not blameworthy among the wise."50B 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

726 "What is well spoken, the good say, is foremost; 
Second, speak Dhamma, not non-Dhamma; 
Third, speak what is pleasant, not unpleasant; 
Fourth, speak the truth, not falsehood." 

Then the Venerable Vaitgisa rose from his seat, arranged his 
upper robe over one shoulder, and, raising his joined hands in 
reverential salutation towards the Blessed'Dne, said to him: "An 
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inspiration has come to me, Blessed One! An inspiration has 
come to me, Fortunate One!"509 

The Blessed One said: "Then express your inspiration, V ailgisa." 
Then the Venerable Vangisa extolled the Blessed One to his 

face with suitable verses: 

727 "One should utter only such speech 
By which one does not afflict oneself 
Nor cause harm to others: 
Such speech is truly well spoken. <408> 

728 "One should utter only pleasant speech, 
Speech that is gladly welcomed. 
When it brings them nothing evil 
What one speaks is pleasant to others. 

729 "Truth, indeed, is deathless speech: 
This is an ancient principle. 
The goal and the Dhamma, the good say, 
Are established upon truth.510 

730 "The secure speech which the Buddha utters 
For the attainment of Nibbana, 
For making an end to suffering 
Is truly the foremost speech."511 

6 Sariputta 

On one occasion the Venerable Sariputta was dwelling at 
Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapil).<;lika's Park. Now on that 
occasion the Venerable Sariputta was instructing, exhorting, 
inspiring, and gladdening the bhikkhus with a Dhamma talk, 
<409> [spoken] with speech that was polished, fluent, articulate, 
expressing well the meaning. And those bhikkhus were listen
ing to the Dhamma with eager ears, attending to it as a matter of 
vital concern, directing their whole mind to it. 

Then it occurred to the Venerable Vangisa: [ 1 90] "This 
Venerable Sariputta is instructing the bhikkhus with a Dhamma 
talk, [spoken] with speech that is polished, clear, articulate, 
expressing well the meaning. And those bhikkhus are listening 
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to the Dhamma with eager ears . . . . Let me extol the Venerable 
Sariputta to his face with suitable verses." 

Then the Venerable Vangisa rose from his seat, arranged his 
upper robe over one shoulder, and, raising his joined hands in 
reverential salutation towards the Venerable Sariputta, said to 
him: "An inspiration has come to me, friend Sariputta! An inspi
ration has come to me, friend Sariputta!" 

"Then express your inspiration, friend Vangisa." 
Then the Venerable Vangisa extolled the Venerable Sariputta 

to his face with suitable verses: 

731 "Deep in wisdom, intelligent, 
Skilled in the true path and the false, 
Sariputta, of great wisdom, 
Teaches the Dhamma to the bhikkhus. 

732 "He teaches briefly, <410,> 
He speaks in detail. 
His voice, like that of a myna bird, 
Pours forth inspired discourse.512 

733 " As he teaches them, they listen 
To his sweet utterance. 
Uplifted in mind, made joyful 
By his delightful voice, 
Sonorous and lovely, 
The bhikkhus incline their ears." 

7 Paviira1:zii 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Savatthi in the 
Eastern Park in the Mansion of Migara's Mother together with a 
great Sangha of bhikkhus, with five hundred bhikkhus, all of 
them arahants. Now on that occasion-the Uposatha day of the 
fifteenth-the Blessed One was sitting in the open surrounded 
by the Bhikkhu Sangha in order to hold the Pavara1)a.513 Then, 
having surveyed the silent Bhikkhu Sangha, the Blessed One 
addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Come now, <411> bhikkhus, let 
me invite you: Is there any deed of mine, either bodily or verbal, 
which you would censure?" 
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When this was said, the Venerable Sariputta rose from his 
seat, arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, and, raising his 
joined hands in reverential salutation towards the Blessed One, 
said to him: "Venerable sir, there is no deed of the Blessed One, 
either bodily or verbal, that we censure. [191] For, venerable sir, 
the Blessed One is the originator of the path unarisen before, the 
producer of the path unproduced before, the declarer of the 
path undeclared before. He is the knower of the path, the dis
coverer of the path, the one skilled in the path. And his disciples 
now dwell following that path and become possessed of it after
wards.S14 And I, venerable sir, invite the Blessed One: Is there 
any deed of mine, either bodily or verbal, which the Blessed One 
would censure?" 

"There is no deed of yours, Sariputta, either bodily or verbal, 
that I censure. For you, Sariputta, are wise, one of great wisdom, 
of wide wisdom, of joyous wisdom, of swift wisdom, <412> of 
sharp wisdom, of penetrative wisdom. Just as the eldest son of a 
wheel-turning monarch properly keeps in motion the wheel [of 
sovereignty] set in motion by his father, so do you, Sariputta, 
properly keep in motion the Wheel of Dhamma set in motion by 
me."SlS 

"If, venerable sir, the Blessed One does not censure any deed 
of mine, bodily or verbal, does he censure any deed, bodily or 
verbal, of these five hundred bhikkhus?" 

"There is no deed, Sariputta, bodily or verbal, of these five 
hundred bhikkhus that I censure. For of these five hundred 
bhikkhus, Sariputta, sixty bhikkhus are triple-knowledge bear
ers, sixty bhikkhus are bearers of the six direct knowledges, 
sixty bhikkhus are liberated in both ways, while the rest are lib
erated by wisdom."S16 

Then the Venerable Vangisa rose from his seat, arranged his 
upper robe over one shoulder, and, raising his joined hands in 
reverential salutation towards the Blessed One, said to him: "An 
inspiration has come to me, Blessed One! An inspiration has 
come to me, Fortunate One!" 

The Blessed One said: "Then express your inspiration, 
Vangisa." <413> 

Then the Venerable Vangisa extolled the Blessed One to his 
face with suitable verses: 
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734 "Five hundred bhikkhus have gathered today, 
The fifteenth day, for purification-
Untroubled seers who have ended renewed existence, 
Who have cut off all fetters and bonds. [192] 

735 "Just as a king, a wheel-turning monarch, 
Accompanied by his ministers, 
Travels all over this mighty earth 
Bounded by the deep dark ocean-

736 So they attend on the victor in battle, 
The unsurpassed caravan leader-
The disciples bearing the triple knowledge, 
Who have left Death far behind.517 

737 " All are true sons of the Blessed One, 
Here no worthless chaff is found. 
I worship the Kinsman of the Sun, <414> 
Destroyer of the dart of craving." 

8 Over a Thousand 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Savatthi in 
Jeta's Grove, AnathapiJ)�ika's Park, together with a great 
Sangha of bhikkhus, with 1,250 bhikkhus. Now on that occasion 
the Blessed One was instructing, exhorting, inspiring, and 
encouraging the bhikkhus with a Dhamma talk concerning 
Nibbana. And those bhikkhus were listening to the Dhamma 
with eager ears, attending to it as a matter of vital concern, 
directing their whole mind to it. 

Then it occurred to the Venerable Vangisa: "This Blessed One 
is instructing the bhikkhus with a Dhamma talk concerning 
Nibbana. And those bhikkhus are listening to the Dhamma with 
eager ears . . . .  Let me extol the Blessed One to his face with suit
able verses." 

Then the Venerable Vangisa rose from his seat, arranged his 
upper robe over one shoulder, and, raising his joined hands in 
reverential salutation towards the Blessed One, said to him: "An 
inspiration has come to me, Blessed One! An inspiration has 
come to me, Fortunate One!" 

"Then express your inspiration, Vangisa." 
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Then the Venerable Vangisa extolled the Blessed One to his 
face with suitable verses: <415> 

738 "Over a thousand bhikkhus here 
Attend upon the Fortunate One 
As he teaches the dust-free Dhamma, 
Nibbana inaccessible to fear.5IS 

739 "They listen to the stainless Dhamma 
Taught by the Perfectly Enlightened One. 
The Enlightened One indeed shines 
Honoured by the Bhikkhu Sangha. 

740 "0 Blessed One, your name is 'Naga,' 
The best seer of the seers. 
Like a great cloud bearing rain 
You pour down on the disciples.519 [193] 

741 "Having emerged from his daytime abode 
From a desire to behold the Teacher, 
Your disciple Vangisa, 0 great hero, 
Bows down in worship at your feet." 

"Had you already thought out these verses, Vangisa, or did 
they occur to you spontaneously?"520 <416> 

"I had not already thought out these verses, venerable sir; 
they occurred to me spontaneously." 

"In that case, Vangisa, let some more verses, not already 
thought out, occur to you." 

"Yes, venerable sir," the Venerable Vailgisa replied. Then he 
extolled the Blessed One with some more verses that had not 
been previously thought out: 

742 "Having overcome the deviant course of Mara's path, 
You fare having demolished barrenness of mind. 
Behold him, the releaser from bondage, 
Unattached, dissecting into parts.521 

743 "For the sake of leading us across the flood 
You declared the path with its many aspects. 
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The seers of Dhamma stand immovable 
In that Deathless declared by you.522 <417> 

744 "The light-maker, having pierced right through, 
Saw the transcendence of all stations; 
Having known and realized it himself, 
He taught the chief matter to the five.523 

745 "When the Dhamma has been so well taught, 
What negligence is there for those who understand it? 
Therefore, living diligent in the Blessed One's Teaching, 
One should always reverently train in it." 

9 K01J¢afifia 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in 
the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. Then the Venerable 
Anna KOI).9-anna, after a very long absence, approached the 
Blessed One, prostrated himself with his head at the Blessed 
One's feet, kissed the Blessed One's feet, [194] stroked them 
with his hands, <418> and announced his name thus: "I am 
KOI).9-afifia, Blessed One! I am KOI).9-afifia, Fortunate One!"524 

Then it occurred to the Venerable Vangisa: "This Venerable 
Afifia KOI).9-afifia, after a very long absence, has approached the 
Blessed One . . .  kisses the Blessed One's feet, strokes them with 
his hands, and announces his name . . . . Let me extol the Venerable 
Anna KOI).9-afifia in the Blessed One's presence with suitable 
verses." 

Then the Venerable Vangisa rose from his seat, arranged his 
upper robe over one shoulder, and, raising his joined hands in 
reverential salutation towards the Blessed One, said to him: "An 
inspiration has come to me, Blessed One! An inspiration has 
come to me, Fortunate One!" 

"Then express your inspiration, V angisa." 
Then the Venerable Vangisa extolled the Venerable Anna 

KOI).9-afifia in the Blessed One's presence with suitable verses: 

746 "Enlightened in succession to the Buddha, 
The elder KOI).9-afifia, of strong endeavour, 
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Is one who gains pleasant dwellings, 
One who often gains the seclusions.525 

747 "Whatever may be attained by a disciple 
Who practises the Master's Teaching, 
All that has been attained by him, <419> 
One who trained diligently. 

748 "Of great might, a triple-knowledge man, 
Skilled in the course of others' minds
KOz:t9.aftfia, a true heir of the Buddha, 
Pays homage aHhe-Teacher's feet."526 

10 Moggalliina 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha on 
the Black Rock on the Isigili Slope, together with a great Sangha 
of bhikkhus, with five hundred bhikkhus all of whom were 
arahants. Thereupon the Venerable Mahamoggallana searched 
their minds with his own mind [and saw that they were] 
released, without acquisitions. 

Then it occurred to the Venerable Vangisa: "The Blessed One 
is dwelling at Rajagaha on the Black Rock on the Isigili Slope . . . .  
Thereupon the Venerable Mahamoggallana has searched their 
minds with his own mind [and seen that they are] released, 
without acquisitions. Let me extol the Venerable Mahamog
gallana in the Blessed One's presence with suitable verses." [195] 

Then the Venerable Vangisa rose from his seat, arranged his 
upper robe over one shoulder, and, raising his joined hands in 
reverential salutation towards the Blessed One, said to him: 
<420> "An inspiration has come to me, Blessed One! An inspira
tion has come to me, Fortunate One!" 

"Then express your inspiration, Vangisa." 
Then the Venerable Vangisa extolled the Venerable Mahamog

gallana in the Blessed One's presence with suitable verses: 

749 "While the sage is seated on the mountain slope, 
Gone to the far shore of suffering, 
His disciples sit in attendance on him, 
Triple-knowledge men who have left Death behind. 
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750 "Moggallana, great in spiritual power, 
Encompassed their minds with his own, 
And searching [he came to see] their minds: 
Fully released, without acquisitions! 

751 "Thus those perfect in many qualities 
Attend upon Gotama, 
The sage perfect in all respects, 
Gone to the far shore of suffering."527 

11 Caggara 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Campa on the 
bank of the Gaggara Lotus Pond together with a great Sangha of 
bhikkhus, with five hundred bhikkhus, seven hundred male lay 
followers, <421> seven hundred female lay followers, and many 
thousands of devatas. The Blessed One outshone th�m in beauty 
and glory. 

Then it occurred to the Venerable Vaitgisa: "This Blessed One 
is dwelling at Campa . . .  and many thousands of devatas. The 
Blessed One outshines them in beauty and glory. Let me extol 
the Blessed One to his face with suitable verses." 

Then the Venerable Vangisa rose from his seat, arranged his 
upper robe over one shoulder, and, raising his joined hands in 
reverential salutation towards the Blessed One, said to him: "An 
inspiration has come to me, Blessed One! An inspiration has 
come to me, Fortunate One!" 

"Then express your inspiration, Vangisa." 
Then the Venerable Vangisa extolled the Blessed One to his 

face with a suitable verse: [196] 

752 II As the moon shines in a cloudless sky, 
As the sun shines devoid of stain, 
So you, Aitgirasa, 0 great sage, 
Outshine the whole world with your glory." 

12 Vangisa 

<422> On one occasion the Venerable Vangisa was dwelling at 
Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, AnathapiI).<;lika's Park. Now on that 
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occasion the Venerable Vangisa had only recently attained ara
hantship and, while experiencing the happiness of liberation, on 
that occasion he recited these verses:528 

753 "Drunk on poetry, I used to wander 
From village to village, town to town. 
Then I saw the Enlightened One 
And faith arose within me.529 

754 "He then taught me the Dhamma: 
Aggregates, sense bases, and elements. 
Having heard the Dhamma from him, 
I went forth into homelessness. 

755 "Indeed, for the good of many, 
The sage attained enlightenment, 
For the bhikkhus and bhikkhunis <423> 
Who have reached and seen the fixed course.530 

756 "Welcome indeed has it been for me, 
My coming into the Buddha's presence. 
The three knowledges have been obtained, 
The Buddha's Teaching has been done. 

757 "I know now my past abodes, 
The divine eye is purified. 
A triple knowledge man, attained to spiritual powers, 
I am skilled in the course of others' minds."531 



[197] <424> Chapter IX 

9 Vanasa1J1yutta 

Connected Discourses in the Woods 

1 Seclusion 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion a certain bhikkhu was 
dwelling among the Kosalans in a certain woodland thicket. 
Now on that occasion, while that bhikkhu had gone for his day's 
abiding, he kept on thinking evil unwholesome thoughts con
nected with the household life. 

Then the devata that inhabited that woodland thicket, having 
compassion for that bhikkhu, desiring his good, desiring to stir 
up a sense of urgency in him, approached him and addressed 
him in verses: 

758 "Desiring seclusion you entered the woods, 
Yet your mind gushes outwardly. 
Remove, man, the desire for people; 
Then you'll be happy, devoid of lust.532 

759 "You must abandon discontent, be mindful-
Let us remind [you] of that [way] of the good. <425> 
Hard to cross, indeed, is the dusty abyss; 
Don't let sensual dust drag you down.533 

760 "Just as a bird littered with soil 
With a shake flicks off the sticky dust, 
So a bhikkhu, strenuous and mindful, 
With a shake flicks off the sticky dust." 

Then that bhikkhu, stirred up by that devata, acquired a sense 
of urgency. 

294 
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2 Rousing 

On one occasion a certain bhikkhu was dwelling among the 
Kosalans in a certain woodland thicket. [198] Now on that occa
sion when that bhikkhu had gone for his day's abiding he fell 
asleep.534 Then the devata that inhabited that woodland thicket, 
having compassion for that bhikkhu, desiring his good, desiring 
to stir up a sense of urgency in him, approached him and 
addressed him in verses: 

761 "Get up, �lrikkhu, why lie down? <426> 
What need do you have for sleep? 
What slumber [can there be] for one afflicted, 
Stricken, pierced by the dart? 

762 "Nurture in yourself that faith 
With which you left behind the home life 
And went forth into homelessness: 
Don't come under sloth's control." 

[The bhikkhu:]535 
763 "Sensual pleasures are impermanent, unstable, 

Though the dullard is enthralled with them. 
When he's free, detached among those bound, 
Why trouble one gone forth? 

764 "When, by the removal of desire and lust 
And the transcendence of ignorance, 
That knowledge has been cleansed, 
Why trouble one gone forth?536 <427> 

765 "When, by breaking ignorance with knowledge 
And by destruction of the taints, 
He is sorrowless, beyond despair, 
Why trouble one gone forth? 

766 "When he is energetic and resolute, 
Always firm in his exertion, 
Aspiring to attain Nibbana, 
Why trouble one gone forth?"537 
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3 Kassapagotta 

On one occasion the Venerable Kassapagotta was dwelling 
among the Kosalans in a certain woodland thicket. Now on that 
occasion, when he had gone for his day's abiding, the Venerable 
Kassapagotta exhorted a certain hunter.s38 Then the devata that 
inhabited that woodland thicket, having compassion for the 
Venerable Kassapagotta, desiring his good, desiring to stir up a 
sense of urgency in him, approached him and addressed him in 
verses: 

767 "The bhikkhu strikes me as a dolt <428> 
Who out of season exhorts a hunter 
Roaming in the rugged mountains 
With little wisdom, devoid of sense. 

768 "He listens but does not understand, 
He looks but does not see; 
Though the Dhamma is being spoken, 
The fool does not grasp the meaning. [199] 

769 "Even if you would bring ten lamps 
[Into his presence], Kassapa, 
Still he would not see forms, 
For he does not have eyes to see." 

Then the Venerable Kassapagotta, stirred up by that devata, 
acquired a sense of urgency. 

4 A  Number 

On one occasion a number of bhikkhus were dwelling among 
the Kosalans in a certain woodland thicket. Then, when they 
had spent the, rains there, after the three months had passed 
those bhikkhus set out on tour. <429> Then the devata that 
inhabited that woodland thicket, not seeing those bhikkhus, 
lamenting, on that occasion recited this verse: 

770 "Today discontent appears to me 
When I see here so many vacant seats. 
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Where have they gone, Gotama's disciples, 
Those splendid speakers rich in leaming?"539 

When this was said, another devata replied in verse: 

771 "They've gone to Magadha, gone to Kosala, 
And some are in the Vajjian land. 
Like deer that roam free from ties, 
The bhikkhus dwell without abode."540 

5 Ananda 

On one occasion the Venerable Ananda was dwelling among the 
Kosalans in a certain woodland thicket. Now on that occasion 
the Venerable Ananda was excessively involved instructing lay 
people.541 <430> Then the devata that inhabited that woodland 
thicket, having compassion for the Venerable Ananda, desiring 
his good, desiring to stir up a sense of urgency in him, approached 
him and addressed him in verse: 

772 "Having entered the thicket at the foot of a tree, 
Having placed Nibbana in your heart, [200] 
Meditate, Gotama, and don't be negligent! 
What will this hullabaloo do for you?"S42 

Then the Venerable Ananda, stirred up by that deity, acquired 
a sense of urgency. 

6 Anuruddha 

On one occasion the Venerable Anuruddha was dwellin� 
among the Kosalans in a certain woodland thicket. Then a cer· 
tain devata of the Tava�sa host named Jalini, a former consor 
of the Venerable Anuruddha, approached him and addressee 
him in verse:S43 

773 "Direct your mind there [to that realm] 
Where you dwelt in the past 
Among the Tavatif!lsa devas <431> 
For whom all desires are fulfilled. 
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9 Vajjian Prince (or Vesiili) 

On one occasion a certain bhikkhu, a Vajjian prince, was dwel
ling at Vesali in a certain woodland thicket. Now on that occa� 
sion an all-night festival was being held in Vesali. [202] Then 
that bhikkhu, lamenting as he heard the clamour of instruments, 
gongs, and music coming from Vesali,549 on that occasion recited 
this verse: 

783 "We dwell in the forest all alone 
Like a log rejected in the woods. 
On such a splendid night as this <435> 
Who is there worse off than us?" 

Then the devata that inhabited that woodland thicket, having 
compassion for that bhikkhu, desiring his good, desiring to stir 
up a sense of urgency in him, approached him and addressed 
him in verse: 

784 "As you dwell in the forest all alone 
Like a log rejected in the woods, 
Many are those who envy you, 
As hell-beings envy those going to heaven."550 

Then that bhikkhu, stirred up by that devata, acquired a sense 
of urgency. 

10 Reciting 

On one occasion a certain bhikkhu was dwelling among the 
Kosalans in a certain woodland thicket. Now on that occasion 
that bhikkhu had been excessively engrossed in recitation, but 
on a later occasion he passed the time living at ease and keeping 
silent.551 Then the devata that inhabited that woodland thicket, 
no longer hearing that bhikkhu recite the Dhamma, <436> 
approached him and addressed him in verse: 

785 "Bhikkhu, why don't you recite Dhamma-stanzas, 
Living in communion with other bhikkhus? 
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Hearing the Dhamma, one gains confidence; 
In this very life [the reciter] gains praise." 

[The bhikkhu:] 
786 "In the past I was fond of Dhamma-stanzas 

So long as I had not achieved dispassion. [203] 
But from the time I achieved dispassion 
[I dwell in what] the good men call 
'The laying down by final knowledge 
Of whatever is seen, heard, or sensed."'552 

11 Unwholesome Thoughts 

On one occasion a certain bhikkhu was dwelling among the 
Kosalans in a certain woodland thicket. Now on that occasion, 
when that bhikkhu had gone for the day's abiding, he kept on 
thinking evil unwholesome thoughts, that is, thoughts of sensu
ality, ill will, and harming. <437> Then the devata that inhabited 
that woodland thicket, having compassion for that bhikkhu, 
desiring his good, desiring to stir up a sense of urgency in him, 
approached him and addressed him in verses: 

787 "Because of attending carelessly, 
You, sir, are eaten by your thoughts. 
Having relinquished the careless way, 
You should reflect carefully.553 

788 "By basing your thoughts on the Teacher, 
On Dhamma, Sangha, and your own virtues, 
You will surely attain to gladness, 
And rapture and happiness as well. 
Then when you are suffused with gladness, 
You'll make an end to suffering." 

Then that bhikkhu, stirred up by that devata, acquired a sense 
of urgency. 

12 Noon 

On one occasion a certain bhikkhu was dwelling among the 
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Kosalans in a certain woodland thicket. Then the devata that 
inhabited that woodland thicket <438> approached that 
bhikkhu and recited this verse in his presence: 

789 "When the noon hour sets in 
And the birds have settled down, 
The mighty forest itself murmurs: 
How fearful that appears to me!" 

[The bhikkhu:] 
790 "When the noon hour sets in 

And the birds have settled down, 
The mighty forest itself murmurs: 
How delightful that appears to me!" 

13 Loose in Sense Faculties 

On one occasion a number of bhikkhus were dwelling among 
the Kosalans in a certain woodland thicket. They were restless, 
puffed up, personally vain, rough-tongued, [204] rambling in 
their talk, muddle-minded, without clear comprehension, 
unconcentrated, scatter-brained, loose in their sense faculties. 
Then the devata that inhabited that woodland thicket, having 
compassion for those bhikkhus, desiring their good, <439> 
desiring to stir up a sense of urgency in them, approached them 
and addressed them with verses: 

791 "In the past the bhikkhus lived happily, 
The disciples of Gotama. 
Without wishes they sought their alms, 
Without wishes they used their lodgings. 
Having known the world's impermanence, 
They made an end to suffering. 

792 "But now like headmen in a village 
They make themselves hard to maintain. 
They eat and eat and then lie down, 
Infatuated in others' homes. 
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793 "Having reverently saluted the Sangha, 
I here speak only about some: 
They are rejected, without protector, 
Become just like the dead. 

794 "My statement is made with reference 
To those who dwell in negligence. 
As for those who dwell in diligence, 
To them I humbly pay homage." 

Then those bhikkhus, stirred up by that devata, acquired a 
sense of urgency. <440> 

14 The Thief of Scent 

On one occasion a certain bhikkhu was dwelling among the 
Kosalans in a certain woodland thicket. Now on that occasion, 
when he had returned from his alms round, after his meal that 
bhikkhu used to descend into a pond and sniff a red lotus. Then 
the devata that inhabited that woodland thicket, having com
passion for that bhikkhu, desiring his good, desiring to stir up a 
sense of urgency in him, approached him and addressed him in 
verse:554 

795 "When you sniff this lotus flower, 
An item that has not been given, 
This is one factor of theft: 
You, dear sir, are a thief of scent. " 

[The bhikkhu:] 
796 "I do not take, I do not damage, 

I sniff the lotus from afar; 
So for what reason do you say 
That I am a thief of scent?555 

797 "One who digs up the lotus stalks, 
One who damages the flowers, 
One of such rough behaviour: <441> 
Why is he not spoken to?"556 [205] 
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[The devata:] 
798 "When a person is rough and fierce, 

Badly soiled like a nursing cloth, 
I have nothing to say to him; 
But it's to you that I ought to speak. 

799 "For a person without blemish, 
Always in quest of purity, 
Even a mere hair's tip of evil 
Appears as big as a cloud." 

[The bhikkhu:] 
800 "Surely, spirit, you understand me, 

And you have compassion for me. 
Please, 0 spirit, speak to me again, 
Whenever you see such a deed." 

[The devata:] 
801 "We don't live with your support, 

Nor are we your hired servant. 
You, bhikkhu, should know for yourself <442> 
The way to a good destination."557 

Then that bhikkhu, stirred by that devata, acquired a sense of 
urgency. 



[206] <443> Chapter X 

10 Yakkhasa1J1yutta 

Connected Discourses with Yakkhas 

1 Indaka 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Rajagaha on Mount Inda's Peak, the haunt of the 
yakkha Indaka.558 Then the yakkha Indaka approached the 
Blessed One and addressed him in verse: 

802 " As the Buddhas say that form is not the soul, 
How then does one obtain this body? 
From where do one's bones and liver come? 
How is one begotten in the womb?"559 

[The Blessed One:] 
803 "First there is the kalala; 

From the kalala comes the abbuda; 
From the abbuda the pesi is produced; 
From the pesi the ghana arises; 
From the ghana emerge the limbs, 
The head-hair, body-hair, and nails. <444> 

804 And whatever food the mother eats
The meals and drink that she consumes
By this the being there is maintained, 
The person inside the mother's womb."560 

2 Sakkannmaka 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha on 
Mount Vulture Peak. Then the yakkha Sakkanamaka approached 
the Blessed One and addressed him in verse: 
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805 "Having abandoned all the knots 
As one fully released, 
It isn't good for you, an ascetic, 
To be instructing others."561 

[The Blessed One:] 
806 "If, 0 Sakka, for some reason 

Intimacy with anyone should arise, 
The wise man ought not to stir his mind 
With compassion towards such a person. 

807 "But if with a mind clear and pure 
He gives instructions to others, 
He does not become fettered <445> 
By his compassion and sympathy."562 [207] 

3 Suciloma 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Gaya at the 
Taitkita Bed, the haunt of the yakkha Suciloma.563 Now on that 
occasion the yakkha Khara and the yakkha Suciloma were pass
ing by not far from the Blessed One. Then the yakkha Khara said 
to the yakkha Suciloma: "That is an ascetic." 

"That is not an ascetic; that is a sham ascetic.564 I'll soon find 
out whether he is an ascetic or a sham ascetic." 

Then the yakkha Suciloma approached the Blessed One and 
bent over the Blessed One. The Blessed One drew back. Then the 
yakkha Suciloma said to the Blessed One: "Are you afraid of me, 
ascetic?" 

"I'm not afraid of you, friend. It is just that your touch is 
evil. "565 <446> 

"1'11 ask you a question, ascetic. If you won't answer me, I'll 
drive you insane or I'll split your heart or I'll grab you by the 
feet and hurl you across the Ganges." 

"1 do not see anyone in this world, friend, with its devas, 
Mara, and Brahma, in this generation with its ascetics and brah
mins, its devas and humans, who could drive me insane or split 
my heart or grab me by the feet and hurl me across the Ganges. 
But ask whatever you want, friend." 
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808 "What is the source of lust and hatred? 
Whence spring discontent, delight, and terror? 
Having arisen from what do the mind's thoughts 
[Toss one around] as boys toss up a crow?"566 <447> 

[The Blessed One:] 
809 "Lust and hatred have their source here; 

From this spring discontent, delight, and terror; 
Having arisen from this, the mind's thoughts 
[Toss one around] as boys toss up a crow.567 

810 "Sprung from affection, arisen from oneself, 
Like the trunk-born shoots of the banyan tree; 
Manifold, clinging to sensual pleasures, 
Like a maluva creeper stretched across the woods. 568 [208] 

811 "Those who understand their source, 
They dispel it-listen, 0 yakkha!-
They cross this flood so hard to cross, 
Uncrossed before, for no renewed existence."569 

4 Mm:zibhadda 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Magadhans at the Max:u.malaka Shrine, the haunt of the yakkha 
Mal)ibhadda. Then the yakkha Mal)ibhadda approached the 
Blessed One and in the Blessed One's presence recited this verse: 

812 "It is always good for the mindful one, 
The mindful one thrives in happiness. 
It is better each day for the mindful one, 
And he is freed from enmity."57o 

[The Blessed One:] <448> 
813 "It is always good for the mindful one, 

The mindful one thrives in happiness. 
It is better each day for the mindful one, 
But he is.not freed from enmity. 
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814 "One whose mind all day and night 
Takes delight in harmlessness, 
Who has lovingkindness for all beings
For him there is enmity with none."S71 

5 Sanu 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Savatthi in 
Jeta's Grove, AnathapiJ:t<;lika's Park. Now on that occasion a cer
tain female lay follower had a son named Sanu who had been 
possessed by a yakkha.S72 Then that female lay follower, lament
ing, on that occasion recited these verses: 

816 "With those who lead the holy life,573 
Who observe the Uposatha days 
Complete in eight factors 
On the fourteenth or fifteenth, 

817 And on the eighths of the fortnight, <449> 
And during special periods, 
The yakkhas do not sport around: 
So I have heard from the arahants. 
But now today I see for myself 
The yakkhas sporting with Sanu." 

[The yakkha that has entered Sanu:] [209] 
818 "With those who lead the holy life, 

Who observe the Uposatha days 
Complete in eight factors 
On the fourteenth or fifteenth, 

819 And on the eighths of the fortnight, 
And during special periods, 
The yakkhas do not sport around: 
What you heard from the arahants is good. 

820 "When Sanu has awakened tell him 
This injunction of the yakkhas: <450> 
Do not do an evil deed 
Either openly or in secret. 

821 If you should do an evil deed, 
Or if you are doing one now, 



You won't be free from suffering 
Though you fly up and flee."574 

[Sanu:]575 
822 "They weep, mother, for the dead 

Or for one living who isn't seen. 
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When you see, mother, that I'm alive, 
Why, a mother, do you weep for me?" 

[Sanu's mother:] 
823 "They weep, a son, for the dead 

Or for one living who isn't seen; 
But when one returns to the home life 
After renouncing sensual pleasures, 
They weep for this one too, my son, 
For though alive he's really dead.576 

824 "Drawn out, my dear, from hot embers, <451> 
You wish to plunge into hot embers; 
Drawn out, my dear, from an inferno, 
You wish to plunge into an inferno.577 

825 "Run forward, good luck be with you! 
To whom could we voice our grief? 
Being an item rescued from the fire, 
You wish to be burnt again."578 

6 Piymikara 

On one occasion the Venerable Anuruddha was dwelling at 
Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapir:t�ika's Park. Now on that 
occasion the Venerable Anuruddha, having risen at the first 
flush of dawn, was reciting stanzas of Dhamma. Then the 
female yakkha Piyaitkara's Mother hushed her little child 
thus:579 

826 "Do not make a sound, Piyaitkara, 
A bhikkhu recites Dhamma-stanzas. <452> 
Having understood a Dhamma-stanza, 
We might practise for our welfare. 
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827 "Let us refrain from harming living beings, 
Let us not speak a deliberate lie, 
We should train ourselves in virtue: 
Perhaps we'll be freed from the goblin realm." 

7 Punabbasu 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Savatthi in 
Jeta's Grove, Anathapir:H;lika's Park. [210] Now on that occasion 
the Blessed One was instructing, exhorting, inspiring, and glad
dening the bhikkhus with a Dhamma talk concerning Nibbana. 
And those bhikkhus were listening to the Dhamma with eager 
ears, attending to it as a matter of vital concern, applying their 
whole mind to it. Then the female yakkha Punabbasu's Mother 
hushed her little children thuS:580 

828 "Be quiet, Uttarika, 
Be quiet, Punabbasu! <453> 
I wish to listen to the Dhamma 
Of the Teacher, the Supreme Buddha. 

829 "When the Blessed One speaks of Nibbana, 
Release from all the knots, 
There has arisen within me 
Deep affection for this Dhamma. 

830 "In the world one's own son is dear, 
In the world one's own husband is dear; 
But for me the quest for this Dhamma 
Has become even dearer than them. 

831 "For neither one's own son nor husband, 
Though dear, can release one from suffering 
As listening to true Dhamma frees one 
From the suffering of living beings.581 

832 "In this world steeped in suffering, 
Fettered by aging and death, 
I wish to listen to the Dhamma 
That he--the Buddha-fully awakened to, 
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For freedom from aging and death. 
So be quiet, Punabbasu!"582 <454> 

[Punabbasu: ] 
833 "Mother dear, I am not talking; 

This Uttara is silent, too. 
Pay attention only to the Dhamma, 
For listening to true Dhamma is pleasant. 
Because we have not known true Dhamma 
We've been living miserably, mother. 

834 "He is the maker of light 
For bewildered devas and humans; 
Enlightened, bearing his final body, 
The One with Vision teaches the Dhamma." 

[Punabbasu's mother:] 
835 "It is good that my son has become so wise, 

He whom I bore and nursed at my breast. 
My son loves the pure Dhamma 
Of the Supremely Enlightened One. 

836 "Punabbasu, be happy! 
Today I have emerged at last. <455> 
Hear me too, 0 Uttara: 
The noble truths are seen!"583 

8 Sudatta 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in 
the Cool Grove. Now on that occasion the householder Anatha
piI:u;lika had arrived in Rajagaha on some business.584 He heard: 
"A Buddha, it is said, has arisen in the world!" He wanted to go 
and see the Blessed One immediately, [211] but it occurred to 
him: "It is not the right time to go and see the Blessed One today. 
I will go and see the Blessed One early tomorrow morning." 

He lay down with his mindfulness directed to the Buddha, 
and during the night he got up three times thinking it was 
moruing. Then the householder AnathapU::t<;lika approached the 
gate of the charnel ground. Nonhuman beings opened the gate. 
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<456> Then, as the householder AnathapiJ:l<;lika was leaving the 
city, the light disappeared and darkness appeared. Fear, trepida
tion, and terror arose in him and he wanted to tum back. But the 
yakkha Sivaka, invisible, made the proclamation:585 

837 "A hundred [thousand} elephants, 
A hundred [thousand] horses, 
A hundred [thousand] mule-drawn chariots, 
A hundred thousand maidens 
Adorned with jewellery and earrings, 
Are not worth a sixteenth part 
Of a single step forward.586 

"Go forward, householder! Go forward, householder! Going 
forward is better for you, not tuming back again." 

Then the darkness disappeared and light appeared to the 
householder Anathapil).<;lika, and the fear, trepidation, and ter
ror that had arisen in him subsided. 

A second time ... (verse 838 is included in this repetition) <457> 
.. . A third time the light disappeared and darkness appeared 
before the householder Anathapi1)<;lika. Fear, trepidation, and 
terror arose in him and he wanted to tum back. But a third time 
the yakkha Sivaka, invisible, made the proclamation: 

839 "A hundred [thousand] elephants ... 
Of a single step forward. 

"Go forward, householder! Go forward, householder! Going 
forward is better for you, not turning back again." 

Then the darkness [212] disappeared and light appeared to the 
householder AnathapiJ:l<;lika, and the fear, trepidation, and ter
ror that had arisen in him subsided. 

Then the householder AnathapiJ:l<;lika approached the Blessed 
One in the Cool Grove. Now on that occasion the Blessed One, 

having risen at the first flush of dawn, was walking back and 
forth in the open. The B lessed One saw the householder 
AnathapiD-<;lika coming in the distance. He descended from the 
walkway, sat down in the seat that was prepared, and said to 
the householder Anathapi1)<;lika: "Come, Sudatta."587 

Then the householder Anathapi1)<;lika, thinking, "The Blessed 
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One has addressed me by my name," [thrilled and elated],588 

prostrated himself right on the spot with his head at the Blessed 
One's feet <458> and said to him: "I hope, venerable sir, that the 
Blessed One slept well." 

[The Blessed One:] 
840 " Always indeed he sleeps well, 

The brahmin who is fully quenched, 
Who does not cling to sensual pleasures, 
Cool at heart, without acquisitions. 

841 "Having cut off all attachments, 
Having removed care from the heart, 
The peaceful one sleeps well, 
Having attained peace of mind."589 

9 Sukka (1) 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in 
the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. Now on that occasion 
the bhikkhuni Sukka, surrounded by a large assembly, was 
teaching the Dhamma. Then a yakkha who had full confidence in 
the bhikkhuni Sukka, going from street to street and from square 
to square in Rajagaha, on that occasion recited these verses: 

842 "What has happened to these people in Rajagaha? <459> 
They sleep as if they've been drinking mead. 
Why don't they attend on Sukka 
As she teaches the deathless state?590 

843 "But the wise, as it were, drink it up
That [Dhamma] irresistible, 
Ambrosial, nutritious-
As travellers do a cloud."591 

10 Sukkii (2) 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in 
the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. [213] Now on that 
occasion a certain lay follower gave food to the bhikkhuni 
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Sukka. Then a yakkha who had full confidence in the bhikkhuni 
Sukka, going from street to street and from square to square in 
Rajagaha, on that occasion recited this verse: 

844 "He has engendered much merit
Wise indeed is this lay follower, 
Who just gave food to Sukka, <460> 
One released from all the knots."592 

11 Cirii 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in 
the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. Now on that OCca
sion a certain lay follower gave a robe to the bhikkhuni Ora. 
Then a yakkha who had full confidence in the bhikkhuni Cira, 
going from street to street and from square to square in Raja
gaha, on that occasion recited this verse:. 

845 "He has engendered much merit
Wise indeed is this lay follower, 
Who just gave a robe to Cifel, 
One released from all the bonds." 

12 A!avaka 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at A!avi, the haunt of the yakkha A!avaka.593 Then the 
yakkha A!avaka approached the Blessed One and said to him: 
"Get out, ascetic!" <461> 

"All right, friend," the Blessed One said, and he went out.594 
"Come in, ascetic." 
" All right, friend," the Blessed One said, and he went in. 
A second time . . .  [214] A third time the yakkha A!avaka said 

to the Blessed One: "Get out, ascetic!" 
" All right, friend," the Blessed One said, and he went out. 
"Come in, ascetic." 
" All right, friend," the Blessed One said, and he went in. 
A fourth time the yakkha A!avaka said to the Blessed One: 

"Get out, ascetic." 
"I won't go out, friend. Do whatever you have to do." 
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''I'll ask you a question, ascetic. If you won't answer me, I'll 
drive you insane or I'll split your heart or I'll grab you by thE 
feet and hurl you across the Ganges."595 

"I do not see anyone in this world, friend, with its devas. 
Mara, and Brahma, in this generation with its ascetics and brah· 
mins, its devas and humans, who could drive me insane or splil 
my heart or grab me by the feet and hurl me across the Ganges 
But ask whatever you want, friend."596 

[A.�avaka: ] <462> 
846 "What here is a man's best treasure? 

What practised well brings happiness? 
What is really the sweetest of tastes? 
How lives the one who they say lives best?" 

[The Blessed One:] 
847 "Faith is here a man's best treasure; 

Dhamma practised well brings happiness; 
Truth is really the sweetest of tastes; 
One living by wisdom they say lives best."597 

[�avaka:] 
848 "How does one cross over the flood? 

How does one cross the rugged sea? 
How does one overcome suffering? 
How is one purified?" 

[The Blessed One:] 
849 "By faith one crosses over the flood, 

By diligence, the rugged sea. 
By energy one overcomes suffering, 
By wisdom one is purified."598 

[A.!avaka:] 
850 "How does one gain wisdom?599 

How does one find wealth? <463> 
How does or..e achieve acclaim? 
How bind friends to oneself? 
When passing from this world to the next, 
How does one not sorrow?" 
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[The Blessed One:] 
851 "Placing faith in the Dhamma of the arahants 

For the attainment of Nibbiina, 
From desire to learn one gains wisdom 
If one is diligent and astute.6OO 

852 "Doing what is proper, dutiful, 
One with initiative finds wealth. [215] 
By truthfulness one wins acclaim; 
Giving, one binds friends. 
That is how one does not sorrow 
When passing from this world to the next.601 

853 "The faithful seeker of the household life 
In whom dwell these four qualities-
Truth, Dhamma, steadfastness, generosity
Does not sorrow when he passes on. <464> 

854 "Come now, ask others as well, 
The many ascetics and brahmins, 
Whether there is found here anything better 
Than truth, self-control, generosity, and patience."602 

[�avaka:] 
855 "Why now should I ask this question 

Of the many ascetics and brahmins? 
Today I have understood 
The good pertaining to the future life.603 

856 "Indeed, for my sake the Buddha came 
To reside at A!avi. 
Today I have understood 
Where a gift bears great fruit. 

857 "1 myself will travel about 
From village to village, town to town, 
Paying homage to the Enlightened One 
And to the excellence of the Dhamma."604 <465> 



[216] <466> Chapter XI 

11 Sakkasa1J1yutta 

Connected Discourses with Sakka 

1 (1) Suvira 

I. THE FIRST SUBCHAPTER 
(SUVIRA) 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwell
ing at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapi1).<;lika's Park. There the 
Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus!" 

"Venerable sir!" those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said 
this: 

"Bhikkhus, once in the past the asuras marched against the 
devas.6os Then Sakka, lord of the devas, addressed Suvira, a 
young deva, thus: 'Dear Suvira, these asuras are marching 
against the devas. Go, dear Suvira, launch a counter-march 
against the asuras. ' - 'Yes, your lordship,' Suvira replied, but he 
became negligent.606 A second time Sakka addressed Suvira . . . 

<467> . . . but a second time Suvira became negligent. A third 
time Sakka addressed Suvira . . .  but a third time Suvira became 
negligent. [217] Then, bhikkhus, Sakka addressed Suvira in 
verse: 

858 "'Where one need not toil and strive 
Yet still may attain to bliss: 
Go there, Suvira, 
And take me along with you.' 

[Suvira:] 
859 "'That a lazy man who does not toil 

Nor attend to his duties 
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Might still have all desires fulfilled: 
Grant me that, Sakka, as a boon.'607 <468> 

[Sakka:] 
860 "'Where a lazy man who does not toil 

Might achieve unending bliss: 
Go there, Suvira, 
And take me along with you.' 

[Suvira:] 
861 "'The bliss, supreme deva, we might find 

Without doing work, 0 Sakka, 
The sorrowless state without despair: 
Grant me that, Sakka, as a boon.' 

[Sakka:] 
862 '"If there exists any place anywhere 

Where without work one won't decline, 
That is indeed Nibbana's path: 
Go there, Suvira, 
And take me along with you.'60B 

"So, bhikkhus, if Sakka, lord of the devas, subsisting on the 
fruit of his own merit, <469> exercising supreme sovereignty 
and rulership over the TavatUp.sa devas, will be one who speaks 
in praise of initiative and energy, then how much more would it 
be fitting here for you,609 who have gone forth in such a well
expounded Dhamma and Discipline, to toil, struggle, and strive 
for the attainment of the as-yet-unattained, for the achievement 
of the as-yet-unachieved, for the realization of the as-yet-unreal
ized." 

2 (2) Susima 

(This sutta is identical with the preceding one, except that a young 
deva is named Susima. Verses 863-67 = 858-62.) [218] <47�72> 
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3 (3) The Crest of the Standard 

At Savatthi. There the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: 
"Bhikkhus!"610 

"Venerable sir!" those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said 
this: 

"Bhikkhus, once in the past the devas and the asuras were 
arrayed for battle. Then Sakka, lord of the devas, addressed the 
Tavatiqlsa devas thus: 'Dear sirs, when the devas are engaged in 
battle, [219] if fear or trepidation or terror should arise, on that 
occasion you should look up at the crest of my standard. For 
when you look up at the crest of my standard, whatever fear or 
trepidation or terror you may have will be abandoned.611 

"'If you cannot look up at the crest of my standard, then you 
should look up at the crest of the deva-king Pajapati's standard. 
For when you look up at the crest of his standard, whatever fear 
or trepidation or terror you may have will be abandoned. 

'''If you cannot look up at the crest of the deva-king Pajapati's 
standard, then you should look up at the crest of the de va-king 
VarllI).a's standard .... If you cannot look up at the crest of the 
deva-king Varul).a's standard, then you should look up at the 
crest of the deva-king Isana's standard .... For when you look up 
at the crest of his standard, whatever fear or trepidation or ter
ror you may have will be abandoned.'612 <473> 

"Bhikkhus, for those who look up at the crest of the standard 
of Sakka, lord of the devas; or of Pajapati, the deva-king; or of 
Varul).a, the deva-king; or of Isana, the deva-king, whatever fear 
or trepidation or terror they may have may or may not be aban
doned. For what reason? Because Sakka, lord of the devas, is not 
devoid of lust, not devoid of hatred, not devoid of delusion; he 
can be timid, petrified, frightened, quick to flee. 

"But, bhikkhus, I say this: If you have gone to a forest or to the 
foot of a tree or to an empty hut, and fear or trepidation or terror 
should arise in you, on that occasion you should recollect me 
thus: 'The Blessed One is an arahant, perfectly enlightened, 
accomplished in true knowledge and conduct, fortunate, knower 
of the world, unsurpassed leader of persons to be tamed, teacher 
of de vas and humans, the Enlightened One, the Blessed One.' 
For when you recollect me, bhikkhus, whatever fear or trepida
tion or terror you may have will be abandoned. [220] 
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"If you cannot recollect me, then you should recollect the 
Dhamma thus: 'The Dhamma is well expounded by the Blessed 
One, directly visible, immediate, inviting one to come and see, 
applicable, to be personally experienced by the wise.' For when 
you recollect the Dhamma, bhikkhus, whatever fear or trepida
tion or terror you may have will be abandoned. 

"If you cannot recollect the Dhamma, then you should recol
lect the Sangha thus: 'The Sangha of the Blessed One's disciples 
is practising the good way, <474> practising the straight way, 
practising the true way, practising the proper way; that is, the 
four pairs of persons, the eight types of individuals-this 
Sangha of the Blessed One's disciples is worthy of gifts, worthy 
of hospitality, worthy of offerings, worthy of reverential saluta
tion, the unsurpassed field of merit for the world.' For when you 
recollect the Sangha, bhikkhus, whatever fear or trepidation or 
terror you may have will be abandoned. 

"For what reason? Because, bhikkhus, the Tathagata, the 
Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One is devoid of lust, devoid 
of hatred, devoid of delusion; he is brave, courageous, bold, 
ready to stand his place. " 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

868 "In a forest, at the foot of a tree, 
Or in an empty hut, 0 bhikkhus, 
You should recollect the Buddha: 
No fear will then arise in you. 

869 "But if you cannot recall the Buddha, 
Best in the world, the bull of men, 
Then you should recall the Dhamma, 
Emancipating, well expounded. 

870 "But if you cannot recall the Dhamma, 
Emancipating, well expounded, 
Then you should recall the Sangha, 
ThQ unsurpassed field of merit. <475> 

871 "For those who thus recall the Buddha, 
The Dhamma, and the Sangha, bhikkhus, 



No fear or trepidation will arise, 
Nor any grisly terror."  

4 (4) Vepacitti (or Patience) 
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At Savatthi. The Blessed One said this: [221] 
"Once in the past, bhikkhus, the devas and the asuras were 

arrayed for battle. Then Vepacitti, lord of the asuras, addressed 
the asuras thus:613 'Dear sirs, in the impending battle between 
the devas and the asuras, <476> if the asuras win and the devas 
are defeated, bind Sakka, lord of the devas, by his four limbs 
and neck and bring him to me in the city of the asuras.' And 
Sakka, lord of the devas, addressed the Tavatirp.sa devas thus: 
'Dear sirs, in the impending battle between the devas and the 
asuras, if the devas win and the asuras are defeated, bind 
Vepacitti, lord of the asuras, by his four limbs and neck and 
bring him to me in the Sudhamma assembly hall.' 

"In that battle, bhikkhus, the devas won and the asuras were 
defeated. Then the Tavatirp.sa devas bound Vepacitti by his four 
limbs and neck and brought him to Sakka in the Sudhamma 
assembly hall.614 When Sakka was entering and leaving the 
Sudhamma assembly hall, Vepacitti, bound by his four limbs 
and neck, abused and reviled him with rude, harsh words. 
Then, bhikkhus, Matali the charioteer addressed Sakka, lord of 
the devas, in verse: 

872 "'When face to face with Vepacitti 
Is it, Maghava, from fear or weakness <477> 
That you endure him so patiently, 
Listening to his harsh words?' 

[Sakka:] 
873 "'It is neither through fear nor weakness 

That I am patient with Vepacitti. 
How can a wise person like me 
Engage in combat with a fool?' 

[Matali:] 
874 '''Fools would vent their anger even more 

If no one would keep them in check. 
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Hence with drastic punishment 
The wise man should restrain the foo1. '615 

[Sakka:] 
875 "'I myself think this alone 

Is the way to check the fool: 
When one knows one's foe is angry 
One mindfully maintains one's peace.' 

[Matali:] 
876 "'I see this fault, 0 Vasava, 

In practising patient endurance: 
When the fool thinks of you thus, 
"He endures me out of fear," <478> 
The dolt will chase you even more 
As a bull does one who flees.' [222] 

[Sakka:] 
877 '''Let it be whether or not he thinks, 

"He endures me out of fear," 
Of goals that culminate in one's own good 
None is found better than patience.616 

878 '''When a person endowed with strength 
Patiently endures a weakling, 
They call that the supreme patience; 
The weakling must be patient always.617 

879 "'They call that strength no strength at all
The strength that is the strength of folly
But no one can reproach a person 
Who is strong because guarded by Dhamrna.618 

880 "'One who repays an angry man with anger 
Thereby makes things worse for himself. 
Not repaying an angry man with anger, <479> 
One wins a battle hard to win. 

881 '''He practises for the welfare of both, 
His own and the other's, 
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When, knowing that his foe is angry, 
He mindfully maintains his peace. 

882 "'When he achieves the cure of both
His own and the other's-
The people who consider him a fool 
Are unskilled in the Dhamma.' 

"So, bhikkhus, if Sakka, lord of the devas, subsisting on the 
fruit of his own merit, exercising supreme sovereignty and 
rulership over the Tavatirp.sa devas, will be one who speaks in 
praise of patience and gentleness, then how much more would it 
be fitting here for you, who have gone forth in such a well
expounded Dhamma and Discipline, to be patient and gentle." 

5 (5) Victory by Well-Spoken Counsel 

<480> At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, once in the past the devas and the 
asuras were arrayed for battle. Then Vepacitti, lord of the asuras, 
said to Sakka, lord of the devas: 'Lord of the devas, let there be 
victory by well-spoken counsel.' [And Sakka replied:] 'Vepacitti, 
let there be victory by well-spoken counsel.' 

"Then, bhikkhus, the devas and the asuras appointed a panel 
of judges, saying: 'These will ascertain what has been well spoken 
and badly spoken by us.' 

"Then Vepacitti, lord of the asuras, said to Sakka, lord of the 
devas: 'Speak a verse, lord of the devas.' When this was said, 
Sakka said to Vepacitti: 'You, Vepacitti, being the senior deva 
here, speak a verse.'619 [223] When this was said, Vepacitti, lord 
of the asuras, recited this verse:620 

883 "'Fools would vent their anger even more 
If no one would keep them in check. 
Hence with drastic punishment 
The wise man should restrain the fool.' 

"When, bhikkhus, Vepadtti, lord of the asuras, spoke this 
verse, the asuras applauded but the devas were silent. Then 
Vepacitti said to Sakka: 'Speak a verse, lord of the devas.' When 
this was said, Sakka, lord of the devas, recited this verse: 
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884 "'I myself think this alone <481> 
Is the way to check the fool: 
When one knows one's foe is angry 
One mindfully maintains one's peace.' 

"When, bhikkhus, Sakka, lord of the devas, spoke this verse, 
the devas applauded but the asuras were silent. Then Sakka said 
to Vepacitti: 'Speak a verse, Vepacitti .' When this was said, 
Vepacitti, lord of the asuras, recited this verse: 

885 '''I see this fault, 0 Vasava, 
In practising patient endurance: 
When the fool thinks of you thus, 
"He endures me out of fear," 
The dolt will chase you even more 
As a bull does one who flees.' 

"When, bhikkhus, Vepacitti, lord of the asuras, spoke this 
verse, the asuras applauded but the devas were silent. Then 
Vepacitti said to Sakka: 'Speak a verse, lord of the devas.' When 
this was said, Sakka, lord of the devas, recited these verses: 

886-891 '''Let it be whether or not he thinks, 
. . .  (verses = 877-82) . . .  [224] <482> 
Are unskilled in the Dhamma.' 

"When, bhikkhus, these verses were spoken by Sakka, lord of 
the devas, the devas applauded but the asuras were silent. Then 
the panel of judges appointed by the devas and the asuras said 
this: 'The verses spoken by Vepacitti, lord of the asuras, are in 
the sphere of punishment and violence; hence [they entail] con
flict, contention, and strife. But the verses spoken by Sakka, lord 
of the devas, <483> are in the sphere of non punishment and 
nonviolence; hence [they entail] freedom from conflict, freedom 
from contention, and freedom from strife. Sakka, lord of the 
devas, has won the victory by well-spoken counsel.' 

"In this way, bhikkhus, Sakka, lord of the devas, won the vic
tory by well-spoken counsel." 
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6 (6) The Bird Nests 

At savatthi. "Bhikkhus, once in the past the devas and the asuras 
were arrayed for battle. In that battle the asuras won and the 
devas were defeated. In defeat the devas withdrew towards the 
north while the asuras pursued them. Then Sakka, lord of the 
devas, addressed his charioteer Matali in verse: 

892 III Avoid, 0 Matali, with your chariot pole 
The bird nests in the silk-cotton woods; 
Let's surrender our lives to the asuras <484> 
Rather than make these birds nestless. '621 

'' 'Yes, your lordship,' Matali the charioteer replied, and he 
turned back the chariot with its team of a thousand thorough
breds. 

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to the asuras: 'Now Sakka's char
iot with its team of a thousand thoroughbreds has turned back. 
[225) The devas will engage in battle with the asuras for a sec
ond time.' Stricken by fear, they entered the city of the asuras. In 
this way, bhikkhus, Sakka, lord of the devas, won a victory by 
means of righteousness itself." 

7 (7) One Should Not Transgress 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, once in the past, when Sakka, lord of the 
devas, was alone in seclusion, the following reflection arose in 
his mind: 'Though someone may be my sworn enemy, I should 
not transgress even against him.' 

"Then, bhikkhus, Vepacitti, lord of the asuras, <485> having 
known with- his own mind the reflection in Sakka's mind, 
approached Sakka, lord of the devas. Sakka saw Vepacitti coming 
in the distance and said to him: 'Stop, Vepacitti, you're caught!'622 
- 'Dear sir, do not abandon the idea that just occurred to you.'623 
- 'Swear, Vepacitti, that you won't transgress against me.' 

[Vepacitti:) 
893 "'Whatever evil comes to a liar, 

Whatever evil to a reviler of noble ones, 
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Whatever evil to a betrayer of friends, 
Whatever evil to one without gratitude: 
That same evil touches the one 
Who transgresses against you, Suja's husband."'624 

8 (8) Verocana, Lord of the Asuras 

At Savatthi in Jeta's Grove. Now on that occasion the Blessed 
One had gone for his day's abiding and was in seclusion. Then 
Sakka, <486> lord of the devas, and Verocana, lord of the asuras, 
approached the Blessed One and stood one at each door post. 
Then Verocana, lord of the asuras, recited this verse in the pres
ence of the Blessed One:625 

894 " A man should make an effort 
Until his goal has been achieved. 
Goals shine when achieved: 
This is the word of Verocana." [226] 

[Sakka:] 
895 "A man should make an effort 

Until his goal has been achieved. 
Of goals that shine when achieved, 
None is found better than patience."626 

[Verocana: ] 
896 "All beings are bent on a goal 

Here or there as fits the case, 
But for all creatures association 
Is supreme among enjoyments. 
Goals shine when achieved: 
This is the word of Verocana."627 <487> 

[Sakka:] 
897 " All beings are bent upon a goal 

Here or there as fits the case, 
But for all creatures association 
Is supreme among enjoyments. 
Of goals that shine when achieved, 
None is found better than patience." 
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9 (9) Seers in a Forest 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, once in the past a number of seers who 
were virtuous and of good character had settled down in leaf 
huts in a tract of forest. Then Sakka, lord of the devas, and 
Vepacitti, lord of the asuras, approached those seers. 

"Vepacitti, lord of the asuras, put on his boots, bound his 
sword on tightly, and, with a parasol borne aloft, entered the 
hermitage through the main gate; then, having turned his left 
side towards them,628 he walked past those seers who were vir
tuous and of good character. But Sakka, lord-of the devas, took 
off his boots, handed over his sword to others, <488> lowered 
his parasol, and entered the hermitage through an [ordinary] 
gate; then he stood on the lee side, raising his joined hands in 
reverential salutation, paying homage to those seers who were 
virtuous and of good character. 

"Then, bhikkhus, those seers addressed Sakka in verse: 

898 "'The odour of the seers long bound by their vows, 
Emitted from their bodies, goes with the wind. 
Tum away from here, 0 thousand-eyed god, 
For the seers' odour is foul, 0 deva-king. '629 

[Sakka:] 
899 '''Let the odour of the seers long bound by their vows, 

Emitted from their bodies, go with the wind; 
We yearn for this odour, 0 venerable sirs, 
As for a garland of flowers on the head. [227] 
The devas do not perceive it as repulsive."'630 <489> 

10 (10) Seer� by the Ocean 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, once in the past a number of seers who 
were virtuous and of good character had settled down in leaf 
huts along the shore of the ocean. Now on that occasion the 
devas and the asuras were arrayed for a battle. Then it occurred 
to those seers who were virtuous and of good character: 'The 
devas are righteous, the asuras unrighteous. There may be dan
ger to us from the asuras. Let us approach Sambara, lord of the 
asuras, and ask him for a guarantee of safety. '631 
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"Then, bhikkhus, just as quickly as a strong man might extend 
his drawn-in arm or draw in his extended arm, those seers who 
were virtuous and of good character disappeared from their leaf 
huts along the shore of the ocean and reappeared in the pres
ence of Sambara, lord of the asuras. Then those seers addressed 
Sambara in verse: 

900 "'The seers who have come to Sambara 
Ask him for a guarantee of safety. <490> 
For you can give them what you wish, 
Whether it be danger or safety.'632 

[Sambara:] 
901 "'I'll grant no safety to the seers, 

For they are hated devotees of Sakka; 
Though you appeal to me for safety, 
I'll give you only danger.' 

[The seers:] 
902 '' 'Though we have asked for safety, 

You give us only danger. 
We receive this at your hands: 
May ceaseless danger come to you! 

903 '''Whatever sort of seed is sown, 
That is the sort of fruit one reaps: 
The doer of good reaps good; 
The door of evil reaps evil. 
By you, dear, has the seed been sown; 
Thus you will experience the fruit.' 

"Then, bhikkhus, having put a curse on Sambara, lord of the 
asuras, just as quickly as a strong man might extend his drawn
in arm <491> or draw in his extended arm, those seers who 
were virtuous and of good character disappeared from the pres
ence of Sambara and reappeared in their leaf huts on the shore 
of the ocean. [228] But after being cursed by those seers who 
were virtuous and of good character, Sambara, lord of the asur
as, was gripped by alarm three times in the course of the 
night."633 <492> 
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II. THE SECOND SUBCHAPTER 
(THE SEVEN VOWS) 

11 (1) VOWS 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, in the past, when Sakka, lord of the 
devas, was a human being, he adopted and undertook seven 
vows by the undertaking of which he achieved the status of 
Sakka.634 What were the seven vows? 

(1) '''As long as I live may I support my parents.' 
(2) "' As long as I live may I respect the family elders.' 
(3) "' As long as I live may I speak gently. ' 
(4) '''As long as I live may I not speak divisively.' 
(5) '''As long as I live may I dwell at home with a mind devoid 

of the stain of stinginess, freely generous, open-handed, delight
ing in relinquishment, devoted to charity, 635 delighting in giving 
and sharing.' 

(6) '''As long as I live may I speak the truth. ' 
(7) "'As long as I live may I be free from anger, and if anger 

should arise in me may I dispel it quickly.' 
"In the past, bhikkhus, when Sakka, lord of the devas, was a 

human being, he adopted and undertook these seven vows by 
the undertaking of which he achieved the status of Sakka. <493> 

904 "When a person supports his parents, 
And respects the family elders; 
When his speech is gentle and courteous, 
And he refrains from divisive words; 

905 When he strives to remove meanness, 
Is truthful, and vanquishes anger, 
The Tavatimsa devas call him 
Truly

' 
a sup�rior person." [229] 

12 (2) Sakka's Names 

At Savatthi in Jeta's Grove. There the Blessed One said to the 
bhikkhus: 

"Bhikkhus, in the past, when Sakka, lord of the devas, was a 
human being, he was a brahmin youth named Magha; therefore 
he is called Maghava.636 
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"Bhikkhus, in the past, when Sakka, lord of the devas, was a 
human being, he gave gifts in city after city; therefore he is 
called Purindada, the Urban Giver. 637 

"Bhikkhus, in the past, when Sakka, lord of the devas, was a 
human being, he gave gifts considerately; therefore he is called 
Sakka.638 

"Bhikkhus, in the past, when Sakka, lord of the devas, was a 
human being, <494> he gave a rest house; therefore he is called 
Vasava.639 

"Bhikkhus, Sakka, lord of the devas, thinks of a thousand matters 
in a moment; therefore he is called Sahassakkha, Thousand-eyed.640 

"Bhikkhus, Sakka's wife is the asura maiden named Suja; 
therefore he is called Sujampati, Suja's husband.641 

"Bhikkhus, Sakka, lord of the devas, exercises supreme sover
eignty and rulership over the Tavatirp.sa devas; therefore he is 
called lord of the devas. 

"Bhikkhus, in the past, when Sakka, lord of the devas, was a 
human being, he adopted and undertook seven vows by the 
undertaking of which he achieved the status of Sakka . . . .  " 

(The remainder of this sutta is identical with the preceding one. 
Verses 906-7 = 904-5.) [230] <495> 

13 (3) Mahali 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Vesali in the Great Wood in the Hall with the 
Peaked Roof. Then Mahali the Licchavi approached the Blessed 
One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, has the Blessed One seen Sakka, lord of the 
devas?" 

"I have, Mahali." 
"Surely, venerable sir, that must have been one who looked 

like Sakka, lord of the devas; for Sakka, lord of the devas, is dif
ficult to see." 

"I know Sakka, Mahali, and I know the qualities that make for 
Sakka, by the undertaking of which Sakka achieved the status of 
Sakka. <496> 

"In the past, Mahali, when Sakka, lord of the devas, was a 
human being, he was a brahmin youth named Magha. Therefore 
he is called Maghava . . . . " 
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(Here follows the names of Sakka as in 11:12 and the seven vows as 
in l1:l1,followed by verses 908-9 = 904-5.) [231] <497> 

14 (4) Poor 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in 
the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. There the Blessed 
One addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus!" 

"Venerable sir!" those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said 
this: 

"Bhikkhus, once in the past in this same Rajagaha there was a 
poor man, a pauper, an indigent. He undertook faith, virtue, 
learning, generosity, and wisdom in the Dhamma and 
Discipline proclaimed by the Tathagata. Having done so, with 
the breakup of the body, after death, [232] <498> he was reborn 
in a good destination, in a heavenly world, in the company of 
the Tavati�sa devas, where he outshone the other devas in 
regard to beauty and glory.642 

"Thereupon the Tavati�sa devas found fault with this, grum
bled, and complained about it, saying: 'It is wonderful indeed, 
sir! It is amazing indeed, sir! For formerly, when this young 
deva was a human being, he was a poor man, a pauper, an indi
gent. Yet with the breakup of the body, after death, he has been 
reborn in a good destination, in a heavenly world, in the compa
ny of the Tavati�sa devas, where he outshines the other devas 
in regard to beauty and glory.' 

"Then, bhikkhus, Sakka, lord of the devas, addressed the 
Tavati�sa devas thus: 'Dear sirs, do not find fault with this 
young deva. Formerly, when this young deva was a human 
being, he undertook faith, virtue, learning, generosity, and wis
dom in the Dhamma and Discipline proclaimed by the 
Tathagata. Having done so, with the breakup of the body, after 
death, he has been reborn in a good destination, in a heavenly 
world, in the company of the Tavatiqtsa devas, where he out
shines the other devas in regard to beauty and glory. ' 

"Then, bhikkhus, instructing the Tavatiqtsa devas,643 Sakka, 
lord of the devas, on that occasion i"ecited these verses: <499> 

910 '''When one has faith in the Tathagata, 
Unshakable and well established, 
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And good conduct built on virtue, 
Dear to the noble ones and praised;644 

911 '''When one has confidence in the Sangha 
And one's view is straightened out, 
They say that one isn't poor; 
One's life is not lived in vain. 

912 '''Therefore the person of intelligence, 
Remembering the Buddha's Teaching, 
Should be devoted to faith and virtue, 
To confidence and vision of the Dhamma.'" 

15 (5) A Delightful Place 

At Savatthi in Jeta's Grove. Then Sakka, lord of the devas, 
approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, stood to one 
side, and said to him: "Venerable sir, what is a delightful 
place?" [233] 

[The Blessed One:] <500> 
913 "Shrines in parks and woodland shrines, 

Well-constructed lotus ponds: 
These are not worth a sixteenth part 
Of a delightful human being. 

914 "Whether in a village or forest, 
In a valley or on the plain
Wherever the arahants dwell 
Is truly a delightful place." 

16 (6) Bestowing Alms 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha on 
Mount Vulture Peak. Then Sakka, lord of the devas, approached 
the Blessed One, paid homage to him, and stood to one side. 
Standing to one side, he addressed the Blessed One in verse:645 

915 "For those people who bestow alms, 
For living be�gs in quest of merit, 
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Performing merit of the mundane type, 
Where does a gift bear great fruit?"646 

[The Blessed One:] <SOl> 
916 "The four practising the way 

And the four established in the fruit: 
This is the Sangha of upright conduct 
Endowed with wisdom and virtue.647 

917 "For those people who bestow alms, 
For living beings in quest of merit, 
Performing merit of the mundane type, 
A gift to the Sangha bears great fruit." 

17 (7) Veneration of the Buddha 

At Savatthi in Jeta's Grove. Now on that occasion the Blessed 
One had gone for his day's abiding and was in seclusion. Then 
Sakka, lord of the devas, and Brahma Sahampati approached the 
Blessed One and stood one at each doorpost. Then Sakka, lord of 
the devas, recited this verse in the presence of the Blessed One: 

918 "Rise up, 0 hero, victor in battle! 
Your burden lowered, debt-free one, wander in the world. 
Your mind is fully liberated 
Like the moon on the fifteenth night."648 [234] 

[Brahma Sahampati:] "It is not in such a way that the Tatha
gatas are to be venerated, lord of the devas. The Tathagatas are 
to be venerated thus: 

919 "Rise up, 0 hero, victor in battle! <502> 
o caravan leader, debt-free one, wander in the world. 
Teach the Dhamma, 0 Blessed One: 
There will be those who will understand."649 

18 (8) The Worship of Householders (or Sakka's Worship (1)) 

At Savatthi. There the Blessed One said this: "Bhikkhus, once in 
the past Sakka, lord of the devas, addressed his charioteer 
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Matali thus: 'Harness the chariot with its team of a thousand 
thoroughbreds, friend Matali. Let us go to the park grounds to 
see the beautiful scenery.' - 'Yes, your lordship,' Matali the char
ioteer replied. Then he harnessed the chariot with its team of a 
thousand thoroughbreds and announced to Sakka, lord of the 
devas: 'The chariot has been harnessed, dear sir. You may corne 
at your own convenience.'650 

"Then, bhikkhus, Sakka, lord of the devas, descending from 
the Vejayanta Palace, raised his joined hands in reverential salu
tation, and worshipped the different quarters. Then Matali the 
charioteer addressed Sakka in verse: 

920 '''These all humbly worship you
Those versed in the Triple Veda, 
All the khattiyas reigning on earth, 
The Four Great Kings and the glorious Thirty- <503> 
So who, 0 Sakka .. is that spirit 
To whom you bow in worship?'651 

[Sakka:] 
921 '''These all humbly worship me

Those versed in the Triple Veda, 
All the khattiyas reigning on earth, 
The Four Great Kings and the glorious Thirty-

922 But I worship those endowed with virtue, 
Those long trained in concentration, 
Those who have properly gone forth 
With the holy life their destination.652 

923 '''I worship as well, 0 Matali, 
Those householders making merit, 
The lay followers possessed of virtue 
Who righteously maintain a wife: 

[Matali:] 
924 '''Those whom you worship, my lord Sakka, 

Are indeed the best in the world. 
I too will worship them-
Those whom you worship, Vasava: <504> 
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Having worshipped the different quarters, 
The deva-king Maghava, Suja's husband, 
The chief, climbed into his chariot." [235] 

19 (9) The Worship of the Teacher (or Sakka's Worship (2)) 

(As above down to:) 
"Then, bhikkhus, Sakka, lord of the devas, descending from the 
Vejayanta Palace, raised his joined hands in reverential saluta
tion and worshipped the Blessed One. Then Matali the chario
teer addressed Sakka, lord of the devas, in verse: 

926 '''Both devas and human beings 
Humbly worship you, Vasava. 
So who, 0 Sakka, is that spirit 
To whom you bow in worship?' 

[Sakka:] <505> 
927 '''The Perfectly Enlightened One here 

In this world with its devas, 
The Teacher � llerfect name: 
He is the one whom I worship, Matali.653 

928 "'Those for whom lust and hatred 
And ignorance have been expunged, 
The arahants with taints destroyed: 
These are the ones whom I worship, Matali. 

929 '''The trainees who delight in dismantling, 
Who diligently pursue the training 
For the removal of lust and hatred, 
For transcending ignorance: 
These are the ones whom I worship, Matali:654 

[Matali:] 
930 '''Those whom you worship, my lord Sakka, 

Are indeed the best in the world. 
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I too will worship them-
Those whom you worship, Vasava.' 

[The Blessed One:] 
931 "Having given this explanation, 

Having worshipped the Blessed One, 
The deva-king Maghava, Suja's husband, 
The chief, climbed into his chariot." <506> 

20 (10) The Worship of the Sangha (or Sakka's Worship (3)) 

(As above down to:) [236] 
"Then, bhikkhus, Sakka, lord of the devas, descending from the 
Vejayanta Palace, raised his joined hands in reverential saluta
tion and worshipped the Sangha of bhikkhus. Then Matali the 
charioteer addressed Sakka, lord of the devas, in verse: 

932 '''It is these that should worship you
The humans stuck in a putrid body, 
Those submerged inside a corpse, 
Afflicted with hunger and thirst.655 

933 Why then do you envy them, 
These who dwell homeless, Vasava? 
Tell us about the seers' conduct; 
Let us hear what you have to say: 

[Sakka:] <507> 
934 "'This is why I envy them,656 

Those who dwell homeless, Mata1i: 
Whatever village they depart from, 
They leave it without concern. 

935 "'They do not keep their goods in storage, 
Neither in a pot nor in a box. 
Seeking what has been prepared by others, 
By this they live, firm in vows: 
Those wise ones who give good counsel, 
Maintaining silence, of even faring.657 

936 '''While devas fight with asuras 
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And people fight with one another, 
Among those who fight, they do not fight; 
Among the violent, they are quenched; 
Among those who grasp, they do not grasp: 
These are the ones whom I worship, Matali.' 

(Matali:J 
937 "'Those whom you worship, my lord Sakka, 

Are indeed the best in the world. 
I too will worship them-
Those whom you worship, Vasava.' <508> 

[The Blessed One:] 
938 "Having given this explanation, 

[237] 

Having worshipped the Bhikkhu Sangha, 
The deva-king Maghava, Suja's husband, 
The chief, climbed into his chariot." 

III. THE THIRD SUBCHAPTER 
(SAKKA PENTAD) 

21 (1) Having Slain 

At Savatthi in Jeta's Grove. Then Sakka, lord of the devas, 
approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, and stood to 
one side. Standing to one side, Sakka, lord of  the devas, 
addressed the Blessed One in verse: 

939 "Having slain what does one sleep soundly? 
Having slain what does one not sorrow? <509> 
What is the one thing, 0 Gotama, 
Whose killing you approve?" 

[The Blessed One:] 
940 "Having slain anger, one sleeps soundly; 

Having slain anger, one does not sorrow; 
The killing of anger, 0 Vilsava, 
With its poisoned root and honeyed tip: 
This is the killing the noble ones praise, 
For having slain that, one does not sorrow." 
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22 (2) Ugly 

At Savatthi in Jeta's Grove. There the Blessed One said this: 
"Bhikkhus, once in the past a certain ugly deformed yakkha sat 
down on the seat of Sakka, lord of the devas.658 Thereupon the 
Tavatiqlsa devas found fault with this, grumbled, and com
plained about it, saying: 'It is wonderful indeed, sir! It is amaz
ing indeed, sir! This ugly deformed yakkha has sat down on the 
seat of Sakka, lord of the devas!' <510> But to whatever extent 
the Tavatiqlsa devas found fault with this, grumbled, and com
plained about it, to the same extent that yakkha became more 
and more handsome, more and more comely, more and more 
graceful. 

"Then, bhikkhus, the Tavatiqlsa devas approached Sakka and 
said to him: 'Here, dear sir, an ugly deformed yakkha has sat 
down on your seat. ... But to whatever extent the devas found 
fault with this . . . [238] that yakkha became more and more 
handsome, more and more comely, more and more graceful.' -
'That must be the anger-eating yakkha.' 

"Then, bhikkhus, Sakka, lord of the devas, approached that 
anger-eating yakkha.659 Having approached, he arranged his 
upper robe over one shoulder, knelt down with his right knee 
on the ground, and, raising his joined hands in reverential salu
tation towards that yakkha, <511> he announced his name three 
times: 'I, dear sir, am Sakka, lord of the devas! I, dear sir, am 
Sakka, lord of the devas!' To whatever extent Sakka announced 
his name, to the same extent that yakkha became uglier and 
uglier and more and more deformed until he disappeared right 
there. 

"Then, bhikkhus, having sat down on his own seat, instruct
ing the Tavatiqlsa devas, Sakka, lord of the devas, on that occa
sion recited these verses: 

941 '''I am not one afflicted in mind, 
Nor easily drawn by anger's whirl. 
I never become angry for long, 
Nor does anger persist in me.660 

942 '''When I'm angry I don't speak harshly 
And I don't praise my virtues. 
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I keep myself well restrained <512> 
Out of regard for my own good."'661 

23 (3) Magic 

At Savatthi. The Blessed One said this: "Bhikkhus, once in the 
past Vepacitti, lord of the asuras, was sick, afflicted, gravely 
ill. 662 Then Sakka, lord of the devas, approached Vepacitti to 
inquire about his illness. Vepacitti saw Sakka corning in the dis
tance and said to him: 'Cure me, lord of the devas.' - [239] 
'Teach me, Vepacitti, the Sambari magic.'663 - 'I won't teach it, 
dear sir, until I have asked the asuras for permission.' 

"Then, bhikkhus, Vepacitti, lord of the asuras, asked the asuras: 
'May I teach the Sambari magic to Sakka, lord of the devas?' -
'Do not teach him the Sambari magic, dear sir.'664 

"Then, bhikkhus, Vepacitti, lord of the asuras, addressed 
Sakka, lord of the devas, in verse: <513> 

943 ", A magician-O Maghava, Sakka, 
King of devas, Suja's husband
Goes to the terrible hell, 
Like Sambara, for a hundred years."'665 

24 (4) Transgression 

At Savatthi. Now on that occasion two bhikkhus had a quarrel 
and one bhikkhu had transgressed against the other. Then the 
former bhikkhu confessed his transgression to the other 
bhikkhu, but the latter would not pardon him.666 

Then a number of bhikkhus approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to !lim, sat down to one side, and reported to him what 
had happened. <514> [The Blessed One said:] 

"Bhikkhus, there are two kinds of fools: one who does not see 
a transgression as a transgression; and one who, when another 
is confessing a transgression, does not pardon him in accor
dance with the Ohamma. These are the two kinds of fools. 

"There are, bhikkhus, two kinds of wise people: one who sees 
a transgression as a transgression; and one who, when another 
is confessing a transgression, pardons him in accordance with 
the Ohamma. These are the two kinds of wise people. 
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"Once in the past, bhikkhus, Sakka, lord of the devas, instruct
ing the Tavatirp.sa devas in the Sudhamma assembly hall, on 
that occasion recited this verse: [240] 

944 '''Bring anger under your control; 
Do not let your friendships decay. 
Do not blame one who is blameless; 
Do not utter divisive speech. 
Like a mountain avalanche 
Anger crushes evil people."'667 

25 (5) Nonanger 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapit:lI;lika's Park. 
There the Blessed One said this: 

" Bhikkhus, once in the past Sakka, lord of the devas, instruct
ing the Tavatirp.sa devas in the Sudhamma assembly hall, on 
that occasion recited this verse: <515> 

945 '''Do not let anger overpower you; 

<516> 

Do not become angry at those who are angry. 
Nonanger and harmlessness always dwell 
Within [the hearts of] the noble ones. 
Like a mountain avalanche 
Anger crushes evil people."'668 

The Book with Verses is finished. 



Note� 

1. Devatiisa1J1yutta 

1 Marisa, "dear sir," is the term which the devas generally 
use to address the Buddha, eminent bhikkhus (see, e.g., 
40:10; IV 270,16), and members of their own community 
(11:3; I 218,34); kings also use it to address one another 
(3:12; I 80,4). Spk explains it as a term of affection meaning 
"one without suffering" (niddukkha), but it is probably a 
Middle Indic form of Skt madrsa. 

The word "flood" (ogha)  is used metaphorically, but 
here with technical overtones, to designate a doctrinal set 
of four floods (see 45:171), so called, according to Spk, 
"because they keep beings submerged within the round of 
existence and do not allow them to rise up to higher states 
and to Nibbana." The four (with definitions from Spk) are: 
(i) the flood of sensuality (kiimogha) = desire and lust for 
the five cords of sensual pleasure (agreeable forms, 
sounds, etc .-see 45:176); (ii) the flood of existence 
(bhavogha) = desire and lust for form-sphere existence and 
formless-sphere existence and attachment to jhana; (iii) 
the flood of views (ditthogha) = the sixty-two views 
(ON I 12-38); and (iv) the flood of ignorance (avijjogha) = 

lack of knowledge regarding the Four Noble Truths. Flood 
imagery is also used at vv. 298-300, 511-13, and 848-49. 

2 Appatittha1J1 khvaha1J1 iivuso aniiyuha1J1 ogham atari1J1. Spk: 
The Buddha's reply is intended to be paradoxical, for one 
normally crosses a flood by halting in places that offer a 
foothold and by straining in places that must be crossed. 

341 
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Spk glosses appatittha1J1 only with appatitfhahanto (an alter
native form of the present participle), but Spk-pt elaborates: 
"Not halting: not coming to a standstill on account of the 
defilements and so forth; the meaning is 'not sinking' 
(appatitthahanto ti kilesiidina1J1 vasena asantitthanto, asam
sidanto ti attho)." The verb patititthati usually means "to 
become established," i.e., attached, principally on account 
of craving and other defilements: see below v. 46 and n. 35. 
Consciousness driven by craving is "established" (see 
12:38-40, 12:64, 22:53-54), and when craving is removed it 
becomes "unestablished, unsupported." The arahant 
expires "with consciousness unestablished" (appatitthitena 
vififialJena . . .  parinibbuto; see 4:23 (I 122,12-13» . All these 
nuances resonate in the Buddha's reply. 

The verb ayuhati is rare in the Nikayas, but see below 
v. 263df, v. 264d, and Sn 210d. It is an intensification of 
uhati (augmented by a- with -y- as liaison); the simple verb 
occurs at MN I 116,13-14, where it might be rendered. "to 
be strained." Its occurrence there ties up with the present 
context: a strained mind is far from concentration. In the 
later literature the noun form ayuhana acquires the techni
cal sense of "accumulation," with specific reference to 
kamma; in the formula of dependent origination (paficca
samuppada), volitional formations (smikhara) are said to 
have the function of iiyuhana; see Patis I 52, 14, 26; 
Vism 528,12 (Ppn 17:51), 579,31-580,4 (Ppn 17:292-93). 

Spk: The Blessed One deliberately gave an obscure reply 
to the deva in order to humble him, for he was stiff with 
conceit yet imagined himself wise. Realizing that the deva 
would not be able to penetrate the teaching unless he first 
changed his attitude, the Buddha intended to perplex him 
and thereby curb his pride. At that point, humbled, the 
deva would ask for clarification and the Buddha would 
explain in such a way that he could understand. 

3 The Buddha's brief reply points to the middle way 
(majjhimii pafipadii) in its most comprehensive range, both 

practical and philosophical. To make this implication clear 

Spk enumerates seven dyads: (i) "halting" by way of 

defilements, one sinks; "straining" by way of volitional 

formations, one gets swept away; (ii) by way of craving 
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and views, one sinks; by way of the other defilements, one 
gets swept away; (iii) by way of craving, one sinks; by 
way of views, one gets swept away; (iv) by way of the 
eternalist view, one sinks; by way of the annihilationist 
view, one gets swept away (see It 43,12-44,4); (v) by way of 
slackness one sinks, by way of restlessness one gets swept 
away; (vi) by way of devotion to sensual pleasures one 
sinks, by way of devotion to self-mortification one gets 
swept away; (vii) by way of all unwholesome volitional 
formations one sinks, by way of all mundane wholesome 
volitional formations o:ne gets swept away. Nal).ananda 
suggests connecting the principle of "not halting, not 
straining" with each of the four floods: see SN-Anth 
2:56-58. 

4 Spk: The Buddha is called a brahmin in the sense of ara
hant (see Dhp 388, 396-423). He is fully quenched (pari
nibbuto) in that he is quenched through the quenching of 
defilements (kilesanibbiinena nibbuta1!1). Craving is desig
nated attachment (visattikii) because it clings and adheres to 
a variety of sense objects. 

5 Spk: When the deva heard the Buddha's reply he was 
established in the fruit of stream-entry. 

6 Sattiina1!1 nimokkha1!1 pamokkha1!1 viveka1!1. Spk: "Emanci
pation (nimokkha) is the path, for beings are emancipated 
from the bondage of defilements by the path; release 
(pamokkha) is the fruit, for at the moment of the fruit 
beings have been released from the bondage of defile
ments; seclusion (viveka) is Nibbana, for when they attain 
Nibbana beings are separated from all suffering. Or, alter
natively, all three are designations for Nibbana: for having 
attained t-Jibbana, beings are emancipated, released, sepa
rated from all suffering." The actual wording of the verse 
seems to confirm the second alternative. 

7 Spk glosses: Nandibhavaparikkhaya ti nandimulakassa 
kammabhavassa parikkhayena; nandiya ca bhavassa ca ti pi 
vattati; "By delight-existence-destruction: by the utter 
destruction of kamma-process existence rooted in delight; 
it is also proper to understand it as meaning '(the destruc
tion) of delight and of existence.'" It would be more plau
sible, however, to construe this three-term tappurisa as an 
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inverted compound placed in irregular order probably 
owing to the exigencies of verse. This interpretation is 
confirmed by Pj II 469,14 and Dhp-a IV 192,7-8 in their 
gloss on the related bahu bbihi compound nandibhava
parikkhi1J.a1Jl as tisu bhavesu parikkhi1J.ata1J.ha1Jl; "one who has 
destroyed craving for the three realms of existence." See 
too below v. 300c and n. 16S. 

8 In this verse only the first two padas conform to a recog
nizable metre (Vatta), which indicates that the verse is cor
rupt. Ee2 amends the third pada and adds a line found 
only in a Lanna ms to arrive at a novel reading: vedaniina1Jl 
nirodhii cal upasanto carissati ti. It then treats the last three 
padas of the other editions as prose. This, however, alters 
the meaning of the verse in such a way that it no longer 
directly answers the question. 

Spk: By the first method of explanation, delight in exis
tence (nandibhava, or, following the gloss: "existence rooted 
in delight"), being the threefold activity of kammic forma
tion (tividhakammiibhisankhiira-see 12:51), implies the 
aggregate of volitional formations (sankhiirakkhandha); per
ception and consciousness implies the two aggregates associ
ated therewith; and by mentioning this, the feeling associ
ated with those three aggregates is included. Thus, by 
way of the nonoccurrence of the four kammically active 
mental aggregates (anupiidi1JIJaka-arnpakkhandhii), "Nibbana 
with residue" (sa-upiidisesa-nibbiina) is indicated. By the 
phrase by the cessation and appeasement of feelings (vedaniina1J1 
nirodhii upasamii), the kammically acquired (upiidiIJIJaka) 
feeling is referred to, and by mentioning this the other 
three associated aggregates are implied; the aggregate of 
form is included as their physical basis and object. Thus, 
by way of the nonoccurrence of the five kammically 
acquired aggregates, "Nibbana without residue" (anupiidi
sesa-nibbiina) is indicated. By the second method (taking 
"delight" and "existence" as parallel terms), delight implies 
the aggregate of volitional formations; existence, the aggre
gate of form; and the other three aggregates are shown 
under their own names. Nibbana is indicated as the 
nonoccurrence of these five aggregates. Thus the Blessed 
One concludes the teaching with Nibbana itself. 
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On the two elements of Nibbana, see the General 
Introduction, p. 50. 

9 Spk: "Life is swept along" (upaniyati jivita1!l) means: 
"(Life) is destroyed, it ceases; or it moves towards, i.e., 
gradually approaches, death" (upaniyati ti parikkhiyati niruj
jhati; upagacchati va; anupubbena maralJa1!l upeti ti  attho) . 
"Short is the life span" (appam iiyu): "The life span is limit
ed in two ways: first, because it is said, 'One who lives 
long lives for a hundred years or a little longer' (see 4:9); 
and second, because in the ultimate sense the life-moment 
of beings is extremely limited, enduring for a mere act of 
consciousness." Spk continues as at Vism 238 (Ppn 8:39). 

10 Spk: This deva had been reborn into one of the brahma 
worlds with a long life span. When he saw beings passing 
away and taking rebirth in realms with a short life span, 
he was moved to pity and urged them to do "deeds of 
m�rit" (pufiiiiini)-to develop the form-sphere and form
less-sphere jhanas-so that they would be reborn into the 
form and formless realms with a long life span. The 
Buddha's verse is a rejoinder intended to show that the 
deva's advice is still tied to the round of existence and 
does not lead to emancipation. The peace (santi) which the 
Buddha commends is Nibbana. 

Spk explains two denotations of lokilmisa, literally "car
nal things": (i) figuratively (pariyayena), it denotes the 
entire round of existence with its three planes, the objec
tive sphere of attachment, "the bait of the world"; (ii) liter
ally (nippariyayena), it signifies the four requisites (cloth
ing, food, dwelling, and medicines), the material basis for 
survival. For the figurative use of amisa, see v. 371d, 
v. 480, and 35:230; in the last text, however, the six sense 
objects are compared to baited hooks rather than to the 
bait itself. 

11 VayogulJa anupubba1!l jahanti. Spk: Youth deserts one who 
reaches middle age; both youth and middle age desert one 
who reaches old age; and at the time of death, all three 
stages desert us. 

12 Spk: One must cut off (chinde) the five lower fetters (identity 
view, doubt, the distorted grasp of rules and vows, sensual 
desire, ill will). One must abandon (jahe) the five higher 
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fetters (lust for form, lust for the formless, conceit, rest
lessness, ignorance). In order to cut off and abandon these 
fetters one must develop a further five (pafica cuttari bhavaye), 
namely, the five spiritual faculties (faith, energy, mindful
ness, concentration, wisdom). The five ties (paficasangii) are: 
lust, hatred, delusion, conceit, and views. A bhikkhu who 
has surmounted these five ties is called a crosser of the flood 
(oghati1J1;W), that is, a crosser of the fourfold flood (see n. 1). 

Strangely, although the verses refer to the five ties as if 
they are a standard doctrinal set, no pentad of sangas can 
be found as such in the Nikayas; the five sangas are men
tioned at Vibh 377,16-18. 

13 Spk says, "When the five faculties are awake the five hin
drances are asleep, and when the five hindrances are 
asleep the five faculties are awake," but this seems redun
dant; the explanation would be more satisfactory if we 
take the first phrase to be stating that when the five facul
ties are asleep the five hindrances are awake, thus making 
more explicit the relationship of diametric opposition and 
mutual exclusion between the two pentads. Spk contin
ues: "It is by the same five hindrances that one gathers dust, 
i.e., the dust of the defilements; and it is by the five facul
ties that one is purified." 

14 Spk identifies the dhammii of pada a as the catusacca
dhammii, "the things (or teachings) of the four (noble) 
truths." Who may be led into others' doctrines: Spk: The doc
trines of the other spiritual sects apart from the Buddha's 
Teaching are called "others' doctrines" (paraviidii); specifi
cally, the doctrines of the sixty-two views (DN I 12-38). 
Some tend to these doctrines of their own accord, some 
are led into them and adopt them through the influence of 
others. 

15 Those awakened ones (sambuddha). Spk: There are four kinds 
of awakened ones: omniscient Buddhas, paccekabuddhas, 
"four-truth awakened ones" (i.e., arahant disciples), and 
those awakened through learning. The first three types are 
indicated in the present context. They fare evenly amidst the 
uneven: they fare evenly amidst the uneven common domain 
of the world, or amidst the uneven community of sentient 

beings, or amidst the uneven multitude of defilements. 
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16 Spk: Here taming (dama) signifies the qualities pertaining 
to concentration. Sagehood (mona) is the knowledge of the 
four supramundane paths, so called because it experi
ences (muniiti ti monal'J'l); that is, it knows the four truths. 
The realm of Death (maccudheyya) is the round with its three 
planes, so called because it is the domain of Death; its 
beyond or far shore (piira) is Nibbana. 

17 Spk sees this couplet as an implicit formulation of the 
threefold training: by the abandoning of conceit the higher 
virtue (adhisila) is implied; by well concentrated (susamii
hitatto), the training in concentration or the higher mind 
(adhicitta); and by lofty mind (sutetaso), denoting a mind 
endowed with wisdom, the training in the higher wisdom 
(adhipaiiiiii). To this we might add that the last phrase, 
everywhere released (sabbadhi vippamutto), points to the cul
mination of the threefold training in liberation (vimutti). 
See ON II 122,15-123,12. 

18 Spk: This verse was spoken by an earth-bound deva who 
dwelt in that forest. Each day he would see the bhikkhus 
who inhabited the forest sitting in meditation after their 
meal. As they sat, their minds would become unified and 
serene, and the serenity of their minds would become 
manifest in their complexion (valpJa). Puzzled that they 
could have such serene faces while living under these aus
tere conditions, the deva came to the Buddha to inquire 
into the cause. The facial complexion (mukhavaIJIJa) or 
complexion of the skin (chavivaIJ1Ja) is understood to indi
cate success in meditation; see 21:3 (II 275,20-21), 28:1 
(III 235,22); and Yin I 40,14, and 41,2. 

19 Tiivatil'J'lsa, "the realm of the thirty-three," is the third 
sense-sphere heaven. It is so named because thirty-three 
youths, headed by the youth Magha, had been reborn 
here as a result of their meritorious deeds. Magha himself 
became Sakka, ruler of the devas. Nandana is the Garden 
of Delight in Tavatirp.sa, so called because it gives delight 
and joy to anyone who enters it. According to Spk, this 
deva had just taken rebirth into this heaven and, while 
wandering through the Nandana Grove, he spoke the 
verse as a spontaneous paean of joy over his celestial 
glory. Spk glosses naradeviinal'J'l with devapurisiinal'J'l, "deva-
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males"; it is clearly not a dvanda compound. Tidasa, "the 
Thirty" (lit. "triple ten"), is a poetic epithet for Tavatiqlsa. 

20 Spk ascribes this rejoinder to a female deva who was a 
noble disciple (ariyasavikii). Thinking, "This foolish deva 
imagines his glory to be permanent and unchanging, 
unaware that it is subject to cutting off, perishing, and dis
solution," she spoke her stanza in order to dispel his delu
sion. The "maxim of the arahants" is pronounced by the 
Buddha at 15:20 (II 193, also at ON II 199,6-7); the deva
king Sakka repeats it on the occasion of the Buddha's 
parinibbana (see v. 609). The first line usually reads anicca 
vata smikhiira rather than, as here, anicca sabbasaizkhtlra. An 
identical exchange of verses occurs below at 9:6, with the 
goddess Jalini and the Venerable Anuruddha as speakers. 
The feminine vocative bale in pada b implies that the latter 
dialogue was the original provenance of the verse, or in 
any case that the first devata is female. 

Spk: Formations here are all formations of the three 
planes of existence (sabbe tebhumakasaizkhlira), which are 
impermanent in the sense that they become nonexistent 
after having corne to be (hutva abhavapthena anicca). Their 
appeasement is blissful (tesa1?l vupasamo sukho): Nibbana 
itself, called the appeasement of those formations, is 
blissful. 

21 Upadhi, "acquisitions" (from upa + dha, "to rest upon") 
means literally "that upon which something rests," i.e., 
the "foundations" or "paraphernalia" of existence. The 
word has both obj ective and subjective extensions. 
Objectively, it refers to the things acquired, i.e., one's 
assets and possessions; subjectively, to the act of appropri
ation rooted in craving. In many instances the two senses 
merge, and often both are intended. The word functions 
as a close counterpart of upadana, /I clinging," to which, 
however, it is not etymologically related. See in this con
nection 12:66 and II, n. 187, and Sn p. 141. 

Spk (along with other commentaries) offers a fourfold 
classification of upadhi: (i) kiimupadhi, acquisitions as sen
sual pleasures and material possessions; (ii) khandhupadhi, 
the five aggregates; (iii) kilesupadhi, defilements, which are 
the foundation for suffering in the realm of misery; and 
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(iv) abhismikhiirupadhi, volitional formations, accumula
tions of kamma, which are the foundation for all suffering 
in sarrtsara. In the deva's verse upadhi is used in the first 
sense. 

In his reply the Buddha turns the devata's expression 
"one without acquisitions" (nirupadhi) on its head by 
using the term as a designation for the arahant, who is 
free from all four kinds of upadhi and thus completely free 
from suffering. The pair of verses recurs below at 4:8, with 
Mara as the interlocutor. 

22 Spk: There is no affection like that for oneself because people, 
even if they discard their parents and neglect to care for 
their children, still care for themselves (see v. 392). There 
is no wealth equal to grain because people, when famished, 
will give away gold and silver and other assets in order to 
obtain grain. There is no light like wisdom because wisdom 
can illumine the ten-thousandfold world system and dis
pel the darkness concealing the three periods of time, 
which even the sun cannot do (see AN II 139-40). Among 
the waters the rain is supreme because if the rainfall were to 
be cut off even the great ocean would dry up, but when 
the rain continues to pour down the world becomes one 
mass of water even up to the Abhassara deva world. 

23 From this point on, wherever the text does not specify the 
identity of the speakers, it is implied that the first verse is 
spoken by a devata and the reply by the Buddha. 

24 In pada b, Be and Se read sannisivesu, a word not encoun
tered elsewhere, while Eel & 2, following SS, read san
nisinnesu, which may be a "correction" of the original 
reading; the text available to the subcommentator evident
ly read sannisivesu. Spk glosses: yathii phiisukatthiina1J1 upa
gantvii sannisinnesu vissamiinesu. [Spk-pt: parissamavi
nodanattha1J1 sabbaso sannis idantesu; d-kiirassa hi v-kiira1J1 
katvii niddeso.] The gist of this explanation is that at noon 
all the birds (and other animals), exhausted by the heat, 
are quietly resting in order to dispel their fatigue. 

In pada c the resolution of saIJateva is problematic. Spk 
glosses: saIJati viya mahiivirava1J1 viya muccati, "it seems to 
make a sound, it seems as if it releases a great roar." This 
implies that Spk divides the sandhi into saIJate iva. Ee2 
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apparently accepts this with its reading salJ.ate va. 
Following a suggestion of VAT, I resolve it salJ.ati eva, tak
ing the sense to be that the forest itself is emitting the 
sound. The verb salJ.ati means merely to make a sound, 
and is e lsewhere used to describe a noisy creek 
(Sn 720-21), so here the sound might be more appropriate
ly described as a murmur than as a roar. In pada d the 
verb is patibhati, glossed by Spk as upatthati. 

Spk: In the dry season, at high noon, when the animals 
and birds are all sitting quietly, a great sound arises from 
the depths of the forest as the wind blows through the 
trees, bamboo clusters, and hollows. At that moment an 
obtuse deva, unable to find a companion with whom to sit 
and converse amiably, uttered the first stanza. But when a 
bhikkhu has returned from his alms round and is sitting 
alone in a secluded forest abode attending to his medita
tion subject, abundant happiness arises (as is expressed in 
the rejoinder). 

25 Arati, tandi, vijambhika, and bhattasammada recur at 46:2 
(V 64,31-32) and 46:51 (V 103,13--14). Formal definitions are 
at Vibh 352. Spk: The noble path (ariyamagga) is both the 
mundane and supramundane path. The clearing of the 
path comes about when one expels the mental corruptions 
by means of the path itself, with the energy (viriya) 
conascent with the path. 

On the distinction between the mundane and supra
mundane paths, see the Introduction to Part V, pp.1490-92. 

26 Spk explains pade pade, in pada c, thus: "In each object 
(arammalJ.e arammalJ.e); for whenever a defilement arises in 
relation to any object, it is just there that one founders 
(visidati). But the phrase can also be interpreted by way of 
the modes of deportment (iriyapatha); if a defilement arises 
while one is walking, (standing, sitting, or lying down), it 
is just there that one founders. Intentions (sankappa) should 
be understood here by way of the three wrong intentions, 
i.e., of sensuality, ill will, and harming." 

27 The simile of the tortoise is elaborated at 35:240, followed 
by the same verse. Spk: One is independent (anissito) of the 

dependencies of craving and views, and fully quenched by 
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the quenching of defilements (kilesaparinibbiina). He would 
not reprove another person for defects in conduct, etc., 
from a desire to humiliate him, but he would speak out of 
compassion, with the idea of rehabilitating him, having 
set up in himself the five qualities (speaking at the right 
time, about a true matter, gently, in a beneficial way, with 
a mind of lovingkindness; see AN III 244,1-3). 

28 Be and Se read the verb in pada c as apabodhati, Eel as 
appabodhati, Ee2 as appabodheti. Apparently the latter read
ings arose on the supposition that the word is formed 
from a + pabodh. Spk's gloss-apaharanto bujjhati, "who, 
pulling back, knows"-supports apabodhati (apa + bodh). 
The Skt parallel at Uv 19:5 has a different pada altogether, 
sarvapiipa1J1 jahiity efja. Though the verse includes no osten
sible interrogative, Spk interprets it as posing a question. 1 
take koci to be equivalent to kvaci, though Spk glosses it as 
a personal pronoun. 

Spk: As a good thoroughbred who knows to pull back 
from the whip does not let it strike him, so a bhikkhu who 
is keen to avoid blame-who knows to pull back from it
does not let any genuine ground for abuse strike him. The 
deva asks: "Is there any such arahant?" But no one is 
wholly free from abuse on false grounds. The Buddha 
answers that such arahants, who avoid unwholesome 
states from a sense of shame, are few. , 

29 Spk: The deva refers to one's mother as a "little hut" 
because one dwells in her womb for ten months; to a wife 
as a "little nest" because, aftt;:r a hard day's work, men 
resort to the company of women in the way that birds, 
after searching for food during the day, resort to their 
nests at night; to sons as "lines extended" (santiinakii) 
because they extend the family lineage; and to craving as 
bondage. The Buddha replies as he does because he will 
never again dwell within a mother's womb, or support a 
wife, or beget sons. 

30 Spk: The deva asked these additional questions because 
he was astonished by the Buddha's quick replies and 
wanted to find out if he had really grasped the meaning. 

Although three eds. employ the singular santiinaka1J1 in 
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pada c of this verse, SS and Ee2 have the plural santanake, 
which seems preferable for maintaining consistency with 
the other verses. Kintaham should be resolved kin te aham. 

31 The opening portion of this sutta appears, with elab�ra
tion, in the prologue to the Samiddhi Jataka Oa No. 167), 
which includes the first pair of verses as well. MN No. 133 
opens in a similar way, with Samiddhi as the protagonist. 
The bhikkhu Samiddhi was so named because his body 
was splendid (samiddha), handsome and lovely. Spk 
makes it clear that this is a female devata (called a deva
dhita in the JiHaka), an earth-deity (bhummadevata) who 
resided in the grove. When she saw Samiddhi in the light 
of the early dawn, she fell in love with him and planned to 
seduce him. Samiddhi appears below at 4:22 and 35:65-68. 

32 The verses revolve around a pun on the double meaning 
of bhufijati, to eat food and to enjoy sense pleasures. The 
devata is ostensibly telling Samiddhi to eat before going 
on alms round (i.e., to get his fill of sensual pleasures 
before taking to the monk's life), but Samiddhi insists he 
will not abandon the monk's life for the sake of sensual 
enjoyment. 

Spk: The devata had spoken of time with reference to the 
time of youth, when one is able to enjoy sensual pleasures. 
In padas ab of his reply Samiddhi speaks with reference to 
the time of death (maralJakala), which is hidden (channa) in 
that one never knows when it will arrive. In pad a d he 
refers to the time for practising the duty of an ascetic 
(samalJadhammakaralJakala), as it is difficult for an old per
son to learn the Dhamma, practise austerities, dwell in the 
forest, and develop the meditative attainments. The va in 
pada a is a mere indeclinable (nipiitamatta). 

33 At 4:21 Mara offers the same advice to a group of young 
bhikkhus, who reply in words identical with those of 
Samiddhi. The Buddha's exposition of the dangers in sen
sual pleasures may be found at MN I 85-87, 364-67, 506-8, 
and elsewhere. Samiddhi's answer reiterates the standard 
verse of homage to the Dhamma, omitting only the first 
term ("well expounded"), which is not relevant here. Spk 
interprets the "immediate" or "timeless" (akalika) charac
ter of the Dhamma by way of the Abhidhamma doctrine 
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that the fruit (phala) arises in immediate succession to its 
respective path (magga), but this idea certainly seems too 
narrow for the present context, where the contrast is sim
ply between the immediately beneficial Dhamma and 
"time-consuming" sensual pleasures. For more on akiilika, 
see .II, n. 103. 

A few words are called for in explanation of my transla
tion of opanayika as "applicable," which departs from the 
prevalent practice of rendering it "leading onward." CPD 
points out that "the context in which [the word] occurs 
shows clearly that it cannot have the active sense of 'lead
ing to' . . .  but must rather be interpreted in a passive sense 
(gerundive) in accordance with the commentaries." To be 
sure, Vism 217,10-12 (Ppn 7:84) does allow for an active 
sense with its alternative derivation: nibbiina1Jl upaneti ti 
ariyamaggo upaneyyo . . .  opanayiko, "it leads on to Nibbana, 
thus the noble path is onward-leading . . .  so it is leading 
onwards"; this derivation, however, is almost surely pro
posed with "edifying" intent. Earlier in the same passage 
the word is glossed by the gerundive upanetabba, "to be 
brought near, to be applied," so I follow the derivation at 
Vism 217,3--9 (Ppn 7:83), which is probably correct etymo
logically: bhiivaniivasena attano citte upanayana1Jl arahati ti 
opanayiko . . .  asankhato pana attano cittena upanayana1Jl ara
hati ti opanayiko; sacchikiriyiivasena alliyana1Jl arahati ti attho; 
"The Dhamma (as noble path) is applicable because it 
deserves application within one's own mind by way of 
meditative development . .  . .  But the unconditioned 
Dhamma (i.e., Nibbana) is applicable because it deserves 
application with one's own mind; that is, it deserves being 
resorted to by way of realization."  While the word 
opanayika does not occur in any other context that allows 
us to draw inferences about its meaning, the cognate 
expression att '  upaniiyiko (at 55:7 (V 353,21, 26) and 
Yin III 91,33--34) clearly means "applicable to oneself." On 
the other hand, to indicate that the Dhamma conduces to 
Nibbana the texts use another expression, niyyiin ika 
upasamasa1Jlvattan ika (see, e .g . ,  55:25 (V 380,1 1 )  and 
MN I 67,13), which would not fit the contexts where the 
above formula appears. 
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34 Spk: "Each of the deva-kings has a retinue of a hundred or 
a thousand kotis of devas. Placing themselves in grand 
positions, they see the Tathagata. How can powerless female 
devas like us get a chance to see him?" A koti = 10,000,000. 

35 Spk: What can be expressed (akkheyya) are the five aggre
gates, the objective sphere of linguistic reference (not the 
terms of expression themselves). Beings who perceive what 
can be expressed (akkheyyasaflflino satta) :  When ordinary 
beings perceive the five aggregates, their perceptions are 
affected by the ideas of permanence, pleasure, and self, 
elsewhere called "distortions" (vipallasa, AN II 52,4-8) . 
These distorted perceptions then provoke the defilements, 
on account of which beings become established in what can be 
expressed (akkheyyasmi1J1. pati!!hita). Beings "become estab
lished in" the five aggregates in eight ways: by way of 
lust, hatred, delusion, views, the underlying tendencies, 
cO!lceit, doubt, and restlessness (see n. 2). 

It-a II 31-32, commenting on the same couplet at It 53, 
says that "beings who perceive what can be expressed" 
are those who perceive the five aggregates by way of a 
percept occurring in the mode of "I," "mine," "deva," 
"human," "woman," or "man," etc. That is, they perceive 
the five aggregates as a being or person, etc. 

Spk suggests that this verse is stated in order to show 
how sensual pleasures are "time-consuming." [Spk-pt: 
Kama here denotes all phenomena of the three planes, 
called sensual pleasures because they are pleasurable 
(kamaniya).J This suggestion seems confirmed by the last 
line: those who do not understand the five aggregates cor
rectly "come under the yoke of Death"; they undergo 
repeated birth and death and hence remain caught in 
sarrtsara, the net of time. 

36 Spk: One "fully understands what can be expressed" by 
way of the three kinds of full understanding: (i) by full 
understanding of the known (flatapariflfla) one under
stands the five aggregates in terms of their individual 
characteristics, etc.; (ii) by full understanding by scruti
nization (tiraIJapariiiiiii) one scrutinizes them in forty-two 
modes as impermanent, suffering, etc.; (iii) by full under
standing as abandonment (pahiinapariflflii) one abandons 
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desire and lust for the aggregates by means of the 
supreme path. For a fuller discussion, see Vism 606-7 
(Ppn 20:3-4) and Vism 611-13 (Ppn 20:18-19), based on 
Patis II 238-42, where, however, only forty modes are 
enumerated under (ii) . The forty-two modes are at 
Vism 655,15-30 (Ppn 21:59), in connection with "discerning 
formations as void." 

One does not conceive "one who expresses" (akkhiUara1J1 na 
mafifiati). Spk: The arahant does not conceive the speaker 
as an individual (puggaZa); that is, he no longer takes the 
five aggregates to be "mine," "I," and "my self." 

That does not exist for him (ta1J1 hi tassa na hoti ti): In this 
couplet I follow SS in omitting, as an interpolation, the 
words na tassa atthi, included in all the printed eds. The 
Skt version too, cited at Ybhu5 2:2 (Enomoto, CSCS, p .  23), 
does not include such a phrase, but reads: tad vai na vid
yate tasya, vadeyur yena tam pare, "That does not exist for 
him by which others might speak of him." 

Spk explains that there exist no grounds for speaking of 
the arahant as lustful, or as hating, or as deluded. It would 
be more fitting, perhaps, to see this second couplet as 
referring to the arahant after his parinibbclna, when by 
casting off the five aggregates ("what can be expressed") 
he goes beyond the range of ve,bal  expression (see 
Sn 1076). It should be noted that thematically these two 
verses closely correspond to the Miilapariyaya Sutta (MN 
No. 1). Spk states that this verse discusses the "directly 
visible" ninefold supramundane Dhamma, i.e., the four 
paths, their fruits, and Nibbana. 

37 The "three discriminations" (tayo vidhii) are the three 
modes of conceit: the conceit "I am better" (seyyo 'ham 
asmimiina), the conceit "I am equal" (sadiso 'ham asmimiina), 
and the conceit "I am worse" (hino 'ham asmimiina). See 
22:49 (III 48-49), 45:162, 46:41. At Vibh 389-90 it is shown 
that these three become ninefold in so far as each triad 
may be entertained by one who is truly better, truly equal, 
or truly worse. One "not shaken in the three discrimina
tions" is the arahant, who alone has completely eradicated 
the fetter of conceit. Spk points out that the first couplet 
shows how sensual pleasures are time-consuming, while 
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the second couplet discusses the supramundane Dhamma. 
38 The most common reading of this pada is pahasi sankham 

na vimanam ajjhaga, found in Be, Se, and Eel of v. 49, in Be 
and Eel of the parallel v. 105, and in the lemma in Spk 
(Be, Se) to v. 49. From his comments it is clear the com
mentator had a text with vimana, which he explains as 
equivalent to vividhamana: "He does not assume the three
fold conceit with its nine divisions" (navabheda1'!l tividha
mana1'!l na upagato). Spk's alternative explanation, which 
takes vimana1'!l to be the mother's womb, the destination of 
the rebirth process, seems too fanciful to be taken serious
ly. Vimanadassi occurs at Sn 887b in the sense of "contemp
tuous," but this meaning of vimana may be too narrow for 
the present context. 

The verse may have originally read na ca manam and 
this reading may have already been corrupted before the 
age of the commentaries, c/v confusion being not uncom
mon in Sinha la-script texts. The corruption would then 
have been preserved and perpetuated by the commenta
tors. Despite the dominance of na vimanam, the reading na 
ca manam is found in v. 105 of Se, in the lemma to v. 49 in 
four Sinhala mss of Spk (referred to in the notes to Spk 
(Se» , and in Thai eds. of SN and Spk. The 5kt counterpart 
(quoted at Ybhiis 2:4; Enomoto, CSCS, p. 23) has prahaya 
mana1'!l ca na sangam eti, which corresponds more closely to 
the alternative reading of the Pali. The original finite verb 
may have been the rare reduplicative perfect aja (as in 55) 
or aga (as in Ee2 and Thai eds.). See von Hiniiber, "On the 
Perfect in Pali," Selected Papers, pp. 174-76. 

Spk understands pahiisi sankha1'!l to mean that the ara
hant can no longer be described by such concepts as lust
ful, hating, or deluded, but the point is more likely to be 
that he has stopped forming papaficasafifiasankha, "ideas 
and notions arisen from mental proliferation" (see 
MN 1 112,2-3). The 5kt reading sangam may actually make 
better sense in this context. It seems that this phrase refers 
back to v. 47 and na vimanam ajjhaga back to v. 48. It is pos
sible, too, that the lines describe the arahant after his 
parinibbana, when he can no longer be reckoned by way 
of the five aggregates (see 44:1). Padas cf seem to be 
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describing the arahant after his parinibbana, though else
where he is also said to be unfindable here and now (e.g., 
at 22:86; III 118,35-36). 

39 Spk explains the avoidance of evil in body, speech, and 
mind by way of the ten courses of wholesome kamma (see 
MN I 47,12-17, 287-288, etc.). The phrase having abandoned 
sense pleasures rejects the extreme of indulgence in sensual 
pleasures; one should not pursue a course that is painful and 
harmful rejects the extreme of self-mortification. Thus, Spk 
says, the verse points to the middle way that avoids the 
two extremes. The whole verse can also be construed posi
tively in terms of the Noble Eightfold Path: doing no evil 
by body and speech implies right speech, right action, and 
right livelihood; "mindful" implies right effort, right 
mindfulness, and right concentration; "clearly compre
hending" implies right view and right intention. 5pk says 
that at the end of the Buddha's discourse the devata was 
established in the fruit of stream-entry and spoke this 
verse, "a great Dhamma teaching," in order to show the 
eightfold path by which she had attained the fruit. 

40 In pada b, I read �ayhamane va, with Eel and 55, as against 
�ayhamano va in Be, Se, and Ee2. With bhavaraga in pada c, 
these verses also appear as Th 39-40 and 1162-63. In the 
present form the pair of verses sets a problem in interpre
tation, for kamaraga, sensual lust, is abandoned by the 
third path, while sakkayaditthi, identity view, is abandoned 
by the first path, so the devata appears to be advocating a 
higher attainment than the Buddha. This problem does 
not arise in the Th version, since bhavaraga, lust for exis
tence, is abandoned by the fourth path, that of ara
hantship. 5pk gives an ingenious solution: The deva spoke 
his verse with reference to the abandoning of sensual lust 
by way of suppression only (vikkhambhanappahanam eva), 
i.e., temporarily through the attainment of jhana, while 
the Buddha recommended the attainment of stream-entry, 
which eliminates identity view by way of eradication 
(samuccheda) so that not even the subtle underlying ten
dency (anusaya) remains, thus ensuring full liberation in a 
maximum of seven more lives. 

41 The verse poses a riddle which hinges on two connota-
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tions of phusati, "to touch" :  (i) to acquire a particular 
kamma, here the grave kamma of wronging an innocent 
person; and (ii) to reap the result of that kamma when it 
comes to maturity. 

42 At Sn 662 this verse refers to Kokaliya's calumny of 
Sariputta and Moggallana (see 6:10, which includes the 
story but not this verse). A different, and less credible, 
background story is told at Dhp-a III 31-33, commenting 
on Dhp 125; see BL 2:282-84. On the kammic result of 
harming innocents, see Dhp 137-40. 

43 This verse and the next form the opening theme of Vism 
and are commented on at Vism 1-4 (Ppn 1:1-8); the expla
nation is incorporated into Spk. VAT suggests that the 
words antojata bahljata should be taken as bahubbihi com
pounds in apposition to paja ("having a tangle inside, hav
ing a tangle outside"), but I translate in accordance with 
Spk, which treats them as tappurisa. 

Spk: Tangle (jata) is a term for the network of craving, in 
the sense that it "laces together," for it arises repeatedly up 
and down among the sense objects such as forms. There is 
a tangle inside, a tangle outside, because craving arises with 
respect to one's own possessions and those of others; with 
respect to one's own body and the bodies of others; and 
with respect to the internal and external sense bases. 

44 The Buddha's reply is a succinct statement of the threefold 
training, with samadhi referred to by the word citta. Spk 
says wisdom is mentioned three times in the verse: first as 
innate intelligence ("wise"); second, as insight-wisdom 
(vipassana-pafiiia), the wisdom to be developed; and third, 
as "discretion," the pragmatic wisdom that takes the lead 
in all tasks (sabbakiccaparinayikii parihariyapaiiiia). 

Spk: "Just as a man standing on the ground and taking 
up a well-sharpened knife might disentangle a great tan
gle of bamboos, so this bhikkhu . . .  standing on the 
ground of virtue and taking up, with the hand of practical 
intelligence exerted by the power of energy, the knife of 
insight-wisdom well sharpened on the stone of concentra
tion, might disentangle, cut away, and demolish the entire 
tangle of craving that had overgrown his own mental con
tinuum" (adapted from Ppn 1:7). 
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45 While the previous verse shows the trainee (sekha), who is 
capable of disentangling the tangle, this verse shows the 
arahant, the one beyond training (asekha), who has fin
ished disentangling the tangle. 

46 Spk says this verse is stated to show the opportunity (or 
region) for the disentangling of the tangle (jataya vijata
nokasa). Here name (nama) represents the four mental 
aggregates. Spk treats impingement (patigha) as metrical 
shorthand for perception of impingement (patighasaiiiia). 
According to Spk-pt, in pada c we should read a com
pressed dvanda compound, pa{igharupasafifia ("perceptions 
of impingement and of form"),1:he first part of which has 
been truncated, split off, and nasalized to fit the metre. 
Impingement being the impact of the five sense objects on 
the five sense bases, " perception of impingement" 
(patighasaiifia) is defined as the fivefold sense perception 
(see Vibh 261 ,31-34 and Vism 329,22-24; Ppn 10 : 16 ) .  
Percepti�n of form (rupasafifia) has a wider range, com
prising as well the perceptions of form visualized in the 
jhanas [Spk-pt: perception of the form of the earth-kasi�1a, 
etc.] .  Spk explains that the former implies sense-sphere 
existence, the latter form-sphere existence, and the two 
jointly imply formless-sphere existence, thus completing 
the three realms of existence. 

It is here that this tangle is cut. Spk: The tangle is cut, in the 
sense that the round with its three planes is terminated; it 
is cut and ceases in dependence on Nibbana. 

47 Readings of pad a b differ. I follow Se and Ee2, mana yatat
tam agata1J1., as against Be na mana sa1J1.yatattam agata1J1.. 

Spk: This deva held the view that one should rein in 
every state of mind; whether wholesome or not, whether 
mundane or supramundane, the mind should be reined 
in, not aroused. [Spk-pt: He believed that every state of 
mind brings suffering and that the unconscious state is 
better.] The Buddha spoke the rejoinder to show that a 
distinction should be made between the mind to be reined 
in and the mind to be developed. See 35:205 (IV 195,15-30), 
where the Buddha advises reining in the mind (tato citta1J1 
nivaraye) from objects that arouse the defilements. 

48 Spk: This deva, who dwelt in a forest grove, heard the 
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forest bhikkhus using such expressions as "I eat, I sit, my 
bowl, my robe," etc. Thinking, " I  had imagined these 
bhikkhus to be arahants, but can arahants speak in ways 
that imply belief in a self?" he approached the Buddha 
and posed his question. 

49 Voharamattena so vohareyya. Spk: "Although arahants have 
abandoned talk that implies belief in a self, they do not 
violate conventional discourse by saying, 'The aggregates 
eat, the aggregates sit, the aggregates' bowl, the aggregates' 
robe'; for no one would understand them." See in this 
connection DN I 202,7-9 : "Thus, Citta, there are these 
worldly expressions, worldly terms, worldly conventions, 
worldly concepts, which the Tathagata uses without 
grasping them." 

50 Spk: At this point the deva thought that while arahants 
may not speak thus because they hold a view (of self), 
they might do s� because they still have conceit (i.e., 
asmimana, the conceit "I am"). Hence he asked the second 
question, and the Buddha's reply indicates arahants have 
abandoned the ninefold conceit (see n. 37). 

51 Spk resolves managanthassa in pada b as mana ca gantha 
assa, "for him conceit and knots," in order to conform to 
the doctrinal tetrad of gantha, which does not include 
mana; see 45:174. It seems, however, that here managantha 
should be understood in a looser sense, as manassa ganthii. 
At It 4,16, in a sutta solely about mana, we find managantha 
used as a bahubbihi compound qualifying paja ("a genera
tion knotted by conceit") and arahants described as 
managanthabhibhuno ("those who have overcome the knots 
of conceit"), which supports my rendering here. The read
ings of pada c vary: Be has mafifiata1J1, Se mafifiana1J1 
(which is the gloss in Spk (Be)), Eel yamata1J1, Ee2 ya mata1J1 
(= yam mata1J1?). Spk explains that he has transcended the 
threefold conceiving due to craving, views, and conceit. 

52 Spk: The question refers to the "streams" of salTlsara, the 
answer to Nibbana. Portions of the reply can be found at 
DN I 223,13-15 and Ud 9,4. On the stopping of the streams, 
see Sn 1034-37, and on the round not revolving see the 
expression vatta1J1 . . .  natthi pafifiapanaya at 22:56-57 and 
44:6 (IV 391,9). 
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53 Ee2 precedes this verse with another (v. 70) found only in 
two Lanna ross from northern Thailand. As that verse is 
not included in any other edition or known ms of SN, and 
hardly relates to the subject matter of  the dialogue 
between the Buddha and the devata, it clearly does not 
belong here; thus I have not translated it. My decision is 
further supported by the absence of any gloss on the verse 
in Spk and Spk-pt, which indicates it was not found in the 
texts available to the commentators. At Ee2, p. xvii, the 
editor argues that this verse must be "restored" to provide 
a question put by the deity, but he assumes that the sutta 
originally read the first word of v. nd as te which was 
then changed to ko or ke by the textual tradition in order to 
supply a question. But since ke as a question makes per
fectly good sense, both syntactically and semantically, 
there is no reason to suppose the original reading was te 
and thus no need to interpolate a new verse to supply the 
question. 

54 Spk: "Among those who have become so avid (ussukkajatesu): 
Among those who are engaged in various tasks, avid to 
produce unarisen forms, etc., and to enjoy those that have 
arisen." In pada c of the second verse I read ke 'dha ta1;lha1Jl 
with Be and Se, as against gedhata1;lha1Jl ("greed and crav
ing") in Eel & 2, and kodhata1;lha1Jl ("anger and craving") 
in SS. In pada d, Ee2 reads te 10kasmi1Jl as against ke lokas
mi1Jl in the other eds. 

Ussuka (Skt utsuka) means anxiously desirous, zealous, 
or busily engaged in some pursuit. The corresponding 
noun is ussukka, which is sometimes found where the 
adjective would have been more appropriate. Ussuka is 
used in both a laudatory and reprobative sense. At 41:3 
(IV 288,12 = 291,4, 302,7), it occurs in the commendatory 
sense, which I render "zealous." See too MN I 324,27 and 
Vin I 49,19-50,8. The negative sense-of being greedy, 
ambitious, or "avid" (my preferred rendering)-is found 
here and at Dhp 199. The expression appossukka, lit. "hav
ing little zeal," is used to describe one who refrains from 
busy activity. In SN we find this expression-which I gen
erally render, loosely, "(living) at ease" -at 9:10 (I 202,22), 
21:4 (II 277,12), 35:240 (IV 178,1, here "keeping still"), and 
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51:10 (V 262,18). The abstract noun appossukkatii, at 6:1 
(I 137,1, 6), characterizes the Buddha's original inclination 
just after his enlightenment, towards a life of quietud� 
rather than towards the "busy work" of preaching the 
Dhamma. See too below n. 366 and n. 551. 

55 Spk: The four wheels are the four modes of deportment 
(walking, standing, sitting, lying down). The nine doors are 
the nine "wound openings" (eyes, ears, nostrils, mouth, 
genitals, anus) . It is filled up with impure body parts 
(head-hairs, etc.), and bound with greed, i.e., with craving. 
How does one escape from it?: How can there be emergence 
from such a body? How can there be freedom, release, a 
transcendence of it? Spk-pt adds: It is born from a bog 
(pankajiita) because it is produced in the foul bog of the 
mother's womb. The Pali expression could also have been 
rendered, "It is a bog," but I follow Spk-pt. This stark per
spective on the body is elaborated at Sn I, 11, pp. 34-35. 

56 In pad a a (= Dhp 398a), Eel nandiT'fl should be amended to 
naddhiT'fl. Spk explains that in the Dhp verse varattii is crav
ing (ta1!hii), but as craving is mentioned separately in our 
verse, varattii is glossed differently here. 

Spk: The thong (naddhi) is hostility (upaniiha), i.e., strong 
anger; the strap (varatta) is the remaining defilements. 
Desire and greed refer to the same mental state spoken of in 
two senses: desire (icchii) is the preliminary weak stage, or 
the desire for what has not been obtained; greed (lobha) is 
the subsequent strong stage, or the holding to an acquired 
object. Craving with its root: with its root of ignorance. 

57 This verse of inquiry occurs at Sn 165-66, though with an 
additional couplet and with a variant line in place of the 
actual question. The inquirers there are the two yakkhas, 
Hemavata and Samgira. The question (or rather, string of 
questions) is posed only at Sn 168 and the reply given at 
Sn 169; they are identical with the question and reply at 
vv. 221-22. It is only after receiving this reply that the 
yakkhas pose the present question, kathaT'fl dukkhii pamuc
cati?, and the answer given is identical. Having antelope 
calves (eIJijangha) is one of the thirty-two marks of a great 
man (see DN III 156,5-12; MN II 136,14). On naga, see 
below n. 84. 
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58 Spk: Here: in this name-and-form (niimarupa). By mention
ing the five cords of sensual pleasure, form is indicated 
[Spk-p!: because they have the nature of form]. By mind 
(mano), name (niima), i.e., the four mental aggregates, is 
indicated. Thus the basis (of desire) here can be interpret
ed by way of the five aggregates, etc. 

59 Spk explains that these devas were called satuUapakiiyikii 
("belonging to the extolling-of-the-good group") because 
they had been reborn in heaven as a result of extolling the 
Dhamma of the good by way of undertaking it [Spk-p!: 
that is, the Dhamma of the good which consists of going 
for refuge, taking the precepts, etc.]. 

The background story is as follows: Once a merchant 
ship with a crew of seven hundred men, while crossing 
the sea, was beset by a terrible storm. As the ship sank, the 
crew members, praying frantically to their gods, noticed 
one of their number sitting calmly, cross-legged "like a 

yogi," free from fear. They asked him how he could 
remain so calm, and he explained that as he had undertak
en the Three Refuges and Five Precepts he had no reason 
for fear. They requested the same from him, and after 
dividing them into seven groups of a hundred each he 
gave each group in turn the refuges and precepts, com
pleting the procedure just as the ship' was swallowed up 
by the sea. As the fruit of this final deed of merit, all the 
men were immediately reborn in theTavatirpsa heaven in 
a single group with their leader at the head. Recognizing 
that they had attained such fortune through their leader's 
kindness, they came to the Blessed One's presence to 
speak praise of him. 

60 Spk: Just as oil is not to be obtained from sand, so wisdom 
is not gained from another, from the blind fool; but just as 
oil is obtained from sesamum seeds, so one gains wisdom 
by learning the Dhamma of the good and by following a 

wise person. 
61 I take siitata1!l to be an accusative adverb from the abstracl 

noun of siita. Spk, however, takes it as an adverb frorr 
satata, "continually," which seems less satisfactory. 

62 Pariyiiyena. Spk glosses kiiralJena, "for a reason," whid 
does not help much. I understand the purport to be that 
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their verses are only provisionally correct, acceptable 
from a mundane point of view. The Buddha's verse is 
definitive (nippariyayena) because it points to the ultimate 
goal. See the contrast of pariyayena and nippariyayena at 
AN IV 449-54. 

63 The stain (mala) is stinginess itself; see the stock descrip
tion of the generous lay follower as one who "dwells at 
horne with a mind rid of the stain of stinginess" (vigata-
malamaccherena cetasa agara1Jl ajjhiivasati). . 

64 Spk: Those do not die among the dead: They do not die 
among those who are "dead" by the death consisting in 
miserliness. The goods of the miser are just like those of 
the dead, for neither distribute their belongings. 

65 Spk: If one practises the Dhamma: if one practises the 
Dharnrna by way of the ten courses of wholesome kamma. 
Though getting on by gleaning (samunjaka1Jl care): one gets on 
"by gleaning" by cleaning up the threshing floor, etc., 
beating the straw, etc. Of those who sacrifice a thousand: Of 
those who sacrifice (offer alms) to a thousand bhikkhus or 
who offer alms purchased with a thousand pieces of 
money. This done a hundred thousand times is equivalent 
to alms given to ten kotis of bhikkhus or worth ten kotis of 
money (a koti = 10,000,000). Are not worth even a fraction: 
the word "fraction" (kala) can mean a sixteenth part, or a 
hundredth part, or a thousandth part; here a hundredth 
part is intended. If one divides into a hundred parts (the 
value of) a gift given by him, the gift of 10,000 kotis given 
by the others is not worth one portion of that. 

Though Spk speaks of alms offerings to bhikkhus, v. 94 
just below implies that the animal sacrifices of the brah
mins are what is being rejected. 

66 Spk: "Faith" here means faith in kamma and its fruit. Just 
as in war a few heroic men conquer even many cowards, 
so one endowed with faith, etc., in giving even a small 
gift, crushes much stinginess and achieves abundant fruit. 

67 Spk explains dhammaladdhassa as either wealth righteously 
gained, or a person who has gained righteousness, i.e., a 
noble disciple. The former alternative makes better sense; 
see AN II 68,13-20. Yama is the god of the nether world; 
Vetarru:u is the Buddhist equivalent of the river Styx (see 
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Sn 674 and Pj II 482,4-6). Spk says that Vetara1).i is men
tioned only as "the heading of the teaching," i.e., as an exam
ple; he has actually passed over all thirty-one great hells. 

68 Viceyyadiina1?1. The expression is an absolutive syntactical 
compound; see Norman, "Syntactical Compounds in 
Middle Indo-Aryan," in Collected Papers, 4:218-19. 

Spk: A gift given after making discrimination. There are 
two kinds of discrimination: (i) regarding the offering, i.e., 
one puts aside inferior items and gives only superior 
items; and (ii) regarding the recipient, i.e., one leaves aside 
those defective in morality or the followers of the ninety
five heretical creeds (piiSa1J�a, the non-Buddhist sects; see 
n. 355) and gives to those endowed with such qualities as 
virtue, etc., who have gone forth in the Buddha's dispen
sation. 

69 In pada a, I read addhii h i  with Ee2 and SS (also at Ja 
III 472,29), as against saddhii hi in Be and Eel and saddhiibhi 
in Se. Spk glosses dha m mapada1?1 va in pada b thus: 
nibbiinasa1ikhiitarrz dhammapadam eva, "just the state of 
Dhamma known as Nibbana." Usually dhammapada is a 
stanza or saying of Dhamma (as at vv. 785-86, 826), which 
is also plausible in this context, but I prefer to take it as a 
metrical contraction of dhammapatipadii, the practice-path 
of Dhamma, a sense attested to at Sn 88, which explicitly 
equates dhammapada with magga. The point the Buddha is 
then making is that the practice of Dhamrna (by the Noble 
Eightfold Path aimed at Nibbana) is better than the prac
tice of giving aimed at a heavenly rebirth. 

The fuller gloss on the verse at Ja III 474 supports the 
above interpretation: "Although giving is definitely 
(ekarrzsen' eva, apparently the gloss on addhii hI) praised in 
many ways, a dhammapada-a portion of Dhamma (dhamma
kotthiisa ) consisting in serenity and insight and in 
Nibbana-is even better than giving. Why so? Because in 
the past (pubb' eva)-that is, in this aeon, Kassapa Buddha 
and so on-and even earlier (pubbatar' eva),  that is, 
Vessabhu Buddha and so on (in earlier aeons), the good, 
the superior persons (sappurisii), endowed with wisdom, 
developed serenity and insight and attained Nibbana." 

70 In pada d, we should adopt the reading of the agent noun 
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aganta in Be, Se, and Ee2, as against agantva in Eel, which 
leaves the sentence with an unresolved absolutive clause. 
We find aganta used in the sense of agami, and anaganta 
used synonymously with anagami (in relation to itthattam 
"this state of being") at AN I 63,30-64,18. 

. , 

Spk: They do not come from Death's realm, that is, from 
the round of existence with its three planes, to Nibbana 
which is the state of no-more-coming-back (apunagamana), s� 
called because beings do not return from Nibbana. One 
who is heedless and bound to sensual pleasures cannot 
attain that. 

71 The identity of the speaker of this passage is difficult to 
determine from the text. I follow Ee2 in taking it to be 
another devata. Though most editions break the lines up 
as if they were verse, there is no recognizable metre and it 
seems likely they are intended as prose. Ee2 does not 
number it as a verse. 

Spk says that misery (agha) in the first line is the suffer
ing of the five aggregates, and suffering (dukkha) in the 
second line is synonymous with it. The fourth line is para
phrased: "By the removal of the five aggregates the suffer
ing of the round is removed." 

72 In pad a b the unusual compound sankapparaga is glossed 
by Spk as sankappitaraga, "intended lust." Mp III 407,5 
glosses: sankappavasena uppannarago, "lust arisen by way of 
intention (or thought)." Spk-pt adds: subhadivasena sankap
pitavatthumhi rago, "lust in regard to an object thought 
about as beautiful, etc." The key to the expression, how
ever, is probably Dhp 339d (= Th 760d), where we find 
sankappa raganissita, "intentions based on lust." Spk sums 
up the purport of the verse thus: "Here the identification 
of sensuality with the sensual object is rejected; it is the 
sensual defilement that is called sensuality." 

Dhira allows of two derivations, one meaning "wise," 
the other "firm, steadfast"; see PED and MW, s.v. dhira. I 
have usually translated it as "wise," following the com
menta rial gloss pa1J4ita, but elsewhere (e.g., at vv. 41te, 
4t3e, 493a, 495a) I have taken advantage of the word's 
ambivalence to render it "steadfast." The word has elevated 
overtones and seems to be used solely in verse. 
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73 Akiiicana in pada c is a common epithet of the arahant. Spk 
explains it as devoid of the "something" (or impediments) 
of lust, hatred, and delusion (see 41:7; IV 297,18-19 := 

MN I 298,14-15). 
74 Spk: Mogharaja was an elder skilled in the sequential 

structure of discourses (anusandhikusala). [Spk-pt: He was 
one of the sixteen pupils of the brahmin Bavari; see 
Sn 1116-19.] Having observed that the meaning of the last 
verse had not gone in sequence, he spoke thus to connect 
it in sequence (perhaps by drawing out its implications?). 
Spk points out that although all arahants can be described 
as "the best of men, faring for the good of humans" (narut
tama1Jl ptthacara1Jl nariina1Jl), the elder used this expression 
with specific reference to the Buddha (dasabala1Jl sandhiiy' 
eva). Spk paraphrases his statement as an interrogative (te 
ki1Jl paSa1Jlsiyii udiihu apasal!lsiyii), which I follow, but it 
might also be read as a simple declaration which is first 
confirmed and then improved upon by the Buddha. 

75 Spk explains bhikkhil in pada a (and presumably in pada d 
too) as a vocative addressed to Mogharaja; but as the lat
ter is also addressed by name it seems preferable to take 
the word in both instances as a nominative plural. In both 
Be and Se the word is clearly plural ... The Buddha thus 
confirms that those who venerate him are praiseworthy, 
but steers the inquirer beyond mere devotion by adding 
that those who understand the truth and abandon doubt 
(by attaining the path of stream-entry) are even more 
praiseworthy; for they will eventually become "surmoun
ters of ties" (sangiitigii), i.e., arahants. 

76 Spk: There is no separate deva world named "the fault
finders" (uJihiinasaiiiiino). This name was given to these 
devas by the redactors of the texts because they arrived in 
order to find fault with the Tathagata for his "misuse" of 
the four requisites. They had thought: "The ascetic 
Gotama praises contentment with simple requisites to the 
bhlkkhus, but he himself lives luxuriously. Daily he teaches 
the Dhamma to the multitude. His speech goes in one 
direction, his deeds in another." The fact that they address 
the Buddha while the)i are still hovering in the air is 
already indicative of disrespect. 

• "..J' 
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77 Spk defines kitava as a fowler (sakUl.1ika) and explains: "As 
a fowler conceals himself behind branches and foliage and 
kills the fowl that come near, thereby supporting his wife, 
so the swindler conceals himself behind a rag-robe and 
cheats the multitude with clever talk. All the use he makes 
of the four requisites (robes, food, lodging, and medicines) 
is use by theft. The deva utters this verse with reference to 
the Blessed One." The same explanation of kitava is given 
at Dhp-a III 375 (to Dhp 252). However, at Ja VI 228,19 the 
word occurs in a context that clearly shows it means a 
gambler; it is glossed by akkhadhutta, a dice-gambler, and I 
translate accordingly here. See Palihawadana, "From 
Gambler to Camouflage: The Strange Semantic 
Metamorphosis of Pali Kitava." 

78 Spk: Why did the Buddha display a smile? It is said that 
those devas did not apologize in a way that accorded with 
the Buddha's true nature (sabhavena); they acted as if tpere 
were no difference between the Tathagata, the supreme 
person in the world, and ordinary worldly people. The 
Blessed One smiled with the intention: "When discussion 
arises from this, I will show the power of a Buddha and 
thereafter I will pardon them." 

79 In pada d, I follow Se in reading tenidha, as against kenidha 
in Be and Eel and ko nidha in Ee2. Neither Spk nor Spk-pt 
offers any help with the meaning of the verse. I translate 
kusala here in accordance with Spk-pt's gloss, anavajja. At 
KS 1:35 this verse has been overlooked. 

80 This line is missing only in Eel, which gives the impres
sion that the following verses are spoken by the same 
deva (and so C.Rh.D has translated them). 

81 This verse is identical with v. 104 except that in pada d 
smiga replaces dukkha. On the five ties, see n. 12. 

82 This sutta reproduces the opening of the Mahasamaya 
Sutta (DN No. 20). The background story, related in detail 
in Spk (as well as in Sv II 672-77 on DN No. 20), begins 
when the Buddha intervened to prevent a war between 
the Sakyans and Koliyans, his paternal and maternal kins
men, over the waters of the river RohiJ:U. After he mediat
ed a peaceful resolution of their conflict, 250 youths from 
each community went forth under him as monks. After a 
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period of exertion, they all attained arahantship on the 
same day, the full-moon day of the month of Jetthamula 
(May-June). When the sutta opens, on the same night, 
they have all assembled in the Master's presence in order 
to announce their attainments. The word sa maya in the 
title means, not "occasion," but meeting or "concourse"; 
Spk glosses mahasamaya in v. 121 as mahasamilha, "great 
assembly." 

83 The Pure Abodes (suddhiivasa) are five planes in the form 
realm into which only nonreturners can be reborn: A viha, 
Atappa, Sudassa, Sudassi, and Akanittha. Here they attain 
final deliverance without ever returning from that realm. 
All the inhabitants are thus either nonreturners or 
arahants. 

84 In pada a, I read khila1J1 with Se and Eel & 2, as against 
khila1J1 in Be. As indakhila1J1 appears in pada b, khila1J1 
would be redundant in pad a a . .  The two words are unre
lated: khila is a wasteland, both literally and figuratively; 
khila, a stake or pillar, of which a particular kind, the inda
khila, is planted in front of a city gate or at the entrance to 
a house as an auspicious symbol. Spk defines all three 
terms-khila, paligha, and indakhila-in the same way, as 
lust, hatred, and delusion. At 45:166 these three are called 
khila, but at MN I 139,19-22 pa/igha is identified with igno
rance (avijja ) .  A set of five cetokhila is mentioned at 
MN I 101,9-27. 

These bhikkhus are unstirred (aneja) by the stirring (or 
commotion, eja) of craving (see 35:90). Naga is a word used 
to designate various types of powerful beings, particularly 
a class of semi-divine dragons, but it also can denote 
cobras and bull elephants and is used as a metaphor for 
the arahant; see MN I 145,5-7. In relation to the arahant the 
dominant sense is that of the bull elephant (see Dhp 
chap. 23), but because the latter expression would, in 
English, seem demeaning rather than complimentary I 
have left naga untranslated. Spk explains the word by way 
of "edifying etymology" thus: chandiidihi na gacchanti ti 
naga; tena tena maggena pahine kilese na agacchanti ti naga; 
nanappakara1J1 agu1!f na karonti ti naga; "nagas, because 
they do not go along by way of desire and so forth; nagas, 
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because they do not return to the defilements abandoned 
by the successive paths; nagas, because they do not COmmit 
the various kinds of crime." Spk calls this a brief account 
and refers the reader to Nidd I 201-2 for a full explana
tion. See too Sn 522, which offers a similar etymology. 

The "One with Vision" (cakkhumii) is the Buddha, so 
called because he possesses the "five eyes" (see n. 370). 

85 Spk: This verse refers to those who have gone for refuge 
by the definitive going for refuge (nibbematika
saraIJagamana). Spk-pt: By this the supramundane going 
for refuge is meant (i.e., by the minimal attainment of 
stream-entry). But those who go for refuge to the Buddha 
by the mundane going for refuge (i .e., without a noble 
attainment) will not go to the plane of misery; and if there 
are other suitable conditions, on leaving the human body 
they will fill up the hosts of devas. 

86 The Buddha's foot had been injured when his evil cousin 
Devadatta tried to murder him by hurling a boulder at 
him on Mount Vulture Peak. The boulder was deflected, 
but a splinter that broke off from it cut the Buddha's foot 
and drew blood. The full story of Devadatta's evil 
schemes is related at Vin II 184-203; see too Na1).amoli, Life 
of the Buddha, chap. 13. This same incident forms the back
ground to 4:13 below. According to Spk, the seven hun
dred devas who came to see the Blessed One included all 
the devas of the Satullapa host. 

87 Spk: He is called a niiga on account of his strength (see 
n. 84); a lion (siha) on account of his fearlessness; a thor
oughbred (iijiiniya) on account of his familiarity with what 
he has learned (?byattaparicayatthena), or because he 
knows what is the right means and the wrong means; a 
chief bull (nisabha) because he is without a rival; a beast of 
burden (dhorayha) because of bearing the burden; tamed 
(danta) because he is free from deviant conduct. 

Spk glosses niigavatii as niigabhiivena.  Geiger takes 
niigavatii as the instrumental of the adjective niigavant used 
adverbially in the sense of a comparison (GermTr, p. 93). 
However, I follow Norman's suggestion (in a personal 

communication) that -vata here may be the Pali equivalent 
of Skt -vrata, in the sense of "sphere of action, function, 
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mode or manner of life, vow" (MW). Ee2, based on a 
Lanna commentary, emends the text to read nago va ta ca 
pan' uppanna saririka vedana (and similarly in the parallel 
passages that follow); see Ee2, p. xviii. But I am doubtful 
that the text would switch so suddenly from metaphor (in 
the previous sentence) to s imile, and then back to 
metaphor below. 

88 I read with Se: Passa samadhirrz subhiivitarrz cittan ca suvimut
tarrz na cabhinatarrz na capanata1'!1 na ca sasankhiiraniggaylza
varitavatarrz. Be is identical except that the final word in the 
compound is read as -gatarrz; Eel -caritavatarrz is clearly an 

error, rectified in PED, s.v. viiritavata. Ee2 reads as in Se, 
but with niggayha taken as uncompounded, which leaves 
sasankhiira dangling. The same expression occurs else
where: at AN IV 428,9-10 the full formula is used to 
describe a samadhi called anrliiphala, the fruit of final 
knowledge (or perhaps, "having final knowledge as its 
fruit"); sasankharaniggayhaviiritavata, at AN I 254,34, 
describes a samadhi developed as the basis for the six 
abhinnii (probably the fourth jhana); and at AN III 24,9, 
ON III 279,4, and Vibh 334,15, it characterizes a "right con
centration of fivefold knowledge" (paiicanarzika sammti 
samadhl). In the present context, it seems, the expression 
qualifies cittarrz, mind, though the mind has these qualities 
by virtue of  the samadhi in w hich it is absorbed. At 
AN IV 428,9-10 and elsewhere the phrase clearly qualifies 
the samadhi. 

Spk (Se): The concentration is that of the fruit of ara
hantship (arahattaphalasamiidhi). The mind is said to be well 
liberated (suvimuttarrz) because it is liberated by the fruit. 
Not bent forward and not bent back: the mind accompanied 
by lust is said to be "bent forward" (abhinatarrz), that 
accompanied by hate to be "bent back" (apanatal!z) . 
Rejecting both, he speaks thus. Not blocked and checked by 
forceful suppression: It is not blocked and checked, having 
suppressed the defilements forcefully, with effort; rather, 
it is checked because the defilements have been cut off. 
The meaning is that it is concentrated by the concentration 
of fruition (na ca sasankhiiran iggayhavaritavatan ti na 
sasankharena sappayogena kilese n igg}hetva varitavatal.n; 
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kilesana1Jl pana chinnatta vata1Jl, phalasamadhina samahitan ti 
attho). (N.B. While Spk (Be) reads -gata1Jl in the lemma, it 
reads -vata1Jl twice in the explanation.) 

Spk-pt: This is not achieved, not fixed, forcefully, with 
effort, by way of abandoning in a particular respect or by 
way of abandoning through suppression as is the mun
dane-jhana mind or insight; but rather (it is achieved) 
because the defilements have been completely cut off 
(lokiyajjhanacitta1Jl viya vipassantt viya ca sasankhttrena sap
payogena tadangappahana-vikkhambhanappahiinavasena ca 
vikkhambhetvtt na adhigata1Jl na thapita1Jl, kificarahi kilesttna1Jl 
sabbaso chinnatttya). 

The Pali phrase is extremely difficult and the exact read
ing uncertain. Indeed, in the Central Asian Skt ms corre
sponding to DN III 279,4 (Waldschmidt, Sanskrittexte aus 
den Turfanfunden IV, p. 70, V.8 (3» , it is conspicuously 
absent. A Skt version in Srav-bh (p. 444,19-21) reads vttrivad 
dhrta1Jl, "maintained like water," which seems to me 
unlikely to correspond to the original reading. 

Eel puts a hiatus after niggayha, and Ee2 separates it off 
entirely; the other eds. integrate niggayha into the long 
compound. There is no way to determine, on the basis of 
grammar alone, which is correct. Each attempt to resolve 
the expression into its elements gives rise to its own special 
problems, and even the atthakathas and tikas offer conflict
ing explanations, e.g., Sv III 1060,11-13 and Vibh-a 421,13-15 
take niggayha to be absolutive (as does Spk) and tum vttrita 
into the absolutive varetva; their respective tikas, Sv-pt 
III 284,24-27 (Be) and Vibh-mt 205,16-18 (Be), take niggayha 
as the gerundive niggahetabba and varita as the gerundive 
varetabba. Since niggayha occurs elsewhere unambiguously 
as an absolutive (e.g., at MN III 118,4, interestingly, as 
here, without a direct object), while there seem to be no 
instances in canonical Pali of the word occurring as a 
gerundive, the atthakathtts are more likely to be right. 
Norman" questions this interpretation on the ground that 
there is no other known instance in Pali of an absolutive 
occurring as the second member of a compound (personal 
communication), but perhaps we should not rule out the 
possibility that we have such a construction here. I trans-
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late, however, in compliance with natural English idiom 
rather than in strict conformity with the syntax of the Pali. 

Readings of the last part of the compound vary among 
the different traditions: in general viiritavata prevails in the 
Sinhalese tradition, viiritagata in the Burmese, with 
Burmese vv.ll. viiriviivata and viiriviivata also recorded. 
Vii rita here is a past participle of the causative viireti, to 
block, to restrain. The terminal member of the compound 
could then be either vata or gata. Gata is clearly a past par
ticiple. Vata is more problematic. At KS 1:39, viiritavata1Jl is 
rendered "having the habit of self-denial." Apparently 
C.Rh.D understands vata as equivalent to Skt vrata. 
However, Spk's gloss, chinnattii vata1Jl phalasamiidhinii 
samiihita1Jl, suggests that we have a past participle here, 
and I would propose that vata represents Skt vrta, which 
according to MW can mean "stopped, checked, held 
back." I cannot cite other occurrences of the simple partici
ple vata in Pali, but prefixed forms are common enough: 
sa1Jlvuta, nibbuta, vivata, iivata, etc. Thus we would have 
here two past participles from the same root, one 
causative, the other simple, so that the compound viirita
vata would mean "blocked and checked" (unfortunately 
two distinct English verbs are needed to capture the 
nuances). Although this construction is certainly unusual, 
it need not be rejected out of hand, as it may have been 
used for special emphasis. If the reading gata is accepted, 
viiritagata could mean "gone to (attained to) control," with 
varita taken as a noun of state. This certainly sounds more 
natural than viiritavata, but the prevalence of vata in the 
textual tradition lends strong support to its authenticity. 

89 It is not clear who is speaking these stanzas, and the verses 
themselves have no evident connection to the preceding 
prose portion of the sutta. It is possible they were annexed 
to the prose text by the redactors of the canon. 

I read pada a as in Be, Se, and Ee2 thus: paficavedii sata1Jl 
sama1Jl. The mention of five Vedas is strange but Spk 
explains: itihiisapaficamiina1Jl vedana1Jl, "the Vedas with the 
histories as a fifth." Spk glosses sata1Jl sama1Jl as vassasata1Jl; 
Geiger is certainly wrong in rejecting this explanation 
(GermTr, p. 41, n. 3). Spk also glosses hinattarupii as hinatta-
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sabhiivii and mentions a variant, hinatthariipii, glossed by 
Spk-pt as hinatthajiitikii parihinatthii, "those of low goals, 
those who have fallen away from the goal." 

90 Pajjunna (Skt Parjanya) is the deva-king of rain clouds; 
originally a Vedic deity, Spk assigns him to the heaven of 
the Four Great Kings. He is mentioned at DN III 205,6. 
Nothing else is known about his two daughters, named 
after the red lotus (see v. 401a). 

91 These four verses, in the old A.rya metre, have been recon
structed by Alsdorf, Die Aryii-Strophen des Pali-Kanons, 
p. 321. 

92 Neither Spk nor Spk-pt offers help with the singular sattassa 
in pada a, but I take this simply as a metrical adaptation of 
sattiina1Jl. The line then expresses the same idea as 45:139 
(V 41,23-42,2). 

93 Spk: There are two Roruva hells: the Smokey Roruva 
(dhumaroruva) and the Flaming Roruva (jiilaroruva). The 
Smokey Roruva is a separate hell, but the Flaming Roruva 
is a name for the great hell AVici, called Roruva because 
when beings are roasted there they cry out again and 
again (punappuna1Jl rava1Jl ravanti). At 3:20 the Flaming 
Roruva is spoken of as the Great Roruva (mahiiroruva). 

94 Spk-pt glosses khantiyii in pada b as fiiiIJakhantiyii, which 
implies that here the word does not bear its usual mean
ing of patience, but the special sense of "acquiescence" (in 
the Teaching). See the expression dhammanijjhiinakkhanti at 
MN II 173,21-22. 

95 The Dhamma is of such a nature (tiidiso dhammo). Spk: "For 
such is the nature of the Dhamma, 0 Blessed One, it has 
such a structure, such divisions, that it lends itself to 
analysis in many ways." Spk-pt: "It is such that one who 
has penetrated the truths as they are, skilled in the mean
ing and the doctrine, might explain, teach, proclaim, 
establish, disclose, analyse, and elucidate it, bringing forth 
examples, reasons, and conclusions." 

96 Ee2, again on the testimony of the Lanna mss, precedes 
this verse with another one (v. 138) on the unpredictability 
of death, found also at Ja II 58. But if the verse were origi
nally part of the text, Spk would surely have incorporated 
here the commentary on it found, with the verse itself, at 
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Vism 236-37 (Ppn 8:29-34). Since there are strong reasons 
against the inclusion of the verse, I have passed over it in 
this translation. 

97 Yakkha in pada c is glossed by Spk-pt as satta. Although ko 
is an interrogative, it seems that the sentence is declarative 
in force. The verse may be echoing the Taittiriyaka 
Upani�ad, II.2, III.2, 7-10. 

98 Spk explains the riddle thus: The ocean (samudda) or abyss 
(piitala) is craving, called an ocean because it is unfillable 
and an abyss because it gives no foothold. Its one root 
(ekamula) is ignorance; the two whirlpools (dviravatta) are 
the views of eternalism and annihilationism. [Spk-pt: 
Craving for existence revolves by way of the eternalist 
view; craving for extermination by way of the annihila
tionist view.] The three stains (timala) are lust, hatred, ansi 
delusion; the five extensions (paficapatthara), the five cords 
of sensual pleasure; and the twelve eddies (dvadasavafta), 
the six internal and external sense bases. 

Na:t:lananda proposes an alternative interpretation of 
some of these terms: with reference to 36:4, he takes the 
abyss to be painful feeling, and with reference to 35:228, 
the ocean to be the six sense faculties. The two whirlpools 
are pleasant and painful feeling; the one root, contact. For 
details see SN-Anth 2:63-66. 

99 Spk: Of perfect name (anomanama): of undefective name, of 
complete name, because he (the Buddha) possesses all 
excellent qualities (see too v. 927c and n. 653). The seer of 
the subtle goal (or "meanings": nipU/;tatthadassi1J1): because 
he sees the fine, recondite meanings such as the diversity 
of aggregates, etc. He is the giver of wisdom (pafifiadada1J1) 
by teaching the path of practice for the achievement of 
wisdom. Treading the noble path (ariye pathe kamamana1J1): 
the present tense is used with reference to the past, for the 
Blessed One had gone along the noble path on the site of 
the great enlightenment; he is not going along it now. 

I question Spk's explanation of nipu1;lattha, which seems 
to refer to attha in the sense of the goal, i.e., Nibbana. 

100 Spk relates the background story: In his previous life this 
deva had been an overzealous bhikkhu who had neglected 
sleep and food in order to attend to his meditation subject. 
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Because of his excessive zeal, he died of a wind ailment 
and was immediately reborn in the Tavatif!1sa heaven 
amidst a retinue of celestial nymphs (acchara). The change 
occurred so quickly that he did not even know he had 
expired and thought he was still a bhikkhu. The nymphs 
tried to seduce him, but he rejected their amorous 
advances and tried to resume his meditation practice. 
Finally, when the nymphs brought him a mirror, he real
ized he had been reborn as a deva, but he thought: "1 did 
not practise the work of an ascetic in order to take rebirth 
here, but to attain the supreme goal of arahantship." Then, 
with his virtue still intact, surrounded by the retinue of 
nymphs, he went to the Buddha and spoke the first verse. 

The verse revolves around a word play between 
Nandana, the garden of delight, and Mohana, the garden 
of delusion. The garden was "resounding with a host of 
nymphs" because the nymphs were singing and playing 
musical instruments. Spk paraphrases the question by 
way of its intent: "Teach me insight meditation, which is 
the basis for arahantship." 

101 Spk: The eightfold path is called the straight way (ujuko 
maggo) because it is devoid of crookedness of bodily con
duct, etc. The destination, Nibbana, is said to be fearless 
(abhaya) because there is nothing to fear in that and 
because there is no fear for one who has attained it. Unlike 
an actual chariot, which rattles or whines when its axle is 
not lubricated or when it is mounted by too many people, 
the eightfold path does not rattle or whine (na kujati na 
viravati) even when mounted simultaneously by 84,000 
beings. The chariot itself is also the eightfold path, and its 
wheels of wholesome states (dhammacakka) are bodily and 
mental energy. The "Dhamma" that is called the charioteer 
is the supramundane path, with the right view of insight 
(vipassana-sammadifthi) running out in front (purejava). For 
just as the king's servants first clear the path before the 
king comes out, so the right view of insight clears the way 
by contemplating the aggregates, etc., as impermanent, 
etc., and then the right view of the path (magga-sammii
ditfhi) arises fully understanding the round of existence. 

In v. 150c I read akujano with Be and Ee2, as against aku-
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jano in Se and Eel. Geiger derives akujano from kujati, "to 
be crooked" (GermTr, p. 51, n. 3), but see Ja VI 252,20, 
where the "chariot of the body" is described as viiciisanna
makiijano, "not rattling by restraint of speech," which sup
ports the reading and rendering adopted here. The 
extended simile should be compared with that of the 
brahmayiina, the divine vehicle, at 45:4; see too the extend
ed chariot simile at Ja VI 252-53. 

102 Spk: Having completed the discourse (the verse), the 
Buddha taught the Four Noble Truths, and at the end of 
that discourse the deva was established in the fruit of 
stream-entry; the other beings present attained the fruits 
that accorded with their own supporting conditions. 

103 Spk explains all these as gifts to the Sangha. Parks (iiriima) 
are distinguished by planted flowering trees and fruit 
trees, while groves (vana) are clusters of wild trees. Papa is 
glossed as a shed for giving drinking water. 

104 These verses were spoken by Anathapi:r:t<;lika, chief patron 
of the Buddha, after he was reborn in the Tusita heaven. 
They recur below,. with prose text, at 2:20. 

105 Anathapi:r:t<;lika had been especially devoted to Sariputta, 
who delivered a moving sermon to him while he was on 
his deathbed: see MN No. 143, which also includes the 
same account of the great patron's posthumous visit to 
Jeta's Grove. 

Spk: At best can only equal him (etiivaparamo siyii): There is . 
no bhikkhu, not even one who has attained Nibbana, who 
surpasses the Elder Sariputta (na therena uttaritaro nama atthl). 

106 "Yama's world" (yamaloka) here evidently refers to the 
pettivisaya, the domain of ghosts. Yama is the Lord of 
Death; see MN III 179-86, AN I 138-42. 

107 I read with Se and Eel ete sagge pakiisenti, as against Be ete 
saggii pakiisanti, "these heavens shine," and Ee2 ete sagge 
pakiisanti, "these shine in heaven." I take sagge as accusative 
plural rather than locative singular, which is also plausible. 

108 Spk-pt: Because they are endowed with happiness they 
are like the devas who exercise control over the goods cre
ated by others. The comparison is with the devas of the 
paranimmitavasavatti realm, the �ixth sense-sphere heaven. 

109 The deva Ghap.kara had been a potter during the dispen-
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sation of the Buddha Kassapa, who had a monastic seat at 
Vehaliitga, the potter's home town. At that time the future 
Buddha Gotama was his closest friend, the brahmin youth 
Jotipala. Although Jotipala went forth as a bhikkhu under 
the Buddha Kassapa, Gha!ikara had to remain in the 
household life to support his blind, aged parents. He was 
the Buddha's chief supporter and had attained the stage 
of nonreturner. Highlights from the story, related in 
MN No. 81, appear in the verses to follow here. 

Aviha is one of the Pure Abodes (�ee n. 83). Spk says 
that the seven bhikkhus were liberated by the liberation of 
the fruit of arahantship, which they attained immediately 
after taking rebirth into the Aviha brahma world. 

110 In pada a, I read pankarJl with Be and Eel as against 
sangarJl ("tie") in Se and Ee2. Spk states that the abandon
ing of the human body implies the eradication of the five 
lower fetters and the celestial bond (dibbayoga) signifies 
the five higher fetters. 

111 I follow the spelling of the names in Se. Upaka is the for
mer Ajivaka ascetic whom the newly enlightened Buddha 
met while en route to Isipatana (MN I 170,33-171,20) . 
Later, after an unhappy marriage, he entered the Sangha: 
see DPPN 1:386. The story of Pukkusati is related in MN 
No. 140 and Ps V 33-63; see too DPPN 2:214-16. Pingiya 
here may be identical with the pupil of Bavari whose verses 
occur at Sn 1 131-49, though this remains uncertain. The 
identity of the other bhikkhus cannot be established. 

112 I read pada a with Be and Se kusali bhiisasi tesarJl. Spk: 
Kusalan ti idarJl vacanarJl imassa atthi ti kusali; tesarJl theriinarJl 
tvarJl kusalarJl anavajjarJl bhasasi. 

113 On "where name-and-form ceases" see above n .  46. Spk 
paraphrases the next to last line: "Those elders (did so) hav
ing understood that Dhamma here in your dispensation." 

1 14 Bhaggava was the potter's name, possibly a clan name. 
115 Spk says that the concluding verse was added by the 

redactors of the texts. The statement that both were 
inwardly developed (bhiivitattiinarJl) and were bearing 
their final bodies (sarirantimadhiirinarJl) implies that after 
his rebirth in the Pure Abodes, Ghapkara too had become 
an arahant. 
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116 Se and Ee2 read corehi 'hiiriyarp., Be corehyahiiriyarp.. Both 
are orthographical attempts to salvage a text that appears to 
assert the exact opposite of the meaning required. Without 
such editorial moulding corehi hiiriyarp. (the reading of Eel) 
would mean, "What is it that thieves should bear away?" 
-the rendering used at KS 1:51. Spk offers no help. 

117 Reading in pada a (in the next verse too) pavasato with Be, 
Se, and Ee2, as against pathavato in Eel. 

118 Spk: Sons are the support (vat thu) of human beings 
because they care for their parents in old age. A wife is the 
best companion because one can confide to her one's most 
personal secrets. 

119 Spk: The deviant path (uppatha) is a nonpath (amagga) for 
going to heaven and Nibbana. Undergoes destruction day 
and night (rattindivakkhaya): it is destroyed by the days and 
nights or during the days and nights. Women are the stain of 
the holy life : by washing off an external stain one can 
become clean, but if one is defiled by the stain of women it 
is not possible to make oneself pure. Austerity (tapa) is a 
name for restraint, the ascetic practices (dhutangagu1Ja), 
energy, and extreme asceticism (dukkarakiirika); all these 
except extreme asceticism (i.e., self-mortification) are prac
tice� that bum up the defilements. The holy life (brahma
cariya) is abstinence from sexual intercourse. 

On "the bath without water" see vv. 646, 705. To appre
ciate this expression one must remember that for the brah
mins in the Buddha's time (as for many Hindus today) rit
ual bathing was a way to wash away one's sins. The 
Buddha replaced this with the "internal bath" of the mind; 
see 7:21 below and MN I 39,1-2, 280,18-20. 

120 Spk: Metre is the scaffolding of verses (chando nidiina1J1 
giithiinarp.): Metres, beginning with the giiyatti, are the scaf
folding of verses; for one beginning the preliminary verses 
first considers, "In which metre should it be?" Syllables 
constitute their phrasing (akkharii tiisa1J1 viyanjana1J1): For syl
lables make up words, and words make up a verse, and a 
verse reveals the meaning. Verses rest on a base of names: 
One composing a verse composes it by relying on some 
name such as "the ocean" or "the earth." The poet is the 
abode where verses dwell: The abode (asaya) of verses is their 
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support (patit!ha); verses come forth from the poet, and 
thus he is their support. 

121 In pada a, I read addhabhavi with Be and Eel & 2, as 
against anvabhavi in Se. Addhabhavi is aorist of adhibhavati, 
to overcome, to overpower; see CPD, s.v. addhabhavati. 
Spk: There is no living being or entity that is free from a 
name, whether the name be natural or fabricated. Even a 
tree or stone with no known name is still called "the 
nameless one." 

122 The verb in pada b is passive. Spk to v. 246 glosses the 
active parikassati as parika#hati, to drag around. Spk: 
Those who come under the control of the mind are sub
jected to total obsession. Spk-pt: The sutta speaks of those 
who have not fully understood reality. But those who 
have fully understood the aggregates and abandoned the 
defilements do not come under control of the mind; 
rather, it is the mind that comes under their control. 

123 Spk glosses viciirm:za in pada b by padani, feet, explaining 
that the singular should be understood as a plural. In doc
trinal contexts the cognate viciira means examination, and 
is regularly coupled with vitakka to describe the thought 
process, e.g., in the formula for the first jhana. Here, how
ever, the point seems to be that thought can travel over 
vast distances without physical locomotion. 

124 I read with Be, Se, Eel, and Spk (Be) kissa dhupiiyito, as 
against kissii dhumiiyito in Ee2, SS, and Spk (Se). The verse 
is also at Th 448 with dhupiiyito. Norman (at EV I, n. 
to 448) contends this word means "perfumed" or 
"obscured (by smoke)," but Spk glosses as iiditto; see too 
v. 542, where padhupito must mean "burning." 

125 Spk: The world is ensnared by craving (ta1}hiiya u#ito) 
because the eye, caught with the rope of craving, is 
ensnared on the peg of forms; so too with the ear and 
sounds, etc. The world is shut in by death (maccunii pihito): 
Even though the kamma done in the last life is only one 
mind-moment away, beings do not know it because they 
are shut off from it, as if by a mountain, by the strong 
pains occurring at the time of death. 

126 See above n. 57. Following a suggestion of VAT, I take 
upadiiya in pada c to be an absolutive with the literal 
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meaning "clinging," completed by the finite verb vihafziiati 
in pada d; {aka in v. 221c thus becomes a mere metrical 
filler. Spk, however, has adopted an alternative solution, 
supplying a suppressed finite verb and interpreting 
upadiiya in the extended sense of "depending on" thus: 
tiini yeva ca upadiiya agamma paticca pavattati; "It occurs 
dependent on, contingent on, in dependence on them." 
Pj II 210,27-28, commenting on Sn 168, takes a similar 
approach, though with a different finite verb. 

The Hemavata Sutta i tself, however, suggests that 
upiidiiya shQ.uld be taken in the literal sense of "clinging 
to." For after the Buddha has replied at Sn 169 with an 
answer identical to that in the present sutta, at Sn 170 the 
yakkha asks: Katama1J'l tarrz upadiina1J1 yattha {aka vihafzfzati?, 
"What is that clinging wherein the world is harassed?"-a 
question which surely refers back to that same upadiiya. 

Spk: The "six" in the question should be understood by 
way of the six internal sense bases, but it may also be 
interpreted by way of the six internal and external bases . 
For the world has arisen in the six internal bases, forms inti
macy with the six external bases, and by clinging to (or 
depending on) the six internal bases, it is harassed in the 
six external bases. 

The verse offers a solution to the problem posed below 
at 2:26, on how the world exists and arises in this very 
body endowed with perception and mind. On the origina
tion of the world in the six internal bases, see 12:44 (= 
35:107). Norman discusses the verses from a philological 
angle at GO, pp. 181-82, n. to 168. 

127 Se, Ee2 jhatvii is certainly the correct reading, chetva in Be 
and Eel a normalization. The gloss in Spk, vadhitva, sup
ports jhatva, and G-Ohp 288-89 has jatva, the Gandhari 
Prakrit counterpart. See Brough, Gandhiiri Dharmapada, 
pp. 164, 265-66. Jhatvii is also found in the SS reading of 
v. 94b. 

128 Spk: Anger has a poisoned root (visamula) because it results 
in suffering. It has a honeyed tip (madhuragga) because 
pleasure arises when one returns anger with anger, abuse 
with abuse, or a blow with a blow. 

129 Spk: A token is that by which something is discerned 
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(pafifiayati etena ti pafifiaIJa1J1). A standard is the token of a 
chariot because a chariot, seen from a distance, is identified 
by its standard as belonging to such and such a kind. A 
married woman, even the daughter of a universal 
monarch, is identified as Mrs. So-and-So; hence a husband 
is the token of a woman. On the standard (dhaja) as the token 
of a chariot, see 11:2 and n. 611. 

130 SS record a v.l. sadhutararr in pada c, but Spk's gloss madhu
tararr indicates that the reading available to the commen
tator here was sadutararr� However, Spk recognizes the 
same v.l. in connection with the identical vv. 846-47. See 
n. 597. 

Spk: A householder who lives by wisdom (pafifiajivi) is 
one who becomes established in the Five Precepts and 
offers regular almsfood, etc.; one gone forth who lives by 
wisdom uses his requisites with proper reflection, takes 
up a meditation subject, sets up insight, and attains the 
noble paths and fruits. 

131 SPk: The former deva had asked the Buddha these ques
tions, but the second deva interrupted, saying, "Why ask 
the Buddha? I'll answer you," and then offered his own 
ideas. But the first deva rebuked him for intruding and 
again addressed the questions to the Buddha. 

Spk: Seed of the seven kinds of grain is the best of things 
that rise up because, when seed rises, food becomes plenti
ful and the country is secure. Rain from a rain cloud excels 
among things that fall down for this ensures a plentiful crop. 
Cattle are the best of things that go forth, that walk about on 
foot, because they produce the five kinds of dairy prod
ucts (milk, curd, butter, ghee, and cream-of-ghee) by 
which people sustain their health. A son is the most excel
lent of speakers because he does not say anything harmful 
to his parents in the royal court, etc. 

It should be noted that pavajamanana1J1 in pada c is the 
present participle of pavajati or pabbajati, which, in a reli
gious context, signifies the act of leaving the household 
life to become a monk (pabbajja). Hence the Buddha's 
reply in the next verse. 

132 Spk: Knowledge (vijja) is the knowledge of the four paths; 
ignorance (avijja) is the great ignorance at the root of the 
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round. The Sangha is the best of things that go forth 
because it is a rich field of merit. The Buddha is the best of 
speakers because his teaching of the Dhamma helps 
release many hundred thousands of beings from bondage. 

133 Maggo c' anekiiyatanappavutto. Spk: He says, "The path is 
explained by many methods (kiirat;ehl), by way of the thirty
eight meditation objects. Such being the case, why have 
these people become frightened and grasped hold of the 
sixty-two views?" The thirty-eight meditation objects 
(atthati1JlSiirammat;a) are identical with the classical forty 
kammatthiina (e.g., in Vism) except that the list of kasit;as is 
drawn from the Nikayas (e.g., MN II 14,29-15,2), in which 
the last two (the space kasir:z.a and the consciousness kasir:z.a) 
are the same as the first two formless attainments (iiruppa) 
and hence are not reckoned twice. In the Vism system 
these two are replaced by the limited space kasi1J.a and the 
light kasir:z.a, which brings the number up to forty. 

134 The last line should be read with Be, Se, and Ee2 as 
dhamme phito paraloka1J1 na bhiiye. Eel omits dhamme phito, 
apparently by oversight. Spk interprets "rightly directed 
speech and mind" and "doing no evil deeds with the 
body" as the preliminary factors of purification, and takes 
the four qualities mentioned in pada d to be the "four 
things" on which one should stand. But it also suggests 
another interpretation: right bodily, verbal, and mental 
conduct are the first three things, and the four qualities in 
pada d taken together are the fourth. The first alternative 
sounds more plausible. 

135 The Pali terms for the six fissures (chiddiini) are: alassa, 
pamada, anutthana, asa1Jlyama, nidda, tandi. Spk-pt: These six 
things are called fissures because they do not give an 
opportunity for wholesome states of mind to occur. 

136 Spk: A woman is called the best of goods because a woman 
is an article that should not be given away (avissajjaniya
bar:z.tjatta); or else she is so called because all bodhisaUas 
and wheel-turning monarchs are conceived in a mother's 
womb. Spk-p!: Even the most precious jewel is not called 
"the best of goods" because it still falls into the category of 
things that might be given away; but a woman who has 
not abandoned the family customs should not be relin-
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quished to anyone, and hence she is called the best of 
goods. Further, a woman is the best of goods because she 
is a mine for the best of gems, that is, because (her body) is 
the place for the birth of the human thoroughbreds (i.e., 
Buddhas and arahants). 

137 Abbuda ("plague") is glossed by Spk as vinasakiira/J.a, a 
cause of destruction. The word also occurs in v. 591 as an 
extremely high number, in 6:10 as the name of a hell, and 
at v. 803 as a stage in the development of the fetus. 

138 5pk: One should not give oneself away by becoming the 
slave of another, but an exception is made of all bodhi
sattas. 50 too, except for all bodhisattas, one should not 
relinquish oneself to lions and tigers, etc. 

139 I interpret pada c, in both the question and the reply, with 
the aid of Spk, which paraphrases only the reply: Ciivo 
kamme sajiviinan ti kammena saha jivantiina1J1 gavo va kamme 
kammasahayii kammadutiyakii nama honti; "For those who 
live together with work, cattle are called the work-compan
ions, the work-partners, in work; for the work of plough
ing, etc., is accomplished along with a team of cattle." 

In pada d, sitassa (Ee2: sUa ' ssa) should be resolved sita1J1 
assa. 5pk takes assa to refer to "the mass of beings" (or of 
people: sattakayassa) and explains iriyiipatha, "the course of 
movement" (or "mode of deportment"), as the means of 
livelihood (jivitavutti)i it glosses sita (furrow) with nangala 
(plough). The purport is that the activity of ploughing is 
the essential means for sustaining human life. 

140 5pk: Firmly established in virtue. 

2. Devaputtasa1J1yutta 

141 Devaputta means literally "son of the devas," but since 
devas are depicted as arising in their celestial abodes by 
way of spontaneous birth, I translate the compound sim
ply as "young deva." 

5pk: They are reborn in the laps (ailka) of devas. The 
males are called sons of the devas (devaputtii)i the females, 
daughters of the devas (devadhitaro). When they are not 
known by name it is said, "a certain devata" (as in the pre
ceding sal!lyutta); but those who are known by name are 
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referred to as "a son of the devas named So-and-So" (as 
here). Spk-pt: This last statement is made only as a gener
alization, for the identity of several devatas is known. 

142 Spk: When the Buddha taught the Abhidhamma in the 
TavatiI11sa heaven during the seventh rains retreat after 
his enlightenment, this young deva heard him give a 
description of the bhikkhu (as at Vibh 245-46), but did not 
hear his instruction to the bhikkhu, his exhortation to the 
bhikkhu, "Think in this way, not in that way; attend in 
this way, not in that way; abandon this, enter and dwell in 
that" (as at DN I 214,18-21). He speaks with reference to 
this. 

143 Tannev' ettha patibhatu. Lit. "Let it occur to you yourself in 
regard to this."  Throughout this work I have rendered this 
peculiar Pali idiom, and its variants, in ways that best 
accord with natural English diction. 

144 Well-spoken counsel (subhasitassa) .  Spk interprets this to 
mean that one should train oneself in just the fourfold 
good conduct of speech (see below 8:5; also MN I 288,1-22), 
(and in talk) concerning the Four Noble Truths, the ten 
suitable topics of discussion (see MN III 113,25-31), and the 
thirty-seven aids to enlightenment. It seems to me more 
likely the purport is that one should train in accordance 
with good counsel. 

Spk offers two interpretations of samalJupasana in pada 
b: (i) that which is to be attended to by an ascetic, namely, 
one of the thirty-eight meditation subjects (see n. 133); and 
(ii) a ttending upon an ascetic, i .e . ,  serving learned 
bhikkhus in order to increase one's wisdom. The first 
seems more plausible. The calming of the mind (cittupasama; 
is the training by way of the eight meditative attainment� 
(atthasamapatti). 

145 In pada b, I read ce with Be, Se, and Ee2, as against ca in 
Eel .  I construe the convoluted syntax of this verse in 
accordance with Spk. Spk explains that he should be liber
ated in mind (vimuttacitto) through (temporary) liberation 
by devotion to the meditation subject [Spk-pt: liberation 
by insight and jhana, which are temporary types of libera
tion, since at this point he has not yet attained ara
hantship, the final liberation of mind]. The heart's attain-
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ment (hadayassanupatti) is arahantship, which is also the 
advantage (anisaJ?1sa) on which he should be bent. 

146 Spk: Magha is a name for Sakka, who asks the same set of 
questions below and receives the same reply (at vv. 939-40). 
It is a derivative of the name Magha, by which he was 
known during his life as a human being. He is called 
Vatrabhu because he attained rulership among the devas 
by overcoming others with his conduct (vattena anne abhib
havati), or because he overcame the asura named Vatra. 
Neither of these names is mentioned among Sakka's 
names at 11:12. 

147 By "brahmin" he refers to the arahant. Spk: This young 
deva believed that there was no end to the arahant's 
duties and that the arahant must continue striving even 
after reaching arahantship. The Buddha spoke the rejoin
der to correct him. The Buddha's verse is unique (asmiki1;l1;la) 
in the Tipitaka, for nowhere else does the Buddha criticize 
the arousing of energy, but here he speaks thus to show 
that there is a conclusion to the arahant's duty. 

148 On the verb ayflhati, encountered in 1:1, see n. 2. To have 
gone beyond (paragata) is to have attained Nibbana. 

149 Spk: This young deva, it is said, had been a meditator in a 
previous life, but he had thick defilements and thus could 
suppress them only with much effort. Though he did the 
work of an ascetic, because his supporting conditions 
were weak he passed away and took rebirth in the deva 
world without having reached the plane of the noble ones. 
He came to the Blessed One's presence to proclaim the dif
ficulty of the ascetic life. 

150 Spk: Although the noble path is neither impassable nor 
uneven (duggamo visamo), this is said because there are 
many impediments in the preliminary portion of the 
path. 

151 At AN IV 449-51 the Venerable Ananda gives a detailed 
explanation of the verse. Readings of the aorists in padas 
b and c differ among the various eds., but without affect
ing the meaning. Spk explains that there are two kinds of 
confinement (sambadha): confinement by the five hin
drances and confinement by the five cords of sensual 
pleasure, the former being intended here. The opening 
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(okasa) is a name for jhana. In the analysis given by 
Ananda, however, confinement and the opening are 
explained sequentially: first the five cords of sensual 
pleasure are called confinement and the first jhana the 
opening; then vitakka-vicara are confinement and the sec
ond jhana the opening; and so on, culminating in the 
destruction of the asavas as the final opening. 

The withdrawn chief bull (patilinanisabho): The Buddha 
was called a chief bull at 1:38. At AN II 41,29-32 a bhikkhu 
is said to be patilina, "withdrawn," when he has aban
doned the conceit "1 am." 

152 The "Dhamma for the attainment of Nibbana" (dhammarJ1 
nibbanapattiya) is presumably the Noble Eightfold Path. 
Spk-pt: This young deva had been an obtainer of the first 
jhana in a previous existence. He spoke his verse to extol 
the Blessed One for obtaining the bliss of jhana. The 
Buddha's reply is intended to show that the first form
sphere jhana is a mere fragment of the infinite and 
immeasurable qualities of a Buddha. By mindfulness (sati) 
he refers to the mindfulness of insight and of the noble 
path. Well concentrated (susamahita) signifies both mun
dane and supramundane concentration. 

153 Spk explains "religious sect" (tittha) as the sixty-two 
views (of the Brahmajala Sutta, DN No. 1). If he founded 
a sect based on one of these views, how could he have 
been reborn in heaven? Because he affirmed the doctrine 
of kamma and did many virtuous deeds. When he was 
reborn in heaven, he recognized the emancipating quality 
of the Buddha's dispensation and came into the Master's 
presence in order to recite verses in praise of energy con
formable with the dispensation. 

154 In pada a, parakkamma is an absolutive, not an imperative, 
and hence in sense should precede chinda sotarJ1.  
Parakkama, the corresponding noun, is the third member 
of a set of three terms denoting successive stages in the 
development of energy: arambhadhatu, n ikkamadhatu, 
parakkamadhatu; at 46:2, 46:51 they have been translated 
"the element of arousal, the element of endeavour, the ele
ment of exertion." 

155 Spk explains safzkassararJ1 in pada c as safzkliya saritarJ1, 
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"remembered with suspicion": "It is subject to such doubt 
and suspicion, 'He must have done this, he must have 
done that.'" 

156 Candima is a deva dwelling in the mansion of the moon' 
the word itself usually simply means the moon. Obvious I; 
his seizure by Rahu represents the lunar eclipse. 

157 Although both Rahu and Vepacitti are described as "lords 
of the asuras" (asurinda), it seems that Vepacitti is the 
overlord and Rahu a subordinate. Vepacitti is the peren
nial antagonist of Sakka, lord of the devas, as seen at 11:4, 
11:5, 11:23, and 35:248. 

158 Suriya (usually meaning simply the sun) is the deva 
dwelling in the mansion of the sun. Here the solar eclipse 
is being represented. Spk, after impressing us with Rahu's 
physical dimensions, offers some interesting insights into 
ancient Buddhist views about eclipses: When Rahu sees 
the sun and moon shining brightly, he becomes jealous 
and enters their orbital paths, where he stands with 
mouth agape. It then seems as if the lunar.and solar man
sions have been plunged into the great hell, and the devas 
in those mansions all cry out simultaneously in terror. 
While Rahu can cover the mansions with his hands, jaw, 
and tongue, and can even stuff his cheeks with them, he is 
unable to obstruct their motion. If he did make such an 
attempt they would split his head and come through the 
other side or pull him along and push him down [Spk-pt: 
because their motion is determined by the law of kamma 
and is extremely hard for anyone to stop directly). 

159 Pajaf!1 mama. Spk: It is said that on the day the Buddha 
spoke the Mahasamaya Sutta (ON No. 20) the two young 
devas Candima and Suriya attained the fruit of stream
entry. Hence the Blessed One says "my child," meaning 
"he is my (spiritual) son." C.Rh.D's conjecture (at KS 1:72, 
n. 2) that the Buddha speaks thus with reference to his 
own (legendary) solar descent seems unlikely. 

160 Spk glosses kacche va in pada b by kacche viya, "like an 

armpit" [Spk-pt: in the sense of a cramped place]. Spk: 

Kaccha (used metaphorically) means either a cramped 

mountain pass (pabbatakaccha) or a constriction in a river 

(nadikaccha). 
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161 Spk: With flaws discarded (rm}anjaha): with defilements dis
carded (kilesanjahii). In MLDB, in the translation of MN 
No. 139, ara1'}a is rendered "nonconflict" or "without con
flict," and sa-ra1'}a "with conflict." However, while in both 
Pali and Sanskrit ra1'}a can mean battle or conflict, the Pali 
commentators consistently gloss it with raja-kilesa, "dust, 
defilement."  Thus Ps V 32 has sa-ra1'}o ti sarajo sakileso, 
ara1'}o ti arajo nikkileso. See too v. 585c and n. 398. 

162 I adopt Se and Ee2 Ve1'}hu over Be and Eel Ve1'}tju; the 
reading Ve1'}1'}u in 55 may, however, be the historical form. 
The name is the Pali equivalent of Skt Vi�I).u; perhaps this 
young deva is a prototype of the Hindu deity. 

163 The reading of pada c is uncertain: Be and Se read yunja1!l 
(a modified plural participle?), Eel & 2 yunja, and 55 yajja. 
V AT suggests an absolutive yujja. 

164 The question and the reply are found, with several differ
ences, at Sn 173-75. I read pada a with Se, Ee2, and Sn 173 
ko sl1 'dha, as against katha1!l su in Be and Eel; the Skt cited 
at Ybhus 10:1 has ka etam ogha1!l tarati (Enomoto, CSCS, 
p. 52). Spk explains pada c of the question: below it is 
without  support (appatitthe), above it is without  a hold 
(aniilambe in text, aniilambane in gloss). The Pali words patitthn 
and iilambana (or iiramma1'}a) have doctrinally important 
nuances; see n. 2 above and 12:38-40 and 22:53-54. 

165 In pada c, I read with Eel and 55 nandibhavaparikkhi1'}o, as 
against Be, Se, and Ee2 nandiriigaparikkhi1'}O (in both text 
and Spk). Spk's gloss on nandiriiga here (tayo kammiibhi
saizkhiirii) corresponds so closely to its gloss on nandibhava 
in v. 2 (see n. 8) that we might well suppose the original 
text available to the commentator read -bhava- rather than 
-riiga-. Sn 175 also reads -bhava-, as does the version of the 
verse cited at Nett 146,22. 

Spk: By the mention of sensual perception (kiimasanfiii) the 
five lower fetters are implied; by the fetter of form (rupa
sa1!lyojana), the five higher fetters; by delight in existence, 
the three kinds of kammic volitional formations (demeri
torious, meritorious, irnperturbable-see 12:51). Thus one 
who has abandoned the ten fetters and the three kinds of 
kammic formations does not sink in the deep, in the great 
flood. Or else: sensual perception implies sense-sphere 
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existence; the fetter of form, form-sphere existence; and 
formless-sphere existence is implied by the former two. 
Delight in existence denotes the three kinds of kammic for
mations. Thus one who does not generate the three kinds 
of volitional formations regarding the three realms of exis
tence does not sink in the deep. 

166 Spk: This young deva had been playing in the Nandana 
Grove together with his retinue of a thousand nymphs. 
Five hundred nymphs had climbed up a tree and were 
singing and throwing down flowers when they suddenly 
expired and were immediately re�orn in the A vici hell. 
When the young deva realized they were missing and dis
covered they had been reborn in hell, he examined his 
own vital force and saw that he himself and the other five 
hundred nymphs were due to die in seven days and to 
take rebirth in hell. Hence, in utter fear, he came to the 
Buddha seeking consolation. 

The story (along with the verses) is also related in the 
two commentaries to the Satipatthana Sutta (Sv III 750,3-27; 
Ps I 235,16-236,3). Despite the commentaries, however, I 
prefer to regard the young deva's question as an expres
sion of the deep anxiety perpetually at the core of the 
human (and celestial) situation. 

167 In pada c, I read kicchesu with Be, Se, and Ee2, as against 
kiccesu (duties) in Eel and certain SS. Kicchesu is better 
supported by the comment in Spk: imesu uppannanuppan
nesu dukkhesu, "these sufferings both arisen and unarisen." 

168 I read pada a with Be: nafifiatra bojjha tapasa. The reading 
bojjhanga-tapasa, in Se and Eel & 2, may have crept into 
the text from the commentarial paraphrase in Spk, which 
is most intelligible in the Be reading: Nannatra bojjha tapasa 
ti bojjhangabhavanafi ca tapogulJan ca afifiatra muficitvii sot
thi1'J1 na passami. Spk-pt lends further support to this read
ing by glossing bojjha with bodhito and explaining it as an 

ablative. The Skt version cited at Ybhu.5 5:2 has jnanatapaso 
(Enomoto, CSCS, p. 8). 

Spk: Even though the development of the enlighten
ment factors is mentioned first and restraint of the sense 
faculties afterwards, sense restraint should be understood 
first. For when this is mentioned, �the fourfold purification 
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of virtue is implied (see Vism 15,29-16,16; Ppn 1 :42). 
Established on this, a bhikkhu undertakes the ascetic prac
tices, here called austerity (tapa), enters a forest, and by 
developing a meditation subject he develops the enlight
enment factors together with insight. Then the noble path 
arises in him with Nibbana as its object; the latter is what 
is meant by relinquishing all (sabbanissagga).  [Spk-pt: For 
here everything comprised in formations is relinquished.] 
Thus the Blessed One turned the discourse into one on the 
Four Noble Truths, at the end of which the young deva 
was established in the fruit of stream-entry. 

Spk-pt: Though here only his own attainment of distinc
tion is mentioned, it should be understood that the five 
hundred nymphs were also established in the fruit of 
stream-entry; for that is said in the commentary to the 
Mahasatipatthana Sutta. 

Neither Spk nor Spk-pt comments on the single prose 
line that follows the verse (in Be: idam avoca, pal tatth' eva 
antaradhayi ti). Perhaps the young deva had acquired such 
a compelling sense of urgency that he quickly returned to 
the deva world to practise in accordance with the 
Buddha's instructions. The Skt version has an additional 
verse, which reads in translation: 

After a long time at last I see 
A brahmin who is fully quenched, 
Who has gone beyond all enmity and fear 
(sarvavairabhayatita1J1) , 
Who has crossed over attachment to the world. 

(Ybhfls 5:3; Enomoto, CSCS, p. 8) 

169 The texts show variations between anagho, anighol and 
anigho in pada a of vv. 305-7. Ee2 uses anigho throughout. 

170 The verse differs from v. 1 in pada c only. 
171 Yavataka1J1 kho Ananda takkaya pattabba1J1 anuppatta1J1 ta1J1 

taya . Lit. , "Whatever can be reached by reasoning, 
Ananda, that you have arrived at." Spk: The Buddha had 
spoken about the visit of the young deva without disclos
ing his name in order to show the great might of the Elder 
Ananda's inferential intelligence. 
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172 Spk does not comment on the name of this young deva, 
who may be an early prototype of the Hindu god Siva. 

173 I follow Se, which adds a terminal ti after the third verse 
and ascribes the next three verses to the Buddha. No 
change of speaker is indicated in Be or Eel. 

174 Vv. 330-31 are quoted at Mil 66-67. In v. 330c I read with 
Be, Se, and Ee2 sakatikacintaya; manta in pada d must be 
the nominative of the agent noun mantar. In v. 331a I fol
low Se and Eel & 2, which read panthm?,l, as against Be 
ma!!ha1J1; Mil (Ee and Se) reads nama (a corruption?). Spk 
glosses pada d: akkhachinno va jhaya ti ti akkhach inno 
avajhayati, which suggests that va is not the emphatic inde
clinable but a verbal prefix. Spk, however, takes the va in 
v. 332d to represent viya. On maccumukha (in v. 332c) as 
"the mouth of Death" rather than "the face of Death," see 
Ja IV 271 ,7, Ja V 479,29, and Vism 233,21-22 (Ppn 8:20). 

175 Spk: koci = katthaci. Koci in this sense is probably a contrac
tion of kvaci. 

176 Spk: Restless (uddhata): of a restless temperament because 
of perceiving what is unallowable and blameworthy as 
allowable and blameless (according to the Vinaya), and 
the converse. Puffed up (unna[a): full of hollow conceit like 
an erect (pithless) reed. Personally vain (capala): by adorn
ing their bowls and robes, etc. Mukhara = mukhakhara 
("mouth-rough"): of rough speech. Rambling in their talk 
(vikiflflavaca): of uncontrolled speech, chattering away 
pointlessly all day long. Muddle-minded (mutthassatino): 
with lost mindfulness, devoid of mindfulness, forgetful of 
whatever they have done. Without clear comprehension 
(asampajana): without wisdom. Unconcentrated (asamiihita): 
devoid of access and absorption concentration, like a ship 
cast about by a fierce current. Scatter-brained (vibbhanta
citta, lit. "with wandering minds"): like foolish deer on a 
road. Loose in their sense faculties (pakatindriya): with open 
faculties due to lack of restraint, just as when they were 
laymen. 

177 Spk: The young deva realized that his exhortation would 
not be effective if he approached each monk individually, 
and thus he approached them when they had assembled 
for the Uposatha day observance (see n. 513). 
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178 Spk: Through infatuation by defilements [Spk-pt: by crav
ing], they are infatuated with the daughters-in-law, etc., in 
the homes of others. 

179 In pad a b, I read vadiimahatfl, with Be, Se, and Ee2, as 
against Eel vandiimahatfl. Eel has the former reading in the 
parallel v. 794b. 

Spk: As dead bodies, thrown into the charnel ground, 
are eaten by various predators and even their relatives do 
not protect them or guard them, so such men are rejected, 
without protector, in that they do not get any instruction or 
advice from their preceptors and teachers. They are just 
like the dead. 

180 Spk: Rohitassa posed his question about the end of the 
world with reference to the stellar world-sphere (cakka
vii!a-loka), but the Blessed One answered with reference to 
the world of formations (sankhiira-loka). 

181 This st.ock description of the archer is also at 20:6 
(II 265,27-266,2). Spk: Da!hadhammo = da!hadhanu; pos
sessed of a bow of the maximum size (uttamappamiilJena 
dhanuna samannagato). A plural da!hadhammino occurs 
below at v. 708b. At EV I, n. to 1210, Norman proposes 
that this form must have been borrowed from a dialect 
where -nv- > -mm- instead of -nn-. MW lists two Skt words 
meaning "with firm bows," dr4hadhanvan and dr4ha
dhanvin. We might assume it is the former that appears in 
Pali as da!hadhamma, the latter as da!hadhammin; see too 
n. 488. A similar development affected the homonym 
dhanvan (= desert); see n. 264. 

182 Spk glosses loka with dukkhasacca and each of the other 
terms by way of the other three noble truths. Thus the 
Buddha shows: "1 do not make known these four truths in 
external things like grass and wood, but right here in this 
body composed of the four great elements." 

This pithy utterance of the Buddha, which may well be 
the most profound proposition in the history of human 
thought, is elucidated at 35:116 by the Venerable kanda, 
who explains that in the Noble One's Discipline "the 
world" is "that in the world by which one is a perceiver 
and conceiver of the world," i.e., the six sense bases. From 
Ananda's explanation we can draw out the following 
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implications: The world with which the Buddha's teach
ing is principally concerned is "the world of experience," 
and even the objective world is of interest only to the 
extent that it serves as the necessary external condition for 
experience. The world is identified with the six sense 
bases because the latter are the necessary internal condi
tion for experience and thus for the presence of a World. 
As long as the six sense bases persist, a world will always 
be spread out before us as the objective range of percep
tion and cognition. Thus one cannot reach the end of the 
world by travelling, for wherever one goes one ineVitably 
brings along the six sense bases, which necessarily dis
close a world extended on all sides. Nevertheless, by 
reversing the direction of the search it is possible to reach 
the end of the world. For if the world ultimately stems 
from the six sense bases, then by bringing an end to the 
sense bases it is possible to arrive at the end of the world. 

Now the six sense bases are themselves conditioned, 
having arisen from a chain of conditions rooted in one's 
own ignorance and craving (see 12:44 = 35:107). Thus by 
removing ignorance and craving the re-arising of the six 
sense bases can be prevented, and therewith the manifes
tation of the world is terminated. This end of the world 
cannot be reached by travelling, but it can be arrived at by 
cultivating the Noble Eightfold Path. Perfect development 
of the path brings about the eradication of ignorance and 
craving, and with their removal the underlying ground is 
removed for the renewed emergence of the six senses, and 
therewith for the reappearance of a world. For a long 
philosophical commentary on this sutta by Nal).ananda, 
see SN-Anth 2:70-85. 

183 Spk: The Buddha asked this question because he wanted 
to speak praise of the Elder Sariputta. He chose to address 
Ananda because the two monks were close friends and 
had deep admiration for each other's virtues, and he knew 
Ananda would answer in an appropriate way. 

184 These words of praise are spoken by the Buddha him�eIf 
of Sariputta at MN TIl 25,6-10. Spk explains: Wise (pa1J4zta) 

designates one who possesses the four kinds of skilfulness 
(kosalla)-in the elements, in the sense bases, in dependent 
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origina tion, and in what is possible and impossible 
(MN III 62,4-6). 

The next series of definitions, which continues for sever
al pages, is drawn from Patffi II 190-202. Here I give only 
extracts: One is of great wisdom (mahiipafzfia) when one has 
great virtue, concentration, wisdom, liberation, etc., great 
dwellings and meditative attainments, great development 
of the thirty-seven aids to enlightenment, great paths and 
fruits, gre a t  d irect knowl edges, and attainment of 
Nibbana, the great ultimate goal. One is of wide wisdom 
(puthupaiiiia) when one's knowledge occurs regarding the 
diverse aggregates, elements, sense bases, etc. (Apparently 
Patis takes PaIi puthu to be from Vedic prthak, "distinct," 
but prthu, "wide," is more likely the original sense.) One is 
of joyous wisdom (hiisapanna) when one fulfils all the steps 
of training full of joy, inspiration, delight, and gladness. 
One is of swift wisdom (javanapaiiFia) when one swiftly 
understands all the five aggregates as impermanent, suf
fering, and nonself. One is of sharp wisdom (tikkhapafifia) 
when one quickly cuts off all defilements and realizes the 
four paths and fruits in one sitting. One is of penetrative 
wisdom (nibbedhikapafiiia) when, full of disgust and revul
sion towards all formations, one penetrates and splits 
apart the mass of greed, hatred, and delusion that had not 
been penetrated earlier. These terms, and other types of 
wisdom, are enumerated at 55:62-74. 

185 Spk: When the Tathaga ta a nd the Elder Ananda had 
praised the Elder 5ariputta thus, the devas in 10,000 world 
systems rose up and praised him with the same sixteen 
terms. Then the young deva Susima, who had formerly 
(as a human being) been a pupil of Sariputta, decided to 
approach the Blessed One with his own retinue and recite 
the same praise of his preceptor. 

Spk does not say whether this Susima is identical with 
the protagonist of 12:70. A young deva of this name is also 
mentioned at 11:2 as a subordinate of Sakka. 

186 Spk: Elsewhere ucciivaea means: ucea = excellent (pa�ita) + 

avaca = inferior (hina). But here it means diverse (niina
vidha), in apposition to valp'}anibhii. For the blue young 
devas in the assembly became exceptionally blue, and so 
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too the yellow, red, and white young devas became excep
tionally yellow, red, and white. To illustrate this the four 
similes are given. 

187 Be and Ee2 include here the phrase saradasamaye viddhe 
vigatavalahake deve, but as this seems to be an interpolation 
based on the following paragraph I have followed Se and 
Eel, which omit it. 

188 The simile recurs at 22:102 and 45:147. 5pk glosses nabha1'J1 
abbhussakkamana (as in Be) with akiisa1'J1 abhilanghanta and 
says this shows the "tender time of the sun" [5pk-p!: the 
time when it is neither too low nor too high}. The verb 
abbhussakkati comes from the root sakk, and has no relation 
to the adjective sukka as Geiger supposes. 

189 I read pada d with 55 thus: kiila1'J1 kankhati bhavito sudanto. 
This reading is suggested by VAT, who writes: "The third 
word has been removed by Be and Se, no doubt in the 
belief that it is a Sloka pada (failing, however, to regular
ize the cadence). But if one takes it as an Aupacchandasaka 
pada there is no need to remove anything. Confirmation is 
got from Sn 516, the alteration of sa danta to sudanta being 
appropriate for the different contexts."  

Spk does not offer help with the reading but explains 
the sense: "He awaits the time of his parinibbana. For the 
arahant does not delight in death or yearn for life; he 
yearns for the time like a worker standing awaiting his 
day's wage." Spk then quotes Th 1003, which may account 
for the replacement of bhiivito by bhatiko in Eel. To obtain a 
Sloka line, Ee2 retains bhiivita but deletes sudanto. 

190 5pk: "These young devas were proponents of kamma; 
therefore they performed meritorious deeds and were 
reborn in heaven. Thinking that they had been reborn 
there on account of their confidence in their respective 
teachers, they came to the Buddha in order to recite verses 
in praise of those teachers." Both Piirat:\a Kassapa and 
Makkhali Gosala advocated doctrines that were opposed 
to the Buddhist teaching on kamma; their teachings are 
classified among the views that normally lead to a bad 
rebirth. 

191 The verse is a concise statement of Piirat:ta Kassapa's doc
trine of nonaction (akiriyavada), for which see ON I 52,22-53,4 
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and 24:6 (in the latter source no ascription of the view to a 
teacher is made). A detailed account of the teachings of 
the six "heretical teachers" (of whom four are mentioned 
here and all six just below at 3:1) can be found in the 
Samafifiaphala Sutta, DN No. 2; for a translation with 
commentary, see Bodhi, The Discourse on the Fruits of 
Recluseship, esp. pp. 6-9, 19-26, 69-86. Spk paraphrases: 
"In declaring that there is no result of evil or merit, he 
taught to beings what is trustworthy as the foundation, 
the support; therefore he deserves esteem, veneration, 
worship." , 

192 Makkhali Gosala was the founder and leader of the sect of 
ascetics known as the Ajivikas. For his doctrine of non
causality (ahetukaviida), also called "purification by wan
dering on" (sarrzsiirasuddhi), see ON I 53,25-54,21 and 24:7. 
A full account of his life and teachings can be found in 
Basham, History and Doctrines of the Ajivikas. 

193 The verse alludes to Makkhali's style of ascetic practice 
but, strangely, makes no mention of his doctrines. Spk 
explains his austerity (tapa) as bodily mortification and his 
scrupulousness (jigucchii) as the loathing of evil [Spk-pt: 
the undertaking of the vow of nudity, etc., in the belief 
that this is the way to eliminate evil}. This explanation 
shows that Spk regards tapojigucchii here as a collective 
dvanda compound, "austerity and scrupulousness," and so 
I have rendered it. Sv III 834,37, however, commenting on 

, ON III 40,13-52,22 (where the Buddha gives a long disqui
sition on how tapojigucchll is imperfect and perfect 
(aparipU1P:U'i, paripU1J1:zii» , explains the compound as a tap
purisa meaning "scrupulousness by austerity": Tapojigucchii 
ti viriyena piipajigucchii piipavivajjanii; "Austerity-scrupulous
ness: scrupulousness in regard to evil, the avoidance of evil, 
by means of energy." Tapassi and jegucchi (the correspon
ding nouns of personal reference) are used to designate 
separate factors of the Bodhisatta's "fourfold holy life" 
practised before his enlightenment at MN I 77,23-27 and 
78,32-36. See too Basham, pp. 109-15, for a description of 
Ajivika asceticism. 

194 NigaI)!ha Nataputta is identical with Mahavira, the histor
ical progenitor of Jainism. His disciplme of restraint by the 
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four controls (ciituyiimasa1J1vara) is described at ON I 57,25-27 
and MN I 377,1-2. At MLOB, p. 482, the formula is trans
lated: "(he is) curbed by all curbs, clamped by all curbs, 
cleansed by all curbs, and claimed by all curbs." It is ques
tionable whether either the text or i ts commentary 
(Sv I 168-69, Ps III 58-59) represents a genuine Jaina tra
dition. 

195 Pakudhaka Katiyana is an alternative spelling of Pakudha 
Kaccayana, whose doctrine of the seven bodies (sattakiiya) 
is described at ON I 56,21-57,34 and at 24:8. Spk says that 
the statement that "they were not far from superior men" 
means, in effect, that they were superior men (sappurisa), 
Le., ariyans or noble ones. 

196 In pada a, Be and Se read sahiicaritena; Eel reads sagiirave
na, corrected in Ee2 to sahiiravena, "along with (his) howl
ing." Spk-pt supports this: "By merely making a howl 
along with the roar of the lion; that is, the jackal (is not the 
lion's equal) merely by making a jackal's howl at the same 
time that the lion makes its lion's roar." The jackal and the 
lion form a classical pair of opposites in ancient Indian lit
erature; see Ja Nos. 143 and 335, where a jackal does him
self to death trying to emulate the lion's prowess in hunting, 
and especially Ja No. 172, where a jackal shames a group 
of young lions to silence by trying to imitate their roar. 

197 Spk: Mara thought, "He has spoken dispraise of the other 
teachers. I will make him speak praise of them through his 
own mouth." 

198 Namuci is a name of Mara, which Spk-pt (to 4:1) explains 
as meaning "he does not free" (na muci): vattadukkhato 
aparimuttapaccayattii namuci; "He is called Namuci because 
he does not let one get free from the suffering of the 
round." Spk paraphrases the Buddha's remark: "Just as a 
fisherman throws out bait at the end of a hook for the pur
pose of catching fish, so, by praising these forms, you 
throw them out in order to catch living beings." See 
35:230. 

3. Kosalasa1J1yutta 

199 King Pasenadi was to become one of the Buddha's most 
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devoted lay followers, though the texts never say that he 
attained any of the stages of sanctity. This sutta, it seems, 
records his first personal encounter with the Buddha. His 
cordial (as distinct from reverential) manner of greeting 
the Blessed One indicates that he has not yet acknowl
edged the Buddha as his master. 

200 These are the six sectarian teachers (cha sattharo) or "ford 
makers" (titthakarii), of whom four are mentioned in 2:30. 
Of the two not mentioned above, Saftjaya Belatthiputta 
was a sceptic (ON I 58,23-59,7) and Ajita Kesakambali a 
materialist (ON I 55,is-56,31). 

201 Spk: Na uiiiiiitabbii = na avajiinitabbii; na paribhotabba = na 
paribhavitabba. Spk distinguishes between " to despise" and 
"to disparage" with respect to each of the four things 
mentioned by the Buddha. For example: One despises a 
young prince if, when one meets him, one does not yield 
way or remove one's cloak or rise up from one's seat, etc. 
One disparages him if one says such things as, "This prince 
has a big neck (Se: big ears) and a big belly. How will he 
be able to exercise rulership?" 

202 Ucciivacehi vaJp.1ehi. This line reflects the belief, widespread 
in Indian mythology, that serpents can change their 
appearance at will. As Spk testifies: " A serpent glides along 
in whatever form it finds prey, even in the form of a squir
rel." See Yin I 86-87, where a naga serpent assumes the form 
of a young man in order to receive ordination as a monk. 

203 The grim consequences of despising and disparaging a 
virtuous bhikkhu do not come to pass because he har
bours vindictive intentions, but as natural fruits of the 
offensive deeds. Spk explains that a bhikkhu who retali
ates when provoked is incapable of harming anyone with 
"(his virtue's) fire" (tejasii); the transgressor is burned only 
when the bhikkhu bears up patiently. In this respect the 
bhikkhu contrasts with the archetypal Indian figure of the 
maligned holy man who deliberately inflicts a curse on his 
enemies (see below 11:10). 

204 Tacasiiraf!l va sam phalaf!l. Spk: As its own fruit injures, 
destroys, the bamboo or reed, so do they injure, destroy, 
him. 

The reed family is called tacasiira because its bark is hard 
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like heartwood. Sam here is the reflexive pronominal 
adjective, glossed attano. See EV I, n. to 659, EV II, n. to 
136, and n. 657 below. Compare the present verse with 
v. 597. 

205 Atthi nu kho bhante jatassa afzfzatra jaramarmJa. Spk: He asks, 
"Is there anyone who is free from aging and death?" 

206 When speaking of the arahant, the Buddha does not 
describe his destiny as viewed from the outside, i.e., as 
aging and death, but in terms of the arahant's own experi
ence, as a mere breaking up and discarding of the body. 

207 Santo have sabbhi pavedayanti. Spk offers three interpreta
tions, of which only the first, which I follow, sounds plau
sible: "The good, together with the good, declare: 'The 
Dhamma of the good does not decay.' The Dhamma of the 
good is Nibbana; since that does not decay they call it 
unaging, deathless." The verse = Dhp 151, on which Dhp-a 
III 123,2-5 comments: "The ninefold Dhamma of the good
of the Buddhas, etc.-does not decay, does not undergo 
destruction. 50 the good-the Buddhas, etc.-proclaim this, 
declare it, along with the good, with the wise." The ninefold 
supra mundane Dhamma is the four paths, their fruits, 
and Nibbana. Brough argues that sabbhi here must be 
understood to bear the sense of a dative, and he takes the 
point to be that "the doctrine does not wear out 'because 
good men teach it to other good men,' their disciples and 
successors" (p. 228, n. 160). I do not find his interpretation 
convincing, for the Dhamma-as-teaching must certainly 
decay, and only the supramundane Dhamma remains 
immune to aging and death. 

208 "The End-maker" (antaka), in pada a, is a personification of 
death; elsewhere (e.g., at v. 448) the word refers expressly 
to Mara. 

209 Spk resolves pacchasa1J1, in pada c, into paccha tesa1J1. 5a1J1 is 
from esa1J1, a genitive plural form of the third person pro
noun; see Geiger, Pilli Grammar, §108.1. In pada f, hissa = hi 
ssa < Skt hi sma. See EV I, nn. to 225, 705. 

210 Be: atfakara!la; Se and Eel & 2: atthakara!la. See CPD, s.v. 
aNa, for hypotheses concerning the derivation. Spk-pt 
explains attakara!la as vinicchayatthana, a place for making 
judgements (regarding litigation). 
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211 Spk: One day, when the king was sitting in the judgement 
hall, he saw his ministers accepting bribes and deciding 
cases in favour of their benefactors. He thought, "When 
they do such things right in front of me, the sovereign, 
what won't they do behind my back? Now it is General 
Vi<;iu<;iabha who will be known through his own reign. 
Why should I sit in the same place with these bribe-eating 
liars?" The exact purport of this last sentence is obscure, 
and neither Spk nor Spk-pt sheds much light on it. 
Bhadramukha, "Good Fac�" is a term of affection (see 
MN II 53,27, 210,11 foIl.; Ja II 261 ,14; Vism 92,21), which 
according to Spk and Spk-pt here refers to Vi<;iu<;iabha, the 
king's son and commander-in-chief. However, the pro
logue to Ja No. 465 (Ja IV 1 48-50) relates that King 
Pasenadi's earlier commander-in-chief was a warrior 
named Bandhula, who assumed the role of judge when he 
learned that the official judges had become corrupt. Thus, 
despite the gloss, it is possible the king here uses the term 
with reference to Bandhula rather than his son. 

212 Mallika had been a poor flower girl whom King Pasenadi 
met by chance after a military defeat. He fell in love with 
her, married her, and appointed her his chief queen (see 
prologue to Ja No. 415). 

Spk: The king had asked her this question expecting her 
to say, "You are dearer to me than myself," and then to 
ask him the same question, to which he would have given 
the same reply, so that they would have strengthened 
their mutual love. But Mallika, being wise and learned, 
answered with complete honesty ,(sarasen' eva) and the 
king too had to reply in the same way. The translation of 

. atta as soul at KS 1:101 is misleading, despite the attempt 
at justification in the accompanying footnote. The sutta 
( inclusive of the verse) is at  Ud 4 7, with the verse 
described as an "inspired utterance" (udiina). 

The conversation between King Pasenadi and Mallika is 
strikingly reminiscent of the discussion between the sage 
Yajfiavalkya and his wife Maitreyi recorded at 
BrhadaraI).yaka Upani�d 11.4.5 (also at IV.5.6): "Verily, a 
husband is not dear, that you may love the husband; but 
that you may love the Self, 'therefore a husband is dear. 
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Verily, a wife is not dear, that you may love the wife; but 
that you may love the Self, therefore a wife is dear" 
(Muller, The Upanishads, 2:109-10, 182-83). It is conceiv
able that the Buddhist conversation is modelled after the 
Upani::;ad but with a different message. Whereas 
Yajiiavalkya affirms a transcendent Self-the Atman
which is "to be seen, to be heard, to be perceived, to be 
marked," the Buddha extracts an ethical maxim: since one 
loves oneself above all others, one should realize the same 
is true of others and treat-th�m with kindness and respect. 

213 Spk relates the background story, also found (in greater 
detail) at Dhp-a II 1-12; see BL 2:100-7 and Ja No. 314. In 
brief: The king had become infatuated with a married 
woman and planned to have her husband killed so that he 
could take his wife. One night, unable to sleep, he heard 
eerie cries of inexplicable origin. The next day, when he 
anxiously asked his brahmin chaplain to explain the 
meaning, the priest told him that the voices portended his 
imminent death, which he could avert only by performing 
a great sacrifice. When the king later inquired from the 
Buddha about the voices, the Buddha told him these were 
the cries of adulterers boiling in a cauldron in the great hell. 

214 The sacrifices are also referred to at It 21,12-17, and their 
origin related at Sn 299-305. Spk explains that in the times 
of the ancient kings the first four sacrifices were actually 
the four bases of beneficence (sangahavatthu)-giving, 
pleasant speech, beneficent conduct, and equality of treat
ment-by means of which the kings conferred benefits on 
the world. But during the time of King Okkaka the brah
mins reinterpreted the bases of beneficence (which they 
augmented to five) as bloody sacrifices involving slaugh
ter and violence. 

In pada c, I include mahayaiiiia, found in Se and Ee2 but 
absent from Be and Eel. Spk explains maharambha as 
mahakicca mahakararziya, "great activities, great duties," 
which Spk-pt clarifies: bahupasughatakamma, "the action of 
slaughtering many animals." 

215 Yajanti  anukulalJ'l sada . Spk-pt explains anukulalJ'l as 
kulanugatalJ'l, "what has come down in the family (as fami
ly tradition) ." Spk: The regular meal offering that was 
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started by people earlier-this the people give in uninter
rupted succession through the generations. 

216 Spk relates, as the background story, an abridged version 
of the prologue to Ja No. 92. The verses appear, however, 
also at Dhp 345-46, the commentarial background story to 
which states merely that the king had ordered the crimi
nals brought before him to be bound with fetters, ropes, 
and chains. See Dhp-a IV 53-55; BL 3:223-24. The same 
story is in the prologue to Ja No. 201 .  

217 Spk: It  is degrading (oharina) because it  drags one down to 
the four realms of misery; supple (sithila), because unlike 
iron bonds it does not constrict one's physical movement 
but holds one in bondage wherever one goes; hard to 
escape (duppamunca), because one cannot break free from it 
except by supramundane knowledge. 

218 The sutta is also at Ud 64-66, but with a different verse 
attached. The Eastern Park is the monastery built by 
Visakha, the Buddha's chief female patron, who was 
called "Mother" by her father-in-law Migara because she 
skilfully led him to the Dhamma. 

219 The jatilas were matted hair ascetics; the nigaI).thas, the 
Jains, followers of Nataputta. 

220 All eds. of SN read this sentence as a declarative (ye te 
bhante loke arahanto), but Ud 65,22-23 (Ee) reads it as an 
interrogative (ye nu keci kho bhante loke arahanto). 

221 This condensed fourfold statement is expanded upon at 
AN II 187-90. 

222 Ete bhante mama purisli carli (Se: clirli) ocarakli janapadarrz 
ocaritvli ligacchanti. Some 55 read cora (= thieves) in place 
of carli, and the same v.l. appears in many eds. of Ud. Ud
a 333,18-24, commenting on the passage, explains why the 
king's spies can be considered thieves, which indicates 
that even Dhammapala had accepted the Ud reading corli. 
Spk, however, treats ocarakii and carli as synonyms, gloss
ing both as he!!hacarakii, "undercover agents," those who 
move below the surface (for the purpose of gathering 
intelligence). Spk-pt says: "The expression 'undercover 
agents'-which is what is meant by carli-refers to those 
who enter amidst (other groups) in order to investigate 
the secrets of others." The expression carapurisa occurs too 
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at Dhp-a I 193,1, Ja II 404,9-18, and Ja VI 469,12, in contexts 
where it can only mean spies. 

223 Be and Eel & 2 read osapayissami, Se oyayissami. Texts of 
Ud and Ud-a record still more vv.ll., even up to nine; see 
Masefield, The Udana Commentary, 2:918, n. 195. Neither 
Spk nor Spk-pt offers any help. Ud-a 333,25 glosses pa#
pajjissami karissami, "I will enter upon it, I will act," which 
seems a learned way of admitting uncertainty. If We 
accept Norman's reasonable suggestion (at EV I, n. to 119) 
that we should recognize in Pali a verb oseti, "to deposit" 
« Skt *avasrayati), osapeti can then be understood as the 
causative form of this verb « Skt *avasrayati, as pointed 
out by Norman in the same note). Here it is the first per
son future used metaphorically to mean "I will make them 
deposit the information with me." See to.o n. 542 and 
n. 657. Its absolutive, osapetva, occurs at Spk III 92,2, mean
ing "having put away." 

224 Spk does not identify the other four kings. The fact that 
they are designated raja does not necessarily imply they 
were rulers of independent states on a par with Pasenadi, 
though the mutual use of the address marisa suggests they 
enjoyed parity of status with him. 

225 The Pali uses the plural ekacce with each assertion, but it is 
evident from the context that each assertion was made by 
only one king. 

226 Manapapariyanta1J1 khvaha1J1 maharaja paflcasu kamagulJesu 
aggan ti vadami. My rendering expands slightly on the 
compressed Pali idiom. Spk glosses manapapariyanta1J1 by 
manapanipphatti1!1 manapakotika1J1. Spk-pt: Whatever a per
son cherishes, being in his view the chief, is presented by 
him as the culmination, as the ultimate. 

227 Patibhati ma1J1 bhagava, patibhiiti ma1J1 sugata. The same verb 
patibhiiti is used by both the interlocutor and the Buddha 
(by the latter, as the imperative patibhatu), but I have var
ied the rendering slightly in each case as befits the speak
er's situation. This type of exchange occurs repeatedly at 
8:5-11 below; 8:8 (I 193,3-4), which contrasts thanaso 
patibhanti with pubbe parivitakkita, "premeditated," indi
cates the exact nuance of the verb in such a context; see 
too n. 143. The lay follower Candanangalika is not met 
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elsewhere in the canon. Apparently he had been inspired 
because he had seen how the Buddha's glory surpassed 
that of the five kings. 

228 Spk: Kokanada is a synonym for the red lotus (paduma). The 
Buddha is called Angirasa because rays issue from his 
body (angato rasmiyo nikkhamanti). A parallel including the 
verse is at AN III 239-40. See too Vism 388,1--4 (Ppn 12:60) 
and Dhp-a I 244 (BL 1:302), and cpo v. 752. 

On Angirasa Malalasekera remarks (DPPN 1:20): "It is, 
however, well known that, according to Vedic tradition, 
the Gautamas belong to the Aitgirasa tribe; the word, as 
applied to the Buddha, therefore is probably a 

patronymic." 
229 Be: d01Japakakura1Jl; Se and Ee l :  d01Japakasuda1Jl; Ee2: 

d01Japiika1Jl suda1Jl. Spk: He ate rice cooked from a d01Ja of 
rice grains along with suitable soups and curries. 

The dOl!-a is a measure of volume, perhaps a "bucket," 
obviously far more than the capacity of an ordinary per
son's stomach. 

230 The kahapa1J.a was the standard currency unit of the peri
od. See Singh, Life in North-Eastern India, pp. 255-57. 

231 Spk says that the nii!ika, which I render pint-pot (after 
Burlingame), is the proper portion for a man; I could not 
find any source specifying the relation between d01Ja and 
niilika. Spk explains that the Buddha had instructed 
Sudassana to recite the verse, not when the king began his 
meal, but when he approached the end. In this way each 
day the king gradually left aside the last portion of food 
until he reached the proper measure. 

A more elaborate version of the story is at Dhp-a III 
264-66, where it serves as the background to Dhp 325; see 
BL 3:76-77. In this version the king's advisor is Prince 
Uttara rather than the brahmin youth Sudassana. 

232 Spk: The good pertaining to the present life was the slim
ming of the body; the good pertaining to the future was 
virtue (sUa), one aspect of which is moderation in eating. 
See 3:17 below. 

233 Ajatasattu was Pasenadi's nephew, son of his sister and 
King Bimbisara, ruler of Magadha. While still a prince 
Ajatasattu was incited by Devadatta to usurp the throne 
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and have his father executed; soon afterwards his mother 
died of grief. War broke out when Pasenadi and Ajata
sattu both laid claim to the prosperous village of Kasi, sit
uated between the two kingdoms, which Pasenadi's 
father, King Mahakosala, had given to his daughter when 
she married Bimbisara (see prologue to Ja No. 239). The 
four divisions of the army are elephant troops, cavalry, 
chariot troops, and infantry, enumerated in the next sutta. 

Spk explains the epithet Vedehiputta: "Vedehi means 
wise; he was so called because he was the son of a wise 
woman." This is almost certainly a fabrication. Videha 
was a country in north India, and the epithet suggests his 
ancestry was from that land. Since Ajatasattu's mother 
was from Kosala, Geiger surmises that it must have been 
his maternal grandmother who came from Videha 
(GermTr, p. 131, n. 3). See too II, n. 288. 

234 Spk says Ajatasattu has evil friends such as Devadatta, 
Pasenadi has good friends such as Sariputta. Piipamitta 
and kalyiilJamitta are bahubbihi compounds meaning 
respectively "one with an evil friend" and "one with a 
good friend." They do not mean, as C.Rh.D translates at 
KS 1:112, "a friend of that which is wicked" and "a friend 
of that which is righteous"; nor do they mean "a friend of 
evil people" and "a friend of good people" (though this is 
entailed). The rare word aHatan (as in Se and Eel; Be has 
normalized the difficult reading to ajj' eva) seems to mean 
"for today, for this day," with the implication that the sit
uation will soon change. 

235 Spk: Jaya1J1 vera1J1 pasavati ti jinanto vera1J1 pasavati, veripug
gala1J1 labhati; "The victorious one breeds enmity: one con
quering breeds enmity, begets an inimical person." Spk 
thus interprets jaya1J1 in pada a as a nominative present 
participle functioning as subject. At EV II, n. to 26, 
Norman suggests it might be a IJamul absolutive, i.e., a 
rare type of absolutive formed from the -a1J1 termination 
(see too EV I, n. to 22). While at v. 407 we do find jaya1J1 as 
a participle, the word abo occurs as a neuter nominative 
at v. 619c, and thus there should be no reason not to inter

pret it in the same way here. See the discussion in Brough, 
Gandhari Dharmapada, pp. 238-39, n. to 180. 
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236 I read pada d with Be and Se: so vilutto viluppati, as against 
Eel & 2 vilumpati. Spk glosses the line, in its occurrence at 
v. 407f, with a passive verb: so vilumpako vilumpiyati. To 
preserve the logic of the verse it is really necessary to 
accept the passive verb and to understand the passive past 
participle as active in sense. The BHS version at Uv 9:9 is 
more intelligible, with an agent noun in place of the past 
participle: so vilopta vilupyate. 

237 Spk glosses kammavivattena:  "By the maturation of 
kamma, when the kamma of plundering yields its result." 
Spk-pt adds: "The kamma which has vanished matures 
when it gains an opportunity (to ripen) by meeting a con
dition (conducive to its ripening)." 

238 Spk: He was displeased thinking, "I  elevated Queen 
Mallika from a poor family to the rank of queen. If she 
had given birth to a son she would have won great hon
our, but now she has lost that opportunity. " 

This daughter was almost certainly the Princess Vajiri 
(see MN II 110,10-18), who was later married to King 
Ajatasattu of Magadha after the two kings were reconciled. 
Prince Vi<;i11<;iabha, the heir to the throne, was begotten 
from another wife of Pasenadi, Vasabha-khattiya, a Sakyan 
lady of mixed descent who was passed off to Pasenadi as 
a pure-bred Sakyan princess. Vi<;iu<;iabha later usurped the 
throne and left his father to die in exile. When he learned 
that the Sakyans had deceived his father he massacred 
them and almost decimated the entire Saykan clan. 

239 In pada b, I follow Eel & 2 in reading posa, "than a man," 
though Be and Se, as well as Spk, read posa, which Spk 
glosses as the imperative posehi, "nourish (her)." Spk sees 
the comparison with a son implicit in seyya: "Even a 
woman may be better than a dull, stupid son." In pada d, 
sassudeva literally means "having (her) mother-in-law as a 
deva"; Spk adds father-in-law in the gloss. 

. 

240 In pada b, it is uncertain from the text whether disampati is 
nominative or vocative, but I follow Spk, which glosses it 
with the vocative disajetthaka. With Be, Se, and Ee2, I read 
pad a c as tadisa subhagiya putto and comply with Spk by 
translating tadisa as if it were a truncated genitive qualify
ing the woman. Eel reads tiidiso in apposition to putto. 
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241 Spk explains appamiida as kiiriipaka-appamiida, "activating 
diligence," which Spk-pt says is diligence that motivates 
one to engage in the three bases of meritorious deeds (giv
ing, virtue, and meditation). Spk: Diligence, though mun
dane, is still the chief even among the exalted and Supra
mundane states (i.e., the jhanas, paths, and fruits) because 
it is the cause for their attainment. 

242 In pada e ,  atthiibhisamayii is glossed by Spk with 
atthapatiliibhii. The couplet is often quoted by the commen
taries, when commenting on the ekarrz samayarrz formula, to 
illustrate samaya as meaning papiliibha. I have tried to avoid 
the tautology of translating dhiro pa1J4ito ti vuccati "the 
wise one is called a person of wisdom" by rendering dhira 
with its homonym, "steadfast"; see n. 72. 

243 Spk: Although the Dhamma is well expounded for all, just 
as medicine is effective only for one who takes it so the 
Dhamma fulfils its purpose only for a compliant and faith
ful person having good friends, not for the other type. 

244 The incident reported here, including the discourse on 
good friendship, is related at 45:2. The later version, how
ever, does not include the line "beings subject to illness 
are freed from illness" (vyiidhidhammii sattii vyiidhiyii 
parimuccanti), found at I 88,23. Explanatory notes to the 
embedded discourse will be found below V, nn. 5-7. 

245 The setthi were the wealthy money lenders in the large 
towns and cities of northern India. Originally guild mas
ters, in time they came to function as private bankers and 
often played decisive roles in political affairs. Anatha
pll:t�ika was said to be a setfhi. See Singh, Life in North
Eastern India, pp. 249-51 . Apparently when a wealthy man 
died intestate, the king was entitled to his fortune. 

246 A lakh is a hundred thousand. Spk explains ka1:ziijaka as 
rice with the red powder from the husk (sakw;u;lakabhatta); 
tipakkhavasana, as a garment made by sewing together 
three pieces of cloth. 

247 A paccekabuddha is one who attains enlightenment inde
pendently of a perfectly enlightened Buddha (sammii sam-

o buddha), but unlike a perfectly enlightened Buddha does 

not establish a siisana, a religious "dispensation." They are 
said to arise only at times when a Buddha's dispensation 
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does not exist in the world. The story is elaborated in Spk 
and at Dhp-a IV 77-78; see BL 3 :240 . A version at Ja 
No. 390 does not mention the murder of the nephew or 
the rebirth in hell. A partly parallel story of abuse towards 
the paccekabuddha Tagarasikhi is related at Ud 50,14-19. 

248 See n. 93. 
249 The sutta without the similes and verses is at AN II 85-86; 

see too Pp 51 ,21-52,23. Spk: One is in darkness ( tamo) 
because one is conjoined with darkness by being reborn in 
a low family, and one is heading towards darkness 
(tamopariiyal!a) because one is approactung the darkness of 
hell. One is in light (jo

'ti) because one is conjoined with 
light by being reborn in a high family, and one is heading 
towards light (jotipariiyal!a) because one is approaching the 
light of a heavenly rebirth. 

250 The cal).<;ialas were the most despised of the outcasts; see 
Singh, Life in North-EastP.rn India, pp. 16-20, Spk glosses 
venakula as vilivakiirakula, family of basket weavers; the 
two occupations are listed separately at Mil 331.  Rathakiira
kula is glossed as cammakiirakula, family of leather workers 
[Spk-pt: because the straps of carts are made of leather]; 
and pukkusakula as pupphacha#akakula, family of those 
who throw away wilted flowers. Perhaps the latter more 
generally included all sweepers and refuse removers. 

251 Lit., "If by means of the elephant-gem I could have it, 'Let 
my grandmother not die,' I would have given away the 
elephant-gem, (thinking), 'Let my grandmother not die.'" 

Spk: When his mother died his grandmother filled her 
place in bringing him up; hence he had such strong affec
tion for her. The elephant-gem was an elephant worth 
100,000 kahiipal!a, decked with ornaments worth the same 
amount. The same explanation applies to the horse-gem 
and the prize village. 

252 Cpo with 3:2. The verses are identical. 
253 Kattha nu kho bhante dana1J1 diitabba1J1. I have translated in 

accordance with the Pali idiom, though in English we 
would normally say, "To whom should a gift be given?" 
Spk relates the background s tory: When the Buddha 
began his ministry, great gains and honour accrued to him 
and the Bhikkhu Sangha, and thus the fortunes of the rival 
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sects declined. The rival teachers, intent on besmirching 
his reputation, told the householders that the ascetic 
Gotama was proclaiming that gifts should be given only 
to him and his disciples, not to other teachers and their 
disciples. When the king heard this he realized it was a 
malicious falsehood, and to convince the multitude of this 
he assembled the entire populace on a festival day and 
questioned the Buddha about the matter before the whole 
assembly. 

254 Spk paraphrases: "One should give to' whichever person 
one's mind has confidence in." When the Buddha spoke 
thus, the king announced to the crowd: "With one state
ment the sectarian teachers have been crushed." To clear 
up the ambiguity he next asked: "Lord, the mind may 
have confidence in anyone-in the Jains, the naked asce
tics, the wanderers, etc.-but where does a gift produce 
great fruit?" What underlies the question is a basic prem
ise of Indian ascetic spirituality, namely, that gifts given to 
renunciants generate "merit" (punna), which in tum yields 
fruits (phala)-mundane and spiritual benefits-in propor
tion to the spiritual purity of the recipients. The mecha
nism that governs the relationship between giving and its 
fruits is the law of kamma. For a full disquisition on giv
ing and its rewards, see MN No. 142. 

255 The five factors abandoned are the five hindrances (panea 
nivaraJ}a); the five factors possessed are the five aggregates 
of one beyond training (panea asekhakkhandha), the asekha 
being the arahant. 

256 Spk equates patience (khanti) with forbearance (adhivasana) 
and gentleness (soraeea) with arahantship [Spk-pt: because 
only the arahant is exclusively gentle (sorata)]. Dhs §1342 
defines soraeea as nontransgression by body, speech, and 
mind, and as complete restraint by virtue; but see n. 462. 

257 Spk says that Pasenadi arrived after he had just finished 
impaling a band of criminals that he had arrested when 
they tried to ambush him and usurp the kingdom. The 
Buddha thought, "If I reprimand him for such a terrible 
deed, he will feel too dismayed to associate closely with 
me. Instead I will instruct him by an indirect method." I 
agree with C.Rh.D that the story does not fit well, and I 
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would add that it even detracts from the solemn dignity 
of the Buddha's discourse. 

258 Spk explains dhammacariya as the ten wholesome courses 
of kamma and says that samacariya, righteous conduct, 
means the same. 

259 Natthi gati natthi visayo adhivattamane jaramaralJe. Spk 
glosses gati (= place of motion, "room") as nipphatti, success 
[Spk-pt: "The point is that there is no success to be achieved 
by battle"]; visaya ("scope"), as okasa, opportunity, or 
samatthabhava, capability; "for it is not possible to ward off 
aging and death by these battles."  

4.  Marasa1J1.yutta 

260 Spk assigns this sutta to the first week after the Buddha's 
enlightenment. 

261 I translate the last sentence in accordanr.:e with the reading 
of Se and Eel & 2: sadhu thito sato bodhi1J1. samajjhaga1J1.. Be 
reads: sadhu vatamhi mutto bodhi1J1. samajjhaga1J1.. By gruelling 
asceticism (dukkarakarika) the Buddha refers to the rigorous 
austerities he practised for six years before he discovered 
the "middle way" to enlightenment. 

262 There is a delicate irony here in Mara the Tempter, usually 
the suave proponent of sensual indulgence, now recom
mending strict asceticism. This confirms the old maxim 
that the extremes are actually closer to each other than 
either is to the mean. I read pad a d with Se and Eel as sud
dhimaggam aparaddho as against Be and Ee2 suddhimagga 
aparaddho. 

263 I read with Be and Se amara1J1. tapa1J1., as against Eel & 2 
apara1J1. tapa1J1.. The expression, a split compound, occurs 
also at Th 219d. See CPD, s.v. amaratapa. Spk: Low austeri
ty practised for the sake of immortality (amarabhavatthaya 
kata1J1. lukhatapa1J1.); that is, devotion to self-mortification 
(attakilamathanuyogo).  Spk-pt: For the most part one is 
devoted to the practice of bodily mortification for the sake 
of immortality, and when that is pursued by those who 
accept kamma it may be for the sake of becoming a deva 
(believed to be immortal). See too Sn 249d. 

264 Piyaritta1J1. va dhammani. Spk: Arafifie thale piyaritta1J1. viya; 
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"like oars and rudder on high forest ground." Spk-pt: 
Dhamma1Jl vuccati vaIJIJu; so idha dhamman ti vuttam . 
Dhammani vaIJIJupadese ti attho; "It is sand that is cal1�d 
'dhamma1Jl'; that is what is meant here by 'dhamma1Jl: The 
meaning is: in a sandy place." PEO lists dhammani but 
does not explain the derivation; but see MW, s.v. dhanvan, 
where the meanings given include dry soil, shore, desert. 

Spk: "This is meant: If a ship were placed on high 
ground, and were loaded with merchandise, and the crew 
would board it, take hold of the oars and rudder, and pull 
and push with all their might, for all their effort they 
would not be able to advance the ship even one or two 
inches; the effort would be useless, futile. So, having 
known austerities thus, I rejected them as futile." 

265 Virtue, concentration, and wisdom are the three divisions 
of the Noble Eightfold Path: virtue (sila) includes right 
speech, action, and livelihood; concentration (samadhi), 
right effort, mindfulness, and concentration; and wisdom 
(panna), right view and right intention. Mara is called the 
End-maker (antaka) because he binds beings to death. 

266 Devo ca ekam eka1Jl phusayati. I understand this idiom 
(which recurs at 6:13 and 7:22) to mean that rain was 
falling drop by drop, not that it was falling continuously 
(the meaning ascribed to it by CPO). It would hardly seem 
sensible for the Buddha to sit out in the open if rain was 
falling heavily. 

Spk: He was sitting there reviewing his practice of striv
ing in order to provide a model for clansmen in the future, 
who would strive in emulation of the Teacher. 

267 In pada a we should read with Be, Se, and Ee2 sa1Jlsara1Jl 
rather than Ee l sa1Jlsara1Jl. The "long course" (digham 
addhana1Jl) is sarp.sara. Spk: It is said that there is no form 
that Mara had not previously assumed in order to frighten 
the Blessed One. 

268 Na te marassa paddhagu. The last word is read here as in 
Ee2 and Sn 1095. Be and Se have baddhagu, Eel paccagu. 
PEO conjectures that paddhagu may represent Skt "pradhva
ga, "those who accompany one on a journey," that is, 
one's servants. Spk glosses: "They do not become your 
disciples, pupils, apprentices" (baddhacara sissa antevasikii 
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na honti). The word baddhacara [Spk-pt: = patibaddhacariya] 
occurs at v. 578a. 

269 This discourse is also at Yin I 22,24-36, set soon after the 
Buddha's first rains residence at the Deer Park in Isi
patana. The Buddha had already sent out his first sixty 
arahant disciples to spread the Dhamma. The present 
admonition, it seems, is addressed to the newly ordained 
bhikkhus who had come to the Buddha in response to the 
missionary work of the first disciples. 

270 Spk: Careful attention (yoniso manasiktira) is attention that is 
the right means (upayamanasikara). Careful right striving 
(yoniso sammappadhana) is energy that is the right means, 
energy that is the causal basis (upayaviriya karaIJaviriya). 
Unsurpassed liberation (anuttaravimutti) is liberation of the 
fruit of arahantship. On the role of careful attention, see 
46:51. Right striving is the fourfold right effort; see 45:8, 
49:1. 

271 Spk: Mara approached and spoke, thinking: "He won't be 
satisfied that he himself put forth energy and attained ara
hantship. Now he is eager to get others to attain it. Let me 
stop him!" 

272 Spk: Mara's snare (mtirapasa) is the snare of the defilements, 
that is, the celestial and human cords of sensual pleasure. 

273 This is the Buddha's famous injunction to his first sixty 
arahant disciples to go forth and spread the Dhamma. The 
passage also occurs at Yin I 20,36-21,16, in correct temporal 
sequence, preceding 4:4. Vv. 476-77 follow immediately, 
though here they are separa ted and assigned to an 
encounter in Siivatthi. A BHS parallel, including the verses, 
is at Mvu III 415-16; see Jones, 3:416-17. 

Spk explains the threefold goodness of the Dhamma in 
various ways pertaining both to practice and doctrine. For 
example, virtue is the beginning; serenity, insight, and the 
path are the middle; the fruits and Nibbana are the end; or 
the opening of a sutta is good, and so too the middle por
tion and the conclusion. When the Buddha went to 
Uruvela he converted the thousand jatila ascetics, which 
culminated in the Fire Sermon (35:28). 

274 Spk: Mara approached and spoke, thinking: "Like one 
directing a great war, the ascetic Gotama enjoins the sixty 
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men to teach the Dhamma. I am not pleased even if one 
should teach, let alone sixty. Let me stop him!" 

275 I follow Spk in dividing seyya and so and in taking seyya to 
be dative in sense (Spk = seyyatthaya), and so a pronoun 
used in apposition to muni (Spk: so buddhamuni). I also fol
low Spk in taking seyya to mean "lodging," though both 
C.Rh.D and Geiger interpret it as well-being. Spk explains 
vossajja careyya tattha so thus: "He should live having relin
quished-that is, having abandoned-desire for and 
attachment to his individual existence (Le., his body and 
life)." 

276 Spk: Upadhi here is khandhupadhi, "acquisitions as the 
aggregates"; see n. 21. In the last line the change of the 
subject from the singular to the plural is in the text. Spk: 
The enlightened do not resort to such a shelter because 
they have eradicated all fear. 

277 Be, Se, and Ee2 read dubbhago; Eel dubbhayo (which may 
be a misprint); SS dubbhato. Spk: Like one dead and uncon
scious (mato viya visafifii viya ca). Spk-pt: A wretch is one 
who is luckless, whose fortune has been broken; he is sim
ilar to the dead and the unconscious. 

278 Spk: Craving is said to be entangling (jalini) because it 
spreads net-like over the three realms of existence. It is 
called binding (visattika) because it latches on to sense 
objects such as forms. It leads anywhere [Spk-pt: within the 
three realms of existence] .  The acquisitions that are all 
destroyed are the aggregates, defilements, volitional for
mations, and cords of sensual pleasure (see n. 21). Why 
should this concern you, Mara ?: "Mara, why do you go 
about finding fault with this and that like small flies 
unable to settle on hot porridge?" 

This sutta might be compared with 4:13 and 9:2, which 
have a similar theme. I have translated Buddha here as 
"Awakened One" to highlight the contrast with sleep, but 
it is uncertain whether such a tension of ideas was intend
ed in the original. On the description of craving as "entan
gling and binding," see AN II 211-13. 

279 Spk paraphrases: :'The good man should live like a baby 

who, after drinking milk, might lie down on a blanket and 

fall asleep, unconcerned whether life is long or short." 
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280 The point may be that as the felly revolves around the sta
ble hub, so the changing forms of life revolve around the 
stable soul or life-principle. The verse seems to be allud
ing to a simile in the Brhadarax:tyaka Upani�ad II.5.15: 
"And as all spokes are contained in the axle and in the 
felly of a wheel, all beings, and all those selves (of the 
earth, water, etc.), are contained in that Self" (Muller, The 
Upanishads, 2:116). See too Chandogya Upani�ad VI1.15.1 
(The Upanishads, 1 :120). 

281 Vicakkhukammiiya, lit. "for making eyeless." Spk: Out of a 
desire to destroy the wisdom-eye of the people in the 
assembly. He is unable to destroy the Buddha's wisdom
eye, but he could do so for the people in the assembly by 
manifesting a frightening sight or noise. 

282 Spk: In the assemblies: in the eight assemblies (see 
MN I 72,18-20). Endowed with the powers: endowed with the 
ten powers of  a Tathagata (see MN I 69-71 ) .  At 
MN I 69,31-34, the Buddha says that, endowed with the ten 
Tathagata powers, he roars his lion's roar in the assemblies. 

283 See 1:38 and n. 86. 
284 Spk paraphrases kiiveyyamatto in pada a thus: "Do you lie 

down thinking up a poem like a poet, who lies down 
intoxicated with the composing of poetry?" The expres
sion recurs at v. 753a. Sampacurii, glossed by bahuvo, is at 
AN II 59,12 and 61,10, also in apposition to attha. 

285 Muhu1Jl muhu1Jl, in pada b, is not in PEO, and Spk and 
Spk-pt are silent, but see MW, s.v. muhur. The expression 
occurs at  Th 125d, glossed by Th-a I I  7,13-14 as 
abhikkha�ta1Jl, and at Th 1129b, glossed by Th-a III 158,8-9 
as abhi/:zhato. Both glosses mean "often," but here it seems 
the more literal sense of "moment by moment" or "con
stantly" is implied. The dart (salla) is elsewhere identified 
with craving; see vv . 214c, 737c. At 35:90 (N 64,33-34) it is 
said that the dart is the state of being stirred (ejii salla1Jl), 
ejii being a synonym for ta1:zhii; and the Tathagata, who is 
unstirred by craving, dwells with the dart removed 
(vitasallo). See too MN II 260,17: Sallan ti kho Sunakkhatta 
tar:zhay' eta1Jl adhivacana1Jl. 

286 Spk: Attraction and repulsion (anurodha-virodha): attachment 
and aversion (riiga-patigha). For when someone gives a 
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Dhamma talk, some people express appreciation, and 
towards them attachment arises; but others listen disre
spectfully, and towards them aversion arises. Thus a 
speaker on the Dhamma becomes caught in attraction and 
repulsion. But because the Tathagata is compassionate for 
others, he is free from attraction and repulsion. 

287 At Vin I 21 this exchange of verses is set in the Deer Park 
at Isipatana and immediately follows the pair of verses at 
4:5. A BHS parallel is at Mvu III 416-17, but the first cou
plet is equivalent to v. 77ab. 

288 Antalikkhacaro paso yo ya1J1 carati manaso. Spk states: "The 
snare is the snare of lust (riigapasa), which binds even 
those who move in the sky (i.e., by psychic power)." It is 
more likely antalikkhacaro is intended to suggest the incor
poreal nature of lust, which can propel the mind across 
vast distances; see vv. 2l0b, 211b. 

289 Vedayita1J1 in pada a and satikhata1J1 in pada b are merely 
metrical adaptations of vedana and satikhiira, the second 
and fourth aggregates. 

290 Spk: Though they seek him everywhere-in all realms of exis
tence, modes of origin, destinations, stations of conscious
ness, and abodes of beings-they do not find him, do not see 
him. See v. 49 (= v. 105), 4:23 (I 122,1-13), 22:87 (III 124,1-13), 
and MN I 140,3-7. It seems that both the living arahant and 
the arahant after his parinibbana are intended. 

291 Se and Eel & 2: udriyati; Be: undriyati. PED explains as a 
passive form from ud + dnlOti. See MW, S.v. dri > pass. 
diryate. Spk: Aya1J1 mahapathavi patapatasadda1J1 kurumiina 
viya ahosi; "This great earth seemed to be making a crack
ling sound." Spk-pt: Undriyati ti viparivattati; "'Is splitting 
open' means: is turning over." The word recurs at 4:22 
(I 119,17 foll.). On the evolution of the word in Pali, see von 
Hiniiber, "Remarks on the Critical Pali Dictionary (II)," in 
Selected Papers, pp. 152-55. 

292 On lokiimisa, "the bait of the world," see n. 10. Spk 
explains maradheyya, "Mara's realm," as the round of exis
tence with its three realms, which is the place for Mara to 
stand. The more usual expression is maccudheyya, "the 
realm of Death," as at v. l6d; the two are effectively syn
onymous. See too v. 102d and n. 70. 
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293 Se and Eel & 2 have kumaraktmatJ1 as against Be kumari
kanatJ1, "of the young girls ." Spk explains that on this 
day-"a kind of St. Valentine's Day" (KS 1:143, n. I)-the 
young girls send presents to their sweethearts among the 
boys, and the boys send ornaments to the girls, even a gar
land of flowers if they can give nothing else. 

294 Spk: Five hundred maidens were about to offer festival 
cakes to the Buddha, and the Buddha would have given 
them a discourse at the conclusion of which they would 
have been established in the fruit of stream-entry; but 
Mara, wishing to prevent this outcome, took possession of 
the girls. The expression yatha dh6tena pattena, "with a 
bowl just as cleanly washed , as when he entered," is a 
euphemistic way of saying that the bowl was empty. 

Spk: Mara made a false promise when he offered "to see 
to it" that the Buddha would get alms. He actually wanted 
the Buddha to expose himself to ridicule by the village 
boys (for coming for alms a second time after leaving with 
an empty bowl). 

295 Spk explains kificana, in pada b, as "the various kinds of 
defilements such as the 'something' (called) lust, etc." On 
the use of kificana to dendte defilements, see 41:7 
(IV 297,18-19) . The devas of Streaming Radiance (devil 
abhassara) inhabit the highest plane corresponding to the 
second jhana, located in the form realm. They are said to 
subsist on rapture (pitibhakkha) because they are sustained 
by the nourishment of the jhana. The verse occurs at 
Dhp 200, the story at Dhp-a 257-58; see BL 3:72-73. In the 
sequel to the verse, omitted in BL, the five hundred girls 
hear the Buddha's verse and become established in the 
fruit of stream-entry. 

296 I follow Spk, which resolves cakkhusamphassavififialJayatana 
thus: cakkhuvififiiilJena sampayutto cakkhusamphasso pi vififiiil}
ayatanam pi; "eye-contact associated with eye-conscious
ness and also the base of consciousness ." Spk says that 
"eye-contact" implies all the mental phenomena associat
ed with consciousness; "the base of consciousness," all 
types of consciousness that have arisen in the eye door 
beginning with the adverting conscioldsness (avajjanacitta). 
The same method-applies to the ear aoor, etc. But in the 
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mind door, "mind" (mana) is the bhavangacitta together 
with adverting; "mental phenomena" are the mental 
objects (arammalJadhamma); "mind-contact," the contact 
associated with bhavanga and adverting; and "the base of 
consciousness," the javanacitta and tadarammalJacitta, i.e., 
the "impulsion" and "registration" consciousness. For an 
account of these types of consciousness (fundamental to 
the Pali Abhidhamma), see CMA 3:8. 

Mara's reply, and the Buddha's rejoinder, hinge on the 
practice of:using Pali words for cattle metaphorically to 
signify the sense faculties. See GD, pp. 141-42, n. to 26-27. 

297 Here the Buddha is obviously referring to Nibbana. Cpo 
35:117 on the cessation of the six sense bases. 

298 A slightly more elaborate version of the incident, includ
ing the verses, is recorded at Dhp-a IV 31-33; see BL 
3:213-14. Spk: "The Buddha reflected thus with compas
sion, having seen peopl,: afflicted with punishments in 
realms ruled by unrighteous kings." 

299 At 51:10 (V 259,18--20 = DN II 103,23--26) it is said that one 
who has mastery over the four bases for spiritual power 
could, if he so desired, live on for an aeon or for the 
remainder of an aeon. Mara has made this appeal to the 
Buddha, not out of respect for his leadership ability, but 
because he wants to tempt him with lust for power and 
thereby keep him under his own control. It is interesting 
that the sutta does not offer an answer to the question 
whether righteous governance is possible, and this ambi
guity pervades the Pali Canon as a whole. While some 
texts admit that righteous rulers do arise (the "wheel-turn
ing monarchs"), the general consensus is that the exercise 
of rulership usually involves the use of violence and thus 
is hard to reconcile with perfect observance of the precepts. 
For an insightful discussion of the ambiguity, see Collins, 
Nirvana and Other Buddhist Felicities, pp. 419-36, 448-70. 

300 In pada c, Be and Se read dvittava, though the orthography 
in Eel & 2, dvitta va, is preferable. Spk: "Let alone one 
mountain, even as much as double (dvikkhattum pi tava) a 
large golden mountain would not suffice for one person. " 
BHS parallels to this verse read vittatJ'l, treasure, in place of 
dvitta (see Concordance 1 (B» . 
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301 Spk: "Suffering has its source in the five cords of sensual 
pleasure; that is 'the source whence it springs' (yato
nidana1Jl). When a person has seen this thus, for what rea
son should he incline to those sensual pleasures which arE 
the source of suffering?" Upadhi in pada c is glossed b} 
Spk as kiimagU/;ta-upadhi; see n. 21. In place of sango, tie, thE' 
BHS versions read salyam (Pali: sallam), dart. 

Spk-pt: The source of suffering is craving, and thE' 
source of craving is the five cords of sensual pleasure 
Therefore it is said that the five cords of sensual pleas
ure-the condition for craving-are the source of suffer
ing. When one who has fully understood reality has seen 
suffering as it really is with the eye of wisdom, and seen 
the cords of sensual pleasure to be its source, there is no 
reason for him to incline to sensual pleasures. 

302 Spk: "The staff of udumbara wood, slightly crooked, was 
for the sake of showing that he was of few wishes (a,ppiccha
bhiiva, an ascetic virtue)." In the Vedic sacrifices, udumbara 
wood was used for all kinds of ritual purposes; the sacrifi
cial post, ladle, and amulets were made of this wood 
(Macdonell and Keith, Vedic Index, s.v. udumbara). 

303 See 1:20. Here Mara appears as a proponent of the brah
manical idea that renunciation (sannyasa) must be post
poned until after one has enjoyed a full married life. On 
how young bhikkhus, lads "in the prime of life, who have 
not dallied with sensual pleasures," can live the holy life 
without being overcome by sensual desire, see 35:127. 

304 This is a gesture of frustration. Dal:u;lapa1)i the Sakyan is 
described in the same terms at MN I 109,1-2. 

305 Samiddhi has already appeared at 1:20. 
306 As at 4:17; see n. 291. 
307 The verse = Th 46, Samiddhi's sale stanza. I understand 

buddha in pada b to be simply a variant spelling of vu#ha 
(the reading at Th 46), though Spk glosses buddha here as 
fiata, to which Spk-pt adds: Ta ariyamaggena jananasamat
thanabhavena avabuddha; "They have been comprehended 
by the noble path through its capacity for knowledge." 

308 The story of Godhika is told at Dhp-a I 431-33; see 
BL 2:90-91. Spk explains samayikii cetovimutti, "temporary 
liberation of mind," as the mundane meditative attain-
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ments (lokiya-samiipatti), i .e., the jhanas and formless 
attainments, so called because at the moments of absorp
tion the mind is liberated from the opposing states and is 
resolved upon its object. He fell away from this liberation 
of mind on account of illness. Being disposed to chronic 
illness due to winds, bile, and phlegm (the "three 
humours" of traditional Indian medicine), he could not 
fulfil the states conducive to concentration. Each time he 
entered upon an attainment, he soon fell away from it. 

309 Sattha1Jl iihareyya1Jl. A euphemistic expression for suicide; 
see 22:87 (III  123,10,26), 35 :87  (IV 57,6), and 54:9 
(V 320,24-25). Spk: He reflected thus: "Since the destination 
after death of one who has fallen away from jhana is 
uncertain, while one who has not fallen away is certain of 
rebirth in the brahma world, let me use the knife." On the 
Buddha's own attitude towards suicide, see 35:87 
(IV 60,1-5). 

310 Spk: Mara thought: "This ascetic desires to use the knife. 
This indicates that he is unconcerned with body and life, 
and such a one is capable of attaining arahantship. If I try 
to forbid him he will not desist, but if the Teacher forbids 
him he will." Therefore, pretending to be concerned for 
the elder's welfare, he approached the Blessed One. 

311 Spk: Jane sutii ti jane vissuta; lit. "heard among the people = 

famed among the people," i.e., widely famed. There is a 
delicious irony, in the above three verses, in the way 
Mara-who usually addresses the Buddha discourteously 
as "ascetic" -here showers him with glowing epithets. 

312 SPk: The elder, thinking, "What is the use of living?" lay 
down and slit his jugular vein with a knife. Painful feel
ings arose. He suppressed them, comprehended the pains 
(with insight), set up mindfulness, explored his medita
tion subject, and attained arahantship as a "same-header" 
(samasisi; see Pp 13,25-27, commented on at Pp-a 186-87). 
He was a jivitasamasisi, one who attains the destruction of 
defilements and the end of life simultaneously. (Another 
kind of samasisi recovers from a grave illness at the same 
time that he attains arahantship.) 

313 Spk: Vivattakkhandhan ti parivattakkhandha1Jl; "with his 
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shoulder turned" means with twisted shoulder. He had 
been lying on his back when he took the knife, but because 
he was accustomed to lying on his right side, he had 
turned his head towards the right and had so remained. 

314 Appatitthena ca bhikkhave vififiii1}ena Godhiko kulaputto 
parinibbuto. Spk: Mara was searching for his rebirth-con
sciousness (patisandhicitta), but Godhika had passed away 
with rebirth-consciousness unestablished; the meaning is: 
because it was unestablished (appatitthitakiira1}ii: or, with 
unestablished cause). 

Spk-pt: Appatitthena is an instrumental used as an indi
cation of modality (itthambhutalakkha1}a). The meaning is: 
with (consciousness) not subject to arising (anuppatti
dhammena); for if there were an arising, consciousness 
would be called "established." But when the commentator 
says, "because it was unestablished," what is meant is that 
the cause for the nonestablishment of consciousness was 
precisely the cause for his parinibbana (yadeva tassa 
vifiiiii1}assa appatitthiinakiira1}arrz tadeva parinibbiinakiiralJarrz)· 

A similar case of suicide is reported of the bhikkhu 
Vakkali at 22:87. When the monk is said to attain final 
Nibbana with consciousness unestablished, this should 
not be understood to mean that after death consciousness 
survives in an "unestablished" condition (a thesis argued 
by Harvey, The Selfless Mind, pp. 208-210); for enough 
texts make it plain that with the passing away of the ara
hant consciousness too ceases and no longer exists (see, 
e.g., 12:51). 

315 The verse (which must have been added by the redactors) 
occurs at Sn 449, where, however, it follows the verses 
that correspond to vv. 504-5. In the verse Mara is spoken 
of as yakkha. , 

316 Spk explains the seven years of pursuit as the Buddha's 
six years (of striving) before the enlightenment and the 
first year after. However, the next sutta, which apparently 
follows in immediate temporal sequence, is the tempta
tion by Mara's daughters, which other sources clearly 
place right after the enlightenment (see n. 322). The pres
ent sutta seems to confirm this by locating the dialogue .. .� 
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with Mara at the foot of the Goatherd's Banyan Tree, in 
the vicinity of the Bodhi Tree. The commentaries generally 
assign the Buddha's stay under this tree to the fifth week 
after the enlightenment (see Ja I 78,9-11). 

Seeking to gain access (otiiriipekkho). Spk: He thought: "If I 
see anything improper (ananucchavika1'Jl) in the ascetic 
Gotama's conduct through the body door, etc., I will 
reprove him." But he could not find even a dust mote (of 
misconduct) to be washed away. On otiira (= vivara, Spk) 
see 35:240 (IV 178,13-16, 33), 35:243 (IV 185,11-15; 186,27-30), 
47:6 (V 147,17-18, 27-28), 47:7 (V 149,7, 16). 

317 Spk: Bhavalobhajappan ti bha�alobhasankhiita1'Jl ta1Jha1'Jl; "The 
greedy urge for existence is craving consisting in greed for 
existence." 

318 I read pada d with Be, Se, and Ee2: ya1'Jl sacca1'Jl ta1'Jl 
nirupadhi1'Jl (Eel: ya1'Jl sabbanta1'Jl nirupadhi1'Jl). Nibbana, the 
supreme truth (paramasacca), is often described as 
sabbupadhipapinissagga, "the relinquishing of all acquisi
tions," and here as nirupadhi. See n. 21. 

319 The same simile occurs in a very different context at 
MN I 234,7-18. 

320 Nibbejaniyii giithii. Spk glosses nibbejaniyii as ukka1Jthaniyii 
(dissatisfaction) but does not explain the derivation. It is 
likely the word is related to nibbidii, though employed in a 
different sense; see MW, s.v. nirvid. 

321 This passage, as far as "unable to speak," is the stock 
description of the defeated contestant; also at 
MN I 132,28-30, 234,1-2, 258,28-30. Se and Eel make this 
paragraph the last of the preceding sutta, but I follow Be 
and Ee2. As the two suttas form a single narrative, the 
division between them is arbitrary. 

322 Their names mean craving, discontent, and lusting. Spk 
explains that they saw their father in a despondent mood 
and approached to find out the reason. The story of the 
Buddha's encounter with Mara's daughters is also record
ed at Ja 1 78-79 and Dhp-a III 1 95-98; see BL 3:33-34. 
There it is clearly set in the fifth week after the enlighten
ment. The BHS parallel at Mvu III 281--86 is also assigned 
to this period; see Jones, 3:269-74. 

323 Spk's explanation shows that there is more to the simile 
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than meets the eye: "They capture an elephant and lead 
him out of the forest by sending a female decoy, who 
entices him by displaying her feminine wiles." 

324 On the idiom pade te samaIJa paricarema, Geiger remarks: 
"In courteous speech one uses pada, feet, for the person. 
The meaning is: 'We want to be at your command like 
slave-women'" (GermTr, p. 193, n. 5). A sexual innuendo 
is unmistakable. Spk, strangely, does not offer any expla
nation here of anuttare upadhisankhaye vimutto, but see 
n. 356. 

325 Spk glosses senarJ1 as kilesasenarJ1, "the army of defile
ments," and paraphrases: "Having conquered the army of 
the pleasant and agreeable, meditating alone, I discovered 
the bliss of arahantship, which is called 'the attainment of 
the goal, the peace of the heart' (atthassa pattirJ1 hadayassa 
santirJ1)." Mahakaccana provides a long commentary on 
this verse at AN V 47,3-48,4. On piyaruparJ1 slitaruparJ1, "the 
pleasant and agreeable," see 12:66 (II 109-12), DN II 
308-1l .  

326 Both the BHS version of these verses (at Mvu III 283-84) 
and the Skt (cited at Ybhus 4: 1 -3;  Enomoto, CSCS, 
pp. 25-26) have the present tense tarati in pada b, as 
against the aorist atari in the Pali; while the present makes 
better sense, I translate following the Pali. 

Spk: Five floods crossed (paficoghatilJlJo): one who has 
crossed the flood of defilements in the five sense doors. 
The sixth: he has crossed the sixth flood of defilements, 
that pertaining to the mind door. Or alternatively: by the 
mention of five floods, the five lower fetters are meant; by 
the sixth, the five higher fetters. 

327 Spk: Tranquil in body (passaddhikayo): this comes about with 
the tranquillizing of the in-and-out breathing by the 
fourth jhana (see AN II 41 ,21-28). In mind well liberated 
(suvimuttacitto): well liberated by the liberation of the fruit 
of arahantship. Not generating (asankharano): not generat
ing the three types of volitional formations (see 12:51; also 
n. 165). Meditating thought-free in the fourth jMna. He does 
not erupt, etc.: He does not erupt (na kuppati) because of 
hatred, or drift (sarati) because of lust, or stiffen (na thino) 
because of delusion. Or alternatively: by the first term the 
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hindrance of ill will is intended; by the second, the hin
drance of sensual desire; by the third, the remaining hin
drances (see 46:2). 

328 In pada a, I read acchejji with Se, an aorist of chindati, to 
cut. The finite verb seems to me preferable to the absolu
tive acchejja of Be and Eel & 2; the variant acchecchi sug
gested by PED may also be acceptable. This verb should 
be distinguished from acchejja (or acchijja, Eel) in pada d, 
an absolutive of acchindati, to rob, to snatch away. The Be 
and Eel reading of pada a may have arisen through a con
fusion of the two forms. 

I read pad a b: addha tarissanti bahu ca satta. Be, Ee2, and 
SS read the last word as saddhii, but the gloss in Spk sup
ports sattii: addhii anne pi bahujanii ekal!lsena tarissanti. The 
BHT version of Mvu is too different to be of help and may 
be corrupt, but Jones (at 3:273, n. 4) suggests replacing 
raktii with sattvii, which would then support the reading I 
have adopted. Tarissanti is certainly preferable to the v.I. 
carissanti, found in Be, Se, and Eel. 

329 The verse occurs in a different context at Vin I 43,27-28. I 
follow Be and Se  in reading, in pada c, the active 
nayamananal!l, the prevalent reading of Vin. Eel & 2, on 
the basis of SS, read the passive niyamiiniinal!l/niyyamaniinal!l. 
BHS versions at Uv 21:8 and Mvu III 90 also have the 
active form, while the Prakrit at G-Dhp 267 is ambiguous. 

330 In the BHS version vv. 516-17 are ascribed to the Buddha. 
The concluding verse was apparently added by the 
redactors. 

5. Bhikkhunisal!lyutta 

331 Thi does not ascribe any verses to a bhikkhuni named 
Alavika, but two of the verses in this sutta are to be found 
among SeIa's verses: v. 519 = Thi 57 and v. 521 = Thi 58. 
Thi-a 60 confirms the identity of the two bhikkhunis, 
explaining that Sela was called A!avika because she was 
the daughter of the king of A!avaka. She heard the 
Buddha preach and became a lay follower. Later she took 
ordination as a nun and attained arahantship. See Pruitt, 
Commentary on the Verses of the Theris, pp. 83-87. 
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332 Spk explains the origin of the name: After the parinibbana 
of the Buddha Kassapa a lay disciple named Yasodhara, 
while bringing money to build the cetiya for the relics, 
was ambushed there and blinded by five hundred thieves. 
Because Yasodhara was a noble disciple, the thieves 
straightaway lost their own vision as an immediate kammic 
result. They continued to dwell there and thus it became 
known as the Blind Men's Grove. Bhikkhus and bhikkhunis 
went there for seclusion. It was about three kilometres 
south of Savatthi and was protected by royal guards. 

333 Strangely, this verse, the appropriate response to Mara's 
taunt, is not found in Thi. Spk: The escape (nissara1J.a) is 
Nibbana. With wisdom (pafifia): with reviewing knowledge. 
Spk-pt: The intention is: "How much more, then, with the 
knowledge of the path and fruit?" 

334 In pada b, kh.andhasa1Jl should be resolved khandha esa1Jl. 
Spk glosses khandha tesa1Jl. See above n. 209 and EV II, n. 
to 58. 

335 Thi-a 64 identifies her as the daughter of King Bimbisara's 
chaplain. Two verses here = Thi 60-61, also ascribed to 
Soma, but the third verse differs in the two sources. For 
the background, see Commentary on the Verses, pp. 87-90. 

336 Spk: That state (thana): arahantship. With her two-fingered 
wisdom (dvanguJapafifiiiya): with limited wisdom (paritta
pafifiaya); or else this is said of women because they cut 
the thread while holding the cotton ball between two fin
gers. Spk-pt and Thi-a 65 offer a different explanation: 
"From the age of seven on they are always testing 
whether the rice is cooked by taking grains out from the 
pot and pressing them between two fingers. Therefore 
they are said to have 'two-fingered wisdom.'" It should be 
noted that it is Mara who voices this ancient bias. See too 
Mvu III 391,19, where we find dvanguJaprajfiiiye strimiitriiye. 

337 Spk: When knowledge flows on s teadily (fiii1J.amhi 
vattamiinamhi): while the knowledge of the attainment of 
fruition is occurring (phalasamiipattifia1J.e pavattamiine). As 
one sees correctly into Dhamma (sammii dhamma1Jl vipassato): 
seeing into the Dhamma of the four truths, or into the five 
aggregates that form the object of insight in the prelimi
nary phase of practice. 
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Spk-pt: By mentioning the occurrence of the knowledge 
of fruition attainment, the commentator shows that she 
has been dwelling in nondelusion regarding the four 
truths (catusu saccesu asammohaviharo). Seeing into (vipas
santassa; or, "seeing with insight"): for one seeing distinct
ly by the penetration of nondelusion; for one seeing into 
the five aggregates themselves in the preliminary portion 
(of the practice) prior to the breakthrough to the truths 
(asammohapativedhato visesena passantassa khandhapaficakam 
eva saccabhisamayato pubbabhage vipassantassa). 

Spk explains in terms of the knowledge of fruition 
attainment because Soma, being already an arahant, 
would have been dwelling in the concentration of fruition. 
In elucidating vipassantassa, Spk-pt, in the first clause, con
nects the word with the realization of the Four Noble 
Truths on the occasion of the supramundane path; in the 
second, it takes the word as signifying vipassana in the 
technical sense of the preparatory work of insight medita
tion that leads to the path and fruition. 

338 Spk says one entertains such thoughts on account of crav
ing, conceit, and views. In pada c, I read with Eel & 2 asmi 
ti, as against Be and Se afifiasmi1!l. Strangely, though it 
delivers the coup de grace to Mara, this verse is without a 
parallel in ThL 

339 Spk recapitulates the popular story of her search for the 
mustard seeds to bring her dead son back to life, told in 
greater detail at Dhp-a II 270-75; see BL 2:257-60 and 
Commentary on the Verses, pp. 222-24. Her verses at 
Thi 213-23 do not correspond to the verses here. 

340 Padas ab read: Accanta1!l mataputtamhi/purisa etadantikii. A 
pun seems to be intended between two senses of being 
"past the death of sons." I translate in accordance with the 
paraphrase of Spk: "I have 'gotten past the death of sons' 
as one for whom the death of a son is over and done with. 
Now I will never again undergo the death of a son . . . .  The 
ending of the death of sons is itself the ending of men. 
Now it is impossible for me to seek a man." Etadantika 
occurs too at Thi 138b. 

341 The first couplet is common in Thi, found at vv. 59, 142, 
195, 203, 235, etc. Spk elaborates: "The delight of craving 
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has been destroyed for me in regard to all the aggregates, 
sense bases, elements, kinds of existence, modes of origin, 
destinations, stations, and abodes. The mass of ignorance 
has been broken up by knowledge." 

342 Thi-a 156 says that in lay life she had been a friend of 
Khema, the chief consort of King Bimbisara. When she 
heard that Khema had gone forth under the Buddha, she 
visited her and was so inspired by their conversation that 
she too decided to take ordination. Khema became her 
preceptor. See Commentary on the Verses, pp. 204-6. Her 
verses are at Thi 169-74. While the verses here are not 
among them, interestingly vv. 528 and 530 (with minor 
differences) are found among Khema's verses, Thi 139 and 
140. 

343 Spk enumerates the five instruments: atata, vitata, atata
vitata, susira, ghana. Spk-pt explains atata as an instrument 
with one surface covered by skin, such as a kettle drum 
(kumbha); vitata, an instrument with two surfaces covered 
with skins, such as the bheri and mudinga drums; atata
vitata, an instrument with a head covered with skin and 
bound with strings, such as a lute (vi�a); susira, wind 
instruments, include flutes, conches, and horns; and ghana 
is the class of percussion instruments (excluding drums), 
such as cymbals, tambourines, and gongs. 

344 Though three eds. read in pada c bhindanena, Ee2 and SS 
have bhindarena, which perhaps points to an historical 
reading bhidurena. The Thi counterpart, v. 140, has aturena, 
but Thi 35a contains the phrase bhiduro kayo. Both bhindana 
and bhidura are glossed identically in their respective com
mentaries as bhijjanasabhava, "subject to breaking up." 

345 Spk: Pada a refers to the form realm, pada b to the form
less realm, and pada c to the eight mundane meditative 
attainments. By the mention of the two higher realms, the 
sensory realm is also implied. Hence she says, "every
where the darkness of ignorance has been dispelled." 

346 She was the foremost among the bhikkhurus in the exer
cise of supernormal powers (iddhi), to which she testifies 
in vv. 534-35. Her verses are at Thi 224-35. Vv. 532-35 cor
respond to Thi 230-33, but with significant differences. 
Thi 234 is identical with v. 521 here ascribed to A!avika. 
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347 Pad a c: Na c' atthi te dutiyii vm:ZIJadhiitu. I translate freely in 
accordance with the gloss of Spk: "There is no second 
beauty element like your beauty element; there is no other 
bhikkhuni similar to you." A pun on the bhikkhuni's 
name is probably intended. Se and Eel & 2 include an 
additional pada between padas c and d, idh' iigatii tiidisika 
bhaveyYW!I, absent in Be and Thi 230. This seems to me a 
scribal error, as it is identical with pada b of the next 
verse, where it fits. 

348 Spk explains padas ab as if they meant: "Though a hun
dred thousand rogues might come here, they would be 
treated just like you in that they would get no intimacy or 
affection." I translate, however, in accordance with the 
apparent sense, which also can claim support from the 
gloss of Thi-a on Thi 231. 

349 The iddhipiidii, "bases for spiritual power," are the sup
porting conditions for the exercise of the iddhi or super
normal powers described in the previous verse. See 51:11. 

350 Cala, Upacala, and Sisupacala-whose verses appear in 
5:6-8 respectively-were the younger sisters of Sariputta, 
in descending order of age. Their verses are at Thi 182-88, 
189-95, and 196-203. However, not only is the correspon
dence between the two collections fragmentary, but the 
ascriptions of authorship also differ. Califs v. 537 corre
sponds to Thi 191, and v. 538 is reflected obscurely in 
Thi 192, both of which are there ascribed to Upacala. 
Upacala's vv. 540-43 correspond to Thi 197, 198, 200, and 
201, there ascribed to Sisupacala. And Sisupacala's 
vv. 544-46 correspond to Thi 1 83-85, but there are 
ascribed to Cala. 

351 In pada b I read phussati with Be, Se, and Ee2, as against 
Eel passati. 

352 On padas ab, see n. 345. 
353 This verse alludes to five of the six sense-sphere heavens. 

Only the lowest plane, the heaven of the Four Great 
Kings, is not mentioned. 

354 In pada a, I read ajalita1J1 with Se. Be apajjalita1J1, though 
hypermetrical, gives the same sense. Eel & 2 acalita1]l, 
apparently derived from SS, would mean "unshaken." 

355 PiisaIJ4a, in pada c, refers to the "heretical" systems out-
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side the Buddha's dispensation. I render it, inadequately, 
as "creed." Spk explains the word derivation by way of 
"folk etymology": "They are called piisarz(las because they 
lay out a snare (Be: piisatJl (lenti; Se: piisatJl o(l(lenti); the 
meaning is that they throw out the snare of views among 
the minds of beings. But the Buddha's dispensation frees 
one from the snare, so it is not called a piisarz(la; the 
piisarz(las are found only outside the dispensation." MW 
defines pii?arz(la as "a heretic . . .  anyone wh� falsely 
assumes the characteristics of an orthodox "Hindu, a Jaina, 
a Buddhist, etc.; a false doctrine, heresy." 

356 Spk explains vimutto upadhisankhaye in pada d thus: "He is 
liberated into Nibbana, known as the extinction of acquisi
tions, as object." The expression is also at MN I 454,3-4 and 
II 260,22-23. Spk-pt defines lithe end of all kamma" (sabba
kammakkhaya) as arahantship and lithe extinction of acqui
sitions" as Nibbana. See too 4:25 and n. 324. 

357 There is no way to determine whether this bhikkhuni is 
identical with A!avika; see n. 331. The verses do not 
appear in Thi. 

358 Spk: Both puppet (bimba) here, and misery (agha) at v. 549b, 
refer to individual existence (attabhiiva), in the latter case 
because individual existence is a foundation for suffering. 

The philosophers of the Buddha's time were divided on 
the question whether suffering is created by oneself 
(attakata) or by another (parakata).  The former was the 
position of the eternalists, who held there is a permanent 
self which transmigrates from life to life reaping the fruits 
of its own deeds. The latter was the position of the annihi
lationists, who held that a being is annihilated at death 
and nothing survives, so that one's share of suffering and 
happiness is due entirely to external conditions. See the 
debates recorded at 12:17, 18, 24, 25. 

359 One key to the interpretation of Sela's reply is AN I 
223-24, where it is said that kamma is the field, conscious
ness the seed, and craving the moisture, for the production 
of future renewed existence. The cause (hetu), then, is the 
kammically formative consciousness accompanied by 
ignorance and craving. When that dissolves through the 
elimination of ignorance and cravinl},there is no production 
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of aggregates, elements, and sense bases in a future life. 
The imagery of seeds and vegetation recurs at 22:54, 
which also helps to illuminate these verses. 

360 Spk provides no personal identification, and no verses in 
her name have come down in Till. 

361 The simile of the chariot is elaborated at Mil 27-28, which 
quotes the previous verse. Vism 593,18-19 (Ppn 18:28) also 
quotes these two verses to confirm that "there is no being 
apart from name-and-form." Vv. 553-54 are quoted at 
Abhidh-k-bh pp. 465-66, ascribed to the arahant nun Saila 
(= Sela); see Enomoto, CSCS, p. 42. 

In v. 555 suffering signifies the inherent unsatisfactori
ness of the five aggregates (paficakkhandhadukkha), which is 
identical with the heap of sheer formations (suddhasankhara
pufija) in v. 553c. See too 12:15: "What arises is only suffer
ing arising, what ceases is only suffering ceasing." 

6, Brahmasa1Jlyutta 

362 The incident is also recorded at Yin I 4-7 and 
MN I 1 67-169, and at DN II 36-40 with the Buddha 
Vipassi and Mahabrahma as the speakers. Spk assigns the 
incident to the eighth week after the enlightenment. A 
BHS parallel at Mvu III 314-19, considerably more ornate, 
records several variant traditions of the encounter, more 
or less corresponding with the Pali version; see Jones, 
3:302-9. 

363 Spk explains iilaya objectively as the five cords of sensual 
pleasure, called "adhesions" because it is these to which 
beings adhere; and again, subjectively, as the 108 mental 
examinations driven by craving (ta!lhiivicaritiini; see 
AN II 212,8-213,2), since it is these that adhere to their 
objects. 

364 Spk: All these terms are synonyms for Nibbana. For con
tingent upon that (ta1Jl iigamma), all the vacillations of for
mations become still and calm down; all acquisitions are 
relinquished; all cravings are destroyed; all lustful defile
ments fade away; and all  suffering ceases. Spk-pt: 
Contingent upon that: in dependence upon that, because it 
is the object condition for the noble path. 
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365 The exact meaning of anacchariyii is uncertain. Spk (along 
with other commentaries) offers only a verbal resolution, 
which is hardly a semantic s�lution: Anacchariyii ti anu
acchariyii ("repeatedly (or according to) acchariyii"). Most 
translators render it "spontaneously," apparently taking 
the stem to be acchara = "moment"; but the commentators 
seem to understand the stem to be acchariya = "wonder
ful. " 

Spk-pt proposes an additional etymology which entails 
the same meaning: Vuddhippattii vii acchariyii anacchariyii; 
vuddhi-attho pi hi a-karo hoti yathii asekkhii dhammii ti; "Or 
non-wonderful is the wonderful that has increased, for the 
syllable a (the negative prefix) also signifies what has 
increased, as in 'qualities of a non-trainee' (i.e., of an ara
hant, 'one beyond training')." Though the derivation is 
problematic, from lack of an alternative I conform to cur
rent practice and use " astounding" as the intensification. 

Spk-pt says: "The verses have the quality of 'astound
ingness' because they indicate that after having fulfilled 
the perfections (piirami) for four incalculables and 100,000 
aeons for the sake of sharing the Ohamma with the world 
and its devas, now that he has achieved kingship of the 
Ohamma he wishes to live at ease. It is this 'astounding
ness' that is intensified [by the negative prefix an-] ." 

Von Hiniiber contends that anacchariyii represents Skt 
"an-ak�ar-ikii (see " Anacchariyii pubbe assutapubbii," in 
Selected Papers, pp. 17-24), but his argument rests on the 
assumption that pubbe assutapubbii would be a redundancy 
and therefore pubbe must be taken in apposition to the 
preceding anacchariyii. This assumption, however, is con-

. tradicted by ON I 184,27-29, where we find pubbe . . .  suta
pubbii as one block. Interestingly, no corresponding word 
is to be found in the Mvu and Lalitavistara versions of the 
same incident. 

366 Spk: Living at ease (appossukkatii, lit. "little zeal") means 
lack of desire to teach. But why did his mind so incline 
after he had made the aspiration to Buddhahood, fulfilled 
the perfections, and attained omniscience? Because as he 
reflected, the density of the defilements of beings and the 
profundity of the Dhamma became manifest to him. Also, 
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he knew that if he inclined to living at ease, Brahma 
would request him to teach, and since beings esteem 
Brahma, this would instill in them a desire to hear the 
Dhamma. On ussukka, see n. 54. 

367 Brahma Sahampati appears in dramatic roles at key points 
in the Buddha's ministry and also utters the first verse at 
his parinibbana (v. 608 below). See 48:57 for his own 
account of how he become a prominent deity in the 
brahma world. His other appearances in SN are at: 6:2, 3, 
10, 12, 13; 11:17; 22:80; 47:18, 43. In the Mvu version the 
deity who arrives is referred to simply as Mahabrahma, 
without a personal name. He comes accompanied by 
many other gods including Sakka. 

In this chapter (and elsewhere in this translation), I use 
"Brahma" when the word is part of a proper name and 
"brahma" when it refers more generally to a being or class 
of beings. Sometimes there is no hard and fast boundary 
between the two. 

368 Spk identifies the door to the Deathless (amatassa dViira) 
with the noble path, "the door to the deathless Nibbana." 
Although the text here uses the singular dviira, just below 
it has the plural dviirii. 

369 I translate pada c in accordance with the reading in Be, Se, 
and Ee2, desassu bhagavii dhammarrz, found consistently in 
the Sinhalese texts. Eel desetu (found also in the DN and 
Vin parallels) seems to be a normalization influenced by 
the preceding prose passage. The verse is recited again by 
Brahma Sahampati at v. 919. The Buddha is called the 
"unsurpassed caravan leader" at v. 736b; see n. 517. 

370 Spk: The eye of a Buddha (buddhacakkhu) is a name for the 
knowledge of the degrees of maturity in the faculties of 
beings (indriyaparopariyattafiiilJa) and the knowledge of the 
dispositions and underlying tendencies of beings 
(iisaYiinusayafiiiIJa). The knowledge of omniscience is called 
the universal eye (samantacakkhu, at v. 559d). The knowl
edge of the three lower paths is called the Dhamma eye 
(or "vision of Dhamma," dhammacakkhu). Together with 
the divine eye (dibbacakkhu: see 6:5, 12:70) and the fleshly 
eye (marrzsacakkhu), these make up the "five eyes" of a 
Buddha. 
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371 Paralokavajjabhayadassiivino. At MLDB, p. 261, the ambigu
ous compound is rendered "seeing fear in blame and in 
the other world." This agrees well enough with the com
mentaries, which resolve it: paralokaii c' eva vajjaii ca bhaya
to passanti. At Dhp 317-18, however, bhaya and vajja are 
treated as parallel terms, which suggests that the com
pound should be resolved: paraloke vajjaii c' eva bhayaii ca 
passanti. 

372 Katiivakiiso kho ' mhi bhagavatii dhammadesaniiya. Eel bhaga
vato here must be an error. At MLDB, p. 262, in accor
dance with prevalent practice this phrase was rendered, "I 
have created the opportunity for the Blessed One to teach 
the Dhamma." CPD (s.v. katiivakiisa) remarks that this con
strual "is both grammatically impossible and contextually 
unlikely." The rendering here, based on a suggestion of 
VAT, uses the active voice in place of an awkward passive 
construction imitative of the Pali. 

373 Spk assigns this sutta to the fifth week after the enlighten
ment. The sutta is also at AN II 20-21 with an additional 
paragraph. 

374 Spk: The first four qualities-virtue, etc.-are both mundane 
and supramundane. The knowledge and vision of liberation 
is mundane only, for this is reviewing knowledge (pac
cavekkhaIJaiiiiIJa). On this last term, see n. 376 just below. 

375 In pada a, Se and Eel read atthakiimena, also at AN II 21,23, 

as against Be and Ee2 attakiimena, also at AN IV 91,1. Spk 
glosses abhikatikhatii in pada c as patthayamiinena. Sara1J1 in 
pada d is probably a truncated instrumental, glossed by 
Spk as sarantena; Norman, however, suggests it could be a 
IJamul absolutive (see n. 235 above and EV II, n. to 26). 

376 This is the stock canonical description of the attainment of 
arahantship. The sentence beginning "He directly knew," 
according to Spk, shows "the plane of reviewing" (pac
cavekkhaIJabhumi). 

The commentaries propose two ways of interpreting 
niipara1J1 itthattiiya, depending on whether the last word is 
taken as dative or ablative. Spk: "Now there is no develop
ment of the path again done lor this state' (itthabhiiviiya = 

itthattiiya as dative), that is, for the state of the sixteen tasks 
or for the destruction of the defilements. (The 'sixteen 
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tasks' are the four tasks of the path-full understanding, 
abandonment, realization, and development (as at 56:11; 
V 422,3-30)-taken in conjunction with each of the four 
supramundane paths .)  Or alternatively: itthattaya :::: 
itthabhavato (the ablative, beyond thisness'). Now there is 
no further continuum of aggregates beyond this present 
continuum of aggregates. These five aggregates stand fully 
understood like a tree cut down at the root." 

I take itthattaya as a dative meaning "for this state of 
being," i.e., for existence in any state of being, so that the 
phrase conveys the saine sense as the alternative "roar of 
liberation," natthi dani punabbhavo, "Now there is no 
renewed existence" (see 22:27 (III 29,30), etc. ). Elsewhere 
(e.g., at DN I 1 7,33; MN II 130,16 fall.; AN I 63,30-64,18) 
itthatta signifies the human state (or perhaps the entire 
sensory realm) as contrasted with higher states of being. 
As the stem form itthatta is dearly neuter, it is difficult to 
accept the commentarial explanation of itthattaya as an 
ablative. 

377 Walking on continuous alms round (sapadana1'J1 pilJ.�aya 
caramano) is the ascetic practice of going for alms to each 
house along the route, without discriminating between 
those who regularly give and those who do not; see 
Vism 60,19-24 (Ppn 2:6), 67-68 (Ppn 2:31). 

378 Ahuti1'J1 nicca1'J1 paggalJ.hati. From the detailed description in 
Spk, this seems to have been an elaborate ceremony in 
which sweetened milk-rice was offered to Brahma with 
accompanying invocations. 

379 Spk: "The path to Brahma (brahmapatha) is a name for the 
four wholesome jhanas; the resultant jhanas are called 
their path of living (jivitapatha). Ignorant of this path, why 
do you mumble and mutter? For the brahmas subsist on 
the rapturous jhanas; they do not eat curdled milk 
flavoured with herbs and seeds." Usually the four brahma
viharas are called the path to the company of Brahma, as at 
DN I 250,32-251,21 and MN II 207,14-208,8. 

380 Spk explains nirupadhika in pada b as one devoid of the 
upadhi of defilements, volitional formations, and sensual 
pleasures. Spk-pt: The upadhi of the aggregates is not men
tioned because the aggregates still exist. Has surpassed the 
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devas (atidevapatto). Spk: He has attained the state of a 
deva beyond the devas, the state of a brahrna beyond the 
brahrnas. (There is an evident pun here on the bhikkhu's 
name. )  On akiiicana, "owning nothing," see n .  73. 
Nourishing no other (anaiiiiaposi). Spk: This is said because 
he does not maintain a wife and children, or because he 
will not maintain another body after the present one. 

381 Spk: What is behind (paccha) is the past, what is in front 
(purattham) is the future. He has nothing behind or in 
front because he is devoid of desire and lust for past and 
future aggregates. He is smokeless (vidhUmo) with the van
ishing of the smoke of anger. On the "front-behind" 
dichotomy, see Dhp 348, 421; Sn 949; Th 537. 

382 Spk explains visenibhiUo in pada a as "disarmed, without 
the army of defilements" (kilesasenaya viseno jato). Here, 
however, I follow Norman's suggestion (at GD, pp. 307-8, 
n. to 793) that viseni corresponds to BHS visre�li, meaning 
"without association. " At Uv 11: 12, we find vise�ikrtva 
(translated into Tibetan by an expression meaning "free 
from the crowd"). 

383 On oghati��a1J1 see n. 2. 
384 Spk: This verse was added by the redactors. 
385 The prose opening of this sutta is identical with that of 

MN No. 49, except that the latter is set at Ukkattha. The 
episode and verses make up the Brahma Baka Jataka Oa 
No. 405). This brahma's name means "crane," in Indian 
tradition regarded as a bird of cunning and deceit. 

386 Spk glosses kevala1J1 as aka��a1J1 sakaia1J1, "unbroken, 
whole," and explains the background thus: In an earlier 
human birth this brahma had developed the jhanas and 
was reborn in the Vehapphala brahma world, a fourth 
jhana plane with a life span of five hundred aeons. 
Thereafter he was reborn in the Subhakit:\ha brahma 
world, a third jhana plane with a life span of sixty-four 
aeons. Next he was reborn in the A.bhassara brahma 
world, a second jhana plane with a life span of eight 
aeons. Then he was r;;:born in the first jhana plane with a 
life span of one aeon. At first he knew his own past 
kamma and planes of rebirth, but as time passed he forgot 
both and adopted an eternalist view. 
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387 Pad a a reads: Dvasattati Gotama pufifiakamma. I translate in 
accordance with the paraphrase of Spk: "Master Gotama, 
we seventy-two men of meritorious kamma [Spk-pt: i.e., 
doers of meritorious deeds] have been reborn here 
through that meritorious kamma (bho Gotama maya1J1 
dvasattati jana pufifiakamma [Spk-pt: pufifiakarino]  tena 
pufifiakammena idha nibbatta)." Neither Spk nor Spk-pt 
offers any further clue as to what the seventy-two refers 
to. I read pada c with Ee2 as having brahmapatti rather 
than brahmuppatti or brahmupapatti as in the other eds. 

Spk glosses abhijappanti in pada d with patthenti pihenti, 
"yearn for, desire." Ja III 359,25-29 employs three verbs: 
"Many people, with their hands joined in reverence, WOr
ship us, yearn for us, desire us (namassan ti patthenti 
pihayanti), saying, 'He is the Lord Brahma, Mahabrahma,' 
and so forth. They wish, 'Oh, that we too might become 
thus.'" 

388 For nirabbuda, see n. 409. Spk says that this is the extent of 
the life span that remains. 

389 I follow Spk in ascribing the statement "I am the one of 
infinite vision . . .  " to the Buddha. If the text is read with
out the commentary, the words would have to be attrib
uted to Baka. The request that follows, however, seems to 
confirm Spk's interpretation. 

Spk glosses: Vatasilavattan ti vuccati silam eva ("It is 
virtue alone that is referred to as 'practice of vow and 
virtue"'). Spk-pt: "It is a vow (vatabhuta1J1) because it is 
formally undertaken, and a practice of virtue (silavatta1J1) 
because it is practised by way of virtuous conduct, but the 
two terms actually refer to one thing; thus the commen
tary says, 'It is virtue alone.'" 

390 Spk relates detailed stories behind each of the incidents 
referred to in vv. 575-77. See too DPPN, 2:259-60. 
Malalasekera errs, however, in stating that all the inci
dents occurred during his incarnation as Kesava. It seems 
Spk ascribes v. 578 alone to the life as Kesava. 

391 This verse refers to the Kesava Jataka (Ja No. 346; see too 
Dhp-a I 342-44). In pada a, baddhacara is glossed by Spk as 
antevasika; see n. 268. I read the verb in pada b with Be �s 

amafifii (or amafifia in Ee2)  as against amafifii1J'l == I 
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thought" in Se and Eel . Though Spk takes the line to 
mean that Kappa thought thus of his teacher, I follow the 
Jataka, in which the teacher Kesava esteems his pupil 
Kappa as intelligent and devout while Kesava himself 
appears almost maudlin. 

392 Spk: He did the preparatory work on the fire-kasi1:za, 
emerged from the basic jhana, and made a determination: 
"Let flames come forth from my body." By the power of 
his determination, flames came out from his entire body. 

393.. I translate padas cd in accordance with Spk's paraphrase: 
"Do you see the radiance, the aura, of the Buddha, the 
Blessed One, surpassing the other auras of the brahma's 
bodies, mansions, and ornaments in this brahma world?" 

394 According to Spk, this brahma had held two views: first, 
the view that no ascetics could come to his world; and sec
ond, an eternalist view. The first was abandoned when he 
saw the Buddha and his disciples arrive in his realm. 
Thereafter the Buddha gave him a discourse at the conclu
sion of which he was established in the fruit of stream
entry, and thus, through the path of stream-entry, he 
abandoned his eternalist view. 

395 The three knowledges implied by "triple-knowledge bear
ers" (tevijja) are: the knowledge of the recollection of past 
abodes, the divine eye (also called the knowledge of the 
passing away and rebirth of beings), and the knowledge 
of the destruction of the taints. Together with spiritual 
powers (iddhi) and the capacity for reading others' minds, 
these make five of the six abhififias or direct knowledges. 
Spk says that the sixth, the divine ear, is also implied. 

396 Spk-pt: A paccekabrahma is a brahma who moves about 
alone, without a retinue. Spk: They stood outside the door 
like sentries. 

397 Spk says that sata in pada b should also be connected with 
tayo and caturo in pada a; the numbers can be interpreted 
by way of either individual figures (rupa) or rows (panti). 
The supalJ1:za is identical with the garUlja, the giant eagle of 
Indian mythology; see 30:1. Spk explains byagghinisa as 
beasts similar to tigers (byagghasadisii), but the word 
occurs at Ja VI 538,9 in a list of birds; it is there glossed as 
sena, a hawk or falcon. It seems that' all these figures are 
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illusory creations of the brahma's meditative power. Spk: 
"He shows, 'This is the splendour of the palace belonging 
to me, the meditator.'" 

398 Pada c reads: riipe ra1JarJ1 dis vii sadii pavedhitarJ1. Spk: Having 
seen form's flaw-the fault (dosa) consisting in birth, aging, 
and dissolution; having seen its chronic trembling-that 
form is always trembling, shaken, stricken by cold, etc. 
The wise one is the Teacher (the Buddha). 

While the d�ity is proud of the forms-the figures that 
ornament his palace-Subrahma reproves him by taking 
up "form" in its technical sense, as the first of the five 
aggregates, and then exposing its dangers. 

399 The story of Kokalika is related below at 6:10. 
400 Spk: The immeasurable one (appameyyarJ1) is the arahant; one 

takes his measure by determining, "He has this much 
virtue, this much concentration, this much wisdom." Spk
pt: Th2 states that make for measurement (pamiilJakara) are 
lust, hatred, and delusion, and with their removal it is 
impossible "to measure" the arahant by way of lust, etc. In 
this connection see 41:7 (IV 297,11-14 = MN I 298,8-11). 

401 In Be and Eel & 2 the monk's name is spelt "-modaka-." 
He was one of the renegades who joined Devadatta in his 
plot to create a schism in the Sangha. Spk explains 
akissava, in pada d, as nippanna, kissava being equivalent to 
pannii. Spk-pt derives kissava, perhaps by "folk etymology," 
from "that by which one hears what" (kinti sUlJiiti etiiyii tl), 
i.e., learns what is wholesome and unwholesome, etc. 

402 In Be the deity's name is Turu. Spk explains that in his 
previous birth he had been Kokalika's preceptor; he 
passed away as a nonreturner and had been reborn in the 
brahma world. He heard about Kokalika's attempt to 
malign Sariputta and Moggallana and came to advise him 
to abandon this misguided behaviour. 

403 Since the Buddha had declared Tudu a nonreturner, 
Kokalika reproves him for reappearing in the human 
world. A nonreturning brahma does not, of course, take 
rebirth into the human world, but he may manifest him
self to humans. Spk paraphrases: "He does not see the boil 
on his own forehead, yet he thinks he should reproach me 
for a pimple the size of a mustard �eed." Tudu then real-
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ized the wretch was incorrigible and spoke the following 
verses. 

404 In v. 589 I have translated pada c a little freely in order to 
make more apparent the connection with v. 590. Literally 
it should be rendered: "The fool collects a disaster with his 
mouth." Kali means both the losing throw at dice and a 
disaster. 

405 Spk paraphrases padas a-c: "This misfortune is trifling, 
that is, the loss of wealth at dice along with all that one 
owns too, including oneself." Spk glosses sugatesu, "fortu
nate ones," in pada e as sammaggatesu puggalesu, "persons 
who have rightly attained"; thus here the term refers more 
widely to all arahants, not only to the Buddha. The verse 
is also at Uv 8:4, minus pada c (which Norman considers a 
later addition), and at P-Ohp 301, which includes pada c 
but with saddhammam pi in place of SN's sabbassa pi. For a 
theory regarding the historical evolution of the verse, see 
GO, p. 268, n. to 659. 

406 The relationship of the figures here will be clarified in 
n. 409. 

407 This sutta is also at Sn III, 10 (pp. 123-31), with the name 
spelt Kokaliya. The prose portions are identical, but 
Sn 661-78 gives detailed descriptions of the torments in 
hell not included here. AN V 170-74 combines 6:9 and 
6:10. The background to Kokalika's animosity towards the 
two chief disciples is related in the prologue to Ja No. 480; 
see too Ohp-a IV 90-93; BL 3:247-49. 

408 Spk: The Paduma hell is not a separate hell realm but a 
particular place in the great Avici hell where the duration 
of the torment is measured by paduma units. The same 
applies to the Abbuda hell, etc., mentioned below. 

409 Spk explains the scale for measuring time as follows: one 
koti = ten million years; a kop. of kop.s = one pakoti; a koti 
of pakotis = one kotipakoti; a koti of kotipakotis = one 
nahuta; a kop. of nahutas = one ninnahuta; a kop. of nin
nahutas = one abbuda; twenty abbudas = one nirabbuda. 

410 Spk: When he was the youth Pancasikha he developed 
jhana and was reborn in the brahma world. Because he 
retained the appearance of a youth they knew him as 
Kumara, but because of his great age he was called 
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Sanankumara, "Forever Youthful." He makes a dramatic 
appearance at ON II 210-19. At MN I 358,28-29 Ananda 
utters the verse after he has given a detailed analysis of 
the two terms knowledge (vijjii) and conduct (caraIJa). 

411 Spk says this took place not long after Oevadatta had cre
ated a schism and had gone from the Bamboo Grove to 
Gaya's Head; see Yin II 199. In the Yin version, however, 
the Buddha pronounces this verse, not after Oevadatta 
creates a schism, but when he wins the patronage of the 
parricide King Ajatasattu; see Yin II 188. 

412 The similes are elaborated at 17:35, followed by the same 
verse. Cpo v. 383. 

413 In pada b, -vippamokkhii can be understood as a truncated 
dative (Spk = -vippamokkhatthiiya). 

414 Spk: Though one has entered into the midst of the Sangha, 
one should not dwell there socializing with one's lay sup
porters. Having made thf? mind proficient, having suf
fused it with joy and contentment, one should again resort 
to a remote lodging. Pada d is explained: "Freed from the 
fear of saqtsara, one should dwell liberated in (vimutto)
that is, resolved upon (adhimutto hutvii)-the fearless, 
Nibbana." 

415 Spk: By this he explains : "Blessed One, just as you are 
now sitting without attending to the fearful objects situat
ed there, or to the serpents, or to the lightning and thunder, 
just so do bhikkhus sit when they are intent on striving." 

416 Spk explains itihitarrz in pada b as if it meant deduced by 
reasoning or logic or inferred from scripture (idarrz itiha 
itihii ti na takkahetu vii nayahetu vii pitakasampadiinena vii 
aharrz vadiiml). The use of the expression elsewhere, however, 
indicates that it is specifically connected with oral tradi
tion, e.g., at MN I 520,4: so anussavena itihitihaparampariiya 
pitakasampadiiya dhammarrz deseti; "he teaches a doctrine by 
oral tradition, by transmission of hearsay, by what has 
come down in scriptures." See too MN II 169,12. 

In pada d, the thousand who have left Death behind (sahassarrz 
maccuhiiyinarrz) are the arahants. 

417 I interpret the numbers in v. 602 with the aid of Spk, even 
though this leads to the unlikely conclusion that the num
ber of stream-enterers is not significantly higher than the 
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number of arahants (cp. 55:5, V 406,11-30). I read pada b 
with Be, Se, and Ee2 as dasa ca dasadlta dasa rather than 
with Eel dasa ca dasadlta sataJTl. Though the latter gives a 
ten times higher figure, it does not agree with the com
mentary, which glosses: dasadlta dasa ti sataJTl. It is not clear 
to me whether the "five hundred more trainees" (bltiyyo 
paiicasata sekklta) means that there are fifteen hundred 
trainees between the arahant and stream-enterer stages 
plus an additional thousand stream-enterers, or fifteen 
hundred trainees who are stream-enterers. V. 603 is also at 
DN II 218,6-9, uttered by Brahma Sanankumara after he 
has said that twenty-four hundred thousand (not twenty
four hundred, as Walshe has it at LDB, p. 299) Magadhan 
followers had passed away as stream-enterers and once
returners. According to Spk-pt, "the other people who 
partake of merit" (itara paja puiiiiabltaga) are those who 
have partaken of merit aimed at the ending of the round 
(but who, presumably, have not yet reached any path or 
fruit). 

418 Sikhi was the fifth Buddha of antiquity counting back 
from Gotama. He arose thirty-one aeons ago (see DN II 
2,14-16). 

419 For a more detailed account of Abhibhl1's power of trans
formation (vikubbana-iddlti) see Patis II 210,14-30. 

420 This incident is referred to elsewhere by kanda, and in 
response the Buddha describes the structure of the world 
system (AN I 227-28). There the Buddha claims that he 
himself is capable of making his voice heard throughout a 
three-thousand great thousandfold world system. 

Spk: The elder first asked himself what kind of 
Dhamma discourse would be pleasing and agreeable to 
everyone, and he then realized that all devas and humans 
praise manly effort. Thus he taught a discourse concern
ing energy (viriya-patisa1J1yu tta ) .  The two verses are 
ascribed to an Abhibhuta Thera at Th 256-57; perhaps the 
similarity of names has resulted from a garbled transmis
sion. See Homer's trans. of Mil, MiIinda's Questions, 2:51, 
n. 5, for ascriptions of the first verse in Pali and Skt 
Buddhist literature. 

421 This sutta corresponds to the portion of the Mahapari-
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nibbana Sutta that reports the actual passing away of the 
Buddha (ON II 156,1-157,19). A few discrepancies between 
the two versions are noticeable. The omission of the 
attainment of cessation of perception and feeling, noted 
by C.Rh.O, seems to be peculiar to Eel; the passage is in 
Be, Se, and Ee2 as well as in the lemma of Spk. All four 
eds., however, omit Ananda's assertion that the Blessed 
One (while still in cessation) has attained parinibbana and 
Anuruddha's correction. The SN version also omits the 
earthquake and thundering, mentioned at ON II 156,35-37. 

422 Spk: Here there are two kinds of "immediately after" 
(samanantarii): immediately after jhana and immediately 
after reviewing. In the former case one emerges from the 
fourth jhana, descends into the bhavanga, and attains 
parinibbana. In the latter case, one emerges from the 
fourth jhana, reviews the jhana factors again, then 
descends into the bhavanga, and attains parinibbana. In the 
case of the Blessed One, the parinibbana occurred in the 
second way. But all beings whatsoever, from Buddhas 
down to ants and termites, pass away with a kammically 
indeterminate bhavanga consciousness. 

423 On Brahma Sahampati, see n. 367. The powers (bala) are the 
ten Tathagata's powers, enumerated at MN I 69-71. 

424 At v. 21, we have the same verse with a reading sabba
sankharii in place of vata sankhiirii in pada a. See n. 20. 

425 In the ON version Anuruddha's verses precede Ananda's. 
426 VAT remarks: "The absence of in-and-out breathing (in 

pada a) refers to the state in the fourth jhana, where 
breathing ceases, from which the Buddha passed away. 
This is not the ordinary cessation of breathing that sets in 
when anyone dies. The verse states something remark
able: that already before 'dying' there was no breathing." 
On "the Stable One" (tiidi), see below n. 435. On the ceas
ing of the breath in the fourth jhana, see 36:11 (IV 217,8-9). 

Spk: Bent on peace (santi1Jl iirabbha): bent upon, depend
ing upon, leaning towards Nibbana without residue. The 
One with Vision-he with the five eyes-attained final 
Nibbiina through the full quenching of the aggregates 
(khandhaparinibbiina). On the five eyes, see n. 370; on the 
two kinds of parinibbana, see General Introduction, p. 50. 
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At DN II 157,13 this pada reads: ya1J1 laHam akari muni; 
"when the Sage passed away." 

427 Padas cd read: Pajjotasseva nibbana1J1/Vimokkho cetaso aM. 
The word nibbana is used here in its literal sense but with 
doctrinal overtones that fit the context. Spk: His deliver
ance, not obstructed by anything, his approaching the 
completely indescribable state (sabbaso apa fi fiatt i
bhavupagamo), resembled the quenching of a lamp . 
Anuruddha's verses on the Buddha's parinibbana in Th 
include an additional verse, Th 907. 

7. Brahma'tlasa1J1yutta 

428 The story related here is also at Dhp-a IV,161-63; see 
BL 3:288-89. The opening is similar to that of MN No. 100 
(II 209,21 foil.), which concerns a brahmin lady of the same 
name, there spelt Dhanafijani. 

Spk: The Dhanafijani clan was reputed to be the highest 
clan of brahmins. They believed that while other brahmins 
had been born from Brahma's mouth, they themselves 
had issued from the top of his head. This woman was a 
noble disciple, a stream-enterer, but her husband was 
staunchly opposed to the Buddha's dispensation and 
would block his ears whenever she spoke in praise of the 
Triple Gem. 

429 Spk: The brahmin had invited five hundred fellow brah
minS to a banquet. The previous day he had pleaded with 
his wife not to disgrace him by praising the Buddha 
before his peers. When she stumbled over a stack of fire
wood while serving food to the brahmins, she knelt down 
and paid homage to the Buddha. Scandalized by this, the 
brahmins reviled her husband and walked out without 
even finishing their meal. 

430 Vasali, here rendered "wretched woman," is a term of severe 
contempt, used by the brahmins to address outcasts. 

431 The verses have already appeared at 1:71 and 2:3, with 
different narrative setting::;. This illustrates once again 
how the "floating mass" of didactic verses could be freely 
drawn upon to suit different pedagogical requirements. 

Spk: He formulated his question with the following 
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intent: "If he says, 'I approve of the killing of such and 
such,' then I'll call him a killer and challenge his claim to 
be an ascetic; but if he says he doesn't approve of any 
killing, I'll say, 'Then you don't desire the killing of lust, 
etc., so why do you wander about as an ascetic?' Thus the 
ascetic Gotama will be caught on the horns of this dilem
ma, unable either to swallow it or to cough it up. "  He 
greeted the Buddha cordially in order to hide his anger. 

432 See n. 376. 
433 I give the sobriquet both in Pali and in English. Spk, 

which identifies him as the younger brother of the first 
Bharadvaja brahmin, says that the epithet was added by 
the redactors of the canon because he came abusing 
(akkosanto) the Tathagata with five hundred verses. 

434 Spk: He had heard that seers (isi) inflict a curse when they 
become angry, so when the Buddha said, "It still belongs 
to you, brahmin! " he was frightened, thinking, "The asce
tic Gotama, it seems, is putting a curse on me." Therefore 
he spoke thus. 

435 I have translated tadi as "the Stable One" in accordance 
with the commentarial gloss, tadilakkha1!a1Jl pattassa, which 
alludes to the explanation of tadi at Nidd I 114-16: "The 
arahant is tadi because he is 'stable' (tadi) in the face of 
gain and loss, etc.; he is tadi because he has given up all 
defilements, etc.; he is tadi because he has crossed the four 
floods, etc.; he is tadi because his mind is free from all 
defilements; and he is tadi as a description of him in terms 
of his qualities" (condensed). A similar but slightly differ
ent definition of tadi in relation to the Buddha occurs at 
Nidd I 459-6l.  

436 Be and Eel & 2 read pada a: ubhinna1Jl tikicchantana1Jl, 
which Spk (Be) includes in the lemma and glosses ubhinna1Jl 
tikicchanta1Jl, adding: "Or the latter is itself the reading." In 
Se and Spk (Se) the readings are exactly the reverse. As 
the sense requires an accusative singular, the reading 
ubhinnam tikicchantam tam, found at Th 444a, offends 
against �either gra�ar n�r metre. Ee2 has adopted this 
reading for the exact parallel v. 882 below, but strangely 
reverts to ubhinna1Jl tikicchantana1Jl in the third parallel, 
v. 891. 
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437 He was the youngest of the Bharadvaja brothers. 
438 Sp k: "For one who understands the excellence of 

endurance, this victory-patient endurance-is his alone 
(ya titikkha vijanato adhivasanaya gurza1Jl vijanantassa titikkhii 
adhivasana, aya1Jl tassa vijanato va jayo)." Note that neuter 
jaya1Jl is here nominative. 

439 Spk: He was another of the Bharadvaja brothers. The 
name Bilaitgika was assigned to him by the redactors 
because he became rich by selling delicious conjee (kafijika, 
a synonym for biIanga). 

440 SpIC: He was so angry his three brothers had been 
ordained as monks that he could not speak. 

441 Spk says that the name AhiIT\saka may have been 
assigned to him by the redactors because he "asked a 
question" (i.e., made an assertion) about harmlessness; or, 
alternatively, AhiIT\saka may have been his given name. 
From his opening statement and the Buddha's reply the 
second alternative seems more likely. 

442 Spk-pt explains the sUa referred to in pada b as paficavidha
niyama, an obvious allusion to the second limb of 
Pataftjali's Yoga system. 

Splc By knowledge (vijja) he means the Three Vedas, by 
conduct (cararza) the conduct of one's clan (gottacararra; 
Spk-pt: the clan itself, called conduct) . 

As vijjacararzasampanna is one of the nine chief epithets 
of the Buddha and is also used to describe the arahant 
(see v. 596), the second couplet, if read apart from the 
commentarial explanation, expresses the Buddhistic 
rather than the brahmanical point of view. See too the 
Buddha's argument with the brahmin youth Ambattha at 
DN I 99,19-100,16. 

443 A brahmin of this name is encountered in the Vasala Sutta 
(Sn I, 7; p. 21), but he seems to be a different person. 
According to Spk, this brahmin was given the soubriquet 
"Aggika" because he tended the sacred fire. 

444 Spk: He speaks of one endowed "with the triple knowl
edge" (tihi vijjahl) with reference to the Three Vedas. By 
"proper birth" (jatima) he means one of pure birth through 
seven generations. 

445 The Buddha's reply refers to the tevyjii of his own system 
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of training: pada a, to knowledge of the recollection of 
past abodes; pada b, to the divine eye, i.e., the knowledge 
of the passing away and rebirth of beings; and pada c, to 
the knowledge of the destruction of the taints. 

446 Spk paraphrases the idea behind vv. 636-37 thus : 
"Though I stood for such a long time waiting for alms, 
you would not give me even a spoonful; but now, after I 
have revealed all the Buddha-qualities to you as though 
spreading out sesamum seeds on a mat, (you wish to 
give). This food has been gained, as it were, by chanting a 
song; therefore, because it has been 'chanted over with 
verses' (gathiibhigita) it is not fit to be eaten by me. As such 
a principle exists (dhamme safi), out of regard for the 
Ohamma, established on the Ohamma, the Buddhas sus
tain their life. This is their rule of conduct; this is their way 
of livelihood (esa vutti ayarJ1 ajivo). Such food is to be dis
carded and only what is righteously gained is to be 
eaten." 

The Buddha's practice is discussed at Mil 228-32. CPO 
(s.v. abhigUa) suggests that the reason the Buddha rejects 
such food is because it has been "spoken over with 
mantras" -by the brahmin while chanting the sacrificial 
hymns-but to me it is doubtful the Buddha would reject 
food for such a reason. Further, according to MW, gatha is 
not used with reference to the verses of the Vedas, and 
thus here the word more likely refers to the Buddha's own 
verses. 

Spk does not comment on kevalinarJ1, "the consummate 
one," in pada a, but Pj II 153,9-10 (to Sn 82) says: Kevalinan 
ti sabbaguIJaparipuIJIJa1J1 sabbayogavisa1J1yuttarJ1 va; "a con
summate one is one complete in all excellent qualities or 
one detached from all bonds." Spk II 276,32-277,1 (to 
SN III 59,34) explains: Kevalino ti sakalino katasabbakicca; 
"the consummate ones are entire, they have completed all 
their tasks." For a further selection of relevant passages, 
see GO, p. 161, n. to 82. For reflections on the implications 
of the term, see Nanananda, SN-Anth 2:100-1 . 

Spk explains kukkuccavupasanta1J1 thus: hatthakukkucca
dina1J1 vasena vupasantakukkucca1!l; "one in whom remorse 
has been stilled by the stilling of fidgety behaviour with 
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the hands, etc." Here kukkucca is understood in the literal 
sense of ''bad activity" or "fidgety behaviour" rather than 
in the extended sense of remorse or worry, one of the five 
hindrances. 

447 Spk: This was his thought: "The portion of milk-rice 
placed in the fire has been eaten by Mahabrahma. If this 
remainder is given to a brahmin, one born from the mouth 
of Brahma, my father and son would be pleased and I will 
clear the path to the brahma world." See Deussen, Sixty 
Upani�ads of the Veda, 1:148: "The residue (ucch�ta1Jl) of the 
offering, i.e., what remains in the ladle, in the saucepan, or 
vessel, is to be eaten only by a brahmaI).a, not in his own 
house; no k�atriya or vaisya is to eat it." This explains 
why the brahmin, just below, is so concerned about the 
Buddha's caste. 

448 Fire is indeed produced from any wood (kattha have jayati 
jatavedo). Spk: This is the purport: "It is not the case that 
only fire produced from a pure type of wood, such as sal
tree logs, can perform the work of fire, but not fire pro
duced from the wood of a dog's trough, etc. Rather, by 
reason of its flame, etc., fire produced from any kind of 
wood can do the work of fire. So you should not think 
that only one born in a brahmin family is worthy of offer
ings, but not one born in a cal).9ala family, etc. Whether 
from a low family or a high family, an arahant sage is a 
thoroughbred-resolute, restrained by a sense of shame." 
See in this connection the arguments at MN II 129-30, 
151-53. 

449 Spk explains one who has reached the end of knowledge 
(vedantagu) in pada b thus: "one gone to the end of the 
four path knowledges, or one gone to the end of defile
ments by the four path knowledges" (catunna1Jl magga
vedana1Jl anta1Jl, catflhi va maggavedehi kilesana1Jl anta1Jl gato). 
Evidently, the Buddha is here deliberately using brahman
ical terminology in order to adjust the Dhamma to the 
mental disposition of the brahmin. 

450 Spk: Why does he say this? It is said that when the brah
min presented the food to the Buddha, the devas from the 
four world-regions, etc., suffused the food with nutritive 
essence (oja) produced by their celestial power. Thus it 
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became extremely subtle. It was too subtle for the coarse 
digestive systems of ordinary human beings to digest 
properly; yet, because the food had a base of coarse mate
rial food, it was too coarse for the devas to digest. Even 
dry-insight arahants could not digest it. Only arahants 
who obtain the eight meditative attainments could digest 
it by the power of their attainment, while the Blessed One 
could digest it by his own natural digestive power. 

451 Spk: This did not occur through the power of the food 
itself but through the Buddha's power. The Buddha had 
made such a determination so that the brahmin would' be 
favourably disposed to hear the Dhamma. 

452 Kharibhara, "shoulder-load," is a carrying device common
ly used in South Asia, consisting of two trays at each end 
of a pole borne across the shoulder. 

Spk: "Conceit, 0 brahmin, is your shoulder-load: When a 
shoulder-load is being carried, with each step the weight 
of the load brings the trays into contact with the ground; 
similarly, though conceit props one up on account of 
birth, clan, family, etc., it causes envy to arise and thereby 
pulls one down to the four realms of misery. Anger the 
smoke: because the fire of knowledge does not shine when 
defiled by the smoke of anger. False speech the ashes: 
because the fire of knowledge does not bum when cov
ered by false speech. The tongue is the ladle: my [the 
Buddha's] tongue is a ladle offering the Dhamma sacrifice. 
The heart the altar: the hearts of beings are the altar, the 
fireplace, for my offering of the Dhamma sacrifice. The self 
(atta) is the mind." 

453 Spk: "Just as, after you have worshipped the fire, you 
enter the Sundarika River and wash the ashes, soot, and 
sweat from your body, so for me the Dhamma of the 
eightfold path is the lake where I bathe thousands of liv
ing beings. The lake is limpid (anavila) because, unlike 
your river which becomes muddy when four or five bathe 
in it at the same time, the lake of the Dhamma remains 
limpid and clear even when hundreds of thousands enter 
it to bathe." On "the bath without water," see v. 198ef and 
n. 119. 

454 Spk suggests several alternative schemes by which the 
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three terms in pada a-sacca, dhamma, and salJIyama--can 
be correlated with the eightfold path: e.g., sacca = right 
speech; salJIyama = right action and right livelihood; dhamma 
= the other five factors. Spk explains brahmacariya as if it 
were equivalent to the entire eightfold path (magga
brahmacariya), but it seems more likely that here the term 
was originally intended in the specific sense of celibacy, to 
be understood as a fourth item alongside the preceding 
three and not as an umbrella term comprising them. 

In pada b, the attainment of Brahma (brahmapatti): the 
attainment of the best (setthapafti). Based on the middle 
(majjhesita): avoiding the extremes of etemalism and anni
hilationism. [Spk-pt: That is, based on the development of 
the middle way by avoiding all extremes such as sluggish
ness and restlessness, of which the pair eternalism and 
annihilationism is merely one instance.] 

In pada c, the upright ones (ujjubhutesu): the arahants. 
Spk explains that the sat here represents tvalJI, the -t- being 
a mere conjunct consonant (padasandhi). Though not as 
common as its use to convey a first person meaning, the 
third person demonstrative pronoun is occasionally used 
with a second person sense. 

455 In pada c, ajjasatthiIJI na dissanti is glossed by Spk, "they 
are not seen for six days from today," indicating that satthi 
here is an alternative form of chattha, sixth. Spk-pt: 
AjjasatthiIJI is an accusative used to indicate a continuing 
passage of time (accantasalJIyoge c' etaIJI upayogavacanalJI). 

456 Spk: As long as the brahmin was affluent, even though his 
daughters were widows, their parents-in-law allowed 
them to stay in their husbands' homes. But when he 
became poor their parents-in-law sent them to their 
father's home. Then, when he would take his meals, their 
children would put their hands in his plate and he would 
not find sufficient room for his own hand. 

457 Spk appends a story which relates how the Buddha took 
the brahmin (after his novice ordination) to King 
Pasenadi. The king repaid his debts, provided for the wel
fare of his daughters, and placed his wife in the position 
of his own grandmother, thereby removing the obstacles 
to his higher ordination as a bhikkhu. 
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458 This sutta is also found at Sn I, 4 (pp. 12-16), but the prose 
portion adds the wonder of the sizzling cake described in 
7:9. It also has the brahmin request ordination as a 
bhikkhu and attain arahantship. It must have been a com
mon subject for sermons, as the commentary to it is long 
and elaborate. It is also included in the Maha Pirit Pota, 
"The Great Book of Protection," the standard collection of 
protective suttas used in Sri Lanka. 

459 Spk: He was called thus because he earned his living by 
plougning. This occasion was not an ordinary work day 
but a special festival which marked the inception of the 
light-soil sowing (pa1Jlsuvappa ).  Spk gives a detailed 
account of the preparations and the festival activities. 

460 Spk: At the food distribution (parivesana) five hundred 
ploughmen had taken silver vessels, etc., and were sitting 
while the food was being distributed to them. Then the 
Buddha arrived and stood in a high place within range of 
the brahmin, dose enough so that they could easily converse. 

461 Spk: Why did the Blessed One begin with faith? Because 
this brahmin was reputed to be intelligent (pafifiava) but 
was deficient in faith. Thus a talk on faith would be help
ful to him. Why is faith called the seed (saddha bija1Jl)? 
Because it is the foundation of all wholesome qualities. 
When a seed is planted in the ground, it becomes estab
lished by its root and sends up a sprout. Through the root 
it absorbs the soil's nutrients and water, and it grows 
through the stalk in order to yield the grain. Coming to 
growth and maturity, it finally produces a head bearing 
many rice grains. So faith becomes established with the 
root of virtue and sends up the sprout of serenity and 
insight. Absorbing the nutrients of serenity and insight 
through the root of virtue, it grows through the stalk of 
the noble path to yield the crop of the noble fruits. Finally, 
after coming to growth through six stages of purification, 
and producing the sap of purification by knowledge and 
vision, it culminates in the fruit of arahantship bearing 
many discriminating knowledges and direct knowledges 
(anekapapisambhidabhififiii). Therefore it is said, "Faith is the 
seed." 

On austerity (tapa), see n. 119. Spk: Here sense restraint 
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is intended. Wisdom (panna) is insight together with path
wisdom. Just as the brahmin has a yoke and plough, so the 
Blessed One has the twofold insight and (path-)wisdom. 

Spk devotes several pages to the analogy between path 
factors and ploughing implements. I adopt the renderings 
of ploughing terms from GO, p. 9. 

462 Spk: In some places gentleness (soracca) denotes bodily 
and verbal nontransgression, but this is not intended here. 
Here the fruit of arahantship is intended, for that is called 
soraeea (the abstract noun of su + rala) because it finds 
delight in the good Nibbana (simdare nibbane ratattii). 
What he is saying is this: "By attaining arahantship at the 
foot of the Bodhi Tree, I am released, and never again 
must I come under the yoke." 

463 Spk explains yogakkhema as Nibbana "because it is secure 
from the bonds" (yogehi khematta). The four bonds are iden
tical with the four floods, on which see n. 1. For a discus
sion of the literary history of yogakkhema, see EV I, n. to 32. 

To where, having gone, one does not sorrow (yattha gantva na 
soeati). Spk: It goes to the unconditioned state known as 
Nibbana, which is the extraction of all the darts of sorrow. 

464 Spk explains that the phrases "a second time" and "a third 
time" mean the next day and the day after that. Although 
the text itself conveys the impression that the Buddha 
went to the same house for alms three times on the same 
morning, this would be contrary to proper monastic eti
quette, so Spk must be reliable on this point. 

465 Pakatthaka < Skt prakar�aka, "harasser, dis quieter," from 
prakr�, to trouble, to disturb (SED). Spk glosses with 
rasagiddha, "greedy for tastes." Spk-pt explains: "He is 
dragged forward by craving for tastes" (rasata1}hiiya 

.' paka!!ho). 
466 That is, he was afflicted by an illness arisen from the wind 

humour, one of the three bodily humours according to the 
ancient Indian system of ayurvedic medicine; on wind as 
one of the eight causes of illness, see 36:21. 

Spk: The Buddha was prone to occasional gastric ail
ments as a consequence of his six years of ascetic practices 
before his enlightenment. 

467 For a full analysis of the two questions, see 3:24 and 
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nn. 253, 254. I take katha1J'l in pada d here, and evam in 
v. 678d, to be mere metrical fillers. 

. 

468 A much more elaborate version of the same encounter is 
found at Dhp-a IV 7-15, where it forms the background 
story to Dhp 324; see BL 3:201-5. The story is incorporated 
into 5pk. 

469 Th-a II 179-80 relates exactly the same story about the 
elder Jenta (Th 423-28), the son of the king of Kosala's 
chaplain. In his youth he was stiff with conceit (manatthad
dha, used as a description, not a name), but was humbled 
by the Buddha with exactly the same exchange of verses 
as is related here. He became a stream-enterer on hearing 
the Buddha's verses, went forth as a bhikkhu, and 
attained arahantship. 

470 5pk: He thought, "When a brahmin of high birth like 
myself has arrived, this ascetic does not show me any spe
cial courtesy; therefore he does not know anything." 

471 In pada a, it seems better to read manabruha1;1a, with Se and 
Ee2, as against mana1J'l brahma1}a in Be and Eel .  The version 
at Th-a reads brahma1;1a in all three eds. available to me. 

472 Evarupa1J1 paramanipaccakiira1J1 karoti. The expression occurs 
at MN II 120,6, referring to the same kind of action (shown 
by King Pasenadi towards the Buddha); see too 48:58, 
which discusses the reason an arahant shows "supreme 
honour" towards the Buddha and his teaching. 

473 5pk: He was called Navakammika ( "New Works") 
because he earned his living by felling timber in the forest, 
seasoning the wood for construction work, and selling it 
in the city. 

474 In pada b, ucchinnamUla1J'l appears often in a stock formula 
describing the arahant's liberation from defilements (e.g., 
12:35 (II 62,20-63,11); 22:3 (III 10,27, 33); 35:104 (IV 85,9, 14); 
54:12 (V 327,26-328,6» ; thus the allusion, already obvious, 
is made explicit by 5pk: "The woods of defilements is cut 
down at its root. " In pada b, I follow the 55 reading 
visukkha1J1, "dried up," also adopted by Ee2, over Be and 
Se visukam and Eel visukam. 

5pk gl�sses nibbanatho i� pada c with nikkilesavano. This 
involves a pun difficult to reproduce in translation. 
Literally, vanatha means a woods, but the word is often 
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used to signify, metaphorically, "the woods of defile
ments," particularly craving. Here I have translated nib
banatha as "woodless" to preserve the pun. At v. 712, how
ever, where the literal meaning has little bearing on the 
verse as a whole, I have rendered nibbanatha by way of its 
metaphorical meaning. Analogous puns on vana and 
vanatha are at 14:16  (see too II, n. 245), and also at 
Dhp 283-84 and 344 (which, incidentally, answer 
Norman's puzzling observation at EV I, n. to 338, that the 
canon seems not to include any example of a pun on the 
double meaning of vanatha to match the puns upon vana). 
The Buddha is "dartless" (visallo) because he has extracted 
the dart of craving (see v. 214c). 

475 In the third line I supply "body" in deference to 5pk, 
which explains the instrumentals as qualifying the body 
(kiiyavisesananz). 5pk glosses sucarurupa1J1 with atisundara1J1. 

476 5pk: The world's divine iord (lokiidhipati) is Mahabrahma, the 
supreme triple heaven (tidivam anuttara1J1) is said with refer
ence to the brahma world. I translate padas cd as an asser
tion based on the v.1. tasma found in some 55 and adopted 
by Ee2 rather than as a question signalled by kasma, the 
reading in Be, 5e, and Eel. 

477 5pk explains desires (kafzkha), delights (abhinandana), and 
longings (pajappita) as modes of craving (taflha). The root of 
unknowing (aflflaflamula) is ignorance (avijja). A parallel to 
this verse is at Nett 24 and Pet 17, but with pada a reading 
asa pika ca abhinandana ca. 

478 In pada a, I read asito with Be, Se, and Ee2, as against Eel 
apiho, "without envy." 5pk takes "my purified vision of all 
things" to be an allusion to the knowledge of omniscience. 
In pada c, it glosses siva1J1 with settha1J1, and sambodhim 
anuttara1J1 with arahatta. 

479 "Mendicant" is a rendering of bhikkhaka, which is of course 
related to bhikkhu, a fully ordained Buddhist monk. 

480 Eel bhikkhavo in pada b should be amended to bhikkhate. 
Spk explains vissa1J1 dhamma1J1 in the next pada as dug
gandha1J1 akusaladhamma1J1, "a foul smelling unwholesome 
state," assuming that vissa < 5kt visra, raw meat. 5pk-pt 
adds: "It produces a putrid smell, thus it is vissa, i.e., foul 
smelling" (virupa1J1 gandha1J1 pasavati ti visso duggandho). 
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Dhp-a III 393,2 (commenting on the verse at Dhp 266) 
says: "Vissa is an uneven doctrine (visama1J1 dhamma1J1); Or 
else, a putrid-smelling state of bodily action, etc. (vissa
gandha1J1 va kiiyakammadika1J1 dhamma1J1), having undertak
en which one is not called a bhikkhu." As Brough points 
out, however, the original PaJi term is probably derived 
from Vedic vesman, domestic (Gandhari Dharmapada, 
pp. 191-92, n. to 67). Vesma occurs in Pali at Ja V 84,17. 
Uv 32:18, the Skt parallel to the present verse, has vesmam 
dharma1J1. 

. 

In the next verse, in pada b, I read brahmaeariyava, with 
Se and SS, as against brahmaeariya1J1 in the other eds. The 
latter does not seem to fit into the syntax, as it is neither 
subject nor object of the verb. Since the Buddha here 
defines a bhikkhu as one who has expelled both merit and 
evil (pufifiafi ea papafi ea biihitvii), this means he is equating 
the real monk solely with the arahant. 

481 See n. 453. 
482 The name Khomadussa means "linen cloth." Spk says that 

the town was given this name because of the prevalence 
of linen there. From what follows it seems the town was a 
brahmin enclave in the predominantly khattiya Sakyan 
republic. In the irate reaction of the brahmins to the 
Buddha's arrival on the scene we can detect a note of hos
tility rooted in caste prejudice. 

483 My rendering is not strictly literal but is intended to con
vey the sense of indignation. Spk: The "rule of order" 
(sabhadhamma1J1, lit. "rule of the council") was that late
comers should enter through a side entrance so as not to 
disturb those comfortably settled in their seats. But the 
Buddha entered from the front, so the brahmins spoke 
scornfully. 

The Buddha picks up on the the word dhamma, in the 
sense of rule, and speaks with reference to the true doc
trine. There is also a pun on sabha as council (or meeting 
hall) and santo as the good ones. According to Spk, the 
Buddha had caused the rain to fall by an act of will to give 
himself a reason for entering the meeting hall. A clearer 

example of rain created by psychic power is at 41:4. 
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484 His verses are at Th 1209-79. Vv. 707-57 are parallel to 
Th 1209-62, but with variant readings and major differ
ences especially in the verses corresponding to vv. 753-57. 
The verses are collected and translated in Ireland, Vangisa: 
An Early Buddhist Poet. For the resolution of philological 
problems posed by these verses I have relied largely upon 
Norman's notes in EV I. 

485 Cetiyas are memorial shrines, similar ,to srupas, originally 
made from mounds of earth. 

Spk: Before the Buddhas arise the shrines such as 
Agga1ava and Gotamaka are the haunts of yakkhas and 
nagas, etc., but when Buddhas arise people drive the spir
its away and build monasteries there. 

486 I translate anabhirati as "dissatisfaction," and the nearly 
synonymous arati as "discontent." Although the meanings 
of the two words overlap, arati is often glossed in the com
mentaries as discontent with remote lodgings and with 
meditation (pan taseniisanesu c

' eva bhiivaniiya ca 
ukkar;thitarrz: Spk I 264,29-31 [to 7:17]) or discontent with 
the Buddha's Teaching (siisane aratirrz: Spk I 269,23-24 [to 
8:2]). Anabhirati usually implies distress caused by sensual 
passion, often inducing a wish to give up the celibate life 
and return to the enjoyment of sensual pleasures. In the 
expression sabbaloke anabhiratasaiiiiii, "the perception of 
nondelight in the entire world," anabhirata is used in a 
positive sense as the designation for a particular topic of 
insight meditation (see AN V 1 1 1 ,3-7) . The d elight 
(abhirati) that Vaitgisa will arouse in himself is, of course, 
delight in the holy life, not the unwholesome delight in 
the five sense objects, a mode of craving. 

487 From the Dark One (kar;hato). Spk: "From the dark faction, 
the faction of Mara." Mara is addressed as Kat:tha in the 
refrain of the verses at MN I 337-38. 

488 Spk explains uggaputtii in pada a as the powerful and 
royal sons of aristocrats (uggatiinarrz puttii mahesakkhii 
riijaiiiiabhiltii). CPO, s.v. ugga, says they are members of the 
ugga caste, a mixed caste sprung from a k�atriya father 
and a sudra mother. Members of this caste, it seems, 
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served as police, guards, and professional soldiers. Spk 
glosses dalhadhammino as "those of firm bows bearing a 
teacher's bow of the maximum size" (dalhadhanuno uttama
pama1J.aJ?l acariyadhanu1J1 dharayamana); see n. 181 above, II, 
n. 365, and EV I, n. to 1210. With Spk, I take apalayina1J1 as 
a metrically shortened genitive plural used in apposition 
to sahassa1J1, not as an accusative singular. Spk paraphrases 
pada d: te samanta sarehi parikireyyu1J1; "they might surround 
(me) with arrows on all sides ." Although Spk-pt glosses 
parikireyyuJ?l with vijjheyyu1J1, "they might shoot," the use of 
the expression samanta parikiri1J1su at Ja VI 592,11-15 dearly 
shows that parikireyyu1J1 does not imply shooting. (The 
wrong spelling parikara1J1su in Ee of Ja should be corrected 
to parikiriJ?lsu as in Be: Ja II 372, vv. 2431-35.) The com
mentary Ga VI 589,5) glosses the word with parivarayiJ?lsu, 
"to accompany (as members of a retinue)." 

489 I read pada d with Eel as dhamme s' amhi patitthito and 
take s' am hi to be a conjunct of so amhi, with so functioning 
as the first person pronoun, a common enough form in 
pali. Ee2 supports this with its reading dhamme sv amhi 
patitthito. The whole expression dhamme s' amhi patitthito 
would then be a nominative periphrastic construction, 
with the word order inverted in compliance with the 
metre. Th 1211 can also support this interpretation if read, 
as Norman suggests, as dhamme svamhi. Be and Se, how
ever, have the accusative patitthita1J1, apparently in apposi
tion to maJ?l in pada c. Commenting on the basis of this 
reading, Spk explains dhamme samhi as meaning sake 
sasanadhamme, "in my own Dhamma teaching," with samhi 
understood as the locative singular of sa < Skt sva. While 
this interpretation at first sight seems strained, we do find 
sehi dhammehi at Sn 298, glossed by Pj II 319,16 as sakehi 
carittehi. This shows that the reading accepted by Spk is 
feasible, though less plausible than the alternative. 

Spk connects the simile with this verse thus: "If a thou
sand archers were to shoot arroWs all around, a trained 
person might take a staff and knock down all the arrowS 
in flight before they strike him, bringing them to his feet. 
One archer cannot shoot more than one arrow at a time, 
but these women each shoot five arrows at a time, by way 
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of form and the other sense objects. If more than a thou
sand of these were to shoot in such a way, still they would 
not be able to shake me." I$! 

490 Spk explains maggarrz in pada c as a transformation of case 
(lingavipalliisa). Spk: "This statement refers to insight 
(vipassanii); for that is the preliminary phase of the path 
leading to Nibbana. His mind delights in his own tender 
insight called the path leading to Nibbana." 

491 Spk: "I will so act that you will not even see the path I 
have gone along among the realms of existence, modes of 
origin, etc." See vv. 49 (= 105), 479, 494. 

492 Spk: Discontent and delight (aratifi ca ratifi ca): discontent 
with the dispensation [Spk-pt: dissatisfaction with the ful
filment · of virtue and the development of serenity and 
insight] and delight in the cords of sensual pleasure. 
Household thoughts (gehasitafi ca vitakkarrz): having aban
doned in all ways evil thoughts connected with "the 
household," i.e., with the five cords of sensual pieasure. 

The next couplet plays upon the double meaning of 
vanatha; see n. 474. Spk glosses vanatharrz as kilesamahii
vanarrz, "the great woods of defilements," and nibbanatho 
as nikkilesavano, "without the woods of defilements." The 
last word in pada d is read arato in Be, Se, and Ee2, but in 
Eel as anato, "uninclined." Spk (both Be and Se) reads 
arato in the lemma and glosses ta1}hiiratirahito, "devoid of 
delight on account of craving," but anato and nati would 
also fit the lemma and gloss respectively, as nati too is a 
synonym for ta1}hii. The reading at Th 1214 is avanatho, 
which expresses virtually the same idea as nibbanatho. 

493 Kifici should be brought into pada b (as at Th 1215) and 
connected semantically with yam in pada a. Spk explains 
jagatogadharrz in pada b as what exists within the earth, e.g., 
in the realm of the nagas, but I take the expression in a 
wider sense, supported by Th-a III 190,4-5, which glosses: 
"Whatever is mundane, conditioned, included in the three 
realms of existence." "Everything impermanent decays 
(parijiyati sabbam an iccarrz)"-this, says Spk, was "the 
elder's great insight" (mahiivipassanii). 

494 Spk identifies the upadhi in pada a as the " acquisitions" of 
the aggregates, defilements, and volitional formations; see 
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n. 21. No explanation is given for the exclusion of "acqui
sitions as sensual pleasures" (kamupadhi) which the con
text seems to allow, indeed even to require. In comment
ing on pada b, Spk says patigha, "the sensed," comprises 
odour and taste, while muta, "the felt," denotes the tactile 
object. Th-a III 190,15-20 inverts the explanation: patigha is 
glossed as photthabba, and muta as gandha-rasa. The famil
iar tetrad is dittha, suta, muta, and vififiiita (see 35:95; 
IV 73,4-7); the commentaries explain muta as comprising 
odour, taste, and the tactile object, and viiiiiiita as mental 
objects. Norman translates muta as thought (its original 
sense), implying that this tetrad corresponds to the more 
familiar one, with patigha assuming the usual role of muta 
and the latter serving in place of viiiiiiita. In deference to 
Spk and Th-a, I prefer to translate the present tetrad in a 
way that comprises only the five external sense bases and 
thus as signifying the five cords of sensual pleasure. 

495 The 
'
readings of pada ab vary among the different eds. I 

prefer that of Ee2: Atha satthisitii savitakkii/Puthu janatiiya ' 
adhammanivitthii. The metre is irregular Vegavati. 

The verse is obscure and evidently challenged the inge
nuity of the commentators. Spk paraphrases: "Then many 
unrighteous thoughts attached to the six sense objects 
have settled upon the people" (atha cha iiramma1,lanissitii 
puthu adhammavitakka janatiiya nivitthii). This explanation is 
flawed in two respects: (i) it construes the subject as 
vitakka, thoughts, when the Pali reads savitakka, a bahubbihi 
compound denoting persons with thoughts; if we take sa 
here to represent Skt sva rather than saha, savitakka means 
those who are led by (or full of) their own thoughts; (ii) it 
explains satthi as cha, six, when it properly means sixty. 
Th-a III 190,28-31 mentions the opinion held by some com
mentators that sa!!hisitii is an allusion to the sixty-two 
views of the Brahmajala Sutta, and the verse does in fact 
echo the closing simile of that sutta (DN I 45,25-27): "Just 
as all large sea creatures are caught in the fisherman's net, 
so all these speculative thinkers are trapped within this 
net of sixty-two cases; here they are caught whenever they 
emerge" (te imeh' eva dviisatthiya vatthuhi antojiilikatii ettha 
sita va ummujjamiinii ummujjanti). 
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In pada c, vaggagatassa should be resolved vaggagato 
assa. Spk takes the line to mean that one should not join 
the faction of defilements (kilesavagga), but I understand it 
literally. In fact, at Sn 371b we find vaggaga tesu na 
vaggasiiri dhiro, "Among those who are factious, the wise 
one does not follow a faction." Pj II 365,20-24 explains this 
by reference to the sixty-two speculative views, thus link
ing it to the present verse. See in this connection GD, 
p. 217, n. to 37l. 

Pada d reads no pana dutthullabhiini sa bhikkhu, which 
Spk-pt explains as an injunction not ,t6Q speak words con
nected with sensuality (kiimapafisa1J1yuttakathii) .  Th 1217 
reads here dutthullagiihi, "one should not grasp what is 
corrupt," which Th-a explains as referring to the grasping 
of corrupt views. 

496 Spk identifies " the peaceful state" (of pada c) with 
Nibbana and paraphrases pada d thus: "Fully quenched 
by the full quenching of defilements in dependence on 
Nibbana, he awaits the time of his parinibbana [Spk-pt: 
the time of the Nibbana element without residue]" 
(nibbiina1J1 pa!icca kilesaparinibbiinena parinibbuto pari
nibbiinakiila1J1 [anupadisesanibbiinakiila1J1] iigameti). 

497 Spk states that he prided himself on his learning; however, 
pafibhiina is used to mean skill in verbal expression and thus 
probably refers here specifically to Vangisa's poetic talent. 

498 Asesa1J1 should be moved from pada c into pada b. Spk 
explains "pathway of conceit" (miinapatha1J1) as the object 
of conceit and the states coexistent with conceit, but it may 
be just a metaphorical expression for conduct governed by 
conceit. Spk says he addressed himself as "Gotama" (the 
Buddha's clan name) because he is a disciple of the 
Buddha Gotama, but this is hard to accept; see v. 721 just 
below where Ananda is so addressed because he actually 
was a member of the Gotama clan. I do not know of any 
other instance of monks addressing themselves (or others) 
as "Gotama" simply on the ground that they are disciples 
of the Buddha Gotama. 

In the next verse we should twice read miinahatii in place 
of Eel miinagatii. Th-a glosses miinena hatagU/:zii, "with good 
qualities destroyed by conceit." 
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499 Spk explains maggajino in pada b as a "path-conqueror," 
i.e., "one who has conquered defilements by the path, " 
but I follow Norman's suggestion (at GD, p. 164, n. to 84) 
that the word is a variant of maggannu « Skt miirgajna), 
formed by resolution with an epenthetic (svarabhakti) 
vowel rather than by assimilation. 

500 Th-a glosses akhilo in pada a with pancacetokhilarahito, 
"devoid of the five kinds of mental barrenness," with ref
erence to MN I 101,9-27. The five are doubt and perplexity 
about the Buddha, Dhamma, Sangha, and training, and 
anger towards one's co-religionists. This seems preferable 
to interpreting the word by way of the three khila-greed, 
hatred, and delusion (see n. 84)-as the five cetokhila are 
said to be obstacles to "ardour, exertion, persistence, and 
striving" and their elimination is thus a prerequisite for 
strenuous effort. 

In pada d, vijjiiyantakaro is a syntactical compound, here 
with the first member an instrumental or ablative; see 
n. 68. The verse lacks a finite verb, but Th-a says that the 
verse was spoken by way of self-admonition, and I have 
therefore supplied imperatives to convey this effect. The 
verse can be seen as describing a progression: "First be rid 
of the five obstacles to striving, then be strenuous. By 
effort abandon the five hindrances and attain purity of 
mind through concentration. On this basis, develop 
insight into nonself and abandon conceit. Thereby you 
will eradicate the taints by knowledge, make an end to 
suffering, and dwell in the peace of Nibbana." 

501 Spk: Once, when the Venerable Ananda was invited to the 
royal palace to teach the Dhamma to the womenfolk, he 
brought along Vangisa, then newly ordained, as his com
panion. When Vangisa saw the women, beautifully attired 
in their best ornaments, lust infested his mind, and at the 
first opportunity he revealed his distress to Ananda. 
Vism 38 (Ppn 1 :103), which cites the verses (though in a 
different sequence), relates that Vangisa had become over
powered by lust when he caught sight of a woman on his 
alms round soon after going forth. A Skt version of the 
same story, with the verses, is cited in Enomoto, CSCS, 
pp. 44-45. 
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502 He addresses Ananda as "Gotama" because Ananda was 
a member of the Gotama clan. Here there is surely

' 
a word 

play on nibbiipana (and on nibbapehi in v. 723c) as meaning 
both the extinguishing of a fire and the attainment of 
Nibbana. 

503 Vv. 722 and 724-25, though spoken by Ananda, are 
included among Vangisa's verses as Th 1224-26. The 
"inversion of perception" (safifiaya vipariyesa) is fourfold: 
perceiving permanence, happiness, selfhood, and beauty 
in what is actually impermanent, suffering, nonself, and 
foul; see AN II 52,4-7. 

504 The verse is not found in Th proper, but occurs in the text 
of Th cited in ThA, though without comment. The idea 
expressed in padas ab is at Th 1 1 60-61,  ascribed to 
Mahamoggallana. 

505 At Sn II, 11  (pp. 58-59) both this verse and the next are 
included in the Buddha's advice to his son Rahula. The 
meditation on foulness (asubha) is the contemplation of the 
parts of the body, as at 51:20 (V 278,6-14), or the cemetery 
meditations, as at 46:57-61. 

506 The signless (animitta), according to Spk, is insight (vipas
sana), so called because it strips away the "signs" of per
manence, etc. 

507 The entire sutta is at Sn III, 3 (pp. 78-79). 
508 The Buddha's statement seems partly redundant by mak

ing well spoken (subhiisita) one among four factors of well
spoken speech. Spk proposes a solution by first defining 
well-spoken speech in the wider sense as speech that 
brings benefit, and by then correlating the four factors of 
well-spoken speech with the four aspects of right 
speech-being truthful, conducive to harmony, gentle, 
and meaningful. Well-spoken speech in the narrower 
sense is identified with speech that promotes harmony. At 
AN III 243,27-244,6 well-spoken speech is defined by way 
of five different factors all external to itself: it is spoken at 
the proper time, is truthful, gently stated, beneficial, and 
spoken with a mind of lovingkindness. 

509 See n. 227. 
510 Spk: "'Truth, indeed, is deathless speech' (sacca1!l ve amatii 

vaca) means that the Buddha's speech is similar to the 
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Deathless because of its goodness (sadhubhavena, Be; or its 
sweetness, if we read sadubhavena with Se and Ee); or it is 
deathless because it is a condition for attaining Nibbana 
the Deathless." The former explanation indicates that the 
text is playing upon the two meanings of amata, "death
less" (= Nibbana) and "ambrosia," in Vedic mythology the 
drink of the immortal gods. 

Spk remarks on padas cd: "Being established in truth 
they were established in the goal (or the good) of oneself 
and others; being established in the goal (the good), they 
were established in the Dhamma. Or else, sacca is to be 
taken as an adjective (= true) qualifying the goal and the 
Dhamma." 

Spk's explanation presupposes that the three nouns
sacce, atthe, and dhamme-are proper locatives and ahu an 
aorist of honti (= ahii). Based on the work of Liiders, 
Norman suggests (at EV I, n. to 1229) that atthe and 
dhamme were originally nominatives in an Eastern dialect 
that had the nominative singular in -e, and were then mis- , 
taken for locatives in the process of "translation" into pali. 
I follow Norman in my rendering of the line. In the BHS 
version (Uv 8: 14) the translation went in the opposite 
direction: into satya1Jl as a nominative and arthe and 
dharme as locatives. 

511 Spk-pt: "Since the Buddha speaks for the sake of security 
(khemaya), his speech is 'secure,' as it is the cause for the 
arising of security. Thus it is the foremost speech." 

512 Spk paraphrases pada c as if it contained an implicit verb 
hoti and treats pada d as an independent sentence with 
pafibhana1Jl as subject. It seems more fitting, however, to 
take nigghoso in pada c as the subject of udirayi and 
pafibhana1Jl as its object, and I translate accordingly. Spk 
explains the simile: "The elder's sweet voice, as he teaches 
the Dhamma, is like the voice of a myna bird when, hav
ing tasted a sweet ripe mango, it strikes up a breeze with 
its wings and emits a sweet sound." Spk glosses the verb 
with utfhahati, and paraphrases with an intransitive sense: 
"Inspired discourse rises up (from him) endlessly, like 
waves from the ocean." This implies that Spk reads udiy
yati, the Be reading of Th 1232. 
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513 The Uposatha is the Buddhtst "observance day," held in 
accordance with the phas

'
es of the moon. The major 

Uposathas occur on the full-moon and new-moon days, 
the fifteenth of the fortnight (except six times per year
two for each of the three seasons of the Indian calendar
when the Uposatha falls on the new-moon day of a short
er, fourteen-day fortnight) . On these days the bhikkhus 
normally gather to recite the Patimokkha, the code of 
monastic rules. At the end of the annual rains residence 
(vassavasa), however, the recital of the rules is replaced by 
a ceremony called the PavaraI).a, the Invitation, at which 
each bhikkhu in order �f seniority invites (pavareti) the 
other bhikkhus in his fraternity to point out any miscon
duct on his part. 

514 On the Buddha as the originator of the path, see 22:58. 
515 The eulogy of Sariputta is at 2:29; see too n. 184. The 

wheel-turning monarch (raja cakkavatti) is the ideal world
ruler of Buddhist tradition; see DN III 59-63 and 
MN III 172-77. 

516 On the triple knowledge (tevijja) and the six direct knowl
edges (cha!abhiiiiia), see n. 395. Those liberated in both 
ways (ubhatobhagavimutta) are arahants who attain ara
hantship along with mastery over the formless meditative 
attainments. Those liberated by wisdom (paiiiiavimutta) 
are arahants who attain the goal without mastering the 
formless meditations; for formal definitions see MN I 
477,25-478,1, and 12:70 (II 123,26-124,2). 

517 On the wheel-turning monarch see n. 515. Spk explains 
that the Buddha is the victor in battle (vijitasangamaf!l) 
because he has won the battle against lust, hatred, and 
delusion, and because he has triumphed over the army of 
Mara. He is the caravan leader (satthavaha) because he leads 
beings across the desert of saITlsara on the chariot of the 
Noble Eightfold Path. 

518 Spk: Nibbana is called "inaccessible to fear" (akutobhayaf!l, 
lit. "no fear from anywhere") because there is no fear from 
any quarter in Nibbana, or because there is no fear from 
any quarter for one who has attained Nibbana. More typical
ly, akutobhaya is used as a personal epithet of the Buddha 
or an arahant, as at Dhp 196, Th 289, and Thi 333; see EV I, 
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n. to 289. Even in the present case we cannot be certain 
that the expression is not used in apposition to the 
Buddha rather than to Nibbana, as both are accusative sin
gulars, but I follow Spk. 

519 On naga see n. 84. Spk explains the ambiguous expression 
isina1!l isisattamo as "the seventh seer of the seers begin
ning with Vipassi," referring to the lineage of the seven 
Buddhas. Spk-pt offers, besides this explanation, an alter
native based on sattama as the superlative of sant: "He is 
the best, the highest, the supreme (sattamo uttaro [sic: read 
u ttamo?] settho) of seers including paccekabuddhas, 
Buddhist disciples, and outside seers." I agree with 
Norman that this second alternative is more likely to be 
correct; see EV I, n. to 1240. 

520 The contrast is between pubbe parivitakkita and thanaso 
patibhanti. Spk explains that the Buddha asked this ques
tion because other b�kkhus had been criticizing Vangisa, 
thinking that he neglected study and meditation and 
passed all his time composing verses. The Master wanted 
to make them recognize the excellence of his spontaneous 
ingenuity (patibhanasampatti). 

521 Spk: The deviant course of Mara's path (ummaggapatha1J1 
Marassa) refers to the emergence of the hundreds of defile
ments, called a path because they are the path into the 
round of existence. 

On barrenness of mind (khila) see n. 500. In pada d, I 
read asita1J1 bhagaso pavibhajja1!l, with Se and Eel & 2. Be 
reads pavibhaja1!l. Spk glosses as vibhajanta1!l, an accusative 
present participle, but Norman suggests pavibhajja1J1 may 
be an absolutive with -1!l added, and Spk mentions a v.l. 
pavibhajja, a clear absolutive. Spk paraphrases: "who 
analyses the Dhamma by way of such groups as the estab
lishments of mindfulness," etc. The explanation sounds 
contrived, but it is difficult to determine the original 
meaning. 

522 In pada c, Be reads tasmi1!l ce in text, while Ee2 has tasmi1!l 
ca, which Spk (Be) reads in the lemma (but not in the text); 
the latter is the reading at Th 1243. Norman, on metrical 
grounds, suggests amending the latter to tamhi ca or 
tasmi[1J1] ca. Se and Eel have tasmi1J1 te, which Spk (Se) has 
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in the lemma. Spk glosses with tasmi1'Jl tena akkhiite amate 
(Be and Se concur). Since here the aorist akkhiisi can be 
taken as either second person or third person, I translate 
on the supposition that the second person is intended, 
which is consistent with carasi in the previous verse. 
Th 1242 has carati, which justifies the translation of the 
parallel verse in that work as a third person. I also take te 
to be the enclitic for tayii rather than tena. I understand the 
clause to be a true locative rather than a locative absolute 
and take "the Deathless" here to be a contraction of "the 
path to the Deathless," alluded to in pada b. This has the 
support of Spk-pt, which says: amate akkhiite ti amatiivahe 
dhamme desite, '''In that Deathless declared' means in that 
Dhamma taught (by you) which brings the Deathless." 

523 [He] saw the transcendence of all stations (sabbatthitinam 
atikkamam addasa). Spk: "He saw Nibbana, the transcen
dence of all the standpoints of views and of all the stati(�>ns 
of consciousness." Six standpoints of views (ditthitthiina) 
are mentioned at MN I 135,27-136,2; eight at Paps I 138,14-26). 

Four stations of consciousness (vififiiiflatthiti) are at 
ON III 228,6-13, seven at ON III 253,9-20; see too 22:54. 

Spk: The chief matter (agga) is the supreme Dhamma; or if 
the v.l. agge is adopted, the meaning is: at the beginning, 
first of all. The five (dasaddhiina1'Jl, lit. "half of ten") are the 
bhikkhus of the group of five (i.e., the first five disciples). 
Thus the meaning is: He taught the chief Dhamma to the 
five bhikkhus, or he taught the five bhikkhus at the begin
ning (of his ministry). 

524 The elder's first name is spelled Aftftasi in Be and Eel; 
here I follow Se and Ee2. He was one of the first five disci· 
pIes and the very first to obtain comprehension of thE' 
Dhamma; it was for this reason that he was given thE' 
name "Aftfta" (or "Aftftasi"), which means "understand· 
ing" (or "understood"). See 56:11 (V 424,8-11). According 
to Spk, the "very long absence" was twelve years, during 
which he dwelt on the bank of the Mandakini Lotus Pond 
in the Chaddanta Forest in the Himalayas, a dwellinr 
place favoured by paccekabuddhas. He was fond of seclu 
sian and thus rarely joined the community. 

525 Enlightened in succession to the Buddha (buddhiinubuddho) 
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Spk: First the Teacher awakened to the Four Noble Truths 
and after him the Elder K01)<;laiifia awakened to them. The 
pleasant dwellings (sukhavihiirii) are the "pleasant 
dwellings in this present life" (dittthadhammasukhavihiirii), 
i.e., the jhanas and fruition attainment; the seclusions 
(vivekii) are the three seclusions (of body through physical 
solitude, of mind through jhana, and seclusion from the 
acquis i tions by destruction of all defilements).  
Buddhiinubuddhasiivakii is used in a more general sense in 
16:5 (II 203,7) with reference to the old generation of 
enlightened monks. 

526 In pada c we should read buddhadiiyiido with Be, Se, and 
Ee2, as against Eel buddhasiivakp. Spk states that although 
only four abhififiiis are mentioned, the elder possessed all 
six. He had come to take leave of the Buddha as he real
ized the time for his parinibbana was approaching. After 
this meeting he returned to the Himalayas and passed 
away in his hut. The elephants were the first to mourn his 
death and honoured him by escorting his body in proces
sion across the Himalayas. Then the devas built a casket 
for the body and passed it up through the various celestial 
realms so the devas and brahmas could pay final homage 
to him, after which the casket was returned to earth for 
the cremation. The remains were brought to the Buddha, 
who placed them in a cetiya, "and even today, it is said, 
that cetiya still stands." 

527 In all eds. of SN and Th 1251 the text here reads sabbanga
sampanna1J1 in pada a and anekiikiirasampanna1J1 in pada c, 
both accusative singulars set in apposition to the Buddha. 
This reading is doubtlessly ancient, for it is commented on 
as such by both Spk and Th-a. It is puzzling, however, 
that after having been described as "perfect in all 
respects" the Buddha should then be described as "perfect 
in many qualities" -almost as if his excellence is being 
diminished. I have accepted VAT's ingenious solution to 
this problem: amending the compound in pada c to a 
nominative plural, anekiikiirasampannii, which then 
becomes a description, altogether apt, of the triple-knowl
edge arahants attending on the Buddha. These are the 
subject of payirupiisanti, while Gotama1J1 remains the object, 
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still qualified as sabbangasampannarrz. Note that at Th 1158c 
anekiikiirasampanne is used with reference to Sariputta on 
the occasion of his parinibbana; significantly, that verse 
mirrors v. 610 (SN I 1 58 = DN II 157), recited at the 
Buddha's parinibbana, extolling the Master as sabbiikiira
varupete, "perfect in all excellent qualities." 

528 Vv. 753-57 are considerably more compressed than the 
partly parallel verses at Th 1253-67. For a concise compar
ison of the two versions, see Ireland, Vangisa, pp. 7-8. 

529 Kaveyyamatta, "drunk on poetry," occurs at v. 470a. Spk 
relates here the story of Vangisa's first meeting with the 
Buddha, also found at Dhp-a IV 226-28; see BL 3:334-36. 
According to this story, Vangisa had been a wandering 
brahmin who earned his living by tapping the skulls of 
dead men and declaring their place of rebirth. When he 
met the Buddha, the Master presented him with several 
skulls, including the skull of an arahant. Vangisa could 
guess correctly the rebirth of the deceased owners of the 
other skulls, but when he came to the arahant he was baf
fled. He entered the Sangha for the purpose of learning 
how to determine an arahant's realm of rebirth, but soon 
thereafter discarded this aim when he realized the holy 
life was lived for a nobler purpose. 

530 If this verse seems narrowly monastic in focus, its counter
part Th 1256-57 corrects the imbalance by mentioning all 
four classes of disciples: 

Indeed, for the good of many 
The Tathagatas arise, 
For the women and men 
Who practise their teaching. 

For their sake indeed 
The sage attained enlightenment, 
For the bhikkhus and bhikkhunis 
Who have reached and seen the fixed course. 

Pad a d reads: ye n iyamagataddasa.  Spk glosses:  ye 
niyamagata e' eva niyamadasa ea; "who have reached the 
fixed course and seen the fixed course." Spk-pt: "The 
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bhikkhus and bhikkhunis who are noble disciples of the 
Buddha have 'reached the fixed course' by abiding in the 
fruit and have 'seen the fixed course' by abiding in the 
path." Niyama here no doubt represents sammattaniyama, 
"the fixed course of rightness," i.e., the supramundane 
path; see 25:1-10 and III, n. 268. 

531 Spk: Although the divine ear is not mentioned it should 
be included. Thus he was a great disciple who had 
attained the six abhinnas. 

9. VanasalJlyutta 

532 In pada c, since vinayassu is a middle voice, second person 
imperative, jano, though nominative, may function as a 
vocative lengthened to fit the metre. Spk seems to support 
this with its gloss: tvalJl jano annasmilJl jane chandaraga1J1 
vinayassu; "you, a person, remove desire and lust for other 
people." The sentiment of this verse is echoed by Th 149-50. 

533 I read padas ab with Eel: AratilJl pajahasi so sato/Bhavasi 
satalJl talJl sarayamase. Norman understands the metre as 
irregular Vaitaliya (personal communication). Be has the 
same but without the so in pada a. The so is probably a 
third person demonstrative used with a second person 
verb, a construction already encountered at v. 647c; see 
n. 454. VAT prefers a reading found among SS, Arati1J1 
pajahasi sato bhavasi/Bhavata1J1 satalJl talJl sarayamase, but 
since Spk and Spk-pt do not comment on bhavatalJl it 
seems this word was not in the texts available to the com
mentators; Ee2 reads as above but omits bhavatalJl. The 
verbs pajahasi and bhavasi, which Spk glosses with the 
imperatives pajaha and bhava, conform to the criteria of the 
subjunctive, rare and archaic in Pali (see Geiger, pali 
Grammar, §123). Se reads the last verb as sadayamase, but 
siirayiimase in the other eds. makes better sense as the sub
junctive causative of sarati, to remember > to remind (see 
Geiger, Piili Grammar, §126). 

Pada b is particularly obscure and the commentators 
seem to have been unsure how to handle it. Spk offers two 
alternative interpretations of satalJl ta1J1 siirayiimase: "'Let 
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us also remind you, a mindful one, a wise one [Spk-pt: to 
dispel worldly thoughts whenever they arise]'; or, 'Let us 
remind you of the Dhamma of the good ones [Spk-pt: of 
the Dhamma of the good p ersons for the removal of 
defilements], (satimantarrz pa1J.rjitarrz tarrz mayam pi [yathii
uppannarrz vitakkarrz vinodaniiya] sarayama, satarrz vii dham
marrz [sappurisanarrz kilesavigamanadhammarrzJ mayarrz tam 
sarayama)." I have bypassed both alternatives and adopted 
VAT's suggestion that "you" is implicit and tarrz is "that," 
representing the way of the good. In pada c we should 
read duttaro over Eel duruttamo. 

534 Spk: It is said that this bhikkhu was an arahant. After 
returning from a distant alms round he was fatigued and 
lay down to rest, but he did not actually fall asleep (even 
though the text says he did!). Thinking that he was lethar
gic and was neglecting his meditation practice, the devata 
came to reprove him. 

535 Spk is unsure whether to ascribe the verses that follow to 
the devata or to the bhikkhu and therefore proposes two 
alternative interpretations. All four printed eds. indicate a 
change of voice before this verse, and thus I translate on 
the assumption that the bhikkhu is the speaker. Further, 
Spk takes the implicit subject of tape to be diviisopparrz, and 
explains the sense, "Why should sleeping by day trouble 
an arahant bhikkhu?"; but as the optative tape can be 
either second or third person singular, it seems more fit
ting to take the implicit subject  to be  the devata, 
addressed by the elder in the second person, " Why 
(should you) trouble . . . ?" 

536 Spk: "That knowledge" (tarrz fiii�a'!l) is the knowledge of 
the Four Noble Truths. In pada a of the next verse I read 
bhetva with Se and Eel & 2, as against chetvii in Be. 

537 It seems that while the preceding two verses describe the 
arahant, this verse describes the sekha, the trainee, who is 
still striving to attain Nibbana. 

538 Spk glosses cheta with migaluddaka, a deer-hunter. He had 
gone out that morning to hunt and was pursuing a deer 
when he carne upon the elder meditating in the woods. 
The elder set about teaching him the Dhamma, but though 
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the hunter looked with his eyes and listened with his ears 
his mind still ran in pursuit of the deer. ' 

539 Geiger has caught the sense: "It seemed to the devata that 
discontent with the monastic life had overcome the 
bhikkhus and they had given it up" (GermTr, p. 311, n. 2). 
On arati see n. 486. 

540 Spk: Just as deer, wandering in the foothills or woodland 
thickets, wander wherever they find pleasant pastureland 
and dangers are absent, and have no attachment to their 
parents' property or a family heirloom, so the homeless 
bhikkhus, without fixed abode, wander wherever they can 
easily find suitable climate, food, companionship, lodg
ings, and Dhamma-teachings, ,and have no attachment to 
the property of their teacher and preceptor or to a family 
heirloom. 

541 Spk: This sutta takes place shortly after the Buddha's 
parinibbana. The Venerable Mahakassapa had enjoined 
Ananda to attain arahantship before the first Buddhist 
council convened, scheduled to begin during the rains 
retreat. Ananda had gone to the Kosala country and 
entered a forest abode to meditate, but when the people 
found out he was there they continually came to him 
lamenting over the demise of the Master. Thus Ananda 
constantly had to instruct them in the law of imperma
nence. The devata, aware that the council could succeed 
only if Ananda attended as an arahant, came to incite him 
to resume his meditation. 

542 At Th 119 the verse is ascribed to one Vajjiputtaka Thera 
but is not found among Ananda's own verses in Th. 

All four eds. read pada b: Nibbiina1Jl hadayasmi1Jl opiya. At 
Th 119 the last word is read osiya, and we should adopt this 
reading here. I take it as absolutive of the verb oseti pro
posed by Norman at EV I, n. to 119; see too n. 223 above. 
Spk supports this with its gloss pakkhipitvii, "having placed." 
Spk explains that one deposits Nibbana in one's heart by 
way of function (kiccato) and by way of object (iiramma1!ato): 
by way of function when one arouses energy with the 
thought, "I will attain Nibbana"; by way of object when one 
sits absorbed in a meditative attainment having Nibbana as 
its object (i.e., in phalasamiipatti, the attainment of fruition). 
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In pad a d, bilibilika is explained by 5pk-pt as purpose
less activity (atthavirahitii pavattii kiriyii). The devata refers 
thus to Ananda's talk with the lay people because it does 
not conduce to his attainment of the goal of the holy life. 

543 Her name Jalini, "Ensnarer," is used as an epithet for ta1Jha 
at v. 460a; see too n. 278 and AN II 211,31. According to 
5pk, she had been his chief consort in their immediately 
preceding existence in the TavatiIp.sa heaven. 

544 Spk: They are not duggata in the sense that they live in a 
miserable realm (duggati), for they dwell in a fortunate 
realm enjoying their success. They are miserable because 
of their conduct, for when they expire they might be 
reborn even in hell. 

In pada b, sakkiiya, "identity," is the compound of the 
five aggregates of clinging, which are all suffering (dukkha) 
because of their impermanence. Spk explains that the 
celestial maidens are "established in identi,ty" 
(sakkayasmi/J1 patitthitii) for eight reasons: because of lust, 
hatred, delusion, views, the underlying tendencies, con
ceit, doubt, and restlessness. These are the same as the 
eight ways beings are "established in what can be  
expressed"; see n .  35. On sakkaya see 22:105, and on the 
devas being included in sakkaya, 22:78 (III 85,26-28). 

In pada d, Be, Se, and Ee2 read devakafifiiihi patthita, 
"desired by celestial maidens," and Eel devakafifiiibhipat
tika. Since pis confusion is not uncommon in the texts (see 
EV I, n. to 49), we can infer that the original reading is the 
one found in 5S, devakafifiiibhisattika, the reading also pre
ferred by CPO. Abhisattika is an adjective formed from the 
past participle of abhisajjati, "to be attached to." I am 
thankful to V AT for pointing this out to me. 

545 He is not identified in Spk, and OPPN records nothing 
about him except what is found in the present sutta. 

546 I follow the reading of this verse and the next proposed by 
Alsdorf (in Die Arya-Strophen des Pali-Kanons, pp. 319-20), 
but with modifications suggested by VAT (namely, chang
ing Alsdorf's long vocative Nagadatta to the nominative, 
and the four long vocatives in the second verse to 
accusatives, as in the printed eds.): 
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Kille pavissa gama1J'l/Nagadatto diva ca agantva 
ativelaciiri sa1J'lsattho/gahatthehi samiinasukhadukkho. 
Bhiiyiimi Nagadatta1J'l/suppagabbha1J'l kulesu vinibaddhalJ1, 
mii h' eva maccuranno/ balavato antakassa vasam esi! 

"Entering the village too early and returning too late in 
the day" and "associating closely with lay people and 
monks in a worldly way" are two of five factors said to 
lead to a bhikkhu's falling away from the higher training 
(AN III 1 1 6,27-1 1 7,7) .  The meaning of the compound 
samiinasukhadukkha is explained at 22:3 (III 11,5-6), though 
the compound itself does not occur there. The same com
pound is used at DN III 187,11-15 in a positive sense as a 
characteristic of a true friend. 

547 Spk: He had received a meditation subject from the 
Buddha and entered a woodland thicket. The next day a 
family gave him alms and offered to provide him with 
regular support. Thereby he attained arahantship and 
continued to dwell in the same place enjoying the bliss of ' 
fruition attainment. The devata (a female) was not aware 
of the elder's attainment and thought he had formed an 
intimate relationship with the mistress of the family. 
Therefore she came in order to reproach him. Neither Spk 
nor Spk-pt comments on the rare expression kulaghara/:ti. 

548 The antelope (viitamiga, lit. "wind-deer") is the subject of 
Ja No. 14. Spk: As an antelope in the woods becomes 
frightened by the sound of the wind rustling the leaves, so 
is it with one frightened by sounds (Le., by rumours). The 
practice (vata) of one who is fickle-minded (lahucitta, lit. 
"light-minded") does not succeed; but this elder, being an 
arahant, was one with a successful practice. 

549 An expanded version of this sutta is found at Dhp-a 
III 460-62; see BL 3:182-83. 

Spk: The clamour (nigghosasadda) of instruments (turiya; 
Spk-pt: of drums, conch shells, cymbals, lutes, etc.); of 
gongs (tiiJita; Spk-pt: of things that are struck in rhythm); 
and of music (viidita; Spk-pt: of lutes, flutes, horns, etc.). 
See too n. 343. 

550 Spk: "Many are those who yearn for your state-a forest
dwelling elder clad in rag-robes, subsisting on almsfood, 
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going on uninterrupted alms round, with few wishes, con
tent, etc." Spk glosses saggagiimina1J1 as "those going to 
heaven and those (already) gone there." 

551 Appossukko tw:zhibhuto sankasiiyati. The expression occurs 
also at 21:4 (II 277,12) and 35:240 (IV 178,1-2); see above 
n. 54. Spk: He attained arahantship and reflected, "I have 
attained the goal for the sake of which I did the recitation, 
so why continue with it?" Then he passed the time in the 
bliss of fruition attainment. 

552 The five-pada verse is unusual. The sense requires that in 
pada b we read na samiigamimha; though the printed eds. 
do not include na, the suggested reading is found in 
Burmese mss referred to in the notes of Eel & 2. SpI< 
explains viriigena, dispassion, as the noble path. In pada d, 
aiiiiiiyanikkhepana1J1 is a syntactical compound; see n. 68 
Spk takes aiiiiiiya as absolutive (= jiinitvii), but it could also 
be instrumental. 

553 In pada a, I read the verb as khajjasi with Be, Se, and Ee2, 
as against Eel majjasi, "intoxicated with." Careless atten
tion (ayoniso manasikara) is traditionally explained as 
attending to things as permanent, pleasurable, self, and 
beautiful; careful attention (yoniso manasikara), as attend
ing to their true characteristics-impermanence, suffering, 
nonself, and foulness. 

554 An identical story, including the verses, is at Ja No. 392 
(III 307-10), with the Bodhisatta in the role of the bhikkhu. 

Spk: When she saw the bhikkhu sniff the lotus, the 
devata thought: "Having received a meditation subject 
from the Buddha and entered the forest to meditate, this 
bhikkhu is instead meditating on the scent of flowers. If 
his craving for scent increases it will destroy his welfare. 
Let me draw near and reproach him." 

555 Spk: Va��ena (in pada c): kara�ena. See PED, s.v. va��a 
(11), and v. 806a below. 

556 All four eds. read, in pada c, iiki��akammanto, which Spk 
glosses aparisuddhakammanto, "of impure deed." But 55 
read akhi�a-, iikhi�a-, and akkhi�a-, which is acknowledged 
by Spk as a v.l. and glossed kakkha!akammanto, "of rough 
deed." Spk (Be) reads akhi�akammanto, Spk (Se) akkhi�a
kammanto, which represents more correctly initial a + kh. 
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That this reading is to be preferred to iiki1;11;1a- is confirmed 
by v. 798a, where iikhi1;1aluddo would certainly make much 
better sense than the given reading iiki1;11;1aluddho. See 
Norman, "Two Pali Etymologies," Collected Papers, 2:78-79. 

557 In pada b we should read bhatakiimhase, as in Be, Se, and 
Ee2. Spk: The devata, it is said, thought: "This bhikkhu 
might become negligent, thinking he has a deity lOOking 
after his welfare. I won't accept his proposal. " 

10. Yakkhasa1J1yutta 

558 Spk: This was the yakkha who dwelt on Inda's Peak. 
Sometimes a peak is named after a yakkha, sometimes a 
yakkha after a peak. 

. 

559 Spk glosses sajjati in pada d with laggati titthati, "sticks, 
persists," apparently taking sajjati as equivalent to Skt 
sajyate (see MW, s.v. saiij (2» . But the word may be a pas
sive representing Skt srjyati for which MW (s.v. srj) lists as 
meanings "to create, procreate, beget, produce." I trans
late on the assumption that this is the original derivation. 
See too PED, s.v. sajati (1). 

Spk says that this yakkha was a personalist (puggalaviidi) 
who held the view that a being is produced in the womb 
at a single stroke (ekappahiiren' eva satta miUukucchismi1J1 
nibbattatir The Buddha's answer is intended to refute the 
yakkha's belief by showing that a being develops gradu
ally (anupubbena pana va#hati). 

560 The Pali terms refer to the different stages in the formation 
of the embryo. Spk: The kalala is the size of a drop of oil 
placed on the tip of a thread made from three strands of 
wool. After a week from the kalala comes the abbuda, which 
is the colour of meat-washing water. After another week, 
from the abbuda the pesi is produced, which is similar to 
molten tin [Spk-pt: in shape, but in colour it is pink]. After 
still another week, from the pesi the ghana arises, which has 
the shape of a chicken egg. In the fifth week, from the ghana 
emerge the limbs: five pimples appear, the rudiments of the 
arms, legs, and head. But the head-hairs, body-hairs, and 
nails are not produced until the forty-second week. 

561 Spk: This yakkha, it is said, belonged to Mara's faction 
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(marapakkhika-yakkha). His verse parallels Mara's reproach 
to the Buddha at v. 474, and the Buddha's reply echoes 
v. 475. Spk-pt explains the purport to be that the wise 
man's compassion and sympathy are not tainted by 
worldly affection. 

562 Spk glosses va!/!/ena with kara!/ena (as in v. 796c; see 
n. 555), and Spk-pt glosses yena kena ci with gahatthena va 
pabbajitena vii, "with a householder or one gone forth," 
thus separat.ing it from. va!/!/ena avd" treating it as an 
expression of personal reference. The purport of the 
Buddha's verses is that a wise man should not take to 
instructing others if he is at risk of becoming attached, but 
he may do so out of compassion when his mind is puri
fied and his sympathy is not tainted by worldly affection. 

563 This sutta is also at Sn II, 5 (pp. 47-49) and commented on 
at Pj II 301-5. The name of this yakkha means "Needle
hair"; he was called thus because his body was covered 
with needle-like hairs. According to Spk, he had been a 
bhikkhu under the Buddha Kassapa but was unable to 
attain any distinction. During the time of the Buddha 
Gotama he was reborn as a yakkha in the rubbish dump at 
the entrance to Gaya village. The Buddha saw that he had 
the potential for attaining the path of stream-entry and 
went to his haunt in order to teach him. His haunt, the 
Tankita Bed, was made of a stone slab mounted on four 
other stones. 

564 Spk: He spoke thus thinking, "One who gets frightened 
and flees when he sees me is a sham ascetic (sama!/aka); 
one who does not get frightened and flee is an ascetic 
(sama!/a). This one, having seen me, will get frightened 
and flee." 

565 Spk: The yakkha assumed a frightful manifestation, 
opened his mouth wide, and raised his needle-like hairs 
all over his body. His touch is "evil" (piipaka) and should 
be avoided like excrement, fire, or a poisonous snake. 
When the Buddha said this, Siiciloma became angry and 
spoke as follows. 

566 In all eds. of SN, and most eds. of Sn, as well as their 
respective commentaries, vv. 808d, 809d read: Kumiirakii 
dhankam iv' ossajanti. A v.l. valikam (in place of dhankam) is 
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found in several mss of Sn (vv. 270-71) and has been 
incorporated into Sn (Eel). Dhankam « Skt dvank�am) Was 
certainly the reading known to the commentators, for both 
Spk and Pj II 303,22 foil. gloss the word with kaka1J1, crow, 
which they would not have done if vankam was the read
ing. Spk glosses ossajanti with khipanti, and explains the 
simile: "Little boys bind a crow by its feet with a long 
cord, tie one end of the cord around their fingers, and 
release th� crow .. After the crow has gone some distance, it 
falls down again at their feet." 

Spk paraphrases the question thus: "Whence do evil 
thoughts rise up and toss the mind?" (piipavitakkii kuto 
samutthiiya cifta1J1 ossajanti). This seems to separate mana 
and vitakkii and to treat mana as accusative. I prefer to 
retain manovitakka as a compound (as is clearly the case at 
v. 34b) and to see the object of ossajanti as merely implicit, 
namely, oneself, the very source from which the thoughts 
arise, as v. 810a asserts with the expression aftasambhfltii. 

Norman, who also accepts dhankam, discusses the prob
lem at GD, p. 200, n. to 270-71. For an alternative render
ing based on the reading vankam, see NaI).ananda, SN
Anth 2:13, 89-90. The Skt version cited at Ybhu5 11.1 reads 
kumiiraka dhiitrim iviiSrayante, "as little boys depend on a 
wet-nurse" (Enomoto, CSCS, p. 59). 

567 Itonidiinii. Spk: "This individual existence (attabhiiva) is 
their source; they have sprung up from this individual 
existence. As boys at play toss up a crow, so do evil 
thoughts rise up from this individual existence and toss 
the mind [Spk-pt: by not giving an opening for whole
some states of mind to occur]."  

Spk-pt: In the application of  the simile, the evil thoughts 
are like the boys at play; this world of our individual exis
tence is like the world in which the boys have arisen; the 
mind is like the crow; and the fetter (sa1J1yojana) which fol
lows one to a distance is like the long thread tied around 
the craw's feet. 

568 Like the trunk-born shoots of the banyan tree (nigrodhasseva 
khandhajii). The banyan tree, and other related species of 
fig trees, "develop from their branches aerial roots that 
may reach the ground and thicken into 'pillar-roots' or 
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subsidiary trunks. The continually expanding system of 
new trunks, all connected through the branches, may sup
port a crown up to 2,000 feet in circumference" (Emeneau, 
"The Strangling Figs in Sanskrit Literature," p. 346) . 
Emeneau quotes Milton's Paradise Lost, IX, 1100-11, "the 
locus classicus on these trees in English literature": 

The Figtree ' "  spreds her Armes 
Braunching so broad and long, that in the ground 
The bended Twigs take root, and Daughters grow 
About the Mother Tree, a Pillard shade 
High overarch't, and echoing Walks between . . . .  

Like a maluva creeper stretched across the woods (maluva va 
vitata vane). Spk: "When the maluva creeper grows by sup
porting itself against a particular tree, it weaves itself 
around that tree again and again and spreads over it from 
bottom to top and from top to bottom, so that it stands 
suspended and stretched out. In a similar way the mani
fold defilements of sensual desire cling to the objects of 
sensual desire, or the manifold beings cling to the objects 
of sensual desire on account of those defilements of sen
sual desire." The point, rather, seems to be that sensual 
desire spreads from object to object just as the creeper 
stretches itself out in the woods by spreading from tree to 
tree. For more on the maluva creeper, see MN I 306-7, 
AN I 202,32-34 and 204,23-205,4, and Dhp 162, 334. 

569 Spk paraphrases: "Those who understand their source of this 
individual existence dispel it, that is, with the truth of the 
path, they dispel the truth of the origin (= craving), which 
is the source of the truth of suffering that consists in this 
individual existence. By driving away the truth of the ori
gin, they cross this hard-to-cross flood of defilements, 
uncrossed before in this beginningless sal1lsara even in a 
dream, for no renewed existence, for the sake of the truth of 
cessation (= Nibbana), which is called 'no renewed exis
tence' (apunabbhavaya). Thus with this verse the Master 
reveals the Four Noble Truths, bringing the discourse to 
its climax in arahantship. At its conclusion, Sflciloma was 
established in the fruit of stream-entry. And since stream-
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enterers do not live on in monstrous bodies, simultane
ously with his attainment his needle-hairs all fell out and 
he obtained the appearance of an earth-deity (bhumma
devatiiparihtira). " 

570 Spk glosses sukham edhati in pada a as sukha1Jl patilabhati, 
"obtains happiness." CPD points out (s.v. edhati) that this 
interpretation is probably a misunderstanding stemming 
from the supposition that sukham is a direct object of the 
verb rather than an adverbial accusative. The original 
meaning appears in the commentarial gloss on the expres
sion sukhedhito as sukhasa1Jlvaddhito. See too EV I, n. to 475. 

Spk glosses suve seyyo in pada c as suve suve seyyo, niccam 
eva seyyo; "It is better morrow �pon morrow, it is always 
better." 

571 Spk: Ahi1Jlstiya, "in harmlessness," means "in compassion 
and in the preliminary stage of compassion" [Spk-pt: that 
is, the access to the first jhana produced by the meditation 
on compassion] .  Metta1Jl so, "who has lovingkindness," 
means "he (so) develops lovingkindness (metta1Jl) and the 
preliminary stage of lovingkindness." [Spk-pt: He (so) is 
the person developing meditation on compassion.] 

Evidently Spk and Spk-pt take so in pada c to be the 
demonstrative counterpart of yassa in pada a, with an 
implicit transitive verb bhaveti understood. While the 
exact meaning of metta1Jl so (or metta1Jlso) is problematic, I 
prefer to take pada c as an additional relative clause, the 
relatives being resolved only in pada d by the clearly 
demonstrative tassa. Spk offers an alternative interpreta
tion of metta1Jlso as a compound of metta and a1Jlsa, glossed 
as kofthasa, "portion": mettii a1Jlso etassti ti metta1Jlso; "one 
for whom lovingkindness is a portion (of his character) is 
metta1Jlso." Mp IV 71,9 glosses metta1Jlso: mettayamanacitta
koHhiiso hutvii; "having become one for whom a loving 
mind is a portion"; see too It-a I 95,13-15. Brough remarks 
that mitrisa (in G-Dhp 198) "appears to have been inter
preted by the Prakrit translator as equivalent to [Skt] 
maitri asya" (Giindhari Dharmapada, p. 242, n. 198). 

Spk-pt: Because of his own hating mind someone might 
nurture enmity even towards an arahant who lacks medi
tation on loving kindness and compassion. But no one 
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could nurture enmity towards one who is endowed with 
liberation of mind through lovingkindness and compas
sion. So powerful is the meditation on the divine abode� 
(evaytl mahiddhika brahmavihara-bhiivanii). 

572 The background story, related in Spk, is also found al 
Dhp-a IV 18-25, which includes the verses as well; seE 
BL 3:207-11. In brief: Sanu was a devout novice who, on 
reaching maturity, had become dissatisfied with thE 
monk's life and had returned to his mother's house 
intending to disrobe. His mother, after pleading with him 
to reconsider his decision, went to -prepare a meal for him, 
and just then a female yakkha-his mother from the pre
vious life, who was also anxious to prevent him from dis
robing-took possession of him and threw him down to 
the ground, where he lay quivering with rolling eyes and 
foaming mouth. When his present mother returned to the 
room, she found him in this condition. 

573 I follow the reading in Be. Eel & Ee2 insert another verse 
here (v. 815 in Ee2), but since this verse seems to be the 
product of a scribal error I do not translate it. The Be read
ing is supported by the Dhp-a version. Se reads as in Be, 
but with y.a va in place of ya ca in the second pada of both 
the exclamation and the reply. In order to translate in 
accordance with natural English syntax, I have had to 
invert lines of the Pali in a way which crosses over the 
division of verses in the PaIi text. 

The Uposatha complete in eight factors (afthasusamagataytl 
uposatha1!l): On the Uposatha, see n. 513. Besides the two 
major Uposathas falling on the full-moon and new-moon 
days (respectively either the fourteenth or fifteenth, and 
the first, of the fortnight), minor Uposathas fall on the 
half-moon days, the eighths of the fortnight. Lay people 
observe the Uposatha by taking upon themselves the 
Eight Precepts (atthanga-sila), a stricter discipline than the 
Five Precepts of daily observance. These entail abstaining 
from: (1) taking life, (2) stealing, (3) all sexual activity, (4) 
false speech, (5) taking intoxicants, (6) eating past noon, 
(7) dancing, singing, listening to music, seeing improper 
shows, and using personal ornaments and cosmetics, and 
(8) using high and luxurious beds and seats. For more on 
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the Uposatha duties for the laity, see AN IV 248-62. 
And during special periods (patihariyapakkhan ca) .  Spk 

explains this as if it meant the days proximate to the 
Uposatha : "This is said with reference to those who 
undertake the Uposatha observances on the seventh and 
ninth of the fortnight too (in addition to the eighth), and 
who also undertake the practices on the days preceding 
and following the Uposatha on the fourteenth or fifteenth 
(the full-moon and new-moon, observance days). Further, 
following the Pavaral).a day (see n. 513) they observe the 
Uposatha duties continuously tor a fortnight [Spk-pt: that 
is, during the waning fortnight] ." Different explanations 
of the expression piitihiiriyapakkha are given at Mp II 234 
and Pj II 378. 

574 Spk glosses uppacca pi as uppatitvii pi, and paraphrases: 
"Even if you fly up like a bird and flee, there will still be 
no freedom for you." The same verse is at Thi 247c-248b, 
Pv 236, Ud 51,17-18, Pet 44,20-21, and Nett 131,19-20. These 
versions (except Pv) read the absolutive as upecca, with a 
strange gloss saiicicca in their commentaries; Pv follows 
SN, but its commentary recognizes upecca as a v.l. A paral
lel is at Uv 9:4, with the absolutive utplutya. See von 
Hiniiber, "On the Tradition of Pali Texts in India, Ceylon, 
and Burma," pp. 51-53. 

575 At this point the yakkha has released Sanu and he has re
gained consciousness, unaware of what had just occurred. 

576 See 20:10 (II 271,13-14): "For this is death in the Noble 
One's Discipline: that one gives up the training and 
returns to the lower life." 

577 Spk: She says this to show the danger in household life; 
for household life is called "hot embers" (kukkula) in the 
sense of being hot. Kukku!a is also at 22:136. 

578 Spk paraphrases kassa ujjhiipayamase, in pada b, thus: 
"When you were intent on disrobing and had been pos
sessed by the yakkha, to whom could we have voiced our 
grief (complained), to whom could we have appealed and 
reported this (kassa maya1J1 ujjhiipayama nijfhapayama 
iirocayiima)?" On pada cd: "When you went forth into the 
Buddha's Teaching, drawn out from the household, you 
were like an item rescued from a blazing house. But noW 
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you wish to be burnt again in the household life, which is 
like a great conflagration." According to Spk, the yakkha's 
intervention proved effective. After listening to his mother, 
Sanu gave up his idea of disrobing, received the higher 
ordination, mastered the Buddha's teachings, and quickly 
attained arahantship. He became a great preacher who 
lived to the age of 120. 

579 Spk: She had taken her son Piyankara on her hip and was 
searching for food behind Jeta's Grove when she heard 
the sweet sound of the elder's recitation. The sound went 
straight to her heart and, transfixed, she stood there listen
ing to the Dhamma, her interest in food gone. But her little 
son was too young to appreciate the recitation and kept 
complaining to his mother about his hunger. 

580 Spk: She was carrying her daughter on her hip and lead
ing her son by the hand. When she heard the Dhamma she 
stood transfixed, but her children clamoured for food. 

581 Spk explains that pa1!ina1!l in pada d may be understood as 
either a genitive plural or an accusative singular repre
senting the plural (= pt11Jine): Pt11!inan ti yatht1 parzina1!l 
dukkha moceti. Ke moceti til Pa1!ine ti aharitva vattabba1!l. 

582 I follow V AT's perspicacious suggestion that pada d 
should be read: ya1!l dhamma1!l abhisambudha, taking the 
verb as a root aorist (see Geiger, Piil i  Grammar, §159, 
1 6 1 . 1 ) .  Be and Ee2 read abhisambudha1!l, Se and Eel 
abhisambuddha1!l, accusative past participles which seem 
syntactically out of place. The accusative ya1!l dhamma1!l 
requires an active transitive verb, yet the only solution 
Spk can propose is to tum the passive accusative partici
ple into a nominative with active force, a role it is ill
designed to play. Since verb forms from abhisambudh 
always refer to the Buddha, I have made explicit the 
verb's subject, not mentioned as such in the text. 

583 Spk: Having listened to the Buddha's discourse, the 
yakkha and her son were established in the fruit of 
stream-entry. Though the daughter had good supporting 
conditions, she was too young to understand the dis
course. 

584 The story of Anathapi�9ika's first meeting with the 
Buddha is told in greater detail at Vin II 154-59; see too 
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Na1).amoli, Life of the Buddha, pp. 87-91.  His given name 
was Sudatta, "AnathapiI).9.ika" being a nickname meaning 
"(giver) of alms to the helpless"; he was so called because 
of his generosity. 

585 Spk: After the first watch of the night had passed he woke 
up thinking of the Buddha, full of confidence and joy so 
intense that light became manifest and drove away the 
darkness. Hence he thought it was already dawn and set 
out for the monastery, realizing his error only when he 
went outside. The same thing happened at the end of the 
middle watch. 

From Spk's account, it seems that the Cool Grove was 
located near the cremation gro"\lnd (sivathika) and thus 
AnathapiI).9.ika had to pass through the cemetery to reach 
the monastery. It was for this reason that he became 
frightened. The fluctuation in the intensity of the light, 
Spk says, reflects his inward battle between faith and fear. 

586 Spk: The word sahassa (thousand), found only in conjunc
tion with kaflfla, should be conjoined with each of the pre
ceding three terms as well. All this is "not worth a six
teenth part of a single step forward" because, when he 
arrives at the monastery, he will be established in the fruit 
of stream-entry. 

587 Spk: While he was approaching, Anathapi1).9.ika won
dered how he could determine for himself whether or not 
the Teacher was a genuine Buddha. He then resolved that 
if the Teacher was a Buddha he would address him by his 
given name, Sudatta, known only to himself. 

588 The words in brackets render hattho udaggo, found in Be 
only. 

589 I prefer Se and Ee2 cetaso to Be and Eel cetasa. The parallel 
at AN I 138,3--6 also has cetaso. In the Vinaya version the 
Buddha next delivers a graduated sermon to Anatha
pi1).9.ika at the conclusion of which he attains stream
entry. 

590 This verse and the next are found, with several variations, 
at Thi 54-55. Spk glosses ki1!l me kata, in pada a, with ki1!l 
ime kata, ki1!l karonti, but I think it more likely that we have 
here a split bahubbihi compound ki1!lkata, and I translate 
accordingly. 
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Be reads pada b: madhupita va seyare (Se and Ee2: seyyare; 
Eel and Thi 54: acchare). Spk: They sleep as if they have 
been drinking sweet mead (Be: gandhamadhupana; Se: 
ga1J�amadhupana); for it is said that one who drinks this is 
unable to lift up his head but just lies there unconscious. 
Spk-pt: Gandhamadhu is a particular type of honey that is 
extremely sweet and intoxicating. 

Spk I 338,13-14 (to 11:1) mentions a drink called gandha
pana (in Be; ga1J�apana in Se and Ee), an iritOxicating bever
age (sura) used by the older generation of devas in the 
Tavatirp.sa heaven but rejected by Sakka after he assumed 
rulership over that world. At Dhp-a I 272,9 the drink is 
called dibbapana. MW lists gandhapana, defined as a fra
grant beverage. "Madhu denotes anything sweet used as 
food and especially drink, 'mead,' a sense often found in 
the Rigveda" (Macdonell and Keith, Vedic Index, S.v.  
madhu). 

591 Spk explains appapivaniya1Jl ("irresistible"), in pada a, thus: 
"Whereas ordinary food, even though very delicious, fails 
to give pleasure when one eats it again and again and 
becomes something to be rejected and removed, this 
Dhamma is different. The wise can listen to this Ohamma 
for a hundred or a thousand years without becoming sati
ated." Spk glosses asecanakam ojava1Jl, in pada b, as anasit
taka1Jl ojavanta1Jl, "unadulterated, nourishing," and 
explains that unlike material food, which becomes tasty 
by the addition of condiments, this Ohamma is sweet and 
nutritious by its own nature. 

While Spk thus takes asecanaka to be derived from 
sificati, to sprinkle, Brough maintains that the word is 
derived from a different root sek, meaning "to satiate." He 
renders it "never causing surfeit" (Gandhiiri Dharmapada, 
p. 193, n. to 72). See too CPO, s.v. asecanaka, which quotes 
the traditional Skt explanation from the Amarakosa: t!pter 
nasty anto yasya darsanat; "that the sight of which gives 
endless satisfaction." In Pali the word is used more in con
nection with the senses of smell and taste (e .g . ,  a t  
�N In 237,22 and 238,1). M y  rendering "ambrosial" is 
intended to suggest the same idea as the Skt definition, 
but more concisely so that it can also be incorporated into 
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the description of mindfulness of breathing at 54:9 
(V 321,22 and 322,1,11). 

Pada d reads: valiihakam iva panthagu (in Be and Eel; Se 
and Thi 55 end with addhagu). Spk: "Like travellers 
(pathikii) oppressed by the heat (who drink) the water 
released from within a cloud." 

592 This verse and the next resemble Till 111, which contains 
features of both. In pada d, I prefer vippamuttiiya in Se and 
55, as against vippamuttiyii in Be and Eel & 2. At EV II, n. 
to 111, Norman suggests, on metrical grounds, inverting 
padas c and d, but the resultant meaning seems to under
mine the cogency of this suggestion. 

593 This sutta, also found at Sn I, 10 (pp. 31-33), is included in 
the Sri Lankan Maha Pirit Pota. Spk relates the long back
ground story, of which I sketch only the highlights: 

One day King A!avaka of A!avi, while on a hunt, was 
captured by the ferocious yakkha A!avaka, who threat
ened to eat him. The king could obtain release only by 
promising the demon that he would provide him daily 
with a human victim. First the king sent the criminals 
from the prison, but when there were no more prisoners 
he required every family to provide a child. All the fami
lies with children eventually fled to other lands and it 
became incumbent on the king to offer his own son, the 
A!avaka prince. The Buddha, aware of the impending sac
rifice, went to the yakkha's haunt on the day before the 
offering was to take place in order to convert the demon 
from his evil ways. At that time the yakkha was attending 
a meetiI"\g in the Himalayas, but the Buddha entered his 
cave, sat down on the yakkha's throne, and preached the 
Dhamma to his harem ladies. When the yakkha heard 
about this, he hastened back to A!avi in a fury and 
demanded that the Blessed One leave. 

594 Spk: The Buddha complied with the yakkha's demands 
three times because he knew that compliance was the 
most effective way to soften his mind. But when the 
yakkha thought to send the Buddha in and out all night 
long, the Master refused to obey. ,. 

595 Spk: It is said that when he was a child his parents had 
taught him eight questions and answers which they had 
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learnt from the Buddha Kassapa. As time passed he forgot 
the answers, but he had preserved the questions written 
in vermillion on a golden scroll, which he kept in his cave. 

596 Api ea tva1J1 avuso pueeha yad akankhasi. Spk: With these 
words the Buddha extended to him the invitation of an 
Omniscient One (sabbaiiiiupavara1;ta1J1 pavaresi), which can
not be extended by any paccekabuddhas, chief disciples, 
or great disciples. 

597 Spk: Faith is a man's best treasure because it brings mun
dane and supramundane happiness as its result; it allevi
ates the suffering of birth and aging; it allays poverty with 
respect to excellent qualities; and it is the means of obtain
ing the gems of the enlightenment factors, etc. Dhamma 
here is the ten wholesome qualities, or giving, virtue, and 
meditation. This brings human happiness, celestial happi
ness, and in the end the happiness of Nibbana. By truth 
here truthful speech is intended, with Nibbana as the ulti
mate truth (paramatthasacca) and truth as abstinence (from 
falsehood; viratisaeea) comprised within that. Of the various 
kinds of tastes, truth is really the sweetest of tastes, truth 
alone is the sweetest (sadutara1J1) .  Or it is the best 
(sadhutara1J1), the supreme, the highest. For such tastes as 
that of roots, etc., nourish only the body and bring a 
defiled happiness, but the taste of truth nourishes the 
mind with serenity and insight and brings an undefiled 
happiness. 

One living by wisdom (paiiiiajivi1J1 jivita1J1): A householder 
lives by wisdom when he works at an honourable occupa
tion, goes for refuge, gives alms, observes the precepts, 
and fulfils the Uposatha duties, etc. One gone forth as a 
monk lives by wisdom when he undertakes pure virtue 
and the superior practices beginning with purification of 
mind. 

598 Spk distributes the four "floods" (ogha) over the four lines 
of the reply and sees each line as implying a particular 
path and fruit; on the four floods, see n. 1. Since the faith 
faculty is the basis for the four factors of stream-entry (see 
55:1), the first line shows the stream-enterer, who has 
crossed the flood of views; the second line shows the 
once-returner, who by means of diligence has crossed the 
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flood of existence except for one more existence in the 
sense-sphere world; the third line shows the nometumer 
who has overcome the flood of sensuality, a mass of suf� 
fering; and the fourth line shows the path of arahantship, 
which includes the fully purified wisdom by means of 
which one crosses over the flood of ignorance. 

This completes the eight questions that the yakkha had 
learnt from his parents. When the Buddha finished speak
ing, bringing his verse to a climax in arahantship, the 
yakkha was established in the fruit of stream-entry. 

599 Spk: When the Buddha said, "By wisdom one is purified," 
the yakkha picked up on the word "wisdom" and, 
through his own ingenuity, asked a question of mixed 
mundane and supramundane significance. 

600 In pada c, I read sussusii with Se and Eel & 2. Be reads 
sussusa1J1 as does the lemma of Spk (Be), while the corre
sponding lemma in Spk (Se) has sussusii. From the para
phrase (see below) sussusii c�n be understood as a truncat
ed instrumental (= sussusaya). In Be, sussusa1J1 seems to 
function as an accusative in apposition to pafifia1J1, perhaps 
as the first member of a split compound, i.e., "the wisdom 
(consisting in) the desire to learn." 

Spk: The Blessed One shows here four causes for the 
gaining of wisdom. First one places faith in the Dhamma 
by which the arahants-Buddhas, paccekabuddhas, and 
disciples-attained Nibbana. By so doing one gains the 
mundane and supramundane wisdom for the attainment 
of Nibbana. But that does not corne to pass merely by 
faith. When faith is born one approaches a teacher, lends 
an ear, and hears the Dhamma; thus one gains a desire to 
learn (sussusa1J1). When one lends an ear and listens from a 
desire to learn, one gains wisdom. But one must also be 
diligent (appamatto), in the sense of being constantly mind
ful, and astute (vicakkhaIJa), able to distinguish what is well 
spoken and badly spoken. Through faith one enters upon 
the practice that leads to gaining wisdom. Through a desire 
to learn (sussusiiya) one carefully listens to the means for 
acquiring wisdom; through diligence (appamiidena) one 
does not forget what one has learnt; through astuteness 
(vicakkhalJatiiya) one expands upon what one has learnt. Or 
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else: through a desire to learn one lends an ear and listens 
to the Dhamma by which one gains wisdom; through dili
gence one bears in mind the Dhamma heard; by astute
ness one examines the meaning and then gradually one 
realizes the ultimate truth. 

601 Spk: Dutiful (dhurava) means not neglecting one's respon
sibilities and implies mental energy; one with initiative 
(utthata) implies physical energy. 1 here follow Be; in Se 
the last two lines come at the end of v. 850; in Eel, at the 
end of both v. 849 and v. 850; in Sn:they are attached to 
neither verse. 

602 The problem is to correlate the two tetrads mentioned in 
vv. 853-54. The difficulty arises not only on account of the 
replacement of dhiti by khantya in the second verse but 
also because of the variant readings of the second term. 
Perhaps the best reading is that in Se, which accords with 
Sn (Eel) vv. 187-88: in v. 853, sacca1J1 dhammo dhiti cago; in 
v. 854, sacca dama ciigii khantyii. Spk (Be) and Spk (Se) differ 
over the second term: the former has dammo and damma, 
the latter dhammo and dhammii. The explanations in Spk-pt 
establish beyond doubt that dhammo and dama were the 
respective readings known to Dhammapala. 

The four qualities mentioned at vv. 853-54 refer back to 
vv. 851-52. Truth corresponds to' truthfulness in v. 852c 
(sacca in all three instances), while generosity (ciiga) clearly 
corresponds to giving (dada1J1) in v. 852d. Spk (Se) explains 
that Dhamma is spoken of (in v. 85lc) under the name of 
wisdom gained through a desire to learn, on which Spk-p! 
comments: "Wisdom is called Dhamma because of bear
ing up and examining (dharaIJato upadhiiraIJato) entities in 

accordance with actuality." (As the verb dhiireti (> dhiiraIJa) 
is the stock etymological explanation of dhamma in the 
commentaries, we can infer that the author of Spk-pt had 
a text that read dhammo.) Steadfastness (dhitz) is spoken of 
under the names dutifulness and initiative (in v. 852ab). 

In its paraphrase of v. 854, Spk states: "Come now, ask 
the many ascetics and brahmins whether there is any 
greater means for winning acclaim than truthfulness; any 
greater means for gaining mundane and supramundane 
wisdom than self-control (1 suggest reading dama, following 
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Spk-pt, which explains that wisdom is so designated 
because it controls (dameti) the defilements as well as body 
and speech, etc.); any greater means of binding friends 
than generosity; and any greater means for finding mun
dane and supramundane wealth than patience, which is 
identical with activated energy, (called patience) in the 
sense that it endures heavy burdens, and which is referred 
to by the names dutifulness and initiative." 

Thus the correlations can be shown schematically as fol
lows: 

(1) 852: truthfulness = 853 & 854: truth. 
(2) 851: wisdom = 853: Dhamma = 854: self-control. 
(3) 852: giving = 853 & 854: generosity. 
(4) 852: dutifulness, initiative = 853: steadfastness = 

854: patience. 

603 Although Spk explains attho in pada d as the visible bene
fit (ditthadhammika) and sampariiyiko as the benefit in a 
future life, there seems to be no compelling reason not to 
take the two words at their face value as adjective and 
noun bearing a single significance, namely, the good per
taining to the future life. 

604 Spk continues with the background story: Just as the yakkha 
finished speaking this verse, the sun rose and the king's men 
arrived bringing the prince as a sacrificial offering. They 
handed the infant to the yakkha, who presented him to the 
Buddha. The Master recited some verses of blessing over the 
boy and returned him to the king's men. When the prince 
reached maturity, he was known as Hatthaka A!avaka, 
because he had been passed around from one person's 
hands (hattha) to another's. He attained the stage of non
returner and was one of the Buddha's foremost lay disci
ples, the chief of those who win followings through the 
four bases of beneficence (sailgahavatthu; see AN 1 26,7-9). 
The Buddha holds him up as a model for male lay followers 
at 17:23 and praises his virtues at AN IV 217-20. 
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11. Sakkasarrzyutta 

605 The texts commonly depict the Tavatirp.sa devas and the 
asuras as engaged in perpetual strife, the devas represent
ing the forces of light, peace, and harmony, the asuras or 
Ujealous titans" the forces of violence, conflict, and dissen
sion; see too 35:248. 

Spk explains that the devas are protected by five lines of 
defense: the nagas, the supawas (n. 397), the kumbha�u;las 
(a kind of goblin), the yakkhas, and the Four Great Kings, 
the presiding deities of the lowest sense-sphere heaven. 
When the asuras penetrate these five lines, the Four Great 
Kings inform Sakka, who mounts his chariot and then 
either goes to the battlefront himself or commissions one 
of his sons to lead the devas into battle. On this occasion 
he wanted to send his son Suvira. 

606 Spk: Accompanied by his retinue of nymphs, he entered 
upon the great golden highway sixty yojanas wide and 
roamed around in the Nandana Grove playing (the game 
of) Constellation. 

607 Spk: In pada a, alasassa (in Se and Eel; alasvassa in Be & 
Ee2) should be resolved: alaso assa; in pad a c, sabbakiima
samiddhassa should be resolved: sabbakiimehi samiddho assa 
In pada d, I read disii ti with Be, Se, and Ee2, as against 
disan ti in Eel. 

Spk paraphrases pada d thus: uO Sakka, supreme deva, 
show me that blessed, supreme, state (or) region, point it 
out to me, describe it" (sakka devasettha tarrz me vararrz utta
marrz thiinarrz okiisarrz disa iicikkha kathehi). VAT proposes that 
because pada d includes no other noun for an adjective 
vararrz to qualify, it would be better to take vararrz itself as 
the noun meaning ua boonU and disa as meaning Uto grant, 
to bestow." This meaning is attested to in PED, s.v. disati, 
but without references. I have followed VAT's suggestion, 
though I cannot cite any other instances where vararrz is 
used in relation to disati. It is usually governed by the verb 
dadiiti, as at Vin I 278,23. 

608 The verse is particularly obscure. Spk and Spk-pt offer lit
tle more than glosses, and a translator can do little better 
than take a shot in the dark. In pada a, I regard koci as 
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equivalent to levaci (see n. 175). I read the verb in pad a b 
with Eel & 2 as jiyati, as against jivati in Be and Se; the lat
ter may have entered the text through a misunderstanding 
of the commentarial gloss. 

Spk: "The place of living without doing work is the path 
of Nibbana (kammarrz akatvii jivitatthiinarrz niima nibbiinassa 
maggo)." Spk-pt: "The 'path of Nibbana' is the path which 
serves as the means for attainment of Nibbana. " This is 
perplexing: since "work" (kamma) in the sense of exertion 
is certainly needed to attain Nibbana, the purport may be 
that with the attainment of Nibbana no more work is 
needed to attain it. The verse may also be playing upon 
two meanings of kamma, suggesting that one who attains 
Nibbana does not create further kamma, volitional action 
ripening in rebirth. 

609 The verb sobhetha, in this stock expression, has proved 
troublesome to previous translators. C.Rh.D renders it "do 
ye enhance his words" (at KS 1 :281); Horner, based on 
PED, as "let your light shine forth" (in BD 4:249, 4:498, 
5:227 = Vin I 187,23, I 349,7, II 162,15). Neither of these 
offerings captures the intended meaning. The verb-a 
middle voice, third person singular optative-always 
occurs in a context where the Buddha is speaking of a 
type of lay conduct that the bhikkhus, as renunciants, 
should be able to surpass. Hence the verb points to how 
one should act to make oneself shine, i.e., the mode of 
conduct that is fitting for one's station. 

610 This sutta is a popular paritta or protective discourse, 
included in the Maha Pirit Pota. The Northern Buddhist 
tradition has preserved versions in Tibetan and Chinese, 
translated from the Skt, and Skt fragments also have been 
found. The various versions are discussed in detail by 
Skilling, Mahii Sutras II, pp. 441-67. 

611 Spk does not gloss the compound dhajagga, but it occurs at 
AN III 89,17 foil. and is explained at Mp III 267,18 as "the 
crests of standards raised up from the backs of elephants, 
horses, etc., or from chariots." Skilling discusses the Skt 
words dhvaja and dhvajiigra at length and concludes that 
"in its early form a dhvaja was a pole surmounted by an 
emblem, carried as a military or royal symbol" (Mahii 
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Sutras II, p. 457). The emblem is the dhvajagra, the "crest of 
the standard," though it seems that over time the two 
terms came to be used almost interchangeably. Since the 
standard often also bore a flag, the word dhvaja eventually 
was transferred to the flag; this understanding of the term 
seems to be implicit in Spk's remark Oust below). Dhaja 
occurs at v. 226a. 

Spk: "The crest of Sakka's standard is raised up from his 
chariot 250 yojanas high, and when it is struck by the wind 
it gives forth the sound of a five-piece orchestra. When the 
devas look up at it, they think, 'Our.-idiig has come and 
stands by his troops like a deeply planted pillar. Of whom 
need we be afraid?' Thus they have no fear." 

612 Of these three deities, Spk says only that Pajapati is of the 
same appearance and life span as Sakka and gets the sec
ond seat, while Varu1).a and Isana respectively get the 
third and fourth seats. According to MW, Prajiipati was 
originally "lord of creatures, creator, . . .  a supreme god 
above the Vedic deities. "  Varut/a "is one of the oldest 
Vedic gods . . .  often regarded as the supreme deity." [sana 
is "one of the older names of Siva-Rudra." 

613 See n. 157. SP
.
k here says that he is the oldest of all the 

asuras. 
614 A similar incident is related at 35:248 (IV 201,18-202,4). 
615 In pada a, Be, Se, and Ee2 read pabhijjeyyu1J1, Eel pakuj

jheyyu1J1. The latter is recognized by Spk as a v.I. The dia
logue represents a contest between two opposing models 
of political leadership, with Matali advocating the princi
ple of despotic rule, Sakka the principle of benevolent 
rule. The despotic political philosophy seems more in 
keeping with the character of the asuras, and indeed in the 
following sutta Vepacitti himself proclaims the verses 
here ascribed to Matali. 

616 I translate padas cd guided by Spk's paraphrase: "Among 
the goals (or goods) which culminate in one's own good, 
there is found no other goal (or good) better than 
patience" (tesu saka-atthaparamesu atthesu khantito uttaritaro 
anno attho na vijjati). Because of the discrepancy between 
the plural sadatthaparama atthii in pada c and the singular 
verb vijjati in pada d, it seems necessary to read the norni-
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native clause in pada a as doing service for a locative or 
genitive, as Spk suggests, with a singular subject implicit. 
The only alternative would be to amend pada a to read 
singular sadatthaparamo attho, but no te�t has this reading. 
Cpo v. 854d above and v. 895d below. NaI).amoli splits the 
two padas syntactically and translates: "One's own good 
is the best of all, and there is none surpasses patience" 
(The Guide, p. 227), but this seems too free. 

Note that Sakka speaks from the perspective of mun
dane ethical values rather than from the transcendent per
spective of the Dhamma. From that perspective sadattha is 
identified with arahantship, which cannot be gained sim
ply by patience. 

617 C.Rh.D takes nicca1J1 khamati dubbalo to mean that a weak 
person must always be tolerated (see KS 1:285), but dub
balo, as nominative, is clearly the subject of khamati, not its 
object. My translation conforms to NaI).amoli's (in Minor 
Readings and Illustrator, p. 162), but was made "independ
ently. NaI).amoli's note speaks for my interpretation as 
well: "The rendering here . . .  seeks to bring out that 
patience is a necessity rather than a virtue in the weak, but 
appears as a virtue in the forbearance of the strong. The 
verse is a difficult one." 

618 Spk: Dhammaguttassa: to one who is protected by the 
Dhamma or to one who is protecting the Dhamma (dham
mena rakkhitassa dhamma1J1 va rakkhantassa). 

619 Tumhe khvettha vepacitti pubbadeva. Spk paraphrases: 
"Being the senior master long residing in the deva world, 
speak what has been transmitted to you." Spk-pt: Because 
he had arisen in this world earlier than Sakka and his ret
inue of devas, he is extolled as "the senior deva" (pubbadeva, 
lit. "former deva"). He addresses Vepacitti with plural 
forms as a sign of respect. 

Both Spk (to 11:1) and Dhp-a I 272-73 relate how Sakka 
ousted the old generation of devas and drove them out to 
the asura world; see BL 1:319. 

620 The verses of Vepacitti are identical with those of Matali 
in the preceding sutta, and Sakka's verses here are identi
cal with his own verses above. 

621 The same incident, set in a different context, is related at 
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Dhp-a 1 279 (see BL 1:323--24) and in Ja No. 31 (1 202-3). 
Ja 1 203 glosses kulavakii as supaIJIJapotakii, baby supar:u:ta 
birds, but at v. 37b the word clearly means a nest and not 
its occupants. 

Spk: As they headed towards the silk-cotton woods, the 
noise of the chariot, the horses, and the standard was like 
thunderbolts on all sides. The strong supar:u:ta birds in the 
forest fled, but those that were old, ill, and too young to 
fly were terrified and let loose a loud cry. Sakka asked, 
"What is that sound?" and Matali told him. Sakka's heart 
was shaken by compassion and he spoke the verse. 

622 Spk: As soon as Sakka said this, Vepacitti became as if 
bound by bonds on his four limbs and neck. 

623 1 read with Be: tadeva tva1Jl ma pajahasi. Eel reads pahasi, 
which gives the same sense, but Se and Ee2 have marisa 
pahasi, which yields the opposite meaning. 

624 Spk: The verse refers to four great evils (mahapapani) of the 
present aeon: (i) "the evil that comes to a liar": the evil of 
the king of Ceti, the first liar of the present aeon (see the 
Cetiya Jataka, Ja No. 422); (ii) "to a reviler of noble ones": 
evil like that of Kokalika (see 6:10); (iii) "to a betrayer of 
friends": evil like that of the betrayer of the Great Being in 
the Mahakapi Jataka (Ja No. 516); (iv) "to one without 
gratitude": the evil of an ingrate like Devadatta. 

In pada e, 1 read phusati with Se and Eel & 2, as against 
phusatu in Be. "Suja's husband" (Sujampati) is a name for 
Sakka; see 11:12 and n. 641. 

625 Neither Spk nor Spk-p� offers any help in identifying 
Verocana. At DN II 259,11 mention is made of "a hundred 
sons of (the asura) Bali, all named Veroca" (satan ca 
baliputtana1Jl sabbe Verocanamakii), on which Sv II 689,26-27 
comments: "They all bore the name of their uncle Rahu." 
This might suggest that Verocana and Rahu are identical, 
but there is no additional evidence for this. 

626 Both C.Rh.D and Geiger translate padas cd as if they were 
two independent sentences: "A purpose shines when per
fected. /Nothing forbearance doth excel." 1 go along with 
the paraphrase of Spk, which treats them as forming one 
sentence: "Among the goals (goods) that shine when 
achieved, there is no goal better than patience." 1 read 
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pada c here (and in v. 894 just above) with Se and Ee2 as 
plural: nipphannasobhino attha, as against the singular nip
phannasobhano attho of Be and Eel. Pada d here is identical 
with v. 854d and v. 877d. See n. 616. 

627 In pad a a, sabbe satta atthajatii might also have been ren
dered, "All beings are beset by needs." Spk explains: "Bent 
upon a goal means engaged in a task (atthajatii ti kiccajata); 
for there is no being at all, including dogs and jackals, that 
is not engaged in a task Even walking to and fro can be 
called a task" 

Padas cd read: Sa1!lyogaparama tveva/Sambhoga sabba
parzina1!l . The exact meaning and relevance are obscure. 
Spk interprets the line with an example-bland food may 
be made savoury when combined with various condi
ments-which construes sa1!lyoga as meaning combination 
or preparation. This seems to me unlikely. At Ja IV 
127,14-15 the couplet occurs in a context which implies that 
the meaning is association with other people; see too 
AN IV 57-58, where sa1!lyoga signifies contact or associa
tion between man and woman (sexual, but not necessarily 
coitus). I understand the syntax as parallel to that of 
Ohp 203-4, that is, "enjoyments have association as 
supreme," rather than "through association enjoyments 
become supreme," the sense proposed by Spk 

628 Apabyamato karitva (or apavyamato karitva, in Eel). CPO 
says apavyama is a v.l. for apasavya. At Ud 50,18 the expres
sion apasabyamato karitva occurs, which Ud-a 292,4 
explains as turning the left side towards a holy person as a 
sign of disrespect. 

629 Spk glosses ciradikkhitanaf!t in pada a as cirasamiidirzrza
vatiinarrz, "who have long undertaken vows." On "thou
sand-eyed" (sahassanetta) as an epithet of Sakka, see 11:12; 
though there the Pali is sahassakkha, the meaning is the 
same. The seers say this because they subscribe to the 
common belief that the devas find the smell of human 
bodies repulsive-particularly ascetics who may not bathe 
frequently (see MMali's argument at v. 932) . Sakka's reply 
conveys the same point as Ohp 54-56: the scent of virtue is 
supreme among all scents and pervades even the worlds 
of the devas. 
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630 Spk paraphrases: "The devas do not perceive anything 
repulsive in this odour of the virtuous ones; they perceive 
it as desirable, lovely, agreeable." 

631 Spk: For the most part, it is said, the battles between the 
devas and the asuras take place behind the great ocean. 
Often the asuras are defeated, and when they are fleeing 
from the devas, as they pass the hermitages of seers, they 
destroy their halls and walkways, etc.; for they believe 
that the seers are partial to Sakka and give him the coun
sel that leads to their defeat. Since the seers can repair the 
damaged facilities only with difficulty, when they heard 
that a battle 'Yas about to take place they realized they 
needed a guarantee of safety. 

The identity of Sambara is problematic. Spk identifies 
him with Vepacitti (see n. 633), but C.RhD points out (at 
KS 1 :305, n. 4) that 11:23 suggests the two are distinct, 
Sambara having been Vepacitti's predecessor as lord of 
the asuras. MW states that Sambara is a demon often men
tioned in the .J3.gveda; he was slain by Indra. For further 
discussion, see below n. 665. 

632 Pada c should be divided as in Be & Ee2: Kamankaro hi te 
datu1Jl. Spk glosses kamanJaro with icchitakaro and para
phrases: "If you want to give safety, you are able to give 
safety; if you want to give danger, you are able to give 
danger." 

633 Spk: As soon as he fell asleep, he woke up howling as 
though he had been struck from all sides by a hundred 
spears. The other asuras came to inquire about his health 
and were still consoling him when dawn arrived. From 
then on his mind became sick and trembled (citta1Jl vepati); 
hence his other name, "Vepacitti," arose. Vepati is not in 
PED, but see MW, s.v. vip > vepate. Spk-pt glosses vepati 
with kampati pavedhati. 

634 Spk glosses samattani with paripuIJIJani and samadinnani 
with gahitani. Evidently Spk assumes that samatta here is 
equivalent to Skt samapta. But the participle samatta can 
represent either Skt samapta or samatta, and from its place
ment before samadinnani in the present passage, I take 
samattiini in the latter sense. Both samatta and samadinna 
are alternative past participle formations of sam + ii + dii. 
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PEO does not mention this derivation, but only that from 
Skt samapta (and from Skt samasta, not relevant here). For 
the derivation from samatta, see Nidd I 289,16-18; for the 
derivation from samapta, see Nidd I 65,9-11. 

635 Although the form yiicayoga prevails in the Pali textual tra
dition, it is likely that the original compound was yajayoga, 
recognized as a v.l. at Vism 224,11-12 (Ppn 7:112). I trans
late on the basis of this reading, which means literally 
"devoted to sacrifice," a brahmanical notion reinterpreted 
by the Buddha to mean self-sacnfice through the practice 
of charity (see vv. 395-96). Since charity (yaja) is directed 
to supplicants (yiicaka), the variant yacayoga could have 
arisen through substitution of. object for act; see GO, 
p. 241, n. to p. 87,2. 

636 Spk (to 11:13) briefly relates how Sakka, in his existence as 
the brahmin youth Magha, went about performing deeds 
of merit at the head of a band of thirty-three friends. 
Having fulfilled his seven vows, he was reborn after death 
in the TavatiITlsa heaven along with his friends. Hence the 
name TavatiITlsa, "(heaven) of the thirty-three." See Ohp-a 
I 265-72; BL 1:315-19. Ja No. 31 tells the same story with 
the Bodhisatta-the future Buddha Gotama-in the role of 
Magha and reborn as Sakka. 

637 I read with Se and Eel & 2 pure pure dana1J1 adiisi tasma 
Purindado ti vuccati. Be has pure only once. MW (s.v. pur > 
pura1J1) gives pura1J1da and pura1J1dara as names of Indra; 
both mean "destroyer of strongholds." This explanation, 
and the following three, depend on puns almost impossi
ble to reproduce in English. 

638 Sakkaccam danam adiisi tasmii Sakko ti vuccati. 
639 The story of th� rest house (iivasatha) is at Ohp-a I 269-70; 

BL 1:317-18. 
640 Sahassam pi atthana1J1 muhuttena cinteti tasma Sahassakkho ti 

vuccati. Spk: Standing upon a single word propounded in 
regard to a thousand people or a thousand statements, he 
decides, "This one has need of this, that one has need of 
that." Spk-pt: He has a thousand wisdom-eyes. 

641 The story of how Sakka won the hand of Suja, Vepacitti's 
daughter, is told at Ohp-a I 278-79 (see BL 1:323), and 
Ja I 206. 
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642 Spk says that this pauper was the leper Suppabuddha, 
whose story is told at Ud 48-50 and, more elaborately 
with several variations, in Spk. According to the Spk ver· 
sion, in an earlier life he had been a king of BaraI).asi who 
had spitefully reviled an aged paccekabuddha. As a kam
mic result he was reborn in hell and then, through the 
residue of the evil kamma, as a poor leper in Rajagaha, 
One day, on his begging rounds, he heard the Buddha 
preach and attained stream-entry. Shortly afterwards he 
was killed by a wild cow and was reborn in the Tavatirp.sa 
heaven. 

643 Deve tavati1Jlse anunayamano. Spk does not gloss anunaya
mano, but the same expression is at AN I 143,30, where 
anunayamano is glossed by Mp II 123,19 (Be; the Ee and Se 
readings are corrupt) with anubodhayamano, "making 
understand. "  The participle also occurs in the form 
anunenti at Thi 514, where it is glossed by Thi-a 267, 8-9 
with safifiapenti, "convincing." 

644 Spk explains faith as faith arrived at via the path (maggen' 
iigatasaddhii). Good conduct built on virtue (sila1Jl kalyal,1a1Jl) is 
the noble disciple's "virtue dear to the noble ones" 
(ariyakantasila), one of the four factors of stream-entry 
(55:1), which the stream-enterer does not abandon even in 
a future existence. 

645 Spk: Each year the people of Ailga and Magadha used to 
assemble and offer a grand sacrifice of their best ghee, 
honey, molasses, etc., to Mahabrahma. Out of compassion 
Sakka appeared before them in the guise of Mahabrahma, 
led them to the Buddha, and asked him a question about 
the most fruitful type of sacrifice. 

646 In pada c, opadhika1Jl pufifia1Jl, which I render loosely as 
"merit of the mUl'ldane type," is explained by Spk as merit 
that ripens in the acquisitions (upadhivipaka1Jl pufifia1Jl), 
that is, good kamma that leads to rebirth. See the expres
sion pufifiabhiigiya upadhivepakkii at MN III 72,6 foil. 

647 The four practising the way are those on the four paths
of stream-entry, once-returning, nonreturning, and ara
hantship. The four established, J.n the fruit are those who, 
by developing the respective paths, have attained the four 
corresponding fruits. The past participle samiihito in pada d 
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might be understood to mean either "endowed with" or 
"concentrated," the latter representing the samadhi divi
sion of the path. I have taken it in the former sense, fol
lowing v. 265a, where silasamahita is glossed by Spk: silena 
samahitii samupeta. 

648 Spk: Your burden lowered (pannabharo): He has put down 
the burden of the aggregates, the defilements, and the 
volitional formations. The fifteenth of the bright lunar 
fortnight is the full-moon night. 

649 The verse is identical with his entreaty at v. 560. Neither 
Spk nor Spk-pt explains why Brahma Sahampati corrects 
Sakka. The reason may be that Sakka praises only those 
qualities of the Buddha that he shares with other arahants, 
while Brahma addresses him in his role as sattha, the 
Teacher and Master of the dispensation. The same 
exchange of verses, between Sakra and Mahabrahma, is 
recorded at Mvu III 315-16, but set at the Goatherd's 
Banyan Tree in the period immediately following the 
Buddha's enlightenment; see Jones, 3:304-5. 

650 Yassa dani kiila1J1 mafifiasi. See Manne, "On a Departure 
Formula and its Translation." The expression also occurs 
at 35:88 (IV 62,31), 35:243 (IV 183,15, 30), 44:1 (IV 379,29), 
54:9 (V 321,16-17), and 55: 6 (V 348,27); I have varied the 
rendering slightly to fit the context. 

651 Those versed in the Triple Veda are the brahmins; the Four 
Great Kings are the four divine rulers of the lowest sense
sphere heaven; the glorious Thirty are the presiding devas 
of the Tavatirp.sa heaven. The word rendered "spirit" is 
yakkha, used in a broad sense without specific reference to 
the demonic spirits. 

652 Brahmacariyapariiya1Je. Spk does not explain the exact 
sense, but I interpret it as a compressed way of saying 
"those living the holy life that has Nibbana as its destina
tion." See 48:42 (V 218,21): brahmacariya1J1 vussati nibbana
paraya1Ja1J1. 

653 Spk explains of perfect name (anomaniima1J1) in pada c thus: 
"He is of perfect name on account of names that indicate 
all his excellent qualities, for he is not deficient in any 
excellent quality. " See v. 148a and n. 99. 

654 The verse has five padas. Padas ab read: ye riigadosavinayii 
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avijjasamatikkama, which Spk paraphrases: "by the tran
scendence of ignorance, the root of the round, which con
ceals the four truths" (catusaccapa!icchadikiiya va!!amalaka
avijjaya sama tikkamena). The same lines appeared at  
v. 764ab, where, as referring to an arahant, they were 
appropriately translated as ablative in force. However, 
despite Spk's paraphrase, this would not be suitable in 
relation to trainees (sekha), who have not yet fully 
removed the lust for existence or transcended all ignorance. 
I have therefore translated them as truncated datives. 

Dismantling (apacaya) means the,undoing of the process 
that sustains the round of existence. At 22:79 (III 89,22-24) 
it is said that the noble disciple in training is dismantling 
the five aggregates, while the arahant (III 90,1l) abides 
having dismantled them (apacin itva !hito) . See too 
MN III 288,30. 

655 Stuck in a putrid body (putidehasaya). Spk: This is said 
because they stay within the putrid body of the mother 
(during the fetal stage) or because they are stuck within 
their own body. 

Those submerged inside a corpse. I read this line as in Be (in 
both text and the lemma of Spk) as nimugga kUl:tapamhete, 
with the indirect object a locative singular. Se reads 
kU/:tapasmete, using an alternative form of the locative sin
gular. Eel & 2, however, and Spk (Se) in the lemma read 
the line with the locative plural kUl:zapesv ete. Spk explains: 
"These are submerged for ten months in a corpse, namely, 
in the mother's womb." Despite this comment, it seems 
more likely that the reference is to the individual's own 
living body. 

656 Vv. 934-35 correspond in part to Thi 282-83. I take 
vv. 935-36 to be two verses of six padas each (as in Se and 
Ee2) rather than three verses of four padas each (as in Be). 

657 I read pad a a differently from the four eds., na te sa1Jl 
ko!!he osenti (the reading at Thi 283; Ee2 correctly separates 
te and sa1Jl but has openti). Spk explains: na te sa1Jl santaka1Jl 
dhaflfla1Jl kotthe pakkhipanti; "they do not place their own 
goods, property, grain in storage." Sa1Jl thus has the sense 
of "own goods"; see EV I, n. to 743 and EV II, n. to 283. 
The gloss on the verb, pakkhipanti, establishes that we 
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should read osenti rather than openti, the prevalent read
ing. Thi-a 208,21-22 glosses: na openti na patislimetvli thapenti 
tlidisassa pariggahassa abhiivato; "they do not deposit, do not 
pack up and put away, owing to the absence of any such 
possession." The corresponding verb at Mvu III 453 is 
osaranti, which Jones suggests might be amended to 
oSlirenti. Jones is also aware of the Pali form oslipenti. See 
too nn. 223 and 542 above. 

In pada c, Thi 283 reads parinitthitam as does the text 
and lemma of Thi-a. Norman prefers the latter by compar
ison with a similar verse in a Jain text (see EV II, n. to 283), 
but the explanations in both Thi-a and Spk support 
paranifthitam, the reading in all. eds. of SN. Spk: Seeking 
what has been prepared by others (paranitthitam eslinli): seek
ing out, searching out, by the practice of the alms round, 
food prepared by others, cooked in others' homes (paresa1!l 
nitthita1!l paraghare pakka1!l bhikkhlicliravattena esamlinli 
gavesamlinli; I take the genitive paresa1!l here in an instru
mental sense, which the context implies). 

Spk explains pada e: Who give good counsel (sumanta
mantino): They utter well-spoken words, saying "We will 
recite the Dhamma, undertake an ascetic practice, enjoy 
the D�athless, do the work of an ascetic ." Maintaining 
silence; of even faring (tUlJhibhiltli samaiicarli): Even though 
they might speak the Dhamma with a voice as loud as 
thunder through the three watches of the night, they are 
still said to be "maintaining silence, of even faring." Why 
so? Because they avoid all useless talk. 

658 Spk: He was a dwarf the colour of a burnt stump and with 
a pot belly. He sat down on Sakka's Yellowstone Throne 
(pa1J�ukambalasilli; see Dhp-a I 273,9-12; BL 1 :320). It is said 
that he was actually a brahma from the form realm. 
Having heard about Sakka's patience, he came in order to 
test him; for it is impossible for any malevolent spirit 
(avaruddhaka-yakkha) to infiltrate a place so well guarded. 

659 Spk: Sakka had heard from the devas: "It is impossible to 
make that yakkha budge by harsh means, but if one 
assumes a humble manner and remainS firm in patience, 
one can get him to leave." Thus he adopted this tactic. 
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660 Spk states that su, in pada a, is a mere indeclinable 
(nipatamattaf!1.), and thus we should resolve the com
pound: su upahatacitto 'mhi. Spk-pt: Sakka speaks of his 
own nature thus, "Because of the presence in me of 
patience, love, and sympathy, I am not afflicted in mind 
against others." 

Pada b is read in Be and Se as navattena suvanayo (Eel: 
navaFtena suvanayo; Ee2: n' avatte na suvanayo). Spk: He 
states: "I am not easily drawn by anger's whirl; I am not 
easily brought under the control of anger." Padas cd 
allude to the seventh of Sakka's vows (see 11:11). Spk 
explains that vo in pada c is an indeclinable. Suvanayo is 
also at v. 507b, where lust (raga) rather than anger is the lure. 

661 I read padas ab with Be and Eel & 2 :  Kuddhahaf!1. na 
pharusaf!1. brumi/Na ca dhammani kittaye. Se omits the na in 
pada a, apparently out of concern for the metre, but the 
metre can be preserved with na if we assume resolution of 
the fourth syllable. Neither Spk nor Spk-pt offers any help 
with the meaning. VAT proposes, "And I do not speak on 
Dhamma matters," but at Ja V 172,23 and 221,27 we find 
satan ca dhammani sukittitani, "the well-proclaimed quali
ties of the good," which suggests that here too the rare 
neuter plural dhammani refers to personal virtues, not to 
spiritual teachings. 

662 Spk: He was afflicted with the illness that arose at the time 
he was cursed by the group of seers; see vv. 902-3. 

663 Sambarimaya. MW has two relevant listings: sambaramaya = 

sorcery, magic; and sambari = jugglery, sorcery, illusion (as 
practised by the daitya Sambara). 

664 Spk paraphrases: "Even without the Sambari magic Sakka 
oppresses us, but if he learns it we are lost. Don't destroy 
us for the sake of your own personal welfare." 

665 As C.Rh.D points out (at KS 1 :305, n. 4), in this verse 
Vepacitti makes a distinction between Sambara and him
self. Even though Spk identifies the two, the commentator 
does not seem to be bothered by the discrepancy but para
phrases the verse: "Just as Sambara, lord of the asuras, a 
magician who practised magic, was tortured in hell for a 
hundred years, so one who applies his magic is tortured." 
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Spk-pt offers some further help with Sambara: "Sambara 
was the former head of the asuras, the originator (adi
purisa) of the asura magic." 

Spk continues: "Was Sakka able to cure him of his anger? 
Yes, he was able. How? At that time, it is said, the group 
of seers was still living. Therefore Sakka would have 
brought him to them and made him apologize, and he 
would then have become healthy. But because of his per
verse nature (vaficitatta) he did not comply but simply 
left." 

666 According to monastic discipline (Vin I 54), if one bhikkhu 
offends against another he should apologize, and the lat
ter should accept his apology. 

667 Spk offers alternative explanations of pada b: ma ca mittehi 
va jara. "Here, hi is a mere indeclinable, and the sense is: 
'Do not let decay be produced in your friendliness (tumha
karp. mittadhamme jara nama ma nibbatti).' Or else mittehi is 
an instrumental used with a locative sense, that is: 'Do not 
let decay be produced among your friends (mittesu va jara 
ma nibbatti): The meaning is: 'Do not let deterioration be 
produced in your friendships. '" It is likely that mittehi 
here is a vestigial Eastern form of the locative plural; see 
Geiger, Pali Grammar, §80.3. 

668 Spk: Nonanger (akkadha) is lovingkindness (metta) and the 
preliminary phase of lovingkindness; harmlessness 
(avihirp.sa) is compassion (karurza) and the preliminary 
phase of compassion. 
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Introduction 

The Nidanavagga, The Book of Causation, is named after its first 
saqtyutta, one of the deep royal saqtyuttas setting forth the radi
cal philosophical vision of early Buddhism. The Vagga contains 
ten saqtyuttas, of which the first takes up almost half the volume. 
The other nine deal with less weighty topics, though it is possi
ble the DJ:1atusarpyutta, which is also devoted to first principles 
of Buddhist phenomenology, was intentionally included in the 
Vagga as a "junior partner" to the Nidanasaqtyutta. While this 
hypothesis must remain unconfirmable, what is beyond doubt is 
that with this Vagga we enter upon a very different terrain from 
that traversed in the Sagathavaggcr, a terrain where precise philo
sophical exposition takes priority over literary grace, inspira
tional charm, and moral edification. 

Having used the expression "precise philosophical exposi
tion," however, I must at once qualify it in two respects. First, the 
word "philosophical" applies to the contents of these sarpyuttas 
only in the sense that they articulate a body of first principles 
which disclose the deep underlying structures of actuality, not in 
the sense that they set out to construct a systematic edifice of 
thought whose primary appeal is to the intellect. Their disclo
sures always take place within the framework laid out by the 
Four Noble Truths, which makes it clear that their primary intent 
is pragmatic, directed towards the cessation of suffering. They 
are expounded, not to delineate an intellectually satisfying sys
tem of ideas, but to make known those aspects of actuality, deep 
and hidden, that must be penetrated by wisdom to eradicate the 
ignorance at the bottom of existential suffering. The suttas are 
guidelines to seeing and understanding, signposts pointing to 
what one must see for oneself with direct insight. To regard their 
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themes as topics for intellectual entertainment and argumenta_ 
tion is to miss the point. 

Second, when I use the word "exposition," this should not 
arouse expectations that the suttas are going to provide us with 
thorough, systematic, logically progressive treatises of the type 
we find in the history of Western philosophy. Far to the contrary, 
what we are presented with is a virtual mosaic of reconnaissance 
photographs laying bare a landscape that is strange but uncanni
ly familiar. The landscape, ultimately, is our own personal expe
rience, seen in depth and with microsc9pic precision. Each sutta 
shows up this landscape from a distinctive angle. Like any photo, 
the picture given by a single sutta is necessarily limited, taken 
from a single standpoint and with a narrow point of focus, but in 
its capacity for revelation it can be stark and powerful. To make 
sense of the multiple shots offered by the suttas, following one 
another with hardly a hair's breadth of logical order, we must re
shuffle them many times, ponder them deeply, and investigate 
them closely with wisdom. To arrive at the total picture, or at 
least at a fuller picture than we possess when we approach the 
texts in a cursory way, we must consider the suttas in a given 
saql.yutta in their totality, compare them with parallel discourses 
in other saql.yuttas, and then try to fit them together, like the 
pieces in a jigsaw puzzle, into a coherent whole. This is about as 
far from systematic exposition as one can get, for the purpose is 
not to gratify the intellect with a fully articulated system but to 
awaken insight, and such an aim requires a methodology of its 
own. 

12. Nidiinasa1!lyutta 
The Nidanasaql.yutta collects into one chapter of nine vaggas 
ninety-three short suttas concerned with dependent origination 
(papicca-samuppiidn). This chapter might have even been named 
the Paticca-samuppadasaql.yuUa, but the compilers of the canon 
must have considered such a title too unwieldy and settled upon 
a more concise designation for it. The word nidiina means cause 
or source, and is sometimes used in a chain of synonyms that 
includes hetu, samudaya, and paccaya, "cause, origin, condition" 
(see ON II 57,27 foil.). The word gives its name to the longest sutta 
in the Nikayas on paticca-samuppiida, the Mahanidana Sutta (ON 
No. 15). 
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Dependent origination is one of the central teachings of early 
Buddhism, so vital to the teaching as a whole that the Buddha is 
quoted elsewhere as saying, "One who sees dependent origina
tion sees the Dharnrna, and one who sees the Dhamma sees 
dependent origination" (MN I 190,37-191,2). The ultimate pur
pose of the teaching on dependent origination is to expose the 
conditions that sustain the round of rebirths, sarytsara, so as to 
show what must be done to gain release. from the round. 
Existence within sarytsara is suffering and bondage (dukkha), and 
hence the ending of suffering requires deliverance from the 
round. To win deliverance is a matter of unravelling the causal 
pattern that underlies our bondage, a process that begins with 
understanding the causal pattern itself. It is dependent origina
tion that defines this causal pattern. 

Dependent origination is usually expounded in a sequence of 
twelve factors (dvadasanga) joined into a chain of eleven proposi
tions. In the Nidanasarpyutta this formula is cited many times. It 
is expounded in two orders: by way of origination (called anu
lorna or forward sequence), and by way of cessation (called pati
lorna or reverse sequence). Sometimes the presentation proceeds 
from the first factor to the last, sometimes it begins at the end and 
traces the chain of conditions back to the first. Other suttas pick 
up the chain somewhere in the middle and work either back
wards or forwards. We find the bare formula at 12:1, with formal 
definitions of the twelve factors in the "analysis of dependent 
origination" at 12:2. The whole formula in tum exemplifies an 
abstract structural principle of conditionality, "When this exists, 
that comes to be; with the arising of this, that arises. When this 
does not exist, that does not come to be; with the cessation of this, 
that ceases" (for references, see II, n. 14). This structural principle 
can be given different applications than those found in the for
mula of dependent origination, and indeed underlies almost 
every aspect of the Buddha's teaching, from his ideas about 
social reformation to his outline of the path to Nibbana. 

To hope to find in the Nidanasarytyutta a clear explanation of 
the sequence of conditions, as we might expect from a modem 
textbook on the subject, is to court disappointment. The formula 
preserved in the texts is stripped to the bone, perhaps serving as 
a mnemonic device, and it seems likely that the original exposi
tions on the topiC were fleshed out with elaborations that were 
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not recorded in the suttas but were transmitted orally within the 
lineage of teachers. Because the texts lack a clearcut explanation 
of the formula, modem interpreters of early Buddhism have 
sometimes devised capricious theories about its original mean
ing, theories which assume that the Buddhist tradition itself has 
muddled up the interpretation of this most basic Buddhist doc
trine. To avoid the arbitrariness and wilfulness of personal opin
ion, it seems more prudent to rely on the method of explanation 
found in the Buddhist exegetical tradition, which despite minor 
differences in details is largely the same across the spectrum of 
early Buddhist schools. Here I will give only a concise summary 
of the interpretation offered by the Pilli tradition. 

Because of (i) ignorance (avijjii); lack of direct knowledge of the 
Four Noble Truths, a person engages in volitional actions, whole
some and unwholesome activities of body, speech, and mind; 
these are (ii) the volitional formations (salikhara), in other words, 
kamma. The volitional formations sustain consciousness from 
one life to the next and determine where it re-arises; in this way 
volitional formations condition (iii) consciousness (vifiiiiilJa). 
Along with consciousness, beginning with the moment of con
ception, comes (iv) "name-and-form" (niimarupa), the sentient 
organism with its physical form (rupa) and its sensitive and cog
nitive capacities (nama). The sentient organism is equipped with 
(v) six sense bases (sa[iiyatana), the five physical sense faculties 
and the mind as organ of cognition. The sense bases allow (vi) 
contact (phassa) to occur between consciousness and its objects, 
and contact conditions (vii) feeling (vedanii). Called into play by 
feeling, (viii) craving (talJhii) arises, and when craving intensifies 
it gives rise to (ix) clinging (upiidana), tight attachment to the 
objects of desire through sensuality and wrong views. Impelled 
by one's attachments, one again engages in volitional actions 
pregnant with (x) a new existence (bhava) . At death this potential 
for new existence is actualized in a new life beginning with (xi) 
birth (jiiti) and ending in (xii) aging-and-death (jariimaratta). 

From this we can see that the traditional interpretation regards 
the twelve factors as spread out over a span of three lives, with 
ignorance and volitional formations pertaining to the past, birth 
and aging-and-death to the future, and the intermediate factors 
to the present. The segment from consciousness through feeling 
is the resultant phase of the present, the phase resulting from past 
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TABLE 4 

Dependent Origination 
according to the Pali exegetical tradition 

3 Periods 12 Factors 

past 1. ignorance 

2. volitional formations 

present 3. consciousness 

future 

The two roots 

4. name-and-form 

5. six sense bases 

6. contact 

7. feeling 

8. craving 

9. clinging 

10. existence 

11. birth 

12. aging-and-death 

1. Ignorance (from past to present) 

2. Craving (from present to future) 

The three connections 

20 Modes and 4 Groups 

5 past causes: 

1,2,8,9,10 

5 present effects: 

3,4,5,6,7 

5 present causes: 

8,9,10,1,2 

5 future effects: 

3,4,5,6,7 

1. Past causes with present effects (between 2 & 3) 

2. Present effects with present causes (between 7 & 8) 

3. Present causes with future effects (between 10 & 11) 

The three rounds 

1. The round of defilements: 1, 8, 9 

2. The round of kamma: 2, 10 (part) 

3. The round of results: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10 (part), 11, 12 

ignorance and kamma; the segment from craving through active 
existence is the kammically creative phase of the present, leading 
to renewed existence in the future. Existence is distinguished into 
two phases: one, called kamma-existence (kammabhava), belongs 
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to the causal phase of the present; the other, called rebirth-exis_ 
tence (upapattibhava), belongs to the resultant phase of the future. 
The twelve factors are also distributed into three "rounds": the 
round of defilements (kilesavatta) includes ignorance, craving, 
and clinging; the round of action (kammavatta) includes volition
al formations and kamma-existence; all the other factors belong 
to the round of results (vipakavatta). Defilements give rise to 
defiled actions, actions bring forth results, and results serve as 
the soil for more defilements. In this way the round of rebirths 
revolves without discernible beginning. 

This method of dividing up the factors should not be miscon
strued to mean that the past, present, and future factors are 
mutually exclusive. The distribution .into three lives is only an 
expository device which, for the sake of concision, has to resort 
to abstraction and oversimplification. As many of the suttas in 
the Nidanasaqtyutta show, in their dynamic operation groups of 
factors separated in the formula inevitably become intertwined. 
Thus whenever there is ignorance, then craving and clinging 
invariably come along; and whenever there is craving and cling
ing, then ignorance stands behind them. We might regard the 
twelve factors as composed of two parallel series defining a sin
gle process, the conditioned regeneration of saqtsara from with
in itself, but doing so from complementary angles. The first series 
treats ignorance as the root, and shows how ignorance leads to 
kammic activity (i.e., the volitional formations) and thence to a 
new existence consisting in the interplay of consciousness and 
name-and-form. The second series makes craving the root, and 
shows how craving leads to clinging and kammic activity (i.e., 
active existence) and thence to the production of a new existence 
that begins with birth and ends in aging and death. To join the 
two segments, the factors within name-and-form from which 
craving arises must be drawn out, and thus we get the three 
links-the six sense bases, contact, and feeling. 

The three-life interpretation of dependent origination has 
sometimes been branded a commentarial invention on the 
ground that the suttas themselves do not divide the terms up into 
different lifetimes. However, while it is true that we do not find 
in the suttas an explicit distribution of the factors into three lives, 
close examination of the variants on the standard formula lend 
strong support to the three-life interpretation. One example is 
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12:19, where ignorance and craving are first assigned jointly to a 
past life, giving rise to a new life lived in a conscious body with 
its six sense bases; and then, in the case of the fool (but not the 
wise man), ignorance and craving again function as joint causes 
in the present life to bring about renewed birth and suffering in 
the future life. A close examination of other variants in this 
saqtyutta would also establish that the series of terms extends 
over several lives. 

The opening vagga calls immediate attention to the importance 
of dependent origination with a string o(suttas showing how the 
seven Buddhas of the past, ending in "our" Buddha Gotama, 
attained perfect enlightenment by awakening to dependent orig
ination, the eye-opening discovery that ended their long search 
for the light of wisdom (12:4-10). Later the Buddha gives a more 
detailed account of his own awakening to dependent origination, 
where he illustrates his discovery of the Noble Eightfold Path 
with the beautiful parable of the ancient city (12:65). According 
to 12:20, the causal connections between the factors operate 
whether or not Buddhas arise: they are the persistent, stable, 
invariable laws of actuality. The task of a Tathagata is to discov
er them, fathom them thoroughly, and tken proclaim them to the 
world. The invariability of the causal law, and the regularity in 
the arising of Perfectly Enlightened Buddhas, are thus joined into 
a single order ultimately identical with the Dhamma itself. 

Several suttas show that dependent origination served the 
Buddha as a "teaching by the middle" (majjhena tathiigato dham
malJl deseti), enabling him to steer clear of the two extreme views 
about the human condition that have polarized reflective 
thought through the centuries. One is the metaphysical thesis of 
etemalism (sassataviida), which posits a permanent self as the 
underlying ground of personal existence, a self which, in classi
cal Indian thought, transmigrates from one life to the next while 
retaining its individual identity. The other extreme is annihila
tionism (ucchedaviida), which holds that the individual can be 
reduced to the phenomenal personality and that at death, with 
the dissolution of the body, the person is entirely cut off and 
annihilated. Both extremes pose insuperable problems, for the 
one encourages an obstinate clinging to the conditions out of 
which suffering arises while the other threatens to undermine 
ethics and to make suffering inexplicable except as the product of 
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chance. Dependent origination offers a new perspective which 
rises above the extremes. The teaching shows individual exis
tence to be constituted by a current of conditioned phenomena 
which is devoid of a metaphysical self, yet which continues from 
life to life as long as the causes that sustain it remain efficacious. 
Thereby dependent origination offers a meaningful explanation 
of the problem of suffering which avoids, on the one hand, the 
philosophical conundrums poseS. by the h}q)othesis of a perma
nent self, and on the other the dangers of ethical anarchy posed 
by annihilationism. As long as ignorance and craving remain, the 
round of rebirths continues on, kamma yields its pleasant and 
painful fruit, and the great mass of suffering accumulates. With 
their removal, and only with their removal, can a complete end 
be made to the whole round of saqlsaric suffering. 

The most elegant exposition of dependent origination as the 
"middle teaching" is without doubt the famous Kaccanagotta 
Sutta (12:15), in which the Buddha }:l.olds up this principle as an 
alternative to the extremes of existence and nonexistence. 
Dependent origination provides the key for understanding the 
arising of suffering as well as pleasure and pain (12:17, 18; see too 
12:24-26), and again for cutting through a variety of philosophi
cal antinomies adopted by the thinkers of his era (12:46-48). 

Though the twelve-factored formula of dependent origination 
is the most common expression of the doctrine, the Nidana
saqlyutta introduces a number of little-known variants that help 
to illuminate the standard version. One is a ten-factored variant 
in which ignorance and volitional formations are omitted and 
consciousness and name-and-form become mutually dependent 
(12:65). This is illustrated by the simile of two sheaves of reeds 
which support each other and collapse when either is withdrawn 
(12:67). An interesting sequence of three texts (12:38-40) speaks 
about the conditions for "the maintenance of consciousness" 
(vififiii1;lassa thitiyii), that is, how consciousness passes on to a new 
existence. The causes are said to be the underlying tendencies, 
i.e., ignorance and craving, and "what one intends and plans," 
i.e., one's volitional activities. Once consciousness becomes 
established, the production of a new existence begins, thus shoW
ing that we can proceed directly from consciousness (the usual 
third factor) to existence (the usual tenth factor). 

These variants make it plain that the sequence of factors should 
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not be regarded as a linear causal process in which each preced
ing factor gives rise to its successor through the simple exercise 
of efficient causality. The relationship among the factors is 
always one of complex conditionality rather than linear causa
tion. The conditioning function can include such diverse rela
tions as mutuality (when two factors mutually support each 
other), necessary antecedence (when one factor must be present 
for another to arise), distal efficiency (as when a remotely past 
volitional formation generates consciousness in a new life), etc. 
Moreover, by contemplating a number of variant texts side by 
side, we can see that at selected points in the series the links loop 
back in ways that reinforce the complexity of the process. Thus, 
while consciousness precedes the six sense bases in the usual for
mula, at 12:43 and 12:44 the six sense bases are shown to be con
ditions for consciousness. While consciousness normally pre
cedes craving, 12:64 makes craving (with lust and delight) the 
condition for the continuation of consciousness and volitional 
formations the condition for existence. 

The positive and negative sequences of dependent origination 
are expanded definitions of the second and third of the Four 
Noble Truths, as shown by the variant at 12:43. From the six 
internal and external sense bases, as we just saw, consciousness 
arises, and this is followed by contact, feeling, and craving, 
which is then declared to be the origin of suffering; when craving 
is abandoned, suffering stops. The next sutta, 12:44, employs a 
similar pattern to explain the origin and passing away of the 
world. This reveals dependent origination to be, not a remote 
and inaccessible metaphysical law, but a process perpetually 
underpinning our own everyday sensory experience, activated by 
our responses to the feelings arisen at the six sense bases. As the 
suttas 12:52-60 show, when attention to the objects of perception 
is driven by a thirst for gratification, craving is intensified, and 
this builds up another round of suffering. But when one learns to 
discern the danger in the objects of clinging, craving ceases, 
bringing the subsequent factors to a standstill. 

In several suttas the formula for dependent origination is inte
grated with another doctrinal paradig!n, that of the four nutri
ments (ahara). These are the four strong supports for sentient 
existence, namely, edible food (for the body), contact (for feeling), 
mental volition (for the production of renewed existence), and 
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consciousness (for name-and-form). The ideas of nutrition and 
conditionality closely correspond, both implying the contingency 
and insubstantiality of all phenomena of existence. Hence it is 
natural for the formula of the four nutriments to be grafted on to 
an exposition of dependent origination. In 12:12, in relation to the 
nutriments, the Buddha repeatedly rejects questions that imply 
the presence of a substantial subject or agent behind the process 
of experience. The conditioning factors themselves constitute the 
ongoing flow of experience" with no need to posit a permanent 
self as the "someone" at the receiving end of feeling and percep
tion, or at the instigating end of action. 12:63, entirely devoted to 
the four nutriments with no explicit mention made of dependent 
origination, introduces four thought-provoking similes to expose 
the dangers in the four nutriments and to inspire a sense of 
revulsion towards the whole process of nutrition. Because at least 
three of the four nutriments are internal to the sentient organism 
itself, the teaching of the four nutriments implies, at a v.ery deep 
level, that sentient existence not only requires nutriment from 
outside but is itself a self-sustaining process of nutrition. 

One variant in this sarpyutta stands in a class of its own. This 
is the short but pithy Upanisa Sutta (12:23), which shows that the 
same principle of conditionality that underlies the movement of 
sarpsara also undergirds the path to liberation. Each stage of the 
path arises with its predecessor as a condition or proximate 
cause, all the way from the initial act of faith to the final knowl
edge of deliverance. This presentation of the doctrine has some
times been called "transcendental dependent origination." 

Since the round is propelled by craving, and craving is nurtured 
by ignorance, to break the forward movement of the series igno
rance must be replaced by knowledge. With the removal of igno
rance all the factors that flow from it-craving, clinging, and kam
mic activity-come to a halt, bringing to an end the round of 
rebirths with all its attendant suffering. From one angle, as is often 
shown in the Nidanasarpyutta, ignorance means not knowing the 
dependently arisen phenomena, their origin, their cessation, and 
the way to their cessation (12:14, 49, etc.). Thus the ignorance at 

the heud of the causal series, the ignorance which sustains the for
ward movement of dependent origination, is nothing other than 
ignorance about dependent origination itself. From this it folloWS 
that the knowledge needed to bring dependent origination to a 
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stop is just knowledge of how dependent origination works. 
Several important suttas in the NidanasaI1lyutta make it clear 

that dependent origination is not merely an explanatory princi
ple to be accepted on trust but an essential component of the 
knowledge needed to reach the end of suffering. Often the 
Buddha states that the connections among the factors are to be 
directly known, both by way of origination and by way of cessa
tion. They are thus not merely aspects of theory but the content 
of intuitive insight. To gain this knowledge is to acquire the right 
view of a noble disciple who has personally seen the truth of the 
Dhamma and entered the path of a trainee (sekha), one bound to � 
reach the Deathless in seven more lives at most, without ever 
falling away. Direct knowledge of dependent origination is not 
the unique mark of the arahant-a widespread misconception
but an achievement already reached by the stream-enterer on 
making "the breakthrough to the Dhamma" (dhammiibhisamaya). 
The noble disciple's knowledge of dependent origination has 
two aspects: one is a direct perception of the relationships 
between each pair of factors in the present; the other, an inferen
tial knowledge that this fixed order of phenomena holds invari
ably in the past and future, so that anyone who comprehends 
dependent origination must comprehend it in exactly the same 
way that the noble disciple has comprehended it (see 12:33-34). 
Once the stream-enterer gains this knowledge, attainment of the 
final goal is irrevocably assured, as is clear from 12:41 and from 
the paragraph concluding 12:27, 28, and 49-50. 

Towards the end of this chapter, in 12:70 we read the story of 
the wanderer Susima, who entered the order as a "thief of 
Dhamma" intending to learn the Buddha's teaching to gain 
advantages for his own company of followers. On being sub
jected to a catechism by the Buddha on the five aggregates and 
dependent origination, he underwent a genuine change of heart 
and confessed his evil intentions. This sutta introduces a class of 
arahants described as "liberated by wisdom" (paiiiiiivimutta), 
who have won the final goal by understanding the Dhamma 
without gaining the supernormal powers or the formless medi
tations. The sutta also makes it clear that knowledge of the true 
nature of phenomena, i.e., of the five aggregates and dependent 
origination, precedes knowledge of Nibbana. 

The Nidanasal!lyutta closes with two vaggas cast as repetition 
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series. Vagga VIII applies the four-truth template of the "ascetics 
and brahmins" paradigm to each factor of the standard formula 
(excluding ignorance, implicitly included as the condition for 
volitional formations). Vagga IX is an "incorporated repetition 
series/' because each sutta incorporates all eleven factors along 
with their conditions into an abbreviated text. It is thus implied 
that each sutta could be "unpacked" by taking each factor with 
its condition as the subject of a separate sutta, so that the total 
number of suttas in the vagga would increase from twelve to 132. 

13. Abhisamayasa1!lyutta 

This saITlyutta contains only eleven &Juttas without division into 
vaggas. Strangely, the Sinhala edition of SN and its commentary 
do not count it as a separate saITlyutta but treat it as a vagga with
in the NidanasaITlyutta. This seems difficult to justify, as the sut
tas make no mention of dependent origination nor do they allude 
to the chain of causation. Perhaps the Sinhalese redactors includ
ed it in the NidanasaITlyutta because the disciple's breakthrough 
to stream-entry comes about through the realization of dependent 
origination. As an explanation, however, this seems inadequate 
when the suttas do not explicitly mention dependent origination. 

The purpose of this saITlyutta is to extol the breakthrough to 
the Dhamma (dhammabhisamaya), also called the obtaining of the 
vision of the Dhamma (dhammacakkhupatilabha), the event that 
transforms a person into a noble disciple at the minimum level of 
stream-enterer. The stream-enterer is one who has obtained the 
transcendental path leading to Nibbana and is bound to put an 
end to saITlsaric wandering after seven more lives at most, all 
lived in either the heavens or the human world. The first ten sut
tas are all moulded on the same pattern: the Buddha first con
trasts two obviously incommensurate quantities and then com
pares this disparity with that between the amount of suffering 
the noble disciple has eliminated and the amount that still 
remains in the maximum span of seven lives. The last sutta dif
fers in the terms of comparison: here the contrast is between the 
achievements of the non-Buddhist ascetics and the achievement 
of the noble disciple who has made the breakthrough, the latter 
being immensely greater than the former. 
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14. Dhatusa1Jlyutta 

This sarp.yutta consists of thirty-nine suttas, arranged into four 
vaggas, all concerned in some way with elements. The word "ele
ments" (dhtitu) is applied to several quite disparate groups of 
phenomena, and thus the suttas in this chapter fall into separate 
clusters with nothing in common but their concern with entities 
called elements. The four vaggas could not be neatly divided into 
decads each devoted to a different group of elements, for the 
number of suttas to be included in the middle two vaggas did not 
allow for this. 

The first vagga deals with eighteen elements that make up one 
of the major models of phenomenological analysis used in the 
Nikayas, often mentioned alongside the five aggregates and the 
six internal and external sense bases. The eighteen elements fall 
into six triads: sense faculties, objects, and corresponding types 
of consciousness. The denotations of the first five triads seem 
obvious enough, but unclarity surrounds the last, the triad of 
mind (mana), mental phenomena (dhammii), and mind-conscious
ness (manovififiii1J-a). Strangely, the Nikayas themselves do not 
explain the precise referents of these three elements or the nature 
of their relationship. This is first done in the Abhidhamma 
Pitaka. In the developed systematic version of the Abhidhamma, 
the mind element is a simpler type of cognitive act than the 
mind-consciousness element, to which is assigned the more 
advanced cognitive operations. The mental phenomena element 
denotes not only objects of mind-consciousness, but also the 
mental factors that accompany consciousness, included in the 
aggregates of feeling, perception, and volitional formations (for 
details see n. 224). 

This first vagga is divided into two "pentads" (paficakn): an 
"internal pentad," which takes the sense faculties as the point of 
departure; and an "external pentad," which begins with the 
objects. The first sutta really belongs to neither set, as it merely 
enumerates the eighteen elements. The internal series, which 
starts with 14:2, shows how successive mental functions-first 
contact and then feeling-arise in dependence on their predeces
sors in a fixed order which cannot be inverted. In the external 
pentad the same mode of treatment is applied to the mental func
tions that relate more specifically to the objects; the chain here is 
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more complex and the internal relationships in need of explanation. 
The explanations offered by the commentary are intended to square 
apparent irregularities with patterns of relationship accepted as 
authoritative by the age of the commentators. It is an open ques
tion whether these explanations reflect the understanding of the 
elements held in the earliest phase of Buddhist thought. 

The second vagga opens with three suttas on miscellaneous 
types of elements, not highly systematized. Then there follows a 
long series of suttas, 14:14-29, in which the word "element" is 
used in the sense of personal disposition. With respect to numer
ous contrasting qualities, good and bad, the point is made that 
people come together because of personal affinities rooted in 
these qualities. One memorable sutta·in this group shows each of 
the Buddha's leading disciples walking in the company of fellow 
monks who share his field of interest; even Devadatta, the mis
creant in the Sangha, has his own entourage made up of those 
with evil wishes (14:15). 

The fourth vagga focuses upon the four primary elements of 
physical form: earth, water, heat, and air. The suttas in this vagga 
are all moulded upon templates, including the gratification triad 
and the ascetics and brahmins series discussed in the General 
Introduction (see above, p. 38). 

15. Anamataggasa1p.yutta 

The Anamataggasarp.yutta, "On Without Discoverable 
Beginning," is so called because its theme is the unbounded tem
poral extent of sarp.sara. The precise meaning of the phrase ana
matagga is uncertain, the term itself differing in the texts of the 

early Buddhist schools, but the idea it is intended to suggest is 
conveyed well enough by the second sentence of the opening 
homily: that a first point of the round of rebirths cannot be dis
cerned. The underlying purpose of this sarp.yutta is to situate the 
Buddha's teaching of liberation against its cosmic background by 
underscoring the immeasurable mass of suffering we have expe
rienced while wandering from life to life in unbounded time, 
"hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving." . 

In sutta after sutta the Buddha illustrates the vastness of saq1Sanc 

suffering with awe-inspiring similes, always drawing the 

inevitable conclusion that we have experienced the suffering of 
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repeated birth and death long enough and it is time to strive for 
ultimate freedom. Four suttas illustrate, by means of memorable 
similes, the duration of a cosmic aeon (kappa), of which countless 
numbers have elapsed (15:5-8). Sutta 15:10 reinforces the point 
with its image of the heap of bones one person leaves behind in 
the course of a single aeon. Particularly stirring is the discourse 
to the thirty bhikkhus from Pava, on the frightful dangers of 
saqtsara, a sutta powerful enough to bring all of them to the real
ization of arahantship right on tl1'e spot (15:13). The final sutta in 
the chapter gives us a retrospective overview of the epochs dur
ing which three past Buddhas lived, with some information 
about conditions of human life during their dispensations. 

16. KassapaSar!lyutta 

Mahakassapa, Kassapa the Great, was named by the Buddha the 
most eminent disciple in the observance of the ascetic practices 
(AN I 23,20). Though he did not accompany the Master as regu
larly as many of the other close disciples did, the Buddha had the 
highest regard for Kassapa and often spoke in his praise. According 
to the Cullavagga (Vin II 284-85), after the Buddha's parinibbana 
Mahakassapa became the foster father of the newly orphaned 
Sangha and took the initiative in convening a council of elders to 
rehearse the Dhamma and Discipline. This was a necessary 
measure to preserve the Buddha's dispensation for posterity. 

This saqtyutta brings together thirteen suttas featuring the 
great disciple. Though they offer us glimpses into Mahakassapa's 
role in the Sangha and a sharply sketched portrait of his person
ality, their underlying purpose is not so much to preserve biog
raphical information as it is to hold up Mahakassapa as a role 
model for the monks to emulate. In the first sutta the Buddha 
extols him for his simplicity and frugality and enjoins the monks 
to imitate him in this respect (16:1). He dwells detached and 
equanimous, yet is also imbued with compassion, sympathy, and 
tender concern for householders (16:3, 4). He continues to 
observe the ascetic practices even in old age, for his own happi
ness and to set an example for future generations (16:5). The 
Buddha often asked Kassapa to exhort the bhikkhus, but on three 
occasions he refuses because the bhikkhus are no longer open to 
instruction (16:6--8). This introduces a theme that comes to a 
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crescendo in 16:13: the Buddha's dispensation is already starting 
to decline, and the cause is not external but internal, namely, cor
ruption within the Sangha. In 16:9 the Buddha applauds Kassapa 
for his mastery over the meditative attainments and the direct 
know ledges, and in 16:10-11 we are given closeup shots of 
Kassapa's sometimes stressful relationship with Ananda. Though 
his attitude towards the gentle Ananda seems too stem, we must 
remember that it was through Kassapa's prodding that Ananda 
put forth the effort to win arahantship before the First Buddhist 
Council. In 16:11 Kassapa relates the story of his first meeting 
with the Buddha, which culminated in an exchange of robes with 
the Master. This was an honour not bestowed on any other 
bhikkhu, and presaged Mahakassapq's future role as a leader of 
the Sangha. 

1 7. Labhasakkarasa1J1yutta 

The life of a bhikkhu requires the renunciation of sensual pleas
ures and detachment from the normal round of satisfactions pro

vided by family, livelihood, and an active role in civil society. 
Precisely because he has dedicated himself to a life of austerity 
and spiritual self-cultivation, the bhikkhu is liable to be regarded 
prematurely as a holy man and to be showered with gifts, hon
our, and praise, especially by pious but ingenuous lay devotees 
in quest of merit. For an unwary bhikkhu the gains and honour 
that may unexpectedly pour down on him can cast a spell more 
subtle and seductive even than the lure of the senses. The 
bhikkhu interprets the gain and honour as an index of his spiri
tual worth; the praises sung over his name can inflate his ego to 
dizzying heights. Thus from gain and honour there may arise 
conceit, self-exaltation, and contempt for others-all stumbling 
blocks along the path to the "unsurpassed security from bondage." 

To protect the bhikkhus from losing sight of their goal, the 
Buddha often warned them about the dangers in gain, honour, 
and praise. The present saI!lyutta collects forty-three suttas on 
this theme. The tone of the discourses is unusually grave: one 
attached to gain and honour is like a fish caught on a baited 
hook, like a turtle hit by a harpoon, like a goat caught in a thorny 

briar patch (17:2-4). Even a man who earlier would not tell a 
deliberate lie to save his life might later lie to win gain and hon-
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our (17:19), and some would even sacrifice their mother for such 
rewards (17:37). But humour is not lacking: one text compares 
the monk revelling in his gain and honour to a dung beetle rev
elling in a heap of dung (17:5). The last vagga exhibits Devadatta 
as a notorious example of one who fell away from the spiritual 
life owing to hunger for gain, honour, and praise. 

18. Rtlhulasa1pyutta 

Rahula was the Buddha's son, born shortly before he left the 
household life to embark on his quest for enlightenment. When 
the Buddha returned to his native city of Kapilavatthu in the first 
year after the enlightenment, he had Rahula ordained as a 
novice, and thereafter often gave him instruction. Three longer 
suttas to Rahula are found in the Majjhima Nikaya (MN Nos. 61, 
62, and 147, the latter identical with SN 35:121). The Rahula
saqlyutta collects twenty-two short texts arranged in two vaggas. 
The first ten explain the three characteristics in relation to ten 
groups of phenomena: the six internal sense bases; the six exter
nal sense bases; the six classes each of consciousness, contact, 
feeling, perception, volition, and craving; the six elements; and 
the five aggregates. They are addressed to Rahula in response to 
a request for instruction. The first ten suttas of the second vagga 
show the Buddha speaking the same ten suttas to Rahula, but 
this time on his own initiative. Two additional suttas give 
instructions on how to eradicate the sense of "I" and "mine" and 
the tendency to conceit. 

19. Lakkhm:zasa1!lyutta 

Although this saqlyutta is named after the elder Lakkha1).a, his 
role is to serve as a foil for Mahamoggallana, the disciple who 
excelled in the exercise of psychic powers. Each sutta is con
structed according to the same format, in which Moggallana 
describes the sufferings of a peta or tormented spirit, whom he 
has seen with supernormal vision, and the Buddha confirms the 
truth of his vision, giving an explanation of the kammic cause 
that underlies such misery. Here, as in the printed editions of the 
Pali text, the first sutta alone is given in full and thereafter only 
the variations are recorded. The last five suttas deliver a stem 
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message to miscreant monks and nuns, perhaps reflecting modes 
of misbehaviour that were becoming increasingly manifest in the 
Sangha. 

20. Opammasa1Jlyutta 

This saI!lyutta contains twelve suttas touching on miscellaneous 
topics mostly related to the training of the bhikkhus. Though the 
topics are diverse, each sutta incorporates an extended simile 
and it is on this basis that they are brought together into one 
saI!lyutta. The themes that emerge include the rarity of human 
birth, the blessings of developing lovingkindness, the imperma
nence of life, and the need for constant diligence. In this collec
tion we also find the Buddha's prophecy of how the Dhamma 
will decline when the bhikkhus neglect the deep suttas dealing 
with emptiness in favour of works composed by poets "with 
beautiful words and phrases." 

21. Bhikkhusa1JlYldta 

This saI!lyutta collects twelve miscellaneous suttas spoken by or 
about individual bhikkhus. It is noteworthy that, apart from the 
first two texts, all the others contain verses, and this arouses sus
picion that the saI!lyutta originally belonged to the Sagatha
vagga. Indeed, in the Chinese translation of the SaI!lyuktagama, 
the BhikkhusaI!lyutta is found in the Sagathavagga, coming just 
before the BhikkhunisaI!lyutta. Perhaps at some point in the 
transmission of the Pali version the redactors added two verse
less suttas on Moggallana and Sariputta, and then, in conse
quence, had to transpose the whole saI!lyutta from Part I to Part 
II. In the midst of the suttas on famous elders there is one 
addressed to an otherwise unknown bhikkhu named Elder (a fic
titious name?) offering pithy instruction on the real meaning of 
solitude. 



[1] PART II: The Book of Causation (Nidanavagga) 

Homage to the Blessed One, 
the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One 

Chapter I 

12 Nidanasa1!lyutta 

Connected Discourses on Causation 

1. THE BUDDHAS 

1 (1) Dependent Origination 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwell
ing at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, AnathapiI).c;lika's Park. There the 
Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus!" 

"Venerable sir!" those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said 
this: 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you dependent origination. Listen to 
that and attend closely, I will speak." -"Yes, venerable sir," those 
bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said this: 

1/ And what, bhikkhus, is dependent origination? With igno
rance as condition, volitional formations [come to be];l with voli
tional formations as condition, consciousness; with conscious
ness as condition, name-and-form; with name-and-form as con
dition, the six sense bases; with the six sense bases as condition, 
contact; with contact as condition, feeling; with feeling as condi
tion, craving; with craving as condition, clinging; with clinging 
as condition, existence; with existence as condition, birth; with 
birth as condition, aging-and-death, sorrow, lamentation, pain, 
displeasure, and despair come to be. Such is the origin of thiE 
whole mass of suffering. This, bhikkhus, is called dependenl 
origination. 

533 
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"But with the remainderless fading away and cessation of 
ignorance comes cessation of volitional formations; [2] with the 
cessation of volitional formations, cessation of consciousness· 
with the cessation of consciousness, cessation of name-and-form; 
with the cessation of name-and-form, cessation of the six sense 
bases; with the cessation of the six sense bases, cessation of con
tact; with the cessation of contact, cessation of feeling; with the 
cessation of feeling, cessation of craving; with,. the cessation of 
craving, cessation of clinging; with the cessation of clinging, ces
sation of existence; with the cessation of existence, cessation of 
birth; with the cessation of birth, aging-and-death, sorrow, 
lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair cease. Such is the ces
sation of this whole mass of suffering." 

This is what the Blessed One said. Elated, those bhikkhus 
delighted in the Blessed One's statement. 

2 (2) Analysis of Dependent Origination 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you dependent origination 
and I will analyse it for you. Listen to that and attend closely, I 
will speak." 

"Yes, venerable sir, " those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One 
said this: 

"And what, bhikkhus, is dependent origination? With igno
rance as condition, volitional formations [come to be]; with voli
tional formations, consciousness . .. (as in preceding sutta) . . . Such 
is the origin of this whole mass of suffering. 

II And what, bhikkhus, is aging-and-death? The aging of the 
various beings in the various orders of beings, their growing old, 
brokenness of teeth, greyness of hair, wrinkling of skin, decline 
of vitality, degeneration of the faculties: this is called aging. [3] 
The passing away of the various beings from the various orders 
of beings, their perishing, breakup, disappearance, mortality, 
death, completion of time, the breakup of the aggregates, the lay
ing down of the carcass: this is called death. 2 Thus this aging and 
this death are together called aging-and-death. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is birth? The birth of the various beings 
into the various orders of beings, their being born, descent [into 
the womb], production, the manifestation of the aggregates, the 

obtaining of the sense bases. This is called birth.3 
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"And what, bhikkhus, is existence? There are these three kinds 
of existence: sense-sphere existence, form-sphere existence, form
less-sphere existence. This is called existence.4 

"And what, bhikkhus, is clinging? There are these four kinds of 
clinging: clinging to sensual pleasures, clinging to views, cling
ing to rules and vows, clinging to a doctrine of self. This is called 
clinging.s 

"And what, bhikkhus, is craving? There are these six classes of 
craving: craving for forms, craving for sounds, craving for 
odours, craving for tastes, craving for tactile objects, craving for 

mental phenomena. This is called craving. 
"And what, bhikkhus, is feeling? There are these six classes of 

feeling: feeling born of eye-contact, feeling born of ear-contact, 

feeling born of nose-contact, feeling born of tongue-contact, feel
ing born of body-contact, feeling born of mind-contact. This is 
called feeling. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is contact? There are these six classes of 
contact: eye-contact, ear-contact, nose-contact, tongue-contact, 
body-contact, mind-contact. This is called contact. 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the six sense bases? The eye base, the 
ear base, the nose base, the tongue base, the body base, the mind 
base. These are called the six sense bases. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is name-and-form? Feeling, perception, 
volition, contact, attention: this is called name. The four [4] great 
elements and the form derived from the four great elements: this 
is called form. Thus this name and this form are together called 
name-and-form.6 

"And what, bhikkhus, is consciousness? There are these six 
classes of consciousness: eye-consciousness, ear-consciousness, 
nose-consciousness, tongue-consciousness, body-consciousness, 
mind -consciousness. This is called consciousness. 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the volitional formations? There are 
these three kinds of volitional formations: the bodily volitional 
formation, the verbal volitional formation, the mental volitional 
formation. These are called the volitional formations? 

"And what, bhikkhus, is ignorance? Not knowing suffering, 
not knowing the origin of suffering, not knowing the cessation of 
suffering, not knowing the way leading to the cessation of suf
fering. This is called ignorance.s 

"Thus, bhikkhus, with ignorance as condition, volitional for-
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mations [come to be]; with volitional formations as condition 
consciousness . . . .  Such is the origin of this whole mass of suffer� 
ing. But with the remainderless fading away and cessation of 
ignorance comes cessation of volitional formations; with the ces
sation of volitional formations, cessation of consciousness . . . .  
Such is  the cessation of this whole mass of suffering."9 

3 (3) The Two Ways 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you the wrong way and the 
right way. Listen to that and attend closely, I will speak." 

"Yes, venerable sir," those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One 
said this: 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the wrong way? With ignorance as con
dition, volitional formations [come to be]; with volitional forma
tions as condition, consciousness . . . . Such is the origin of this whole 
mass of suffering. This, bhikkhus, is called the wrong way. [5] 

" And what, bhikkhus, is the right way? With the remainderless 
fading away and cessation of ignorance comes cessation of voli
tional formations; with the cessation of volitional formations, 
cessation of consciousness . . . .  Such is the cessation of this whole 
mass of suffering. This, bhikkhus, is called the right way." 

4 (4) Vipassi 

At Savatthi.lO 

"Bhikkhus, before his enlightenment, while he was still a 
bodhisatta,l1 n�t yet fully enlightened, it occurred to Vipassi, the 
Blessed One, the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One:12 'Alas, 
this world has fallen into trouble, in that it is born, ages, and dies, 
it passes away and is reborn, yet it does not understand the 
escape from this suffering [headed by] aging-and-death. When 

now will an escape be discerned from this suffering [headed by] 

aging-and-death?' . . .  [6-9] ' "  
"'Cessation, cessation' -thus, bhikkhus, in regard to things 

unheard before there arose in the Bodhisatta Vipassi vision, 

knowledge, wisdom, true knowledge, and light." 

5 (5) Sikhi 



6 (6) Vessabhu 

7 (7) Kakusandha 

8 (8) KOlJiigamana 

9 (9) Kassapa 

[10] 
10 (10) Gotama the Great Sakyan Sage 

(i. Origination) 
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"Bhikkhus, before my enlightenment, while I was still a bodhisatta, 
not yet fully enlightened, it occurred to me: 'Alas, this world has 
fallen into trouble, in that it is born, ages, and dies, it passes away 
and is reborn, yet it does not understand the escape from this suf
fering [headed by] aging-and-death. When now will an escape be 
discerned from this suffering [headed by] aging-and-death?' 

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: 'When what exists does 
aging-and-death come to be? By what is aging-and-death condi
tioned?' Then, bhikkhus, through careful attention, there took 
place in me a breakthrough by wisdom:13 'When there is birth, 
aging-and-death comes to be; aging-and-death has birth as its 
condition. '14 

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: 'When what exists does 
birth come to be? By what is birth conditioned?' Then, bhikkhus, 
through careful attention, there took place in me a breakthrough 
by wisdom: 'When there is existence, birth comes to be; birth has 
existence as its condition.' 

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: 'When what exists does 
existence come to be? By what is existence conditioned?' Then, 
bhikkhus, through careful attention, there took place in me a 
breakthrough by wisdom: 'When there is clinging, existence 
comes to be; existence has clinging as its condition.' 

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: 'When what exists does 
clinging come to be? By what is clinging conditioned?' Then, 
bhikkhus, through careful attention, there took place in me a 
breakthrough by wisdom: 'when there is craving, clinging comes 
to be; clinging has craving as its condition.' 

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: 'When what exists does 
craving come to be? By what is craving conditioned?' Then, 
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bhikkhus, · through careful attention, there took place in me a 
breakthrough by wisdom: 'When there is feeling, craving comes 
to be; craving has feeling as its condition.' 

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: 'When what exists does 
feeling corne to be? By what is feeling conditioned?' Then, 
bhikkhus, through careful attention, there took place in me a 
breakthrough by wisdom: 'When there is contact, feeling comes 
to be; feeling has contact i}S its condition.' 

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: 'When what exists does con
tact come to be? By what is contact conditioned?' Then, bhikkhus, 
through careful attention, there took place in me a breakthrough 
by wisdom: 'When there are the six sense bases, contact comes to 
be; contact has the six sense bases as its condition.' 

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: 'When what exists do the 
six sense bases corne to be? By what are the six sense bases con
ditioned?' Then, bhikkhus, through careful attention, there took 
place in me a breakthrough by wisdom: 'When there is name
and-form, the six sense bases come to be; the six sense bases have 
name-and-form as their condition.' 

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: 'When what exists does 
name-and-form corne to be? By what is name-and-form condi
tioned?' Then, bhikkhus, through careful attention, there took 
place in me a breakthrough by wisdom: 'When there is con
sciousness, name-and-form comes to be; name-and-forrn has 
consciousness as its condition.' 

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: 'When what exists does 
consciousness corne to be? By what is consciousness condi
tioned?' Then, bhikkhus, through careful attention, there took 
place in me a breakthrough by wisdom: 'When there are voli
tional formations, consciousness comes to be; consciousness has 
volitional formations as its condition.'lS 

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: 'When what exists do voli
tional formations corne to be? By what are volitional formations 
conditioned?' Then, bhikkhus, through careful attention, there 
took place in me a breakthrough by wisdom: 'When there is igno
rance, volitional formations corne to be; volitional formations 
have ignorance as their condition.' 

"Thus with ignorance as condition, volitional formations 
[come to be]; with volitional formations as condition, conscious
ness . . . . Such is the origin of this whole mass of suffering. 
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"'Origination, origination' -thus, bhikkhus, in regard to things 
unheard before there arose in me vision, knowledge, wisdom, 
true knowledge, and light.16 

(ii. Cessation) 
"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: 'When what does not exist 
does aging-and-death not come to be? With the cessation of what 
does the cessation of aging-and-death come about?' Then, 
bhikkhus, through careful attention, there took place in me a 
breakthrough by wisdom: 'When there is no birth, aging-and
death does not come to be; with the cessation of birth comes ces
sation of aging-and-death.' 

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: [11] 'When what does not 
exist does birth not come to be? By the cessation of what does the 
cessation of birth come about?' Then, bhikkhus, through careful 
attention, there took place in me a breakthrough by wisdom: 
'When there is no existence, birth does not come to be; with the 
cessation of existence comes cessation of birth: . . .  'When there is 
no clinging, existence does not come to be; with the cessation of 
clinging comes cessation of existence: . . .  'When there is no crav
ing, clinging does not come to be; with the cessation of craving 
comes cessation of clinging.' . . .  'When there is no feeling, craving 
does not come to be; with the cessation of feeling comes cessation 
of craving.' . . .  'When there is no contact, feeling does not come to 
be; with the cessation of contact comes cessation of feeling.' . . .  
'When there are no six sense bases, contact does not come to be; 
with the cessation of the six sense bases comes cessation of con
tact.' . . .  'When there is no name-and-form, the six sense bases do 
not come to be; with the cessation of name-and-form comes ces
sation of the six sense bases.' . . .  'When there is no consciousness, 
name-and-form does not come to be; with the cessation of con
sciousness comes cessation of name-and-form.' . . .  'When there 
are no volitional formations, consciousness does not come to be; 
with the cessation of volitional formations comes cessation of 
consciousness.' . . .  'When there is no ignorance, volitional forma
tions do not come to be; with the cessation of ignorance comes 
cessation of volitional formations: 

"Thus with the remainderless fading away and cessation of 
ignorance comes cessation of volitional formations; with the ces
sation of volitional formations, cessation of consciousness . . . .  
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Such is the cessation of this whole mass of suffering. 
"'Cessation, cessation'-thus, bhikkhus, in regard to things 

unheard before there arose in me vision, knowledge, wisdom, 
true knowledge, and light." 

II. NUTRIMENT 

1 1  (1) Nutriment 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, AnathapU:t9.ika's Park. .  . .  

"Bhikkhus, there are these four kinds of nutriment for the 
maintenance of beings that have alr�ady come to be and for the 
assistance of those about to come to be.17 What four? The nutri
ment edible food, gross or subtle; se(:ond, contact; third, mental 
volition; fourth, consciousness. These are the four kinds of nutri
ment for the maintenance of beings that have already come to be 
and for the assistance of those about to come to be. IS 

"Bhikkhus, these four kinds of nutriment have what as their 
source, [12] what as their origin, from what are they born and 
produced? These four kinds of nutriment have craving as their 
source, craving as their origin; they are born and produced from 
craving. 19 

"And this craving has what as its source, what as its origin, 
from what is it born and produced? This craving has feeling as its 
source, feeling as its origin; it is born and produced from feeling. 

"And this feeling has what as its source . . .  ? Feeling has contact 
as its source . . . . And this contact has what as its source . . .  ? 
Contact has the six sense bases as its source . . . .  And these six 
sense bases have what as their source . . .  ? The six sense bases have 
name-and-form as their source . . . . And this name-and-form has 
what as its source . . .  ? Name-and-form has consciousness as its 
source . . . . And this consciousness has what as its source . . .  ? 
Consciousness has volitional formations as its source . . . .  And 
these volitional formations have what as their source, what as 
their origin, from what are they born and produced? Volitional 
formations have ignorance as their source, ignorance as their ori
gin; they are born and produced from ignorance. 

"Thus, bhikkhus, with ignorance as condition, volitional for
mations [come to be]; with volitional formations as condition, 
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consciousness . . . .  Such is the origin of this whole mass of suffer
ing. But with the remainderless fading away and cessation of 
ignorance comes cessation of volitional formations; with the ces
sation of volitional formations, cessation of consciousness . . . .  
Such is  the cessation of  this whole mass of  suffering." 

12 (2) Mo!iyaphagguna 

At Savatthi. [13] "Bhikkhus, there are these four kinds of nutri-
-, ment for the maintenance of beings that have already come to be 

and for the assistance of those about to come to be. What four? 
The nutriment edible food, gross or subtle; second, contact; third, 
mental volition; fourth, consciousness. These are the four kinds 
of nutriment for the maintenance of beings that have already 
come to be and for the assistance of those about to come to be."2o 

When this was said, the Venerable MoFyaphagguna said to the 
Blessed One: "Venerable sir, who consumes the nutriment con
sciousness?"21 

"Not a valid question," the Blessed One replied. "I do not say, 
'One consumes.'22 If I should say, 'One consumes,' in that case 
this would be a valid question: 'Venerable sir, who consumes?' 
But I do not speak thus. Since I do not speak thus, if one should 
ask me, 'Venerable sir, for what is the nutriment consciousness [a 
condition]?'23 this would be a valid question. To this the valid 
answer is: 'The nutriment consciousness is a condition for thE 
production of future renewed existence.24 When that which has 
come into being exists, the six sense bases [come to be];25 with the 
six sense bases as condition, contact.'" 

"Venerable sir, who makes contact?" 
"Not a valid question," the Blessed One replied. "I do not say, 

'One makes contact.' If I should say, 'One makes contact,' in that 
case this would be a valid question: 'Venerable sir, who makes 
contact?' But I do not speak thus. Since I do not speak thus, if one 
should ask me, 'Venerable sir, with what as condition does con
tact [come to be]?' this would be a valid question. To this the 
valid answer is: 'With the six sense bases as condition, contact 
[comes to be]; with contact as condition, feeling. "' 

"Venerable sir, who feels?" 
"Not a valid question," the Blessed One replied. "I do not say, 

'One feels.' If I should say, 'One feels,' in thal case this would be a 
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valid question: 'Venerable sir, who feels?' But I do not speak thus. 
Since I do not speak thus, if one should ask me, 'Venerable sir 
with what as condition does feeling [come to be]?' this would b� 
a valid question. To this the valid answer is: 'With contact as con
dition, feeling [comes to be]; with feeling as condition, craving.'" 

"Venerable sir, who craves?" 
"Not a valid question," the Blessed One replied. "I do not say, 

'One craves.' [14] If I should say, 'One craves,' in that case this 
would be a valid question: 'Venerabl� sir, who craves?' But I do 
not speak thus. Since I do not speak thus, if one should ask me, 
'Venerable sir, with what as condition does craving [come to 
be]?' this would be a valid question. To this the valid answer is: 
'With feeling as condition, craving [comes to be]; with craving as 
condition, clinging; with clinging as condition, existence . . . .  26 
Such is the origin of this whole mass of suffering. ' 

"But, Phagguna, with the remainderless fading away and ces
sation of the six bases for contact comes cessation of contact; with 
the cessation o{contact, cessation of feeling; with the cessation of 
feeling, cessation of craving; with the cessation of craving, cessa- . 
tion of clinging; with the cessation of clinging, cessation of exis
tence; with the cessation of existence, cessation of birth; with the 
cessation of birth, aging-and-death, sorrow, lamentation, pain, 
displeasure, and despair cease. Such is the cessation of this whole 
mass of suffering." 

13 (3) Ascetics and Brahmins (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, those ascetics or brahmins who do not 
understand aging-and-death, its origin, its cessation, and the 
way leading to its cessation;27 who do not understand birth . . .  

existence ' "  clinging ' "  craving . . .  feeling . . .  contact . . .  the six 
sense bases . . .  name-and-form ' "  consciousness . . .  volitional for
mations, their origin, their cessation, and the way leading to their 
cessation: [15] these I do not consider to be ascetics among asce
tics or brahmins among brahmins, and these venerable ones do 
not, by realizing it for themselves with direct knowledge, in this 
very life enter and dwell in the goal of asceticism or the goal of 
brahminhood.28 

"But, bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who understand 
aging-and-death, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to 
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its cessation; who understand birth . . .  volitional formations, their 
origin, their cessation, and the way leading to their cessation: 
these I consider to be ascetics among ascetics and brahmins 
among brahmins, and these venerable ones, by realizing it for 
themselves with direct knowledge, in this very life enter and 
dwell in the goal of asceticism and the goal of brahminhood." 

14 (4) Ascetics and Brahmins (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, as to those ascetics and brahmins who do 
not understand these things, the origin of these things, the cessa
tion of these things, and the way leading to the cessation of these 
things: what are those things that they do not understand, whose 
origin they do not understand, whose cessation they do not 
understand, and the way leading to whose cessation they do not 
understand? 

"They do not understand aging-and-death, its origin, its cessa
tion, 'and the way leading to its cessation. They do not under
stand birth . . .  existence . .  , clinging . . .  craving '" feeling . .  , con
tact . . .  the six sense bases . . . name-and-form ... consciousness ...  
volitional formations, their origin, their cessation, and the way 
leading to their cessation. These are the things that they do not 
understand, whose origin they do not understand, [16] whose 
cessation they do not understand, and the way leading to whose 
cessation they do not understand. 

"These I do not consider to be ascetics among ascetics or brah
mins among brahmins, and these venerable ones do not, by real
izing it for themselves with direct knowledge, in this very life 
enter and dwell in the goal of asceticism or the goal of brahmin
hood. 

"But, bhikkhus, as to those ascetics and brahmins who under
stand these things, the origin of these things, the cessation of 
these things, and the way leading to the cessation of these things: 
what are those things that they understand, whose origin they 
understand, whose cessation they understand, and the way lead
ing to whose cessation they understand? 

"They understand aging-and-death, its origin, its cessation, and 
the way leading to its cessation. They understand birth . .  , voli
tional formations, their origin, their cessation, and the way lead
ing to their cessation. These are the things that they understand, 
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whose origin they understand, whose cessation they understand 
and the way leading to whose cessation they understand. ' 

"These I consider to be ascetics among ascetics and brahmins 
among brahmins, and these venerable ones, by realizing it for 
themselves with direct knowledge, in this very life enter and 
dwell in the goal of asceticism and the goal of brahminhood./I 

15 (5) Kilccanagotta 

At Savatthi. [17] Then the Venerable Kaccanagotta approached 
the Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and 
said to him: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'right view, right view.' In 
what way, venerable sir, is there right view?" 

"This world, Kaccana, for the most part depends upon a dual
ity-upon the notion of existence and the notion of nonexis
tence.29 But for one who sees the origin of the world as it really is 
with correct wisdom, there is no notion of nonexistence in regard 
to the world. And for one who sees the cessation of the world as 
it really is with correct wisdom, there is no notion of existence in . 
regard to the world.30 

"This world, Kaccana, is for the most part shackled by engage
ment, clinging, and adherence)1 But this one [with right view] 
does not become engaged and cling through that engagement 
and clinging, mental standpoint, adherence, underlying tendency; 
he does not take a stand about 'my self.'32 He has no perplexity 
or doubt that what arises is only suffering arising, what ceases is 
only suffering ceasing. His knowledge about this is independent 
of others. It is in this way, Kaccana, that there is right view.33 

'''All exists': Kaccana, this is one extreme. 'All does not exist': 
this is the second extreme. Without veering towards either of 
these extremes, the Tathagata teaches the Dhamma by the mid
dle: 'With ignorance as condition, volitional formations [come to 
be]; with volitional formations as condition, consciousness . . . . 
Such is the origin of this whole mass of suffering. But with the 
remainderless fading away and cessation of ignorance comes 
cessation of volitional formations; with the cessation of volition
al formations, cessation of consciousness . . . .  Such is the cessation 
of this whole mass of suffering./I [18] 
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16 (6) A Speaker on the Dhamma 

At Savatthi. Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One, 
paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 
"Venerable sir, it is said, 'a speaker on the Dhamma, a speaker on 
the Dhamma.' In what way, venerable sir, is one a speaker on the 
Dhamma?" 

"Bhikkhu, if one teaches the Dhamma for the purpose of revul
sion towards aging-and-death, for its fading away and cessation, 
one is fit to be called a bhikkhu who is a speaker on the Dhamma. 
If one is practising for the purpose of revulsion towards aging
and-death, for its fading away and cessation, one is fit to be called 
a bhikkhu who is practising in accordance with the Dhamma.34 
If, through revulsion towards aging-and-death, through its fad
ing away and cessation, one is liberated by nonclinging, one is fit 
to be called a bhikkhu who has attained Nibbana in this very 
life.35 

"Bhikkhu, if one teaches the Dhamma for the purpose of revul
sion towards birth . . .  for the purpose of revulsion towards igno
rance, for its fading away and cessation, one is fit to be called a 
bhikkhu who is a speaker on the Dhamtrm. If one is practising for 
the purpose of revulsion towards ignorance, for its fading away 
and cessation, one is fit to be called a bhikkhu who is practising 
in accordance with the Dhamma. If, through revulsion towards 
ignorance, through its fading away and cessation, one is liberated 
by nonclinging, one is fit to be called a bhikkhu who has attained 
Nibbana in this very life." 

1 7  (7) The Naked Ascetic Kassapa 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel 
Sanctuary. [19] Then, in the morning, the Blessed One dressed 
and, taking bowl and robe, entered Rajagaha for alms. The naked 
ascetic Kassapa saw the Blessed One coming in the distance. 
Having seen him, he approached the Blessed One and exchanged 
greetings with him. When they had concluded their greetings 
and cordial talk, he stood to one side and said to him: "We would 
like to ask Master Gotama about a certain point, if he would 
grant us the favour of answering our question." 
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"This is not the right time for a question, Kassapa. We have 
entered among the houses."36 

A second time and a third time the naked ascetic Kassapa said 
to the Blessed One: "We would like to ask Master Gotama about 
a certain point, if he would grant us the favour of answering OUr 
question." 

"This is not the right time for a question, Kassapa. We have 
entered among the houses." 

Then the naked ascetic Kassapa said to the Blessed One: "We 
do not wish to ask Master Gotama much./1 

"Then ask what you want, Kassapa.'� 
"How is it, Master Gotama: is suffering created by oneself?" 
"Not so, Kassapa,/1 the Blessed One said. 
"Then, Master Gotama, is suffering created by another?" 
"Not so, Kassapa," the Blessed One said. 
"How is it then, Master Gotama: is suffering created both by 

oneself and by another?" 
"Not so, Kassapa," the Blessed One said. [20] 
"Then, Master Gotama, has suffering arisen fortuitously, being 

created neither by oneself nor by another?/137 
"Not so, Kassapa," the Blessed One said. 
"How is it then, Master Gotama: is there no suffering?" 
"It is not that there is no suffering, Kassapa; there is suffering." 
"Then is it that Master Gotama does not know and see suffer-

. ?" mg. 
"It is  not that I do not know and see suffering, Kassapa. I know 

suffering, I see suffering./I 
"Whether you are asked: 'How is it, Master Gotama: is suffer

ing created by oneself?' or 'Is it created by another?' or 'Is it cre
ated by both?' or 'Is it created by neither?' in each case you say: 
'Not so, Kassapa.' When you are asked: 'How is it then, Master 
Gotama: is there no suffering?' you say: 'It is not that there is no 
suffering, Kassapa; there is suffering.' When asked: 'Then is it that 
Master Gotama does not know and see suffering?' you say: 'It is 
not that I do not know and see suffering, Kassapa. I know suffer
ing, I see suffering.' Venerable sir, let the Blessed One explain suf
fering to me. Let the Blessed One teach me about suffering./138 

"Kassapa, [if one thinks,] 'The one who acts is the same as the 

one who experiences [the result],' [then one asserts] with refer
ence to one existing from the beginning: 'Suffering is created by 
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oneself.' When one asserts thus, this amounts to etemalism.39 
But, Kassapa, [if one thinks,] 'The one who acts is one, the one 
who experiences [the result] is another,' [then one asserts] with 
reference to one stricken by feeling: 'Suffering is created by 
another.' When one asserts thus, this amounts to annihilation
ism.40 Without veering towards either of these extremes, the 
Tathagata teaches the Dhamma by the middle:41 'With ignorance 
as condition, volitional formations [come to be]; with volitional 
formations as condition, consciousness . . . . Such is the origin of 
this whole mass of suffering. [21] But with the remainderless fad
ing away and cessation of ignorance comes cessation of volition
al formations; with the cessation of volitional formations, cessa
tion of consciousness . . . .  Such is the cessation of this whole mass 
of suffering.'" 

When this was said, the naked ascetic Kassapa said to the 
Blessed One: "Magnificent, venerable sir! Magnificent, venerable 
sir! The Dhamma has been made clear in many ways by the 
Blessed One, as though he were turning upright what had been 
turned upside down, revealing what was hidden, showing the 
way to one who was lost, or holding up a lamp in the dark for 
those with eyesight to see forms. I go for refuge to the Blessed 
One, and to the Dhamma, and to the Bhikkhu Sangha. May I 
receive the going forth under the Blessed One, may I receive the 
higher ordination?"42 

"Kassapa, one formerly belonging to another sect who desires 
the going forth and the higher ordination in this Dhamma and 
Discipline lives on probation for four months. At the end of the 
four months, if the bhikkhus are satisfied with him, they may if 
they wish give him the going forth and the higher ordination to 
the state of a bhikkhu. But individual differences are recognized 
by me."43 

"If, venerable sir, one formerly belonging to another sect who 
desires the going forth and the higher ordination in this Dhamma 
and Discipline lives on probation for four months, and if at the 
end of the four months the bhikkhus, being satisfied with him, 
may if they wish give him the going forth and the higher ordina
tion to the state of a bhikkhu, then I will live on probation for 
four years. At the end of the four years, if the bhikkhus are satis
fied with me, let them if they wish give me the going forth and 
the higher ordination to the state of a bhikkhu." 
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Then the naked ascetic Kassapa received the going forth under 
the Blessed One, and he received the higher ordination. And 
soon, not long after his higher ordination, dwelling alone, with
drawn, diligent, ardent, and resolute, the Venerable Kassapa, 
[22] by realizing it for himself with direct knowledge, in this very 
life entered and dwelt in that unsurpassed goal of the holy life for 
the sake of which clansmen rightly go forth from the household 
life into homelessness. He directly knew: "Destroyed is birth, the 
holy life has been lived, what had to be done has been done, there 
is no more for this state of being." And the Venerable Kassapa 
became one of the arahants.44 

18  (8) Timbaruka 

At Savattht Then the wanderer Timbaruka approached the 
Blessed One and exchanged greetings with him. When they had 
concluded their greetings and cordial talk, he sat down to one 
side and said to him: "How is it, Master Gotama: are pleasure 
and pain created by oneself?"45 

"Not so, Timbaruka," the Blessed One said. 
"Then, Master Gotama, are pleasure and pain created by 

another?" 
"Not so, Timbaruka," the Blessed One said. 
"How is it then, Master Gotama: are pleasure and pain created 

both by oneself and by another?" 
"Not so, Timbaruka," the Blessed One said. 
"Then, Master Gotama, have pleasure and pain arisen fortui-

tously, being created neither by oneself nor by another?" 
"Not so, Timbaruka," the Blessed One said. 
"How is it then, Master Gotama: is there no pleasure and pain?" 
"It is not that there is no pleasure and pain, Timbaruka; there 

is pleasure and pain." 
"Then is it that Master Gotama does not know and see pleas

ure and pain?" 
"It is not that I do not know and see pleasure and pain, 

Timbaruka. I know pleasure and pain, I see pleasure and pain." 
"Whether you are asked: 'How is it, Master Gotama: are pleas

ure and pain created by oneself?' or 'Are they created by anoth
er?' [23] or 'Are they created by both?' or 'Are they created by 

neither?' in each case you say: 'Not so, Timbaruka.' When you 
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are asked: 'How is it then, Master Gotama: is there no pleasure 
and pain?' you say: 'It is not that there is no pleasure and pain, 
Timbaruka; there is pleasure and pain.' When asked: 'Then is it 
that Master Gotama does not know and see pleasure and pain?' 
you say: 'It is not that I do not know and see pleasure and pain, 
Timbaruka. I know pleasure and pain, I see pleasure and pain.' 
Venerable sir, let the Blessed One explain pleasure and pain to 
me. Let the Blessed One teach me about pleasure and pain." 

"Timbaruka, [if one thinks,] 'The feeling and the one who feels 
it are the same,' [then one asserts] with reference to one existing 
from the beginning: 'Pleasure and pain are created by oneself.' I 
do not speak thus.46 But, Timbaruka, [if one thinks,] 'The feeling 
is one, the one who feels it is another,' [then one asserts] with ref
erence to one stricken by feeling: 'Pleasure and pain are created 
by another.' Neither do I speak thus.47 Without veering towards 
either of these extremes, the Tathagata teaches the Dhamma by 
the middle: 'With ignorance as condition, volitional formations 
[come to be]; with volitional formations as condition, conscious
ness . . . . Such is the origin of this whole mass of suffering. But 
with the remainderless fading away and cessation of ignorance 
comes cessation of volitional formations; with the cessation of 
volitional formations, cessation of consciousness . . . .  Such is the 
cessation of this whole mass of suffering.'" 

When this was said, the naked ascetic Timbaruka said to the 
Blessed One: "Magnificent, Master Gotama! . . .  I go for refuge to 
Master Gotama, and to the Dhamma, and to the Bhikkhu Sangha. 
From today let Master Gotama remember me as a lay follower 
who has gone for refuge for life." 

19 (9) The Wise Man and the Fool 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, for the fool, hindered by ignorance and 
fettered by craving, [24] this body has thereby originated. So 
there is this body and external name-and-form: thus this dyad. 
Dependent on the dyad there is contact. There are just six sense 
bases, contacted through which-or through a certain one 
among them-the fool experiences pleasure and pain.48 

"Bhikkhus, for the wise man, hindered by ignorance and fet
tered by craving, this body has thereby originated. So there is this 
body and external name-and-form: thus this dyad. Dependent on 
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the dyad there is contact. There are just six sense bases, contact
ed through which-or through a certain one among them-the 
wise man experiences pleasure and pain. What, bhikkhus, is the 
distinction here, what is the disparity, what is the difference 
between the wise man and the fool?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One, 
guided by the Blessed One, take recourse in the Blessed One. It 
would be good if the Blessed One would clear up the meaning of 
this statement.49 Having heard it from him, the bhikkhus will 
remember it." 

"Then listen and attend closely, bhikkhus, I will speak." 
"Yes, venerable sir," the bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One 

said this: 
"Bhikkhus, for the fool, hindered by ignorance and fettered by 

craving, this body has originated. For the fool that ignorance has 
not been abandoned and that craving has not been utterly 
destroyed. For what reason? Because the fool has not lived the 
holy life for the complete destruction of suffering. Therefore, 
with the breakup of the body, the fool fares on to [another] body. 
Faring on to [another] body, he is not freed from birth, aging, and 
death; not freed from sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and 
despair; not freed from suffering, I say. 

"Bhikkhus, for the wise man, hindered by ignorance and fet
tered by craving, this body has originated. For the wise man that 
ignorance has been abandoned and that craving has been utterly 
destroyed. For what reason? Because the wise man has lived the 
holy life [25] for the complete destruction of suffering. Therefore, 
with the breakup of the body, the wise man does not fare on to 
[another] body. Not faring on to [another] body, he is freed from 
birth, aging, and death; freed from sorrow, lamentation, pain, 
displeasure, and despair; freed from suffering, I say. 

"This, bhikkhus, is the distinction, the disparity, the difference 
between the wise man and the foot that is, the living of the holy 
life."so 

20 (10) Conditions 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you dependent origination 
and dependently arisen phenomena. Listen and attend closely, I 
will speak." 
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"Yes, venerable sir," those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed OnE 
said this: 

"And what, bhikkhus, is dependent origination? 'With birth af 
condition, aging-and-death [comes to be]': whether there is ar; 
arising of Tathagatas or no arising of Tathagatas, that element 
still persists, the stableness of the Dhamma, the fixed course 0; 
the Dhamma, specific conditionality. 51 A Tathagata awakens t(, 
this and breaks through to it.52 Having done so, he explains it. 
teaches it, proclaims it, establishes it, discloses it, analyses it, elu
cidates it. And he says: 'See! With birth as condition, bhikkhus, 
aging-and-death:53 

'''With existence as condition, birth' . . .  'With clinging as condi
tion, existence' . . .  'With craving as condition, clinging' . . .  'With 
feeling as condition, craving' . . .  'With contact as condition, feeling' 
. . .  'With the six sense bases as condition, contact' . . .  'With name
and-form as condition, the six sense bases' . . .  'With consciousness 
as condition, name-and-form' . . .  'With volitional formations as 
condition, . consciousness' . . .  'With ignorance as condition, voli
tional formations': whether there is an arising of Tathagatas or no 
arising of Tathagatas, that element still persists, the stableness of 
the Dhamma, the fixed course of the Dhamma, specific condition
ality. A Tathagata awakens to this and [26] breaks through to it. 
Having done so, he explains it, teaches it, proclaims it, establishes 
it, discloses it, analyses it, elucidates it. And he says: 'See! With 
ignorance as condition, bhikkhus, volitional formations.' 

"Thus, bhikkhus, the actuality in this, the inerrancy, the not
otherwiseness, specific conditionality: this is called dependent 
origination.54 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the dependently arisen phenomena? 
Aging-and-death, bhikkhus, is impermanent, conditioned, 
dependently arisen, subject to destruction, vanishing, fading 
away, and cessation. Birth is impermanent . . .  Existence is imper
manent . . .  Clinging is impermanent . . .  Craving is impermanent 
. . .  Feeling is impermanent . . .  Contact is impermanent . . .  The six 
sense bases are impermanent . . .  Name-and-form is impermanent 
. . .  Consciousness is impermanent . . .  Volitional formations are 
impermanent . . . Ignorance is impermanent, conditioned, 
dependently arisen, subject to destruction, vanishing, fading 
away, and cessation. These, bhikkhus, are called the dependently 
arisen phenomena. 
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"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple has clearly seen with correct 
wisdom55 as it really is this dependent origination and these 
dependently arisen phenomena, it is impossible that he will run 
back into the past, thinking: 'Did I exist in the past? Did I not 
exist in the past? What was I in the past? How was I in the past? 
Having been what, what did I become in the past?' Or that he 
will run forward into the future, thinking: 'Will I exist in the 
future? Will I not exist [27] in the future? What will I be in the 
future? How will I be in the future? Having been what, what will 
I become in the future?' Or that he will now be inwardly con
fused about the present thus: 'Do I exist? Do I not exist? What am 
I? How am I? This being-where has it come from, and where 
will it go?'56 

"For what reason [is this impossible]? Because, bhikkhus, the 
noble disciple has clearly seen with correct wisdom as it really is 
this dependent origination and these dependently arisen phe
nomena." 

III. THE TEN POWERS 

21 (1) The Ten Powers (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, possessing the ten powers and the four 
grounds of self-confidence, the Tathagata claims the place of the 
chief bull of the herd, roars his lion's roar in the assemblies, and 
sets rolling the Brahma-wheel thus:57 [28] 'Such is form, such its 
origin, such its passing away; such is feeling, such its origin, such 
its passing away; such is perception, such its origin, such its pass
ing away; such are volitional formations, such their origin, such 
their passing away; such is consciousness, such its origin, such its 
passing away.58 Thus when this exists, that comes to be; with the 
arising of this, that arises. When this does not exist, that does not 
come to be; with the cessation of this, that ceases. 59 That is, with 
ignorance as condition, volitional formations [come to be]; with 
volitional formations as condition, consciousness . . . . Such is the 
origin of this whole mass of suffering. But with the remainderless 
fading away and cessation of ignorance comes cessation of voli
tional formations; with the cessation of volitional formations, 
cessation of consciousness . . . . Such is the cessation of this whole 
mass of suffering.'" 
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22 (2) The Ten Powers (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, possessing the ten powers and the fOUl 
grounds of self-confidence, the Tathagata claims the place of thE 
chief bull of the herd, roars his lion's roar in the assemblies, and 
sets rolling the Brahma-wheel thus: 'Such is form ' "  (as in §21) . . .  
Such is the cessation of this whole mass of suffering.' 

"Bhikkhus, the Dhamma has thus been well expounded by me, 
elucidated, disclosed, revealed, stripped of patchwork.60 When, 
bhikkhus, the.. Dhamma has thus been well expounded by me, 
elucidated, disclosed, revealed, stripped of patchwork, this is 
enough for a clansman who has gone forth out of faith to arouse 
his energy thus: 'Willingly, let only my skin, sinews, and bones 
remain, and let the flesh and blood dry up in my body, but I will 
not relax my energy so long as I have not attained what can be 
attained by manly strength, by manly energy, by manly exer
tion.'61 [29] 

"Bhikkhus, the lazy person dwells in suffering, soiled by evil 
unwholesome states, and great is the personal good that he neg
lects.62 But the energetic person dwells happily, secluded from 
evil unwholesome states, and great is the personal good that he 
achieves. It is not by the inferior that the supreme is attained; 
rather, it is by the supreme that the supreme is attained.63 
Bhikkhus, this holy life is a beverage of cream; the Teacher is 
present.64 Therefore, bhikkhus, arouse your energy for the attain
ment of the as-yet-unattained, for the achievement of the as-yet
unachieved, for the realization of the as-yet-unrealized, [with the 
thought]: 'In such a way this going forth of ours will not be bar
ren, but fruitful and fertile; and when we use the robes, alms
food, lodgings, and medicinal requisites [offered to us by others], 
these services they provide for us will be of great fruit and bene
fit to them.'65 Thus, bhikkhus, should you train yourselves. 

"Considering your own good, bhikkhus, it is enough to strive 
for the goal with diligence; considering the good of others, it is 
enough to strive for the goal with diligence; considering the good 
of both, it is enough to strive for the goal with diligence."66 

23 (3) Proximate Cause 

At Savatthi.67 "Bhi�us, I say that the destruction of the taints is 
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for one who knows and sees, not for one who does not know and 
does not see. For one who knows what, for one who sees what, 
does the destruction of the taints come about? 'Such is form, such 
its origin, such its passing away; such is feeling . . .  such is per
ception . . .  such are volitional formations ' "  such is conscious
ness, such its origin, such its passing away': it is for one who 
knows thus, for one who sees thus, that the destruction of the 
taints comes about. [30] 

"I say, bhikkhus, that the knowledge of destruction in regard 
to destruction has a proximate cause; it does«not lack a proximate 
cause. And what is the proximate cause for the knowledge of 
destruction? It should be said: liberation.68 

"I say, bhikkhus, that liberation too has a proximate cause; it 
does not lack a proximate cause. And what is the proximate 
cause for liberation? It should be said: dispassion. 

"I say, bhikkhus, that dispassion too has a proximate cause; it 
does not lack a proximate cause. And what is the proximate 
cause for dispassion? It should be said: revulsion. 

"I say, bhikkhus, that revulsion too has a proximate cause; it ' 
does not lack a proximate cause. And what is the proximate 
cause for revulsion? It should be said: the knowledge and vision 
of things as they really are. 

"I say, bhikkhus, that the knowledge and vision of things as 
they really are too has a proximate cause; it does not lack a prox
imate cause. And what is the proximate cause for the knowledge 
and vision of things as they really are? It should be said: concen
tration. 

"I say, bhikkhus, that concentration too has a proximate cause; 
it does not lack a proximate cause. And what is the proximate 
cause for concentration? It should be said: happiness. 

"I say, bhikkhus, that happiness too has a proximate cause; it 
does not lack a proximate cause. And what is the proximate 
cause for happiness? It should be said: tranquillity. 

"I say, bhikkhus, that tranquillity too has a proximate cause; it 
does not lack a proximate cause. And what is the proximate 

cause for tranquillity? It should be said: rapture. 
"I say, bhikkhus, that rapture too has a proximate cause; it does 

not lack a proximate cause. And what is the proximate cause for 
rapture? It should be said: gladness. 

"I say, bhikkhUS, that gladness too has a proximate cause; it 
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does not lack a proximate cause. And what is the proximate 
cause for gladness? It should be said: faith. 

"1 say, bhikkhus, that faith too has a proximate cause; it does 
not lack a proximate cause. [31] And what is the proximate cause 
for faith? It should be said: suffering.69 

"1 say, bhikkhus, that suffering too has a proximate cause; it 
does not lack a proximate cause. And what is the proximate 
cause for suffering? It should be said: birth. 

"1 say, bhikkhus, that birth too has a proximate cause; it does 
not lack a proximate cause. And what is the proximate cause for 
birth? It should be said: existence. 

"1 say, bhikkhus, that existence too has a proximate cause; it 
does not lack a proximate cause. And what is the proximate 
cause for existence? It should be said: clinging. 

"1 say, bhikkhus, that clinging too has a proximate cause; it 
does not lack a proximate cause. And what is the proximate 
cause for clinging? It should be said: craving. 

"1 say, bhikkhus, that craving too has a proximate cause; it does 
not lack a proximate cause. And what is the proximate cause for 
craving? It should be said: feeling. 

"For feeling, it should be said: contact. For contact: the six sense 
bases. For the six sense bases: name-and-form. For name-and
form: consciousness. For consciousness: volitional formations. 

"1 say, bhikkhus, that volitional formations too have a proxi
mate cause; they do not lack a proximate cause. And what is the 
proximate cause for volitional formations? It should be said: 
ignorance. 

"Thus, bhikkhus, with ignorance as proximate cause, volition
al formations [come to be]; with volitional formations as proxi
mate cause, consciousness; with consciousness as proximate 
cause, name-and-form; with name-and-form as proximate cause, 
the six sense bases; with the six sense bases as proximate cause, 
contact; with contact as proximate cause, feeling; with feeling as 
proximate cause, craving; with craving as proximate cause, cling
ing; with clinging as proximate cause, existence; with existence 
as proximate cause, birth; with birth as proximate cause, suffer
ing; with suffering as proximate cause, faith; with faith as proxi
mate cause, gladness; with gladness as proximate cause, rapture; 
with rapture as proximate cause, tranquillity; with tranquillity as 
proximate cause, happiness; with happiness as proximate cause, 
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concentration; with concentration as proximate cause, the knowl
edge and vision of things as they really are; [32] with the knowl
edge and vision of things as they really are as proximate cause, 
revulsion; with revulsion as proximate cause, dispassion; with 
dispassion as proximate cause, liberation; with liberation as 
proximate cause, the knowledge of destruction. 

"Just as, bhikkhus, when rain pours down in thick droplets on 
a mountain top, the water flows down along the slope and fills 
the cleft, gullies, and creeks; these being full fill up the pools; 
these being full fill up the lakes; these being full fill up the 
streams; these being full fill up the rivers; and these being full fill 
up the great ocean;70 so too, with ignorance as proximate cause, 
volitional formations [come to be]; with volitional formations as 
proximate cause, consciousness . . .  with liberation as proximate 
cause, the knowledge of destruction." 

24 (4) Wanderers of Other Sects 

At Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove. 

(i) 
Then, in the morning, the Venerable Sariputta dressed and, tak
ing bowl and robe, entered Rajagaha for alms. Then it occurred 
to him: "It is still too early to walk for alms in Rajagaha. Let me 
go to the park of the wanderers of other sects." 

Then the Venerable Sariputta [33] went to the park of the wan
derers of other sects. He exchanged greetings with those wan
derers and, when they had concluded their greetings and cordial 
talk, he sat down to one side. The wanderers then said to him: 

"Friend Sariputta, some ascetics and brahmins, proponents of 
kamma, maintain that suffering is created by oneself; some asce
tics and brahmins, proponents of kamma, maintain that suffering 
is created by another; some ascetics and brahmins, proponents of 
kamma, maintain that suffering is created both by oneself and by 
another; some ascetics and brahmins, proponents of kamma, 

maintain that suffering has arisen fortuitously, being created nei

ther by oneself nor by another.?1 Now, friend Sariputta, what 
does the ascetic Gotama say about this? What does he teach? 
How should we answer if we are to state what has been said by 
the ascetic Gotama and not misrepresent him with what is con-
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trary to fact? And how should we explain in accordance with the 
Dhamma so that no reasonable consequence of our assertion 
would give ground for criticism?"72 

"Friends, the Blessed One has said that suffering is dependent
ly arisen. Dependent on what? Dependent on contact. If one were 
to speak thus one would be stating what has been said by the 
Blessed One and would not misrepresent him with what is con
trary to fact; one would explain in accordance with the Dhamma, 
and no reasonable consequence of one's assertion would give 
ground for criticism. 

"Therein, friends, in the case of those ascetics and brahmins, 
proponents of kamma, who maintain that suffering is created by 
oneself, that is conditioned by contact.73 Also, in the case of those 
ascetics and brahmins, proponents of kamma, who maintain that 
suffering is created by another, that too is conditioned by contact. 
Also, in the case of those ascetics and brahmins, proponents of 
kamma, who maintain that suffering is created both by oneself 
and by another, that too is conditioned by contact. [34] Also, in 
the case of those ascetics and brahmins, proponents of kamma, 
who maintain that suffering has arisen fortuitously, being creat
ed neither by oneself nor by another, that too is conditioned by 
contact. 

"Therein, friends, in the case of those ascetics and brahmins, 
proponents of kamma, who maintain that suffering is created by 
oneself, it is impossible that they will experience [anything] with
out contact. Also, in the case of those ascetics and brahmins, pro
ponents of kamma, who maintain that suffering is created by 
another, it is impossible that they will experience [anything] 
without contact. Also, in the case of those ascetics and brahmins, 
proponents of kamma, who maintain that suffering is created 
both by oneself and by another, it is impossible that they will 
experience [anything] without contact. Also, in the case of those 
ascetics and brahmins, proponents of kamma, who maintain that 
suffering has arisen fortuitously, being created neither by oneself 
nor by another, it is impossible that they will experience [any
thing] without contact." 

(ii) 
The Venerable Ananda heard this conversation between the 
Venerable Sariputta and the wanderers of other sects. Then, 
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when he had walked for alms in Rajagaha and had returned from 
the alms round, after his meal he approached the Blessed One 
paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and reported to th� 
Blessed One the entire conversation between the Venerable 
Sariputta and those wanderers of other sects. [The Blessed One 
said:] 

"Good, good, Ananda! Anyone answering rightly would 
answer just as Sariputta has done. I have said, Ananda, that suf
fering is dependently arisen. Dependent on what? Dependent on 
contact. If one were to speak thus one would be stating what has 
been said by me and would not misrepresent me with what is 
contrary to fact; one would explain in accordance with the 
Dhamma, and no reasonable consequence of one's assertion 
would give ground for criticism. 

"Therein, Ananda, in the case of those ascetics and brahmins, 
proponents of kamma, who maintain that suffering is created by 
oneself . . .  [35] . . .  and those who maintain that suffering has aris
en fortuitously, being created neither by oneself nor by another, 
that too is conditioned by contact. 

"Therein, Ananda, in the case of those ascetics and brahmins, 
proponents of kamma, who maintain that suffering is created by 
oneself . , .  and those who maintain that suffering has arisen for
tuitously, being created neither by oneself nor by another, it is 
impossible that they will experience [anything] without contact. 

"On one occasion, Ananda, I was dwelling right here in 
Rajagaha, in the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. Then, in 
the moming, I dressed and, taking bowl and robe, I entered 
Rajagaha for alms. Then it occurred to me: 'It is still too early to 
walk for aIms in Rajagaha. Let me go to the park of the wander
ers of other sects: Then I went to the park of the wanderers of 
other sects. I exchanged greetings with those wanderers and, 
when we had concluded our greetings and cordial talk, I sat 
down to one side. The wanderers then said to me as I was sitting 
to one side: . . .  (the wanderers ask exactly the same question as they 
had asked Sariputta and receive an identical reply) [36] . . .  it is impos
sible that they will experience [anything] without contact." 

"It is wonderful, venerable sir! It is amazing, venerable sir! 
How the entire meaning can be stated-by a single phrase! Can 
this same meaning be stated in detail in a way that is deep and 
deep in implications?"74 
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"Well then, Ananda, clear up that same matter yourself." 
"Venerable sir, if they were to ask me: 'Friend Ananda, what is 

the source of aging-and-death, what is its origin, from what is it 
born and produced?'-being asked thus, I would answer thus: 
'Friends, aging-and-death has birth as its source, birth as its ori
gin; it is born and produced from birth.' Being asked thus, I 
would answer in such a way. [37] 

"Venerable sir, if they were to ask me: 'Friend Ananda, what is 
the source of birth, what is its origin, from what is it born and 
produced?' -being asked thus, I would answer thus: 'Friends, 
birth has existence as its source, existence as its origin; it is born 
and produced from existence . . . . Existence has clinging as its 
source . . .  Clinging has craving as its source . , .  Craving has feel
ing as its source ' "  Feeling has contact as its source . . .  Contact 
has the six sense bases as its source, the six sense bases as its ori
gin; it is born and produced from the six sense bases. But with the 
remainderless fading away and cessation of the six bases for con
tact comes cessation of contact; with the cessation of contact, ces
sation of feeling; with the cessation of feeling, cessation of crav
ing; with the cessation of craving, cessation of clinging; with the 
cessation of clinging, cessation of existence; with the cessation of 
existence, cessation of birth; with the cessation of birth, aging
and-death, sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair 
cease. Such is the cessation of this whole mass of suffering.' Being 
asked thus, venerable sir, I would answer in such a way." 

25 (5) Bhumija 

At Savattht 

(i) 
Then, in the evening, the Venerable Bhumija emerged from 
seclusion and approached the Venerable Sariputta.75 (38] He 
exchanged greetings with the Venerable Sariputta and, when 
they had concluded their greetings and cordial talk, he sat down 
to one side and said to him: 

"Friend Sariputta, some ascetics and brahmins, proponents of 
kamma, maintain that pleasure and pain are created by oneself; 
some ascetics and brahmins, proponents of kamma, maintain 
that pleasure and pain are created by another; some ascetics and 
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brahmins, proponents of kamma, maintain that pleasure and 
pain are created both by oneself and by another; some ascetics 
and brahmins, proponents of kamma, maintain that pleasure and 
pain have arisen fortuitously, being created neither by oneself 
nor by another.76 Now, friend Sariputta, what does the Blessed 
One say about this? What does he teach? How should we answer 
if we are to state what has been said by the Blessed One and not 
misrepresent him with what is contrary to fact? And how should 
we explain in accordance with the Dhamma so that no reasonable 
consequence of our assertion would give ground for criticism?" 

"Friend, the Blessed One has said that pleasure and pain are 
dependently arisen. Dependent on what? Dependent on contact. 
If one were to speak thus one woul� be stating what has been 
said by the Blessed One and would not misrepresent him with 
what is contrary to fact; one would explain in accordance with 
the Dhamma, and no reasonable consequence of one's assertion 
would give ground for criticism. 

"Therein, friend, in the case of those ascetics and brahmins, 
proponents of kamma, who maintain that pleasure and pain are ' 
created by oneself, and those who maintain that pleasure and 
pain are created by another, and those who maintain that pleas
ure and pain are created both by oneself and by another, and 
those who maintain that pleasure and pain have arisen fortui
tously, being created neither by oneself nor by another-in each 
case that is conditioned by contact. 

"Therein, friends, in the case of those ascetics and brahmins, 
proponents of kamma, who maintain that pleasure and pain are 
created by oneself, and those who maintain that pleasure and 
pain are created by another, and those who maintain that pleas
ure and pain are created both by oneself and by another, and 
those [39] who maintain that pleasure and pain have arisen for
tuitously, being created neither by oneself nor by another-in 
each case it is impossible that they will experience [anything] 
without contact." 

(ii) 
The Venerable Ananda heard this conversation between the 
Venerable Sariputta and the Venerable Bhiimija. He then 
approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat down to 
one side, and reported to the Blessed One the entire conversation 
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between the Venerable Sariputta and the Venerable Bhumija. 
[The Blessed One said:] 

"Good, good, A.nanda! Anyone answering rightly would 
answer just as Sariputta has done. I have said, Ananda, that 
pleasure and pain are dependently arisen. Dependent on what? 
Dependent on contact. If one were to speak thus one would be 
stating what has been said by me and would not misrepresent 
me with what is contrary to fact; one would explain in accor
dance with the Dhamma, and no reasonable consequence of 
one's assertion would give ground for criticism. 

"Therein, Ananda, in the case of those ascetics and brahmins, 
proponents of kamma, who maintain that pleasure and pain are 
created by oneself . . .  and those who maintain that pleasure and 
pain have arisen fortuitously . . . in each case that is conditioned 
by contact. 

"Therein, Ananda, in the case of those ascetics and brahmins, 
proponents of kamma, who maintain that pleasure and pain are 
created by oneself . . .  and those who maintain that pleasure and 
pain have arisen fortuitously . . .  in each case it is impossible that 
they will experience [anything] without contact. 

(iii) 
"A.nanda, when there is the body, because of bodily volition 
pleasure and pain arise [40] internally; when there is speech, 
because of verbal volition pleasure and pain arise internally; 
when there is the mind, because of mental volition pleasure and 
pain arise internally-and with ignorance as condition.77 

"Either on one's own initiative, A.nanda, one generates that 
bodily volitional formation conditioned by which pleasure and 
pain arise internally; or prompted by others one generates that 
bodily volitional formation conditioned by which pleasure and 
pain arise internally. Either deliberately, Ananda, one generates 
that bodily volitional formation conditioned by which pleasure 
and pain arise internally; or undeliberately one generates that 
bodily volitional formation conditioned by which pleasure and 
pain arise internally.78 

"Either on one's own initiative, Ananda, one generates that 
verbal volitional formation conditioned by which pleasure and 
pain arise internally; or prompted by others one generates that 
verbal volitional formation conditioned by which pleasure and 
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pain arise internally. Either deliberately, Ananda, one generates 
that verbal volitional formation conditioned by which pleasure 
and pain arise internally; or undeliberately one generates that 
verbal volitional formation conditioned by which pleasure and 
pain arise internally. 

"Either on one's own initiative, Ananda, one generates that 
mental volitional formation79 conditioned by which pleasure and 
pain arise internally; or prompted by others one generates that 
mental volitional formation conditioned by which pleasure and 
pain arise internally. Either deliberately, Ananda, one generates 
that mental volitional formation conditioned by which pleasure 
and pain arise internally; or undeliberately one generates that 
mental volitional formation conditioned by which pleasure and 
pain arise internally. 

"Ignorance is comprised within these states.80 But with the 
remainderless fading away and cessation of ignorance that body 
does not exist conditioned by which that pleasure and pain arise 
internally; that speech does not exist conditioned by which that 
pleasure and pain arise internally; that mind does not exist cort
ditioned by which [41] that pleasure and pain arise internally.81 
That field does not exist, that site does not exist, that base does 
not exist, that foundation does not exist conditioned by which 
that pleasure and pain arise internally. "8 2  

26  (6) UpaviiIJa 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Upaval).a approached the Blessed 
One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him:83 

"Venerable sir, some ascetics and brahmins maintain that suf
fering is created by oneself; some ascetics and brahmins maintain 
that suffering is created by another; some ascetics and brahmins 
maintain that suffering is created both by oneself and by anoth
er; some ascetics and brahmins maintain that suffering has aris
en fortuitously, being created neither by oneself nor by another. 
Now, venerable sir, what does the Blessed One say about this? 
What does he teach? How should we answer if we are to state 
what has been said by the Blessed One and not misrepresent him 
with what is contrary to fact? And how should we explain in 
accordance with the Dhamma so that no reasonable consequence 
of our assertion would give ground for criticism?" 
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"Upavat:ta, I have said that suffering is dependently arisen. 
Dependent on what? Dependent on contact. If one were to speak 
thus one would be stating what has been said by me and would 
not misrepresent me with what is contrary to fact; one would 
explain in accordance with the Dhamma, and no reasonable con
sequence of one's assertion would give ground for criticism. 

"Therein, Upavat:ta, in the case of those ascetics and brahmins 
who maintain that suffering is created by oneself, and those who 
maintain that suffering is created by another, and those who 
maintain that suffering is created both by oneself and by anoth
er, and those who maintain that suffering has arisen fortuitously, 
being created neither by oneself nor by another-in each case 
that is conditioned by contact. [42] 

"Therein, UpavaI:ta, in the case of those ascetics and brahmins 
who maintain that suffering is created by oneself, and those who 
maintain that suffering is created by another, and those who 
maintain that suffering is created both by oneself and by anoth
er, and those who maintain that suffering has arisen fortuitously, 
being created neither by oneself nor by another-in each case it is 
impossible that they will experience [anything] without contact." 

27 (7) Conditions 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, with ignorance as condition, volitional 
formations [come to be]; with volitional formations as condition, 
consciousness . . .  Such is the origin of this whole mass of suffering. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is aging-and-death? The aging of the 
various beings . . .  (as in §2) . . . thus this aging and this death are 
together called aging-and-death. With the arising of birth there is 
the arising of aging-and-death; with the cessation of birth there is 
the cessation of aging-and-death. Just this Noble Eightfold Path 
is the way leading to the cessation of aging-and-death; that is, 
right view, right intention, right speech, right action, right liveli
hood, right effort, right mindfulness, right concentration. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is birth? . .  existence? . .  clinging? . .  [43] 
. . .  craving? . .  feeling? . .  contact? . .  the six sense bases? . .  name
and-form? . .  consciousness? . .  volitional formations? There are 
these three kinds of volitional formations: the bodily volitional 
formation, the verbal volitional formation, the mental volitional 
formation. With the arising of ignorance there is the arising of 
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volitional formations. With the cessation of ignorance there is the 
cessation of volitional formations. Just this Noble Eightfold Path 
is the way leading to the cessation of volitional formations; that 
is, right view . . .  right concentration. 

"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple thus understands the condi
tion; thus understands the origin of the condition; thus under
stands the cessation of the condition; thus understands the way 
leading to the cessation of the condition,84 he is then called a 
noble disciple who is accomplished in view, accomplished in 
vision, who has arrived at this true Dhamma, who sees this true 
Dhamma, who possesses a trainee's knowledge, a trainee's true 
knowledge, who has entered the stream of the Dhamma, a noble 
one with penetrative wisdom, one who stands squarely before 
the door to the Deathless."8s 

28 (8) Bhikkhu 

At Savatthi. "Herein, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu understands aging
and-death, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its ces
sation. He understands birth ' "  existence . . .  clinging [44] ' "  crav
ing . . .  feeling . . .  contact . . .  the six sense bases . . .  name-and-form 
. . .  consciousness . . .  volitional formations, their origin, their ces
sation, and the way leading to their cessation. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is aging-and-death? . .  (as in preceding 
sutta) . . .  Just this Noble Eightfold Path is the way leading to the 
cessation of volitional formations; that is, right view . . .  right con
centration. 

"When, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu thus understands aging-and
death, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its cessa
tion; when he thus understands birth . . .  existence ' "  clinging . , . 
craving . . .  feeling . . .  contact . . .  the six sense bases . . .  name-and-
form . . .  [45] consciousness . . .  volitional formations, their origin, 
their cessation, and the way leading to their cessation, he is then 
called a bhikkhu who is accomplished in view, accomplished in 
vision, who has arrived at this true Dhamma, who sees this true 
Dhamma, who possesses a trainee's knowledge, a trainee's true 
knowledge, who has entered the stream of the Dhamma, a noble 
one with penetrative wisdom, one who stands squarely before 
the door to the Deathless." 
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29 (9) Ascetics and Brahmins (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, those ascetics or brahmins who do not 
fully understand aging-and-death, its origin, its cessation, and 
the way leading to its cessation;86 who do not fully understand 
birth . . .  existence . . .  clinging . . .  craving . . .  feeling . . .  contact . . .  
the six sense bases . . .  name-and-form . . .  consciousness . . .  voli-
tional formations, their origin, their cessation, and the way lead
ing to their cessation: these I do not consider to be ascetics among 
ascetics or brahmins among brahmins, and these venerable ones 
do not, by realizing it for themselves with direct knowledge, in 
this very life enter and dwell in the goal of asceticism or the goal 
of brahminhood. 

"But, bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who fully under
stand aging-and-death, its origin, its cessation, and the way lead
ing to its cessation; who fully understand birth . . .  volitional for
mations, [46] their origin, their cessation, and the way leading to 
their cessation: the�e I consider to be ascetics among ascetics and 
brahmins among brahmins, and these venerable ones, by realiz
ing it for themselves with direct knowledge, in this very life enter 
and dwell in the goal of asceticism and the goal of brahminhood." 

30 (10) Ascetics and Brahmins (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, as to those ascetics or brahmins who do 
not understand aging-and-death, its origin, its cessation, and the 
way leading to its cessation: it is impossible that they will abide 
having transcended aging-and-death. As to those ascetics and 
brahmins who do not understand birth . . .  existence . . .  clinging . . .  
craving . . .  feeling . . .  contact . . .  the six sense bases . . .  name-and-
form . . .  consciousness . . .  volitional formations, their origin, their 
cessation, and the way leading to their cessation: it is impossible 
that they will abide having transcended volitional formations. 

"But, bhikkhus, as to those ascetics or brahmins who under
stand aging-and-death, its origin, its cessation, and the way lead
ing to its cessation: it is possible that they will abide having tran
scended aging-and-death. As to those ascetics and brahmins who 
understand birth . . .  volitional formations, their origin, their ces
sation, and the way leading to their cessation: it is possible that 
they will abide having transcended volitional formations."  
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[47] IV. THE KAJ;.ARA KHATIIYA 

31 (1) What Has Come to Be 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Savatthi. . . .  
There the Blessed One addressed the Venerable Sariputta thus: 
"Sariputta, in 'The Questions of Ajita' of the Parayana it is said:87 

'Those who have comprehended the Dhamma, 
And the manifold trainees here: 
Asked about their way of conduct, 
Being discreet, tell me, dear sir.'8s 

How should the meaning of this, stated in brief, be understood in 
detail?" 

When this was said, the Venerable Sariputta was silent. A sec
ond time and a third time the Blessed One addressed the 
Venerable Sariputta thus: "Sariputta, in 'The Questions of Ajita' 
in the Parayana it is said . . .  [48] How should the meaning of this, 
stated in brief, be understood in detail?" A second time and a 
third time the Venerable Sariputta was silent.s9 

"Sariputta, do you see: 'This has come to be'? Sariputta, do you 
see: 'This has come to be'?" 

"Venerable sir, one sees as it really is with correct wisdom: 
'This has come to be.' Having seen as it really is with correct wis
dom: 'This has come to be,' one is practising for the purpose of 
revulsion towards what has come to be, for its fading away and 
cessation.90 One sees as it really is with correct wisdom: 'Its orig
ination occurs with that as nutriment.'91 Having seen as it really 
is with correct wisdom: 'Its origination occurs with that as nutri
ment,' one is practising for the purpose of revulsion towards its 
origination through nutriment, for its fading away and cessation. 
One sees as it really is with correct wisdom: 'With the cessation 
of that nutriment, what has come to be is subject to cessation.' 
Having seen as it really is with correct wisdom: 'With the cessa
tion of that nutriment, what has come to be is subject to cessa
tion,' one is practising for the purpose of revulsion towards what 
is subject to cessation, for its fading away and cessation. It is in 
such a way that one is a trainee. 

"And how, venerable sir, has one comprehended the 
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Dhamma? Venerable sir, one sees as it really is with corre�t wis
dom: 'This has come to be.' Having seen as it really is with cor
rect wisdom: 'This has come to be,' through revulsion towards 
what has come to be, through its fading away and cessation, one 
is liberated by nondinging. One sees as it really is with correct 
wisdom: 'Its origination occurs with that as nutriment.' Having 
seen as it really is with correct wisdom: 'Its origination occurs 
with that as nutriment,' through revulsion towards its origina
tion through nutriment, through its fading away and cessation, 
one is liberated by nondinging. One sees as it really is with cor
rect wisdom: 'With the cessation of that nutriment, what has 
come to be is subject to cessation: Having seen as it really is with 
correct wisdom: 'With the cessation of that nutriment, what has 
come to be is subject to cessation,' through revulsion towards 
what is subject to cessation, through its fading away [49] and ces
sation, one is liberated by nondinging.92 It is in such a way that 
one has comprehended the Dhamma. 

"Thus, venerable sir, when it is said in 'The Questions of Ajita' 
of the Parayana: 

'Those who have comprehended the Dhamma, 
And the manifold trainees here: 
Asked about their way of conduct, 
Being discreet, tell me, dear sir:-

it is in such a way that I understand in detail the meaning of this 
that was stated in brief." 

"Good, good, Sariputta! . . .  (the Buddha repeats here the entire 
statement of the Venerable Sliriputta) [50] ' "  it is in such a way that 
the meaning of this, stated in brief, should be understood in 
detail." 

32 (2) The Kallira 

At Savatthi. 

(i) 
Then the bhikkhu Ka\ara the Khattiya approached the Venerable 
Sariputta and exchanged greetings with him. When they had 
conduded their greetings and cordial talk, he sat down to one 
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side and said to the Venerable Sariputta: "Friend Sariputta, the 
bhikkhu MoFyaphagguna has abandoned the training and 
returned to the lower life."93 

"Then surely that venerable did not find solace in this 
Dhamma and Discipline." 

"Well then, has the Venerable Sariputta attained solace in this 
Dhamma and Discipline?" 

"I have no perplexity, friend." 
"But as to the future, friend?" 
"I have no doubt, friend." 
Then the bhikkhu Kalara the Khattiya rose from his seat and 

approached the Blessed One. Having approached, he paid hom
age to the Blessed One, sat down to one side, [51] and said to him: 
"Venerable sir, the Venerable Sariputta has declared final knowl
edge thus: 'I understand: Destroyed is birth, the holy life has 
been lived, what had to be done has been done, there is no more 
for this state of being."'94 

Then the Blessed One addressed a certain bhikkhu thus: "Come, 
bhikkhu, tell Sariputta in my name that the Teacher calls him." 

"Yes, venerable sir," that bhikkhu replied, and he went to the 
Venerable Sariputta and told him: "The Teacher calls you, friend 
Sariputta." 

"Yes, friend," the Venerable sariputta replied, and he approached 
the Blessed One, paid homage to him, and sat down to one side. 
The Blessed One then said to him: "Is it true, Sariputta, that you 
have declared final knowledge thus: 'I understand: Destroyed is 
birth, the holy life has been lived, what had to be done has been 
done, there is no more for this state of being'?" 

"Venerable sir, I did not state the matter in those terms and 
phrases." 

"In whatever way, Sariputta, a clansman declares final knowl
edge, what he has declared should be understood as such." 

"Venerable sir, didn't I too speak thus: 'Venerable sir, I did not 
state the matter in those terms and phrases'?" 

"If, Sariputta, they were to ask you:95 'Friend Sariputta, how 
have you known, how have you seen, that you have declared 
final knowledge thus: 'I understand: Destroyed is birth, the holy 
life has been lived, what had to be done has been done, there is 
no more for this state of being' -being asked thus, how would 
you answer?" 
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"If they were to ask me this, venerable sir, [52] I would answer 
thus: 'With the destruction of the source from which birth origi
nates, I have understood: "When [the cause] is destroyed, [the 
effect] is destroyed." Having understood this, I understand: 
Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, what had to be 
done has been done, there is no more for this state of being.' 
Being asked thus, venerable sir, I would answer in such a way. "96 

"But, Sariputta, if they were to ask you: 'But, friend Sariputta, 
what is the source gf birth, what is its origin, from what is it born 
and produced?'-being asked thus, how would you answer?" 

"If they were to ask me this, venerable sir, I would answer 
thus: 'Birth, friends, has existence has its source, existence as its 
origin; it is born and produced from existence.' Being asked thus, 
venerable sir, I would answer in such a way." 

"But, Sariputta, if they were to ask you: 'But, friend Sariputta, 
what is the source of existence . . .  ?'-being asked thus, how 
would you answer?" 

"If they were to ask me this, venerable sir, I would answer 
thus: 'Existence, friends, has clinging as its source . . . . ' "  

"But, Sariputta, if they were to ask you: 'But, friend Sariputta, 
what is the source of clinging . . .  ? What is the source of craving, 
what is its origin, from what is it born and produced?' -being 
asked thus, how would you answer?" [53] 

"If they were to ask me this, venerable sir, I would answer 
thus: 'Craving, friends, has feeling as its source, feeling as its ori
gin; it is born and produced from feeling: Being asked thus, 
venerable sir, I would answer in such a way." 

"But, Sariputta, if they were to ask you: 'Friend Sariputta, how 
have you known, how have you seen, that delight in feelings no 
longer remains present in you?' -being asked thus, how would 
you answer?"97 

"If they were to ask me this, venerable sir, I would answer 
thus: 'Friends, there are these three feelings. What three? 
Pleasant feeling, painful feeling, neither-painful-nor-pleasant 
feeling. These three feelings, friends, are impermanent; whatever 
is impermanent is suffering. When this was understood, delight 
in feelings no longer remained present in me.' Being asked thus, 
venerable sir, I would answer in such a way." 

"Good, good, Sariputta! This is another method of explaining 
in brief that same point: 'Whatever is felt is included within suf-
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fering.'98 But, Sariputta, if they were to ask you: 'Friend Sari
putta, through what kind of deliverance have you declared final 
knowledge thus: "I understand: Destroyed is birth, the holy life 
has been lived, what had to be done has been done, there is no 
more for this state of being"?' -being asked thus, how would 
you answer?" 

"If they were to ask me this, venerable sir, I would answer 
thus: [54] 'Friends, through an internal deliverance, through the 
destruction of all clinging, I dwell mindfully in such a way that 
the taints do not flow within me and I do not despise myself.' 
Being asked thus, venerable sir, I would answer in such a way."99 

"Good, good, Sariputta! This is another method of explaining 
in brief that same point: 'I have no .perplexity in regard to the 
taints spoken of by the Ascetic; I do not doubt that they have 
been abandoned by me.'" 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the Sublime 
One rose from his seat and entered his dwelling. 

(ii) 
Then, soon after the Blessed One had departed, the Venerable 
Sariputta addressed the bhikkhusJhus: 

"Friends, the first-question that the Blessed One asked me had 
not been previously considered by me:1OO thus I hesitated over it. 
But when the Blessed One approved of my answer, it occurred to 
me: 'If the Blessed One were to question me about this matter 
with various terms and with various methods for a whole day, 
for a whole day I would be able to answer him with various 
terms and with various methods. If he were to question me about 
this matter with various terms and with various methods for a 
whole night, for a day and night, [55] for two days and nights, for 
three, four, five, six, or seven days and nights-for seven days 
and nights I would be able to answer him with various terms and 
with various methods.'" 

Then the bhikkhu Ka�ara the Khattiya rose from his seat and 
approached the Blessed One. Having approached, he paid hom
age to the Blessed One, sat down to one side, and said to him: 
"Venerable sir, the-Venerable Sariputta has roared his lion's roar 
thus: 'Friends, the first question that the Blessed One asked me 
had not been previously considered by me: thus I hesitated over 
it. But when the Blessed One approved of my answer, it occurred 
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to me: "If the Blessed One were to question me about this matteI 
for up to seven days and nights, [56] for up to seven days and 
nights I would be able to answer him with various terms and 
with various methods."'" 

"Bhikkhu, the Venerable Sariputta has thoroughly penetrated 
that element of the Dhamma by the thorough penetration ot 
which, if I were to question him about that matter with varioUE
terms and with various methods for up to seven days and nights, 
for up to seven days and nights he would be able to answer me 
with various terms and with various methods. "101 

33 (3) Cases of Knowledge (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you forty-four cases of 
knowledge. Listen to that and attend closely, I will speak." 

"Yes, venerable sir," those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One 
said this: 

"Bhikkhus, what are the forty-four cases of knowledge? [57] 
Knowledge of aging-and-death, knowledge of its origin, knowl
edge of its cessation, knowledge of the way leading to its cessa
tion. Knowledge of birth . . .  Knowledge of existence . . .  
Knowledge of clinging . . .  Knowledge of craving . . .  Knowledge 
of feeling . . .  Knowledge of contact . . .  Knowledge of the six sense 
bases . . .  Knowledge of name-and-form . . .  Knowledge of con
sciousness . . .  Knowledge of volitional formations, knowledge of 
their origin, knowledge of their cessation, knowledge of the way 
leading to their cessation. These, bhikkhus, are the forty-four 
cases of knowledge. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is aging-and-death? . .  (definition as in 
§2) . . .  Thus this aging and this death are together called aging
and-death. With the arising of birth there is the arising of aging
and-death. With the cessation of birth there is the cessation of 
aging-and-death. This Noble Eightfold Path is the way leading to 
the cessation of aging-and-death; that is, right view . . .  right con
centration. 

"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple thus understands aging
and-death, its origin, [58] its cessation, and the way leading to its 
cessation, this is his knowledge of the principle.102 By means of 
this principle that is seen, understood, immediately attained, 
fathomed,103 he applies the method to the past and to the future 
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thus: 'Whatever ascetics and brahmins in the past directly knew 
aging-and-death, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to 
its cessation, all these directly knew it in the very same way that 
I do now. Whatever ascetics and brahmins in the future will 
directly know aging-and-death, its origin, its cessation, and the 
way leading to its cessation, all these will directly know it in the 
very same way that I do now.' This is his knowledge of entail
ment.104 

"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple has purified and cleansed 
these two kinds of knowledge-knowledge of the principle and 
knowledge of entailment-he is then called a noble disciple who 
is accomplished in view, accomplished in vision, who has 
arrived at this true Dhamma, who sees this true Dhamma, who 
possesses a trainee's knowledge, a trainee's true knowledge, who 
has entered the stream of the Dhamma, a noble one with pene
trative wisdom, one who stands squarely before the door to the 
Deathless. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is birth? .. What are the volitional for
mations? .. (definitions as in §2) [59] . . .  This Noble Eightfold Path 
is the way leading to the cessation of volitional formations; that 
is, right view . . .  right concentration. 

"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple thus understands volitional 
formations, their origin, their cessation, and the way leading to 
their cessation, this is his knowledge of the principle. By means 
of this principle that is seen, understood, immediately attained, 
fathomed, he applies the method to the past and to the future .. . . 
This is his knowledge of entailment. 

"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple has purified and cleansed 
these two kinds of knowledge-knowledge of the principle and 
knowledge of entailment-he is then called a noble disciple who 
is accomplished in view . . .  one who stands squarely before the 
door to the Deathless." 

34 (4) Cases of Knowledge (2) 

At Savattm. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you seventy-seven cases of 
knowledge. Listen to that and attend closely, I will speak." [60] 

"Yes, venerable sir," those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One 
said this: 

"Bhikkhus, what are the seventy-seven cases of knowledge? 
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The knowledge: 'Aging-and-death has birth as its condition.' The 
knowledge: 'When there is no birth, there is no aging-and-death.' 
The knowledge: 'In the past too aging-and-death had birth as its 
condition.' The knowledge: 'In the past too, had there been no 
birth, there would have been no aging-and-death.' The knowl
edge: 'In the future too aging-and-death will have birth as its 
condition.' The knowledge: 'In the future too, should there be no 
birth, there will be no aging-and-death.' The knowledge: 'That 
knowledge of the stability of the Dhamma is also subject to 
destruction, vanishing, fading away, and cessation.'105 

"The knowledge: 'Birth has existence as its condition.' . . .  The 
knowledge: 'Volitional formations have ignorance as their condi
tion.' The knowledge: 'When there is no ignorance, there are no 
volitional formations.' The knowledge: 'In the past too volitional 
formations had ignorance as their condition.' The knowledge: 'In 
the past too, had there been no ignorance, there would have been 
no volitional formations.' The knowledge: 'In the future too voli
tional formations will have ignorance as their condition.' The 
knowledge: 'In the future too, should there be no ignorance, 
there will be no volitional formations.' The knowledge: 'That 
knowledge of the stability of the Dhamma is also subject to 
destruction, vanishing, fading away, and cessation. ' 

"These, bhikkhus, are called the seventy-seven cases of 
knowledge." 

35 (5) With Ignorance as Condition (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, with ignorance as condition, volitional for
mations [come to be]; with volitional formations as condition, con
sciousness . . . . Such is the origin of this whole mass of suffering." 

When he had said this, a certain bhikkhu said to the Blessed 
One: "Venerable sir, what now is aging-and-death, and for 
whom is there this aging-and-death?" 

"Not a valid question," the Blessed One replied.106 [61] 
"Bhikkhu, whether one says, 'What now is aging-and-death, and 
for whom is there this aging-and-death?' or whether one says, 
'Aging-and-death is one thing, the one for whom there is this 
aging-and-death is another' -both these assertions are identical 
in meaning; they differ only in the phrasing. If there is the view, 
'The soul and the body are the same,' there is no living of the holy 
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life; and if there is the view, 'The soul is one thing, the body is 
another,' there is no living of the holy life. 107 Without veering 
towards either of these extremes, the Tathagata teaches the 
Dhamma by the middle: 'With birth as condition, aging-and
death.'" 

"Venerable sir, what now is birth, and for whom is there this 
birth?" 

"Not a valid question," the Blessed One replied. "Bhikkhu, 
whether one says, 'What now is birth, and for whom is there this 
birth?' or whether one says, 'Birth is one thing, the one for whom 
there is this birth is another' -both these assertions are identical 
in meaning; they differ only in the phrasing . . . .  Without veering 
towards either of these extremes, the Tathagata teaches the 
Dhamma by the middle: 'With existence as condition, birth.'" 

"Venerable sir, what now is existence, and for whom is there 
this existence?" 

"Not a valid question," the Blessed One replied. "Bhikkhu, 
whether one says, 'What now is existence, and for whom is there 
this existence?' or whether one says, 'Existence is one thing, the 
one for whom there is this existence is another' -both these 
assertions are identical in meaning; they differ only in the phras
ing . . . .  Without veering towards either of these extremes, the 
Tathagata teaches the Dhamma by the middle: 'With clinging as 
condition, existence . . . .  With craving as condition, clinging . . . .  
With feeling as condition, craving . . . .  With contact as  condition, 
feeling . . . . With the six sense bases as condition, contact . . . . With 
name-and-form as condition, the six sense bases . . . .  [62] With 
consciousness as condition, name-and-form . . . . With volitional 
formations as condition, consciousness.'" 

"Venerable sir, what now are volitional formations, and for 
whom are there these volitional formations?" 

"Not a valid question," the Blessed One replied. "Bhikkhu, 
whether one says, 'What now are volitional formations, and for 
whom are there these volitional formations?' or whether one 
says, 'Volitional formations are one thing, the one for whom 
there are these volitional formations is another' -both these 
assertions are identical in meaning; they differ only in the phras
ing. If there is the view, 'The soul and the body are the same,' 
there is no living of the holy life; and if there is the view, 'The 

soul is one thing, the body is another,' there is no living of the 
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holy life. Without veering towards either of these extremes, the 
Tathagata teaches the Dhamma by the middle: 'With ignorance 
as condition, volitional formations.' 

"But with the remainderless fading away and cessation of 
ignorance, whatever kinds of contortions, manoeuvres, and 
vacillations there may be108_'What now is aging-and-death, and 
for whom is there this aging-and-death?' or ' Aging-and-death is 
one thing, the one for whom there is this aging-and-death is 
another,' or 'The soul and the body are the same,' or 'The soul is 
one thing, the body is another' -all these are abandoned, cut off 
at the root, made like a palm stump, obliterated so that they are 
no more subject to future arising.109 

"With the remainderless fading away and cessation of igno
rance, whatever kinds of contortions, manoeuvres, and vacilla
tions there may be-'What now is birth, and for whom is there 
this birth?' . . .  [63] . , .  'What now are volitional formations, and for 
whom are there these volitional formations?'  or 'Volitional for
mations are one thing, the one for whom there are these voli
tional formations is another,' or 'The soul and the body are the 
same,' or 'The soul is one thing, the body is another' -all these 
are abandoned, cut off at the root, made like a palm stump, oblit
erated so that they are no more subject to future arising." 

36 (6) With Ignorance as Condition (2) 

(This sutta is identical with the preceding one, differing only in that the 
bhikkhus are addressed collectively throughout, and there is no inter
locutor who asks inappropriate questions. The Buddha simply cites the 
invalid types of assertions on his own.) [64] 

37 (7) Not Yours 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, this body is not yours, nor does it belong 
to others.ll0 [65] It is old kamma, to be seen as generated and 
fashioned by volition, as something to be felt.111 Therein, bhikkhus, 
the instructed noble disciple attends carefully and closely to 
dependent origination itself thus: 'When this exists, that comes to 
be; with the arising of this, that arises. When this does not exist, 
that does not come to be; with the cessation of this, that ceases. 
That is, with ignorance as condition, volitional formations [come 
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to be]; with volitional formations as condition, consciousness . . . . 
Such is the origin of this whole mass of suffering. But with the 
remainderless fading away and cessation of ignorance comes ces
sation of volitional formations; with the cessation of volitional 
formations, ces§'ation of consciousness . . . . Such is the cessation of 
this whole mass of suffering." 

38 (8) Volition (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, what one intends, and what one plans, 
and whatever one has a tendency towards: this becomes a basis 
for the maintenance of consciousness. When there is a basis there 
is a support for the establishing of consciousness. When con
sciousness is established and has come to growth, there is the 
production of future renewed existence. When there is the pro
duction of future renewed existence, future birth, aging-and
death, sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair come 
to be. Such is the

'
origin of this whole mass of suffering.ll2 

"If, bhikkhus, one does not intend, and one does not plan, but 
one still has a tendency towards something, this becomes a basis 
for the maintenance of consciousness. When there is a basis, there 
is a support for the establishing of consciousness . . . .  Such is the 
origin of this whole mass of suffering.113 

"But, bhikkhus, when one does not intend, and one does not 
plan, and one does not have a tendency towards anything, no 
basis exists for the maintenance of consciousness. I66] When 
there is no basis, there is no support for the establishing of con
sciousness. When consciousness is unestablished and does not 
come to growth, there is no production of future renewed exis
tence. When there is no production of future renewed existence, 
future birth, aging-and-death, sorrow, lamentation, pain, dis
pleasure, and despair cease. Such is the cessation of this whole 
mass of suffering."114 

39 (9) Volition (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, what one intends, and what one plans, 
and whatever one has a tendency towards: this becomes a basis 
for the maintenance of consciousness. When there is a basis, there 
is a support for the establishing of consciousness. When con-
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sciousness is established and has come to growth, there is a 
descent of name-and-form.115 With name-and-form as condition, 
the six sense bases [come to be]; with the six sense bases as con
dition, contact; with contact as condition, feeling . . .  craving . . .  
clinging . . .  existence . . .  birth; with birth as condition, aging-and
death, sorrow, lam�ntation, pain, displeasure, and despair come 
to be. Such is the origin of this whole mass of suffering. 

"If, bhikkhus, one does not intend, and one does not plan, but 
one still has a tendency towards something, this becomes a basis 
for the maintenance of consciousness. When there is a basis, there 
is a support for the establishing of (onsciousness. When con
sciousness is established and has come to growth, there is a 
descent of name-and-form. With name-and-form as condition, 
the six sense bases [come to be] . . . . Such is the origin of this whole 
mass of suffering. 

"But, bhikkhus, when one does not intend, and one does not 
plan, and one does not have a tendency towards anything, no 
basis exists for the maintenance of consciousness. When there is 
no basis, there is no support for the establishing of consciousness. 
When consciousness is unestablished and does not come to 
growth, there is no descent of name-and-form. With the cessation 
of name-and-form comes cessation of the six sense bases . . . . Such 
is the cessation of this whole mass of suffering." 

40 (10) Volition (3) 

At Savattru. [67] "Bhikkhus, what one intends, and what one 
plans, and whatever one has a tendency towards: this becomes a 
basis for the maintenance of consciousness. When there is a basis, 
there is a support for the establishing of consciousness. When 
consciousness is established and has come to growth, there is 
inclination. When there is inclination, there is coming and going. 
When there is coming and going, there is passing away and being 
reborn.116 When there is passing away and being reborn, future 
birth, aging-and-death, sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, 
and despair come to be. Such is the origin of this whole mass of 
suffering. 

"If, bhikkhus, one does not intend, and one does not plan, but 
one still has a tendency towards something, this becomes a basis 
for the maintenance of consciousness. When there is a basis, there 
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is a support for the establishing of consciousness . . . .  Such is the 
origin of this whole mass of suffering. 

"But, bhikkhus, when one does not intend, and one does not 
plan, and one does not have a tendency towards anything, no 
basis exists for the maintenance of consciousness. When there is 
no basis, there is no support for the establishing of consciousness. 
When consciousness is unestablished and does not come to 
growth, there is no inclination. When there is no inclination, 
there is no coming and going. When there is no coming and 
going, there is no passing away and being reborn. When there is 
no passing away and being reborn, future birth, aging-and
death, sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair cease. 
Such is the cessation of this whole mass of suffering."117 

[68] v. THE HOUSEHOLDER 

41 (1) Five Fearful Animosities (1) 

At Savatthi. Then the householder Anathapit:t<;lika approached 
the Blessed One, paid homage to him, and sat down to one side. 
The Blessed One then said to him: 

"Householder, when five fearful animosities have subsided in 
a noble disciple, and he possesses the four factors of stream
entry, and he has clearly seen and thoroughly penetrated with 
wisdom the noble method, if he wishes he could by himself 
declare of himself: 'I am one finished with hell, finished with the 
animal realm, finished with the domain of ghosts, finished with 
the plane of misery, the bad destinations, the nether world. I am 
a stream-enterer, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in 
destiny, with enlightenment as my destination.'llS 

"What are the five fearful animosities that have subsided? 
Householder, one who destroys life engenders, on account of 
such behaviour, fearful animosity pertaining to the present life 
and fearful animosity pertaining to the future life, and he experi
ences mental pain and displeasure.119 Thus for one who abstains 

from destroying life, this fearful animosity has subsided. 
"One who takes what is not given . . .  [69] . . .  who engages in 

sexual misconduct . . .  who speaks falsely . . .  who indulges in wine, 

liquor, and intoxicants that are a basis for negligence engenders, 

on account of such behaviour, fearful animosity pertaining to the 
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present life and fearful animosity pertaining to the future life, 
and he experiences mental pain and displeasure. Thus for one 
who abstains from wine, liquor, and intoxicants that are a basis 
for negligence, this fearful animosity has subsided. 

"These are the five fearful animosities that have subsided. 
"What are the four factors of stream-entry that he possesses?120 

Here, householder, the noble disciple possesses confirmed confi

dence in the Buddha thus: 'The Blessed One is an arahant, per
fectly enlightened, accomplished in true knowledge and conduct, 
fortunate, knower of the world, unsurpassed leader of persons to 
be tamed, teacher of devas and humans, the Enlightened One, 
the Blessed One.' 

"He possesses confirmed confidence in the Dhamma thus: 'The 
Dhamma is well expounded by the Blessed One, directly visible, 
immediate, inviting one to come and see, applicable, to be per
sonally experienced by the wise.' 

"He possesses confirmed confidence in the Sangha thus: 'The 
Sangha of the Blessed One's disciples is practising the good way, 
practising the straight way, practising the true way, practising 
the proper way; that is, the four pairs of persons, the eight types 
of individuals-this [70] Sangha of the Blessed One's disciples is 
worthy of gifts, worthy of hospitality, worthy of offerings, wor
thy of reverential salutation, the unsurpassed field of merit for 
the world.' 

"He possesses the virtues dear to the noble ones-unbroken, 
untom, unblemished, unmottled, freeing, praised by the wise, 
ungrasped, leading to concentration.121 

"These are the four factors of stream-entry that he possesses. 
"And what is the noble method that he has clearly seen and 

thoroughly penetrated with wisdom?l22 Here, householder, the 
noble disciple attends closely and carefully to dependent origina
tion itself thus: 'When this exists, that comes to be; with the arising 
of this, that arises. When this does not exist, that does not come to 
be; with the cessation of this, that ceases. That is, with ignorance as 
condition, volitional formations [come to be]; with volitional for
mations as condition, consciousness . . . .  Such is the origin of this 
whole mass of suffering. But with the remainderless fading away 
and cessation of ignorance comes cessation of volitional forma
tions; with the cessation of volitional formations, cessation of con
sciousness . . . . Such is the cessation of this whole mass of suffering.' 
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"This is the noble method that he has clearly seen and thor
oughly penetrated with wisdom. 

"When, householder, these five fearful animosities have sub
sided in a noble disciple, and he possesses these four factors of 
stream-entry, and he has clearly seen and thoroughly penetrated 
with wisdom this noble method, if he wishes he could by himself 
declare of himself: '1 am one finished with hell, finished with the 
animal realm, finished with the domain of ghosts, finished with 
the plane of misery, the bad destinations, the nether world. I am 
a stream-enterer, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in 
destiny, with enlightenment as my destination.'" 

42 (2) Five Fearful Animosities (2) 

(This sutta is identical with the preceding one except that it is addressed 
to "a number of bhikkhus. ") [71] 

43 (3) Suffering 

At Savatthi. [72] "Bhikkhus, I will teach you the origin and the 
passing away of suffering. Listen to that and attend closely, I will 
speak." 123 

"Yes, venerable sir," the bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One 
said this: 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the origin of suffering? In dependence 
on the eye and forms, eye-consciousness arises. The meeting of the 
three is contact. With contact as condition, feeling [comes to be]; 
with feeling as condition, craving. This is the origin of suffering. 

"In dependence on the ear and sounds . . . In dependence on the 
nose and odours . . .  In dependence on the tongue and tastes . . . In 
dependence on the body and tactile objects . . .  In dependence on 
the mind and mental phenomena, mind-consciousness arises. 
The meeting of the three is contact. With contact as condition, 
feeling [comes to be]; with feeling as condition, craving. This is 
the origin of suffering. 

II And what, bhikkhus, is the passing away of suffering? In 

dependence on the eye and forms, eye-consciousness arises. The 
meeting of the three is contact. With contact as condition, feeling 
[comes to be]; with feeling as condition, craving. But with the 
remainderless fading away and cessation of that same craving 
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comes cessation of clinging; with the cessation of clinging, cessa
tion of existence; with the cessation of existence, cessation of 
birth; with the cessation of birth, aging-and-death, sorrow, 
lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair cease. Such is the ces
sation of this whole mass of suffering. This is the passing away 
of suffering. 

"In dependence on the ear and sounds . . .  In dependence on the 
mind and mental phenomena, mind-consciousness arises. The 
meeting of the three is contact. With contact as condition, feeling 
[comes to be]; with feeling as condition, craving. But with the 
remainderless fading away and cessation of that same craving 
comes cessation of clinging . . .  cessation of existence . . .  cessation 
of birth; with the cessation of birth, aging-and-death, [73] sorrow, 
lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair cease. Such is the ces
sation of this whole mass of suffering. This is the passing away 
of suffering." 

44 (4) The World 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you the origin and the pass
ing away of the world. Listen to that and attend closely, I will 
speak."124 

"Yes, venerable sir," the bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One 
said this: 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the origin of the world? In depend
ence on the eye and forms, eye-consciousness arises. The meeting 
of the three is contact. With contact as condition, feeling [comes 
to be]; with feeling as condition, craving; with craving as condi
tion, clinging; with clinging as condition, existence; with exis
tence as condition, birth; with birth as condition, aging-and
death, sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair come 
to be. This, bhikkhus, is the origin of the world. 

"In dependence on the ear and sounds . . .  In dependence on the 
nose and odours . . . In dependence on the tongue and tastes . . .  In 
dependence on the body and tactile objects . . .  In dependence on 
the mind and mental phenomena, mind-consciousness arises. The 

meeting of the three is contact. With contact as condition, feeling 
[comes to be]; with feeling as condition, craving; with craving as 
condition, clinging . . .  existence . . .  birth; with birth as condition, 
aging-and-death, sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and 
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despair come to be. This, bhikkhus, is the origin of the world. 
"And what, bhikkhus, is the passing away of the world? In 

dependence on the eye and forms, eye-consciousness arises. The 
meeting of the three is contact. With contact as condition, feeling 
[comes to be]; with feeling as condition, craving. But with the 
remainderless fading away and cessation of that same craving 
comes cessation of clinging; with the cessation of clinging, cessa
tion of existence; with the cessation of existence, cessation of 
birth; with the cessation of birth, aging-and-death, sorrow, 
lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair cease. Such is the ces
sation of this whole mass of suffering. This, bhikkhus, is the pass
ing away of the world. 

"In dependence on the ear and sou,nds . . .  [74] . . .  In depend
ence on the mind and mental phenomena, mind-consciousness 
arises. The meeting of the three is contact. With contact as condi
tion, feeling [comes to be]; with feeling as condition, craving. But 
with the remainderless fading away and cessation of that same 
craving comes cessation of cliriging . . .  cessation of existence . . .  
cessation of birth; with the cessation of birth, aging-and-death, 
sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair cease. Such 
is the cessation of this whole mass of suffering. This, bhikkhus, is 
the passing away of the world." 

45 (5) At Niitika 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Natika in the Brick Hall. Then, while the Blessed One 
was alone in seclusion, he uttered this Dhamma exposition:125 

"In dependence on the eye and forms, eye-consciousness aris
es. The meeting of the three is contact. With contact as condition, 
feeling [comes to be]; with feeling as condition, craving; with 
craving as condition, clinging . . . . Such is the origin of this whole 
mass of suffering. 

"In dependence on the ear and sounds . . .  In dependence on the 
mind and mental phenomena, mind-consciousness arises. The 
meeting of the three is contact. With contact as condition, feeling 
[comes to be]; with feeling as condition, craving; with craving as 
condition, clinging . . . . Such is the origin of this whole mass of suf
fering. 

"In dependence on the eye and forms, eye-consciousness arises. 
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The meeting of the three is contact. With contact as condition, 
feeling [comes to be]; with feeling as condition, craving. But with 
the remainderless fading away and cessation of that same crav
ing comes cessation of clinging; with the cessation of clinging, 
cessation of existence . . . .  Such is the cessation of this whole mass 
of suffering. [75] 

"In dependence on the ear and sounds . . .  In dependence on the 
mind and mental phenomena, mind-consciousness arises. The 
meeting of the three is contact. With contact as condition, feeling 

[comes to be]; with feeling as condition, craving. But with the 
remainderless fading away and cessation of that same craving 
comes cessation of clinging; with the cessation of clinging, cessa

tion of existence . . . .  Such is the cessation of this whole mass of 
suffering." 

Now on that occasion a certain bhikkhu was standing listening 
in on the Blessed One. The Blessed One saw him standing there 
listening in and said to him: "Did you hear that Dhamma expo
sition, bhikkhu?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"Learn that Dhamma exposition, bhikkhu, master it and 

remember it. That Dhamma exposition is beneficial and relevant 
to the fundamentals of the holy life." 

46 (6) A Certain Brahmin 

At Savatthi. Then a certain brahmin approached the Blessed One 
and exchanged greetings with him. When they had concluded 
their greetings and cordial talk, he sat down to one side and said 
to him: 

"How is it, Master Gotama: is the one who acts the same as the 
one who experiences [the result]?"126 

"'The one who acts is the same as the one who experiences [the 

result]': this, brahmin, is one extreme. " [76] 
"Then, Master Gotama, is the one who acts one, and the one 

who experiences [the result] another?" 
"'The one who acts is one, and the one who experiences [the 

result] is another': this, brahmin, is the second extreme. Without 
veering towards either of these extremes, the Tathagata teaches the 
Dhamma by the middle: 'With ignorance as condition, volitional 
formations [come to be]; with volitional formations as condition, 
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consciousness . . . . Such is the origin of this whole mass of suffer
ing. But with the remainderless fading away and cessation of 
ignorance comes cessation of volitional formations; with the ces
sation of volitional formations, cessation of consciousness . . . .  
Such is the cessation of this whole mass of suffering.'" 

When this was said, that brahmin said to the Blessed One: 
"Magnificent, Master Gotama! . . .  I go for refuge to Master 
Gotama, and to the Dhamma, and to the Bhikkhu Sangha. From 
today let Master Gotama remember me as a lay follower who has 
gone for refuge for life." 

47 (7) JiiIJussoIJi 

At Savatthi. Then the brahmin Ja:r:tussor:U approached the Blessed 
One and exchanged greetings with him. When they had con
cluded their greetings and cordial talk, he sat down to one side 
and said to him: 127 

"How is it, Master Gotama: does all exist?" 
'" All exists': this, brahmin, is one extreme." 
"Then, Master Gotama, does all not exist?" 
"' All does not exist': this, brahmin, is the second extreme. 

Without veering towards either of these extremes, the Tathagata 
teaches the Dhamma by the middle . . . .  " 

When this was said, the brahmin Ja:r:tussor:U said to the Blessed 
One: [77] "Magnificent, Master Gotama! . . .  From today let Master 
Gotama remember me as a lay follower who has gone for refuge 
for life." 

48 (8) A Cosmologist 

At Savatthi. Then a brahmin who was a cosmologist128 
approached the Blessed One '" and said to him: 

"How is it, Master Gotama: does all exist?" 
'" All exists': this, brahmin, is the oldest cosmology."l29 
"Then, Master Gotama, does all not exist?" 
IIIAlI does not exist': this, brahmin, is the second cosmology." 
"How is it, Master Gotama: is all a unity?"l30 
III All is a unity': this, brahmin, is the third cosmology." 
"Then, Master Gotama, is all a plurality?"131 
'" All is a plurality': this, brahmin, is the fourth cosmology. 
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Without veering towards either of these extremes, the Tathagata 
teaches the Dhamma by the middle . . . . " 

When this was said, that brahmin said to the Blessed One: 
"Magnificent, Master Gotama! . . .  From today let Master Gotama 
remember me as a lay follower who has gone for refuge for life." 

49 (9) The Noble Disciple (1) 

At Savatthi. [78] "Bhikkhus, an instructed noble disciple does not 
think: 'When what exists does what corne to be? With the arising 
of what does what arise? [When what exists do volitional forma
tions corne to be? When what exists does consciousness corne to 
be?]132 When what exists does name-and-form corne to be? . .  
When what exists does aging-and-death corne to be?' 

"Rather, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple has knowl
edge about this that is independent of others: 'When this exists, 
that comes to be; with the arising of this, that arises. [When there 
is ignorance, volitional formations corne to be. When there are 
volitional formations, consciousness comes to be. ] When there is 
consciousness, name-and-form comes to be . . . . When there is birth, 
aging-and-death comes to be.' He understands thus: 'In such a 
way the world originates.' 

"Bhikkhus, an instructed noble disciple does not think: 'When 
what does not exist does what not corne to be? With the cessation 
of what does what cease? [When what does not exist do volition
al formations not corne to be? When what does not exist does 
consciousness not corne to be?] When what does not exist does 
name-and-form not corne to be? . .  When what does not exist 
does aging-and-death not corne to be?'" 

"Rather, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple has knowl
edge about this that is independent of others: 'When this does 
not exist, that does not corne to be; with the cessation of this, that 
ceases. [When there is no ignorance, volitional formations do not 
corne to be. When there are no volitional formations, conscious
ness does not corne to be.] When there is no consciousness, name
and-form does not corne to be . . . .  When there is no birth, aging
and-death does not corne to be.' He understands thus: 'In such a 
way the world ceases.' [79] 

II Bhikkhus, when a noble disciple thus understands as they 
really are the origin and the passing away of t�� world, he is then 
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called a noble disciple who is accomplished in view, accom
plished in vision, who has arrived at this true Dhamma, who sees 
this true Dhamma, who possesses a trainee's knowledge, a 
trainee's true knowledge, who has entered the stream of the 
Dharnrna, a noble one with penetrative wisdom, one who stands 
squarely before the door to the Deathless." 

50 (10) The Noble Disciple (2) 

(This sutta is identical with the preceding one except that the passages 
enclosea in brackets there as absent in some editions are here clearly 
included in all editions.) [80] 

VI. SUFFERING (OR THE TREE)133 

51 (1) Thorough Investigation 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, AnathapU::t(#ka's Park. There 
the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus!" 

"Venerable sir!" those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said 
this: 

"Bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu is making a thorough investiga
tion, in what way should he thoroughly investigate for the utter
ly complete destruction of suffering?"l34 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One, 
guided by the Blessed One, [81 ]  take recourse in the Blessed One. 
It would be good if the Blessed One would clear up the meaning 
of this statement. Having heard it from him, the bhikkhus will 
remember it." 

"Then listen and attend closely, bhikkhus, I will speak." 
"Yes, venerable sir," the bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One 

said this: 
"Here, bhikkhus, when he makes a thorough investigation, a 

bhikkhu thoroughly investigates thus: 'The many diverse kinds of 
suffering that arise in the world [headed by] aging-and-death: 
what is the source of this suffering, what is its origin, from what is 
it born and produced? When what exists does aging-and-death 
corne to be? When what does not exist does aging-and-death no� 
corne to be?' 
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"As he thoroughly investigates he understands thus: 'The 
many diverse kinds of suffering that arise in the world [headed 
by] aging-and-death: this suffering has birth as its source, birth as 
its origin; it is born and produced from birth. When there is birth, 
aging-and-death comes to be; when there is no birth, aging-and· 
death does not come to be.' 

"He understands aging-and-death, its origin, its cessation, and 
the way leading on that is in conformity with its cessation)35 He 
practises that way and conducts himself accordingly. This is 
called a bhikkhu who is practising for the utterly complete 
destruction of suffering, for the cessation of aging-and-death. 

"Then, investigating further, he thoroughly investigates thus: 
'What is the source of this birth, what is its origin, from what is it 
born and produced? . .  What is the source of this existence? . .  
this clinging? . .  this craving? . .  this feeling? . . .  this contact? . .  
these six sense bases? . .  this name-and-form? . .  this conscious
ness? . .  What is the source of these volitional formations, what is 
their origin, from what are they born and produced? When what 
exists do volitional formations come to be? When what does not 
exist do volitional formations not come to be?' 

"As he thoroughly investigates he understands thus: 
'Volitional formations have ignorance as their source, ignorance 
as their origin; they are born and produced from ignorance. [82] 
When there is ignorance, volitional formations come to be; when 
there is no ignorance, volitional formations do not come to be.' 

"He understands volitional formations, their origin, their ces
sation, and the way leading on that is in conformity with their 
cessation. He practises that way and conducts himself accordingly. 
This is called a bhikkhu who is practising for the utterly complete 
destruction of suffering, for the cessation of volitional forma
tions. 

"Bhikkhus, if a person immersed in ignorance generates a 
meritorious volitional formation, consciousness fares on to the 
meritorious; if he generates a demeritorious volitional formation, 
consciousness fares on to the demeritorious; if he generates an 
imperturbable volitional formation, consciousness fares on to the 
imperturbable.136 But when a bhikkhu has abandoned ignorance 
and aroused true knowledge, then, with the fading away of igno
rance and the arising of true knowledge, he does not generate a 
meritorious volitional formation, or a demeritorious volitional 
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formation, or an imperturbable volitional formation. Since he 
does not generate or fashion volitional formations, he does not 
cling to anything in the world. Not clinging, he is not agitated.137 
Not being agitated, he personally attains Nibbana. He under
stands: 'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, what had 
to be done has been done, there is no more for this state of being.' 

"If he feels a pleasant feeling,l38 he understands: 'It is imper
manent'; he understands: 'It is not held to'; he understands: 'It is 
not delighted in. ' If he feels a painful feeling, he understands: 'It 
is impermanent'; he understands: 'It is not held to'; he under
stands: 'It is not delighted in.' If he feels a neither-painful-nor
pleasant feeling, he understands: 'It is impermanent'; he under
stands: 'It is not held to'; he understands: 'It is not delighted in.' 

"If he feels a pleasant feeling, he feels it detached; if he feels a 
painful feeling, he feels it detached; if he feels a neither-painful
nor-pleasant feeling, he feels it detached. [83] 

"When he feels a feeling terminating with the body, he under
stands: 'I feel a feeling terminating with the body.' When he feels 
a feeling terminating with life, he understands: 'I feel a feeEng 
terminating with life.'139 He understands: 'With the breakup of 
the body, following the exhaustion of life, all that is felt, not being 
delighted in, will become cool right here; mere bodily remains 
will be left.'l40 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, a man would remove a hot clay pot from 
a potter's kiln and set it on smooth ground: its heat would be dis
sipated right there and potsherds would be left. So too, when he 
feels a feeling terminating with the body . . .  terminating with 
life . . . .  He understands: 'With the breakup of the body, following 
the exhaustion of life, all that is felt, not being delighted in, will 
become cool right here; mere bodily remains will be left.'141 

"What do you think, bhikkhus, can a bhikkhu whose taints are 
destroyed generate a meritorious volitional formation, or a 
demeritorious volitional formation, or an imperturbable voli
tional formation?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"When there are utterly no volitional formations, with the cessa

tion of volitional formations, would consciousness be discerned?"l42 
"No, venerable sir." 
"When there is utterly no consciousness, with the cessation of 

consciousness, would name-and-form be discerned?" 
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"No, venerable sir." 
"When there is utterly no name-and-form . . .  no six sense bases 

. . .  [84] . . .  no contact . . .  no feeling . . .  no craving . . .  no clinging . . .  
no existence . . .  no birth, with the cessation of birth, would aging
and-death be discerned?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Good, good, bhikkhus! It is exactly so and not otherwise! 

Place faith in me about this, bhikkhus, resolve on this. Be free 
from perplexity and doubt about thls. Just this is the end of suf
fering."143 

52 (2) Clinging 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when one dwells contemplating gratifi
cation in things that can be clung to,l44 craving increases. With 
craving as condition, clinging [comes to be]; with clinging as con
dition, existence; with existence as condition, birth; with birth as 
condition, aging-and-death, sorrow, lamentation, pam, displeas
ure, and despair come to be. Such is the origin of this whole mass 
of suffering. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, [85] a great bonfire was burning, con
suming ten, twenty, thirty, or forty loads of wood, and a man 
would cast dry grass, dry cow dung, and dry wood into it from 
time to time. Thus, sustained by that material, fuelled by it, that 
great bonfire would burn for a very long time. So too, when one 
lives contemplating gratification in things that can be clung to, 
craving increases . . . .  Such is the origin of this whole mass of suf
fering. 

"Bhikkhus, when one dwells contemplating danger in things 
that can be clung to, craving ceases. With the cessation of craving 
comes cessation of clinging; with the cessation of clinging, cessa
tion of existence . . .  cessation of birth . . .  aging-and-death, sorrow, 
lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair cease. Such is the ces
sation of this whole mass of suffering.145 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, a great bonfire was burning, consuming 
ten, twenty, thirty, or forty loads of wood, and a man would not 
cast dry grass, dry cowdung, or dry wood into it from time to 
time. Thus, when the former supply of fuel is exhausted, that 
great bonfire, not being fed with any more fuel, lacking suste
nance, would be extinguished. So too, when one lives contem-
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plating danger in things that can be clung to, craving ceases . . . .  
Such is the cessation of this whole mass of suffering."146 [86] 

53 (3) Fetters (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when one dwells contemplating gratifi
cation in things that can fetter,147 craving increases. With craving 
as condition, clinging [comes to be]; with clin&ing as condition, 
existence; with existence as condition, birth; with birth as condi
tion, aging-and-death, sorrow, lamentatiori, pain, displeasure, 
and despair come to be. Such is the origin of this whole mass of 
suffering. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, an oil lamp WqS burning in dependence 
on oil and a wick, and a man would pour oil into it and adjust the 
wick from time to time. Thus, sustained by that oil, fuelled by it, 
that oil lamp would bum for a very long time. So too, when one 
lives contemplating gratification in things that can fetter, craving 
increases . . . . Such is the origin of this whole mass of suffering. 

"Bhikkhus, when one dwells contemplating danger in tl>ings 
that can fetter, craving ceases. With the cessation of craving 
comes cessation of clinging; with the cessation of clinging, cessa
tion of existence . . .  cessation of birth . . .  aging-and-death, sorrow, 
lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair cease. Such is the ces
sation of this whole mass of suffering. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, an oil lamp was burning in dependence 
on oil and a wick, and the man would not pour oil into it or 
adjust the wick from time to time. Thus, when the former supply 
of fuel is exhausted, that oil lamp, not being fed with any more 
fuel, lacking sustenance, would be extinguished. So too, when 
one lives contemplating danger in things that can fetter, craving 
ceases . . . .  Such is the cessation of this whole mass of suffering." 
[87] 

54 (4) Fetters (2) 

(This sutta is identical with the preceding one except that in both the 
sections on origination and cessation the similes come first and their 
applications only afterwards.) 
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55 (5) The Great Tree (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when one dwells contemplating gratifi
cation in things that can be clung to, craving increases. With crav
ing as condition, clinging [comes to be] . . . . Such is the origin of 
this whole mass of suffering. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, there was a great tree, and all its roots 
going downwards and across would send the sap upwards. 
Sustained by that sap, nourished by it, that great tree would 
stand for a very long time. So too, when one lives contemplating 
gratification in things that can be clung to, craving increases . . . .  
Such is the origin of this whole mass of suffering.148 [88] 

"When, bhikkhus, one dwells contemplating danger in things 
that can be clung to, craving ceases. With the cessation of craving 
comes cessation of clinging . . . . Such is the cessation of this whole 
mass of suffering. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, there was a great tree. Then a man would 
come along bringing a shovel and a basket. He would cut down 
the tree at its foot, dig it up, and pull out the roots, even the fine 
rootlets and root-fibre. He would cut the tree into pieces, split the 
pieces, and reduce them to slivers. Then he would dry the slivers 
in the wind and sun, bum them in a fire, and collect the ashes. 
Having done so, he would winnow the ashes in a strong wind or 
let them be carried away by the swift current of a river. Thus that 
great tree would be cut off at the root, made like a palm stump, 
obliterated so that it is no more subject to future arising. 

"So too, bhikkhus, when one dwells contemplating danger in 
things that can be clung to, craving ceases . . . . Such is the cessation 
of this whole mass of suffering." 149 

56 (6) The Great Tree (2) 

(This sutta is identical with the preceding one except that in both the 
sections on origination and cessation the similes come first and their 
applications only afterwards.) [89] 

57 (7) The Sapling 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when one dwells contemplating gratifi
cation in things that can fetter, craving increases. With craving as 
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condition, clinging [comes to be] . . . .  Such is the origin of this 
whole mass of suffering. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, there was a sapling, and from time to 
time a man would clear the area around the roots, from time to 
time provide it with good soil, from time to time water it. Sus
tained by that care, nourished by it, that sapling would attain to 
growth, increase, and expansion. So too, when one dwells contem
plating gratification in things that can fetter, craving increases . . . .  
Such is the origin of this whole mass of suffering. 

"When, bhikkhus, one dwells contemplating danger in things 
that can fetter, craving ceases. With the cessation of craving 
comes cessation of clinging . . . .  Such is the cessation of this whole 
mass of suffering. [90] 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, there was a sapling. Then a man would 
come along bringing a shovel and a basket. He would cut down 
the sapling at its foot . . .  (as in §55) . . .  he would winnow the ashes 
in a strong wind or let them be carried away by the swift current 
of a river. Thus that sapling would be cut off at the root, made 
like a palm stump, obliterated so that it is no more subject to 
future arising. 

"50 too, bhikkhus, when one dwells contemplating danger in 
things that can fetter, craving ceases . . . .  Such is the cessation of 
this whole mass of suffering." 

58 (8) Name-and-Form 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when one dwells contemplating gratifi
cation in things that can fetter, there is a descent of name-and
form.lso With name-and-form as condition, the six sense bases 
[come to be] . . . .  Such is the origin of this whole mass of suffering. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, there was a great tree, and all its roots 
going downwards and across would send the sap upwards. 
Sustained by that sap, nourished by it, that great tree would 
stand for a very long time. So too, when one lives contemplating 
gratification in things that can fetter, there is a descent of name
and-form . . . . Such is the origin of this whole mass of suffering. 

"When, bhikkhus, one dwells contemplating danger in things 
that can fetter, there is no descent of name-and-form. [91] With 
the cessation of name-and-form comes cessation of the six sense 
bases . . . .  Such is the cessation of this whole mass of suffering. 
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"Suppose, bhikkhus, there was a great tree. Then a man would 
corne along bringing a shovel and a basket. He would cut down 
the tree at its foot . . .  he would winnow the ashes in a strong wind 
or let them be carried away by the swift current of a river. Thus 
that great tree would be cut off at the root, made like a palm 
stump, obliterated so that it is no more subject to future arising. 

"So too, bhikkhus, when one dwells contemplating danger in 
things that can fetter, there is no descent of name-and-form . . . . 
Such is the cessation of this whole mass of suffering. " 

59 (9) Consciousness 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when one dwells contemplating gratifi
cation in things that can fetter, there is a descent of conscious
ness.151 With consciousness as condition, name-and-form [comes 
to be] . . . . Such is the origin of this whole mass of suffering. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, there was a great tree, and all its roots 
going downwards and across would send the sap upwards. 
Sustained by that sap, nourished by it, that great tree would 
stand for a very long time. So too, when one lives contemplating 
gratification in things that can fetter, there is a descent of con
sciousness . . . . Such is the origin of this whole mass of suffering. 

" When, bhikkhus, one dwells contemplating danger in things 
that can fetter, there is no descent of consciousness. With the ces
sation of consciousness comes cessation of name-and-form . . . . 
Such is the cessation of this whole mass of suffering. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, there was a great tree. Then a man would 
corne along bringing a shovel and a basket. He would cut down 
the tree at its foot . . .  he would winnow the ashes in a strong wind 
or let them be carried away by the swift current of a river. Thus 
that great tree would be cut off at the root, made like a palm 
stump, obliterated so that it is no more subject to future arising. 

"So too, bhikkhus, when one dwells contemplating danger in 
things that can fetter, there is no descent of consciousness . . . .  
Such is the cessation of this whole mass of  suffering." [92] 

60 (10) Causation 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the Kurus, 
where there was a town of the Kurus named Kammasadarnrna. 
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Then the Venerable Ananda approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him:152 

"It is wonderful, venerable sir! It is amazing, venerable sir! This 
dependent origination is so deep and so deep in implications, yet 
to me it seems as clear as clear can be." 

"Not so, Ananda! Not so, Ananda! This dependent origination 
is deep and deep in implications. It is because of not under
standing and not penetrating this Dharnma, Ananda, that this 
generation has become like a tangled skein, like a knotted ball of 
thread, like matted reeds and rushes, and does not pass beyond 
the plane of misery, the bad destinations, the nether world, 
sarp.sara. 

"Ananda, when one dwells contemplating gratification in 
things that can be clung to, craving increases. With craving as 
condition, [93] clinging [comes to be] . . . .  Such is the origin of this 
whole mass of suffering. 

"Suppose, Ananda, there was a great tree, and all its roots 
going downwards and across would send the sap upwards. 
Sustained by that sap, nourished by it, that great tree would 
stand for a very long time. So too, when one lives contemplating 
gratification in things that can be clung to, craving increases . . . .  
Such is the origin of this whole mass of suffering. 

"When, Ananda, one dwells contemplating danger in things 
that can be clung to, craving ceases. With the cessation of craving 
comes cessation of clinging . . . . Such is the cessation of this whole 
mass of suffering. 

"Suppose, Ananda, there was a great tree. Then a man would 
corne along bringing a shovel and a basket. He would cut down 
the tree at its foot . . .  he would winnow the ashes in a strong wind 
or let them be carried away by the swift current of a river. Thus 
that great tree would be cut off at the root, made like a palm 
stump, obliterated so that it is no more subject to future arising. 

"So too, Ananda, when one dwells contemplating danger in 
things that can be clung to, craving ceases. With the cessation of 
craving comes cessation of clinging; with the cessation of cling
ing, cessation of existence; with the cessation of existence, cessa
tion of birth; with the cessation of birth, aging-and-death, sor
row, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair cease. Such is 
the cessation of this whole mass of suffering." 
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[94] VII. THE GREAT SUBCHAPTER 

61 (1) Uninstructed (1) 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, AnathapiI).9ika's Park. . . .  

" Bhikkhus, the uninstructed worldling1S3 might experience 
revulsion towards this body composed of the four great ele
ments; he might become dispassionate towards it and be liber
ated from it. For what reason? Because growth and decline is 
seen in this body composed of the four great elements, it is seen 
being taken up and laid aside. Therefore the uninstructed world
ling might experience revulsion towards this body composed of 
the four great elements; he might become dispassionate towards 
it and be liberated from it. 

"But, bhikkhus, as to that which is called 'mind' and 'men
tality' and 'consciousness'l54-the uninstructed worldling is 
unable to experience revulsion towards it, unable to become dis
passionate towards it and be liberated from it. For what reason? 
Because for a long time this has been held to by him, appropri
ated, and grasped thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is my self.'ISS 

Therefore the uninstructed worldling is unable to experience 
revulsion towards it, unable to become dispassionate towards it 
and be liberated from it. 

"It would be better, bhikkhus, for the uninstructed worldling 
to take as self this body composed of the four great elements 
rather than the mind. For what reason? Because this body com
posed of the four great elements is seen standing for one year, for 
two years, for three, four, five, or ten years, for twenty, thirty, 
forty, or fifty years, for a hundred years, [95] or even 10nger.156 
But that which is called 'mind' and 'mentality' and 'conscious
ness' arises as one thing and ceases as another by day and by 
night. Just as a monkey roaming through a forest grabs hold of 
one branch, lets that go and grabs another, then lets that go and 
grabs still another, so too that which is called 'mind' and 'men
tality' and 'consciousness' arises as one thing and ceases as 
another by day and by night.157 

"Therein, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple attends close
ly and carefully to dependent origination itself thus:l58 'When 
this exists, that comes to be; with the arising of this, that arises. 
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When this does not exist, that does not come to be; with the ces
sation of this, that ceases. That is, with ignorance as condition 
volitional formations [come to be]; with volitional formations a� 
condition, consciousness . . . .  Such is the origin of this whole mass 
of suffering. But with the remainderless fading away and cessa
tion of ignorance comes cessation of volitional formations; with 
the cessation of volitional formations, cessation of conscious
ness . . . .  Such is the cessation of this whole mass of suffering. 

"Seeing thus, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple experi
ences revulsion towards form, revulsion towards feeling, revul
sion towards perception, revulsion towards volitional formations, 
revulsion towards consciousness. Experiencing revulsion, he be
comes dispassionate. Through dispassion [his mind] is liberated. 
When it is liberated there comes the knowledge: 'It's liberated.' 
He understands: 'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, 
what had to be done has been done, there is no more for this state 
of being.'" 

62 (2) Uninstructed (2) 

(This sutta is identical with the preceding one from the opening down 
to the monkey simile. It then omits the monkey simile and continues as 
follows:) [96] 

"Therein, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple attends close
ly and carefully to dependent origination itself thus: 'When this 
exists, that comes to be; with the arising of this, that arises. When 
this does not exist, that does not come to be; with the cessation of 
this, that ceases.' Bhikkhus, in dependence on a contact to be 
experienced as pleasant, a pleasant feeling arises. With the cessa
tion of that contact to be experienced as pleasant, the correspon
ding feeling-the pleasant feeling that arose in dependence on 
that contact to be experienced as pleasant---<:eases and subsides. 
In dependence on a contact to be experienced as painful, a 
painful feeling arises. With the cessation of that contact to be 
experienced as painful, the corresponding feeling-the painful 
feeling [97] that arose in dependence on that contact to be expe
rienced as painful---<:eases and subsides. In dependence on a 
contact to be experienced as neither-painful-nor-pleasant, a nei
ther-painful-nor-pleasant feeling arises. With the cessation of 
that contact to be experienced as neither-painful-nor-pleasant, 
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the corresponding feeling-the neither-painful-nor-pleasant feel

ing that arose in dependence on that contact to be experienced as 
neither-painful-nor-pleasant--ceases and subsides. 

"Bhikkhus, just as heat is generated and fire is produced from 
the conjunction and friction of two fire-sticks, but with the sepa
ration and laying aside of the sticks1S9 the resultant heat ceases 
and subsides; so too, in dependence on a contact fo be experi

enced as pleasant . . .  a contact to be experienced as painful . . .  a 
contact to be experienced as neither-painful-nor-pleasant, a nei
ther-painful-nor-pleasant feeling arises . . . . With the cessation of 
that contact to be experienced as neither-painful-nor-pleasant, 
the corresponding feeling . . .  ceases and subsides. 

"Seeing thus, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple experi
ences revulsion towards contact, revulsion towards feeling, 
revulsion towards perception, revulsion towards volitional for
mations, revulsion towards consciousness. Experiencing revul
sion, he becomes dispassionate. Through dispassion [�is mind] is 
liberated. When it is liberated there comes the knowledge: 'It's 
liberated.' He understands: 'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has 

been lived, what had to be done has been done, there is no more 
for this state of being.'" 

63 (3) Son's Flesh 

At Savatthi.l60 [98] "Bhikkhus, there are these four kinds of nutri
ment for the maintenance of beings that have already come to be 
and for the assistance of those about to come to be. What four? 
The nutriment edible food, gross or subtle; second, contact; third, 

mental volition; fourth, consciousness. These are the four kinds 
of nutriment for the maintenance of beings that have already 
come to be and for the assistance of those about to come to be. 

"And how, bhikkhus, should the nutriment edible food be 
seen? Suppose a couple, husband and wife, had taken limited 
provisions and were travelling through a desert. They have with 
them their only son, dear and beloved. Then, in the middle of the 
desert, their limited provisions would be used up and exhausted, 
while the rest of the desert remains to be crossed. The husband 
and wife would think: 'Our limited provisions have been used 
up and exhausted, while the rest of this desert remains to be 
crossed. Let us kill our only son, dear and beloved, and prepare 
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dried and spiced meat. By eating our son's flesh we can cross the 
rest of this desert. Let not all three of us perish!' 

"Then, bhikkhus, the husband and wife would kill their only 
son, dear and beloved, prepare dried and roasted meat, and by 

eating their son's flesh they would cross the rest of the desert. 
While they are eating their son's flesh, they would beat their 
breasts and cry: 'Where are you, our only son? Where are you, 

our only son?' 
"What do you think, bhikkhus? Would they eat that food for 

amusement or for enjoyment [99J or for the sake of physical 
beauty and attractiveness?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Wouldn't they eat that food only for the sake of crossing the 

desert?" 
"Yes, venerable sir." 
''It is in such a way, bhikkhus, that I say the nutriment edible 

food should be seen.161 When the nutriment edible food is fully 
understood, lust for the five cords of sensual pleasure is fully 
understood.162 When lust for the five cords of sensual pleasure is 
fully understood, there is no fetter bound by which a noble dis
ciple might come back again to this world.163 

"And how, bhikkhus, should the nutriment contact be seen? 
Suppose there is a flayed cow. If she stands exposed to a wall, the 
creatures dwelling in the wall would nibble at her. If she stands 
exposed to a tree, the creatures dwelling in the tree would nibble 
at her. If she stands exposed to water, the creatures dwelling in 
the water would nibble at her. If she stands exposed to the open 
air, the creatures dwelling in the open air would nibble at her. 
Whatever that flayed cow stands exposed to, the creatures 
dwelling there would nibble at her. 

"It is in such a way, bhikkhus, that I say the nutriment contact 
should be seen.164 When the nutriment contact is fully under
stood, the three kinds of feeling are fully understood. When the 
three kinds of feeling are fully understood, I say, there is nothing 

further that a noble disciple needs to do.165 

"And how, bhikkhus, should the nutriment mental volition be 
seen? Suppose there is a charcoal pit deeper than a man's height, 
filled with glowing coals without flame or smoke. A man would 
come along wanting to live, not wanting to die, desiring happi
ness and averse to suffering. Then two strong men would grab 
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him by both arms and drag him towards the charcoal pit. The 
man's volition would be to get far away, his longing would be to 
get far away, his wish would be to get far away [from the char
coal pit]. {lOO] For what reason? Because he knows: 'I will fall 
into this charcoal pit and on that account I will meet death or 
deadly suffering: 

"It is in such a way, bhikkhus, that I say the nutriment mental 
volition should be seen.166 When the nutriment mental volition is 
fully understood, the three kinds of craving are fully understood. 
When the three kinds of craving are fully understood, I say, there 
is nothing further that a noble disciple needs to do.167 

"And how, bhikkhus, should the nutriment consciousness be 
seen? Suppose they were to arrest a bandit, a criminal, and bring 
him before the king, saying: 'Sire, this man is a bandit, a criminal. 
Impose on him whatever punishment you wish.' The king says 
to them: 'Go, men, in the morning strike this man with a hundred 
spears: In the morning they strike him with a hundred spears. 
Then at noon the king asks: 'Men, how's that man?' - 'Still alive, 
sire.' - 'Then go, and at noon strike him with a hundred spears: 
At noon they strike him with a hundred spears. Then in the 
evening the king asks: 'Men, how's that man?' - 'Still alive, sire: 
- 'Then go, and in the evening strike him with a hundred spears: 
In the evening they strike him with a hundred spears. 

"What do you think, bhikkhus? Would that man, being struck 
with three hundred spears, experience pain and displeasure on 
that account?" 

"Venerable sir, even if he were struck with one spear he would 
experience pain and displeasure on that account, not to speak of 
three hundred spears." 

"It is in such a way, bhikkhus, that I say the nutriment con
sciousness should be seen.168 When the nutriment consciousness 
is fully understood, name-and-form is fully understood. When 
name-and-form is fully understood, I say, there is nothing fur
ther that a noble disciple needs to do."l69 [101] 

64 (4) If There Is Lust 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these four kinds of nutriment 
for the maintenance of beings that have already come to be and 
for the assistance of those about to come to be. What four? The 
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nutriment edible food, gross or subtle; second, contact· third 
mental volition; fourth, consciousness. These are the fou� kind� 
of nutriment for the maintenance of beings that have already 
come to be and for the assistance of those seeking a new existence. 

"If, bhikkhus, there is lust for the nutriment edible food, if 
there is delight, if there is craving, consciousness becomes estab
lished there and comes to growthPo Wherever consciousness 
becomes established and comes to growth, there is a descent of 
name-and-form)71 Where there is a descent of name-and-form 
there is the growth of volitional formations)72 Where there is th� 
growth of volitional formations, there is the production of future 
renewed existence. Where there is the production of future 
renewed existence, there is future birth, aging, and death. Where 
there is future birth, aging, and death, I say that is accompanied 
by sorrow, anguish, and despair. 

"If, bhikkhus, there is lust for the nutriment contact, or for the 
nutriment mental volition, or for the nutriment consciousness, if 
there is delight, if there is craving, consciousness becomes estab
lished there and comes to growth. Wherever consciousness 
becomes established and comes to growth . . .  I say that is accom
panied by sorrow, anguish, and despair. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, an artist or a painter, using dye or lac or 
turmeric or indigo or crimson, [102] would create the figure of a 
man or a woman complete in all its features on a well-polished 
plank or wall or canvas. So too, if there is lust for the nutriment 
edible food, or for the nutriment contact, or for the nutriment 
mental volition, or for the nutriment consciousness, if there is 
delight, if there is craving, consciousness becomes established 
there and comes to growth. Wherever consciousness becomes 
established and comes to growth . . .  I say that is accompanied by 
sorrow, anguish, and despairP3 

"If, bhikkhus, there is no lust for the nutriment edible food, or 
[103] for the nutriment contact, or for the nutriment mental voli
tion, or for the nutriment consciousness, if there is no delight, if 
there is no craving, consciousness does not become established 
there and come to growth. Where consciousness does not 
become established and come to growth, there is no descent of 
name-and-form. Where there is no descent of name-and-form, 
there is no growth of volitional formations. Where there is no 
growth of volitional formations, there is no production of future 
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renewed existence. Where there is no production of future 
renewed existence, there is no future birth, aging, and death. 
Where there is no future birth, aging, and death, I say that is 
without sorrow, anguish, and despair. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, there was a house or a hall with a peaked 
roof, with windows on the northern, southern, and eastern sides. 
When the sun rises and a beam of light enters through a window, 
where would it become established?" 

"On the western wall, venerable sir." 
"If there were no western wall, where would it become estab-

lished?" 
"On the earth, venerable sir." 
"If there were no earth, where would it become established?" 
"On the water, venerable sir." 
"If there were no water, where would it become established?" 
"It would not become established anywhere, venerable sir." 
"So too, bhikkhus, if there is no lust for the nutriment edible 

food ' "  for the nutriment contact . . .  for the nutriment mental 
volition . . .  for the nutriment consciousness . . .  consciousness 
does not become established there and come to growth. Where 
consciousness does not become established and come to growth 
. . .  [104] . .  , I say that is without sorrow, anguish, and despair."174 

65 (5) The City 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, before my enlightenment, while I was 
still a bodhisatta, not yet fully enlightened, it occurred to me: 
'Alas, this world has fallen into trouble, in that it is born, ages, 
and dies, it passes away and is reborn, yet it does not understand 
the escape from this suffering [headed by] aging-and-death. 
When now will an escape be discerned from this suffering [head
ed by] aging-and-death?'175 

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: 'When what exists does 
aging-and-death come to be? By what is aging-and-death condi
tioned?' Then, bhikkhus, through careful attention, there took 
place in me a breakthrough by wisdom: 'When there is birth, 
aging-and-death comes to be; aging-and-death has birth as its 
condition.' 

,-

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: 'When what exists does 
birth come to be?. . existence?. .  clinging? . . .  craving? . . .  feeling? . . .  
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contact? . .  the six sense bases? . .  name-and-form? By what is 
name-and-form conditioned?' Then, bhikkhus, through careful 
attention, there took place in me a breakthrough by wisdom: 
'When there is consciousness, name-and-form comes to be' 
name-and-form has consciousness as its condition.' 

, 

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: 'When what exists does 
consciousness come to be? By what is consciousness condi
tioned?' Then, bhikkhus, through careful attention, there took 
place ifi me a breakthrough by wisdom: 'When there is name
and-form, consciousness comes to be; consciousness has name
and-form as its condition.'176 

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: 'This consciousness turns 
back; it does not go further than name-and-form.177 It is to this 
extent that one may be born and age and die, pass away and be 
reborn, that is, when there is consciousness with name-and-form 
as its condition, and name-and-form with consciousness as its 
condition.178 With name-and-form as cC!ndition, the six sense 
bases; with the six sense bases as condition, contact . . . .  [105] Such 
is the origin of this whole mass of suffering.' 

"'Origination, origination'-thus, bhikkhus, in regard to things 
unheard before there arose in me vision, knowledge, wisdom, 
true knowledge, and light. 

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: 'When what does not exist 
does aging-and-death not come to be? With the cessation of what 
does the cessation of aging-and-death come about?' Then, 
bhikkhus, through careful attention, there took place in me a 
breakthrough by wisdom: 'When there is no birth, aging-and
death does not come to be; with the cessation of birth comes ces
sation of aging-and-death.' 

"It occurred to me: 'When what does not exist does birth not 
come to be? . .  existence?. . .  clinging? . . .  craving?. . .  feeling?. . 
contact? . . .  the six sense bases? . . .  name-and-form? With the ces
sation of what does the cessation of name-and-form come about?' 
Then, bhikkhus, through careful attention, there took place in me 
a breakthrough by wisdom: 'When there is no consciousness, 
name-and-form does not come to be; with the cessation of con
sciousness comes cessation of name-and-form.' 

"It occurred to me: 'When what does not exist does conscious
ness not come to be? With the cessation of what does the cessa
tion of consciousness come about?' Then, bhikkhus, through 
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careful attention, there took place in me a breakthrough by wis
dom: 'When there is no name-and-form, consciousness does not 
come to be; with the cessation of name-and-form comes cessation 
of consciousness.' 

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: 'I have discovered this 
path to enlightenment, that is, with the cessation of name-and
form comes cessation of consciousness; with the cessation of con
sciousness comes cessation of name-and-form; with the cessation 
of name-and-form, cessation of the six sense bases; with the ces
sation of the six sense bases, cessation of contact. .  . .  Such is the 
cessation of this whole mass of suffering.'l79 

"'Cessation, cessation'-thus, bhikkhus, in regard to things 
unheard before there arose in me vision, knowledge, wisdom, 
true knowledge, and light. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, a man wandering through a forest would 
see an ancient path, an ancient road travelled upon by people in 
the past. He would follow it and would see an ancient city, an 
ancient capital [106] that had been inhabited by people in the 
past, with parks, groves, ponds, and ramparts, a delightful place. 
Then the man would inform the king or a royal minister: 'Sire, 
know that while wandering through the forest I saw an ancient 
path, an ancient road travelled upon by people in the past. I fol
lowed it and saw an ancient city, an ancient capital that had been 
inhabited by people in the past, with parks, groves, ponds, and 
ramparts, a delightful place. Renovate that city, sire!' Then the 
king or the royal minister would renovate the city, and some time 
later that city would become successful and prosperous, well 
populated, filled with people, attained to growth and expansion. 

"So too, bhikkhus, I saw the ancient path, the ancient road trav
elled by the Perfectly Enlightened Ones of the past.180 And what 
is that ancient path, that ancient road? It is just this Noble 
Eightfold Path; that is, right view, right intention, right speech, 
right action, right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, right 
concentration. I followed that path and by doing so I have direct
ly known aging-and-death, its origin, its cessation, and the way 
leading to its cessation. I have directly known birth . . .  existence 
. . . clinging . . .  craving . . .  feeling . . .  contact . . .  the six sense bases 
. . .  name-and-form . . .  consciousness . . .  volitional formations, 
their origin, their cessation, and the way leading to their cessa
tion.181 [107] Having directly known them, I have explained them 
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to the bhikkhus, the bhikkhunis, the male lay followers, and the 
female lay followers. This holy life, bhikkhus, has become suc
cessful and prosperous, extended, popular, widespread, well 
proclaimed among devas and humans."182 

66 (6) Exploration 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling among the Kurus, where there was a town of the Kurus 
named Kammasadamma. There the Blessed One addressed the 
bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus!"l83 

"Venerable sir!" those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said 
this: 

"Do you engage in inward exploration, bhikkhus?"l84 
When this was said, one bhikkhu said to the Blessed One: 

"Venerable sir, I engage in inward exploration." 
"How do you engage in inward exploration, bhikkhu?" 
The bhikkhu then explained but the way he explained did not 

satisfy the Blessed One,185 Then the Venerable Ananda said: 
"Now is the time for this, Blessed One! Now is the time for this, 
Fortunate One! Let the Blessed One explain inward exploration. 
Having heard it from the Blessed One, the bhikkhus will remem
ber it." 

"Then listen and attend closely, Ananda, I will speak." 
"Yes, venerable sir," the bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One 

said this: 
"Here, bhikkhus, when engaged in inward exploration, a 

bhikkhu explores thus: 'The many diverse kinds of suffering that 
arise in the world [headed by] aging-and-death: what is the 
source of this suffering, what is its origin, [108] from what is it 
born and produced? When what exists does aging-and-death 
come to be? When what does not exist does aging-and-death not 
come to be?'186 

"As he explores he understands thus: 'The many diverse kinds 
of suffering that arise in the world [headed by] aging-and-death: 
this suffering has acquisition as its source, acquisition as its ori
gin; it is born and produced from acquisition,187 When there is 
acquisition, aging-and-death comes to be; when there is no acqui
sition, aging-and-death does not come to be.' 

"He understands aging-and-death, its origin, its cessation, and 
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the way leading on that is in conformity with its cessation.lBB He 
practises in that way and conducts himself accordingly. This is 
called a bhikkhu who is practising for the utterly complete 
destruction of suffering, for the cessation of aging-and-death. 

"Then, engaging further in inward exploration, he explores 
thus: 'What is the source of this acquisition, what is its origin, 
from what is it born and produced? When what exists does 
acquisition come to be? When what is absent does acquisition not 
come to be?' 

" As he explores he understands thus: 'Acquisition has craving 
as its source, craving as its origin; it is born and produced from 
craving. When there is craving, acquisition comes to be; when 
there is no craving, acquisition does not come to be.' 

"He understands acquisition, its origin, its cessation, and the 
way leading on that is in conformity with its cessation. He prac
tises in that way and conducts himself accordingly. This is called 
a bhikkhu who is practising for the utterly complete destruction 
of suffering, for the cessation of acquisition. 

"Then, engaging further in inward exploration, he explores 
thus: 'When this craving arises, where does it arise? When it set
tles down, upon what does it settle?' 

"As he explores he understands thus: 'Whatever in the world 
has a pleasant and agreeable nature: it is here that this craving 
arises when it arises; it is here that it settles when it settles 
down.'IB9 And what in the world has a pleasant and agreeable 
nature? The eye has a pleasant and agreeable nature in the world: 
it is here that this craving arises when it arises; it is here that it 
settles when it settles down. So too the ear, [109] the nose, the 
tongue, the body, and the mind have a pleasant and agreeable 
nature: it is here that this craving arises when it arises; it is here 
that it settles when it settles down. 

"Bhikkhus, whatever ascetics and brahmins in the past regard
ed that in the world with a pleasant and agreeable nature as per
manent, as happiness, as self, as healthy, as secure: they nurtured 
craving. In nurturing craving they nurtured acquisition. In nur
turing acquisition they nurtured suffering. In nurturing suffering 
they were not freed from birth, aging, and death; they were not 
freed from sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair; 
they were not freed from suffering, I say. ',.. 

"Whatever ascetics and brahmins in the future will regard that 
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in the world with a pleasant and agreeable nature as permanent 
as happiness, as self, as healthy, as secure: they will nurture crav� 
ing. In nurturing craving they will nurture acquisition. In nUr
turing acquisition they will nurture suffering. In nurturing suf
fering they will not be freed from birth, aging, and death; they 
will not be freed from sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, 
and despair; they will not be freed from suffering, I say. 

"Whatever ascetics and brahmins at present regard that in the 
world with a pleasant and agreeable nature as permanent, as 
happiness, as self, as healthy, as secure: they are nurturing crav
ing. In nurturing craving they are nurturing acquisition. In nur
turing acquisition they are nurturing suffering. In nurturing suf
fering they are not freed from birth, aging, and death; they are 
not freed from sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and 
despair; they are not freed from suffering, I say. [110] 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, there was a bronze cup of a beverage hav
ing a fine colour, aroma, and taste, but it was mixed with poison. 
Then a man would come along, oppressed and afflicted by the 
heat, tired, parched, and thirsty. They would tell him: 'Good 
man, this beverage in the bronze cup has a fine colour, aroma, 
and taste, but it is mixed with poison. Drink it if you wish. If you 
drink it, it will gratify you with its colour, aroma, and taste, but 
by drinking it you will meet death or deadly suffering. '  
Suddenly, without reflecting, he would drink the beverage-he 
would not reject it-and thereby he would meet death or deadly 
suffering.l90 

"So too, bhikkhus, whatever ascetics and brahmins in the past 
. . .  in the future . . .  at present regard that in the world with a 
pleasant and agreeable nature as permanent, as happiness, as 
self, as healthy, as secure: they are nurturing craving. In nurtur
ing craving . . .  they are not freed from suffering, I say.191 

"Bhikkhus, whatever ascetics and brahmins in the past regard
ed that in the world with a pleasant and agreeable nature as 
impermanent, as suffering, as nonself, as a disease, as fearful: 
they abandoned craving. In abandoning craving they abandoned 
acquisition. In abandoning acquisition they abandoned suffer

ing. In abandoning suffering they were freed from birth, aging, 
and death; they were freed from sorrow, lamentation, pain, dis

pleasure, and despair; they were freed from suffering, I say. 
"Whatever ascetics and brahmins in the future [111] ' will 
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regard that in the world with a pleasant and agreeable nature as 
impermanent, as suffering, as nonself, as a disease, as fearful: 
they will abandon craving. In abandoning craving . . .  they will be 
freed from suffering, I say. 

"Whatever ascetics and brahmins at present regard that in the 
world with a pleasant and agreeable nature as impermanent, as 
suffering, as nonself, as a disease, as fearful: they are abandoning 
craving. In abandoning craving . . .  they are freed from suffering, 
I say. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, there was a bronze cup of a beverage 
having a fine colour, aroma, and taste, but it was mixed with 
poison. Then a man would come along, oppressed and afflicted 
by the heat, tired, parched, and thirsty. They would tell him: 
'Good man, this beverage in the bronze cup has a fine colour, 
aroma, and taste, but it is mixed with poison. Drink it if you 
wish. If you drink it, it will gratify you with its colour, aroma, 
and taste, but by drinking it you will meet death or deadly suf
fering.' Then the man would think: 'I can quench my thirst with 
water, whey, porridge, or soup, but I should not drink that bev
erage, since to do so would lead to my harm and suffering for a 
long time. ' Having reflected, he would not drink the beverage 
but would reject it, [112] and thereby he would not meet death 
or deadly suffering. 

"So too, bhikkhus, whatever ascetics and brahmins in the past 
. . .  in the future . . .  at present regard that in the world with a 
pleasant and agreeable nature as impermanent, as suffering, as 
nonself, as a disease, as fearful: they are abandoning craving. In 
abandoning craving . . .  they are freed from suffering, I say."192 

67 (7) The Sheaves of Reeds 

On one occasion the Venerable Sariputta and the Venerable 
MahakoHhita were dwelling at Barfu::tasi in the Deer Park at 
Isipatana.193 Then, in the evening, the Venerable MahakoHhita 
emerged from seclusion and approached the Venerable Sari
putta. He exchanged greetings with the Venerable Sariputta and, 
when they had concluded their greetings and cordial talk, he sal 
down to one side and said to him: 

"How is it, friend Sariputta: Is aging-and-death created by one· 
self, or is it created by another, [113] or is it created both by one-
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self and by another, or has it arisen fortuitously, being created 
neither by oneself nor by another?"194 

"Friend Kotthita, aging-and-death is not created by oneself 
nor is it created by another, nor is it created both by oneself and 
by another, nor has it arisen fortuitously, being created neither 
by oneself nor by another. But rather, with birth as condition 
aging-and-death [comes to be]." 

, 

"How is it, friend Sariputta: Is birth created by oneself . . .  Is 
existence . . .  clinging . . .  craving . . .  feeling . . .  contact . . .  the six 
sense bases . . .  name-and-form created by oneself, or is it created 
by another, or is it created both by oneself and by another, or has 
it arisen fortuitously, being created neither by oneself nor by 
another?" 

"Name-and-form, friend Kotthita, is not created by oneself, nor 
is it created by another, nor is it created both by oneself and by 
another, nor has it arisen fortuitously, being created neither by 
oneself nor by another; but rather, with consciousness as condi
tion, name-and-form [comes to be] ." 

"How is it, friend Sariputta: Is consciousness created by one
self, or is it created by another, or is it created both by oneself and 
by another, or has it arisen fortuitously, being created neither by 
oneself nor by another?" 

"Consciousness, friend Kotthlta, is not created by oneself, nor 
is it created by another, nor is it created both by oneself and by 
another, nor has it arisen fortuitously, being created neither by 
oneself nor by another; but rather, with name-and-form as con
dition, consciousness [comes to be]."195 [114] 

"Now we understand the Venerable Sariputta's statement 
thus: 'Name-and-form, friend Kotthlta, is not created by oneself 
. . .  but rather, with consciousness as condition, name-and-form 
[comes to be].' Now we also understand the Venerable Sariput
ta's [other] statement thus: 'Consciousness, friend Kotthita, is not 

created by oneself . . .  but rather, with name-and-form as condi

tion, consciousness [comes to be].' But how, friend Sariputta, 

should the meaning of this statement be seen?" 
"Well then, friend, I will make up a simile for you, for some 

intelligent people here understand the meaning of a statement by 
means of a simile. Just as two sheaves of reeds might stand lean

ing against each other, so too, with name-and-form as condition, 
consciousness [comes to be]; with consciousness as condition, 
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name-and-form [comes to be]. With name-and-form as condition, 
the six sense bases [come to be]; with the six sense bases as condi
tion, contact . . . .  Such is the origin of this whole mass of suffering. 

"If, friend, one were to remove one of those sheaves of reeds, 
the other would fall, and if one were to remove the other sheaf, 
the first would fall. So too, with the cessation of name-and-form 
comes ce�sation of consciousness; with the cessation of con
sciousness comes cessation of name-and-form. With the cessation 
of name-and-form comes cessation of the six sense bases; with 
the cessation of the six sense bases, cessation of contact . . . .  Such is 
the cessation of this whole mass of suffering." 

"It is wonderful, friend Sariputta! It is amazing, friend Sari
putta! How well this has been stated by the Venerable Sariputta. 
We rejoice in the Venerable Sariputta's statement on these thirty
six grounds;196 If, friend, a bhikkhu teaches the Dhamma for the 
purpose of revulsion towards aging-and-death, for its fading 
away and cessation, he can be called a bhikkhu who is a speaker 
on the Dhamma. [115] If a bhikkhu is practising for the purpose 
of revulsion towards aging-and-death, for its fading away and 
cessation, he can be called a bhikkhu who is practising in accor
dance. with the Dhamma. If through revulsion towards aging
and-death, through its fading away and cessation, a bhikkhu is 
liberated by nonclinging, he can be called a bhikkhu who has 
attained Nibbana in this very life. 

"If, friend, a bhikkhu teaches the Dhamma for the purpose of 
revulsion towards birth ' "  existence . . .  clinging . . .  craving . .  . 
feeling . . .  contact . . .  the six sense bases . . .  name-and-form . .  . 
consciousness '" volitional formations . . .  ignorance, for its fad
ing away and cessation, he can be called a bhikkhu who is a 

speaker on the Dhamma. If a bhikkhu is practising for the pur
pose of revulsion towards ignorance, for its fading away and ces
sation, he can be called a bhikkhu who is practising in accor
dance with the Dhamma. If through revulsion towards igno
rance, through its fading away and cessation, a bhikkhu is liber
ated by nonclinging, he can be called a bhikkhu who has attained 
Nibbana in this very life." 

68 (8) Kosambi 

On one occasion the Venerable Musila, the Venerable Savittha, 
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the Venerable Narada, and the Venerable Ananda were living at 
Kosambi in Ghosita's Park.197 

Then the Venerable Savittha said to the Venerable Musila: 
"Friend Musila, apart from faith, apart from personal preference, 
apart from oral tradition, apart from reasoned reflection, apart 
from acceptance of a view after pondering it,198 does the 
Venerable Musila have personal knowledge thus: 'With birth as 
condition, aging-and-death [comes to be]'?" 

"Friend Savittha, apart from faith, apart from personal prefer
ence, apart from oral tradition, apart from reasoned reflection, 
apart from acceptance of a view after pondering it, I know this, I 
see this: 'With birth as condition, aging-and-death [comes to 
be].'" [116] 

"Friend Musila, apart from faith . . .  apart from acceptance of a 
view after pondering it, does the Venerable Musila have personal 
knowledge thus: 'With existence as condition, birth'? . .  'With 
ignorance as condition, volitional formations'?" 

"Friend Savittha, apart from faith . . .  apart from acceptance of 
a view after pondering it, I know this, I see this: 'With ignorance 
as condition, volitional formations.'" 

"Friend Musila, apart from faith . . .  apart from acceptance of a 
view after pondering it, does the Venerable Musila have personal 
knowledge: 'With the cessation of birth comes cessation of aging
and-death'? . .  [117] . . .  'With the cessation of ignorance comes 
cessation of volitional formations'?" 

"Friend Savittha, apart from faith . . .  apart from acceptance of 
a view after pondering it, I know this, I see this: 'With the cessa

tion of birth comes cessation of aging-and-death.' . . .  'With the 
cessation of ignorance comes cessation of volitional formations.'" 

"Friend Musila, apart from faith, apart from personal prefer
ence, apart from oral tradition, apart from reasoned reflection, 
apart from acceptance of a view after pondering it, does the 
Venerable Musila have personal knowledge thus: 'Nibbana is the 
cessation of existence'?"l99 

"Friend Savittha, apart from faith, apart from personal prefer
ence, apart from oral tradition, apart from reasoned reflection, 
apart from acceptance of a view after pondering it, I know this, I 
see this: 'Nibbana is the cessation of existence.'" 

"Then the Venerable Musila is an arahant, one whose taints are 

destroyed. " 
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When this was said, the Venerable Musila kept silent.2OO 
Then the Venerable Narada said to the Venerable Savittha: 

"Friend Savittha, it would be good if I were asked that series of 
questions. Ask me that series of questions and I will answer 
you."201 

"Then let the Venerable Narada get to answer that series of 
questions. I will ask the Venerable Narada that series of ques
tions, and let him answer me." 

(Here the Venerable Savittha asks the Venerable Narada the same 
series of questions as were addressed to the Venerable Musila, and he 
answers in exactly the same way.) 

"Then the Venerable Narada is an arahant, one whose taints 
are destroyed." [118] 

"Friend, though I have clearly seen as it really is with correct 
wisdom, 'Nibbana is the cessation of existence,' I am not an ara
hant, one whose taints are destroyed.202 Suppose, friend, there 
was a well along a desert road, but it had neither a rope nor a 
bucket. Then a man would come along, oppressed and afflicted 
by the heat, tired, parched, and thirsty. He would look down into 
the well and the knowledge would occur to him, 'There is water,' 
but he would not be able to make bodily contact with it.203 So tOOl 
friend, though I have clearly seen as it really is with correct wis
dom, 'Nibbana is the cessation of existence,' I am not an arahant, 
one whose taints are destroyed."204 

When this was said, the Venerable Ananda asked the 
Venerable Savittha: "When he speaks in such a way, friend 
Savittha, what would you say about the Venerable Narada?" 

"When he speaks in such a way, friend Ananda, I would not 
say anything about the Venerable Narada except what is good 
and favourable.''205 

69 (9) The Surge 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwel
ling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathap�c;lika's Park. There the 
Blessed One said: 

"Bhikkhus, the ocean surging causes the rivers to surge; the 
rivers surging cause the streams to surge; the streams surging 
cause the lakes to surge; the lakes surging cause the pools to 
surge. So too, ignorance surging causes volitional formations to 
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surge; volitional formations surging cause consciousness to 
surge; consciousness surging causes name-and-form to surge; 
name-and-form surging causes the six sense bases to surge; the 
six sense bases surging cause contact to surge; contact surging 
causes feeling to surge; feeling surging causes craving to surge; 
craving surging causes clinging to surge; clinging [119] surging 
causes existence to surge; existence surging causes birth to surge; 
birth surging causes aging-and-death to surge. 

"Bhikkhus, the ocean receding causes the rivers to recede; the 
rivers receding cause the streams to recede; the streams receding 
cause the lakes to recede; the lakes receding cause the pools to 
recede. So too, ignorance receding causes volitional formations to 
recede; volitional formations receding cause consciousness to 
recede ... birth receding causes aging-and-death to recede." 

70 (10) Susima 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel 
Sanctuary. 

(i) 
Now on that occasion the Blessed One was honoured, respected, 
esteemed, venerated, and revered, and he obtained robes, alms
food, lodgings, and medicinal requisites. The Bhikkhu Sangha too 
was honoured, respected, esteemed, venerated, and revered, and 
the bhikkhus too obtained robes, almsfood, lodgings, and medic
inal requisites. But the wanderers of other sects were not hon
oured, respected, esteemed, venerated, and revered, and they did 
not obtain robes, almsfood, lodgings, and medicinal requisites. 

Now on that occasion the wanderer Susima was residing in 
Rajagaha along with a large company of wanderers. [120] Then 
his company said to the wanderer Susima: "Come, friend 
Susima, lead the holy life under the ascetic Gotama. Master his 
Dhamma and teach it to us. We will master his Dhamma and 
preach it to the lay people. Thus we too will be honoured, 
respected, esteemed, venerated, and revered, and we too will 
obtain robes, almsfood, lodgings, and medicinal requisites." 

"All right, friends," the wanderer Susima replied. He then 

approached the Venerable Ananda and exchanged greetings 
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with him. When they had concluded their greetings and cordial 
talk, he sat down to one side and said to him: "Friend Ananda, I 
wish to lead the holy life in this Dhamma and Discipline." 

Then the Venerable Ananda took the wanderer Susima and 
approached the Blessed One. He paid homage to the Blessed 
One, and then he sat down to one side and said to him: 
"Venerable sir, this wanderer Susima says that he wishes to lead 
the holy life in this Dhamma and Discipline." 

"Well then, Ananda, give him the going forth." The wanderer 
Susima then received the going forth and the higher ordination 
under the Blessed One.206 

(ii) 
Now on that occasion a number of bhikkhus had declared final 
knowledge in the presence of the Blessed One, saying: "We 
understand: Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, what 
had to be done has been done, there is no more for this state of 
being." The Venerable Susima heard about this, [1211 so he 
approached those bhikkhus, exchanged greetings with them, and 
then sat down to one side and said to them: "Is it true that you 
venerable ones have declared final knowledge in the presence of 
the Blessed One, saying: 'We understand: Destroyed is birth, the 
holy life has been lived, what had to be done has been done, there 
is no more for this state of being'?"207 

"Yes, friend." 
"Then knowing and seeing thus, do you venerable ones wield 

the various kinds of spiritual power, such that: having been one, 
you become many; having been many, you become one; you 
appear and vanish; you go unhindered through a wall, through 
a rampart, through a mountain as though through space; you 
dive in and out of the earth as though it were water; you walk on 
water without sinking as though it were earth; seated cross
legged, you travel in space like a bird; with your hand you touch 
and stroke the moon and sun so powerful and mighty; you exer· 
cise mastery with the body as far as the brahma world?" 

"No, friend." 
"Then knowing and seeing thus, do you venerable ones, with 

the divine ear element, which is purified and surpasses the 
human, hear both kinds of sounds, the divine and human, those 
that are far as well as near?" 
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"No, friend." 
"Then knowing and seeing thus, do you venerable ones under

stand the minds of other beings and persons, having encom
passed them with your own minds? Do you understand a mind 
with lust as a mind with lust; a mind without lust as a mind 
without lust; a mind with hatred as a mind with hatred; a mind 
without hatred as a_ mind without hatred; a mind with delusion 
[122] as a mind with delusion; a mind without delusion as a 
mind without delusion; a contracted mind as contracted and a 
distracted mind as distracted; an exalted mind as exalted and an 
unexalted mind as unexalted; a surpassable mind as surpassable 
and an unsurpassable mind as unsurpassable; a concentrated 
mind as concentrated and an unconcentrated mind as unconcen
trated; a liberated mind as liberated and an unliberated mind as 
unliberated?" 

"No, friend." 
"Then knowing and seeing thus, do you venerable ones recol

lect your manifold past abodes, that is, one birth, two births, 
three births, four births, five births, ten births, twenty births, thirty 
births, forty births, fifty births, a hundred births, a thousand births, 
a hundred thousand births, many aeons of world-contraction, 
many aeons of world-expansion, many aeons of world-contraction 
and expansion thus: 'There I was so named, of such a clan, with 
such an appearance, such was my food, such my experience of 
pleasure and pain, such my life span; passing away from there, I 
was reborn elsewhere, and there too I was so named, of such a 
clan, with such an appearance, such was my food, such my expe
rience of pleasure and pain, such my life span; passing away 
from there, I was reborn here'? Do you thus recollect your mani
fold past abodes with their modes and details?" 

"No, friend." 
"Then knowing and seeing thus, do you venerable ones, with 

the divine eye, which is purified and surpasses the human, see 
beings passing away and being reborn, inferior and superior, 
beautiful and ugly, fortunate and unfortunate, and understand 
how beings fare on in accordance with their kamma thus: 'These 

beings who engaged in misconduct of body, [123] speech, and 
mind, who reviled the noble ones, held wrong view, and under
took actions based on wrong view, with the breakup of the body, 
after death, have been reborn in a state of misery, in a bad desti-
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nation, in the nether world, in hell; but these beings who engaged 
in good conduct of body, speech, and mind, who did not revile 
the noble ones, who held right view, and undertook action based 
on right view, with the breakup of the body, after death, have 
been reborn in a good destination, in a heavenly world'? Thus 
with the divine eye, which is purified and surpasses the human, 
do you see beings passing away and being reborn, inferior and 
superior, beautiful and ugly, fortunate and unfortunate, and 
understand how beings fare on in accordance with their 
kamma?" 

"No, friend." 
"Then knowing and seeing thus, do you venerable ones dwell 

in those peaceful deliverances that transcend forms, the formless 
attainments, having touched them with the body?,,208 

"No, friend." 
"Here now, venerable ones: this answer and the nonattainment 

of those states, how could this be, friends?"209 
"We are liberated by wisdom, friend Susima."210 

"I do not understand in detail, friends, the meaning of what 
has been stated in brief by the venerable ones. It would be good 
if the venerable ones would explain to me in such a way that I 
could understand in detail what has been stated in brief." [124] 

"Whether or not you understand, friend Susima, we are liber
ated by wisdom." 

(iii) 
Then the Venerable Susima rose from his seat and approached 
the Blessed One. Having approached, he paid homage to the 
Blessed One, sat down to one side, and reported to the Blessed 
One the entire conversation he had had with those bhikkhus. 
[The Blessed One said:] 

"First, Susima, comes knowledge of the stability of the 
Dhamma, afterwards knowledge of Nibbana."2l1 

"I do not understand in detail, venerable sir, the meaning of 
what was stated in brief by the Blessed One. It would be good if 
the Blessed One would explain to me in such a way that I could 
understand in detail what has been stated in brief." 

"Whether or not you understand, Susima, first comes knowl· 
edge of the stability of the Dhamma, afterwards knowledge oj 
Nibbana.212 
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"What do you think, Susima, is form permanent or imperma
nent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir."213 - "Is what is imper
manent suffering or happiness?" - "Suffering, venerable sir." _ 
"Is what is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change fit to 
be regarded thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is my self?" - "No, 
venerable sir." 

"Is feeling permanent or impermanent? . .  Is perception per
manent or impermanent? . . .  Are volitional formations permanent 
or impermanent? . .  Is consciousness permanent or imperma
nent?" [125] - "Impermanent, venerable sir." - "Is what is 
impermanent suffering or happiness?" - "Suffering, venerable 
sir." - "Is what is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change 
fit to be regarded thus: 'This is mine" this I am, this is my self'?" 

- "No, venerable sir. " 
"Therefore, Susima, any kind of form whatsoever, whether 

past, future, or present, internal or external, gross or subtle, infe
rior or superior, far or near, all form should be seen as it really is 
with correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is 
not my self.' 

"Any kind of feeling whatsoever . . .  Any kind of perception 
whatsoever ' "  Any kind of volitional formations whatsoever . . .  
Any kind of consciousness whatsoever, whether past, future, or 
present, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or superior, far 
or near, all consciousness should be seen as it really is with correct 
wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self.' 

"Seeing thus, Susima, the instructed noble disciple experiences 
revulsion towards form, revulsion towards feeling, revulsion 
towards perception, revulsion towards volitional formations, 
revulsion towards consciousness. Experiencing revulsion, he 
becomes dispassionate. Through dispassion [his mind] is liber
ated. When it is liberated there comes the knowledge: 'It's liber
ated.'  He understands: 'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been 
lived, what had to be done has been done, there is no more for 
this state of being.' 

"Do you see, Susima: 'With birth as condition, aging-and-death 

[comes to be]'?" 
"Yes, venerable sir." 
"Do you see, Susima: 'With existence as condition, birth'? . · 

'With clinging as condition, existence'? . . .  [126] . . .  'With craving 
as condition, clinging'? . .  'With feeling as condition, craving'? · ·  
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'With contact as condition, feeling'? .. 'With the six sense bases 
as condition, contact'? . . .  'With name-and-form as condition, the 
six sense bases'? . .  'With consciousness as condition, name-and
form'? . .  'With volitional formations as condition, conscious
ness'? . .  'With ignorance as condition, volitional formations 
[come to be]'?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"Do you see, Susima: 'With the cessation of birth comes cessa

tion of aging-and-death'?" 
"Yes, venerable sir." 
"Do you see, Susima: 'With the cessation of existence comes 

cessation of birth'? . .  'With the cessation of clinging comes ces
sation of existence'? . .  'With the cessation of ignorance comes 
cessation of volitional formations'?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"Knowing and seeing thus, Susima, do you wield the various 

kinds of spiritual power, such that: having been one, you become 
many . . .  and exercise bodily mastery as far as the brahma 
world? "214 

"No, venerable sir." 

"Then knowing and seeing thus, Susima, do you, with the 
divine ear element, which is purified and surpasses the human, 
hear both kinds of sounds, the divine and human, those that are 
far as well as near?" [127] 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Then knowing and seeing thus, Susima, do you understand 

the minds of other beings and persons, having encompassed 
them with your own mind?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Then knowing and seeing thus, Susima, do you recollect your 

manifold past abodes with their modes and details?" 
"No, venerable sir." 
"Then knowing and seeing thus, Susima, do you, with the 

divine eye, which is purified and surpasses the human, see 
beings passing away and being reborn and understand how 
beings fare on in accordance with their kamma?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Then knowing and seeing thus, Susim:;, do you dwell in 

those peaceful deliverances that transcend forms, the formless 
attainments, having touched them with the body?" 
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"No, venerable sir." 
"Here now, Susima: this answer and the nonattainment of 

those states, how could this be, Susima?" 

(iv) 
Then the Venerable Susima prostrated himself with his head at 
the Blessed One's feet and said: "Venerable sir, I have cOmmitted 
a transgression in that I was so foolish, so confused, so inept that 
I went forth as a thief of the Dhamma in such a well-expounded 
Dhamma and Discipline as this. Venerable sir, may the Blessed 
One pardon me for my transgression seen as a transgression for 
the sake of future restraint." 

"Surely, Susima, you have committed a transgression in that 
you were so foolish, so confused, so inept that you went forth as 
a thief of the Dhamma in such a well-expounded Dhamma and 
Discipline as this.215 [128] Suppose, Susima, they were to arrest a 
bandit, a criminal, and bring him before the king, saying: 'Sire, 
this man is a bandit, a criminal. Impose on him whatever pun
ishment you wish.' The king would say to them: 'Come, men, 
bind this man's arms tightly behind his back with a strong rope, 
shave his head, and lead him around from street to street and 
from square to square, beating a drum. Then take him out 
through the southern gate and to the south of the city cut off his 
head.'  What do you think, Susima, would that man experience 
pain and displeasure on that account?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
" Although that man would experience pain and displeasure on 

that account, going forth as a thief of the Dhamma in such a well
expounded Dhamma and Discipline as this has results that are 
far more painful, far more bitter, and further, it leads to the 
nether world. But since you see your transgression as a trans
gression and make amends for it in accordance with the 
Dhamma, we pardon you for it. For it is growth in the Noble 
One's Discipline when one sees one's transgression as a trans
gression, makes amends for it in accordance with the Dhamma, 
and undertakes future restraint." 
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[129] VIII. AscSfICS AND BRAHMINS 

71 (1) Aging-and-Death 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwell
ing at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapit:u;lika's Park. There the 
Blessed One said: 

"Bhikkhus, those ascetics or brahmins who do not understand 
aging-and-death, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to 
its cessation: these I do not consider to be ascetics among ascetics 
or brahmins among brahmins, and these venerable ones do not, 
by realizing it for themselves with direct knowledge, in this very 
life enter and dwell in the goal of asceticism or the goal of brah
minhood. 

"But, bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who understand 
aging-and-death, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to 
its cessation: these I consider to be ascetics among ascetics and 
brahmins among brahmins, and these venerable ones, by realiz
ing it for themselves with direct knowledge, in this very life enter 
and dwell in the goal of asceticism and the goal of brahminhood." 

72 (2)-81 (1 1) Birth, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, those ascetics or brahmins who do not understand 
birth . . .  existence . . .  clinging . . .  craving . . .  feeling . . .  contact . .  . 
the six sense bases . . .  name-and-form . . .  consciousness [130] .. . 
volitional formations, their origin, their cessation, and the way 
leading to their cessation: these I do not consider to be ascetics 
among ascetics or brahmins among brahmins, and these vener
able ones do not, by realizing it for themselves with direct knowl
edge, in this very life enter and dwell in the goal of asceticism or 
the goal of brahminhood. 

"But, bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who understand 
these things: these I consider to be ascetics among ascetics and 
brahmins among brahmins, and these venerable ones, by realiz
ing it for themselves with direct knowledge, in this very life enter 
and dwell in the goal of asceticism and the goal of brahminhood." 
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IX. WITH INCORPORATED REPETmON SERIES216 

82 (1) A Teacher 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, one who does not know and see as it 
really is aging-and-death, its origin, its cessation, and the way 
leading to its cessation, should search for a teacher in order to 
know this as it really is.217 [131] 

"Bhikkhus, one who does not know and see as it really is birth 
. . .  existence . . .  clinging . . .  craving . . .  feeling . . .  contact . . .  the six 
sense bases . . .  name-and-form ' "  consciousness . . .  volitional for-
mations, their origin, their cessation, and the way leading to their 
cessation, should search for a teacher in order to know this as it 

really is." 

83 (2) Training 

"Bhikkhus, one who does not know and see as it really is aging
and-death ' "  volitional formations, their origin, their cessation, 
and the way leading to their cessation, should practise the train
ing in order to know this as it really is." 

84 (3)-93 (12) Exertion, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, one who does not know and see as it really is aging
and-death . . .  volitional formations, their origin, their cessation, 
and the way leading to their cessation, should make an exertion 
. . .  [132] arouse a desire . . .  arouse enthusiasm . . .  be unremitting 
. . .  arouse ardour . . .  apply energy . . .  practise perseverance . . .  
practise mindfulness . . .  practise clear comprehension . . .  practise 
diligence in order to know this as it really is." 



[133] Chapter II 

13 Abhisamayasarrzyutta 

Connected Discourses 

on the Breakthrough 

1 The Fingernail 
Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapil)<;iika's Park. Then 
the Blessed One took up a little bit of soil in his fingernail and 
addressed the bhikkhus thus: 

"Bhikkhus, what do you think, which is more: the little bit of 
soil that I have taken up in my fingernail or this great earth?" 

"Venerable sir, the great earth is more. The little bit of soil that 
the Bless�d One has taken up in his fingernail is trifling. It does 
not amount to a hundredth part, or a thousandth part, or a hun
dred thousandth part of the great earth." 

"So too, bhikkhus, for a noble disciple, a person accomplished 
in view who has made the breakthrough, the suffering that has 
been destroyed and eliminated is more, while that which 
remains is trifling.218 The latter does not amount to a hundredth 
part, [134] or a thousandth part, or a hundred thousandth part of 
the former mass of suffering that has been destroyed and elimi
nated, as there is a maximum of seven more lives. Of such great 
benefit, bhikkhus, is the breakthrough to the Dhamma, of such 
great benefit is it to obtain the vision of the Dhamma." 219 

2 The Pond 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, suppose there was a pond fifty yojanas 
long, fifty yojanas wide, and fifty yojanas deep, full of water, over
flowing so that a crow could drink from it, and a man would 
draw out some water from it on the tip of a blade of kusa grass. 

621 
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What do you think, bhikkhus, which is more: the water drawn 
out on the tip of the blade of kusa grass or the water in the 

pond?"220 

"Venerable sir, the water in the pond is more. The water drawn 
out on the tip of the blade of kusa grass is trifling. It does not 
amount to a hundredth part, or a thousandth part, or a hundred 
thousandth part of the water in the pond." 

"So too, bhikkhus, for a noble discipll'l "'person accomplished 
in view who has made the breakthrough, the suffering that has 
been destroyed and eliminated is more, while that which 
remains is trifling . . . . Of such great benefit, bhikkhus, is the 
breakthrough to the Dhamma, of such great benefit is it to obtain 
the vision of the Dhamma." 

3 Water at the ConJluence (1) 

At Savatthi. [135] "Bhikkhus, suppose that in the place where 
these great rivers meet and converge-that is, the Ganges, the 
Yamuna, the Aciravati, the Sarabhu, and the Mahi-a man 
would draw out two or three drops of water. What do you think, 
bhikkhus, which is more: these two or three drops of water that 
have been drawn out or the water at the confluence?" 

"Venerable sir, the water at the confluence is more. The two or 
three drops of water that have been drawn out are trifling. They 
do not amount to a hundredth part, or a thousandth part, or a 
hundred thousandth part of the water at the confluence." 

"So too, bhikkhus, for a noble disciple . . .  of such great benefit 
is it to obtain the vision of the Dhamma." 

4 Water at the ConJluence (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, suppose that in the place where these 
great rivers meet and converge-that is, the Ganges, the 
Yamuna, the Aciravati, the Sarabhu, and the Mahi-their water 
would be destroyed and eliminated except for two or three 
drops. What do you think, bhikkhus, which is more: the water at 
the confluence that has been destroyed and eliminated or the two 
or three drops of water that remain?" 

"Venerable sir, the water at the confluence that has been 
destroyed and eliminated is more. The two or three drops of 
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water that remain are trifling. They do not amount to a. hun
dredth part, or a thousandth part, or a hundred thousandth part 
of the water that has been destroyed and eliminated." 

"So too, bhikkhus, for a noble disciple . . .  of such great benefit 
is it to obtain the vision of the Dhamma." 

5 The Earth (1) 

At 5avatthi. [136] "Bhikkhus, suppose that a man would place 
seven little balls of clay the size of jujube kernels on the great 
earth. What do you think, bhikkhus, which is more: those seven 
little balls of clay the size of jujube kernels that have been placed 
there or the great earth?" 

"Venerable sir, the great earth is more. The seven little balls of 
clay the size of jujube kernels are trifling. They do not amount to 
a hundredth part, or a thousandth part, or a hundred thousandth 
part of the great earth." 

"50 too, bhikkhus, for a noble disciple . . .  of such great benefit 
is it to obtain the vision of the Dhamma." 

6 The Earth (2) 

At 5avatthi. "Bhikkhus, suppose that the great earth would be 
destroyed and eliminated except for seven little balls of clay the 
size of jujube kernels. What do you think, bhikkhus, which is 
more: the great earth that has been destroyed and eliminated or 
the seven little balls of clay the size of jujube kernels thai 
remain?" 

"Venerable sir, the great earth that has been destroyed and 
eliminated is more. The seven little balls of clay the size of jujube 
kernels that remain are trifling. They do not amount to a hun
dredth part, or a thousandth part, or a hundred thousandth part 
of the great earth that has been destroyed and eliminated." 

"So too, bhikkhus, for a noble disciple . . .  of such great benefit 
is it to obtain the vision of the Dhamma." 

7 The Ocean (1) 

At 5avatthi. "Bhikkhus, suppose that a man would draw out two 
or three drops of water from the great ocean. What do you think, 
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bhikkhus, which is more: the two or three drops of water that 
have been drawn out or the water in the great ocean?" [137] 

"Venerable sir, the water in the great ocean is more. The two or 
three drops of water that have been drawn out are trifling. They 
do not amount to a hundredth part, or a thousandth part, or a 
hundred thousandth part of the water in the great ocean." 

"50 too, bhikkhus, for a noble disciple . . .  of such great benefit 
is it to obtain the vision of the Dhamma." 

8 The Ocean (2) 

At 5avatthi. "Bhikkhus, suppose that the great ocean would be 
destroyed and eliminated except for, two or three drops of water. 
What do you think, bhikkhus, which is more: the water in the 
great ocean that has been destroyed and eliminated or the two or 
three drops of water that remain?" 

"Venerable sir, the water in the great ocean that has been 
destroyed and eliminated is more: The two or three drops of 
water that remain are trifling. They do not amount to a hundredth 
part, or a thousandth part, or a hundred thousandth part of the 
water in the great ocean that has been destroyed and eliminated." 

"50 too, bhikkhus, for a noble disciple . . .  of such great benefit 
is it to obtain the vision of the Dhamma." 

9 The Mountain (1) 

At 5avatthi. "Bhikkhus, suppose that a man would place on the 
Himalayas, the king of mountains, seven grains of gravel the size 
of mustard seeds. What do you think, bhikkhus, which is more: 
the seven grains of gravel the size of mustard seeds that have 
been placed there or the Himalayas, the king of mountains?" 

"Venerable sir, the Himalayas, the king of mountains, is more. 
The seven grains of gravel the size of mustard seeds are trifling. 

[138] They do not amount to a hundredth part, or a thousandth 
part, or a hundred thousandth part of the Himalayas, the king of 
mountains. 

"50 too, bhikkhus, for a noble disciple . . . of such great benefit 
is it to obtain the vision of the Dhamma." 
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10 The Mountain (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, suppose that the Himalayas, the king of 
mountains, would be destroyed and eliminated except for seven 
grains of gravel the size of mustard seeds. What do you think, 
bhikkhus, which is more: the portion of the Himalayas, the king 
of mountains, that has been destroyed and eliminated or the 
seven grains of gravel the size of mustard seeds that remain?" 

"Venerable sir, the portion of the Himalayas, the king of 
mountains, that has been destroyed and eliminated is more. The 
seven grains of gravel the size of mustard seeds that remain are 
trifling. They do not amount to a hundredth part, or a thou
sandth part, or a hundred thousandth part of the portion of the 
Himalayas, the king of mountains, that has been destroyed and 
eliminated." 

"So too, bhikkhus, for a noble disciple, a person accomplished 
in view who has made the breakthrough, the suffering that has 
been destroyed and eliminated is more, while that which 
remains is trifling. The latter does not amount to a hundredth 
part, or a thousandth part, or a hundred thousandth part of the 
former mass of suffering that has been destroyed and eliminated, 
as there is a maximum of seven more lives. Of such great benefit, 
bhikkhus, is the breakthrough to the Dhamma, of such great ben
efit is it to obtain the vision of the Dhamma." 

1 1  The Mountain (3) 

At Savatthi. [139] "Bhikkhus, suppose that a man would place on 
Sineru,221 the king of mountains, seven grains of gravel the size 
of mung beans. What do you think, bhikkhus, which is more: the 
seven grains of gravel the size of mung beans that have been 
placed there or Sineru, the king of mountains?" 

"Venerable sir, Sineru, the king of mountains, is more. The 
seven grains of gravel the size of mung beans are trifling. They 
do not amount to a hundredth part, or a thousandth part, or a 
hundred thousandth part of Sineru, the king of mountains." 

"So too, bhikkhus, the achievements of ascetics, brahmins, and 
wanderers of other sects do not amount to a hundredth part, or a 
thousandth part, or a hundred thousandth part of the achieve-
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ment of a noble disciple, a person accomplished in view who has 
made the breakthrough. So great in achievement, bhikkhus, is a 
person accomplished in view, so great in direct knowledge. "m 



[140] Chapter III 

14 Dhatusa1!lyutta 

Connected Discourses on Elements 

1. DIVERSITY 
(Internal Pentad) 

1 (1) Diversity of Elements 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you the diversity of ele
ments.223 Listen to that and attend closely, I will speak." 

"Yes, venerable sir," those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One 
said this: 

" And what, bhikkhus, is the diversity of elements? The eye ele
ment, form element, eye-consciousness element; the ear element, 
sound element, ear-consciousness element; the nose element, 
odour element, nose-consciousness element; the tongue element, 
taste element, tongue-consciousness element; the body element, 
tactile-object element, body-consciousness element; the mind ele
ment, mental-phenomena element, mind-consciousness element. 
This, bhikkhus, is called the diversity of elements."224 

2 (2) Diversity of Contacts 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, it is in dependence on the diversity of 
elements that there arises the diversity of contacts. And what, 
bhikkhus, is the diversity of elements? The eye element, the ear 
element, the nose element, the tongue element, the body element, 
the mind element. This is called the diversity of elements. 

"And how is it, bhikkhus, that in dependence on the diversity 
of elements there arises the diversity of contacts? In dependence 
on the eye element there arises eye-contact; in dependence on the 
ear element there arises ear-contact; in dependence on the nose 

627 
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element there arises nose-contact; [141] in dependence on the 
tongue element there arises tongue-contact; in dependence on 
the body element there arises body-contact; in dependence on 
the mind element there arises mind-contact.225 It is in this way, 
bhikkhus, that in dependence on the diversity of elements there 
arises the diversity of contacts." 

3 (3) Not Diversity of Contacts 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, it is in dependence on the diversity of ele
ments that there arises the diversity of contacts. The diversity of 
elements does not arise in dependence on the diversity of contacts. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the diversity of elements? The eye ele
ment . . .  the mind element. This is called the diversity of elements. 

"And how is it, bhikkhus, that in dependence on the diversity 
of elements there arises the diversity of contacts; that the diversi
ty of elements does not arise in dependence on the diversity of 
contacts? 

"In dependence on the eye element there arises eye-contact; the 
eye element does not arise in dependence on eye-contact. .  . .  In 
dependence on the mind element there arises mind-contact; the 
mind element does not arise in dependence on mind-contact.226 
It is in this way, bhikkhus, that in dependence on the diversity of 
elements there arises the diversity of contacts; that the diversity 
of elements does not arise in dependence on the diversity of 
contacts." 

4 (4) Diversity of Feelings (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, it is in dependence on the diversity of 
elements that there arises the diversity of contacts; in depend
ence on the diversity of contacts that there arises the diversity of 
feelings. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the diversity of elements? [142] The 
eye element . . .  the mind element. This is called the diversity of 
elements. 

"And how is it, bhikkhus, that in dependence on the diversity 
of elements there arises the diversity of contacts; that in depend
ence on the diversity of contacts there arises the diversity of feel
ings? In dependence on the eye element there arises eye-contact; 
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in dependence on eye-contact there arises feeling born of eye
contact. In dependence on the ear element there arises ear-con
tact; in dependence on ear-contact there arises feeling born 01 
ear-contact. In dependence on the nose element there arises nose
contact; in dependence on nose-contact there arises feeling borr 
of nose-contact. In dependence on the tongue element there arise� 
tongue-contact; in dependence on tongue-contact there arise� 
feeling born of tongue-contact. In dependence on the body ele
ment there arises body-contact; in dependence on body-contact 
there arises feeling born of bocfy-contact. In dependence on the 
mind element there arises mind-contact; in dependence on mind
contact there arises feeling born of mind-contact. 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that in dependence on the diver
sity of elements there arises the diversity of contacts; that in 
dependence on the diversity of contacts there arises the diversity 
of feelings." 

5 (5) Diversity of Feelings (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, it is in dependence on the diversity of 
elements that there arises the diversity of contacts; in depend
ence on the diversity of contacts that there arises the diversity of 
feelings. The diversity of contacts does not arise in dependence 
on the diversity of feelings; the diversity of elements does not 
arise in dependence on the diversity of contacts. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the diversity of elements? The eye ele
ment . . .  the mind element. This is called the diversity of elements. 

"And how is it, bhikkhus, that in dependence on the diversity 
of elements there arises the diversity of contacts; that in depend
ence on the diversity of contacts there arises the diversity of feel
ings? That the diversity of contacts does not arise in dependence 
on the diversity of feelings; that the diversity of elements does 
not arise in dependence on the diversity of contacts? 

"In dependence on the eye element there arises eye-contact; in 
dependence on eye-contact there arises feeling born of eye-con
tact. Eye-contact does not arise in dependence on feeling born of 
eye-contact; [143) the eye element does not arise in dependence 
on eye-contact . . . .  In dependence on the mind element there arises 
mind-contact; in dependence on mind-contact there arises feeling 
born of mind-contact. Mind-contact does not arise in dependence 
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on feeling born of mind-contact; the mind element does not arise 
in dependence on mind-contact. 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that in dependence on the diversity 
of elements there arises the diversity of contacts . . .  the diversity of 
elements does not arise in dependence on the diversity of contacts." 

(External Pentad) 

6 (6) Diversity of External Elements 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you the diversity of elements. 
Listen to that and attend closely, I will speak . . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is the diversity of elements? The form 
element, the sound element, the odour element, the taste ele
ment, the tactile-object element, the mental-phenomena element. 
This, bhikkhus, is called the diversity of elements." 

7 (7) Diversity of Perceptions 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, it is in dependence on the diversity of 
elements that there arises the diversity of perceptions; in depend
ence on the diversity of perceptions that there arises the diversi
ty of intentions; in dependence on the diversity of intentions that 
there arises the diversity of desires; in dependence on the diver
sity of desires that there arises the diversity of passions; in 
dependence on the diversity of passions that there arises the 
diversity of quests. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the diversity of elements? The form 
element . . .  the mental-phenomena element. This, bhikkhus, is 
called the diversity of elements. [144J 

"And how is it, bhikkhus, that in dependence on the diversity 
of elements there arises the diversity of perceptions . . .  that in 
dependence on the diversity of passions there arises the diversi
ty of quests? 

"In dependence on the form element there arises perception of 
form; in dependence on perception of form there arises intention 
regarding form; in dependence on intention regarding form there 

arises desire for form; in dependence on desire for form there 
arises passion for form; in dependence on passion for form there 
arises the quest for form . . .  .227 
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"In dependence on the mental-phenomena element there arises 
perception of mental phenomena; in dependence on perception 
of mental phenomena there arises intention regarding mental 
phenomena; in dependence on intention regarding mental phe
nomena there arises desire for mental phenomena; in depend
ence on desire for mental phenomena there arises passion for 
mental phenomena; in dependence on passion for mental phe
nomena there arises the quest for mental phenomena. 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that in dependence on the diver
sity of elements there arises the diversity of perceptions . . .  that in 
dependence on the diversity of passions there arises the diversity 
of quests." 

8 (8) Not Diversity of Quests 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, it is in dependence on the diversity of 
elements that there arises the diversity of perceptions . . . (as in 
preceding sutta) . . . in dependence on the diversity of passions that 
there arises the diversity of quests. The diversity of passions does 
not arise in dependence on the diversity of quests; [145] the 
diversity of desires does not arise in dependence on the diversity 
of passions; the diversity of intentions does not arise in depend
ence on the diversity of desires; the diversity of perceptions does 
not arise in dependence on the diversity of intentions; the diver
sity of elements does not arise in dependence on the diversity of 
perceptions.228 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the diversity of elements? The fonn 
element . . .  the mental-phenomena element. This, bhikkhus, is 
called the diversity of elements. 

"And how is it, bhikkhus, that in dependence on the diversity 
of elements there arises the diversity of perceptions . . .  that in 
dependence on the diversity of passions there arises the diversity 
of quests? That the diversity of passions does not arise in depend
ence on the diversity of quests . . .  that the diversity of elements 
does not arise in dependence on the diversity of perceptions? 

"In dependence on the form element there arises perception of 
form; [ . . .  in dependence on passion for form there arises the 
quest for form. Passion for form does not arise in dependence on 
the quest for form; desire for form does not arise in dependence 
on passion for form; intention regarding form does not arise in 
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dependence on desire for form; perception of form does not arise 
in dependence on intention regarding form; the form element 
does not arise in dependence on perception of form.] . . .  229 

"In dependence on the mental-phenomena element there arises 
perception of mental phenomena; [146] . . .  in dependence on pas
sion for mental phenomena there arises the quest for mental phe
nomena. Passion for mental phenomena does not arise in 
dependence on the quest for mental phenomena ' "  the mental
phenomena element does not arise in dependence on perception 
of mental phenomena. 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that in dependence on the diver
sity of elements there arises the diversity of perceptions . . .  that in 
dependence on the diversity of passions there arises the diversity 
of quests. That the diversity of passions does not arise in depend
ence on the diversity of quests . . .  that the diversity of elements 
does not arise in dependence on the diversity of perceptions." 

9 (9) Diversity of External Contacts (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, it is in dependence on the diversity of 
elements that there arises the diversity of perceptions; in depend
ence on the diversity of perceptions that there arises the diversi
ty of intentions; in dependence on the diversity of intentions that 
there arises the diversity of contacts; in dependence on the diver
sity of contacts that there arises the diversity of feelings; in 
dependence on the diversity of feelings that there arises the 
diversity of desires; in dependence on the diversity of desires 
that there arises the diversity of passions; in dependence on the 
diversity of passions that there arises the diversity of quests; in 
dependence on the diversity of quests that there arises the diver
sity of gains.230 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the diversity of elements? The form 
element . . .  the mental-phenomena element. This, bhikkhus, is 
called the diversity of elements. 

"And how is it, bhikkhus, that in dependence on the diversity 
of elements [147] there arises the diversity of perceptions . . .  that 
in dependence on the diversity of quests there arises the diversity 
of gains? 

"In dependence on the form element there arises perception of 
form; in dependence on perception of form there arises intention 
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regarding form; in dependence on intention regarding form there 
arises contact with form; in dependence on contact with form 
there arises feeling born of contact with form; in dependence on 
feeling born of contact with form there arises desire for form; in 
dependence on desire for form there arises passion for form; in 
dependence on passion for form there arises the quest for form; in 
dependence on the quest for form there arises the gain of form . . . .  

" In  dependence on the mental-phenomena element there arises 
perception of mental phenomena; in dependence on perception 
of mental phenomena there arises intention regarding mental 
phenomena . . .  contact with mental phenomena . .  , feeling born 
of contact with mental phenomena . . .  desire for mental phenom
ena . . .  passion for mental phenomena . . .  the quest for mental 
phenomena; in dependence on the quest for mental phenomena 
there arises the gain of mental phenomena. 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that in dependence on the diversi
ty of elements there arises the diversity of perceptions . , . that in 
dependence on the diversity of quests there arises the diversity 
of gains." 

10 (10) Diversity of External Contacts (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, it is in dependence on the diversity of 
elements that there arises the diversity of perceptions . . .  [148] (as 
in the preceding sutta) . . .  in dependence on the diversity of quests 
that there arises the diversity of gains. The diversity of quests 
does not arise in dependence on the diversity of gains; the diver
sity of passions does not arise in dependence on the diversity of 
quests ' "  the diversity of elements does not arise in dependence 
on the diversity of perceptions. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the diversity of elements? The form 
element . . .  the mental-phenomena element. This, bhikkhus, is 
called the diversity of elements. 

" And how is it, bhikkhus, that in dependence on the diversity 
of elements there arises the diversity of perceptions . .  , that in 
dependence on the diversity of quests there arises the diversity 
of gains? That the diversity of quests does not arise in depend
ence on the diversity of gains . . .  that the diversity of elements 
does not arise in dependence on the "diversity of perceptions? 
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"In dependence on the form element there arises perception of 
form . . .  in dependence on the mental-phenomena element there 
arises perception of mental phenomena ' " in dependence on the 

quest for mental phenomena there arises the gain of mental phe
nomena. The quest for mental phenomena does not arise in 
dependence on the gain of mental phenomena; passion for men
tal phenomena does not arise in dependence on the quest for 
mental phenomena; [149] desire for mental phenomena does not 
arise in dependence on passion for mental phenomena; feeling 
born of contact with mental phenomena does not arise in 
dependence on desire for mental phenomena; contact with men
tal phenomena does not arise in dependence on feeling born of 
contact with mental phenomena; intention regarding mental 
phenomena does not arise in dependence on contact with mental 
phenomena; perception of mental phenomena does not arise in 
dependence on intention regarding mental phenomena; the men
tal-phenomena element does not arise in dependence on percep
tion of mental phenomena. 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that in dependence on the diver
sity of elements there arises the diversity of perceptions . . .  that in 
dependence on the diversity of quests there arises the diversity 
of gains; that the diversity of quests does not arise in dependence 
on the diversity of gains ' "  that the diversity of elements does 
not arise in dependence on the diversity of perceptions." 

IT. THE SECOND SUBCHAPTER 
(Seven Elements) 

1 1  (1) Seven Elements 

At Savatthi. [150] "Bhikkhus, there are these seven elements. 
What seven? The light element, the beauty element, the base of 
the infinity of space element, the base of the infinity of con
sciousness element, the base of nothingness element, the base of 

neither-perception-nor-nonperception element, the cessation of 

perception and feeling element. These are the seven elements."231 

When this was said, a certain bhikkhu asked the Blessed One: 
"Venerable sir, as to the light element . . .  the cessation of percep
tion and feeling element: in dependence on what are these ele
ments discerned?" 
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"Bhikkhu, the light element is discerned in dependence on 
darkness. The beauty element is discerned in dependence on 
foulness . The base of the infinity of space element is discerned in 
dependence on form. The base of the infinity of consciousness 
element is discerned in dependence on the base of the infinity of 
space. The base of nothingness element is discerned in depend
ence on the base of the infinity of consciousness. The base of nei
ther-perception-nor-nonperception element is discerned in 
dependence on the base of nothingness. The cessation of perception 
and feeling element is discerned in dependence on cessation."232 

"But, venerable sir, as to the light element . . .  the cessation of 
perception and feeling element: how is the attainment of these 
elements to be attained?" 

"The light element, the beauty element, the base of the infinity 
of space element, the base of the infinity of consciousness ele
ment, (151] and the base of nothingness element: these elements 
are to be attained as attainments with perception. The base of nei
ther-perception-nor-nonperception element: this element is to be 
attained as an attainment with a residue of formations.233 The 
cessation of perception and feeling element: this element is to be 
attained as an attainment of cessation." 

1 2  (2) With a Source 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, sensual thought arises with a source, not 
without a source; thought of ill will arises with a source, not 
without a source; thought of harming arises with a source, not 
without a source. And how is this so? 

"In dependence on the sensuality element there arises sensual 
perception;234 in dependence on sensual perception there arises 
sensual intention; in dependence on sensual intention there arises 
sensual desire; in dependence on sensual desire there arises sen
sual passion; in dependence on sensual passion there arises a 
sensual quest. Engaged in a sensual quest, the uninstructed 
worldling conducts himself wrongly in three ways-with body, 
speech, and mind. 

"In dependence on the ill will element there arises perception 
of ill will;235 in dependence on perception of ill will there arises 
intention of ill will; in dependence on intention of ill will there 
arises desire (driven by] ill will; in dependence on desire [driven 
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by] ill will there arises passion [driven by] ill will; in dependence 
on passion [driven by] ill will there arises a quest [driven by] ill 
will. Engaged in a quest [driven by] ill will, the uninstructed 
worldling conducts himself wrongly in three ways-with body, 
speech, and mind. 

"In dependence on the harmfulness element there arises per
ception of harming;236 in dependence on perception of harming 
there arises intention to harm; in dependence on intention to 
harm there arises desire to harm; in dependence on desire to 
harm there arises passion to harm; in dependence on passion to 
harm there arises a quest to harm. Engaged in a quest to harm, 
[152] the uninstructed worldling conducts himself wrongly in 
three ways-with body, speech, and mind. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, a man would drop a blazing grass torch 
into a thicket of dry grass. If he does not quickly extinguish it 
with his hands and feet, the creatures living in the grass and 
wood will meet with calamity and disaster. So too, if any ascetic 
or brahmin does not quickly abandon, dispel, obliterate, and 
annihilate the unrighteous perceptions that have arisen in him, 
he dwells in suffering in this very life, with vexation, despair, 
and fever; and with the breakup of the body, after death, a bad 
destination may be expected for him. 

"Bhikkhus, thought of renunciation arises with a source, not 
without a source; thought of non-ill will arises with a source, not 
without a source; thought of harmlessness arises with a source, 
not without a source. And how is this so? 

"In dependence on the renunciation element there arises per
ception of renunciation;237 in dependence on perception of 
renunciation there arises intention of renunciation; in depend
ence on intention of renunciation there arises desire for renunci
ation; in dependence on desire for renunciation there arises pas
sion for renunciation; in dependence on passion for renunciation 
there arises a quest for renunciation. Engaged in a quest for 
renunciation, the instructed noble disciple conducts himself 
rightly in three ways-with body, speech, and mind. 

"In dependence on the non-ill will element there arises percep

tion of non-ill will;238 in dependence on perception of non-ill will 

there arises intention of non-ill will; in dependence on intention 

of non-ill will there arises desire [guided by] non-ill will; in 

dependence on desire [guided by] non-ill will there arises pas-
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sion [guided by] non-ill will; in dependence on passion [guided 
by] non-ill will there arises a quest [guided by] non-ill will. 
Engaged in a quest [guided by] non-ill will, the instructed noble 
disciple conducts himself rightly in three ways-with body, 
speech, and mind. 

"In dependence on the harmlessness element there arises per
ception of harmlessness;239 [153] in dependence'Un perception oj 
harmlessness there arises intention of harmlessness; in depend
ence on intention of harmlessness there arises desire for harm
lessness; in dependence on desire for harmlessness there arise� 
passion for harmlessness; in dependence on passion for harm
lessness there arises a quest for harmlessness. Engaged in a quesl 
for harmlessness, the instructed noble disciple conducts himsell 
rightly in three ways-with body, speech, and mind. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, a man would drop a blazing grass tord 
into a thicket of dry grass. If he quickly extinguishes it with hi� 
hands and feet, the creatures living in the grass and wood will 
not meet with calamity and disaster. So too, if any ascetic or 

brahmin quickly abandons, dispels, obliterates, and annihilates 
the unrighteous perceptions that have arisen in him, he dwells 
happily in this very life, without vexation, despair, and fever; 
and with the breakup of the body, after death, a good destination 
may be expected for him." 

13 (3) The Brick Hall 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Natika in the 
Brick Hall. There the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: 
"Bhikkhus!" 

"Venerable sir!" those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said 
this: 

"Bhikkhus, in dependence on an element there arises a percep
tion, there arises a view, there arises a thought."240 

When this was said, the Venerable Saddha Kaccayana said to 
the Blessed One: "Venerable sir, when, in regard to those who are 
not perfectly enlightened, the view arises, 'These are Perfectly 
Enlightened Ones,' in dependence .on what is this view dis
cemed?"241 

"Mighty, Kaccayana, is this element, the element of ignorance. 
[154] In dependence on an inferior element, Kaccayana, there 
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arises an inferior perception, an inferior view, inferior thought, 
inferior volition, inferior longing, an inferior wish, an inferior 
person, inferior speech. He explains, teaches, proclaims, estab
lishes, discloses, analyses, and elucidates the inferior. His rebirth, 
I say, is inferior. 

"In dependence on a middling element, Kaccayana, there arises 
a middling perception, a middling view, middling thought, mid
dling volition, middling longing, a middling wish, a middling 
person, middling speech. He explains, teaches, proclaims, estab
lishes, discloses, analyses, and eh.icidates the middling. His 
rebirth, I say, is middling. 

"In dependence on a superior element, Kaccayana, there arises 
a superior perception, a superior view; superior thought, superi
or volition, superior longing, a superior wish, a superior person, 
superior speech. He explains, teaches, proclaims, establishes, dis
closes, analyses, and elucidates the superior. His rebirth, I say, is 
superior." 

14 (4) Inferior Disposition 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, it is by way of elements that beings come 
together and unite. Those of an inferior disposition come togeth
er and unite with those of an inferior disposition; those of a good 
disposition come together and unite with those of a good dispo
sition.242 In the past, by way of elements, beings came together 
and united . . . . In the future, too, by way of elements, beings will 
come together and unite . . . .  [155] Now too, at present, by way of 
elements, beings come together and unite. Those of an inferior 
disposition come together and unite with those of an inferior dis
position; those of a good disposition come together and unite 
with those of a good disposition." 

15 (5) Walking Back and Forth 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha on 
Mount Vulture Peak. Now on that occasion, not far from the 
Blessed One, the Venerable Sariputta was walking back and forth 
with a number of bhikkhus; the Venerable Mahamoggallana . . .  
the Venerable Mahakassapa . . .  the Venerable Anuruddha . . .  the 
Venerable Pm:u:ta Mantaniputta . . .  the Venerable Upali . . .  the 
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Venerable Ananda was walking back and forth with a number of 
bhikkhus. And not far from the Blessed One, Devadatta too was 
walking back and forth with a number of bhikkhus. 

Then the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: 
"Bhikkhus, do you see Sariputta walldllg back and forth with a 

number of bhikkhus?"243 
"Yes, venerable sir." 
"All those bhikkhus are of great wisdom. Do you see 

Moggallana walking back and forth with a number of bhikkhus?" 
"Yes, venerable sir." 
"All those bhikkhus have great spiritual power. Do you see 

Kassapa walking back and forth with a number of bhikkhus?" 
[156] 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"All those bhikkhus are proponents of the ascetic practices. Do 

you see Anuruddha walking back and forth with a number of 
bhikkhus?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"All those bhikkhus possess the divine eye. Do you see Pm:u:ta 

Mantaniputta walking back and forth with a number of 
bhikkhus?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"All those bhikkhus are speakers on the Dhamma. Do you see 

Upali walking back and forth with a number of bhikkhus?" 
"Yes, venerable sir." 
"All those bhikkhus are upholders of the Discipline. Do you 

see Ananda walking back and forth with a number of bhikkhus?" 
"Yes, venerable sir." 
"All those bhikkhus are highly learned. Do you see Devadatta 

walking back and forth with a number of bhikkhus?" 
"Yes, venerable sir." 
"All those bhikkhus have evil wishes. 
"Bhikkhus, it is by way of elements that beings come together 

and unite. Those of an inferior disposition come together and 
unite with those of an inferior disposition; those of a good dis
position come together and unite with those of a good disposi
tion. In the past they did so, in the future they will do so, [157] 
and now at present they do so too." 
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1 6  (6) With Verses 

At 5avatthi.244 "Bhikkhus, it is by way of elements that beings 
corne together and unite: those of an inferior disposition corne 
together and unite with those of an inferior disposition. In the 
past they did so, in the future they will do so, and now at pres
ent they do so too. 

"Just as excrement comes together and unites with excrement, 
urine with urine, spittle with spittle, pus with pus, and blood 
with blood, so too, bhikkhus, it is by way of elements that beings 
corne together and unite: those of an inferior disposition corne 
together and unite with those of an inferior disposition. In the 
past they did so, in the future they will do so, and now at pres
ent they do so too. [158] 

"Bhikkhus, it is by way of elements that beings corne together 
and unite: those of a good disposition corne together and unite 
with those of a good disposition. In the past they did so, in the 
future they will do so, and now at present they do so too. 

"Just as milk comes together and unites with milk, oil with oil, 
ghee with ghee, honey with honey, and molasses with molasses, 
so too, bhikkhus, it is by way of elements that beings corne 
together and unite: those of a good disposition corne together 
and unite with those of a good disposition. In the past they did 
so, in the future they will do so, and now at present they do so too." 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

"From association the woods of lust is bom,245 
By nonassociation the woods is cut. 
Just as one who has mounted a wooden plank 
Would sink upon the mighty sea, 
50 one of virtuous living sinks 
By consorting with a lethargic person. 

"Thus one should avoid such a person
One lethargic, devoid of energy. 
Keep company with the wise, 
With resolute meditators, 
With the noble ones who dwell secluded, 
Their energy constantly aroused." [159] 
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17 (7) Lacking Faith 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, it is by way of elements that beings come 
together and unite. Those lacking faith come together and unite 
with those lacking faith, the shameless with the shameless, those 
unafraid of wrongdoing with those unafraid of wrongdoing, the 
unlearned with the unlearned, the lazy with the lazy, the mud
dle-minded with the muddle-minded, the unwise with the 
unwise. In the past it was so; in the future it will be so; [160] and 
now too at present it is so. 

"Bhikkhus, it is by way of elements that beings come together 
and unite. Those having faith come together and unite with those 
having faith, those having a sense of shame with those having a 
sense of shame, those afraid of wrongdoing with those afraid of 
wrongdoing, the learned with the learned, the energetic with the 
energetic, the mindful with the mindful, the wise with the wise. 
In the past it was so; in the future it will be so; and now too at 
present it is so." 

18 (8) Rooted in those Lacking Faith 

(i) 
"Bhikkhus, it is by way of elements that beings come together 
and unite. [161] Those lacking faith come together and unite with 
those lacking faith, the shameless with the shameless, the unwise 
with the unwise. Those having faith come together and unite 
with those having faith, those having a sense of shame with those 
having a sense of shame, the wise with the wise. In the past it was 
so; in the future it will be so; and now too at present it is so." 

(The next four parts of this sutta substitute the following in the second 
place, instead of "the shameless, " and "those having a sense of shame":) 

(ii) those unafraid of wrongdoing, those afraid of wrongdoing; 
(iii) the unlearned, the learned; [162] 
(iv) the lazy, the energetic; 
(v) the muddle-minded, the mindful. 

19 (9) Rooted in the Shameless 

(i) 
"Bhikkhus, it is by way of elements that beings come together 
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and unite. The shameless come together and unite with the 
shameless, [163] those unafraid of wrongdoing with those 
unafraid of wrongdoing, the unwise with the unwise. Those hav
ing a sense of shame come together and unite with those having 
a sense of shame, those afraid of wrongdoing with those afraid of 
wrongdoing, the wise with the wise. [In the past it was so; in the 
future it will be so; and now too at present it is so.]" 

(The next three parts of this sutta substitute the following in the sec
ond place, instead of "those unafraid of wrongdoing," and "those afraid 
of wrongdoing":) 

(ii) the unlearned, the learned; 
(iii) the lazy, the energetic; 
(iv) the muddle-minded, the mindful. 

20 (10) Rooted in those Unafraid of Wrongdoing 

(i) 
[164] "Bhikkhus, it is by way of elements that beings come 
together and unite. Those unafraid of wrongdoing come togeth
er and unite with those unafraid of wrongdoing, the unlearned 
with the unlearned, the unwise with the unwise. Those afraid of 
wrongdoing come together and unite with those afraid of wrong
doing, the learned with the learned, the wise with the wise. In the 
past it was so; in the future it will be so; and now too at present 
it is so." 

(The next two parts of this sutta substitute the following in the sec
ond place, instead of "the unlearned," and "the learned":) 

(ii) the lazy, the energetic; 
(iii) the muddle-minded, the mindful. 

21 (1 1) Rooted in the Unlearned 

(i) 
"Bhikkhus, it is by way of elements that beings come together 
and unite. The unlearned come together and unite with the 
unlearned, the lazy with the lazy, the unwise with the unwise. 
The learned come together and unite with the learned, the ener
getic [165] with the energetic, the wise with the wise. In the past 
it was so; in the future it will be so; and now too at present it is so." 
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(ii) 
"The unlearned come together and unite with the unlearned, the 
muddle-minded with the muddle-minded, the unwise with the 
unwise. The learned come together and unite with the learned, 
the mindful with the mindful, the wise with the wise. In the past 
it was so; in the future it will be so; and now too at present it is so." 

22 (12) Rooted in the Lazy 

"Bhikkhus, it is by way of elements that beings come together 
and unite. The lazy come together and unite with the lazy, the 
muddle-minded with the muddle-minded, the unwise with the 
unwise. The energetic come together and unite with the ener
getic, the mindful with the mindful, the wise with the wise. In the 
past it was so; in the future it will be so; and now too at present 
it is so." 

[166] III. COURSES OF KAMMA 

23 (1) Unconcentrated 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, it is by way of elements that beings come 
together and unite. Those lacking faith come together and unite 
with those lacking faith, the shameless with the shameless, those 
unafraid of wrongdoing with those unafraid of wrongdoing, the 
unconcentrated with the unconcentrated, the unwise with the 
unwise. 

"Those having faith come together and unite with those having 
faith, those having a sense of shame with those having a sense of 
shame, those afraid of wrongdoing with those afraid of wrong
doing, the concentrated with the concentrated, the wise with the 
wise." 

24 (2) Immoral 

(As above, except that "the unconcentrated" and "the concentrated" are 
replaced by "the immoral" and "the virtuous," respectively.) [167] 
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25 (3) The Five Training Rules 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, it is by way of elements that beings come 
together and unite. Those who destroy life come together and 
unite with those who destroy life; those who take what is not 
given . . .  who engage in sexual misconduct . . .  who speak false-
hood . . .  who indulge in wine, liquor, and intoxicants that cause 
negligence come together and unite with those who so indulge. 

"Those who abstain from the destruction of life come together 
and unite with those who abstain from the destruction of life; 
those who abstain from taking what is not given . . .  from sexual 
misconduct . . .  from false speech . . .  from wine, liquor, and intox
icants that cause negligence come together and unite with those 
who so abstain." 

26 (4) Seven Courses of Kamma 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, it is by way of elements that beings come 
together and unite. Those who destroy life come together and 
unite with those who destroy life; those who take what is not 
given . . .  who engage in sexual misconduct . . .  who speak false
hood ' "  who speak divisively . . .  who speak harshly ' "  who 
indulge in idle chatter come together and unite with those who 
so indulge. 

"Those who abstain from the destruction of life . . .  from taking 
what is not given . . .  from sexual misconduct . . .  from false speech 
. . .  from divisive speech . . .  from harsh speech . , .  from idle chat
ter come together and unite with those who so abstain." 

27 (5) Ten Courses of Kamma 

At Savatthi. [168] "Bhikkhus, it is by way of elements that beings 
come together and unite. Those who destroy life come together 
and unite with those who destroy life; those ' "  (as above, continu
ing:) . . .  who are covetous . . .  who bear ill will . . .  of wrong view 
come together and unite with those of wrong view. 

"Those who abstain from the destruction of life . . .  (as above) . .  , 
who are uncovetous . . .  without ill will . . .  of right view come 

together and unite with those of right view." 
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28 (6) The Eightfold Path 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, it is by way of elements that beings come 
together and unite. Those of wrong view come together and 
unite with those of wrong view; those of wrong intention . . .  
wrong speech . . .  wrong action . . .  wrong livelihood . . .  wrong 
effort . . .  wrong mindfulness . . .  wrong concentration come 
together and unite with those_pf wrong concentration. 

"Those of right view come together and unite with those of right 
view; those ohight intention . . .  right speech . . .  right action . . .  right 
livelihood . . .  right effort . . .  right mindfulness . . .  right concentra
tion come together and unite with those of right concentration." 

29 (7) Ten Factors 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, it is by way of elements that beings comE 
together and unite. Those of wrong view . . .  (as above) [169 
wrong concentration . . .  wrong knowledge . . .  wrong liberatior 
come together and unite with those of wrong liberation. 

"Those of right view . . . (as above) right concentration . . .  right 
knowledge . . .  right liberation come together and unite with 
those of right liberation."246 

IV. THE FOURTH SUBCHAPTER 
(The Four Elements) 

30 (1) Four Elements 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Savatthi in 
Jeta's Grove, Anathapll:t<;Uka's Park . . . .  

"Bhikkhus, there are these four elements. What four? The earth 
element, the water element, the heat element, the air element. 
'These are the four elements. "247 

31 (2) Before My Enlightenment 

At Savatthi. [170] "Bhikkhus, before my enlightenment, while I 
was still a bodhisatta, not yet perfectly enlightened, it occurred to 
me: 'What is the gratification, what is the danger, what is the 
escape in the case of the earth element? What is the gratification, 
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what is the danger, what is the escape in the case of the water ele
ment ' "  the heat element . . .  the air element?' 

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: 'The pleasure and joy that 
arise in dependence on the earth element: this is the gratification 
in the earth element. That the earth element is impermanent, suf
fering, and subject to change: this is the danger in the earth ele
ment. The removal and abandonment of desire and lust for the 
earth element: this is the escape from the earth element.248 

'''The pleasure and joy that arise in dependence on the water 
element . . .  the heat element . . .  the air element: this is the gratifi
cation in the air element. That the air element is impermanent, 
suffering, and subject to change: this is the danger in the air ele
ment. The removal and abandonment of desire and lust for the 
air element: this is the escape from the air element.'249 

"So long, bhikkhus, as I did not directly know as they really are 
the gratification, the danger, and the escape in the case of these 
four elements, I did not claim to have awakened to the unsur
passed perfect enlightenment in this world with its devas, Mara, 
and Brahma, in this generation with its ascetics and brahmins, its 
devas and humans. But when I directly knew all this as it really 
is, then I claimed to have awakened to the unsurpassed perfect 
enlightenment in this world with ' "  its devas and humans. [171] 

"The knowledge and vision arose in me: 'Unshakable is my 
liberation of mind;25o this is my last birth; now there is no more 
renewed existence.'" 

32 (3) I Set Out 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I set out seeking the gratification in the 
earth element. Whatever gratification there is in the earth ele
ment-that I discovered. I have clearly seen with wisdom just 
how far the gratification in the earth element extends. 

"Bhikkhus, I set out seeking the danger in the earth element. 
Whatever danger there is in the earth element-that I discovered. 
I have clearly seen with wisdom just how far the danger in the 
earth element extends. 

"Bhikkhus, I set out seeking the escape from the earth element. 
Whatever escape there is from the earth element-that I discov
ered. I have clearly seen with wisdom just how far the escape 
from the earth element extends. 
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"Bhikkhus, I set out seeking the gratification in . . .  the danger 
in . . .  the escape from the water element . . .  the heat element . . .  
the air element. Whatever escape there is from the air element
that I discovered. I have dearly seen with wisdom just how far 
the escape from the earth element extends. 

"So long, bhikkhus, as I did not directly know as they really are 
the gratification, the danger, and the escape in the case of these 
four elements . . .  (as above) [172] . . .  devas and humans. 

"The knowledge and vision arose in me: 'Unshakable is my lib
eration of mind; this is my last birth; now there is no more 
renewed existence.'" 

33 (4) If There Were No 

At 5avatthi. "Bhikkhus, if there were no gratification in the earth 
element, beings would not become enamoured with it; but 
because there is gratification in the earth element, beings become 
enamoured with it. If there were no danger in the earth element, 
beings would not experience revulsion towards it; but because 
there is danger in the earth element, beings experience revulsion 
towards it. If there were no escape from the earth element, beings 
would not escape from it; but because there is an escape from the 
earth element, beings escape from it. 

"Bhikkhus, if there were no gratification in the water element 
. . .  in the heat element . . .  in the air element, beings would not 
become enamoured with it . . .  [173] . . .  but because there is an 
escape from the air element, beings escape from it. 

"So long, bhikkhus, as beings have not directly known as they 
really are the gratification as gratification, the danger as danger, 
and the escape as escape in the case of these four elements, they 
have not escaped from this world with its devas, Mara, and 
Brahma, from this generation with its ascetics and brahmins, its 
devas and humans; they have not become detached from it, 
released from it, nor do they dwell with a mind rid of barriers. 
But when beings have directly known all this as it really is, then 
they have escaped from this world with its devas and humans . . .  
they have become detached from it, released from it, and they 
dwell with a mind rid of barriers. "251 
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34 (5) Exclusively Suffering 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, if this earth element were exclusively 
suffering, immersed in suffering, steeped in suffering, and if it were 
not [also] steeped in pleasure, beings would not become enam
oured with it. But because the earth element is pleasurable,252 
immersed in pleasure, steeped in pleasure, and is not steeped 
[only] in suffering, beings become enamoured with it. [174] 

"Bhikkhus, if this water element were exclusively suffering . . .  
if this heat element were exclusively suffering . . .  if this air ele
ment were exclusively suffering, immersed in suffering, steeped 
in suffering, and if it was not [also] steeped in pleasure, beings 
would not become enamoured with ' it. But because the air ele
ment is pleasurable, immersed in pleasure, steeped in pleasure, 
and is not steeped [only] in suffering, beings become enamoured , 
with it. 

"Bhikkhus, if this earth element were exclusively pleasurable, 
immersed in pleasure, steeped in pleasure, and if it were not [also] 
steeped in suffering, beings would not experience revulsion 
towards it. But because the earth element is suffering, immersed 
in suffering, steeped in suffering, and is not steeped [only] in 
pleasure, beings experience revulsion towards it. 

"Bhikkhus, if this water element were exclusively pleasurable 
. . .  if this heat element were exclusively pleasurable . . .  if this air 
element were exclusively pleasurable, immersed in pleasure, 
steeped in pleasure, and if it were not [also] steeped in suffering, 
beings would not experience revulsion towards it. But because 
the air element is suffering, immersed in suffering, steeped in 
suffering, and is not steeped [only] in pleasure, beings experience 
revulsion towards it." 

35 (6) Delight 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, one who seeks delight in the earth ele
ment seeks delight in suffering. One who seeks delight in suffer
ing, I say, is not freed from suffering. One who seeks delight in 
the water element . . .  in the heat element . . .  in the air element 
seeks delight in suffering. One who seeks delight in suffering, I 
say, is not freed from suffering. [175] 
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"One who does not seek delight in the earth element . . . in the 
air element does not seek delight in suffering. One who does not 
seek delight in suffering, I say, is freed from suffering." 

36 (7) Arising 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, the arising, continuation, production, 
and manifestation of the earth element is the arising of suffering, 
the continuation of disease, the manifestation of aging-and
death.2s3 The arising, continuation, production, and manifesta
tion of the water element . . .  the heat element . . .  the air element 
is the arising of suffering, the continuation of disease, the mani
festation of aging-and-death. 

"The cessation, subsiding, and passing away of the earth ele
ment . , .  the air element is the cessation of suffering, the subsid
ing of disease, the passing away of aging-and-death. " 

37 (8) Ascetics and Brahmins (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these four elements. What four? 
The earth element, the water element, the heat element, the air 
element. 

"Those ascetics or brahmins, bhikkhus, who do not understand 
as they really are the gratification, the danger, and the escape in 
the case of these four elements: [176] these I do not consider to be 
ascetics among ascetics or brahmins among brahmins, and these 
venerable ones do not, by realizing it for themselves with direct 
knowledge, in this very life enter and dwell in the goal of asceti
cism or the goal of brahminhood. 

"But, bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who understand 
as they really are the gratification, the danger, and the escape in 
the case of these four elements: these I consider to be ascetics 
among ascetics and brahmins among brahmins, and these vener
able ones, by realizing it for themselves with direct knowledge, 
in this very life enter and dwell in the goal of asceticism and the 
goal of brahminhood." 

38 (9) Ascetics and Brahmins (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these four elements. What four? 
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The earth element, the water element, the heat element, the air 
element. 

"Those ascetics or brahmins, bhikkhus, who do not understand 
as they really are the origin and the passing away, the gratifica
tion, the danger, and the escape in the case of these four ele
ments: these I do not consider to be ascetics among ascetics . . . .  

"But, bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who understand 
as they really are the origin and the passing away, the gratifica
tion, the danger, and the escape )n th� case of these four ele
ments: these I consider to be ascetics among ascetics and brah
mins among brahmins, and 

-
these venerable ones, by realizing it 

for themselves with direct knowledge, in this very life enter and 
dwell in the goal of asceticism and the .goal of brahminhood." 

39 (10) Ascetics and Brahmins (3) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, those ascetics or brahmins who do not 
understand the earth element, its origin, its cessation, and the 
way leading to its cessation; [177] who do not understand the 
water element . . .  the heat element . . .  the air element, its origin, 
its cessation, and the way leading to its cessation: these I do not 
consider to be ascetics among ascetics .� . .  

"But, bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who understand 
these things: these I consider to be ascetics among ascetics and 
brahmins among brahmins, and these venerable ones, by realiz
ing it for themselves with direct knowledge, in this very life enter 
and dwell in the goal of asceticism and the goal of brahminhood." 



[178] Chapter IV 

15 Anamataggasarrzyutta 

Connected Discourses on 

Without Discoverable Beginning 

1. THE FIRST SUBCHAPTER 
(Grass and Wood) 

1 (1) Grass and WO'Jd 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwel
ling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapil).<;lika's Park. There the 
Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus!" 

"Venerable sir!" those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said 
this: 

"Bhikkhus, this saITlsara is without discoverable beginning.254 A 
first point is not discerned of beings roaming and wandering on 
hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. Suppose, 
bhikkhus, a man would cut up whatever grass, sticks, branches, 
and foliage there are in this Jambudipa and collect them together 
into a single heap. Having done so, he would put them down, say
ing [for each one]: 'This is my mother, this my mother's mother: 
The sequence of that man's mothers and grandmothers would not 
come to an end, yet the grass, wood, branches, and foliage in this 
Jambudipa would be used up and exhausted. For what reason? 
Because, bhikkhus, this saITlSara is without discoverable begin
ning. A first point is not discerned of beings roaming and wan
dering on hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. For such 
a long time, bhikkhus, you have experienced suffering, anguish, 
and disaster, and swelled the cemetery. It is enough to experience 
revulsion towards all formations, enough to become dispassion
ate towards them, enough to be liberated from them." [179] 
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2 (2) The Earth 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, this saI1lsara is without discoverable 
beginning. A first point is not discerned of beings roaming and 
wandering on hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. 
Suppose, bhikkhus, a man would reduce this great earth to balls 
of clay the size of jujube kernels and put them down, saying [for 
each one]: 'This is my father, this my father's father.' The 
sequence of that man's fathers and grandfathers would not come 
to an end, yet this great earth would be used up and exhausted. 
For what reason? Because, bhikkhus, this saI1lsara is without dis
coverable beginning. A first point is not discerned of beings 
roaming and wandering on hindered by ignorance and fettered 
by craving. For such a long time, bhikkhus, you have experi
enced suffering, anguish, and disaster, and swelled the cemetery. 
It is enough to experience revulsion towards all formations, 
enough to become dispassionate towards them, enough to be lib-
erated from them." 

. 

3 (3) Tears 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, this saI1lsara is without discoverablE 
beginning. A first point is not discerned of beings roaming and 
wandering on hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving 
What do you think, bhikkhus, which is more: the stream of tear5 
that you have shed as you roamed and wandered on through thi5 
long course, weeping and wailing because of being united with 
the disagreeable and separated from the agreeable-this or thE 
water in the four great oceans?"255 

"As we understand the Dhamma taught by the Blessed One, 
venerable sir, [180] the stream of tears that we have shed as WE 
roamed and wandered through this long course, weeping and 
wailing because of being united with the disagreeable and sepa
rated from the agreeable-this alone is more than the water in 

the four great oceans." 
"Good, good, bhikkhus! It is good that you understand the 

Dhamma taught by me in such a way. The stream of tears that 
you have shed as you roamed and wandered through this long 
course, weeping and wailing because of being united with the 
disagreeable and separated from the agreeable-this alone is 
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more than the water in the four great oceans. For a long time, 
bhikkhus, you have experienced the death of a mother; as you 
have experienced this, weeping and wailing because of being 
united with the disagreeable and separated from the agreeable, 
the stream of tears that you have shed is more than the water in 
the four great oceans. 

"For a long time, bhikkhus, you have experienced the death of 
a father . . .  the death of a brother . . .  the death of a sister . . .  the 
death of a son . . .  the death of a daughter . . .  the loss of relatives 
. . .  the loss of wealth . . .  loss through illness; as you have experi
enced this, weeping and wailing because of being united with the 
disagreeable and separated from the agreeable, the stream of 
tears that you have shed is more than the water in the four great 
oceans. For what reason? Because, bhikkhus, this saf!1sara is 
without discoverable beginning . . . .  It is enough to experience 
revulsion towards all formations, enough to become dispassion
ate towards them, enough to be liberated from them./I 

4 (4) Mother's Milk 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, this saf!1sara is without discoverable 
beginning. A first point is not discerned of beings roaming and 
wandering on hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. 
What do you think, bhikkhus, which is more: [181] the mother's 
milk that you have drunk as you roamed and wandered on 
through this long course-this or the water in the four great 
oceans?/I 

"As we understand the Dhamma taught by the Blessed One, 
venerable sir, the mother's milk that we have drunk as we 
roamed and wandered on through this long course-this alone is 
more than the water in the four great oceans./I 

"Good, good, bhikkhus! It is good that you understand the 
Dhamma taught by me in such a way. The mother's milk that 
you have drunk as you roamed and wandered through this long 
course-this alone is more than the water in the four great 
oceans. For what reason? Because, bhikkhus, this saf!1sara is 
without discoverable beginning . . . .  It is enough to be liberated 
from them." 
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5 (5) The Mountain 

At Savatthi. Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One 
paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him� 
"Venerable sir, how long is an aeon?"256 

" An aeon is long, bhikkhu. It is not easy to count it and say it 
is so many years, or so many hundreds of years, or so many thou
sands of years, �r sp many hundreds of thousands of years." 

"Then is it possible to give a simile, venerable sir?" 
"It is possible, bhikkhu," the Blessed One said. "SUppose, 

bhikkhu, there was a great stone mountain a yojana long, a yojana 
wide, and a yojana high, without holes or crevices, one solid mass 
of rock. At the end of every hundred years a man would stroke it 
once with a piece of Kasian cloth.257 That great stone mountain 
might by this effort be worn away and eliminated but the aeon 
would still not have come to an end. So long is an aeon, bhikkhu. 
[182] And of aeons of such length, we have wandered through so 
many aeons, so many hundreds of aeons, so many thousands of 
aeons, so many hundreds of thousands of aeons. For what rea
son? Because, bhikkhu, this sarp.sara is without discoverable 
beginning . . . .  It is enough to be liberated from them." 

6 (6) The Mustard Seed 

At Savatthi. Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One, 
paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 
"Venerable sir, how long is an aeon?" 

"An aeon is long, bhikkhu. It is not easy to count it and say it 
is so many years, or so many hundreds of years, or so many thou
sands of years, or so many hundreds of thousands of years." 

"Then is it possible to give a simile, venerable sir?" 
"It is possible, bhikkhu," the Blessed One said. "Suppose, 

bhikkhu, there was a city with iron walls a yojana long, a yojana 
wide, and a yojana high, filled with mustard seeds as dense as a 
topknot. At the end of every hundred years a man would remove 
one mustard seed from there. The great heap of mustard seeds 
might by this effort be depleted and eliminated but the aeon 

would still not have come to an end. So long is an aeon, bhikkhu. 
And of aeons of such length, we have wandered through so 

many aeons, so many hundreds of aeons, so many thousands of 
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aeons, so many hundreds of thousands of aeons. For what rea
son? Because, bhikkhu, this saI11sara is without discoverable 
beginning . . . .  It is enough to be liberated from them." 

7 (7) Disciples 

At Savatthi. [183] Then a number of bhikkhus approached the 
Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said 
to him: "Venerable sir, how many aeons have elapsed and gone 
by?" 

"Bhikkhus, many aeons have elapsed and gone by. It is not 
easy to count them and say they are so many aeons, or so many 
hundreds of aeons, or so many thousands of aeons, or so many 
hundreds of thousands of aeons." 

"But is it possible to give a simile, venerable sir?" 
"It is possible, bhikkhus," the Blessed One said. "Suppose, 

bhikkhus, there were four disciples here each with a life span of 
a hundred years, living a hundred years, and each day they were 
each to recollect a hundred thousand aeons. There would still be 
aeons not yet recollected by them when those four disciples each 
with a life span of a hundred years, living a hundred years, 
would pass away at the end of a hundred years.258 It is not easy 
to count them and say that they are so many aeons, or so many 
hundreds of aeons, or so many thousands of aeons, or so many 
hundreds of thousands of aeons. For what reason? Because, 
bhikkhus, this saI11sara is without discoverable beginning . . . . It is 
enough to be liberated from them." 

8 (8) The River Ganges 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in the 
Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. Then a certain brahmin 
approached the Blessed One and exchanged greetings with him. 
When they had concluded their greetings and cordial talk, he sat 
down to one side and said to him: "Master Gotama, how many 
aeons have elapsed and gone by?" 

"Brahmin, many aeons have elapsed and gone by. It is not easy 
to count them and say they are so many aeons, or so many hun
dreds of aeons, or so many thousands of aeons, or so many hun
dreds of thousands of aeons."  [184] 
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"But is it possible to give a simile, Master Gotama?" 
"It is possible, brahmin," the Blessed One said. "Suppose, brah

min, the grains of sand between the point where the river Ganges 
originates and the point where it enters the great ocean: it is not 
easy to count these and say there are so many grains of sand, or 
so many hundreds of grains, or so many thousands of grains, or 
so many hundreds of thousands of grains. Brahmin, the aeons 
that have elapsed and gone by are even more numerous than 
that. It is not easy to count them and say that they are so many 
aeons, or so many hundreds of aeons, or so many thousands of 
aeons, or so many hundreds of thousands of aeons. For what rea
son? Because, brahmin, this saI11sara is without discoverable 
beginning . . . .  It is enough to be liberated from them." 

When this was said, that brahmin said to the Blessed One: 
"Magnificent, Master Gotama! Magnificent, Master Gotama! . . .  
From today let Master Gotama remember me as a lay follower 
who has gone for refuge for life. "  

9 (9) The Stick 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, this saI11sara is without discoverable 
beginning. A first point is not discerned of beings roaming and 
wandering on hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. 
Just as a stick thrown up into the air falls now on its bottom, now 
on its side, and now on its top, so too [185] as beings roam and 
wander on hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving, now 
they go from this world to the other world, now they come from 
the other world to this world.259 For what reason? Because, 
bhikkhus, this saI11sara is without discoverable beginning . . . .  It is 
enough to be liberated from them." 

10 (10) Person 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha on 
Mount Vulture Peak. There the Blessed One addressed the 
bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus!"260 

"Venerable sir!" those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said 
this: 

"Bhikkhus, this saI11sa;a is without discoverable beginning. A 
first point is not discerned of beings roaming and wandering on 
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hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. One person, 
roaming and wandering on hindered by ignorance and fettered 
by craving, would leave behind a stack of bones, a heap of bones, 
a pile of bones as large as this Mount Vepulla, if there were some
one to collect them and what is collected would not perish.261 For 
what reason? Because, bhikkhus, this sa:rp.sara is without discov
erable beginning . . . .  It is enough to be liberated from them." 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

"The heap of bones one person leaves behind 
With the passing of a single aeon 
Would form a heap as high as a mountain: 
So said the Great Sage. 
This is declared to be as massive 
As the tall Vepulla Mountain 
Standing north of Vulture Peak 
In the Magadhan mountain range. 

"But when one sees with correct wisdom 
The truths of the noble ones-
Suffering and its origin, 
The overcoming of suffering, 
And the Noble Eightfold Path 
That leads to suffering's appeasement
Then that person, having wandered on 
For seven more times at most, [186] 
Makes an end to suffering 
By destroying all the fetters." 

11 (1) Unfortunate 

II. THE SECOND SUBCHAPTER 
(Unfortunate) 

On one occasion, while dwelling at Savatthi, the Blessed One said 
this: "Bhikkhus, this sa:rp.sara is without discoverable beginning. 
A first point is not discerned of beings roaming and wandering 
on hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. Whenever you 
see anyone in misfortune, in misery, you can conclude: 'We too 
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have experienced the same thing in this long course.' For what 
reason? Because, bhikkhus, this sarrsara is without discoverable 
beginning . . . .  It is enough to be liberated from them." 

12 (2) Happy 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, this sarrsara is without discoverable 
beginning . . . .  Whenever you see anyone happy and fortunate, 
[187] you can conclude: 'We too have experienced the same thing 
in this long course.' For what reason? Because, bhikkhus, this 
sarrsara is without discoverable beginning . . . . It is enough to be 
liberated from them." 

13 (3) Thirty Bhikkhus 

At Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove. Then thirty bhikkhus from 
Pava approached the Blessed One-all forest dwellers, alrnsfood 
eaters, rag-robe wearers, triple-robe users, yet all were still with 
fetters.262 Having approached, they paid homage to the Blessed 
One and sat down to one side. Then it occurred to the Blessed 
One: "These thirty bhikkhus from Pava are all forest dwellers, 
almsfood eaters, rag-robe wearers, triple-robe users, yet all are 
still with fetters. Let me teach them the Dharnma in such a way 
that while they are sitting in these very seats their minds will be 
liberated from the taints by nonclinging." 

Then the Blessed One addressed those bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus!" 
"Venerable sir!" those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said 

this: 
"Bhikkhus, this sarrsara is without discoverable beginning. A 

first point is not discerned of beings roaming and wandering on 
hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. What do you 
think, bhikkhus, which is more: the stream of blood that you 
have shed when you were beheaded as you roamed and wan
dered on through this long course-this or the water in the four 
grea t oceans?" 

"As we understand the Dharnma taught by the Blessed One, 
venerable sir, the stream of blood that we have shed when our 
heads were cut off as we roamed and wandered on through this 
long course-this alone [188] is more than the water in the four 
great oceans." 
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"Good, good, bhikkhus! It is good that you understand the 
Dhamma taught by me in such a way. The stream of blood that 
you have shed as you roamed and wandered on through this 
long course-this alone is more than the water in the four great 
oceans. For a long time, bhikkhus, you have been cows, and 
when as cows you were beheaded, the stream of blood that you 
shed is greater than the waters in the four great oceans. For a 
long time you have been buffalo, sheep, goats, deer, chickens, 
and pigs . . . . For a long time you have been arrested as burglars, 
highwaymen, and adulterers, and when you were beheaded, the 
stream of blood that you shed is greater than the water in the 
four great oceans. For what reason? Because, bhikkhus, this 
sarp.sara is without discoverable beginning . . . .  It is enough to be 
liberated from them." 

This is what the Blessed One said. Elated, those bhikkhus 
delighted in the Blessed One's statement. [189] And while this 
exposition was bein.g spoken, the minds of the thirty bhikkhus 
from Pava were liberated from the taints by nonclinging. 

14 (4)-19 (9) Mother, Etc. 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, this sarp.sara is without discoverable 
beginning . . . .  It is not easy, bhikkhus, to find a being who in this 
long course has not previously been your mother . . .  your father 
. . .  your brother . . .  your sister . . .  [190] . . . your son . . .  your 
daughter. For what reason? Because, bhikkhus, this sarp.sara is 
without discoverable beginning . . . .  It is enough to be liberated 
from them." 

20 (10) Mount Vepulla 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha on 
Mount Vulture Peak. There the Blessed One addressed the 
bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus!"  

"Venerable sir!" those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said 
this: 

"Bhikkhus, this sarp.sara is without discoverable beginning. A 
first point is not discerned of beings roaming and wandering on 
hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. In the past, 
bhikkhus, this Mount Vepulla was called Pacinavarp.sa, [191] and 
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at that time these people were called Tivaras. The life span of the 
Tivaras was 40,000 years.263 They could climb Mount Pacina
vaqtsa in four days and descend in four days. At that time the 
Blessed One Kakusandha, an Arahant, a Perfectly Enlightened 
One, had arisen in the world. His two chief disciples were named 
Vidhura and Safijiva, an excellent pair. See, bhikkhus! That name 
for this mountain has disappeared, those people have died, and 
that Blessed One has attained final Nibbana. So impermanent are 
formations, bhikkhus, so unstable, so unreliable. It is enough, 
bhikkhus, to experience revulsion towards all formations, 
enough to become dispassionate towards them, enough to be lib
erated from them. 

"[At another time] in the past, bhikkhus, this Mount Vepulla 
was called Vaitkaka, and at that time these people were called 
Rohitassas. The life span of the Rohitassas was 30,000 years.264 
They could climb Mount Vaitkaka in three days and descend in 
three days. At that time the Blessed One KOl).agamana, an 
Arahant, a Perfectly Enlightened One, had arisen in the world. 
His two chief disciples were named Bhiyyosa and Uttara, an 
excellent pair. See, bhikkhus! That name for this mountain has 
disappeared, those people have died, and that Blessed One has 
attained final Nibbana. [192] So impermanent are formations . . . .  
It is enough to be liberated from them. 

"[At still another time] in the past, bhikkhus, this Mount 
Vepulla was called Supassa, and at that time these people were 
called Suppiyas. The life span of the Suppiyas was 20,000 years. 
They could climb Mount Supassa in two days and descend in 
two days. At that time the Blessed One Kassapa, an Arahant, a 
Perfectly Enlightened One, had arisen in the world. His two chief 
disciples were named Tissa and Bharadvaja, an excellent pair. 
See, bhikkhus! That name for this mountain has disappeared, 
those people have died, and that Blessed One has attained final 
Nibbana. So impermanent are formations . . . .  It is enough to be 
liberated from them. 

"At present, bhikkhus, this Mount Vepulla is called Vepulla, 
and at present these people are called Magadhans. The life span 
of the Magadhans is short, limited, fleeting; one who lives long 
lives a hundred years or a little more. The Magadhans climb 
Mount Vepulla in an hour and descend in an hour. At present I 
have arisen in the world, an Arahant, a Perfectly Enlightened One. 
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My two chief disciples are named sariputta and Moggallana, an 
excellent pair. There will come a time, bhikkhus, [193] when the 
name for this mountain will have disappeared, when these peo
ple will have died, and I will have attained final Nibbana. So 
impermanent are formations, bhikkhus, so unstable, so unreli
able. It is enough, bhikkhus, to experience revulsion towards all 
formations, enough to become dispassionate towards them, 
enough to be liberated from them./I 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

"This was called PacinavaJ:!.1sa by the Tivaras, 
And VaIikaka by the Rohitassas, 
Supassa by the Suppiya people, 
Vepulla by the Magadhan folk. 

"Impermanent, alas, are formations, 
Subject to arising and vanishing. 
Having arisen, they cease: 
Their appeasement is blissful. "265 



[194] Chapter V 

16 KassapasaJ]1yutta 

Connected Discourses with Kassapa 

1 Content 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, this Kassapa is content with any kind of 
robe, and he speaks in praise of contentment with any kind of 
robe, and he does not engage in a wrong search, in what is 
improper, for the sake of a robe.266 If he does not get a robe he is 
not agitated, and if he gets one he uses it without being tied to it, ' 
uninfatuated with it, not blindly absorbed in it, seeing the danger 
in it, understanding the escape.267 • 

"Bhikkhus, this Kassapa is content with any kind of alrnsfood 
. . .  with any kind of lodging . . .  with any kind of medicinal req
uisites ' . .  and if he gets them he uses them without being tied to 
them, uninfatuated with them, not blindly absorbed in them, see
ing the danger in them, understanding the escape. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, you should train yourselves thus: 'We 
will be content with any kind of robe, and we will speak in praise 
of contentment with any kind of robe, [195] and we will not 
engage in a wrong search, in what is improper, for the sake of a 
robe. If we do not get a robe we will not be agitated, and if we get 
one we will use it without being tied to it, uninfatuated with it, 
not blindly absorbed in it, seeing the danger in it, understanding 
the escape. 

"'We will be content with any kind of almsfood . . .  with any 
kind of lodging . . .  with any kind of medicinal requisites . . .  and 
if we get them we will use them without being tied to them, unin

fatuated with them, not blindly absorbed in them, seeing the 

danger in them, understanding the escape.' Thus should you 

train yourselves. 
"Bhikkhus, I will exhort you by the example of Kassapa or one 

662 
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who is similar to Kassapa.268 Being exhorted, you should practise 
accordingly. "269 

2 Unafraid of Wrongdoing 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Venerable Mahakassapa 
and the Venerable Sariputta were dwelling . .  .at Barar:tasi in the 
Deer Park at Isipatana. Then, in the evening, the Venerable 
Sariputta emerged from seclusion and approached the Venerable 
Mahakassapa. He exchanged greetings with the Venerable 
Mahakassapa and, when they had concluded their greetings and 
cordial talk, he sat down to one side and said to him: 

"Friend, it is said that one who is not ardent and who is 
unafraid of wrongdoing is incapable of enlightenment, incapable 
of Nibbana, incapable of achieving the unsurpassed security 
from bondage; but one who is ardent [196] and afraid of wrong
doing is capable of enlightenment, capable of Nibbana, capable 
of achieving the unsurpassed security from bondage.27o In what 
way is this so, friend?" 

"Here, friend, a bhikkhu does not arouse ardour by thinking: 
'If unarisen evil unwholesome states arise in me, this may lead to 
my harm'; nor by thinking: 'If evil unwholesome states that have 
arisen in me are not abandoned, this may lead to my harm'; nor 
by thinking: 'If unarisen wholesome states do not arise in me, 
this may lead to my harm'; nor by thinking: 'If wholesome states 
that have arisen in me cease, this may lead to my harm.' Thus he 
is not ardent.271 

"And how, friend, is he unafraid of wrongdoing? Here, friend, 
a bhikkhu does not become afraid at the thought: 'If unarisen evil 
unwholesome states arise in me, this may lead to my harm' . . .  
nor at the thought: 'If wholesome states that have arisen in me 
cease, this may lead to my harm.' Thus he is unafraid of wrong
doing. 

"It is in this way, friend, that one who is not ardent and who is 
unafraid of wrongdoing is incapable of enlightenment, incapable 
of Nibbana, incapable of achieving the unsurpassed security 
from bondage. 

"And how, friend, is one ardent? Here, friend, a bhikkhu arouses 
ardour by thinking: 'If unarisen evil unwholesome states arise in 
me, this may lead to my harm' . . .  and by thinking: 'If wholesome 
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states that have arisen in me cease, this may lead to my harm.' 
Thus he is ardent. 

"And how, friend, is he afraid of wrongdoing? Here, friend, a 
bhikkhu becomes afraid at the thought: 'If una risen evil 
unwholesome states arise in me, this may lead to my harm'; ' "  
and at the thought: 'If wholesome states that have arisen in me 
cease, this may lead to my harm.' [197] Thus he is afraid of 
wrongdoing. 

"It is in this way, friend, that one who is ardent and afraid of 
wrongdoing is capable of enlightenment, capable of Nibbana, 
capable of achieving the unsurpassed security from bondage." 

3 Like the Moon 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, you should approach families like the 
moon-[198] drawing back the body and mind, always acting 
like newcpmers, without impudence towards families.272 Just as 
a man looking down an old well, a precipice, or a steep riverbank 
would draw back the body and mind, so too, bhikkhus, should 
you approach families. 

"Bhikkhus, Kassapa approaches families like the moon-draw
ing back the body and mind, always acting like a newcomer, 
without impudence towards families. What do you think, 
bhikkhus, what kind of bhikkhu is worthy to approach families?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One, 
guided by the Blessed One, take recourse in the Blessed One. It 
would be good if the Blessed One would clear up the meaning of 
this statement. Having heard it from him, the bhikkhus will 
remember it." 

Then the Blessed One waved his hand in space273 and said: 
"Bhikkhus, just as this hand does not get caught in space, is not 
held fast by it, is not bound by it, so when a bhikkhu approaches 
families his mind does not get caught, held fast, and bound 
amidst families, thinking: 'May those desiring gains acquire 
gains, may those desiring merits make merits !'274 He is as elated 
and happy over the gains of others as he is over his own gains. 
Such a bhikkhu is worthy to approach families. 

"Bhikkhus, when Kassapa approaches families his mind does 
not get caught, held fast, or bound amidst families, thinking: 
'May those desiring gains acquire gains, may those desiring merits 
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make merits!'  He is as elated and happy over the gains of others 
as he is over his own gains. [199] 

"What do you think, bhikkhus, how is a bhikkhu's teaching of the 
Dhamma impure, and how is his teaching of the Dhamma pure?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"Then listen and attend closely, bhikkhus, I will speak." 
"Yes, venerable sir," those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One 

said this: 
"A bhi�u teaches the Dhamma to others with the thought: 

'Oh, may they listen to the Dhamma from me! Having listened, 
may they gain confidence in the Dhamma! Being confident, may 
they show their confidence to me!'275 Such a bhikkhu's teaching 
of the Dhamma is impure. 

"But a bhikkhu teaches the Dhamma to others with the 
thought: 'The Dhamma is well expounded by the Blessed One, 
directly visible, immediate, inviting one to come and see, appli
cable, to be per.sonally experienced by the wise. Oh, may they 
listen to the Dhamma from me! Having listened, may they 
understand the Dhamma! Having understood, may they practise 
accordingly!' Thus he teaches the Dhamma to others because of 
the intrinsic excellence of the Dhamma; he teaches the Dhamma 
to others from compassion and sympathy, out of tender con
cern.276 Such a bhikkhu's teaching of the Dhamma is pure. 

"Bhikkhus, Kassapa teaches the Dhamma to others with the 
thought: 'The Dhamma is well expounded by the Blessed One . . . .  
Oh, [200] may they listen to the Dhamma from me! Having lis
tened, may they understand the Dhamma! Having understood, 
may they practise accordingly!

, 
He teaches the Dhamma to others 

because of the intrinsic excellence of the Dhamma; he teaches the 
Dhamma to others from compassion and sympathy, out of tender 
concern. 

"Bhikkhus, I will exhort you by the example of Kassapa or one 
who is similar to Kassapa. Being exhorted, you should practise 
accordingly. " 

4 A Visitor of Families 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, what do you think, what kind of bhikkhu 
is worthy to be a visitor of families,277 and what kind of bhikkhu 
is not worthy to be a visitor of families?" 
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"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One " 
The Blessed One said this: "Bhikkhus, a bhikkhu mi�'ht 

approach families with the thought: 'May they give to me, not 
hold back! May they give me much, not a little! May they give me 
fine things, not shabby things! May they give me promptly, not 
slowly! May they give me considerately, not casually!' When a 
bhikkhu approaches families with such a thought, if they do not 
give, he thereby becomes hurt; on that account he experiences 
pain and displeasure. If they give little rather than much ' "  If 
they give shabby things rather than fine things 

'
" If they give 

slowly rather than promptly . . .  If they give casually rather than 
considerately, he thereby becomes hurt; [201] on that account he 
experiences pain and displeasure. Such a bhikkhu is not worthy 
to be a visitor of families. 

"Bhikkhus, a bhikkhu might approach families with the thought: 
'When among others' families, how could I possibly think: "May 
they give to me, not hold back! . . .  May they give me respectfully, 
not casually! "?' When a bhikkhu approaches families with such 
a thought, if they do not give . . .  if they give casually rather than 
considerately, he does not thereby become hurt; he does not on 
that account experience pain and displeasure. Such a bhikkhu is 
worthy to be a visitor of families. 

"Bhikkhus, Kassapa approaches families with such a thought . . . . 
Thus if they do not give ' "  if they give casually rather than con
siderately, he does not thereby become hurt; [202] he does not on 
that account experience pain and displeasure. 

"Bhikkhus, I will exhort you by the example of Kassapa or one 
who is similar to Kassapa. Being exhorted, you should practise 
accordingly. " 

5 Old 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling 
at Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. Then 
the Venerable Mahakassapa approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, and sat down to one side. The Blessed One then 
said to him: "You are old now, Kassapa, and those worn-out 
hempen rag-robes must be burdensome for you. Therefore you 
should wear robes offered by householders, Kassapa, accept 
meals given on invitation, and dwell close to me."278 
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"For a long time, venerable sir, I have been a forest dweller and 
have spoken in praise of forest dwelling; I have been an almsfood 
eater and have spoken in praise of eating almsfood; I have been 
a rag-robe wearer and have spoken in praise of wearing rag
robes; I have been a triple-robe user and have spoken in praise of 
using the triple robe; I have been of few wishes and have spoken 
in praise of fewness of wishes; I have been content and have spo
ken in praise of conten:tment; I have been secluded and have spo
ken in praise of solitude; I have been aloof from society and have 
spoken in praise of aloofness from society; I have been energetic 
and have spoken in praise of arousing energy."279 

"Considering what benefit, Kassapa, have you long been a for
est dweller . . .  and spoken in praise of arousing energy?" 

"Considering two benefits, venerable sir. [203] For myself I see 
a pleasant dwelling in this very life, and I have compassion for 
later generations, thinking, 'May those of later generations fol
low my examplel'28o For wheI;l they hear, 'The enlightened disci
ples of the Buddha were for a long time forest dwellers and 
spoke in praise of forest dwelling . . .  were energetic and spoke in 
praise of arousing energy,' then they will practise accordingly, 
and that will lead to their welfare and happiness for a long time. 
Considering these two benefits, venerable sir, I have long been a 
forest dweller . . .  and have spoken in praise of arousing energy." 

"Good, good, Kassapa! You are practising for the welfare and 
happiness of the multitude, out of compassion for the world, for 
the good, welfare, and happiness of devas and humans. 
Therefore, Kassapa, wear worn-out hempen rag-robes, walk for 
alms, and dwell in the forest." 

6 Exhortation (1) 

At Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove. Then the Venerable Mahakas· 
sapa approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, and sal 
down to one side. The Blessed One then said to him: "Exhort th� 
bhikkhus, Kassapa, give them a Dhamma talk. Either I [204: 
should exhort the bhikkhus, Kassapa, or you should. Either : 
should give them a Dhamma talk or you should."281 

"Venerable sir, the bhikkhus are difficult to admonish now 
and they have qualities which make them difficult to admonish.28: 
They are impatient and do not accept instruction respectfully 
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Here, venerable sir, I saw a bhikkhu named Bhal).<;ia, a pupil of 
Ananda, and a bhikkhu named Abhifijika, a pupil of Anuruddha, 
competing with each other in regard to their learning, saying: 
'Come, bhikkhu, who can speak more? Who can speak better? 
Who can speak longer?'" 

Then the Blessed One addressed a certain bhikkhu thus: 
"Come, bhikkhu, tell the bhikkhu Bhal).<;ia and the bhikkhu 
Abhifijika in my name that the Teacher calls them." 

"Yes, venerable sir," that bhikkhu replied, and he went to those 
bhikkhus and told them: "The Teacher calls the venerable ones." 

"Yes, friend," those bhikkhus replied, and they approached the 
Blessed One, paid homage to him, and sat down to one side. The 
Blessed One then said to them: "Is it true, bhikkhus, that you 
have been competing with each other in regard to your learning, 
as to who can speak more, who can speak better, who can speak 
longer?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"Have you ever known me to teach the Dhamma thus: 'Come, 

bhikkhus, compete with each other in regard to your learning, 
and see who can speak more, who can speak better, who can 
speak longer'?" [205] 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Then if you have never known me to teach the Dhamma thus, 

what do you senseless men know and see that, having gone forth 
in such a well-expounded Dhamma and Discipline, you compete 
with each other in regard to your learning, as to who can speak 
more, who can speak better, who can speak longer?" 

Then those bhikkhus prostrated themselves with their heads at 
the Blessed One's feet and said: "Venerable sir, we have commit
ted a transgression-so foolish, so confused, so inept were we-
in that, having gone forth in such a well-expounded Dhamma 
and Discipline, we competed with each other in regard to our 
learning, as to who can speak more, who can speak better, who 
can speak longer. Venerable sir, may the Blessed One pardon us 

for our transgression seen as a transgression for the sake of 
future restraint." 

"Surely, bhikkhus, you have committed a transgression-so 
foolish, so confused, so inept were you-in that, having gone 
forth in such a well-expounded Dhamma and Discipline, you 
competed with each other in regard to your learning . . . . But since 
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you see your transgression as a transgression and make amends 
for it in accordance with the Dhamma, we pardon you for it. For 
it is growth in the Noble One's Discipline when one sees one's 
transgression as a transgression, makes amends for it in accor
dance with the Dhamma� and undertakes future restraint." 

7 Exhortation (2) 

At Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove. Then the Venerable Maha
kassapa approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, and 
sat down to one side. The Blessed One then said to him: "Exhort 
the bhikkhus, Kassapa, give them a Dhamma talk. Either 1 
should exhort the bhikkhus, Kassapa, [206] or you should. Eithel 
I should give them a Dhamma talk or you should." 

"Venerable sir, the bhikkhus are difficult to admonish now, 
and they have qualities which make them difficult to admonish. 
They are impatient and do not accept instruction respectfully. 
Venerable sir,283 for one who has no faith in regard to wholesome 
states, no sense of shame, no fear of wrongdoing, no energy, and 
no wisdom, whether day or night comes only decline is to be 
expected in regard to wholesome states, not growth. Just as, dur
ing the dark fortnight, whether day or night comes the moon 
declines in colour, circularity, and luminosity, in diameter and 
circumference, so too, venerable sir, for one who has no faith in 
wholesome states, no sense of shame, no fear of wrongdoing, no 
energy, and no wisdom, whether day or night comes only decline 
is to be expected in regard to wholesome states, not growth. 

"A person without faith, venerable sir: this is a case of decline. 
A person without a sense of shame . . .  who is unafraid of wrong
doing . . .  who is lazy . . .  unwise . . .  angry . . .  malicious: this is a 
case of decline. When there are no bhikkhus who are exhorters: 
this is a case of decline. 

"Venerable sir, for one who has faith in regard to wholesome 
states, a sense of shame, fear of wrongdoing, energy, and wis
dom, whether day or night comes only growth is to be expected 
in regard to wholesome states, not decline. Just as, during the 
bright fortnight, whether day or night comes the moon grows in 
colour, circularity, [207] and luminosity, in diameter and circum
ference, so too, venerable sir, for one who has faith in wholesome 
states, a sense of shame, fear of wrongdoing, energy, and wisdom, 
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whether day or night comes only growth is to be expected in 
regard to wholesome states, not decline. 

N A person with faith, venerable sir: this is a case of nondecline. 
A person with a sense of shame ' "  who is afraid of wrongdoing 
' "  energetic . . .  wise . . .  without anger . . .  without malice: this is a 
case of nondecline. When there are bhikkhus who are exhorters: 
this is a case of nondecline." 

"Good, good, Kassapa!" 
(The Buddha then repeats the entire statement of the Venerable 

Mahakassapa.) [208] 

8 Exhortation (3) 

At Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove. Then the Venerable Mahakas
sapa approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, and sat 
down to one side. The Blessed One then said to him: "Exhort the 
bhikkhus, Kassapa, give them a Dhamma talk. Either I should 
exhort the bhikkhus, Kassapa, or you should. Either I should give 
them a Dhamma talk or you should." 

"Venerable sir, the bhikkhus are difficult to admonish now, 
and they have qualities which make them difficult to admonish. 
They are impatient and do not accept instruction respectfully." 

"Just so, Kassapa, in the past the elder bhikkhus were forest 
dwellers and spoke in praise of forest dwelling; they were alms
food eaters and spoke in praise of eating almsfood; they were 
rag-robe wearers and spoke in praise of wearing rag-robes; they 
were triple-robe users and spoke in praise of using the triple 
robe; they were of few wishes and spoke in praise of fewness of 
wishes; they were content and spoke in praise of contentment; 
they were secluded and spoke in praise of solitude; they were 
aloof from society and spoke in praise of aloofness from society; 
they were energetic and spoke in praise of arousing energy. 

"Then, when a bhikkhu was a forest dweller and spoke in 
praise of forest dwelling . . .  [209] . . .  when he was energetic and 
spoke in praise of arousing energy, the elder bhikkhus would 
invite him to a seat, saying: 'Come, bhikkhu. What is this 
bhikkhU'S name? This is an excellent bhikkhu. This bhikkhu is 
keen on training. Come, bhikkhu, here's a seat, sit down.' Then it 

would occur to the newly ordained bhikkhus: 'It seems that 

when a bhikkhu is a forest dweller and speaks in praise of forest 
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dwelling . . .  when he is energetic and speaks in praise of arous
ing energy, the elder bhikkhus invite him to a seat . . . .  ' ,  They 
would practise accordingly, and that would lead to their welfare 
and happiness for a long time. 

"But now, Kassapa, the elder bhikkhus are no longer forest 
dwellers and do not speak in praise of forest dwelling . . .  [210] . . .  
they are no longer energetic and do not speak in praise of arous
ing energy. Now it is the bhikkhu who is well known and 
famous, one who gains robes, almsfood, lodgings, and medicinal 
requisites, that the elder bhikkhus invite to a seat, saying: 'Come, 
bhikkhu. What is this bhikkhu's name? This is an excellent 
bhikkhu. This bhikkhu is keen on the company of his brothers in 
the holy life. Come, bhikkhu, here's a seat, sit down.' Then it 
occurs to the newly ordained bhikkhus: 'It seems that when a 
bhikkhu is well known and famous, one who gains robes, alms
food, lodgings, and medicinal requisites, the elder bhikkhus 
invite him to a seat. . .. ' They practise accordingly, and that leads 
to their harm and suffering for a long time. 

"If, Kassapa, one speaking rightly could say: 'Those leading the 
holy life have been ruined by the ruination of those who lead the 
holy life; those leading the holy life have been vanquished by the 
vanquishing of those who lead the holy life/284 it is just thus that 
one could rightly say this. "  

9 Jhanas and Direct Knowledges 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, to whatever extent I wish, secluded from 
sensual pleasures, secluded from unwholesome states, I enter 
and dwell in the first jhana, which is accompanied by thought 
and examination, with rapture and happiness born of seclusion. 
[21 1] Kassapa too, to whatever extent he wishes, secluded from 
sensual pleasures, secluded from unwholesome states, enters 
and dwells in the first jhana. 

"Bhikkhus, to whatever extent I wish, with the subsiding of 
thought and examination, I enter and dwell in the second jhana, 
which has internal confidence and unification of mind, is without 
thought and examination, and has rapture and happiness born of 
concentration. Kassapa too, to whatever extent he wishes, with 
the subsiding of thought and examination, enters and dwells in 
the second jhana. 
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"Bhikkhus, to whatever extent I wish, with the fading away as 
well of rapture, I dwell equanimous, and mindful and clearly 
comprehending, I experience happiness with the body; I enter 
and dwell in the third jhana of which the noble ones declare: 'He 
is equanimous, mindful, one who dwells happily.' Kassapa too, 
to whatever extent he wishes, enters and dwells in the third 
jhana. .,... 

"Bhikkhus, to whatever extent I wish, with the abandoning of 
pleasure and pain, and with the previous passing away of joy 
and displeasure, I enter and dwell in the fourth jhana, which is 
neither painful nor pleasant and includes the purification of 
mindfulness by equanimity. Kassapa too, to whatever extent he 
wishes, enters and dwells in the fourth jhana. 

"Bhikkhus, to whatever extent I wish, with the complete tran
scendence of perceptions of forms, with the passing away of per
ceptions of sensory impingement, with nonattention to percep
tions of diversity, aware that 'space is infinite,' I. enter and dwell 
in the base of the infinity of space. Kassapa too, to whatever 
extent he wishes, enters and dwells in the base of the infinity of 
space. 

"Bhikkhus, to whatever extent I wish, by completely tran
scending the base of the infinity of space, aware that ' conscious
ness is infinite,' I enter and dwell in the base of the infinity of 
consciousness. [212] Kassapa too, to whatever extent he wishes, 
enters and dwells in the base of the infinity of consciousness. 

"Bhikkhus, to whatever extent I wish, by completely tran
scending the base of the infinity of consciousness, aware that 
'there is nothing,' I enter and dwell in the base of nothingness. 
Kassapa too, to whatever extent he wishes, enters and dwells in 
the base of nothingness. 

"Bhikkhus, to whatever extent I wish, by completely tran
scending the base of nothingness, I enter and dwell in the base of 
neither-perception-nor-nonperception. Kassapa too, to whatever 
extent he wishes, enters and dwells in the base of neither
perception-nor-nonperception. 

"Bhikkhus, to whatever extent I wish, by completely tran
scending the base of neither-perception-nor-nonperception, I 
enter and dwell in the cessation of perception and feeling. 
Kassapa too, to whatever extent he wishes, enters and dwells in 
the cessation of perception and feeling. 
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"Bhikkhus, to whatever extent I wish, I wield the various kinds 
of spiritual power: having been one, I become many; having been 
many, I become one; I appear and vanish; I go unhindered 
through a wall, through a rampart, through a mountain as 
though through space; I dive in and out of the earth as though it 
were water; I walk on water without sinking as though it were 
earth; seated cross-legged, I travel in space like a bird; with my 
hand I touch and stroke the moon and sun so powerful and 
mighty; I exercise mastery with the body as far as the brahma 
world. Kassapa too, to whatever extent he wishes, wields the var
ious kinds of spiritual power. 

"Bhikkhus, to whatever extent I wish, with the divine ear ele
ment, which is purified and surpasses the human, I hear both 
kinds of sounds, the divine and human, those that are far as well 
as near. Kassapa too, to whatever extent he wishes, with the 
divine ear element, which is purified and surpasses the human, 
hears both kinds of sounds. pi3] 

"Bhikkhus, to whatever extent I wish, I understand the minds 
of other beings and persons, having encompassed them with 
my own mind. I understand a mind with lust as a mind with 
lust; a mind without lust as a mind without lust; a mind with 
hatred as a mind with hatred; a mind without hatred as a mind 
without hatred; a mind with delusion as a mind with delusion; 
a mind without delusion as a mind without delusion; a con
tracted mind as contracted and a distracted mind as distracted; 
an exalted mind as exalted and an unexalted mind as unexalted; 
a surpassable mind as surpassable and an unsurpassable mind as 
unsurpassable; a concentrated mind as concentrated and an 
unconcentrated mind as unconcentrated; a liberated mind as liber
ated and an unliberated mind as unliberated. Kassapa too, to what
ever extent he wishes, understands the minds of other beings and 
persons, having encompassed them with his own mind. 

"Bhikkhus, to whatever extent I wish, I recollect my manifold 
past abodes, that is, one birth, two births, three births, four births, 
five births, ten births, twenty births, thirty births, forty births, 
fifty births, a hundred births, a thousand births, a hundred thou
sand births, many ·-aeons of world-contraction, many aeons of 
world-expansion, many aeons of world-contraction and expan
sion thus: 'There I was so named, of such a clan, with such an 
appearance, such was my food, such my experience of pleasure 
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and pain, such my life span; passing away from there, I was 
reborn elsewhere, and there too I was so named, of such a clan 
with such an appearance, such was my food, such my experienc� 
of pleasure and pain, such my life span; passing away from there 
I was reborn here.' Thus I recollect my manifold past abodes with 
their modes and details. Kassapa too, to whatever extent he wishes, 
recollects his manifold past abodes with their modes and details. 
. "Bhikkhus, to whatever extent I wish, with the divine eye, 
which is purified and surpasses the human, I see beings [214] 
passing away and being reborn, inferior and superior, beautiful 
and ugly, fortuI1ate and unfortunate, and I understand how 
beings fare on according to their kamma thus: 'These beings who 
engaged in misconduct of body, speech, and mind, who reviled 
the noble ones, held wrong view, and undertook actions based on 
wrong view, with the breakup of the body, after death, have been 
reborn in a state of misery, in a bad destination, in the nether 
world, in hell; but these beings who engaged in good conduct of 
body, speech, and mind, who did not revile the noble ones, who 
held right view, and undertook action based on right view, with 
the breakup of the body, after death, have been reborn in a good 
destination, in a heavenly world.' Thus with the divine eye, 
which is purified and surpasses the human, I see beings passing 
away and being reborn, inferior and superior, beautiful and ugly, 
fortunate and unfortunate, and I understand how beings fare on 
according to their kamma. Kassapa too, to whatever extent he 
wishes, with the divine eye, which is purified and surpasses the 
human, sees beings passing away and being reborn, inferior and 
superior, beautiful and ugly, fortunate and unfortunate, and he 
understands how beings fare on according to their karnma. 

"Bhikkhus, by the destruction of the taints, in this very life I 
enter and dwell in the taintless liberation of mind, liberation by 
wisdom, realizing it for myself with direct knowledge.285 
Kassapa too, by the destruction of the taints, in this very life 
enters and dwells in the taintless liberation of mind, liberation by 
wisdom, realizing it for himself with direct knowledge./I 

10 The Bhikkhunis' Quarters 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Venerable Mahakassapa 
was dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, AnathapiI:u;l.ika's Park. 
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Then, in the moming, the Venerable Ananda dressed and, [215] 
taking bowl and robe, he approached the Venerable Maha
kassapa and said: "Come, Venerable Kassapa, let us go to the 
bhikkhurus' quarters."286 

"You go, friend Ananda, you're the busy one with many 
duties."287 

A second time the Venerable Ananda said to the Venerable Maha
kassapa: "Come, Venerable Kassapa, let us go to the bhikkhums' 
quarters. " 

"You go, friend Ananda, you're the busy one with many 
duties." 

A third time the Venerable Ananda said to the Venerable 
Mahakassapa: "Come, Venerable Kassapa, let us go to the 
bhikkhunis' quarters." 

Then, in the moming, the Venerable Mahakassapa dressed 
and, taking bowl and robe, went to the bhikkhunis' quarters with 
the Venerable Ananda as his companioJ;l. When he arrived he sat 
down on the appointed seat. Then a number of bhikkhunis 
approached the Venerable Mahakassapa, paid homage to him, 
and sat down to one side. As they were sitting there, the 
Venerable Mahakassapa instructed, exhorted, inspired, and 
gladdened those bhikkhunis with a Dhamma talk, after which he 
rose from his seat and departed. 

Then the bhikkhuni Thullatissa, being displeased, expressed 
her displeasure thus: "How can Master Mahakassapa think of 
speaking on the Dhamma in the presence of Master Ananda, the 
Videhan sage?288 For Master Mahakassapa to think of speaking 
on the Dhamma in the presence of Master Ananda, the Videhan 
sage-this is just as if a needle-peddler [216] would think he 
could sell a needle to a needle-maker! " 

The Venerable Mahakassapa overheard the bhikkhuni Thulla
tis sa making this statement and said to the Venerable Ananda: 
"How is it, friend Ananda, am I the needle-peddler and you the 
needle-maker, or am I the needle-maker and you the needle
peddler?" 

"Be patient, Venerable Kassapa, women are foolish."289 
"Hold it, friend Ananda! Don't give the Sangha occasion to 

investigate you further.290 What do you think, friend Ananda, 
was it you that the Blessed One brought forward in the presence 
of the Bhikkhu Sangha, saying: 'Bhikkhus, to whatever extent I 
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wish, secluded from sensual pleasures, secluded from unwhole
some states, I enter and dwell in the first jhana, which is accom
panied by thought and examination, with rapture and happiness 
born of seclusion. Ananda too, to whatever extent he wishes 
secluded from sensual pleasures, secluded from unwholesom� 
states, enters and dwells in the first jhana'?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"I was the one, friend, that the Blessed One brought forward in 

the presence of the Bhikkhu Sangha, saying: 'Bhikkhus, to what
ever extent I wish, . . . I enter and dwell in the first jhana . . . . 
Kassapa too, to whatever extent he wishes, enters and dwells in 
the first jhana.' 

(The same exchange is repeated for the remaining meditative attain
ments and the six direct know ledges

'
, all as in the preceding sutta.) 

[217] 
"I was the one, friend, that the Blessed One brought forward in 

the presence of the Bhikkhu Sangha, saying: 'Bhikkhus, by the 
destruction of the taints, in this very life I enter and dwell in the 
taintless liberation of mind, liberation by wisdom, realizing it for 
myself with direct knowledge. Kassapa too, by the destruction of 
the taints, in this very life enters and dwells in the taintless liber
ation of mind, liberation by wisdom, realizing it for himself with 
direct knowledge.' 

"Friend, one might just as well think that a bull elephant seven 
or seven and a half cubits high could be concealed by a palm leaf 
as think that my six direct knowledges could be concealed."291 

But the bhikkhuru Thullatissa fell away from the holy life.292 

11  The Robe 

On one occasion the Venerable Mahakassapa was dwelling in 
Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. Now on 
that occasion the Venerable Ananda was wandering on tour in 
Dakkhi!:tagiri together with a large Sangha of bhikkhus.293 Now 
on that occasion thirty bhikkhus-pupils of the Venerable 
Ananda-most of them youngsters, had given up the training 
and had returned to the lower life. [218] 

When the Venerable Ananda had wandered on tour in 
DakkhiI:tagiri as long as he wanted, he came back to Rajagaha, to 
the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. He approached the 
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Venerable Mahakassapa, paid homage to him, and sat down to 
one side, and the Venerable Mahakassapa said to him: "Friend 
Ananda, for how many reasons did the Blessed One lay down 
the rule that bhikkhus should not take meals among families in 
groups of more than three?"294 

"The Blessed One laid d�wn this rule for three reasons, 
Venerable Kassapa: for restraining ill-behaved persons and for 
the comfort of well-behaved bhikkhus, [witll the intention,] 'May 
those of evil wishes, by forming a faction, not create a schism in 
the Sangha!'; and out of sympathy towards families.295 It is for 
these three reasons, Venerable Kassapa, that the Blessed One laid 
down this rule." 

"Then why, friend Ananda, are you wandering about with 
these young bhikkhus who are unguarded in their sense facul
ties, immoderate in eating, and not devoted to wakefulness? One 
would think you were wandering about trampling on crops; one 
would think you were wandering about destroying families. 
Your retinue is breaking apart, friend Ananda, your young fol
lowers are slipping away. But still this youngster does not know 
his measure!" 

"Grey hairs are growing on my head, Venerable Kassapa. 
Can't we escape being called a youngster by the Venerable 
Mahakassapa?"296 [219] 

"Friend Ananda, it is just because you wander around with 
these young bhikkhus who are unguarded in their sense facul
ties . . . .  But still this youngster does not know his measure!" 

The bhikkhuni Thullananda heard:297 "Master Mahakassapa 
has disparaged Master Ananda, the Videhan sage, by calling him 
a youngster." Then, being displeased at this, she expressed her 
displeasure thus: "How can Master Mahakassapa, who was for
merly a member of another sect,298 think to disparage Master 
Ananda, the Videhan sage, by calling him a youngster?" 

The Venerable Mahakassapa overheard the bhikkhuni Thullac 
nanda making this statement and said to the Venerable .Ananda: 
"Surely, friend Ananda, the bhikkhuni Thullananda made that 
statement rashly, without consideration. For since I shaved off 
my hair and beard, put on saffron robes, and went forth from the 
home life into homelessness, I do not recall ever having acknowl
edged any other teacher except the Blessed One, the Arahant, the 
Perfectly Enlightened One. 
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"In the past, friend, when I was still a householder, it occurred 
to me: 'Household life is confinement, a path of dust, going forth 
is like the open air. It is not easy for one living at home to lead 
the perfectly complete, perfectly purified holy life, which is like 
polished conch. Let me then shave off my hair and beard, put on 
saffron robes, and go forth from the household life into home
lessness.' Some time later [220] I had an outer robe made from 
patches of cloth;299 then, acknowledging those who were ara
hants in the world [as models],  I shaved off my hair and beard, 
put on saffron robes, and went forth from the household life into 
homelessness. 

"When I had thus gone forth, I was travelling along a road 
when I saw the Blessed One sitting by the Bahuputta Shrine 
between Rajagaha and Nalanda.3°O Having seen him, I thought: 
'If I should ever see the Teacher, it is the Blessed One himself that 
I would see. If I should ever see the Fortunate One, it is the 
Blessed One himself that I would see. If I should ever see the 
Perfectly Enlightened One, it is the Blessed One himself that I 
would see.' Then I prostrated myself right there at the Blessed 
One's feet and said to him: 'Venerable sir, the Blessed One is my 
teacher, I am his disciple. Venerable sir, the Blessed One is my 
teacher, I am his disciple.'301 

"When I had said this, the Blessed One said to me: 'Kassapa, if 
one who does not know and see should say to a disciple so 
single-minded as yourself: "1 know, I see," his head would split. 
But knowing, Kassapa, I say, "1 know"; seeing, I say, "1 see."302 

'''Therefore, Kassapa, you should train yourself thus: "1 will 
arouse a keen sense of shame and fear of wrongdoing towards 
elders, the newly ordained, and those of middle status." Thus 
should you train yourself. 

'''Therefore, Kassapa, you should train yourself thus: 
"Whenever I listen to any Dhamma connected with the whole
some, I will listen to it with eager ears, attending to it as a matter 
of vital concern, applying my whole mind to it."303 Thus should 
you train yourself. 

'''Therefore, Kassapa, you should train yourself thus: "1 will 
never relinq'.1ish mindfulness directed to the body associated 
with joy." Thus should you train yourself.'304 

"Then, having given me this exhortation, the Blessed One rose 
from his seat and departed. [22i] For seven days, friend, I ate the 
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country's almsfood as a debtor, but on the eighth day final 
knowledge arose.305 

"Then, friend, the Blessed One descended from the road and 
went to the foot of a tree.306 I folded in four my outer robe of 
patches and said to him: 'Venerable sir, let the Blessed One sit 
down here. This will lead to my welfare and happiness for a long 
time.' The Blessed One sat down on the appointed seat and said 
to me: 'Your outer robe of patches is soft, Kassapa: - 'Venerable 
sir, let the Blessed One accept my outer robe of patches, out of 
compassion.' - 'Then will you wear my worn-out hempen rag
robes?' - 'I will, venerable sir: Thus I offered the Blessed One my 
outer robe of patches and received from him his worn-out 
hempen rag-robes.307 

"If, friend, one speaking rightly could say of anyone: 'He is a 
son of the Blessed One, born of his breast, born of his mouth, 
born of the Dhamma, created by the Dhamma, an heir to the 
Dhamma, a receiver of worn-out hempen rag-robes,' it is of me 
that one could rightly say this.308 

"Friend, to whatever extent I wish, secluded from sensual 
pleasures, secluded from unwholesome states, I enter and dwell 
in the first jhana, which is accompanied by thought and exami
nation, [222] with rapture and happiness born of seclusion . . . . (As 
in §9, down to:) 

"Friend, by the destruction of the taints, in this very life I enter 
and dwell in the taintless liberation of mind, liberation by wis
dom, realizing it for myself with direct knowledge. 

"Friend, one might just as well think that a bull elephant seven 
or seven and a half cubits high could be concealed by a palm leaf 
as think that my six direct know ledges could be concealed."309 

But the bhikkhuru Thullananda fell away from the holy life. 

12 After Death 

On one occasion the Venerable Mahakassapa and the Venerable 
Sclriputta were dwelling at Baral).asi in the Deer Park at Isipatana. 
Then, in the evening, the Venerable Sariputta emerged from 
seclusion and approached the Venerable Mahakassapa. He 
exchanged greetings with the Venerable Mahakassapa and, 
when they had concluded their greetings and cordial talk, he sat 
down to one side and said to him: 
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"How is it, friend Kassapa, does the Tathagata exist after 
death?"310 

"The Blessed One, friend, has not declared this: 'The Tathagata 
exists after death.'" 

"Then, friend, does the Tathagata not exist after death?" 
"The Blessed One, friend, has not declared this either: 'The 

Tathagata does not exist after death.'" [223] 
"How is it then, friend, does the Tathagata both exist and not 

exist after death?" 
"The Blessed One, friend, has not declared this: 'The Tathagata 

both exists and does not exist after death. '" 
"Then, friend, does the Tathagata neither exist nor not exist 

after death?" 
"The Blessed One, friend, has not declared this either: 'The 

Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist after death.'" 
"Why hasn't the Blessed One declared this, friend?" 
"Because this is unbeneficial, irrelevant to the fundamentals of 

the holy life, and does not lead to revulsion, to dispassion, to ces
sation, to peace, to direct knowledge, to enlightenment, to 
Nibbana. Therefore the Blessed One has not declared this." 

"And what, friend, has the Blessed One declared?" 
"The Blessed One, friend, has declared: 'This is suffering,' and 

'This is the origin of suffering,' and 'This is the cessation of suf
fering,' and 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

"And why, friend, has the Blessed One declared this?" 
"Because, friend, this is beneficial, relevant to the fundamen

tals of the holy life, and leads to revulsion, to dispassion, to ces
sation, to peace, to direct knowledge, to enlightenment, to 
Nibbana. Therefore the Blessed One has declared this." 

13 The Counterfeit of the True Dhamma 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, AnathapiI:u;lika's Park. Then 
the Venerable Mahakassapa approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: [224] 

"Venerable sir, what is the reason, what is the cause, why for
merly there were fewer training rules but more bhikkhus were 
established in final knowledge, while now there are more training 
rules but fewer bhikkhus are established in final knowledge?"311 
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"That's the way it is, Kassapa. When beings are deteriorating 
and the true Dhamma is disappearing there are more training 
rules but fewer bhikkhus are established in final knowledge. 
Kassapa, the true Dhamma does not disappear so long as a coun
terfeit of the true Dharnma has not arisen in the world. But when 
a counterfeit of the true Dhamma arises in the world, then the 
true Dhamma disappears.312 

"Just as, Kassapa, gold does not disappear so long as counter
feit gold has not arisen in the world, but when counterfeit gold 
arises then true gold disappears, so the true Dhamma does not 
disappear so long as a counterfeit of the true Dhamma has not 
arisen in the world, but when a counterfeit of the true Dhamma 
arises in the world, then the true Dhamma disappears. 

"It is not the earth element, Kassapa, that causes the true 
Dhamma to disappear, nor the water element, nor the heat ele
ment, nor the air element. It is the senseless people who arise 
right here who cause the true 1?hamma to disappear. 

"The true Dhamma does not disappear all at once in the way a 
ship sinks.313 There are, Kassapa, five detrimental things314 that 
lead to the decay and disappearance of the true Dhamma. What 
are the five? Here the bhikkhus, the bhikkhunlS, the male lay fol
lowers, and the female lay followers dwell without reverence 
and deference towards the Teacher; they dwell without rever
ence and deference towards the Dharnrna; they dwell without 
reverence and deference towards the Sangha; [225] they dwell 
without reverence and deference towards the training; they 
dwell without reverence and deference towards concentration.315 
These, Kassapa, are the five detrimental things that lead to the 
decay and disappearance of the true Dhamma. 

"There are five things, Kassapa, that lead to the longevity of the 
true Dhamma, to its nondecay and nondisappearance. What are 
the five? Here the bhikkhus, the bhikkhunis, the male lay followers, 
and the female lay followers dwell with reverence and deference 
towards the Teacher; they dwell with reverence and deference 
towards the Dharnrna; they dwell with reverence and deference 
towards the Sangha; they dwell with reverence and deference 
towards the training; they dwell with reverence and deference 
towards concentration. These, Kassapa, are the five things that 
lead to the longevity of the true Dhamma, to its nondecay and 
nondisappearance." 



Chapter VI 

17 Ltibhasakktirasarrzyutta 

Connected Discourses on 

Gains and Honour 

1 (1) Dreadful 

I. THE FIRST SUBCHAPTER 
(Dreadful) 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapir:H;lika's Park. There 
the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus!" [226] 

"Venerable sir!" those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said this: 
"Bhikkhus, dreadful are gain, honour, and praise, bitter, vile, 

obstructive to achieving the unsurpassed security from 
bondage,316 Therefore, bhikkhus, you should train yourselves 
thus: 'We will abandon the arisen gain, honour, and praise, and 
we will not let the arisen gain, honour, and praise persist obsess
ing our minds.' Thus should you train yourselves." 

2 (2) The Hook 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, dreadful are gain, honour, and praise, 
bitter, vile, obstructive to achieving the unsurpassed security 
from bondage. Suppose a fisherman would cast a baited hook 
into a deep lake, and a fish on the lookout for food would swal
low it. That fish, having swallowed the fisherman's hook, would 
meet with calamity and disaster, and the fisherman could do 
with it as he wishes. 

'''Fisherman,' bhikkhus: this is a designation for Mara the Evil 
One. 'Baited hook': this is a designation for gain, honour, and 

682 
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praise. Any bhikkhu who relishes and enjoys the arisen gain, 
honour, and praise is called a bhikkhu who has swallowed the 
baited hook, who has met with calamity and disaster, and the 
Evil One can do with him as he wishes. So dreadful, bhikkhus, 
are gain, honour, and praise, so bitter, vile, obstructive to achiev
ing the unsurpassed security from bondage. Therefore, 
bhikkhus, you should train yourselves thus: 'We will abandon 
the arisen gain, honour, and praise, and we will not let the aris
en gain, honour, and praise persist obsessing our minds.' Thus 
should you train yourselves." 

3 (3) The Turtle 

At Savatthi. [227] "Bhikkhus, dreadful are gain, honour, and 
praise .... Once in the past there was a large family of turtles that 
had been living for a long time in a certain lake.317 Then one tur
tle said to another: 'Dear turtle, do not go to such and such a 
region: But that turtle went to that region, and a hunter struck 
him with a corded harpoon.3lB Then that turtle approached the 
first one. When the first turtle saw him coming in the distance, he 
said to him: 'I hope, dear turtle, that you didn't go to that region.' 
- 'I did go to that region, dear.' - 'I hope you haven't been hit or 
struck, dear.' - 'I haven't been hit or struck; but there is this cord 
constantly following behind me.' - 'Indeed you've been hit, dear 
turtle, indeed you've been struck! Your father and grandfather 
also met with calamity and disaster on account of such a cord. Go 
now, dear turtle, you are no longer one of us.' 

"'Hunter,' bhikkhus: this is a designation for Mara the Evil One. 
'Corded harpoon': this is a designation for gain, honour, and 
praise. 'Cord': this is a designation for delight and lust. Any 
bhikkhu who relishes and enjoys the arisen gain, honour, and 
praise is called a bhikkhu who has been struck with a corded 
harpoon,319 who has met with calamity and disaster, and the Evil 
One can do with him as he wishes. So dreadful, bhikkhus, are gain, 
honour, and praise . . . .  [228] Thus should you train yourselves." 

4 (4) The Long-Haired Goat 

At Savattru. "Bhikkhus, dreadful are gain, honour, and praise . . . . 
Suppose a IClng-haired she-goat would enter a briar patch. She 
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would get caught here and there, be held fast here and there, be 
bound here and there, and here and there she would meet with 
calamity and disaster. So too, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu here whose 
mind is overcome and obsessed by gain, honour, and praise 
dresses in the morning and, taking bowl and robe, enters a vil
lage or town for alms. He gets caught here and there, is held fast 
here and there, is bound here and there, and here and there he 
meets with calamity and disaster. So dreadful, bhikkhus, are 
gain, honour, and praise . . . .  Thus should you train yourselves." 

5 (5) The Dung Beetle 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, dreadful are gain, honour, and praise . . . . 
Suppose there was a beetle, a dung-eater, stuffed with dung, full 
of dung, and in front of her was a large dunghill. Because of this 
she would despise the other beetles, thinking: '1 am a dung-eater, 
stuffed with dung, full of dung, and in front of me there is a large 
dunghill.' [229] So too, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu here whose mind is 
overcome and obsessed by gain, honour, and praise dresses in 
the morning and, taking bowl and robe, enters a village or town 
for alms. There he would eat as much as he wants, he would be 
invited for the next day's meal, and his almsfood would be plen
tiful. When he goes back to the monastery, he boasts before a 
group of bhikkhus: 'I have eaten as much as I want, I have been 
invited for tomorrow's meal, and my almsfood is plentiful. I am 
one who gains robes, almsfood, lodgings, and medicinal requi
sites, but these other bhikkhus have little merit and influence, 
and they do not gain robes, almsfood, lodgings, and medicinal 
requisites.' Thus, because his mind is overcome and obsessed by 
gain, honour, and praise, he despises the other well-behaved 
bhikkhus. That will lead to the harm and suffering of this sense
less person for a long time. So dreadful, bhikkhus, are gain, hon
our, and praise . . . .  Thus should you train yourselves." 

6 (6) The Thunderbolt 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, dreadful are gain, honour, and praise . . . . 
Whom should a thunderbolt strike, bhikkhus? A trainee upon 
whom come gain, honour, and praise while he has not yet 
reached his mind's ideal.32o 
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"'Thunderbolt,' bhikkhus: this is a designation for gain, hon
our, and praise. So dreadful, bhikkhus, are gain, honour, and 
praise . . . . Thus should you train yourselves." 

7 (7) The Poisoned Dart 

At 5avatthi. [230] "Bhikkhus, dreadful are gain, honour, and 
praise . . . .  Whom should one pierce with a dart smeared in poi
son, bhikkhus? A trainee upon whom come gain, honour, and 
praise while he has not yet reached his mind's ideal.321 

"'Dart,' bhikkhus: this is a designation for gain, honour, and 
praise. So dreadful, bhikkhus, are gain, honour, and praise . . . . 
Thus should you train yourselves." 

8 (8) The Jackal 

At 5avatthi. "Bhikkhus, dreadful are gain, honour, and praise . . . . 
Did you hear an old jackal howling when the night was fading?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"That old jackal is afflicted with a disease called mange.322 He 

cannot feel at ease whether he goes into a cave, or to the foot of a 
tree, or into the open air. Wherever he goes, wherever he stands, 
wherever he sits, wherever he lies down, there he meets with 
calamity and disaster. So too, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu here whose 
mind is overcome and obsessed with gain, honour, and praise 
does not feel at ease whether he goes into an empty hut, or to the 
foot of a tree, or into the open air. Wherever he goes, wherever he 
stands, wherever he sits, wherever he lies down, there he meets 
with calamity and disaster. [231] So dreadful, bhikkhus, are gain, 
honour, and praise . . . .  Thus should you train yourselves." 

9 (9) The Gale Winds 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, dreadful are gain, honour, and praise . . . .  
Bhikkhus, high in the sky winds called gales are blowing.323 If a 
bird goes up there, the gale winds fling it about, and as it is flung 
about by the gale winds, its feet go one way, its wings another 
way, its head still another way, and its body still another way. So 
t�o, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu here whose mind is overcome and 
obsessed by gain, honour, and praise dresses in the morning and, 
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taking bowl and robe, enters a village or town for alms with 
body, speech, and mind unguarded, without setting up mindful
ness, unrestrained in his sense faculties. He sees women there 
lightly clad or lightly attired and lust invades his mind. With his 
mind invaded by lust he gives up the training and returns to the 
lower life. Some take his robe, others his bowl, others his sitting 
cloth, and still others his needle case, as with the bird flung by 
the gale winds. So dreadful, bhikkhus, are gain, honour, and 
praise . . . . Thus should you train yourselves." 

10 (10) With Verses 

At 5avatthi. "Bhikkhus, dreadful are gain, honour, and praise . . . .  
Bhikkhus, I see some person here [232] whose mind is overcome 
and obsessed by honour, with the breakup of the body, after 
death, reborn in a state of misery, in a bad destination, in the 
nether world, in hell. Then I see some person here whose mind is 
overcome and obsessed by lack of honour . . .  reborn in a state of 
misery . . . .  Then I see some person here whose mind is overcome 
and obsessed by both honour and lack of honour, with the 
breakup of the body, after death, reborn in a: state of misery, in a 
bad destination, in the nether world, in hell. So dreadful, 
bhikkhus, are gain, honour, and praise . . . .  Thus should you train 
yourselves." 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

"Whether he is showered with honour, 
Shown dishonour, or offered both, 
His concentration does not vacillate 
As he dwells in the measureless state.324 

When he meditates with perseverance, 
An insight-seer of subtle view 
Delighting in the destruction of clinging, 
They call him truly a superior man."325 
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11 (1) Golden Bowl 
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II. THE SECOND SUBCHAPTER 
(The Bowl) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, dreadful are gain, honour, and praise . . . .  
Bhikkhus, I have known of  a certain person here whose mind I 
have encompassed with my own mind: 'This venerable one 
would not tell a deliberate lie even for the sake of a golden bowl 
filled with powdered silver.' Yet some time later I see him, his 
mind overcome and obsessed by gain, honour, and praise, telling 
a deliberate lie. So dreadful, bhikkhus, are gain, honour, and 
praise . . . .  Thus should you train yourselves." 

12 (2) Silver Bowl 

At Savatthi. '�Bhikkhus, dreadful are gain, honour, and praise . . . .  
Bhikkhus, I have known o f  a certain person here whose mind I 
have encompassed with my own mind: 'This venerable one 
would not tell a deliberate lie even for the sake of a silver bowl 
filled with powdered gold.' Yet some time later I see him, his 
mind overcome and obsessed by gain, honour, and praise, telling 
a deliberate lie. So dreadful, bhikkhus, are gain, honour, and 
praise . . . .  Thus should you train yourselves." 

13 (3)-20 (10) Suvarzrzanikkha, Etc. 

At Savatthi. [234] "Bhikkhus, dreadful are gain, honour, and 
praise . . . .  Bhikkhus, I have known of a certain person here whose 
mind I have encompassed with my own mind: 'This venerable 
one would not tell a deliberate lie even for the sake of a suvarzrza
nikkha . . .  even for the sake of a hundred suvarzrzanikkhas . . .  even 
for the sake of a sitiginikkha . . .  for a hundred sitiginikkhas326 • • •  for 
the earth filled with gold . . .  for any material reward . . .  for the 
sake of his life . . .  for the most beautiful girl of the land.327 Yet 
some time later I see him, his mind overcome and obsessed by 
gain, honour, and praise, telling a deliberate lie. So dreadful, 
bhikkhus, are gain, honour, and praise . . . .  Thus should you train 
yourselves." 
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21 (1) A Woman 

III. THE THIRD SUBCHAPTER 
(A Woman) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, dreadful are gain, honour, and praise . . . . 
[235J Bhikkhus, even though a woman, when one is alone with 
her, may not persist obsessing one's mind, still gain, honour, and 
praise might persist obsessing one's mind. So dreadful, 
bhikkhus, are gain, honour, and praise . . . .  Thus should you train 
yourselves. /I 

22 (2) The Most Beautiful Girl of the Land 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, dreadful are gain, honour, and praise . . . . 
Bhikkhus, even though the most beautiful girl of the land, when 
one is alone with her, may not persist obsessing one's mind, still 
gain, honour, and praise might persist obsessing one's mind. So 
dreadful, bhikkhus, are gain, honour, and praise . . . .  Thus should 
you train yourselves./I 

23 (3) Only Son 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, dreadful are gain, honour, and praise . . . .  
A faithful female lay follower, rightly imploring her only son, 
dear and beloved, might implore him thus: 'Dear, you should 
become like Citta the householder and Hatthaka of Alavaka'
for this is the standard and criterion for my male disciples who 
are lay followers, that is, Citta the householder and Hatthaka of 
A!avaka.328 'But if, dear, you go forth from the household life into 
homelessness, you should become like Sariputta and 
Moggallana'-for this is the standard and criterion for my male 
disciples who are bhikkhus, that is, Sariputta and Moggallana. 
'While, dear, you are a trainee, one who has not yet reached his 
mind's ideal, may gain, honour, and praise not come upon you!' 

"Bhikkhus, if [236] gain, honour, and praise come upon a 
bhikkhu while he is a trainee, one who has not yet reached his 
mind's ideal, this is. an obstacle for him. So dreadful, bhikkhus, 
are gain, honour, and praise . . . .  Thus should you train yourselves./I 
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24 (4) Only Daughter 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, dreadful are gain, honour, and praise . . . . 
A faithful female lay follower, rightly imploring her only daugh
ter, dear and beloved, might implore her thus: 'Dear, you should 
become like Khujjuttara the lay follower and Ve!ukal)<;iakiya, 
Nanda's mother'-for this is the standard aud"'"triterion for my 
female disciples who are lay followers, that is, Khujjuttara the lay 
follower and Ve!ukal)<;iakiya, Nanda's mother.329 'But if, dear, 
you go forth from the household life into homelessness, you 
should become like the bhikkhunis Khema and UppalavaDJ:la'
for this is the standard and criterion for my female disciples who 
are bhikkhunis, that is, Khema and Uppalaval)I).a. 'While, dear, 
you are a trainee, one who has not yet reached her mind's ideal, 
may gain, honour, and praise not come upon you!' 

"Bhikkhus, if gain, honour, and praise come upon a bhikkhuni 
while she is still a trainee, one who has not yet reached her 
mind's ideal, this is an obstacle for her. 50 

'
dreadful, bhikkhus, are 

gain, honour, and praise . . . .  Thus should you train yourselves. " 

25 (5) Ascetics and Brahmins (1) 

At Savatthi. [237] "Bhikkhus, those ascetics or brahmins who do 
not understand as they really are the gratification, the danger, 
and the escape in the case of gain, honour, and praise:330 these 1 
do not consider to be ascetics among ascetics or brahmins among 
brahmins, and these venerable ones do not, by realizing it f01 
themselves with direct knowledge, in this very life enter and 
dwell in the goal of asceticism or the goal of brahminhood. 

"But, bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who understanc 
as they really are the gratification, the danger, and the escape in 
the case of gain, honour, and praise: these I consider to be asce
tics among ascetics and brahmins among brahmins, and these 
venerable ones, by realizing it for themselves with direct knowl
edge, in this very life enter and dwell in the goal of asceticism 
and the goal of brahminhood." 

26 (6) Ascetics and Brahmins (2) 

At 5avatthi. "Bhikkhus, those ascetics or brahmins who do not 
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understand as they really are the origin and the passing away, the 
gratification, the danger, and the escape in the case of gain, honour, 
and praise: these I do not consider to be ascetics among ascetics . ' "  

"But, bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who understand 
these things: these I consider to be ascetics among ascetics and 
brahmins among brahmins, and these venerable ones, by realiz
ing it for themselves with direct knowledge, in this very life enter 
and dwell in the goal of asceticism and the goal of brahminhood." 

27 (7) Ascetics and Brahmins (3) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, those ascetics or brahmins who do not 
understand gain, honour, and praise, its origin, its cessation, and 
the way leading to its cessation: these I do not consider to be 
ascetics among ascetics . . .  .331 

"But, bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who understand 
these things: these I consider to be ascetics among ascetics and 
bra�ins among brahmins, and these venerable ones, by realiz
ing it for themselves with direct knowledge, in this very life enter 
and dwell in the goal of asceticism and the goal of brahminhood." 

28 (8) Skin 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, dreadful are gain, honour, and praise . . . . 
[238] Gain, honour, and praise cut through the outer skin, then 
through the inner skin, then through the flesh, then through the 
sinews, then through the bone. Having cut through the bone, 
they reach right to the marrow. So dreadful, bhikkhus, are gain, 
honour, and praise . . . .  Thus should you train yourselves." 

29 (9) The Rope 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, dreadful are gain, honour, and praise . . . .  
Gain, honour, and praise cut through the outer skin, then 
through the inner skin, then through the flesh, then through the 
sinews, then through the bone. Having cut through the bone, 
they reach right to the marrow. Suppose, bhikkhus, a strong man 
would wrap one's leg with a taut horsehair rope and pull it tight. 
It would cut through the outer skin, then through the inner skin, 
then through the flesh, then through the sinews, then through the 
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bone. Having cut through the bone, it would reach right to the 
marrow. So too, bhikkhus, gain, honour, and praise cut through 
the outer skin . . .  they reach right to the marrow. So dreadful, 
bhikkhus, are gain, honour, and praise . . .. Thus should you train 
yourselves. " 

30 (10) The Bhikkhu 

At Savatthi. [239] "Bhikkhus, gain, honour, and praise, I say, are 
an obstacle even for a bhikkhu who is an arahant, one with taints 
destroyed." 

When this was said, the Venerable Ananda asked the Blessed 
One: "Why, venerable sir, are gain, honour, and praise an obsta
cle even for a bhikkhu with taints destroyed?" 

"I do not say, Ananda, that gain, honour, and praise are an 
obstacle to his unshakable liberation of mind. But I say they are 
an obstacle to [his attainment of] those pleasant d�ellings in this 
very life which are achieved by one who dwells diligent, ardent, 
and resolute.332 So dreadful, Ananda, are gain, honour, and 
praise, so bitter, vile, obstructive to achieving the unsurpassed 
security from bondage. Therefore, Ananda, you should train 
yourselves thus: 'We will abandon the arisen gain, honour, and 
praise, and we will not let the arisen gain, honour, and praise 
persist obsessing our minds.' Thus should you train yourselves." 

31 (1) Schism 

IV. THE FOURTH SUBCHAPTER 
(Schism in the Sangha) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, dreadful are gain, honour, and praise . . . . 
[240] Because his mind was overcome and obsessed by gain, hon
our, and praise, Devadatta provoked a schism in the Sangha. So 
dreadful, bhikkhus, are gain, honour, and praise . . . . Thus should 
you train yourselves." 

32 (2) Wholesome Root 

'" "Because his mind was overcome and obsessed by gain, hon
our, and praise, Devadatta's wholesome root was cut off . . . .  "333 
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33 (3) Wholesome Nature 

. , .  "Because his mind was overcome and obsessed by gain, hon
our, and praise, Devadatta's wholesome nature was cut off . . . .  " 

34 (4) Bright Nature 

. . .  "Because his mind was overcome and obsessed by gain, hon
our, and praise, Devadatta's bright nature was cut off . . . .  " 

35 (5) Not Long After He Left 

[241] On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling in Rajagaha 
on Mount Vulture Peak not long after Devadatta had left. There, 
with reference to Devadatta, the Blessed One addressed the 
bhikkhus thus:334 

"Bhikkhus, Devadatta's gain" honour, and praise arose to his 
own downfall and destruction. Just as a plantain tree, a bamboo, 
or a reed yields fruit to its own downfall and destruction, so 
Devadatta's gain, honour, and praise arose to his own downfall 
and destruction. Just as a mule becomes pregnant to its own 
downfall and destruction, so Devadatta's gain, honour, and 
praise arose to his own downfall and destruction. So dreadful, 
bhikkhus, are gain, honour, and praise . . . .  Thus should you train 
yourselves." 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the Fortu
nate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

"As its own fruit brings destruction 
To the plantain, bamboo, and reed, 
As its embryo destroys the mule, 
So do honours destroy the scoundrel." [242] 

36 (6) Five Hundred Carts 

While dwelling at Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel 
Sanctuary. Now on that occasion Prince Ajatasattu was going to 
attend upon Devadatta morning and evening with five hundred 
carts, and an offering of food was conveyed to him in five hun
dred pots. Then a number of bhikkhus approached the Blessed 
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One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and reported this 
matter to the Blessed One. [The Blessed One said:] 

"Bhikkhus, do not be envious of Devadatta's gain, honour, and 
praise. As long as Prince Ajatasattu goes to attend upon 
Devadatta morning and evening with five hundred carts, and an 
offering of food is conveyed to him in five hundred pots, only 
decline can be expected of Devadatta in regard to wholesome 
states, not growth. 

"Just as a wild dog becomes even wilder when they sprinkle 
bile over its nose,335 so too, bhikkhus, so long as Prince Ajatasattu 
goes to attend upon Devadatta ' "  only decline can be expected of 
Devadatta in regard to wholesome states, not growth. So dread
ful, bhikkhus, are gain, honour, and praise . . . .  Thus should you 
train yourselves. "  

37  (7)-43 (13) Mother Sutta, Etc. 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, dreadful are gain, honour, and praise, 
bitter, vile, obstructive to achieving the unsurpassed security 
from bondage. [243] Bhikkhus, I have known of a certain person 
here, whose mind I have encompassed with my own mind: 'This 
venerable one would not tell a deliberate lie even for the sake of 
his mother . . .  even for the sake of his father . . .  even for the sake 
of his brother . .  , his sister . . .  his son . . .  his daughter ' "  his 
wife:336 Yet some time later I see him, his mind overcome and 
obsessed by gain, honour, and praise, telling a deliberate lie. So 
dreadful, bhikkhus, are gain, honour, and praise, so bitter, vile, 
obstructive to achieving the unsurpassed security from bondage. 
Therefore, bhikkhus, you should train yourselves thus: [244] 'We 
will abandon the arisen gain, honour, and praise, and we will not 
let the arisen gain, honour, and praise persist obsessing our 
minds.' Thus should you train yourselves." 



Chapter VII 

18 Rahulasarrzyutta 

Connected Discourses with Rahula 

1. THE FIRST SUB<::HAPTER 

1 (1) The Eye, Etc. 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapit).<;lika's Park. Then 
the Venerable Rahula approached the Blessed One, paid homage 
to him, sat down to one side, and said to him:337 

"Venerable sir, it would be good if the Blessed One would 
teach me the Dhamma in brief, so that, having heard the 
Dhamma from the Blessed One, I might dwell alone, withdrawn, 
diligent, ardent, and resolute." 

"What do you think, Rahula, is the eye permanent or imper
manent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." - "Is what is imper
manent suffering or happiness?" - "Suffering, venerable sir." -
[245] "Is what is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change 
fit to be regarded thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is my self'?" 
- "No, venerable sir." 

"Is the ear . . .  the nose . . .  the tongue . . .  the body . . .  the mind 
permanent or impermanent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." 
"Is what is impermanent suffering or happiness?" - "Suffering, 
venerable sir." - "Is what is impermanent, suffering, and subject 
to change fit to be regarded thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is 
my self'?" - "No, venerable sir." 

"Seeing thus, Rahula, the instructed noble disciple experiences 
revulsion towards the eye, revulsion towards the ear, revulsion 
towards the nose, revulsion towards the tongue, revulsion 
towards the body, revulsion towards the mind. Experiencing 
revulsion, he becomes dispassionate. Through dispassion [his 

694 
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mind] is liberated.338 When it is liberated there comes the knowl
edge: 'It's liberated.' He understands: 'Destroyed is birth, the 
holy life has been lived, what had to be done has been done, there 
is no more for this state of being.'" 

2 (2) Forms, Etc . 

. . .  "What do you think, Rahula, are forms . . .  [246] . . .  sounds . . .  
odours . . .  tastes . . .  tactile objects . . .  mental phenomena perma
nent or impermanent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  

"Seeing thus, Rahula, the instructed noble disciple experiences 
revulsion towards forms . . .  revulsion towards mental pheno
mena. Experiencing revulsion, he becomes dispassionate . . . . He 
understands: ' . . . there is no more for this state of being. "' 

3 (3) Consciousness 

. . .  "What do you think, Rahula, is eye-consciousness . . .  ear
consciousness . . .  nose-consciousness . . .  tongue-consciousness . . .  
body-consciousness . . .  mind-consciousness permanent or imper
manent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  

"Seeing thus, Rahula, the instructed noble disciple experiences 
revulsion towards eye-consciousness . . .  revulsion towards mind
consciousness. Experiencing revulsion, he becomes dispassion
ate . . . .  He understands: ' . . . there is no more for this state of being.'" 

4 (4) Contact 

. . .  "What do you think, Rahula, is eye-contact . . .  ear-contact . . .  
nose-contact . . .  tongue-contact . . .  body-contact . . .  mind-contact 
permanent or impermanent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  

"Seeing thus, Rahula, the instructed noble disciple experiences 
revulsion towards eye-contact . . .  revulsion towards mind-con
tact. Experiencing revulsion, he becomes dispassionate . . . . [247] 
He understands: ' ... there is no more for this state of being.'" 

5 (5) Feeling 

. . .  "What do you think, Rahula, is feeling born of eye-contact . . .  
feeling born of ear-contact . . .  feeling born of nose-contact . . .  feeling 
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born of tongue-contact . . .  feeling born of body-contact . . .  feeling 
born of mind-contact permanent or impermanent?" - "Imperma
nent, venerable sir." .' . .  

"Seeing thus, Rahula, the instructed noble disciple experiences 
revulsion towards feeling born of eye-contact . . .  revulsion 
towards feeling born of mind-contact. Experiencing revulsion, he 
becomes dispassionate . . . .  He understands: ' ... there is no more 
for this state of being.'" 

6 (6) Perception 

. . .  "What do you think, Rahula, is perception of forms . . .  per
ception of sounds . . .  perception of odours . . .  perception of tastes 
. . .  perception of tactile objects . . .  perception of mental phenomena 
permanent or impermanent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  

"Seeing thus, Rahula, the instructed noble disciple experiences 
revulsion towards perception of forms . . .  revulsion towards per
ception of mental phenomena. Experiencing revulsion, he 
becomes dispassionate . . . . He understands: ' ... there is no more 
for this state of being.'" 

7 (7) Volition 

. . .  "What do you think, Rahula, is volition regarding forms . . .  
volition regarding sounds . . .  volition regarding odours . . .  voli
tion regarding tastes . . .  [248] volition regarding tactile objects . . .  
volition regarding mental phenomena permanent or imperma
nent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  

"Seeing thus, Rahula, the instructed noble disciple experiences 
revulsion towards volition regarding forms . . .  revulsion towards 
volition regarding mental phenomena. Experiencing revulsion, 
he becomes dispassionate . . . . He understands: ' . . .  there is no more 
for this state of being.'" 

8 (8) Craving 

. . .  "What do you think, Rahula, is craving for forms . . .  craving 
for sounds . . .  craving for odours . . .  craving for tastes . . .  craving 
for tactile objects . . .  craving for mental phenomena permanent or 
impermanent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  
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"Seeing thus, Rahula, the instructed noble disciple experiences 
revulsion towards craving for forms . . .  revulsion towards crav
ing for mental phenomena. Experiencing revulsion, he becomes 
dispassionate . . . .  He understands: ' ... there is no more for this 
state of being.'" 

9 (9) Elements 

. . .  "What do you think, Rahula, is the earth element . . .  the water 
element . . .  the heat element . . .  the air element . . .  the space ele
ment . . .  the consciousness element permanent or imperma
nent?"339 - "Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  

"Seeing thus, Rahula, the instructed noble disciple experiences 
revulsion towards the earth element . . . [249] . . . revulsion 
towards the water element . . .  revulsion towards the heat element 
. . .  revulsion towards the air element . . .  revulsion towards the 
space element . . .  revulsion towards the consciousness element. 
Experiencing revulsion, he becomes dispassionate. � .. He under
stands: ' ... there is no more for this state of being.'" 

10 (10) Aggregates 

. . .  "What do you think, Rahula, is form . . .  feeling . . .  perception 

. . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness permanent or imper
manent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  

"Seeing thus, Rahula, the instructed noble disciple experiences 
revulsion towards form . . .  revulsion towards consciousness. 
Experiencing revulsion, he becomes dispassionate . . . . He under
stands: ' . . . ther:e is no more for this state of being.'" 

II. THE SECOND SUBCHAPTER 

1 1  (1)-20 (10) The Eye, Etc. 

(These ten suttas are identical in all respects with §§l-lO, except thai 
in these suttas the Buddha interrogates Riihula on his own initiative 
wit�out first being asked for a teaching.) [250-52] 
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21 (1 1) Underlying Tendency 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Rahula approached the Blessed 
One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, how should one know, how should one see so 
that, in regard to this body with consciousness and in regard to 
all external signs, I-making, mine-making, and the underlying 
tendency to conceit no longer occur within?"340 

"Any kind of form whatsoever, Rahula, whether past, future, 
or present, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or supe
rior, far or near-one sees all form as it really is with correct wis
dom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self.'341 

"Any kind of feeling whatsoever . . .  Any kind of perception 
whatsoever . . .  Any kind of volitional formations whatsoever . . .  
Any kind of consciousness whatsoever, whether past, future, or 
present, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or superior, 
far or near-one sees all consciousness as it really is with correct 
wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self.' 

"When one knows and sees thus, Rahula, then in regard to this 
body with consciousness and in regard to all external signs, 1-
making, mine-making, and the underlying tendency to conceit 
no longer occur within." [253] 

22 (12) Rid Of 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Rahula approached the Blessed 
One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, how should one know, how should one see so 
that, in regard to this body with consciousness and in regard to 
all external signs, the mind is rid of I-making, mine-making, and 
conceit, has transcended discrimination, and is peaceful and well 
liberated ?"342 

"Any kind of form whatsoever, Rahula, whether past, future, 
or present, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or supe
rior, far or near-having seen all form as it really is with correct 
wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self,' 
one is liberated by nonclinging. 

"Any kind of feeling whatsoever . . .  Any kind of perception 
whatsoever . . .  Any kind of volitional formations whatsoever . . .  
Any kind of consciousness whatsoever, whether past, future, or 
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present, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or superior, 
far or near-having seen all consciousness as it really is with cor
rect wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my 
self,' one is liberated by nonc1inging. 

"When one knows and sees thus, Rahula, then in regard to this 
body with consciousness and in regard to all external signs, the 
mind is rid of I-making, mine-making, and conceit, has tran
scended discrimination, and is peaceful and well liberated." 



[254] Chapter VIn 

19. Lakkha1J-asarrzyutta 

Connected Discourses with Lakkhana 

I. THE FIRST SUBCHAPTER 

1 (1) The Skeleton 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Rajagaha, in the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel 
Sanctuary. Now on that occasion the Venerable Lakkhat:ta and 
the Venerable Mahamoggallana were dwelling on Mount 
Vulture Peak.343 Then, in the morning, the Venerable Mahamog
gallana dressed and, taking bowl and robe, he approached the 
Venerable Lakkhat:ta and said to him: "Come, friend Lakkhat:ta, 
let us enter Rajagaha for alms." 

"All right, friend," the Venerable Lakkhat:ta replied. Then, as 
he was coming down from Mount Vulture Peak, the Venerable 
Mahamoggallana displayed a smile in a certain place.344 The 
Venerable Lakkhat:ta said to him: "For what reason, friend 
Moggallana, did you display a smile?" 

"This is not the time for that question, friend Lakkhat:ta. Ask 
me that question when we are in the presence of the Blessed 
One." [255] 

Then, when the Venerable Lakkhat:ta and the Venerable 
Mahamoggallana had walked for alms in Rajagaha and returned 
from their alms round, after their meal they approached the 
Blessed One. Having paid homage to the Blessed One, they sat 
down to one side, and the Venerable Laklshat:ta said to the 
Venerable Mahamoggallana: "Here, as he was coming down 
from Mount Vulture Peak, the Venerable Mahamoggallana dis
played a smile in a certain place. For what reason, friend 
Moggallana, did you display that smile?" 

700 
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"Here, friend, as 1 was coming down from Mount Vulture 
Peak, 1 saw a skeleton moving through the air. Vultures, crows, 
and hawks, following it in hot pursuit, were pecking at it 
between the ribs, stabbing it, and tearing it apart while it uttered 
cries of pain.345 It occurred to me: 'It is wonderful, indeed! It is 
amazing, indeed! That there could be such a being, that there 
could be such a spirit, that there could be such a form of individ
ual existence!"'346 

Then the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: 
"Bhikkhus, there are disciples who dwell having become vision, 
having become knowledge, in that a disciple can know, see, and 
witness such a sight. In the past, bhikkhus, 1 too saw that being, 
but 1 did not speak about it. For if 1 had spoken about it, others 
would not have believed me, and if they had not believed me 
that would have led to their harm and suffering for a long time. 

"That being, bhikkhus, used to be a cattle butcher in this same 
Rajagaha. Having been tormented in hell for many years, for 
many hundreds of years, for many thousands of years, for many 
hundreds of thousands of years as a result of that kamma, [256] 
as a residual result of that same kamma he is experiencing such 
a form of individual existence."347 

(The remaining suttas of this subchapter follow the same pattern as the 
first. As in the Pilli text, so in translation here only the phrases that dif
fer are given.) 

2 (2) The Piece of Meat 

. . .  "Here, friend, as 1 was coming down from Mount Vulture 
Peak, 1 saw a piece of meat moving through the air. Vultures, 
crows, and hawks, following it in hot pursuit, were stabbing at it 
and tearing it apart as it uttered cries of pain." . . .  

"That being, bhikkhus, was a cattle butcher in this same 
Rajagaha . . . . "348 

3 (3) The Lump of Meat 

. . .  "1 saw a lump of meat. .  . .  " 
"That being was a poultry butcher in this same Rajagaha . . . . " 
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4 (4) The Flayed Man 

. . .  "I saw a flayed man . . . .  " 
"That being was a sheep butcher in this same Rajagaha . . . . " 

[257] 

5 (5) Sword Hairs 

. . .  "I saw a man with body-hairs of swords moving through the 
air. Those swords kept on rising up and striking his body while 
he uttered cries of pain . . . . " 

"That being was a hog butcher in this same Rajagaha . . . . " 

6 (6) Spear Hairs 

. . .  "I saw a man with body-hairs of spears moving through the 
air. Those spears kept on rising up and striking his body while he 
uttered cries of pain . . . .  " 

"That being was a deer hunter in this same Rajagaha . . . .  " 

7 (7) Arrow Hairs 

. . .  "1 saw a man with body-hairs of arrows moving through the 
air. Those arrows kept on rising up and striking his body while 
he uttered cries of pain . . . . " 

"That being was a torturer in this same Rajagaha . . .. "349 

8 (8) Needle Hairs (1)350 

. . .  "1 saw a man with body-hairs of needles moving through the 
air. Those needles kept on rising up and striking his body while 
he uttered cries of pain . . . .  " 

"That being was a horse trainer in this same Rajagaha . . . . " 

9 (9) Needle Hairs (2) .. 

. . .  "I saw a man with body-hairs of needles moving through the 
air. [258] Those needles entered his head and came out from his 

mouth; they entered his mouth and came out from his chest; they 
entered his chest and came out from his belly; they entered his 
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belly and came out from his thighs; they entered his thighs and 
came out from his calves; they entered his calves and came out 
from his feet, while he uttered cries of pain . . . .  " 

"That being was a slanderer in this same Rajagaha . . . . "351 

10 (10) Pot Testicles 

. . .  "I saw a man whose testicles were like pots moving through 
the air. When he walked, he had to lift his testicles onto his 
shoulders, and when he sat down he sat on top of his testicles. 
Vultures, crows, and hawks, following him in hot pursuit, were 
stabbing at him and tearing him apart while he uttered cries of 
pain . . . .  " 

"That being was a corrupt magistrate in this same Raja
gaha . . . .  "352. 

[259] II. THE SECOND SUBCHAPTER 

1 1  (1) With Head Submerged 

. . .  "I saw a man with head submerged in a pit of dung . . . . " 
"That being was an adulterer in this same Rajagaha . . . .  "353 

12 (2) The Dung Eater 

.. , "I saw a man submerged in a pit of dung, eating dung with 
both hands . . . . " 

"That being, bhikkhus, was a hostile brahmin in this same 
Rajagaha. In the time of the Buddha Kassapa's Dispensation, he 
invited the Bhikkhu Sangha to a meal. Having had rice pots filled 
with dung, he said to the bhikkhus: 'Sirs, eat as much as you 
want from this and take the rest away with you: . . .  "354 

13 (3) The Flayed Woman 

. . .  "I saw a flayed woman moving through the air. Vultures, 
crows, and hawks, following her in hot pursuit, were stabbing at 
her and tearing her apart while she uttered cries of pain . . . .  " 

"That woman was an adulteress in this same Rajagaha . . . . "355 
[260] 
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14 (4) The Ugly Woman 

. . .  "I saw a woman, foul-smelling and ugly, moving through the 
air. Vultures, crows, and hawks, following her in hot pursuit, 
were stabbing at her and tearing her apart while she uttered cries 
of pain . . . .  " 

"That woman was a fortune-teller in this same Rajagaha . . . . "3S6 

15 (5) The Sweltering Woman 

' "  "I saw a woman, her body roasting, sweltering, sooty, moving 
through the air, while she uttered cries of pain . . . . "3S7 

"That woman was the chief queen of the king of Kalmga. Of a 
jealous character, she poured a brazier of coals over one of the 
king's consorts . . . . " 

1 6  (6) The Headless Trunk 

'" "I saw a headless trunk moving through the air; its eyes and 
mouth were on its chest. Vultures, crows, and hawks, following 
it in hot pursuit, were stabbing at it and tearing it apart while it 
uttered cries of pain . . . . " 

"That being was an executioner named Harika in this same 
Rajagaha . . . .  " 

1 7  (7) The Evil Bhikkhu 

' "  "I saw a bhikkhu moving through the air. His outer robe, 
bowl, waistband, [261} and body were burning, blazing, and 
flaming while he uttered cries of pain . . . .  " 

"That bhikkhu had been an evil bhikkhu in the Buddha 
Kassapa's Dispensation . . . .  "358 

1 8  (8) The Evil Bhikkhuni 

. . .  "I saw a bhikkhuni moving through the air. Her outer robe, 
bowl, waistband, and body were burning, blazing, and flaming 
while she uttered cries of pain . . . . " 

"That bhikkhuru had been an evil bhikkhuru in the Buddha 
Kassapa's Dispensation . . . . " 
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19  (9)-21 (1 1) The Evil Probationary Nun, Etc . 

. .  , "Here, friend, as I was coming down from Mount Vulture 
Peak, I saw a probationary nun ' "  a novice monk . . .  a novice nun 
moving through the air. Her outer robe, bowl, waistband, and 
body were burning, blazing, and flaming while she uttered cries 
of pain. It occurred to me: 'It is wonderful, indeed! It is amazing, 
indeed! That there could be such a being, that there could be such 
a spirit, that there could be such a form of individual existence!'" 

Then the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: 
"Bhikkhus, there are disciples who dwell having become vision, 
having become knowledge, in that a disciple can know, see, and 
witness such a sight. [262] In the past, bhikkhus, I too saw that 
novice nun, but I did not speak about it. For if I had spoken about 
it, others would not have believed me, and if they had not 
believed me that would have led to their harm and suffering for 
a long time. 

"That novice nun had been an evil novice nun in the Buddha 
Kassapa's Dispensation. Having been tormented in hell for many 
years, for many hundreds of years, for many thousands of years, 
for many hundreds of thousands of years as a result of that 
kamma, as a residual result of that same kamma she is experi
encing such a form of individual existence." 



Chapter IX 

20 Opammasarrzyutta 

Connected Discourses with Similes 

1 The Roof Peak 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapir:t<;lika's Park . . . .  
[263] There the Blessed One said this: 

"Bhikkhus, just as all the rafters of a peaked house lead to the 
roof peak and converge upon the root peak, and all are removed 
when the roof peak is removed, so too all unwholesome states 
are rooted in ignorance and converge upon ignorance, and all are 
uprooted when ignorance is uprooted.359 Therefore, bhikkhus, 
you should train yourselves thus: 'We will dwell diligently.' 
Thus should you train yourselves." 

2 The Fingernail 

At Savatthi. Then the Blessed One took up a little bit of soil in his 
fingernail and addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus, what do 
you think, which is more: the little bit of soil that I have taken-up 
in my fingernail or the great earth?" 

"Venerable sir, the great earth is more. The little bit of soil that 
the Blessed One has taken up in his fingernail is trifling. 
Compared to the great earth, it is not calculable, does not bear 
comparison, does not amount even to a fraction." 

"So too, bhikkhus, those beings who are reborn among human 
beings are few. But those beings are more numerous who are 
reborn elsewhere than among human beings.360 Therefore, 
bhikkhus, you should train yourselves thus: 'We will dwell dili
gently.' Thus should you train yourselves." 

706 
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3 Families 

At Savatthi. [264] "Bhikkhus, just as it is easy for burglars to assail 
those families that have many women and few men, so too it is 
easy for nonhuman beings to assail a bhikkhu who has not devel
oped and cultivated the liberation of mind by lovingkindness.361 

"Just as it is difficult for burglars to assail those families that 
have few women and many men, so too it is difficult for nonhuman 
beings to assail a bhikkhu who has developed and cultivated the 
liberation of mind by lovingkindness. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, you should train yourselves thus: 'We will 
develop and cultivate the liberation of mind by lovingkindness, 
make it our vehicle, make it our basis, stabilize it, exercise ourselves 
in it, and fully perfect it.' Thus should you train yourselves." 

4 Pots of Food 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, if someone were to give away a hundred 
pots of food362 as charity in the morning, a hundred pots of food 
as charity at noon, and a hundred pots of food as charity in the 
evening, and if someone else were to develop a mind of loving
kindness even for the time it takes to pull a cow's udder, either 
in the morning, at noon, or in the evening, this would be more 
fruitful than the former.363 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, you should train yourselves thus: 'We will 
develop and cultivate the liberation of mind by lovingkindness, 
make it our vehicle, make it our basis, stabilize it, exercise ourselves 
in it, and fully perfect it.' Thus should you train yourselves." [265] 

5 The Spear 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, suppose there was a sharp-pointed 
spear, and a man would come along thinking: 'I will bend back 
this sharp-pointed spear with my hand or fist, twist it out of 
shape, and twirl it around.'364 What do you think bhikkhus, 
would it be possible for that man to do so?" 

"No, venerable sir. For what reason? Because it is not easy to 
bend back that sharp-pointed spear with one's hand or fist, to 
twist it out of shape, or to twirl it around. That man would only 
experience fatigue and vexation. " 
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"So too, bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu has developed and culti
vated the liberation of mind by lovingkindness, made it a vehi
cle, made it a basis, stabilized it, exercised himself in it, and fully 
perfected it, if a nonhuman being thinks he can overthrow his 
mind, that nonhuman being would only experience fatigue and 
vexation. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, you should train yourselves thus: 'We will 
develop and cultivate the liberation of mind by lovingkindness, 
make it our vehicle, make it our basis, stabilize it, exercise ourselves 
in it, and fully perfect it.' Thus should you train yourselves." 

6 The Archers 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, suppose there were four firm-bowed 
archers, [266] trained, dexterous, experienced, standing in each of 
the four directions.365 Then a man would come along, thinking: 'I 
will catch the arrows shot by these four archers in each of the 
four directions before they reach the ground and then I will bring 
them back.' What do you think, bhikkhus, would this be enough 
to say: 'That man is a speedster endowed with supreme speed'?" 

"Venerable sir, even if he could catch the arrow shot by one 
archer before it reached the ground and could bring it back, that 
would be enough to say: 'That man is a speedster endowed with 
supreme speed.' There is no need to speak about the arrows shot 
by all four archers!" 

"Bhikkhus, as swift as that man is, still swifter are the sun and 
moon. As swift as that man is, and as swift as are the sun and 
moon, and as swift as are the deities that run before the sun and 
moon, the vital formations366 perish even more swiftly than that. 
Therefore, bhikkhus, you should train yourselves thus: 'We will 
dwell diligently.' Thus should you train yourselves."  

7 The Drum Peg 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, once in the past the Dasarahas had a ket
tle drum called the Summoner.367 When the Summoner became 
cracked, the Dasarahas inserted another peg. [267J Eventually the 
time came when the Summoner's original drumhead had disap
peared and only a collection of pegs remained. 

"So too, bhikkhus, the same thing will happen with the 
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bhikkhus in the future. When those discourses spoken by the 
Tathagata that are deep, deep in meaning, supramundane, deal
ing with emptiness, are being recited,368 they will not be eager to 
listen to them, nor lend an ear to them, nor apply their minds to 
understand them; and they will not think those teachings should 
be studied and mastered. But when those discourses that are 
mere poetry composed by poets, beautiful in words and phrases, 
created by outsiders, spoken by [their] disciples,369 are being 
recited, they will be eager to listen to them, will lend an ear to 
them, will apply their minds to understand them; and they will 
think those teachings should be studied and mastered. In this 
way, bhikkhus, those discourses spoken by the Tathagata that 
are deep, deep in meaning, supramundane, dealing with empti
ness, will disappear. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, you should train yourselves thus: 'When 
those discourses spoken by the Tathagata that are deep, deep in 
meaning, supramundane, dealing with emptiness, are being 
recited, we will be eager to listen to them, will lend an ear to 
them, will apply our minds to understand them; and we will 
think those teachings should be studied �nd mastered.' Thus 
should you train yourselves." 

8 Blocks of Wood 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Vesali in the Great Wood in the Hall with the Peaked 
Roof. There the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: 
"Bhikkhus!" 

"Venerable sir!" those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said 
this: 

"Bhikkhus, now the Licchavis dwell using blocks of wood as 
cushions; [268] they are diligent and ardent in exercise. King 
Ajatasattu of Magadha, the Videhan son, does not gain access to 
them; he does not get a hold on them. But in the future the 
Licchavis will become delicate, with soft and tender hands and 
feet; they will sleep until sunrise on soft beds with pillows of cot
ton wool. Then King Ajatasattu of Magadha will gain ::lccess to 
them; then he will get a hold on them. 

"Bhikkhus, now the bhikkhus dwell using blocks of wood as 
cushions; they are diligent and ardent in striving. Mara the Evil 
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One does not gain access to them; he does not get a hold on them. 
But in the future the bhikkhus will become delicate, with soft and 
tender hands and feet; they will sleep until sunrise on soft beds 
with pillows of cotton wool. Then Mara the Evil One will gain 
access to them; he will get a hold on them. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, you should train yourselves thus: 'Using 
blocks of wood as cushions, we will dwell diligent and ardent in 
striving: Thus should you train yourselves."37o 

9 The Bull Elephant 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapi1).<;lika's Park. Now 
on that occasion a certain newly ordained bhikkhu was 
approaching families excessively. The other bhikkhus told him: 
"The venerable one should not approach families excessively," 
but when he was being admonished by them he said: "These 
elder bhikkhus think they can approach families, so why can't 17" 

Then a number of bhikkhus approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, sat down to one side, [269] and reported this 
matter to the Blessed One. [The Blessed One said:] 

"Bhikkhus, once in the past there was a great lake in a forest, 
with bull elephants dwelling in its vicinity.371 Those elephants 
would plunge into the lake, pull up lotus stalks with their trunks, 
and, having washed them thoroughly, would chew them and 
swallow them free from mud. This increased their beauty and 
strength, and on that account they did not meet death or deadly 
suffering. 

"Their young offspring, emulating those great bull elephants, 
would plunge into the lake and pull up lotus stalks with their 
trunks, but without washing them thoroughly, without chewing 
them, they would swallow them along with the mud. This did 
not increase their beauty and strength, and on that account they 
met death or deadly suffering. 

"So too, bhikkhus, here the elder bhikkhus dress in the mom
ing and, taking bowl and robe, enter a village or town for alms. 
There they speak on the Dhamma, and the laypeople show their 
confidence to them.372 They use their gains without being tied to 
them, uninfatuated with them, not blindly absorbed in them, see
ing the danger in them and understanding the escape. This 
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increases their beauty and strength, and on that account they do 
not meet death or deadly suffering. 

"The newly ordained bhikkhus, emulating the elder bhikkhus, 
dress in the morning and, taking bowl and robe, enter a village 
or town for alms. There they speak on the Dhamma, and the 
laypeople show their confidence to them. [270] They use their 
gains while being tied to them, infatuated with them, blindly 
absorbed in them, not seeing the danger in them and not under
standing the escape. This does not increase their beauty and 
strength, and on that account they meet death or deadly suffer
ing}?3 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, you should train yourselves thus: 'We 
will use our gains without being tied to them, uninfatuated with 
them, not blindly absorbed in them, seeing the danger in them and 
understanding the escape: Thus should you train yourselves." 

10 The Cat 

At Savatthi. Now on that occasion a certain bhikkhu was social
izing with families excessively. The other bhikkhus told him: 
"The venerable one should not socialize with families excessive
ly," but though he was admonished by them he did not desist. 

Then a number of bhikkhus approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, sat down to one side, and reported this matter to 
the Blessed One. [The Blessed One said:] 

"Bhikkhus, once in the past a cat stood by an alley or a drain or 
a rubbish bin374 watching for a little mouse, thinking: 'When this 
little mouse comes out for food, right there I will grab it and eat 
it.' Then that mouse came out for food, and the cat grabbed it and 
swallowed it hastily, without chewing it. Then that little mouse 
ate the cat's intestines and mesentery, [271] and on that account 
the cat met with death and deadly suffering. 

"So too, bhikkhus, here some bhikkhu dresses in the morning 
and, taking bowl and robe, enters a village or town for alms with 
body, speech, and mind unguarded, without setting up mindful
ness, unrestrained in his sense faculties. He sees women there 
lightly clad or lightly attired and lust invades his mind. With his 
mind invaded by lust he meets death or deadly suffering. For 
this, bhikkhus, is death in the Noble One's Discipline: that one 
gives up the training and returns to the lower life. This is deadly 
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suffering: that one commits a certain defiled offence of a kind 
that allows for rehabilitation.375 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, you should train yourselves thus: 'We 
will enter a village or town for alms with body, speech, and mind 
guarded, with mindfulness set up, restrained in our sense facul
ties.' Thus should you train yourselves." 

1 1  The Jackal (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, did you hear an old jackal howling at the 
flush of dawn?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"That old jackal is afflicted with a disease called mange. Yet he 

still goes wherever he wants, stands wherever he wants, sits 
wherever he wants, [272] lies down wherever he wants, and a 
cool breeze even blows upon him. It would be good for a certain 
person here claiming to be a follower of the Sakyan son if he were 
to experience even such a form of individual existenceP6 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, you should train yourselves thus: 'We 
will dwell diligently.' Thus should you train yourselves." 

12 The Jackal (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, did you hear an old jackal howling at the 
flush of dawn?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"There may be some gratitude and thankfulness in that old 

jackal, but there is no gratitude and thankfulness in a certain per
son here claiming to be a follower of the Sakyan son.377 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, you should train yourselves thus: 'We 
will be grateful and thankful, and we will not overlook even the 
least favour done to us.' Thus should you train yourselves." 



[273] Chapter X 

21 Bhikkhusa1J1yutta 

Connected Discourses with Bhikkhus 

1 Kolita378 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, AnathapiI).<;lika's Park. There 
the Vene.rable Mahamoggallana addressed the bhikkhus thus: 
':Friends, bhikkhus!" 

"Friend!" those bhikkhus replied. The Venerable Mahamog
gallana said this: 

"Here, friends, while I was alone in seclusion, a reflection arose 
in my mind thus: 'It is said, "noble silence, noble silence." What 
now is noble silence?'379 

"Then, friends, it occurred to me: 'Here, with the subsiding of 
thought and examination, a bhikkhu enters and dwells in the sec
ond jhana, which has internal confidence and unification of 
mind, is without thought and examination, and has rapture and 
happiness born of concentration. This is called noble silence.' 

"Then, friends, with the subsiding of thought and examination, 
I entered and dwelt in the second jhana, which . . .  has rapture 
and happiness born of concentration. While I dwelt therein, per
ception and attention accompanied by thought assailed me. 

"Then, friends, the Blessed One came to me by means of spiri
tual power and said this: 'Moggallana, Moggallana, do not be 
negligent regarding noble silence, brahmin. Steady your mind in 
noble silence, unify your mind in noble silence, concentrate your 
mind on noble silence.' Then, friends, on a later occasion, with 
the subsiding of thought and exammation, I entered and dwelt in 
the second jhana, which has internal confidence and unification 
of mind, is without thought and examination, and has rapture 
and happiness born of concentration. 

713 
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"If, [274] friends, one speaking rightly could say of anyone: 'He 
is a disciple who attained to greatness of direct knowledge with 
the assistance of the Teacher,' it is of me that one could rightly 
say this."380 

2 Upatissa381 

At Savatthi. There the Venerable Sariputta addressed the 
bhikkhus thus: "Friends, bhikkhus!" 

"Friend!" those bhikkhus replied. The Venerable Sariputta said 
this: 

"Here, friends, when I was alone in seclusion, a reflection arose 
in my mind thus: 'Is there anything in the world through the 
change and alteration of which sorrow, lamentation, pain, dis
pleasure, and despair might arise in me?' Then it occurred to me: 
'There is nothing in the world through the change and alteration 
of which sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair 
might arise in me.'" 

When this was said, the Venerable Ananda said to the 
Venerable Sariputta: "Friend Sariputta, even if the Teacher him
self were to undergo change and alteration, wouldn't sorrow, 
lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair arise in you?" 

"Friend,382 even if the Teacher himself were to undergo change 
and alteration, still sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and 
despair would not arise in me. However, it would occur to me: 
'The Teacher, so influential, so powerful and mighty, has passed 
away. If the Blessed One had lived for a long time, that would 
have been for the welfare and happiness of the multitude, out of 
compassion for the world, for the good, welfare, and happiness 
of devas and humans.'" [275] 

"It must be because I-making, mine-making, and the underlying 
tendency to conceit have been thoroughly uprooted in the Vener
able Sariputta for a long time383 that even if the Teacher himself 
were to undergo change and alteration, still sorrow, lamentation, 
pain, displeasure, and despair would not arise in him." 

3 The Barrel 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling 
at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapll:t9ika's Park. Now on that 
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occasion the Venerable Sariputta and the Venerable Mahamog
gallana were dwelling at Rajagaha in a single dwelling in the 
Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. Then, in the evening, the 
Venerable Sariputta emerged from seclusion and approached the 
Venerable Mahamoggallana. He exchanged greetings with the 
Venerable Mahamoggallana and, when they had concluded their 
greetings and cordial talk, he sat down to one side and said to him: 

"Friend Moggallana, your faculties are serene, your facial com
plexion is pure and bright. Has the Venerable Mahamoggallana 
spent the day in a peaceful dwelling?" 

"I spent the day in a gross dwelling, friend, but 1 did have some 
Dhamma talk."384 

"With whom did the Venerable Mahamoggallana have some 
Dhamma talk?" 

"1 had some Dhamma talk with the Blessed One, friend." 
"But the Blessed One is far away, friend. He is now dwelling at 

Savatthi i.n Jeta's Grove, Anathapir:t<;lika's Park. Did the 
Venerable Mahamoggallana approach the Blessed One by means 
of spiritual power, or did the Blessed One approach the 
Venerable Mahamoggallana by means of spiritual power?" [276] 

"I didn't approach the Blessed One by means of spiritual 
power, friend, nor did the Blessed One approach me by means of 
spiritual power. Rather, the Blessed One cleared his divine eye 
and divine ear element to communicate with me, and 1 cleared 
my divine eye and divine ear element to communicate with the 
Blessed One."385 

"What kind of Dhamma talk did the Venerable Mahamog
gallana have with the Blessed One?" 

"Here, friend, 1 said to the Blessed One: 'Venerable sir, it is 
said, "one with energy aroused, one with energy aroused." In 
what way, venerable sir, does one have energy aroused?' The 
Blessed One then said to me: 'Here, Moggallana, a bhikkhu with 
energy aroused dwells thus: "Willingly, let only my skin, sinews, 
and bones remain, and let the flesh and blood dry up in my body, 
but 1 will not relax my energy so long as 1 have not attained what 
can be attained by manly strength, by manly energy, by manly 
exertion."386 It is in such a way, Moggallana, that one has 
aroused energy.' Such, friend, is the Dhamma talk that 1 had with 
the Blessed One." 

"Friend, compared to the Venerable Mahamoggallana we are 
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like a few grains of gravel compared to the Himalayas, the king 
of mountains. For the Venerable Mahamoggallana is of such 
great spiritual power and might that if so he wished he could live 
on for an aeon. "387 

"Friend, compared to the Venerable Sariputta we are like a few 
grains of salt compared to a barrel of salt. [277] For the Venerable 
Sariputta has been extolled, lauded, and praised in many ways 
by the Blessed One: 

'" As Sariputta is supreme 
In wisdom, virtue, and peace, 
So a bhikkhu who has gone beyond 
At best can only equal him. '" 

In this manner both these great nagas rejoiced in what was well 
stated and well declared by the other.388 

4 The Newly Ordained Bhikkhu 

At Savatthi. Now on that occasion a certain newly ordained 
bhikkhu, after returning from the alms round, would enter his 
dwelling after the meal and pass the time living at ease and keep
ing silent. He did not render service to the bhikkhus at the time 
of making robes. Then a number of bhikkhus approached the 
Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and 
reported this matter to him. Then the Blessed One addressed a 
certain bhikkhu thus: "Come, bhikkhu, tell that bhikkhu in my 
name that the Teacher calls him." 

"Yes, venerable sir," that bhikkhu replied, and he went to that 
bhikkhu and told him: "The Teacher calls you, friend." 

"Yes, friend," that bhikkhu replied, and he approached the 
Blessed One, paid homage to him, and sat down to one side. 
[278] The Blessed One then said to him: "Is it true, bhikkhu, that 
after returning from the alms round you enter your dwelling 
after the meal and pass the time living at ease and keeping silent, 
and you do not render service to the bhikkhus at the time of mak
ing robes?" 

"I am doing my own duty, venerable sir. " 
Then the Blessed One, having known with his own mind the 

reflection in that bhikkhu's mind, addressed the bhikkhus thus: 
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"Bhikkhus, do not find fault with this bhikkhu. This bhikkhu is 
one who gains at will, without trouble or difficulty, the four jhanas 
that constitute the higher mind and provide a pleasant dwelling 
in this very life. And he is one who, by realizing it for himself 
with direct knowledge, in this very life enters and dwells in that 
unsurpassed goal of the holy life for the sake of which clansmen 
rightly go forth from the household life into homelessness." 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

"Not by means of slack endeavour, 
Not by means of feeble effort, 
Is this Nibbana to be achieved, 
Release from all suffering. 

"This young bhikkhu [by my side 1 
Is a supreme man indeed: 
He carries about his final body, 
Having conquered Mara and his mount."389 

5 Sujata 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Sujata approached the Blessed 
One. The Blessed One saw him coming in the distance and 
addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Bhlkkhus, this clansman is beau
tiful in both respects. [279] He is handsome, good-looking, pleas
ing to behold, possessing supreme beauty of complexion. And he 
is one who, by realizing it for himself with direct knowledge, in 
this very life enters and dwells in that unsurpassed goal of the 
holy life for the sake of which clansmen rightly go forth from the 
household life into homelessness." 

This is what the Blessed One said '" [who] further said this: 

"This bhikkhu shines with sublime beauty, 
Having a mind utterly straight. 
Detached is he, free from fetters, 
Attained to Nibbana by nonclinging. 
He carries about his final body, 
Having conquered Mara and his mount." 
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6 Lakurztaka Bhaddiya 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable LakU1)taka Bhaddiya approached 
the Blessed One.390 The Blessed One saw him coming in the dis
tance and addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus, do you see 
that bhikkhu ,.oC6I!ling, ugly, unsightly, deformed, despised 
among the bhikkhus?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"That bhikkhu is of great spiritual power and might. It is not 

easy to find an attainment which that bhikkhu has not already 
attained. And he is one who, by realizing it for himself with 
direct knowledge, in this very life enters and dwells in that 
unsurpassed goal of the holy life for the sake of which clansmen 
rightly go forth from the household life into homelessness." 

This is what the Blessed One said . . .  [who] further said this: 

"Geese, herons, and peacocks, 
Elephants, and spotted deer, 
All are frightened of the lion 
Regardless of their bodies' size. 

"In the same way among human beings 
The small one endowed with wisdom
He is the one that is truly great, 
Not the fool with a well-built body." [280] 

7 Visakha 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at VesaU in the Great Wood in the Hall with the Peaked 
Roof. Now on that occasion the Venerable Visakha Paftcaliputta 
was instructing, exhorting, inspiring, and gladdening the 
bhikkhus in the assembly hall with a Dhamma talk, [spoken] 
with speech that was polished, clear, articulate, expressing well 
the meaning, comprehensive, unattached.391 

Then, in the evening, the Blessed One emerged from seclusion 
and approached the assembly hall. He sat down in the appointed 
seat and addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus, who has been 
instructing, exhorting, inspiring, and gladdening the bhikkhus in 
the assembly hall with a Dhamma talk, [spoken] with speech that 
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is polished, clear, articulate, expressing well the meaning, com
prehensive, unattached?" 

"It was this Venerable Visakha Pancaliputta, venerable sir." 
Then the Blessed One addressed the Venerable Visakha 

Paiicaliputta thus: "Good, good, Visakha! It is good that you thus 
instruct the bhikkhus with a Dhamma talk." 

This is what the Blessed One said . . .  [who] further said this: 

"When the wise man is in the midst of fools 
They do not know him if he does not speak,392 
But they know him when he speaks, 
Pointing out the deathless state. 

"He should speak and explain the Dhamma, 
He should raise high the seers' banner. 
Well-spoken words are the seers' banner: 
For the Dhamma is the banner of seers." [281] 

8 Nanda 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Nanda, the Blessed One's mater
nal cousin, put on well-pressed and well-ironed robes, painted 
his eyes, took a glazed bowl, and approached the Blessed One.393 
Having paid homage to the Blessed One, he sat down to one side, 
and the Blessed One said to him: 

"Nanda, this is not proper for you, a clansman who has gone 
forth out of faith from the household life into homelessness, that 
you wear well-pressed and well-ironed robes, paint your eyes, 
and carry a glazed bowl. This is proper for you, Nanda, a clans
man who has gone forth out of faith from the household life into 
homelessness, that you be a forest dweller, an almsfood eater, a 
rag-robes wearer, and that you dwell indifferent to sensual 
pleasures." 

This is what the Blessed One said . . .  [who] further said this: 

"When shall I see Nanda as a forest dweller, 
Wearing robes stitched from rags, 
Subsisting on the scraps of strangers,394 
Indifferent towards sensual pleasures?" 
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Then, some time later, the Venerable Nanda became a forest 
dweller, an almsfood eater, a rag-robes wearer, and he dwelt 
indifferent to sensual pleasures. 

9 Tissa 

At Savatthi. [282] Then the Venerable Tissa, the Blessed One's 
paternal cousin,395 approached the Blessed One, paid homage to 
him, and sat down to one side-miserable, sorrowful, with tears 
streaming down. Then the Blessed One said to him: 

"Tissa, why are you sitting there, miserable, sorrowful, with 
tears streaming down?" 

"Because, venerable sir, the bhikkhus have attacked me on all 
sides with sharp words."396 

"That, Tissa, is because you admonish others but cannot bear 
being admonished yourself. Tissa, this is not proper for you, a 
clansman who has gone forth out of faith from the household life 
into homelessn�ss, that you admonish others but cannot accept 
admonition in tum. This is proper for you, Tissa, a clansman who 
has gone forth out of faith from the household life into home
lessness, that you admonish others and accept admonition in 
tum." 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

"Why are you angry? Don't be angry! 
Nonanger is better for you, Tissa. 
It is to remove anger, conceit, and scorn, 
That the holy life is lived, 0 Tissa." 

10 A Bhikkhu Named Elder 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in the 
Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. Now on that occasion a 
certain bhikkhu named Elder397 was a lone dweller and spoke in 
praise of dwelling alone. He entered the village for alms alone, he 
returned alone, he sat alone in private, he undertook walking 
meditation alone. 

Then a number of bhikkhus approached the Blessed One, [283] 
paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 
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"Here, venerable sir, there is a certain bhikkhu named Elder who 
is a lone dweller and who speaks in praise of dwelling alone�" 

Then the Blessed One addressed a certain bhikkhu thus: 
"Come, bhikkhu, tell the bhikkhu Elder in my name that the 
Teacher calls him." 

"Yes, venerable sir," that bhikkhu replied, and he went to the 
Venerable Elder and told him: "The Teacher calls you, friend 
Elder." 

"Yes, friend," the Venerable Elder replied, and he approached 
the Blessed One, paid homage to him, and sat down to one side. 
The Blessed One then said to him: "Is it true, Elder, that you are 
a lone dweller and speak in praise of dwelling alone?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"But how, Elder, are you a lone dweller and how do you speak 

in praise of dwelling alone?" 
"Here, venerable sir, I enter the village for alms alone, I return 

alone, I sit alone in private, and I undertake walking meditation 
alone. It is in such a way that I am a lone dweller and speak in 
praise of dwelling alone." , 

"That is a way of dwelling alone, Elder, I do not deny this. But 
as to how dwelling alone is fulfilled in detail, listen to that and 
attend closely, I will speak." 

, 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"And how, Elder, is dwelling alone fulfilled in detail? Here, 

Elder, what lies in the past has been abandoned, what lies in the 
future has been relinquished, and desire and lust for present forms 
of individual existence has been thoroughly removed.398 It is in 
such a way, Elder, that dwelling alone is fulfilled in detail." [284] 

This is what the Blessed, One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

"The wise one, all-conqueror, all-knower, 
Among all things unsullied, with all cast off, 
Liberated in the destruction of craving: 
I call that person 'one who dwells alone."'399 

1 1  Mahakappina 

At savatthi. Then the Venerable Mahakappina approached the 
Blessed One.4OO The Blessed One saw him coming in the distance 
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and addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus, do you see that 
bhikkhu coming, fair-skinned, thin, with a prominent nose?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"That bhikkhu is of great spiritual power and might. It is not 

easy to find an attainment which that bhikkhu has not already 
attained. And he is one who, by realizing it for himself with 
direct knowledge, in this very life enters and dwells in that 
unsurpassed goal of the holy life for the sake of which clansmen 
rightly go forth from the household life into homelessness." 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

"The khattiya is the best among people 
For those whose standard is the clan, 
But one accomplished in knowledge and conduct 
Is best among devas and humans. 

"The sun shines by day, 
The moon glows at night, 
The khattiya shines clad in armour, 
The meditative brahmin shines. 
But all the time, day and night, 
The Buddha shines with glory." [285] 

12 Companions 

At Savatthi. Then two bhikkhus who were companions, pupils of 
the Venerable Mahakappina, approached the Blessed One. The 
Blessed One saw them coming in the distance and addressed the 
bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus, do you see those two bhikkhus who 
are companions coming, pupils of Kappina?" 

"Yes, venerable sir./I 
"Those bhikkhus are of great spiritual power and might. It is 

not easy to find an attainment that those bhikkhus have not 
already attained. And they are ones who, by realizing it for them
selves with direct knowledge, in this very life enter and dwell in 
that unsurpassed goal of the holy life for the sake of which clans
men rightly go forth from the household life intt:> homelessness./I 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 

Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 
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"These [two] companion bhikkhus 
Have been united for a very long time. 401 

The true Dhamma has united them 
In the Dhamma proclaimed by the Buddha. 

"They have been disciplined well by Kappina 
In the Dhamma proclaimed by the Noble One. 
They carry about their final bodies, 
Having conquered Mara and his mount." 

The Book of Causation is finished. 



Notes 

12. Nidnnasa1J1yutta 

1 Spk: When it is said, "With ignorance as condition, voli
tional formations," the meaning should be understood by 
this method: "It is ignorance and it is a condition, hence 
'ignorance-as-condition' (avijjn ea sn paeeayo en ti avijjnpae
eayo). wough that ignorance-as-condition volitional forma
tions come to be (tasmn avijjnpaeeayn sankharn sambhavanti)." 

This explanation suggests that the verb sambhavanti, which 
in the text occurs only at the end of the whole formula, 
should be connected to each proposition, thus establishing 
that each conditioned state arises through its condition. 
The twelve terms of the formula are treated analytically in 
the next sutta. 

At the end of the paragraph, Ee reads aya1J1 vtleeati 
bhikkhave samuppndo, but this must be an editorial error as 
both Be and Se have patieea-samuppado. 

2 Se adds, at the end of the definition of death, jivitindriyassa 
upaeehedo, which (according to a note in Be) is also found in 
the Thai and Cambodian eds. The fact that Spk does not 
gloss this expression may be taken as evidence that it was 
not in the text available to the commentator. The expres
sion is found, however, in the definition of death at 
Vibh 99,23-24 and is commented upon at Vibh-a 101,8-12. 

Spk: By the terms from "passing away" through "com
pletion of time" he expounds death in worldly conven
tional terminology (lokasammutiyn); by the expressions 
"breakup of the aggregates" and "the laying down of the 
carcass" he expounds death in the ultimate sense (para
mattha). For in the ultimate sense it is only the aggregates 
that break up; there is no "being" that dies. When the 
aggregates are breaking up one says, "A being is dying," and 

725 
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when they have broken up it is said, "The being has died." 
3 Spk: From "birth" through "production" the teaching is 

conventional (voharadesana); the last two terms are an ulti
mate teaching (paramatthadesana). For in the ultimate sense 
it is only aggregates that become manifest, not a being. 

4 On the meaning of bhava, see the General Introduction, 
pp. 52-53. Spk: In the exposition of existence, sense-sphere 
existence is both kamma-existence (kammabhava) and 
rebirth-existence (upapattibhava). Of these, kamma-existence 
is just kamma that leads to sense-sphere existence; for the 
kamma, being the cause for rebirth-existence in that realm, 
is spoken of as "existence" by assigning the name of the 
result to the cause. Rebirth-existence is the set of five kam
mically acquired aggregates produced by that kamma; for 
this is called "existence" in the sense that "it comes to be 
there." The same method of explanation applies to form
sphere and formless-sphere existence (except that in form
less-sphere rebirth-existence only the four mental aggre
gates exist). 

It should be noted that in interpreting the expression 
upadanapaccaya bhavo, the commentaries take bhava as 
either kammabhava or upapattibhava, since both volitional 
activity and rebirth are conditioned by clinging; but in the 
expression bhavapaccaya jati, they confine bhava to kamma
bhava, since upapattibhava includes jati and thus cannot be a 
condition for it. See Vism 572-73 (Ppn 17:258-60) and 
Vism 575 (Ppn 17:270). 

5 Spk defines clinging as tight grasping (upadanan ti daJhag
gaharza1J1. vuccati). Definitions of the four kinds of clinging 
are at Dhs §§1214-17. In brief, clinging to sensual pleasures 
(kamupadana) is identical with sensual desire, sensual lust, 
sensual delight, sensual craving, etc. Clinging to views 
(d(tthupadana) is the adoption of any wrong view except 
those included in the third and fourth types of clinging; 
Dhs §1215 mentions as an example the nihilist view (see 
24:5). The expression silabbatupadana is often translated 
"clinging to rites and rituals," but neither the canon nor 
commentaries supports this. I render sila as rules and vata 
as vows, though the intention is actual modes of behaviour 
prescribed by rules and vows. The laconic definition at 
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Dhs §1222 reads: "Clinging to rules and vows is the view 
of ascetics and brahmins outside of here (i.e., outside the 
Buddhist fold) that purification is achieved by rules, by 
vows, by rules and vows" (condensed). The reference is 
evidently to the various types of austerities that the 
Buddha's contemporaries adopted in the belief that they 
lead to heaven or to ultimate purification. An example is 
the "dog rule, dog vow" (kukkurasila, kukkuravata) at MN I 
387,18-20; see too the common phrase, iminii 'ha1!l silena vii 
vatena vii tapena vii brahmacariyena vii devo vii bhavissiiml 
devafifiataro vii (e.g., at MN 1 102,10-11). Clinging to a doctrine 
of self (attavadupiidiina) is defined by way of the twenty 
types of identity view (sakkayaditthi), on which see 22:7, etc. 

6 On the translation of niimariipa, see the General Introduc
tion, pp. 47-49. Vism 558,23-28 (Ppn 17:187) explains that 
niima denotes the three aggregates-of feeling, perception, 
and volitional formations-which are called thus because 
of their "bending" (namana) on to an object (in the act of 
cognizing it). Volition, contact, and attention belong to the 
aggregate of volitional formations and, according to Spk, 
have been selected to represent that aggregate here 
because they are operative even in the weakest classes of 
consciousness. 

7 On the translation of sankhiirii, see the General Intro
duction, pp. 44-47. Spk: Volitional formations have the 
characteristic of forming (abhisankhara1;la). The bodily voli
tional formation is a volitional formation that occurs 
through the body; the term is a designation for the twenty 
kinds of bodily volition (kiiyasaficetanii)-eight sense
sphere wholesome and twelve unwholesome-that moti
vate activity in the body door (see CMA 1 :4-7, 13). The ver
bal volitional formation is a volitional formation that occurs 
through speech; the term is a designation for the twenty 
kinds of verbal volition (vacisaficetanii) that motivate verbal 
utterances (i.e., the same twenty kinds as mentioned just 
above, but expressed through speech rather than bodily 
action). The mental volitional formation is a volitional forma
tion that occurs through the mind; the term is a designa
tion for the twenty-nine mundane wholesome and 
unwholesome mental volitions (manosaficetanii) that occur 
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privately in thought without motivating action in the 
doors of body and speech. (The additional nine volitions 
are the five of the form-sphere and four of the formless
sphere cittas, states of purely meditative experience; see 
CMA 1:18, 22.) 

This triad of satikharii should not be confused with the 
triad discussed at 41:6 (IV 293,14-28, also at MN I 301,17-29). 
I have added "volitional" to the present set to distinguish 
them from the other, though the Pali terms are identical. 
The latter triad is always introduced in relation to the ces
sation of perception and feeling and is never brought into 
connection with dependent origination. 

8 This definition shows that ignorance, as the most basic 
cause of saqtsaric existence, is lack of knowledge of the 
Four Noble Truths. Although in popular accounts igno
rance is often identified with the idea of self, the definitions 
here show that the view of self i� an aspect of clinging, 
which is itself conditioned by craving, while the latter is in 
tum conditioned by ignorance (see AN V 116,16-21). 

9 Spk: By the term "cessation" in all these phrases Nibbana 
is being expounded. For all those phenomena cease in 
dependence on Nibbana, and therefore the latter is spoken 
of as their cessation. Thus in this sutta the Blessed One 
taught the round of existence (vatta) and the ending of the 
round (vivatta) by twelve phrases and brought the dis
course to a climax in arahantship. 

10 The next seven suttas describe, in identical terms, the 
enlightenment of the six past Buddhas and the present 
Buddha Gotama as the discovery of dependent origination 
and its cessation. The Pali text is filled out only for Vipassi 
and Gotama; the others are drastically abridged. I have 
translated in full only the last sutta, where Gotama speaks 
of his own attainment of enlightenment. 

11 From the explanation of bodhisatta in Spk it appears that the 
Pali commentarial tradition recognizes alternative etymo
logies of the word, as equivalent either to Skt bodhisattva 
("an enlightenment being") or to *bodhisakta ("one devoted 
to enlightenment"); see PED, s.v. satta (1). 

Spk: Bodhi is knowledge; a being endowed with bodhi is 

a bodhisatta, a knowing one, a wise one, a sagely one. For 
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from the time he forms his aspiration at the feet of former 
Buddhas, that being is always wise, never a blind fool. Or 
else, just as a mature lotus that has risen up above the 
water and is due to blossom when touched by the sun's 
rays is called "an awakening lotus," so a being who has 
obtained the prediction (to future Buddhahood) from the 
Buddhas and who will inevitably fulfil the perfections 
(parami) and attain enlightenment is called an awakening 
being (bujjhanasatta); he is a bodhisatta. One who lives 
yearning for enlightenment-the knowledge of the four 
paths-is devoted to, attached to, enlightenment (bodhiyatJ1 
satta asatto); he is a bodhisatta. 

12 The Buddha Vipassi was the sixth Buddha of antiquity, 
counting back from the Buddha Gotama. A detailed 
account of his career is found at DN II 11-51. He arose in 
the world ninety-one aeons ago. Sikhi and Vessabhu arose 
thirty-one aeons a.go; Kakusandha, KOl).agamana, Kassapa, 
and Gotama all arose in this present "excellent aeon" 
(bhaddakappa). See DN II 2,15-28. 

13 Yoniso manasikara ahu pannaya abhisamayo. The commen
taries consistently gloss yoniso manasikara as upaya
manasikara, pathamanasikara, "attention that is the right 
means, attention on the (right) course. " 

There took place (in me) a breakthrough by wisdom. Spk: 
There was a breakthrough, a concurrence, a conjunction of 
the reason for aging-and-death together with wisdom 
(pannaya saddhitJ1 jaramaraIJakaraIJassa abhisamayo samavayo 
samayogo); the meaning is that it was seen by him, "Aging
and-death has birth as its condition." Or alternatively, the 
sense can be construed thus: Through careful attention and 
wisdom there took place a breakthrough (yoniso manasi
karena ca pannaya ca abhisamayo ahu). The meaning is that 
the penetration of aging-and-death occurred thus, "When 
there is birth, aging-and-death comes to be." 

The first of these explanations is improbable, and even 
the second is unsatisfactory in construing careful attention 
and wisdom as joint causes. In general sutta usage yoniso 
manasikara is the forerunner of panna, while panna is the 
efficient cause of abhisamaya. As a technical term, abhi
samaya appears in the Nikayas in two main contexts: (i) As 
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signifying the initial breakthrough to the Ohamma, dhamm
abhisamaya, it is identical with the obtaining of the vision of 
the Ohamma (dhammacakkhupatilabha), and thus with the 
attainment of stream-entry; see 13:1 (II 134,4-5). (ii) As sig
nifying the complete breaking through of conceit (sammii 
miinabhisamaya) it is equivalent to the attainment of 
arahantship; see 36:5 (IV 207,1'4-15) and I, v. 725c. A third 
suttanta use is to denote the Buddha's discovery of the 
Ohamma, as here and in the verb form abhisameti at 12:20 
below. In the commentaries abhisamaya is synonymous 
with pativedha, penetration, both terms being used inter
changeably to characterize the four functions of the supra
mundane path; see Vism 689-91 (Ppn 22:92-97). 

14 'The two statements about the origination of aging-and
death from birth correspond respectively to the two forms 
of the abstract principle of conditionality. 'The abstract for
mula occurs at 12:21, 22, 49, 50, 61, and 62, with a variant 
at 12:41. See below n. 59. From this it would evidently be a 
mistake to insist that the formulation in terms of existence 
(sati . . .  hoti) relates to synchronic conditionality while the 
formulation in terms of arising (uppada ' "  uppa]]"atl) relates 
to diachronic conditionality. Since both apply to every pair 
of factors, they seem to be alternative ways of expressing 
the conditioning relationship, either of which subsumes 
under itself all possible modes of conditionality in their 
wide variety. 

15 In the account of his enlightenment at 12:65 (II 104,13 foll.) 
the Buddha traces the sequence of conditions back only as 
far as consciousness, which he then shows to arise in 
dependence on name-and-form. 'The same difference in 
treatment occurs in the corresponding passage on cessa
tion (II 105,20 foll.). 

16 'The five Pali words are cakkhu, naIJa, panna, vijjii, and alaka. 
While vijja is actually derived from vindati, Spk here glosses 

it as pativedha, penetration, as though it derived from 
vijjhati, to pierce. 

17 Bhutanarrz va sattanarrz thitiya sambhavesinarrz va anuggahiiya. 
On sambhavesin as a future active participle formed from 

-esi(n), see Geiger, Pali Grammar, §193A, EV I, n. to 527, and 
CPO, s.v. -esi(n) (2). 'The commentators apparently were 
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not acquainted with this grammatical form (of which onl) 
very few instances exist in Pall) and hence explain samb· 
haves in as if it was a bahubbihi compound made up of th( 
noun sambhava and the adjectival termination -esin. Thm 
Spk comments on the above line: "Beings who have alread� 
come to be are those who have been born, been produced 
Those about to come to be (or, on Spk's interpretation, 'seek
ers of new existence') are those seeking, searching for, (; 
new existence, birth, production (sambhavesino ti ye sambha· 
vatJl jatitJl nibbattitJl esanti gavesanti)." 

18 Spk: The nutriments are conditions (paccaya), for condi
tions are called nutriments (ahara) because they nourish (or 
bring forth, aharanti) their own effects. Although there are 
other conditions for beings, these four alone are called 
nutriments because they serve as special conditions for the 
personal life-continuity (ajjhattikasantatiya visesapaccayatta). 
For edible food (kabalinkiira aMra) is a special condition for 
the physical body of those beings who subsist on edible 
food. In the mental body, contact is the special condition 
for feeling, mental volition for consciousness, and con
sciousness for name-and-form. As to what they bring forth 
(or nourish): Edible food, as soon as it is placed in the 
mouth, brings forth the groups of form with nutritive 
essence as the eighth (ojatthamakarupani; an Abhidhamma 
term for the simplest cluster of material phenomena); the 
nutriment contact brings forth the three kinds of feeling; 
the nutriment mental volition brings forth the three kinds 
of existence; and the nutriment consciousness brings forth 
name-and-form on the occasion of rebirth. 

In SN, nutriment is further discussed at 12:12, 31, 63, and 
64. For general remarks on the four nutriments, see too 
Vism 341,7-18 (Ppn 11:1-3). Nyanaponika Thera, The Four 
Nutriments of Life, offers a collection of relevant suttas with 
commentaries. Ahara is also used in a broader sense of 
"special condition," without reference to the four nutri
ments, at 46:51 and 55:31. 

19 These four kinds of nutriment have craving as their source. Spk: 
Beginning with the moment of rebirth, these kinds of nutri
ment comprised in the individual existence (attabhtiva, the 
sentient organism) should be understood to originate by 
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way of prior craving (purimata1Jha; the craving of the pre
vious life that generated rebirth). How? At the moment of 
rebirth, firstly, there exists nutritive essence (oja) produced 
within the arisen (bodily) form; this is the kammically 
acquired edible food originating from prior craving. Then 
the contact and volition associated with the rebirth-con
sciousness, and that consciousness itself, are respectively 
the kammically acquired nutriments of contact, mental 
volition, and consciousness originating from (prior) crav
ing. Thus at rebirth the nutriments have their source in 
prior craving. And as at rebirth, so those produced subse
quently at the moment of the first bhavangacitta should be 
similarly understood. 

On the conditioning role of the nutriments, see CMA 
8:23. The commentarial explanation of how craving is the 
cause of the four nutriments seems roundabout. A simpler 
explanation, more consonant with the spirit of the suttas, 
might be that it is craving which impels beings into the 
perpetual struggle to obtain physical and mental nutri
ment, both in the present life and in future lives. 

20 Spk: The Blessed One stopped the teaching at this point 
because he knew that a theorist (difthigatika) was sitting in 
the assembly and he wanted to give him an opportunity to 
ask his questions. 

21 Spk explains that the name "MoFya" was given to him in 
lay life because he wore his hair in a huge topknot (moli), 
and the nickname stuck with him after he went forth as a 
monk. At MN I 122-24 he is admonished by the Buddha 
for his excessively familiar relations with the bhikkhunis; 
in 12:32 below it is announced that he has left the Order 
and returned to lay life. 

22 Phagguna's question, "Who consumes ... ?" is "pregnant" 
with an implicit view of self. He sees someone-a self
standing behind consciousness in the role of a substantial 
subject. The Buddha must therefore reject as invalid the 
question itself, which is based on an illegitimate assumption. 
Spk: "I do not say, 'One consumes"': "I do not say someone
a being or a person (koci satto va puggalo va)-consumes." 

23 In the valid question, the Buddha replaces the personal 

pronoun ko, fraught with substantialist connotations, with 
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the impersonal form kissa, genitive singular of the stem ki
(see Geiger, Pali Grammar, §111.1). Although all eds. read 
here kissa nu kho bhante vififiaIJaharo, the sense seems to 
require that we add paccayo at the end. Spk glosses: Bhante 
ayarrz vififiaIJaharo katamassa dhammassa paccayo? Paccayo 
does in fact occur in the reply. 

24 Spk: The nutriment consciousness: rebirth-consciousness 
(pafisandhicitta). The production of future renewed existence 
(ayatirrz punabbhavabhinibbatti): the name-and-form arisen 
along with that same consciousness. 

At AN I 223-24 it is said: "Kamma is the field, con
sciousness the seed, and craving the moisture, for con
sciousness '" to become established in a low (middling, 
superior) realm; thus there is production of future renewed 
existence (kammarrz khettarrz vififiaIJarrz bljarrz taIJha sineho " .  
hlnaya (majjhimaya, paIJitaya) dhatuya vififiaIJarrz pati!fhitarrz: 
evarrz ayatirrz punabbhavabhinibbatti hoti)." This implies that it 
is the stream of consciousness coming from the preceding 
existence that functions as the nutriment consciousness by 
generating, at the moment of conception, the initial rebirth
consciousness, which in turn brings forth (or "nourishes") 
the concomitant name-and-form. 

25 Tasmirrz bhiUe sati sa!ayatanarrz. Spk: When that name-and
form called "the production of renewed existence" is gen
erated, when it exists, the six sense bases come to be. The 
conjunction bhiUe sati is unusual and the redundancy can 
only be avoided if the past participle bhiUe is here under
stood to function as a noun denoting the being that has 
come to be. 

26 Spk: Why didn't the theorist ask, "Who comes to be?"? 
Because he held the belief that it is a being that comes to be, 
and the Buddha's answer would directly contradict his 
belief. Further, after being contradicted so many times, he 
became convinced, and also the Tea<::her continued the dis
course without pause in order to prevent him from asking 
any more pointless questions. 

27 Spk: They do not understand aging-and-death by way of 
the truth of suffering; nor its origin by way of the truth of 
the origin, i.e., that aging-and-death arises from birth and 
craving; nor its cessation by way of the truth of cessation; 
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nor the way to its cessation by way of the truth of the path. 
Similarly, in all the following passages, the meaning 
should be understood by way of the four truths. 

Ignorance is not mentioned in the sequence because it is 
already implied by reference to the origin of volitional for
mations. 

28 Samaiiiiattha1J1 va brahmaiiiiattha1J1 va. Spk: Here the noble 
path is asceticism and brahminhood, and in both cases the 
goal should be understood as the noble fruit. See 45:35-38. 

29 Dvayanissito khvaya1J1 Kaccana loko yebhuyyena atthitaii c' eva 
natthitaii ca. Spk: "For the most part" (yebhuyyena) means: 
for the great multitude, with the exception of the noble 
individuals (ariyapuggala). The notion of existence (atthita) is 
etemalism (sassata); the notion of nonexistence (natthita) is 
annihilationism (uccheda). Spk-pt: The notion of existence 
is etemaiism because it maintains that the entire world (of 
personal existence) exists forever. The notion of none)}is
tence is annihilationism because it maintains that the entire 
world does not exist (forever) but is cut off. 

In view of these explanations it would be misleading to 
translate the two terms, atthita and natthita, simply as 
"existence" and "nonexistence" and then to maintain (as is 
sometimes done) that the Buddha rejects all ontological 
notions as inherently invalid. The Buddha's utterances at 
22:94, for example, show that he did not hesitate to make 
pronouncements with a clear ontological import when 
they were called for. In the present passage atthita and 
natthita are abstract nouns formed from the verbs atthi and 
natthi. It is thus the metaphysical assumptions implicit in 
such abstractions that are at fault, not the ascriptions of 
existence and nonexistence themselves. I have tried to con
vey this sense of metaphysical abstraction, conveyed in 
Pali by the terminal -ta, by rendering the two terms "the 
notion of existence" and If the notion of nonexistence," 
respectively. On the two extremes rejected by the Buddha, 
see 12:48, and for the Buddha's teaching on the origin and 
passing away of the world, 12:44. 

Unfortunately, atthita and bhava both had to be rendered 
by "existence," which obscures the fact that in Paii they are 
derived from different roots. While atthitii is the notion of 
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existence in the abstract, bhava is concrete individual exis
tence in one or another of the three realms. For the sake of 
marking the difference, bhava might have been rendered by 
"being" (as was done in MLDB), but this English word, I 
feel, is too broad (suggestive of "Being," the absolute object 
of philosophical speculation) and does not sufficiently con
vey the sense of concreteness intrinsic to bhava. 

30 Spk: The origin of the world: the production of the world of 
formations. There is no notion of nonexistence in regard to the 
world: there does not occur in him the annihilationist view 
that might arise in regard to phenomena produced and 
made manifest in the world of formations, holding "They 
do not exist." Spk-pt: The annihilationist view might arise 
in regard to the world of formations thus: "On account of 
the annihilation and perishing of beings right where they 
are, there is no persisting being or phenomenon." It also 
includes the wrong view, having those formations as its 
object, which holds: "There are no beings who are reborn." 
That view does not occur in him; for one seeing with right 
understanding the production and origination of the world 
of formations in dependence on such diverse conditions as 
kamma, ignorance, craving, etc., that annihilationist view 
does not occur, since one sees the uninterrupted produc
tion of formations. 

Spk: The cessation of the world: the dissolution (bhanga) of 
formations. There is no notion of existence in regard to the 
world: There does not occur in him the eternalist view 
which might arise in regard to phenomena produced and 
made manifest in the world of formations, holding "They 
exist." Spk-pt: The eternalist view might arise in regard to 
the world of formations, taking it to exist at all times, 
owing to the apprehension of identity in the uninterrupted 
continuum occurring in a cause-effect relationship. But 
that view does not occur in him; because he sees the cessation 
of the successively arisen phenomena and the arising of 
successively new phenomena, the eternalist view does not 
occur. 

Spk: Further, "the origin of the world" is direct-order 
conditionality (anuloma-paccayiikiira); "the cessation of the 
world," reverse-order conditionality (patiloma-paccayiikiira). 
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[Spk-Pt: "Direct-order conditionality" is the conditioning 
efficiency of the conditions in relation to their own effects' 
"reverse-order conditionality" is the cessation of the effect� 
through the cessation of their respective causes.] For in see
ing the dependency of the world, when one sees the non
termination of the conditionally arisen phenomena oWing 
to the nontermination of their conditions, the annihilation
ist view, which might otherwise arise, does not occur. And 
in seeing the cessation of conditions, when one sees the 
cessation of the conditionally arisen phenomena owing to 
the cessation of their conditions, the eternalist view, which 
might otherwise arise, does not occur. 

31 The reading I prefer is a hybrid of Be and Se: upayupiidan
abhinivesavinibaddho. I take upay- from Be (Se and Ee: upiiy-) 
and -vinibaddho from Se (Be and Ee: -vinibandho). The ren
dering at KS 2:13, "grasping after systems and imprisoned 
by dogmas," echoed by SN-Anth 2:17, is too narrow in 
emphasis. Spk explains that each of the three nouns
engagement, clinging, and adherence-occurs by way of 
craving and views (ta1,1hii, di,tthi), for it is through these that 
one engages, clings to, and adheres to the phenomena of 
the three planes as "I" and "mine." 

32 Tan ciiyarJl upayupadiinarJl cetaso adhitthanarJl abhinivesanu
sayarJl na upeti na upadiyati nadhitthiiti "atta me" ti. I have 
unravelled the difficult syntax of this sentence with the aid 
of Spk, which glosses ayarJl as "this noble disciple" (ayarJl 
ariyasavako). Spk says that craving and views are also called 
"mental standpoints" (adhifthiina) because they are the 
foundation for the (unwholesome) mind, and "adherences 
and underlying tendencies" (abhinivesanusaya) because 
they adhere to the mind and lie latent within it. Spk con
nects the verb adhitthiiti to the following "attii me," and I 
conform to this interpretation in the translation. 

33 Spk explains dukkha here as "the mere five aggregates subject 
to clinging" (pancupiidiinakkhandhamattam eva). Thus what 
the noble disciple sees, when he reflects upon his personal 
existence, is not a self or a substantially existent person but 
a mere assemblage of conditioned phenomena arising and 
passing away through the conditioning process governed 
by dependent origination. In this connection see the verses 
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of the bhikkhuni Vajira, I, vv. 553-55. Spk: By just this 
much-the abandonment of the idea of a being (satta
sanna)-there is right seeing. 

Aparappaccaya iiil1Jl11J1, "knowledge independent of others," 
is glossed by Spk as "personal direct knowledge without 
dependence on another" (qfifiassa apattiyayetva attapaccakkha
fiafla1J1). This is said because the noble disciple, from the 
point of stream-entry on, has seen the essential truth of the 
Oharnrna and thus is not dependent on anyone else, not 
even the Buddha, for his or her insight into the Ohamma. 
Until arahantship is attained, however, such a disciple 
might still approach the Buddha (or another enlightened 
teacher) for practical guidance in meditation. 

34 Dhammanudhammapatipanno. Spk: Lokuttarassa nibbana
dhammassa anudhammabhuta1J1 patipada1J1 patipanno; "one 
practising the way that is in accordance with the supra
mundane Nibbana-dhamma." Spk-pt glosses nibbana
dhamma as "the noble path bringing Nibbana," and 
explains " (the way) that is in accordance with" it as meaning 
"(the way) whose nature is appropriate for the achievement 
of Nibbana" (nibbanadhigamassa anucchavikasabhavabhuta1J1). 
This statement shows the sekha, the trainee. Cpo III, n. 51. 

35 Ditthadhammanibbanappatto. This statement shows the ara
hant, or asekha, who has completed the training. 

36 Spk: Why does the Blessed One refuse three times? In 
order to inspire reverence; for if theorists are answered too 
quickly they do not show reverence, but they do so if they 
are refused two or three times. Then they wish to listen and 
develop faith. Also, the Master refused in order to create an 

opportunity for the ascetic's faculty of knowledge to ripen. 
37 Of the four alternatives, the first and second, as will be 

shown, are respectively implicit formulations of eternalism 
and annihilationism. The third is a syncretic solution, per
haps a form of partial-eternalism (ekaccasassatavada; see 
ON I 17-21). The fourth is the doctrine of fortuitous origi
nation (adhiccasamuppannavada; see ON I 28-29). 

38 Spk points out that the change of address, from the famil
iar bho Gotama to the respectful bhante bhagava, indicates 
that he has acquired reverence for the Teacher. 

39 Spk glosses Mito sato as adimhi yeva, and explains it as 
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meaning "(if) at the beginning (one thinks) . . . .  " It seems to 
me more likely that this phrase is part of the etemalist view 
itself and means "of one existing from the beginning," i.e., 
of a being that has always existed. This interpretation can 
marshal support from the fact that the phrase is omitted 
just below in the corresponding restatement of the annihi
lationist view, which is otherwise constructed according to 
the same logic and thus, if Spk were correct, should 
include adito sato. Spk says "it should be brought in," but 
the fact that the text replaces it by another phrase is strong 
evidence that it does not belong there; see n. 40. 

Spk: If at the beginning (one thinks), "The one who acts 
is the same as the one who experiences (the result)," in 
such a case the belief (laddhi) afterwards follows, 
"Suffering is created by oneself." And here, what is meant 
by suffering is the suffering of the round (vattadukkha). 
Asserting thus, from the beginning one declares etemal
ism, one grasps hold of etemalism. Why? Because that 
view of his amounts to this. Etemalism comes upon one 
who conceives the agent and the experiencer to be one and 
the same. 

Spk-pt: Prior to the belief that suffering is created by one
self there are the distortions of perception and of mind 
(safifiacittavipallasa) in the notion, "The one who acts is the 
same as the one who experiences (the result)," and then a 
wrong adherence to these distortions develops, namely, 
the belief "Suffering is created by oneself" (a distortion of 
views, ditthivipallasa). 

On the three levels of distortion with their four modes, 
see AN II 52. 

40 In this passage the phrase adito sato found in the preceding 
statement of etemalism is replaced by vedanabhitunnassa 
sato, which countermands Spk's proposal that adito sato 
should be brought in here. Spk interprets the sentence as 
stating that the annihilationist view is held by one who 
experiences the feeling associated with the view, but I 
understand the point to be that the view is held with reference 
to one "stricken by feeling," perhaps by painful feeling. 

Spk: If at the beginning (one thinks), "The one who acts 

is one, the one who experiences (the result) is another," in 
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such a case afterwards there comes the belief, "Suffering is 
created by another," held by one stricken by-that is, 
pierced by-the feeling associated with the annihilationist 
view that arises thus: "The agent is annihilated right here, 
and someone else ('another') experiences (the results) of 
his deeds." Asserting thus, from the beginning one 
declares annihilationism, one grasps hold of annihilation
ism. Why? Because the view one holds amounts to this. 
Annihilationism comes upon him. 

41 Spk: The Tathagata teaches the Dhamma by the middle 
without veering to either of these extremes--eternalism 
and annihilationism-having abandoned them without 
reservation. He teaches while being established in the mid
dle way. What is that Dhamma? By the formula of depend
ent origination, the effect is shown to occur through the 
cause and to cease with the cessation of the cause, but no 
agent or experiencer (karaka, vedaka) is described. 

42 The going forth (pabbajja) is the initial ordination as a 
novice (samat:tera); the higher ordination (upasampada) 
admits the novice to full membership in the Sangha as a 
bhikkhu. 

43 For details on the ordination of a wanderer formerly 
belonging to another sect, see Yin I 69-71. Spk: The candidate 
is actually given the going forth and lives as a novice dur
ing the probationary period, after which the bhikkhus give 
him the higher ordination if they are satisfied with him. 
The Buddha, however, is entitled to waive the usual pro
cedure when he recognizes that the candidate is sufficient
ly competent and need not be tested. In Kassapa's case he 
had the going forth given to him; then, immediately after, 
Kassapa was brought back to him and he called an assem
bly of bhikkhus and administered the higher ordination. 

44 See I, n. 376. 
45 Spk: In this sutta pleasure and pain as feeling 

(vedanasukhadukkha) are being discussed; it is also accept
able to say the subject is resultant pleasure and pain 
(vipakasukhadukkha) . 

46 Spk: If at the beginning (one thinks), "The feeling and the 
one who feels it are the same," there then comes the belief, 
"Pleasure and pain are created by oneself." For in this case 
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feeling is created by feeling itself, and asserting thus one 
admits the existence of this feeling already in the past. One 
declares eternalism, grasps hold of eternalism. 

47 Spk: If at the beginning (one thinks), "The feeling is one, 
the one who feels it is another," there then comes the belief 
"Pleasure and pain are created by another/' held by on� 
stricken by the feeling associated with the annihilationist 
view that arises thus: "The feeling of the agent (karaka
vedanii) in the past has been annihilated, and someone else 
('another') experiences (the result) of his deeds." Asserting 
thus, one declares and grasps the annihilationist view that 
the agent is annihilated and rebirth is taken by someone 
else. 

48 Spk: This body has thereby originated (evam aya1J1 kayo samuda
gato): This body has been produced thus because he has been 
hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. So there is 
this body: one's own conscious body. And external name-and
form (bahiddhfl ea namarupa1J1): the conscious body of others 
externally. The meaning should be explained in terms of the 
five aggregates and six sense bases of oneself and others. 

This interpretation of bahiddhfl niimarupa seems dubious. 
We may have here, rather, a rare example of the term 
namarupa being employed to represent the entire field of 
experience available to consciousness, "external name" 
being the concepts used to designate the objects cognized. 
See the common expression imasmi1J1 savififiiiIJake kaye 
bahiddha ea sabbanimittesu, "in regard to this conscious body 
and all external signs," at 18:21, 22; 22:71, 72, etc., and 
explained below in n. 340. Spk interprets this dyad (etal'!l 
dvayal'!l) as the internal and external sense bases, which it 
calls "the great dyad" (mahfldvaya). However, while the 
sense bases are usually shown to be the condition for con
tact (e.g., at 12:43, 44) and are also called a dyad (e.g., at 
35:92, 93), it seems that here the text intends the term dyad 
to denote one's own conscious body and "external name
and-form." The six sense bases are introduced only in the 

next sentence, after contact has already been said to arise 

from a duality. At ON II 62,12-37 too the Buddha demon
strates that name-and-form can be a direct condition for 
contact without mention of the six sense bases. 
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49 Bhagavanta1Jl yeva patibhatu etassa bhiisitassa. Lit. "Let the 
meaning of this statement occur to the Blessed One." I 
translate this Piili idiom freely in accordance with the 
sense. See I, n. 227. 

50 In this brief sutta we find clearly adumbrated the later 
exegetical scheme of "the four groups" (catusa�khepa) and 

"twenty modes" (visatiikiira), explained at Paps I 51-52; 
Vism 579-81 (Ppn 17:288-98); and CMA 8:7. See Table 4, 
p. 519. The past causes are the ignorance and craving that 
brought both the fool and the wise man into the present 
existence; the present results-the conscious body, name
and-form, the six sense bases, contact, and feeling; the 
present causes-the ignorance and craving that the fool 
does not abandon; the future results-the birth, aging, and 
death to which the fool is subject in the next existence. This 
should also help establish the validity of the "three-life" 
interpretation of paticca-samuppiida and demonstrate that 
such an interpretation is not a commentarial innovation. 

51 Thitii va sii dhiitu dhamma!!hitata dhammaniyiimatii idappac
cayatii. Spk: That element (sa dhiitu), the intrinsic nature of 
the conditions (paccayasabhiiva), still persists; never is it the 
case that birth is not a condition for aging-and-death. By 
the next two terms too he indicates just the condition. For 
the dependently arisen phenomena stand because of the 
condition (paccayena hi paccayuppannii dhammii titthanti); 
therefore the condition itself is called the stableness of the 
Dhamma (dhammaHhitatii). The condition fixes (or deter
mines) the dependent phenomena (paccayo dhamme 
niyameti); thus it is called the fixed course of the Dhamma 
(dhammaniyiimatii). Specific conditionality (idappaccayatii) is 
the set of specific conditions for aging-and-death, etc. 

Spk-pt: Whether it is unpenetrated before and after the 
arising of Tathagatas, or penetrated when they have arisen, 
that element still persists; it is not created by the 
Tathagatas, but aging-and-death always occurs through 
birth as its condition. A Tathagata simply discovers and 
proclaims this, but he does not invent it. 

At AN I 286,8-24 exactly the same statement is made 
about the three characteristics: "All formations are imper
manent/ suffering" and " All phenomena are nonself." The 
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two expressions, dhammatthitatii dhammaniyiimatii, must 
thus have a meaning that is common to both dependent 
origination and the three characteristics, and it therefore 
seems unfitting to explain them here, as Spk does, in a way 
that is specifically tied to conditionality. Moreover, it is 
more likely that here dhamma means the principle or law
fulness that holds sway over phenomena, not the phenom
ena subject to that principle. See too below n. 105, n. 211. 

52 Abhisambujjhati abhisameti. The former verb, which is 
reserved for the Buddha's enlightenment, is transitive. I 
thus render it "awakens to (with the object)," though other
wise I generally translate words derived from the verb 
bujjhati as expressing the sense of "enlightenment." 
Abhisameti is the verb corresponding to abhisamaya, on 
which see n. 13. 

53 Se contains a footnote which explains that the statement 
below, "Thus, bhikkhus, the actuality in this ... " should be 
inserted at the end of each section on the conditioning rela
tionships; and each following section should begin with 
the statement, "whether there is an arising of 
Tathagatas . . . .  " 

54 At 56:20, 27 the Four Noble Truths are said to be tatha, avi
tatha, anaflflatha-the adjectives corresponding to the first 
three abstract nouns here. Spk gives a very specific inter
pretation (translated just below), though we might suspect 
the original sense was simply that the teaching of depend
ent origination is true, not false, and not other than real. 

Spk: Actuality (tathata) is said to indicate the occurrence 
of each particular phenomenon when its assemblage of 
appropriate conditions is present. Inerrancy (avitathata) 
means that once its conditions have reached completeness 
there is no nonoccurrence, even for a moment, of the phe
nomenon due to be produced from those conditions. Not
otherwiseness (anaiiflathatii) means that there is no produc
tion of one phenomenon by another's conditions. The 
phrase specific conditionality is used to refer to the (individ
ual) conditions for aging-and-death, etc., or to the condi
tions taken as a group (paccayasamuhato). 

55 Sammappaiifliiya. Spk: With path wisdom together with 

insight (savipassaniiya maggapaflfiiiya). 
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56 The sixteen cases of doubt are also mentioned at MN I 
8,4-15. For a discussion of their abandonment, see Vism 599 
(Ppn 19:5-6) and 603-5 (Ppn 19:21-27). Spk explains that 
the basic division expressed in the doubts-between exist
ing and not existing in the past, etc.-reflects the antinomy 
of etemalism and annihilationism. The other doubts per
taining to past existence arise within an etemalist frame
work. Similar distinctions apply among the doubts per
taining to the future and the present. 

57 The ten powers, which are powers of knowledge 
(iliilJabala), are expounded at MN I 69-71, where they are 
called Tathagata powers (tathiigatabala). The ten types of 
knowledge are also claimed by the Venerable Anuruddha 
at 52:15-24, but in part only, according to Spk. A detailed 
analysis is at Vibh 335-M. The four grounds of self-confi
dence (vesiirajja) are explained at MN I 71-72. In brief, they 
are the confidence: (i) that no one can challenge his claim 
to be enlightened about all phenomena; (ii) that no one can 
challenge his claim to have eradicated all the taints; (iii) 
that no one can challenge him regarding the states he 
declares to be obstacles; and (iv) that no one can challenge 
his claim that his teaching leads the one who practises it to 
liberation from suffering. 

Spk glosses brahma as settha, uttama, "the best, the high
est," and explains the Brahma-wheel as the purified Wheel 
of the Ohamma (visuddhadhammacaklal). This is twofold, the 
knowledge of penetration (pa#vedhafiiiIJa) and the knowl
edge of teaching (desaniifiiiIJa). The former originates from 
wisdom and brings the Buddha's own attainment of the 
noble fruits; the latter originates from compassion and 
enables him to teach in such a way that his disciples attain 
the fruits. The knowledge of penetration is supramundane 
(lokuttara), the knowledge of teaching mundane (lokiya). 
Both are self-begotten types of knowledge belonging exclu
sively to the Buddhas, not held in common with others. 

58 This stock meditation formula on the five aggregates is 
also found in SN at 12:23, 22:78, 89, 101. It occurs too in the 
two versions of the SatipaWtana Sutta at ON IT 301,29-302,13 
and MN I 61,3-8. The origin (samudaya) and the passing 
away (atthangama) of the aggregates are explained from the 
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standpoint of diachronic conditionality at 22:5 and from 
the standpoint of synchronic conditionality at 22:56, 57. See 
too n. 123. 

59 This is the abstract formula of dependent origination: imas
miJ?1 sati idaJ?1 hoti, imass' uppiidii idaJ?1 uppajjati; imasmim 
asati idaJ?1 na hoti, imassa nirodhii idaJ?1 nirujjhati. Spk-Pt 
explains that what is meant by existence in the first part of 
the formula is not actual presence as such but "the state of 
not having been brought to cessation by the path"; similar
ly, what is meant by nonexistence in the second part of the 
formula is not mere absence as such but "the state of hav
ing been brought to cessation by the path." A long, com
plex explanation of the formula (abridged in Spk-pt) is 
found at Ud-a 38-42 (translated in Masefield, The Udiina 
Commentary, 1:66-72). See too n. 14 above. The use of the 
formula here, immediately following the statement on the 
aggregates, connects the origin and passing away of the 
five aggregates to dependent origination, indicating that 
the former should be understood in terms of the latter. 

60 Chinnapilotika. Spk: Patchwork (pilotika) is an old cloth, cut 
up and tom, that has been sewn and stitched here and 
there. If one does not wear this, but is clothed in a sheet of 
uncut cloth, one is said to be "free of patchwork." This 
Dhamma is similar, for in no way is it sewn up and 
stitched together by deceitful means, etc. 

This encomium of the Dhamma is also at MN I 141-42. 
At 16:11 (II 220,1 and 221,5 foll.) there occurs the expression 
patapilotikiinaJ?1 sanghiiti, "an outer robe of patches." 

61 Spk calls this four-factored energy (caturangasamanniigataJ?1 
viriyaJ?1); the four factors are to be understood by way of 
skin, sinews, bones, and flesh-and-blood. The vow recurs 
below at 21:3 (II 276,12-16) and is also at MN I 481,1-5. At 
Ja I 71,24-27 the Bodhisatta makes the same resolve when he 
takes his seat at the foot of the Bodhi Tree. 

62 Spk glosses sadatthaJ?1: sobhanaJ?1 vii atthaJ?1 sakaJ?1 vii atthaJ?1, 
''beautiful good or own good." The latter explanation is 

more likely. The common translation of the expression as 
"true good," taking sad to represent sant, does not seem to 
have the support of the commentaries. 

63 Spk: It is not by inferior faith, energy, mindfulness, con-
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centration, and wisdom that the supreme-namely, ara
hantship-is to be attained. The supreme must be attained 
by supreme faith and so forth. 

64 Spk explains ma�lI!-apeyya as a compound of ma/J.�a in the 
sense of clear (pasanna) and peyya in the sense of what is to 
be drunk (patabba). It seems that maf1�a originally meant 
the best part of milk or butter, i.e:: the cream, and like the 
English word came to signify the essence or finest part of 
anything. At 34:1, etc., we find sappima/:ltja, "cream-of
ghee," the finest of dairy products. 

Spk: There are three types of cream: (i) the cream of 
teachings (desanama/J.�a), i.e., the Four Noble Truths and the 
thirty-seven aids to enlightenment; (ii) the cream of recipi
ents (patiggalUlma1J.�), i.e., disciples capable of understanding 
those teachings; and (iii) the cream of holy lives (brahma
cariyama1J.�a), i.e., the Noble Eightfold Path. The words 
"while the Teacher is present" (sattha sammukhibhuto) show 
the reason: since the Teacher is present, having made an 
energetic effort, you should drink this cream. 

, This sentence serves as the heading for an entire treatise 
of Patis (No. 10; II 86-91), which applies the metaphor of 
cream in detail to all the factors of the Buddhist training. 

65 We should read, with Be and Se, tesa1J1 te kara amhesu mahap
phala bhavissanti, as against tesa1J1 vo kara in Ee. The sense of 
this line has been missed by C.Rh.D at KS 2:24, and Walshe 
follows her at SN-Anth 3:20. Cpo MN 1 140,23-24, 31-32: Ya1J1 
kho ida1J1 pubbe parifiiiata1J1 tattha me (no) evarupa kara 
kariyanti. PED recognizes kara in the sense of "service, act of 
mercy or worship," but does not include these references. 

66 Alam eva appamadena sampadetu1J1. These words anticipate 
the Buddha's final injunction at 6:15 (I 157,34-158,2). 

67 For an essay based on this important sutta, see Bodhi, 
Transcendental Dependent Arising. The opening paragraph 
recurs at 22:101, but with a different sequel; see too n. 58. 
Spk states that the destruction of the taints (asavakkhaya) is 
arahantship, which gains this name because it arises at the 
end of the destruction of the taints (asavana1J1 khayante 
jatatta). 

68 Spk: Having set up the teaching with its climax in ara
hantship, the Buddha next shows the preliminary practice 
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along which the arahant has travelled. The knowledge of 
destruction in regard to destruction (khayasmi1!l khaye fiarza'!1) 
is the reviewing knowledge (paccavekkharzafiarza) which 
occurs when the destruction of the taints-namely, ara
hantship-has been obtained (see I, n. 376 and Vism 676. 

Ppn 22:19-21). Liberation is the liberation of the fruit of ara� 
hantship (arahattaphalavimutti), which is a condition for 
reviewing knowledge by way of decisive-support condi
tion (upanissayapaccaya). First the fruit of arahantship aris
es, then the knowledge of destruction. 

Spk glosses sa-upanisa as sakarm;a, sappacayya, "with cause, 
with condition." Spk-pt adds: upanisidati phala1!l ettha ti 
kararza1!l upanisa; "the cause is called the proximate cause 
because the effect rests upon it." Thus the commentators 
take upanisa to be the equivalent of Skt upani$ad, not a Con
traction of upanissaya. Although, as CPO points out, "a 
semantic blend" with the latter takes place, the two words 
must be kept distinct because not everything that is an upa
nisa (proximate cause) for other things is an upanissaya
paccaya (decisive support condition) for those things. The 
latter refers solely to something which plays a strong 
causal role. 

69 Spk glosses the terms in the above sequence thus (starting 
from the end): Suffering is the suffering of the round (vatta
dukkha). Faith is repeatedly arising faith (aparapara1!l uppaj
janasaddha; that is, tentative faith, not the unwavering faith 
of a noble disciple). Gladness (pamojja) is weak rapture, 
while rapture proper (piti) is strong rapture. Tranquillity 
(passaddhi) is the subsiding of distress, a condition for the 
happiness preliminary to absorption. Happiness is the hap
piness in the preliminary phase of meditative absorption, 
concentration the jhana used as a basis (for insight; padaka
jjhanasamadhi). Knowledge and vision of things as they really 
are (yathabhutafiaradassana) is weak insight, namely, the 
knowledges of the discernment of formations, of the over
coming of doubt, of exploration, and of what is and what 
is not the path (see Vism chaps. 18-20). Revulsion (nibbida) 
is strong insight, namely, knowledge of appearance as 
fearful, of contemplation of danger, of reflection, and of 
equanimity about formations (Vism 645-57; Ppn 21 :29-66). 
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Dispassion (viraga) is the path, which arises expunging 
defilements. 

Note that in the next paragraph suffering replaces aging
and-death of the usual formula. 

70 The simile also occurs at 55:38, AN I 243,27-32, and AN V 
114,6-14. 

71 On the identity of the four views see above n. 37. 
72 A stock passage in the Nikayas, recurring in SN in slightly 

different forms determined by the context, at 12:25, 12:26, 
22:2, 22:86, 35:81, 42:13, 44:2, and 45:5. The readings alter
nate, even within the same volume, between viidanuvado 
and viidanupato, and it is uncertain which of the two is 
more original. The passage has stumped previous transla
tors, mainly because of the phrase koci sahadhammiko 
vadanupato, which at KS 2:28 is rendered "one who is of his 
doctrine, a follower of his views." To avoid such errors two 
meanings of sahadhammika must be distinguished: (i) a 
noun meaning a follower of the same doctrine (unambigu
ously so at MN I 64,13); and (ii) an adjective meaning legit
imate, reasonable (unambiguously so at 41:8; IV 299,25 foIL). 
Here the second meaning is applicable. 

Spk explains: "How (should we answer) so that not the 
slightest consequence or implication (vadanupato vadappa
vatti) of the ascetic Gotama's assertion-(a consequence) 
which is reasonable because of the reason stated (vutta
karatJena sakaraIJo hutva)-might give ground for criti
cism?" This is meant: "How can there be no ground for 
criticism in any way of the ascetic Gotama's assertion?" I 
dissent from Spk on what is to be safeguarded against crit
icism: Spk takes it to be the Buddha's assertion, while I 
understand it to be the inquirer's account of the Buddha's 
assertion. In other words, the inquirer wants to be sure he 
is representing the Buddha's position correctly, whether or 
not he agrees with it. 

At AN ITI 4,10, 19 sahadhammika vadanuvada garayha thana 
agacchanti occurs in a context where it means simply "rea
sanable rebukes, grounds for criticism, come up," and is 
contrasted with sahadhammika pasarJIsa thana agacchanti, 
"reasonable grounds for praise come up." 

73 On the expression tadapi phassapaccaya, "that (too) is condi-
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tioned by contact," Spk says that this may be known from 
the fact that there is no experience of suffering without 
contact. It seems to me, however, that the point being made 
here is not that suffering does not arise without contact 
(though this is true), but that the adoption of a view does 
not occur without contact. The Brahmajala Sutta states the 
same point in relation to the sixty-two speculative views
that the proclamation of each of these views is conditioned 
by contact and the views cannot be experienced without 
contact. See DN 1 41-43, translated in Bodhi, All-Embracing 
Net of Views, pp. 85-87, with the commentary at pp. 197-98. 

74 Gambhiro c' eva assa gambhiravabhaso ca. The same two terms 

are used at 12:60 and at DN II 55,9-10 to describe paticca
samuppada. For the explanation of Sv, see Bodhi, The Great 
Discourse on Causation, pp. 64-67. Spk explains "that same 
meaning" (es' ev' attho) to be the meaning of dependent 
origination implicit in the proposition, "Suffering is 
dependent on contact." 

75 He gives his name to the Bhumija Sutta (MN No. 126), 
where he answers some questions of Prince Jayasena and 
then engages in conversation with the Buddha. The first part 
of the present sutta repeats the first part of the preceding 
one except that it is phrased in terms of "pleasure and pain." 

76 It is difficult to understand how these ascetics could be 
"proponents of kamma" (kammavilda) when they hold that 
pleasure and pain arise fortuitously. Neither Spk nor Spk
pt offers any clarification. 

77 This passage is also at AN II 157-59. Spk says that the 
Buddha added this section to show that pleasure and pain 
do not arise with contact alone as condition, but with other 
conditions as well. In this case the bodily, verbal, and men
tal volitions (kaya-, vaci-, manosaiicetana) are the kammically 
effective volitions that function as conditions for the result
ant pleasure and pain (vipakasukhadukkha). I follow Be and 
Se in reading avijjapaccaya ca and in taking this clause to 
belong to the end of the present paragraph. This has the 
support of Spk, which explains that this is said to show 
that these volitions are conditioned by ignorance. Ee reads 
va for ca and places the clause at the beginning of the next 
paragraph. 
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78 Spk identifies the three volitional formations-kiiyasankhiira, 
vacisankhiira, manosankhiira-with the three types of voli
tion mentioned just above. One generates them "on one's 
own initiative" (siiman) when one acts without inducement 
by others, with an unprompted mind (asankhiirikacitta); one 
generates them "prompted by othep( when one acts with 
a prompted mind (sasankhiirikacitta). One 

-
acts deliberately 

(sampajiino) when one acts with knowledge of kamma and 
its fruit; un deliberately (asampajiino), when one acts with
out such knowledge. This text may be the original basis for 
the Abhidhamma distinction between sasankhiirikacitta and 
asankhiirikacitta, on which see CMA 1 :4. 

79 The term used here is manosankhiira, but from the context 
this is clearly synonymous with cittasankhiira at 12:2. There 
is no textual justification for identifying the latter with the 
cittasankhiira at 41:6 (IV 293,17) and MN I 301,28-29, defined 
as sanna and vedanii. 

80 I read with Be and Se, imesu Ananda dhammesu avijjii anu
patitii. The chasu in Ee appears superfluous. 

Spk: Ignorance is included among these states under the 
heading of decisive support (upanissaya); for they are all 
comprehended under this phrase, "With ignorance as con
dition, volitional formations." (On the interpretation of 
papicca-samuppiida by way of the twenty-four conditional 
relations of the Patthiina, see Vism, chap. 17, concisely 
explained in Nyanatiloka Thera, Guide through the Abhi
dhamma Pitaka, pp. 159-73.) 

81 Spk: That body does not exist which, if it existed, would 
enable pleasure and pain to arise conditioned by bodily 
volition; the same method of explanation applies to speech 
and mind. (Query:) But an arahant acts, speaks, and thinks, 
so how is it that his body, etc., do not exist? (Reply:) In the 
sense that they do not generate kammic results. For the 
deeds done by an arahant are neither wholesome nor 
unwholesome kamma, but merely functional (kiriyamatta); 
thus for him it is said, "that body, etc., do not exist." 

On the functional consciousness of the arahant, see 
CMA 1:15. An alternative explanation might be simply 
that with the elimination of ignorance there will be no fur
ther arising of the five aggregates, the basis of all experi-
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ence, and thus no further experiencing of pleasure and pain. 
82 Spk: There is no field (khetta) in the sense of a place of 

growth; no site (vatthu) in the sense of a support; no base 
(ayatana) in the sense of a condition; no foundation 
(adhikaralJa) in the sense of a cause. 

83 Upava:t:la is the Buddha's attendant at 7:13. The present 
sutta is almost identical with the first part of 12:24 except 
that it omits the qualifying expression kammavtldtl in the 
description of the ascetics and brahmins. 

84 Spk: He understands the condition by way of the truth of 
suffering, and the origin of the condition, etc., by way of 
the truth of the origin, etc. 

85 This whole passage is repeated at 12:28, 33, 49, and 50. Spk: 
He is endowed with the view of the path (maggaditthi), the 
vision of the path, etc. 

Sekha is used here as an adjective to qualify fial!a and 
vijja. The sekha or trainee is one who has arrived at the 
supramundane path and is training in it but has not yet 
reached arahantship, i.e., a stream-enterer, once-returner, 
or nonretumer; on reaching arahantship he becomes an 
asekha, "one beyond training." 

The rendering of amatadvara1J1 ahacca titthati at KS 2:33 as 
"who stands knocking at the door of the Deathless," if 
intended literally, shows a misunderstanding of the idiom 
ahacca titthati. In both canon and commentaries the expres
sion is often used to mean "reaching right up to, standing 
up against," and does not imply knocking on a door, 
which in Pali is expressed by the verb akoteti (e.g., at 
Yin I 248,5). The idiom is also at 17:28, 29 (II 238,5, 16-17). 
For other instances, see CPO, s.v. ahacca. The Deathless, of 

course, is Nibbana. Spk identifies the door to the Deathless 
as the noble path. 

86 This sutta is almost identical with 12:13; the only difference 
is in the operative verb, there pajanati and here parijtlnati. 
Spk says this sutta was spoken in accordance with the 
inclination (ajjhasaya) of the bhikkhus who recite the 
words, for they are able to penetrate (the sense) when the 
prefix pari- is used. 

87 The Parayana, the "Going to the Far Shore," is the last chap
ter of Sn. It consists of sixteen sections (plus prologue and 
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epilogue), in each of which the Buddha replies to questions 
posed by one of sixteen brahmin students. "The Questions 
of Ajita" is the first of the sixteen sections. 

88 Spk-pt: Those who have comprehended the Dhamma (saizkhiita
dhamma) are the arahants, who have penetrated the (four) 
truths. The trainees (sekha) are the seven types of persons
those on the four paths and the lower three fruits. 

Sankhiitadhamma could be understood to mean either 
"those who have comprehended the Dhamma," i.e., the 
teaching, or "those who have comprehended things," i.e., 
phenomena and their principles. Nidd II 34-35 (Be) gloss
es in both ways: as those who have known the Dhamma 
(fiiitadhammii), by knowing all formations as impermanent, 
etc.; and as those who have comprehended the aggregates, 
elements, sense bases, etc. The trainees (sekha) are so called 
because they train in the higher virtue, the higher mind 
(the jhanas), and the higher wisdom. Though Norman says 
that Pj II and Nidd II do not take sekhii and puthu as going 
together (GO, p. 367, n. to 1038), read correctly both these 
texts do place the two words in apposition. The trainees 
are manifold (puthu) because they fall into the seven types. 

89 Spk: Why did he remain silent up to the third time? He was 
not puzzled by the question but by the Buddha's intention 
(ajjhasaya). For it was possible to answer in many ways
by way of the aggregates, elements, sense bases, or condi- . 
tionality-and he wanted to catch the Teacher's intention. 
Then the Teacher, aware of the reason for his silence, gave 
him the method with the words, "Do you see .. . ?" 

90 Spk: This has come to be (bhutam idafJl): this is said of the five 
aggregates. Thus the Teacher gave the elder the method, 
implying, "Answer my question by way of the five aggre
gates." Then, just as the great ocean appears as one open 
expanse to a man standing on the shore, so as soon as he 
was given the method the answer to the question appeared 
to the elder with a hundred and a thousand methods. With 
correct wisdom (samma pafifiiiya): one sees it with path-wis
dom together with insight. One is practising: from the stage 
of virtue as far as the path of arahantship one is said to be 
practising for the purpose of revulsion, etc. This section 
shows the practice of the trainee. 
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91 Tadaharasambhava1J1. On nutriment see 12:11, 12, and n. 18 
above. No doubt it is the dependence of the five aggregates 
on nutriment that accounts for the inclusion of this sutta in 
the Nidanasaqtyutta. A similar treatment of nutriment, in 
catechism form, is at MN 1 260,7-32. 

Spk resolves tadaharasambhava1J1 as ta1J1 aharasambhavarJI., 
apparently taking tad to represent the five aggregates. I see 
the whole expression as qualifying an implicit subject 
("its") and take tad ("that") as a specification of ahara. Such 
an interpretation seems required by the parallel statement 
on cessation. See too the use of the expression tadahara at 
SN II 85,6, 86,12, 87,6, etc., which supports this interpretation. 

92 Anupada vimutto. Spk: One is liberated by not grasping 
anything at all with the four kinds of clinging (upadana). 
This section shows the arahant. 

93 The bhikkhu Kalara the Khattiya is met only here. Mo!iya
phagguna appears in 12:12; see n. 21. "Returned to the 
lower life" (hinayavatto) means that he reverted to the state 
of a layman. 

Spk and Spk-p! together help to illuminate this cryptic 
exchange thus: "He did not find solace (assasa)" means that 
he had not attained the three (lower) paths; for if he had 
attained them he would not have reverted to the lower life 
since then he would not have been tempted by sensual 
pleasures (his reason for disrobing). Sariputta says "1 have 
no perplexity" (na kaizkhami) about having attained solace 
since his support is the knowledge of a disciple's perfec
tion (savakaparamina1)a). "As to the future" (ayati1J1) refers to 
future rebirth; the question is an indirect way of asking if 
he has attained arahantship. 

94 Spk remarks that Sariputta did not declare final knowl
edge in such words, but the elder Kalara Khattiya had 
ascribed this statement to him because he was happy and 
pleased. Final knowledge (anna) is arahantship. 

95 Spk: The Blessed One asked him this question to get him to 
declare final knowledge, thinking: "He will not declare 
final knowledge of his own accord, but he will do so when 
answering my question." 

96 Spk: Here too (as in 12:31) the elder was puzzled not by the 
question but by the Buddha's intention; he was unsure 
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how the Teacher wanted him to declare arahantship. But 
he started to speak in terms of conditionality, which was 
what the Teacher wanted. When he realized that he had 
grasped the Teacher's intention, the answer appeared to 
him with a hundred and a thousand methods. 

I have translated the first part of Sariputta's reply in 
accordance with the gloss of Spk thus: "With the destruc
tion of the specific condition for birth, I have understood, 
'As the condition for birth is destroyed, the effect, namely 
birth, is destroyed. "'. 

97 Spk: The Buddha asks this to get Sariputta to roar a lion's 
roar in his own proper domain. For Sariputta attained the 
knowledge of a disciple's perfection after he had discerned 
the three feelings while the Buddha taught the wanderer 
Oighanakha "The Discourse on the Discernment of 
Feelings" and this became his own domain (savisaya). 

Spk refers here to the Dighanakha Sutta (MN No. 74; see 
esp. MN I 500,9-501,6), and seems to be using "Vedana
pariggaha Sutta" as an alternative title for that text. Ee 
(S II 53,8-9, 12) should be amended to read vedaniisu nandi. 

98 Ya1?1 kiiici vedayita1?1 ta1?1 dukkhasmi1?1. See 36:11 (IV 
216,20-217,3). 

99 Spk: Internal deliverance (ajjhatta1?1 vimokkho): he attained 
arahantship while comprehending the internal formations. 
Spk refers here to a fourfold distinction in how the path 
emerges, found also at Vism 661-62 (Ppn 21:84-85). 

Spk: The taints do not flow within me (iisavii niinussavanti): 
The three taints, the taint of sensuality, etc., do not flow 
through the six sense doors towards the six sense objects, 
i.e., they do not arise in me. And I do not despise myself 
(attiinaii ca niivajiinami): by this the abandoning of self
contempt (omiina) is indicated. C.Rh.O, at KS 2:40, has mis
understood this expression, rendering it "and I admit no 
(immutable) soul." 

100 Pubbe appatisa1?1vidita1?1. Spk: "I had not previously known 
or understood, 'He will ask me this.' His hesitancy was for 
the purpose of finding out the Teacher's intention." 

The past participle appatisa1?1vidita suggests the Skt noun 
pratisalJlvid, counterpart of Pali patisambhidii, the analytical 
knowledges in which Sariputta excelled. 
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101 Spk: That element of the Dhamma (sa dhammadhatu): Here 
"element of the Dhamma" is the knowledge of a disciple'� 
perfection, which is capable of seeing the principle of con
ditionality without obscuration (paccayakarassa vivatabhava
dassanasamattharrt savakaparamiiiiilJarrt)· 

102 Dhamme fialJa. Spk explains the Dhamma here as the Four 
Noble Truths (catusaccadhamma) or path knowledge 
(magganalJadhamma ) . 

103 Imina dhammena ditthena viditena akalikena pattena 
pariyogalhena. Note that the string of participles here corre
sponds exactly to the terms used in the standard descrip
tion of one who has gained "the vision of the Dhamma" 
(dhammacakkhu): ditthadhammo, pattadhammo, viditadhammo, 
pariyogalhadhammo ("seen the Dhamma, attained the 
Dhamma, understood the Dhamma, fathomed the 
Dhamma," e.g., at DN I 110,14-15). This implies that the 
Dhamma which the stream-enterer has se�n is dependent 
origination, an inference additionally confirmed by the 
closing passage of the present sutta. 

Spk here treats akalikena as an independent adjective 
qualifying dhammena and explains it to mean that the path 
yields its fruit immediately after it is penetrated, without 
passage of time (kinci kalarrt anatikkamitva pativedhanantara1J1 
yeva phaladayakena). However, in commenting on 42:11 
(IV 328,21-22), where the same statement is found, Spk 
explains akalikena as an adverb of manner used in apposi
tion to pattena (see IV, n. 352). I understand akalikena in the 
present passage in exactly the same way; otherwise it is 
difficult to see why it should be included amidst a string of 
past participles. Moreover, since the word here character
izes the relationship between temporal events like birth 
and aging, the common rendering of it as "timeless" is not 
entirely satisfactory. The desired sense in this context is 
"not involving the passage of time," i.e., immediate, which 
qualifies the knowledge of the conditional relationship 
between the factors, not the factors themselves. The point 
is that this knowledge is a matter of direct "ocular" experi
ence rather than of reasoning and inference. 

104 Anvaye fialJa. Spk: The knowledge (that follows) as a con
sequence of the knowledge of the principle; this is a name 
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for reviewing knowledge (see n. 68). It is not possible to 
apply the method to the past and future by means of the 
dhamma of the four truths or the dhamma of path knowl
edge, but when the four paths have been penetrated by 
path knowledge, reviewing knowledge subsequently 
occurs, and one applies the method by means of that. 

This explanation is difficult to square with the account of 
reviewing knowledge at Vism 676 and elsewhere as 
knowledge of the path and fruit attained, the defilements 
abandoned, those remaining, and Nibbana. What is meant 
here, rather, is an inference extended to past and future, 
based on the immediate discernment of the conditionality 
operative between any given pair of factors. 

The following paragraph is also at 12:27, 28. Spk says 
that the arahant's (prior) plane of traineeship (khiIJasavassa 
sekhabhumi) is being discussed, on which Spk-pt remarks: 
the moment of the supreme path (aggamaggakhaIJa). . 

105 Spk: The knowledge of the stability of the Dhamma (dhamma!.thiti
fiii1Ji1) is the knowledge of the principle of conditionality. For 
the principle of conditionality is called "the stability of the 
Dhamma" because it is the cause for the continued occur
rence of phenomena (pavattitthitikiiraIJattii); the knowledge 
of it is "the knowledge of the stability of the Dhamma." 
This is a designation for just this sixfold knowledge. 

I render dhammatthitatii (at 12:20; n. 51) "stableness of the 
Dhamma" and dhammatthiti "stability of the Dhamma." 
The latter also occurs at 12:70 (II 124,10). The two seem to 
be effectively synonymous. 

The knowledge that this knowledge too is subject to 
destruction is called by Spk "counter-insight into insight" 
(vipassanii-pativipassanii), i.e., insight into the dissolution of 
the very act of insight knowledge that had just cognized 
the dissolution of the primary object. See Vism 641-42 
(Ppn 21:11-13), where, however, the expression vipassanii
pativipassanii does not occur. 

106 Kassa ca pan' ida1Jl jariimaraIJa1Jl. This question, and the fol
lowing ones moulded on the same pattern, presuppose the 
reality of a self and thus, like the questions at 12:12, must 
be rejected by the Buddha as invalid. 

Spk: Even though the question, "What is aging-and-
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death?" is properly formulated, because it is combined 
with the question, "For whom is there aging-and
death?"-which implicitly affirms belief in a being 
(sattupaladdhi-viida)-the entire question becomes wrongly 
formulated. This is like a dish of delicious food served on 
a golden platter, on top of which a small lump of excre
ment is placed: all the food becomes inedible and must be 
discarded. 

107 Spk: The living of the holy life (brahmacariyaviisa) is the living 
of the noble path. One who holds the view "the soul and 
the body are the same" (ta1J1 jiva1J1 ta1J1 sarira1J1) holds that 
the soul and the body are annihilated together (at death). 
For one who holds this, the annihilationist view follows, 
for he holds that "a being is annihilated." Now this noble 
path arises to stop and eradicate the round of existence. 
But on the annihilationist view the round ceases even with
out the development of the path, and thus the develop
ment of the path becomes purposeless. In the second case, 
one holding the view "the soul is one thing, the body 
another" (afifia1J1 jiva1J1 afifia1J1 sarira1J1) holds that the body 
alone is annihilated here, while the soul goes about freely 
like a bird released from a cage. This view is eternalism. 
But if there were even one formation that is permanent, 
stable, and eternal, the noble path would not be able to 
bring the round to an end; thus again the development of 
the path would be purposeless. 

108 I read with Be: yiini 'ssa tiini visukiiyikiini visevitiini vipphan
ditiini kiinici kiinici. Se is almost the same, but the orthogra
phy in Ee is very unsatisfactory. Spk explains that the three 
nouns are all synonyms for wrong view. This is called a 
contortion (visukiiyika) because it is an obstruction to one
self, being like a spike (visukam iva; Spk-pt: = kafltaka, a 
thorn) in the sense that it punctures right view (sammii
ditthiyii vinivijjhanatthena). It is a manoeuvre (visevita) 
because it fails to conform to right view but instead runs 
contrary to it; and a vacillation (vipphandita) because of 
grasping now a!1...'1ihilationism, now eternalism. 

Spk takes visukiiyika to be related to suci, needle, but it 
would be difficult to justify this derivation by the actual 

use of the term. The three synonyms also occur at 4:24 
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(I 123,30-31) and MN 1 234,19-20; at MN 1 446,12-13 they 
describe the behaviour of an untrained horse. 

109 Spk glosses ttiltivatthukattini as ttilavatthu viya kattini, "made 
like a palm-base," and explains: "Made like a palm with 
cut-off head (i.e., a palm stump) in the sense of never 
growing again; and made like a place for the support of a 
palm after it has been extricated along with its root" (puna 
aviruha1J.afthena matthakacchinnattilo viya samula1J1 ttilalJ1 
uddharitvti tassa patifthitatthtina1J1 viya ca kattini). Spk-pt first 
accepts the original reading ttiltivatthu (lit. "palm-non
base") as it stands and explains: "The palm itself is the 
'palm-non-base' because it is not a base for leaves, flowers, 
fruit, and sprouts. But some read ttilavatthukattini, which 
means: 'made like a palm because of being without a base.'" 

110 Spk: Since there actually is no self, there is nothing belong
ing to self; thus he says, "It is not yours" (na tumhtika1J1). 
And since there is no self of others, he says, "Neither does 
it belong to others" (na pi afifiesa1J1). See too 22:33 and 
35:101. 

111 Spk: It is old kamma (purti1J.am ida1J1 kammalJ1): This body is 
not actually old kamma, but because it is produced by old 
kamma it is spoken of in terms of its condition. It should be 
seen as generated (abhisankhata), in that it is made by condi
tions; as fashioned by volition (abhisaficetayita), in that it is 
based on volition, rooted in volition; and as something to be 
felt (vedaniya), in that it is a basis for what is to be felt [Spk
pt: because it is a basis and object of feeling]. 

See too 35:146, where the same idea is extended to the six 
internal sense bases. To reflect upon the body in terms of 
dependent origination, one considers that this body can be 
subsumed under "form" in the compound "name-and
form." One then reflects that name-and-form comes into 
being with consciousness, i.e., the rebirth-consciousness, as 
a conascent condition, and that both consciousness and 
name-and-form originate from the volitional formations, 
i.e., the kammic activities of the preceding existence. Thus 
the theme of this sutta ties up with the three that immedi
ately follow. 

112 Spk: Here, the phrase one intends (ceteti) includes all whole
some and unwholesome volition of the three planes; one 
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plans (pakappeti), the mental fabrications of craving and 
views (talJhaditthikappa) in the eight cittas accompanied by 
greed [Spk-pt: the fabrications of views occur only in the 
four cittas associated with views]; and whatever one has a 
tendency towards (anuseti) implies the underlying tendencies 
(anusaya) under the headings of conascence and decisive
support conditions for the twelve ,,(unwholesome) voli
tions. (On the twelve unwholesome cittas, see CMA 1:4-7.) 

This becomes a basis (arammalJam eta1!l hoti): These various 
states such as volition become a condition; for here the 
word arammalJa is intended as condition (paccaya; that is, 
here arammalJa does not signify an object of consciousness, 
the usual meaning in the Abhidhamma). For the mainte
nance of consciousness (viiiiialJassa thitiya): for the purpose of 
maintaining the kammic consciousness. When there is this 
condition, there is a support for the establishing of conscious
ness (patittha viiiiialJassa hoti), i.e., for the establishing of 
that kammic consciousness [Spk-pt: it has a capacity to 
yield fruit in one's mental continuum]. When that (kammic) 
consciousness is established and has come to growth (tasmi1!l 
patitthite viiiiialJe . . .  viru!he): when, having impelled 
kamma, it has grown, produced roots, through its ability to 
precipitate rebirth, there is the production of future renewed 
existence, i.e., production consisting in renewed existence. 

Cpo 12:64 and 22:53-54 below. AN I 223-24 explains the 
process of renewed existence in similar terms (see n. 24). I 
see the verbs ceteti and pakappeti as allusions to sankhara 
(which, as kammic activities, are expressive of cetana-see 
AN III 415,7-8). Anuseti clearly refers to the anusaya or 
underlying tendencies, which include avijjanusaya, the 
underlying tendency to ignorance (= ignorance in the 
usual formula of dependent origination) and raganusaya, 
the underlying tendency to lust (= craving in the usual for
mula). The way they maintain consciousness is thus no dif
ferent from the way the volitional formations, fueled by 
ignorance and craving, serve as the condition for con
sciousness: together, they underlie the flow of conscious
ness, infuse it with kammic potentials for renewed exis

tence, and project it into a new existence, thereby initiating 
the process that will culminate in birth. I am not in full 
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agreement with Spk in taking the viiiiiiiIJa that is "main
tained" and "established" as the kammic consciousness. I 
interpret it simply as the ongoing process of consciousness, 
including both the kammically active and resultant phases. 
At 22:53-54 the other four aggregates are spoken of as the 
arammaIJa and patitthii of viiiiiiiIJa, but I am doubtful that 
this application will work here. To use the categories of the 
Abhidhamma, it seems that in this sutta the terms 
iirammaIJa and patitthii denote the decisive-support condi
tion (upanissayapaccaya) for consciousness, while in the two 
suttas in the Khandhasarp.yutta they denote the conascence 
and support conditions (sahajiitapaccaya, nissayapaccaya). 

I use "volition" as a rendering for cetanii but "intends" 
for the corresponding verb ceteti; I use "intention" for the 
unrelated noun sankappa. I justify this apparent inconsis
tency on the ground that in Pali the verb sankappeti (corre
sponding to sankappa) occurs very rarely (if at all), while 
English lacks a simple verb corresponding to "volition." 
"A support for the establishing of consciousness" renders 
patitthii vififiiiIJassa. I find that "established" works consis
tently better as a rendering for the participle patitthita, but 
"support" for the noun patitthii, so to bridge the participle 
and the noun in the present passage (and at 22:53, 54) I 
have coined this compound expression. 

113 Spk: This refers to a moment when there is no occurrence 
of [wholesome and unwholesome] volition of the three 
planes, and no occurrence of the mental fabrications of 
craving and views. But one still has a tendency: by this the 
underlying tendencies are included because they have not 
been abandoned here in the resultants of the three planes, 
in the limited functional states (the five-door adverting 
and mind-door adverting cittas), and in form. As long as 
the underlying tendencies exist, they become a condition 
for the kammic consciousness, for there is no way to pre
vent its arising. 

Spk-pt: This second section is stated to show that whole
some and unwholesome kamma capable of producing 
rebirth is accumulated in the preliminary portion (of the 
path of practice), and that even without planning (through 
craving and views), the volitions of insight meditation in a 
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meditator who has seen the dangers in existence are still 
conditioned by the underlying tendencies and are capable 
of generating rebirth. It is also stated to show that even 
when wholesome and unwholesome states are not occur
ring there is still an establishing of kammic consciousness 
with underlying defilements as condition; for so long as 
these have not been abandoned they lie latent in the exist
ing resultants of the three planes, etc. 

114 Spk: When one does not intend, etc.: By the first phrase 
("does not intend") he shows that the wholesome and 
unwholesome volitions pertaining to the three planes have 
ceased; by the second ("does not plan"), that the craving 
and views in the eight cittas (accompanied by greed) have 
ceased; by the third ("does not have a tendency"), that the 
underlying tendencies lying latent in the aforesaid states 
have ceased. What is being discussed here? The function of 
the path of arahantship (arahattamaggassa kicca1Jl). It can 
also be interpreted as the arahant's doing of his task 
(khi1:zaSavassa kiccakara1:za1Jl) and the nine supramundane 
states (navalokuttaradhamma; i.e., the four paths, their fruits, 
and Nibbana). 

Spk-pt: In this third section the function of the path of 
arahantship is discussed because that path completely 
stops the production of the underlying tendencies. The 
"arahant's doing of his task" can be said because of the 
exclusion of feeling, etc. (meaning unclear). The nine 
supramundane states can be said because the underlying 
tendencies are extirpated by the series of paths, and the 
fruits follow immediately upon the paths, and Nibbana is 
the object of both. 

I understand the "unestablished consciousness" (appati!
!hita vififia1:za) here to mean a consciousness without the 

prospect of a future rebirth through the propulsive power 
of ignorance, craving, and the volitional formations. The 
arahant is said to expire with consciousness "unestab
lished," as at 4:23 and 22:87. 

115 Namarupassa avakkanti. See 12:12, where the production of 
future renewed existence is placed between consciousness 
and the six sense bases. Taken in conjunction, the two suttas 
imply that the "descent of name-and-form" and the "pro-
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duction of future renewed existence" are interchangeable 
(this in spite of the commentarial predilection for always 
seeing the latter as kammically active existence). Spk states 
that there is a "link" (sandhi) between consciousness and 
name-and-form; thus on this interpretation consciousness 
denotes the kammically generative cO[lsciousness of the 
previous existence, name-and-form the beginning of the 
present existence. It seems to me, however, more likely 
that vififiiiIJa straddles both the past life and the present life, 
as the principle of personal continuity. 

116 Spk: Inclination (nati) is craving, called "inclination" in the 
sense of inclining (namanatthena) towards pleasant forms, 
etc. There is coming and going (iigatigati): there is a going of 
consciousness by way of rebirth towards what has come 
up (at death), presenting itself as kamma or the sign of 
kamma or the sign of future destiny. (The allusion is to the 
three objects of the last conscious process precediDg death; 
see CMA 5:35-37.) There is passing away, passing from here, 
and being reborn, rebirth there. 

117 Cpo the "teaching of the Blessed One" recited by Maha
cunda at 35:87 (IV 59,10-14). 

118 The sutta is also at 55:28 and at AN V 182-84. Spk glosses 
bhayiini veriini as volitions (bringing) fear and enmity 
(bhayaveracetaniiyo). Spk-pt: The destruction of life and so 
forth are fearful and dreadful both for the perpetrator and 
for the victim; they are productive of fear and enmity, 
which are to be feared. 

The self-assured declaration of stream-entry is also at 
55:8-10. The stream-enterer is exempt from the prospect of 
rebirth in the lower realms; he is fixed in destiny (niyata), as 
he cannot take more than seven rebirths, all in the human 
or celestial realms; and he has enlightenment as his destina
tion (sambodhipariiyalJa), as he will necessarily attain the 
enlightenment of arahantship. 

119 The version at AN V 183 includes another line here: "But 
one who abstains from the destruction of life (etc.) does not 
engender fearful animosity pertaining to the present life 
and fearful animosity pertaining to the future life, and he 
does not experience mental pain and displeasure" 
(PiiIJiitipiitii pativirato n' eva ditthadhammikaf!l bhaya1J1 verarp 
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pasavati, na samparayika1Jl bhaya1Jl vera1Jl pasavati, na cetasi
ka1Jl dukkha1Jl domanassa1Jl pafisa1Jlvedeti). It seems that the 
logic of the discourse requires this addition; its omission 
from the present text could be an early scribal error. 

120 Spk: The factors of stream-entry (sotapattiyanga) are of two 
kinds: (i) the factors for stream-entry, the preliminary prac
tices that lead to the attainment of stream-entry, namely, 
associating with superior persons, hearing the true 
Dhamma, careful attention, and practice in accordance 
with the Dhamma (see 55:55); (ii) the factors of one who 
abides having attained stream-entry. The latter are intended 
here. Confirmed confidence is unshakable confidence (gained) 
through what has been achieved [Spk-pt: namely, the path] 
(aveccappasadena ti adhigatena [maggena] acalappasadena). 

Aveccappasada is a syntactical compound (see If n. 68), 
with avecca (Skt avetya) absolutive of *aveti, to undergo, to 
know, to experience. The formulas for recollection of the 
Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Sangha are analysed in 
detail at Vism 197-221 (Ppn 7:1-100). 

121 Spk: The virtues dear to the noble ones (ariyakantani silani) are 
the five precepts, which the noble ones do not forsake even 
when they pass on to a new existence. 

The terms are explained at Vism 222 (Ppn 7:104). These 
virtues are "ungrasped" (aparamatfha) in the sense that 
they are not adhered to with craving and wrong view. 

122 Spk: The method (iiaya) is both dependent origination and 
the stable knowledge after one has known the dependently 
arisen. As he says: "It is dependent origination that is 
called the method; the method is also the Noble Eightfold 
Path" (untraced). Wisdom here is repeatedly arisen insight
wisdom (aparapara1Jl uppanna vipassanapafiiia). 

Spk-pt: Dependent origination is called "the method" 
because, with the application of the right means, it is what 
is known (iiayati) as it actually is in the dependently arisen. 
But knowledge (iia1;la) is called "the method" because it is 
by this that the latter is known. 

Despitecthe commentators, flaya has no relation to iia1;la 
but is derived from ni + i. 

123 Spk: Suffering here is the suffering of the round (vatta-
dukkha). There are two kinds of origin, momentary origin 
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(khmJikasamudaya) and origin through conditions (paccaya
samudaya). A bhikkhu who sees the one sees the other. Passing 
away is also twofold, final passing away (accantatthmigama; 
Spk-pt: nonoccurrence, cessation, Nibbana) and dissolutional 
passing away (bhedatthmigama; Spk-pt: the momentary cessa
tion of formations). One who sees the one sees the other. 

124 Spk: The world here is the world of formations (sankhiira
loka). On the nature of the world in the Buddha's teaching, 
see I, n. 182. 

125 Dhammapariyiiya, a method of presenting the teaching. 
This sutta recurs at 35:113, where it is called Upassuti, 
"Listening In.'' On Natika, see V, n. 330. 

126 See 12:17, 18, and n. 39, n. 40. 
127 A brahmin Jar:tusso� is mentioned at 45:4 and elsewhere in 

the Nikayas. Spk says that he was a great chaplain 
(mahiipurohita) of much wealth who had gained his name by 
reason of his position. On the theme of this sutta see 12:15. 

128 Lokayatika. Spk says that he was versed in lokiiyata, the sci
ence of debate (vita1J4asatthe lokiiyate kataparicayo). Spk-pt 
explains the etymology of the word thus: "Lokiiyata is so 
called because by means of this the world does not strive 
for, does not advance towards, future welfare (ayati1J1 hita1J1 
tena loko na yatati na ihati ti 10kiiyata1J1). For on account of 
this belief, beings do not arouse even the thought of doing 
deeds of merit, much less do they make the effort." 

Spk-pfs explanation seems to reflect the understanding 
of lokiiyata held at the time of the commentaries, as seen in 
MW's definition of the word as "materialism, the system of 
atheistical philosophy (taught by Carvaka)." There is 
cogent evidence, however, that the word acquired these 
connotations only in a later period. As Rhys Davids points 
out in a detailed discussion (at Dialogues of the Buddha, 
1 :166-72), lokiiyata is used in the Nikayas in a complimen
tary sense to designate a branch of brahmanical learning 
(as at ON I 88,7, 114,3, etc.). He suggests that the word orig
inally meant nature-lore and only gradually acquired the 
negative meaning of sophistry and materialism. Jayatilleke 
has proposed that since the word is always used with ref
erence to 10ka, the world, or sabba, the all, it originally sig
nified, not nature-lore in general, but cosmology, and that 
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the arrangement of lokiiyata theses in opposing pairs indi
cates that the brahmins used the rival cosmological theo
ries as topics of debate (Early Buddhist Theory of Knowledge, 
pp. 48-57). 

129 Jettha1Jl eta1Jl 10kiiyata1Jl. Spk glosses Mtha1Jl with pathamam 
and explains: "Lokiiyata is an inferior, tainted speculati;e 
view that appears great and deep" (mahanta1Jl gambhiran ti 
upatthita1Jl paritta1Jl sasava1Jl ditthigata1Jl; reading as in Se, 
which seems more reliable here than Be). 

130 Ekatta1Jl. Spk: He asks whether it has a permanent nature 
(niccasabhiiva); the first and third views are forms of the 
etemalist view (sassataditthi). 

131 Puthutta1Jl. Spk: This means a nature different from the 
previous nature; the second and fourth views are forms of 
the annihilationist view (ucchedaditthi). 

132 The bracketed passages here and below are enclosed in 
brackets in all three eds., with notes to the effect that they 
are not found in certain eds. (Se says they are not found in 
the Thai ed. or in Sinhalese mss). It is really necessary to 
exclude them, for if they are included nothing would dis
tinguish this sutta from the following one. Spk confirms 
this with its comment on 12:50 that this sutta differs from 
the preceding one only by stating the two methods together 
(dve naya ekato vutta), on which Spk-pt remarks: "This is 
said because the method stated in the ninth sutta, beginning 
'When there is consciousness, name-and-form comes to be,' 
is included by the method stated in the tenth sutta, beginning 
'When there is ignorance, volitional formations come to be.'" 

133 This vagga is entitled Dukkhavagga in Be and Se, but 
Rukkhavagga in Ee. 

134 Kittavata ... bhikkhu parivima1Jlsamano pariVima1Jlseyya sabbaso 
samma dukkhakkhayaya. Spk glosses parivima1Jlsamano with 
upaparikkhamano. 

135 Jaramarat:lanirodhasaruppagamini patipada. Spk: The way lead
ing on that is in conformity with the cessation of aging-and
death means the way leading on by its conformation with 
the cessation of aging-and-death, being similar (to cessa
tion) by reason of its undefiled nature, its purity. 

In the repetition series just below, Ee omits jati panaya1Jl 
kinnidana, no doubt an editorial oversight. 
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136 Spk: A meritorious volitional formation (pufifia1!l sankhiira1!l) is 
the thirteen kinds of volition (i.e., the volitions of the eight 
wholesome sense-sphere cittas and the five wholesome cit
tas of the form sphere; see n. 7). Consciousness fares on to the 
meritorious (pufifiupaga1!l hoti vififiarza1!l): the kammic con
sciousness becomes associated with a meritorious kamma, 
the resultant consciousness with the fruits of merit. A 
demeritorious volitional formation (apufifia1!l sankhara1!l) is the 
twelve kinds of volition (i.e., in the twelve unwholesome 
cittas; see n. 7) . An imperturbable volitional formation 
(anefija1!l sankhara1!l): the four kinds of volition (i.e., in the 
four wholesome cittas of the formless sphere). And here by 
mentioning the three kinds of kammic formations, the 
twelve-factored principle of conditionality is implied. To 
this extent the round of existence is shown. 

An analysis of these three types of volitional formations 
is at Vibh 135. At MN II 262-63 the Buddha explains in 
detail how vififiarza becomes anefijupaga. 

137 Paritassati clearly represents Skt paritr?yati, "to crave, to 
thirst for," and is connected etymologically with talJht'i. 
However, in Pali (and perhaps in MIA dialects generally) 
the verbal stem has become conflated with tasati = to fear, 
to tremble, and thus its noun derivatives such as paritas
sana and paritasita acquire the sense of nouns derived from 
tasati. This convergence of meanings, already evident in 
the Nikayas, is made explicit in the commentaries. I have 
tried to capture both nuances by rendering the verb "to be 
agitated" and the noun "agitation." 

Here Spk glosses na paritassati: "He is not agitated with 
the agitation of craving (talJhaparitassana) or the agitation of 
fear (bhayaparitassana); the meaning is, he does not crave 
and does not fear." Neither Spk nor Spk-p! comment on 
parinibbayati, but what is meant is obviously the attainment 
of kilesaparinibbana, the full quenching of defilements, on 
which see the General Introduction, pp. 49-50. On the ara
hant's reviewing knowledge, see I, n. 376. 

138 Spk: After the arahant's reviewing knowledge has been 
shown, this passage is stated to show his constant dwelling 
(satatavihara). The passage recurs, but with a different sim
ile, at 22:88, 36:7, 8, and 54:8. 
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139 Spk: A feeling terminating with the body (kayapariyantikam 
vedana1J1) is one delimited by the body (kayaparicchinna1J1);

'
a 

feeling terminating with life (jivitapariyantika1J1 vedana1J1) is 
one delimited by life. As long as the body with its five 
sense doors continues, the feelings occurring at the five 
sense doors continue; as long as life continues, the feelings 
occurring at the mind door continue. 

140 Spk: Will become cool right here (idh' eva '" sitibhavissanti): 
Right here, without having gone elsewhere by way of 
rebirth, they will become cool, subject to no further occur
rence, devoid of the palpitation and disturbance of their 
occurrence. 

141 The unusual use of the plural saririini here mirrors the 
unusual use of the plural kapilliini to mean potsherds. Spk 
glosses saririini as dhiitusaririini, bodily elements, which 
Spk-pt identifies as the bones (afthikakankala). Kapilla usu
ally means a pot or a bowl, but Spk says the plural here 
denotes potsherds bound together along with the rim. 

Spk elaborates the simile: The blazing potter's oven rep
resents the three realms of existence, the potter the medita
tor, and his rod the knowledge of the path of arahantship. 
The smooth piece of ground represents Nibbana. The time 
when the potter removes the hot clay pot from the oven 
and places it on the ground is like the time when the med
itator, having attained the supreme fruit of arahantship, 
removes his individual form from the four realms of mis
ery and places it on the surface of Nibbana by way of 
fruition attainment. Just as the hot clay pot (does not break 
up at once), so the arahant does not attain parinibbana on 
the same day he reaches arahantship. He lives on for fifty 
or sixty years, striving to sustain the Buddha's dispensa
tion. When he reaches his last thought-moment, with the 
breakup of the aggregates he attains parinibbana by the 
Nibbana element without residue. Then, as with the pot
sherds of the pot, only inanimate bodily remains are left 
behind. 

142 Spk: "Would a rebirth-consciousness (pa#sandhivififiiirza) be 

discerned?" 
143 Spk: "Just this is the end of the suffering of the round, its 

termination, that is, Nibbana." 
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144 Upiidiiniyesu dhammesu. Spk: In the phenomena of the three 
planes, which are the conditions for the four kinds of cling
ing. On upiidiiniyii dhammii, see 22:121, 35:110, 123, where 
clinging (upiidiina) is explained simply as desire and lust 
(chandariiga) for the things that can be clung to. 

145 Spk: The great bonfire represents the three realms of exis
tence; the man tending the fire, the blind worldling 
attached to the round. His casting of fuel into the fire is like 
the worldling who contemplates gratification, creating 
wholesome and unwholesome kamma through the six 
sense doors on account of craving. The increase of the bon
fire is like the blind worldling's repeated production of the 
suffering of the round by the accumulation of kamma. 

146 Spk: A benefactor might come along and teach the man 
how to extinguish the fire, and the man would follow his 
advice. The benefactor represents the Buddha; his advice, 
the explanation of a meditation subject and an exhortation 
to gain release from suffering. The time the man follows 
the instructions is like the time the meditator is sitting in an 
empty hut applying insight to the phenomena of the three 
planes. The time when the man has bathed and adorned 
himself and is sitting tranquil and happy represents the 
time when the meditator, having cleansed himself of 
defilements by the noble path, sits absorbed in the attain
ment of fruition having Nibbana as object. The time when 
the great bonfire is extinguished represents the time when 
the arahant's aggregates break up and he passes away into 
the Nibbana element without residue. 

147 Sa1!lyojaniyesu dhammesu. Spk: The conditions for the ten 
fetters. On "things that can fetter," see 22:120, 35:109, 122. 
Here too "the fetter" is explained simply as desire and lust. 

148 Spk: The great tree represents the round of existence with 
its three planes; the roots, the sense bases; the sending up 
of the sap through the roots, the building up of kamma 
through the six sense doors; the stability of the tree, the 
blind worldling's long continuation in saITlsara as he 
repeatedly sustains the round by building up kamma. 

149 Spk: The man wishing to destroy the great tree represents 
the meditator, his shovel (or axe) knowledge, the basket 
concentration. The time the tree is cut down at its root is 
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like the occasion when wisdom arises in the meditator as 
he attends to his meditation subject. The cutting of the tree 
into pieces is like attending to the body in brief by way of 
the four great elements; the splitting of the pieces is like 
attending to the body in detail in forty-two aspects 
(Vism 348-51; Ppn 11 :31-38); reducing the pieces to slivers 
is like the discernment of name-and-form by way of 
derived form and consciousness; cutting up the roots is 
like the search for the conditions of name-and-form. The 
time of burning the slivers is like the time when the medi
tator attains the supreme fruit (of arahantship). The col
lecting of the ashes is like the arahant's life up to the time 
of his parinibbana. The winnowing of the ashes, or their 
being carried away by the river, is like the stilling of the 
round when the arahant attains parinibbana by the 
Nibbana element without residue. 

150 Namarupassa avakkanti. Spk does not comment, but in the 
light of other suttas we might assume the statement to 
mean that the craving that underlies "contemplating grati
fication in things that can fetter" is the principal sustaining 
cause for the process of rebirth, which begins with "the 
descent of name-and-form." See in this connection 12:39, 
12:64, and n. 115. 

151 Vififia1.lassa avakkanti. At DN II 63,2-4 it is said that if con
sciousness were not to descend into the mother's womb, 
name-and-form would not take shape in the womb. The 
"descent of the embryo" (gabbhassavakkanti)-spoken of at 
MN I 265,35-266,6, II 156,29-157,3, and AN I 176,31-pre
sumably refers to the descent of the consciousness that ini
tiates conception. 

152 The opening of this sutta as far as "the nether world, 
saqtsara" is nearly identical with the opening of the 
Mahanidana Suttanta (DN No. 15), which differs only in 
including the aorist avaca. The present sutta is a composite, 
made up of the opening of the Mahanidana grafted on to 
the body of 12:55. Spk here incorporates the long opening 
of the commentary to the Mahanidana, for which see 
Bodhi, The Great Discourse on Causation, pp. 58-73. Spk, 
however, does not attempt to explain how the same open
ing could have such a different sequel. 
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153 Spk: Uninstructed (assutavii): devoid of learning, interroga
tion, and discrimination regarding the aggregates, elements, 
sense bases, conditionality, the establishments of mindful
ness, etc. Worldling (puthujjana) is a "many-being," so called 
because of generating many diverse defilements, etc. 
(puthilnal'J'l niinappakiiriinal'J'l kilesiidinal'J'l jananiidikiirmJehi 
puthujjano); and also because he is included among the 
many people (puthilnal'J'l janiinal'J'l antogadhattii), in number 
beyond reckoning, who are engaged in a low Dhamma 
contrary to the Dhamma of the noble ones. Or else puthu 
means "reckoned as separate"; the worldling is a person 
separated from the noble ones, who possess such qualities as 
virtue, learning, etc. (puthu vii ayal'J'l visul'J'l yeva sankhal'J'l gata; 
visal'J'lsattha silasutiidigUlJayuttehi ariyehi jano ti pu thujjano). 

This twofold etymology stems from a twofold under
standing of Pali puthu: as representing either Vedic P!thu = 
numerous, many; or P!thak = separate, distinct. The BHS 
form P!thagjana indicates a preference for the latter deriva
tion, though the Pilli commentators tend to take the former 
as primary. 

154 Cittal'J'l iti pi mana iti pi viiiiiiiIJal'J'l iti pi. Cpo DN I 21,21: Ya1!l 
... idal'J'l vuccati cittan ti vii mana ti vii viiiiiiiIJan ti vii. Spk says 
these are all names for the mind base (maniiyatana). 
Normally I render both citta and mana as "mind," but since 
English has only two words of common usage to denote 
the faculty of cognition-"mind" and "consciousness"
here I am compelled to use "mentality" as a makeshift for 
mano. While technically the three terms have the same 
denotation, in the Nikayas they are generally used in dis
tinct contexts. As a rough generalization, viiiiiiiIJa signifies 
the particularizing awareness through a sense faculty (as 
in the standard sixfold division of viiifiiiIJa into eye-con
sciousness, etc.) as well as the underlying stream of con
sciousness, which sustains personal continuity through a 
single life and threads together successive lives (empha
sized at 12:38-40). Mano serves as the third door of action 
(along with body and speech) and as the sixth internal 
sense base (along with the five physical sense bases); as the 
mind base it coordinates the data of the other five senses 
and also cognizes mental phenomena (dhammii), its own 
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special class of objects. Citta signifies mind as the centre of 
personal experience, as the subject of thought, volition, 
and emotion. It is citta that needs to be understood 
trained, and liberated. For a more detailed discussion, se� 
Hamilton, Identity and Experience, chap. 5. 

155 Spk: It is held to (ajjhosita) by being swallowed up by crav
ing; appropriated (mamayita) by being appropriated by crav
ing; and grasped (paramattha) by being grasped through 
views. "This is mine" (eta1!l mama): the grip of craving 
(taIJhilgaha); by this the 108 thoughts of craving are includ
ed (see AN II 212,31-213,2). "This I am" (eso 'ham asmi): the 
grip of conceit (managaha); by this the nine kinds of conceit 
are included (see I, n. 37). "This is my self" (eso me atta): the 
grip of views (ditthigaha); by this the sixty-two views are 
included (see DN I 12-38). 

156 Because this body ... is seen standing for a hundred years, or even 
longer. Spk: (Query:) Why does the Blessed One say this? 
Isn't it true that the physical form present in the first peri
od of life does not last through to the middle period, and 
the form present in the middle period does not last 
through to the last period? .. Isn't it true that formations 
break up right on the spot, stage by stage, section by sec
tion, just as sesamum seeds pop when thrown on a hot 
pan? (Reply:) This is true, but the body is said to endure for 
a long time in continuous sequence (paveIJivasena), just as a 
lamp is said to bum all night as a connected continuity 
(paveIJisambandhavasena) even though the flame ceases 
right where it bums without passing over to the next sec
tion of the wick. 

157 Spk: By day and by night (rattiya ca divasassa ca): This is a 
genitive in the locative sense, i.e., during the night and 
during the day. Arises as one thing and ceases as another 
(annadeva uppajjati, anna1!l nirujjhatl): The meaning is that 
(the mind) that arises and ceases during the day is other 
than (the mind) that arises and ceases during the night. 
The statement should not be taken to mean that one thing 
arises and something altogether different, which had not 

arisen, ceases. "Day and night" is said by way of continu

ity, taking a continuity of lesser duration than the previous 

one (i.e., the one stated for the body). But one citta is not 
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able to endure for a whole day or a whole night. Even in 
the time of a fingersnap many hundred thousand of kotis of 
cittas arise and cease (1 koti = 10 million). The simile of the 
monkey should be understood thus: The " grove of objects" 
is like the forest grove. The mind arising in the grove of 
objects is like the monkey wandering in the forest grove. 
The mind's taking hold of an object is like the monkey 
grabbing hold of a branch. Just as the monkey, roaming 
through the forest, leaves behind one branch and grabs 
hold of another, so the mind, roaming through the grove of 
objects, arises sometimes grasping hold of a visible object, 
sometimes a sound, sometimes the past, sometimes the 
present or future, sometimes an internal object, sometimes 
an external object. When the monkey does not find a (new) 
branch it does not descend and sit on the ground, but sits 
holding to a single leafy branch. So too, when the mind is 
roaming through the grove of objects, it cannot be said that 
it arises without holding to an object; rather, it arises hold
ing to an object of a single kind. 

It should be noted that neither the sutta nor the com
mentary interprets the monkey simile here as saying that 
the untrained mind is as restless as a monkey; the point, 
rather, is that the mind is always dependent on an object. 

158 Spk explains the order of this discourse thus: First, because 
these bhikkhus were excessively obsessed with form, the 
Buddha spoke as if it were improper to grasp form (because 
its growth and decline are seen) but not improper to grasp 
mind. Next (in the passage beginning, "It would be better 
to take as self the body") he speaks as if it were proper to 
grasp the body but improper to grasp the mind (because of 
its incessant change). Now, in the present passage, he 
speaks with the aim of removing their obsession with both 
body and mind. 

159 I read with Se and Ee niiniibhiivii vinikkhepii, as against Be 
niiniikatavinibbhogii. The simile recurs at 36:10 (IV 215,22�25) 
and 48:39 (V 212,21-24); in both places Be has the same read
ing as Se and Ee here. Spk: The sense base is like the lower 
fires tick, the object is like the upper fires tick, contact is like 
the friction of the two, and feeling is like the heat element. 

160 A translation of the long commentary to this sutta is 
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included in Nyanaponika, The Four Nutriments of Life. Spk 
explains that the Buddha spoke this discourse because the 
Bhikkhu Sangha was receiving abundant almsfood and 
other requisites, and the Buddha wanted to place before 
the bhikkhus "a mirror of the Dhamma for their self
control and restraint, so that, contemplating on it again 
and again, the bhikkhus of the future will make use of the 
four requisites only after due reflection." The opening 
paragraph is identical with that of 12:11. 

161 Spk: Edible food should be considered as similar to son's 
flesh by way of the ninefold repulsiveness: the repulsive
ness of having to go out for it, of having to seek it, of eat
ing it, of the bodily secretions, of the receptacle for the food 
(i.e., the stomach), of digestion and indigestion, of smear
ing, and of excretion. (For details see Vism 342-46; 
Ppn 11 :5-26; there ten aspects are mentioned, the addition
al one being "fruit," i.e., the repulsive parts of the body 
produced by food.) A bhikkhu should use his almsfood in 
the way the couple eat their son's flesh: without greed and 
desire, without pickiness, without gorging themselves, 
without selfishness, without delusion about what they are 
eating, without longing to eat such food again, without 
hoarding, without pride, without disdain, and without 
quarreling. 

162 Spk: When the nutriment edible food is fully understood: It is 
fully understood by these three kinds of full understand
ing: (i) the full understanding of the known (fiiitaparififiii); 
(ii) the full understanding by scrutinization (tira1}aparififiii); 
and (iii) the full understanding as abandonment (pahiina
parififiii). Therein, (i) a bhikkhu understands: "This nutri
ment edible food is 'form with nutritive essence as the 
eighth' (see n. 18) together with its base. This impinges on 
the tongue-sensitivity, which is dependent on the four 
great elements. Thus nutriment, tongue-sensitivity, and 
the four elements-these things are the form aggregate. 
The contact pentad (contact, feeling, perception, volition, 
consciousness) arisen in one who discerns this-these are 
the four mental aggregates. All these five aggregates are, in 
brief, name-and-form." Next he searches out the condi
tions for these phenomena and sees dependent origination 
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in direct and reverse order. By thus seeing name-and-form 
with its conditions as it actually is, the nutriment of edible 
food is fully understood by the full understanding of the 
known. (ii) Next he ascribes the three characteristics to that 
same name-and-form and explores it by way of the seven 
contemplations (of impermatlence, suffering, nonself, 
revulsion, dispassion, cessation� and relinquishment-see 
Vism 607; Ppn 20:4). Thus it is fully understood by the full 
understanding by scrutinization. (iii) It is fully understood by 
the full understanding as abandonment when it is fully under
stood by the path of nonretuming, which cuts off desire 
and lust for that same name-and-form. 

Lust for the five cords of sensual pleasure is fully understood: 
It is fully understood by (i) the singlefold full understanding 
(ekaparififiii), namely, that the craving for tastes arisen at the 
tongue door is the same craving that arises at all five sense 
doors; (ii) the comprehensive full understanding (sabba
parififiii), namely, that lust for all five cords of sensual 
pleasure arises even in regard to a single morsel of food 
placed in the bowl (for food stimulates desire in all five 
senses); (iii) the root full understanding (mulaparififiii), name
ly, that nutriment is the root for all five types of sensual 
lust, since sensual desire thrives when people are well fed. 

163 Spk: There is no fetter bound by which: This teaching is 
taken only as far as the path of nonretuming; but if one 
develops insight into the five aggregates by way of these 
same forms, etc., it is possible to explain it as far as ara
hantship. 

164 Spk: Just as a cow, seeing the danger of being eaten by the 
creatures living in the places she might be exposed to, 
would not wish to be honoured and venerated, or to be 
massaged, rubbed, given hot baths, etc., so a bhikkhu, see
ing the danger of being eaten by the defilement-creatures 
rooted in the nutriment contact, becomes desireless 
towards contact in the three planes of existence. 

165 Spk explains the full understanding of contact in the same 
way as for edible food, except that contact is taken as the 
starting point for the discernment of the five aggregates. 
When contact is fully understood the three feelings are fully 
understood because they are rooted in contact and associated 
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with it. The teaching by way of the nutriment contact is 
carried as far as arahantship. 

166 Spk: The charcoal pit represents the round of existence with 
its three planes; the man wanting to live, the foolish world
ling attached to the round; the two strong men, wholesome 
and unwholesome kamma. When they grab the man by 
both arms and drag him towards the pit, this is like the 
worldling's accumulation of kamma; for the accumulated 
kamma drags along a rebirth. The pain from falling into 
the charcoal pit is like the suffering of the round. 

167 Spk: The three kinds of craving are fully understood: The three 
kinds of craving are craving for sensual pleasures, craving 
for existence, and craving for extermination. They are fully 
understood because craving is the root of mental volition. 
Here too the teaching is carried as far as arahantship by 
way of mental volition. 

168 Spk: The king represents kamma; the criminal, the worldling; 
the three hundred spears, the rebirth-consciousness. The 
time the king gives his command is like the time the world
ling is driven towards rebirth by King Kamma. The pain 
from being struck by the spears is like the resultant suffer
ing in the course of existence once rebirth has taken place. 

169 Spk: Name-and-form is fully understood when conscious
ness is fully understood because it is rooted in conscious
ness and arises along with it. By way of consciousness too 
the teaching is carried as far as arahantship. 

170 Spk explains lust (raga), delight (nandi), and craving (tarzha) 
as synonyms for greed (lobha). Consciousness becomes estab·· 
lished there and comes to growth (patitthita1'J'l tattha viflfla':lQ1'J'l 
viru!ha1'J'l): having impelled a kamma, it "becomes estab
lished and comes to growth" through its ability to drag 
along a rebirth. On the establishing of consciousness, see 
12:38 and n. 112, and on the descent of name-and-form, 
12:39 and n. 115. 

171 Spk: Wherever (yattha) is a locative referring to the round of 
existence with its three planes. Or else, in all instances, this 
locative is used with reference to the correlative term in the 
preceding phrase. [Spk-pt: This locative expression yattha 
. . .  tattha is used with reference to each preceding phrase, 
which is its sphere of application.] 
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172 Atthi tattha saflkhariina1?l vuddhi. Spk: This is said with ref
erence to the volitional formations that are the cause of a 
future round of existence for one abiding in the present 
round of results. 

The variation here on the usual sequence is very inter
esting. When "the growth of volitional formations" is 
placed between name-and-form and future existence, this 
implies that the expression corresponds to three critical 
terms of the standard formula-craving, clinging, and 
(kamma-)existence-with iiyati1?l punabbhaviibhinibbatti sig
nifying the process of entering the new existence. 

173 Spk: The painter represents kamma with its adjuncts [Spk
pt: craving and ignorance, and time and destination, etc.]; 
the panel, wall, or canvas represents the round with its 
three realms. As the painter creates a figure on the panel, 
so kamma with its adjuncts creates a form in the realms ot 
existence. As the figure created by an unskilled painter is 
ugly, deformed, and disagreeable, so the kamma per
formed with a mind dissociated from knowledge gives rise 
to an ugly, deformed, disagreeable figure. But as the figure 
created by a skilled painter is beautiful and well shaped, so 
the kamma performed with a mind associated with knowl
edge gives rise to a beautiful and comely figure. 

174 Spk: The kamma of the arahant is similar to the sunbeam. 
However, the sunbeam does exist, but because there is no 
place for it to settle it is said to be unestablished (appatitfhitii). 
But the arahant's kamma is said to be unestablished because 
it is nonexistent. Although he has a body, etc., no wholesome 
or unwholesome kamma is thereby created. His deeds are 
merely functional, not productive of results (kiriyamatte 
!hatvii avipiika1?l hott). In this connection, see 12:25 and n. 81. 

lt should be noted that Spk explains the statement that 
the arahant's consciousness is unestablished to mean that 
his kamma is unestablished. This seems too free an inter
pretation. Nevertheless, I think it would be wrong to inter
pret the sutta as saying that after his parinibbana the ara
hant's consciousness persists in some mode that can only be 
described as unestablished. The present passage is clearly 
speaking of the arahant's consciousness while he is alive. Its 
purport is not that an "unestablished consciousness" 
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remains after the arahant's parinibbana, but that his con
sciousness, being devoid of lust, does not "become estab
lished in" the four nutriments in any way that might gen
erate a future existence. 

175 Opening as at 12:10. 
176 Dependent origination is formulated in identical terms in 

the account of the Buddha Vipassi's enlightenment at 
DN II 32,22-30. For the Buddha's explanation of the mutual 
dependency of consciousness and name-and-form, see 
DN II 62,38-63,26. A translation of the detailed explanation 
at Sv II 501-3 with excerpts from Sv-pt can be found in 
Bodhi, The Great Discourse on Causation, pp. 84-89. See too 
below 12:67. 

Spk: When there is name-and-form, consciousness comes to 
be: Here it should be said, "When there are volitional for
mations, consciousness comes to be," and "When there is 
ignorance, volitional formations come to be." .But neither is 
mentioned. Why not? Because ignorance and volitional 
formations belong to a third existence and this insight is 
not connected with them (avijjiismikhiirii hi tatiyo bhavo, tehi 
saddhiJ?1 ayaJ?1 vipassanii na ghatiyati). For the Great Man (the 
Bodhisatta) undertakes insight by way of the present five
constituent existence (paiicavokiirabhava, i.e., existence 
where all five aggregates are present). 

(Query:) Isn't it true that one cannot become enlightened 
as long as ignorance and volitional formations are unseen? 
(Reply:) True, one cannot. But these are seen by way of 
craving, clinging, and existence. If a man pursuing a lizard 
has seen it enter a pit, he would descend, dig up the place 
where it entered, catch it, and depart; he wouldn't dig up 
some other place where the lizard can't be found. Similarly, 
when the Great Man was sitting on the seat of enlighten
ment, he searched for the conditions beginning with aging
and-death. Having traced the conditions for the phenomena 
back to name-and-form, he searched for its condition too 
and saw it to be consciousness. Then, realizing "So much is 
the range of exploration by way of five-constituent exis
tence," he reversed his insight (vipassanaJ?1 patinivattesi). 
Beyond this there is still the pair, ignorance and volitional 

formations, which are like the unbroken region of the 
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empty pit. But because they have been included by insight 
earlier (under craving, etc.?), they do not undergo explo
ration separately; hence he does not mention them. 

177 This consciousness turns back (paccudiivattati kho idarrz 
vififiiilJiirrz). Spk: What is the consciousness that turns back 
here? The rebirth-consciousness and the insight-conscious
ness. Rebirth-consciousness turns back from its condition, 
insight-consciousness from its object. Neither overcomes 
name-and-form, goes further than name-and-form. 

Spk-p!: From its condition: Rebirth-consciousness turns 
back from volitional formations-the special cause for con
sciousness-which has not been mentioned; it does not 
turn back from all conditions, as name-and-form is stated 
as the condition for consciousness. From its object: from 
ignorance and volitional formations as object, or from the 
past existence as object. 

It it possible the Bodhisatta had been seeking a self of the 
Upani�adic type, a self-subsistent subject consisting of 
pure consciousness that requires nothing but itself in order 
to exist. His discovery that consciousness is invariably 
dependent on name-and-form would have disclosed to 
him the futility of such a quest and thereby shown that 
even consciousness, the subtlest basis for the sense of self 
(see 12:61), is conditioned and thus marked by imperma
nence, suffering, and selflessness. 

178 Spk: To this extent one may be born (ettiivatii jiiyetha vii), etc.: 
With consciousness as a condition for name-and-form, and 
with name-and-form as a condition for consciousness, to 
this extent one may be born and undergo rebirth. What is 
there beyond this that can be born or undergo rebirth? Isn't 
it just this that is born and undergoes rebirth? 

Spk-p!: To this extent: that is, by the occurrence of con
sciousness and name-and-form mutually supporting one 
another. One may be born and undergo rebirth: Though the 
expression If A being is born and undergoes rebirth" is 
used, there is nothing that serves as the referent of the des
ignation "a being" apart from consciousness and name
and-form. Hence the commentator says, "What is there 
beyond this?" Just this (etadeva): namely, the pair con
sciousness and name-and-form. 
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It might be noted that jayetha, jiyetha, etc., are middle
voice optatives in the third person singular. At KS 2:73, 
C.Rh.O seems to have mistaken them for second person 
plural optatives in the active voice, while at LOB, pp. 211, 

226, Walshe has used a roundabout rendering, presumably 
to avoid having to identify the forms. For a detailed dis
cussion of the mutual conditionality of consciousness and 
name-and-form, see Bodhi, The Great Discourse on 
Causation, pp. 18-22. 

179 The mutual cessation of consciousness and name-and
form is also found in the version at ON II 34,21-35,13. Spk 
does not comment on the expression "I have discovered 
the path to enlightenment" (adhigato kho myaya1fl maggo 
bodhaya), but the corresponding passage of ON is com
mented upon at Sv II 461,5-8 thus: "Path: the path of 
insight. To enlightenment: for the awakening to the Four 
Noble Truths, or for the awakening to Nibbana. Further, 
enlightenment is so called because it becomes enlightened 
(bujjhati ti bodhi); this is a name for the noble path. What is 
meant is (that he has discovered the path) for the sake of 
that. For the noble path is rooted in the path of insight. 
Now, making that path explicit, he says, 'With the cessa
tion of name-and-form,' and so forth." 

This explanation hinges upon the distinction (only 
implicit in the Nikayas) between the mundane preliminary 
portion of the path (pubbabhagapatipada), which is the "path 
of insight," and the noble supramundane path (lokuttara
magga), which directly realizes Nibbana. Since the supra
mundane path is identical with enlightenment, the com
mentary holds that "the path to enlightenment" the 
Bodhisatta discovered must be the mundane path of insight. 
In the ON version, having discovered the path to enlight
enment, the Bodhisatta Vipassi continues to contemplate 
the rise and fall of the five aggregates, as a result of which 
"his mind was liberated from the taints by not clinging." 

180 Spk elaborates minutely upon the parable of the ancient 

city and then draws extensive correspondences between 
the elements of the parable and their counterparts in the 
Ohamma. 

181 At this point smikhara, omitted earlier, are finally introduced, 
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and avijjii, their condition, is implied by the mention of 
"their origin." 

182 This passage is also at 51:10 (V 262,9-14). I follow Spk in its 
explanation of yiiva devamanussehi suppakasita1Jl. The point 
is that, despite the use of the instrumental form -ehi, the 
Dhamma is not proclaimed by devas and humans, but 
"throughout the region (inhabited) by devas and humans 
in the ten-thousandfold galaxy, within this extent it is well 
proclaimed, well taught, by the Tathiigata" (yiiva dasasahassa
cakkavii!e devamanussehi paricchedo atthi, etasmi1Jl antare sup
pakasita1Jl sudesita1Jl tathiigatena). It is possible -ehi here is a 

vestigial Eastern locative plural; see Geiger, Piili Grammar, 
§80.3. 

183 Spk: Why did he address the bhikkhus? Because a subtle 
Dhamma discourse, one stamped with the three character
istics, had presented itself to him. In this country (the Kuru 
country), it is said, the people had good roots [Spk-pt: sup
porting conditions for achievement of the noble Dhamma] 
and were wise [Spk-pt: with the wisdom of a three-rooted 
rebirth-consciousness and pragmatic wisdom]. They were 
capable of penetrating a deep Dhamma talk stamped with 
the three characteristics. Therefore the Buddha taught here 
the two SatipaHhana Suttas (DN No. 22, MN No. 10), the 
Mahanidana Sutta (DN No. 15), the Anefijasappaya Sutta 
(MN No. 106), the Cii!anidana Sutta (12:60), and other 
deep suttas. 

184 Sammasatha no tumhe bhikkhave antara1Jl sammasan ti. Spk 
explains "inward exploration" as internal exploration of 
conditions (abbhantara1Jl paccayasammasana1Jl). In the 
exegetical literature, sammasana-fiii1Ja is a technical term for 
the comprehension of the five aggregates by way of the 
three characteristics (see Paps I 53-54, quoted at Vism 607-8; 
Ppn 20:6-20). Here, however, sammasana is used in a sense 
that comes closer to the exegetical notion of paccaya
pariggaha, "discernment of conditions," as at Vism 598-600; 
Ppn 19:1-13. 

185 Spk: The Blessed One wanted him to ar.swer by way of 
conditionality, but he could not grasp the Master's intention 
and answered by way of the thirty-two aspects (of bodily 
foulness). 
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186 As at 12:51, but with a different sequel. I read with Be idam 
kho dukkharJ1 kirJ1nidanarJ1. Ee here is unsatisfactory. 

. 

187 Ida1Jl kho dukkharJ1 upadhinidana1Jl, etc. Spk: It has its source 
in "acquisition as the aggregates" (khandhupadhinidanarJ1); 
for here the five aggregates are intended by "acquisition." 
On upadhi, see I, n. 21. The standard exegetical analysis of 
upadhi is fourfold: as defilements, aggregates, sensual pleas
ures, and volitional formations. As upadhi is conditioned 
by taflhii, one might contend that here upadhi is synony
mous with upadana. Spk, however, does not endorse this 
interpretation, and the fact that upadhi is declared the basis 
for aging-and-death and the other types of suffering sup
ports Spk's gloss khandhupadhi. Possibly a double meaning 
is intended: upadhi as the aggregates is the immediate con
dition for aging-and-death, while upadhi as equivalent to 
upadana is the remote condition for existence and birth, 
which in tum is the remote condition for aging-and-death. 
On upadhi as the origin of suffering, see Sn p. 141,7-8: yarJ1 
kinei dukkharJ1 sambhoti sabbarJ1 upadhipaeeaya. 

188 Upadhinirodhasaruppagamini patipada. As at 12:51; see n. 135. 
189 For a more elaborate treatment, see the Mahasatipatthana 

Sutta, ON II 308,6-309,11. 
190 The same simile, but with slight differences in wording, is 

at MN I 316,10-23. 
191 Spk: The bronze cup of beverage represents worldly 

objects of a pleasant and agreeable nature. The man 
oppressed by the heat represents the worldling attached to 
the round; the man who invites him to drink, the people 
who invite the worldling to enjoy objects in the world with 
a pleasant and agreeable nature. The man in charge of the 
drink, who explains its virtues and dangers, is like a spiri
tual friend, one's preceptor, teacher, etc., who explains the 
gratification and danger in the five cords of sensual pleas
ure. Just as the man in the simile suddenly, without reflec
tion, drinks the beverage and meets death or deadly suf
fering, so the worldling, eager to enjoy sensual pleasures, 
spurns the advice of his preceptor and teacher, gives up 
the training, and reverts to the lower life. There he commits 
a crime and is punished by the king, and in the next life he 
experiences great suffering in the four realms of misery. 
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192 Spk: In the counterpart, the man oppressed by the heat rep
resents the meditator at the time he is still attached to the 
round. When he reflects, rejects the beverage, and dispels 
his thirst with some other drink, this is like the bhikkhu's 
abiding by the advice of his preceptor and teacher, guard· 
ing the sense doors, gradually developing insight, and 
attaining the fruit of arahantship. The other four beverages 
are like the four paths. As the man dispels his thirst with 
the other four beverages and goes happily wherever hE' 
wants, so the arahant, having drunk of the four paths, dis
pels craving and goes to the region of Nibbana. 

193 Mahakotthita was the foremost disciple in the analytical 
know ledges (patisambhida). He often appears in dialogue 
with Sariputta. As C.Rh.D remarks (KS 2:79, n. I), since 
both elders were arahants it is likely these dialogues were 
intended as "lessons" for their students rather than as gen
uine inquiries. 

194 The underlying presuppositions of the four alt�rnatives 
are eternalism, annihilationism, partial-eternalism, and 
fortuitous origination; see n. 37. 

195 On the reciprocal conditionality of consciousness and 
name-and-form, see 12:65. 

196 Cpo 12:16. Spk: On thirty-six grounds: for thirty-six reasons, 
obtained by taking three cases in relation to each of the 
twelve terms. The first is the quality of being a speaker on 
the Dhamma, the second the practice, the third the fruit of 
the practice. By the first method the excellence of the teach
ing is discussed, by the second the plane of the trainee 
(sekha), by the third the plane of the arahant (asekha, one 
beyond training). 

197 Spk does not identify these elders. Savi��ha appears at 
AN 1 118-19, Narada at AN III 57-62. 

198 These five grounds for the acceptance of a thesis recur at 
35:153 and are examined critically by the Buddha at 
MN II 170,26-171,25; see too MN II 218,15-21. Here they are 
being contrasted with personal knowledge (paccattameva 
rri1lJa). For a detailed discussion, see Jayatilleke, Early 
Buddhist Theory of Knowledge, pp. 182-88, 274-76. 

Spk: One person accepts something through faith 
(saddhii) by placing faith in another and accepting what he 
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says as true. Another accepts something through personal 
preference (ruci) when he approves of some thesis by reflect
ing on it and then takes it to be true. One accepts a thesis 
by oral tradition (anussava) when one thinks: "This has come 
down from ancient times by oral tradition, so it must be 
true." For another, as he thinks, a certain thesis appears 
valid, and he concludes, "So it is": he accepts it by reasoned 
reflection (iikaraparivitakka). (Jayatilleke discusses iikiira as 
meaning "reason" at p. 274.) In the fifth case, as one 
reflects, a view arises by pondering some hypothesis; this 
is acceptance of a view after pondering it (ditfhinijjhiinakkhanti). 

199 Bhavanirodho nibbiinaJp. Spk: Nibbana is the cessation of the 
five aggregates. 

200 Spk: The elder Musila was an arahant, but without saying 
whether or not it was so he just kept silent. 

201 Spk: Why did he speak up? It is said that he reflected thus: 
"This proposition-'Nibbana is the cessation of exis
tence' -can be understood even by trainees. But this elder 
(Savittha) places that one (Musila) on the plane of the ara
hant. I will make him understand this matter correctly." 

202 Spk: Clearly seen ... with correct wisdom: clearly seen with 
path wisdom together with insight. I am not an arahant: he 
indicates this because he stands oil the path of nonretum
ing. But his knowledge that "Nibbana is the cessation of 
existence" is a type of reviewing knowledge (paccavek
kha1Jafiii1Ja) apart from the nineteen (regular) types of 
reviewing knowledge (see Vism 676; Ppn 22:19-21). 

203 Na ca kayena phusitvii vihareyya, lit. "but he would not dwell 
having contacted it with the body." Spk glosses: "He 
would not be able to draw out the water." 

204 Spk: The seeing of water in the well represents the seeing 
of Nibbana by the nonretumer. The man afflicted by heat 
represents the nonretumer; the water bucket, the path of 
arahantship. As the man oppressed by heat sees water in 
the well, the nonretumer knows by reviewing knowledge, 
"There exists a breakthrough to the path of arahantship" 
(reading with Se arahattaphaliibhisamaya). But as the man 
lacking the bucket cannot draw out the water and touch it 
with the body, s6 the nonretumer, lacking the path of ara
hantship, cannot sit down and become absorbed in the 
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�ttainment of the fruit of arahantship, which has Nibbana 
as its object. 

It would be a misunderstanding of Narada's reply to 
take it as a rejoinder to Musila's tacit claim that he is an 
arahant (the interpretation adopted by Gombrich, How 
Buddhism Began, pp. 128-29). The point is not that Musila 
was unjustified in consenting to that titl�, but that Savittha 
drew an incorrect inference, for he held the wrong belief 
that the defining mark of an arahant is the understanding 
of dependent origination and the nature of Nibbana. This 
understanding, rather, is common property of the trainee 
and the arahant. What distinguishes the arahant from the 
trainee is not his insight into dependent origination (and 
other principles of the Dhamma) but the fact that he has 
used this insight to eradicate all defilements and has there
by gained access to a unique meditative state (called in the 
commentaries arahattaphalasamapatti, the fruition attainment 
of arahantship) in which he can dwell "touching the death
less element with his body." At 48:53, too, the expression 
kiiyena phusitva viharati highlights the essential difference 
between the sekha and the asekha; see V, n. 238. For parallel 
texts on the difference between the stream-enterer and the 
arahant, see 22:109-110 (stated in terms of the five aggre
gates) and 48:2-5, 26-27, 32-33 (in terms of the faculties). 

205 In all three eds. the question begins with eva1J1vadi tva1J1 and 
the reply with eva1J1Vadaha1J1. However, since it was Narada 
who just spoke, it seems we should read the question por
tion as eva1J1vadi1J1 tva1J1 and resolve eva1J1vadaha1J1 in the 
reply into eva1J1vadi1J1 aha1J1. Neither Spk nor Spk-pt offers 
any help here, but a note in Be of the text suggests this 
amendation. The Ee reading of a parallel passage at 55:23 
(V 374,24-27) has the reading I prefer, though there Be and 
Se have the same reading as here. At MN 11 214,14 foil. we 
find eva1J1vadaha1J1 in a context where it would have to be 
resolved as an accusative plural, eva1J1vadino (nigat:Lthe) 
aha1J1, which further supports my proposal regarding the 
present passage. 

206 This sutta is discussed in relation to its Chinese counter
part by Gombrich, How Buddhism Began, pp. 123-27. 

Spk: Susima had approached the Venerable Ananda, 
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thinking, "He is the most learned disciple, and also the 
Teacher frequently reports to him the Dhamma he has spo
ken on various occasions; under him I will be able to learn 
the Dhamma quickly." Ananda brought him to the 
Buddha because he knew that Susima had been a teacher 
in his own right and he was apprehensive that after going 
forth he might try to bring discredit to the Dispensation. 
The Buddha understood that Susima's motive in taking 
ordination was "theft of the Dharnrna," which made his 
entry into the Dispensation impure, but he foresaw that 
Susima would shortly undergo a change of heart and 
attain arahantship. Hence he instructed Ananda to give 
him the going forth. 

It is puzzling that here, when it was most necessary to 
do so, the Buddha makes no mention of the probationary 
period normally imposed on wanderers of other sects who 
wish to enter the Buddhist order; perhaps the Buddha had 
foreseen that Susima would have been discouraged by 
such a stipulation and would not have applied for admis
sion, thus losing the chance to gain liberation. 

207 Spk: Those bhikkhus, having received a meditation subject 
from the Teacher, entered upon the three-month rains res
idence, and during the rains, striving and struggling, they 
attained arahantship. At the end of the rains they went to 
the Teacher and informed him of their attainment. When 
Susima heard about this he thought: "Final knowledge 
(anna) must be the supreme standard in this Dispensation, 
the essential personal transmission of the teacher (paramap
pama?1a1Jl sarabhiitii acariyamutthi, lit. 'teacher's fist'). Let me 
inquire and find out about it." Therefore he approached 
those bhikkhus. 

The stock description of the five abhinnas that follows is 

commented upon in detail in Vism, chaps. 12 and 13. 
208 Spk-pt: The formless jhanas and deliverance from percep

tion (aruppajjhana-sannavimokkha). 
209 The text enclosed in brackets in Ee should be deleted and 

the question read as in Be and Se thus: Ettha dani ayasman
to idan ca veyyakara?1a1Jl imesan ca dhammana1Jl asamapatti, 
ida1Jl no avuso kathan ti. I take the no to be merely an inter

rogative particle (= nu). 
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210 Paiiiiiivimuttii kho maya1Jl iivuso Susima. Spk: He shows: 
"Friend, we are without jhana, dry-insighters, liberated 
simply by wisdom" (iivuso maya1Jl nijjhiinakii sukkhavipas
sakii paiiiiiimatten' eva vimuttii). Spk-p!: Liberated simply by 
wisdom: not both-ways-liberated (na ubhatobhiigavimuttii). 

While Spk seems to be saying that those bhikkhus did 
not have any jhiinas, the sutta itself establishes only that 
they lacked the abhiiiiiiis and iiruppas; nothing is said about 

. whether or not they had achieved the four jhanas. It is sig
nificant that Susima's questions do not extend to the 
jhanas, and it is even possible (though contrary to the com
mentaries) that nijjhiinaka should be understood, not as the 
deprivative "without jhana," but as an agent noun from 
nijjhiina, pondering, hence "ponderers." In any case, the 
sutta goes no further than to distinguish the paiifiiivimutta 
arahant from other arahants who have the six abhififiiis and 
the formless attainments, and thus it offers nothing radi
cally different from the Nikayas as a whole. 

The commentaries explain the paiifiavimutta arahant to 
be of five kinds: those who attain one or another of the four 
jhanas, and the "dry-insighter" (sukkhavipassaka) who lacks 
mundane jhana but still has the supramundane jhana 
inseparable from the noble path (see Sv II 512,19-28). On the 
contrast between pafifiiivimutta and ubhatobhiigavimutta ara
hants, see MN I 477-78; Pp 14, 190-9l. 

211 Pubbe kho Susima dhammatthitifiii1}a1Jl, pacchii nibbiine fiii1}a1Jl. 
Spk: Insight knowledge is "knowledge of the stability of 
the Dhamma," which arises first. At the end of the course 
of insight, path knowledge arises; that is "knowledge of 
Nibbana," which arises later. Spk-p!: The "stability of the 
Dhamma" is the stableness of phenomena, their intrinsic 
nature (dhammana1Jl thitata ta1Jlsabhiivatii): namely, imper
manence, suffering, nonself. Knowledge of that is "knowl
edge of the stability of the Dhamma. "  See too n. 51, n. 105. 
A chapter on dhammatthitifiii1}a is at Pa!is I 50-52, where it 
is explained as the knowledge of the relations between 
each pair of factors in paticca-samuppiida. 

212 Spk: Why is this said? For the purpose of showing the aris
ing of knowledge thus even without concentration. This is 
what is meant: "Susima, the path and fruit are not the issue 
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of concentration (samiidhinissanda), nor the advantage 

brought about by concentration (samiidhi-iinisaf!lSii), nor the 
outcome of concentration (samiidhinipphatti). They are the 
issue of insight (vipassanii), the advantage brought about 
by insight, the outcome of insight. Therefore, whether you 

understand or not, first comes knowledge of the stability of 
the Dhamma, afterwards knowledge of Nibbana." 

Spk-pt: Even without concentration (vinii pi samiidhif!l): 
even without previously established (concentration) that 
has acquired the characteristic of serenity (samatha
lakkhalJappattaf!l); this is said referring to one who takes the 

vehicle of insight (vipassaniiyiinika). 
If understood on its own terms, the text establishes only 

that arahantship can be attained without the supernormal 

powers and the formless attainments. Read in the light of 
Spk and Spk-pt, it may be seen to affirm the existence of a 
"vehicle of bare insight" which begins directly with mind
ful contemplation of mental and physical phenomena, 
without depending on a base of concentration by means of 
the jhanas or acceSs concentration (upacarasamadhi). Though 

the suttas themselves say nothing about a system of bare 
insight meditation, some contemporary teachers regard 
the Satipatthana Sutta as propounding such a method and 
appeal to Spk and Spk-pt for additional support. 

213 Spk: Having known him to be capable of penetration, the 
Buddha speaks thus giving a Dhamma teaching with three 
turns, at the conclusion of which the elder attained ara
hantship. Spk-pt: The "three turns" (teparivaftaf!l) are by 

way of the turning over of the three characteristics in rela
tion to the five aggregates. 

The catechism on the three characteristics reCurs 
throughout the Khandha-saqtyutta, as at 22:49, 59, 79, 80, 
82, etc. 

214 Spk: This query is started in order to make it evident that 
those bhikkhus were dry-insighters without jhana (or: 
"dry-insight ponderers"). This is the purport here: "You 
are not the only dry-insighter without jhana; those 
bhikkhus were also such." 

215 Dhammatthenaka. The formula for confession and pardon is 
also at 16:6 (II 205,10-16). 
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216 Antarapeyyiila. As the preceding section contains twelve 
suttas by way of the twelve factors of the formula, so each 
of the following suttas can be divided into twelve. Spk says 
these were all spoken by way of the inclinations of the per
sons to be guided and enlightened according to their dif
ferent inclinations (sabbe pi tathil tatha bujjhanakana1J1 
veneyyapuggalana1J1 ajjhasayavasena vuttii). 

217 Spk: Whether it be the Buddha or a disciple, the one in 
dependence upon whom one gains path knowledge is 
called a teacher (satthii, a word usually reserved for the 
Buddha); he should be sought for. 

13 Abhisamayasa1J1yutta 

218 The expression ditthisampanna denotes one who has seen 
the truth of the Dhamma, beginning with the sotapanna. See 
the closing paragraph of 12:27, etc. MN III 64,16-65,12, and 
AN III 438-40 list various qualities of the ditthisampanna, 
e.g., being incapable of regarding any formation as perma
nent, etc., being incapable of parricide and matricide, etc. 
Spk glosses abhisametiivino: "for one who abides having 
made the breakthrough to the noble truths by means of 
wisdom" (paiiiiaya ariyasaccani abhisametva thitassa). On 
abhisamaya, see n. 13. 

Spk: What is the suffering that has been destroyed? That 
which might have arisen if the first path had not been 
developed. The suffering that might have arisen in the 
plane of misery during the next seven existences, and that 
which might have arisen anywhere at all beginning with 
the eighth rebirth-all that has been destroyed. 

219 Both dhammiibhisamaya and dhammacakkhupa[iliibha signify 
the attainment of stream-entry. On the benefit of stream
entry, see Dhp 178. 

220 The yojana is a measure of distance roughly equal to ten 
kilometers. Spk explains kiikapeyya (lit. "crow-drinkable") 
thus: "So that it is possible for a crow, standing on the 
bank, to drink from it naturally by inserting its beak." 

221 According to early Buddhist cosmology, Sineru is the 
mountain at the centre of our world-sphere; the word is the 
Pali counterpart of the better known Skt Meru. For a fuller 
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picture of Buddhist cosmology, see Vism 205-7 (Ppn 7:40-44), 
and Ppn 7: n. 15. 

222 Note that the ending here is different from the stock end

ing in the preceding suUas. 

14. Dhatusa1J1yutta 

223 Spk: Diversity of elements: the diversified intrinsic nature of 
phenomena, which gain the name "elements" in the sense 
that they have an intrinsic nature consisting in their empti
ness and absence of a being (nissattattha-sunnatattha
sankhi'itena sabhavatthena dhatii ti laddhanamana1J1 dhamma�am 
nanasabhavo dhatunanattalJl). 

. 

224 Spk: The eye element is eye-sensitivity (cakkhupasada), the 

form element is the form object; the eye-consciousness element 
is the mind based on eye-sensitivity (cakkhupasada
va.tthukalJl cittalJl). The other four sense elements, their 
objects, and states of consciousness are explained in the 
same way, with the appropriate changes. The mind element 
(manodhatu) is the threefold mind element [Spk-pt: the two 
receiving (sampaticchana) mind elements and the functional 
mind element [= the five-door adverting ciUa] . The mental
phenomena element (dhammadhatu) is the three aggregates
feeling, (perception, and volitional formations)-subtle 
form, and Nibbana. The mind-consciousness element is all 
mind-consciousness [Spk-pt: of seventy-six types]. 

Precise formal definitions of the elements are not to be 
found in the Nikayas. Perhaps the oldest canonical source 
for the definitions of the eighteen elements is Vibh 87-90. 
This comes in the Abhidhamma-bhajaniya only, which 
implies that the compilers of Vibh considered the eighteen 
elements a proper Abhidhamma category rather than one 
pertaining to the suttas. Discussion from the commentarial 
standpoint is at Vism 484-90 (Ppn 15:17-43) and Vibh-a 
76-82. 

The "sensitivities" (pasada) are types of material phe
nomena, located in the gross sense organs, that are espe
cially receptive to the appropriate types of sense objects. 
Both Vibh-a and Vism frame their explanations on the 

basis of the Abhidhamma theory of the cognitive process, 
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which, though articulated as such only in the commen
taries, already seems to underlie the classification of cittas 
in the Abhidhamma Pitaka. This scheme, however, is clear
ly later than the Nikayas, and Spk's attempts to reconcile 
the two standpoints sometimes seems contrived. 

The five lypes of �ense consciousness are the cittas that 
exercise the rudimentary function of bare cognition of the 
sense object. Of the three mind elements, the "functional" 
(kiriya) is the first citta in the process, which merely adverts 
to the object, and hence is called the five-door adverting 
consciousness (paficadviiriivajjana-citta). This is followed by 
the appropriate sense consciousness (eye-consciousness, 
etc.), a kammically resultant citta which may be either 
wholesome-resultant or unwholesome-resultant; hence the 
fivefold sense consciousness becomes tenfold. Next comes 
the receiving consciousness (sampaficchana-citta), which 
"picks up" the object for further scrutiny; this is a "mind 
element" and is either wholesome-resultant or unwhole
some-resultant. Following this, an investigating conscious
ness (santirarza-citta) arises, a wholesome-resultant or 
unwholesome-resultant citta which investigates the object; 
then a determining consciousness (votthapana-citta), a func
tional citta which defines the object; and then comes a 
string of cittas called javana, which constitute either a 
wholesome or an unwholesome response to the object (or, 
in the case of the arahant, a merely "functional" response). 
This may be followed by a registration consciousness 
(tadiirammarza), a resultant citta which records the impres
sion of the object on the mental continuum. All the cittas 
from the investigating consciousness onwards are mind
consciousness element, which is of seventy-six types. In 
the mind door the process is somewhat different: it begins 
with a mind-door adverting consciousness (manodviiravaj
jana-citta), followed immediately by the string of javanas. 
For details, see CMA 1:8-10, 4:1-23. 

The mental-phenomena element (dhammadhatu) is not 
necessarily the object of mind-consciousness element, as 
one might suppose it to be by analogy with the other senses. 
Along with the object of mind-consciousness it includes all 
feeling, perception, and volitional factors that accompan) 
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consciousness in the process of cognition. Thus it belongs 
as much to the subjective pole of the cognitive act as to the 
objective pole. See particularly CMA, Table 7.4. 

225 Spk: Eye-contact, etc., are associated with eye-conscious_ 
ness, etc. Mind-contact is that associated with the first 
javana in the mind door; therefore when it is said, in depend
ence on the mind element there arises mind contact, this means 
that the contact of the first javana arises in dependence on 
the functional mind-consciousness element, i.e., the mind
door adverting citta. 

On javana, see CMA 3:9, 4:12-16, and on the mind-door 
adverting ciUa, see CMA 1:10, 3:9. 

226 Since, according to the Abhidhamma scheme of condition
al relations, the mind element and its concomitant contact 
are mutually dependent, Spk is compelled to explain these 
terms in a way that does not place the sutta in contradic
tion with the Abhidhamma. Hence Spk says: "The func
tional mind-consciousness element with the function of 
adverting (i.e., the mind-door adverting citta) does not 
arise in dependence on the contact associated with the first 
javana in the mind door (which occurs subsequent to it)." 

227 Spk: Perception of form (riipasafifiii): the perception associated 
with eye-consciousness. Intention regarding form (rupa
sarikappa): the intention associated with three cittas-the 
receiving, (investigating, and determining cittas). Desire for 
form (rupacchanda): desire in the sense of desirousness for 
form. Passion for form (rupaparifiiha): passion (lit. "fever") in 
the sense of a burning in regard to form [Spk-pt: for the fire 
of lust, etc., has the function of "burning up" its own sup
port]. The quest for form (rupapariyesanii): searching in order 
to obtain that form, having taken along one's friends and 
comrades. Passion and the quest are found in different 
javana processes (so that passion can become an antecedent 
condition for the quest). 

228 Ee should be corrected to read: no sarikappaniinattal'J'l paticca 
uppajjati safifiiiniinattal'J'l; no safifiiiniinattal'J'l paticca uppajjati 
dhiituniinattal'J'l. 

229 Text enclosed in brackets is found in Ee and Se, but with
out the elision. Se further develops the pattern for the sound 
element, while Be proceeds directly from rupadhiitul'J'l 
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bhikkhave paticca uppajjati rilpasaiiiia to dhammadhatulJ1 
paticca uppajjati dhammasaiiiiii and develops the pattern for 
the mental-phenomena element alone. 

230 This attempt to combine into one series the discrete 
sequences beginning with contact and perception leads to 
some strange incongruities, which become even more 
bizarre among the negations of the following sutta. 
Elsewhere contact is said to be the condition for the mani
festation of the aggregates of feeling, perception, and voli
tional formations (e.g., at 22:82 (III 101,33-102,2), and see 
35:93 (IV 68,15-16»; yet here contact and feeling are said to 
be dependent on perception and intention. Neither Spk nor 
Spk-pt shows any signs of uneasiness over the discrepan
cies nor tries to justify them. 

At MN I 1 11,35-1 12,13 a sequence of mental phenomena 
is given as follows: contact > perception > thought > con
ceptual proliferation > obsession by perceptions and 
notions arisen from proliferation. The texts often treat 
thought (vitakka) as identical with intention (smikappa); pro
liferation (papaiica) includes craving (ta1}hii), which is syn
onymous with desire (chanda); and obsession (samudiiciira) 
may comprise passions and quests, etc. This would then 
give us a more cogent version of the series. Spk does in fact 
refer to one elder, Uruvelayavasi Cu\atissa Thera, who 
said: "Although the Blessed One inserted contact and feel
ing in the middle of the text, having turned the text back 
(pii!ilJ1 pana parivattetvii) we get: perception, intention, 
desire, passion, quest, and gain in regard to the stated 
object (form, etc.), 'gain of form' being the object gained 
together with craving; then there is contact as the (mental) 
contact with the object gained and feeling as the experi
encing of the object. In such a way this pair--contact with 
form and feeling-is found." 

Spk continues on its own: "And here, perception, inten
tion, contact, feeling, and desire are found both in the same 
javana process and in different javana processes, while pas
sion, quest, and gain are found only in different javana 
processes." 

231 Spk: The light element (iibhiidhiitu) is a name for the jhana 
together with its object, that is, light (iiloka) and the jhana 
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arisen after doing the preparatory work on the light-kasina. 
The beauty element (subhadhatu) is just the jhana together 

with its object, namely, the jhana arisen on the basis of a 
beautiful kasi�ta. The others are self-explanatory. 

232 Spk: The light element is discerned in dependence on darkness: 
for darkness is delimited by (contrasted with) light, and 
light by darkness. Similarly, foulness is delimited by (con
trasted with) beauty, and beauty by foulness. In dependence 
on form: in dependence on a form-sphere meditative attain
ment. For when one has a form-sphere attainment one can 
overcome form or attain the base of the infinity of space. In 
dependence on cessation (nirodha1J1 paticca): in dependence on 
the reflectively induced nonoccurrence (papismikha-appavatti) 
of the four (mental) aggregates. For the attainment of ces
sation is discerned in dependence on the cessation of the 
aggregates, not on their occurrence. And here it is just the 
cessation of the four aggregates that should be understood 
as "the attainment of cessation." 

233 Spk: An attainment with a residue of formations (smikhiirii
vasesasamiipatti): because of a residue of subtle formations. 

According to Vism 337-38 (Ppn 10:47-54), in this attain
ment perception and the other mental factors are present 
merely in a subtle residual mode and thus cannot perform 
their decisive functions; hence the ambivalence in the name. 

234 Spk: The sensuality element (kiimadhatu) is sensual thought, 
all sense-sphere phenomena in general, and in particular 
everything unwholesome except the ill-will element and 
the harmfulness element, which are mentioned separately 
here. Sensual perception arises in dependence on the sen
suality element either by taking it as an object or by way of 
association (i.e., when sensual perception is associated 
with sensual thought in the same citta). 

All these elements are defined at Vibh 86-87, quoted by 

Spk. Vibh-a 74 correlates sensual thought with sensuality 

as defilement (kilesakiima) and sense-sphere phenomena 
with sensuality as sensual objects (vatthukiima). Sensual 
intention arises in dependence on sensual perception by 

way either of association or decisive support. (Association 
condition (sampayutta-paccaya) is a relation between simul
taneous mental phenomena; decisive-support condition 
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(upanissaya-paccaya) is a relation between a cause and effect 
separated in time.) 

235 Spk: The ill will element (byapadadhatu) is thought of ill will 
or ill will itself [Spk-pt: i.e., hatred (dosa)]. Note that the 
commentaries, following the Abhidhamma's systematic 
treatment of the Buddha's teaching, differentiate between 
ill will and thought of ill will. The- t�o are distinct mental 
constituents (cetasika dhamma), the former being a mode of 
the unwholesome mental factor hatred (dosa), the latter the 
thought (vitakka) associated with that mental factor. 
Similarly with harmfulness, etc. 

236 Spk: The harmfulness element (vihi1J1sadhatu) is thought of 
harmfulness and harmfulness itself. Vibh 86 explains the 
harmfulness element as injuring beings in various ways. 

237 Spk: The renunciation element (nekkhammadhatu) is thought 
of renunciation and all wholesome states except the other 
two elements, which are to be explained separately. 
Perception of renunciation arises in dependence on the 
renunciation element by way of such conditions as 
conascence (sahajatapaccaya), etc. 

238 Spk: The non-ill will element (abyapadadhiitu) is thought of 
non-ill will and non-ill will itself, i.e., lovingkindness 
towards beings. 

239 Spk: The harmlessness element (avihi1J1sadhiitu) is thought of 
harmlessness and compassion. 

240 Spk: From this point on the word "element" means incli
nation (ajjhasaya). 

241 The name of the bhikkhu is given as in Ee. Be and Se cite it 
simply as Kacdina, and Se notes a v.l., Sandha Kaccayana. 
At 44:11 a Sabhiya Kaccana is mentioned, also at the Brick 
Hall in Natika, and the two may be the same person. 

Spk explains his question in two ways: (i) "Why does the 
view arise in the six (rival) teachers who are not perfectly 
enlightened, 'We are Perfectly Enlightened Ones'?" (ii) 
"Why does the view arise in their disciples in regard to 
(their teachers) who are not perfectly enlightened, 'They 
are Perfectly Enlightened Ones'?" Ee sammasambuddho ti 
should be amended to sammasambuddha ti. 

242 The contrast is between hiniidhimuttikii and kalya�adhimuttikii. 
Spk glosses adhimuttika with ajjhasaya, "inclination. " 
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243 Sariputta, as the bhikkhu disciple foremost in wisdom 
attracted bhikkhus who were likewise of great wisdom. All 
the other disciples mentioned below attract pupils who 
share their specialty. 

244 This sutta, including the verses, is at It 70-71 . The verses 
alone, excluding the first two padas, are at Th 147-48. 

245 Sa1Jlsagga vanatho jiito. On vanatha, see I, n. 474. Spk: From 
association-from craving and affection based upon associ
ation through seeing and hearing-the woods is born, the 
woods of the defilements is born. By nonassociation it is cut: 
it is cut by nonassociation, by not-seeing, by avoiding 
standing and sitting privately (with a person of the oppo
site sex). 

246 Spk: Those of wrong knowledge: those endowed with wrong 
reviewing (micchiipaccavekkha1J-ena samanniigatii). Those of 
wrong liberation: those who abide in an unemancipating lib
eration, which they assume to be wholesome liberation. 
Those of right knowledge: those with right reviewing. Those of 
right liberation: those endowed with the emancipating lib
eration of the fruit. 

Right knowledge and right liberation supplement the 
eight factors of the Noble Eightfold Path. They are said to 
be factors of the arahant (e.g., at MN III 76,s), but at 55:26 
(V 384,1-12) they are also ascribed to Anathapit::I.I;lika, a 
stream-enterer. Spk's gloss of right knowledge as right 
reviewing knowledge is difficult to accept. More likely the 
expression refers to the full knowledge of the Four Noble 
Truths by means of which arahantship is gained. 

247 Spk interprets each element by way of its physical charac
teristic or function: the earth element is the foundational 
element (patitthiidhiitu); the water element, the cohesive ele
ment (iibandhanadhiitu); the fire element, the maturing ele
ment (paripiicanadhiitu); and the air element, the distensive 
element (vitthambhanadhiitu). For a more detailed treatment 

according to the commentarial method, see Vism 364-70 
(Ppn 11 :85-117). 

248 Spk: Since it is contingent upon Nibbana (nibbiina1J1 
iigamma) that desire and lust are removed and abandoned, 
Nibbana is the escape from it. 

249 Spk: In this sutta the Four Noble Truths are discussed. The 
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gratification (assada) in the four elements is the truth of the 
origin; the danger (adinava) is the truth of suffering; the 
escape (nissarmJa) is the truth of cessation; the path that 
understands the escape is the truth of the path. 

250 Throughout I read with Se and Ee cetovimutti as against Be 
vimutti. Spk: The knowledge arose, "This liberation of mine 
by the fruit of arahantship is unshakable." Its unshakable
ness can be understood through the cause and through the 
object. It is unshakable through the cause because there can 
be no return of the defilements eradicated by the four 
paths. It is unshakable through the object because it occurs 
taking the unshakable state, Nibbana, as object. 

251 Vimariyadikatena cetasa. Spk: The barriers (mariyada) are 
twofold: the barriers of defilements and the barriers of the 
round of existence. Here, because of the abandoning of 
both, it is said that they dwell with a mind rid of barriers. 

252 Spk: It is pleasurable in that it is a condition for pleasant 
feeling. 

253 There is a lack of symmetry between the two clauses in this 
statement: the first strings together four terms: uppado !hit! 
abhinibbatti patubhavo, but the sequel exemplifies only 
three, omitting abhinibbatti. This is done consistently when
ever this "template" is applied, as at 22:30 and 35:21-22. 

15. Anamataggasa1J1yutta 

254 Anamataggo 'ya1J1 bhikkhave sa1J1saro. Spk resolves anamat
agga into anu amatagga, explaining: "Even if it should be 
pursued by knowledge for a hundred or a thousand years, 
it would be with unthought-of beginning, with unknown 
beginning (vassasata1J1 vassasahassa1J1 nalJena anugantva pi 
amataggo aviditaggo). It wouldn't be possible to know its 
beginning from here or from there; the meaning is that it is 
without a delimiting first or last point. Sa1J1sara is the unin
terruptedly occurring succession of the aggregates, etc. 
(khandhadina1J1 avicchinnappavatta pa!ipa!i)." 

The BHS equivalent of anamatagga is anavcragra (e.g., at 
Mvu I 34,7), "without lower or upper limit." For various 
explanations, see CPD, s.v. an-amat'-agga. 

255 Spk: The four great oceans delimited by the rays of Mount 
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Sineru. For Sineru's eastern slope is made of silver, its 
southern slope of jewels, its western slope of crystal, and 
its northern slope of gold. From the eastern and southern 
slopes rays of silver and jewels corne forth, merge, traverse 
the surface of the ocean, and reach right up to the moun
tains that encircle the world-sphere; and so too with the 
rays corning forth from the other slopes. The four great 
oceans are situated between those rays. 

256 Kappa. Apparently a mahiikappa is intended, the length of 
time needed for a world system to arise, develop, and per
ish. Each mahiikappa consists of four asmikheyyakappas, peri
ods of expansion, stabilization, contraction, and dissolu
tion: see AN II 142,15-28. 

257 Ktisikena vatthena. Although this is often understood to be 
silk, Spk explains it to be an extremely delicate cloth made 
of thread spun from three fibres of cotton. 

258 Reading, with Be and Se, ananussaritii va. Ee anussaritii va 
should be amended. 

259 The simile is also at 56:33. 
260 The sutta, including the verses, is also at It 17-18. 
261 Spk: For these beings, the times when they are born as 

invertebrates is greater than the times when they are born 
as vertebrates; for when they become creatures such as 
worms, etc., they have no bones. But when they become 
fish and tortoises, etc., their bones are numerous. 
Therefore, skipping over the time when they are inverte
brates and the time when they have extremely numerous 
bones, only the time when they have a moderate number 
of bones (samatthikakiilo va) should be taken. 

262 The same group of bhikkhus provided the occasion for the 
Buddha to institute the offering of the ka!hina robe at the 
end of the Vassa, the annual rains residence; see 
Vin I 253-54. Forest dwelling, etc., are four of the ascetic 
practices (dhutanga). Spk: Yet all were still with fetters (sabbe 
sasa1?1yojanii): Some were stream-enterers, some once
returners, some nonreturners, but among them there were 
no worldlings or arahants. 

263 On the variations in the human life span during the 

epochs of the different Buddhas, see ON II 3,28-4,5. 

ON III 68-76 explains how the life span of humans will 
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decline still further as a result of moral degeneration until 
it reaches a low of ten years, after which it will increase 
until it reaches 80,000 years in the time of the future 
Buddha Metteyya. 

264 Spk says that the text should not be interpreted to mean 
that the life span gradually decreased from Kakusandha's 
age directly to that of KOl).agamana's. Rather, the life span 
after Kakusandha's parinibbana continually decreased 
until it reached the minimum of ten years, then it increased 
to an incalculable (asaizkheyya), and then decreased again 
until it reached 30,000 years, at which time KOl).agamana 
arose in the world. The same pattern applies to the subse
quent cases, including that of Metteya (see n. 263). 

265 Also at 6:15 (I, v. 609). See t�o v. 21 and I, n. 20. 

16. Kassapasa/rryutta 

266 Spk discusses a threefold typology of contentment (san
tosa): (i) contentment that accords with one's gains 
(yathiiliibhasantosa), i.e., remaining content with any gains, 
whether fine or coarse; (ii) contentment that accords with 
one's ability (yathiibalasantosa), i.e., remaining content with 
whatever one needs to sustain one's health; and (iii) con
tentment that accords with suitability (yathiisiiruppa· 
santosa), i.e., disposing of any luxury items received and 
retaining only the simplest and most basic requisites. A 
translation of the full passage-from the parallel commen
tary to the Samafti1aphala Sutta (Sv I 206-8)-may be 
found in Bodhi, Discourse on the Fruits of Recluseship, 
pp. 134-37. Various types of wrong search (anesanii) are 
discussed at Vism 22-30 (Ppn 1 :60-84). 

267 Spk: If he does not get a robe: If he does not get a robe he does 
not become agitated (na paritassati) like one who, failing to 
get a robe, becomes frightened and agitated and associates 
with meritorious bhikkhus, thinking "How can I get a 
robe?" Seeing the danger (iidinavadassiivi): the danger of an 
offence in improper search and of use while being tied to 
it. Understanding the escape (nissara/Japafifia): he uses it 
knowing the escape stated in the formula, "Gilly for ward
ing off cold," etc. (On the formulas for the four requisites, 
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see MN I 10,4-20, with detailed analysis at Vism 30-35. 
Ppn 1 :85-97) This passage (and the parallels in regard t� 
the other requisites excluding medicines) is found in the 
AriyavaI11sa Sutta in a description of the ideal ascetic monk 
(AN II 27-29). 

268 Kassapena va hi vo bhikkhave ovadissami yo va pan' assa 
Kassapasadiso. Spk makes it clear that yo . . .  Kassapasadiso 
should be construed as instrumental in force, parallel to 
Kassapena: "He exhorts by the example of Kassapa when he 
says, 'As the Elder Mahakassapa is content with the four 
requisites, so too should you be.' He exhorts by one who is 
similar to Kassapa when he says, 'If there should be any
one else here who is similar to Kassapa-that is, like the 
Elder Mahakassapa-in being content with the four requi
sites, you should be so too.'" 

269 Tathattaya papipajjitabba7J1 . . Spk: (He says:) "'In this sutta on 
contentment the Perfectly Enlightened One's responsibility 
(bhara) is explaining the practice of effacement (saIlekh
acara), while our responsibility is to fulfil it by the fulfil
ment of the practice. Let us accept the responsibility 
entrusted to us'-having reflected thus, you should prac
tise accordingly, as explained by me." 

270 Spk explains not ardent (anatapi) as devoid of the energy 
that burns up (atapati) defilements, and unafraid oj wrong
doing (anottappi) as devoid of fear over the arising of defile
ments and the nonarising of wholesome qualities. Both 
words are derived from the same root, tap, to bum. Spk 
explains anuttara yogakkhema as arahantship, so called 
because it is secure from the four bonds (yoga; see 45:172). 
See too I, n. 463. 

271 The four parts of this reflection correspond to the four 
aspects of right effort (see 45:8) or the four right kinds of 
striving (see 49:1-12). 

272 Spk: " As the moon, gliding across the sky, does not form 
intimacy, affection, or attachment with anyone, nor give 
rise to fondness, longing, and obsession, yet remains dear 
and agreeable to the multitude, so you too should not form 
intimacy, etc., with anyone; then, by doing so, you will 
approach families like the moon, dear and agreeable to the 
multitude. Further, as the moon dispels darkness and 
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emits light, so you will dispel the darkness of defilements 
and emit the light of knowledge."  

Spk explains apakassa as an absolutive, equivalent to 
apakassitva and glossed apanetva, "having pulled away." A 
bhikkhu draws back the body when he lives in a forest 
abode (rather than a village temple) and draws back the 
mind when he refrains from sensual thoughts and other 
harmful mental states. 

273 Spk: This is a unique phrase (asambhinnapada) in the Word 
of the Buddha preserved in the Tipitaka. Spk-pt: For 
nowhere else has this phrase, "The Blessed One waved his 
hand in space," been recorded. 

274 This is a self-serving thought. The bhikkhu wants to see the 
bhikkhus receive offerings and the lay followers "make 
merit" by offering gifts to them. The bhikkhu who is elat
ed over the gains of others has the virtue of altruistic joy 
(mudita); he does not become envious when others are cho
sen to receive gifts rather than himself. 

275 Pasannakararrz kareyyuf!l. This idiom also occurs below at 
20:9 (II 269,24, 33) and at MN III 131,30-31 and III 144,18-19. A 
pasannakararrz (lit. "a mode of the confident") is a gift given 
as an expression of appreciation. The hiatus in Ee should 
be closed up. Spk: "May they give the requisites, a robe 
and so forth!" 

276 Kiirufifiaf!l paticca anudayarrz paticca anukamparrz upadiiya. I 
generally translate both karU1:za (of which karufifiaf!l is a 
cognate) and anukampii as "compassion." This is usually 
successful as the two seldom occur together, but the pres
ent passage is a rare exception; thus I use "tender concern" 
as a makeshift for anukampa. Spk glosses anudaya with 
rakkhat:zabhava (the protective state) and anukampa with 
muducittata (tender-heartedness), and says that both terms 
are synonymous with karufifiarrz. In the next paragraph, 
where the same statement is applied to Kassapa, Ee has 
omitted a line (at II 200,3), apparently by oversight: ' "  pare
sarrz dhammarrz deseti; karufifiarrz paticca . . . .  

277 KulUpaka. Spk: One who goes to the homes of families. As 
will be seen at 20:9, 10, this could be dangerous for monks 
who were not inwardly strong enough to resist the temp
tations posed by intimate association with lay people. 
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278 Spk: Kassapa's robes are said to be worn-out (nibbasana) 
because the Blessed One, having worn them, had discard
ed them. (See below 16:11; II 221,15-25.) 

The Buddha is apparently requesting Mahakassapa to 
abandon three of the ascetic practices-wearing rag-robes, 
eating only food collected on alms round, and living in the 
forest. The Buddha himself wore robes offered by house
holders, accepted invitations to meals, and dwelt in town 
monasteries; see MN II 7-8. According to Spk, the Buddha 
did not really intend to make Kassapa give up his ascetic 
practices, but rather "just as a drum does not give off a 
sound unless it is struck, so such persons do not roar their 
lion's roar unless they are 'struck.' Thus he spoke to him in 
this way intending to make him roar his lion's roar." 

279 This is Mahakassapa's lion's roar; see too MN I 214,1-17, 
where Kassapa describes the ideal monk in the same terms. 
The first four items are ascetic practices; the second four, 
virtues nurtured by observance of these practices. At 
AN I 23,20 the Buddha declares Mahakassapa the foremost 
among his bhikkhu disciples who are proponents of the 
ascetic practices, as is clear too from 14:15 above. 

280 Reading with Se: App' eva nama pacchima janata ditthanu
gati1J1 apajjeyya. Be and Ee have the plural apajjeyyu1J1. At 
KS 2:136 this is rendered: "For surely these [those who will 
come after us] may fall into error. " The translator here evi
dently understands ditthanugati as resolvable into ditthi + 

anugati, with ditthi meaning wrong view. Spk and Spk-pt 
are silent, but I find it more plausible to take the first part 
of the compound as the past participle diftha, "the seen" in 
the sense of an example or role model. This interpretation 
can claim support from the use of the idiom at AN I 
126,19-20, 127,22-23; III 108,5-6, 251,8, and 422,10, 19. See too 
MLDB, n. 57. 

281 Spk: He says this in order to appoint Mahakassapa to his 
own position. But weren't Sariputta and Mahamoggallana 
around? They were, but he thought: "They will not live 
much longer, but Kassapa will live until the age of 120. 
After my parinibbana he will hold a recital of the Dhamma 
and the Vinaya in the SattapaWi Cave, and he will enable 

my Dispensation to endure for a full 5,000 years. Let me 
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appoint him to my own position; then the bhikkhus will 
think he should be heeded." Despite this remark of Spk, it 
should be noted that the Buddha expressly refused to 
appoint a personal successor; instead he instructed the 
Sangha that the Dhamma and the Vinaya should represent 
him after his passing (DN II 154,4-8). 

282 Dovacassakara/:zehi dhammehi samanniigatii: for a list of such 
qualities, see MN I 95,18-96,16. 

283 The following, slightly expanded and including the simile 
of the moon, is also at AN V 123,10-124,19, ascribed to 
Sariputta. There too the Buddha approves of the disciple's 
statement and repeats it in full. 

284 I read with Ee: eva1J1 hi ta1J1 Kassapa sammii vadamiino vadeyya 
upaddutii brahmaciiri brahmaciirupaddavena abhibhavanii 
brahmaciiri brahmaciirabhibhavanenii ti. Se differs only in 
reading vadanto for vadamiino. Be, however, has etarahi ta1J1 
Kassapa sammii vadamiino vadeyya upaddutii brahmaciiri 
brahmaciirupaddavena abhipatthanii brahmaciiri brahmaciiri
abhipatthanenii ti. This version, I suspect, arose by substitut
ing the commentarial gloss for the original. It seems that in 
Se and Ee the sense requires, in place of the first abhibhavanii, 
the past participle abhibhutii (or adhibhuta), though no edition 
available to me has this reading. On how gain and honour 
ruin those who live the holy life, see MN III 116,22-117,13. 

Spk (Se): They are ruined by the ruination of those who 
lead the holy life, namely, excessive desire and lust for the 
four requisites. Vanquishment is excessive longing (abhibha
vanii ti adhimatfapatthanii). By the vanquishing of those who 
lead the holy life: by the state of the four requisites that con
sists in the excessive longing of those who lead the holy life 
(brahmaciirabhibhavanenii ti brahmaciirina1J1 adhimattapattha
niisankhatena catupaccayabhiivena). Se has a note here to 
the gloss: Eva1J1 sabbattha. Catupaccayiibhibhavena iti bhavi
tabba1J1. 

285 In MLDB cetovimutti pafiniivimutti is translated "deliver
ance of mind and deliverance by wisdom," as if the two 
terms were ::;cparate items standing in conjunction. I now 
think it better to omit the conjunctive particle (which is not 
in the Pali) and to treat the two terms as a dual designation 
for what is essentially the same state. Spk explains 
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cetovimutti as the concentration of the fruit of arahantship 
(arahaUaphalasamiidhi), paiiiiavimutti as the wisdom of the 

fruit of arahantship (arahattaphalapaiiiia). 
286 From the absence of any reference to the Blessed One in the 

introduction it is likely that this sutta takes place after his 
parinibbana. Spk supports this supposition (see following 
note), as does Ananda's use of the vocative bhante when 
addressing Mahakassapa. Before the Buddha expired the 
monks used to address one another as iivuso, "friend" (see 

DN II 154,9-15). 
Spk: Ananda asked him to come to the bhikkhunis' quar

ters in order to inspire them and to explain a meditation 
subject, thinking they would place faith in the talk of the 
disciple who was the Buddha's counterpart (buddha
patibhaga-siivaka ). 

287 Spk: He was not involved with building work, etc., but the 

four assemblies would come to the Elder Ananda lament
ing over the Buddha's demise and he would be obliged to 
console them (see 9:5 and I, n. 541). 

288 Her name means "Fat Tissa." Spk glosses vedehimuni with 
pa1J4itamuni, "wise sage," explaining: "A wise person 
endeavours with erudition consisting in knowledge-that 
is, he does all his tasks-therefore he is called Videhan 
(palJ4ito hi iiiilJasankhii-tena vedena ihati . . .  tasmii vedeho ti 
vuccati). He was Videhan and a sage, hence 'the Videhan 
sage.'" Ap-a 128,12, however, offers a more plausible expla
nation: "Ananda was called vedehimuni because he was a 
sage and the son of a mother from the Vedeha country (== 
Videha] (Vedeharatfhe jatatta Vedehiyii putto)." See I, n. 233. 

289 Khamatha bhante Kassapa bala miitugiima. I have translated 
this sentence with complete fidelity to the text, aware that 
some readers might find the rendering provocative. One 
consultant told me, "You've just lost half your readership," 
and suggested I avoid drawing criticism to the translation 
by rendering balo miitugiima as "she is a foolish woman." To 
my mind, this would distort the meaning of the Pali in sub
servience to current views of gender. I do not see how the 
sentence could be construed in any other way than I have 
rendered it. I leave it to the reader to decide whether 
Ananda himself could actually have made such a statement 
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or whether it was put into his mouth by the compilers of 
the canon. 

290 Spk: This is what is meant: "Do not let the Sangha think, 
'Ananda restrained the disciple who was the Buddha's 
counterpart, but he did not restrain the bhikkhuni. Could 
there be some intimacy or affection between them?'" He 
utters the following passage (on his meditative attain
ments) to demonstrate how he is the Buddha's counterpart. 

291 Spk glosses sattaratana (seven cubits) as sattahatthappama1}a 
(the measurement of seven hands); a hattha (lit. "hand"), 
which extends from the elbow to the fingertip, is approxi
mately two feet. This is one of the rare texts in the Nikayas 
where the word abhiflflii is used collectively to designate 
the six higher knowledges. 

292 Spk: After she had censured the disciple who was the 
Buddha's counterpart, even while Mahakassapa was roar
ing his lion's roar about the six abhififias, her saffron robes 
began to irritate her body like thorny branches or a prickly 
plant. As soon as she removed them and put on the white 
clothes (of a lay woman) she felt at ease. 

293 A BHS parallel of this sutta is at Mvu III 47-56. Spk: 
DakkhiJ:tagiri was a country in the southern region of the 
hills surrounding Rajagaha. After the Buddha's parinibbana 
Ananda had gone to Savatthi to inform the multitude; then 
he left for Rajagaha and along the way was walking on 
tour in Dakkhil).agiri. 

294 This is said with reference to Pacittiya 32. See Yin IV 71-75. 
295 See Yin II 196, which relates the original background story 

to the rule, namely, Devadatta's attempt to create a schism 
in the Sangha (also at Yin IV 71). Spk alludes to this in its 
gloss of the expression rna piipicchii pakkhaf!l nissaya sangha'!1 
bhindeyyuf!l: "It was laid down for this reason: 'As Deva
datta along with his retinue ate after informing families 
and, by relying on those of evil wishes, divided the Sangha, 
so let it not come to pass that others of evil wishes-by col
lecting a group, eating among families after informing 
them, and enlarging their group-divide the Sangha in 
reliance on their faction.'" 

Spk seems to interpret dummankilnarrz puggaliina'!1 nig
gahiiya and pesaliinaf!l bhikkhuna'!1 phiisuvihiiriiya as camp le-
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mentary sides of a single reason, a view explicitly endorsed 
by Spk-pt: dummankunaJ?l niggaho eva pesalanaJ?l phasuviharo 
ti idaJ?l ekaJ?l angaJ?l. Thus on this interpretation "ma papiccha 
. . .  " would become a second, independent reason. But I fol
low Homer (at BD 5:275) and C.Rh.D (at KS 2:147), both of 
whom take the restraint of ill-behaved persons and the 
comforting of well-behaved bhikkhus as two distinct rea
sons, to which "ma papiccha . . .  " is subordinate. This seems 
to be corroborated by the list of ten reasons for the laying 
down of the training rules (at Vin III 21, etc.), where these 
two factors are counted as separate reasons. As to the third 
reason, "out of sympathy for families" (kulanuddayataya), 
Spk says: "When the Bhikkhu Sangha is living in harmony 
and performing the Uposatha and Pavarm:ta, people who 
give ticket-meals, etc., become destined for heaven." A 
more plausible explanation is that families are spared the 
burden of having to support too many bhikkhus . at one 
time. In the Mvu version (at III 48) only two reasons are 
mentioned, "the protection, safeguarding, and comfort of 
families" and "the breaking up of cliques of wicked men." 

296 Kumarakavada na muccama. Commentarial tradition holds 
that Ananda was born on the same day as the Bodhisatta 
(see Sv II 425, Ap-a 58, 358, Ja I 63 (Be, but not in the Se or 
Ee versions)). If this were true, however, he would now be 
over eighty years of age and thus would hardly have to 
point to a few grey hairs to prove he is no longer a young
ster. Other facts recorded in the canon suggest that 
Ananda must have been considerably younger than the 
Buddha, perhaps by as much as thirty years. On the differ
ent opinions about his age held by the early Buddhist 
schools, see C. Witanachchi's article "Ananda," in the 
Encyclopaedia of Buddhism, Vol. I, fasc. 4, p. 529. 

Spk paraphrases in a way that supports the traditional 
view: "Since you wander around with newly ordained 
bhikkhus devoid of sense restraint, you wander around 
with youngsters and thus you yourself deserve to be called 
a youngster." 

297 The name means "Fat Nanda." She is frequently men

tioned in the Bhikkhuni Vibhaitga as a troublemaker iri the 
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Bhikkhuru Sangha; see e.g. Vin IV 216, 218, 223-24, etc. 
KS 2:148 mistakenly calls this nun "Fat Tissa," confusing 
her with the petulant nun of the preceding sutta. 

298 Afifiatitthiyapubbo samiino. Spk: Since the elder was not 
known to have any teacher or preceptor in this 
Dispensation, and he had put on the saffron robes himself 
when he renounced the world, out of indignation she 
depicts him as having been formerly a member of another 
sect. On Ananda as the "Videhan sage" see above n. 288. 

299 Patapilotikiina1Jl. See n. 60 above. 
300 Spk relates here the entire biographical background of 

Mahakassapa, including several past lives, culminating in 
his meeting with the Buddha. For a paraphrase, see Hecker, 
"Mahakassapa: Father of the Sangha," in Nyanaponika 
and Hecker, Great Disciples of the Buddha, pp. 109-19. 

301 I translate Kassapa's thought just above following Spk, 
which paraphrases each sentence as a conditional: "'If I 

should see the Teacher, it is just the Blessed One that I 

would see; there cannot be any other Teacher than him. If 
I should see the Fortunate One-called sugata because he 
has gone well by the right practice-it is just this Blessed 
One that I would see; there cannot be any other Fortunate 
One than him. If I should see the Perfectly Enlightened 
One-so called because he awakened fully to the truths by 
himself-it is just the Blessed One that I would see; there 
cannot be any other Perfectly Enlightened One than him: 
By this he shows, 'Merely by seeing him, I had no doubt 
that this is the Teacher, this is the Fortunate One, this is the 
Perfectly Enlightened One.'" 

The repetition of Kassapa's declaration of discipleship is 
in Be and Se though not in Ee. Spk confirms the repetition, 
explaining that although the utterance is recorded twice we 
should understand that it was actually spoken three times. 

302 Spk: If a disciple so single-minded (eva1J1 sabbacetasa 
samanniigato)-so confident in mind (pasannacitto)-should 
perform such an act of supreme humility towards an out
side teacher who, without knowing, claims to know (i.e., to 
be enlightened), that teacher's head would fall off from the 
neck like a palm fruit broken at the stalk; the meaning is, it 
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would split into seven pieces. But when such an act of 
humility is done at the Master's golden feet, it cannot stir 
even a hair on his body. The following "Therefore" implies: 
"Since knowing, I say 'I know,' therefore you should train 
thus." 

303 Here Spk explains sabbacetasii differently than above: 
II attending with a completely attentive mind (sabbena 
samanniihiiracittena), without allowing the mind to stray 
even a little." 

304 Siitasahagatii ca me kiiyagatii sati. Spk: This is mindfulness of 
the body associated with pleasure by way of the first jhana 
in the foulness meditation and mindfulness of breathing. 
This threefold exhortation was itself the elder's going forth 
and higher ordination. 

305 Spk (Se): Sii1J.o ti sakileso sa-i1J.o hutva. Be (text and Spk) reads 
sara�1O instead of saflo, which is less satisfactory. The line is 
also at MN III 127, 7-8, with sa1J.o. 

Spk: There are four modes of using the requisites: (i) by 
theft (theyyaparibhoga), the use made by a morally 
depraved monk; (ii) as a debtor (i1J.aparibhoga), the unre
flective use made by a virtuous monk; (iii) as an heir 
(dayajjaparibhoga), the use made by the seven trainees; (iv) 
as an owner (samiparibhoga), the use made by an arahant. 
Thus only an arahant uses the requisites as an owner, with
out debt. The elder speaks of his use of the requisites when 
he was still a worldling as use by a debtor. 

306 Spk: This took place on the day of their first meeting. The 
attainment of arahantship was mentioned beforehand 
because of the sequence of the teaching, but it actually took 
place afterwards. The Buddha descended from the road 
with the intention of making Kassapa a forest dweller, a 
rag-robe wearer, and a one-meal eater from his very birth 
(as a monk). 

307 Spk: The Blessed One wanted to exchange robes with 
Kassapa because he wished to appoint the elder to his own 
position (thera1?'l attano thane thapetukiimataya). When he 
asked whether the elder could wear his rag-robes he was 
not referring to his bodily strength but to the fulfilment of 

the practice (pa#pattipura1J.a). The Buddha had made this 
robe from a shroud that had covered a slave woman 
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named Pur:u:ta, which had been cast away in a cremation 
ground. When he picked it up, brushed away the creatures 
crawling over it, and established himself in the great line
age of the nobles ones, the earth quaked and sounded a 
roar and the devas applauded. In offering the robe, the 
Buddha implied: "This robe should be worn by a bhikkhu 
who is from birth an observer of the ascetic practices. Will 
you be able to make proper use of it?/I And Kassapa's 
assent signifies, "I will fulfil this practice./I At the moment 
they exchanged robes the great earth resounded and shook 
to its ocean boundaries. 

308 Cpo the Buddha's praise of Sariputta at MN III 29,8-13. Spk: 
By this statement the elder has absolved his going forth 
from the charge of Thullananda. This is the purport: "Does 
one without teacher or preceptor, who takes the saffron 
robe himself, and who leaves another sect, receive the hon
our of having the Buddha go out to welcome him, or take 
ordination by a triple exhortation, or get to exchange robes 
with the Buddha in person? See how offensive the 
bhikkhuni Thullananda's utterance was!" 

309 As at 16:10. 
310 Spk glosses "Tathagata/l here as satta, a being, on which 

Spk-pt comments: "As in past aeons, in past births, one has 
come into being by way of kamma and defilements, so one 
has also come now (tathii etarahi pi agato); hence it is said 
'tathiigata.' Or else, according to the kamma one has done 
and accumulated, just so has one come, arrived, been 
reborn in this or that form of individual existence (tathii 
tarrz tarrz attabhavarrz iigato upagato upapanno)./I 

This explanation seems implausible, especially when 
other texts clearly show that the philosophical problem 
over the Tathagata's post-mortem state concerns "the 
Tathagata, the highest type of person, the supreme person, 
the one who has attained the supreme attainment 
(tathagato uttamapuriso paramapuriso paramapattipatto)" 
(22:86 (III 116,13-14) = 44:2 (IV 380,14-15» . 

311 The same question, but with a different reply, is at 
MN I 444,36--445,25. Possibly Mahakassapa's concern with 
the preservation of the true Dhamma, demonstrated in this 
sutta, presages his role as the convener of the First 
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Buddhist Council soon after the Buddha's parinibbana 
(described at Yin II 284-85). There we see, in the ebullient 
reaction of the old bhikkhu Subhadda to the report of the 
Buddha's death, the first stirring towards the emergence of 
a "counterfeit" Dhamma. Mahakassapa convenes the First 
Council precisely to ensure that the true Dhamma and 
Discipline will endure long and will not be driven out by 
counterfeit versions devised by unscrupulous monks. 

312 Spk: There are two counterfeits of the true Dhamma (sad
dhammapapirupaka): one with respect to attainment (adhi
gama), the other with respect to learning (pariyatti). The for
mer is the ten corruptions of insight knowledge (see 
Vism 633-38; Ppn 20:105-28). The latter consists of texts 
other than the authentic Word of the Buddha authorized at 
the three Buddhist councils, exception made of these five 
topics of discussion (kathiivatthu): discussion of elements, 
discussion of objects, discussion of foulness, discussion of 
the bases of knowledge, the casket of true knowledge. [The 
counterfeit texts include] the Secret Vinaya (gu!havinaya), 
the Secret Vessantara, the Secret Mahosadha, the Val)l).a 
Pitaka, the Ailgulimala Pitaka, the Ratthapala-gajjita, the 
Alavaka-gajjita, and the Vedalla Pitaka. 

Spk-pt: The "Vedalla Pitaka" is the Vetulla Pi taka, which 
they say had been brought from the abode of the nagas; 
others say it consists of what was spoken in debates 
(viidabhiisita). "Other than the authentic Word of the 
Buddha" (abuddhavacana), because of contradicting the 
Word of the Buddha; for the Enlightened One does not 
speak anything internally inconsistent (pubbiiparaviruddha). 
They apply a dart to it; the removal of defilements is not 
seen there, so it is inevitably a condition for the arising of 
defilements. 

An attempt to identify the texts cited by Spk is made in 
the fourteenth century work, Nikayasangraha, discussed by 
Adikaram, Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon, pp. 99-100. 
The Nikayasangraha assigns each text to a different non
Theravadin school. The late date of this work casts doubt 
on its reliability, and its method of identification is just too 
neat to be convincing. Spk-pfs comment on the Vedalla 
Pitaka suggests it may be a collection of Mahayana siitras. 
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The Mahayana is referred to in the Sri Lankan chronicles as 
the Vetullavada (Skt Vaitulyavada); see Rahula, History of 
Buddhism in Ceylon, pp. 87-90. Spk-p! is apparently allud
ing to the belief that Nagarjuna had brought the Prajfia
paramita Siitras from the naga realm. The five types of 
"topics of discussion" (kathavatthu), accepted by the 
Theravadins though not authorized as canonical, were 
probably philosophical treatises recording the opinions of 
famous teachers on important points of doctrine. Spk 
describes at length the gradual disappearance of the 
Buddha's Dispensation as a threefold disappearance of 
achievement, practice, and learning (adhigama-, patipatti-, 
pariyatti-saddhamma). 

313 Spk glosses: adikena ti adanena gahaflena; opilavati ti nimuj
jati. Spk-pt: adana1Jl adi, adi eva adika1Jl. Spk explains the 
simile thus: "Unlike a ship crossing the water, which sinks 
when receiving goods, there is no disappearance of the 
true Dhamma by being filled up with learning, etc. For 
when learning declines the practice declines, and when the 
practice declines achievement declines. But when learning 
becomes full, persons rich in learning fill up the practice, 
and those filling up the practice fill up achievement. Thus 
when learning, etc., are increasing, my Dispensation 
increases, just like the new moon. " 

C.Rh.D, following this explanation, renders the line: 
"Take the sinking of a ship, Kassapa, by overloading" 
(KS 2:152). I find dubious, however, Spk's understanding 
of adikena as meaning "taking, grasping." Elsewhere adike
na has the sense of "all at once, suddenly," contrasted with 
anupubbena, "gradually" (see MN I 395,4, 479,35; II 213,4; 
Ja VI 567,6, 14). This is clearly the meaning required here. 

314 Paika okkamaniya dhamma. Spk glosses: okkamaniya ti 
hetthiigamaniya, "leading downwards." A parallel passage 
at AN III 247 repeats the first four causes but replaces the 
fifth by "lack of mutual respect and deference." 

315 Spk: One dwells without reverence for concentration when 
one does not attain the eight attainments (attha samapattiyo) 
or make any effort to attain them. 
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1 7. Liibhasakkiirasa1Jlyutta 

316 5pk: Gain (liibha) is the gain of the four requisites; honour 
(sakkiira), the gain of (requisites) that are well made and 
well produced; praise (siloka), acclamation (valJlJaghosa). 

317 Pali indiscriminately uses two words, kumma and kacchapa, 
for both turtle and tortoise. Here kumma refers to the lake
dwelling variety, but at 35:240 kumma kacchapa jointly 
denote what seems to be a land-dwelling creature, while at 
56:47 kacchapa alone refers to the sea-dwelling variety. 5pk 
glosses mahiikummakula with mahanta1Jl atthikacchapakula, 
which further confirms the interchangeability of the two 
words. I have rendered both terms "turtle" when they 
denote a predominantly aquatic creature (here and at 56:47), 
"tortoise" when they refer to a land-dwelling creature. 

318 PapaM. 5pk explains this as an iron spear shaped like a 
hooked dart, kept in an iron case. When it is dropped on its 
target with a certain force, the spear comes out from the 
case and the rope follows along, still attached to it. 

319 Although all three eds. read giddho papatiiya, it seems we 
should read viddho papatiiya, proposed by a note in Be. 

320 In all three eds. the text as it stands is unintelligible and is 
likely to be corrupt. 5pk does not offer enough help to 
reconstruct an original reading, while Be appends a long 
note with a circuitous explanation intended to resolve the 
difficulties. I would prefer to amend the final verb in Be 
and Se (and 55) from anupiipulJiitu to anupiipulJiiti so that we 
read: Ka1J1 bhikkhave asanivicakka1J1 iigacchatu? Sekha1J1 appatta
manasa1J1 labhasakkiirasiloko anUpiipulJiiti. Ee does have 
anupiipulJiiti, and it is possible anupiipulJiitu entered the 
other eds. under the influence of the preceding agacchatu 
and the corresponding sentences in 17:23, 24. 

5pk paraphrases the question: "Which person should a 
bright thunderbolt strike, hitting him on the head and 
crushing him?" and comments on the reply: "The Blessed 
One does not speak thus because he desires suffering for 

beings, but in order to show the danger. For a lightning 

bolt, striking one on the head, destroys only a single indi
vidual existence, but one with a mind obsessed by gain, 
honour, and praise experiences endless suffering in hell, 
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etc." Who has not yet reached his mind's ideal (appattamiinasa): 
who has not achieved arahantship. 

321 Be and Se read: KJ11!l bhikkhave diddhagatena visallena sallena 
vijjhatu? The reading in Ee is less satisfactory. Spk: 
Diddhagatenii ti gatadiddhena [Spk-p� wtlcchavisayutta ti va 

diddhe gatena J; visallena ti visamakkhitena; sallena ti sattiyii. 
The rhetorical construction parallels that in the preced

ing sutta. Visallena is problematic, and we might accept 
C.Rh.D's suggestion visa-sallena, though diddha (= Skt 
digdha) already conveys the idea of poisoned. See 
Ja IV 435,26: Sara diddho kali"lpaf!l va/Alittaf!l upalimpati. 

322 Ukka1.1taka (so Be and Se; Ee: ukka1.11.1aka). Spk: This is the 
name of a disease, said to arise in the cold season. The hairs 
fall off from the entire body, and the entire body, fully 
exposed, breaks open aU over. Struck by the wind, the 
wounds ooze. Just as a man, bitten by a rabid dog, runs 
around in circles, so does the jackal when it has contracted 
this disease, and there is no place where it finds safety. 

323 Verambhaviitii. Spk: A strong type of wind, discerned at a 
height from which the four continents appear the size of 
lotus leaves. 

324 This verse and the next. are at Th 1011-12 and It 74,22-75,3. 
Here I read with Be and Se appamii1!avihiirino, as against Ee 
appamadavihiirino. The latter, however, is found in all three 
eds. of Th 1011d; readings of It 74,25 are divided. Spk sup
ports appamii1.1a- with its gloss: appamii1!ena phalasamiidhina 
viharantassa; "as he is dwelling in the measureless fruition 
concentration." Th-a does not comment on the pada at 
Th 1011, and the comment in It-a reads appamiida- in Be and 
appama1.1a- in Se. 

325 We should read pada b with Se sukhumadiUhivipassakaf!l as 
against sukhumarrz d#thivipassakaf!l in Be and Ee. The former 
is also the reading at Th 1012b and It 75,1. Spk: It is a subtle 
view because (it is reached) through the view of the path of 
arahantship, and he is an insight-seer (vipassaka) because he 
has arrived there after having set up insight for the sake of 
fruition attainment. Delighting in the n!'struction of clinging: 
Delighted with Nibbana, called the destruction of clinging. 

326 The suva1.11.1anikkha and the singinikkha seem to be two dif
ferent types of golden coin, the latter presumably of greater 
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value than the former, or made from a superior species of 
gold. Spk glosses suvaIJlJanikkhassa as ekassa kancana
nikkhassa, and sitiginikkhassa as siligisuvaIJIJanikkhassa. 

327 JanapadakalyalJi. See below 17:22 and 47:20, and the famous 
simile at MN II 33,6-22. 

328 Cpo AN I 88,13-89,3. This sutta and the next seem to be 
quoting from AN II 164,4-22, where the Buddha names the 
"standards and criteria" for the four classes of his followers. 
Citta the householder was the foremost male lay disciple 
among the speakers on the Dhamma; see the Cittasam
yutta (41:1-10). Hatthaka A!avaka was the foremost �f 
those who propitiate an assembly with the four means of 
beneficence; see AN I 26,5-9 and AN IV 217-20, and I, 
n. 604. 

329 Khujjuttara was the foremost female lay disciple among 
those who have learned much, Ve!ukar:t<;lakiya (or Uttara) 
Nandamata the foremost of the meditators; see AN I 26,19, 
21. Khema and Uppalaval).l).a, mentioned just below, were 
the foremost bhikkhurus in regard to wisdom and spiritual 
power, respectively. Uppalaval).l).a has appeared at 5:5, and 
Khema gives a discourse at 44:1. 

330 See above n. 249. 
331 Spk: Its origin (samudaya): an individual form of existence 

together with past karnma, status as a son of good family, 
beauty of complexion, eloquence as a speaker, the display 
of ascetic virtues, the wearing of the robe, possession of a 
retinue, etc., are called the origin of gain and honour. They 
do not understand this by way of the truth of the origin, 
and so cessation and the path should be understood by 
way of the truths of cessation and the path. 

332 Spk: The pleasant dwellings in this very life (diUhadhamma
sukhavihara) are the pleasant dwellings in fruition attainment. 
For when a meritorious arahant receives conjee, sweets, 
etc., he must give thanks to those who corne, teach them 
the Dharnrna, answer questions, etc., and thus he does not 
get a chance to sit down and enter fruition attainment. 

Spk's identification of the "pleasant dwellings" with 
fruition attainment is certainly too narrow. The term usu
ally means the jhanas, as at II 278,10-11. 

333 The three wholesome roots are nongreed, nonhatred, and 
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nondelusion. Spk explains this to mean that the wholesome 
roots have been cut off to such an extent that Devadatta is 
incapable of taking rebirth in heaven or of achieving the 
path and fruit; it does not mean that his wholesome roots 
have been permanently eradicated. The next two suttas 
state the same meaning using different terms. 

334 This sutta and the following one also occur at Yin 11 187-88 
in inverted order, without the homily on gains, honour, 
and fame, and with the verse at the end. See too AN II 73. 
The verse = I, v. 597, also spoken with reference to 
Devadatta. On the simile of the mule just below, Spk says 
that they mate her with a horse. If she becomes pregnant, 
when her time for delivery arrives she is unable to give 
birth. She stands striking the ground with her feet. Then 
they tie her feet to four stakes, split open her belly, and 
remove the foal. She dies right there. 

335 PittaJ!1 bhindeyyu1J1. PED, s.v. pitta1J1, says the passage is 
unclear and refers to an alternative interpretation pro
posed by Morris, JPTS 1893, 4. My rendering accords with 
Spk's comment: "They throw (pakhippeyyu1J1) bear bile or 
fish bile over its nostrils." Spk-p� glosses pakhippeyyu1J1 
here with osinceyyu1J1, "they sprinkle." Homer renders "aE 
if they were to throw a bladder at a fierce dog's nose" (BD 
5:263). 

336 Spk: When bandits grab hold of his mother in the wilder· 
ness and say they will release her only if he tells a deliber· 
ate lie, even then he won't tell a deliberate lie. The samE 
method in the other cases. 

18. Rahulasa1J1yutta 

337 Rahula was the Buddha's son. He became a novicE 
(samaflera) at the age of seven, during the Buddha's firs I 
visit to his native city of Kapilavatthu after his enlighten· 
ment. Other discourses spoken to him are: MN Nos. 61, 62 
and 147 (the latter = 35:121) and Sn II, 11 (pp. 58-59). 

338 Spk explains the three "grips" (gaha) of "mine, I, and m) 
self" exactly as in n. 155. It takes dispassion (viraga) tc 
denote the four paths, liberation (vimutti) the four fruits 
Spk does not comment on nibbindati, "experiences revut. 
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sion," but the commentaries consistently identify the Cor
responding noun nibbida with strong insight knowledge 
(see above n. 69). 

339 To the four primary elements of the form aggregate (cattaro 
mahabhuta) the suttas sometimes add the space element 
(akasadhatu)-which (according to the commentaries) rep
resents derived form (upadaya rupa)-and the conscious
ness element (vififia1!adhiitu), which represents the entire 
mental side of existence. For a detailed analysis of all six 
elements, see MN III 240,17-243,10. 

340 Spk: In regard to this body with consciousness (imasmim sa
vififia1!ake kaye): he shows his own conscious body. A�d in 
regard to all external signs (bahiddha ca sabbanimittesu): the 
conscious body of others and insentient objects. Or alter
natively: by the former expression he shows his own sen
tient organism and that of others (reading with Se attano ca 
parassa ca savififia1!akam eva); by the latter, external form not 
bound up with sense faculties (bahiddha anindriya
baddharuparJl). (The compound) ahankaramamankara
mananusaya is to be resolved thus: I-making (ahankara), 
mine-making (mamankara), and the underlying tendency to 
conceit (mananusaya). (So the text in Be and Se, but if, as 
seems likely, the plural termination derives from the 
asamahtira compound, after resolution the last member 
should be mananusayo.) 

"I-making" is regarded as the function of wrong view 
(the view of self), "mine-making" of craving. The root con
ceit is the conceit "I am" (asmimana), so conceit is also 
responsible for "I-making." 

341 This elevenfold classification of each of the five aggregates 
is analysed in detail at Vibh 1-12. 

342 Spk: Has transcended discrimination (vidha samatikkantarJl): 
has fully gone beyond the different kinds of conceit; is 
peaceful (santarJl): by the appeasement of defilements; and 
well liberated (suvimuttarJl): fully liberated from defilements. 

19. LakkhaflaSarJlyutta 

343 The series of suttas included in this sarpyutta also occurs at 
Vin III 104-8. Spk: The Venerable Lakkhal)a, a great disciple, 
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had been one of the thousand jatila ascetics who received 
higher ordination by the "Come, bhikkhu" utterance (see 
Yin I 32-34). He attained arahantship at the end of the 
Discourse on Burning (35:28). Since he possessed a 
Brahma-like body that was endowed with auspicious 
marks (lakkha1Jasampanna), perfect in all respects, he was 
called "Lakkhal).a." 

344 Spk: The reason for Moggallana's smile, as is mentioned in 
the text below, is that he saw a being reborn in the world 
of ghosts whose body was a skeleton. Having seen such a 
form of individual existence, he should have felt compas
sion, so why did he display a smile? Because he recollect
ed his own success in gaining release from the prospect of 
such forms of rebirth and the success of the Buddha
knowledge; for the Buddhas teach such things through 
their own direct cognition (paccakkha1J1. katva) and have 
thoroughly penetrated the element of phenomena 
(suppatividdha buddhana1J1. dhammadhatu). 

345 I follow Be: vitudenti vitacchenti virajenti. Se reads vitudanti 
only, while Ee has vitacchenti vibhajenti. Spk comments 
only on vitudenti: "They ran and moved here and there, 
piercing him again and again with their metal beaks as 
sharp as sword blades." According to Spk, the vultures, 
etc., were actually yakkhas (yakkhagijjha, yakkhakaka, 
yakkhakulala); for such a form does not come into the visu
al range of natural vultures, etc. 

346 Evarupo pi nama satto bhavissati evarupo pi nama yakkho 
bhavissati evarupo pi nama attabhavapatilabho bhavissati. Spk: 
In saying this Moggallana shows his sense of urgency in 
the Dhamma, arisen out of compassion for such beings. 

The expression attabhavapatilabho, which literally means 
"acquisition of selfhood," is used idiomatically to denote a 
concrete form of individual identity. Attabhava sometimes 
occurs in a more restricted sense with reference to the 
physical body, for instance at Ud 54,17-19. 

347 Spk: As a residual result of that same kamma (tass' eva kam
massa vipakavasesena): of that "kamma (to be experienced) 
in subsequent lives" (aparapariyakamma) accumulated by 
different volitions. For the rebirth in hell is produced by a 
certain volition, and when its result is exhausted rebirth is 
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produced among the ghosts, etc., having as its object the 
residue of that kamma or the sign of the kamma (see CMA 
5:35-38). Therefore, because that rebirth comes about 
through correspondence of kamma or correspondence of 
object (kammasabhiigatiiya iirammalJasabhiigatiiya Vii), it is 
called "a residual result of that same kamma." It is said 
that at the time he passed away from hell, a heap of flesh
less cows' bones became the sign (i.e., the object of the last 
conscious process, which then becomes the object of the 
rebirth-consciousness). Thus he became a ghost (in the 
form of) a skeleton, as if making manifest to the wise the 
hidden kamma. 
Spk: He had earned his living for many years as a cattle 
butcher who seasoned pieces of beef, dried them, and sold 
the dried meat. When he passed away from hell, a piece of 
meat became the sign and he became a ghost (in the form 
of) a piece of meat. 
Spk: He was an executioner who inflicted many punish
ments on state criminals and then finally shot them with 
arrows. After arising in hell, when he was subsequently 
reborn through the residual result of that kamma the state 
of being pierced by an arrow became the sign and there
fore he became a ghost with body-hairs of arrows. 
In Be and Se, this sutta is entitled Suciloma and the follow
ing sutta Dutiya-suciloma, while in Ee the former is enti
tled Suci-sarathi and the latter Sucako. In Be and Se, the 
miserable spirit in the former sutta is said to have been a 
suta, glossed by Spk as assadamaka, a horse trainer, wrole in 
Ee he is said to have been a sftcaka. In all three eds., the 
spirit in the following sutta is said to have been a silcaka, 
glossed by Spk as pesuiiiiakiiraka, a slanderer. I follow Be 
and Se both with respect to the titles of the two suttas and 
the former identities of the tormented spirits. 
Spk: He was a slanderer who divided people from each 
other and brought them to ruin and misery by his insinua
tions. Therefore, as people were divided by him through 
his insinuations (tena sftcetvii manussii bhinnii), to experience 

the pain of being pierced by needles (silcihi bhedanadukkha1J'l 
paccanubhotu1J'l), he took that kamma itself as the sign and 
became a needle-haired ghost (sftcilomapeta). (The aptness 
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of the retribution is established by the similarity betweer 
the Pali word suci, needle, and the verb suceti, to insinuate 
to indicate.) 

352 Giimakuta, lit. "village cheat." Spk: He secretly acceptec 
bribes and, committing an evident wrong by his skewec 
judgements, misallocated the belongings of others. HencE 
his private parts were exposed. Since he caused an unbear· 
able burden for others by imposing harsh penalties, his pri· 
vate parts became an unbearable burden for him. Anc 
since he was unrighteous (visama) when he should havE 
been righteous, his private parts became uneven (visama: 
and he had to sit on them. 

Interestingly, Ee (apparently based on SS) here read� 
dhanka for crows in place of kiika in the other eds. See I 
v. 808d and I, n. 566. 

353 Spk: Having experienced contact with another man's wife 
having enjoyed vile pleasure, sensual pleasure, he has beer 
reborn in circumstances where, as a counterpart of thai 
kamma, he experiences contact with filth and undergoe� 
pain. 

354 I read the first word of this sentence with Se and SS as ato 
as against the exclamation aho in Be and Ee. 

355 Spk: She cheated on her husband and enjoyed contact wit� 
other men. Thus she fell away from pleasant contact and 
as a counterpart of that kamma, was reborn as a flayec 
woman to experience painful contact. 

356 Mangulitthi. Spk glosses: mmigulin ti virupal!l duddasikarr 
bibhacchartl. She deceived people, accepting scents anc 
flowers, telling them they could become rich by perform 
ing certain rites. She caused the multitude to accept a bac 
view, a wrong view. Thus she herself became foul-smellin� 
because of taking scents and flowers, and ugly because 0: 

making them accept a bad view. 
357 Spk explains uppakkartl okilinirtl okirinartl thus: She wa� 

lying on a bed of coals, trembling and turning around a� 
she was cooked, therefore she was roasting (uppakka), i.e. 
with body cooked by the hot fire. She was swelterin� 
(okilini), with a sweating body; and sooty (okirini), com 
pletely covered with soot. 

358 Spk: While using the four requisites provided by the peoplE 
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out of faith, being unrestrained in bodily and verbal con
duct and corrupt in his means of livelihood, he went about 
playfully to his heart's content. The same method of expla
nation applies in the following cases too. 

20. Opammasa1J1yutta 

359 The simile of the peaked house, common in the Nikayas, 
recurs in SN at 22:102 (III 156,3-5), 45:141, 46:7, 48:52. Spk 
glosses " diligent" as "constantly yoked with mindfulness" 
(appamatta ti satiya avippavase thita hutva). 

360 This theme is treated in greater detail at 56:102-31. Spk 
says that the devas are included here along with humans, 
so that the statement should be understood to mean that 
few are reborn among humans and devas. 

361 The simile is also at Vin II 256,16-18 and AN IV 278,22-25, 
but with a different application. Corehi kumbhatthenakehi is 
lit. "pot-thief bandits." Spk explains: Having entered the 
houses of others, having surveyed the scene by the light of 
a lamp, desiring to steal the belongings of others, they 
make a lamp in a jar (ghate) and enter. Even mud-sprites 
(pa1J1supisacaka) assail those devoid of development of lov
ingkindness, how much more then powerful nonhumans? 

Amanussa, lit. "nonhuman," usually denotes a malevo
lent spirit or demon. 

362 Be and Se: okkhiisata1J1; Ee: ukkhasata1J1. Spk: = mahiimukha
ukkhalina1J1 sata1J1. Spk-pt: = mahamukhiina1J1 mahantako?um
biina1J1 sata1J1. The reference is to large pots used to boil a 
great quantity of rice. AN IV 394-96 makes the same point 
somewhat differently, and adds that developing the per
ception of impermanence even for a fingersnap is still 
more fruitful than developing a mind of lovingkindness. 

363 Spk: Gadduhanamattan ti goduhanamatta1J1 (lit. "the extent of 

a cow's milking"), that is, the extent of time needed to take 

one pull on a cow's teat. Or else (gadduhanamatta1J1 =) gandha
uhanamatta1J1 (lit. "the extent of a scent-sniff"), that is, the 
extent of time needed to take a single sniff of a piece of 

incense picked up with two fingers. If, for even such a 
short time, one is able to develop a mind of loving
kindness, pervading all beings in immeasurable world 
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systems with a wish for their welfare, this is more fruitful 
even than that alms given three times in a single day. 

364 Spk explains the three verbs thus: pati1e1}eti, having struck 
the top, bending it like a cotton wick, one makes it fuse 
together as if it were a strand of resin; papikotteti, having 
struck it in the middle and bent it back, or having struck it 
along the blade, one makes the two blades fuse together; 
papivatteti, turning it around as if making a cotton wick (?), 
one twirls it around for a long time, unravels it, and again 
twirls it around. 

365 This sutta also appears in the introduction to Ja No. 476, 
which turns upon the same theme. In this story the 
Bodhisatta, in his incarnation as the swift goose Javana
haq-tsa, performs the remarkable feat to be described just 
below. 

Spk explains the stock description of the archers thus: 
Firm-bowed archers (da/hadhamma dhanuggaha): archers with 
firm bows (daJhadhanuno isstisa). A "firm bow" is called the 
strength of two thousand. "The strength of two thousand" 
means that a weight of metal, such as bronze or lead, etc. 
(used for the arrowhead), bound to the string when the 
bow is lifted (for the shot), is released from the earth when 
the bow is grasped by its handle and drawn back the full 
length of the arrow. Trained (Se and Ee: sikkhitti; Be: 
susikkhitii, "well trained"): they have studied the craft in 
their teacher's circle for ten or twelve years. Dexterous 
(katahattha): one who has simply studied a craft is not yet 
dexterous, but these are dexterous, having achieved mas
tery over it. Experienced (katupiisanii): they have displayed 
their craft in the king's court, etc. 

366 Ayusa1ikhiirii. Spk: This is said with reference to the physi
cal life faculty (rupajivitindriya); for this perishes even 
faster than that. But it is not possible to describe the 
breakup of formless phenomena (Le., of mental states, 
because according to the Abhidhamma they break up six
teen times faster than material phenomena). 

367 Spk: The Dasarahas were a khattiya clan, so called because 
they took a tenth portion from a hundred (satato 
dasabhiigarp. gm:zhirp.su-reference not clear). The Summoner 
(iinaka) was the name of a drum, made from the claw of a 
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giant crab. It gave off a sound that could be heard for 
twelve yojanas all around and was therefore used to sum
mon the people to assembly on festival days. 

368 Spk: Deep (gambhira) by way of the text (pii!ivasena), like the 
Salla Sutta (Sn III, 8; Se: Sallekha Sutta = MN No. 8); deep in 
meaning (gambhirattha), like the Mahavedalla Sutta (MN 
No. 43); supramundane (lokuttara), i.e., pointing to the 
supramundane goal; dealing with emptiness (sunnatii
patisa1J1yutta), explaining mere phenomena devoid of a 
being (sattasunnata-dhammamattam eva pakiisakii), like the 
Sailkhi ttasarpyuUa (?). 

This passage recurs at 55:53, in commenting on which 
Spk cites as examples texts that sometimes differ from 
those cited here. See V, n. 366. 

369 Spk glosses siivakabhiisitii as tesa1J1 tesa1J1 siivakehi bhiisitii, 
referring back to the outsiders (biihiraka). Spk-pt clarifies: 
"By the disciples of any of those who were not known as 
the Buddha's disciples." 

370 "Block of wood" is kalingara. Spk: In the first period of the 
Buddha's ministry the bhikkhus would practise medita
tion from the time they finished their meal (before noon) 
through the first watch of the night. They would sleep in 
the middle watch, resting their heads on pieces of wood 
(katthakal.1�a, a gloss on kalingara); then they would rise 
early and resume their walking meditation. 

The mood of this sutta is similar to the "fears of the 
future" suttas, AN III 105-10. 

371 The elephant simile is also at Yin II 120, used in relation to 
Devadatta. 

372 Pasanniikiira1J1 karonti. Spk: They give the four requisites. 
See n. 275. 

373 See the following sutta for an explanation. 
374 Sandhisamalasankatire. Spk explains sandhi as an alley 

between two detached houses; samala as a channel for the 
discharge of waste from a house; and sankatira as a rubbish 
bin; see too Ps III 418,16 (commenting on MN I 334,27). At 
MLDB p. 433 the compound was translated, "by a door

post or a dust-bin or a drain," but it seems these last two 
nouns should be inverted. 

375 Aiiiiatara1J1 sankilittha1J1 iipatti1J1 iipajjati yathiirupiiya iipattiyii 
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vutthanarrz paiiiiayati. An offence motivated by a defilement 
(in this case lust) but of a kind that can be expiated by 
undergoing the appropriate penalty (as opposed to an 
offence of the parajika class, which does not allow for expi
ation but requires permanent expulsion from the Sangha). 

376 See 17:8 and n. 322 above. Spk identifies the "certain per
son" as Devadatta. I understand Sakyaputtiya to be an 
adjective meaning "following the Sakyan son," not a noun 
meaning "Sakyan son." The Sakyan son is the Buddha 
himself, who went forth from the Sakyan clan (see 55:7, 
V 352,18). Thus a samalJa sakyaputtiya (see 28:10 (III 240,3-4) 
and 42:10 (IV 325,19-21» is an ascetic following the Sakyan 
son, i.e., a Buddhist monk. 

377 Spk: This too is said with reference to the behaviour of 
Devadatta. Spk relates an anecdote about a jackal who had 
been rescued from a python by a farmer. When the python 
grabbed the farmer, the jackal, out of gratitude, went to the 
farmer's brothers and led them to the scene, thereby 
enabling them to rescue the farmer. 

21. Bhikkhusarrzyutta 

378 Kolita was Mahamoggallana's personal name, Moggallana 
being derived from his clan name. The present sutta is 
nearly identical with 40:2 and must be simply a variant on 
the latter, formulated in terms of noble silence rather than 
the second jhana. As Spk makes clear, the sutta refers back 
to Moggallana's week of striving for arahantship. 

379 Spk explains that the second jhana is called noble silence 
(ariya tUlJhibhava) because within it thought and examina
tion (vitakka-vicara) cease, and with their cessation speech 
cannot occur. At 41:6 (IV 293,24-26) thought and examina
tion are called the verbal formation (vacismikhara), the men
tal factors responsible for articulation of speech. But, Spk 
adds, when the Buddha says "either speak on the Dhamma 
or observe noble silence" (e.g., at MN I 161,32-33), even 
attention to a meditation subject can be considered noble 
silence. 

380 Spk: It is said that by this means, over seven days, the Teacher 
helped the elder to develop concentration on occasions 
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when it was tending to decline (hiinabhiigiya) and thus led 
him to "greatness of direct knowledge" (mahiibhififiata), i.e., 
to the six direct knowledges. 

381 Upatissa was Sariputta's personal name. 
382 We should read simply avuso with Be and Se, as against Ee 

iivuso Sariputta. 
383 Spk: For a long time: he says this referring to the time that 

had passed since the Buddha taught the wanderer 
Dighanakha "The Discourse on the Discernment of 
Feelings" at the door of the Boar's Cave. For it was on that 
day that these defilements inherent in the round of exis
tence were uprooted in the elder. See n. 97 above. 

384 Spk: The dwelling is called gross on account of its object. 
For he dwelt in the exercise of the divine eye and divine ear 
element, which take gross objects, namely, the form base 
and the sound base. 

385 I translate the peculiar Pali idiom here a little freely to 
bring out the m�aning. My rendering follows Spk's para
phrase: "The elder wondered, 'Where is the Blessed One 
now dwelling?' Having extended light, he saw him with 
the divine eye sitting in his Fragrant Cottage in Jeta's 
Grove; then he heard his voice with the divine ear element. 
The Teacher did the same, and thus they could see each 
other and hear each other's voices." 

386 As at 12:22 (II 28,24-28). 
387 See 51:10 (V 259,18-20). Spk glosses kappa here as ayukappa, 

meaning the full human life span of 120 years. However, 
there seems to be no textual basis for taking kappa in this 
passage as meaning anything other than a cosmic aeon, the 
full extent of time required for a world system to evolve 
and dissolve. See V, n. 249. 

388 The word "naga" here is used in the sense of arahant. 
389 Jetva MaralJ! savahanalJ!. Spk does not comment on the 

"mount," but other commentaries explain it as either the 
elephant Girimekha (Pj II 392,3 to Sn 442) or Mara's army 
(Mp III 18,26 to AN II 15,29). At Ja I 72, Mara is shown 
mounting his elephant Girimekha before going to attack 
the future Buddha under the Bodhi Tree. 

390 His name means "Bhaddiya the Dwarf." The prose portion 
is at Ud 76; see too Ud 74,20-75,6. Spk notes that it was the 
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monks of the "gang of six" (chabbhagiya bhikkhU, the mis
chief-makers of the Sangha often mentioned in the,Vinaya 
Pitaka) who had been ridiculing him. Bhaddiya's ugliness, 
according to Spk, was the kammic result of his behaviour 
in a previous life when he was a king who mocked and 
harassed old people. Though ugly in appearance, he had a 
lovely voice, which resulted from another past life when he 
was a cuckoo who offered a sweet mango to the Buddha 
Vipassi. The Buddha declared him the foremost of 
bhikkhus having a sweet voice (mafijussara; AN I 23,24), His 
verses at Th 466-72 do not include the verses here. 

391 His verses are at Th 209-10. The same description is given 
of Sariputta's talk at 8:6. This entire sutta is at AN II 5l. 

392 We should read with Be (and Ee at AN II 51,29): ntibhasa
manarJI jiinanti. The readings no bhasamanarJI (Ee) and na 
bhtisamanarJI (Se) give a meaning opposite to the one 
required. The BHS parallel of the verse at Uv 29:43-44 sup
ports Be: niibha�amana jfiiiyante. 

393 He was the son of the Buddha's father Suddhodana and his 
aunt and foster mother, Mahapajapati Gotami. Hence, 
though he was also the Buddha's half-brother through their 
common father, the text refers to him as miitucchiiputta, 
"maternal cousin." His story is at Ud 21-24 and, more elab
orately, at Dhp-a I 115-22; see BL 1:217-23. 

Spk: Why did the elder behave thus? To find out what the 
Teacher thought about it, thinking: "If the Teacher says, 
'My half-brother is beautiful like this,' I'll conduct myself in 
this way all my life. But if he points out a fault here, I'll give 
this up, wear a rag-robe, and dwell in a remote lodging." 

394 Afifiiitufichena yapentarJI. Spk: Scraps gained by one seeking 
delicious, well-seasoned food at the homes of affluent and 
powerful people are called "scraps of known people" 
(fiiituncha, lit. "known scraps"). But the mixed food 
obtained by standing at the doors of houses is called 
"scraps of strangers" (lit. "unknown scraps"). 

395 He was the Buddha's pitucchiiputta, son of the Buddha's 
paternal aunt, Amita (DPPN, s.v. Tissa Thera (14}). 

396 Spk explains that while he was still a novice, when elders 
arrived at the monastery from distant regions to see the 
Buddha he remained seated and did not perform any 
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services to them or show them due respect. This was all 
because of his khattiya pride and his pride of being the 
Buddha's cousin. The other bhikkhus had surrounded him 
and censured him sharply for his lack of courtesy. A vari
ant of this incident is recorded at Dhp-a I 37-39; see 
BL 1:16�7. 

397 Aiiiiataro bhikkhu theraniimako. Spk does not explain this 
peculiar name or further identify the monk. 

398 Spk: The past is said to be abandoned (pahina1J1) by the 
abandoning of desire and lust for the five aggregates of the 
past; the future is relinquished (patinissattha1J1) by the relin
quishing of desire and lust for the five aggregates of the 
future. Cpo MN III 188-89, 195-98. The plural attabhiiva
patilabhesu is hard to account for; perhaps it means the five 
aggregates taken individually, though this would be an 
unusual use of the expression. See n. 346. 

399 The first three padas are at Sn 211 a.nd, with a variation, at 
Dhp 353. Spk: All-conqueror (sabbabhibhu1J1): one who abides 
having overcome all aggregates, sense bases, and ele
ments, and the three kinds of existence. Unsullied (anupalit
ta1J1, or "unstuck") among those very things by the paste 
(tepa) of craving and views. Liberated in the destruction of 
craving (tmJ.hakkhaye vimutta1J1): liberated in Nibbana, called 
the destruction of craving by way of the liberation that 
takes this as its object. 

400 He was the foremost bhikkhu disciple among those who 
exhort bhikkhus (bhikkhu-ovadaka; AN I 25,13). His verses 
are at Th 547-56, and he is commended by the Buddha at 
54:7. Spk: He had been a king who ruled over the city of 
Kukkutavati. As soon as he heard about the Buddha, the 
Dhamma, and the Sangha from a group of travelling mer
chants he left his kingdom for Savatthi together with his 
thousand ministers, intending to go forth. His queen Anoja 
followed him, accompanied by the ministers' wives, all with 
the same intention. The Buddha came out to meet both par
ties. He first ordained the men as bhikkhus with the 
"Come, bhikkhu" ordination, and then he had the women 
ordained as bhikkhunis by the elder nun Uppalavar:u:ta. 

401 Spk: It is said that they had been companions in five hun
dred past births. 
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Introduction 

The Khandhavagga, The Book of the Aggregates, continues along 
the trail of philosophical exposition opened up by The Book of 
Causation, but this time breaking into another major area of early 
Buddhist discourse, the five aggregates. Like its predecessor, the 
Khandhavagga is named after its opening sal11yutta, which dom
inates the entire cO,llection. Though the Vagga contains thirteen 
sarpyuttas, none of the minor ones even approaches the length of 
the Khandhasarpyutta, which in the PTS edition takes up 188 of 
the 278 pages in this volume. But even more, within this Vagga 
three minor sarpyuttas-SN 23, 24, and 33-focus on the aggre
gates as their point of interest. These chapters seem to be off
shoots from the original Khandhasal11yutta which at some point 
were broken off and made into autonomous sarpyuttas. Thus the 
theme of the five aggregates leaves its stamp throughout this 
whole collection. 

22. Khandhasa1!1yutta 

The Khandhasarpyutta contains 159 suttas arranged into three 
divisions called pafifiasakas, "sets of fifty." Each pafifiasaka is made 
up of five vaggas consisting of approximately ten suttas each, 
though several vaggas have slightly more than ten. The length 
and character of the suttas vary widely, ranging from texts sev
eral pages long with a unique flavour of their own to extremely 
terse suttas that merely instantiate a common template. 

The topic of this sarpyutta is the five aggregates (paficakkhan
dha), the primary scheme of categories the Buddha draws upon 
to analyse sentient existence. Whereas the teaching on dependent 
origination is intended to disclose the dynamic pattern running 

839 
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through everyday experience that propels the round of birth and 
death forward from life to life, the teaching on the five aggre
gates concentrates on experience in its lived immediacy in the 
continuum from birth to death. 

Examination of the five aggregates plays a critical role in the 
Buddha's teaching for at least four reasons. First, because the five 
aggregates are the ultimate referent of the first noble truth, the 
noble truth of suffering (see 56:13), and since all four truths 
revolve around suffering, understanding the aggregates is essen
tial for understanding the Four Noble Truths as a whole. Second, 
because the five aggregates are the objective domain of clinging 
and as such contribute to the causal origination of future suffer
ing. Third, because the removal of clinging is necessary for the 
attainment of release, and clinging must be removed from the 
objects around which its tentacles are wrapped, namely, the five 
aggregates. And fourth, because the removal of clinging is 
achieved by wisdom, and the kind of wisdom needed is precisely 
clear insight into the real nature of the aggregates. 

The five aggregates are at once the constituents of sentient exis
tence and the operative factors of lived experience, for within the 
thought world of the Nikayas existe!lce is of concern only to the 
extent that it is implicated in experience. Thus the five aggregates 
simultaneously serve the Buddha as a scheme of categories for 
analysing human identity and for explicating the structure of 
experience. However, the analysis into the aggregates undertaken 
in the Nikayas is not pursued with the aim of reaching an objec
tive, scientific understanding of the human being along the lines 
pursued by physiology and psychology; thus comparisons of the 
Buddhist analysis with those advanced by modem scientific dis
ciplines can easily lead to spurious conclusions. For the Buddha, 
investigation into the nature of personal existence always 
remains subordinate to the liberative thrust of the Dhamma, and 
for this reason only those aspects of human existence that con
tribute to the realization of this purpose receive the spotlight of 
his attention. 

The word khandha (Skt skandha) means, among other things, a 
heap or mass (nisi). The five aggregates are so called because they 
each unite under one label a multiplicity of phenomena that 

share the same defining characteristic. Thus whatever form there 
is, "past, future, or present, internal or external, gross or subtle, 
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inferior or superior, far or near," is incorporated into the form 
aggregate, and so for each of the other aggregates (22:48). Two 
suttas in the KhandhasaI1lyutta (22:56, 57) spell out the con
stituents of each aggregate, doing so in much simpler terms than 
the later, more elaborate analyses found in the Visuddhimagga and 
the commentaries. The breakdown of the aggregates according to 
the suttas is shown in Table 5. Another sutta (22:79) explains why 
each aggregate is called by its assigned name, and it is revealing 
that these explanations are phrased in terms of functions rather 
than fixed essences. This treatment of the aggregates as dynamic 
functions rather than substantial entities already pulls the ground 
away from the urge to grasp upon them as containing a perma
nent essence that can be considered the ultimate ground of being. 

TABLE 5 

The Five Aggregates according to the Suttas 
(based on SN 22:56 and 57) 

Aggregate 

form 

feeling 

perception 

volitional 

formations 

consciousness 

Contents 

4 great elements and form 

derived from them 

6 classes of feeling: feeling 

born of contact through eye, 

ear, nose, tongue, body, 

and mind 

6 classes of perception: 

perception of forms, sounds, 

odours, tastes, tactiles, and 

mental phenomena 

6 classes of volition: volition 

regarding forms, sounds, 

odours, tastes, tactiles, and 

mental phenomena 

6 classes of consciousness: 

eye-consciousness, ear-, nose-, 

tongue-, body-, and mind

consciousness 

Condition 

nutriment 

contact 

contact 

contact 

name-and -form 
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The Khandhasarp.yutta stresses in various ways that the five 
aggregates are dukkha, suffering, a point clearly articulated by the 
Buddha already in his first sermon when he states, "In brief, the 
five aggregates subject to clinging are suffering" (56:11). The 
aggregates are suffering because they tend to affliction and can
not be made to conform with our desires (22:59); because attach
ment to them leads to sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, 
and despair (22:1); because their change induces fear, distress, 
and anxiety (22:7). Even more pointedly, the five aggregates are 
already suffering simply because they are impermanent (22:15) 
and thus can never fulfil our hopes for perfect happiness and 
security. While they give pleasure and joy, which is the gratifica
tion (assada) in them, eventually they must change and pass 
away, and this instability is the danger (adinava) perpetually con
cealed within them (22:26). Though we habitually assume that 
we are in control of the aggregates, in truth they are perpetually 
devouring us, !llaking us their hapless victims (22:79). To identi
fy with the aggregates and seek fulfilment in them is to be like a 
man who employs as his servant a vicious murderer out to take 
his life (22:85). 

The five aggregates are the objective domain of the defilements 
that bind living beings to the round of existence, particularly the 
taints (asava) and clinging (upadana). Whatever in the world one 
might cling to, it is only form, feeling, perception, volitional for
mations, and consciousness that one clings to (22:79). For this 
reason the aggregates that make up our mundane experience are 
commonly called the five aggregates subject to clinging 
(paficupadanakkhandha). Clinging, it will be recalled, is one of the 
links in the chain of dependent origination, the link that leads 
into the production of a new existence in the future. In 22:5, the 
five aggregates are spliced into the second half of the formula for 
dependent origination, thereby revealing how clinging to the five 
aggregates in this existence brings forth a new birth and thus the 
reappearance of the five aggregates in the next existence. Sutta 
22:54 states that because of attachment to the five aggregates, 
consciousness grows and thrives from life to life; but with the 
destruction of lust, consciousness becomes unsupported and is 
then peaceful and liberated. This sutta assigns to consciousness a 
special place among the five aggregates, since consciousness 
stands supported by the other aggregates and passes away and 
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undergoes rebirth in dependence on them. This dictum accords 
with the suttas on dependent origination (such as 12:12, 38, and 
64) that treat consciousness as the channel or vehicle of the 
rebirth process. 

Clinging to the five aggregates occurs in two principal modes, 
which we might call appropriation and identification. In clinging 
to the aggregates, one either grasps them with desire and lust 
(chandaraga) and assumes possession of them, or one identifies 
with them, taking them as the basis for conceit or for views about 
one's real self. In a phrase often met with in the Khandha
sarytyutta, we are prone to think of the aggregates, "This is mine, 
this I am, this is my self" (eta1J1 mama, eso 'ham asmi, eso me atta). 
Here, the notion "This is mine" represents the act of appropria
tion, a function of craving (taflha). The notions "This I am" and 
"This is my self" represent two types of identification, the former 
expressive of conceit (mana), the latter of views (ditthi). 

To break our appropriation of the aggregates, the Buddha 
often enjoins us to abandon desire and lust for them (22:137-45). 
Sometimes he tells us to abandon the aggregates themselves, for 
they are as completely alien to us as the twigs and foliage in Jeta' s 
Grove (22:33-34). But to give up clinging is difficult because 
clinging is reinforced by views, which rationalize our identifica
tion with the aggregates and thus equip clinging with a protec
tive shield. 

The type of view that lies at the bottom of all affirmation of 
selfhood is called identity view (sakkiiyaditthi). All views of self 
are formulated with reference to the five aggregates either collec
tively or individually (22:47). The suttas often mention twenty 
types of identity view, obtained by considering one's self to stand 
in any of four relations to each of the five aggregates: either as 
identical with it, as possessing it, as containing it, or as contained 
within it (22:1, 7, 47, 81, 82, etc.). The Buddha describes identity 
view as the leash that keeps the worldling bound to the round of 
rebirths, revolving in circles like a dog going around a post 
(22:99, 117). He also makes identity view the first of the ten fet
ters to be eradicated on the path to liberation. The most common 
way the suttas distinguish between "the uninstructed worldling" 
(assutava puthujjana) and "the instructed noble disciple" (sutava 
ariyasavaka) is precisely by way of identity view: the worldling 
perpetually regards the aggregates as a self or a self's accessories; 
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the noble disciple never does so, for such a disciple has seen with 
wisdom the selfless nature of the aggregates (22:1, etc.). 

As the formula for dependent origination demonstrates, cling
ing to the five aggregates is ultimately sustained by ignorance 
(avijja). In relation to the aggregates, ignorance weaves a net of 
three delusions that nurture desire and lust. These delusions, 
which infiltrate cognition at a variety of levels, are the notions 
that the five aggregates are permanent, a true source of happi
ness, and a self or the accessories of a self. The antidote needed 
to break the spell of this delusion is wisdom (panna) or knowl
edge (vijja), which means knowing and seeing the five aggre
gates as they really are: as impermanent (anicca), as suffering 
(dukkha), and as nons elf (anatta). These are known in the 
Buddhist tradition as the three characteristics (tilakkharta), and in 
the Khandhasa:rp.yutta they are extensively applied to the five 
aggregates in a variety of patterns. The suttas devoted to this 
theme can be highly repetitive, bU,t the repetition is designed to 
serve a vital purpose: to strip away the delusions of permanence, 
pleasure, and selfhood that envelop the five aggregates and keep 
us trapped in the chain of dependent origination. 

Perhaps the original nucleus of the Khandhasa:rp.yutta consist
ed of the template suttas at 22:9-20, along with the auxiliary tem
plate suttas prevalent in The Final Fifty. These suttas were never 
intended to be read merely to gather information, but to offer 
concise instructions on the development of insight (vipassana
bMvana). Behind the repetitive utterances, occasionally irksome 
on first acquaintance, the attentive eye can discern subtle varia
tions attuned to the diversity in the proclivities and intellectual 
capacities of the people to be guided. Some suttas seem to make 
the contemplation of one or another of the three characteristics 
alone sufficient for reaching the goal, though the exegetical texts 
insist that all must be contemplated to some degree. As the three 
characteristics are closely intertwined, the most common formula 
throughout the Nikayas is the one that discloses their internal 
relationship. This formula, first enunciated in the Buddha's sec
ond discourse at Barat:tasi (22:59), uses the characteristic of 
impermanence to reveal the characteristic of suffering, and both 
conjointly to reveal the characteristic of nonself. But whatever 

approach is taken, all the different expositions of the three char
acteristics eventually converge on the eradication of clinging by 
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showing, with regard to each aggregate, "This is not mine, this 1 

am not, this is not my self." The lesson this maxim teaches is thai 
there is no point in appropriating anything, no point in identify
ing with anything, because the subject of appropriation and iden
tification, the "self," is merely a fabrication of conceptual thought 
woven in the darkness of ignorance. 

Different suttas within the Khandhasarp.yutta speak of the 
three characteristics under various synonyms, and to navigate 
one's way through this chapter it is important to recognize which 
characteristic is being indicated. Thus the statement that the five 
aggregates are "impermanent, conditioned, dependently arisen, 
subject to destruction, to vanishing, to fading away, to cessation" 
(22:21) is obviously using different terms to point out the charac
teristic of impermanence. Less obviously, the sutta on the fragile 
(22:32) and the two on arising, vanishing, and alteration (22:37, 
38) are doing the same thing. The suttas that speak of knowing 
the aggregates a� subject to arising and vanishing are also com
mending contemplation of impermanence (22:126-28). Such 
suttas as the one on the burden (22:22), on misery (22:31), and on 
being devoured (22:79), emphasize the contemplation of suffer
ing. Among the many suttas that directly expound nonself, one 
that deserves special attention is the discourse on the lump of 
foam (22:95), with its striking similes for the empty, insubstantial 
nature of the aggregates. 

Besides the three characteristics, the Khandhasarp.yutta makes 
use of other patterns as guidelines for contemplation and under
standing. The "gratification triad" is often applied to the aggre
gates (22:26, 107, 130), sometimes expanded into a pentad by the 
addition of "origin and passing away" (22:108, 132). Another is 
the four-truth pattern: understanding each aggregate, its origin, 
its cessation, and the way to its cessation (22:56, 114). A sevenfold 
hybrid is obtained by merging the four-truth pattern with the 
gratification triad (22:57). In two suttas (22:122, 123) the 
Venerable Sariputta recommends a scheme of eleven ways of 
attending to the aggregates, obtained by differentiating various 
aspects of the three characteristics. This method of contempla
tion, he says, leads all the way from the first steps on the path of 
meditation to the final stage of arahantship and can even be 
recommended to the arahant. 

According to a stock formula attached to most of the suttas on 
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the three characteristics, the insight into the five aggregates as 
impermanent, suffering, and nonself induces revulsion (nibbida), 
dispassion (viraga), and liberation (vimutti). Revulsion is 
explained by the commentaries as a profound inward turning 
away from conditioned existence that comes with the higher 
stages of insight. Dispassion is the supramundane path, particu
larly the path of arahantship, which eliminates the last traces of 
craving. Dispassion culminates in liberation, the release of the 
mind from clinging and the taints, and liberation is in turn ascer
tained by the subsequent "knowledge and vision of liberation," a 
reviewing knowledge that gives the assurance that the round of 
rebirths has been stopped and nothing further remains to be done. 

The KhandhasaJ:l1yutta shows that the elimination of clinging 
occurs in two distinct stages. The first is the elimination of the 
conceptual types of clinging expressed by wrong views, above all 
by identity view. This stage of release comes with the break
through to the Dhamma, the attainment of stream-entry. At this 
point the disciple sees the selfless nature of the aggregates and 
thus overcomes all views of self. For this reason the defining 
mark of the "instructed noble disciple," the one who has made 
the breakthrough, is the elimination of every kind of identity 
view. However, disciples in training (sekha), even those at the 
penultimate stage of nonreturner, still retain a subtle notion of "I 
am" that continues to linger over the five aggregates like the 
scent of soap over newly washed clothes. This is spoken of as "a 
residual conceit 'I am,' a desire 'I am,' an underlying tendency 'I 
am'" (22:89). However, as the noble disciple continues to con
template the rise and fall of the aggregates, in time even this 
residual notion of ''I' am" disappears. It is only the arahant who 
has fully understood the five aggregates down to the root and 
thus eradicated the subtlest tendencies to self-affirmation. 

Elsewhere in the KhandhasaI!lyutta the distinction between 
the trainee and the arahant is drawn in other terms, based on the 
same principle but differently expressed. Sutta 22:56 explains 
that trainees have directly known the five aggregates by way of 
the four-truth pattern and are practising for their fading away 
and cessation; thereby they "have gained a foothold in this 
Dhamma and Discipline.", Arahants have also directly known the 
five aggregates by way of the four-truth pattern, but they have 

extirpated all attachment to the aggregates and are liberated by 
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nonclinging; thus they are called consummate ones for whom 
"there is no round for describing them" (see too 22:57, y.rhich 
expands the sphere of direct knowledge into a sevenfold pat
tern). While direct knowledge (abhififiii) of the aggregates is 
ascribed to both trainees and arahants, only arahants are said to 
have full understanding (parififiii) of the aggregates, for full 
understanding implies the destruction of lust, hatred, and delu
sion (22:106; see too 22:23). At 22:79 the trainee is described as 
one who is abandoning the five aggregates and does not cling to 
them. The arahant, in contrast, is one who neither abandons nor 
clings, but "abides having abandoned." And at 22:109-10, the 
stream-enterer is defined as one who understands the five aggre
gates by way of their origin, passing away, gratification, danger, 
and escape, while the arahant is one who, having understood the 
aggregates thus, is liberated by nonclinging. Thus these passages 
indicate the essential difference between the trainee and the ara
hant to consist in the extent. to which they have developed liber
ating knowledge. The trainee has arrived at this knowledge and 
thereby eliminated the conceptually explicit types of ignorance 
crystallized in wrong views, but he has not yet fully utilized it to 
eradicate the emotively tinged types of ignorance manifest as 
clinging. The arahant has mastered this knowledge and fully 
developed it, so that in his mind all the defilements along with 
the subtlest shades of ignorance have been abolished. The trainee 
might be compared to a person walking along a mountain path 
who catches a distant glimpse of a splendid city but must still 
walk across several more mountains to reach his destination. The 
arahant is like one who has arrived at the city and now dwells 
comfortably within its bounds. 

Beneath its repetitiveness and copious use of template formu
las, the KhandhasaJ1lyutta is a rich compilation of texts, and no 
brief introduction can do justice to all its suggestive themes. 
Special mention, however, might be made of the Theravagga, the 
fourth vagga, on the elder monks. Here we find kanda's first
hand account of his breakthrough to the Dhamma while listening 
to a discourse on the aggregates (22:83); Sariputta's refutation of 
the annihilationist interpretation of Nibbana (22:85); Anuradha's 
puzzlement about the Tathagata's status after death (22:86); the 
story of Vakkali, who attained final Nibbana while dying at his 
own hand (22:87); the Khemaka Sutta, on the distinction between 
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the trainee and the arahant (22:89); and the story of the refractory 
monk Channa whose change of heart proved abundantly fruitful 

(22:90). 

23. Riidhasa1J1yutta 

This saI11yutta is virtually an appendix to the KhandhasaI11yutta 
as it revolves entirely around the five aggregates, but it has a dis
tinct internal unity in that all its suttas are addressed to a single 
bhikkhu named Radha. According to the commentary, the 
Buddha liked to speak to this monk on deep and subtle matters, 
and thus a large number of texts have come down through him. 
The saI11yutta consists of four vaggas with a total of forty-six sut
tas, all relating to the aggregates. Suttas 23:4-10 have exact coun
terparts in the KhandhasaI11yutta. The contents of the second and 
third vagga largely overlap, while the third and fourth vaggas 
are identical except for the circumstances of their delivery. 

24. Difthisa1J1yutta 

This saI11yutta, too, is an extension of the KhandhasaI11yutta, an 
outgrowth of its last vagga, called DiHhivagga and dealing with 
views. However, while the Ditthivagga focuses only on a few 
basic views, here an attempt is made to cover a much wider 
range. The aim of the chapter is to show, from various angles, 
how all these views originate from clinging to the five aggre
gates. 

The views fall into several distinct classes: first comes a strange 
philosophy, not encountered elsewhere in the Nikayas, but 
apparently a species of eternalism; then come several familiar 
views-the view "this is mine," etc., eternalism, and annihila
tionism (24:2-4). This is followed by four philosophical theories 
advocated by the Buddha's contemporaries, all of which he con
demned as morally pernicious (24:5-8); and next come the ten 

speculative views that the Buddha consistently rejected as 
invalid (24:9-18). Beginning with the second vagga, eighteen 
additional views are introduced, all concerning the nature of the 
self after death (24:19-36). It is unclear why these views are not 
included in the first vagga, as they would have fit in there with
out any difficulty. 
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The saqtyutta contains four vaggas, which centre upon the 
same collection of views, except that the first vagga lacks the 
eighteen views of self. Each mode of treatment in the four vaggas 
is called a "trip" (gamana), though the word appears only from 
the second vagga on. The suttas of the first trip define the mark 
of the stream-enterer as the overcoming of perplexity (kmikhii) 
regarding six things-namely, the arising of views from clinging 
to the five aggregates and the four types of sense objects (the four 
counted as one), which are impermanent, suffering, and subject 
to change-and the overcoming of perplexity about the Four 
Noble Truths. The second shows that since the five aggregates 
are impermanent, suffering, and subject to change, views arise by 
clinging and adhering to suffering. The third includes the refrain 
that the views arise by clinging to the five aggregates, which are 
suffering because they are impermanent. The fourth applies the 
catechism, "Is form permanent or impermanent?" to the five 
aggregates to expose their nature as nonself, showing how liber
ation arises through realizing the selflessness of the aggregates. 

25. Okkantisa1Jlyutta 
26. Uppiidasa1Jlyutta 
27. Kilesasa1Jlyutta 

These three saqtyuttas can be treated together, as they are each 
built upon a common foundation, differing only in the way they 
use this material to articulate their distinctive themes. The foun
dation on which they are built is a tenfold scheme for classifying 
the factors of experience already encountered in the Rahula
saqtyutta (18): the six internal sense bases; the six external sense 
bases; the six classes each of consciousness, contact, feeling, per
ception, volition, and craving; the six elements; and the five 
aggregates. Thus each saqtyutta contains ten suttas, one devoted 
to each group of items. 

In relation to these ten groups, the Okkantisaqtyutta makes a 
distinction between two types of individuals who enter upon 
"the fixed course of rightness" (sammattaniyiima), i.e., the tran
scendental Noble Eightfold Path, the path of stream-entry. The 
difference between them is determined by their dominant faculty. 
The one who emphasizes faith resolves (adhimuccati) on the 
impermanence of the factors in the ten groups; this type of person 
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is called a faith-follower (saddhiinusari). The one who emphasizes 
wisdom gains understanding of the impermanence of the factors 
in the ten groups; this type of person is called a Dhamma
follower (dhammanusari). Of both it is said that they cannot pass 
away without having realized the fruit of stream-entry. 
Regardless of this distinction in means of entering the path, when 
they know and see the truth of the teaching for themselves, they 
become stream-enterers. This saIJ:lyutta does not distinguish 
between their character as stream-enterers, but elsewhere 
(MN I 478) it is indicated that the stream-enterer who gives 
prominence to faith is called "liberated by faith" (saddhavimutta) 
while one who gives prominence to wisdom is called "attained 
by view" (ditthippatta). A third class, without counterpart among 
path-attainers, consists of one who gains the formless medita
tions; this type is known as a "body-witness" (kayasakkhi). 

28. Sariputtasa1?1yutta 

The Venerable Sariputta was the Buddha's foremost disciple 
with respect to wisdom, but here he is depicted as an adept in 
meditation as well. The first nine suttas of the saIJ:lyutta are com
posed from a stereotyped formula in which Sariputta explains 
how he enters and emerges from the nine meditative attainments 
without giving rise to ego-affirming thoughts. Each time his 
reply is applauded by Ananda. In the tenth sutta Sariputta 
replies to some provocative questions from a female wanderer 
and his answers win her approval. 

29. Nagasa1?1yutta 
30. Supaflflasa1?1yutta 
31. Gandhabbasa1?1yutta 
32. Valahakasa1?1yutta 

These four saIJ:lyuttas can be discussed together, as they all deal 
with certain classes of sentient beings that, from a modem per
spective, would be considered mythological. In each the Buddha 
enumerates the different species into which the class can be 
divided and the courses of kamma that lead to rebirth into that 
particular mode of existence. By counting separately each type of 
gift given by the aspirant for rebirth into those destinies, and con-
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necting them with the subdivisions among the beings, a large 
number of very short suttas are generated. 

The niigas are dragons, serpent-like beings, powerful and mys· 
terious, believed to reside in the Himalayas, beneath the earth, 
and in the depths of the ocean. They are often thought to havE 
access to hidden treasures and the ability to grant favours to theiI 
human benefactors. They also appear on earth and can assume 
human form, though only temporarily. The Vinaya Pitaka even 
relates the story of a naga who obtained ordination as a bhikkhu 
but was forced to relinquish his monastic status; as a result, every 
candidate for ordination must affirm, before the Sangha, that he 
is a human being (and not a naga in disguise; see Yin I 86-87). 
The supal'p;as, identical with the garwjas, are their arch-enemies: 
fierce birds of prey that pounce on unwary nagas, carry them 
away, and devour them. The gandhabbas are more benign: though 
sometimes depicted as celestial musicians, here they are obvi
ously plant deities. They are identified as the spirits of fragrant 
plants because gandha means fragrance. The identity of the 
valiihakas or cloud-dwelling devas is evident from the explana
tion given in the texts. 

These beings do not fit neatly into the scheme of cosmology 
outlined in the Introduction to Part I. The nagas and gandhabbas 
are said to be ruled over by two of the Four Great Kings presid
ing over the heaven of that name, though as depicted here they 
can hardly be described as dwelling in heavenly worlds them
selves. Rather, all these beings seem to belong to an intermediate 
zone between the human world and the lowest heaven, twilight 
creatures described with striking uniformity in the mythologies 
of many different cultures. 

33. VacchagottasalJ1yutta 

Vacchagotta was a wanderer who often approached the Buddha 
to ask questions, almost always of a philosophical hue. Finally 
convinced, he became a bhikkhu and attained arahantship (see 
MN Nos. 71-73). 

This sarr.yutta shows him during his phase as an inquirer. The 
sarr.yutta has fifty-five chapters, undivided into vaggas, created 
by a process of permutation. In the first five suttas, in response to 
Vaccha's questions, the Buddha explains why the ten speculative 
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views arise in the world, namely, from not knowing the five 
aggregates. Each sutta deals with a separate aggregate, treated 
by way of the four-truth pattern; hence five suttas. The remain
ing fifty suttas are created by taking ten synonyms for not know
ing-e.g., not seeing, etc.-and relating them individually to the 
five aggregates in exactly the same way. 

34. Jhiinasa1?1yutta 

This saITlyutta is concerned with the types of skills required for 
success in attaining concentration (samiidhi). Despite the title, it 
does not deal explicitly with the jhanas as states of meditation 
but with the process of meditation. A proper JhanasaITlyutta, 
concerned with the jhanas, is found in Part V. Perhaps at one 
point this chapter was called the JhayanasaITlyutta, which seems 
more appropriate. The saITlyutta explores, in pairwise combina
tions, ten meditative skills. Each pair is related to four types of 
meditators: one who possesses one skill but not the other, one 
who has neither, and one who has both. In each case the last in 
the tetrad is extolled as the best. In this way fifty-five suttas are 
generated covering all possible permutations. 



[1] PART III: The Book of the Aggregates (Khandhavagga) 

Homage to the Blessed One, 
the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One 

Chapter I 

22 Khandhasa1!lyutta 

Connected Discourses on 

the Aggregates 

1 (1) Nakulapita 

Division I 
THE ROOT FIFTY 

I. NAKULAPITA 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwel
ling among the Bhaggas at SUI11sumaragira in the Bhesaka�a 
Grove, the Deer Park. Then the householder Nakulapita 
approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat down to 
one side, and said to him:1 

"I am old, venerable sir, aged, burdened with years, advanced 
in life, come to the last stage, afflicted in body, often ill. I rarely 
get to see the Blessed One and the bhikkhus worthy of esteem.2 
Let the Blessed One exhort me, venerable sir, let him instruct me, 
since that would lead to my welfare and happiness for a long 
time." 

"So it is, householder, so it is! This body of yours is afflicted, 
weighed down, encumbered.3 If anyone carrying around this 
body were to claim to be healthy even for a moment, what is that 
due to other than foolishness? Therefore, householder, you 

853 
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should train yourself thus: 'Even though I am afflicted in body 
my mind will be unafflicted: Thus should you train yourself." ' 

Then the householder Nakulapita, having delighted and 
rejoiced in the Blessed One's statement, [2] rose from his seat 
and, having paid homage to the Blessed One, keeping him on his 
right, he approached the Venerable Sariputta. Having paid hom
age to the Venerable Sariputta, he sat down to one side, and the 
Venerable Sariputta then said to him: 

"Householder, your faculties are serene, your facial complex
ion is pure and bright. Did you get to hear a Dhamma talk today 
in the presence of the Blessed One?" 

"Why not, venerable sir? Just now I was anointed by the 
Blessed One with the ambrosia of a Dhamma talk." 

"With what kind of ambrosia of a Dhamma talk did the Blessed 
One anoint you, householder?" 

"Here, venerable sir, I approached the Blessed One . . . . 
(The householder Nakulapitii repeats his entire conversation with the 

Buddha.) 
"It was with the ambrosia of such a Dhamma talk, venerable 

sir, that the Blessed One anointed me." 
"Didn't it occur to you, householder, to question the Blessed One 

further as to how one is afflicted in body and afflicted in mind, 
and how one is afflicted in body but not afflicted in mind?" [3] 

"We would come from far away, venerable sir, to learn the 
meaning of this statement from the Venerable Sariputta. It would 
be good indeed if the Venerable Sariputta would clear up the 
meaning of this statement." 

"Then listen and attend closely, householder, I will speak." 
"Yes, venerable sir," the householder Nakulapita replied. The 

Venerable Sariputta said this: 
"How, householder, is one afflicted in body and afflicted in 

mind? Here, householder, the uninstructed worldling,4 who is 
not a seer of the noble ones and is unskilled and undisciplined in 
their Dhamma, who is not a seer of superior persons and is 
unskilled and undisciplined in their Dhamma, regards form as 
self, or self as possessing form, or form as in self, or self as in 
form. He lives obsessed by the notions: 'I am form, form is 
mine.'s As he lives obsessed by these notions, that form of his 
changes and alters. With the change and alteration of form, there 

arise in him sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair. 
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"He regards feeling as self, or self as possessing feeling, or feel
ing as in self, or self as in feeling. He lives obsessed by the 
notions: 'I am feeling, feeling is mine: As he lives obsessed by 
these notions, that feeling of his changes and alters. With the 
change and alteration of feeling, there arise in him sorrow, 
lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair. 

"He regards perception as self, or self as possessing perception, 
or perception as in self, or self as in perception. He lives obsessed 
by the notions: 'I am perception, perception is mine: As he lives 
obsessed by these notions, that perception of his changes and 
alters. With the change and alteration of perception, there arise in 
him sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair. 

"He regards volitional formations as self, or self as possessing 
volitional formations, or volitional formations as in self, or self as 
in volitional formations. He lives obsessed by the notions: 'I am 
volitional formations, volitional formations are mine: As he lives 
obsessed by these notions, those :volitional formations of his 
change and alter. [4] With the change and alteration of volitional 
formations, there arise in him sorrow, lamentation, pain, dis
pleasure, and despair. 

"He regards consciousness as self, or self as possessing con
sciousness, or consciousness as in self, or self as in consciousness. 
He lives obsessed by the notions: 'I am consciousness, conscious
ness is mine: As he lives obsessed by these notions, that con
sciousness of his changes and alters. With the change and alter
ation of consciousness, there arise in him sorrow, lamentation, 
pain, displeasure, and despair. 

"It is in such a way, householder, that one is afflicted in body 
and afflicted in mind.6 

"And how, householder, is one afflicted in body but not afflict
ed in mind? Here, householder, the instructed noble disciple, 
who is a seer of the noble ones and is skilled and disciplined in 
their Dhamma, who is a seer of superior persons and is skilled 
and disciplined in their Dhamma, does not regard form as self, or 
self as possessing form, or form as in self, or self as in form? He 
does not live obsessed by the notions: 'I am form, form is mine.' 
As he lives unobsessed by these notions, that form of his changes 
and alters. With the change and alteration of form, there do not 
arise in him sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair. 

"He does not regard feeling as self, or self as possessing feeling, 
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or feeling as in self, or self as in feeling. He does not live obsessed 
by the notions: 'I am feeling, feeling is mine.' As he lives unob
sessed by these notions, that feeling of his changes and alters. 
With the change and alteration of feeling, there do not arise in 
him sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair. 

"He does not regard perception as self, or self as possessing 
perception, or perception as in self, or self as in perception. He 
does not live obsessed by the notions: 'I am perception, percep
tion is mine.' As he lives unobsessed by these notions, that per
ception of his changes and alters. With the change and alteration 
of perception, there do not arise in him sorrow, lamentation, 
pain, displeasure, and despair. [5] 

"He does not regard volitional formations as self, or self as pos
sessing volitional formations, or volitional formations as in self, 
or self as in volitional formations. He does not live obsessed by 
the notions: 'I am volitional formations, volitional formations are 
mine.' As he lives unobsessed by these notions, those volitional 
formations of his change and alter. With the change and alter
ation of volitional formations, there do not arise in him sorrow, 
lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair. 

"He does not regard consciousness as self, or self as possessing 
consciousness, or consciousness as in self, or self as in conscious
ness. He does not live obsessed by the notions: 'I am conscious
ness, consciousness is mine.' As he lives unobsessed by these 
notions, that consciousness of his changes and alters. With the 
change and alteration of consciousness, there do not arise in him 
sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair. 

"It is in such a way, householder, that one is afflicted in body 
but not afflicted in mind."s 

This is what the Venerable Sariputta said. Elated, the house
holder Nakulapita delighted in the Venerable Sariputta's state
ment. 

2 (2) At Devadaha 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling among the Sakyans where there was a town of the 
Sakyans named Devadaha. Then a number of westward-bound 
bhikkhus approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat 
down to one side, and said to him: 
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"Venerable sir, we wish to go to the western province in order 
to take up residence there."9 

"Have you taken leave of Sariputta, bhikkhus?" 
"No, venerable sir." 
"Then take leave of Sariputta, bhikkhus. Sariputta is wise, he is 

one who helps his brothers in the holy life."lO [6] 
"Yes, venerable sir," those bhikkhus replied. Now on that occa

sion the Venerable Sariputta was sitting not far from the Blessed 
One in a cassia bush. l1 Then those bhikkhus, having delighted 
and rejoiced in the Blessed One's statement, rose from their seat� 
and paid homage to the Blessed One: Then, keeping him on their 
right, they approached the Venerable Sariputta. They exchanged 
greetings with the Venerable Sariputta and, when they had con· 
cluded their greetings and cordial talk, they sat down to one sidE 
and said to him: 

"Friend Sariputta, we wish to go to the western province in 
order to take up residence there. We have taken leave of thE 
Teacher." 

"Friends, there are wise khattiyas, wise brahmins, wise house· 
holders, and wise ascetics who question a bhikkhu when he ha� 
gone abroad12-for wise people, friends, are inquisitive: 'What 
does your teacher say, what does he teach?' I hope that you ven
erable ones have learned the teachings well, grasped them well, 
attended to them well, reflected on them well, and penetrated 
them well with wisdom, so that when you answer you will state 
what has been said by the Blessed One and will not misrepresent 
him with what is contrary to fact; so that you will explain in 
accordance with the Dhamma, and no reasonable consequence of 
your assertion would give ground for criticism."13 

"We would corne from far away, friend, to learn the meaning 
of this statement from the Venerable Sariputta. It would be good 
indeed if the Venerable Sariputta would clear up the meaning of 
this statement." 

"Then listen and attend closely, friends, I will speak." 
"Yes, friend," those bhikkhus replied. The Venerable Sariputta 

said this: [7] 
"There are, friends, wise khattiyas, wise brahmins, wise house

holders, and wise ascetics who question a bhikkhu when he has 
gone abroad-for wise people, friends, are inquisitive: 'What 
does your teacher say, what does he teach?' Being asked thus, 
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friends, you should answer: 'Our teacher, friends, teaches the 
removal of desire and lust.' 

"When you have answered thus, friends, there may be wise 
khattiyas . . .  wise ascetics who will question you further-for 
wise people, friends, are inquisitive: 'In regard to what does your 
teacher teach the removal of desire and lust?' Being asked thus, 
friends, you should answer: 'Our teacher, friends, teaches the 
removal of desire and lust for form, the removal of desire and 
lust for feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  con
sciousness. ' 

"When you have answered thus, friends, there may be wise 
khattiyas . . .  wise ascetics who will question you further-for 
wise people, friends, are inquisitive: 'Having seen what danger 
does your teacher teach the removal of desire and lust for form, 
the removal of desire and lust for feeling . . .  perception . . .  voli
tional formations . . .  consciousness?' Being asked thus, friends, 
you should answer thus: 'If, friends, one is not devoid qf lust, 
desire, affection, thirst, passion, and craving in regard to form,14 
then with the change and alteration of form there arise in one sor
row, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair. If, friends, one 
is not devoid of lust, desire, affection, thirst, passion, and craving 
in regard to feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  con
sciousness, then with the change and alteration of consciousness 
there arise in one sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and 
despair. Having seen this danger, our teacher teaches the 
removal of desire and lust for form, the removal of desire and 
lust for feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  con
sciousness.' [8] 

"When you have answered thus, friends, there may be wise 
khattiyas . . .  wise ascetics who will question you further-for 
wise people, friends, are inquisitive: 'Having seen what benefit 
does your teacher teach the removal of desire and lust for form, 
the removal of desire and lust for feeling . . .  perception . . .  voli
tional formations . . .  consciousness?' Being asked thus, friends, 
you should answer thus: 'If, friends, one is devoid of lust, desire, 
affection, thirst, passion, and craving in regard to form, then with 
the change and alteration of form snrrow, lamentation, pain, dis
pleasure, and despair do not arise in one. If one is devoid of lust, 

desire, affection, thirst, passion, and craving in regard to feeling 
. . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness, then 
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with the change and alteration of consciousness sorrow, lamen
tation, pain, displeasure, and despair do not arise in one. Having 
seen this benefit, our teacher teaches the removal of desire and 
lust for form, the removal of desire and lust for feeling . . .  per
ception . . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness.' 

"If, friends,15 one who enters and dwells amidst unwholesome 
states could dwell happily in this very life, without vexation, 
despair, and fever, and if, with the breakup of the body, after 
death, he could expect a good destination, then the Blessed One 
would not praise the abandoning of unwholesome states. But 
because one who enters and dwells amidst unwholesome states 
dwells in suffering in this very life, with vexation, despair, and 
fever, and because he can expect a bad destination with the 
breakup of the body, after death, the Blessed One praises the 
abandoning of unwholesome states. 

"If, friends, one who enters and dwells amidst wholesome 
states would dwell in suffering in this very life, with vexation, [9] 
despair, and fever, and if, with the breakup of the body, after 
death, he could expect a bad destination, then the Blessed One 
would not praise the acquisition of wholesome states. But 
because one who enters and dwells amidst wholesome states 
dwells happily in this very life, without vexation, despair, and 
fever, and because he can expect a good destination with the 
breakup of the body, after death, the Blessed One praises the 
acquisition of wholesome states." 

This is what the Venerable Sariputta said. Elated, those 
bhikkhus delighted in the Venerable Sariputta's statement. 

3 (3) Haliddaklmi (1) 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Venerable Mahakaccana 
was dwelling among the people of Avanti on Mount PapMa at 
Kuraraghara.16 Then the householder Haliddakaru approached 
the Venerable Mahakaccana, paid homage to him, sat down to 
one side, and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, this was said by the Blessed One in 'The 
Questions of Magandiya' of the Atthakavagga:17 

'Having left home to roam without abode, 
In the village the sage is intimate with none; 
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Rid of sensual pleasures, without expectations, 
He would not engage people in dispute.' 

How, venerable sir, should the meaning of this, stated by the 
Blessed One in brief, be understood in detail?" 

"The form element, householder, is the home of consciousness; 
one whose consciousness is shackled by lust for the form element 
is called one who roams about in a home.18 The feeling element 
is the home of consciousness . . .  [10] The perception element is 
the home of consciousness . . .  The volitional formations element 
is the home of consciousness; one whose consciousness is shack
led by lust for the volitional formations element is called one who 
roams about in a home. It is in such a way that one roams about 
in a home.19 

"And how, householder, does one roam about homeless? The 
desire, lust, delight, and craving, the engagement and clinging, 
the mental standpoints, adherences, and underlying tendencies 
regarding the form element: these have been abandoned by the 
Tathagata, cut off at the root, made like a palm stump, obliterated 
so that they are no more subject to future arising.20 Therefore the 
Tathagata is called one who roams about homeless. The desire, 
lust, delight, and craving, the engagement and clinging, the 
mental standpoints, adherences, and underlying tendencies 
regarding the feeling element . . .  the perception element . . .  the 
volitional formations element . . .  the consciousness element:21 

these have been abandoned by the Tathagata, cut off at the root, 
made like a palm stump, obliterated so that they are no more 
subject to future arising. Therefore the Tathagata is called one 
who roams about homeless. It is in such a way that one roams 
about homeless. 

"And how, householder, does one roam about in an abode? By 
diffusion and confinement in the abode [consisting in] the sign of 
forms, one is called one who roams about in an abodeP By dif
fusion and confinement in the abode [consisting in] the sign of 
sounds . . .  the sign of odours . . .  the sign of tastes . . .  the sign of 
tactile objects . . .  the sign of mental phenomena, one is called one 
who roams about in an abode. 

"And how, householder, does one roam about without abode? 
Diffusion and confinement in the abode [consisting in] the sign 
of forms: these have been abandoned by the Tathagata, cut off at 
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the root, made like a palm stump, obliterated so that they are no 
more subject to future arising. Therefore the Tathagata is called 
one who roams about without abode. Diffusion and confinement 
in the abode [consisting in] the sign of sounds . . .  the sign of 
odours . . .  the sign of tastes . . .  the sign of tactile objects . . .  the 
sign of mental phenomena: these have been abandoned by the 
Tathagata, cut off at the root, made like a palm stump, [11] oblit
erated so that they are no more subject to future arising. 
Therefore the Tathagata is called one who roams about without 
abode. It is in such a way that one roams about without abode.23 

"And how, householder, is one intimate in the village? Here, 
householder, someone lives in association with laypeople: he 
rejoices with them and sorrows with them, he is happy when 
they are happy and sad when they are sad, and he involves him
self in their affairs and duties.24 It is in such a way that one is inti
mate in the village. 

"And how, householder, is one intimate with none in the village? 
Here, householder, a bhikkhu does not live in association with 
laypeople. He does not rejoice with them or sorrow with them, 
he is not happy when they are happy and sad when they are sad, 
and he does not involve himself in their affairs and duties. It is in 
such a way that one is intimate with none in the village. 

"And how, householder, is one not rid of sensual pleasures? 
Here, householder, someone is not devoid of lust, desire, affec
tion, thirst, passion, and craving in regard to sensual pleasures. It 
is in such a way that one is not rid of sensual pleasures. 

"And how, householder, is one rid of sensual pleasures? Here, 
householder, someone is devoid of lust, desire, affection, thirst, 
passion, and craving in regard to sensual pleasures. It is in such 
a way that one is rid of sensual pleasures. 

"And how, householder, does one entertain expectations?2S 
Here, householder, someone thinks: 'May I have such form in the 
future! May I have such feeling in the future! May I have such 
perception in the future! May I have such volitional formations 
in the future! May I have such consciousness in the future!' It is 
in such a way that one entertains expectations. 

"And how, householder, is one without expectations? Here, 
householder, someone does not think: 'May I have such form in 
the future! . . .  [12] May I have such consciousness in the future!' It 
is in such a way that one is without expectations. 
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"And how, householder, does one engage people in dispute? 
Here, householder, someone engages in such talk as this;26 'You 
don't understand this Dharnrna and Discipline. I understand this 
Dharnrna and Discipline. What, you understand this Dhamma 
and Discipline! You're practising wrongly, I'm practising rightly. 
What should have been said before you said after; what should 
have been said after you said before. I'm consistent, you're incon
sistent. What you took so long to think out has been overturned. 
Your thesis has been refuted. Go off to rescue your thesis, for 
you're defeated, or disentangle yourself if you can.' It is in such 
a way that one engages people in dispute. 

"And how, householder, does one not engage people in dis
pute? Here, householder, someone does not engage in such talk 
as this: 'You don't understand this Dhamma and Discipline . . . .  ' 
It is in such a way that one does not engage people in dispute. 

"Thus, householder, when it was said by the Blessed One in 
'The Questions of Magandiya' of the AHhakavagga: 

'Having left horne to roam without abode, 
In the village the sage is intimate with none; 
Rid of sensual pleasures, without expectations, 
He would not engage people in dispute'-

it is in such a way that the meaning of this, stated in brief by the 
Blessed One, should be understood in detail." 

4 (4) Hiiliddakiini (2) 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Venerable Mahakaccana 
was dwelling among the people of Avanti on Mount Papata at 
Kuraraghara. [13] Then the householder Haliddakani approached 
the Venerable Mahakaccana, paid homage to him, sat down to 
one side, and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, this was said by the Blessed One in 'The 
Questions of Sakka';27 'Those ascetics and brahrnins who are lib
erated in the extinction of craving are those who have reached 
the ultimate end, the ultimate security from bondage, the ulti
mate holy life, the ultimate goal, and are best among devas and 
humans.'28 How, venerable sir, should the meaning of this, stat
ed in brief by the Blessed One, be understood in detail?" 
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"Householder, through the destruction, fading away, Cessa
tion, giving up, and relinquishment of desire, lust, delight, crav
ing, engagement and clinging, mental standpoints, adherences, 
and underlying tendencies towards the form element, the mind 
is said to be well liberated. 

"Through the destruction, fading away, cessation, giving up, 
and relinquishment of desire, lust, delight, craving, engagement 
and clinging, mental standpoints, adherences, and underlying 
tendencies towards the feeling element . . .  the perception element 
. . .  the volitional formations element . . .  the consciousness ele-
ment, the mind is said to be well liberated. 

"Thus, householder, when it was said by the Blessed One in 
'The Questions of Sakka': 'Those ascetics and brahmins who 
are liberated in the extinction of craving are those who have 
reached the ultimate end, the ultimate security from bondage, 
the ultimate holy life, the ultimate goal, and are best among 
devas and humans' -it is in such a way, that the meaning of this, 
stated in brief by the Blessed One, should be understood in 
detail." 

5 (5) Concentration 

Thus have I heard. At Savatthi . . . .  There the Blessed One said this: 
"Bhikkhus, develop concentration. A bhikkhu who is concen

trated understands things as they really are. 
"And what does he understand as it really is? The origin and 

passing away of form; the origin and passing away of feeling; 
[14] the origin and passing away of perception; the origin and 
passing away of volitional formations; the origin and passing 
away of consciousness.29 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the origin of form? What is the origin 
of feeling? What is the origin of perception? What is the origin of 
volitional formations? What is the origin of consciousness? 

"Here, bhikkhus, one seeks delight, one welcomes, one 
remains holding. And what is it that one seeks delight in, what 
does one welcome, to what does one remain holding? One seeks 
delight in form, welcomes it, and remains holding to it. As a con
sequence of this, delight arises. Delight in form is clinging. With 
one's clinging as condition, existence [comes to be]; with existence 
as condition, birth; with birth as condition, aging-and-death, 
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sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair come to be. 
Such is the origin of this whole mass of suffering. 

"One seeks delight in feeling . . .  in perception . . .  in volitional 
formations . . .  in consciousness, welcomes it, and remains hold
ing to it. As a consequence of this, delight arises . . . .  Such is the 
origin of this whole mass of suffering. 

"This, bhikkhus, is the origin of form; this is the origin of feel
ing; this is the origin of perception; this is the origin of volitional 
formations; this is the origin of consciousness.30 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the passing away of form? What is the 
passing away of feeling? What is the passing away of perception? 
What is the passing away of volitional formations? What is the 
passing away of consciousness? 

"Here, bhikkhus, one does not seek delight, one does not wel
come, one does not remain holding. And what is it that one does 
not seek delight in? What doesn't one welcome? To what doesn't 
one rema�n holding? One does not seek delight in form, does not 
welcome it, does not remain holding to it. As a consequence of 
this, delight in form ceases. With the cessation of delight comes 
cessation of clinging; with cessation of clinging, cessation of exis
tence . . . .  Such is the cessation of this whole mass of suffering. 

"One does not seek delight in feeling . . .  [15] . . . in perception 
. . .  in volitional formations . . .  in consciousness, does not wel
come it, does not remain holding to it. As a consequence of this, 
delight in consciousness ceases . . . .  Such is the cessation of this 
whole mass of suffering. 

l "This, bhikkhus, is the passing away of form; this is the pass
ing away of feeling; this is the passing away of perception; this is 
the passing away of volitional formations; this is the passing 
away of consciousness." 

6 (6) Seclusion 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, make an exertion in seclusion.31 A 
bhikkhu who is secluded understands things as they really are. 

"And what does he understand as it really is? The origin and 
passing away of form; the origin and passing away of feeling; the 
origin and passing away of perception; the origin and passing 
away of volitional formations; the origin and passing away of 
consciousness. 
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"And what, bhikkhus, is the origin of form? . .  " 
(The rest of this sutta is identical with the preceding one.) 

7 (7) Agitation through Clinging (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you agitation through cling
ing and nonagitation through nonclinging.32 Listen to that and 
attend closely, I will speak." [16] 

"Yes, venerable sir," those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One 
said this: 

"And how, bhikkhus, is there agitation through clinging? 
Here, bhikkhus, the uninstructed worldling, who is not a seer of 
the noble ones and is unskilled and undisciplined in their 
Dhamma, who is not a seer of superior persons and is unskilled 
and undisciplined in their Dhamma, regards form as self, or self 
as possessing form, or form as in self, or self as in form. That form 
of his changes and alters. With the change and alteration of form, 
his consciousness becomes preoccupied with the change of form. 
Agitation and a constellation of mental states born of preoccupa
tion with the change of form remain obsessing his mind.33 
Because his mind is obsessed, he is frightened, distressed, and 
anxious, and through clinging he becomes agitated. 

"He regards feeling as self . . .  perception as self . . .  volitional 
formations as self . . .  consciousness as self, or self as possessing 
consciousness, or consciousness as in self, or self as in conscious
ness. That consciousness of his changes and alters. [17] With the 
change and alteration of consciousness, his consciousness 
becomes preoccupied with the change of consciousness. 
Agitation and a constellation of mental states born of preoccupa
tion with the change of consciousness remain obsessing his 
mind. Because his mind is obsessed, he is frightened, distressed, 
and anxious, and through clinging he becomes agitated. 

"It is in such a way, bhikkhus, that there is agitation through 
clinging. 

"And how, bhikkhus, is there nonagitation through noncling
ing? Here, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple, who is a seer 
of the noble ones and is skilled and disciplined in their Dhamma, 
who is a seer of superior persons and is skilled and disciplined in 
their Dhamma, does not regard form as self, or self as possessing 
form, or form as in self, or self as in form. That form of his 
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changes and alters. Despite the change and alteration of form, his 
consciousness does not become preoccupied with the change of 
form. No agitation and constellation of mental states born of pre
occupation with the change of form remain obsessing his mind. 
Because his mind is not obsessed,fie is nGlt frightened, distressed, 
or anxious, and through nonclinging he does not become agitated. 

"He does not regard feeling as self . . .  perception as self . . .  voli
tional formations as self . . .  [18] . . .  consciousness as self, or self as 
possessing consciousness, or consciousness as in self, or self as in 
consciousness. That consciousness of his changes and alters. 
Despite the change and alteration of consciousness, his con
sciousness does not become preoccupied with the change of con
sciousness. No agitation and constellation of mental states born 
of preoccupation with the change of consciousness remain 
obsessing his mind. Because his mind is not obsessed, he is not 
frightened, distressed, or anxious, and through nonclinging he 
does not become agitated. 

"It is in such a way, bhikkhus, that there is nonagitation 
through nonclinging." 

8 (8) Agitation through Clinging (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you agitation through cling
ing and nonagitation through nonclinging. Listen to that and 
attend closely . . . .  

"And how, bhikkhus, is there agitation through clinging? 
Here, bhikkhus, the uninstructed worldling regards form thus: 
'This is mine, this I am, this is my self:34 That form of his changes 
and alters. With the change and alteration of form, there arise in 
him sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair. 

"He regards feeling thus . . .  perception thus . . .  volitional for
mations thus . . .  consciousness thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this 
is my self.' That consciousness of his changes and alters. With the 
change and alteration of consciousness, there arise in him sor
row, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair. 

"It is in such a way, bhikkhus, that there is agitation through 
clinging. 

"And how, bhikkhus, is there nonagitation through noncling
ing? [19] Here, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple does not 
regard form thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is my self.' That 
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form of his changes and alters. With the change and alteration of 
form, there do not arise in him sorrow, lamentation, pain, dis
pleasure, and despair. 

"He does not regard feeling thus . . .  perception thus . . .  voli
tional formations thus . . .  consciousness thus: 'This is mine, this I 
am, this is my self.' That consciousness of his changes and alters. 
With the change and alteration of consciousness, there do not 
arise in him sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair. 

"It is in such a way, bhikkhus, that there is nonagitation 
through nonclinging." 

9 (9) Impermanent in the Three Times 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, form is impermanent, both of the past 
and the future, not to speak of the present. Seeing thus, bhikkhus, 
the instructed noble disciple is indifferent towards form of the 
past; he does not seek delight in form of the .future; and he is 
practising for revulsion towards form of the present, for its fad
ing away and cessation. 

"Feeling is impermanent . . .  Perception is impermanent . . .  
Volitional formations are impermanent . . .  Consciousness is 
impermanent, both of the past and the future, not to speak of the 
present. Seeing thus, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple is 
indifferent towards consciousness of the past; he does not seek 
delight in consciousness of the future; and he is practising for 
revulsion towards consciousness of the present, for its fading 
away and cessation." 

10 (10) Suffering in the Three Times 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, form is suffering, both of the past and the 
future, not to speak of the present. [20] Seeing thus, bhikkhus, the 
instructed noble disciple is indifferent towards form of the past; 
he does not seek delight in form of the future; and he is practis
ing for revulsion towards form of the present, for its fading away 
and cessation. 

"Feeling is suffering . . .  Perception is suffering . . .  Volitional 
formations are suffering . . .  Consciousness is suffering, both of 
the past and the future, not to speak of the present. Seeing thus, 
bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple is indifferent towards 
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consciousness of the past; he does not seek delight in conscious
ness of the future; and he is practising for revulsion towards con
sciousness of the present, for its fading away and cessation." 

11 (1 1) Nonself in the Three Times 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, form is nonself, both of the past and the 
future, not to speak of the present. Seeing thus, bhikkhus, the 
instructed noble disciple is indifferent towards form of the past; 
he does not seek delight in form of the future; and he is practis
ing for revulsion towards form of the present, for its fading away 
and cessation. 

"Feeling is nonself . . .  Perception is nonself . . .  Volitional for-
mations are nonself . . .  Consciousness is nonself, both of the past 
and the future, not to speak of the present. Seeing thus, bhikkhus, 
the instructed noble disciple is indifferent towards consciousness 
of the past; he does not seek delight in consciousness of the 
future; and he is practising for revulsion towards consciousness 
of the present, for its fading away and cessation." 

[21]  II. IMPERMANENT 

12 (1) Impermanent 

Thus have I heard. At Savatthi. . . .  There the Blessed One said this: 
"Bhikkhus, form is impermanent, feeling is impermanent, per

ception is impermanent, volitional formations are impermanent, 
consciousness is impermanent. Seeing thus, bhikkhus, the 
instructed noble disciple experiences revulsion towards form, 
revulsion towards feeling, revulsion towards perception, revul
sion towards volitional formations, revulsion towards conscious
ness. Experiencing revulsion, he becomes dispassionate. 
Through dispassion [his mind] is liberated. When it is liberated 
there comes the knowledge: 'It's liberated: He understands: 
'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, what had to be 
done has been done, there is no more for this state of being.'" 

13 (2) Suffering 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, form is suffering, feeling is suffering, 
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perception is suffering, volitional formations are suffering, con
sciousness is suffering. Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  - there 
is no more for this state of being.'" 

14 (3) Nonself 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, form is nonself, feeling is nonself, per
ception is nonself, volitional formations are nonself, conscious
ness is nonself. Seeing thus . . .  He understands: I . . .  there is no 
more for this state of being.'" [22] 

15 (4) What is Impermanent 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, form is impermanent. What is imperma
nent is suffering. What is suffering is nonself. What is nonself 
should be seen as it really is with correct wisdom thus: 'This is 
not mine, this I am not, this is not my self.' 

"Feeling is impermanent . . . .  Perception is impermanent. . . . 
Volitional formations are impermanent. .  .. Consciousness is 
impermanent. What is impermanent is suffering. What is suffer
ing is nons elf. What is nonself should be seen as it really is with 
correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not 
my self.' 

"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being.'" 

16 (5) What is Suffering 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, form is suffering. What is suffering is 
nonself. What is nonself should be seen as it really is with correct 
wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self.' 

"Feeling is suffering . . . .  Perception is suffering . . . .  Volitional 
formations are suffering . . . . Consciousness is suffering. What is 
suffering is nonself. What is nonself should be seen as it really is 
with correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is 
not my self.' 

"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being.'" 
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1 7  (6) What is Nonself 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, form is nonself. What is nonself [23] 
should be seen as it really is with correct wisdom thus: 'This is 
not mine, this I am not, this is not my self: 

"Feeling is nonself. .  .. Perception is nonself . . . .  Volitional for
mations are nonself . . . .  Consciousness is nonself. What is nonself 
should be seen as it really is with correct wisdom thus: 'This is 
not mine, this I am not, this is not my self: 

"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being.'" 

18 (7) Impermanent with Cause 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, form is impermanent. The cause and 
condition for the arising of form is also impermanent. As form 
has originated from what is impermanent, how could it be per
manent? 

"Feeling is impermanent . . . .  Perception is impermanent . . . .  
Volitional formations are impermanent. .  . .  Consciousness is 
impermanent. The cause and condition for the arising of con
sciousness is also impermanent. As consciousness has originated 
from what is impermanent, how could it be permanent? 

"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being.'" 

19 (8) Suffering with Cause 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, form is suffering. The cause and condi
tion for the arising of form is also suffering. As form has origi
nated from what is suffering, how could it be happiness? 

"Feeling is suffering . . . . Perception is suffering . . . .  Volitional 
formations are suffering . . . .  [24] Consciousness is suffering. The 
cause and condition for the arising of consciousness is also suf
fering. As consciousness has originated from what is suffering, 
how could it be happiness? 

"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being.'" 
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20 (9) Nonselfwith Cause 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, form is nonself. The cause and condition 
for the arising of form is also nonself. As form has originated 
from what is nonself, how could it be self? 

"Feeling is nonself . . . .  Perception is nonself . . . .  Volitional forma
tions are nonself . . . . Consciousness is nonself. The cause and con
dition for the arising of consciousness is also nonself. As conscious
ness has originated from what is nonself, how could it be self? 

"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being.'" 

21 (10) Ananda 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Ananda approached the Blessed 
One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, it is said, 'cessation, cessation.' Through the ces
sation of what things is cessation spoken of?" 

"Form, Ananda, is impermanent, conditioned, dependently 
arisen, subject to destruction, to vanishing, to fading away, to 
cessation. Through its cessation, cessation is spoken of. 

"Feeling is impermanent . . .  Perception is impermanent . . .  
Volitional formations are impermanent . . . [25] . . . Consciousness 
is impermanent, conditioned, dependently arisen, subject to 
destruction, to vanishing, to fading away, to cessation. Through 
its cessation, cessation is spoken of. 

"It is through the cessation of these things, Ananda, that cessa
tion is spoken of." 

III. THE BURDEN 

22 (1) The Burden 

At Savatthi . . . .  There the Blessed One said this: 
"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the burden, the carrier of the bur

den,35 the taking up of the burden, and the laying down of the 
burden. Listen to that . . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is the burden? It  should be said: the five 
aggregates subject to clinging. What five? The form aggregate 
subject to clinging, the feeling aggregate subject to clinging, the 
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perception aggregate subject to clinging, the volitional forma
tions aggregate subject to clinging, the consciousness aggregate 
subject to clinging. This is called the burden.36 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the carrier of the burden? It should be 
said: the person, this venerable one of such a name and clan. This 
is called the carrier of the burden.37 [26] 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the taking up of the burden? It is this 
craving that leads to renewed existence, accompanied by delight 
and lust, seeking delight here and there; that is, craving for sen
sual pleasures, craving for existence, craving for extermination. 
This is called the taking up of the burden.38 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the laying down of the burden? It is 
the remainderless fading away and cessation of that same crav
ing, the giving up and relinquishing of it, freedom from it, non
reliance on it. This is called the laying down of the burden. "39 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

"The five aggregates are truly burdens, 
The burden-carrier is the person. 
Taking up the burden is suffering in the world, 
Laying the burden down is blissful. 

Having laid the heavy burden down 
Without taking up another burden, 
Having drawn out craving with its root, 
One is free from hunger, fully quenched."40 

23 (2) Full Understanding 

At Savatthi. [27] "Bhikkhus, I will teach you things that should be 
fully understood and also full understanding. Listen to that. .  . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, are the things that should be fully 
understood? Form, bhikkhus, is something that should be fully 
understood; feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  
consciousness is something that should be fully understood. 
These are called the things that should be fully understood. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is full understanding? The destruction 
of lust, the destruction of hatred, the destruction of delusion. 
This is called full understanding."41 
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24 (3) Directly Knowing 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, without directly knowing and fully 
understanding form, without becoming dispassionate towards it 
and abandoning it, one is incapable of .. destroying suffering. 
Without directly knowing and fully understanding feeling . . .  
perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness, without 
becoming dispassionate towards it and abandoning it, one is 
incapable of destroying suffering. 

"Bhikkhus, by directly knowing and fully understanding form, 
by becoming dispassionate towards it and abandoning it, one is 
capable of destroying suffering. By directly knowing and fully 
understanding feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  
consciousness, by becoming dispassionate towards it and aban
doning it, one is capable of destroying suffering."42 

25 (4) Desire and Lust 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, abandon desire and lust for form. Thus 
that form will be abandoned, cut off at the root, made like a palm 
stump, obliterated so that it is no more subject to future arising. 

"Abandon desire and lust for feeling . . .  for perception . . .  for 
volitional formations . . .  for consciousness. Thus that conscious
ness will be abandoned, cut off at the root, made like a palm 
stump, obliterated so that it is no more subject to future arising." 

26 (5) Gratification (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, before my enlightenment, while I was 
still a bodhisatta, not yet fully enlightened, it occurred to me: 
'What is the gratification, what is the danger, what is the escape 
in the case of form? What is the gratification, what is the danger, 
what is the escape in the case of feeling . . .  perception . . .  voli
tional formations . . .  consciousness?'43 [28] 

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: 'The pleasure and joy that 
arise in dependence on form: this is the gratification in form. That 
brm is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change: this is the 
danger in form. The removal and abandonment of desire and lust 
for form: this is the escape from form. 

"'The pleasure and joy that arise in dependence on feeling . . .  
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in dependence on perception . . .  in dependence on volitional for
mations . . .  in dependence on consciousness: this is the gratifica
tion in consciousness. That consciousness is impermanent, suf
fering, and subject to change: this is the danger in consciousness. 
The removal and abandonment of desire and lust for conscious
ness: this is the escape from consciousness.' 

"So long, bhikkhus, as I did not directly know as they really are 
the gratification, the danger, and the escape in the case of these 
five aggregates subject to clinging, I did not claim to have awak
ened to the unsurpassed perfect enlightenment in this world 
with its devas, Mara, and Brahma, in this generation with its 
ascetics and brahmins, its devas and humans. But when I direct
ly knew all this as it really is, then I claimed to have awakened to 
the unsurpassed perfect enlightenment in this world with . . .  its 
devas and humans. 

"The knowledge and vision arose in me: 'Unshakable is my lib
eration of mind; this is my last birth; now there is no more 
renewed existence.'" [29] 

27 (6) Gratification (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I set out seeking the gratification in form. 
Whatever gratification there is in form-that I discovered. I have 
clearly seen with wisdom just how far the gratification in form 
extends. 

"Bhikkhus, I set out seeking the danger in form. Whatever dan
ger there is in form-that I discovered. I have clearly seen with 
wisdom just how far the danger in form extends. 

"Bhikkhus, I set out seeking the escape from form. Whatever 
escape there is from form-that I discovered. I have clearly seen 
with wisdom just how far the escape from form extends. 

"Bhikkhus, I set out seeking the gratification in . . .  the danger 
in . . .  the escape from feeling . . .  from perception . . .  from voli-
tional formations . . .  from consciousness. Whatever escape there 
is from consciousness-that I discovered. I have clearly seen with 
wisdom just how far the escape from consciousness extends. 

"So long, bhikkhus, as I did not directly know as they really are 
the gratification, the danger, and the escape in the case of these 
five aggregates subject to clinging, I did not claim to have awak
ened to the unsurpassed perfect enlightenment in this world 
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with its devas, Mara, and Brahma, in this generation with its 
ascetics and brahmins, its devas and humans. But when I direct
ly knew all this as it really is, then I claimed to have awakened to 
the unsurpassed perfect enlightenment in this world with . . .  its 
devas and humans. 

"The knowledge and vision arose in me: 'Unshakable is my lib
eration of mind; this is my last birth; now there is no more 
renewed existence.'" 

28 (7) Gratification (3) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, if there were no gratification in form, [30] 
beings would not become enamoured with it; but because there 
is gratification in form, beings become enamoured with it. If 
there were no danger in form, beings would not experience 
revulsion towards it; but because there is danger in form, beings 
experience revulsion towards it. If there were no escape from 
form, beings would not escape from it; but because there is an 
escape from form, beings escape from it. 

"Bhikkhus, if there were no gratification in feeling . . .  in per
ception . . .  in volitional formations ' "  in consciousness, beings 
would not become enamoured with it .. , but because there is an 
escape from consciousness, beings escape from it. 

"So long, bhikkhus, as beings have not directly known as they 
really are the gratification as gratification, the danger as danger, 
and the escape as escape in the case of these five aggregates sub
ject to clinging, they have not escaped from this world with its 
devas, Mara, [31] and Brahma, from this generation with its 
ascetics and brahmins, its devas and humans; they have not 
become detached from it, released from it, nor do they dwell 
with a mind rid of barriers. But when beings have directly 
known all this as it really is, then they have escaped from this 
world with . . .  its devas and humans; they have become 
detached from it, released from it, and they dwell with a mind 
rid of barriers." 

29 (8) Delight 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, one who seeks delight in form seeks 
delight in suffering. One who seeks delight in suffering, I say, is 
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not freed from suffering. One who seeks delight in feeling . . .  in 
perception ' "  in volitional formations ' "  in consciousness seeks 
delight in suffering. One who seeks delight in suffering, I say, is 
not freed from suffering. 

"One who does not seek delight in form ' "  in consciousness 
does not seek delight in suffering. One who does not seek delight 
in suffering, I say, is freed from suffering." 

30 (9) Arising 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, the arising, continuation, production, 
[32] and manifestation of form is the arising of suffering, the con
tinuation of disease, the manifestation of aging-and-death. The 
arising of feeling . . .  of perception . . .  of volitional formations ' "  
of consciousness is the arising of suffering, the continuation of 
disease, the manifestation of aging-and-death. 

"The cessation, subsiding, and passing away of form . . .  of con
sciousness is the cessation of suffering, the subsiding of disease, 
the passing away of aging-and-death." 

31 (10) The Root of Misery 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you misery44 and the root of 
misery. Listen to that. . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is misery? Form is misery; feeling is mis
ery; perception is misery; volitional formations are misery; con
sciousness is misery. This is called misery. 

II And what, bhikkhus, is the root of misery? It is this craving 
that leads to renewed existence, accompanied by delight and 
lust, seeking delight here and there; that is, craving for sensual 
pleasures, craving for existence, craving for extermination. This 
is called the root of misery." 

32 (1 1) The Fragile 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you the fragile45 and the 
unfragile. Listen to that. . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is the fragile, and what the unfragile? 
[33] Form is the fragile; its cessation, subsiding, passing away is 
the unfragile. Feeling is the fragile . . . Perception is the fragile ' "  
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Volitional formations are the fragile . . .  Consciousness is the frag
ile; its cessation, subsiding, passing away is the unfragile." 

IV. NOT YOURS 

33 (lJNot Yours (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, whatever is not yours, abandon it. When 
you have abandoned it, that will lead to your welfare and happi
ness.46 And what is it, bhikkhus, that is riot yours? Form is not 
yours: abandon it. When you have abandoned it, that will lead to 
your welfare and happiness. Feeling is not yours . . .  Perception is 
not yours . . .  [34] Volitional formations are not yours . . .  
Consciousness is not yours: abandon it. When you have aban
doned it, that will lead to your welfare and happiness. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, people were to carry off the grass, sticks, 
branches, and foliage in this Jeta's Grove, or to bum them, or to 
do with them as they wish. Would you think: 'People are carry
ing us off, or burning us, or doing with us as they wish'?" 

"No, venerable sir. For what reason? Because, venerable sir, 
that is neither our self nor what belongs to our self." 

"So too, bhikkhus, form is not yours . . .  consciousness is not 
yours: abandon it. When you have abandoned it, that will lead to 
your welfare and happiness." 

34 (2) Not Yours (2) 

(This sutta is identical with the preceding one except that it omits the 
simile.) 

35 (3) A Certain Bhikkhu (1) 

At Savattht [35] Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed 
One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 
"Venerable sir, it would be good if the Blessed One would teach 
me the Dhamma in brief, so that, having heard the Dhamma 
from the Blessed One, I might dwell alone, withdrawn, diligent, 
ardent, and resolute." 

"Bhikkhu, if one has an underlying tendency towards some
thing, then one is reckoned in terms of it.47 If one does not have 
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an underlying tendency towards something, then one is not reck
oned in terms of it." 

"Understood, Blessed One! Understood, Fortunate One!" 
"In what way, bhikkhu, do you understand in detail the mean

ing of what was stated by me in brief?" 
"If, venerable sir, one has an underlying tendency towards 

form, then one is reckoned in terms of it. If one has an underly
ing tendency towards feeling, then one is reckoned in terms of it. 
If one has an underlying tendency towards perception, then one 
is reckoned in terms of it. If one has an underlying tendency 
towards volitional formations, then one is reckoned in terms of 
them. If one has an underlying tendency towards consciousness, 
then one is reckoned in terms of it. 

"If, venerable sir, one does not have an underlying tendency 
towards form, then one is not reckoned in terms of it. If one does 
not have an underlying tendency towards feeling . . .  towards 
perception . . .  towards volitional formations . .  , towards con
sciousness, then one is not reckoned in terms of it. 

"It is in such a way, venerable sir, that I understand in detail 
the meaning of what was stated by the Blessed One in brief." 

"Good, good, bhikkhu! It is good that you understand in detail 
the meaning of what was stated by me in brief. If, bhikkhu, one 
has an underlying tendency towards form . . .  (as above in full) . . .  
then one is not reckoned in terms of it. It is in such a way that the 
meaning of what was stated by me in brief should be understood 
in detail." 

Then that bhikkhu, having delighted and rejoiced in the Blessed 
One's statement, [36] rose from his seat, and, after paying hom
age to the Blessed One, keeping him on his right, he departed. 

Then, dwelling alone, withdrawn, diligent, ardent, and reso
lute, that bhikkhu, by realizing it for himself with direct knowl
edge, in this very life entered and dwelt in that unsurpassed goal 
of the holy life for the sake of which clansmen rightly go forth 
from the household life into homelessness. He directly knew: 
"Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, what had to be 
done has been done, there is no more for this state of being." And 
that bhikkhu became one of the arahants.48 
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36 (4) A Certain Bhikkhu (2) 

At Savatthi. Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One, 
paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 
"Venerable sir, it would be good if the Blessed One would teach 
me the Dhamma in brief, so that, having heard the Dhamma 
from the Blessed One, I might dwell alone, withdrawn, diligent, 
ardent, and resolute." 

"Bhikkhu, if one has an underlying tendency towards some
thing, then one is measured in accordance with it;49 if one is 
measured in accordance with something, then one is reckoned in 
terms of it. If one does not have an underlying tendency towards 
something, then one is not measured in accordance with it; if one 
is not measured in accordance with something, then one is not 
reckoned in terms of it." 

"Understood, Blessed One! Understood, Fortunate One!" 
"In what way, bhikkhu, do you understand in detail the mean

ing of what was stated by me in brief?" 
"If, venerable sir, one has an underlying tendency towards 

form, then one is measured in accordance with it; if one is 
measured in accordance with it, then one is reckoned in terms 
of it. If one has an underlying tendency towards feeling . . .  
towards perception . . . towards volitional formations . . .  towards 
consciousness, then one is measured in accordance with it; if 
one is measured in accordance with it, then one is reckoned in 
terms of it. 

"If, venerable sir, one does not have an underlying tendency 
towards form, then one is not measured in accordance with it; 
[37] if one is not measured in accordance with it, then one is not 
reckoned in terms of it. If one does not have an underlying ten
dency towards feeling . . .  towards perception . . .  towards voli
tional formations . . .  towards consciousness, then one is not 
measured in accordance with it; if one is not measured in accor
dance with it, then one is not reckoned in terms of it. 

"It is in such a way, venerable sir, that I understand in detail 
the meaning of what was stated by the Blessed One in brief." 

"Good, good, bhikkhu! It is good that you understand in detail 
the meaning of what was stated by me in brief. If, bhikkhu, one 
has an underlying tendency towards form . . . (as above in full) . , . 
then one is not reckoned in terms of it. It is in such a way that the 
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meaning of what was stated by me in brief should be understood 
in detail. " 

Then that bhikkhu, having delighted and rejoiced in the 
Blessed One's words, rose from his seat . , .  And that bhikkhu 
became one of the arahants. 

37 (5) Ananda (1) 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Ananda approached the Blessed 
One . . . .  The Blessed One then said to the Venerable A.nanda as he 
was sitting to one side: 

"If, Ananda, they were to ask you: 'Friend Ananda, what are 
the things of which an arising is discerned, a vanishing is dis
cerned, an alteration of that which stands is discerned?'-being 
asked thus, how would you answer?"50 [38] 

"Venerable sir, if they were to ask me this, I would answer 
thus: 'Friends, with form an arising is discerned, a vanishing is 
discerned, an alteration of that which stands is discerned. With 
feeling . .  , perception . , .  volitional formations . , .  consciousness 
an arising is discerned, a vanishing is discerned, an alteration of 
that which stands is discerned. These, friends, are the things of 
which an arising is discerned, a vanishing is discerned, an alter
ation of that which stands is discerned.' Being asked thus, vener
able sir, I would answer in such a way." 

"Good, good, A.nanda! With form, A.nanda, an arising is dis
cerned, a vanishing is discerned, an alteration of that which 
stands is discerned. With feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional for
mations . . .  consciousness an arising is discerned, a vanishing is 
discerned, an alteration of that which stands is discerned. These, 
Ananda, are the things of which an arising is discerned, a van
ishing is discerned, an alteration of that which stands is discerned. 
Being asked thus, Ananda, you should answer in such a way." 

38 (6) Ananda (2) 

At Savatthi . . . . The Blessed One then said to the Venerable 
Ananda as he was sitting to one side: 

"If, Ananda, they were to ask you: 'Friend Ananda, what are 
the things of which an arising was discerned, a vanishing was 
discerned, an alteration of that which stands was discerned? 
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What are the things of which an arising will be discerned, a van
ishing will be discerned, an alteration of that which stands will 
be discerned? What are the things of which an arising is dis
cerned, a vanishing is discerned, an alteration of that which 
stands is discerned?'-being asked thu�, Ananda, how would 
you answer?" 

"Venerable sir, if they were to ask me this, [39] I would answer 
thus: 'Friends, with form that has passed, ceased, changed, an 
arising was discerned, a vanishing was discerned, an alteration 
of that which stands was discerned. With feeling . . .  perception 
. . .  volitional formations ' "  consciousness that has passed, 
ceased, changed, an arising was discerned, a vanishing was dis
cerned, an alteration of that which stands was discerned. It is of 
these things, friends, that an arising was discerned, that a van
ishing was discerned, that an alteration of that which stands was 
discerned. 

'''Friends, with form that has not been born, not become m.ani
fest, an arising will be discerned, a vanishing will be discerned, 
an alteration of that which stands will be discerned. With feeling 
. . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness that has 
not been born, not become manifest, an arising will be discerned, 
a vanishing will be discerned, an alteration of that which stands 
will be discerned. It is of these things, friends, that an arising will 
be discerned, that a vanishing will be discerned, that an alter
ation of that which stands will be discerned. 

'''Friends, with form that has been born, that has become man
ifest, an arising is discerned, a vanishing is discerned, an alter
ation of that which stands is discerned. With feeling . . .  percep
tion . . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness that has been 
born, that has become manifest, an arising is discerned, a van
ishing is discerned, an alteration of that which stands is dis
cerned. It is of these things, friends, that an arising is discerned, 
that a vanishing is discerned, that an alteration of that which 
stands is discerned.' 

"Being asked thus, venerable sir, I would answer in such a way." 
"Good, good, Ananda!ii 
(The Buddha here repeats the entire answer of the Venerable Ananda, 

concluding:) [40] 
"Being asked thus, Ananda, you should answer in such a way." 
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39 (7) In Accordance with the Dhamma (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu is practising in accor
dance with the Dhamma,51 this is what accords with the 
Dhamma: he should dwell engrossed in revulsion towards form, 
feeling, perception, volitional formations, and consciousness. 52 
One who dwells engrossed in revulsion towards form . . .  and 
consciousness, fully understands form, feeling, perception, voli
tional formations, and consciousness. One who fully under
stands form . . .  and consciousness is freed from form, [41] feeling, 
perception, volitional formations, and consciousness. He is freed 
from birth, aging, and death; freed from sorrow, lamentation, 
pain, displeasure, and despair; freed from suffering, I say." 

40 (8) In Accordance with the Dhamma (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu is practising in accor
dance with the Dhamma, this is what accords with the Dhamma: 
he should dwell contemplating impermanence in form . . .  (as 
above) . . .  he is freed from suffering, I say." 

41 (9) In Accordance with the Dhamma (3) 

. . .  "he should dwell contemplating suffering in form . . .  (as above) 

. . .  he is freed from suffering, I say." 

42 (10) In Accordance with the Dhamma (4) 

. . .  "he should dwell contemplating nonself in form . . .  (as above) 

. . . he is freed from suffering, I say." 

[42] v. WITH YOURSELVES AS AN ISLAND 

43 (1) With Yourselves as an Island 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, dwell with yourselves as an island, with 
yourselves as a refuge, with no other refuge; with the Dhamma 
as an island, with the Dhamma as a refuge, with no other 
refuge.53 When you dwell with yourselves as an island, with 
yourselves as a refuge, with no other refuge; with the Dhamma 
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as an island, with the Dhamma as a refuge, with no other refuge, 
the basis itself should be investigated thus:54 'From what are sor
row, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair born? How are 
they produced?' 

"And, bhikkhus, from what are sorrow, lamentation, pain, dis
pleasure, and despair born? How are they produced? Here, 
bhikkhus, the uninstructed worldling, who is not a seer of the 
noble ones and is unskilled and undisciplined in their Dhamma, 
who is not a seer of superior persons and is unskilled and undis
ciplined in their Dhamma, regards form as self, or self as pos
sessing form, or form as in self, or self as in form. That form of his 
changes and alters. With the change and alteration of form, there 
arise in him sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair. 

"He regards feeling as self . . .  perception as self . . .  volitional 
formations as self . . .  consciousness as self, or self as possessing 
consciousness, or consciousness as in self, or self as in conscious
ness. [43] That consciousness of his changes and alters. With the 
change and alteration of consciousness, there arise in him sor
row, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair. 

"But, bhikkhus, when one has understood the impermanence 
of form, its change, fading away, and cessation, and when one 
sees as it really is with correct wisdom thus: 'In the past and also 
now all form is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change,' 
then sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair are 
abandoned. With their abandonment, one does not become agi
tated.55 Being unagitated, one dwells happily. A bhikkhu who 
dwells happily is said to be quenched in that respect.56 

"When one has understood the impermanence of feeling . . .  of 
perception . . .  of volitional formations . . .  of consciousness, its 
change, fading away, and cessation, and when one sees as it real
ly is with correct wisdom thus: 'In the past and also now all con
sciousness is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change,' 
then sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair are 
abandoned. With their abandonment, one does not become agi
tated. Being unagitated, one dwells happily. A bhikkhu who 
dwells happily is said to be quenched in that respect." 

44 (2) The Way 

At Savatthi. [44] "Bhikkhus, I will teach you the way leading to 
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the origination of identity and the way leading to the cessation of 
identity. Listen to that . . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is the way leading to the origination of 
identity? Here, bhikkhus, the uninstructed worldling . . .  regards 
form as self . . .  feeling as self . . .  perception as self . . .  volitional 
formations as self . . .  consciousness as self . . .  or self as in con
sciousness. This, bhikkhus, is called the way leading to the orig
ination of identity. When it is said, 'The way leading to the orig
ination of identity,' the meaning here is this: a way of regarding 
things that leads to the origination of suffering.57 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the way leading to the cessation of 
identity? Here, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple . . .  does 
not regard form as self . . .  nor feeling as self . . .  nor perception as 
self . . .  nor volitional formations as self . . .  nor consciousness as 
self . . .  nor self as in consciousness. This, bhikkhus, is called the 
way leading to the cessation of identity. When it is said, 'The way 

. leading to the cessation of identity,' the meaning here is this: a 
way of regarding things that leads to the cessation of suffering." 

45 (3) Impermanent (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, form is impermanent. What is imper
manent is suffering. [45] What is suffering is nons elf. What is 
nonself should be seen as it really is with correct wisdom thus: 
'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self.' When one 
sees this thus as it really is with correct wisdom, the mind 
becomes dispassionate and is liberated from the taints by non
clinging.58 

"Feeling is impermanent. . . . Perception is impermanent . . . . 
Volitional formations are impermanent . . . .  Consciousness is 
impermanent. What is impermanent is suffering. What is suffer
ing is nonself. What is nonself should be seen as it really is with 
correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not 
my self.' When one sees this thus as it really is with correct wis
dom, the mind becomes dispassionate and is liberated from the 
taints by nonclinging. 

"If, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu's mind has become dispassionate 
towards the form element, it is liberated from the taints by non
clinging. If his mind has become dispassionate towards the feel
ing element . . .  towards the perception element . . .  towards the 
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volitional formations element ' "  towards the consciousness ele
ment, it is liberated from the taints by nonclinging. 

"By being liberated, it is steady; by being steady, it is content; 
by being content, he is not agitated. Being unagitated, he person
ally attains Nibbana. He understands: 'Destroyed is birth, the 
holy life has been lived, what had to be d9ne has been done, there 
is no more for this state of being."'59 

46 (4) Impermanent (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, form is impermanent. . . .  Feeling is 
impermanent. .  . .  Perception is impermanent . . . .  Volitional forma
tions are impermanent. .  . .  Consciousness is impermanent. What 
is impermanent is suffering. What is suffering is nonself. What is 
nonself should be seen as it really is with correct wisdom thus: 
This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self.' 

"When one sees this thus as it really is with correct wisdom, 
one holds no more views concerning the past. When one holds 
no more views concerning the past, [46] one holds no more views 
concerning the future. When one holds no more views concern
ing the future, one has no more obstinate grasping.60 When one 
has no more obstinate grasping, the mind becomes dispassionate 
towards form, feeling, perception, volitional formations, and 
consciousness, and is liberated from the taints by nonclinging. 

"By being liberated, it is steady; by being steady, it is content; 
by being content, one is not agitated. Being unagitated, one per
sonally attains Nibbana. One understands: 'Destroyed is birth, 
the holy life has been lived, what had to be done has been done, 
there is no more for this state of being.'" 

47 (5) Ways of Regarding Things 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who regard 
[anything as] self in various ways all regard [as self] the five 
aggregates subject to clinging, or a certain one among them. 
What five? 

"Here, bhikkhus, the uninstructed worldling, who is not a seer 
of the noble ones and is unskilled and undisciplined in their 
Dhamma, who is not a seer of superior persons and is unskilled 
and undisciplined in their Dhamma, regards form as self, or self 
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as possessing form, or form as in self, or self as in form. He 
regards feeling as self . . .  perception as self . . .  volitional forma
tions as self . . .  consciousness as self, or self as possessing con
sciousness, or consciousness as in self, or self as in consciousness. 

"Thus this way of regarding things and [the notion] 'I am' have 
not vanished in him.61 As 'I am' has not vanished, there takes 
place a descent of the five faculties-of the eye faculty, the ear 
faculty, the nose faculty, the tongue faculty, the body faculty.62 
There is, bhikkhus, the mind, there are mental phenomena, there 
is the element of ignorance. When the uninstructed worldling is 
contacted by a feeling born of ignorance-contact, 'I am' occurs to 
him; 'I am this' occurs to him; 'I will be' and 'I will not be,' and 'I 
will consist of form' and 'I will be formless,' and 'I will be per
cipient' and 'I will be nonpercipient' and 'I will be neither per
cipient nor nonpercipient'-these occur to him.63 [47] 

"The five faculties remain right there, bhikkhus, but in regard 
to them the instructed noble disciple abandons ignorance and 
arouses true knowledge. With the fading away of ignorance and 
the arising of true knowledge, 'I am' does not occur to him; 'I am 
this' does not occur to him; 'I will be' and 'I will not be,' and 'I 
will consist of form' and 'I will be formless,' and 'I will be per
cipient' and 'I will be nonpercipient' and 'I will be neither per
cipient nor nonpercipient' -these do not occur to him." 

48 (6) Aggregates 

At Savattru. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you the five aggregates and 
the five aggregates subject to clinging. Listen to that. . . . 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the five aggregates? Whatever kind 
of form there is, whether past, future, or present, internal or 
external, gross or subtle, inferior or superior, far or near: this is 
called the form aggregate.64 Whatever kind of feeling there is . . .  
this is called the feeling aggregate. Whatever kind of perception 
there is . . .  this is called the perception aggregate. Whatever 
kind of volitional formations there are . . .  these are called the 
volitional formations aggregate. Whatever kind of consciousness 
there is, whether past, future, or present, internal or external, 
gross or subtle, inferior or superior, far or near: this is called the 
consciousness aggregate. These, bhikkhus, are called the five 
aggregates. 
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"And what, bhikkhus, are the five aggregates subject to cling
ing? Whatever kind of form there is, whether past, future, or 
present . . .  far or near, that is tainted, that can be clung to: this is 
called the form aggregate subject to clinging. Whatever kind of 
feeling there is . . .  that is tainted, that can be clung to: this is 
called the feeling aggregate subject to clinging. Whatever kind of 
perception there is . . .  that is tainted, that can be clung to: this is 
called the perception aggregate subject to clinging. Whatever 
kind of volitional formations there are . . .  that are tainted, that 
can be clung to: these are called the volitional formations aggre
gate subject to clinging. [48] Whatever kind of consciousness 
there is, whether past, future, or present, internal or external, 
gross or subtle, inferior or superior, far or near, that is tainted, 
that can be clung to: this is called the consciousness aggregate 
subject to clinging. These, bhikkhus, are called the five aggre
gates subject to clinging."65 

49 (7) S01J-a (1) 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel 
Sanctuary. Then SOl).a the householder's son approached the 
Blessed One . . . .  The Blessed One then said to S01).a the house
holder's son: 

"So1).a, when any ascetics and brahmins, on the basis of form
which is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change-regard 
themselves thus: 'I am superior,' or 'I am equal,' or 'I am inferior,' 
what is that due to apart from not seeing things as they really 
are?66 

"When any ascetics and brahmins, on the basis of feeling . . .  on 
the basis of perception . . .  on the basis of volitional formations . . .  
on the basis of consciousness-which is impermanent, suffering, 
and subject to change-regard themselves thus: 'I am superior,' 
or 'I am equal,' or 'I am inferior,' what is that due to apart from 
not seeing things as they really are? 

"So1).a, when any ascetics and brahmins do not, on the basis of 
form-which is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change
regard themselves thus: 'I am superior,' or 'I am equal,' [49] or 'I 
am inferior,' what is that due to apart from seeing things as they 
really are? 
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"When any ascetics and brahmins do not, on the basis of feel
ing . . .  on the basis of perception . . .  on the basis of volitional for
mations . . .  on the basis of consciousness-which is imperma
nent, suffering, and subject to change-regard themselves thus: 
'I am superior,' or 'I am equal,' or 'I am inferior,' what is that due 
to apart from seeing things as they really are? 

"What do you think, SOI).a, is form permanent or imperma
nent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." - "Is what is imperma
nent suffering or happiness?" - "Suffering, venerable sir." - "Is 
what is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change fit to be 
regarded thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is my self'?" - "No, 
venerable sir." 

"Is feeling permanent or impermanent? . .  Is perception per
manent or impermanent? . .  Are volitional formations permanent 
or impermanent? . .  Is consciousness permanent or imperma
nent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." - "Is what is imperma
nent suffering or happiness?" - "Suffering, venerable sir." - "Is 
what is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change fit to be 
regarded thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is my self'?" - "No, 
venerable sir." 

"Therefore, SOI).a, any kind of form whatsoever, whether past, 
future, or present, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or 
superior, far or near, all form should be seen as it really is with cor
rect wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self.' 

"Any kind of feeling whatsoever . . .  Any kind of perception 
whatsoever . . .  Any kind of volitional formations whatsoever . . .  
Any kind of consciousness whatsoever, whether past, future, or 
present, [50] internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or supe
rior, far or near, all consciousness should be seen as it really is 
with correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is 
not my self.' 

"Seeing thus, SOI).a, the instructed noble disciple experiences 
revulsion towards form, revulsion towards feeling, revulsion 
towards perception, revulsion towards volitional formations, 
revulsion towards consciousness. Experiencing revulsion, he 
becomes dispassionate. Through dispassion [his mind] is liberated. 
When it is liberated there comes the knowledge: 'It's liberated.' 
He understands: 'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, 
what had to be done has been done, there is no more for this state 
of being.'" 
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50 (8) SOIJa (2) 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel 
Sanctuary. Then SOI.).a the householder's son approached the 
Blessed One . . . . The Blessed One then said to Sor:ta the house
holder's son: 

"Sor:ta, those ascetics or brahmins who do not understand 
form, its origin� its cessation, and the way leading to its cessation; 
who do not understand feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional for
mations . . .  consciousness, its origin, its cessation, and the way 
leading to its cessation: these I do not consider to be ascetics 
among ascetics or brahmins among brahmins, and these vener
able ones do not, by realizing it for themselves with direct knowl
edge, in this very life enter and dwell in the goal of asceticism or 
the goal of brahminhood.67 

"But, S0r:ta, those ascetics and brahmins who understand form, 
[51] its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its cessation; 
who understand feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  
consciousness, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its 
cessation: these I consider to be ascetics among ascetics and brah
mins among brahmins, and these venerable ones, by realizing it 
for themselves with direct knowledge, in this very life enter and 
dwell in the goal of asceticism and the goal of brahminhood." 

51 (9) Destruction of Delight (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, a bhikkhu sees as impermanent form 
which is actually impermanent: that is his right view. Seeing 
rightly, he experiences revulsion. With the destruction of delight 
comes the destruction of lust; with the destruction of lust comes 
the destruction of delight. With the destruction of delight and 
lust the mind is liberated and is said to be well liberated.68 

"A bhikkhu see� as impermanent feeling which is actually 
impermanent . . .  perception which is actually impermanent . . .  
volitional formations which are actually impermanent ' "  con
sciousness which is actually impermanent: that is his right 
view . . . .  With the destruction of delight and lust the mind is lib
erated and is said to be well liberated." 
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52 (10) Destruction of Delight (2) 

At Savatthi. [52] "Bhikkhus, attend carefully to form. Recognize 
the impermanence of form as it really is. When a bhikkhu attends 
carefully to form and recognizes the impermanence of form as it 
really is, he experiences revulsion towards form. With the 
destruction of delight comes the destruction of lust; with the 
destruction of lust comes the destruction of delight. With the 
destruction of delight and lust the mind is liberated and is said to 
be well liberated. 

"Bhikkhus, attend carefully to feeling . . .  to perception . . .  to 
volitional formations . . .  to consciousness . . . .  With the destruction 
of delight and lust the mind is liberated and is said to be well lib
erated." 

[53] 

53 (1) Engagement 

Division II 
THE MIDDLE FIFTY 

I. ENGAGEMENT 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, one who is engaged is unliberated;69 one 
who is disengaged is liberated. Consciousness, bhikkhus, while 
standing, might stand engaged with form; based upon form, 
established upon form, with a sprinkling of delight, it might 
corne to growth, increase, and expansion. Or consciousness, 
while standing, might stand [engaged with feeling . . .  engaged 
with perception . . .  ] engaged with volitional formations; based 
upon volitional formations, established upon volitional forma
tions, with a sprinkling of delight, it might corne to growth, 
increase, and expansion.7o 

"Bhikkhus, though someone might say: 'Apart from form, 
apart from feeling, apart from perception, apart from volitional 
formations, I will make known the corning and going of con
sciousness, its passing away and rebirth, its growth, increase, 
and expansion' -that is impossible. 

"Bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu has abandoned lust for the form ele
ment, with the abandoning of lust the basis is cut off: there is no 
support for the establishing of consciousness.71 If he has aban-
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doned lust for the feeling element . . .  for the perception element 
. . .  for the volitional formations element . . . .  for the consciousness 
element, with the abandoning of lust the basis is cut off: there is 
no support for the establishing of consciousness. 

"When that consciousness is unestablished, not coming to 
growth, nongenerative, [54] it is liberated.72 By being liberated, it 
is steady; by being steady, it is content; by being content, he is not 
agitated. Being unagitated, he personally attains Nibbana. He 
understands: 'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, 
what had to be done has been done, there is no more for this state 
of being.'" 

54 (2) Seeds 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these five kinds of seeds. Wha1 
five? Root-seeds, stem-seeds, joint-seeds, cutting-seeds, and 
germ-seeds as the fifth.73 If these five kinds of seeds are unbro
ken, unspoilt, undamaged by wind and sun, fertile, securely 
planted, but there is no earth or water, would these five kinds of 
seeds come to growth, increase, and expansion?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"If these five kinds of seeds are broken, spoilt, damaged by 

wind and sun, unfertile, not securely planted, but there is earth 
and water, would these five kinds of seeds come to growth, 
increase, and expansion?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"If these five kinds of seeds are unbroken, unspoilt, undam

aged by wind and sun, fertile, securely planted, and there is earth 
and water, would these five kinds of seeds come to growth, 
increase, and expansion?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"Bhikkhus, the four stations of consciousness should be seen as 

like the earth element. Delight and lust should be seen as like the 
water element. Consciousness together with its nutriment should 
be seen as like the five kinds of seeds.74 

"Consciousness, bhikkhus, while standing, might stand 
engaged with form; [55] based upon form, established upon form, 
with a sprinkling of delight, it might come to growth, increase, 
and expansion. Or consciousness, while standing, might stand 
engaged with feeling . . .  engaged with perception . . .  engaged 
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with volitional formations; based upon volitional formations 
established upon volitional formations, with a sprinkling of 
delight, it might come to growth, increase, and expansion. 

"Bhikkhus, though someone might say: 'Apart from form 
apart from feeling, apart from perception, apart from volitional 
formations, I will make known the coming and going of COn
sciousness, its passing away and rebirth, its growth, increase, 
and expansion' -that is impossible. 

"Bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu has abandoned lust for the form ele
ment, with the abandoning of lust the basis is cut off: there is no 
support for the establishing of consciousness. If he has aban
doned lust for the feeling element . . .  for the perception element 
. . .  for the volitional formations element . . .  for the consciousness 
element, with the abandoning of lust the basis is cut off: there is 
no support for the establishing of consciousness. 

"When that consciousness is unestablished, not coming to 
growth, nongenerative, it is liberate4. By being liberated, it is steady; 
by being steady, it is content; by being content, he is not agitated. 
Being unagitated, he personally attains Nibbana. He understands: 
'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, what had to be 
done has been done, there is no more for this state of being.'" 

55 (3) Inspired Utterance 

At Savatthi. There the Blessed One uttered this inspired utter
ance: "'It might not be, and it might not be for me; it will not be, 
[and] it will not be for me': [56] resolving thus, a bhikkhu can cut 
off the lower fetters."75 

When this was said, a certain bhikkhu said to the Blessed One: 
"But how, venerable sir, can a bhikkhu, resolving thus: 'It might 
not be, and it might not be for me; it will not be, [and] it will not 
be for me,' cut off the lower fetters?" 

"Here, bhikkhu, the uninstructed worldling, who is not a seer of 
the noble ones . . .  regards form as self . . .  or self as in consciousness. 

"He does not understand as it really is impermanent form as 
'impermanent form' . . .  impermanent feeling as 'impermanent 
feeling' . . .  impermanent perception as 'impermanent perception' 
. . .  impermanent volitional formations as 'impermanent volitional 
formations' . . .  impermanent consciousness as 'impermanent 
consciousness. ' 
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"He does not understand as it really is painful form as 'painful 
form' ' "  painful feeling as 'painful feelmg' . . .  painful perception 
as 'painful perception' . . .  painful volitional formations as 
'painful volitional formations' . . .  painful consciousness as 
'painful consciousness.' 

"He does not understand as it really is selfless form as 'selfless 
form' ' "  selfless feeling as 'selfless feeling' . . .  selfless perception 
as 'selfless perception' . . .  selfless volitional formations as 'self
less volitional formations' . . .  selfless consciousness as 'selfless 
consciousness.' 

"He does not understand as it really is conditioned form as 
'conditioned form' ' "  conditioned feeling as 'conditioned feeling' 
. . .  conditioned perception as 'conditioned perception' . . .  condi
tioned volitional formations as 'conditioned volitional formations' 
. . .  conditioned consciousness as 'conditioned consciousness.' 

"He does not understand as it really is: 'Form will be extermi
nated' . . .  'Feeling will be exterminated' . . .  'Perception will be 
exterminated' . . .  'Volitional formations will be exterminated' . . .  
'Consciousness will be exterminated.'76 [57] 

"The instructed noble disciple, bhikkhu, who is a seer of the 
noble ones ' "  does not regard form as self ' "  or self as in con
sciousness. 

"He understands as it really is impermanent form as 'imper
manent form' . . .  impermanent consciousness as 'impermanent 
consciousness.' 

"He understands as it really is painful form as 'painful form' . . .  
painful consciousness as 'painful consciousness.' 

"He understands as it really is selfless form as 'selfless form' . . .  
selfless consciousness as 'selfless consciousness.' 

"He understands as it really is conditioned form as 'condi
tioned form' . . .  conditioned consciousness as 'conditioned con
sciousness.' 

"He understands as it really is: 'Form will be exterminated' . . .  
'Feeling will be exterminated' . . .  'Perception will be extermin
ated' . . .  'Volitional formations will be exterminated' . . .  
'Consciousness will be exterminated. '  

"With the extermination of form, feeling, perception, volition
al formations, and consciousness, that bhikkhu, resolving thus: 
'It might not be, and it might not be for me; it will not be, [and] 
it will not be for me,' can cut off the lower fetters."77 
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"Resolving thus, venerable sir, a bhikkhu can cut off the lower 
fetters. But how should one know, how should one see, for the 
immediate destruction of the taints to occur?"78 

"Here, bhikkhu, the uninstructed worldling becomes fright
ened over an unfrightening matter. For this is frightening to the 
uninstructed worldling: 'It might not be, and it might not be for 
me; it will not be, [and] it will not be for me.' But the instructed 
noble disciple does not become frightened over an unfrightening 
matter. For this is not frightening to the noble disciple: 'It might 
not be, and it might not be for me; it will not be, [and] it will not 
be for me.'79 [58] 

"Consciousness, bhikkhu, while standing, might stand engaged 
with form . . .  engaged with feeling . . .  engaged with perception 
. . .  engaged with volitional formations; based upon volitional for
mations, established upon volitional formations, with a sprinkling 
of delight, it might come to growth, increase, and expansion. 

"Bhikkhu, though someone might say: 'Apart from form, apart 
from feeling, apart from perception, apart from volitional forma
tions, I will make known the coming and going of consciousness, 
its passing away and rebirth, its growth, increase, and expan
sion' -that is impossible. 

"Bhikkhu, if a bhikkhu has abandoned lust for the form ele
ment, with the abandoning of lust the basis is cut off: there is no 
support for the establishing of consciousness. If he has aban
doned lust for the feeling element ' "  for the perception element 
. . .  for the volitional formations element . . .  for the consciousness 
element, with the abandoning of lust the basis is cut off: there is 
no support for the establishing of consciousness. 

"When that consciousness is unestablished, not coming to 
growth, nongenerative, it is liberated. By being liberated, it is 
steady; by being steady, it is content; by being content, he is not 
agitated. Being unagitated, he personally attains Nibbana. He 
understands: 'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, 
what had to be done has been done, there is no more for this state 
of being.' 

"It is, bhikkhu, for one who knows thus, for one who sees thus, 

that the immediate destruction of the taints occurs." 
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56 (4) Phases of the Clinging Aggregates 

At 5avatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these five aggregates subject to 
clinging. What five? The form aggregate subject to clinging, [59] 
the feeling aggregate subject to clinging, the perception aggre
gate subject to clinging, the volitional formations aggregate sub
ject to clinging, the consciousness aggregate subject to clinging. 

"So long as I did not directly know as they really are the fivE' 
aggregates subject to clinging in four phases,so I did not claim to 
have awakened to the unsurpassed perfect enlightenment in this 
world with its devas, Mara, and Brahma, in this generation with 
its ascetics and brahmins, its devas and humans. But when I 
directly knew all this as it really is, then I claimed to have awak
ened to the unsurpassed perfect enlightenment in this world 
with .. .  its devas and humans. 

"And how, bhikkhus, are there four phases? I directly knew 
form, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its cessation. 
I directly knew feeling . . .  perception ... volitional formations . . .  
consciousness, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its 
cessation. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is form? The four great elements and the 
form derived from the four great elements: this is called form. 
With the arising of nutriment there is the arising of form. With 
the cessation of nutriment there is the cessation of form. This 
Noble Eightfold Path is the way leading to the cessation of form; 
that is, right view .. .  right concentration.81 

"Whatever ascetics and brahmins, having thus directly known 
form, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its cessation, 
are practising for the purpose of revulsion towards form, for its 
fading away and cessation, they are practising well. Those who 
are practising well have gained a foothold in this Dhamma and 
Discipline.82 

"And whatever ascetics and brahmins, having thus directly 
known form, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its 
cessation, through revulsion towards form, through its fading 
away and cessation, are liberated by nonclinging, they are well 
liberated. Those who are well liberated are consummate ones. As 
to those consummate ones, there is no round for describing them.83 

"And what, bhikkhus, is feeling? [60] There are these six 
classes of feeling: feeling born of eye-contact, feeling born of ear-
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contact, feeling born of nose-contact, feeling born of tongue-con_ 
tact, feeling born of body-contact, feeling born of mind-contact. 
This is called feeling. With the arising of contact there is the aris
ing of feeling.84 With the cessation of contact there is the cessation 
of feeling. This Noble Eightfold Path is the way leading to the 
cessation of feeling; that is, right view . . .  right concentration. 

"Whatever ascetics and brahmins, having thus directly known 
feeling, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its cessa
tion, are practising for the purpose of revulsion towards feeling, 
for its fading away and cessation, they are practising well. Those 
who are practising well have gained a foothold in this Dhamma 
and Discipline. 

"And whatever ascetics and brahmins, having thus directly 
known feeling . . .  and the way leading to its cessation . . .  As to 
those consummate ones, there is no round for describing them. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is perception? There are these six class
es of perception: perception of forms, perception of sounds, per
ception of odours, perception of tastes, perception of tactile 
objects, perception of mental phenomena. This is called percep
tion. With the arising of contact there is the arising of perception. 
With the cessation of contact there is the cessation of perception. 
This Noble Eightfold Path is the way leading to the cessation of 
perception; that is, right view . . .  right concentration. 

"Whatever ascetics and brahmins . .  , As to those consummate 
ones, there is no round for describing them. 

"And what, bhikkhus, are volitional formations? There are 
these six classes of volition:85 volition regarding forms, volition 
regarding sounds, volition regarding odours, volition regarding 
tastes, volition regarding tactile objects, volition regarding men
tal phenomena. These are called volitional formations. With the 
arising of contact there is the arising of volitional formations. 
With the cessation of contact there is the cessation of volitional 
formations. This Noble Eightfold Path is the way leading to the 
cessation of volitional formations; that is, right view . . .  right con
centration. 

"Whatever ascetics and brahmins . .  , [61] .. , As to those con
summate ones, there is no round for describing them. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is consciousness? There are these six 
classes of consciousness: eye-consciousness, ear-consciousneSs, 
nose-consciousness, tongue-consciousness, body-consciousnesS, 
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mind-consciousness. This is called consciousness. With the aris
ing of name-and-form there is the arising of consciousness. With 
the cessation of name-and-form there is the cessation of con
sciousness. This Noble Eightfold Path is the way leading to the 
cessation of consciousness; that is, right view ...  right concen
tration.86 

"Whatever ascetics and brahmins, having thus directly known 
consciousness, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its 
cessation, are practising for the purpose of revulsion towards 
consciousness, for its fading away and cessation, they are prac
tising well. Those who are practising well have gained a foothold 
in this Dhamma and Discipline. 

"And whatever ascetics and brahmins, having thus directly 
known consciousness, its origin, its cessation, and the way lead
ing to its cessation, through revulsion towards consciousness, 
through its fading away and cessation, are liberated by non
clinging, they are well liberated. Those who are well liberated are 
consummate ones. As to those consummate ones, there is no 
round for describing them." 

57 (5) The Seven Cases 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, a bhikkhu who is skilled in seven cases 
and a triple investigator is called, in this Dharnrna and Discipline, 
a consummate one, one who has fully lived the holy life, the 
highest kind of person.S7 

"And how, bhikkhus, is a bhikkhu skilled in seven cases? [62] 
Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu understands form, its origin, its ces
sation, and the way leading to its cessation; he understands the 
gratification, the danger, and the escape in the case of form. 

"He understands feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional formations 
' "  consciousness, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to 
its cessation; he understands the gratification, the danger, and 
the escape in the case of consciousness. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is form? The four great elements and the 
form derived from the four great elements: this is called form. 
With the arising of nutriment there is the arising of form. With 
the cessation of nutriment there is the cessation of form. This 
Noble Eightfold Path is the way leading to the cessation of form; 
that is, right view . . .  right concentration. 
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"The pleasure and joy that arise in dependence on form: this is 
the gratification in form. That form is impermanent, suffering, 
and subject to change: this is the danger in form. The removal 
and abandonment of desire and lust for form: this is the escape 
from form. 

"Whatever ascetics and brahmins, having thus directly known 
form, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its cessation, 
having thus directly known the gratification, the danger, and [63] 
the escape in the case of form, are practising for the purpose of 
revulsion towards form, for its fading away and cessation, they 
are practising well. Those who are practising well have gained a 
foothold in this Dhamma and Discipline. 

"And whatever ascetics and brahmins, having thus directly 
known form, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its 
cessation, having thus directly known the gratification, the danger, 
and the escape in the case of form, through revulsion towards 
form, through its fading away and cessation, are li�erated by 
nonclinging, they are well liberated. Those who are well liberated 
are consummate ones. As to those consummate ones, there is no 
round for describing them. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is feeling? There are these six classes of 
feeling: feeling born of eye-contact . . .  (as in preceding sutta) . . .  
feeling born of mind-contact. This is called feeling. With the aris
ing of contact there is the arising of feeling. With the cessation of 
contact there is the cessation of feeling. This Noble Eightfold Path 
is the way leading to the cessation of feeling; that is, right view 
. . .  right concentration. 

"The pleasure and joy that arise in dependence on feeling: this 
is the gratification in feeling. That feeling is impermanent, suf
fering, and subject to change: this is the danger in feeling. The 
removal and abandonment of desire and lust for feeling: this is 
the escape from feeling. 

"Whatever ascetics and brahmins, having thus directly known 
feeling, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its cessa
tion, having thus directly known the gratification, the danger, 
and the escape in the case of feeling, are practising for the pur
pose of revulsion towards feeling, for its fading away and cessa
tion, they are practising well. Those who are practising well have 
gained a foothold in this Dhamma and Discipline. 

"And whatever ascetics and brahmins, having thus directly 
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known feeling . . .  and the escape in the case of feeling . . .  As to 
those consummate ones, there is no round for describing them. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is perception? There are these six classes 
of perception: perception of forms . . .  perception of mental phe
nomena. This is called perception. With the arising of contact 
there is the arising of perception. With the cessation of contact 
there is the cessation of perception. This Noble Eightfold Path is 
the way leading to the cessation of perception; that is, right view 
. . .  right concentration. 

"The pleasure and joy that arise in dependence on perception: 
this is the gratification in perception. That perception is imper
manent, suffering, and subject to change: this is the danger in 
perception. The removal and abandonment of desire and lust for 
perception: this is the escape from perception. 

"Whatever ascetics and brahmins . . .  As to those consummate 
ones, there is no round for describing them. 

"And what, bhikkhus, are volitional formations? There are 
these six classes of volition: volition regarding forms . . .  volition 
regarding mental phenomena. This is called volitional forma
tions. With the arising of contact there is the arising of volitional 
formations. With the cessation of contact there is the cessation of 
volitional formations. [64] This Noble Eightfold Path is the way 
leading to the cessation of volitional formations; that is, right 
view . . .  right concentration. 

"The pleasure and joy that arise in dependence on volitional 
formations: this is the gratification in volitional formations. That 
volitional formations are impermanent, suffering, and subject to 
change: this is the danger in volitional formations. The removal 
and abandonment of desire and lust for volitional formations: 
this is the escape from volitional formations. 

"Whatever ascetics and brahmins . . .  As to those consummate 
ones, there is no round for describing them. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is consciousness? There are these six 
classes of consciousness: eye-consciousness . . .  mind-conscious
ness. This is called consciousness. With the arising of name-and
form there is the arising of consciousness. With the cessation of 
name-and-form there is the cessation of consciousness. This 
Noble Eightfold Path is the way leading to the cessation of con
sciousness; that is, right view . . .  right concentration. 

"The pleasure and joy that arise in dependence on consciousness: 
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this is the gratification in consciousness. That consciousness is 
impermanent, suffering, and subject to change: this is the danger 
in consciousness. The removal and abandonment of desire and 
lust for consciousness: this is the escape from consciousness. 

"Whatever ascetics and brahmins, having thus directly known 
consciousness, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its 
cessation, having thus directly known the gratification, the dan
ger, and the escape in the case of consciousness, are practising for 
the purpose of revulsion towards consciousness, for its fading 
away and cessation, they are practising well. Those who are prac
tising well have gained a foothold in this Dhamma and 
Discipline. [65] 

"And whatever ascetics and brahmins, having thus directly 
known consciousness, its origin, its cessation, and the way lead
ing to its cessation, having thus directly known the gratification, 
the danger, and the escape in the case of consciousness, through 
revulsion towards consciousness, through its fading away and 
cessation, are liberated by nonclinging, they are well liberated. 
Those who are well liberated are consummate ones. As to those 
consummate ones, there is no round for describing them. 

"It is in such a way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu is skilled in seven 
cases. 

"And how, bhikkhus, is a bhikkhu a triple investigator? Here, 
bhikkhus, a bhikkhu investigates by way of the elements, by way 
of the sense bases, and by way of dependent origination. It is in 
such a way that a bhikkhu is a triple investigator.88 

"Bhikkhus, a bhikkhu who is skilled in these seven cases and a 
triple investigator is called, in this Dhamma and Discipline, a 
consummate one, one who has fully lived the holy life, the high
est kind of person." 

58 (6) The Perfectly Enlightened One 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, the Tathagata, the Arahant, the Perfectly 
Enlightened One, liberated by nonclinging through revulsion 
towards form, through its fading away and cessation, is called a 
Perfectly Enlightened One. A bhikkhu liberated by wisdom, lib
erated by nonclinging through revulsion towards form, through 
its fading away and cessation, is called one liberated by wisdom.89 

"The Tathagata, the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One, 
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liberated by nonclinging through revulsion towards feeling . . .  
perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  c:;onsciousness, through its 
fading away [66] and cessation, is called a Perfectly Enlightened 
One. A bhikkhu liberated by wisdom, liberated by nonclinging 
through revulsion towards feeling . . .  percept.ian . . .  volitional 
formations . . .  consciou1?ness, through its fading away and cessa
tion, is called one liberated by wisdom. 

"Therein, bhikkhus, what is the distinction, what is the dispar
ity, what is the difference between the Tathagata, the Arahant, 
the Perfectly Enlightened One, and a bhikkhu liberated by 
wisdom?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One, 
guided by the Blessed One, take recourse in the Blessed One. It 
would be good if the Blessed One would clear up the meaning of 
this statement. Having heard it from him, the bhikkhus will 
remember it." 

"Then listen and attend closely, bhikkhus, I will speak." 
"Yes, venerable sir," the bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One 

said this: 
"The Tathagata, bhikkhus, the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlight

ened One, is the originator of the path unarisen before, the pro
ducer of the path unproduced before, the declarer of the path 
undeclared before. He is the knower of the path, the discoverer 
of the path, the one skilled in the path. And his disciples now 
dwell following that path and become possessed of it afterwards. 

"This, bhikkhus, is the distinction, the disparity, the difference 
between the Tathagata, the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened 
One, and a bhikkhu liberated by wisdom." 

59 (7) The Characteristic of Nonself 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Baral).asi in the Deer Park at Isipatana.90 There the 
Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus of the group of five thus: 
"Bhikkhus!" 

"Venerable sir!" those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said 
this: 

"Bhikkhus, form is nonself. For if, bhikkhus, form were self, 
this form would not lead to affliction, and it would be possible to 
have it of form: 'Let my form be thus; let my form not be thus.' 
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But because form is nonself, form leads to affliction, and it is not 
possible to have it of form: 'Let my form be thus; let my form not 

be thus.'91 
"Feeling is nonself . . . . [67] . . .  Perception is nonself . .  .. Volitional 

formations are nonself . . . . Consciousness is nonself. For if 
bhikkhus, consciousness were self, this consciousness would no� 
lead to affliction, and it would be possible to have it of con

sciousness: 'Let my consciousness be thus; let my consciousness 
not be thus.' But because consciousness is nonself, consciousness 
leads to affliction, and it is not possible to have it of conscious
ness: 'Let my consciousness be thus; let my consciousness not be 

thus.' 
"What do you think, bhikkhus, is form permanent or imper

manent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." - "Is what is imper
manent suffering or happiness?" - "Suffering, venerable sir." -
"Is what is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change fit to 
be regarded thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is my seW?" - "No, 
venerable sir." 

"Is feeling permanent or impermanent? .. Is perception per
manent or impermanent? .. Are volitional formations permanent 
or impermanent? . .  Is consciousness permanent or imperma
nent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." - "Is what is imperma
nent suffering or happiness?" - [68] "Suffering, venerable sir." -
"Is what is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change fit to 
be regarded thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is my self'?" - "No, 
venerable sir." 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, any kind of form whatsoever, whether 
past, future, or present, internal or external, gross or subtle, infe
rior or superior, far or near, all form should be seen as it really is 
with correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is 
not my self.' 

"Any kind of feeling whatsoever . . .  Any kind of perception 

whatsoever . . . Any kind of volitional formations whatsoever . .  , 
Any kind of consciousness whatsoever, whether past, future, or 
present, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or superior, 
far or near, all consciousness should be seen as it really is with 
correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not 

my self.' 
"Seeing thus, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple experiences 

revulsion towards form, revulsion towards feeling, revulsion 
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towards perception, revulsion towards volitional formations, 
revulsion towards consciousness. E"periencing revulsion, he 
becomes dispassionate. Through dispassion [his mind] is liberated. 
When it is liberated there comes the knowledge: 'It's liberated: 
He understands: 'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, 
what had to be done has been done, there is no more for this state 
of being.'" 

That is what the Blessed One said. Elated, those bhikkhus 
delighted in the Blessed One's statement. And while this dis
course was being spoken, the minds of the bhikkhus of the group 
of five were liberated from the taints by nonclinging. 

60 (8) Mahali 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Vesali in the Great Wood in the Hall with the Peaked 
Roof. Then Mahali the Licchavi approached the Blessed One [69] 
. . .  and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, Pura1).a Kassapa speaks thus: 'There is no cause 
or condition for the defilement of beings; beings are defiled with
out cause or condition. There is no cause or condition for the 
purification of beings; beings are purified without cause or con
dition.' What does the Blessed One say about this?"92 

"There is, Mahali, a cause and condition for the defilement of 
beings; beings are defiled with cause and condition. There is a 
cause and condition for the purification of beings; beings are 
purified with cause and condition." 

"But, venerable sir, what is the cause and condition for the 
defilement of beings? How is it that beings are defiled with cause 
and condition?" 

"If, Mahali, this form were exclusively suffering, immersed in 
suffering, steeped in suffering, and if it were not [also] steeped in 
pleasure, beings would not become enamoured with it. But 
because form is pleasurable, immersed in pleasure, steeped in 
pleasure, and is not steeped [only] in suffering, beings become 
enamoured with it.93 By being enamoured with it, they are capti
vated by it, and by being captivated by it they are defiled. This, 
Mahali, is a cause and condition for the defilement of beings; it is 
thus that beings are defiled with cause and condition. 

"If, Mahali, this feeling were exclusively suffering . . .  If this 
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perception . . .  these volitional formations . . .  [70] . . .  this con
sciousness were exclusively suffering . . .  beings would not 
become enamoured with it. But because consciousness is pleas
urable . . .  beings become enamoured with it. By being enam
oured with it, they are captivated by it, and by being captivated 
by it they are defiled. This too, Mahali, is a cause and condition 
for the defilement of beings; it is thus that beings are defiled with 
cause and condition." 

"But, venerable sir, what is the cause and condition for the 
purification of beings? How is it that beings are purified with 
cause and condition?" 

"If, Mahali, this form were exclusively pleasurable, immersed 
in pleasure, steeped in pleasure, and if it were not [also] steeped 
in suffering, beings would not experience revulsion towards it. 
But because form is suffering, immersed in suffering, steeped in 
suffering, and is not steeped [only] in pleasure, beings experience 
revulsion towards it. Experiencing revulsion, they become dis
passionate, and through dispassion they are purified. This, 
Mahali, is a cause and condition for the purification of beings; it 
is thus that beings are purified with cause and condition. 

"If, Mahali, this feeling were exclusively pleasurable . . .  If this 
perception . . .  these volitional formations . . .  this consciousness 
were exclusively pleasurable . . .  beings would not experience 
revulsion towards it. But because consciousness is suffering . . .  
beings experience revulsion towards it. Experiencing revulsion, 
they become dispassionate, and through dispassion they are 
purified. [71] This too, Mahali, is a cause and condition for the 
purification of beings; it is thus that beings are purified with 
cause and condition." 

61 (9) Burning 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, form is burning, feeling is burning, per
ception is burning, volitional formations are burning, conscious
ness is burning.94 Seeing thus, bhikkhus, the instructed noble 
disciple experiences revulsion towards form, revulsion towards 
feeling, revulsion towards perception, revulsion towards voli
tional formations, revulsion towards consciousness. Experiencing 
revulsion, he becomes dispassionate. Through dispassion [his 
mind] is liberated. When it is liberated there comes the knowl-
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edge: 'It's liberated.' He understands: 'Destroyed is birth, the 
holy life has been lived, what had to be done has been done, there 
is no more for this state of being.'" 

.. 

62 (10) Pathways of Language 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these three pathways of lan
guage, pathways of designation, pathways of description,95 that 
are unmixed, that were never mixed, that are not being mixed, 
that will not be mixed, that are not rejected by wise ascetics and 
brahmins. What three? 

"Whatever form, bhikkhus, has passed, ceased, changed: the 
term, label, and description 'was' applies to it, not the term 'is' or 
the term 'will be.' 

"Whatever feeling . . .  Whatever perception . . .  Whatever voli
tional formations . . .  [72] Whatever consciousness has passed, 
ceased, changed: the term, label, and description 'was' applies to 
it, not the term 'is' or the term 'will be.' 

"Whatever form, bhikkhus, has not been born, has not become 
manifest: the term, label, and description 'will be' applies to it, 
not the term 'is' or the term 'was.' 

"Whatever feeling . . .  Whatever perception . . .  Whatever voli
tional formations . . .  Whatever consciousness has not been born, 
has not become manifest: the term, label, and description 'will be' 
applies to it, not the term 'is' or the term 'was.' 

"Whatever form, bhikkhus, has been born, has become mani
fest: the term, label, and description 'is' applies to it, not the term 
'was' or the term 'will be.' 

. 

"Whatever feeling . . .  Whatever perception . . .  Whatever voli
tional formations . . .  Whatever consciousness has been born, has 
become manifest: the term, label, and description 'is' applies to it, 
not the term 'was' or the term 'will be.' 

"These, bhikkhus, are the three pathways of language, path
ways of designation, pathways of description, that are unmixed, 
that were never mixed, that are not being mixed, [73] that will 
not be mixed, that are not rejected by wise ascetics and brahmins. 

"Bhikkhus, even Yassa and Bafui.a of Ukkala, proponents of 
noncausality, of the inefficacy of action, and of nihilism, did not 
think that these three pathways of language, pathways of desig
nation, pathways of description should be criticized or scorned. 
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For what reason? Because they fear blame, attack, and condem
nation."% 

II. ARAHANTS 

63 (1) In Clinging 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Savatthi, in Jeta's Grove, AnathapiI).<;iika's Park. Then 
a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One, paid homage to 
him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, it would be good if the Blessed One would 
teach me the Dhamma in brief, so that, having heard the 
Dhamma from the Blessed One, I might dwell alone, withdrawn, 
diligent, ardent, and resolute." 

"Bhikkhu, in clinging one is bound by Mara; by not clinging 
one is freed from the Evil One."97 [74] 

"Understood, Blessed One! Understood, Fortunate One!" 
"In what way, bhikkhu, do you understand in detail the mean

ing of what was stated by me in brief?" 
"In clinging to form, venerable sir, one is bound by Mara; by 

not clinging to it one is freed from the Evil One. In clinging to 
feeling . . .  to perception . . .  to volitional formations . . .  to con
sciousness one is bound by Mara; by not clinging to it one is freed 
from the Evil One. 

"It is in such a way, venerable sir, that I understand in detail 
the meaning of what was stated by the Blessed One in brief." 

"Good, good, bhikkhu! It is good that you understand in detail 
the meaning of what was stated by me in brief. In clinging to 
form, bhikkhu, one is bound by Mara . . . (as above in full) . . . by not 
clinging to it one is freed from the Evil One. It is in such a way 
that the meaning of what was stated by me in brief should be 
understood in detail."  

Then that bhikkhu, having delighted and rejoiced in the Blessed 
One's words, rose from his seat, and, after paying homage to the 
Blessed One, keeping him on his right, he departed. 

Then, dwelling alone, withdrawn, diligent, ardent, and reso
lute, that bhikkhu, by realizing it for himself with direct knowl
edge, in this very life entered and dwelt in that unsurpassed goal 
of the holy life for the sake of which clansmen rightly go forth 
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from the household life into homelessness. He directly knew: 
"Destroyed is birth, the holy life has oeen lived, what had to be 
done has been done, there is no more for this state of being." And 
that bhikkhu became one of the arahants. 

64 (2) In Conceiving 

At Savattht Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One 
. . .  and said to him: [75] 

"Venerable sir, it would be good if the Blessed One would 
teach me the Dhamma in brief . . . . " 

"Bhikkhu, in conceiving one is bound by Mara; by not con
ceiving one is freed from the Evil One." 

"Understood, Blessed One! Understood, Fortunate One!" 
"In what way, bhikkhu, do you understand in detail the mean

ing of what was stated by me in brief?" 
"In conceiving form, venerable sir, one is bound by Mara; by 

not conceiving it one is freed from the Evil One. In conceiving 
feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness 
one is bound by Mara; by not conceiving it one is freed from the 
Evil One. 

"It is in such a way, venerable sir, that I understand in detail 
the meaning of what was stated by the Blessed One in brief." 

"Good, good, bhikkhu! It is good that you understand in detail 
the meaning of what was stated by me in brief. In conceiving 
form, bhikkhu, one is bound by Mara . . .  (as above in full) . . .  by not 
conceiving it one is freed from the Evil One. It is in such a way 
that the meaning of what was stated by me in brief should be 
understood in detail." 

. . .  And that bhikkhu became one of the arahants. 

65 (3) In Seeking Delight 

At 5avattht Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One 
. . .  and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, it would be good if the Blessed One would 
teach me the Dhamma in brief . . . .  " 

"Bhikkhu, in seeking delight one is bound by Mara; by not 
seeking delight one is freed from the Evil One." 

"Understood, Blessed One! Understood, Fortunate One!" 
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"In what way, bhikkhu, do you understand in detail the mean
ing of what was stated by me in brief?" 

"In seeking delight in form, venerable sir, one is bound by 
Mara; by not seeking delight in it one is freed from the Evil One. 
In seeking delight in feeling . . .  in perception . . .  in volitional for
mations . . .  in consciousness one is bound by Mara; by not seek
ing delight in it one is freed from the Evil One. [76] 

"It is in such a way, venerable sir, that I understand in detail 
the meaning of what was stated by the Blessed One in brief." 

"Good, good, bhikkhu! It is good that you understand in detail 
the meaning of what was stated by me in brief. In seeking delight 
in form, bhikkhu, one is bound by Mara . . .  (as above in full) . . .  by 
not seeking delight in it one is freed from the Evil One. It is in 
such a way that the meaning of what was stated by me in brief 
should be understood in detail." 

. . .  And that bhikkhu became one of the arahants. 

66 (4) Impermanent 

At Savatthi. Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One 
. , .  and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, it would be good if the Blessed One would 
teach me the Dhamma in brief . . . .  " 

"Bhikkhu, you should abandon desire for whatever is imper
manent. "  

"Understood, Blessed One! Understood, Fortunate One!" 
"In what way, bhikkhu, do you understand in detail the mean

ing of what was stated by me in brief?" 
"Form, venerable sir, is impermanent; I should abandon desire 

for it. Feeling is impermanent . . .  Perception is impermanent . . .  
Volitional formations are impermanent ' "  Consciousness is 
impermanent; I should abandon desire for it. 

"It is in such a way, venerable sir, that I understand in detail 
the meaning of what was stated by the Blessed One in brief." 

"Good, good, bhikkhu! It is good that you understand in detail 
the meaning of what was stated by me in brief. Form is imper
manent . . .  Consciousness is impermanent; you should abandon 
desire for it. It is in such a way that the meaning of what was 
stated by me in brief should be understood in detail." [77] 

'" And that bhikkhu became one of the arahants. 
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67 (5) Suffering 

(Opening as in preceding sutta:) 
. . .  "Bhikkhu, you should abandon desire for whatever is sui 

fering." . . .  

68 (6) Nonself 

. . .  "Bhikkhu, you should abandon desire for whatever is non
self." . . .  [78] 

69 (7) What Does Not Belong to Self 

. . .  "Bhikkhu, you should abandon desire for whatever does not 
belong to self." . . .  [79] 

70 (8) Whatever Appears Tantalizing 

. . .  "Bhikkhu, you should abandon desire for whatever appears 
tantalizing." . . .  

71 (9) Riidha 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Radha approached the Blessed 
One, [80] paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to 
him:98 

"Venerable sir, how should one know, how should one see so 
that, in regard to this body with consciousness and in regard to 
all external signs, I-making, mine-making, and the underlying 
tendency to conceit no longer occur within?" 

"Any kind of form whatsoever, Radha, whether past, future, or 
present, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or superior, 
far or near--one sees all form as it really is with correct wisdom 
thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self.' 

"Any kind of feeling whatsoever . . .  Any kind of perception 
whatsoever . . .  Any kind of volitional formations whatsoever . . .  
Any kind o f  consciousness whatsoever, whether past, future, or 
present, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or superior, 
far or near--one sees all consciousness as it really is with correct 
wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self.' 
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"When one knows and sees thus, Radha, then in regard to this 
body with consciousness and in regard to all external signs, 1-
making, mine-making, and the underlying tendency to conceit 
no longer occur within." 

Then the Venerable Radha '" became one of the arahants. 

72 (10) Suradha 

At 5avatthi. Then the Venerable Suradha approached the Blessed 
One . , .  and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, how should one know, how should one see so 
that, in regard to this body with consciousness and in regard to 
all external signs, the mind is rid of I-making, mine-making, and 
conceit, has transcended discrimination, and is peaceful and well 
liberated?" 

"Any kind of form whatsoever, Suradha, whether past, future, 
or pr�sent ' "  far or near-having seen all form as it really is with 
correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not 
my self,' one is liberated by nonclinging. 

"Any kind of feeling whatsoever . . .  Any kind of perception 
whatsoever . .  , Any kind of volitional formations whatsoever . .  , 
[81] Any kind of consciousness whatsoever, whether past, future, 
or present, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or supe
rior, far or near-having seen all consciousness as it really is with 
correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not 
my self,' one is liberated by nonclinging. 

"When one knows and sees thus, Suradha, then in regard to 
this body with consciousness and in regard to all external signs, 
the mind is rid of I-making, mine-making, and conceit, has tran
scended discrimination, and is peaceful and well liberated." 

Then the Venerable Suradha .. , became one of the arahants. 

III. BEING DEVOURED 

73 (1) Gratification 

At Savattru. "Bhikkhus, the uninstructed worldling does not 
understand as it really is the gratification, the danger, and the 
escape in the case of form, feeling, perception, volitional forma
tions, and consciousness. 
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"But, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple [82] understands 
as it really is the gratification, the danger, and the escape .in the 
case of form, feeling, perception, volitional formations, and con
sciousness. " 

74 (2) Origin (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, the uninstructed worldling does not 
understand as it really is the origin and the passing away, the 
gratification, the danger, and the escape in the case of form, feel
ing, perception, volitional formations, and consciousness. 

"But, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple understands as it 
really is the origin and the passing away, the gratification, the 
danger, and the escape in the case of form, feeling, perception, 
volitional formations, and consciousness." 

75 (3) Origin (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple under
stands as it really is the origin and the passing away, the gratifi
cation, the danger, and the escape in the case of form, feeling, 
perception, volitional formations, and consciousness." 

76 (4) Arahants (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, form is impermanent. What is imperma
nent is suffering. What is suffering is nonself. What is nonself 
[83] should be seen as it really is with correct wisdom thus: 'This 
is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self.' 

"Feeling is impermanent. . . .  Perception is impermanent . . . .  
Volitional formations are impermanent . . . .  Consciousness is 
impermanent. What is impermanent is suffering. What is suffer
ing is nonself. What is nonself should be seen as it really is with 
correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not 
my self.' 

"Seeing thus, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple experi
ences revulsion towards form, revulsion towards feeling, revulsion 
towards perception, revulsion towards volitional formations, 
revulsion towards consciousness. Experiencing revulsion, he 
becomes dispassionate. Through dispassion [his mind] is liberated. 
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When it is liberated there comes the knowledge: 'It's liberated. ' 
He understands: 'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, 
what had to be done has been done, there is no more for this state 
of being.' 

"To whatever extent, bhikkhus, there are abodes of beings, 
even up to the pinnacle of existence,99 these are the foremost in 
the world, these are the best, that is, the arahants." 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

"Happy indeed are the arahants ! 
No craving can be found in them. 
Cut off is the conceit 'I am,' 
Burst asunder is delusion's net. 

"They have reached the unstirred state,lOO 

Limpid are their minds; . 
They are unsullied in the world
The holy ones, without taints. 

"Having fully understood the five aggregates, 
Ranging in the seven good qualities,101 
Those praiseworthy superior men 
Are the Buddha's bosom sons. 

"Endowed with the seven gems, 
Trained in the threefold training,102 
Those great heroes wander about 
With fear and trembling abandoned. 

"Endowed with the ten factors, 
Those great nagas, concentrated, 
Are the best beings in the world: 
No craving can be found in them.103 

"The adepts' knowledge has arisen in them: 
'This body is the last I bear.' 
In regard to the core of the holy life 
They no longer depend on others. [84] 
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"They do not waver in discrimination,104 
They are released from renewed e"istence. 
Having reached the stage of the tamed, 
They are the victors in the world. 

"Above', across, and below, 
Delight is no more fO':ffid in them. 
They boldly sound their lion's roar: 
'The enlightened are supreme in the world.'" 

77 (5) Arahants (2) 

(This sutta is identical with the preceding one except that the verses are 
omitted.) 

78 (6) The Lion 

At Savattht "Bhikkhus, in the evening the lion, the king of beasts, 
comes out from his lair. Having come out, he stretches himself, 
surveys the four quarters all around, and roars his lion's roar 
three times. Then he sets out in search of game. [85] 

"When the lion, the king of beasts, roars, whatever animals 
hear the sound are for the most part filled with fear, a sense of 
urgency, and terror. Those who live in holes enter their holes; 
those who live in the water enter the water; those who live in the 
woods enter the woods; and the birds fly up into the air. Even 
those royal bull elephants, bound by strong thongs in the vil
lages, towns, and capital cities, burst and break their bonds asun
der; frightened, they urinate and defecate and flee here and 
there. So powerful, bhikkhus, is the lion, the king of beasts, 
among the animals, so majestic and mighty. 

"So too, bhikkhus,10S when the Tathagata arises in the world, 
an arahant, perfectly enlightened, accomplished in true knowl
edge and conduct, fortunate, knower of the world, unsurpassed 
leader of persons to be tamed, teacher of devas and humans, the 
Enlightened One, the Blessed One, he teaches the Dhamma thus: 
'Such is form, such its origin, such its passing aw"ly; such is feel
ing ' "  such is perception ' "  such are volitional formations ... 
such is consciousness, such its origin, such its passing away:106 

"Then, bhikkhus, when those devas who are long-lived, beau-
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tiful, abounding in happiness, dwelling for a long time in lofty 
palaces, hear the Tathagata's teaching of the Dhamma, they are 
for the most part filled with fear, a sense of urgency, and terror 
[saying]: 'It seems, sir, that we are impermanent, though w� 
thought ourselves permanent; it seems, sir, that we are unstable, 
though we thought ourselves stable; it seems, sir, that we are 
noneternal, though we thought ourselves eternal. It seems, sir, 
that we are impermanent, unstable, noneternal, included within 
identity. ' 107 So powerful, bhikkhus, is the Tathagata over this 
world together with its devas, so majestic and mighty." 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: [86] 

"When the Buddha, through direct knowledge, 
Sets in motion the Wheel of Dhamma, 
The peerless Teacher in this world 
With its devas [makes this known]: 

"The cessation of identity 
And the origin of identity, 
Also the Noble Eightfold Path 
That leads to suffering's appeasement. 

"Then those devas with long life spans, 
Beautiful, ablaze with glory, 
Are struck with fear, filled with terror, 
Like beasts who hear the lion's roar. 

'''We've not transcended identity; 
It seems, sir, we're impermanent,' 
[So they say] having heard the utterance 
Of the Arahant, the released Stable One." 

79 (7) Being Devoured 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who recol

lect their manifold past abodes all recollect the five aggregates 

subject to clinging or a certain one among them.IOB What five? 
"When recollecting thus, bhikkhus: 'I had such form in the 

past,' it is just form that one recollects. When recollecting: 'I had 
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such a feeling in the past,' it is just feeling that one recollects. 
When recollecting: 'I had such a percepfum in the past,' it is just 
perception that one recollects. When recollecting: 'I had such 
volitional formations in the past,' it is just volitional formations 
that one recollects. When recollecting: 'I had such consciousness 
in the past,' it is just consciousness that one recollects. 

o And why, bhikkhus, do you call it form?l09 'It is deformed,' 
bhikkhus, therefore it is called form.110 Deformed by what? 
Deformed by cold, deformed by heat, deformed by hunger, 
deformed by thirst, deformed by contact with flies, mosquitoes, 
wind, sun, and serpents. 'It is deformed,' bhikkhus, therefore it is 
called form. 

o And why, bhikkhus, do you call it feeling? 'It feels,' bhikkhus, 
therefore it is called feeling.l11 And what does it feel? It feels 
pleasure, it feels pain, [87] it feels neither-pain-nor-pleasure. 'It 
feels,' bhikkhus, therefore it is called feeling. 

"And why, bhikkhus, do you call it perception? 'It perceives,' 
bhikkhus, therefore it is called perception. And what does it per
ceive? It perceives blue, it perceives yellow, it perceives red, it 
perceives white. 'It perceives,' bhikkhus, therefore it is called 
perception. 

"And why, bhikkhus, do you call them volitional formations? 
'They construct the conditioned,' bhikkhus, therefore they are 
called volitional formations. 1l2 And what is the conditioned that 
they construct? They construct conditioned form as form;113 

they construct conditioned feeling as feeling; they construct con
ditioned perception as perception; they construct conditioned 
volitional formations as volitional formations; they construct 
conditioned consciousness as consciousness. 'They construct the 
conditioned,' bhikkhus, therefore they are called volitional for
mations. 

"And why, bhikkhus, do you call it consciousness? 'It cog
nizes,' bhikkhus, therefore it is called consciousness. And what 
does it cognize? It cognizes sour, it cognizes bitter, it cognizes 
pungent, it cognizes sweet, it cognizes sharp, it cognizes mild, it 
cognizes salty, it cognizes bland. 'It cognizes,' bhikkhus, there
fore it is called consciousness. 114 

"Therein, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple reflects thus: 
'I am now being devoured by form.l1S In the past too I was 
devoured by form in the very same way that I am now being 
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devoured by present form. If I were to seek delight in future 
form, then in the future too I shall be devoured by form in the 
very same way that I am now being devoured by present form: 
Having reflected thus, he becomes indifferent towards past form, 
he does not seek delight in future form, and he is practising for 
revulsion towards present form, for its fading away and cessation. 

"[He reflects thus:] 'I am now being devoured by feeling.' . . .  
[88] . . .  ' I  am now being devoured by perception.' . . .  ' I  am now 
being devoured by volitional formations.' . . .  'I am now being 
devoured by consciousness. In the past too I was devoured by 
consciousness in the very same way that I am now being 
devoured by present consciousness. If I were to seek delight in 
future consciousness, then in the future too I shall be devoured 
by consciousness in the very same way that I am now being 
devoured by present consciousness.' Having reflected thus, he 
becomes indifferent towards past consciousness, he does not 
seek delight in future consciousness, and he is practising for 
revulsion towards present consciousness, for its fading away and 
cessation. 

"What do you think, bhikkhus, is form permanent or imper
manent? . . .  Is feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  
[89] consciousness permanent or impermanent?"116 

"Impermanent, venerable sir." - "Is what is impermanent suffer
ing or happiness?" - "Suffering, venerable sir." - "Is what is 
impermanent, suffering, and subject to change fit to be regarded 
thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is my seW?" - "No, venerable 
sir." 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, any kind of form whatsoever . . .  Any 
kind of feeling whatsoever . . .  Any kind of perception whatso
ever . . .  Any kind of volitional formations whatsoever . . .  Any 
kind of consciousness whatsoever, whether past, future, or pres
ent, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or superior, far 
or near, all consciousness should be seen as it really is with cor
rect wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my 
self: 

"This is called, bhikkhus, a noble disciple who dismantles and 
does not build up; who abandons and does not cling; who scatters 
and does not amass; who extinguishes and does not kindle.117 

"And what is it that he dismantles and does not build up? He 
dismantles form and does not build it up. He dismantles feeling 
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. . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness and does 
not build it up. 

"And what is it that he abandons and does not cling to? He 
abandons form and does not cling to it. He abandons feeling . . .  
perception . . .  volitional formations ..... consciousnes5 and does 
not cling to it. :-

"And what is it that he scatters and does not amass? He scatters 
form and does not amass it. He scatters feeling . . .  perception . . .  
volitional formations . . .  consciousness and does not amass it. [90] 

"And what is it that he extinguishes and does not kindle? He 
extinguishes form and does not kindle it. He extinguishes feeling 
. . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousne5s and does 
not kindle it. 

"Seeing thus, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple experi
ences revulsion towards form, revulsion towards feeling, revulsion 
towards perception, revulsion towards volitional formations, 
revulsion towards consciousness. Experiencing re\'ulsion, he 
becomes dispassionate. Through dispassion [his mind] is liberated. 
When it is liberated there comes the knowledge: 'It's liberated.' 
He understands: 'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, 
what had to be done has been done, there is no more for this state 
of being.' 

"This is called, bhikkhus, a noble disciple who neither builds 
up nor dismantles, but who abides having dismantled; who nei
ther abandons nor clings, but who abides having abandoned; 
who neither scatters nor amasses, but who abides having scat
tered; who neither extinguishes nor kindles, but who abides hav
ing extinguished.lIB 

1/ And what is it, bhikkhus, that he neither builds up nor dis
mantles, but abides having dismantled? He neither builds up nor 
dismantles form, but abides having dismantled it. He neither 
builds up nor dismantles feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional for
mations . . .  consciousness, but abides having dismantled it. 

1/ And what is it that he neither abandons nor clings to, but 
abides having abandoned? He neither abandons nor clings to 
form, but abides having abandoned it. He neither abandons nor 
clings to feeling . . .  perception ' "  volitional formations . . .  con
sciousness, but abides having abandoned it. 

1/ And what is it that he neither scatters nor amasses, but abides 
having scattered? He neither scatters nor amasses form, but 
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abides having scattered it. He neither scatters nor amasses feel
ing . . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness, but 
abides having scattered it. 

"And what is it that he neither extinguishes nor kindles, but 
abides having extinguished? He neither extinguishes nor kindles 
form, but abides having extinguished it. He neither extinguishes 
nor kindles feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  con
sciousness, but abides having extinguished it. 

"When, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu is thus liberated in mind, the 
devas together with Indra, Brahma, and Pajapati pay homage to 
him from afar: [91] 

"'Homage to you, 0 thoroughbred man! 
Homage to you, 0 highest among men! 
We ourselves do not directly know 
Dependent upon what you meditate."'119 

80 (8) Alms-Gatherer 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Sakyans at Kapilavatthu in Nigrodha's Park. 

Then the Blessed One, having dismissed the bhikkhus for a 
particular reason,120 dressed in the morning and, taking bowl 
and robe, entered Kapilavatthu for alms. When he had walked 
for alms in Kapilavatthu and had returned from the alms round, 
after his meal he went to the Great Wood for the day's abiding. 
Having plunged into the Great Wood, he sat down at the foot of 
a beluva sapling for the day's abiding. 

Then, while the Blessed One was alone in seclusion, a reflection 
arose in his mind thus:121 "The Sangha of bhikkhus has been dis
missed by me. There are bhikkhus here who are newly ordained, 
not long gone forth, recently come to this Dhamma and 
DiScipline. If they do not see me there may take place in them 
some alteration or change. Just as when a young calf does not see 
its mother there may take place in it some alteration or change, 
so too there are bhikkhus here who are newly ordained, not long 
gone forth, recently come to this Dhamma and Discipline. If they 
do not see me there may take place in them some alteration or 
change. Just as when young seedlings do not get water there may 
take place in them some alteration or change, so too there are 
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bhikkhus here who are newly ordained, not long gone forth, 
recently come to this Dhamma and Discipline. If they do not see 
me there may take place in them some alteration or change. Let 
me assist the Sangha of bhikkhus now just as I have assisted it in 
the past." 

Then Brahma Sahampati, having known with his own mind 
the reflection in the Blessed One's mind, j ust as quickly as a 

strong man might extend his drawn-in arm or draw in his 
extended arm, disappeared from the brahma world and reap
peared before the Blessed One. [92] He arranged his upper robe 
over one shoulder, raised his joined hands in reverential saluta
tion towards the Blessed One, and said to him: "So it is, Blessed 
One! So it is, Fortunate One! The Sangha of bhikkhus has been 
dismissed by the Blessed One. There are bhikkhus here who are 
newly ordained . . .  (as above, including the similes) . . . If they do not 
see the Blessed One there may take place in them some alteration 
or change. Venerable sir, let the Blessed One take delight in the 
Sangh� of bhikkhus ! Let the Blessed One welcome the Sangha of 
bhikkhus! Let the Blessed One assist the Sangha of bhikkhus now 
just as he has assisted it in the past." 

The Blessed One consented by silence. Then Brahma 
Sahampati, having understood the Blessed One's consent, paid 
homage to the Blessed One and, keeping him on his right, he dis
appeared right there. 

Then in the evening the Blessed One emerged from seclusion 
and went to Nigrodha's Park. He sat down in the appointed seat 
and performed such a feat of spiritual power that the bhikkhus 
would come to him, alone and in pairs, in a timid manner.l22 
Then those bhikkhus approached the Blessed One, alone and in 
pairs, in a timid manner. [93] Having approached, they paid 
homage to the Blessed One and sat down to one side. The Blessed 
One then said to them: 

"Bhikkhus, this is the lowest form of livelihood, that is, gather
ing alms. In the world this is a term of abuse:l23 'You alms
gatherer; you roam about with a begging bowl in your hand!' 
And yet, bhikkhus, clansmen intent on the good take up that way 
of life for a valid reason. It is not because they have been driven 
to it by kings that they do so, nor because they have been driven 
to it by thieves, nor owing to debt, nor from fear, nor to earn a 
livelihood. But they do so with the thought: 'I am immersed in 
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birth, aging, and death; in sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeas
ure, and despair. I am immersed in suffering, oppressed by suf
fering. Perhaps an ending of this entire mass of suffering might 

be discerned!' 
"It is in such a way, bhikkhus, that this clansman has gone 

forth. Yet he is covetous, inflamed by lust for sensual pleasures, 
with a mind full of ill will, with intentions corrupted by hate, 
muddle-minded, lacking clear comprehension, unconcentrated, 
scatter-brained, loose in his sense faculties. Just as a brand from 
a funeral pyre, burning at both ends and smeared with excre
ment in the middle, cannot be used as timber either in the village 
or in the forest, in just such a way do I speak about this person: 
he has missed out on the enjoyments of a householder, yet he 
does not fulfil the goal of asceticism, 

"There are, bhikkhus, these three kinds of unwholesome 
thoughts: sensual thought, thought of ill will, thought of harm
ing,124 And where, bhikkhus, do these three unwholesome 
thoughts cease without remainder? For one who dwells with'a 
mind well established in the four establishments of mindfulness, 
or for one who develops the signless concentration. This is rea
son enough, bhikkhus, to develop the signless concentration. 
When the signless concentration is developed and cultivated, 
bhikkhus, it is of great fruit and benefit. 

"There are, bhikkhus, these two views: the view of existence 
and the view of extermination.125 [94) Therein, bhikkhus, the 
instructed noble disciple reflects thus: 'Is there anything in the 
world that I could cling to without being blameworthy?' He 
understand thus: 'There is nothing in the world that I could cling 

to without being blameworthy. For if I should cling, it is only 
form that I would be clinging to, only feeling . .  , only perception 
. . .  only volitional formations . . .  only consciousness that I would 
be clinging to. With that clinging of mine as condition, there 
would be existence; with existence as condition, birth; with birth 
as condition, aging-and-death, sorrow, lamentation, pain, dis
pleasure, and despair would come to be. Such would be the ori
gin of this whole mass of suffering.'126 

"What do you think, bhikkhus, is form permanent or imper
manent? . .  Is feeling . .  , perception . . .  volitional formations . .  , 
consciousness permanent or impermanent?" - "Impermanent, 
venerable sir." - "Is what is impermanent suffering or happiness?" 
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- "Suffering, venerable sir./I - "Is what is impermanent, suffer
ing, and subject to change fit to be regarded thus: 'This is mine, 
this I am, this is my self'?/I - "No, venerable sir." 

"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being."'127 

81 (9) Piirileyya 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Kosambi in 
Ghosita's Park. 

Then, in the morning, the Blessed One dressed and, taking 
bowl and robe, entered Kosambi for alms. When he had walked 
for alms in Kosambi and had returned from the alms round, after 
his meal [95J he set his lodging in order himself, took his bowl 
and robe, and without informing his personal attendants, with
out taking leave of the Bhikkhu Sangha, he set out on tour alone, 
without a companion.128 

Then, not long after the Blessed One had departed, a certain 
bhikkhu approached the Venerable Ananda and told him: 
"Friend Ananda, the Blessed One has set his lodging in order 
himself, taken his bowl and robe, and without informing his per
sonal attendants, without taking leave of the Bhikkhu Sangha, he 
has set out on tour alone, without a companion." 

"Friend, whenever the Blessed One sets out like that he wishes 
to dwell alone. On such an occasion the Blessed One should not 
be followed by anyone." 

Then the Blessed One, wandering by stages, arrived at 
Parileyyaka. There at Parileyyaka the Blessed One dwelt at the 
foot of an auspicious sal tree.129 

Then a number of bhikkhus approached the Venerable Ananda 
and exchanged greetings with him.130 When they had concluded 
their greetings and cordial talk, they sat down to one side and 
said to the Venerable Ananda: "Friend Ananda, it has been a 

long time since we heard a Dhamma talk in the presence of thE 
Blessed One. We should like to hear such a talk, friend Ananda." 

Then the Venerable Ananda together with those bhikkhm 
approached the Blessed One at Parileyyaka, at the foot of the aus
picious sal tree. Having approached, they paid homage to thE 
Blessed One and sat down to one side. The Blessed One ther 
instructed, exhorted, inspired, and gladdened those bhikkhw 
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with a Dhamma talk. [96] Now on that occasion a reflection arose 
in the mind of a certain bhikkhu thus: "How should one know, 
how should one see, for the immediate destruction of the taints 
to occur?"131 

The Blessed One, having known with his own mind the reflec
tion in that bhikkhu's mind, addressed the bhikkhus thus: 

"Bhikkhus, this Dhamma has been taught by me discrimi
nately.132 The four establishments of mindfulness have been 
taught by me discriminately. The four right strivings . . .  The four 
bases for spiritual power . . .  The five spiritual faculties . . .  The 
five powers . . .  The seven factors of enlightenment . . .  The Noble 
Eightfold Path has been taught by me discriminately. Bhikkhus, 
in regard to the Dhamma that has been thus taught by me dis
criminately, a reflection arose in the mind of a certain bhikkhu 
thus: 'How should one know, how should one see, for the imme
diate destruction of the taints to occur?' 

"And how, bhikkhus, should one know, how should one see, 
for the immediate destruction of the taints to occur? Here, 
bhikkhus, the uninstructed worldling, who is not a seer of the 
noble ones and is unskilled and undisciplined in their Dhamma, 
who is not a seer of superior persons and is unskilled and undis
ciplined in their Dhamma, regards form as self. That regarding, 
bhikkhus, is a formation.l33 That formation-what is its source, 
what is its origin, from what is it born and produced? When the 
uninstructed worldling is contacted by a feeling born of igno
rance-contact, craving arises: thence that formation is born. 

"Thus, bhikkhus, that formation is impermanent, conditioned, 
dependently arisen; that craving is impermanent, conditioned, 
dependently arisen; that feeling is impermanent, conditioned, 
dependently arisen; that contact is impermanent, conditioned, 
dependently arisen; that ignorance is impermanent, conditioned, 
dependently arisen. [97] When one knows and sees thus, 
bhikkhus, the immediate destruction of the taints occurs. 

"He may not regard form as self, but he regards self as pos
sessing form. That regarding is a formation . . . (all as above) . . . 
When one knows and sees thus, bhikkhus, the immediate 
destruction of the taints occurs. 

"He may not regard form as self or self as possessing form, but 
he regards form as in self. That regarding is a formation . . . .  

"He may not regard form as self o r  self as possessing form or 
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form as in self, but he regards self as in form. That regarding is a 
formation . . . .  [98] 

"He may not regard form as self . .  : or self as in form, but he 
regards feeling as self . .  , perception as self . . .  volitional forma
tions as self . . .  consciousness as self . . .  self as in consciousness. 
That regarding is a formation . . . . When one knows and sees thus, 
bhikkhus, the immediate destruction of the taints occurs. 

"He may not regard form as self ' "  [99] ' "  or self as in con
sciousness, but he holds such a view as this: 'That which is the 
self is the world; having passed away, that I shall be-perma
nent, stable, etemal, not subject to change:l34 That etemalist 
view is a formation . . . . When one knows and sees thus, bhikkhus, 
the immediate destruction of the taints occurs. 

"He may not regard form as self ' "  or hold such an [etemalist] 
view, but he holds such a view as this: 'I might not be, and it 
might not be for me; I will not be, [and] it will not be for me.'135 
That annihilationist view is a formation . . . .  

"He may not regard form as self . .  , or hold such an [atmihila
tionist] view, but he is perplexed, doubtful, indecisive in regard 
to the true Dhamma. That perplexity, doubtfulness, indecisive
ness in regard to the true Dhamma is a formation. That forma
tion-what is its source, what is its origin, from what is it bom 
and produced? When the uninstructed worldling is contacted by 
a feeling bom of ignorance-contact, craving arises: thence that 
formation is bom.136 

"So that formation, bhikkhus, is impermanent, conditioned, 
dependently arisen; that craving is impermanent, conditioned, 
dependently arisen; that feeling is impermanent, conditioned, 
dependently arisen; that contact is impermanent, conditioned, 
dependently arisen; that ignorance is impermanent, conditioned, 
dependently arisen. When one knows and sees thus, bhikkhus, 
the immediate destruction of the taints occurs."137 [100] 

82 (10) The Full-Moon Night 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Savatthi in the 
Eastem Park, in the Mansion of Migara's Mother, together with a 
great Sangha of bhikkhus.l38 Now on that occasion-the Uposatha 
day of the fifteenth, a full-moon night-the Blessed One was sit
ting out in the open surrounded by the Sangha of bhikkhus. 
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Then a certain bhikkhu rose from his seat, arranged his upper . 
robe over one shoulder, raised his joined hands in reverential 
salutation towards the Blessed One, and said to him: "Venerable 
sir, I would ask the Blessed One about a certain point, if the Blessed 
One would grant me the favour of answering my question." 

"Well then, bhikkhu, sit down in your own seat and ask what
ever you wish." 

"Yes, venerable sir," that bhikkhu replied. Then he sat down in 
his own seat and said to the Blessed One: 

"Aren't these the five aggregates subject to clinging, venerable 
sir: that is, the form aggregate subject to clinging, the feeling 
aggregate subject to clinging, the perception aggregate subject to 
clinging, the volitional formations aggregate subject to clinging, 
the consciousness aggregate subject to clinging?" 

"Those are the five aggregates subject to clinging, bhikkhu: 
that is, the form aggregate subject to clinging, the feeling aggre
gate subject to clinging, the perception aggregate subject to cling
ing, the volitional formations aggregate subject to clinging, the 
consciousness aggregate subject to clinging." 

Saying, "Good, venerable sir," that bhikkhu delighted and 
rejoiced in the Blessed One's statement. Then he asked the 
Blessed One a further question: 

"But, venerable sir, in what are these five aggregates subject to 
clinging rooted?" 

"These five aggregates subject to clinging, bhikkhu, are rooted 
in desire."139 

"Venerable sir, is that clinging the same as these five aggre
gates subject to clinging, or is the clinging something apart from 
the five aggregates subject to clinging?" 

"Bhikkhus, that clinging is neither the same as the five aggre
gates subject to clinging, [101] nor is the clinging something apart 
from the five aggregates subject to clinging. But rather, the desire 
and lust for them, that is the clinging there."l40 

Saying, "Good, venerable sir," that bhikkhu . . .  asked the 
Blessed One a further question: 

"But, venerable sir, can there be diversity in the desire and lust 
for the five aggregates subject to clinging?" 

"There can be, bhikkhu," the Blessed One said. "Here, 
bhikkhu, it occurs to someone: 'May I have such form in the 
future! May I have such feeling in the future! May I have such 
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perception in the future! May I have such volitional formations 
in the future! May I have such consciousness in the future!' Thus, 
bhikkhu, there can be diversity in the desire and lust for the five 
aggregates subject to clinging." 

Saying, "Good, venerable sir," -that bhikkhu . . .  asked the 
Blessed One a further question: 

.
, 

"In what way, venerable sir, does the designation 'aggregates' 
apply to the aggregates?" 

"Whatever kind of form there is, bhikkhu, whether past, 
future, or present, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or 
superior, far or near: this is called the form aggregate. Whatever 
kind of feeling there is, whether past, future, or present, internal 
or external, gross or subtle, inferior or superior, far or near: this 
is called the feeling aggregate. Whatever kind of perception there 
is, whether past, future, or present, internal or external, gross or 
subtle, inferior or superior, far or near: this is called the percep
tion aggregate. Whatever kind of volitional formations there are, 
whether past, future, or present, internal or external, gross or 
subtle, inferior or superior, far or near: this is called the volitional 
formations aggregate. Whatever kind of consciousness there is, 
whether past, future, or present, internal or external, gross or 
subtle, inferior or superior, far or near: this is called the con
sciousness aggregate. It is in this way, bhikkhu, that the designa
tion 'aggregates' applies to the aggregates." 

Saying, "Good, venerable sir," that bhikkhu . . . asked the 
Blessed One a further question: 

"What is the cause and condition, venerable sir, for the mani
festation of the form aggregate?141 What is the cause and condi
tion for the manifestation of the feeling aggregate? . . .  for the 
manifestation of the perception aggregate? . .  for the manifesta
tion of the volitional formations aggregate? . .  for the manifesta
tion of the consciousness aggregate?" 

"The four great elements, bhikkhu, are the cause and condition 
for the manifestation of the form aggregate. Contact is the cause 
and condition for the manifestation of the feeling aggregate. 
Contact is the cause and condition for the manifestation of the 
perception aggregate. [102] Contact is the cause and condition for 
the manifestation of the volitional formations aggregate. Name
and-form is the cause and condition for the manifestation of the 
consciousness aggregate." 
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"Venerable sir, how does identity view come to be?" 

"Here, bhikkhu, the uninstructed worldling, who is not a seer 
of the noble ones and is unskilled and undisciplined in their 
Dhamma, who is not a seer of superior persons and is unskilled 
and undisciplined in their Dhamma, regards form as self, or self 
as possessing form, or form as in self, or self as in form. He 
regards feeling as self . . .  perception as self . . .  volitional forma
tions as self ' "  consciousness as self, or self as possessing con
sciousness, or consciousness as in self, or self as in consciousness. 
That is how identity view comes to be." 

"But, venerable sir, how does identity view not come to be?" 
"Here, bhikkhu, the instructed noble disciple, who is a seer of 

the noble ones and is skilled and disciplined in their Dhamma, 
who is a seer of superior persons and is skilled and disciplined in 
their Dhamma, does not regard form as self, or self as possessing 
form, or form as in self, or self as in form. He does not regard 
feeling as self . . .  perception as self . . .  volitional formations as self 
. . .  consciousness as self, or self as possessing consciousness, or 
consciousness as in self, or self as in consciousness. That is how 
identity view does not come to be." 

"What, venerable sir, is the gratification, the danger, and the 
escape in the case of form? What is the gratification, the danger, 
and the escape in the case of feeling? . .  in the case of percep
tion? . . .  in the case of volitional formations? . .  in the case of con
sciousness?" 

"The pleasure and joy, bhikkhu, that arise in dependence on 
form: this is the gratification in form. That form is impermanent, 
suffering, and subject to change: this is the danger in form. The 
removal and abandonment of desire and lust for form: this is the 
escape from form. The pleasure and joy that arise in dependence 
on feeling . . .  [103] in dependence on perception . . .  in depend
ence on volitional formations '" in dependence on conscious
ness: this is the gratification in consciousness. That consciousness 
is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change: this is the dan
ger in consciousness. The removal and abandonment of desire 
and lust for consciousness: this is the escape from consciousness." 

Saying, "Good, venerable �ir," that bhikkhu delighted and 
rejoiced in the Blessed One's statement. Then he asked the 
Blessed One a further question: 

"Venerable sir, how should one know, how should one see so 
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that, in regard to this body with consciousness and in regard to 
all external signs, I-making, mine-making, and the underlying 
tendency to conceit no longer occur within?" 

"Any kind of form whatsoever, bhikkhu, whether past, future, 
or present, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or supe
rior, far or near--one sees all form as it really is with correct wis
dom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self.' 

"Any kind of feeling \vhatsoever . . .  Any kind of perception 
whatsoever . . .  Any kind of volitional formations whatsoever . . .  
Any kind of consciousness whatsoever, whether past, future, or 
present, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or superior, 
far or near-one sees all consciousness as it really is with correct 
wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self.' 

"When one knows and sees thus, bhikkhu, then in regard to 
this body with consciousness and in regard to all external signs, 
I-making, mine-making, and the underlying tendency to conceit 
no longer occur w�thin." 

Now on that occasion the following reflection arose in the 
mind of a certain bhikkhu: "So it seems that form is nonself, feel
ing is nonself, perception is nonself, volitional formations are 
nonself, consciousness is nonself. What self, then, will deeds 
done by what is nonself affect?"l42 

Then the Blessed One, knowing with his own mind the reflec
tion in the mind of that bhikkhu, addressed the bhikkhus thus: 
"It is possible, bhikkhus, that some senseless man here, obtuse 
and ignorant, with his mind dominated by craving, might think 
that he can outstrip the Teacher's Teaching thus: 'So it seems that 
form is nonself . . .  consciousness is nonself. [104] What self, then, 
will deeds done by what is nonself affect?' Now, bhikkhus, you 
have been trained by me through interrogation here and there in 
regard to diverse teachings.143 

"What do you think, bhikkhu, is form permanent or imperma
nent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  - "Is feeling perma
nent or impermanent? . .  Is perception permanent or imperma
nent? . .  Are volitional formations permanent or impermanent? . .  
Is consciousness permanent o r  impermanent?" - "Impermanent, 
venerable sir." - "Is what is impermanent suffering or happi
ness?" - "Suffering, venerable sir." - "Is what is impermanent, 
suffering, and subject to change fit to be regarded thus: 'This is 
mine, this I am, this is my self?" - "No, venerable sir." 
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"Therefore . . .  Seeing thus . . .  He understands: '. . .  there is no 
more for this state of being."'l44 

These are the ten questions 
The bhikkhu came to ask: 
Two about the aggregates, 
Whether the same, can there be, 
Designation and the cause, 
Two about identity, 
[One each on] gratification 
And [this body] with consciousness. 

[1051. IV. THE ELDERS 

83 (1) Ananda 

At Savatthi. There the Venerable Ananda addressed the 
bhikkhus thus: "Friends, bhikkhus!" 

"Friend!" those bhikkhus replied. The Venerable Ananda said 
this: 

"Friends, the Venerable PUDJ:la Mantaniputta was very helpful 
to us when we were newly ordained. 145 He exhorted us with the 
following exhortation: 

"It is by clinging, Ananda, that [the notion] 'I am' 
occurs, not without clinging. And by clinging to what 
does 'I am' occur, not without clinging?146 It is by cling
ing to form that 'I am' occurs, not without clinging. It is 
by clinging to feeling . . .  to perception . . .  to volitional 
formations . . .  to consciousness that 'I am' occurs, not 
without clinging. 

"Suppose, friend Ananda, a young woman-or a 
man-youthful and fond of ornaments, would examine 
her own facial image in a mirror or in a bowl filled with 
pure, clear, clean water: she would look at it with cling
ing, not without clinging. So too, it is by clinging to form 
that 'I am' occurs, not without clinging. It is by clinging 
to feeling . . .  to perception . . .  to volitional formations . . .  
to consciousness that ' I  am' occurs, not without clinging. 

"What do you think, friend Ananda, is form permanent 
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or impermanent?" . . . (as in preceding sutta) . . .  "Seeing 
thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being.'" 

"Friends, the Venerable PUDJ:la Mantaniputta [106] was very 
helpful to us when we were newly ordained. He exhorted us 
with that exhortation. And when I heard his Dhamma teaching I 
made the breakthrough to the Dhamma."147 

84 (2) Tissa 

At Savatthi. Now on that occasion the Venerable Tissa, the 
Blessed One's paternal cousin,148 informed a number of 
bhikkhus: "Friends, my body seems as if it has been drugged, I 
have become disoriented, the teachings are no longer clear to 
me.149 Sloth and torpor persist obsessing my mind. I am leading 
the holy life dissatisfied, and I have doubt about the teachings." 

Then a number of bhikkhus approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, sat down to one side, and reported this matter to 
him. The Blessed One then addressed a certain bhikkhu thus: 
"Come, bhikkhu, tell the bhikkhu Tissa in my name that the 
Teacher calls him." 

"Yes, venerable sir," that bhikkhu replied, and he went to the 
Venerable Tissa and told him: "The Teacher calls you, friend 
Tissa." 

"Yes, friend," the Venerable Tissa replied, and he approached 
the Blessed One, paid homage to him, and sat down to one side. 
The Blessed One then said to him: "Is it true, Tissa, [107] that you 
informed a number of bhikkhus thus: 'Friends, my body seems 
as if it were drugged . . .  and I have doubt about the teachings'?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"What do you think, Tissa, if one is not devoid of lust for form, 

not devoid of desire, affection, thirst, passion, and craving for it, 
then with the change and alteration of that form, do sorrow, 
lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair arise within?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"Good, good, Tissa! So it is, Tissa, with one who is not devoid 

of lust for form. If one is not devoid of lust for feeling . . .  for per
ception ' "  for volitional formations . . .  for consciousness, not 
devoid of desire, [108] affection, thirst, passion, and craving for 
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it, then with the change and alteration of that consciousness, do 
sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair arise within?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"Good, good, Tissa! So it is, Tissa, with one who is not devoid 

of lust for consciousness. If one is devoid of lust for form, devoid 
of desire, affection, thirst, passion, and craving for it, then with 
the change and alteration of that form, do sorrow, lamentation, 
pain, displeasure, and despair arise within?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Good, good, Tissa! So it is, Tissa, with one who is devoid of 

lust for form. If one is devoid of lust for feeling . . .  for perception 
' "  for volitional formations . . .  for consciousness, devoid of 
desire, affection, thirst, passion, and craving for it, then with the 
change and alteration of that consciousness, do sorrow, lamenta
tion, pain, displeasure, and despair arise within?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Good, good, Tissa! So it is, Tissa, with one who is devoid of 

lust for consciousness. What do you think, Tissa, is form perma
nent or impermanent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  -
"Therefore . . .  Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no 
more for this state of being: 

"Suppose, Tissa, there were two men: one unskilled in the 
path, the other skilled in the path. The man unskilled in the path 
would ask the skilled man a question about the path, and the lat
ter would say: 'Come, good man, this is the path. Go along it a 
little way and you will see a fork in the road. Avoid the left-hand 
branch and take the right-hand branch. Go a little further and 
you will see a dense thicket. Go a little further and you will see a 
vast marshy swamp. Go a little further and you will see a steep 
precipice. Go a little further and you will see a delightful expanse 
of level ground.' 

"I have made up this simile, Tissa, in order to convey a mean
ing. This here is the meaning: 'The man unskilled in the path': 
this is a designation for the worldling. 'The man skilled in the 
path': this is a designation for the Tathagata, the Arahant, the 
Perfectly Enlightened One. 'The forked road': this is a designa
tion for doubt. [109] 'The left-hand branch': this is a designation 
for the wrong eightfold path; that is, wrong view . . .  wrong con
centration. 'The right-hand branch': this is a designation for the 
Noble Eightfold Path; that is, right view . . .  right concentration. 
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'The dense thicket': this is a designation for ignorance. 'The vast 
marshy swamp': this is a designatioh for sensual pleasures. The 
steep precipice': this is a designation for despair due to anger. 
'The delightful expanse of level ground': this is a designation for 
Nibbana. 

"Rejoice, Tissa! Rejoice, Tissa! I am here to exhort, I am here to 
assist, I am here to instruct!" 

This is what the Blessed One said. Elated, the Venerable Tissa 
delighted in the Blessed One's statement.150 

85 (3) Yamaka 

On one occasion the Venerable Sariputta was dwelling at 
Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, AnathapiI:H;lika's Park. Now on that 
occasion the following pernicious view had arisen in a bhikkhu 
named Yamaka: "As I understand the Dhamma taught by the 
Blessed One, a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed is annihilated 
and perishes with the breakup of the body and does not exist 
after death."ISI 

A number of bhikkhus heard that such a pernicious view had 
arisen in the bhikkhu Yamaka. Then they approached the 
Venerable Yamaka and exchanged greetings with him, after 
which they sat down to one side and said to him: "Is it true, 
friend Yamaka, that such a pernicious view as this has arisen in 
you: [110] 'As I understand the Dhamma taught by the Blessed 
One, a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed is annihilated and 
perishes with the breakup of the body and does not exist after 
death'?" 

"Exactly so, friends. As I understand the Dhamma taught by 
the Blessed One, a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed is annihi
lated and perishes with the breakup of the body and does not 
exist after death." 

"Friend Yamaka, do not speak thus. Do not misrepresent the 
Blessed One. It is not good to misrepresent the Blessed One. The 
Blessed One would not speak thus: 'A bhikkhu whose taints are 
destroyed is annihilated and perishes with the breakup of the 
body and does not exist after death.'" 

Yet, although he was admonished by the bhikkhus in this way, 
the Venerable Yamaka still obstinately grasped that pernicious 
view, adhered to it, and declared: "As I understand the Dhamma 
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taught by the Blessed One, a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed 
is annihilated and perishes with the breakup of the body and 
does not exist after death." 

Since those bhikkhus were unable to detach the Venerable 
Yamaka from that pernicious view, they rose from their seats, 
approached the Venerable Sariputta, and told him all that had 
occurred, adding: "It would be good if the Venerable Sariputta 
would approach the bhikkhu Yamaka out of compassion for 
him." The Venerable Sariputta consented by silence. 

Then, in the evening, the Venerable Sariputta emerged from 
seclusion. He approached the Venerable Yamaka and exchanged 
greetings with him, after which he sat down to one side and said 
to him: "Is it true, friend Yamaka, that such a pernicious view as 
this has arisen in you: 'As I understand the Dhamma taught by 
the Blessed One, [111]  a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed is 
annihilated and perishes with the breakup of the body and does 
not exist after death'?" 

"Exactly so, friend." 
"What do you think, friend Yamaka, is form permanent or 

impermanent?" - "Impermanent, friend." . . .  - "Therefore . . .  
Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state 
of being.'152 

"What do you think, friend Yamaka, do you regard form as the 
Tathagata?" - "No, friend." - "Do you regard feeling . . .  percep
tion . . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness as the Tathagata?" 
- "No, friend." 

"What do you think, friend Yamaka, do you regard the 
Tatrogata as in form?" - "No, friend." - "Do you regard the 
Tathagata as apart from form?" - "No, friend." - "Do you regard 
the Tathagata as in feeling? As apart from feeling? As in percep
tion? As apart from perception? As in volitional formations? As 
apart from volitional formations? As in consciousness? As apart 
from consciousness?" - "No, friend." 

"What do you think, friend Yamaka, do you regard form, feel
ing, perception, volitional formations, and consciousness [taken 
together] as the Tathagata?" - "No, friend." [112] 

"What do you think, friend Y amaka' do you regard the Tathagata 
as one who is without form, without feeling, without perception, 
without volitional formations, without consciousness?" - "No, 
friend." 153 
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"But, friend, when the Tathagata is not apprehended by you as 
real and actual here in this very life;l54 is it fitting for you to 
declare: 'As I understand the Dhamma taught by the Blessed One, 
a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed is annihilated and perish
es with the breakup of the body and does not exist after death'?" 

"Formerly, friend Sariputta, when I was ignorant, I did hold 
that pernicious view, but now that I have heard this Dhamma 
teaching of the Venerable Sariputta I have abandoned that perni
cious view and have made the breakthrough to the Dhamma."155 

"If, friend Yamaka, they were to ask you: 'Friend Yamaka, 
when a bhikkhu is an arahant, one whose taints are destroyed, 
what happens to him with the breakup of the body, after 
death?'-being asked thus, what would you answer?" 

"If they were to ask me this, friend, I would answer thus: 
'Friends, form is impermanent; what is impermanent is suffering; 
what is suffering has ceased and passed away. Feeling . . .  
Perception . . .  .volitional formations . . .  Consciousness is imper
manent; what is impermanent is suffering; what is suffering has 
ceased and passed away.' Being asked thus, friend, I would 
answer in such a way."lS6 

"Good, good, friend Yamaka! Now, friend Yamaka, I will make 
up a simile for you in order to convey this same meaning even 
more clearly. Suppose, friend Yamaka, there was a householder 
or a householder's son, a rich man, with much wealth and prop
erty, protected by a bodyguard. Then some man would appear 
who wanted to ruin him, to harm him, to endanger him, to take 
his life. [1 13] It would occur to that man: 'This householder or 
householder's son is a rich man, with much wealth and property, 
protected by a bodyguard. It won't be easy to take his life by 
force. Let me get close to him and then take his life.' 

"Then he would approach that householder or householder's 
son and say to him: 'I would serve you, sir.' Then the house
holder or householder's son would appoint him as a servant. The 
man would serve him, rising up before him, retiring after him, 
doing whatever he wants, agreeable in his conduct, endearing in 

his speech. The householder or householder's son would consider 
him a friend,IS7 a bosom friend, and he would place trust in him. 
But when the man becomes aware that the householder or house
holder's son has placed trust in him, then, finding him alone, he 
would take his life with a sharp knife. 
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"What do you think, friend Yamaka, when that man had 
approached that householder or householder's son and said to 
him: 'I would serve you, sir,' wasn't he a murderer even then, 
though the other did not recognize him as 'my murderer'? And 
when the man was serving him, rising up before him, retiring 
after him, doing whatever he wants, agreeable in his conduct, 
endearing in his speech, wasn't he a murderer then too, though 
the other did not recognize him as 'my murderer'? And when the 
man came upon him while he was alone and took his life with a 
sharp knife, wasn't he a murderer then too, though the other did 
not recognize him as 'my murderer'?" 

"Yes, friend." 
"So too, friend Yamaka,158 the uninstructed worldling, who is 

not a seer of the noble ones and is unskilled and undisciplined in 
their Dhamma, who is not a seer of superior persons and is 
unskilled and undisciplined in their Dhamma, regards form as 
self, or self as possessing form, or form as in self, or self as in 
form. 

"He regards feeling as self . . .  perception as self . . .  volitional 
formations as self . . .  consciousness as self, [1 14] or self as pos
sessing consciousness, or consciousness as in self, or self as in 
consciousness. 

"He does not understand as it really is impermanent form as 
'impermanent form'159 . . .  impermanent feeling as 'impermanent 
feeling' . . .  impermanent perception as ' impermanent perception' 
. . .  impermanent volitional formations as 'impermanent volition
al formations' . . .  impermanent consciousness as 'impermanent 
consciousness.' 

"He does not understand as it really is painful form as 'painful 
form' ' "  painful feeling as 'painful feeling' . . .  painful perception 
as 'painful perception' . . .  painful volitional formations as 
'painful volitional formations' . . .  painful consciousness as 
'painful consciousness.' 

"He does not understand as it really is selfless form as 'selfless 
form' . . .  selfless feeling as 'selfless feeling' . . .  selfless perception 
as 'selfless perception' ' "  selfless volitional formations as 'self
less volitional formations' . . .  selfless consciousness as 'selfless 
consciousness.' 

"He does not understand as it really is conditioned form as 
'conditioned form' ' "  conditioned feeling as 'conditioned feeling' 
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. . .  conditioned perception as 'conditioned perception' . . .  condi
tioned volitional formations as 'conditioned volitional formations' 
. . .  conditioned consciousness as 'conditioned consciousness.' 

"He does not understand as it really is murderous form as 
'murderous form' . . .  murderous feeling as 'murderous feeling' 
. . .  murderous perception as 'murderous perception' . . .  murder
ous volitional formations as 'murderous volitional formations' . . .  
murderous consciousness a s  'murderous consciousness.' 

"He becomes engaged with form, clings to it, and takes a stand 
upon it as 'my self.'l60 He becomes engaged with feeling . . .  with 
perception . . .  with volitional formations . , .  with consciousness, 
clings to it, and takes a stand upon it as 'my self.' These same five 
aggregates of clinging, to which he becomes engaged and to 
which he dings, lead to his harm and suffering for a long time. 

"But, friend, the instructed noble disciple, who is a seer of the 
noble ones . . .  does not regard form as self, or self as possessing 
form, or form as in self, or self as in form. 

"He does not regard f�eling as self . . .  perception as self . . .  voli
tional formations as self . . .  consciousness as self, or self as pos
sessing consciousness, or consciousness as in self, or self as in 
consciousness. [1l5] 

"He understands as it really is impermanent form as 'imper
manent form' . . .  impermanent consciousness as 'impermanent 
consciousness.' 

"He understands as it really is painful form as 'painful form' . . .  
painful consciousness as 'painful consciousness.' 

"He understands as it really is selfless form as 'selfless form' . . .  
selfless consciousness a s  'selfless consciousness.' 

"He understands as it really is conditioned form as 'condi
tioned form' . . .  conditioned consciousness as 'conditioned con
sciousness.' 

"He understands as it really is murderous form as 'murderous 
form' . . .  murderous consciousness as 'murderous consciousness.' 

"He does not become engaged with form, cling to it, and take 
a stand upon it as 'my self.' He does not become engaged with 
feeling . . .  with perception . .  , with volitional formations ' "  with 
consciousness, cling to it, and take a stand upon it as 'my self.' 
These same five aggregates of clinging, to which he does not 
become engaged and to which he does not cling, lead to his wel
fare and happiness for a long time." 
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"50 it is, friend 5ariputta, for those venerable ones who have 
such compassionate and benevolent brothers in the holy life to 
admonish and instruct them. And now that I have heard this 
Dhamma teaching of the Venerable 5ariputta, my mind is liber
ated from the taints by nonclinging."161 [116] 

This is what the Venerable 5ariputta said. Elated, the Venerable 
Yamaka delighted in the Venerable 5ariputta's statement. 

86 (4) Anuriidha 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Vesali in the 
Great Wood in the Hall with the Peaked Roof,162 Now on that 
occasion the Venerable Anuradha was dwelling in a forest hut 
not far from the Blessed One. Then a number of wanderers of 
other sects approached the Venerable Anuradha and exchanged 
greetings with him. When they had concluded their greetings 
and cordial talk, they sat down to one side and said to him: 

"Friend Anuradha, when a Tathagata is describing a 
Tathagata-the highest type of person, the supreme person, the 
attainer of the supreme attainmentl63-he describes him in terms 
of these four cases: 'The Tathagata exists after death: or 'The 
Tathagata does not exist after death,' or 'The Tathagata both 
exists and does not exist after death,' or 'The Tathagata neither 
exists nor does not exist after death.'" 

When this was said, the Venerable Anuradha said to those 
wanderers: 'Friends, when a Tathagata is describing a 
Tathagata-the highest type of person, the supreme person, the 
attainer of the supreme attainment-he describes him apart from 
these four cases: 'The Tathagata exists after death: or 'The 
Tathagata does not exist after death: or 'The Tathagata both 
exists and does not exist after death,' or 'The Tathagata neither 
exists nor does not exist after death.'''l64 

When this was said, those wanderers said to the Venerable 
Anuradha: 'This bhikkhu must be newly ordained, not long gone 
forth; or, if he is an elder, he must be an incompetent fool." 

Then those wanderers of other sects, having denigrated the 
Venerable Anuradha with the terms "newly ordained" and 
"fool," rose from their seats and departed. [117] 

Then, not long after those wanderers had left, it occurred to the 
Venerable Anuradha: "If those wanderers of other sects should 
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question me further, how should I answer if I am to state what 
has been said by the Blessed One and not misrepresent him with 
what is contrary to fact? And how should I explain in accordance 
with the Dharnrna, so that no reasonable consequence of my 
assertion would give ground for criticism?" 

Then the Venerable Anuradha approached the Blessed One, 
paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and reported to the 
Blessed One everything that had happened, [118] asking: "If 
those wanderers of other sects should question me further, how 
should I answer . . .  so that no reasonable consequence of my 
assertion would give ground for criticism?" 

"What do you think, Anuradha, is form permanent or imper
manent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  - "Therefore . . .  
Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state 
of being: 

"What do you think, Anuradha, do you regard form as the 
Tathagata?" - "No, venerable sir." - "Do you regard feeling . . .  
perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness as the 
Tathagata?" - "No, venerable sir." 

"What do you think, Anuradha, do you regard the Tathagata 
as in form?" - "No, venerable sir." - "Do you regard the 
Tathagata as apart from form?" - "No, venerable sir." - "Do you 
regard the Tathagata as in feeling? As apart from feeling? As in 
perception? As apart from perception? As in volitional forma
tions? As apart from volitional formations? As in consciousness? 
As apart from consciousness?" - "No, venerable sir." 

"What do you think, Anuradha, do you regard form, feeling, 
perception, volitional formations, and consciousness [taken 
together] as the Tathagata?" - "No, venerable sir." 

"What do you think, Anuradha, do you regard the Tathagata 
as one who is without form, without feeling, without perception, 
without volitional formations, without consciousness?" - "No, 
venerable sir." 

"But, Anuradha, when the Tathagata is not apprehended by 
you as real and actual here in this very life, is it fitting for you to 
declare: 'Friends, when a Tathagata is describing a Tathagata
the highest type of person, the supreme person, the attainer of 
the supreme attainment-he describes him apart from these four 
cases: [119] 'The Tathagata exists after death,' or . . . 'The 
Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist after death'?" 
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"No, venerable sir." 
"Good, good, Anuradha! Formerly, Anuradha, and also now, I 

make known just suffering and the cessation of suffering."l65 

87 (5) Vakkali 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel 
Sanctuary. Now on that occasion the Venerable Vakkali was 
dwelling in a potter's shed, sick, afflicted, gravely ill.166 Then the 
Venerable Vakkali addressed his attendants: 

"Come, friends, approach the Blessed One, pay homage to him 
in my name with your head at his feet, and say: 'Venerable sir, 
the bhikkhu Vakkali is sick, afflicted, gravely ill; he pays homage 
to the Blessed One with his head at his feet: Then say: 'It would 
be good, venerable sir, if the Blessed One would approach the 
bhikkhu Vakkali out of compassio!,.'" 

"Yes, friend," those bhikkhus replied, and they approached the 
Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and 
delivered their message. The Blessed One consented by silence. 

Then the Blessed One dressed and, taking bowl and robe, 
approached the Venerable Vakkali. [120] The Venerable Vakkali 
saw the Blessed One coming in the distance and stirred on his 
bed.167 The Blessed One said to him: "Enough, Vakkali, do not stir 
on your bed. There are these seats ready, I will sit down there." 

The Blessed One then sat down on the appointed seat and said 
to the Venerable Vakkali: "I hope you are bearing up, Vakkali, I 
hope you are getting better. I hope that your painful feelings are 
subsiding and not increasing, and that their subsiding, not their 
increase, is to be discerned." 

"Venerable sir, I am not bearing up, I am not getting better. 
Strong painful feelings are increasing in me, not subsiding, and 
their increase, not their subsiding, is to be discerned." 

"I  hope then, Vakkali, that you are not troubled by remorse 
and regret." 

"Indeed, venerable sir, I have quite a lot of remorse and regret." 
"I hope, Vakkali, that you have nothing for which to reproach 

yourself in regard to virtue." 
"I have nothing, venerable sir, for which to reproach myself in 

regard to virtue." 
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"Then, Vakkali, if you have nothing for which to reproach 
yourself in regard to virtue, why are you troubled by remorse 
and regret?" 

"For a long time, venerable sir, I have wanted to come to see 
the Blessed One, but I haven't been fit enough to do so." 

"Enough, Vakkali! Why do you want to see this foul body? 
One who sees the Dhamma sees me; one who sees me sees the 
Dhamma.168 For in seeing the Dhamma, Vakkali, one sees me; 
and in seeing me, one sees the Dhamma. 

"What do you think, Vakkali, is form permanent or imperma
nent?" - [121] "Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  - "Therefore . . .  
Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state 
of being. If' 

Then the Blessed One, having given this exhortation to the 
Venerable Vakkali, rose from his seat and departed for Mount 
Vulture Peak. 

Then, not long after the Blessed One had left, the Venerable 
Vakkali addressed his attendants thus: "Come, friends, lift me up 
on this bed and carry me to the Black Rock on the Isigili Slope.169 

How can one like me think of dying among the houses?" 
"Yes, friend," those bhikkhus replied and, having lifted up the 

Venerable Vakkali on the bed, they carried him to the Black Rock 
on the Isigili Slope. 

The Blessed One spent the rest of that day and night on Mount 
Vulture Peak. Then, when the night was well advanced, two devatas 
of stunning beauty approached the Blessed One, illuminating the 
whole of Mount Vulture Peak . . . . Standing to one side, one devata 
said to the Blessed One: "Venerable sir, the bhikkhu Vakkali is 
intent on deliverance. "170 The other devata said: "Surely, venerable 
sir, he will be liberated as one well liberated."171 This is what those 
devatas said. Having said this, they paid homage to the Blessed 
One and, keeping him on their right, they disappeared right there. 

Then, when the night had passed, the Blessed One addressed 
the bhikkhus thus: "Come, bhikkhus, approach the bhikkhu 
Vakkali and say to him: 'Friend Vakkali, listen to the word of the 
Blessed One [122] and two devatas. Last night, friend, when the 
night was well advanced, two devatas of stunning beauty 
approached the Blessed One. One devata said to the Blessed One: 
"Venerable sir, the bhikkhu Vakkali is intent on deliverance." 
The other devata said: "Surely, venerable sir, he will be liberated 
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as one well liberated." And the Blessed One says to you, friend 
Vakkali: "Do not be afraid, Vakkali, do not be afraid! Your death 
will not be a bad one. Your demise will not be a bad one. '"'' 

"Yes, venerable sir," those bhikkhus replied, and they 
approached the Venerable Vakkali and said to him: "Friend 
Vakkali, listen to the word of the Blessed One and two deities." 

Then the Venerable Vakkali addressed his attendants: "Come, 
friends, lower me from the bed. How can one like me think of lis
tening to the Blessed One's teaching while seated on a high seat." 

"Yes, friend," those bhikkhus replied, and they lowered the 
Venerable Vakkali from the bed. 

"Last night, friend, two deities of stunning beauty approached 
the Blessed One. One devata said to the Blessed One: 'Venerable 
sir, the bhikkhu Vakkali is intent on deliverance.' The other 
devata said: 'Surely, venerable sir, he will be liberated as one well 
liberated.' And the Blessed One says to you, friend Vakkali: 'Do 
not be afraid, Vakkali, do not be afraid! Your death will not be a 
bad one. Your demise will not be a bad one.'" 

"Well then, friends, pay homage to the Blessed One in my 
name with your head at his feet and say: 'Venerable sir, the 
bhikkhu Vakkali is sick, afflicted, gravely ill; he pays homage to 
the Blessed One with his head at his feet: Then say: 'Form is 
impermanent: I have no perplexity about this, venerable sir, I do 
not doubt that whatever is impermanent is suffering. I do not 
doubt that in regard to what is impermanent, suffering, and sub
ject to change, I have no more desire, lust, or affection. [1231 
Feeling is impermanent . .  , Perception is impermanent . . .  
Volitional formations are impermanent . .  , Consciousness is 
impermanent: I have no perplexity about this, venerable sir, I do 
not doubt that whatever is impermanent is suffering. I do not 
doubt that in regard to what is impermanent, suffering, and sub
ject to change, I have no more desire, lust, or affection.'" 

"Yes, friend," those bhikkhus replied, and then they departed. 
Then, not long after those bhikkhus had left, the Venerable 
Vakkali used the knife.172 

Then those bhikkhus approached the Blessed One . . .  and 
delivered their message. The- Blessed One then addressed the 
bhikkhus thus: "Come, bhikkhus, let us go to the Black Rock on 
the Isigili Slope, where the clansman Vakkali has used the knife." 

"Yes, venerable sir," those bhikkhus replied. Then the Blessed 
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One, together with a number of bhikkhus, went to the Black Rock 
on the Isigili Slope. The Blessed One saw in the distance the 
Venerable Vakkali lying on the bed with his shoulder turned. [124] 

Now on that occasion a cloud of smoke, a swirl of darkness, 
was moving to the east, !hen to the' west, to the north, to the 
south, upwards, downwards, and to the intermediate quarters. 
The Blessed One then addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Do you see, 
bhikkhus, that cloud of smoke, that swirl of darkness, moving to 
the east, then to the west, to the north, to the south, upwards, 
downwards, and to the intermediate quarters?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"That, bhikkhus, is Mara the Evil One searching for the con

sciousness of the clansman Vakkali, wondering: 'Where now has 
the consciousness of the clansman Vakkali been established?' 
However, bhikkhus, with consciousness unestablished, the 
clansman Vakkali has attained final Nibbana."  

88 (6) Assaji 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in the 
Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. Now on that occasion the 
Venerable Assaji was dwelling at Kassapaka's Park, sick, afflict
ed, gravely ill. 

(As in preceding sutta, down to:) [125] 
"Then if you have nothing for which to reproach yourself in re

gard to virtue, Assaji, why are you troubled by remorse and regret?" 
"Formerly, venerable sir, when I was ill I kept on tranquillizing 

the bodily formations, but [now] I do not obtain concentration.173 
As I do not obtain concentration, it occurs to me: 'Let me not fall 
away!'" 

"Those ascetics and brahmins, Assaji, who regard concentra
tion as the essence and identify concentration with asceticism,174 
failing to obtain concentration, might think, 'Let us not fall away!' 

"What do you think, Assaji, is form permanent or imperma
nent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  [126] - "Therefore . . .  
Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state 
of being.'175 

"If he feels a pleasant feeling, he understands: 'It is imperma
nent'; he understands: 'It is not held to'; he understands: 'It is not 
delighted in.' If he feels a painful feeling, he understands: 'It is 
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impermanent'; he understands: 'It is not held to'; he under
stands: 'It is not delighted in: If he feels a neither-painful-nor_ 
pleasant feeling, he understands: 'It is impermanent'; he under
stands: 'It is not held to'; he understands: 'It is not delighted in.' 

"If he feels a pleasant feeling, he feels it detached; if he feels a 
painful feeling, he feels it detached; if he feels a neither-painful
nor-pleasant feeling, he feels it detached. 

"When he feels a feeling terminating with the body, he under
stands: 'I feel a feeling termmating with the body.' When he feels 
a feeling terminating with life, he understands: 'I feel a feeling 
terminating with life.' He understands: 'With the breakup of the 
body, following the exhaustion of life, all that is felt, not being 
delighted in, will become cool right here.' 

"Just as, Assaji, an oil lamp bums in dependence on the oil and 
the wick, and with the exhaustion of the oil and the wick it is 
extinguished through lack of fuel, so too, Assaji, when a bhikkhu 
feels a feeling terminating with the body . . .  terminating with life 
. . .  He understands: 'With the breakup of the body, following the 
exhaustion of life, all that is felt, not being delighted in, will 
become cool right here.'" 

89 (7) Khemaka 

On one occasion a number of elder bhikkhus were dwelling at 
Kosambi in Ghosita's ·Park. Now on that occasion the Venerable 
Khemaka was living at Jujube Tree Park, sick, afflicted, gravely 
ill. [127] 

Then, in the evening, those elder bhikkhus emerged from 
seclusion and addressed the Venerable Dasaka thus: "Come, 
friend Dasaka, approach the bhikkhu Khemaka and say to him: 
'The elders say to you, friend Khemaka: We hope that you are 
bearing up, friend, we hope that you are getting better. We hope 
that your painful feelings are subsiding and not increasing, and 
that their subsiding, not their increase, is to be discerned.'" 

"Yes, friends," the Venerable Dasaka replied, and he 
approached the Venerable Khemaka and delivered his message. 

[The Venerable Khemaka answered:] "I am not bearing up, 
friend, I am not getting better. Strong painful feelings are increas
ing in me, not subsiding, and their increase, not their subsiding, 
is to be discerned." 
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Then the Venerable Dasaka approached the elder bhikkhus 
and reported what the Venerable Khemaka had said. They told 
him: "Come, friend Dasaka, approach the bhikkhu Khemaka and 
say to him: 'The elders say to you, friend Khemaka: These five 
aggregates subject to clinging, friend, have been spoken of by the 
Blessed One; that is, the form aggregate subject to clinging, the 
feeling aggregate subject to clinging, the perception aggregate 
subject to clinging, the volitional formations aggregate subject to 
clinging, the consciousness aggregate subject to clinging. Does 
the Venerable Khemaka regard anything as self or as belonging 
to self among these five aggregates subject to clinging?'" 

"Yes, friends," the Venerable Dasaka replied, and he 
approached the Venerable Khemaka and delivered his message. 

[The Venerable Khemaka replied:] [128J "These five aggregates 
subject to clinging have been spoken of by the Blessed One; that 
is, the form aggregate subject to clinging . .  , the consciousness 
aggregate subject to clinging. Among these five aggregates sub
ject to clinging, I do not regard anything as self or as belonging 
to self." 

Then the Venerable Dasaka approached the elder bhikkhus 
and reported what the Venerable Khemaka had said. They 
replied: "Come, friend Dasaka, approach the bhikkhu Khemaka 
and say to him: 'The elders say to you, friend Khemaka: These 
five aggregates subject to clinging, friend, have been spoken of 
by the Blessed One; that is, the form aggregate subject to clinging 
' "  the consciousness aggregate subject to clinging. If the 
Venerable Khemaka does not regard anything among these five 
aggregates subject to clinging as self or as belonging to self, then 
he is an arahant, one whose taints are destroyed.'" 

"Yes, friends," the Venerable Dasaka replied, and he 
approached the Venerable Khemaka and delivered his message. 

[The Venerable Khemaka replied:] "These five aggregates sub
ject to clinging have been spoken of by the Blessed One; that is, 
the form aggregate subject to clinging . . .  the consciousness 
aggregate subject to clinging. I do not regard anything among 
these five aggregates subject to clinging as self or as belonging to 
self, yet I am not an arahant, one whose taints are destroyed. 
Friends, [the notion] 'I am' has not yet vanished in me in relation 
to these five aggregates subject to clinging, but I do not regard 
[anything among them] as 'This I am."'176 [1291 
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Then the Venerable Dasaka approached the elder bhikkhus and 
reported what the Venerable Khemaka had said. They replied: 
"Come, friend Dasaka, approach the bhikkhu Khemaka and say 
to him: 'The elders say to you, friend Khemaka: Friend Khemaka, 
when you speak of this "I am" -what is it that you speak of as "I 
am"? Do you speak of form as "I am," or do you speak of "I am" 
apart from form? Do you speak of feeling . . .  of perception . . .  of 
volitional formations . . .  of consciousness as "I am," or do you 
speak of "I am" apart from consciousness? When you speak of this 
"I am," friend Khemaka, what is it that you speak of as "I am"?'" 

"Yes, friends," the Venerable Dasaka replied, and he 
approached the Venerable Khemaka and delivered his message. 

"Enough, friend Dasaka! Why keep running back and forth? 
Bring me my staff, friend. I'll go to the elder bhikkhus myself." 

Then the Venerable Khemaka, leaning on his staff, approached 
the elder bhikkhus, exchanged greetings with them, and sat 
down to one side. [130] The elder bhikkhus then said to him: 
"Friend Khemaka, when you speak of this 'I am' . . .  what is it that 
you speak of as 'I am'?" 

"Friends, I do not speak of form as 'I am,' nor do I speak of 'I 
am' apart from form. I do not speak of feeling as 'I am' . . .  nor of 
perception as 'I am' . . .  nor of volitional formations as 'I am' . . .  
nor of  consciousness as  ' I  am,' nor do I speak of ' I  am' apart from 
consciousness. Friends, although [the notion] 'I  am' has not yet 
vanished in me in relation to these five aggregates subject to 
clinging, still I do not regard [anything among them] as 'This I am: 

"Suppose, friends, there is the scent of a blue, red, or white 
lotus. Would one be speaking rightly if one would say, 'The scent 
belongs to the petals,' or 'The scent belongs to the stalk,'l77 or 
'The scent belongs to the pistils'?" 

"No, friend." 
"And how, friends, should one answer if one is to answer 

rightly?" 
"Answering rightly, friend, one should answer: 'The scent 

belongs to the flower.'" 
"So too, friends, I do not speak of form as 'I am,' nor do I speak 

of 'I am' apart from form. I do not speak of feeling as 'I am' . . .  
nor of perception as ' I  am' . . .  nor of volitional formations as 'I 
am' . . .  nor of consciousness as 'I am,' nor do I speak of 'I am' 
apart from consciousness. Friends, although [the notion] 'I am' 
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has not yet vanished in me in relation to these five aggregates 
subject to clinging, still I do not regard·[anything among them] as 
'This I am.' 

"Friends, even though a noble disciple has abandoned the five 
lower fetters, still, in relation to the five aggregates subject to 
clinging, there lingers in him a residual conceit 'I am,' a desire 'I 
am,' an underlying tendency 'I am' that has not yet been uprooted. 
Sometime later he dwells contemplating rise and fall in the five 
aggregates subject to clinging: 'Such is form, such its origin, [131]  
such its passing away; such is feeling . . .  such is perception . . .  
such are volitional formations . . .  such is consciousness, such its 
origin, such its passing away.' As he dwells thus contemplating 
rise and fall in the five aggregates subject to clinging, the resid
ual conceit 'I am,' the desire 'I am,' the underlying tendency 'I 
am' that had not yet been uprooted-this comes to be uprooted. 

"Suppose, friends, a cloth has become soiled and stained, and 
its owners give it to a laundryman. The laundryman would scour 
it evenly with cleaning sait, lye, or cowdung, and rinse it in clean 
water. Even though that cloth would become pure and clean, it 
would still retain a residual smell of cleaning salt, lye, or cow
dung that had not yet vanished. The laundryman would then 
give it back to the owners. The owners would put it in a sweet
scented casket, and the residual smell of cleaning salt, lye, or 
cowdung that had not yet vanished would vanish.178 

"So too, friends, even though a noble disciple has abandoned 
the five lower fetters, still, in relation to the five aggregates sub
ject to clinging, there lingers in him a residual conceit 'I am,' a 
desire 'I am,' an underlying tendency 'I am' that has not yet been 
uprooted . . . . As he dwells thus contemplating rise and fall in the 
five aggregates subject to clinging, the residual conceit '1 am,' the 
desire '1 am,' the underlying tendency '1 am' that had not yet 
been uprooted-this comes to be uprooted." 

When this was said, the elder bhikkhus said to the Venerable 
Khemaka: "We did not ask our questions in order to trouble the 
Venerable Khemaka, [132] but we thought that the Venerable 
Khemaka would be capable of explaining, teaching, proclaiming, 
establishing, disclosing, analysing, and elucidating the Blessed 
One's teaching in detail. And the Venerable Khemaka has 
explained, taught, proclaimed, established, disclosed, analysed, 
and elucidated the Blessed One's teaching in detail." 
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This is what the Venerable Khemaka said. Elated, the elder 
bhikkhus delighted in the Venerable Khemaka's statement. And 
while this discourse was being spoken, the minds of sixty elder 
bhikkhus and of the Venerable Khemaka were liberated from the 
taints by nonclinging. 

90 (8) Channa 

On one occasion a number of bhikkhus were dwelling at 
Barar:tasi in the Deer Park at Isipatana. Then, in the evening, the 
Venerable Channa emerged from seclusion and, taking his key, 
went from dwelling to dwelling saying to the elder bhikkhus: 
"Let the elder venerable ones exhort me, let them instruct me, let 
them give me a Dhamma talk in such a way that I might see the 
Dhamma."179 

When this was said, the elder bhikkhus said to the Venerable 
Channa: "Form, friend Channa, is impermanent, feeling is imper
manent, perception is impermanent, volitional formations are 
impermanent, consciousness is impermanent. Form is nonseif, 
[133] feeling is nonseif, perception is nonseif, volitional forma
tions are nonself, consciousness is nonself. All formations are 
impermanent; all phenomena are nonself. "180 

Then it occurred to the Venerable Channa: "I too think in this 
way: 'Form is impermanent . . .  consciousness is impermanent. 
Form is nonself . . .  consciousness is nonself. All formations are 
impermanent; all phenomena are nonself.' But my mind does not 
launch out upon the stilling of all formations, the relinquishing 
of all acquisitions, the destruction of craving, dispassion, cessa
tion, Nibbana; nor does it acquire confidence, settle down, and 
resolve on it. Instead, agitation and clinging arise and the mind 
turns back, thinking: 'But who is my self?'18I But such does not 
happen to one who sees the Dhamma. So who can teach me the 
Dhamma in such a way that I might see the Dhamma?" 

Then it occurred to the Venerable Channa: "This Venerable 
Ananda is dwelling at Kosambi in Ghosita's Park, and he has 
been praised by the Teacher and is esteemed by his wise broth
ers in the holy life. The Venerable Ananda is capable of teaching 
me the Dhamma in such a way that I might see the Dhamma. 
Since I have so much trust in the Venerable Ananda, let me 
approach him." 
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Then the Venerable Channa set his lodging in order, took his 
bowl and robe, and went to Ghosita's Park in Kosambi, where he 
approached the Venerable Ananda and exchanged greetings 
with him. When they had concluded their greetings and cordial 
talk, he sat down to one side and told the Venerable .Ananda 
everything that had happened, adding: [134] "Let the Venerable 
.Ananda exhort me, let him instruct me, let him give me a 
Dhamma talk in such a way that I might see the Dhamma." 

"Even by this much am I pleased with the Venerable Channa. 
Perhaps the Venerable Channa has opened himself up and bro
ken through his barrenness.182 Lend your ear, friend Channa, 
you are capable of understanding the Dhamma." 

Then at once a lofty rapture and gladness arose in the 
Venerable Channa as he thought: "It seems that I am capable of 
understanding the Dhamma." 

[The Venerable .Ananda then said:] "In the presence of the 
Blessed One I have heard this, friend Channa, in his presence 
I have received the exhortation he spoke to the bhikkhu 
Kaccanagotta: 183 

"This world, Kaccana, for the most part relies upon a 
duality . . .  [135] (the entire sutta 12:15 is cited here) . . . Such 
is the cessation of this whole mass of suffering." 

"So it is, friend Ananda, for those venerable ones who have 
such compassionate and benevolent brothers in the holy life to 
admonish and instruct them. And now that I have heard this 
Dhamma teaching of the Venerable Ananda, I have made the 
breakthrough to the Dhamma." 

91 (9) Riihula (1) 

At SavatthLI84 Then the Venerable Rahula approached the 
Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, [136] 
and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, how should one know, how should one see so 
that, in regard to this body with consciousness and in regard to 
all external signs, I-making, mine-making, and the underlying 
tendency to conceit no longer occur within?" 

/I Any kind of form whatsoever, Rahula, whether past, future, 
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or present, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or supe
rior, far or near-one sees all form as it really is with correct wis
dom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self. ' 

"Any kind of feeling whatsoever . . .  Any kind of perception 
whatsoever . . .  Any kind of volitional formations whatsoever . . .  
Any kind of  consciousness whatsoever, whether past, future, or 
present, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or superior, 
far or near-one sees all consciousness as it really is with correct 
wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self.' 

"When one knows and sees thus, Rahula, then in regard to this 
body with consciousness and in regard to all external signs, 
I-making, mine-making, and the underlying tendency to conceit 
no longer occur within." 

92 (1 0) Rahula (2) 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Rahula . . .  said to the Blessed One: 
"Venerable sir, how should one know, how should one see so 

that, in regard to this body with consciousness and in regard to 
all external signs, the mind is rid of I-making, mine-making, and 
conceit, has transcended discrimination, and is peaceful and well 
liberated?" 

"Any kind of form whatsoever, Rahula, whether past, future, 
or present . . .  far or near-having seen all form as it really is with 
correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not 
my self,' one is liberated by nonclinging. 

"Any kind of feeling whatsoever . . .  Any kind of perception 
whatsoever . . .  Any kind of volitional formations whatsoever . . .  
Any kind of consciousness whatsoever, whether past, future, or 
present, internal or externat gross or subtle, inferior or superior, 
far or near-[137] having seen all consciousness as it really is 
with correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is 
not my self,' one is liberated by nonclinging. 

"When one knows and 'sees thus, Rahula, then in regard to this 
body with consciousness and in regard to all external signs, the 
mind is rid of I-making, mine-making, and conceit, has tran
scended discrimination, and is peaceful and well liberated." 
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V. FLOWERS 

93 (1) The River 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, suppose there was a mountain river 
sweeping downwards, flowing into the distance with a swift cur
rent. If on either bank of the river kasa grass or kusa grass were to 
grow, it would overhang it; if rushes, reeds, or trees were to 
grow, they would overhang it. If a man being carried along by 
the current should grasp the kasa grass, it would break off and he 
would thereby meet with calamity and disaster; if he should 
grasp the kusa grass, it would break off and he would thereby 
meet with calamity and disaster; if he should grasp the rushes, 
reeds, or trees, [138] they would break off and he would thereby 
meet with calamity and disaster. 

"So too, bhikkhus, the uninstructed worldling . . .  regards form 
as self, or self as possessing form, or form as in self, or self as in 
form. That form of his disintegrates and he thereby meets with 
calamity and disaster. He regards feeling as self . . .  perception as 
self . . .  volitional formations as self . . .  consciousness as self, or 
self as possessing consciousness, or consciousness as in self, or 
self as in consciousness. That consciousness of his disintegrates 
and he thereby meets with calamity and disaster. 

"What do you think, bhikkhus, is form permanent or imperma
nent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  - "Therefore . . .  Seeing 
thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state of being. "' 

94 (2) Flowers 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I do not dispute with the world; rather, 
it is the world that disputes with me. A proponent of the 
Dhamma does not dispute with anyone in the world. Of that 
which the wise in the world agree upon as not existing, I too say 
that it does not exist. And of that which the wise in the world 
agree upon as existing, I too say that it exists.185 

"And what is it, bhikkhus, that the wise in the world agree 
upon as not existing, of which I too say that it does not exist? 
[139] Form that is permanent, stable, eternal, not subject to 
change: this the wise in the world agree upon as not existing, and 
I too say that it does not exist. Feeling . . .  Perception . . .  Volitional 
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formations . . .  Consciousness that is permanent, stable, eternal, 
not subject to change: this the wise in the world agree upon as 
not existing, and I too say that it does not exist. 

"That, bhikkhus, is what the wise in the world agree upon as 
not existing, of which I too say that it does not exist. 

"And what is it, bhikkhus, that the wise in the world agree 
upon as existing, of which I too say that it exists? Form that is 
impermanent, suffering, and subject to change: this the wise in 
the world agree upon as existing, and I too say that it exists. 
Feeling ' "  Perception . . .  Volitional formations . . .  Consciousness 
that is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change: this the wise 
in the world agree upon as existing, and I too say that it exists. 

"That, bhikkhus, is what the wise in the world agree upon as 
existing, of which I too say that it exists. 

"There is, bhikkhus, a world-phenomenon186 in the world to 
which the Tathagata has awakened and broken through. Having 
done so, he explains it, teaches it, proclaims it, establishes it, dis
closes it, analyses it, elucidates it. 

"And what is that world-phenomenon in the world to which 
the Tathagata has awakened and broken through? Form, 
bhikkhus, is a world-phenomenon in the world to which the 
Tathagata has awakened and broken through. Having done so, 
he explains it, teaches it, proclaims it, establishes it, discloses it, 
analyses it, elucidates it. When it is being thus explained . . .  [140] 
. . .  elucidated by the Tathagata, if anyone does not know and see, 
how can I do anything with that foolish worldling, blind and 
sightless, who does not know and does not see? 

"Feeling Perception Volitional formations 
Consciousness is a world-phenomenon in the world to which the 
Tathagata has awakened and broken through. Having done so, 
he explains it, teaches it, proclaims it, establishes it, discloses it, 
analyses it, elucidates it. When it is being thus explained . . .  and 
elucidated by the Tathagata, if anyone does not know and see, 
how can I do anything with that foolish worldling, blind and 
sightless, who does not know and does not see? 

"Bhikkhus, just as a blue, red, or white lotus is born in the 
water and grows up in the water, but having risen up above the 
water, it stands unsullied by the water, so too the Tathagata was 
born in the world and grew up in the world, but having over
come the world, he dwells unsullied by the world."187 
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95 (3) A Lump of Foam 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Ayojjha on the 
bank of the river Ganges. There the Blessed One addressed the 
bhikkhus thuS:188 

"Bhikkhus, suppose that this river Ganges was carrying along 
a great lump of foam. A man with good sight would inspect it, 
ponder it, and carefully investigate it, and it would appear to him 
to be void, hollow, insubstantial. For what substance could there 
be in a lump of foam? So too, bhikkhus, whatever kind of form 
there is, whether past, future, or present, internal or external, 
gross or subtle, inferior or superior, far or near: [141] a bhikkhu 
inspects it, ponders it, and carefully investigates it, and it would 
appear to him to be void, hollow, insubstantial. For what sub
stance could there be in form?189 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, that in the autumn, when it is raining and 
big rain drops are falling, a water bubble arises and bursts on the 
surface of the water. A man with good sight would inspect it, 
ponder it, and carefully investigate it, and it would appear to him 
to be void, hollow, insubstantial. For what substance could there 
be in a water bubble? So too, bhikkhus, whatever kind of feeling 
there is, whether past, future, or present, internal or external, 
gross or subtle, inferior or superior, far or near: a bhikkhu 
inspects it, ponders it, and carefully investigates it, and it would 
appear to him to be void, hollow, insubstantial. For what sub
stance could there be in feeling?l90 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, that in the last month of the hot season, at 
high noon, a shimmering mirage appears. A man with good sight 
would inspect it, ponder it, and carefully investigate it, and it 
would appear to him to be void, hollow, insubstantiaL For what 
substance could there be in a mirage? So too, bhikkhus, whatever 
kind of perception there is, whether past, future, or present, 
internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or superior, far or 
near: a bhikkhu inspects it, ponders it, and carefully investigates 
it, and it would appear to him to be void, hollow, insubstantial. 
For what substance could there be in perception?191 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, that a man needing heartwood, seeking 
heartwood, wandering in search of heartwood, would take a 
sharp axe and enter a forest. There he would see the trunk of a 
large plantain tree, straight, fresh, without a fruit-bud core. 192 He 
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would cut it down at the root, cut off the crown, and unroll the 
coil. As he unrolls the coil, he would not find even softwood, let 
alone heartwood. A man with good sight would inspect it, pon
der it, and carefully investigate it, [142] and it would appear to 
him to be void, hollow, insubstantial. For what substance could 
there be in the trunk of a plantain tree? So too, bhikkhus, what
ever kind of volitional formations there are, whether past, future, 
or present, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or supe
rior, far or near: a bhikkhu inspects them, ponders them, and 
carefully investigates them. As he investigates them, they appear 
to him to be void, hollow, insubstantial. For what substance 
could there be in volitional formations?193 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, that a magician or a magician's appren
tice would display a magical illusion at a crossroads. A man with 
good sight would inspect it, ponder it, and carefully investigate 
it, and it would appear to him to be void, hollow, insubstantial. 
For what substance could there be in a magical illusion? So too, 
bhikkhus, whatever kind of consciousness there is, whether past, 
future, or present, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or 
superior, far or near: a bhikkhu inspects it, ponders it, and care
fully investigates it, and it would appear to him to be void, hollow, 
insubstantial. For what substance could there be in conscious
ness?194 

"Seeing thus, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple experi
ences revulsion towards form, revulsion towards feeling, revulsion 
towards perception, revulsion towards volitional formations, 
revulsion towards consciousness. Experiencing revulsion, he 
becomes dispassionate. Through dispassion [his mind] is liberated. 
When it is liberated there comes the knowledge: 'It's liberated: 
He understands: 'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, 
what had to be done has been done, there is no more for this state 
of being.'" 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the Fortu
nate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

"Form is like a lump of foam, 
Feeling like a water bubble; 
Perception is like a mirage, 
Volitions like a plantain trunk, 
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And consciousness like an illusion, 
So explained the Kinsman of the Sun. 

"However one may ponder it 
And carefully investigate it, 
It appears but hollow and void 
When one views it carefully. [143] 

"With reference to this body 
The One of Broad Wisdom has taught 
That with the abandoning of three things 
One sees this form discarded. 

"When vitality, heat, and consciousness 
Depart from this physical body, 
Then it lies there cast away: 
Food for others, without volition,195 

"Such is this continuum, 
This illusion, beguiler of fools. 
It is taught to be a murderer; 
Here no substance can be found,196 

"A bhikkhu with energy aroused 
Should look upon the aggregates thus, 
Whether by day or at night,197 
Comprehending, ever mindful. 

"He should discard all the fetters 
And make a refuge for himself; 
Let him fare as with head ablaze, 
Yearning for the imperishable state." 

96 (4) A Lump of Cowdung 

At Savatthi. Then a certain bhikkhu . . .  Sitting to one side, that 
bhikkhu said to the Blessed One: 

"Venerable sir, is there any form that is permanent, stable, eter
nal, not subject to change, and that will remain the same just like 
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eternity itself? Is there, venerable sir, any feeling . . .  any percep
tion . . .  any volitional formations . . .  any consciousness [144] that 
is permanent, stable, eternal, not subject to change, and that will 
remain the same just like eternity itself?" 

"Bhikkhu, there is no form that is permanent, stable, eternal, 
not subject to change, and that will remain the same just like eter
nity itself. There is no feeling . . .  no perception . . .  no volitional 
formations . . .  no consciousness that is permanent, stable, eternal, 
not subject to change, and that will remain the same just like eter
nity itself." 

Then the Blessed One took up a little lump of cowdung in his 
hand and said to that bhikkhu: "Bhikkhu, there is not even this 
much individual existence that is permanent, stable, eternal, not 
subject to change, and that will remain the same just like eterni
ty itself. If there was this much individual existence that was per
manent, stable, eternal, not subject to change, this living of the 
holy life for the complete destruction of suffering could not be 
discerned.198 But because there is not even this much individual 
existence that is permanent, stable, eternal, not subject to change, 
this living of the holy life for the complete destruction of suffer
ing is discerned. 

"In the past, bhikkhu, I was a head-anointed khattiya king.199 I 
had 84,000 cities, the chief of which was the capital Kusavati. I 
had 84,000 palaces, the chief of which was the palace [named] 
Dhamma. I had 84,000 halls with peaked roofs, the chief of which 
was the hall [named] the Great Array. I had 84,000 couches made 
of ivory, of heartwood, of gold and silver, decked with long
haired coverlets, embroidered with flowers, with choice spreads 
made of antelope hides, [145] with red awnings overhead and 
red cushions at both ends. 

"1 had 84,000 bull elephants with golden ornaments and gold
en banners, covered with nets of golden thread, the chief of 
which was the royal bull elephant [named] Uposatha.2OO I had 
84,000 steeds with golden ornaments and golden banners, cov
ered with nets of golden thread, the chief of which was the royal 
steed [named] Valahaka. I had 84,000 chariots with golden orna
ments and golden banners, covered with nets of golden thread, 
the chief of which was the chariot [named] Vejayanta. 

"1 had 84,000 jewels, the chief of which was the jewel-gem. I 
had 84,000 women, the chief of whom was Queen Subhadda. I 
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had 84,000 vassals of the khattiya caste, the chief of whom was 
the commander-gem. I had 84,000 cows with tethers of fine jute 
and milk pails of bronze. I had 84,000 kotis of garments made of 
fine linen, of fine silk, of fine wool, of fine cotton. I had 84,000 
plates on which my meals were served both in the morning and 
in the evening. 

"Of those 84,000 cities,201 bhikkhu, there was only one city in 
which I resided at that time: the capital Kusavati. Of those 84,000 
palaces, [146] there was only one palace in which I resided at that 
time: the palace [named] Dhamma. Of those 84,000 halls with 
peaked roof, there was only one hall with peaked roof in which I 
resided at that time: the hall [named] the Great Array. Of those 
84,000 couches, there was only one couch that I used at that time, 
one made either of ivory or of heartwood or of gold or of silver. 

"Of those 84,000 elephants, there was only one elephant that I 
rode at that time, the royal bull elephant [named] Uposatha. OJ 
those 84,000 steeds, there was only one steed that I rode at thai 
time, the royal steed [named] Valahaka. Of those 84,000 chariots, 
there was only one chariot that I rode in at that time, the charioi 
[named] Vejayanta. 

"Of those 84,000 women, there was only one woman who wait
ed on me at that time, either a khattiya maiden or a veliimika 
maiden.202 Of those 84,000 kotis of garments, there was only one 
pair of garments that I wore at that time, one made either of fine 
linen or of fine silk or of fine wool or of fine cotton. Of those 
84,000 plates, there was only one plate from which I ate at most 
a measure of rice with a suitable curry. 

"Thus, bhikkhu, all those formations have passed, ceased, 
changed. So impermanent are formations, bhikkhu, so unstable, 
so unreliable. [147] It is enough, bhikkhu, to feel revulsion 
towards all formations, enough to become dispassionate towards 
them, enough to be liberated from them." 

97 (5) The Fingernail 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, that bhikkhu said to the Blessed 
One: "Is there, venerable sir, any form that is permanent, stable, 
eternal, not subject to change, and that will remain the same just 
like eternity itself? Is there any feeling . . .  any perception . . .  any 
volitional formations . . .  any consciousness that is permanent, 
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stable, eternal, not subject to change, and that will remain the 
same just like eternity itself?" 

"Bhikkhu, there is no form . . .  no feeling . . .  no perception . . .  no 
volitional formations ' "  no consciousness that is permanent, 
stable, eternal, not subject to change, and that will remain the 
same just like eternity itself." 

Then the Blessed One took up a little bit of soil in his fingernail 
and said to that bhikkhu: "Bhikkhu, there is not even this much 
form that is permanent, stable, eternal, not subject to change, and 
that will remain the same just like eternity itself. If there was this 
much form that was permanent, stable, eternal, not subject to 
change, this living of the holy life for the complete destruction of 
suffering could not be discerned. But because there is not even 
this much form that is permanent, stable, eternal, not subject to 
change, this living of the holy life for the complete destruction of 
suffering is discerned. [148] 

"There is not even this much feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional 
formations . . .  consciousness that is permanent, stable, eternal, 
not subject to change, and that will remain the same just like eter
nity itself. If there was this much consciousness . . .  But because 
there is not even this much consciousness that is permanent, 
stable, eternal, not subject to change, this living of the holy life for 
the complete destruction of suffering is discerned. 

"What do you think, bhikkhu, is form permanent or imperma
nent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." . . . [149] . . . - "Therefore 
. . .  Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being.'" 

98 (6) Simple Version 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, that bhikkhu said to the Blessed 
One: "Is there, venerable sir, any form, any feeling, any percep
tion, any volitional formations, any consciousness that is perma
nent, stable, eternal, not subject to change, and that will remain 
the same just like eternity itself?" 

"Bhikkhu, there is no form, no feeling, no perception, no voli
tional formations, no consciousness that is permanent, stable, 
eternal, not subject to change, and that will remain the same just 
like eternity itself." 
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99 (7) The Leash (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, this saqlsara is without discoverable 
beginning. A first point is not discerned of beings roaming and 
wandering on hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving.203 

"There comes a time, bhikkhus, when the great ocean dries up 
and evaporates and no longer exists,204 but still, I say, there is no 
making an end of suffering for those beings roaming and wan
dering on hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. 

"There comes a time, bhikkhus, when Sineru, the king of 
mountains, bums up and perishes and no longer exists, but still, 
I say, [150] there is no making an end of suffering for those 
beings roaming and wandering on hindered by ignorance and 
fettered by craving. 

"There comes a time, bhikkhus, when the great earth burns up 
and perishes and no longer exists, but still, I say, there is no mak
ing an end of suffering for those beings roaming and wandering 
on hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, a dog tied up on a leash was bound to a 

strong post or pillar: it would just keep on running and revolv
ing around that same post or pillar. So too, the uninstructed 
worldling . . .  regards form as self . . .  feeling as self . . .  perception 
as self . . .  volitional formations as self . . .  consciousness as self . . . .  
He just keeps running and revolving around form, around feel
ing, around perception, around volitional formations, around 
consciousness.205 As he keeps on running and revolving around 
them, he is not freed from form, not freed from feeling, not freed 
from perception, not freed from volitional formations, not freed 
from consciousness. He is not freed from birth, aging, and death; 
not freed from sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and 
despair; not freed from suffering, I say. 

"But the instructed noble disciple . . .  does not regard form as 
self . . .  nor feeling as self . . .  nor perception as self . . .  nor voli-
tional formations as self . . .  nor consciousness as self . . . .  He no 
longer keeps running and revolving around form, around feel
ing, around perception, around volitional formations, around 
consciousness. As he no longer keeps running and revolving 
around them, he is freed from form, freed from feeling, freed 
from perception, freed from volitional formations, freed from 
consciousness. He is freed from birth, aging, and death; freed 
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from sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair; freed 
from suffering, I say." [151] 

1 00 (8) The Leash (2) 

"Bhikkhus, this sal!lsara is without discoverable beginning. A 
first point is not discemed of beings roaming and wandering on 
hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving . . . .  

"Suppose, bhikkhus, a dog tied up on a leash was bound to a 
strong post or pillar. If it walks, it walks close to that post or pil
lar. If it stands, it stands close to that post or pillar. If it sits down, 
it sits down close to that post or pillar. If it lies down, it lies down 
close to that post or pillar. 

"So too, bhikkhus, the uninstructed worldling regards form 
thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is my self.' He regards feeling 
. . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness thus: 
'This is mine, this I am, this is my self.' If he walks, he walks close 
to those five aggregates subject to clinging. If he stands, he stands 
close to those five aggregates subject to clinging. If he sits down, 
he sits down close to those five aggregates subject to clinging. If 
he lies down, he lies down close to those five aggregates subject 
to clinging. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, one should often reflect upon one's own 
mind thus: 'For a long time this mind has been defiled by lust, 
hatred, and delusion.' Through the defilements of the mind beings 
are defiled; with the cleansing of the mind beings are purified. 

" Bhikkhus, have you seen the picture called 'Faring On'?"206 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"Even that picture called 'Faring On' has been designed in its 

diversity by the mind, yet the mind is even more diverse than 
that picture called 'Faring On.'207 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, one should often reflect upon one's own 
mind thus: 'For a long time this mind has been defiled by lust, 
hatred, and delusion.' Through the defilements of the mind 
beings are defiled; with the cleansing of the mind beings are 
purified. [152] 

"Bhikkhus, I do not see any other order of living beings so 
diversified as those in the animal realm. Even those beings in the 
animal realm have been diversified by the mind,208 yet the mind 
is even more diverse than those beings in the animal realm. 
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"Therefore, bhikkhus, one should often reflect upon one's own 
mind thus: 'For a long time this mind has been defiled by lust, 
hatred, and delusion.' Through the defilements of the mind beings 
are defiled; with the cleansing of the mind beings are purified. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, an artist or a painter, using dye or lac or 
turmeric or indigo or crimson, would create the figure of a man 
or a woman complete in all its features on a well-polished plank 
or wall or canvas.209 So too, when the uninstructed worldling 
produces anything, it is only form that he produces; only feeling 
that he produces; only perception that he produces; only voli
tional formations that he produces; only consciousness that he 
produces. 

"What do you think, bhikkhus, is form permanent or imper
manent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  - "Therefore . . .  
Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state 
of being. IN 

101 (9) The Adze Handle (or The Ship) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I say that the destruction of the taints is 
for one who knows and sees, not for one who does not know and 
does not see. For one who knows what, who sees what, does the 
destruction of the taints come about? 'Such is form, such its ori
gin, such its passing away; such is feeling . . .  such is perception 
. . .  such are volitional formations . . .  such is consciousness, such 
its origin, (153] such its passing away': it is for one who knows 
thus, for one who sees thus, that the destruction of the taints 
comes about.210 

"Bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu does not dwell devoted to devel
opment, even though such a wish as this might arise in him: 'Oh, 
that my mind might be liberated from the taints by nonclinging!' 
yet his mind is not liberated from the taints by nonclinging. For 
what reason? It should be said: because of nondevelopment. 
Because of not developing what? Because of not developing the 
four establishments of mindfulness . . .  the four right strivings . .  . 
the four bases for spiritual power . . .  the five spiritual faculties . .  . 
the five powers . . .  the seven factors of enlightenment ' "  the 
Noble Eightfold Path.2l1 

"Suppose, bhikkhus there was a hen with eight, ten, or twelve 
eggs that she had not covered, incubated, and nurtured properly. 
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Even though such a wish as this might arise in her: 'Oh, that my 
chicks might pierce their shells with the points of their claws and 
beaks and hatch safely!' yet the chicks are incapable of piercing 
their shells with the points of their claws and beaks and hatching 
safely. For what reason? Because that hen with eight, ten, or 
twelve eggs had not covered, incubated, and nurtured them 
properly. 

"So too, bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu does not dwell devoted to 
development, even though such a wish as this might arise in him: 
'Oh, that my mind might be liberated from the taints by nonding
ing!' yet his mind is not liberated from the taints by nonclinging. 
For what reason? It should be said: because of nondevelopment. 
Because of not developing what? Because of not developing . . .  
the Noble Eightfold Path. 

"Bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu dwells devoted to development, 
[154] even though no such wish as this might arise in him: 'Oh, 
that my mind might be liberated from the taints by nonclinging!' 
yet his mind is liberated from the taints by nonclinging. For what 
reason? It should be said: because of development. Because of 
developing what? Because of developing the four establishments 
of mindfulness . . .  the four right strivings . . .  the four bases for 
spiritual power . . .  the five spiritual faculties . . .  the five powers 
. . .  the seven factors of enlightenment . . .  the Noble Eightfold Path. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus there was a hen with eight, ten, or twelve 
eggs that she had covered, incubated, and nurtured properly. 
Even though no such wish as this might arise in her: 'Oh, that my 
chicks might pierce their shells with the points of their claws and 
beaks and hatch safely!' yet the chicks are capable of piercing 
their shells with the points of their claws and beaks and of hatch
ing safely. For what reason? Because that hen with eight, ten, or 
twelve eggs had covered, incubated, and nurtured them properly. 

"So too, bhikkhus,212 when a bhikkhu dwells devoted to devel
opment, even though no such wish as this might arise in him: 
'Oh, that my mind might be liberated from the taints by non
clinging!' yet his mind is liberated from the taints by nonclinging. 
For what reason? It should be said: because of development. 
Because of developing what? Because of developing . . .  the Noble 
Eightfold Path. 

"When, bhikkhUS, a carpenter213 or a carpenter's apprentice 
looks at the handle of his adze, he sees the impressions of his fin-
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gers and his thumb, but he does not know: 'So much of the adze 
handle has been worn away today, so much yesterday, so much 
earlier: But when it has worn away, the knowledge occurs to 
him that it has worn away. 

"So too, bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu dwells devoted to devel
opment, [155] even though no such knowledge occurs to him: 'So 
much of my taints has been worn away today, so much yester
day, so much earlier,' yet when they are worn away, the knowl
edge occurs to him that they have been worn away. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, there was a seafaring ship bound with 
rigging that had been worn away in the water for six months.214 

It would be hauled up on dry land during the cold season and its 
rigging would be further attacked by wind and sun. Inundated 
by rain from a rain cloud, the rigging would easily collapse and 
rot away. So too, bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu dwells devoted to 
development, his fetters easily collapse and rot away." 

102 (10) Perception of Impermanence 

At Savattht "Bhikkhus, when the perception of impermanence is 
developed and cultivated, it eliminates all sensual lust, it elimi
nates all lust for existence, it eliminates all ignorance, it uproots 
all conceit 'I am.'21S 

"Just as, bhikkhus, in the autumn a ploughman ploughing 
with a great ploughshare cuts through all the rootlets as he 
ploughs, so too, when the perception of impermanence is devel
oped and cultivated, it eliminates all sensual lust . . .  it uproots all 
conceit 'I am.' 

"Just as, bhikkhus, a rush-cutter would cut down a rush, grab 
it by the top, and shake it down and shake it out and thump it 
about, so too, when the perception of impermanence is devel
oped and cultivated, it eliminates all sensual lust . . .  it uproots all 
conceit 'I am.' 

"Just as, bhikkhus, when the stalk of a bunch of mangoes has 
been cut, [156] all the mangoes attached to the stalk follow along 
with it, so too, when the perception of impermanence is devel
oped . . .  it uproots all conceit 'I am.' 

"Just as, bhikkhus, all the rafters of a house with a peaked roof 
lead to the roof peak, slope towards the roof peak, and converge 
upon the roof peak, and the roof peak is declared to be their chief, 
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so too, when the perception of impermanence is developed . . .  it 
uproots all conceit 'I am.'216 

"Just as, bhikkhus, among fragrant roots, black orris is 
declared to be their chief, so too, when the perception of imper
manence is developed . . .  it uproots all conceit 'I am: 

"Just as, bhikkhus, among fragrant heartwoods, red sandal
wood is declared to be their chief, so too, when the perception of 
impermanence is developed . . .  it uproots all conceit 'I am: 

"Just as, bhikkhus, among fragrant flowers, jasmine is declared 
to be their chief, so too, when the perception of impermanence is 
developed . . .  it uproots all conceit 'I am.' 

"Just as, bhikkhus, all petty princes are the vassals of a wheel
turning monarch, and the wheel-turning monarch is declared to 
be their chief, so too, when the perception of impermanence is 
developed . . .  it uproots all conceit 'I am.' 

"Just as, bhikkhus, the radiance of all the stars does not amount 
to a sixteenth part of the radiance of the moon, and the radiance 
of the moon is declared to be their chief, so too, when the percep
tion of impermanence is developed . . .  it uproots all conceit 'I am: 

"Just as, bhikkhus, in the autumn, when the sky is clear and 
cloudless, the sun, ascending in the sky, dispels all darkness from 
space as it shines and beams and radiates, so too, when the per
ception of impermanence is developed and cultivated, it elimi
nates all sensual lust, it eliminates all lust for existence, it elimi
nates all ignorance, it uproots all conceit 'I am: 

"And how, bhikkhus, is the perception of impermanence 
developed [157] and cultivated so that it eliminates all sensual 
lust, eliminates all lust for existence, eliminates all ignorance, and 
uproots all conceit 'I am'? 'Such is form, such its origin, such its 
passing away; such is feeling . . .  such is perception . . .  such are 
volitional formations . . .  such is consciousness, such its origin, 
such its passing away': that is how the perception of imperma
nence is developed and cultivated so that it eliminates all sensual 
lust, eliminates all lust for existence, eliminates all ignorance, and 
uproots all conceit 'I am.'" 
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Division II� 
THE FINAL FIFfY 

I. PORTIONS 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these four portions.217 What 
four? [158] The portion of identity, the portion of the origin of 
identity, the portion of the cessation of identity, the portion of the 
way leading to the cessation of identity. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the portion of identity? It should be 
said: the five aggregates subject to clinging. What five? The form 
aggregate subject to clinging, the feeling aggregate subject to 
clinging, the perception aggregate subject to clinging, the voli
tional formations aggregate subject to clinging, the consciousness 
aggregate subject to clinging. This is called the portion of identity. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the portion of the origin of identity? It 
is this craving that leads to renewed existence, accompanied by 
delight and lust, seeking delight here and there; that is, craving 
for sensual pleasures, craving for existence, craving for extermi
nation. This is called the portion of the origin of identity. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the portion of the cessation of identity? 
It is the remainderless fading away and cessation of that same 
craving, the giving up and relinquishing of it, freedom from it, non
reliance on it. This is called the portion of the cessation of identity. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the portion of the way leading to the ' 
cessation of identity? It is this Noble Eightfold Path; that is, right 
view . . .  right concentration. This is called the portion of the way 
leading to the cessation of identity. 

"These, bhikkhus, are the four portions." 

1 04 (2) Suffering 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you suffering, the origin of 
suffering, the cessation of suffering, and the way leading to the 
cessation of suffering. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is suffering? It should be said: the five 
aggregates subject to clinging. What five? . .  (as above) . . .  This is 
called suffering. 
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"And what, bhikkhus, is the origin of suffering? It is this Crav
ing that leads to renewed existence . . . .  This is called the origin of 
suffering. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the cessation of suffering? It is the 
remainderless fading away and cessation of that same craving . . . .  
This is called the cessation of suffering. [159] 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the way leading to the cessation of 
suffering? It is this Noble Eightfold Path; that is, right view . . .  
right concentration. This is called the way leading to the cessa
tion of suffering." 

105 (3) Identity 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you identity, the origin of 
identity, the cessation of identity, and the way leading to the ces
sation of identity." 

(The remainder of this sutta is identical with the preceding one, with 
appropriate substit7;tions.) 

106 (4) To Be Fully Understood 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you things that should be 
. fully understood, full understanding, and the person who has 
fully understood.218 Listen to that . . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, are the things that should be fully 
understood? Form, bhikkhus, is something that should be fully 
understood. Feeling . . .  Perception . . .  Volitional formations . . .  
Consciousness is something that should be fully understood. 
These are called the things that should be fully understood. [160] 

"And what, bhikkhus, is full understanding? The destruction 
of lust, the destruction of hatred, the destruction of delusion: this 
is called full understanding.219 

"And who, bhikkhus, is the person that has fully understood? 
It should be said: the arahant, the venerable one of such a name 
and clan. This is called the person that has fully understood." 

107 (5) Ascetics (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these five aggregates subject to 
clinging. What five? The form aggregate subject to clinging . . .  the 
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consciousness aggregate subject to clinging. 
"Bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who do not under

stand as they really are the gratification, the danger, and the 
escape in the case of these five aggregates subject to clinging: 
these I do not consider to be ascetics among ascetics or brahmins 
among brahmins, and these venerable 0Jles do not, by realizing 
it for themselves with direct knowledge, in this very life enter 
and dwell in the goal of asceticism or the goal of brahminhood. 

"But, bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who understand 
these things as they really are: these I consider to be ascetics 
among ascetics and brahmins among brahmins, and these vener
able ones, by realizing it for themselves with direct knowledge, 
in this very life enter and dwell in the goal of asceticism and the 
goal of brahminhood." 

108 (6) Ascetics (2) 

At Savatthi.22o "Bhikkhus, there are these five aggregates subject 
to clinging. What five? The form aggregate subject to clinging . . . 
the consciousness aggregate subject to clinging. 

"Bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who do not under
stand as they really are the origin and the passing away, the grat
ification, the danger, and the escape in the case of these five 
aggregates subject to clinging: these I do not consider to be asce
tics among ascetics or brahmins among brahmins . . . .  

"But, bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who understand 
these things as they really are . . .  in this very life enter and dwell 
in the goal of asceticism and the goal of brahminhood." 

109 (7) Stream-Enterer 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these five aggregates subject to 
clinging. What five? The form aggregate subject to clinging . . .  the 
consciousness aggregate subject to clinging. 

"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple understands as they really 
are the origin and the passing away, [161] the gratification, the 
danger, and the escape in the case of these five aggregates subject 
to clinging, then he is called a noble disciple who is a stream
enterer, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in destiny, 
with enlightenment as his destination." 
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110 (8) Arahant 

. . .  "When, bhikkhus, having understood as they really are the 
origin and the passing away, the gratification, the danger, and 
the escape in the case of these five aggregates subject to clinging, 
a bhikkhu is liberated by nonclinging,221 then he is called a 
bhikkhu who is an arahant, one whose taints are destroyed, who 
has lived the holy life, done what had to be done, laid down the 
burden, reached his own goal, utterly destroyed the fetters of 
existence, one completely liberated through final knowledge." 

1 1 1  (9) Abandoning Desire (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, whatever desire there is for form, whatever 
lust, delight, craving-abandon it. Thus that form will be aban
doned, cut off at the root, made like a palm stump, obliterated so 
that it is no more subject to future arising. So too in the case of 
feeling, perception, volitional formations, and consciousness." 

112 (10) Abandoning Desire (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, whatever desire there is for form, what
ever lust, delight, craving, whatever engagement and clinging, 
mental standpoints, adherences, and underlying tendencies
[162] abandon them. Thus that form will be abandoned, cut off at 
the root, made like a palm stump, obliterated so that it is no more 
subject to future arising. So too in the case of feeling, perception, 
volitional formations, and consciousness." 

II. A SPEAKER ON THE DHAMMA 

113 (1) Ignorance 

At Savatthi. Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed 
One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, it is said, 'ignorance, ignorance.' What now, 
venerable sir, is ignorance, and in what way is one immersed in 
ignorance?" 

"Here, bhikkhu, the uninstructed worldling does not understand 
form, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its cessation. 
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He does not understand feeling . , .  perception . . .  volitional for
mations . . .  consciousness, its origin, its cessation, and the way 
leading to its cessation. [163] This is called ignorance, and in this 
way one is immersed in ignorance." 

114 (2) True Knowledge 

At Savatthi. . . .  Sitting to one side, that bhikkhu said to the Blessed 
One: 

"Venerable sir, it is said, 'true knowledge, true knowledge: 
What now, venerable sir, is true knowledge, and in what way has 
one arrived at true knowledge?" 

"Here, bhikkhu, the instructed noble disciple understands 
form, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its cessation. 
He understands feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  
consciousness, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its 
cessation. This is called true knowledge, and in this way one has 
arrived at true knowledge." 

115 (3) A Speaker on the Dhamma (1) 

At Savatthi. . . .  Sitting to one side, that bhikkhu said to the Blessed 
One: 

"Venerable, sir, it is said, 'a speaker on the Dhamma, a speaker 
on the Dhamma: In what way, venerable sir, is one a speaker on 
the Dhamma r'lJ2 

"Bhikkhu, if one teaches the Dhamma for the purpose of revul
sion towards form, for its fading away and cessation, one can be 
called a bhikkhu who is a speaker on the Dhamma. If one is prac
tising for the purpose of revulsion towards form, for its fading 
away and cessation, one can be called a bhikkhu who is practis
ing in accordance �ith the Dhamma. If, through revulsion 
towards form, through its fading away and cessation, one is lib
erated by nonciinging, one can be called a bhikkhu who has 
attained Nibbana in this very life. 

"Bhikkhu, if one teaches the Dhamma for the purpose of revul
sion towards feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  
consciousness, for its fading away and cessation, one can be 
called a bhikkhu who is a speaker on the Dhamma. 1f one is prac
tising for the purpose of revulsion towards consciousness, for its 
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fading away and cessation, one can be called a bhikkhu who is 
practising in accordance with the Dhamma. If, through revulsion 
towards consciousness, [164] through its fading away and cessa
tion, one is liberated by nonclinging, one can be called a bhikkhu 
who has attained Nibbana in this very life." 

116 (4) A Speaker on the Dhamma (2) 

At Savatthi . . . .  Sitting to one side, that bhikkhu said to the Blessed 
One: 

"Venerable, sir, it is said, 'a speaker on the Dhamma, a speak
er on the Dhamma.' In what way, venerable sir, is one a speaker 
on the Dhamma? In what way is one practising in accordance 
with the Dhamma? In what way has one attained Nibbana in this 
very life?" 

(The rest of this sutta is identical with the preceding one.) 

1 1 7  (5) Bondage 

At Savatthi. "Here, bhikkhus, the uninstructed worldling . . .  
regards form as self, or self as possessing form, or form as in self, 
or self as in form. This is called, bhikkhus, an uninstructed 
worldling who is bound by bondage to form, who is bound by 
inner and outer bondage, who does not see the near shore and 
the far shore, who grows old in bondage,223 who dies in bondage, 
who in bondage goes from this world to the other world. [165] 

"He regards feeling as self . . .  perception as self '" volitional 
formations as self . . .  consciousness as self, or self as possessing 
consciousness, or consciousness as in self, or self as in conscious
ness. This is called, bhikkhus, an uninstructed worldling who is 
bound by bondage to consciousness . . .  who in bondage goes 
from this world to the other world. 

"But, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple . . .  does not 
regard form as self, or self as possessing form, or form as in self, 
or self as in form. This is called, bhikkhus, an instructed noble 
disciple who is not bound by bondage to form, who is not bound 
by inner and outer bondage, who sees the near shore and the far 
shore. He is freed from suffering, I say. 

"He does not regard feeling as self . . .  perception as self . . .  voli
tional formations as self . .  , consciousness as self . . .  or self as in 
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consciousness. This is called, bhikkhus, an instructed noble dis 
ciple who is not bound by bondage to consciousness . . . .  He h 

freed from suffering, I say." 

1 18  (6) Interrogation (1)224 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, what do you think, do you regard forrr 
thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is my self'?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Good, bhikkhus! Form should be seen as it really is with cor· 

rect wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not m) 
self: 

"Do you regard feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional formation� 
. . .  [166] consciousness thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is m) 
self'?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Good, bhikkhus! Consciousness should be seen as it really i� 

with correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is 
not my self: 

"Seeing thus ' "  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being.'" 

119 (7) Interrogation (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, what do you think, do you regard form 
thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self'?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"Good, bhikkhus! Form should be seen as it really is with cor

rect wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my 
self: 

"Do you regard feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional formations 
. . .  consciousness thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not 
my self'?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"Good, bhikkhus! Consciousness should be seen as it really is 

with correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is 
not my self.' 

"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being.'" 
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120 (8) Things That Fetter 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you the things that fetter and 
the fetter. Listen to that . . . .  

" And what, bhikkhus, are the things that fetter, and what is the 
fetter? Form, bhikkhus, is a thing that fetters; the desire and lust 
for it is the fetter there. Feeling . . .  Perception . . .  Volitional for
mations . . .  [167] Consciousness is a thing that fetters; the desire 
and lust for it is the fetter there. These are called the things that 
fetter, and this the fetter." 

121 (9) Things That Can Be Clung To 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the things that can be clung to and 
the clinging. Listen to that . . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, are the things that can be clung to, and 
what is the clinging? Form, bhikkhus, is a thing that can be clung 
to; the desire and lust for it is the clinging there. Feeling . . .  
Perception . . .  Volitional formations . . .  Consciousness is a thing 
that can be clung to; the desire and lust for it is the clinging there. 
These are called the things that can be clung to, and this the 
clinging." 

122 (10) Virtuous 

On one occasion the Venerable Sariputta and the Venerable 
Mahakotthita were dwelling at Barar:tasi in the Deer Park at 
Isipatana. Then, in the evening, the Venerable Mahakoj:thita 
emerged from seclusion, approached the Venerable Sariputta, 
exchanged greetings, and said to him: "Friend Sariputta, what are 
the things that a virtuous bhikkhu should carefully attend to?" 

"Friend Koj:thita, a virtuous bhikkhu should carefully attend to 
the five aggregates subject to clinging as impermanent, as suffer
ing, as a disease, as a tumour, as a dart, as misery, as an affliction, 
as alien, as disintegrating, as empty, as nonself.225 What five? The 
form aggregate subject to clinging, the feeling aggregate subject 
to clinging, the perception aggregate subject to clinging, the voli
tional formations aggregate subject to clinging, the consciousness 
aggregate subject to clinging. A virtuous bhikkhu should care
fully attend to these five aggregates subject to clinging as imper-
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manent . . .  as nonself. [168] When, friend, a virtuous bhikkhu 
carefully attends thus to these five aggregates subject to clinging, 
it is possible that he may realize the fruit of stream-entry." 

"But, friend Sariputta, what are the things that a bhikkhu who 
is a stream-enterer should carefully attend to?" 

"Friend Kotthita, a bhikkhu who is a stream-enterer should 
carefully attend to these five aggregates subject to clinging as 
impermanent . . .  as nonself. When, friend, a bhikkhu who is a 
stream-enterer carefully attends thus to these five aggregates 
subject to clinging, it is possible that he may realize the fruit of 
once-returning." 

"But, friend Sariputta, what are the things that a bhikkhu who 
is a once-returner should carefully attend to?" 

"Friend KoHhita, a bhikkhu who is a once-returner should 
carefully attend to these five aggregates subject to clinging as 
impermanent . . .  as nonself. When, friend, a bhikkhu who is a 
once-returner carefully attends thus to these five aggregates sub
ject to clinging, it is possible that he may realize the fruit of non
returning." 

"But, friend Sariputta, what are the things that a bhikkhu who 
is a nonreturner should carefully attend to?" 

"Friend Kotthita, a bhikkhu who is a nonreturner should care
fully attend to these five aggregates subject to clinging as imper
manent . . .  as nonself. When, friend, a bhikkhu who is a non
returner carefully attends thus to these five aggregates subject to 
clinging, it is possible that he may realize the fruit of arahantship." 

"But, friend Sariputta, what are the things that a bhikkhu who 
is an arahant should carefully attend to?" 

"Friend KoHhita, a bhikkhu who is an arahant should careful
ly attend to these five aggregates subject to clinging as imperma
nent, as suffering, as a disease, as a tumour, as a dart, as misery, 
as an affliction, as alien, as disintegrating, as empty, as nonself. 
For the arahant, friend, there is nothing further that has to be 
done and no repetition of what he has already done.226 [169] 
However, when these things are developed and cultivated, they 
lead to a pleasant dwelling in this very life and to mindfulness 
and clear comprehension." 
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123 (1 1) Instructed 

(This sutta is identical with the preceding one except that the opening 
question and reply are phrased in terms of " an instructed bhikkhu.") 

124 (12) Kappa (1) 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Kappa approached the Blessed 
One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, how should one know, how should one see so 
that, in regard to this body with consciousness and in regard to 
all external signs, I-making, mine-making, and the underlying 
tendency to conceit no longer occur within?" 

(Remainder identical with §71, but addressed to Kappa.) [170] 

125 (13) Kappa (2) 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Kappa approached the Blessed 
One . . .  and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, how should one know, how should one see so 
that, in regard to this body with consciousness and in regard to 
all external signs, the mind is rid of I-making, mine-making, and 
conceit, has transcended discrimination, and is peaceful and well 
liberated?" 

(Remainder identical with §72, but addressed to Kappa.) 

III. IGNORANCE 

126 (1) Subject to Arising (1) 

At Savatthi. [171] Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed 
One . . .  and said to him: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'ignorance, 
ignorance.' What now, venerable sir, is ignorance, and in what 
way is one immersed in ignorance?" 

"Here, bhikkhu, the uninstructed worldling does not under
stand form subject to arising as it really is thus: 'Form is subject 
to arising.' He does not understand form subject to vanishing as 
it really is thus: 'Form is subject to vanishing.' He does not 
understand form subject to arising and vanishing as it really is 
thus: 'Form is subject to arising and vanishing.' He does not 
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understand feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . _, con
sciousness subject to arising . . .  subjeet to vanishing . . .  subject to 
arising and vanishing as it really is thus: 'Consciousness is sub
ject to arising and vanishing.' 

"This is called ignorance, bhikkhu, and in this way one is 
immersed in ignorance." 

When this was said, that bhikkhu said to the Blessed One: 
"Venerable sir, it is said, 'true knowledge, true knowledge.' 

What now, venerable sir, is true knowledge, and in what way has 
one arrived at true knowledge?" 

"Here, bhikkhu, the instructed . noble disciple understands 
form subject to arising as it really is thus: 'Form is subject to 
arising.' He understands form subject to vanishing as it really is 
thus: 'Form is subject to vanishing: [172] He understands form 
subject to arising and vanishing as it really is thus: 'Form is 
subject to arising and vanishing: He understands feeling . . .  per-
ception . . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness subject to 
arising . . .  subject to vanishing . . .  subject to arising and vanishing 
as it really is thus: 'Consciousness is subject to arising and 
vanishing: 

"This is called true knowledge, bhikkhu, and in this way one 
has arrived at true knowledge." 

127 (2) Subject to Arising (2) 

On one occasion the Venerable Sariputta and the Venerable 
Mahakotthita were dwelling at BaraI).asi in the Deer Park at 
Isipatana. Then, in the evening, the Venerable Mahakotthita 
emerged from seclusion, approached the Venerable Sariputta, . . .  
and said to him: "Friend Sariputta, it is said, 'ignorance, igno
rance.' What now, friend, is ignorance, and in what way is one 
immersed in ignorance?" 

(The rest of this sutta is identical with the exchange on ignorance in 
the preceding sutta.) [173] 

128 (3) Subject to Arising (3) 

At Bar�asi in the Deer Park at Isipatana. Sitting to one side, the 
Venerable Mahakotthita said to the Venerable Sariputta: "Friend 
Sariputta, it is said, 'true knowledge, true knowledge: What 
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now, friend, is true knowledge, and in what way has one arrived 
at true knowledge?" 

(The rest of this sutta is identical with the exchange on true knowl
edge in §126.) 

129 (4) Gratification (1) 

At Baral).asi in the Deer Park at Isipatana. Sitting to one side, the 
Venerable Mahakotthita said to the Venerable Sariputta: "Friend 
Sariputta, it is said, 'ignorance, ignorance: What now, friend, is 
ignorance, and in what way is one immersed in ignorance?" 

"Here, friend, the uninstructed worldling does not understand 
as it really is the gratification, the danger, and the escape in the 
case of form, feeling, perception, volitional formations, and con
sciousness. This, friend, is called ignorance, and in this way one 
is immersed in ignorance." 

130 (5) Gratification (2) 

At Baral).asi in the Deer Park at Isipatana . . . .  [174] "Friend 
Sariputta, it is said, 'true knowledge, true knowledge.' What 
now, friend, is true knowledge, and in what way has one arrived 
at true knowledge?" 

"Here, friend, the instructed noble disciple understands as it 
really is the gratification, the danger, and the escape in the case 
of form, feeling, perception, volitional formations, and con
sciousness. This, friend, is called true knowledge, and in this way 
one has arrived at true knowledge." 

131 (6) Origin (1) 

At Baral).asi in the Deer Park at Isipatana . . . . "Friend Sariputta, it 
is said, 'ignorance, ignorance.' What now, friend, is ignorance, 
and in what way is one immersed in ignorance?" 

"Here, friend, the uninstructed worldling does not understand 
as it really is the origin and the passing away, the gratification, 
the danger, and the escape in the case of form, feeling, percep
tion, volitional formations, and consciousness. This, friend, is 

called ignorance, and in this way one is immersed in ignorance." 
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132 (7) Origin (2) 

At Baral)asi in the Deer Park at Isipatana . . . . "Friend Sariputta, it 
is said, 'true knowledge, true knowledge: What now, friend, is 
true knowledge, and in what way has one arrived at true knowl
edge?" 

"Here, friend, the instructed noble disciple understands as it 
really is the origin and the passing away, the gratification, the 
danger, and the escape in the case of form, feeling, perception, 
volitional formations, and consciousness. This, friend, is called 
true knowledge, and in this way one has arrived at true knowl
edge." [175] 

133 (8) Kotfhita (1) 

(Identical with §129 and §130 combined, except here Sariputta asks the 
questions and MahakoNhita replies.) 

134 (9) Kotfhita (2) 

(Identical with §131 and §132 combined, except here Sariputta asks the 
questions and Mahakotthita replies.) [176] 

135 (10) Kotthita (3) 

The same setting. Sitting to one side, the Venerable Sariputta said 
to the Venerable Mahakotthita: "Friend Kotthita, it is said, 'igno
rance, ignorance.' What now, friend, is ignorance, and in what 
way is one immersed in ignorance?" 

"Here, friend, the uninstructed worldling does not understand 
form, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its cessation. 
He does not understand feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional for
mations ' "  consciousness, its origin, its cessation, and the way 
leading to its cessation. This, friend, is called ignorance, and in 
this way one is immersed in ignorance." 

When this was said, the Venerable Sariputta said to the 
Venerable Mahakotthita: "Friend Kotthita, it is said, 'true knowl
edge, true knowledge.' What now, friend, is true knowledge, and 
in what way has one arrived at true knowledge?" 

"Here, friend, the instructed noble disciple understands form, 
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[177] its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its cessation. 
He understands feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  
consciousness, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its 
cessation. This, friend, is called true knowledge, and in this way 
one has arrived at true knowledge." 

IV. HOT EMBERS 

136 (1) Hot Embers 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, form is hot embers,227 feeling is hot 
embers, perception is hot embers, volitional formations are hot 
embers, consciousness is hot embers. Seeing thus, bhikkhus, the 
instructed noble disciple experiences revulsion towards form . . .  
revulsion towards consciousness. Experiencing revulsion, he 
becomes dispassionate . . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more 
for this state of being.'" 

137 (2) Impermanent (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, you should abandon desire for whatever 
is impermanent. And what is impermanent? [178] Form is imper
manent; you should abandon desire for it. Feeling . . .  Perception 
. .  , Volitional formations . .  , Consciousness is impermanent; you 
should abandon desire for it. Bhikkhus, you should abandon 
desire for whatever is impermanent." 

138 (3) Impermanent (2) 

' "  "Bhikkhus, you should abandon lust for whatever is imper
manent." . . .  

(Complete as in the preceding sutta, with "lust" instead of "desire. ") 

139 (4) Impermanent (3) 

. . .  "Bhikkhus, you should abandon desire and lust for whatever 
is impermanent." . . .  

(Complete as in §137, with " desire and lust" instead of " desire.") 
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140 (5) Suffering (1) 

. . .  "Bhikkhus, you should abandon desire for whatever is suffer
ing." . , .  

141 (6) Suffering (2) 

. . .  "Bhikkhus, you should abandon lust for whatever is suffer
ing." . . .  

142 (7) Suffering (3) 

. . .  "Bhikkhus, you should abandon desire and lust for whatever 
is suffering." ' "  

143 (8) Nonself(1) 

. . .  "Bhikkhus, you should abandon desire for whatever is non
self." . . .  [179] 

144 (9) Nonself (2) 

. . .  "Bhikkhus, you should abandon lust for whatever is non
self." . . .  

145 (10) Nonself (3) 

. . .  "Bhikkhus, you should abandon desire and lust for whatever 
is nonself." . . .  

146 (1 1) Engrossed in Revulsion 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, for a clansman who has gone forth out of 
faith, this is what accords with the Dhamma: he should dwell 
engrossed in revulsion towards form, feeling, perception, voli
tional formations, and consciousness.228 One who dwells 
engrossed in revulsion towards form . . .  towards consciousness, 
fully understands form, feeling, perception, volitional forma
tions, and consciousness. One who fully understands form . . .  
consciousness is freed from form, feeling, perception, volitional 
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formations, and consciousness. He is freed from birth, aging, and 
death; freed from sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and 
despair; freed from suffering, I say." 

147 (12) Contemplating Impermanence 

At Savatthi.229 "Bhikkhus, for a clansman who has gone forth out 
of faith, this is what accords with the Dhamma: he should dwell 
contemplating impermanence in form . . .  (as above) ' "  [180] he is 
freed from suffering, I say." 

148' (13) Contemplating Suffering 

. . .  "he should dwell contemplating suffering in form . . .  he is 
freed from suffering, I say." 

149 (14) Contemplating Nonself 

. . .  "he should dwell contemplating nons elf in form . . .  he is freed 
from suffering, I say." 

V. VIEWS 

150 (1) Internally 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
do pleasure and pain arise internally?"230 [181] 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"When there is form, bhikkhus, by clinging to form, pleasure 

and pain arise internally. When there is feeling . . .  perception . . .  
volitional formations . . .  consciousness, by clinging to conscious
ness, pleasure and pain arise internally. 

"What do you think, bhikkhus, is form permanent or imper-
manent?" 

"Impermanent, venerable sir." 
"Is what is impermanent suffering or happiness?" 
"Suffering, venerable sir." 
"But without clinging to what is impermanent, suffering, and 

subject to change, could pleasure and pain arise internally?" 
"No, venerable sir." 
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"Is feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  conscious
ness permanent or impermanent? . .  But without clinging to what 
is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change, could pleasure 
and pain arise internally?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 

state of being.'" 

151 (2) This Is Mine 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what,231 does one regard things thus: 'This is 
mine, this I am, this is my seW?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . . " 
"When there is form, bhikkhus, by clinging to form, by adher

ing to form, [182] one regards things thus: 'This is mine, this I am, 

this is my self.' When there is feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional 
formations . . .  consciousness, by clinging to consciousness, by 
adhering to consciousness, one regards things thus: 'This is mine, 
this I am, this is my self.' 

"What do you think, bhikkhus, is form . . .  consciousness per
manent or impermanent?" 

"Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  
"But without clinging to what is impermanent, suffering, and 

subject to change, could one regard anything thus: 'This is mine, 
this I am, this is my self'?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 

state of being.'" 

152 (3) The Self 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does such a view as this arise: 'That which 
is the self is the world; having passed away, that I shall be-per
manent, stable, eternal, not subject to change'?"232 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"When there is form, bhikkhus, by clinging to form, by adher

ing to form, such a view as this arises: 'That which is the self is the 
world; having passed away, that I shall be-permanent, stable, 
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eternal, not subject to change.' When there is feeling . . .  perception 
. . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness, by clinging to conscious
ness, by adhering to consciousness, such a view as this [183] aris
es: 'That which is the self is the world . . .  not subject to change.' 

"What do you think, bhikkhus, is form . . .  consciousness per
manent or impermanent?" 

"Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  
"But without clinging to what is impermanent, suffering, and 

subject to change, could such a view as that arise?" 
"No, venerable sir." 
"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 

state of being.'" 

153 (4) It Might Not Be For Me 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does such a view as this arise: 'I might not 
be, and it might not be for me; I will not be, [and] it will not be 
for me'?"233 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"When there is form, bhikkhus, by clinging to form, by adher

ing to form, such a view as this arises: 'I might not be, and it 
might not be for me; I will not be, [and] it will not be for me.' 
When there is feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  
[184] consciousness, by clinging to consciousness, by adhering to 
consciousness, such a view as this arises: 'I might not be . . .  and 
it will not be for me.' 

"What do you think, bhikkhus, is form . . .  consciousness per
manent or impermanent?" 

"Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  
"But without clinging to what is impermanent, suffering, and 

subject to change, could such a view as that arise?" 
"No, venerable sir." 
"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 

state of being.'" 

154 (5) Wrong View 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does wrong view arise?"234 
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"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"When there is form, bhikkhus, by clinging to form, by adher

ing to form, wrong view arises. When there is feeling . . .  percep
tion . , .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness, by clinging to 
consciousness, by adhering to consciousness, wrong view arises . 
.,. "What do you think, bhikkhus, is form . . .  consciousness per
manent or impermanent?" [185] 

"Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  
"But without clinging to what is impermanent, suffering, and 

subject to change, could wrong view arise." 
"No, venerable sir." 
"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 

state of being.'" 

155 (6) Identity View 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, b)'oClinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does identity view arise?"235 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"When there is form, bhikkhus, by clinging to form, by adhering 

to form, identity view arises. When there is feeling . . .  perception 
. . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness, by clinging to con
sciousness, by adhering to consciousness, identity view arises." . . .  

"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no mo
'
re for thi� 

state of being.'" 

156 (7) View of Self 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does view of self arise?"236 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"When there is form, bhikkhus, by clinging to form, by adhering 

to form, view of self arises. [186] When there is feeling . . .  percep
tion . .  , volitional formations . . .  consciousness, by clinging to con
sciousness, by adhering to consciousness, view of self arises." . . .  

"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being.'" 
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157 (8) Adherence (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, do the fetters, adherences, and shackles 
arise?"237 � 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"When there is form, bhikkhm;, by clinging to form, by adher

ing to form, the fetters, adherences, and shackles arise. When 
there is feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  con
sciousness, by clinging to consciousness, by adhering to con
sciousness, the fetters, adherences, and shackles arise." . . .  

"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being.'" [187] 

158 (9) Adherence (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, do the fetters, adherences, shackles, and 
holding arise?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
(Complete as above.) 

159 (10) Ananda 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Ananda approached the Blessed 
One . . .  and said to him: "Venerable sir, it would be good if the 
Blessed One would teach me the Dhamma in brief, so that hav
ing heard the Dhamma from the Blessed One, I might dwell 
alone, withdrawn, diligent, ardent, and resolute."238 

"What do you think, Ananda, is form permanent or imperma
nent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." - "Is what is imperma
nent suffering or happiness?" - "Suffering, venerable sir." - "Is 
what is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change fit to be 
regarded thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is my self?" - "No, 
venerable sir." 

"Is feeling permanent or impermanent? . .  Is perception per
manent or impermanent? . .  Are '.'olitional formations permanent 
or impermanent? . .  Is consciousness permanent or imperma
nent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." - "Is what is imperma
nent suffering or happiness?" - "Suffering, venerable sir." - "Is 
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what is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change fit to be 
regarded thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is my self'?" - "No, 
venerable sir." 

"Therefore, Ananda, any kind of form whatsoever, whether 
past, future, or present . . . .  [188] 

"Seeing thus . .  , He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being.'" 



Chapter II 

23 Riidhasa1J1yutta 

Connected Discourses with Radha 

1. THE FIRST MARA SUBCHAPTER 

1 (1) Miira 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Radha approached the Blessed 
One,239 [189] paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said 
to him: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'Mara, Mara.' In what way, ven
erable sir, might Mara be?,,24o 

"When there is form, Radha, there might be Mara, or the killer, 
or the one who is killed.241 Therefore, Radha, see form as Mara, 
see it as the killer, see it as the one who is killed. See it as a dis
ease, as a tumour, as a dart, as misery, as real misery. Those who 
see it thus see rightly. 

"When there is feeling . . .  When there is perception . . .  When 
there are volitional formations . . .  When there is consciousness, 
Radha, there might be Mara, or the killer, or the one who is killed. 
Therefore, Radha, see consciousness as Mara, see it as the killer, 
see it as the one who is killed. See it as a disease, as a tumour, as 
a dart, as misery, as real misery. Those who see it thus see rightly." 

"What, venerable sir, is the purpose of seeing rightly?" 
"The purpose of seeing rightly, Radha, is revulsion." 
"And what, venerable sir, is the purpose of revulsion?" 
"The purpose of revulsion is dispassion." 
"And what, venerable sir, is the purpose of dispassion?" 
"The purpose of dispassion is liberation." 
"And what, venerable sir, is the purpose of liberation?" 
"The purpose of liberation is Nibbana."242 
"And what, venerable sir, is the purpose of Nibbana?" 
"You have gone beyond the range of questioning, Radha.243 

984 
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You weren't able to grasp the limit to questioning. For, Radha 
the holy life is lived with Nibbana as its ground, Nibbana as ib, 
destination, Nibbana as its final goal."244 

2 (2) A Being 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, the Venerable Radha said to th{> 
Blessed One: [190] "Venerable sir, it is said, 'a being, a being.' In 
what way, venerable sir, is one called a being?" 

"One is stuck, Radha, tightly stuck, in desire, lust, delight, and 
craving for form; therefore one is called a being.244 One is stuck 
tightly stuck, in desire, lust, delight, and craving for feeling . . .  fO! 
perception . . .  for volitional formations . . .  for consciousness 
therefore one is called a being. 

"Suppose, Radha, some little boys or girls are playing with 
sand castles. So long as they are not devoid of lust, desire, affec 
tion, thirst, passion, and craving for those sand castles, they cher 
ish them, play with them, treasure them,245 and treat them pos
sessively. But when those little boys or girls lose their lust, desire 
affection, thirst, passion, and craving for those sand castles, then 
they scatter them with their hands and feet, demolish them, shat
ter them, and put them out of play. 

"So too, Radha, scatter form, demolish it, shatter it, put it out 
of play; practise for the destruction of craving. Scatter feeling . . .  
Scatter perception . . .  Scatter volitional formations . . .  Scatter con
sciousness, demolish it, shatter it, put it out of play; practise for 
the destruction of craving. For the destruction of craving, Radha, 
is Nibbana." 

3 (3) The Conduit to Existence 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, the Venerable Radha said to the 
Blessed One: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'the conduit to existence, 
the conduit to existence.'246 What, venerable sir, is the conduit to 
existence, and what is the cessation of the conduit to existence?" 
[191] 

"Radha, the desire, lust, delight, craving, engagement and 
clinging, mental standpoints, adherences, and underlying ten
dencies regarding form:247 this is called the conduit to existence. 
Their cessation is the cessation of the conduit to existence. 
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"The desire, lust, delight, craving, engagement and clinging, 
mental standpoints, adherences, and underlying tendencies 
regarding feeling . .  , perception . .  , volitional formations ' "  con
sciousness: this is called the conduit to existence. Their cessation 
is the cessation of the conduit to existence." 

4 (4)-10 (10) To Be Fully Understood, Etc. 

(These seven suttas are identical with 22:106-12, but addressed to 
Riidha. )  [192-94J 

[195] II. THE SECOND MARA SUBCHAPTER 

11  (1) Mara 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, the Venerable Radha said to the 
Blessed One: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'Mara, Mara.' What now, 
venerable sir, is Mara?" 

"Form, Radha, is Mara. Feeling . . .  Perception . . .  Volitional for
mations ' "  Consciousness is Mara. Seeing thus ' "  He under
stands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state of being."' 

12 (2) Subject to Mara 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, the Venerable Radha said to the 
Blessed One: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'subject to Mara, subject to 
Mara.'248 What now, venerable sir, is subject to Mara?" 

"Form, Radha, is subject to Mara. Feeling ' "  Perception . , . 
Volitional formations . . .  Consciousness is subject to Mara. Seeing 
thus ' "  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state of 
being."' 

13 (3) Impermanent 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, the Venerable Radha said to the 
Blessed One: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'impermanent, imperma
nent. ' What now, venerable sir, is impermanent?" 

"Form, Radha, is impermanent. Feeling '" Perception .. ' 
Volitional formations . . .  Consciousness is impermanent. Seeing 
thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state of being."' 
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14 (4) Of Impermanent Nature 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, the Venerable Radha said to the 
Blessed One: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'of an impermanent 
nature, of an impermanent nature.' What now, venerable sir, is of 
an impermanent nature?" 

"Form, Radha, is of an impermanent nature. Feeling ' "  [196] 
Perception . . .  Volitional formations . . .  Consciousness is of an 

impermanent nature. Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is 
. no more for this state of being.'" 

15 (5) Suffering 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, the Venerable Radha said to the 
Blessed One: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'suffering, suffering.' What 
now, venerable sir, is suffering?" 

"Form, Radha, is suffering, feeling is suffering, perception is 
suffering, volitional formations are suffering, consciousness is 
suffering. Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for 
this state of being.'" 

16 (6) Of Painful Nature 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, the Venerable Radha said to the 
Blessed One: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'of a painful nature, of a 
painful nature.' What now, venerable sir, is of a painful nature?" 

"Form, Radha, is of a painful nature. Feeling . . .  Perception . . .  
Volitional formations . . .  Consciousness is of a painful nature. 
Seeing thus . . .  He understands: I • • •  there is no more for this state 
of being.'" 

1 7  (7) Nonself 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, the Venerable Radha said to the 
Blessed One: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'nonself, nonself.' What 
now, venerable sir, is nonselfr 

"Form, Radha, is nonself, feeling is nonself, perception is non
self, volitional formations are nonself, consciousness is nonself. 
Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state 
of being.'" 
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18 (8) Of Selfless Nature 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, the Venerable Radha said to the 
Blessed One: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'of a selfless nature, of a 
selfless nature.' What now, venerable sir, is of a selfless nature?" 

"Form, Radha, is of a selfless nature. Feeling ' "  [197] 
Perception . . .  Volitional formations ... Consciousness is of a self
less nature. Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more 
for this state of being. '" 

19 (9) Subject to Destruction 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, the Venerable Radha said to the 
Blessed One: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'subject to destruction, 
subject to destruction. ' What now, venerable sir, is subject to 
destruction?" 

"Form, Radha, is subject to destruction. Feeling . . .  Perception 
. . .  Volitional for"

mations . . .  Consciousness is subject to destruc
tion. Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being.'" 

20 (10) Subject to Vanishing 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, the Venerable Radha said to the 
Blessed One: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'subject to vanishing, subject 
to vanishing.' What now, venerable sir, is subject to vanishing?" 

"Form, Radha, is subject to vanishing. Feeling . . .  Perception . . .  
Volitional formations . . .  Consciousness is subject to vanishing. 
Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state 
of being."' 

21 (11 )  Subject to Arising 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, the Venerable Radha said to the 
Blessed One: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'subject to arising, subject 
to arising.' What now, venerable sir, is subject to arising?" 

"Form, Radha, is subject to arising. Feeling . . .  Perception . . .  
Volitional formations . . .  Consciousness is subject to arising. 
Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state 
of being.'" 
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22 (12) Subject to Cessation 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, the Venerable Radha said to the 
Blessed One: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'subject to cessation, [198] 
subject to cessation.' What now, venerable sir, is subject to cessa
tion?" 

"Form, Radha, is subject to cessation. Feeling . . .  Perception . . .  
Volitional formations ' "  Consciousness is subject to cessation. 
Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state 
of being.'" 

III. REQUEST 

23 (1) Mara 

At Savatthi. Sitting to one side, the Venerable Radha said to the 
Blessed One: "Venerable sir, it would be good if the Blessed One 
would teach me the Dhamma in brief, so that, having heard the 
Dhamma from the Blessed One, I might dwell alone, withdrawn, 
diligent, ardent, and resolute." 

"Radha, you should abandon desire, you should abandon lust, 
you should abandon desire and lust, for whatever is Mara. And 
what, Radha, is Mara? Form is Mara. Feeling . . .  Perception . .  . 
Volitional formations . , .  Consciousness is Mara. Seeing thus . .  . 
He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state of being. '" 

24 (2)-34 (12) Subject to Mara, Etc . 

. . .  "Radha, you should abandon desire, you should abandon 
lust, you should abandon desire and lust, for whatever is subjecl 
to Mara . .  , [199] ' "  for whatever is impermanent . , .  for whatev· 
er is of an impermanent nature . . .  for whatever is suffering . .  , f01 
whatever is of a painful nature . . .  for whatever is nonself . . .  for 
whatever is of a selfless nature . .  , for whatever is subject tc 
destruction . . .  for whatever is subject to vanishing . , .  for what· 
ever is subject to arising ' "  for whatever is subject to cessation, 
And what, Radha, is subject to cessation? Form is subject to ces
sation. Feeling '" Perception . . .  Volitional formations ' "  
Consciousness is subject to cessation. Seeing thus . . .  He under
stands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state of being.'" 
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[200J IV. SITTING NEARBY 

35 (1) Miira 

At Savattht The Blessed One said to the Venerable Radha as he 
was sitting to one side: "Radha, you should abandon desire, you 
should abandon lust, you should abandon desire and lust, for 
whatever is Mara. And what, Radha, is Mara?" . . . (Complete as in 
§23.) 

36 (2)-46 (12) Subject to Mara, Etc. 

(Identical with §§24-34, but opening as in the preceding sutta.) [201J 



[202] Chapter III 

24 Ditthisa1J1yutta 

Connected Discourses on Views 

1. STREAM-ENTRY 

1 (1) Winds 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does such a view as this arise: 'The winds 
do

'
not blow, the rivers do not flow, pregnant women do not give 

birth, the moon and sun do not rise and set but stand as steady 
as a pillar'?"249 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"When there is form, bhikkhus, by clinging to form, by adher

ing to form, such a view as this arises: 'The winds do not blow . . .  
but stand as steady as a pillar: When there is feeling . . .  percep
tion . . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness, by clinging to 
consciousness, by adhering to consciousness, such a view as this 
arises: 'The winds do not blow . . .  but stand as steady as a pillar.' 

"What do you think, bhikkhus, is form permanent or imper
manent? . .  [203] . . .  Is consciousness permanent or imperma
nent?" 

"Impermanent, venerable sir." . , .  
"But without clinging to what is impermanent, suffering, and 

subject to change, could such a view as that arise?" 
"No, venerable sir." 
"That which is seen, heard, sensed, cognized, attained, sought 

after, and ranged over by the mind:25o is that permanent or 
impermanent?" 

"Impermanent, venerable sir." 
"Is what is impermanent suffering or happiness?" 
"Suffering, venerable sir." 

991 
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"But without clinging to what is impermanent, suffering, and 
subject to change, could such a view as that arise?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple has abandoned perplexity 

in these six cases,251 and when, further, he has abandoned per
plexity about suffering, the origin of suffering, the cessation of 
suffering, and the way leading to the cessation of suffering, he is 
then called a noble disciple who is a stream-enterer, no longer 
bound to the nether world, fixed in destiny, with enlightenment 
as his destination."  

2 (2) This Is Mine 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does such a view as this arise: 'This is mine, 
this I am, this is my self?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . . " 
[204] 

"When there is form, bhikkhus, by clinging to form, by adher
ing to form, such a view as this arises: 'This is mine, this I am, this 
is my self.' When there is feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional for
mations . . .  consciousness, by clinging to consciousness, by 
adhering to consciousness, such a view as this arises: 'This is 
mine, this I am, this is my self.' . . .  

"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple has abandoned perplexity 
in these six cases . . .  he is then called a noble disciple who is a 
stream-enterer ' "  with enlightenment as his destination." 

3 (3) The Self 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does such a view as this arise: 'That which 
is the self is the world; having passed away, that I shall be-per
manent, stable, eternal, not subject to change'?"252 [205] 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"When there is form, bhikkhus, by clinging to form, by adher

ing to form, such a view as this arises: 'That which is the self is 
the world; having passed away, that I shall be-permanent, stable, 
eternal, not subject to change' When there is feeling . . .  percep
tion . . .  volitional formations ' "  consciousness, by clinging to 
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consciousness, by adhering to consciousness, such a view as this 
arises: 'That which is the self is tlie world . . .  not subject to 
change.' . . .  

"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple has abandoned perplexity 
in these six cases . . .  he is then called a noble disciple who is a 
stream-enterer . . .  with enlightenment as his destination." 

4 (4) It Might Not Be For Me 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does such a view as this arise: 'I might not 
be, and it might not be for me; I will not be, [and] it will not be 
for me

,
?/J253 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . . " 
"When there is form, bhikkhus, by clinging to form, by adher

ing to form, [206] such a view as this arises: 'I might not be, and 
it might not be for me; I will not be, [and] it will not be for me.' 

When there is feeling . . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  
consciousness, by  clinging to consciousness, by adhering to  con
sciousness, such a view as this arises: 'I might not be . . .  it will not 
be for me: . . .  

"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple has abandoned perplexity 
in these six cases . . .  he is then called a noble disciple who is a 
stream-enterer . . .  with enlightenment as his destination./J 

5 (5) There Is Not 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does such a view as this arise:254 'There is 
nothing given, nothing offered, nothing presented in charity; no 
fruit or result of good and bad actions; no this world, no other 
world; no mother, no father; no beings who are reborn sponta
neously; no ascetics and brahmins faring and practising rightly 
in the world who, having realized this world and the other world 
for themselves by direct knowledge, make them known to oth
ers. This person consists of the four great elements. [207J When 
one dies, earth returns to and merges with the earth-body; water 
returns to and merges with the water-body; fire returns to and 
merges with the fire-body; air returns to and merges with the air
body; the faculties are transferred to space. [Four] men with the 
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bier as fifth carry away the corpse. The funeral orations last as far 
as the charnel ground; the bones whiten; burnt offerings end 
with ashes. Giving is a doctrine of fools. When anyone asserts the 
doctrine that there is [giving and the like], it is empty, false prat
tle. Fools and the wise are alike cut off and perish with the 
breakup of the body; after death they do not exist'?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"When there is form, bhikkhus, when there is feeling '" per

ception . . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness, by clinging to 
consciousness, by adhering to consciousness, such a view as this 
arises: 'There is nothing given . . .  [208] . . .  after death they do not 
exist.' . . .  

"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple has abandoned perplexity 
in these six cases . . .  he is then called a noble disciple who is a 
stream-enterer ' "  with enlightenment as his destination." 

6 (6) Acting 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does such a view as this arise:255 'When one 
acts or makes others act, when one mutilates or makes others 
mutilate, when one tortures or makes others inflict torture, when 
one inflicts sorrow or makes others inflict sorrow, when one 
oppresses or makes others inflict oppression, when one intimi
dates or makes others inflict intimidation, when one destroys life, 
takes what is not given, breaks into houses, plunders wealth, 
commits burglary, ambushes highways, seduces another's wife, 
utters falsehood-no evil is done by the doer. If, with a razor
rimmed wheel, one were to make the living beings of this earth 
into one mass of flesh, into one heap of flesh, because of this there 
would be no evil and no outcome of evil. If one where to go along 
the south bank of the Ganges [209] killing and slaughtering, 
mutilating and making others mutilate, torturing and making 
others inflict torture, because of this there would be no evil and 
no outcome of evil. If one where to go along the north bank of the 
Ganges giving gifts and making others give gifts, making offer
ings and making others make offerings, because of this there 
would be no merit and no outcome of merit. By giving, by tam
ing oneself, by self-control, by speaking truth, there is no merit 
and no outcome of meritT' 
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"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"When there is form, bhikkhus, when there is feeling . . .  per

ception . . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness, by clinging to 
consciousness, by adhering to consciousness, such a view as this 
arises: 'When one acts or makes others act . . .  there is no merit 
and no outcome of merit.' . . .  

"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple has abandoned perplexity 
in these six cases . . .  he is then called a noble disciple who is a 
stream-enterer . .  ' with enlightenment as his destination." [210] 

7 (7) Cause 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does such a view as this arise:256 'There is 
no cause or condition for the defilement of beings; beings are 
defiled without cause or condition. There is no cause or condition 
for the purification of beings; beings are purified without cause 
or condition. [There is no action by self, no action by others, no 
manly action.] There is no power, no energy, no manly strength, 
no manly endurance. All beings, all living beings, all creatures, 
all souls are without mastery, power, and energy; moulded by 
destiny, circumstance, and nature, they experience pleasure and 
pain in the six classes'?

,
,257 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"When there is form, bhikkhus, when there is feeling . . .  per

ception . , .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness, by clinging to 
consciousness, by adhering to consciousness, such a view as this 
arises: 'There is no cause or condition for the defilement of beings 
. , .  they experience pleasure and pain in the six classes: . . .  

"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple has abandoned perplexity 
in these six cases . . .  [21 1 ]  ' "  he is then called a noble disciple who 
is a stream-enterer . . .  with enlightenment as his destination." 

8 (8) The Great View 

At Savattru. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does such a view as this arise:258 'There are 
these seven bodies that are unmade, not brought forth, uncreat
ed, without a creator, barren, steady as mountain peaks, steady 
as pillars. They do not move or change or obstruct each other. 
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None is able to cause pleasure or pain or pleasure-and-pain to 
others. What are the seven? They are: the earth-body, the water
body, the fire-body, the air-body, pleasure, pain, and the soul as 
the seventh. These seven bodies are unmade . . . . [Herein, there is 
no killer, no slaughterer, no hearer, no speaker, no knower, no 
intimater.]259 Even one who cuts off another's head with a sharp 
sword does not deprive anyone of life; the sword merely passes 
through the space between the seven bodies. There are fourteen 
hundred thousand principal modes of generation,260 and six 
thousand, and six hundred; there are five hundred kinds of 
kamma, and five kinds of kamma, and three kinds of kamma, 
and full kamma, and half-kamma; there are sixty-two pathways, 
sixty-two sub-aeons, six classes, eight stages in the life of man, 
forty-nine hundred kinds of Ajivakas,261 forty-nine hundred 
kinds of wanderers, forty-nine hundred abodes of nagas, twenty 
hundred faculties, thirty hundred hells, thirty-six realms of dust, 
seven spheres of percipient beings, seven spheres of nonpercipi
ent beings, seven spheres of knotless ones, seven [212J kinds of 
devas, seven kinds of human beings, seven kinds of demons, 
seven great lakes, seven kinds of knots, seven hundred [other] 
kinds of knots, seven precipices, seven hundred [other] 
precipices, seven kinds of dreams, seven hundred [other] kinds 
of dreams, eighty-four hundred thousand great aeons through 
which the foolish and the wise roam and wander, after which 
they will alike make an end to suffering. There is none of this: 
"By this virtue or vow or austerity or holy life I will make 
unripened kamma ripen or eradicate ripened kamma by repeat
edly experiencing it" -not so! Pleasure and pain are meted out; 
s�sara' s limits are fixed; there is no shortening it or extending 
it, no advancing forward or falling back. Just as, when a ball of 
string is thrown, it runs away unwinding, so too the foolish and 
the wise, by unwinding, flee from pleasure and pain'?"262 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"When there is form, bhikkhus, when there is feeling . . .  per

ception . . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness, by clinging to 
consciousness, by adhering to consciousness, such a view as this 
arises: 'There are these seven bodies that are unmade . . .  the fool
ish and the wise, by unwinding, flee from pleasure and pain.' . . .  
[213] . . .  

"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple has abandoned perplexity 
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in these six cases . . .  he is then called a noble disciple who is a 
stream-enterer . . .  with enlightenment as his destination." 

9 (9) The World Is Eternal 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does such a view as this arise: 'The world is 
eternal'?"263 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"When there is form, bhikkhus, when there is feeling . . .  per

ception . . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness, by clinging to 
consciousness, by adhering to consciousness, such a view as this 
arises: 'The world is eternal.' . . .  [214] . . .  

"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple has abandoned perplexity 
in these six cases . . .  he is then called a noble disciple who is a 

stream-enterer . . .  with enlightenment as his destination." 

10 (10) The World Is Not Eternal 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does such a view as this arise: 'The world is 
not eternal'?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple . . .  with enlightenment as 

his destination." 

11 (11) The World is Finite 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does such a view as this arise: 'The world is 
finite'?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple . . .  with enlightenment as 

his destination." [215] 

12 (12) The World Is Infinite 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does such a view as this arise: 'The world is 
infinite'?" 
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"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple . . .  with enlightenment as 

his destination." 

13 (13) Soul and Body Are the Same 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does such a view as this arise: 'The soul and 
the body are the same'?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple . . .  with enlightenment as 

his destination." 

14 (14) Soul and Body Are Different 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does such a view as this arise: 'The soul is 
one thing, the body another'?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . . " 
"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple . . .  with enlightenment as 

his destination." 

15 (15) The Tathagata Exists 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does such a view as this arise: 'The 
Tathagata exists after death'?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . . " 
"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple . . .  with enlightenment as 

his destination." 

16 (16) The Tathagata Does Not Exist 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does such a view as this arise: 'The 
Tathagata does not exist after death'?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . . " 
"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple . . .  with enlightenment as 

his destination." 
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17 (17) The Tathagata Both Exists and [{oes Not Exist 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, [216] by clinging to 
what, by adhering to what, does such a view as this arise: 'The 
Tathagata both exists and does not exist after death'?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple . . .  with enlightenment as 

his destination." 

18 (18) The Tathagata Neither Exists Nor Does Not Exist 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, by 
adhering to what, does such a view as this arise: 'The Tathagata 
neither exists nor does not exist after death'?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . . " 
"When there is form, bhikkhus, by clinging to form, by adher

ing to form, s�ch a view as this arises: 'The Tathagata neither 
exists nor does not exist after death.' When there is feeling . . .  per
ception . . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness, by clinging to 
consciousness, by adhering to consciousness, such a view as this 
arises: 'The Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist after death.' 

"What do you think, bhikkhus, is form . . .  consciousness per
manent or impermanent?" 

"Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  
"But without clinging to what is impermanent, suffering, and 

subject to change, could such a view as that arise?" 
"No, venerable sir." 
"That which is seen, heard, sensed, cognized, attained, sought 

after, and ranged over by the mind: is that permanent or imper
manent?" 

"Impermanent, venerable sir." 
"Is what is impermanent suffering or happiness?" 
"Suffering, venerable sir." 
"But without clinging to what is impermanent, suffering, and 

subject to change, could such a view as that arise?" 
"No, venerable sir." 
"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple has abandoned perplexity 

in these six cases, and when, further, he has abandoned perplexity 
about suffering, the origin of suffering, the cessation of suffering, 
and the way leading to the cessation of suffering, he is then called 
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a noble disciple who is a stream-enterer, no longer bound to the 
nether world, fixed in destiny, with enlightenment as his desti
nation." [217] 

II. THE SECOND TRIp264 

19 (1) Winds 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does such a view as this arise: 'The winds 
do not blow, the rivers do not flow, pregnant women do not give 
birth, the moon and sun do not rise and set but stand as steady 
as a pillar'?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"When there is form, bhikkhus, by clinging to form, by adher

ing to form, such a view as this arises: 'The winds do not blow . . .  
but stand as steady as a pillar.' When there is feeling . . .  percep
tion . . .  volitional formations ' "  consciousness, by clinging to 
consciousness, by adhering to consciousness, such a view as this 
arises: 'The winds do not blow . . .  but stand as steady as a pillar.' 

"What do you think, bhikkhus, is form . . .  [218] .. , conscious
ness permanent or impermanent?" 

"Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  
"But without clinging to what is impermanent, suffering, and 

subject to change, could such a view as that arise?" 
"No, venerable sir." 
"Thus, bhikkhus, when there is suffering, it is by clinging to 

suffering, by adhering to suffering/6s that such a view as this 
arises: 'The winds do not blow . . .  but stand as steady as a pillar.'" 

20 (2)-36 (18) This Is Mine, Etc. 

(These suttas repeat the views of 24:2-18, but modelled on the above 
paradigm.) 

37 (19) A Self Consisting of Form 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what is present ' "  [219] . . .  does 
such a view as this arise: 'The self consists of form and is unim
paired after death'?" . . .  266 
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38 (20) A Formless Self 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what is present . . .  does such a view 
as this arise: 'The self is formless and is unimpaired after death'?" . . .  

3 9  (21) A Self Both Consisting of Form and Formless 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what is present . . .  does such a 
view as this arise: 'The self both consists of form and is formless, 
and is unimpaired after death'?" . . .  

40 (22) A Self Neither Consisting of Form nor Formless 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what is present . . .  does such a 
view as this arise: 'The self neither consists of form nor is form
less, and is unimpaired after death'?" . . .  

4 1  (23) Exclusively Happy 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what is present . . .  does such a 
view as this arise: 'The self is exclusively happy and is unim
paired after death'?" . . .  [220] 

42 (24) Exclusively Miserable 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what is present . . .  does such a 
view as this arise: 'The self is exclusively miserable and is unim
paired after death'?" . . .  

43 (25) Both Happy and Miserable 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what is present . . .  does such a 
view as this arise: 'The self is both happy and miserable and is 
unimpaired after death'?" . . .  

4 4  (26) Neither Happy nor Miserable 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what is present . . .  does such a 
view as this arise: 'The self is neither happy nor miserable and is 
unimpaired after death'?" . . .  
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III. THE THIRD TRIP 

45 (1) Winds 

[221] At Savattht "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to 
what, by adhering to what, does such a view as this arise: 'The 
winds do not blow, the rivers do not flow, pregnant women do 
not give birth, the moon and sun do not rise and set but stand as 
steady as a pillar'?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . . " 
"When there is form, bhikkhus, by clinging to form, by adher

ing to form, such a view as this arises: 'The winds do not blow . . .  
but stand as steady as a pillar.' When there is feeling . . .  percep
tion . . .  volitional formations ' "  consciousness, by clinging to 
consciousness, by adhering to consciousness, such a view as this 
arises: 'The winds do not blow . . .  but stand as steady as a pillar.' 

"What do you think, bhikkhus, is form . . .  consciousness per
manent or impermanent?" 

"Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  
"But without clinging to what is impermanent, suffering, and 

subject to change, could such a view as that arise?" 
"No, venerable sir." 
"Thus, bhikkhus, whatever is impermanent is suffering. When 

that is present, it is by clinging to that, that such a view as this 
arises:267 'The winds do not blow . . .  but stand as steady as a pillar.'" 

46 (2)-70 (26) This Is Mine, Etc. 

(These suttas repeat the views of The Second Trip, but are modelled on 
the above paradigm.) [222] 

IV. THE FOURTH TRIP 

71 (1) Winds 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, 
by adhering to what, does sl!ch a view as this arise: 'The winds 
do not blow, the rivers do not [223] flow, pregnant women do not 
give birth, the moon and sun do not rise and set but stand as 
steady as a pillar'?" 
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"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . . " 
"When there is form, bhikkhus, by "clinging to form, by adher

ing to form, such a view as this arises: 'The winds do not blow . . .  
but stand as steady as a pillar.' When there is feeling . . .  percep
tion . . .  volition�l formations .. , consciousness, by clinging to 
consciousness, by adhering to consciousness, such a view as this 
arises: 'The winds do not blow . . .  but stand as steady as a pillar.' 

"What do you think, bhikkhus, is form . . .  feeling . . .  perception 
. . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness permanent or imper
manent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." - "Is what is imper
manent suffering or happiness?" - "Suffering, venerable sir." -
"Is what is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change fit to 
be regarded thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is my self'?" - "No, 
venerable sir." 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, any kind of form whatsoever . . .  Any 
kind of feeling whatsoever . . .  Any kind of perception whatso
ever . . .  Any kind of volitional formations whatsoever . . .  Any 
kind of consciousness whatsoever, whether past, future, or pres
ent, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or superior, far 
or near-all consciousness should be seen as it really is with cor
rect wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my 
self: 

"Seeing thus, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple experi
ences revulsion towards form, revulsion towards feeling, revulsion 
towards perception, revulsion towards volitional formations, 
revulsion towards consciousness. Experiencing revulsion, he be
comes dispassionate. Through dispassion [his mind] is liberated. 
When it is liberated there comes the knowledge: 'It's liberated.' 
He understands: 'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, 
what had to be done has been done, there is no more for this state 
of being.'" 

72 (2)-96 (26) This Is Mine, Etc. 

(These suttas repeat the views of The Second Trip, but are modelled on 
the above paradigm.) [224] 



[225] Chapter IV 

25 Okkantisarrzyutta 

Connected Discourses on Entering 

1 The Eye 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, the eye is impermanent, changing, 
becoming otherwise. The ear . . .  The nose . . .  The tongue . . .  The 
body . . .  The mind is impermanent, changing, becoming other
wise. One who places faith in these teachings and resolves on 
them thus is called a faith-follower, one who has entered the 
fixed course of rightness, entered the plane of superior persons, 
transcended the plane of the worldlings. He is incapable of doing 
any deed by reason of which he might be reborn in hell, in the 
animal realm, or in the domain of ghosts; he is incapable of pass
ing away without having realized the fruit of stream-entry.268 

"One for whom these teachings are accepted thus after being 
pondered to a sufficient degree with wisdom is called a 
Dhamma-follower,269 one who has entered the fixed course of 
rightness, entered the plane of superior persons, transcended the 
plane of the worldlings. He is incapable of doing any deed by 
reason of which he might be reborn in hell, in the animal realm, 
or in the domain of ghosts; he is incapable of passing away with
out having realized the fruit of stream-entry. 

"One who knows and sees these teachings thus is called a 
stream-enterer, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in 
destiny, with enlightenment as his destination. "27o 

2 Forms 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, forms are impermanent, changing, 
becoming otherwise. Sounds . . .  OdQurs . . .  Tastes . . .  Tactile 
objects . . .  Mental phenomena are impermanent, changing, 
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becoming otherwise. [226] One who places faith in these teach
ings and resolves on them thus is called a faith-follower, one who 
has entered the fixed course of rightness . . .  ; he is incapable of 
passing away without having realized the fruit of stream-entry. 

"One for whom these teachings are accepted thus after being 
pondeted to a sufficient degree with wisdom is called a 
Dhamma-follower, one who has entered the fixed course of 
rightness . . .  ; he is incapable of passing away without having real
ized the fruit of stream-entry. 

"One who knows and sees these teachings thus is called a 
stream-enterer, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in 
destiny, with enlightenment as his destination." 

3 Consciousness 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, eye-consciousness is impermanent, 
changing, becoming otherwise. Ear-consciousness . . .  Nose
consciousnes.s . . .  Tongue-consciousness . . .  Body-consciousness 
. . .  Mind-consciousness is impermanent, changing, becoming 
otherwise. One who . . .  with enlightenment as his destination." 

4 Contact 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, eye-contact is impermanent, changing 
becoming otherwise. Ear-contact . . .  Nose-contact . . .  Tongue
contact . . .  Body-contact . . .  Mind-contact is impermanent, chang
ing, becoming otherwise. One who . . .  with enlightenment as hi5-
destination. " 

5 Feeling 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, feeling born of eye-contact is imperma
nent, changing, becoming otherwise. Feeling born of ear-contacf 
. . .  Feeling born of nose-contact . . .  Feeling born of tongue-contact 
. . .  Feeling born of body-contact . . .  Feeling born of mind-contact 
is impermanent, changing, becoming otherwise. One who . . .  
with enlightenment as his destinatiol1." [227] 
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6 Perception 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, perception of forms is impermanent, 
changing, becoming otherwise. Perception of sounds . . .  
Perception of odours . . .  Perception of tastes . . .  Perception of tac
tile objects . . .  Perception of mental phenomena is impermanent, 
changing, becoming otherwise. One who . . .  with enlightenment 
as his destination." 

7 Volition 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, volition regarding forms is imperma
nent, changing, becoming otherwise. Volition regarding sounds 
. . .  Volition regarding odours . . .  Volition regarding tastes . . .  
Volition regarding tactile objects . . .  Volition regarding mental 
phenomena is impermanent, changing, becoming otherwise. One 
who . . .  with enlightenment as his destination." 

8 Craving 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, craving for forms is impermanent, 
changing, becoming otherwise. Craving for sounds . . .  Craving 
for odours . . .  Craving for tastes . . .  Craving for tactile objects . . .  
Craving for mental phenomena is impermanent, changing, 
becoming otherwise. One who . . .  with enlightenment as his des
tination." 

9 Elements 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, the earth element is impermanent, 
changing, becoming otherwise. The water element . . .  The heat 
element . . .  The air element . . .  The space element . . .  The con-
sciousness element is impermanent, changing, becoming other
wise.271 One who . . .  with enlightenment as his destination." 

10 Aggregates 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, form is impermanent, changing, becom
ing otherwise. Feeling . . .  Perception . . .  Volitional formations . . .  
Consciousness is impermanent, changing, becoming otherwise. 
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One who places faith in these teachings and resolves on them 
thus is called a faith-follower, one who has entered the fixed 
course of rightness, [228] entered the plane of superior persons, 
transcended the plane of the worldlings. He is incapable of doing 
any deed by reason of which he might be reborn in hell, in the 
animal realm, or in the domain of ghosts; he is incapable of pass
ing away without having realized the fruit of stream-entry. 

"One for whom these teachings are accepted thus after being 
pondered to a sufficient degree with wisdom is called a 
Dhamma-follower, one who has entered the fixed course of 
rightness, entered the plane of superior persons, transcended the 
plane of the worldlings. He is incapable of doing any deed by 
reason of which he might be reborn in hell, in the animal realm, 
or in the domain of ghosts; he is incapable of passing away with
out having realized the fruit of stream-entry. 

"One who knows and sees these teachings thus is called a 
stream-enterer, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in 
destiny, with enlightenment as his destination." 



Chapter V 

26 Uppiidasarttyutta 

Connected Discourses on Arising 

1 The Eye 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, the arising, continuation, production, 
and manifestation of the eye is the arising of suffering, the con
tinuation of disease, the manifestation of aging-and-death.272 The 
arising, <;:ontinuation, production, and manifestation of the ear . . .  
of the nose . . .  o f  the tongue . . .  of the body . . .  o f  the mind [229] is 

the arising of suffering, the continuation of disease, the manifes
tation of aging-and-death. 

"The cessation, subsiding, and passing away of the eye . . .  the 
mind is the cessation of suffering, the subsiding of disease, the 
passing away of aging-and-death." 

2 Forms 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, the arising, continuation, production, 
and manifestation of forms . . .  of sounds . . .  of odours . . .  of tastes 
. .  , of tactile objects . . .  of mental phenomena is the arising of suf
fering, the continuation of disease, the manifestation of aging
and-death. 

"The cessation, subsiding, and passing away of forms . , .  of 
mental phenomena is the cessation of suffering, the subsiding of 
disease, the passing away of aging-and-death." 

3 Consciousness 

At Savattht "Bhikkhus, the arising, continuation, production, 
and manifestation of eye-consciousness . . .  of mind-consciousness 
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is the arising of suffering, the contiI}uation of disease, the mani
festation of aging-and-death. 

"The cessation, subsiding, and passing away of eye-conscious
ness . . .  of mind-consciousness is the cessation of suffering, the 
subsiding of disease, the passing away of aging-and-death." 
[230] 

4 Contact 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, the ansmg, continuation, production, 
and manifestation of eye-contact . . .  of mind-contact is the arising 
of suffering, the continuation of disease, the manifestation of 
aging-and-death. 

"The cessation, subsiding, and passing away of eye-contact . . .  
of mind-contact is the cessation of suffering, the subsiding of dis
ease, the passing away of aging-and-death." 

5 Feeling 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, the ansmg, continuation, production, 
and manifestation of feeling born of eye-contact . .  , of feeling 
born of mind-contact is the arising of suffering, the continuation 
of disease, the manifestation of aging-and-death. 

"The cessation, subsiding, and passing away of feeling born of 
eye-contact . . .  of feeling born of mind-contact is the cessation of 
suffering, the subsiding of disease, the passing away of aging
and-death." 

6 Perception 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, the arising, continuation, production, 
and manifestation of perception of forms . . .  of perception of 
mental phenomena is the arising of suffering, the continuation of 
disease, the manifestation of aging-and-death. 

"The cessation, subsiding, and passing away of perception of 
forms . . .  of perception of mental phenomena is the cessation of 
suffering, the subsiding of disease, the passing away of aging
and-death." 
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7 Volition 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, the arising, continuation, production, 
and manifestation of volition regarding forms . . .  of volition 
regarding mental phenomena is the arising of suffering, the con
tinuation of disease, the manifestation of aging-and-death. 

"The cessation, subsiding, and passing away of volition 
regarding forms . . .  of volition regarding mental phenomena is 
the cessation of suffering, the subsiding of disease, the passing 
away of aging-and-death." 

8 Craving 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, the ansmg, continuation, production, 
and manifestation of craving for forms . . .  of craving for mental 
phenomena is the arising of suffering, the continuation of dis
ease, the manifestation of aging-and-death. [231] 

"The cessation, subsiding, and passing away of craving for 
forms . . .  of craving for mental phenomena is the cessation of suf
fering, the subsiding of disease, the passing away of aging-and
death." 

9 Elements 

At SavatthL "Bhikkhus, the ansmg, continuation, production, 
and manifestation of the earth element . . .  of the water element . . .  
of the heat element . . .  of the air element . . .  of the space element 
. . .  of the consciousness element is the arising of suffering, the 
continuation of disease, the manifestation of aging-and-death. 

"The cessation, subsiding, and passing away of the earth ele
ment . . .  of the consciousness element is the cessation of suffering, 
the subsiding of disease, the passing away of aging-and-death." 

10 Aggregates 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, the arising, continuation, production, 
and manifestation of form . . .  of feeling . . .  of perception . . .  of 
volitional formations . . .  of consciousness is the arising of suffer
ing, the continuation of disease, the manifestation of aging-and
death. 
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"The cessation, subsiding, and passing away of form . . .  of con
sciousness is the cessation of suffering, the subsiding of disease, 
the passing away of aging-and-death." 



[232] Chapter VI 

27 Kilesasa1J1yutta 

Connected Discourses on Defilements 

1 The Eye 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, desire and lust for the eye is a corruption 
of the mind.273 Desire and lust for the ear . . .  for the nose . . .  for 
the tongue . . .  for the body . . .  for the mind is a corruption of the 
mind. When a bhikkhu has abandoned the mental corruption in 
these six cases, his mind inclines to renunciation. A mind forti
fied by renunciation becomes wieldy in regard to those things 
that are to be realized by direct knowledge."274 

2 Forms 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, desire and lust for forms is a corruption 
of the mind. Desire and lust for sounds . . .  for odours . . .  for tastes 
. , .  for tactile objects . . .  for mental phenomena is a corruption of 
the mind. When a bhikkhu has abandoned the mental corruption 
in these six cases, his mind inclines to renunciation. A mind for
tified by renunciation becomes wieldy in regard to those things 
that are to be realized by direct knowledge." 

3 Consciousness 

"Bhikkhus, desire and lust for eye-consciousness . . .  for mind
consciousness is a corruption of the mind. When a bhikkhu has 
abandoned the mental corruption in these six cases . . .  [233] . .  , 
[his mind] becomes wieldy in regard to those things that are to 
be realized by direct knowledge." 
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4 Contact 

UBhikkhus, desire and lust for eye-contact . . .  for mind-contact is 
a corruption of the mind. When a bhikkhu has abandoned the 
mental corruption in these six cases . . .  [his mind] becomes 
wieldy in regard to those things that are to be realized by direct 
knowledge." 

5 Feeling 

uBhikkhus, desire and lust for feeling born of eye-contact . . .  for 
feeling born of mind-contact is a corruption of the mind. When a 
bhikkhu has abandoned the mental corruption in these six cases 
. . .  [his mind] becomes wieldy in regard to those things that are 
to be realized by direct knowledge." 

6 Perception 

uBhikkhus, desire and lust for perception of forms . . .  for percep
tion of mental phenomena is a corruption of the mind. When a 
bhikkhu has abandoned the mental corruption in these six cases 
. . .  [his mind] becomes wieldy in regard to those things that are 
to be realized by direct knowledge." 

7 Volition 

uBhikkhus, desire and lust for volition regarding forms . . .  [234] 
. . .  for volition regarding mental phenomena is a corruption of 
the mind. When a bhikkhu has abandoned the mental corruption 
in these six cases . . .  [his mind] becomes wieldy in regard to those 

things that are to be realized by direct knowledge." 

8 Craving 

"Bhikkhus, desire and lust for craving for forms . . .  for craving 
for mental phenomena is a corruption of the mind. When a 
bhikkhu has abandoned the mental corruption in these six cases 
. . .  [his mind] becomes wieldy in regard to those things that are 
to be realized by direct knowledge." 
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9 Elements 

"Bhikkhus, desire and lust for the earth element . . .  for the water 
element . . .  for the heat element . . .  for the air element . . .  for the 
space element . . .  for the consciousness element is a co

"
rruption of 

the mind. When a bhikkhu has abandoned the mental corruption 
in these six cases . . .  [his mind] becomes wieldy in regard to those 
things that are to be realized by direct knowledge." 

10 Aggregates 

"Bhikkhus, desire and lust for form . . .  for feeling . . .  for perception 
. . .  for volitional formations . . .  for consciousness is a corruption 
of the mind. When a bhikkhu has abandoned the mental corrup
tion in these five cases, his mind inclines to renunciation. A mind 
fortified by renunciation becomes wieldy in regard to those 
things that are to be realized by direct knowledge." 



[235] Chapter VII 

28 Sariputtasarrzyutta 

Connected Discourses with Sariputta 

1 Born of Seclusion 

On one occasion the Venerable Sariputta was dwelling at 
Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapil).9ika's Park. 

Then, in the morning, the Venerable Sariputta dressed and, 
taking bowl and robe, entered Savatthi for alms. Then, when he 
had walked for alms in Savatthi and had returned from the alms 
round, after his meal he went to the Blind Men's Grove for the 
day's abiding. Having plunged into the Blind Men's Grove, he 
sat down at the foot of a tree for the day's abiding. 

Then, in the evening, the Venerable Sariputta emerged from 
seclusion and went to Jeta's Grove, Anathapir:t9ika's Park. The 
Venerable .Ananda saw the Venerable Sariputta coming in the 
distance and said to him: "Friend Sariputta, your faculties are 
serene, your facial complexion is pure and bright. In what 
dwelling has the Venerable sariputta spent the day?"27S 

"Here, friend, secluded from sensual pleasures, secluded from 
unwholesome states, I entered and dwelt in the first jhana, which 
is accompanied by thought and examination, with rapture and 
happiness born of seclusion. Yet, friend, it did not occur to me, 'I 
am attaining the first jhana,' or 'I have attained the first jhana,' or 
'I have emerged from the first jhana.'" [236] 

"It must be because I-making, mine-making, and the underly
ing tendency to conceit have been thoroughly uprooted in the 
Venerable Sariputta for a long time that such thoughts did not 
occur to him."276 
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2 Without Thought 

At Savatthi . . . . (as above) . . . The Venerable Ananda saw the 
Venerable Sariputta coming in the distance and said to him: 
"Friend Sariputta, your faculties are serene, your complexion is 
pure and bright. In what dwelling has the Venerable Sariputta 
spent the dayr 

"Here, friend, with the subsiding of thought and examination, 
I entered and dwelt in the second jhana, which has internal con
fidence and unification of mind, is without thought and exami
nation, and has rapture and happiness born of concentration. 
Yet, friend, it did not occur to me, 'I am attaining the second 
jhana,' or 'I have attained the second jhana,' or 'I have emerged 
from the second jhana.'" 

"It must be because I-making, mine-making, and the underly
ing tendency to conceit have been thoroughly uprooted in the 
Venerable Sariputta for a long time that such th�ughts did not 
occur to him." 

3 Rapture 

At Savatthi. .  . .  The Venerable Ananda saw the Venerable Sari
putta coming in the distance . . . .  

"Here, friend, with the fading away as  well of rapture, I dwelt 
equanimous and, mindful and clearly comprehending, I experi
enced happiness with the body; I entered and dwelt in the third 
jhana of which the noble ones declare: 'He is equanimous, mind
ful, one who dwells happily.' [237] Yet, friend, it did not occur to 
me, 'I am attaining the third jhana . . . . "' (Complete as in preceding 
sutta.) 

4 Equanimity 

At Savatthi . . . . The Venerable Ananda saw the Venerable Sariput
ta coming in the distance . . . .  

"Here, friend, with the abandoning of  pleasure and pain, and 
�".'ith the previous passing away of joy and displeasure, I entered 
and dwelt in the fourth jhana, which is neither painful nor pleasant 
and includes the purification of mindfulness by equanimity. Yet, 
friend, it did not occur to me, 'I am attaining the fourth jhana . . . . "' 
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5 The Base of the Infinity of Space 

At Savattru . . . .  The Venerable Ananda saw the Venerable Sari
putta coming in the distance ... . . 

"Here, friend, with the complete transcendence of perceptions 
of forms, with the passing away of perceptions of sensory 
impingement, with nonattention to perceptions of diversity, 
aware that 'space is infinite,' I entered and dwelt in the base of 
the infinity of space. Yet, friend, it did not occur to me, 'I am 
attaining the base of the infinity of space . . . . '" 

6 The Base of the Infinity of Consciousness 

At Savattru . . . . The Venerable Ananda saw the Venerable Sari
putta coming in the distance . . . . 

"Here, friend, by completely transcending the base of the infin
ity of space, aware that 'consciousness is infinite,' I entered and 
dwelt in the base of the infinity of consciousness. Yet, friend, it 
did not occur to me, 'I am attaining the base of the infinity of con
sciousness . . . .  '" 

7 The Base of Nothingness 

At Savattru . . . .  The Venerable Ananda saw the Venerable Sari
putta coming in the distance . . . . 

"Here, friend, by completely transcending the base of the infin
ity of consciousness, aware that 'there is nothing,' I entered and 
dwelt in the base of nothingness. Yet, friend, it did not occur to 
me, 'I am attaining the base of nothingness . . . .  '" [238] 

8 The Base of Neither-Perception-Nor-Nonperception 

At Savattru . . . .  The Venerable Ananda saw the Venerable Sari
putta coming in the distance . . . .  

"Here, friend, b y  completely transcending the base of nothing
ness, I entered and dwelt in the base of neither-perception-nor
nonperception. Yet, friend, it did not occur to me, 'I am attaining 
the base of neither-perception-nor-nonperception . . . .  "' 
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9 The Attainment of Cessation 

At Savatthi . . . .  The Venerable Ananda saw the Venerable Sari
putta coming in the distance . . . .  

"Here, friend, by completely transcending the base of  neither
perception-nor-nonperception, I entered and dwelt in the cessa
tion of perception and feeling. Yet, friend, it did not occur to me, 
'I am attaining the cessation of perception and feeling,' or 'I have 
attained the cessation of perception and feeling,' or 'I have 
emerged from the cessation of perception and feeling.'" 

''It must be because I-making, mine-making, and the underly
ing tendency to conceit have been thoroughly uprooted in the 
Venerable Sariputta for a long time that such thoughts did not 
occur to him." 

10 Sucimukhi 

On one occasion the Venerable Sariputta was dwelling at Raja
gaha in the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. Then, in the 
morning, the Venerable Sariputta dressed and, taking bowl and 
robe, entered Rajagaha for alms. Then, when he had walked for 
alms on continuous alms round in Rajagaha,277 he ate that alms
food leaning against a certain wall. 

Then the female wanderer Sucimukhi approached the 
Venerable Sariputta and said to him: "Ascetic, do you eat facing 
downwards?"278 

"I don't eat facing downwards, sister." 
"Then, ascetic, do you eat facing upwards?" 
"I don't eat facing upwards, sister." [239] 
"Then, ascetic, do you eat facing the [four] quarters?"279 
"I don't eat facing the [four] quarters, sister." 
"Then, ascetic, do you eat facing the intermediate directions?" 
"I don't eat facing the intermediate directions, sister." 
"When you are asked, 'Ascetic, do you eat facing down

wards?' . . .  'Do you eat facing the intermediate directions?' you 
reply, 'I don't eat thus, sister.' How then do you eat, ascetic?" 

"Sister, those ascetics and brahmins who earn their living by 
the debased art of geomancy280-a wrong means of livelihood
these are called ascetics and brahmins who eat facing down
wards. Those ascetics and brahmins who earn their living by the 
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debased art of astrology281_a wrong means of livelihood-these 
are called ascetics and brahmins wlio eat facing upwards. Those 
ascetics and brahmins who earn their living by undertaking to go 
on errands and run messages28�a wrong means of livelihood
these are called ascetics and brahmins who eat facing the [four] 
quarters. Those ascetics and brahmins who earn their living by 
the debased art of palmistry283-a wrong means of livelihood
these are called ascetics and brahmins who eat facing the inter
mediate directions. 

"Sister, I do not earn my living by such wrong means of liveli
hood as the debased art of geomancy, or the debased art of astrol
ogy, or by undertaking to go on errands and run messages, or by 
the debased art of palmistry. I seek almsfood righteously and, 
having sought it, I eat my almsfood righteously." [240] 

Then the female wanderer Sucimukhi went from street to street 
and from square to square in Rajagaha announcing: "The ascetics 
follqwing the Sakyan son eat righteous food; they eat blameless 
food. Give alms food to the ascetics following the Sakyan son. " 



Chapter VIII 

29 Nagasa1!1yutta 

Connected Discourses on Nagas 

1 Simple Version 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these four modes of generation 
of nagas.284 What four? Nagas born from eggs, nagas born from 
the womb, nagas born from moisture, nagas of spontaneous 
birth. These are the four modes of generation of nagas./I 

2 Superior 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these four modes of generation 
of nagas . . . .  [241] 

"Therein, bhikkhus, nagas born from the womb, from mois
ture, and born spontaneously are superior to nagas born from 
eggs. Nagas born from moisture and born spontaneously are 
superior to nagas born from eggs and from the womb. Nagas 
born spontaneously are superior to nagas born from eggs, from 
the womb, and from moisture. 

"These, bhikkhus, are the four modes of generation of nagas./I 

3 The Uposatha (1) 

At Savatthi. Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One, 
paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 
"Venerable sir, what is the cause and reason why some egg-born 
nagas here observe the Uposatha and relinquish [concern for] 
their bodies?/l285 

"Here, bhikkhus, some egg-born nagas think thus: 'In the past 
we acted ambivalently in body, speech, and mind.286 Having 
done so, with the breakup of the body, after death, we were 
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reborn in the company of egg-born nagas. If today we practise 
good conduct of body, speech, and mind, then with the breakup 
of the body, after death, we shall be reborn in a happy destina
tion, in a heavenly world. Come now, let us practise good con
duct of body, speech, and mind.' 

"llis, bhikkhu, is the cause and reason why some egg-born 
nagas here observe the Uposatha and relinquish [concern for] 
their bodies." [242] 

4-6 The Uposatha (2-4) 

(The same is repeated for the other three types of nagas.) [243] 

7 He Has Heard (1) 

At Savatthi . . . .  Sitting to one side, that bhikkhu said to the Blessed 
One: "Venerable sir, what is the cause and reason why someone 
here, with the breakup of the body, after death, is reborn in the 
company of egg-born nagas?" 

"Here, bhikkhu, someone acts ambivalently in body, speech, 
and mind. He has heard: 'Egg-born nagas are long-lived, beauti
ful, and abound in happiness.' He thinks: 'Oh, with the breakup 
of the body, after death, may I be reborn in the company of egg
born nagas!' Then, with the breakup of the body, after death, he 
is reborn in the company of egg-born nagas. 

"llis, bhikkhus, is the cause and reason why someone here, 
with the breakup of the body, after death, is reborn in the com
pany of egg-born nagas." 

8-10 He Has Heard (2-4) 

(These three suttas repeat the same for the other three types of nagas.) 
[244] 

11-20 With the Support of Giving (1) 

Sitting to one side, that bhikkhu said to the Blessed One: 
"Venerable sir, what is the cause and reason why [245] someone 
here, with the breakup of the body, after death, is reborn in the 
company of egg-born nagas?" 
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"Here, bhikkhu, someone ads ambivalently in body, speech, 
and mind. He has heard: 'Egg-born nagas are long-lived, beauti
ful, and abound in happiness.' He thinks: 'Oh, with the breakup 
of the body, after death, may I be reborn in the company of egg-
born nagas!' He gives food . . . . He gives drink . . . .  He gives cloth-
ing . . . .  He gives a vehicle . . . . He gives a garland . . . .  He gives a fra-
grance . . . .  He gives an unguent . . . . He gives a bed . . . .  He gives a 
dwelling . . . .  He gives a lamp.287 Then, with the breakup of the 
body, after death, he is reborn in the company of egg-born nagas. 

"This, bhikkhus, is the cause and reason why someone here, 
with the breakup of the body, after death, is reborn in the com
pany of egg-born nagas." 

21-50 With the Support oj Giving (2-4) 

(These three decads each repeat the preceding decad jar the other three 
types ojnagas.) [246] 



Chapter IX 

30 SupaIJIJasa1J1yutta 

Connected Discourses on Supa1)1).as 

1 Simple Version 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these four modes of generation 
of supa1)I).as. What four? Supal)1).as born from eggs, supa1)I).as 
born from the womb, supa1)I).as born from moisture, supa1)I).as of 
spontaneous birth. These are the four modes of generation of 
supa1)I).as." [247] 

2 They Carry Off 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these four modes of generation 
of supa1)I).as . . . . 

"Therein, bhikkhus, egg-born sup�as carry off only nagas 
that are egg-born, not those that are womb-born, moisture-born, 
or spontaneously born.288 Womb-born supal)1).as carry off nagas 
that are egg-born and womb-born, but not those that are mois
ture-born or spontaneously born. Moisture-born supa1)I).as carry 
off nagas that are egg-born, womb-born, and moisture-born, but 
not those that are spontaneously born. Spontaneously born 
supa1)I).as carry off nagas that are egg-born, womb-born, mois
ture-born, and spontaneously born. 

"These, bhikkhus, are the four modes of generation of sup�s." 

3 Ambivalent (1) 

At Savatthi . . . .  Sitting to one side, that bhikkhu said to the Blessed 
One: "Venerable sir, what is the cause and reason why someone 
here, with the breakup of the body, after death, is reborn in the 
company of egg-born supa1)I).as?" 
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"Here, bhikkhu, someone acts ambivalently in body, speech, 
and mind. He has heard: 'Egg-born supat:U).as are long-lived, 
beautiful, and abound in happiness.' He thinks: 'Oh, with the 
breakup of the body, after death, may I be reborn in the company 
of egg-born supawas!' Then, with the breakup of the body, after 
death, he is reborn in the company of egg-born supawas. 

"This, bhikkhus, is the cause and reason why someone here, 
with the breakup of the body, after death, is reborn in the com
pany of egg-born supawas." 

4-6 Ambivalent (2-4) 

(The same is repeated for the other three types of supaJp:zas.) [248] 

7-16 With the Support of Giving (1) 

Sitting to one side, that bhikkhu said to the Blessed One: 
"Venerable sir, what is the cause and reason why someone here, 
with the breakup of the body, after death, is reborn in the com
pany of egg-born supawas?" 

"Here, bhikkhu, someone acts ambivalently in body, speech, 
and mind. He has heard: 'Egg-born supawas are long-lived, 
beautiful, and abound in happiness.' He thinks: 'Oh, with the 
breakup of the body, after death, may I be reborn in the company 
of egg-born supawas!' He gives food . . . . He gives drink . . . .  He 
gives clothing . . . .  He gives a vehicle . . . .  He gives a garland . . . .  He 
gives a fragrance . . . .  He gives an unguent. . .. He gives a bed . . . .  He 
gives a dwelling . . . .  He gives a lamp. Then, with the breakup of 
the body, after death, he is reborn in the company of egg-born 
supawas. 

"This, bhikkhus, is the cause and reason why someone here, 
with the breakup of the body, after death, is reborn in the com
pany of egg-born supawas." 

1 7-46 With the Support of Giving (2-4) 

(These three decads each repeat the preceding decad for the other three 
types of sUPaJ:zt:zas.) [249] 



Chapter X 

31 GandhabbasarJ1yutta 

Connected Discourses on Gandhabbas 

1 Simple Version 

At Savatthi. [250] "Bhikkhus, I will teach you about the devas of 
the gandhabba order. Listen to that. . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, are the devas of the gandhabba order? 
There are, bhikkhus, devas dwelling in fragrant roots,289 devas 
dw

·
elling in fragrant heartwood, devas dwelling in fragrant soft

wood, devas dwelling in fragrant bark, devas dwelling in fra
grant shoots, devas dwelling in fragrant leaves, devas dwelling 
in fragrant flowers, devas dwelling in fragrant fruits, devas 
dwelling in fragrant sap, and devas dwelling in fragrant scents. 

"These, bhikkhus, are called the devas of the gandhabba order." 

2 Good Conduct 

At Savatthi . . . .  Sitting to one side, that bhikkhu said to the Blessed 
One: "Venerable sir, what is the cause and reason why someone 
here, with the breakup of the body, after death, is reborn in the 
company of the devas of the gandhabba order?" 

"Here, bhikkhu, someone practises good conduct of body, 
speech, and mind.290 He has heard: 'The devas of the gandhabba 
order are long-lived, beautiful, and abound in happiness.' He 
thinks: 'Oh, with the breakup of the body, after death, may I be 
reborn in the company of the devas of the gandhabba order!' 
Then, with the breakup of the body, after death, he is reborn in 
the company of the devas of the gandhabba order. 

"This, bhikkhus, is the cause and reason why someone here, 
with the breakup of the body, after death, is reborn in the com
pany of the devas of the gandhabba order." 
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3 Giver (1) 

At Savatthi . . . . Sitting to one side, that bhikkhu [251] said to the 
Blessed One: "Venerable sir, what is the cause and reason why 
someone here, with the breakup of the body, after death, is 
reborn in the company of the devas who dwell in fragrant roots?" 

"Here, bhikkhu, someone practises good conduct of body, 
speech, and mind. He has heard: 'The devas who dwell in fra
grant roots are long-lived, beautiful, and abound in happiness.' 
He thinks: 'Oh, with the breakup of the body, after death, may I 
be reborn in the company of the devas who dwell in fragrant 
roots!' He becomes a giver of fragrant roots. Then, with the 
breakup of the body, after death, he is reborn in the company of 
the devas who dwell in fragrant roots. 

"This, bhikkhus, is the cause and reason why someone here, 
with the breakup of the body, after death, is reborn in the com
pany of the devas who dwell in fragrant roots." 

4-12 Giver (2-10) 

(The same paradigm is repeated for each of the other groups of gan
dhabbas-those who dwell in fragrant heartwood, etc.-as enumerated 
in §1, each the giver of the corresponding type of gift.) [252] 

13-22 With the Support of Giving (1) 

At Savatthi. . . .  Sitting to one side, that bhikkhu said to the Blessed 
One: "Venerable sir, what is the cause and reason why someone 
here, with the breakup of the body, after death, is reborn in the 
company of the devas who dwell in fragrant roots?" 

"Here, bhikkhu, someone practises good conduct of body, 
speech, and mind. He has heard: 'The devas who dwell in fra
grant roots are long-lived, beautiful, and abound in happiness.' 

"He thinks: 'Oh, with the breakup of the body, after death, may 
I be reborn in the company of the devas who dwell in fragrant 
roots!' He gives food . . . . He gives drink . . . . He gives clothing . . . .  He 
gives a vehicle . . . . He gives a garland . . . . He gives a fragrance . . . .  He 
gives an unguent . . . . He gives a bed . . . .  He gives a dwelling . . . .  He 
gives a lamp. Then, with the breakup of the body, after death, he 
is reborn in the company of the devas who dwell in fragrant roots. 
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"This, bhikkhus, is the cause and reason why someone here, 
with the breakup of the body, after death, is reborn in the com
pany of the devas who dwell in fragrant roots." [253] 

23-112 With the Support of Giving (2) 

(Repeat the paradigm of §§13-22 for each of the other types of gan
dhabbas, those who dwell in fragrant heartwood, etc.) 



[254] Chapter XI 

32 Valahakasa1J1yutta 

Connected Discourses on Cloud Devas 

1 Simple Version 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you about the devas of the 
cloud-dwelling order. Listen to that. . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, are the devas of the cloud-dwelling 
orqer?291 There are, bhikkhus, cool-cloud devas, warm-cloud 
devas, storm-cloud devas, wind-cloud devas, and rain-cloud 
devas. 

"These, bhikkhus, are called the devas of the cloud-dwelling 
order." 

2 Good Conduct 

(Identical with 31:2, but concerning rebirth in the company of the devas 
of the cloud-dwelling order.) 

3-12 With the Support of Giving (1) 

(These suttas are modelled on 31:13-22, but concerning rebirth in the 
company of the cool-cloud devas.)292 [255] 

13-52 With the Support of Giving (2) 

(These suttas repeat the paradigm in regard to rebirth among the other 
types of cloud-dwelling devas.) [256] 

53 Cool-Cloud Devas 

At Savatthi . . . . Sitting to one side, that bhikkhu said to the Blessed 
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One: "Venerable sir, what is the cause and reason why it some
times becomes cool?" 

"There are, bhikkhu, what are called cool-cloud devas. When it 
occurs to them, 'Let us revel in our own kind of delight,'293 then, 
in accordance with their wish, it becomes cool. This, bhikkhu, is 
the cause and reason why it sometimes becomes cool." 

54 Warm-Cloud Devas 

. . .  "Venerable sir, what is the cause and reason why it sometimes 
becomes warm?" 

"There are, bhikkhu, what are called warm-cloud devas. When 
it occurs to them, 'Let us revel in our own kind of delight,' then, 
in accordance with their wish, it becomes warm. This, bhikkhu, 
is the cause and reason why it sometimes becomes warm." 

55 Storm-Cloud Devas 

. . .  "Venerable sir, what is the cause and reason why it sometimes 
becomes stormy?" 

"There are, bhikkhu, what are called. storm-cloud devas. When 
it occurs to them, 'Let us revel in our own kind of delight,' then, 
in accordance with their wish, it becomes stormy. This, bhikkhu, 
is the cause and reason why it sometimes becomes stormy." 

56 Wind-Cloud Devas 

. . .  "Venerable sir, what is the cause and reason why it sometimes 
becomes windy?" 

"There are, bhikkhu, what are called wind-cloud devas. [257] 
When it occurs to them, 'Let us revel in our own kind of delight,' 
then, in accordance with their wish, it becomes windy. This, 
bhikkhu, is the cause and reason why it sometimes becomes 
windy." 

57 Rain-Cloud Devas 

. . .  "Venerable sir, what is the cause and reason why it sometimes 
rains?" 

"There are, bhikkhu, what are called rain-cloud devas. When it 
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occurs to them, 'Let us revel in our own kind of delight,' then, in 
accordance with their wish, it rains. This, bhikkhu, is the cause 
and reason why it sometimes rains." 



Chapter XII 

33 Vacchagottasa1!1yutta 

Connected Discourses with Vacchagotta 

1 Because of Not Knowing (1) 

At Savatthi. Then the wanderer Vacchagotta approached the 
Blessed One and exchanged greetings with him.294 When they 
had concluded their greetings and cordial talk, he sat down to 
one side and said to him: [258] 

"Master Gotama, what is the cause and reason why these vari
ous speculative views arise in the world: 'The world is eternal' or 
'The world is not eternal'; or 'The world is finite' or 'The world is 
infinite'; or 'The soul and the body are the same' or 'The soul is 
one thing, the body is another'; or 'The Tathagata exists after 
death,' or 'The Tathagata does not exist after death,' or 'The 
Tathagata both exists and does not exist after death,' or 'The 
Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist after death'?" 

"It is, Vaccha, because of not knowing form, its origin, its ces
sation, and the way leading to its cessation that those various 
speculative views arise in the world: 'The world is eternal' . . .  or 
'The Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist after death: This, 
Vaccha, is the cause and reason why those various speculative 
views arise in the world."295 

2 Because of Not Knowing (2) 

At Savatthi . . . .  
"It is, Vaccha, because of not knowing feeling, its origin, its ces

sation, and the way leading to its cessation that those various 
speculative views arise in the world: 'The world is eternal' . . .  or 
'The Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist after death.' This, 
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Vaccha, is the cause and reason why those various speculative 
views arise in the world." 

3 Because of Not Knowing (3) 

[259] . . .  "It is, Vaccha, because of not knowing perception, its ori
gin, its cessation, and the way leading to its cessation that those 
various speculative views arise in the world . . . . " 

4 Because of Not Knowing (4) 

. . .  "It is, Vaccha, because of not knowing volitional formations, 
their origin, their cessation, and the way leading to their cessa
tion that those various speculative views arise in the world . . . .  " 

5 Because of Not Knowing (5) 

[260] . . .  "It is, Vaccha, because of not knowing consciousness, its 
origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its cessation that 
those various speculative views arise in the world . . . .  " 

6-10 Because of Not Seeing 

. . .  "It is, Vaccha, because of not seeing form . . .  feeling . . .  per
ception . . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness, its origin, its 
cessation, and the way leading to its cessation that those various 
speculative views arise in the world . . . . "296 

11-15 Because of Not Breaking Through 

. . .  "It is, Vaccha, because of not breaking through to form . . .  feel
ing . . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness, its 
origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its cessation that 
those various speculative views arise in the world . . . .  " [261] 

1 6-20 Because of Not Comprehending 

(The same, but read "not comprehending form," etc.) 



21-25 Because of Not Penetrating 

26-30 Because of Not Discerning 

31-35 Because of Not Discriminating 

36-40 Because of Not Differentiating 

41-45 Because of Not Examining 

[262] 
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46-50 Because of Not Closely Examining 

51-55 Because of Not Directly Cognizing 

. . .  "It is, Vaccha, because of not directly cognizing form . . .  feel
ing . . .  perception . . .  volitional formations . . .  consciousness, its 
origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its cessation that 
those various speculative views arise in the world: [263] 'The 
world is eternal' . . .  or 'The Tathagata neither exists nor does not 
exist after death.' This, Vaccha, is the cause and reason why those 
various speculative views arise in the world: 'The world is eter
nal' or 'The world is not eternal'; or 'The world is finite' or 'The 
world is infinite'; or 'The soul and the body are the same' or 'The 
soul is one thing, the body is another'; or 'The Tathagata exists 
after death,' or 'The Tathagata does not exist after death,' or 'The 
Tathagata both exists and does not exist after death,' or 'The 
Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist after death.'" 



Chapter XIII 

34 Jhanasarrzyutta297 

Connected Discourses on Meditation 

1 Attainment in relation to Concentration 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these four kinds of meditators. 
What four? [264] 

"Here, bhikkhus, a meditator is skilled in concentration 
regarding concentration but not skilled in attainment regarding 
concentration.298 . 

"Here a meditator is skilled in attainment regarding concen
tration but not skilled in concentration regarding concentration. 

"Here a meditator is skilled neither in concentration regarding 
concentration nor in attainment regarding concentration. 

"Here a meditator is skilled both in concentration regarding 
concentration and in attainment regarding concentration. 

"Therein, bhikkhus, the meditator who is skilled both in con
centration regarding concentration and in attainment regarding 
concentration is the chief, the best, the foremost, the highest, the 
most excellent of these four kinds of meditators. 

"Just as, bhikkhus, from a cow comes milk, from milk comes 
cream, from cream comes butter, from butter comes ghee, and 
from ghee comes cream-of-ghee,299 which is reckoned the best of 
all these, so too the meditator who is skilled both in concentra
tion regarding concentration and in attainment regarding con
centration is the chief, the best, the foremost, the highest, the 
most excellent of these four kinds of meditators." 

2 Maintenance in relation to Concentration 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these four kinds of meditators. 
What four? 
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"Here, bhikkhus, a meditator is skilled in concentration 
regarding concentration but not" skilled in maintenance regard
ing concentration.300 

"Here a meditator is skilled in maintenance regarding concen
tration but not skilled in concentration regarding concentration. 

"Here a meditator is skilled neither in concentration nor in 
maintenance regarding concentration. 

"Here a meditator is skilled both in concentration and in main
tenance regarding concentration. 

"Therein, bhikkhus, the meditator who is skilled both in con
centration and in maintenance regarding concentration [265] is 
the chief, the best, the foremost, the supreme, the most excellent 
of these four kinds of meditators. 

"Just as, bhikkhus, from a cow comes milk . . .  and from ghee 
comes cream-of-ghee, which is reckoned the best of all these, so 
too the meditator who is skilled both in concentration and in 
maintenance regarding concentration ' "  is the most excellent of 
these four kinds of meditators." 

3 Emergence in relation to Concentration 

(The same, but for "skilled in maintenance" read "skilled in emer
gence. ")301 

4 Pliancy in relation to Concentration 

(The same, but read "skilled in pliancy. ")302 [266] 

5 The Object in relation to Concentration 

(The same, but read "skilled in the object. ")303 

6 The Range in relation to Concentration 

(The same, but read "skilled in the range. ")304 [267] 

7 Resolution in relation to Concentration 

(The same, but read "skilled in resolution. ")305 
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8 Thoroughness in relation to Concentration 

(The same, but read " a thorough worker regarding concentration. ")306 [268] 

9 Persistence in relation to Concentration 

(The same, but read " a persistent worker regarding concentration. ")307 

10 Suitability in relation to Concentration 

(The same, but read "one who does what is suitable regarding concen
tration. ")308 [269] 

11 Maintenance in relation to Attainment 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these four kinds of meditators. 
What four? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a meditator is skilled in attainment regarding 
concentration but not skilled in maintenance regarding concen
tration. 

"Here a meditator is skilled in maintenance regarding concen
tration but not skilled in attainment regarding concentration. 

"Here a meditator is skilled neither in attainment nor in main
tenance regarding concentration. 

"Here a meditator is skilled both in attainment and in mainte
nance regarding concentration. 

"Therein, bhikkhus, the meditator who is skilled both in attain
ment and in maintenance regarding concentration is the chief, 
the best, the foremost, the highest, the most excellent of these 
four kinds of meditators. 

"Just as, bhikkhus, from a cow comes milk . . .  and from ghee 
comes cream-of-ghee, which is reckoned the best of all these, so 
too the meditator who is skilled both in attainment and in main
tenance regarding concentration . . .  is the most excellent of these 
four kinds of meditators." 

12 Emergence in relation to Attainment 

(The same, but for "skilled in maintenance regarding concentration" 
read "skilled in emergence regarding concentration. ") [270] 



13 Pliancy in relation to Attainment 

(The same, but read "skilled in pliancy. ") 

14 The Object in relation to Attainment 

(The same, but read "skilled in the object. ") 

15 The Range in relation to Attainment 
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(The same, but read "skilled in the range. ") [271] 

16 Resolution in relation to Attainment 

(The same, but read "skilled in resolution. ") 

17 Thoroughness in relation to Attainment 

(The same, but read "a thorough worker regarding concentration.") 

18 Persistence in relation to Attainment 

(The same, but read "a persistent worker regarding concentration.") 

19 Suitability in relation to Attainment 

(The same, but read "one who does what is suitable regarding concen
tration. ") [272] 

20 Emergence in relation to Maintenance 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these four kinds of meditators. 
What four? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a meditator is skilled in maintenance regard
ing concentration but not skilled in emergence regarding con
centration. 

"Here a meditator is skilled in emergence regarding concen
tration but not skilled in maintenance regarding concentration. 

"Here a meditator is skilled neither in maintenance nor in 
emergence regarding concentration. 
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"Here a meditator is skilled both in maintenance and in emer
gence regarding concentration. 

"Therein, bhikkhus, the meditator who is skilled both in 
maintenance and in emergence regarding concentration is the 
chief . . .  the most excellent of these four kinds of meditators." 
[273] 

21-27 Pliancy in relation to Maintenance, Etc. 

(These seven suttas are modelled on the preceding one, but " emergence" 
is replaced by the seven terms from "pliancy" through "one who does 
what is suitable, " as in §§13-19.) 

28 Pliancy in relation to Emergence 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these four kinds of meditators. 
What four? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a meditator is skilled in emergence but not in 
pliancy . . .  [274] . . .  skilled in pliancy but not in emergence . . .  
skilled neither in emergence nor in pliancy . . .  skilled both in 
emergence and in pliancy regarding concentration. 

"Therein, bhikkhus, the meditator who is skilled both in emer
gence and in pliancy regarding concentration is the chief . . .  the 
most excellent of these four kinds of meditators." 

29-34 The Object in relation to Emergence, Etc. 

(These six suttas are modelled on the preceding one, but "pliancy" is 
replaced by the six terms from "the object" through "one who does what 
is suitable. ") [275] 

35 The Object in relation to Pliancy 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these four kinds of meditators. 
What four? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a meditator is skilled in pliancy but not in the 
object . . .  skilled in the object but not in pliancy . . .  skilled neither 
in pliancy nor in the object . . .  skilled both in pliancy and in the 
object regarding concentration. 

"Therein, bhikkhus, the meditator who is skilled both in pliancy 
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and in the object regarding concentration is the chief . . .  the most 
excellent of these four kinds of meditators." 

36-40 The Range in relation to Pliancy, Etc. 

(These five suttas are modelled on the preceding one, but "the object" is 
replaced by the five terms from "the range" through "one who does 
what is suitable. ") 

41 The Range in relation to the Object 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these four kinds of meditators. 
What four? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a meditator is skilled in the object but not in 
the range . . .  skilled in the range but not in the object . . .  skilled 
neither in the object nor in the range . . .  skilled both in the object 
and in the range regarding concentration. 

"Therein, bhikkhus, the meditator who is skilled both in the 
object and in the range regarding concentration is the chief . . .  the 
most excellent of these four kinds of meditators." [276] 

42-45 Resolution in relation to the Object, J?tc. 

(These four suttas are modelled on the preceding one, but "the range" is 
replaced by the four terms from "resolution" through "one who does 
what is suitable. ") 

46 Resolution in relation to the Range 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these four kinds of meditators. 
What four? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a meditator is skilled in the range but not in 
resolution . . .  skilled in resolution but not in the range . . .  skilled 
neither in the range nor in resolution . . .  skilled both in the range 
and in resolution regarding concentration. 

"Therein, bhikkhus, the meditator who is skilled both in the 
range and in resolution regarding concentration is the chief . . .  
the most excellent of these four kinds of meditators." 
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47-49 Thoroughness in relation to the Range, Etc. 

(These three suttas are modelled on the preceding one, but "resolution" 
is replaced by the three terms: "a thorough worker, " "a persistent 
worker," and " one who does what is suitable. ") 

50 Thoroughness in relation to Resolution 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these four kinds of meditators. 
What four? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a meditator is skilled in resolution [277] but 
not a thorough worker . . .  a thorough worker but not skilled in 
resolution . . .  neither skilled in resolution nor a thorough worker 
. . .  both skilled in resolution and a thorough worker regarding 
concentration. 

"Therein, bhikkhus, the meditator who is both skilled in reso
lution and a thorough worker regarding concentration is the 
chief . . .  the most excellent of these four kinds of meditators." 

51-52 Thoroughness in relation to the Range, Etc. 

(These two suttas are modelled on the preceding one, but "a thorough 
worker" is replaced by the two terms: "a persistent worker" and 1/ one 
who does what is suitable. ") 

53 Persistence in relation to Thoroughness 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these four kinds of meditators. 
What four? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a meditator is a thorough worker but not a 
persistent worker . . .  a persistent worker but not a thorough 
worker . . .  neither a thorough worker nor a persistent worker . . .  
both a thorough worker and a persistent worker regarding con
centration. 

"Therein, bhikkhus, the meditator who is both a thorough 
worker and a persistent worker regarding concentration is the 
chief . . .  the most excellent of these four kinds of meditators." 
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54 Suitability in relation to Thoroughness 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these fogr kinds of meditators. 
What four? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a Il}editator is a thorough worker but not one 
who does what is suitable regarding concentration . . . . " 

55 Suitability in relation to Persistence 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these four kinds of meditators. 
What four? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a meditator is a persistent worker but not one 
who does what is suitable . . .  one who does what is suitable but 
not a persistent worker . . .  neither a persistent worker nor one 
who does what is suitable . . . [278] both a persistent worker and 
one who does what is suitable regarding concentration. 

"Therein, bhikkhus, the meditator who is both a persistent 
worker and one who does what is suitable regarding concentra
tion is the chief, the best, the foremost, the highest, the most 
excellent of these four kinds of meditators. 

"J ust as, bhikkhus, from a cow comes milk, from milk comes 
cream, from cream comes butter, from butter comes ghee, and 
from ghee comes cream-of-ghee, which i� reckoned the best of all 
these, so too the meditator who is both a persistent worker and 
one who does what is suitable regarding concentration is the 
chief, the best, the foremost, the highest, the most excellent of 
these four kinds of meditators." 

The Book of the Aggregates is finished. 



Notes 

22. KhandhasalJ'lyutta 

1 The name means "Nakula's father." His wife is called 
Nakulamata, "Nakula's mother," though the texts never 
disclose the identity of Nakula. The Buddha pronounced 
him and his wife the most trusEng (etadaggalJ'l vissasa
kiinalJ'l) of his lay disciples (AN I 26). According to Spk, 
they had been the Blessed One's parents in five hundred 
past lives and his close relations in many more past lives. 
For additional references see DPPN 2:3 and Hecker, 
"Shorter Lives of the Disciples," in Nyanaponika and 
Hecker, Great Disciples of the Buddha, pp. 375-78. 

2 All three eds. of SN, and both eds. of Spk, read anicca
dassavl, "not always a seer," but the SS reading adhicca
dassiivl, "a chance seer," may be more original; CPD also 
prefers the latter. Spk: "Because of my affliction I am 
unable to come whenever I want; I get to see (him) only 
sometimes, not constantly." 

Manobhavaniyii, used in apposition to bhikkhu, has often 
been misinterpreted by translators to mean "with devel
oped mind." However, the expression is a gerundive 
meaning literally "who should be brought to mind," i.e., 
who are worthy of esteem. Spk: "Those great elders such as 
Sariputta and Moggallana are called 'worthy of esteem' 
('to be brought to mind') because the mind (citta) grows in 
wholesome qualities whenever they are seen." 

3 Be and Se read the second descriptive term as a1}c;labhuto, lit. 
"egg-become," and Spk endorses this with its explanation: 

1043 
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"A1Jt!abhilto: become weak (dubbala) like an egg. For just as 
one cannot play with an egg by throwing it around or hit
ting it-since it breaks apart at once-so this body has 
'become like an egg' because it breaks apart even if one 
stumbles on a thorn or a stump." Despite the texts and Spk, 
Ee addhabhilto may be preferable; see 35:29 and IV, n. 14. 

4 On the commentarial etymology of puthujjana, see II, 
n. 153. Spk gives a long analysis of this passage; for a trans
lation of the parallel at Ps I 20-25, see Bodhi, Discourse on 
the Root of Existence, pp. 33-38. The commentaries distin
guish between the "uninstructed worldling" (assutava 
puthujjana) and the "good worldling" (kalya1!-a puthujjana). 
While both are worldlings in the technical sense that they 
have not reached the path of stream-entry, the former has 
neither theoretical knowledge of the Dhamma nor training 
in the practice, while the latter has both and is striving to 
reach the path. 

S Text here enumerates the twenty types of identity view 
(sakkayaditthi), obtained by positing a self in the four given 
ways in relation to the five aggregates that constitute per
sonal identity (sakkaya; see 22:105). Identity view is one of 
the first three fetters to be eradicated by the attainment of 
the path of stream-entry. 

Spk: He regards form as self (rilparrz attato samanupassati), 
by regarding form and the self as indistinguishable, just as 
the flame of an oil lamp and its colour are indistinguish
able. He regards self as possessing form (rilpavantarrz 
attanarrz), when he takes the formless (i.e., the mind or men
tal factors) as a self that possesses form, in the way a tree 
possesses a shadow; form as in self (attani rilparrz), when he 
takes the formless (mind) as a self within which form is sit
uated, as the scent is in a flower; self as in form (rupasmilJ'l 
attanarrz), when he takes the formless (mind) as a self situ
ated in form, as a jewel is in a casket. He is obsessed by the 
notions, "l am form, form is mine": he swallows these ideas 
with craving and views, takes his stand upon them, and 
grasps hold of them. 

Spk states that the identificaticn of each aggregate indi
vidually with the self is the annihilationist view (uccheda
ditthi), while the other views are variants of eternalism 
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(sassatadifthi); thus there are five types of annihilationism 
and fifteen of etemalism. To my mind this is unacceptable, 
for etemalist views can clearly be formulated by taking the 
individual mental aggregates as the self. It also seems to 
me questionable that a view of self must implicitly posit 
one (or more) of the aggregates as se!f; for a view of self to 
have any meaning or content, it need only posit a relation
ship between a supposed self and the aggregates, but it 
need not identify one of the aggregates as self. According 
to the Buddha, all such positions collapse under analysis. 
See the "considerations of self" section of the Mahanidana 
Sutta (ON II 66-68), translated with commentary in Bodhi, 
The Great Discourse on Causation, pp. 53-55, 92-98. 

6 Spk: Even for the Buddhas the body is afflicted, but the 
mind is afflicted when it is accompanied by lust, hatred, 
and delusion. 

7 This is a common formula describing a disciple whose 
minimal attainment is stream-entry (sotapatti). The path of 
stream-entry eradicates the lower three fetters: identity 
view, doubt, and grasping of rules and vows. 

8 Spk: Here, nonaffliction of mind is shown by the absence 
of defilements. Thus in this sutta the worldly multitude is 
shown to be afflicted in both body and mind, the arahant 
to be afflicted in body but unafflicted in mind. The seven 
trainees (sekha: the four on the path and three at the fruition 
stages) are neither [entirely] afflicted in mind nor [entirely] 
unafflicted in mind, but they are pursuing nonaffliction of 
mind (anaturacittata1Jl yeva bhajanti). 

9 Spk: They wanted to spend the three months of the rains 
residence there. 

10 Spk here gives a long account of how Sariputta assists his 
fellow monks with both their material needs (iimisiinug
gaha) and with the Ohamma (dhammiinuggaha). For a trans
lation, see Nyanaponika Thera, "Sariputta: The Marshal of 
the Ohamma," in Nyanaponika and Hecker, Great Disciples 
of the Buddha, pp. 21-22. 

11 E!agaliigumbha. PEO identifies e!agalii as the plant Cassia 
tora. Spk: This bush grows where there is a constant supply 
of flowing water. People made a bower with four posts, 
over which they let the bush grow, forming a pavilion. 
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Below this they made a seat by placing bricks down and 
strewing sand over them. It was a cool place during the 
day, with a fresh breeze blowing from the water. 

12 Spk: Gone abroad (nanaverajjagataJ?1): Gone to a realm differ
ent from the realm of one king. A foreign realm (virajja) is 
another realm; for as a region different from one's own is 
called a foreign region (videsa), so a realm different from 
the one where one normally resides is called a foreign 
realm. That is what is meant by "abroad." 

13 See II, n. 72. 
14 Spk says that all these terms should be understood as syn

onyms of craving (tmJ.hii). I deliberately translate pariJaha in 
two ways: as "passion" when it is used as a synonym for 
craving (as here), and as "fever" Oust below) when it is 
used to signify a severe degree of suffering. 

15 Spk: This passage is introduced to show the danger facing 
one who is not devoid of lust for the five aggregates, and 
the benefits won by one who is devoid of lust. 

16 Mahakacdina was the Buddha's foremost disciple in the 
detailed exposition of brief sayings, a skill he displays in 
this sutta and the next, and elsewhere in SN at 35:130, 132. 
For a concise account of his life and teachings, see Bodhi, 
"Mahakaccana: The Master of Doctrinal Exposition," in 
Nyanaponika and Hecker, Great Disciples of the Buddha, 
pp. 213-44. Avanti, his native region, was to the far southwest 
of the Ganges basin. This entire sutta is quoted verbatim at 
Nidd I 197-200 in place of a commentary on the verse below. 

17 Sn 844. In analysing the first line of the verse, Mahakaccana 
does not simply explain the literal meaning of the words, 
which taken literally make perfectly good sense. Instead he 
treats the terms as metaphors bearing figurative meanings, 
and then draws out these meanings by plotting the terms 
on to a technical system of exegesis not evident in the verse 
itself. This approach to interpretation was to become char
acteristic of the later commentaries. 

18 The first line of the verse reads: okaJ?1 pahaya aniketasari. No 
mention is made of okasiiri or anokasiiri, "one who roams in 
a home" and "one who roams about homeless," but Maha
kaccana introduces these terms as implicit in the absolutive 
construction okaJ?1 pahaya. The use of dhiitu as a synonym 
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for khandha is unusual; more often the two are treated as 
headings for different schemes of classification. But see 
22:45, 53, 54, etc., where we �lso meet this usage. 

I follow the reading of the text in Se and Ee, rupadhatu
ragavinibaddha1J1., also supported by Spk (Be), as against Be 
-vinibandha1J1.. Spk resolves the compound, rupadhatumhi 
ragena vinibaddha1J1., and explains this consciousness as the 
kammic consciousness (kammaviiiiialJa). The passage con
firms the privileged status of consciousness among the five 
aggregates. While all the aggregates are conditioned phe
nomena marked by the three characteristics, consciousness 
serves as the connecting thread of personal continuity 
through the sequence of rebirths. This ties up with the idea 
expressed at 12:38-40 that consciousness is the persisting 
element in experience that links together the old existence 
with the new one. The other four aggregates serve as the 
"stations for consciousness" (viiiiia1;wtthitiyo; see 22:53-54). 
Even consciousness, however, is not a self-identical entity 
but a sequence of dependently arisen occasions of cogniz
ing; see MN I 256-60. 

19 Spk: Why isn't the consciousness element mentioned here 
(as a "horne for consciousness")? To avoid confusion, for 
"horne" is here spoken of in the sense of a condition (pac
caya). An earlier kammic consciousness is a condition for 
both a later kammic consciousness and a resultant con
sciousness, and an (earlier) resultant consciousness for 
both a (later) resultant consciousness and a (later) kammic 
consciousness. Therefore the confusion could arise: "What 
kind of consciousness is intended here?" To avoid such 
confusion, consciousness is not included, and the teaching 
is expressed without disorder. Further, the other four 
aggregates, as objects (or bases: iirammalJavasena), are said 
to be "stations for the kammically generative conscious
ness" (abhisa1ikharaviiiiialJatthitiyo), and to show them thus 
consciousness is not mentioned here. 

20 Engagement and clinging (upay' upiidiina), etc. See 12:15 and 
II, n. 31. Spk explains that although all arahants abandon 
these, the Tathagata, the Perfectly Enlightened One, is 
mentioned as the supreme example because his status as 
an arahant is most evident to all the world. 
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21 Spk: Why is consciousness mentioned here? To show the 
abandoning of defilements. For defilements are not fully 
abandoned in relation to the other four aggregates only, 
but in relation to all five. 

22 I read the long compound with Be and Se rupanimittaniketa
visiiravinibandha. Ee has -siira- in place of -visiira-. The inter
pretation is as difficult as it looks. I have unravelled it with 
the aid of Spk, which explains: "Form itself is the 'sign' 
(nimitta) in the sense that it is a condition for defilements, 
and it is also the abode (consisting in) the 'sign of forms/ 
being an abode in the sense of a dwelling place, namely, 
for the act of objectification. By the two terms 'diffusion 
and confinement' (visiira-vinibandha) what is meant is the 
expansion of defilements and their confining (or binding) 
nature. (Thus the full compound should be resolved:) 'dif
fusion and confinement in the abode (consisting in) the 
sign of forms.' Hence the meaning is: 'by the diffusion of 
defilements, and by the bondage of defilements arisen in 
the abode (consisting in) the sign of forms: One is called 'one 
who roams about in an abode': one is called 'one who roams 
about in a dwelling place' by making (forms) an object." 

23 Spk: Why are the five aggregates here called "horne" (aka), 
while the six objects are called "an abode" (niketa)? Because 
of the relative strength and weakness of desire and lust, 
respectively. For though they are similar in being places of 
residence, "home" means one's house, a permanent 
dwelling place, while "abode" is a place where one dwells 
for a special purpose, such as a park, etc. As desire and lust 
are strong in relation to one's home, which is inhabited by 
one's wife, children, wealth, and possessions, so too they 
are strong in regard to the internal aggregates. But as lust 
and desire are weaker in regard to such places as parks, 
etc., so too in relation to external objects. 

Spk-pt: Because desire and lust are strong in relation to 
the internal five aggregates, the latter are called "horne," 
and because desire and lust are weaker in relation to the 
six external objects, the latter are called "an abode." 

24 Such intimacy with lay people in the affairs of lay life is 
considered unsuitable for a monk; see 9:7 and 35:241 
(IV 180,17-21). 
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25 Se: purekkhariino; Be and Ee: purakkhariino. Sn reads as in Se. 
The word usually means "�onouring, revering," but the 
text here plays on the literal meaning "putting in front," 
interpreted as projecting into the future through desire. 
Spk glosses' it with vat!a1J1- purato kurumiino, "putting the 
round of existence in front." The negative apurekkhariino is 
here glossed va!tarrz purato akurumiino, and at Pj II 547,6-7 
iiyatirrz attabhiivarrz anabhinibbattento, "not producing indi
vidual existence in the future." Mahakaccana's explanation 
echoes the Buddha's exegesis of the Bhaddekaratta verses 
at MN III 188,15-26. 

26 This passage is also found at 56:9, also at DN I 8,9-16 and 
elsewhere. The expressions used are probably taken from 
the arsenal of rhetoric used in the heated philosophical 
debates that took place between the wanderers of different 
sects. The mood of these debates, and the Buddha's evalu
ation of them, is effectively conveyed by a number of sut
tas in the Atthakavagga; see Sn IV, 8, 12, 13. 

27 The quote is from DN II 283,9-13, but the words setthii deva
manussiina1J1- are not found there. They are, however, 
attached to the partly parallel statement, also addressed to 
Sakka, at MN I 252,3-5. 

28 Spk: "Liberated in the extinction of craving (tm:zhiisaizkhaya
vimutta): Liberated in Nibbana, the extinction of craving, by 
the liberation of the fruit, which takes Nibbana as object." 
This explanation, it seems, is supported by the texts. While 
simple khaya, in relation to vimutta, usually occurs in the 
ablative (see e.g. MN III 31,1-2 foil.), smikhaya is in the loca
tive (e.g., at 4:25: anuttare upadhismikhaye vimutto). 

29 See II, n. 58. 
30 Here the text speaks of the diachronic or distal origination 

of the five aggregates, in contrast to the synchronic or 
proximal origination shown below at 22:56, 57. The con
cluding portion of the passage shows that we have here a 
compressed statement of dependent origination. To "seek 
delight, welcome, and remain holding" is the work of crav
ing (ta1J.hii). The delight (nandi) obtained is clinging 
(upiidiina), from which the remaining links of the series 
flow. The passage thus demonstrates how craving for the 
present five aggregates is the efficient cause for the arising 
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of a fresh batch of five aggregates in the next existence. The 
section on passing away should be understood in the con
verse manner: when craving for the present five aggre
gates ceases, one has eliminated the efficient cause for the 
arising of the five aggregates in a future existence. 

31 Pafisalliina. Spk: The Blessed One saw those bhikkhus 
falling away from physical seclusion (kiiyaviveka) and 
spoke to them thus because he knew that their meditation 
would succeed if they would obtain physical seclusion. 

32 A nearly identical passage is incorporated into MN No. 138 
(Ill 227,25-229,9). The reading here shows that anupiidii pari
tassanii and anupiidiiya paritassati there are ancient errors 
which had crept into the texts even before the age of the 
commentators, who were beguiled into devising bad 
explanations of the bad reading. The MN text should be 
corrected on the basis of SN. 

33 Spk explains paritassaniidhammasamuppiida as a dvanda com
pound: tarJhaparitassanii ca akusaladhammasamuppiida ca; 
"the agitation of craving and a constellation of unwhole
some states." The long compound might also have been 
construed as a tappurisa: "a constellation of states (arisen 
from, associated with) agitation." While both Spk and Spk
pt understand paritassanii in the sense of craving, it seems 
to me that the text emphasizes bhaya-paritassana, "agitation 
through fear." On how paritassana has come to bear two 
meanings, see II, n. 137. 

34 While the preceding sutta is framed solely in terms of iden
tity view, this one is framed in terms of the "three grips" 
(giiha): "this is mine" (eta1!l mama) is the grip of craving; 
"this I am" (eso 'ham asmi), the grip of conceit; and "this is 
my self" (eso me atta), the grip of views. A shift also occurs 
in the implications of paritassana, from craving and fear to 
sorrow and grief. 

35 Collins translates bhiirahiira as "the bearing of the bur
den," contending that hiira must here be understood as an 
action noun rather than as an agent noun (Selfless Persons, 
p. 165). MW, however, lists "a carrier, a porter" as mean
ings of hiira, and it seems clear that this is the sense 
required here. 

36 Spk: In what sense are these "five aggregates subject to 
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clinging" called the burden? In the sense of having to be 
borne through maintenance. For their maintenance-by 
being lifted up, moved about; seated, laid to rest, bathed, 
adorned, fed and nourished, etc.-is something to be 
borne; thus they are called a burden in the sense of having 
to be borne through maintenance. 

37 The puggalaviida or "personalist" schools of Buddhism 
appealed to this passage as proof for the existence of the 
person (puggala) as a real entity, neither identical with the 
five aggregates nor different from them. It is the puggala, 
they claimed, that persists through change, undergoes 
rebirth, and eventually attains Nibbana. This tenet was 
bluntly rejected by the other Buddhist schools, who saw in 
it a camouflaged version of the iitman, the self of the non
Buddhist systems. For an overview of the arguments, see 
Dutt, Buddhist Sects in India, pp. 184-206. The mainstream 
Buddhist schools held that the person was a mere conven
tion (vohiira) or concept (pafifiatti) derivati.ve upon 
(upadaya) the five aggregates, not a substantial reality in its 
own right. For the Theravada response, see the first part of 
Kvu, a lengthy refutation of the "personalist" thesis. 

Spk: Thus, by the expression "the carrier of the burden," 
he shows the person to be a mere convention. For the per
son is called the carrier of the burden because it "picks up" 
the burden of the aggregates at the moment of rebirth, 
maintains the burden by bathing, feeding, seating, and lay
ing them down during the course of life, and then discards 
them at the moment of death, only to take up another bur
den of aggregates at the moment of rebirth. 

38 Bhiiriidiina. This formula is identical with the definition of 
the second noble truth (see 56:11). So too, the explanation 
of the laying down of the burden (bhiiranikkhepa) is identi
cal with the definition of the third truth. 

Spk: Seeking delight here and there (tatratatriibhinandini): 
having the habit of seeking delight in the place of rebirth or 
among the various objects such as forms. Lust for the five 
cords of sensual pleasure is craving for sensual pleasures 
(kiimata1}hii). Lust for form-sphere or formless-sphere exis
tence, attachment to jhana, and lust accompanied by the 
eternalist view: this is called craving for existence (bhava-
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tarthii). Lust accompanied by the annihilationist view is 
craving for extermination (vibhavatarthii). 

This explanation of the last two kinds of craving seems 
to me too narrow. More likely, craving for existence should 
be understood as the primal desire to continue in existence 
(whether supported by a view or not), craving for extermi
nation as the desire for a complete end to existence, based 
on the underlying assumption (not necessarily formulated 
as a view) that such extermination brings an end to a real "I." 

39 Spk: All these terms are designations for Nibbana. For it is 
contingent upon this (ta1J1 hi iigamma) that craving fades 
away without remainder, ceases, is given up, is relin
quished, and released; and here there is no reliance on sen
sual pleasures or views. For such a reason Nibbana gains 
these names. 

40 Spk: The root of craving is ignorance. One draws out crav
ing along with its root by the path of arahantship. 

41 The explanation of parififia, full understanding, in terms of 
the destruction of lust (ragakkhaya), etc., initially seems 
puzzling, but see MN I 66-67, where parififiii is used as a 
virtual synonym for pahiina. Spk specifies parififia here as 
accantaparififia, ultimate abandonment, which it glosses as 
samatikkama, transcendence, and identifies with Nibbana. 
Apparently accantaparififia is distinct from the usual three 
kinds of parififia, on which see the following note. 

42 Anabhijana1J1, etc., are present participles, glossed anabhi
jiinanto, etc. Spk: By "directly knowing" (abhijiina1J1), the 
full understanding of the known (iiiitaparififiii) is indicated; 
by "fully understanding" (parijiina1J1), full understanding 
by scrutinization (tirartapariiiiiii); by "becoming dispassion
ate" and "abandoning," the full understanding as aban
donment (pahiinaparififiii). 

On the three kinds of full understanding, see I, n. 36. In 
sutta usage, the distinction between abhijiiniiti and 
parijiiniiti is drawn more sharply than in the commentaries. 
In the suttas, abhijiiniiti (and its cognates) indicates direct 
knowledge of phenomena in accordance with the pattern 
established by the Four Noble Truths. This knowledge is 
shared by both the sekha and the arahant. In contrast, 
parijiiniiti (and its cognates) is generally used only in rela-
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tion to the arahant, and signifies the consummation of the 
knowledge initiated by abhiiiiniiti. The Miilapariyaya Sutta, 
for example (at MN I 4,7-34), stresses that the sekha "has 
directly known" (abhiiiiiiiya) each of the twenty-four bases 
of " conceiving," but must still train further in order to fully 
understand them (pariiiiieyyatJ1 tassa). Only of the arahant 
is it said "he has fully understood" (pariiiiiiitatJ1 tassa). 

43 The next three suttas are composed on the pattern of 
14:31-33. Just below, 22:29-30 correspond to 14:35-36. Spk 
explains that in the former three texts, the Four Noble 
Truths are discussed (see II, n. 249); in the latter two, the 
round of existence and its cessation. The parallel of 14:34 in 
embedded in 22:60. 

44 Agha, glossed dukkha by Spk. 
45 Pabhanga, glossed pabhijjanasabhiiva, "subject to breaking 

apart." Spk: Here the characteristic of impermanence is 
discussed. 

46 The parallel at MN I 140,33-141,19 includes digharatta1J1, 
"for a long time"; 35:101 also omits this . Spk says that form 
and the other aggregates are abandoned by the abandon
ing of desire and lust, confirmed by 22:25 and 22:111. 

47 Ya1J1 kho bhikkhu anuseti tena sankha1J1 gacchati. The verb 
anuseti implies anusaya, the seven underlying tendencies 
(see 45:175), or, more simply, the three underlying tenden
cies of lust, aversion, and ignorance (see 36:3). Spk: If one 
has an underlying tendency towards form by way of sen

sual lust, etc., then one is described in terms of that same 
underlying tendency as "lustful, hating, deluded." But 
when that underlying tendency is absent, one is not reck
oned thus. 

Additionally, we might suppose, one is reckoned not 
only by way of the defilements, but even more promin
ently by way of the aggregate with which one principally 
identifies. One who inclines to form is reckoned a "physi
cal" person, one who inclines to feeling a "hedonist," one 
who inclines to perception an "aesthete" (or fact-gather
er?), one who inclines to volition a "man of action," one 
who inclines to consciousness a thinker, etc. 

48 See If n. 376. 
49 Spk explains anumiyati as if it were equivalent to Skt 
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anumryate, "to die along with": "When the underlying ten
dency is dying, the form to which it tends dies along with 
it (anumarati!); for when the object is breaking up, the men
tal factors that take it as object cannot persist." This of 
course is ludicrous, for anumiyati is doubtlessly from anu + 

ma; CPD defines the verb as meaning "to be measured 
after," which I follow here. This statement then sheds light 
on the famous passage at 44:1 (IV 376-77 = MN I 487-88) 
declaring that the Tathagata, freed from reckoning in terms 
of form, etc. (rupasarikhavimutto), is immeasurable 
(appameyyo) like the great ocean. 

50 Uppada, vaya, thitassa afifiathattarrz. At AN I 152,6--10 these 
are called the three conditioned characteristics of the con
ditioned (tilJi sarikhatassa sarikhatalakkhalJcmi). The commen
taries identify them with the three sub-moments in the 
momentary life span of a dhamma: arising (uppada), persist
ence or presence (thiti), and dissolution (bhariga). (For more 
on this, see CMA 4:6.) Spk explains thitassa afifiathatta as 
the aging (or decay) of the persisting living entity (dhara
manassa jivamanassa jara), namely, of the life faculty. The 
commentator mentions the opinion held by some teachers 
that it is not possible to posit a moment of decay in the case 
of the mental phenomena (feeling, etc.) [Spk-pt: because of 
the extreme brevity of the moment, decay being quickly 
overtaken by dissolutionl, but he rejects this view on the 
basis of the sutta itself. Spk-pt proposes a logical argument 
for the sub-moment of presence: "Just as a stage of disso
lution distinct from the stage of arising is admitted, for other
wise it would follow that an entity dissolves in the very act 
of arising, so we must admit, as distinct from the stage of 
dissolution, a stage when an entity 'confronts its own dis
solution' (bharigabhimukhavattha); for something cannot 
break up unless it has confronted its own dissolution." 

51 Dhammanudhammapatipanna. Spk: Navannarrz lokuttara
dhammanarrz anulomadhammarrz pubbabhagapatipadarrz pati
pannassa; "when he is practising the preliminary portion of 
the practice that is in conformity with the ninefold supra
mundane Dhamma (the four paths, their fruits, and 
Nibbana)." Cpo II, fi. 34. 

52 Rupe nibbidabahularrz vihareyya. Nibbida, "revulsion," is 
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usually taken to refer to an advanced level of insight, 
which follows knowledge andyision of things as they really 
are (see 12:23 and II, n. 69). Spk explains "fully under
stands" by way of the three kinds of full understanding 
(see n. 42), and "is freed" (parimuccati) as meaning "freed 
through the full understanding of abandonment arisen at 
the moment of the path." Alternatively, we might take the 
former as the arahant's full knowledge of the first noble 
truth, the latter as the liberation from future rebirth 
ensured by the eradication of the taints. 

53 These words are identical with the Buddha's famous 
injunction to Ananda in the Mahaparinibbana Sutta (at 
DN II 100,20-22), also below at 47:9, 13, 14 (V 154,5-1;, 
163,10-11, 164,28-29). In explaining the expression attadipa, 
"with self as island," Spk says: "What is meant by 'self'? 
The mundane and supramundane Dhamma (ko pan' ettha 
atta nama? lokiyalokuttaro dhammo). Therefore he says next, 
'with the Dhamma as an island,' etc." This comment over
looks the obvious point that the Buddha is inculcating self
reliance. 

54 The Se reading seems best: yoni yeva upaparikkhitabba. Be 
omits yeva and Ee treats yoni as a masculine noun. Spk 
glosses yoni with karat;la, "cause," and refers to 
MN III 142,23-24: yoni h'  esa Bhumija phalassa adhigamaya; 
"For this, Bhiimija, is the basis for the achievement of the 
fruit." See too 35:239 (IV 175,27-28) and AN II 76,24-25. Spk
pt offers an etymology: yavati etasma phalafJ1 pasavati ti yoni. 
At 22:95 we repeatedly find the phrase yoniso upaparikkhati, 
"carefully investigates," and it is quite possible that here 
too yoniso was the original reading. A Burmese v.l. cited by 
Ee actually has yoniso va. 

55 Na paritassati. See n. 33 above and II, n. 137. 
56 Tadariganibbuto ti vuccati. Though nibbuto is the past participle 

generally used to describe one who has attained Nibbana, 
the prefix tadariga- qualifies that sense, suggesting he has 
not actually attained Nibbana but has only approximated 
its attainment. One might have rendered this expression 
"one who has attained Nibbana in that respect," i.e., only 
in respect of a particular freedom. Spk: He is "quenched in 
that respect" because of the quenching of the defilements 
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with respect to (or: through the factor of) insight. In this 
sutta it is just insight (vipassana va) that is discussed. 

57 Dukkhasamudayagiimini samanupassanii. Identity view 
(sakkiiyaditthi) is so called because the five aggregates of 
clinging, which constitute personal identity (sakkiiya), are 
also the most basic manifestation of suffering (dukkha), as 
declared in the first noble truth: sa11khittena pane' upiidiinak
khandhii dukkhii (see 56:11). According to Spk, samanu
passanii is here equivalent to views (ditthi), while in the fol
lowing passage on the cessation of suffering it denotes the 
knowledge of the four paths along with insight. 

58 Spk: Seeing with correct wisdom (sammappanniiya) is the 
wisdom of the path together with insight. The mind 
becomes dispassionate (virajjati) at the moment of the path, 
and is liberated (vimuccati) at the moment of the fruit. 

59 Spk: It is steady (thitarrz) because there is no further work to 
be done; and content (santussitarrz) because what was to be 
attained has been attained. 

It is noteworthy that the passage makes an unexpected 
transition from impersonal neuter nominatives (describing 
the bhikkhu's mind, cittarrz) to verbs that imply a personal 
subject (na paritassati, parinibbiiyati, pajiiniiti). 

60 The two expressions, "views concerning the past" 
(pubbiintiinuditthiyo) and "views concerning the future" 
(apariintiinuditthiyo), clearly allude to the Brahmajala Sutta 
(DN No. 1), which describes the famous sixty-two specula
tive views, eighteen about the past and forty-four about 
the future. Spk confirms this, and explains that at this point 
the first path has been shown [Spk-pt: by showing the com
plete abandonment of views]. The following passage 
shows the three higher paths and fruits; or, alternatively, 
the former passage shows the abandoning of views by way 
of mere insight, the sequel the four paths along with insight. 

For "obstinate grasping," Se thiimasii pariimiiso seems 
superior to Be thiimaso pariimiiso and Ee thiimaso pariimaso; 
that is the reading at MN I 130,34, 257,4, etc. Spk glosses 
"obstinate grasping" as the obstinacy of views (ditthi
thiimaso) and the grasping of views (ditthipariimiiso), appar
ently construing thiimasii, an instrumental used adverbially, 
as if it were an independent noun. 
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61 I read with Be and Se: asmi ti c' assa avigata1'fl hoti. Ee, and 
many mss, read adhigata1'fl .  for avigata1'fl. That the latter 
reading must be correct is proved by AN III 292,16-17, 
where the affirmative occurs, asmi ti kho me vigata1'fl. This 
same argument applies to tht:' reading at 22:89 below 
(III 128,34 foil.), despite the prevalence of adhigata1'fl there. 

Spk explains "this way of regarding things" as regarding 
with views (ditthisamanupassana), and "the notion 'I am'" 
as the "triple proliferation" (papancattaya) of craving, con
ceit, and views. The two differ in that "regarding" is a con
ceptually formulated view, the notion "I am" a subtler 
manifestation of ignorance expressive of desire and con
ceit; see the important discussion at 22:89. The view of self 
is eliminated by the path of stream-entry; the notion "I am" 
is fully eradicated only by the path of arahantship. 

62 1 take this terse sentence to be describing the rebirth 
process contingent upon the persistence of the delusion of 
personal selfhood. Elsewhere "descent" (a·vakkanti)-of 
consciousness, or of name-and-form-indicates the com
mencement of a new existence (as at 12:39, 58, 59). Spk: 
When there is this group of defilements, there is the pro
duction of the five faculties conditioned by defilements 
and kamma. 

63 1 interpret this whole passage as a demonstration of how 
the new kammically active phase of existence commences 
through the renewal of conceiving in terms of the notion "I 
am" and speculative views of selfhood. Spk identifies 
"mind" (mana) with the kamma-mind (kammamano) and 
"mental phenomena" (dhamma) with its objects, or the for
mer as the bhavanga and adverting consciousness. 
Ignorance-contact (avijjasamphassa) is the contact associated 
with ignorance (avijjasampayuttaphassa). 

Ignorance is the mGst fundamental condition underlying 
this process, and when this is activated by feeling it gives 
rise to the notion "I am" (a manifestation of craving and 
conceit). The idea "I am this" arises subsequently, when the 
vacuous "I" is given a content by being identified with one 
or another of the five aggregates. Finally, full eternalist and 
annihilationist views originate when the imagined self is 
held either to survive death or to undergo destruction at 
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death. This passage thus presents us with an alternative 
version of dependent origination, where the "way of 
regarding things" and the notion "I am" belong to the 
causally active side of the past existence; the five faculties 
to the resultant side of the present existence; and the recur
rence of the notion "I am" to the causal side of the present 
existence. This will in turn generate renewed existence in 
the future. 

64 The word khandha, aggregate, is glossed in the commen
taries with rasi, "group." Each aggregate includes all 
instances of the particular phenomenological type that 
share its defining characteristic. The eleven categories into 
which each aggregate is classified are analysed at 
Vibh 1-12. 

65 This sutta is quoted and discussed at Vism 477-78 
(Ppn 14:214-15), in relation to the difference between the 
aggregates and the aggregates subject to clinging. The key 
terms distinguishing the pane' upadanakkhandha from the 
parleakkhandha are sasava upadaniya, "with taints and subject 
to clinging." The pane' upadanakkhandha are included with
in the paneakkhandha, for all members of the former set 
must also be members of the latter set. However, the fact 
that a distinction is drawn between them implies that there 
are khandha which are anasava anupadaniya, "untainted and 
not subject to clinging." On first consideration it would 
seem that the "bare aggregates" are those of the arahant, 
who has eliminated the asava and upadana. However, in the 
Abhidhamma all nApa is classified as sasava and upadaniya, 
and so too the resultant (vipaka) and functional (kiriya) 
mental aggregates of the arahant (see Dhs §§1 103, 1219). 
The only aggregates classed as anasava and anupadaniya are 
the four mental aggregates occurring on the cognitive 
occasions of the four supramundane paths and fruits (see 
Dhs §§1 104, 1220). The reason for this is that sasava and 
upadaniya do not mean "accompanied by taints and by 
clinging," but "capable of being taken as the objects of the 
taints and of clinging," and the arahant's mundane aggre
gates can be taken as objects of the taints and clinging by 
others (see As 347). For a detailed study of this problem, see 
Bodhi, "Aggregates and Clinging Aggregates." 
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Spk: Among the five aggregates the form aggregate is of 
the sense sphere, the oth�r four aggregates are of the four 
planes (sense sphere, form sphere, formless sphere, supra
mundane). With taints (sasava) means: what becomes a con
dition for the taints by way of object; so too that can be clung 
to (upadaniya) means what becomes a condition for clinging 
[Spk-pt: by being made its object]. Among the aggregates 
subject to clinging, stated by way of the practice of insight, 
the form aggregate is sense sphere, the others pertain to the 
three planes (i.e., excluding only the supramundane). 

66 This is the threefold conceit: superiority, equality, and 
inferiority. 

67 This passage applies the formula for the Four Noble Truths 
to each of the five aggregates, in accordance with the 
Buddha's statement, "the five aggregates subject to cling
ing are suffering" (56:11). See 12:13 and II, n. 27. 

68 Spk: The mutual destruction of delight (nandi) and lust 
(raga) is stated to show that in denotation there is actually 
no difference between them. Or, alternatively, one aban
dons delight by experiencing revulsion, (which occurs) 
through the contemplation of revulsion (nibbidanupassana); 
one abandons lust by becoming dispassionate, (which 
occurs) through the contemplation of dispassion 
(viraganupassana). To this extent, having set up insight 
[Spk-pt: with the phrase, "with the destruction of delight 
comes the destruction of lust," which consummates the 
function of insight], by the phrase "with the destruction of 
lust comes the destruction of delight" he shows the path; 
and by the phrase "with the destruction of delight and lust 
the mind is liberated" the fruit is shown. 

69 I read upayo with Be and Se, as against Ee upayo. Here it 
seems the noun is being used as a virtual present partici
ple. Spk: Engaged: one who has approached (upagato) the 
five aggregates by way of craving, conceit, and views. 

70 I translate in accordance with Se. Be and Ee have omitted 
the clauses on vedana and sanna, apparently an old scribal 
error. I also read nandupasecana, with Be and Se, as against 
Ee nandupasevana. Though Spk does not offer a gloss, the 
Be-Se reading can claim support from the underlying 
metaphor of vegetation, which is made explicit in the simile 
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in the next sutta. In the simile nandirnga is compared to 
the water element, and it is thus appropriate that it be 
" sprinkled." 

The passage is quoted at ON III 228,6-13 in explanation of 
the "four stations of consciousness" (catasso viilfiaIJat
thitiyo); see too Nidd II 1. We find here still another indica
tion of how consciousness grows and evolves in depend
ence on the other four aggregates. This sutta and the next 
should be compared with 12:38-40, 12:64, and 22:3. As to 
why consciousness is not "engaged" with itself, see above 
n. 19, which makes essentially the same point. 

71 Spk: The basis is cu t off (voeehijjatnrammm:za1J1): the basis (or 
object) is cut off through the lack of any ability to precipi
tate rebirth. Spk-pt: The basis (or object), which is the con
dition for rebirth by way of the sign of kamma, etc., is "cut 
off" by way of (the cutting off of) the kamma that generates 
rebirth. 

Spk-pt thus takes nrammaIJa here in the sense dominant 
in the Abhidhamma, i.e., as the object of rebirth-conscious
ness (see CMA 3:17) . However, I understand the word in 
the older sense of "basis," elsewhere glossed simply as 
paeeaya; see II, n. 112. Spk's explanation need not entail the 
interpretation proposed by Spk-pt. 

72 Be, Se: Anabhisankhaeea vimutta1J1 (Ee: anabhisankhnrafiea 
vimutta1J1). The "nongenerative consciousness" is the con
sciousness that does not generate volitional formations 
(sankhara). Spk says it is "liberated" because it does not 
generate rebirth. 

73 The five kinds of "seeds" (bija) are actually five means of 
propagation. Spk gives examples of the five kinds drawn 
from Vin IV 35. 

74 For a poetic version of the vegetation simile, see 5:9; for an 
elaboration of the comparison of consciousness to a seed, 
see AN I 223-24. 

75 Spk: The Blessed One uttered this inspired utterance 
because he was aroused by powerful joy while reviewing 
the emancipating nature (niyynnikabhava) of the Teaching. 
The five lower fetters (paile' orambhngiynni sat!lyojannni) are: 
identity view, doubt, distorted grasp of rules and vows, 
sensual lust, and ill will. 
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The fonnula for resolution recommended by the Buddha 
occurs in the suttas in two versions, one used by the anni
hilationists, the other the Buddha's adaptation of this; as 
the two versions differ only with respect to two verb 
fonns, they are sometimes confounded in the various 
recensions. From the commentarial glosses, it appears that 
the confusion had already set in before the age of the com
mentaries. Readings also differ among several editions of 
the same text. Generally I prefer the readings in Se, though 
in relation to the present sutta Se follows the lemma and 
gloss of Spk, which has adopted the first phrase in its anni
hilationist variant (though not interpreted as such). This 
corruption was probably already present in the text avail
able to the commentators. 

The annihilationist version-explicitly identified as 
ucchedaditthi at 22:81 and classed among the wrong views 
at 22:152 and 24:4-reads: no c' assa1J1 no ca me siyii, na 
bhavissiimi na me bhavissati. At AN V 63,28-64,2 the Buddha 
describes this creed as the highest of outside speculative 
views (etadagga1J1 biihirakiina1J1 ditthigatiina1J1), the reason 
being that one who accepts such a view will not be attract
ed to existence nor averse to the cessation of existence. It is 
problematic how the optative clause in the annihilationist 
version should be interpreted; pe�haps it can be read as an 
assertion that personal existence, along with its experi
enced world, is utterly fortuitous ("I might not have been 
and it might not have been mine"). The clause in the future 
tense clearly asserts that personal existence and its world 
will terminate at death. 

The Buddha transformed this formula into a theme for 
contemplation consonant with his own teaching by replac
ing the first person verbs with their third person counter
parts: No c' assa no ca me siya, na bhavissati na me bhavissati. 
The change of person shifts the stress from the view of self 
implicit in the annihilationist version ("I will be annihi
lated") to an impersonal perspective that harmonizes with 
the anattii doctrine. In the present sutta, resolving 
(adhimuccamano) on the fonnula is said to culminate in the 
destruction of the five lower fetters, that is, in the stage of 
nonreturning (anagamita). Elsewhere the formula includes 
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a rider, yad atthi yaf!l bhutaf!l taf!l pajahiimi, "what exists, what 
has come to be, that I am abandoning." Contemplation of 
this is said to lead to equanimity. At MN II 264,29-265,20 
practice guided by the full formula, with the rider, culmi
nates in rebirth in the base of neither-perception-nor-non_ 
perception (if the meditator clings to the equanimity) or in 
Nibbana (if there is no clinging to the equanimity). At 
AN IV 70-74, resolution guided by the formula, again with 
the rider, leads to one of the five levels of nonretuming or 
to arahantship. At Ud 78,2-3 the shorter formula is applied 
to mindfulness of the body; one who dwells thus gradually 
crosses attachment, i.e., wins arahantship. 

It may be significant that in the Nikayas the precise 
meaning of the formula is never explicated, which sug
gests it may have functioned as an open-ended guide to 
reflection to be filled in by the meditator through personal 
intuition. As to the actual word meaning, the commen
taries take the opening particle e' to represent a, "if," 
glossed saee by Spk and yadi by Spk-pt. On this basis they 
interpret each part of the formula as a conditional. Spk 
explains the formula in the present sutta on the basis of the 
questionable reading e' assaf!l, though its second alterna
tive conforms to the superior reading e' assa. I translate 
here from Spk very literally, rendering the lemma in the 
way favoured by the explanation: "If I were not, it would not 
be for me: If I were not (saee ahaf!l na bhaveyyaf!l), neither 
would there be my belongings (mama parikkharo). Or else: If 
in my past there had not been kammic formation 
(kammabhi-smikharo), now there would not be for me these 
five aggregates. I will not be, (and) it will not be for me: I will 
now so strive that there will not be any kammic formation 
of mine producing the aggregates in the future; when that 
is absent, there will be for me no future rebirth." 

I part with the commentaries on the meaning of e', which 
I take to represent ea; the synta� of the phrase as a whole 
clearly requires this. The Skt . parallels actually contain ea 
(e.g., at Uv 15:4, parallel to Ud 78). If we accept this read
ing, then (in the present sutta) the first "it" can be taken to 
refer to the personal five aggregates, the second to the world 
apprehended through the aggregates. For the worldling 
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this dyad is misconstrued as the duality of self and world; 
for the noble disciple it is simply the duality of internal and 
external phenomena. On this

·
basis I would interpret the 

formula thus: "The five aggregates can be terminated, and 
the world presented by them can be terminated. I will so 
strive that the five aggregates will be terminated, (and) so 
that the world presented by them will be terminated." 
Alternatively, the first "it" might be taken to refer to crav
ing, and the second to the five aggregates arisen through 
craving. In the additional rider, "what exists, what has 
come to be" denotes the presently existent set of five aggre
gates, which are being abandoned through the abandon
ment of the cause for their continued re-manifestation, 
namely, craving or desire-and-Iust. 

My understanding of this passage has been largely influ
enced by discussions with VAT and Bhikkhu NaI).atusita. I 
am also indebted to Peter Skilling for information on the 
Skt and Tibetan versions of the formula. 

76 Rupa1J1 vibhavissati, etc. Spk glosses: rupa1J1 bhijjissati, "form 
will break up," and Spk-pt: rupa1J1 vinasissati, "form will per
ish." The commentators seem to understand "extermina
tion" here as the incessant momentary cessation of the aggre
gates, but I believe the verb refers to the final cessation of the 
aggregates with the attainment of the anupiidisesa
nibbiinadhiitu. This meaning harmonizes-better with the open
ing formula, and also seems supported by Th 715cd: sankharii 
vibJtavissanti, tattJta kii paridevanii, "formations (only) will be 
exterminated, so what lamentation can there be over that." 

77 Spk: With the extermination of form (rupassa vibhavii): by the 
seeing of extermination, together with insight [Spk-pt: for 
the word "extermination" in the text is stated by elision of 
the word "seeing"]. For the four paths together with 
insight are called "the seeing of the extermination of form, 
etc." This is said with reference to that. 

On the interpretation that I prefer (as stated in the pre
ceding note), "the extermination of form," etc., refers to the 
ultimate cessation of the aggregates in Nibbana, and thus 
the realization that such cessation takes place functions as 
the spur implicit in the meditation formula that inspires 
the bhikkhu to break the five fetters. 
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78 Anantarii iisaviinarJl khayo. Here "the destruction of the 
taints" refers to arahantship, and it seems the bhikkhu is 
asking how arahantship can be attained directly, without 
being detained at the stage of nonreturner. Spk explains 
that there are two types of immediacy (anantara), proxi
mate and distant. Insight is the proximate immediate cause 
for the path (since the supramundane path arises when 
insight has reached its peak), and the distant immediate 
cause for the fruit (since the fruit directly follows the path). 
Thus the bhikkhu is asking: "How should one know and 
see, with insight as the immediate cause, to attain the fruit 
of arahantship called 'the destruction of the taints'?" 

79 Spk: The worldling becomes frightened with the arising of 
weak insight (dubbaZavipassanii); for he cannot overcome 
self-love and thus he becomes afraid, thinking, "Now I will 
be annihilated and won't exist any more." He sees himself 
falling into an abyss (see MN I 136,30-37,4 and n. 181 
below). But when strong insight occurs to the instructed 
noble disciple, he doesn't become frightened but thinks, "It 
is formations only that arise, formations only that cease." 
Spk-pt: When the good worldling sees, with the knowl
edge of appearance as fearful, that formations are fearful, 
he doesn't become afraid. · 

"Knowledge of appearance as fearful" (bhayat' upat!hiina
fiiiIJa) is an advanced stage of insight knowledge which 
lays bare the fearful nature of formations in all three peri
ods of time; see Vism 645-47; Ppn 21:29-34. 

80 Catuparivatta, lit. "four turnings."  Spk-pt: By way of turn
ing round the Four Noble Truths with respect to each of 
the five aggregates. 

81 Strangely, the Nikayas do not offer an analysis of the form 
derived from the four great elements (catunnarJl mahiibhiUii
narJl upiidaya ruparJl). This analysis first appears only in the 
Abhidhamma Pitaka, according to which such form 
includes the five sense faculties, four sense objects (the tac
tile object being assigned to three of the great elements, 
excluding the water element), the space element, sexual 
determination, physical nutriment (= edible food), etc.; see 
CMA 6:2-5. On nutriment as a condition for the physical 
body, see II, n. 18. In this sutta the proximate condition for 
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the origination of each of the five aggregates is shown, in 
contrast with 22:5, which shows the collective distal or 
remote condition for all fiv� aggregates. For the distinction 
of the two types of conditions, see II, n. 58. 

82 This paragraph shows trainees (sekha), who have directly 
known the Four Noble Truths and are practising for attain
ment of Nibbana, the ultimate cessation of the five aggre
gates. For this reason the trainees are said to have "gained 
a foothold (gadhanti) in this Dhamma and Discipline," in 
contrast to the arahants, who have completed their work. 

83 This paragraph shows those beyond training (asekha), the 
arahants. Spk: They are well liberated (suvimutta) by the lib
eration of the fruit of arahantship; consummate ones (kevali
no), complete, having done all their duties. There is no round 
for describing them (vatta1Jl tesa1Jl natthi pannapanaya): there is 
no remaining round (of rebirths) for the description of 
them. Or else "round" means basis (karaJ:la), so there is no 
basis for description. At this point the plane of the one 
beyond training (asekhabhumi, i.e., of the arahant) has been 
discussed. 

On "consummate one," see I, n. 446. On the idea of the 
arahant as beyond description or free from reckoning, see 
22:35 and n. 47 above. The expression vatfa1Jl tesa1Jl natthi 
pannapanaya recurs at 44:6 (IV 391,10); see too DN II 
63,30-64,1. The phrase might also' have been translated, 
"There is no round for their manifestation." 

84 Contact (phassa) is the coming together of sense object and 
consciousness via a sense faculty. When this occurs, the 
other mental factors arise, most notably feeling, percep
tion, and volition. 

85 The fact that there is a difference between the name of the 
aggregate (sankharakkhandha) and the term of definition . 
(sancetana) suggests that this aggregate has a wider com
pass than the others. In the Abhidhamma Pitaka and the 
commentaries, the sankharakkhandha is treated as an 
"umbrella category" for classifying all mental factors other 
than feeling and perception. Volition is mentioned only as 
the most important factor in this aggregate, not as its exclu
sive constituent. 

86 It is significant that while contact is the proximate condition 
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for feeling, perception, and volitional formations, name
and-form in its entirety is the proximate condition for con
sciousness. This ties up with the idea, as stated in 22:3, that 
the other four aggregates are the "home" of consciousness. 
See too in this connection 12:65 and 12:67. 

87 The seven cases (sattatthiinii) are obtained by merging the 
tetrad of the preceding sutta with the triad of 22:26. Spk: 
This sutta is a statement of both congratulations (ussada
nandiya) and enticement (palobhaniya). For just as a king 
who has won a battle rewards and honours his victorious 
warriors in order to inspire the other soldiers to become 
heroes, so the Blessed One extols and praises the arahants 
in order to inspire the others to attain the fruit of ara
hantship. 

88 A triple investigator (tividhupaparikkhi). This may be under
stood by way of the Dhatusarpyutta (SN 14), the Sa�aya
tanasarpyutta (SN 35), and the Nidanasarpyutta (SN 12). 
See too MN No. 115, where skill in the elements, sense 
bases, and dependent origination is explained in detail, 
augmented by the skill of knowing the possible and the 
impossible. 

89 It seems that here bhikkhu paiiiiavimutto should be under
stood as any arahant disciple, not specifically as the 
paiiiiavimutta contrasted with the ubhatobhagavimutta type, 
as in MN I 477-78. See II, n. 210. 

90 This is the second discourse of the Buddha, recorded at 
Vin 1 13-14. The five bhikkhus are the first five disciples, 
who at this point are still trainees (sekha). They attain ara
hantship by the end of the discourse. Spk: Following the 
Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta (the first sermon), given 
on the full-moon day of Asa�ha (July), the five were grad
ually established in the fruit of stream-entry. On the fifth of 
the following fortnight, he addressed them, thinking, 
"Now I will teach them the Dhamma for the destruction of 
the taints." 

�91 The sutta offers two "a�guments" for the anattii thesis. The 
first demonstrates the selfless nature of the five aggregates 
on the ground that they are insusceptible to the exercise of 
mastery (avasavattita). If anything is to count as our "self" 
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it must be subject to our volitional control; since, however, 
we cannot bend the five aggregates to our will, they are all 
subject to affliction and therefore cannot be our self. For a 
fuller presentation of this argument, see MN I 230-33. The 
second argument for anattii is introduced just below, begin
ning with the words "What do you think? . .  " This argu
ment demonstrates the characteristic of nonself on the 
basis of the other two characteristics, impermanence and 
suffering, taken conjointly. 

92 In the Samaiiiiaphaia Sutta this view is ascribed to the 
Ajivika teacher Makkhali Gosala (ON I 53,24-28). The same 
source ascribes to pura1).a Kassapa the theory of the ineffi
cacy of action (akiriyaviida; ON I 52,21-53,2), stated at 24:6 
but without ascription. At 46:56 a different noncausality 
doctrine (ahetukaviida) is ascribed to pura1).a Kassapa. 

93 See 14:34. 
94 This is a compressed version of the fuller Aditta Sutta at 

35:28, which applies the metaphor of burning to the twelve 
sense bases. Perhaps the present sutta was composed by 
simply replacing the sense bases with the aggregates, and 
was then compressed so that it would not "steal the show" 
from the more famous sutta, popularly known as the Fire 
Sermon, regarded by the PaIi tradition as the third formal 
discourse of the Buddha's ministry. 

95 Niruttipatha adhivacanapathii paiiiiattipathii. Spk: Language 
(nirutti, linguistic expression) is itself the pathway of lan
guage; or alternatively, language is called the pathway of 
language because it is the pathway for the communication 
of meanings to be understood through language. The other 
two terms should be understood in the same way; the three 
are synonyms. 

Ohs §§1306-8 distinguishes between nirutti, adhivacana, 
and paiifiatti on the one hand, and their respective patha on 
the other. There nirutti and the other two are treated as 
synonymous, but their respective patha are said to com
prise all phenomena (sabb' eva dhammii). At DN II 63,28-64,2, 
name-and-form together with consciousness is said t? be 
adhivacanapatha, niruttipatha, pafifiattipatha. On the baSIS of 
these texts it seems that Spk has gone astray here, and we 
should understand that the three pathways of language, 
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etc., are the five aggregates pertaining to the three time 
periods, and the corresponding temporal "term, label, 
description" applied to them is "language, designation, 
description. " 

The sutta is quoted at Kv 150 as support for the Thera
vadin argument against the Sarvastivadins, who held that 
past and future phenomena exist in some way. 

96 Spk explains ukkala as residents of the country of Ukkala 
(also called Okkala, according to CPO corresponding to 
modem Orissa). Spk treats vasabhafifia as a dvanda, vasso ca 
bhafifio ca, and explains that the two held the three wrong 
views found at 24:5-7. I read the last expression with Se 
and Ee, nindabyarosa-uparambhabhaya. Be includes an addi
tional term in the second place, gha!!ana, not found in the 
other eds. See the parallel at MN III 78,12-16, which reads as 
Se and Ee do here. In Spk, ghattana is the gloss on byarosa, 
which Be apparently has absorbed into the text. 

97 Spk: Clinging (upadiyamano): seizing by way of craving, 
conceit, and views. In the next two suttas, conceiving (mafifia
mano) and seeking delight (abhinandamano) are explained in 
the same way. 

98 This sutta is identical with 18:21 (and 22:91), the next with 
18:22 (and 22:92). A whole sarp.yutta (SN 23) consists of 
suttas spoken to the Venerable Radha. 

99 Nine abodes of beings (sattavasa) are enumerated at 
AN IV 401 (= ON III 263). The "pinnacle of existence" 
(bhavagga) is presumably the sphere of neither-perception
nor-nonperception, the highest realm of sentient existence. 
The term is used in this sense at Vibh 426,8 and regularly 
in the commentaries. 

100 We should read with Be and Se: anejarrz te anuppatta. Spk: 
This is arahantship, the abandoning of craving, which is 
known as "the stirring" (ejii). See 35:90, 91. 

101 Sattasaddhammagocarii. The seven good qualities: faith, 
moral shame, fear of wrongdoing, learning, energy, mind
fulness, and wisdom; see MN I 356,1-21; ON III 252,10-12. 

102 The seven gems (sattaratana) are the seven factors of 
enlightenment (satta bojjhanga); see 46:42. The threefold 
training (tisikkhti) is the training in the higher virtue, the 
higher mind, and the higher wisdom; see AN I 235-36. 
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103 The ten factors (dasmiga): the eight perfected factors of the 
Noble Eightfold Path, augmented by right knowledge and 
right liberation. They are mown more specifically as the 
ten factors of the one beyond training (asekha); see 
MN I 446,29--447,6, II 29,2-12, etc. On naga, see I, n. 84. 

104 Vidhiisu na vikampati. Spk: This refers to the three modes of 
conceit (superior, equal, inferioir

' 

105 Spk elaborates point-by-point on the comparison between 
the lion's emerging from his lair and roaring, and the 
Buddha's arising in the world and teaching the Dhamma. 
The lion's sounding his roar is like the Buddha's "setting in 
motion" the Wheel of the Dhamma in the Deer Park, and 
the terror of the smaller animals like the " arising of the ter
ror of knowledge" (fialJasantasassa uppatti) in the long-lived 
deities when they hear the Buddha expound the Four 
Noble Truths. 

106 Also at 12:21, etc.; see II, n. 58. Spk refers to 22:56 for an 
explanation of the origin and passing away of the five 
aggregates. 

107 Spk: "For the most part" (yebhuyyena) is said to make an 
exception of those devas who are noble disciples. For no 
fear at all arises in the arahants, though they experience 
"urgency of knowledge" (fialJasarrzvega) because they have 
attained what should be attained through careful striving 
by one stirred by a sense of urgency. The other devas, as 
they attend to impermanence, experience both fear as men
tal fright (cittutrasabhaya) and, at the time of strong insight, 
the fear of knowledge (fialJabhaya: probably the advanced 
stage of insight called bhayat' upatthiinafialJa, "knowledge of 
appearance as fearful"; see n. 79). Included within identity 
(sakkiiyapariyapanna): included in the five aggregates. Thus, 
when the Buddha teaches them the Dhamma stamped 
with the three characteristics, exposing the faults in the 
round of existence, the fear of knowledge enters them. 

108 Spk says that this does not refer to recollection by direct 
knowledge (i.e., by retrocognition of the past) but to the 
recollection of one's past abodes by way of insight. Spk 
seems to understand the purport of the Buddha's state
ment to be that they deliberately recollect the past in terms 
of the aggregates. I take the point differently, i.e., that 
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though these ascetics imagine they are recalling the past 
experience of a permanent self, they are only recollecting 
past configurations of the five aggregates. This interpreta
tion seems to be confirmed by the next paragraph, which 
reduces first-person memories (eva1J1rilpo ahosi1J1) to experi
ences framed solely in terms of the aggregates (rilpa1J1 
yeva). It can also draw support from the parallel paragraph 
opening 22:47. Spk entitles this passage "the emptiness sec
tion" (sufifiatapabba). A parallel commentary on the pas
sage, slightly more elaborate, is at Vibh-a 3-6. 

109 Spk: Even though emptiness has been discussed, the dis
cussion is not yet definitive because the characteristic of 
emptiness (sufifiatalakkhm:Ia) has not been discussed. The 
present passage is introduced to show the characteristic of 
emptiness. Spk-pt: Since form, etc., are neither a self nor 
the belongings of a self, but are insubstantial and owner
less, they are empty of that (self). Their nature is empti
ness, their characteristic is "being deformed," etc. 

1 10 Ruppati ti kho bhikkhave tasma rupan ti vuccati. I have tried, 
though clumsily, to capture the subtle word play of the 
Pali, which capitalizes on the apparent correspondence 
between the verb ruppati and the noun rilpa. Etymo
logically, the two are not related. Ruppati is a passive verb 
from the root rup (= Skt lup), "to break, injure, spoil." MW 
lists rupyate (s.v. rup), "to suffer violent or racking pain." 
See too PED, s.v. ruppati. Spk glosses: Ruppati ti kuppati 
ghatfiyati pi!iyati, bhijjati ti attho; "It is deformed: it is dis
turbed, stricken, oppressed, meaning 'it is broken.'" 

At KS 2:73, n. 1, Woodward has misunderstood the point 
of the commentary. It is not the case that Buddhaghosa 
misconstrues "these various contacts not as referring to 
this life, but as 'informing' creatures in other spheres." 
Rather, he merely cites the cold hells, hot hells, etc., as the 
realms where the different types of "deformation" are 
most evident (pakapa). Spk adds that being "deformed" is 
the specific characteristic (paccattalakkhm;ta) of form, which 
distinguishes it from feeling and the other aggregates; but 
the general characteristics (samafifialakkha!1a) are what they 
have in cornman; namely, impermanence, suffering, and 
nonself. 
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111  Spk: It  is  feeling itself that feels, not another-a being or a 
person. 

112 SankhatarJl abhisankharonti ti bhikkhave tasmii sankharii ti vuc
canti. Unfortunately English is a poor medium for captur
ing the interconnections of this sentence in the Pali, with 
the object (sankhatarJl), the verb (abhismikharonti), and the 
subject (safzkhiirii) all derived from the same stem. See my 
discussion of sankhiirii in the General Introduction, 
pp. 44-47. To replicate the Pali we might have rendered it, 
"They construct the constructed, therefore they are called 
volitional constructions," though this would bear certain 
connotations quite alien to the original. It is also an unfor
tunate coincidence that "volitional formations," my ren
dering for sankhiirii, is related to "form," my rendering for 
rupa. In Pali there is no etymological tie between rupa and 
sankhiirii. To capture the several nuances of the verb 
abhismikharoti we might have taken the liberty of rendering 
it, in this passage, by two verbs: "to generate," which con
veys the idea that the volitional formations actually pro
duce the other aggregates (see the following note); and "to 
form," which makes apparent the correspondence with the 
noun "formations." 

This passage shows the active role of cetanii, volition, in 
constructing experienced reality. Not only does volition 
influence the objective content of the experience, but it also 
shapes the psychophysical organism within which it has 
arisen and, via its role as kamma, shapes the future config
urations of the five aggregates to be produced by kamma. 
In this connection see 35:146, on the six sense bases as "old 
kamma." 

113 All three printed eds. of SN read, ruparJl rupattiiya 
. sankhatarJl abhisankharonti, and so for the other aggregates, 
except vififiiiIJa, where Ee reads, vififiiiIJatthiiya; however, 
since Ee has no note on vv.ll., this is almost certainly an 
editorial oversight rather than a meaningful variant. Spk 
(Se and Ee) reads rupatthiiya in its lemma, implying that the 
termination -atthiiya should apply to every aggregate, and 
apparently old Sinhalese mss of SN had this reading. Spk 
(Be), however, has rupattiiya. The explanation in Spk is 
equally intelligible on either reading of SN. 
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I follow Be here: "As one is said to cook conjee as conjee, 
to bake a cake as a cake, so it [Spk-pt: the collection of 
states headed by volition] constructs, builds up, amasses 
(abhisankharoti ayuhati sampi1J�ati) form itself-called 'the 
conditioned' because it is made by a combination of condi
tions-so that it becomes 'conditioned form' in accordance 
with its nature, for its formness (tathattaya rupabhavaya); the 
meaning is that it produces it (nipphadeti ti attho). This is the 
sense in brief: It constructs, produces the form arising along 
with itself and the associated feeling, etc. Here, too, the 
Blessed One shows just the specific characteristic of voli
tional formations, whose characteristic is volition. [Spk-pt: 
This is said because volition is the chief of the states 
belonging to the aggregate of volitional formations.]" 

114 The eight flavours are: ambila, tittaka, katuka, madhuka, 
kharika, akharika, I01Jaka, alo1Jaka; see too 47:8. The explana
tion of vinna1Ja here is very similar to that of sanna, the dif
ference being only in the type of sense object they cognize. 
Spk explains that the difference in object highlights a dif
ference in their cognitive functions: "Perception is 
analysed by way of the eye door because it is evident in 
grasping the appearance and shape of the object; con
sciousness is analysed by way of the tongue door because 
it can grasp particular distinctions in an object even when 
there is no appearance and shape." Spk continues with an 
explanation (also found at Vism 437; Ppn 14:3-5) according 
to which sanna, vinna1Ja, and panna are cognitive functions 
of increasing depth, discriminative acumen, and power of 
comprehension; this, however, is difficult to reconcile with 
the account of these factors found in the Nikayas. Usually 
in the suttas vinna1Ja is presented simply as the basic 
awareness of an object through one of the sense bases, i.e., 
as bare "consciousness of" rather than as a discriminative 
capacity. A parallel treatment of vinna1Ja at MN I 292,26-29 
defines it through its ability to cognize the three types of 
feelings (pleasant, painful, neutral); this just shifts the 
problem to that of distinguishing between vinna1Ja and 
vedana. Hamilton discusses the problem posed by these 
passages (Identity and Experience, pp. 53-55, 92-93). She 
offers the helpful suggestion that although vinna1Ja is here 
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defined in a way that encroaches upon the domain of 
sanna, we should unde�stand that sanna does the actual 
discrimination (of objects at all five senses) while vinnana 
"is the awareness by which we experience every stage �f 
the cognitive process, including the pr<]cess of discriminat
ing" (p. 92). From the commentarial standpoint, sanna is 
discussed more fully at As 1 10-11 and vififia1J.a (under the 
name citta) at As 63-64. 

115 Spk: The first two sections-the emptiness section and the 
section on the characteristic of emptiness-have discussed 
the characteristic of nonself. Now he will discuss the char
acteristic of suffering. Therein, form does not devour one 
as a dog does a piece of meat, by tearing one apart, but 
rather in the way a soiled garment might cause discomfort, 
as when one says, "This shirt is devouring me." The lines 
following the reflection incorporate the conclusion of 
22:9-11. 

116 Spk: This passage is stated to show the characteristic of. 
impermanence, and to do so by bringing the three charac
teristics together. 

117 I render this passage with the aid of Spk, which glosses the 
last two pairs of terms thus: Visineti na ussineti ti vikirati na 
sampirujeti; vidhupeti na sandhUpeti ti nibbapeti na jalapeti 
(some texts read viseneti, usseneti); cpo AN II 214-16. The 
present passage describes the sekha, who is still in the 
process of dismantling the round. 

118 Spk: This shows the arahant, who abides having disman
tled the round. 

119 Padas cd should be read: yassa te niibhijiiniima, yampi nissaya 
jhiiyati. See AN V 324-26 and MN I 140,3�. Spk states that 
at the end of this discourse five hundred bhikkhus were 
established in arahantship. 

120 Spk: After spending the rains residence at Savatthi, the 

Buddha had set out for Kapilavatthu together with a large 

company of bhikkhus. When they arrived, the �akyans 

carne to see him, bringing many gifts for the Sangha' .A
 

. h bhikkhus over the dlS-
nOISY quarrel broke out among t e 

h . .  . . f this reason that t e 
tnbuhon cf the gIfts, and It was or 

" . , 

Teacher dismissed them. He wanted to teach them, It lsn t 

for the sake of such things as robes, etc., that you have gone 
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forth into homelessness, but for the sake of arahantship." 
121 A similar passage is at MN I 457-59, but there the Sakyans 

first request the Buddha to pardon the bhikkhus, followed 
by Brahma Sahampati, who makes the same appeal. In the 
MN version the sequence of the two similes is inverted. 

122 I follow Se here, which reads: Tatharupa1J1 iddhtibhismikhara1J1 
abhisankhasi yatha te bhikkhu ekadvihiktiya sarajjamanarupa 
yena bhagava ten' upasankameyyu1J1. Be and Ee read yenaha1J1 
in place of yena bhagava; it seems the whole phrase is miss
ing in SS. Spk glosses: Ekadvihikaya ti ek' eko c' eva dve dve ca 
hutva. Sarajjamanarupa ti oftappamanasabhava bhtiyamana. 

Spk: Why did the Buddha perform such a feat? From a 
desire for their welfare. For if they had come to him in groups 
they would not have shown reverence towards the Buddha 
nor would they have been able to receive a Dhamma teach
ing. But when they come timidly, ashamed, alone and in 
pairs, they show reverence and can receive a teaching. 

123 Abhisapa, glossed akkosa by Spk, which explains: "For when 
people get angry they abuse their antagonist by saying, 
'You should put on a monk's robe, get yourself a begging 
bowl, and roam about seeking alms!'" Kapala, rendered 
here "begging bowl," is not the usual word for a monk's 
almsbowl (= patta), but refers to the kind of bowl used by 
non-Buddhist ascetics (sometimes made from a skull); the 
use of the word seems pejorative. This paragraph and the 
next are also at It 89-90. Some of the terms describing the 
deviant monk just below are commented on in I, n. 176. 

124 Spk says this passage is introduced to show that this per
son has become like a brand from a funeral pyre because of 
his evil thoughts. The "signless concentration" (animitta
samadhi) is insight concentration (vipassana-samadhi), called 
"signless" because it removes the signs of permanence, etc. 
For more on the signless concentration, see IV, nn. 280, 
312, 368. 

125 Spk: The view of existence (bhavaditthi) is eternalism 
(sassatadifthi); the view of extermination (vibhavadifthi) is 
annihilationism (ucchedaditthi). This passage is introduced 
to show that the signless concentration removes not only 
the three wrong thoughts but also eternalism and annihi
lationism. 
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126 Here the Buddha connects clinging, which arises on the 
basis of the mere five a�gregates mistakenly held to as a 
self, with the last portion of the formula on dependent 
origination, thus showing present clinging to be the sus
taining cause for the continuation of the round of exis
tence. For a parallel, see MN I 511,30-512,2. 

127 Spk: At the end of the discourse five hundred bhikkhus 
attained arahantship together with the analytical knowl
edges (patisambhidii). 

128 Spk assigns this sutta to the time of the famous quarrel at 
Kosambi. After he had failed in three attempts to reconcile 
the factious parties, the Buddha decided to set out alone. 
For a full account, see Yin 1 337-57 and NaI).amoli, Life of the 
Buddha, pp. 109-19. 

129 Spk: The residents of Parileyyaka built a leaf hall for the 
Blessed One in a protected grove near their town. An aus
picious (bhadda) sal tree grew there. While living in 
dependence on the town, the Blessed One dwelt at the foot 
of the tree near the leaf hut in the grove. Spk relates here 
the story of the bull elephant who came to wait upon the 
Buddha; see Ud 41--42 and Yin 1 352-53. 

130 Spk: These were not the factious bhikkhus, but five hun
dred other monks who had come from various quarters 
after the rains. 

131 See 22:55 and n. 78 above. Spk explains this as referring to 
"the fruit of arahantship immediately following the path" 
(maggiinantaratJ1. arahattaphalatJ1.). However, as in the com
mentarial system the fruit inevitably occurs in immediate 
succession to the path, I think the monk is really asking 
how to attain arahantship swiftly and directly, without 
being detained at any lower stage of awakening. 

132 Vicayaso. Spk glosses with vicayena and explains: "Having 
delimited with knowledge that is capable of discriminating 
the real nature of the various phenomena." What follows 
are the thirty-seven aids to enlightenment (bodhipakkhiyii 
dhammii); see pp. 1485-87. 

133 Spk glosses "that regarding" (siisamanupassanii) as a "view
formation" (ditthi-sankhara). I understand sankhiira here as 
meaning what is conditioned rather than the active power of 
generation, i.e., as the sankhata-sankhiira of the commentaries 
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rather than as abhisaizkharalJa-saizkhara, the act of volitional 
formation. The point, it seems, is that by calling the act of 
regarding a "formation," the Buddha underlines its condi
tioned origination. This in tum highlights its imperma
nence, recognition of which knocks away the adherence to 
the very notion "I am," thus culminating in arahantship. 
On "ignorance-contact" (avijjasamphassa), see n. 63. 

134 This view, which posits the identity of the self and the 
world (so atta so loko), seems to be derived from the 
Upani�ads. Strangely, Spk passes over this view in silence, 
and Ps (commenting on MN 1 135,37) offers only an unillu
minating word gloss. For a discussion, see Wijesekera, "An 
Aspect of Upani�adic Atman and Buddhist 'Anatta,'" 
Buddhist and Vedic Studies, pp. 261-63. 

135 Here 1 read with Se and Ee: no c' assarJ1 no ca me siya, na 
bhavissami na me bhavissati. Be reads the third negated verb 
as nabhavissarJ1. Spk: "If 1 were not, neither would there be 
my belongings; if 1 will not be in the future, neither will 
there be my belongings." For a fuller discussion, see n. 75. 

136 Spk: Even though doubt (vicikiccha) does not exist in the 
cittas associated with craving, the doubt-formation arises 
from it because craving has not been abandoned. For doubt 
arises in one who has not abandoned craving. 

137 Spk: In this sutta, in twenty-three cases, insight culminat
ing in arahantship has been explained. 

138 This entire sutta is at MN No. 109. 
139 Ime . . .  paiicupadanakkhandha chandamUlaka. Spk: TalJha

chandamulaka. On how the five aggregates originate from 
craving, see 22:5 and n. 30. 

140 This exchange is also at MN 1 299,33-300,3; see too 22:121 
below. 

Spk: "Clinging is neither the same as the five aggregates 
subject to clinging" because the aggregates are not 
reducible simply to desire and lust; "nor is the clinging 
something apart from the five aggregates subject to cling
ing" because there is no clinging apart from the aggregates 
either as conascent factors or as object. For when a citta 
associated with craving occurs, the form produced by that 
citta belongs to the form aggregate, and the remaining 
mental states except craving belong to the other four 
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aggregates: thus there is no clinging apart from the aggre
gates as conascent factors. (Craving is excepted because 
craving is what clings to the aggregates, and a mental fac
tor cannot cling to itself.) Then, too, there is no clinging 
apart from the aggregates as object, because when clinging 
arises it lakes as object one of the aggregates such as form. 

141 Rupakkhandhassa paiiiiapaniiya. This might have been ren
dered "for the description of the form aggregate." 
Paiiiiapana is literally "making known," and something is 
"made known" either by becoming manifest or by being 
described. 

142 I prefer the reading of the parallel at MN III 19,12-13, anatta
katani kammani kam attana1Jl phusissanti. In the SN text, Be 
and Se read katham attana1Jl, and Ee katam attana1Jl, which 
perhaps should be amended to kam attana1Jl. Spk is silent, 
but MA explains that this monk had slipped into an eter
nalist view. 

143 Patipucchii-vinita kho me tumhe bhikkhave tatra tatra tesu tesu 
dhammesu. The readings in Ee and MN (Ee) should be 
amended accordingly. Neither MA nor Spk offers any 
explanation, but it is clear enough that the "training 
through interrogation" is the catechistic method to be 
applied in the following paragraph. 

144 MN No. 109 concludes by stating that while this discourse 
was being spoken the minds of .sixty bhikkhus were liber
ated from the taints. Spk states that at the conclusion of 
each sutta in this vagga five hundred bhikkhus attained 
arahantship! The verse that follows is in Be and Ee, but not 
in Se or MN. Pada c should be read with Be: sakkiiyena duve 
vutta. 

145 Pur;u:ta Mantaniputta was declared by the Buddha the fore
most among the bhikkhus who were speakers on the 
Dharnrna (AN I 23,26). See 14:15. 

146 Upadaya has a double meaning that is difficult to capture in 
translation. As absolutive of upiidiyati it means "having 
clung to," but it also has an idiomatic sense, "derived from, 
dependent on," as in the expression catunnaii ca mahiibhiltii
na1Jl upadaya rupa1Jl, "the form derived from the four great 
elements." I have translated it here "by clinging to," on the 
supposition that the literal meaning is primary, but the 
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gloss of Spk emphasizes the idiomatic sense: Upadaya ti 
agamma arabbha sandhiiya paficca; "upadaya: contingent on, 
referring to, on the basis of, in dependence on." The mirror 
simile can support either meaning, and both are probably 
intended: The youth looks at his or her image with concern 
for his or her personal appearance ("with clinging"), and 
the image becomes manifest in dependence on the mirror. 
Similarly, a person conceives "I am" by clinging to the five 
aggregates, and it is in dependence on the five aggregates, 
i.e., with the aggregates as objective referents, that the 
notion "I am" arises. See 22:151, which again plays upon 
this dual meaning of upiidaya. 

147 Dhammo me abhisameto. Spk: He penetrated the Four Noble 
Truths with wisdom and became a stream-enterer. On 
abhisamaya, see II, n. 13. 

148 See 21:9. 
149 This passage occurs elsewhere, e.g., in SN at 47:9 

(V 153,11-12) and 47:13 (V 162,15-16). Spk does not explain 
the etymology of madhurakaji'ito but paraphrases, "It has 
become unwieldy, as if heavy." Madhuraka means "sweet, 
pleasant, charming," but I follow PED's explanation, "full 
of sweet drink, intoxicated." See madhupita in I, v. 842 and 
I, n. 590. In explaining dhamma pi ma1fl na patibhanti, Spk 
takes dhamma as "the teachings": "Even the doctrinal 
teachings are not clear to me; what I learned and studied 
does not appear." Possibly dhamma here bears the more 
general sense of "things." 

150 Spk: He not only delighted in it, but having gained this 
consolation from the Teacher, struggling and striving, after 
some time he was established in arahantship. 

151 His position is not quite the same as that of the common 
annihilationist, since he does not hold that all beings are 
annihilated at death. He seems to hold an eternalist view in 
regard to unenlightened beings (since they have a lasting 
self which transmigrates) and annihilationism in regard to 
the arahant (since he utterly perishes at death). 

Spk: If he had thought, "Formations arise and cease; a 
simple process of formations reaches nonoccurrence," this 
would not be a view (difthigata) but knowledge in accor
dance with the Teaching. But since he thought, "A being is 
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annihilated and destroyed," this becomes a view. What fol-
lows is paralleled by MN I 130-31 and I 256-57. � 

152 Spk: At the end of this teaching on the three characte;istics 
Yamaka became a stream-enterer. Sariputta asks the fol
lowing questions to examine him and to get him to show 
that he has given up his wrong view. 

Spk glosses tathagata here as "a being" (satta), which I 
think does not quite hit the mark. I take the subject of the 
discussion to be, not a being in general, but the arahant 
conceived as a being, as a substantial self. Thus the catechism 
will show that Yamaka has abandoned his identity view 
(sakkayaditthi) regarding the arahant, and therewith his 
view of the arahant as a self that undergoes annihilation. 
We find a similar transition from the arahant (vimuttacitta 
bhikkhu) to the Tathagata at MN 1 140,3-7 and I 486-88. 

153 The first three alternatives-conceiving the aggregates 
individually as the Tathagata, the Tathagata as within the 
aggregates, and the Tathagata as apart from the aggre
gates-correspond to the first three modes of conceiving in 
the Miilapariyaya Sutta (M 1 1), which are set in relation to 
the sense bases at 35:30, 31. The fourth position conceives 
the aggregates collectively as the Tathagata (perhaps a 
view of supervenience); the fifth conceives the Tathagata 
as entirely transcendent, without any essential relation to 
the aggregates. These modes of conceiving can also be cor
related with the twenty types of identity view. 

154 Ditth' eva dhamme sacca to thetato tathagato anupalabbhiyamano. 
Cpo MN I 138,5--6: Attani ca bhikkhave attaniye ca sacca to theta
to anupalabbhamane. MN 1 140,6-7: DitW evahafJ1 bhikkhave 
dhamme tathagatafJ1 ananuvejjo ti vadami. 

155 See n. 147. 
156 This passage can be read as a gloss on the Buddha's 

famous dictum, "1 make known just suffering and the ces
sation of suffering" (see end of 22:86). 

157 Ee daheyya may be better than saddaheyya, in Be and Se. 
158 Spk: The uninstructed worldling attached to the round is 

like the gullible householder, the five fragile aggregates 
like the murderous enemy. When the enemy comes up to 
the householder and offers to serve him, that is like the 
time the aggregates are acquired at the moment of rebirth. 
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When the householder takes the enemy to be his friend, 
that is like the time the worldling grasps the aggregates, 
thinking, "They are mine." The honour the householder 
bestows on the enemy, thinking, "He is my friend," is like 
the honour the worldling bestows on the aggregates by 
bathing them, feeding them, etc. The murder of the house
holder by the enemy is like the destruction of the 
worldling's life when the aggregates break up. 

159 The next four paragraphs are also at 22:55. 
160 As in 12:15; see II, n. 31, n. 32. 
161 This last sentence is not in Be. 
162 This sutta also occurs at 44:2, with the questionnaire given 

in full (though abridged in this translation). 
163 Tathagato uttamapuriso paramapuriso paramapattipatto. This 

should establish that "the Tathagata" here is not just "a 
being," but a Buddha or an arahant; the expression recurs 
at 44:9. The four theses are all rooted in a conception of the 
Tathagata as ({ self. The commentaries explain the first as 
eternalism, the second as annihilationism, the third as a 
syncretic view (partial-eternalism), the fourth as evasive 
scepticism. Two whole chapters in SN deal with these 
issues, the VacchagottasaITlyutta (SN 33) and the 
AbyakatasaITlyutta (SN 44). See too 16:12. 

164 Spk: It is said that he thought, "These are hostile enemies 
of the Teaching. The Teacher would not describe (the 
Tathagata) as they say. He must have described him in 
some other way." 

165 This oft-quoted dictum can be interpreted at two levels. At 
the more superficial level the Buddha can be read as say
ing that he does not make any declaration about such 
metaphysical questions as an afterlife but teaches only a 
practical path for reaching the end of suffering here and 
now. This interpretation, however, does not connect the 
dictum with the Buddha's previous statement that the 
Tathagata is not apprehended in this very life. To make 
this connection we have to bring in the second interpreta
tion, according to which the "Tathagata" is a mere term of 
conventional usage referring to a compound of imperma
nent formations, which are "suffering" because they con
tain no permanent essence. It is just these that stand while 
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the Tathagata lives, and just these that cease with hi&. pass
ing away. The context in which the dictum occurs at 
MN 1 140,14-15 also suppdrts this interpretation. 

166 Vakkali was declared by the Buddha the foremost bhikkhu 
of those resolved through faith (etadagga1J1 saddhadhimut
tiina1J1; AN I 24,15). 

Spk: After completing the rains residence, the elder was 
on his way to see the Blessed One when he fell ill in the 
middle of the city. He could not walk, so they put him on 
a stretcher and carried him to a potter's shed. 

167 Samadhosi. Spk: He showed his respect by making a move
ment; for, it is said, even a patient is obliged to show 
respect to a superior by making a gesture of rising. 

168 Yo kho Vakkali dhamma1J1 passati, so ma1J1 passati. Yo ma1J1 passati, 
so dhamma1J1 passati. Spk: Here the Blessed One shows (him
self as) the Dhamma-body, as stated in the passage, "The 
Tathagata, great king, is the Dhamma-body." For the nine
fold supramundane Dhamma is called the Tathagata's body. 

I cannot trace a statement that corresponds exactly to the 
one cited by Spk. Spk may be misquoting DN III 84,23-24, 
which actually reads: "For this, Vasetj:ha, is a designation 
of the Tathagata, that is, the Dhamma-body . . .  " (tathiigatassa 
h '  eta1J1 Viisettha adhivacana1J1 dhammakiiyo iti pi . . .  ). On the 
ninefold supramundane Dhamma, see n. 51. Though the 
second clause seems to be saying that simply by seeing the 
Buddha's body one sees the Dhamma, the meaning is sure
ly that in order to really see the Buddha one should see the 
Dhamma, the truth to which he awakened. Hence the fol
lowing catechism, intended to guide Vakkali towards that 
realization. 

169 It was here too that the Venerable Godhika expired by his 
own hand; see 4:23. 

170 Vimokkhiiya ceteti. Spk: For the sake of the deliverance of 
the path (magga-vimokkhatthiiya). Although vimokkha and 
vimutti are derived from the same prefixed root (vi + muc), 
they usually appear in different contexts. To avoid confu
sion I have rendered the former as "deliverance," the latter 
as "liberation." Herp they are synonymous. 

171 Suvimutto vimuccissati. Spk: He will be liberated as one lib
erated by the liberation of the fruit of arahantship. Those 
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devas spoke thus because they knew, "By whatever 
method he arouses insight, he will attain arahantship 
immediately." 

172 Vakkali's message to the Buddha implies that he already 
considered himself an arahant. Spk, however, explains: 
"The elder, it is said, overestimated himself. As he had 
suppressed the defilements by concentration and insight, 
he did not see himself assailed by them and thus thought 
he was an arahanl. Disgusted with his miserable life, he cut 
his jugular vein with a sharp knife. Just then, painful feel
ings arose in him. Realizing he was still a worldling, he 
took up his main meditation subject, explored it with 
knowledge, and attained arahantship just as he died." On 
the basis of the sutta alone it is impossible to tell whether 
the commentary is right. For another account of a monk 
who took his life while thinking he was an arahant, see 
35:87. Godhika (in 4:23) did not have this conviction, but 
took his life from despair due to his iI.lness. He too, how
ever, attained arahantship at the time of death. The sequel 
is as at 4:23; see I, nn. 313, 314. 

173 I read with Be: gelaiiiie passambhetvii passambhetvii 
kiiysankhiire vihariimi, so 'haf!l samiidhif!l nappatilabhiimi. The 
"bodily formations" are in-breathing and out-breathing 
(assiisa-passiisa); see MN I 56,20-22 and MN I 301,20-21 (= 
41:6; IV 293,16). 

Spk: He kept tranquillizing in-and-out breathing when 
he dwelt in the fourth jhana, where breathing ceases (36:11; 
IV 217,8-9). Because he had fallen away from all the medi
tative absorptions that he had previously attained, he 
thought, "Let me not fall away from the Teaching." 

174 Spk: Samiidhisiirakii samiidhisiimaiiiiii ti samiidhif!l yeva siiraii 
ca siimaiiiiaii ca maiiiianti. "In my Teaching that is not the 
essence; the essence is insight, path, and fruit." 

175 Spk says that at the end of the Buddha's exposition of the 
three characteristics, Assaji attained arahantship. Spk 
explains that the Buddha introduces the following passage 
to show the arahant's constant abiding. See too 12:51, 
where the same text is coupled with a different simile. The 
present version is also at 36:7, 36:8, and 54:8. 

176 Although all three eds. of SN and both eds. of Spk read 
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asmi ti adhigata1]1, this is probably an old corruption: I pro
pose reading asmi ti aviga�a1]1; see my argument in support 
of this amendation at n. 61. Spk: Craving and conceit are 
found occurring in the mode "I am." 

This passage clarifies the essential difference between 
the sekha and the arahant. While the sekha has eliminated 
identity view and thus no longer identifies any of the five 
aggregates as a self, he has not yet eradicated ignorance, 
which sustains a residual conceit and desire "I am" (anusaha
gata asmi ti mana asmi ti chanda) in relation to the five aggre
gates. The arahant, in contrast, has eradicated ignorance, 
the root of all misconceptions, and thus no longer enter
tains any ideas of "I" and "mine." The other elders appar
ently had not yet attained any stage of awakening and thus 
did not understand this difference, but the Venerable 
Khemaka must have been at least a stream-enterer [Spk-pt: 
some hold he was a nonreturner, others a once-returner] 
and thus knew that the elimination of identity view does 
not completely remove the sense of personal identity. Even 
for the nonreturner, an "odour of subjectivity" based on 
the five aggregates still lingers over his experience. 

177 I prefer va�tassa, found in SS, over va��assa in all three 
printed eds. 

178 Spk: The worldling's mental process is like the soiled cloth. 
The three contemplations (of impermanence, suffering, 
and nonself) are like the three cleansers. The mental 
process of the nonreturner is like the cloth that has been 
washed with the three cleansers. The defilements to be 
eradicated by the path of arahantship are like the residual 
smell of the cleansers. The knowledge of the path of ara
hantship is like the sweetly scented casket, and the 
destruction of all defilements by that path is like the van
ishing of the residual smell of the cleansers from the cloth 
after it has been placed in the casket. 

179 Spk identifies this Channa with the Bodhisatta's charioteer 
who led him out of the palace on the night of his great 
renunciation. He had received ordination as a monk but, 
because of his former close relationship with the Buddha, 
he became proud and domineering and spoke harshly to 
the other bhikkhus. Shortly before his parinibbana the 
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Buddha had instructed the Sangha to impose on him the 
brahmada1J4a, "the silence treatment" (DN II 154,18-23) . 
When Channa realized he was being treated as a pariah by 
the Sangha, he was shaken by a sense of urgency (sa1!lvega). 
It is at this point that the sutta opens. 

180 Spk: All formations of the three planes (sabbe tebhumaka 
satikhara) are impermanent; all phenomena of the four 
planes (sabbe catubhumaka dhamma) are nonself. Why didn't 
those bhikkhus mention the characteristic of suffering? 
Because they thought, "This bhikkhus is argumentative. If 
we mention suffering he will quarrel with us, saying, 'If 
form, etc., are suffering, the path and fruit too are suffer
ing, so you monks have attained nothing but suffering.'" 
Thus they answered in a way that could not be faulted. 

See too MN I 228,10-14, 230,5-8, where only imperma
nence and nonself are mentioned in the explicit context of 
debate. The commentary to this passage gives a similar 
explanation of the omission of suffering. 

181 Atha ko carahi me atM. Spk: It is said that this elder had start
ed to practise insight meditation without having done dis
cernment of conditions. His weak insight could not elimi
nate the grip of self (attagaha), and thus when formations 
appeared to him as empty, agitation arose in him along 
with the annihilationist view, "I will be annihilated, I will 
be destroyed." He saw himself falling into an abyss. [Spk
pt: Agitation through fear (bhayaparitassana) and clinging 
to views (ditth' upadana) arose in him over the thought, "If 
phenomena are nonself, then what self can deeds done by 
what is nonself affect?" (see 22:82 (III 104,1) and n. 142)] .  

Discernment of conditions (paccayapariggaha) is a stage in 
the development of insight in which the meditator 
explores the conditions for the five aggregates (see Vism, 
chap. 19) . In the proper sequence of development this stage 
should precede investigation of the aggregates as imperma
nent, suffering, and nonself. 

182 Khila1!l pabhindi. MN I 101,9-27 mentions five types of men
tal barrenness (cetokhila). Channa's problem seems to have 
been the fifLh, anger and contemptuousness towards his 
fellow monks. 

183 Ananda's choice of the Kacdinagotta Sutta is especially 
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apt, as this sutta teaches how dependent origination.coun
ters the two extreme views of etemalism and annihilation
ism and replaces the view of self with the realization that it 
is only dukkha that arises and ceases. 

184 This sutta and the next are identical with 18:21-22 and 
22:71-72. 

185 This portion of the sutta offers an important counterpoint 
to the message of the Kaccanagotta Sutta (12:15). Here the 
Buddha emphasizes that he does not reject all ontological 
propositions, but only those that transcend the bounds of 
possible experience. While the Kacdinagotta Sutta shows 
that the "middle teaching" excludes static, substantialist 
conceptions of existence and nonexistence, the present text 
shows that the same "middle teaching" can accommodate 
definite pronouncements about these ontological issues. 
The affirmation of the existence of the five aggregates, as 
impermanent processes, serves as a rejoinder to illusionist 
theories, which hold that the world lacks real being. 

186 Lokadhamma. Spk: The five aggregates are called thus 
because it is their nature to disintegrate (lujjanasabhiivatta). 
Loka is derived from lujjati at 35:82. The etymology cannot 
be accepted literally but serves a pedagogic purpose. 

187 Spk: In this sutta three types of world are spoken of. When 
it is said, "I do not dispute with the world," it is the world 
of beings (sattaloka). "A world-phenomenon in the world": 
here, the world of formations (satikhiiraloka). "The Tatha
gata was born in the world": here, the geographic world 
(okasaloka). Be has omitted loke jato, no doubt by oversight. 
The simile is also at AN II 38,30-39,3; see too AN V 
152,12-16. 

188 Spk: One evening, while dwelling in that abode, the 
Blessed One came out from his fragrant cottage and sat 
down by the bank of the Ganges. He saw a great lump of 
foam coming downstream and thought, "I will give a 
Dhamma talk relating to the five aggregates." Then he 
addressed the bhikkhus sitting around him. 

The sutta is one of the most radical discourses on the 
empty nature of conditioned phenomena; its imagery 
(especially the similes of the mirage and the magical illu
sion) has been taken up by later Buddhist thinkers, most 
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persistently by the Madhyamikas. Some of the images are 
found elsewhere in the Pali Canon, e.g., at Dhp 46, 170. In 
the context of early Buddhist thought these similes have to 
be handled with care. They are not intended to suggest an 
illusionist view of the world but to show that our concep
tions of the world, and of our own existence, are largely 
distorted by the process of cognition. Just as the mirage 
and magical illusion are based on real existents-the sand 
of the desert, the magician's appurtenances-so these false 
conceptions arise from a base that objectively exists, name
ly, the five aggregates; but when seen through a mind sub
ject to conceptual distortion, the aggregates appear in a 
way that deviates from their actual nature. Instead of being 
seen as transient and selfless, they appear as substantial 
and as a self. 

189 Spk explains at length how form (i.e., the body) is like a 
lump of foam (phe1.1api1:z4a). I give merely the highlights: as 
a lump of foam lacks any substance (sara), so form lacks 
any substance that is permanent, stable, a self; as the lump 
of foam is full of holes and fissures and the abode of many 
creatures, so too form; as the lump of foam, after expand
ing, breaks up, so does form, which is pulverized in the 
mouth of death. Spk's commentary is also at Vibh-a 32-35. 

190 Spk: A bubble (bubbu!a) is feeble and cannot be grasped, for 
it breaks up as soon as it is seized; so too feeling is feeble 
and cannot be grasped as permanent and stable. As a bub
ble arises and ceases in a drop of water and does not last 
long, so too with feeling: 100,000 kotis of feelings arise and 
cease in the time of a fingersnap (one koti = 10 million). As 
a bubble arises in dependence on conditions, so feeling 
arises in dependence on a sense base, an object, the defile
ments, and contact. 

191 Spk: Perception is like a mirage (maricikii) in the sense that 
it is insubstantial, for one cannot grasp a mirage to drink or 
bathe or fill a pitcher. As a mirage deceives the multitude, 
so does perception, which entices people with the idea that 
the colourful object is beautiful, pleasurable, and permanent. 

192 Akukkukajata1'J1. Spk: There is no pith growing inside (anto 
asanjataghanada1.14aka1'J1) . 

193 The simile is used for a different purpose at MN I 233,15-23. 
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Spk: As a plantain trunk (kadalikkhandha) is an assemblage 
of many sheaths, each with its own characteristic, so the 
aggregate of volitional formations is an assemblage of 
many phenomena, each with its own characteristic. 

194 Spk: Consciousness is like a magical illusion (maya) in the 
sense that it is insubstantial and cannot be grasped. 
Consciousness is even more transient and fleeting than a 
magical illusion. For it gives the impression that a person 
comes and goes, stands and sits, with the same mind, but 
the mind is different in each of these activities. Conscious
ness deceives the multitude like a magical illusion. 

For a modern parable illustrating the deceptive nature of 
consciousness, based on this simile, see Na:t:tananda, The 
Magic of the Mind, pp. 5-7. 

195 See MN I 296,9-1 1, spoken by Sariputta. I cannot trace a 
parallel spoken by the Buddha himself, but see Ohp 41. 

196 Spk explains that mayaya1J1 balalapini, in pada b, refers 
specifically to the aggregate of consciousness. The aggre
gate-mass is a murderer in two ways: (i) because the aggre
gates slay each other; and (ii) because murder appears in 
dependence on the aggregates. As to (i), when the earth 
element breaks up it takes along the other elements, and 
when the form aggregate breaks up it takes along the men
tal aggregates. As to (ii), when the aggregates exist such 
things as murder, bondage, injury, etc., come into being. 
On the comparison of the aggregates to murderers, see too 
22:85 (III 114,20-24). 

197 Read: diva va yadi va ratti1J1. 
198 Spk: The holy life of the path arises stilling the formations 

of the three planes. If even this much individual existence 
were permanent, though the path might arise it would not 
be able to still the round of formations. Thus the holy life 
would not be discerned. 

199 Spk: This is said to show: "If any formations were perma
nent, then the success I enjoyed as King Mahasudassana 
would have been permanent." On King Mahasudassana, a 
past incarnation of the Buddha, see the eponymic sutta, 
ON No. 17. 

200 The elephant, the steed, the jewel-gem, the beautiful 
queen, and the commander-gem are five of the seven gems 
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of the wheel-turning monarch (raja cakkavatti). The other 
two, which Mahasudassana also possessed, are the wheel
gem and the steward-gem; for details, see ON II 172�77. 
The seven gems are mentioned at 46:42. 

201 The passage beginning "Of those 84,000 cities" to the end 
is also at ON II 197-98, but the latter includes an additional 
closing paragraph. The homily on impermanence is at 
15:20 (II 193,3--6). 

Spk: Having shown his success at the time when he was 
King Mahasudassana, he now shows its impermanence. 
Just as a man might place a ladder against a campaka tree, 
climb up, take a campaka flower, and then descend, so the 
Blessed One has climbed up the story of King Mahasudas
sana's success, taken the characteristic of impermanence at 
the top, and descended. 

202 I read with Se, khattiya va velamikii va. Spk explains a 
velamika as one born from a khattiya father and a brahmin 
mother, or a brahmin father and a khattiya mother. 

203 As at 15:1, etc. See II, n. 254. 
204 On the destruction of the world by fire, see Vism 414-17 

(Ppn 13:32-41). 
205 The simile of the dog is also at MN II 232,24-233,4. Spk: The 

foolish worldling is like the dog, his view is like the leash, 
his personal identity (sakkiiya) is like the post. Like the 
dog's running around the post is the worldling's running 
around his personal identity bound to it by craving and 
views. 

206 CaralJarrz nama cittarrz. Citta here is the equivalent of Skt 
citra, picture. The exact meaning of the picture's title is 
obscure. Spk glosses vicaralJacitta, "the wandering picture" 
[Spk-pt: because they take it and wander about with it), but 
caralJa here possibly means conduct, as in other contexts. 

Spk: The Sat'tkha were a sect of heretical brahmins. 
Having taken a canvas, they had various pictures painted 
on it of the good and bad destinations to illustrate success 
and failure, and then they took it around on their wander
ings. They would show it to the people, explaining, "If one 
does this deed, one gets this result; if one does that, one 
gets that." 

207 Tam pi . . .  caralJarrz nama cittarrz citten' eva cittitarrz, tena pi . , .  
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cara�ena cittena cittaiiiieva cittatarat]1. There are several puns 
here that cannot be successfully conveyed in translation 
(nor even in Skt for that matter). Citta is both mind (as in 
Skt) and picture (= Skt citra). Cittita (Ee: cintita) is "thought 
out" (related to citta, mind) and "diversified" (related to 
citra, picture). I have used "designed in its diversity" to 
capture both nuances. As 64-65 quotes this passage in its 
discussion of how mind designs the world. 

208 Te pi . . .  tiracchanagata pa�a citten' eva cittita, tehi pi . . .  
tiracchanagatehi pa�ehi cittaiiiieva cittatarat]1. Another series 
of puns. The point is that the diversity of the creatures in 
the animal realm reflects the diversity of the past kamma 
that causes rebirth as an animal, and this diversity of 
kamma in turn stems from the diversity of volition (cetana), 
a mental factor. As 64-65 discusses this passage at length. 

Spk: Quails and partridges, etc., do not accumulate 
diverse kamma, thinking, "We will become diversified in 

such and such a way," but the karnma arrives at the appro
priate species (yoni), and the diversity is rooted in the 
species. For beings that arise in a particular species become 
diversified in the way appropriate to that species. Thus the 
diversity is achieved through the species, and the species 
reflect kamma. 

209 The simile is also at 12:64. See II, n. 173. 
210 Also at 12:23. The following, through to the end, is also at 

AN IV 125-27. 
211 Again, these are the thirty-seven aids to enlightenment. 

The theme of this sutta might be compared with MN 
No. 126, which deals with the question whether, in living 
the holy life, it is necessary to make a wish (asaii ee pi karitva) 
in order to achieve the fruit (phalassa adhigamaya). Here the 
word rendered "wish" is ieeha. 

212 The simile of the chicks is applied differently at MN I 104,3-13 
and MN I 357,6-358,2. See too Vin III 3-5. Spk elaborates on 
the comparison of the bhikkhu's enlightenment to the 
hatching of chicks: The hen's preparatory work is like the 
bhikkhu's devotion to development. The nonrotting of the 
eggs is like the bhikkhu's r.ot falling away from insight 
knowledge; the drying up of the moisture in the eggs is 
like the drying up of attachment to the three realms of 
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existence; the thinning of the egg shells is like the thinning 
of ignorance; the maturation of the chicks is like the matu
ration of insight knowledge. The time when the chicks 
break the shells and emerge safely is like the time when the 
bhikkhu breaks the shell of ignorance and attains ara
hantship. And as the chicks go about adorning the village 
field, so the great arahant enters into fruition attainment 
which takes Nibbana as its object, and thus adorns his 
monastery. 

213 Reading palagm:uJassa with Be and Se. Spk glosses va#ha
kissa. 

214 The simile is also at 45:158. I read it as in Se and Ee. Spk 
develops this simile even more minutely than the simile of 
the chicks. In brief: Like the wearing away of the rigging by 
the ocean water is the wearing away of the bhikkhu's fet
ters by his going forth (into homelessness), study, and 
questioning. Like the time the ship is hauled onto dry land 
is the time the bhikkhu takes up a meditation subject and 
d wells in the forest. Like the drying up of the rigging by 
wind and sun during the day is the drying up of craving 
by insight knowledge. Like the wetting by snow at night is 
the wetting of the mind by gladness and joy arisen from 
meditation. Like the rain cloud pouring down is the 
knowledge of the path of arahantship. Like the decay of 
the rigging is the attainment of the fruit of arahantship. 
Like the persistence of the rigging in a decrepit state is the 
persistence of the arahant as he lives on benefitting the 
multitude. Like the collapse of the decrepit rigging is the 
arahant's attainment of the Nibbana element without 
residue. 

215 Sensual lust is eliminated by the path of nonreturning; lust 
for existence, ignorance, and the conceit "I am" by the path 
of arahantship. 

216 This simile, and the six to follow, are applied differently at 
45:141-47. The simile of the ascending sun is also at 2:29. 

217 Spk glosses antti, lit. "ends," with kotthasti, and explains 
that this sutta interprets the five aggregates by way of the 
Four Noble Truths. 

218 Spk glosses parinneyya with samatikkamitabba and parinnti 
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with samatikkama; see n. 41. The "person who has fully 
understood" (pariflfliitiiVO is a conventional expression; see 
n. 37. 

219 Spk: By this, Nibbana is shown. 
220 Woodward, at KS 3:136, says that this sutta is the same as 

the preceding one, but that is not the case; this one adds 
samudayafl ca atthangamafl ca. 

221 The stream-enterer (in the preceding sutta) and the arahant 
share the same understanding of the five aggregates. They 
differ in that the arahant has used this understanding to 
extricate all defilements, while the stream-enterer (and 
higher trainees) have yet to complete this task. Note too 
that whereas the stream-enterer is explained in terms of a 
noble disciple, the arahant is always defined as a bhikkhu. 

222 As at 12:16. See II, nn. 34, 35. 
223 I follow Be, which reads baddho jiyati, as against Se and Ee, 

which have baddho jiiyati, "who is born in bondage." 
224 The Ee title, Parimucchita, should be amended to Paripucchita. 
225 This list is found elsewhere in the Nikayas (e.g., at MN I 

435,33-35, MN I 500,3-5, AN II 128,16-18, AN IV 
422,25-423,1). The eleven terms are expanded to forty at 
Patis II 238, and commented on at Vism 61 1-13 (Ppn 
20:19-20). Spk reduces them to the three contemplations: 
"impermanence" and "disintegration" represent contem
plation of impermanence; "empty" and "nonself," contem
plation of nonself; and the others, contemplation of suffer
ing. Vism 613 and Ps III 146,13, however, assign "as alien" 
(parato) to the contemplation of nonself, which seems more 
plausible. 

226 Natthi . . .  arahato uttarikaraIJiya1J1 katassa vii paticayo. Spk 
does not comment on this, but Mp IV 165,3-5 (commenting 
on AN IV 355,24-25) explains: "There is nothing further to be 
done, because he has done the four tasks imposed by the 
Four Noble Truths (see 56:11). And no repetition of what he 
has already done, for the developed path need not be devel
oped again and the abandoned defilements need not be 
abandoned again." 

On "a pleasant dwelling in this very life," just below, see 
II, n. 332. 

227 Kukku!a. See I, v. 824. Spk: A great conflagration, hot and 
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blazing. In this sutta the characteristic of suffering is dis
cussed. 

228 See 22:39 and n. 52. 
229 The next three suttas correspond to 22:40-42. Ee has omit

ted the text of 22:148, apparently by oversight as the title is 
correct while the text is that of 22:149. Accordingly, in this 
saqlyutta all the following sutta numbers in Ee are short by 
one. 

230 Spk glosses kirrz upiidiiya with kirrz paticca, but a word play is 
probably involved; see n. 146. The double sense would 
then be that pleasure and pain arise because one clings to 
the five aggregates with desire and lust, and they arise in 
dependence on the five aggregates as their support and 
object. 

231 Kirrz abhinivissa. Spk: Kirrz abhinivisitvii; paccayarrz katvii ti 
attho. Spk, it seems, does not see abhinivissa as contributing 
anything more to the meaning than a synonym for upiidiiya, 
but the question then arises why it should be added in the 
case of views but not in the case of pleasure and pain. 
Abhinivissa is an absolutive related to the noun abhinivesa, 
"adherence," which implies an element of interpretation, 
namely, interpretation of experience through the lens of a 
wrong view. When this is acknowledged, we can then see 
that abhinivissa suggests the imposition of a cognitive inter
pretation on the aggregates, which goes beyond the bare 
conative clinging implied by upiidiiya. 

232 This is the full etemalist view; see 22:81 and n. 134. 
233 The annihilationist view; see 22:81, and nn. 75, 135. 
234 Micchiidinhi. In the Nikayas usually explained as the 

nihilist view, e.g., at MN I 287,12-18. For text, see 24:5. 
235 Sakkiiyadinhi. See n. 5. 
236 Attiinudinhi. At Patis I 143 defined by the formula for the 

twenty kinds of sakkiiyaditfhi. 
237 Spk-pt explains adherences (abhinivesa) as craving, conceit, 

and views, and shackles (vinibandha) as the mental shackles 
of not being devoid of lust for form, etc. (see MN I 
101,28-102,16). Holding (ajjhosiina), in the next sutta, is 
defined by Spk-pt as craving and views. 

238 Spk: Ananda had seen other bhikkhus receive from the 
Buddha a meditation subject based on the five aggregates, 
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attain arahantship, and declare final knowledge in the 
Teacher's presence. He thus approached thinking to do the 
same. The Buddha knew he would not attain the three 
higher paths during his own lifetime, but he gave him 
instructions to satisfy him . .Ananda would attend to his 
meditation subject for one or two turns before going to 
serve the Teacher, and it became one of the factors that 
matured in his liberation. 

23. Radhasa1J1yutta 

239 DPPN 2:730 explains that he was a brahmin of Rajagaha 
who had become a monk in his old age. The Buddha 
declared him the foremost of those who could inspire inge
nuity in others (etadagga1J1 pafibhii1}akeyyanarrz; AN I 25,15). 
He has two verses at Th 133-34 (= Dhp 13-14). 

Spk: Whenever the Tathagata saw this elder, a subtle 
topic occurred to him. Thus the Blessed One taught him 
the Dhamma in various ways. In this sarpyutta, two vaggas 
have come down by way of questions, a third by way of 
request, and a fourth by way of intimate discourse (upa
nisinnakakathii, lit. "sitting nearby talk"). 

240 Spk: Here "Mara" is a metaphor for death and the aggre
gates (mara1}a-mara, khandha-mara). 

241 Maro va assa mareta va yo va pana .miyati. Spk glosses maretti 
with maretabbo, but the word is clearly an agent noun with 
an active sense. 

242 Vimutti kho Radha nibbanattha. Spk: This "liberation of the 
fruit" is for the purpose of Nibbana without clinging 
(phalavimutti nam' esa anupiidanibbanattha). 

243 This paragraph is also at 48:42 (V 218,19-21) and MN I 
304,20-22. Be consistently reads the verb as accayasi (aorist 
of atiyiiti), Se as accasara (aorist of atisarati). Ee's assa here 
and ajjhaparam below must stem from faulty manuscripts. 

The last sentence is: Nibbanogadha1J1 hi Riidha brahma
cariya1J1 vussati nibbanaparayanarrz nibbanapariyosana1J1. Many 
translators take nibbanogadha to mean "the plunge into 
Nibbana" or "merging with Nibbana," which the com
mentaries encourage by connecting ogadha with ogaha, a 
plunge (from the verb ogahati, to plunge into). But ogadha is 
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actually a by-form of ogiidha, from the verb ogiidhati, which 
the commentaries treat as synonymous with patitthahati, 
"to be established." They confirm this link by consistently 
glossing ogadha with patitthii, support; hence my rendering 
"ground." For the references, see CPO, s.v. ogadha, ogiidhati, 
ogiiha, and the use of the word giidha, both literal and 
metaphorical, in I, v. 263. MW defines giidha (from the root 
giidh, to stand firmly) as a ground for standing on in water, 
a shallow place, a ford. 

244 This reply hinges on a pun between satta as the Pali equiv
alent of Skt sattva, "a being," and as the past participle of 
sajjati (= Skt sakta), "attached." 

245 I read dhaniiyanti with Be and Se, glossed dhana1?1 viya 
mafifianti by Spk. 

246 I follow Se. Be reads bhavanetti-nirodho twice, Be bhavanetti 
bhavanetti-nirodho. Bhavanetti, lit. "what leads to existence," 
is glossed bhavarajju, "rope of existence," by Spk. The 
expression is a synonym of bhavataIJ-hii, craving for exis
tence, and often occurs in verse. 

247 A partly similar series of terms is met at 12:15. See II, 
nn. 31, 32. 

248 Miiradhamma. Spk glosses with maraIJ-adhamma, "subject to 
death." In some of the suttas that follow (namely, in rela
tion to impermanence, suffering, and nonself), I translate 
the suffix -dhamma as "nature" rather than "subject to." 

24. Ditthisa1?1yutta 

249 This strange view seems to be a poetic statement of the illu
sory nature of change. The compound esikatthiiyitthita, 
"stands as steady as a pillar," occurs in the statement of the 
etemalist views at ON I 14-16 and in the doctrine of the 
seven bodies just below (24:8; III 211,8). A doctrine holding 
time and change to be illusory (avicalita-nityatva) emerged 
later in the history of the Ajivika school and may have been 
brought into the system from the school of Pakudha 
Kaccayana, the propounder of the "doctrine of the seven 
bodies." See Basham, History and Doctrines of the Ajivikas, 
p. 236. At Mvu III 317 a similar view, stated in nearly iden
tical terms, is cited as an example of the "wicked and 
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wrong beliefs" that were circulating in Magadha before the 
Buddha arrived on the scene; see Jones 3:306. 

Spk: This, it is said, ' was their view: "Although winds 
blow breaking the branches of trees, etc., these are not 
(really) winds; they are facsimiles of wind (viitalesii; Spk-pt: 
viitalesii ti viitasadisii). The wind stands as steady as a pillar 
and a mountain peak. [Spk-pt: The phrase 'as a pillar' 
shows its immobility (niccalabhiiva); 'a mountain peak,' its 
eternality (sassatisama).] Similarly with water. Though it is 
said that pregnant women give birth, the fetuses do not 
(really) emerge; those are facsimiles of fetuses. Though the 
sun and moon rise and set, they do not (really) do so; those 
are facsimiles of the sun and moon, which stand as steady 
as a pillar and a mountain peak." 

250 This is a fourfold classification of all objects. According to 
Spk, the seen (ditpha) is the visible-form base; the heard (suta), 
the sound base; the sensed (muta), the objects of smell, taste, 
and touch; and the cognized (vififiiita), the other seven bases 
(i.e., the six internal sense bases and the mental-phenomena 
base). The words "attained, sought after, and ranged over 
by the mind" (patta1J1 pariyesita1J1 anuvicarita1J1 manasii) are 
just an elaboration of the fourth. In the following suttas of 
this vagga, this portion has been elided in the abridgement, 
but it should be understood in all. 

251 I read imesu chasu thiinesu, with Se and Ee, as against Be 
imesu ca thiinesu. Spk is silent, but it seems the six cases are 
the five aggregates and the tetrad of sense objects taken 
collectively as one. Cpo MN I 135,34-36, where the tetrad of 
sense objects actually replaces vififiiil!a as a basis for wrong 
views (ditthittlliina). 

252 As at 22:81; see n. 134. 
253 As at 22:81; see n. 135. 
254 This is the full nihilist doctrine (natthikaviida). At 

DN I 55,15-31, it is called annihilationism (ucchedaviida) and 
ascribed to Ajita Kesakambali. For the commentarial expla
nation, see Bodhi, Discourse on the Fruits of Recluseship, 
pp. 77-83. 

255 The doctrine of the inefficacy of action (akiriyaviida), at 
DN I 52,22-53,2 ascribed to Pura:r:ta Kassapa. See Fruits of 
Recluseship, pp. 69-70. 
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256 The doctrine of noncausality (ahetukavada) is ascribed to 
Makkhali Gosala at ON I 53,25-33, but at 22:60 a portion of 
it is attributed to pural).a Kassapa; see above n. 92. For the 
commentary, see Fruits of Recluseship, pp. 70-72. Strict 
determinism (niyativada) is known to have been the main 
plank of Makkhali's Ajivika philosophy, discussed in 
detail by Basham, History and Doctrines of the Ajivikas, 
pp. 224-39. The sentence in brackets is brought in from 
ON I 53,28-29, but is not in the SN text or in the version at 
MN I 516,33-517,3. 

257 The six classes (cha[abhijatiyo)-the black, the blue, the red, 
the yellow, the white, and the ultimate white-represent 
stages along the Ajivika road to perfection; see Fruits of 
Recluseship, pp. 73-75. At AN III 383,18-84,7 this scheme is 
ascribed to pural).a Kassapa, which 

"
again shows the con

nection between the two systems (a point noted by 
Basham, pp. 23-24) . 

258 At ON I 56,21-34 this doctrine of the seven bodies (sattakaya
vada) is ascribed to Pakudha Kaccayana. 

259 I have imported the sentence in brackets from the DN and 
MN versions of this view; it seems to have been lost in the 
SN transmission. 

260 In the ON version, this fantastic cosmology is connected to 
the doctrine of noncausality and subsumed under the 
teaching of Makkhali Cosala, where the whole system is 
called the doctrine of purity by wandering on (salJ1sara
suddhi). At MN I 517,31-518,15 however, as here, the cos
mology is attached to the doctrine of the seven bodies. This 
dual ascription suggests that the cosmological scheme may 
have been shared by both systems, and in fact the schools 
of Makkhali and Pakudha later coalesced to form the 
southern branch of the Ajivika school. Basham discusses 
the different ascriptions at pp. 18-23, but treats the cos
mology as an integral feature of Makkhali's system at 
pp. 240-54. 

The passage contains a number of anomalous grammat
ical forms, such as nominatives both singular and plural 
terminating in -e, which are probably vestiges of ancient 
Magadhi. Variant readings are common. I have generally 
translated the passage with the aid of Spk, but we must 
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bear in mind that the commentaries are explaining the 
obscure terms at double remove: first, from the outside 
perspective of the Buddhist community (which , may 
already have been acquainted with a distorted version of 
the doctrine), and then from the additional distance of the 
centuries that separated the commentators from the period 
when the views were current. Often the commentary is 
obviously engaging in conjecture, and sometimes is clearly 
wrong. For a translation of the full commentary, see Fruits 
of Reciuseship, pp. 72-77, and for a critical assessment, see 
Basham's discussion of the passage at pp. 240-54. 

261 Here I part with Spk, which glosses ajivaka with ajivavutti, 
"means of livelihood." 

262 Bale ca pa1J4ite ca nibbe!hiyamana sukhadukkhalJ1 paleti. Spk: 
Starting from a mountain top or a tree top, a ball of thread 
goes along unwinding for the length of the thread; then, 
when the thread is finished, it stops right there and goes no 
farther. Just so, fools and the wise flee from pleasure and 
pain, "unwinding" by way of time. They do not exceed the 
aforesaid time. 

The versions at DN I 54,20-21 and MN I 518,13-15 read: 
bale ca pa1J4ite ca sandhavitva salJ1saritva dukkhass' antm!1 
karissanti; "the foolish and the wise, having roamed and 
wandered on, will make an end of suffering." Note in both 
versions the nominative plurals �erminating in -e. 

263 The next ten suttas are each devoted to one of the ten 
"undeclared points," also dealt with from still different 
angles in SN 33 and SN 44. 

264 I translate the titles of the next three vaggas as in Be: 
Dutiyagamanavagga, Tatiyagamanavagga, Catutthagamana
vagga. In Se, the third and fourth vaggas are similarly 
named, but the second is called Gamanavagga. Ee includes 
all the suttas after the first eighteen in a single chapter 
(Chapter II) subdivided into four sections called gamana. 
Ee applies the title Purimagamana to the first eighteen sut
tas of this chapter, and Dutiyagamana to the second eight
een; the third and fourth chapters are named as in the other 
eds., but without -vagga. In his i!!troduction to this part 
(p. ix) Feer proposes to count the eighteen suttas of the 
Sotapattivagga twice, and thus maintains that the whole 
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saI1lyutta consists of 1 14 suttas (18 + 18 + (3 x 26». This, 
however, involves an unnecessary duplication (which Feer 
admits, to his puzzlement). It is thus best to follow the 
arrangement of this saI1lyutta in Be and Se. 

265 This is said because the five aggregates are dukkha. 
266 The next eight views are varieties of etemalism with 

regard to the after-death condition of the self. They are also 
mentioned at DN I 31,6-15. For a translation of the com
mentary, see Bodhi, All-Embacing Net of Views, pp. 176-82. 

Spk: The view of a self consisting of form arises from tak
ing the object alone [Spk-pt: the kasi�a] as self; a formless 
self, from taking the jhana as self; the syncretic view, from 
taking both object and jhana as self; the double negation, 

- from mere reasoning (takkamattena). The view of the self as 
exclusively happy arises in the meditator, the rationalist, and 
those who remember past births. The same for those who 
view the self as exclusively miserable, etc. 

267 This paragraph distinguishes the suttas of this "trip" (gamana) 
from those of the preceding trips. Similarly, the fourth trip 
is distinguished simply by the concluding argument. 

25. Okkantisa1!lyutta 

268 The faith-follower (saddhanusarl) and the Dhamma-follower 
(dhammanusari), described just below, are the two classes of 
disciples who are practising for realization of the fruit of 
stream-entry. The two are the lowest ranking members of 
a comprehensive sevenfold typology of noble disciples 
found, with formal definitions, at MN I 477-79. The seven 
types are also defined, somewhat differently, at Pp 14-15 
(§§30-36) and at Vism 659-60 (Ppn 21:74-78) . The faith
follower and the Dhamma-follower are also distinguished 
at 55:24 (V 377,8--24) and 55:25 (V 379,10-21), though the terms 
themselves are not used there. At 48:12-17 they come at the 
end of the more usual list of noble persons, in place of the 
one practising for the realization of the fruit of stream-entry, 
and here the faith-follower is placed below the Dhamma
follower for the reason that his faculties are weaker. 

Briefly, the faith-follower and the Dhamma-follower dif
fer with regard to their dominant faculty: the former relies 
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on faith as the vehicle of progress, the latter on wisdom. 
When they attain the fruit of stream-entry, the former 
becomes "one liberaled by faith" (saddhiivimuUa; see 
MN 1 478,29-34), the latter "one attained by view" (ditthip
patta; see MN I 478,18-23). 

According to the Abhidhamma system, with its concep
tion of the supramundane path as lasting for only a single 
mind-moment, both the faith-follower and the Dhamma
follower should be such for only the one mind-moment of 
the path. This interpretation, however, though advocated 
by the commentaries, is difficult to reconcile with the 
Nikayas. For an interesting discussion of the two models, 
see Gethin, The Buddhist Path to Awakening, pp. 129-33. 

Spk explains "the fixed course of rightness" (sammatta
niyiima) as the noble path (ariyamagga). On the clause, "he 
is incapable of passing away without having realized the 
fruit of stream-entry," Spk says that once the path has aris
en there can be no obstruction to the fruit. It quotes Pp 13 
(§20): "Should this person be one practising for the realiza
tion of the fruit of stream-entry, and should it be the time 
when the aeon is to bum up, the aeon will not burn up 
until that person realizes the fruit of stream-entry." 

269 On the Dhamma-follower, see n. 268. The commentaries 
do not clarify the syntax of the expression ime dhammii eva1J1 
pafifiiiya mattaso nijjhiina1!1 khamanti. Though nijjhiinam is 
accusative, in English idiom it is more naturally rendered 
with an ablative sense. 

Spk: Mattaso nijjhiina1!1 khamanti ti pamiil}ato olokana1!1 
khamanti; "Accepted after being pondered to a sufficient 
degree": accepted in measure (through) examination. Spk
pt: Olokanan ti sacciibhisamayasankhiita1!1 dassana1!1; khamanti 
sahanti, fiayanti ti attho; "Examination": vision consisting in 
the breakthrough to the truths. "Accepted": consented to, 
meaning "are known." 

Spk-pt is trying to identify the Dhamma-follower's 
"examination" or "pondering" of the teachings with the 
breakthrough to the truths achieved on the occasion of 
stream-entry, but the sutta itself distinguishes them, the 
former being merely preliminary to the latter. 

270 This statement makes it clear how the stream-enterer dif-
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fers from those on the way to stream-entry. The faith-fol
lower accepts the teachings on trust (with a limited degree 
of understanding), the Dhamma-follower through investi
gation; but the stream-enterer has known and seen the teach
ings directly. I read with Se: eva1Jl jiiniiti eva1Jl passati. 

271 VififiiilJadhiitu is missing in Ee, but found in Be and Se. 

26. Uppiidasa1Jlyutta 

272 This is a template, to be filled in with the same content as 
in the preceding chapter. 26:9 is almost identical with 
14:36, but includes as well the space element and the con
sciousness element. 26:10 is fully identical with 22:30. See 
II, n. 253. 

27. Kilesasa1Jlyutta 

273 Cittass' eso upakkileso. Spk: A corruption of what mind? The 
mind of the four planes. Admittedly, it is so for the mind 
of the three (mundane) planes, but how is it a corruption of 
the supramundane mind? By obstructing its arising. For it 
is a corruption because it does not allow that mind to arise. 

Although the title of the chapter has kilesa, which I ren
der "defilement," the body of the text uses upakkile�a, 
which I render "corruption." MN I 36-37 enumerates six
teen "corruptions of mind," while 46:33 applies this desig
nation to the five hindrances. 

274 Spk: His mind inclines to renunciation (nekkhammaninna1Jl c' 
assa citta1Jl hoti): The mind of serenitY and insight inclines 
to the nine supramundane states. Those things to be realized 
by direct knowledge (abhififiii sacchikaralJiyesu dhammesu): the 
things pertaining to the six direct knowledges. Spk does 
not gloss the verb khiiyati, lit. "appears ." 

28. Siiriputtasa1Jlyutta 

275 As at 21:3. See I, n. 18. 
276 See II, n. 340. 
277 See I, n. 377. 
278 Her name means "Pure Face." Spk explains that she 
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approached the elder intending to mock him with her 
questions and to instigate a debate. Each question and 
reply has an implicit m�aning, which is elicited just below. 

279 Disiimukha. Spk: Catasso disii olokento ti attho. 
280 Vatthuvijjii, the science of sites, included among the types 

of wrong livelihood for ascetics at ON I 9,7. Spk explains it 
as the means of determining whether a site will be suitable 
for agricultural cultivation, but Sv I 93,14-17 as the science 
of determining the virtues and faults of sites selected for 
homes and monasteries, etc., including the protective 
charms to be recited over them. 

281 Nakkhattavijjii. See ON I 10,10-31 for more detailed treatment. 
282 Duteyya-pahil:zagamaniinuyoga. See ON I 8,20-25. This is con

sidered unfitting for a bhikkhu because it reduces his role 
to that of a messenger for others. 

283 Angavijjii, mentioned also at ON I 9,7. Spk explains as the 
science of determining a person's future from his or her 
bodily features. "Palmistry" is certainly too narrow, but 
there is no other simple English word that quite captures 
the sense. 

29. Niigasa'!lyutta 

284 On the nagas and the beings featured in the next three 
saITlyuttas, see Introduction to part III, pp. 850-51. The four 
modes of generation (yoni) are intended to comprise all 
sentient beings; see MN I 73,3--15. According to Spk, the 
Buddha spoke this sutta in order to rescue these bhikkhus 
from the naga modes of generation (niigayonihi 
uddharaIJattha'!l; or Se: ukkaIJthanattha'!l, to make them fed 
up with the naga modes of generation). 

285 Uposatha'!l upavasanti vossatthakiiyii ca bhavanti. According 
to Buddhist folklore, the nagas can undertake the precepts 
of virtue on the Uposatha days (see I, n. 513), and may 
even resolve to uphold the precepts at the cost of their 
lives. The classic illustration is the Campeyya Jataka 
(No. 506), in which the Bodhisatta, reborn as a naga-king, 
maintains the Uposatha precepts even when cruelly tor
mented by a snake-charmer. 

Spk-pt: "Relinquish their bodies": as they are determined 
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to maintain the precepts, they have given up their bodies 
with a mind of unconcern, thinking, "Let those who have 
need of my skin, blood, or bones take them all." 

286 Spk glosses dvayakarino with duvidhakarino, and explains 
that they do both wholesome and unwholesome deeds. 

287 Each gift item is the subject of a separate sutta. 

30. Suparzrzasa1J1yutta 

288 Spk: Supal)I).as of a given class are able to carry off only 
nagas that are of an inferior or equal class but not their 
superiors. 

31. Gandhabbakayasa1J1yutta 

289 The gandhabbas are associated with fragrant substances, 
no doubt because the word is based on the stern gandha, 
meaning scent. Spk: .Those dwelling iR fragrant roots are 
born with the support of a tree whose roots are fragrant, 
but the entire tree is available to them as a dwelling place. 
The same for the other types. 

On the Vedic origins of the Buddhist conception of the 
gandhabbas, see Wijesekera, "Vedic Gandharva and Pali 
Gandhabba," in Buddhist and Vedic Studies, esp. pp. 191-93. 

290 Rebirth as a gandhabba is considered favourable and is 
thus the direct result of good conduct, unlike rebirth as a 
naga or supal)I).a, which is of mixed status and thus the 
result of ambivalent kamma. 

32. Valiihakasa1J1yutta 

291 Spk: These are devas living in space who have arisen in the 
company of the devas called the cloud dwellers. 

292 The numbering of suttas in Ee has gone awry here, both in 
text and translation. 

293 I follow Se and Ee: Ya1J1 nuna maya1J1 sakiiya ratiyii 
rameyyiima. Be reads the verb as vaseyyiima. Spk explains 
that cool weather during the rainy season or winter is a 
natural coolness caused by the change of seasons, but 
when it becomes extremely cold during the cool season, or 
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cold during the summer, that is caused by the power of 
these devas. Similar explanations are given for the other 
cases. 

33. Vacchagottasa1J1yutta 

294 Vacchagotta appears as the inquirer in three suttas in MN, 
Nos. 71, 72, and 73. In the third he becomes a monk and 
attains arahantship. In SN he reappears in 44:7-11, again 
with questions about the undeclared points. 

295 This sutta, and those to follow, apply the framework of the 
Four Noble Truths to each of the five aggregates. Since not 
knowing the Four Noble Truths (dukkhe annii1}a1J1, etc.) is 
ignorance (avijjii; see 12:2; II 4,11-14), these suttas collective
ly establish that ignorance (i.e., lack of knowledge) is the 
underlying cause of the ten speculative views. Spk says 
that this sarpyutta contains eleven suttas with a total of 
fifty-five explanations, but I have followed the printed edi
tions, which count each explanation as a separate sutta. 

296 Spk explains each of the causes as a synonym of not know
ing. The Pali ablatives are: adassanii, anabhisamayii, ananu
bodhii, appa#vedhii, asallakkha1}ii, anupalakkha1}ii, apaccupa
lakkha1}ii, asamapekkha-r:zii, appaccupekkha1}ii, apaccakkhakammii. 

34. Jhiinasa/rzyutfa 

297 Jhanasarpyutta is also the title of SN 53, which concerns the 
four jhanas as meditative attainments. Since the present 
sarpyutta focuses on the process of meditation rather than 
on the results, I have translated the title accordingly. The 
sarpyutta is constructed as a "wheel" (cakka) showing all 
the possible dyadic permutations of eleven skills related to 
meditation practice. Each pair is further considered by way 
of the four possibilities: possession of both, possession of 
one but not the other, and possession of neither. The first is 
always the best. Spk states that this entire Jhanasarpyutta is 
discussed by way of mundane jhana. 

Several of the skills are mentioned elsewhere: six at 
AN III 311,27-30; a partly overlapping six at AN III 
427,25-428,4; and seven at AN IV 34,5-9. Between them 
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these other sources cover all the skills dealt with here 
except "skill in the object" (arammaIJakusala), which seems 
to be unique to this sal!1yutta. The explanations at 
Mp III 354-55 correspond closely to those of Spk, but a few 
minor differences will be noted below. 

298 Spk: Skilled in concentration (samadhikusala): skilled in deter
mining the factors thus, "The first jhana has five factors, 
the second three factors," etc. But not skilled in attainment 
regarding concentration (na samadhismirrz samapattikusala): 
though he makes the mind pliant by gladdening it [Spk-pt: 
by removing the opposed states and collecting the cooper
ative causes], he is unable to attain the jhana. 

Mp III 354, on samiipattikusala: "Having collected suitable 
food and climate, he is skilled in attaining concentration
adroit, capable, and adept at it." 

I doubt these explanations capture the intended meaning 
and think it more likely skill in attainment is synonymous 
with the "mastery in attainment" (samapattivasi) described 
at Patis I 100 thus: "He attains the first jhana (etc.) where, 
when, and for as long as he wishes; he has no difficulty in 
attaining." 

299 SappimaIJtja. See II, n. 64. 
300 Na samadhismirrz fhitikusalo. Spk: Not skilled in steadying 

the jhana, unable to steady the jhana for a mere seven or 
eight fingersnaps. 

This skill may correspond to the "mastery in determina
tion" (adhitthanavasi) described at Patis I 100: "He deter
mines (the duration of) the first jhana (etc.) where, when, 
and for as long as he wishes; he has no difficulty in deter
mining (the duration)." 

301 Na vutthanakusalo. Spk: Unable to emerge from the jhana at 
the predetermined time. See the definition of "mastery in 
emergence" (vutthilnavasi) at Patis 1 100, parallel to the def
initions of the previous two masteries. 

302 Na kallitakusalo. Spk: Unskilled in making the mind pliant 
by gladdening it. 

303 Na arammaIJakusalo. Spk: Unskilled in the kasiIJa object. The 
objects of the various meditation subjects used for gaining 
concentration are discussed at Vism 113 (Ppn 3:1 17). 

304 Na gocarakusalo. Spk: Unskilled in the range of the medita-
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tion subject [Spk-pt: in the range of the concentration to be 
produced, in the place of its occurrence known as the med
itation subject], and Unskilled in the range of the alms 
round [Spk-pt: owing to lack of mindfulness and clear 
comprehension]. 

Mp III 354 comments somewhat differently: "Having 
avoided the unsuitable things that are unhelpful and pur
sued the suitable things that are helpful, he is skilled in the 
range when he knows, 'This concentration has a sign 
(nimitta, a mental image) as object, this one the characteris
tics (impermanence, etc.) as object.'" This last sentence 
refers to the distinction between samatha (serenity medita
tion) and vipassanii (insight meditation). 

305 Na abhinihiirakusalo. Spk has nothing helpful, but Spk-pt 
says: "Unskilled in resolving to elevate the meditation sub
ject so that it partakes of distinction (kammatthiina1Jl visesa
bhiigiyatiiya abhiniharituf!! akusalo). This means being unable 
to raise it from the first jhana to the second, from the sec
ond to the third, etc." 

Mp III 354-55: "He is said to be skilled in resolution in 
regard to concentration when he is able to resolve on the 
concentration of the first jhana, etc., for the sake of attain
ing the successively higher attainments." 

306 Na sakkaccakiiri. Spk: He does not act carefully enough to 
enter jhana. 

307 Na siitaccakiiri. 
308 Na sappiiyakiiri. Spk: He is unable to fulfil the qualities that 

are helpful, suitable, for concentration. 
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Introduction 

The Sa!iiyatanavagga, The Book of the Six Sense Bases, is the third 
great collection of connected discourses with a philosophical 
orientation. Like its two predecessors, the Vagga is dominated by 

its first chapter, the Sa!ayatanasarp.yutta, which takes up 208 of 
the 403 pages in the PTS edition of this volume. Its junior partner 
is the Vedanasarp.yutta, which deals with another closely related 

theme of the Buddha's teaching,Jeeling. Feeling assumes special 
importance because it serves as the main condition, in the doc
trine of dependent origination, for the arising of craving. Feeling 
also finds a place among the four establishments of mindfulness, 
to be explored in Part V, and thus links theory with practice. The 
other sarp.yuttas in this book do not have any intimate connection 
with the two major themes, but cover a wide variety of topics 
ranging from the weaknesses and strengths of women to the 
nature of the unconditioned. 

35. Sa!iiyatanasa1J1yutta 

The Sa!ayatanasarp.yutta draws together a vast assortment of 
texts dealing with the six internal and external sense bases. 
Though most of these are very short, a few, especially towards 
the end, tend to approach the size of the shorter discourses in the 
Majjhima Nikaya. To organize such a large number of suttas into 
a convenient format, the sarp.yutta is divided into four 
pafinasakas, sets of fifty. While the first three sets of fifty actually 
contain roughly fifty suttas each, the fourth has ninety-three, 
including a single vagga (among four) with a full sixty suttas! 
This is the "Sixtyfold Repetition Series," a compilation of sixty 
extremely brief suttas grouped into batches of three; If each of the 

1121 
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triplets were to be compressed into a single sutta, as Feer has 
done in Ee, we would then get a vagga of twenty suttas, the num
ber counted by Feer. But Be and Se, followed here, count the 
triplets as three individual suttas, thus yielding sixty suttas, a 
total supported by the title of the vagga. Principally on account 
of this difference in the treatment of the repetition series, Ee has 
a total of 207 suttas while the present translation has 248; the 
additional difference of one obtains because Feer has combined 
two suttas which clearly should have been kept distinct. 

On first consideration, it would seem that the six internal and 
external sense bases should be understood simply as the six sense 
faculties and their objects, with the term ayatana, base, having the 
sense of origin or source. Though many suttas lend support to 
this supposition, the Theravada exegetical tradition, beginning 
already from the Abhidhamma period, understands the six pairs 
of bases as a complete scheme of classification capable of accom
modating all the factors of existence mentioned in the Nikayas. 
This conception of the six bases probably originated from the 
Sabba Sutta (35:23), in which the Buddha says that the six pairs of 
bases are "the all" apart from which nothing at all exists. To make 
the six bases capable of literally incorporating everything, the 
Vibhatiga of the Abhidhamma Pitaka defines the mind base 
(manayatana) as including all classes of consciousness, and the 
mental phenomena base (dhammayatana) as including the other 
three mental aggregates, subtle nonsensuous types of form, and 
even the unconditioned element, Nibbana (see Vibh 70-73). 

Seen from this angle, the six internal and external sense bases 
offer an alternative to the five aggregates as a scheme of phe
nomenological classification. The relationship between the two 
schemes might be seen as roughly analogous to that between 
horizontal and vertical cross-sections of an organ, with the analy
sis by way of the aggregates corresponding to the horizontal 
slice, the analysis by way of the six sense bases to the vertical 
slice (see Table 6). Thus, we are told, on an occasion of visual cog
nition, eye-consciousness arises in dependence on the eye and 
forms; the meeting of the three is contact; and with contact as 
condition there arise feeling, perception, and volition. Viewing 
this experience "vertically" by way of the sense bases, the eye 
and visible forms are each a separate base, respectively the eye 
base and the form base; eye-consciousness belongs to the mind 
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base; and eye-contact, feeling, p�rception, and volition are all 
assigned to the mental phenomena base. Then, using the scalpel 
of thought to cut "horizontally" across the occasion of visual cog
nition, we can ask what is present from the form aggregate? The 
eye and a visible form (and the body as the physical basis of con
sciousness). What from the feeling aggregate? A feeling born of 
eye-contact. What from the perception aggregate? A perception 
of a visible form. What from the aggregate of volitional forma
tions? A volition regarding a form. And what from the con
sciousness aggregate? An act of eye-consciousness. 

TABLE 6 

An Occasion of Visual Cognition in Terms 
of the Aggregates and Sense Bases 

Aggregates Visual Cognition Sense Bases 

form eye eye base 

form form base 

consciousness eye-consciousness mind base 

(volitional formations) eye-contact mental phenomena base 

feeling feeling born of eye-contact mental phenomena base 

perception perception of form mental phenomena base 

volitional formations volition regarding form mental phenomena base 

Note: Contact (phassa) is classified in the aggregate of volitional formations 
in the Abhidhamma and the commentaries, though in the Nikayas it is not 
explicitly assigned a place among the five aggregates. 

Strangely, though some connection between the aggregates 
and sense bases, as just sketched, is already suggested in at least 
two suttas (35:93, 121), the Nikayas do not explicitly correlate the 
two schemes. Conscious correlation begins only with the 
Abhidhamma Pitaka, especially in the opening sections of the 
Dhatukatha, which reflects the attempt of the early Buddhist com
munity to merge the more pragmatic schemes of the suttas into a 
single all-inclusive system that assigned to every element a pre
cisely defined place. 
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Nevertheless, though this treatment of the sense bases stems 
from an early period, the Nikayas themselves usually present the 
six pairs of sense bases not as a complete phenomenological 
scheme but as starting points for the genesis of cognition. Often, 
because of their role in mediating between consciousness and its 
objects, the internal bases are spoken of as the "bases for contact" 
(phassilyatana). If this interpretation is adopted, then mind (mano), 
the base for the arising of mind-consciousness (manovififiillJa), 
probably denotes the passive flow of mind from which active 
cognition emerges, and dhammil the nonsensuous objects of con
sciousness apprehended by introspection, imagination, and 
reflection. 

As with the aggregates, so with the sense bases, concern with 

their classification and interactions is governed not by an interest 
in theoretical completeness but by the practical exigencies of the 
Buddha's path aimed at liberation from suffering. The sense 
bases are critically important because it is through them that suf
fering arises (35:106). Even more, it is said that the holy life is 
lived under the Buddha for the full understanding of suffering, 
and if others should ask what is the suffering that should be fully 
understood, the correct answer is that the eye and forms, the ear 
and sounds, etc., and all phenomena derived from them, are the 
suffering that should be fully understood (35:81, 152). 

The main pragmatic concern with the sense bases is the eradi� 
cation of clinging, for like the aggregates the sense bases serve as 
the soil where clinging takes root and thrives. Because clinging 
originates from ignorance and craving, and because ignorance 
sustains clinging by weaving its web of the triple delusion-per
manence, happiness, and self-we find in the Sa!ayatana
saxp.yutta almost all the familiar templates used in the Khandha
saxp.yutta; often, in fact, these templates are here applied twice to 
generate parallel suttas for the internal and external sense bases. 
Thus, to dispel ignorance and generate true knowledge, we 
repeatedly hear the same melodies, in a slightly different key, 
reminding us that the sense bases and their derivatives are 
impermanent, suffering, and nonself; that we must discern the 
gratification, danger, and escape in regard to the sense bases; that 
we should abandon desire and lust for the sense bases. 

However, despite large areas of convergence between the two 
saxp.yuttas, the Sa!ayatanasaxp.yutta introduces several new per-
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spectives that bear on the sense bases but have no exact parallels 
in relation to the aggregates. 'I1\us the saqtyutta includes a long 
chain of twenty suttas which expose the flaws in conditioned 
existence, summed up under the caption "the all." AU, it is said, 

is subject to birth, aging, sickness, death, and so forth, and the all 
is nothing other than the sense bases and the mental processes 
arising from them (35:33-42). Several suttas in this chapter iden
tify the six sense bases with the world, because the world (loka) is 
whatever disintegrates (lujjati), and because in the Noble One's 

Discipline the world is understood as "that in the world by 

which one is a perceiver and conceiver of the world" (35:82, 84, 

116). In one sutta the question is raised why the world is said to 
be empty (suiiiia), and the answer given is because the six bases 

are empty of a self and of what belongs to self (35:85). No paral
lels to these discourses are found in the Khandhasaqtyutta. This 
saI!1yutta also describes the six internal sense bases as "old 
kamma" (35:146), which could not be said so plainly about the 

aggregates, for they comprise both kammically active and result
ant phases of experience. We further find here that greater stress 
is placed on "conceiving" (maiiiiita), the distorted cognitions 
influenced by craving, conceit, and views, with several discourses 

devoted to the methods of contemplation for uprooting all con
ceivings (35:30-32, 90-91). The entir� saqtyutta ends with a mas
terly discourse in which the Buddha urges the monks to uproot 
conceiving in all its guises (35:248). 

Although the aggregates and sense bases jointly serve as the 

domain of craving and wrong views, a difference in emphasis 
can be discerned in the way the two saqtyuttas connect these two 

defilements to their respective domains. The Khandhasaqtyutta 
consistently treats the aggregates as the objective referent of 
identity view (sakkayaditthi), the views that seek to give substance 
to the idea of a self. When the puthujjana or "worldling" fashions 

a view about his or her identity, he or she always does so in rela
tion to the five aggregates. We do not find any parallel text 
expressing identity view in terms of the sense bases. This differ
ence in emphasis is understandable when we realize that the 
scheme of the aggregates spans a wider spectrum of categories 

than the sense bases themselves and therefore offers the 
worldling more variety to choose from when attempting to give 
substance to the notion of "my self." This, it must be stressed, 
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indicates a difference in emphasis, not a fundamental doctrinal 
difference, for the sense bases can be grasped upon with the 
notions "This is mine, this I am, this is my self" just as tenaciously 
as the aggregates can. Thus we even find a series of three suttas 
which state that contemplating the sense bases as impermanent, 
suffering, and nonself leads respectively to the abandoning of 
wrong view, identity . view, and view of self (35:165-67). How
ever, as a general rule, the sense bases are not taken up for a the
matic exposition of identity view in the way the five aggregates 
are, which is certainly significant. We see too that the entire 

Ditthisaf!1yutta, on the diversity of views, traces all these views 
to a misapprehension of the aggregates, not of the sense bases. 

In relation to the sense bases the interest in views recedes into 
the background, and a new theme takes centre stage: the need to 
control and master the senses. It is the sense faculties that give us 
access to the agreeable and disagreeable phenomena of the 
world, and it is our spontaneous, impulsive responses to these 
phenomena that sow the seeds of so much suffering. Within the 
untrained mind lust, hatred, and delusion, the three roots of evil, 
are always lying latent, and with delusion obscuring the true 
nature of things, agreeable objects are bound to provoke lust and 
greed, disagreeable objects hatred and aversion. These sponta
neous reactions flood the mind and bid for our consent. If we are 
not careful we may rush ahead in pursuit of immediate gratifica
tion, oblivious to the fact that the fruit of sensual enjoyment is 
misery (see 35:94-98). 

To inculcate sense restraint, the Satayatanasaf!1yutta makes 
constant use of two formulas. One is the stock description of 
sense restraint (indriyasa1]1vara) usually embedded in the 
sequence on the gradual training, common in the Digha Nikaya 
(e.g., at I 70) and the Majjhima Nikaya (e.g., at 1180-81). This for
mula enjoins the practice of sense restraint to keep the "evil 
unwholesome states of covetousness and displeasure" from 
invading the mind. In the present chapter it occurs at 35:120, 127, 

239, 240, and elsewhere. The second formula posits a contrast 
between one who is "intent upon a pleasing form and repelled by 
a displeasing form" and one who is not swayed by these pairs of 
opposites. The latter has set up mindfulness of the body, dwells 
with a measureless mind, and understands the "liberation of 
mind, liberation by wisdom" where the evil states of lust and 
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aversion cease without remainder, This formula is found at 
35:132, 243, 244, and 247. Though no explicit doctrinal allocations 
are made for these two formulas, it seems the first is prescribed 
in general for a bhikkhu in the initial stages of training, while the 
second describes the sense restraint of the trainee (sekha), one at 
a minimal level of stream-enterer, perhaps too the natural sense 

restraint of the arahant. 
The practice of sense restraint is necessary in the Buddhist 

training, not only to avoid the mental distress provoked here and 
now by attachment and aversion, but for a reason more deeply 
connected to the ultimate aim of the Dhamma. The doctrine of 
dependent origination reveals that craving is the propelling 
cause of suffering, and craving springs up with feeling as its 
proximate cause. Feeling occurs in the six sense bases, as pleas
ant, painful, and neutral feeling, and through our unwholesome 
responses to these feelings we nourish the craving that holds us 
in bondage. To gain full deliverance from suffering, craving must 
be contained and eradicated, and thus the restraint of the senses 
becomes an integral part of the discipline aimed at the removal 
of craving. 

There is also a cognitive side to the teaching on sense restraint. 
Craving and other defilements arise and flourish because the 
mind seizes upon the "signs" (nimitta) and "features" (anubyafi
jana) of sensory objects and uses them as raw material for creat
ing imaginative constructs, to which it clings as a basis for secu
rity. This process, called mental proliferation (papa fica), is effec
tively synonymous with conceiving (mafifiana). These constructs, 
created under the influence of the defilements, serve in tum as 
springboards for still stronger and more tenacious defilements, 
thus sustaining a vicious cycle. To break this cycle, what is need
ed as a preliminary step is to restrain the senses, which involves 
stopping at the bare sensum, without plastering it over with lay
ers of meaning whose origins are purely subjective. Hence the 
Buddha's instructions to the bhikkhu Maluitkyaputta, "In the 
seen there will be merely the seen," and the beautiful poem the 
bhikkhu composes to convey his understanding of this maxim 
(35:95; see too 35:94). 

This aspect of sense restraint receives special emphasis in the 
last two vaggas of the Sa!ayatanasarrtyutta, which stand out by 

reason of their startling imagery and extended similes. Here the 
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six sense faculties are spoken of as an ocean, the sense objects as 
their current, and the faring along the spiritual path as a voyage 
in which we are exposed to dangers that we can only surmount 
by sense restraint (35:228). Again, agreeable sense objects are like 
baited hooks cast out by Mara; one who swallows them comes 
under Mara's control; one who resists them escapes unharmed 
(35:230). It is better, we are told, to have our sense faculties lacer
ated by sharp instruments, hot and glowing, than to become 
infatuated with attractive sense objects; for such infatuation can 
lead to rebirth in the lower realms (35:235). Our existential con
dition is depicted by the parable of a man pursued by four 
vipers, five murderous enemies, and an assassin, his only means 
to safety a handmade raft (35:238). A bhikkhu in training should 
draw his senses inward as a tortoise draws its limbs into its shell, 
for Mara is like a hungry jackal trying to get a grip on him 
(35:240). The six senses are like six animals each drawn to their 
natural habitat, which must be tied by the rope of sense restraint 
and bound to the strong post of body-directed mindfulness 
(35:247). The saqlyutta ends with a parable about the magical 
bonds of the asura-king Vepacitti and sounds a decisive call to 
eliminate all modes of conceiving rooted in craving and wrong 
views (35:248). 

36. VedantisaYJlyutta 

Although feeling has often been mentioned as a product of con
tact at the six sense bases, since it is a potent force in the activa
tion of the defilements it receives separate treatment in a 
saqlyutta of its own, with three vaggas containing thirty-one sut
tas. The Sinhala-script editions of SN include this chapter in the 
Salayatanasaqlyutta, presumably because feeling arises through 
the six sense bases. In the present collection of suttas, however, 
feeling is seldom correlated with the sense bases but is far more 
often expounded by way of its threefold division into the pleas
ant, painful, and neutral (i.e., neither-painful-nor-pleasant feel
ing). Thus it seems better to follow the Burmese textual tradition, 
which treats this chapter as a separate saqlyutta. 

Feeling is a key link in the chain of dependent origination, the 
immediate precursor of craving, and thus to break the chain 
requires that our defiled responses to feeling be overcome. For 
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this reason the Buddha has made feeling one of the four " estab
lishments of mindfulness" (satipa'tthiina) and here he assigns it a 
saI!lyutta of its own. Several suttas in the first vagga explain that 
the three types of feelings serve as stimuli for the "underlying 
tendencies" (anusaya). Each feeling is correlated with a different 
tendency: pleasant feeling with lust, painful feeling with aver
sion, and neutral feeling with ignorance. The Buddha's system of 
mental training aims at controlling our reactions to these feelings 

at the very point where they arise, without allowing them to pro
liferate and call their corresponding tendencies into play (36:3, 4). 

The noble disciple, of course, continues to experience feeling as 
long as he lives, but by eradicating the underlying tendencies he 
cannot be inwardly perturbed by feelings (36:6). In two suttas we 
see the Buddha visit the sick ward and give profound discourses 
on the contemplation of feelings to ailing monks (36:7, 8). These 

suttas culminate in a description of the arahant and his inner 
detachment from feelings. 

A long sutta in the second vagga (36:19) describes the calibra
tion in types of happiness that human beings can experience, 
ranging from sensual happiness to the bliss of the cessation of 
feeling and perception. In the third vagga we find a classification 

of illnesses (36:21) commonly used in traditional Indian medi
cine, and also a detailed numerical classification of the different 
types of feelings along the lines that became prominent in the 
Abhidhamma (36:22). The final sutta offers an interesting grada
tion of rapture, happiness, equanimity, and deliverance into 

three levels each-as carnal, spiritual, and "more spiritual than 
the spiritual" (36:31). 

37. MatugamaSa1Jlyutta 

This saI!lyutta brings together thirty-four short suttas on women. 
The Buddha explains what makes a woman attractive to a man, 
the kinds of suffering peculiar to women, and the moral qualities 
that lead a woman to either a bad rebirth or a good one. In this 
sutta the Venerable Anuruddha plays a major role, since his skill 
in the divine eye led him to make inquiries about such matters 
from the Master. The Buddha also explains how a woman wins 
the goodwill of her husband and his parents, the most important 
qualification being a virtuous character. 
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38. Jambukhadakasa1J1yutta 
39. SamalJ4akasa1J1yutta 

These two saq:tyuttas, with sixteen suttas each, have identical 
contents and differ only with respect to the interlocutors, two 
wanderers who lend their names to the two collections. The sec

ond is almost totally abridged. The suttas take the form of ques
tions addressed to sariputta on such topics as Nibbana, ara
hantship, the taints, the realms of existence, etc. Each ends with 
words of praise for the Noble Eightfold Path. The last sutta, 
which differs from this format, displays a gentle touch of 
humour. 

40. MoggallanasaJ!lyutta 

Mahamoggallana was the Buddha's second chief disciple. In the 
first nine suttas here he describes his struggle for enlightenment, 
which was beset with difficulties in meditation. On each occasion 
he could overcome his difficulty only with the aid of the Buddha, 
who used his psychic powers to give the disciple "long-distance" 
guidance. In the last two suttas Moggallana visits the heavens 
and preaches to the devas on the going for refuge to the Triple 
Gem. The first of these texts is extensive, the second (identical 
except for the audience) drastically abridged. 

41. Cittasa1J1yutta 

Citta was a householder who was named by the Buddha the fore
most male lay disciple among the speakers on the Dhamma 
(AN I 26,5). The present saqlyutta collects ten suttas that corrob
orate this designation. Even when Citta assumes the role of ques
tioner rather than respondent, we are given to understand that 
he already knows the answers and is posing his questions as a 
way of starting a Dhamma discussion with the monks. Several 
times we see him teaching the Dhamma to bhikkhus, and the 
bhikkhus applaud him as one who has lithe eye of wisdom that 
ranges over the deep Word of the Buddha" (41:1,5,7). The por
trait of Citta we find in this chapter evinces a genuine historical 
personality, a layman with wide knowledge of the teaching, deep 
experience in meditation, sharp wisdom, and a mischievous 
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sense of humour. The humour surf{lces in his meeting with the 
Jain teacher NigaI).tha Nataputta, whom he leads into an embar
rassing verbal trap (41:8). On meeting an old friend of his, who 

had been a naked ascetic for thirty years but had gained nothing 
from his asceticism but nakedness and a shaved head, he claims 
to have gained such high attainments as the four jhanas and the 
fruit of nonretuming even while living as a householder (41:9). 

Even his deathbed scene conveys a sense of humour: when his 

relatives think he is babbling to himself, he is actually teaching 
the devas a lesson in impermanence (41:10). 

42. Gamm:zisalJ1yutta 

This collection of thirteen suttas is united by the fact that all the 
inquirers are described as gamarzis, headmen of various sorts. 

With a few exceptions, the inquirers are initially not followers of 
the Buddha and are sometimes hostile to him, but in each case 
the Buddha wins them over with his reasoned arguments and 
careful analyses of the problems they pose. 

Among the headmen we meet Talaputa, a theatre director who 
was so moved by his conversation with the Buddha that he 
became a bhikkhu and attained arahantship (42:2). His verses (at 
Th 1091-1145) are masterly expressions of deep spiritual yearn
ing. We also see a follower of the Jains come to the Buddha with 
the intention of tripping him up in debate, only to be stopped in 
his tracks and led to correct understanding (42:9). The long dis
course to Rasiya (42:12) distinguishes householders along a fine
ly graded scale of excellence, and also evaluates different types of 
ascetics. In the final sutta the Buddha responds to the charge, 
apparently devised by envious rivals, that he is a magician 
(42:13). 

43. AsmikhatasalJ1yutta 

This sal1lyutta functions as a compendium of the different des

ignations of Nibbana and the various modes of practice that lead 
to Nibbana. The first vagga, which speaks of Nibbana as the 
unconditioned, offers eleven presentations of the path to the 
unconditioned (43:1-11). The second vagga begins again with the 
unconditioned, and in one vast sutta (43:12) enumerates under 
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forty-five headings the various path factors that constitute the 
way to the unconditioned, including those of 43:2-11 divided 
into their components. Thereafter, in 43:13-44, Nibbana is 
expounded by way of another thirty-two epithets; the presenta
tion of the path here is drastically condensed, but the text implies 
that all the factors of the first twelve suttas should be connected 
with each epithet. If 43:12 were to be broken up into separate sut
tas by way of the path factors, and these added to the first eleven 
suttas, we would then have fifty-six suttas on the unconditioned 
alone. And if this method were then to be applied to each epithet, 
the number of suttas in this saq-lyutta would total 1,848. 

44. Abyakatasa1!lyutta 

The suttas in this saq-lyutta all respond to the question why the 
Buddha has not adopted any of the metaphysical tenets advocat
ed and hotly debated by his contemporaries. Of particular con
cern is the problem whether the Tathagata exists after death. The 
first sutta features a discussion on this topic between King 
Pasenadi of Kosala and the bhikkhuni Khema, the nun foremost 
in wisdom, whose profound reply to the king is later affirmed by 
the Master (44:1). The suttas in this chapter are enough to dispose 
of the common assumption that the Buddha refrained from 
adopting any of these metaphysical standpoints merely on prag
matic grounds, i.e., because they are irrelevant to the quest for 
deliverance from suffering. The answers given to the queries 
show that the metaphysical tenets are rejected primarily because, 
at the fundamental level, they all rest upon the implicit assump
tion of a self, an assumption which in turn springs from igno
rance about the real nature of the five aggregates and the six 
sense bases. For one who has fathomed the real nature of these 
phenomena, all these speculative views turn out to be untenable. 
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Homage to the Blessed One, 
the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One 

Chapter I 

35 Sa!ayatanasarrzyutta 

Connected Discourses on 

the Six Sense Bases 

Division I 
THE ROOT FIFfY 

1. THE IMPERMANENT 

1 (1) The Internal as Impermanentl 

Thus have I heard.2 On one occasion the Blessed One was dwel
ling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, AnathapU:tQ.ika's Park. There the 

Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus!" 
"Venerable sir!" those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said 

this: 

"Bhikkhus, the eye is impermanent) What is impermanent is 
suffering. What is suffering is nonself. What is nonself should be 
seen as it really is with correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, 
this I am not, this is not my self.' 

"The ear is impermanent .... The nose is impermanent.. .. The 

tongue is impermanent. . .. The body is impermanent.... The 
mind is impermanent. What is impermanent is suffering. What is 
suffering is nonself. What is nonself should be seen as it really is 
with correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is 
not my self.' [2] 
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"Seeing thus, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple experi
ences revulsion towards the eye, revulsion towards the ear, 
revulsion towards the nose, revulsion towards the tongue, revul
sion towards the body, revulsion towards the mind. 
Experiencing revulsion, he becomes dispassionate. Through dis
passion [his mind] is liberated. When it is liberated there comes 
the knowledge: 'It 's liberated: He understands: 'Destroyed is 
birth, the holy life has been lived, what had to be done has been 
done, there is no more for this state of being. '" 

2 (2) The Internal as Suffering 

"Bhikkhus, the eye is suffering. What is suffering is nonself. 
What is nonself should be seen as it really is with correct wisdom 
thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self. ' 

"The ear is suffering . . .. The nose is suffering . . . .  The tongue is 
suffering . . . .  The body is suffering . . . .  The mind is suffering. What 
is suffering is nonself. What is nonself should be seen as it really 
is with correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this 
is not my self: 

"Seeing thus ... He understands: ' .. . there is no more for this 
state of being.'" 

3 (3) The Internal as Nonself 

"Bhikkhus, the eye is nonself. What is nonself should be seen as 
it really is with correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am 
not, this is not my self. ' 

"The ear is nonself . .. .  The nose is nonself . . .. The tongue is non
self .... The body is nonself .. . .  The mind is nonself. What is non
self should be seen as it really is with correct wisdom thus: 'This 
is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self: 

"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' .. . there is no more for this 
state of being. '" 

4 (4) The External as Impermanent 

"Bhikkhus, forms are impermanent. What is impermanent is suf
fering. What is suffering is nonself. What is nonself should be 
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seen as it really is with correct wisd0!ll thus: 'This is not mine, [3] 
this I am not, this is not my self: 

"Sounds ... Odours .. , Tastes . .. Tactile objects .. , Mental phe
nomena are impermanent. 4 What is impermanent is suffering. 
What is suffering is nonself. What is nonself should be seen as it 
really is with correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am 
not, this is not my self: 

"Seeing thus, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple experi
ences revulsion towards forms, revulsion towards sounds, revul
sion towards odours, revulsion towards tastes, revulsion 
towards tactile objects, revulsion towards mental phenomena. 

Experiencing revulsion, he becomes dispassionate. Through dis
passion [his mind] is liberated. When it is liberated there comes 
the knowledge: 'It's liberated: He understands: 'Destroyed is 
birth, the holy life has been lived, what had to be done has been 
done, there is no more for this state of being. '" 

5 (5) The External as Suffering 

"Bhikkhus, forms are suffering. What is suffering is nonself. 
What is nonself should be seen as it really is with correct wisdom 
thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self. ' 

"Sounds . . .  Odours .. . Tastes . . .  Tactile objects . . .  Mental phe
nomena are suffering. What is suffering is nonself. What is non
self should be seen as it really is with correct wisdom thus: 'This 
is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self: 

"Seeing thus '" He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being. '" 

6 (6) The External as Nonself 

"Bhikkhus, forms are nonself. What is nonself should be seen as 
it really is with correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am 
not, this is not my self: 

"Sounds . ,. Odours .,. Tastes . .. Tactile objects .,. Mental phe
nOmena are nonself. What is nonself should be seen as it really is 
with correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is 
not my self. ' 

"Seeing thus '" He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being. '" [4] 
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7 (7) The Internal as Impermanent in the Three Times 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, the eye is impermanent, both of the past 
and the future, not to speak of the present. Seeing thus, bhikkhus, 
the instructed noble disciple is indifferent towards the eye of the 
past; he does not seek delight in the eye of the future; and he is 
practising for revulsion towards the eye of the present, for its 
fading away and cessation. 

"The ear is impermanent ... The nose is impermanent ... The 
tongue is impermanent ... The body is impermanent . .. The 
mind is impermanent, both of the past and the future, not to 
speak of the present. Seeing thus, bhikkhus, the instructed noble 
disciple is indifferent towards the mind of the past ... for its fad
ing away and cessation. " 

8 (8) The Internal as Suffering in the Three Times 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, the eye is suffering, both of the past and 
the future, not to speak of the present. Seeing thus . .. The mind 
is suffering . .. for its fading away and cessation. " 

9 (9) The Internal as Nonself in the Three Times 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, the eye is nons elf, both of the past and 
the future, not to speak of the present. Seeing thus . . .  [5] . . .  The 
mind is nonself . .. for its fading away and cessation." 

10 (10)-12 (12) The External as Impermanent in the Three Times, Etc. 

(These three suttas are identical with §§7-9, but by way of the six exter
nal sense bases. )  [6] 

II. THE PAIRS 

13 (1) Before My Enlightenment (1) 

At Savattht "Bhikkhus, before my enlightenment, [7] while I was 
still a bodhisatta, not yet fully enlightened, it occurred to me: 
'What is the gratification, what is the danger, what is the escape 
in the case of the eye? What is the gratification, what is the danger, 
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what is the escape in the case of th� ear . . .  the nose . . .  the tongue., 
. . .  the body . . .  the mind?' 

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: 'The pleasure and joy that 
arise in dependence on the eye: this is the gratification in the eye. 
That the eye is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change: 
this is the danger in the eye. The removal and abandonment of 
desire and lust for the eye: this is the escape from the eye. 

"'The pleasure and joy that arise in dependence on the ear '" 
the nose . . .  the tongue . . .  the body . . .  the mind: this is the grati
fication in the mind. That the mind is impermanent, suffering, 
and subject to change: this is the danger in the mind. The 
removal and abandonment of desire and lust for the mind: this is 
the escape from the mind.' 

"So long, bhikkhus, as I did not directly know as they really are 
the gratification, the danger, and the escape in the case of these 
six internal sense bases, I did not claim to have awakened to the 
unsurpassed perfect enlightenment in this world with its devas, 
Mara, and Brahma, in this generation with its ascetics and brah
mins, its devas and humans. But when I directly knew all this as 
it really is, then I claimed to have awakened to the unsurpassed 
perfect enlightenment in this world with . . .  its devas and 
humans.s [8] 

"The knowledge and vision arose in me: 'Unshakable is my 
liberation of mind; this is my last birth; now there is no more 
renewed existence. '" 

14 (2) Before My Enlightenment (2) 

(The same is repeated for the six external sense bases.) 

15 (3) Seeking Gratification (1) 

"Bhikkhus, I set out seeking the gratification in the eye. Whatever 
gratification there is in the eye-that I discovered. I have clearly 
seen with wisdom just how far the gratification in the eye 
extends. [9] 

"Bhikkhus, I set out seeking the danger in the eye. Whatever 
danger there is in the eye-that I discovered. I have clearly seen 
with wisdom just how far the danger in the eye extends. 

"Bhikkhus, I set out seeking the escape from the eye. Whatever 
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escape there is from the eye-that I discovered. I have clearly 
seen with wisdom just how far the escape from the eye extends. 

"Bhikkhus, I set out seeking the gratification in . . .  the danger 
in . .. the escape from the ear " .  the nose ... the tongue ... the 
body ... the mind. Whatever escape there is from the mind-that 
I discovered. I have clearly seen with wisdom just how far the 
escape from the mind extends. 

"So long, bhikkhus, as I did not directly know as they really are 

the gratification, the danger, and the escape in the case of these 
six internal sense bases, I did not claim to have awakened to the 
unsurpassed perfect enlightenment in this world with its devas, 
Mara, and Brahma, in this generation with its ascetics and brah
mins, its devas and humans. But when I directly knew all this as 
it really is, then I claimed to have awakened to the unsurpassed 
perfect enlightenment in this world with . . .  its devas and 
humans. 

"The knowledge and vision arose in me: 'Unshakable is my lib
eration of mind; this is my last birth; now there is no more 
renewed existence. If' 

16 (4) Seeking Gratification (2) 

(The same for the six external sense bases.) [10] 

17 (5) If There Were No (1) 

"Bhikkhus, if there were no gratification in the eye, beings would 

not become enamoured with it; but because there is gratification 
in the eye, beings become enamoured with it. If there were no 
danger in the eye, beings would not experience revulsion 
towards it; but because there is danger in the eye, beings experi
ence revulsion towards it. If there were no escape from the eye, 
beings would not escape from it; but because there is an escape 
from the eye, beings escape from it. 

"Bhikkhus, if there were no gratification in the ear . . .  [11] . . . in 
the nose ... in the tongue ... in the body . . .  in the mind, beings 
would not become enamoured with it . . . but because there is an 
escape from the mind, beings escape from it. 

"So long, bhikkhus, as beings have not directly known as they 
really are the gratification as gratification, the danger as danger, 
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and the escape as escape in the case. of these six internal sense 
bases, they have not escaped from this world with its devas, 
Mara, and Brahma, from this generation with its ascetics and 
brahmins, its devas and humans; they have not become detached 
from it, released from it, nor do they dwell with a mind rid of 
barriers. But when beings have directly known all this as it real
ly is, [12] then they have escaped from this world with its devas 
and humans . .  , they have become detached from it, released 
from it, and they dwell with a mind rid of barriers." 

18 (6) If There Were No (2) 

(The same for the six external sense bases.) [13] 

19 (7) Delight (J) 

"Bhikkhus, one who seeks delight in the eye seeks delight in suf
fering. One who seeks delight in suffering, I say, is not freed from 
suffering. One who seeks delight in the ear . . .  in the nose . . .  in the 
tongue . . .  in the body . . .  in the mind seeks delight in suffering. One 
who seeks delight in suffering, I say, is not freed from suffering. 

"One who does not seek delight in the eye . . .  in the mind does 
not seek delight in suffering. One who does not seek delight in 
suffering, I say, is freed from suffering." 

20 (8) Delight (2) 

(The same for the six external sense bases.) [14] 

21 (9) Arising of Suffering (1) 

"Bhikkhus, the arising, continuation, production, and manifesta
tion of the eye is the arising of suffering, the continuation of dis
ease, the manifestation of aging-and-death. The arising of the ear 
. . .  the nose . . .  the tongue . . .  the body . . .  the mind is the arising 

of suffering, the continuation of disease, the manifestation of 
aging-and-death. 

"The cessation, subsiding, and passing away of the eye ' "  the 
mind is the cessation of suffering, the subsiding of disease, the 
passing away of aging-and-death." 
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22 (10) Arising of Suffering (2) 

(The same for the six external sense bases.) [15] 

III. THE ALL 

23 (1) The All 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you the all.6 Listen to that. . . .  
"And what, bhikkhus, is the all? The eye and forms, the ear and 

sounds, the nose and odours, the tongue and tastes, the body and 
tactile objects, the mind and mental phenomena. This is called 
the all. 

"If anyone, bhikkhus, should speak thus: 'Having rejected this 
all, I shall make known another all' -that would be a mere 
empty boast on his part.? If he were questioned he would not be 
able to reply and, further, he would meet with vexation. For 
what reason? Because, bhikkhus, that would not be within his 
domain. liB 

24 (2) Abandonment (1) 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the Dhamma for abandoning all. 
Listen to that . . . . 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the Dhamma for abandoning all? The 
eye is to be abandoned, forms are to be abandoned, eye-con
sciousness is to be abandoned, eye-contact is to be abandoned, 
[16] and whatever feeling arises with eye-contact as condition
whether pleasant or painful or neither-painful-nor-pleasant
that too is to be abandoned.9 

"The ear is to be abandoned . . .  The mind is to be abandoned, 
mental phenomena are to be abandoned, mind-consciousness is 
to be abandoned, mind-contact is to be abandoned, and whatever 
feeling arises with mind-contact as condition-whether pleasant 
or painful or neither-painful-nor-pleasant-that too is to be 
abandoned. 

"This, bhikkhus, is the Dhamma for abandoning all." 
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"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the Dhamma for abandoning all 
through direct knowledge and full understanding.lO Listen to 
that . ... 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the Dhamma for abandoning all 
through direct knowledge and full understanding? The eye is to 
be abandoned through direct knowledge and full understanding, 
forms are to be so abandoned, eye-consciousness is to be so aban
doned, eye-contact is to be so abandoned, and whatever feeling 
arises with eye-contact as condition-whether pleasant or 
painful or neither-painful-nor-pleasant-that too is to be aban
doned through direct knowledge and full understanding. 

"The ear is to be abandoned through direct knowledge and full 
understanding ... The mind is to be abandoned through direct 
knowledge and full understanding, mental phenomena [17] are 
to be so abandoned, mind-consciousness is to be so abandoned, 
mind -contact is to be so abandoned, and whatever feeling arises 
with mind-contact as condition-whether pleasant or painful or 
neither-painful-nor-pleasant-that too is to be abandoned 
through direct knowledge and full understanding. 

"This, bhikkhus, is the Dhamma for abandoning all through 
direct knowledge and full understanding." 

26 (4) Full Understanding (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, without directly knowing and fully 
understanding the all, without developing dispassion towards it 
and abandoning it, one is incapable of destroying suffering.ll 

"And what, bhikkhus, is that all without directly knowing and 
fully understanding which, without developing dispassion 
towards which and abandoning which, one is incapable of 
destroying suffering? 

"Without directly knowing and fully understanding the eye, 
without developing dispassion towards it and abandoning it, 
one is incapable of destroying suffering. Without directly knowing 
and fully understanding forms ... eye-consciousness . . .  eye-con
tact . . .  and whatever feeling arises with eye-contact as condition 
. . .  without developing dispassion towards it and abandoning it, 
one is incapable of destroying suffering. 
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"Without directly knowing and fully understanding the ear ' "  
the mind . .  , and whatever feeling arises with mind-contact as 
condition . . .  without developing dispassion towards it and aban
doning it, one is incapable of destroying suffering. 

"This, bhikkhus, is the all without directly knowing and fully 
understanding which . . .  one is incapable of destroying suffering. 

"Bhikkhus, by directly knowing and fully understanding the 
all, by developing dispassion towards it and abandoning it, one 
is capable of destroying suffering. [IS] 

"And what, bhikkhus, is that all by directly knowing and fully 
understanding which, by developing dispassion towards which 
and abandoning which, one is capable of destroying suffering? 

"By directly knowing and fully understanding the eye . . .  the 
mind . . .  and whatever feeling arises with mind-contact as condi
tion ' "  by developing dispassion towards it and abandoning it, 
one is capable of destroying suffering. 

"This, bhikkhus, is the all by directly knowing and fully under
standing which . . .  one is capable of destroying suffering." 

27 (5) Full Understallding (2) 

"Bhikkhus, without directly knowing and fully understanding 
the all, without developing dispassion towards it and abandon
ing it, one is incapable of destroying suffering. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the alL . .  ? 
"The eye and forms and eye-consciousness and things to be 

cognized by eye-consciousness.l2 [19] The ear and sounds and 
ear-consciousness and things to be cognized by ear-conscious
ness . . . . The mind and mental phenomena and mind-conscious
ness and things to be cognized by mind-consciousness. 

"This, bhikkhus, is the all without directly knowing and fully 
understanding which, without developing dispassion towards 
which and abandoning which, one is incapable of destroying suf
fering. 

"But, bhikkhus, by directly knowing and fully understanding 
the all, by developing dispassion towards it and abandoning it, 
one is capable of destroying suffering. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the all . . .  ? (as above) 
"This, bhikkhus, is the all by directly knowing and fully 
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understanding which, by developing dispassion towards which 
and abandoning which, one is capable of destroying suffering." 

28 (6) Burning 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Gaya, at Gaya's 
Head, together with a thousand bhikkhus. There the Blessed One 
addressed the bhikkhus thuS:13 

"Bhikkhus, all is burning. And what, bhikkhus, is the all that is 
buming? The eye is burning, forms are burning, eye-consciousness 
is buming, eye-contact is burning, and whatever feeling arises 
with eye-contact as condition-whether pleasant or painful or 
neither-painful-nor-pleasant-that too is burning. Burning with 
what? Burning with the fire of lust, with the fire of hatred, with 
the fire of delusion; burning with birth, aging, and death; with 
sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair, I say. 

"The ear is burning .. , [20J . . .  The mind is burning . "  and 
whatever feeling arises with mind-contact as condition
whether pleasant or painful or neither-painful-nor-pleasant
that too is burning. Burning with what? Burning with the fire of 
lust, with the fire of hatred, with the fire of delusion; burning 
with birth, aging, and death; with sorrow, lamentation, pain, dis
pleasure, and despair, I say. 

"Seeing thus, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple experi
ences revulsion towards the eye, towards forms, towards eye
consciousness, towards eye-contact, towards whatever feeling 
arises with eye-contact as condition-whether pleasant or 
painful or neither-painful-nor-pleasant; experiences revulsion 
towards the ear . . .  towards the mind .. , towards whatever feel
ing arises with mind-contact as condition . . . .  Experiencing revul
sion, he becomes dispassionate. Through dispassion [his mindJ is 
liberated. When it is liberated there comes the knowledge: 'It's 
liberated. '  He understands: 'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has 
been lived, what had to be done has been done, there is no more 
for this state of being.'" 

This is what the Blessed One said. Elated, those bhikkhus 
delighted in the Blessed One's statement. And while this dis
course was being spoken, the minds of the thousand bhikkhus 
were liberated from the taints by nondinging. 
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29 (7) Weighed Down 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwel
ling at Rajagaha in the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. 
There the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: 

"Bhikkhus, all is weighed down.l4 [21] And what, bhikkhus, is 
the all that is weighed down? The eye is weighed down, forms 
are weighed down, eye-consciousness is weighed down, eye
contact is weighed down, and whatever feeling arises with eye
contact as condition-whether pleasant or painful or neither
painful-nor-pleasant-that too is weighed down. Weighed down 
by what? Weighed down by birth, aging, and death; by sorrow, 
lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair, I say. 

"The ear is weighed down . . .  The mind is weighed down . . .  
Weighed down by what? Weighed down b y  birth . . .  by despair, 
I say. 

"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being.'" 

30 (8) Appropriate for Uprooting 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the way that is appropriate for 
uprooting all conceivings. [22] Listen to t�at and attend closely, I 
will speak. . . . 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the way that is appropriate for 
uprooting all conceivings?15 Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu does not 
conceive the eye, does not conceive in the eye, does not conceive 
from the eye, does not conceive, 'The eye is mine:16 He does not 
conceive forms . . .  eye-consciousness . . .  eye-contact . . .  and as to 
whatever feeling arises with eye-contact as condition-whether 
pleasant or painful or neither-painful-nor-pleasant-he does not 
conceive that, does not conceive in that, does not conceive from 
that, does not conceive, 'That is mine: 

"He does not conceive the ear . . .  He does not conceive the mind 
. . .  mental phenomena . . .  mind-consciousness . . .  mind-contact . . .  
[23] and as to whatever feeling arises with mind-contact as con
dition . . .  he does not conceive that, does not conceive in that, 
does not conceive from that, does not conceive, 'That is mine.' 

"He does not conceive all, does not conceive in all, does not 
conceive from all, does not conceive, 'All is mine: 
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"Since he does not conceive anything thus, he does not cling to 
anything in the world. Not clinging, he is not agitated. Being 
unagitated, he personally attains Nibbana. He understands: 
'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, what had to be 
done has been done, there is no more for this state of being.'17 

"This, bhikkhus, is the way that is appropriate for uprooting all 
conceivings. " 

31 (9) Suitable for Uprooting (1) 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the way that is suitable for uprooting 
all conceivings.18 Listen to that . . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is the way that is suitable for uprooting 
all conceivings? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu does not conceive the 
eye, does not conceive in the eye, does not conceive from the eye, 
does not conceive, 'The eye is mine.' He does not conceive forms 
. . .  eye-consciousness . . .  eye-contact . . .  and as to whatever feeling 
arises with eye-contact as condition-whether pleasant or painful 
or neither-painful-nor-pleasant-he does not conceive that, does 
not conceive in that, does not conceive from that, does not con
ceive, 'That is mine.' For, bhikkhus, whatever one conceives, what
ever one conceives in, whatever one conceives from, whatever one 
conceives as 'mine' -that is otherwise. The world, becoming 
otherwise, attached to becoming, seeks delight only in becoming.19 

"He does not conceive the ear . . . [24] . . . He does not conceive 
the mind . . .  and as to whatever feeling a�ises with mind-contact 
as condition . . .  he does not conceive that, does not conceive in 
that, does not conceive from that, does not conceive, 'That is 
mine.' For, bhikkhus, whatever one conceives, whatever one con
ceives in, whatever one conceives from, whatever one conceives 
as 'mine' -that is otherwise. The world, becoming otherwise, 
attached to becoming, seeks delight only in becoming. 

"Whatever, bhikkhus, is the extent of the aggregates, the elements, 
and the sense bases, he does not conceive that, does not conceive in 
that, does not conceive from that, does not conceive, 'That is mine.' 

"Since he does not conceive anything thus, he does not cling to 
anything in the world. Not clinging, he is not agitated. Being 

unagitated, he personally attains Nibbana. He understands: 
'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, what had to be 
done has been done, there is no more for this state of being.' 
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"This, bhikkhus, is the way that is suitable for uprooting all 
concei vings. "20 

32 (10) Suitable for Uprooting (2) 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the way that is suitable for uprooting 
all conceivings. Listen to that . . . . 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the way that is suitable for uprooting 
all conceivings? What do you think, bhikkhus, is the eye perma
nent or impermanent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." - "Is 
what is impermanent suffering or happiness?" - [25] "Suffering, 
venerable sir." - "Is what is impermanent, suffering, and subject 
to change fit to be regarded thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is 
my self'?" - "No, venerable sir." 

"Are forms permanent or impermanent? .. Is eye-conscious
ness '" Is eye-contact '" Is any feeling that arises with eye-con
tact as condition-whether pleasant or painful or neither
painful-nor-pleasant-permanent or impermanent? . .  

"Is the ear permanent or impermanent? . .  Is the mind . . .  Is any 
feeling that arises with mind-contact as condition permanent or 
impermanent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." - "Is what is 
impermanent suffering or happiness?" - "Suffering, venerable 
sir." - "Is what is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change 
fit to be regarded thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is my self'?" 
- "No, venerable sir." [26] 

"Seeing thus, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple experi
ences revulsion towards the eye, towards forms, towards eye
consciousness, towards eye-contact, towards whatever feeling 
arises with eye-contact as condition-whether pleasant or 
painful or neither-painful-nor-pleasant. He experiences revul
sion towards the ear . ,. towards the mind . . .  towards whatever 
feeling arises with mind-contact as condition . . . .  Experiencing 
revulsion, he becomes dispassionate. Through dispassion [his 
mind] is liberated. When it is liberated there comes the knowl
edge: 'It's liberated.' He understands: 'Destroyed is birth, the 
holy life has been lived, what had to be done has been done, there 
is no more for this state of being. ' 

"This, bhikkhus, is the way that is suitable for uprooting all 
conceivings. " 
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IV. SUBJECT TO BIRTH 

33 (1) Subject to Birth 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, all is subject to birth. And what, 
bhikkhus, is the all that is subject to birth? [27] The eye is subject 
to birth. Forms ' "  Eye-consciousness . . .  Eye-contact . . .  Whate" er 
feeling arises with eye-contact as condition . . . that too is subject 
to birth. 

"The ear . . .  The tongue . . .  The body . . .  The mind . . .  Whatever 
feeling arises with mind-contact as condition . . .  that too is sub
ject to birth. 

"Seeing thus, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple experi
ences revulsion towards the eye, towards forms, towards eye
consciousness, towards eye-contact . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there 
is no more for this state of being.'" 

34 (2)-42 (10) Subject to Aging, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, all is subject to aging . . . . All is subject to sickness . . . . 
All is subject to death . . . . All is subject to sorrow . . . . All is subject 
to defilement . . . . [28] All is subject to destruction . . . . All is subject 
to vanishing . . . . All is subject to origination . . . . All is subject to 
cessation . . . .  " (Each is to be completed as above.) 

V. IMPERMANENT 

43 (1)-52 (10) Impermanent, Etc. 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, all is impermanent . . . . All is suffering . . . .  
All is nonself . . . . [29] All is to be directly known . . . .  All is to be 
fully understood . . . .  All is to be abandoned . . . .  All is to be real
ized . . . . All is to be fully understood through direct knowledge . . . . 
All is oppressed . . . . All is stricken . . . .  " (Each to be completed as in 
§33.) [30] 
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Division II 
THE SECOND FIFTY 

I. IGNORANCE 

53 (1) Abandoning Ignorance 

At Savatthi. Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed 
One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, [31 ] and said to 
him: 

"Venerable sir, how should one know, how should one see, for 
ignorance to be abandoned and true knowledge to arise?" 

"Bhikkhu, when one knows and sees the eye as impermanent, 
ignorance is abandoned and true knowledge arises.21 When one 
knows and sees forms as impermanent ' "  When one knows and 
sees as impermanent whatever feeling arises with mind-contact 
as condition-whether pleasant or painful or neither-painful-nor
pleasant-ignorance is abandoned and true knowledge arises. 
When one knows and sees thus, bhikkhu, ignorance is aban
doned and true knowledge arises." 

54 (2) Abandoning the Fetters 

... "Venerable sir, how should one know, how should one see, for 
the fetters to be abandoned?"22 

(The Buddha's reply is as above.) 

55 (3) Uprooting the Fetters 

. . .  "Venerable sir, how should one know, how should one see, for 
the fetters to be uprooted?" 

"Bhikkhu, when one knows and sees the eye as nonself, [32] 
the fetters are uprooted. When one knows and sees forms as non
self . . . (all as above) . . . When one knows and sees thus, bhikkhu, 
the fetters are uprooted." 

56 (4)-59 (7) Abandoning the Taints, Etc . 

. . .  "Venerable sir, how should one know, how should one see, for 
the taints to be abandoned? . .  for the taints to be uprooted? . .  for 
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the underlying tendencies to be al?andoned? . .  for the underly
ing tendencies to be uprooted?,,23 

" Bhikkhu, when one knows and sees the eye as nonself, the 
underlying tendencies are uprooted. When one knows and sees 
forms as nonself . . .  (all as above) . . .  When one knows and sees 
thus, bhikkhu, the underlying tendencies are uprooted." 

60 (8) The Full Understanding of All Clinging 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the Dhamma for the full understand
ing of all clinging.24 Listen to that . . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is the Dhamma for the full understanding 
of all clinging? In dependence on the eye and forms, eye
consciousness arises. The meeting of the three is contact. With con
tact as condition, feeling [comes to be]. [33] Seeing thus, the 
instructed noble disciple experiences revulsion towards the eye, 
towards forms, towards eye-consciousness, towards eye-contact, 
towards feeling. Experiencing revulsion, he becomes dispassion
ate. Through dispassion [the mind] is liberated. With its deliver
ance25 he understands: 'Clinging has been fully understood by me.' 

"In dependence on the ear and sounds . . .  In dependence on the 
mind and mental phenomena, mind-consciousness arises. The 
meeting of the three is contact. With contact as condition, feeling 
[comes to be]. Seeing thus, the instructed noble disciple experi
ences revulsion towards the mind, towards mental phenomena, 
towards mind-consciousness, towards mind-contact, towards 
feeling. Experiencing revulsion, he becomes dispassionate. 
Through dispassion [the mind] is liberated. With its deliverance 
he understands: 'Clinging has been fully understood by me.' 

"This, bhikkhus, is the Dhamma for the full understanding of 
all clinging." 

61 (9) The Exhaustion of All Clinging (1) 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the Dhamma for the exhaustion of all 
clinging. Listen to that . . . . 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the Dhamma for the exhaustion of all 
clinging? In dependence on the eye and forms, eye-conscious
ness arises . . . . (as above) . . .  With its deliverance he understands: 
'Clinging has been exhausted by me.' 
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"In dependence on the ear and sounds . . .  the mind and mental 
phenomena, mind-consciousness arises . . . . [34] ' "  With its deliv-
erance he understands: 'Clinging has been exhausted by me.' 

"This, bhikkhus, is the Dhamma for the exhaustion of all 
clinging." 

62 (10) The Exhaustion of All Clinging (2) 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the Dhamma for the exhaustion of all 
clinging. Listen to that . . . .  " 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the Dhamma for the exhaustion of all 
clinging? What do you think, bhikkhus, is the eye permanent or 
impermanent?" 

'" (To be completed as in §32) ' " [35] 
"This, bhikkhus, is the Dhamma for the exhaustion of all 

clinging." 

II. MrGAJALA 

63 (1) Migajala (1) 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Migajala approached the Blessed 
One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to 
him:26 

"Venerable sir, it is said, 'a lone dweller, a lone dweller.'27 [36] 
In what way, venerable sir, is one a lone dweller, and in what 
way is one dwelling with a partner?"28 

"There are, Migajala, forms cognizable by the eye that are 
desirable, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tanta
lizing. If a bhikkhu seeks delight in them, welcomes them, and 
remains holding to them, delight arises. When there is delight, 
there is infatuation. When there is infatuation, there is bondage. 
Bound by the fetter of delight, Migajala, a bhikkhu is called one 
dwelling with a partner. 

"There are, Migajala, sounds cognizable by the ear . . .  odours 
cognizable by the nose .. , tastes cognizable by the tongue . . .  tac
tile objects cognizable by the body . . .  mental phenomena cogniz
able by the mind that are desirable, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, 
sensually enticing, tantalizing. If a bhikkhu seeks delight in them 
. . .  he is called one dwelling with a partner. 
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"Migajala, even though a bhikkhu ,who dwells thus resorts to 
forests and groves, to remote lodgings where there are few 
sounds and little noise, desolate, hidden from people, appropri
ate for seclusion, he is still called one dwelling with a partner. For 
what reason? Because craving is his partner, and he has not aban
doned it; therefore he is called one dwelling with a partner. 

"There are, Migajala, forms cognizable by the eye that are 
desirable, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tanta
lizing. If a bhikkhu does not seek delight in them, does not wel
come them, and does not remain holding to them, delight ceases. 
When there is no delight, there is no infatuation. When there is 
no infatuation, [37] there is no bondage. Released from the fetter 
of delight, Migajala, a bhikkhu is called a lone dweller. 

"There are, Migajala, sounds cognizable by the ear . .  , odours 
cognizable by the nose . . .  tastes cognizable by the tongue . . .  tac
tile objects cognizable by the body . . .  mental phenomena cogniz
able by the mind that are desirable, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, 
sensually enticing, tantalizing. If a bhikkhu does not seek delight 
in them . . .  he is called a lone dweller. 

"Migajala, even though a bhikkhu who dwells thus lives in the 
vicinity of a village, associating with bhikkhus and bhikkhurus, 
with male and female lay followers, with kings and royal minis
ters, with sectarian teachers and their disciples, he is still called a 
lone dweller. For what reason? Because craving is his partner, 
and he has abandoned it; therefore he is called a lone dweller. " 

64 (2) Migajiila (2) 

Then the Venerable Migajala approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 
"Venerable sir, it would be good if the Blessed One would teach 
me the Dhamma in brief, so that, having heard the Dhamma 
from the Blessed One, I might dwell alone, withdrawn, diligent, 
ardent, and resolute ." 

"There are, Migajala, forms cognizable by the eye that are 
desirable, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tanta
liZing. If a bhikkhu seeks delight in them, welcomes them, and 
remains holding to them, delight arises. With the arising of 
delight, I say, Migajala, there is the arising of suffering. 

"There are, Migajala, sounds cognizable by the ear . . .  odours 
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cognizable by the nose . . .  tastes cognizable by the tongue . . .  tac
tile objects cognizable by the body . . .  mental phenomena cogniz
able by the mind that are desirable, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, 
sensually enticing, tantalizing. If a bhikkhu seeks delight in 
them, . . .  delight arises. [38] With the arising of delight, I say, 
Migajala, there is the arising of suffering. 

"There are, Migajala, forms cognizable by the eye that are 
desirable, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tanta
lizing. If a bhikkhu does not seek delight in them, does not wel
come them, and does not remain holding to them, delight ceases. 
With the cessation of delight, I say, Migajala, comes the cessation 
of suffering. 

"There are, Migajala, sounds cognizable by the ear . . .  odours 
cognizable by the nose . . .  tastes cognizable by the tongue . . .  tac
tile objects cognizable by the body . . .  mental phenomena cogniz
able by the mind that are desirable, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, 
sensually enticing, tantalizing. If a bhikkhu does not seek delight 
in them . . .  delight ceases. With the cessation of delight, I say, 
Migajala, comes the cessation of suffering." 

Then the Venerable Migajala, having delighted and rejoiced in 
the Blessed One's words, rose from his seat, and, after paying 
homage to the Blessed One, keeping him on his right, he departed. 

Then, dwelling alone, .withdrawn, diligent, ardent, and res
olute, the Venerable Migajala, by realizing it for himself with 
direct knowledge, in this very life entered and dwelt in that 
unsurpassed goal of the holy life for the sake of which clansmen 
rightly go forth from the household life into homelessness. He 
directly knew: "Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, 
what had to be done has been done, there is no more for this state 
of being." And the Venerable Migajala became one of the arahants. 

65 (3) Samiddhi (1) 
On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in the 
Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. Then the Venerable 
Samiddhi approached the Blessed One . . .  and said to him:29 
"Venerable sir, it is said, 'Mara, Mara: In what way, venerable 
sir, might there be Mara or the description of Mara?"30 

"Where there is the eye, Sarniddhi, where there are forms, [39] 
eye-consciousness, things to be cognized by eye-consciousness, 
there Mara exists or the description of Mara. 
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"Where there is the ear . . .  the mind, where there are mental 
phenomena, mind-consciousness, things to be cognized by mind
consciousness, there Mara exists or the description of Mara. 

"Where there is no eye, Samiddhi, no forms, no eye-conscious
ness, no things to be cognized by eye-consciousness, there l\lara 
does not exist nor any description of Mara. 

"Where there is no ear . . .  no mind, no mental phenomena, no 
mind-consciousness, no things to be cognized by mind-conscious
ness, there Mara does not exist nor any description of Mara." 

66 (4) Samiddhi (2) 

"Venerable sir, it is said, 'a being, a being.' In what way, venera
ble sir, might there be a being or the description of a being?" 

(The reply is as in the preceding sutta.) 

67 (5) Samiddhi (3) 

"Venerable sir, it is said, 'suffering, suffering.' In what way, vener
able sir, might there be suffering or the description of suffering?" . . . 

68 (6) Samiddhi (4) 

"Venerable sir, it is said, 'the world, the world.' In what way, 
venerable sir, might there be the world or the description of the 
world?" 

"Where there is the eye, Samiddhi, where there are forms, eye
consciousness, things to be cognized by eye-consciousness, there 
the world exists or the description of the world. 

"Where there is the ear . . .  [40] the mind, where there are men
tal phenomena, mind-consciousness, things to be cognized by 
mind-consciousness, there the world exists or the description of 
the world. 

"Where there is no eye, Samiddhi, no forms, no eye-conscious
ness, no things to be cognized by eye-consciousness, there the 
world does not exist nor any description of the world. 

"Where there is no ear . . .  no mind, no mental phenomena, no 
mind-consciousness, no things to be cognized by rnind-con
sciousness, there the world does not exist nor any description of 
the world." 
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69 (7) Upasena 

On one occasion the Venerable sariputta and the Venerable 
Upasena were dwelling at Rajagaha in the Cool Grove, in the 
Snake's Hood Grotto.31 Now on that occasion a viper had fallen 
on the Venerable Upasena's body. Then the Venerable Upasena 
addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Corne, friends, lift this body of 
mine on to the bed and carry it outside before it is scattered right 
here like a handful of chaff. "32 

When this was said, the Venerable Sariputta said to the 
Venerable Upasena: "We do not see any alteration in the 
Venerable Upasena's body nor any change in his faculties; yet the 
Venerable Upasena says: 'Corne, friends, lift this body of mine on 
to the bed and carry it outside before it is scattered right here like 
a handful of chaff.'" 

"Friend Sariputta, for one who thinks, 'I am the eye' or 'The 
eye is mine'; 'I am the ear' or 'The ear is mine' . . .  'I am the mind' 
or 'The mind is mine,' there might be alteration of the body or a 
change of the faculties. But, friend Sariputta, [41] it does not 
occur to me, 'I am the eye' or 'The eye is mine'; 'I am the ear' or 
'The ear is mine' ' "  'I am the mind' or 'The mind is mine,' so why 
should there be any alteration in my body or any change in my 
faculties? "33 

"It must be because I-making, mine-making, and the underly
ing tendency to conceit have been thoroughly uprooted in the 
Venerable Upasena for a long time that it does not occur to him, 
'I am the eye' or 'The eye is mine'; 'I am the ear' or 'The ear is 
mine' . . .  'I am the mind' or 'The mind is mine.'" 

Then those bhikkhus lifted the Venerable Upasena's body on to 
the bed and carried it outside. Then the Venerable Upasena's 
body was scattered right there just like a handful of chaff. 

70 (8) UpaviilJa 

Then the Venerable Upav3l).a approached the Blessed One . . .  and 
said to him: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'the directly visible 
Dhamma, the directly visible Dhamma.'34 In what way, venera
ble sir, is the Dhamrna directly visible, immediate, inviting one to 
corne and see, applicable, to be personally experienced by the 
wise?" 
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"Here, Upavat:ta, having seen a fo�m with the eye, a bhikkhu 
experiences the form as well as lust for the form. He understands 
that lust for forms exists internally thus: 'There is in me lust for 
forms internally.' Since that is so, Upavat:ta, the Dhamma is 
directly visible, immediate, inviting one to come and see, appli
cable, to be personally experienced by the wise. [42] 

"Further, Upavlit:ta, having heard a sound with the ear . . .  hav
ing cognized a mental phenomenon with the mind, a bhikkhu 
experiences the mental phenomenon as well as lust for the men
tal phenomenon. He understands that lust for mental phenome
na exists internally thus: 'There is in me lust for mental phenom
ena internally.' Since that is so, Upavat:ta, the Dhamma is direct
ly visible, immediate, inviting one to come and see, applicable, to 
be personally experienced by the wise. 

"But here, Upavat:ta, having seen a form with the eye, a bhikkhu 
experiences the form without experiencing lust for the form. He 
understands that lust for forms does not exist internally thus: 
'There is in me no lust for forms internally.' Since that is so, 
Upavat:ta, the Dhamma is directly visible, immediate, inviting 
one to come and see, applicable, to be personally experienced by 
the wise. 

"Further, Upavat:ta, having heard a sound with the ear . . .  [43] 
. . .  having cOgnized a mental phenomenon with the mind, a 
bhikkhu experiences the mental phenomenon without experi� 

encing lust for the mental phenomenon. He understands that lust 
for mental phenomena does not exist internally thus: 'There is in 
me no lust for mental phenomena internally.' Since that is so, 
Upavat:ta, the Dhamma is directly visible, immediate, inviting 
one to come and see, applicable, to be personally experienced by 
the wise."35 

71 (9) The Six Bases for Contact (1) 

"Bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu does not understand as they really are 
the origin and the passing away, the gratification, the danger, 
and the escape, in the case of these six bases for contact, then he 
has not lived the holy life; he is far away from this Dhamma and 
Discipline." 

When this was said, a certain bhikkhu said to the Blessed One: 
"Here, venerable sir, I am 10st,36 for I do not understand as they 
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really are the origin and the passing away, the gratification, the 
danger, and the escape, in the case of these six bases for contact." 

"What do you think, bhikkhu, do you regard the eye thus: 
'This is mine, this I am, this is my self'?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Good, bhikkhu! And here, bhikkhu, you should clearly see the 

eye as it really is with correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this 
I am not, this is not my self.' This itself is the end of suffering. 

"00 you regard the ear thus . . .  ? Do you regard the mind thus: 
'This is mine, this I am, this is my self'?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Good, bhikkhu! And here, bhikkhu, you should clearly see 

the mind as it really is with correct wisdom thus: 'This is not 
mine, this I am not, this is not my self.' This itself is the end of 
suffering." [44] 

72 (10) The Six Bases for Contact (2) 

(The first two paragraphs as in the preceding sutta.) 
"What do you think, bhikkhu, do you regard the eye thus: 

'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my sel£'?" 
"Yes, venerable sir." 
"Good, bhikkhu! And here, bhikkhu, you should clearly see 

the eye as it really is with correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, 
this I am not, this is not my self.' Thus this first base for contact 
will be abandoned by you for no future renewed existence)7 

"00 you regard the ear thus . . .  ? Thus this second base for con
tact will be abandoned by you for no future renewed existence . . . .  

"00 you regard the mind thus: This is not mine, this I am not, 
this is not my self'?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"Good, bhikkhu! And here, bhikkhu, you should clearly see the 

mind as it really is with correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, 
this I am not, this is not my self.' Thus this sixth base for contact 
will be abandoned by you for no future renewed existence." 

73 (11) The Six Bases for Contact (3) 

(The first two paragraphs as in §71.) [45] 
"What do you think, bhikkhu, is the eye permanent or imper-
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manent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." - "Is what is imper
manent suffering or happiness?" - "Suffering, venerable sir." -
"Is what is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change fit to 
be regarded thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is my self'?" - "No, 
venerable sir." 

"Is the ear . . .  the mind permanent or impermanent?" -
"Impermanent, venerable sir." - "Is what is impermanent suffer
ing or happiness?" - "Suffering, venerable sir." - "Is what is 
impermanent, suffering, and subject to change fit to be regarded 
thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is my self'?" - "No, venerable 
sir." 

"Seeing thus, bhikkhu, the instructed noble disciple experi
ences revulsion towards the eye . . .  revulsion towards the mind. 
Experiencing revulsion, he becomes dispassionate. Through dis
passion [his mind] is liberated. When it is liberated there comes 
the knowledge: 'It's liberated.' He understands: 'Destroyed is 
birth, the holy life has been lived, what had to be done has been 
done, there is no more for this state of being.' "  

[46] III. SICK 

74 (1) Sick (1) 

At Savatthi. Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One, 
paid homage to him, sat down to one side, . and said to him: 
"Venerable sir, in such and such a dwelling there is a certain 
newly ordained bhikkhu, not well known, who is sick, afflicted, 
gravely ill. It would be good, venerable sir, if the Blessed One 
would approach that bhikkhu out of compassion." 

Then, when the Blessed One heard the words "newly 
ordained" and "sick," and understood that he was not a well
known bhikkhu, he went to him. That bhikkhu saw the Blessed 
One corning in the distance and stirred on his bed.38 The Blessed 
One said to him: "Enough, bhikkhu, do not stir on your bed. 
There are these seats ready, I will sit down there." 

The Blessed One then sat down on the appointed seat and said 
to that bhikkhu: "I hope you are bearing up, bhikkhu, I hope you 
are getting better. I hope that your painful feelings are subsiding 
and not increasing, and that their subsiding, not their increase, is 
to be discerned." 
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"Venerable sir, I am not bearing up, I am not getting better. 
Strong painful feelings are increasing in me, not subsiding, and 
their increase, not their subsiding, is to be discerned." 

"I hope then, bhikkhu, that you are not troubled by remorse 
and regret." 

"Indeed, venerable sir, I have quite a lot of remorse and 
regret." [47] 

"I hope, bhikkhu, that you have nothing for which to reproach 
yourself in regard to virtue." 

"I have nothing, venerable sir, for which to reproach myself in 
regard to virtue." 

"Then, bhikkhu, if you have nothing for which to reproach 
yourself in regard to virtue, why are you troubled by remorse 
and regret?" 

"I understand, venerable sir, that it is not for the sake of purifica
tion of virtue that the Dhamma has been taught by the Blessed One." 

"If, bhikkhu, you understand that the Dhamma has not been 
taught by me for the sake of purification of virtue, then for what 
purpose do you understand the Dhamma to have been taught by 
me?" 

"Venerable sir, I understand the Dhamma to have been taught 
by the Blessed One for the sake of the fading away of lust."39 

"Good, good, bhikkhu! It is good that you understand the 
Dhamma to have been taught by me for the sake of the fading 
away of lust. For the Dhamma is taught by me for the sake of the 
fading away of lust. 

"What do you think, bhikkhu, is the eye permanent or imper
manent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  "Is the ear . . .  the 
mind permanent or impermanent?" - "Impermanent, venerable 
sir." - "Is what is impermanent suffering or happiness?" -
"Suffering, venerable sir." - "Is what is impermanent, suffering, 
and subject to change fit to be regarded thus: 'This is mine, this I 
am, this is my self'?" - "No, venerable sir." 

"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being. "' 

This is what the Blessed One said. Elated, that bhikkhu delight
ed in the Blessed One's statement. And while this discourse was 
being spoken, there arose in that bhikkhu the dust-free, stainless 
vision of the Dhamma: "Whatever is subject to origination is all 
subject to cessation."4Q 
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75 (2) Sick (2) 

(As above down to:) [48] 
"If, bhikkhu you understand that the Dhamma has not been 

taught by me for the sake of purification of virtue, then for what 
purpose do you understand the Dhamma to have been taught by 

?" me. 
"Venerable sir, I understand the Dhamma to have been taught 

by the Blessed One for the sake of final Nibbana without cling
ing." 

"Good, good, bhikkhu! It is good that you understand the 
Dhamma to have been taught by me for the sake of final Nibbana 
without clinging. For the Dhamma is taught by me for the sake 
of final Nibbana without clinging.41 

"What do you think, bhikkhu, is the eye permanent or imper-
manent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." . . . "Is the ear . , .  the 
nose . . .  the tongue . . .  the body . . .  the mind . . .  mind-conscious-
ness . . .  mind-contact . . .  whatever feeling arises with mind-con-
tact as condition-whether pleasant or painful or neither-painful
nor-pleasant-permanent or impermanent?" - "Impermanent, 
venerable sir." - "Is what is impermanent suffering or happi
ness?" - "Suffering, venerable sir." - "Is what is impermanent, 
suffering, and subject to change fit to be regarded . thus: 'This is 
mine, this I am, this is my self'?" - "No, venerable sir." 

"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being.'" 

This is what the Blessed One said. Elated, that bhikkhu delight
ed in the Blessed One's statement. And while this discourse was 
being spoken, that bhikkhu's mind was liberated from the taints 
by nonclinging. 

76 (3) Radha (1) 

Then the Venerable Radha approached the Blessed One . .  ' and 
said to him: "Venerable sir, it would be good if the Blessed One 
would teach me the Dhamma in brief, so that, having heard the 
Dhamma from the Blessed One, I might dwell alone, withdrawn, 
diligent, ardent, and resolute." 

"Radha, you should abandon desire for whatever is imperma
nent. And what is impermanent? The eye is impermanent; you 
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should abandon desire for it. Forms are impermanent . . .  Eye
consciousness is impermanent . . .  Eye-contact is impermanent . . .  
Whatever feeling arises with eye-contact as condition-whether 
pleasant or painful or neither-painful-nor-pleasant-that too is 
impermanent; you should abandon desire for it. 

"The ear . . .  The mind is impermanent . . .  Whatever feeling 
arises with mind-contact as condition . . .  that too is impermanent; 
you should abandon desire for it. [49] Radha, you should aban
don desire for whatever is impermanent." 

77 (4) Radha (2) 

. . .  "Radha, you should abandon desire for whatever is suffer
ing." . . .  

78 (5) Radha (3) 

. . .  "Radha, you should abandon desire for whatever is non
self." . . .  

79 (6) Abandoning Ignorance (1) 

Then a c�rtain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One . . .  and said 
to him: "Venerable sir, is there one thing through the abandon
ing of which ignorance is abandoned by a bhikkhu and true 
knowledge arises?" 

"There is one thing, bhikkhu, through the abandoning of 
which ignorance is abandoned by a bhikkhu and true knowledge 
arises." 

"And what is that one thing, venerable sir?" [50] 
"Ignorance, bhikkhu, is that one thing through the abandoning 

of which ignorance is abandoned by a bhikkhu and true knowl
edge arises."42 

"But, venerable sir, how should a bhikkhu know, how should 
he see, for ignorance to be abandoned by him and true knowl
edge to arise?" 

"Bhikkhu, when a bhikkhu knows and sees the eye as imper
manent, ignorance is abandoned by him and true knowledge 
arises. When he knows and sees forms as impermanent . . .  When 
he knows and sees as impermanent whatever feeling arises with 
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mind-contact as condition . . .  igno�ance is abandoned by him and 
true knowledge arises. 

"When, bhikkhu, a bhikkhu knows and sees thus, ignorance is 
abandoned by him and true knowledge arises." 

80 (7) Abandoning Ignorance (2) 

(As above down to:) 
"But, venerable sir, how should a bhikkhu know, how should 

he see, for ignorance to be abandoned by him and true knowl
edge to arise?" 

"Here, bhikkhu, a bhikkhu has heard, 'Nothing is worth adher
ing to.' When a bhikkhu has heard, 'Nothing is worth adhering 
to,' he directly knows everything. Having directly known every
thing, he fully understands everything. Having fully understood 
everything, he sees all signs differently.43 He sees the eye differ
ently, he sees forms differently . . .  whatever feeling arises with 
mind-contact as condition . . .  that too he sees differently. 

"When, bhikkhu, a bhikkhu knows and sees thus, ignorance is 
abandoned by him and true knowledge arises." 

81 (8) A Number of Bhikkhus 

Then a number of bhikkhus approached the Blessed One . . .  and 
said to him: [51] "Here, venerable sir, wanderers of other sects 
ask us: 'For what purpose, friends, is the holy life lived under the 
ascetic Gotama?' When we are asked thus, venerable sir, we 
answer those wanderers thus: 'It is, friends, for the full under
standing of suffering that the holy life is lived under the Blessed 
One.' We hope, venerable sir, that when we answer thus we state 
what has been said by the Blessed One and do not misrepresent 
him with what is contrary to fact; that we explain in accordance 
with the Dhamma, and that no reasonable consequence of our 
assertion gives ground for criticism."44 

"For sure, bhikkhus, when you answer thus you state what has 
been said by me and do not misrepresent me with what is con
trary to fact; you explain in accordance with the Dhamma, and 
no reasonable consequence of your assertion gives ground for 
criticism. For, bhikkhus, it is for the full understanding of suffer
ing that the holy life is lived under me. 
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"But, bhikkhus, if wanderers of other sects ask you: 'What, 
friends, is that suffering for the full understanding of which the 
holy life is lived under the ascetic Gotama?'-being asked thus, 
you should answer them thus: 'The eye, friends, is suffering: it is 
for the full understanding of this that the holy life is lived under 
the Blessed One. Forms are suffering . . .  Whatever feeling arises 
with eye-contact as condition . . .  that too is suffering . . .  The mind 
is suffering . . .  Whatever feeling arises with mind-contact as con
dition . . .  that too is suffering: it is for the full understanding of 
this that the holy life is lived under the Blessed One. This, 
friends, is that suffering for the full understanding of which the 
holy life is lived under the Blessed One.' [52] 

"Being asked thus, bhikkhus, you should answer those wan
derers of other sects in such a way." 

82 (9) The World 

Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One . . .  and said 
to him: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'the world, the world.' In what 
way, venerable sir, is it said 'the world'?" 

"It is disintegrating, bhikkhu, therefore it is called the world.45 
And what is disintegrating? The eye, bhikkhu, is disintegrating, 
forIlls ar� disintegrating, eye-consciousness is disintegrating, 
eye-contact is disintegrating, and whatever feeling arises with 
eye-contact as condition . . .  that too is disintegrating. The ear is 
disintegrating . . .  The mind is disintegrating . . .  Whatever feeling 
arises with mind-contact as condition . . .  that too is disintegrat
ing. It is disintegrating, bhikkhu, therefore it is called the world." 

83 (10) Phagguna 

Then the Venerable Phagguna approached the Blessed One . . .  
and said to him: "Venerable sir, is there any eye by means of 
which one describing the Buddhas of the past could describe 
them-those who have attained final Nibbana, cut through pro
liferation, cut through the rut, exhausted the round, and tran
scended all suffering?46 Is there any ear by way of which one 
describing the Buddhas of the past could describe them? . .  Is 
there any mind by way of which one describing the Buddhas of 
the past could describe them-those who have attained final 
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Nibbana, cut through proliferation, cut through the rut, exhaust
ed the round, and transcended all suffering?" 

"There is no eye, Phagguna, by means of which one describing 
the Buddhas of the past could describe them-those who have 
attained final Nibbana, cut through proliferation, cut through the 
rut, exhausted the round, and transcended all suffering. There is 
no ear by means of which one describing the Buddhas of the past 
could describe them . . . .  [53] There is no mind by means of which 
one describing the Buddhas of the past could describe them
those who have attained final Nibbana, cut through proliferation, 
cut through the rut, exhausted the round, and transcended all 
suffering." 

IV. CHANNA 

84 (1) Subject to Disintegration 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Ananda approached the Blessed 
One . . .  and said to him: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'the world, the 
world.' In what way, venerable sir, is it said 'the world'?" 

"Whatever is subject to disintegration, Ananda, is called the 
world in the Noble One's Discipline.47 And what is subject to dis
integration? The eye, Ananda, is subject to disintegratio�, forms 
. . .  eye-consciousness . . .  eye-contact . . .  whatever feeling arises 
with eye-contact as condition . . .  that too is subject to disintegra
tion. The ear is subject to disintegration . . .  The mind is subject to 
disintegration . . .  Whatever feeling arises with mind-contact as 
condition . . .  that too is subject to disintegration. Whatever is sub
ject to disintegration, Ananda, is called the world in the Noble 
One's Discipline." [54] 

85 (2) Empty Is the World 

Then the Venerable Ananda approached the Blessed One . . .  and 
said to him: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'Empty is the world, empty 
is the world.' In what way, venerable sir, is it said, 'Empty is the 
world'?" 

"It is, Ananda, because it is empty of self and of what belongs 
to self that it is said, 'Empty is the world.' And what is empty of 
self and of what belongs to self? The eye, Ananda, is empty of self 
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and of what belongs to self. Forms are empty of self and of what 
belongs to self. Eye-consciousness is empty of self and of what 
belongs to self. Eye-contact is empty of self and of what belongs 
to self . . . . Whatever feeling arises with mind-contact as condition
whether pleasant or painful or neither-painful-nor-pleasant
that too is empty of self and of what belongs to self. 

"It is, Ananda, because it is empty of self and of what belongs 
to self that it is said, 'Empty is the world.'" 

86 (3) The Dhamma in Brief 

Sitting to one side, the Venerable Ananda said to the Blessed 
One: "Venerable sir, it would be good if the Blessed One would 
teach me the Dhamma in brief, so that, having heard the 
Dhamma from the Blessed One, I might dwell alone, withdrawn, 
diligent, ardent, and resolute." 

"What do you think, Ananda, is the eye permanent or imper
manent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." 

(Complete as in §32, down to "there is no more for this state of 
being. ") [55] 

87 (4) Channa 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in the 
Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary.48 Now on that occasion 
the Venerable Sariputta, the Venerable Mahacunda, and the 
Venerable Channa were dwelling on Mount Vulture Peak, and 
the Venerable Channa was sick, afflicted, gravely ill. Then, in the 
evening, the Venerable Sariputta [56] emerged from seclusion, 
approached the Venerable Mahacunda, and said to him: "Come, 
friend Cunda, let us approach the Venerable Channa and ask 
about his illness." 

"Yes, friend," the Venerable Mahacunda replied. 
Then the Venerable Sariputta and the Venerable Mahacunda 

approached the Venerable Channa and exchanged greetings 
with him, after which they sat down in the appointed seats. The 
Venerable Sariputta then said to the Venerable Channa: "1 hope 
you are bearing up, friend Channa, I hope you are getting better. 
I hope that your painful feelings are subsiding and not increasing, 
and that their subsiding, not their increase, is to be discerned." 
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"Friend Sariputta, I am not beariftg up, I am not getting bet
ter.49 Strong painful feelings are increasing in me, not subsiding, 
and their increase, not their subsiding, is to be discerned. Just as 
if a strong man were to split my head open with a sharp sword, 
so too violent winds cut through my head. I am not bearing up . . . .  
Just as if a strong man were to tighten a tough leather strap 
around my head as a headband, so too there are violent pains in 
my head. I am not bearing up . . . .  Just as if a skilled butcher or his 
apprentice were to carve up an ox's belly with a sharp butcher's 
knife, so too violent winds are carving up my belly. I am not 
bearing up . . . .  Just as if two strong men were to seize a weaker 
man by both arms and roast him over a pit of hot coals, [57] so 
too there is a violent burning in my body. I am not bearing up, I 
am not getting better. Strong painful feelings are increasing in 
me, not subsiding, and their increase, not their subsiding, is to be 
discerned. I will use the knife,so friend Sariputta, I have no desire 
to live." 

"Let the Venerable Channa not use the knife. Let the Venerable 
Channa live. We want the Venerable Channa to live. If the 
Venerable Channa lacks suitable food, I will go in search of suit
able food for him; if he lacks suitable medicine, I will go in search 
of suitable medicine for him; if he lacks a proper attendant, I will 
attend on him. Let the Venerable Channa not use the knife. Let 
the Venerable Channa live. We want the Venerable Channa to 
live." 

"Friend Sariputta, it is not that I lack suitable food; I have suit
able food. It is not that I lack suitable medicine; I have suitable 
medicine. It is not that I lack proper attendants; I have proper 
attendants. Moreover, friend, for a long time the Teacher has 
been served by me in an agreeable way, not in a disagreeable 
way; for it is proper for a disciple to serve the Teacher in an 
agreeable way, not in a disagreeable way. Remember this, friend 
Sariputta: the bhikkhu Channa will use the knife blamelessly."Sl 

"We would ask the Venerable Channa about a certain point, if 
he would grant us the favour of answering our question." [58] 

"Ask, friend Sariputta. When I have heard I shall know." 
"Friend Channa, do you regard the eye, eye-consciousness, 

and things cognizable with eye-consciousness thus: 'This is mine, 
this I am, this is my self'? Do you regard the ear, ear-conscious
ness, and things cognizable with ear-consciousness thus . . . ? Do 
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you regard the mind, mind-consciousness, and things cognizable 
with mind-consciousness thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is my 
self? 

"Friend Sariputta, I regard the eye, eye-consciousness, and 
things cognizable with eye-consciousness thus: 'This is not mine, 
this I am not, this is not my self.' I regard the ear, ear-conscious
ness, and things cognizable with ear-consciousness thus . . .  I 
regard the mind, mind-consciousness, and things cognizable 
with mind-consciousness thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, 
this is not my self.'" 

"Friend Channa, what have you seen and directly known in 
the eye, in eye-consciousness, and in things cognizable with eye
consciousness, that you regard them thus: 'This is not mine, this 
I am not, this is not my self'? What have you seen and directly 
known in the ear . . .  in the mind, in mind-consciousness, and in 
things cognizable with mind-consciousness, that you regard 
them thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self'?" 

"Friend Sariputta, it is because I have seen and directly known 
cessation in the eye, in eye-consciousness, and in things cogniz
able with eye-consciousness, that I regard them thus: 'This is not 
mine, this I am not, this is not my self.' It is because I have seen 
and directly known cessation in the ear . . . [59] . . . in the mind, in 
mind-consciousness, and in things cognizable with mind-con
sciousness, that I regard them thus: 'This is not mine, this I am 
not, this is not my self."'52 

When this was said, the Venerable Mahacunda said to the 
Venerable Channa: "Therefore, friend Channa, this teaching of 
the Blessed One is to be constantly given close attention: 'For one 
who is dependent there is wavering; for one who is independent 
there is no wavering. When there is no wavering, there is tran
quillity; when there is tranquillity, there is no inclination; when 
there is no inclination, there is no coming and going; when there 
is no coming and going, there is no passing away and being 
reborn; when there is no passing away and being reborn, there is 
neither here nor beyond nor in between the two. This itself is the 
end of suffering."'53 

Then, when the Venerable sariputta and the Venerable 
Mahacunda had given the Venerable Channa this exhortation, 
they rose from their seats and departed. Then, soon after they 
had left, the Venerable Channa used the knife.54 
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Then the Venerable Sariputta approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 
"Venerable sir, the Venerable Channa has used the knife. What is 
his destination, what is his future bourn?" 

"Sariputta, didn't the bhikkhu Channa declare his blameless
ness right in your presence?,,55 

"Venerable sir, there is a Vajjian village named Pubbavijjhana. 
There the Venerable Channa had friendly families, intimate fam
ilies, hospitable families."56 

"The Venerable Channa did indeed have these friendly fami
lies, Sariputta, intimate families, hospitable families; but I do not 
[60] say that to this extent one is blameworthy. Sariputta, when 
one lays down this body and takes up another body, then I say one 
is blameworthy. This did not happen in the case of the bhikkhu 
Channa . The bhikkhu Channa used the knife blamelessly. Thus, 
Sariputta, should you remember it."57 

88 (5) PWJlJa 

Then the Venerable PU:rp:1a approached the Blessed One . .  , and 
said to him:58 "Venerable sir, it would be good if the Blessed One 
would teach me the Dhamma in brief, so that, having heard the 
Dhamma from the Blessed One, I might dwell alone, withdrawn, 
diligent, ardent, and resolute." 

"Pu:rp:1a, there are forms cognizable by the eye that are desir
able, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tantalizing. 
If a bhikkhu seeks delight in them, welcomes them, and remains 
holding to them, delight arises in him. With the arising of delight, 
PU:rp:la, there is the arising of suffering, I say. There are, Pur:u:a, 
sounds cognizable by the ear . .  , mental phenomena cognizable 
by the mind that are desirable, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sen
sually enticing, tantalizing. If a bhikkhu seeks delight in them, 
welcomes them, and remains holding to them, delight arises in 
him. With the arising of delight, Pur:u:a, there is the arising of suf
fering, I say. 

"Pu:rp:1a, there are forms cognizable by the eye . . .  mental phe
nomena cognizable by the mind that are desirable, lovely, 
agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tantalizing. [61] If a 
bhikkhu does not seek delight in them, does not welcome them, 
and does not remain holding to them, delight ceases in him. 
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With the cessation of delight, PuWa, there is the cessation of suf
fering, I say. 

"Now that you have received this brief exhortation from me, 
PuWa, in which country will you dwell?" 

"There is, venerable sir, a country named Sunaparanta. I will 
dwell there." 

"PuWa, the people of Sunaparanta are wild and rough. If they 
abuse and revile you, what will you think about that?" 

"Venerable sir, if the people of Sunaparanta abuse and revile 
me, then I will think: 'These people of Sunaparanta are excellent, 
truly excellent, in that they do not give me a blow with the fist.' 
Then I will think thus, Blessed One; then I will think thus, 
Fortunate One." 

"But, PuWa, if the people of Sunaparanta do give you a blow 
with the fist, what will you think about that?" 

"Venerable sir, if the people of Sunaparanta give me a blow 
with the fist, then I will think: 'These people of Sunaparanta are 
excellent, truly excellent, in that they do not give me a blow with 
a clod.' Then I will think thus, Blessed One; then I will think thus, 
Fortunate One." 

"But, PuWa, if the people of Sunaparanta do give you a blow 
with a clod, what will you think about that?" 

_'-'Venerable sir, if the people of Sunaparanta give me a blow 
with a clod, then I will think: 'These people of Sunaparanta are 
excellent, truly excellent, in that they do not give me a blow with 
a rod: [62] Then I will think thus, Blessed One; then I will think 
thus, Fortunate One." 

"But, PuWa, if the people of Sunaparanta do give you a blow 
with a rod, what will you think about that?" 

"Venerable sir, if the people of Sunaparanta give me a blow with 
a rod, then I will think: 'These people of Sunaparanta are excellent, 
truly excellent, in that they do not stab me with a knife: Then I will 
think thus, Blessed One; then I will think thus, Fortunate One." 

"But, PUWa, if the people of Sunaparanta do stab you with a 
knife, what will you think about that?" 

"Venerable sir, if the people of Sunaparanta stab me with a 
knife, then I will think: 'These people of Sunaparanta are excel
lent, truly excellent, in that they do not take my life with a sharp 
knife.' Then I will think thus, Blessed One; then I will think thus, 
Fortunate One./I 
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"But, Pw:u:ta, if the people of Sunapar�mta do take your life 
with a sharp knife, what will you think about that?" 

"Venerable sir, if the people of Sunaparanta take my life with a 
sharp knife, then I will think: 'There have been disciples of the 
Blessed One who, being repelled, humiliated, and disgusted by 
the body and by life, sought for an assailant.59 But I have come 
upon this assailant even without a search.' Then I will think thus, 
Blessed One; then I will think thus, Fortunate One." 

"Good, good, PuWa! Endowed with such self-control and 
peacefulness, you will be able to dwell in the Sunaparanta coun
try. Now, Pw:u:ta, you may go at your own convenience."6o 

Then, having delighted and rejoiced in the Blessed One's state
ment, the Venerable PuWa rose from his seat, paid homage to 
the Blessed One, [63] and departed, keeping him on his right. He 
then set his lodging in order, took his bowl and outer robe, and 
set out to wander towards the Sunaparanta country. Wandering 
by stages, he eventually arrived in the Sunaparanta country, 
where he dwelt. Then, during that rains, the Venerable PuWa 
established five hundred male lay followers and five hundred 
female lay followers in the practice, and he himself, during that 
same rains, realized the three true knowledges. And during that 
same rains he attained final Nibbana.61 

. Then a number of bhikkhus approached the Blessed One . . .  
and said to him: "Venerable sir, the clansman named PuWa, who 
was given a brief exhortation by the Blessed One, has died. What 
is his destination? What is his future bourn?" 

"Bhikkhus, the clansman PUWa was wise. He practised in 
accordance with the Dhamma and did not trouble me on account 
of the Dhamma. The clansman Pu��a has attained final 
Nibbana." 

89 (6) Biihiya 

Then the Venerable Bahiya approached the Blessed One . . .  and 
said to him: "Venerable sir, it would be good if the Blessed One 
would teach me the Dhamma in brief, so that, having heard the 
Dhamma from the Blessed One, I might dwell alone, withdrawn, 
diligent, ardent, and resolute." 

"What do you think, Bahiya, is the eye permanent or imper
manent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  (as in §32 down to:) 
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[64] . . .  "He understands: 'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has 
been lived, what had to be done has been done, there is no more 
for this state of being.'" 

Then the Venerable Bahiya, having delighted and rejoiced in 
the Blessed One's words, rose from his seat, and, after paying 
homage to the Blessed One, keeping him on his right, he departed. 
Then, dwelling alone, withdrawn, diligent, ardent, and resolute, 
the Venerable Bahiya, by realizing it for himself with direct 
knowledge, in this very life entered and dwelt in that unsur
passed goal of the holy life for the sake of which clansmen rightly 
go forth from the household life into homelessness. He directly 
knew: "Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, what had 
to be done has been done, there is no more for this state of 
being." And the Venerable Bahiya became one of the arahants. 

90 (7) Being Stirred (1) 

"Bhikkhus, being stirred is a disease, being stirred is a tumour, 
being stirred is a dart.62 Therefore, bhikkhus, the Tathagata 
dwells unstirred, with the dart removed. [65] Therefore, 
bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu should wish, 'May I dwell unstirred, with 
the dart removed!' he should not conceive the eye, should not 
conceive in the eye, should not conceive from the eye, should not 
conceive, 'The eye is mine.'63 

"He should not conceive forms . . .  eye-consciousness . . .  eye
contact . . .  and as to whatever feeling arises with eye-contact as 
condition . . .  he should not conceive that, should not conceive in 
that, should not conceive from that, should not conceive, 'That is 
mine: 

"He should not conceive the ear . . .  He should not conceive the 
mind . . .  mental phenomena . . .  mind-consciousness . . .  mind-
contact . . .  and as to whatever feeling arises with mind-contact as 
condition . . .  he should not conceive that, should not conceive in 
that, should not conceive from that, should not conceive, 'That is 
mine: 

"He should not conceive all, should not conceive in all, should 
not conceive from all, should not conceive, 'All is mine.' 

"Since he does not conceive anything thus, he does not cling to 
anything in the world. Not clinging, he is not agitated. Being 
unagitated, he personally attains Nibbana. [66] He understands: 
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'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, what had to be 
done has been done, there is no mbre for this state of being.'" 

91 (8) Being Stirred (2) 

"Bhikkhus, being stirred is a disease, being stirred is a tumour, 
being stirred is a dart. Therefore, bhikkhus, the Tathagata dwells 
unstirred, with the dart removed. Therefore, bhikkhus, if a 
bhikkhu should wish, 'May I dwell unstirred, with the dart 
removed!' he should not conceive the eye . . .  forms . . .  eye
consciousness . . .  eye-contact . . .  and as to whatever feeling arises 
with eye-contact as condition . . .  he should not conceive that, 
should not conceive in that, should not conceive from that, 
should not conceive, 'That is mine.' For whatever one conceives, 
bhikkhus, whatever one conceives in, whatever one conceives 
from, whatever one conceives as 'mine' -that is otherwise. The 
world, becoming otherwise, attached to existence, seeks delight 
only in existence.64 

"He should not conceive the ear . . .  He should not conceive the 
mind . .  , mental phenomena . . .  mind-consciousness ' "  mind
contact . . .  and as to whatever feeling arises with mind-contact as 
condition . . .  he should not conceive that, should not conceive in 
that, should not conceive from that, should not conceive, 'That is 
mine.' For whatever one conceives, bhikkhus, whatever one con
ceives in, [67] whatever one conceives from, whatever one con
ceives as 'mine' -that is otherwise. The world, becoming other
wise, attached to existence, seeks delight only in existence. 

"Whatever, bhikkhus, is the extent of the aggregates, the ele
ments, and the sense bases, he does not conceive that, does not 
conceive in that, does not conceive from that, does not conceive, 
'That is mine.' 

"Since he does not conceive anything thus, he does not cling to 
anything in the world. Not clinging, he is not agitated. Being 
unagitated, he personally attains Nibbana. He understands: 
'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, what had to be 
done has been done, there is no more for this state of being.'" 

92 (9) The Dyad (1) 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the dyad. Listen to that. .  .. 
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"And what, bhikkhus, is the dyad? The eye and forms, the ear 
and sounds, the nose and odours, the tongue and tastes, the body 
and tactile objects, the mind and mental phenomena. This is 
called the dyad. 

"If anyone, bhikkhus, should speak thus: 'Having rejected this 
dyad, I shall make known another dyad' -that would be a mere 
empty boast on his part. If he was questioned he would not be 
able to reply and, further, he would meet with vexation. For what 
reason? Because, bhlkkhus, that would not be within his domain."65 

93 (10) The Dyad (2) 

"Bhikkhus, consciousness comes to be in dependence on a dyad. 
And how, bhikkhus, does consciousness come to be in depend
ence on a dyad? In dependence on the eye and forms there arises 
eye-consciousness. The eye is impermanent, changing, becoming 
otherwise; [68] forms are impermanent, changing, becoming oth
erwise. Thus this dyad is moving and tottering,66 impermanent, 
changing, becoming otherwise. 

"Eye-consciousness is impermanent, changing, becoming 
otherwise. The cause and condition for the arising of eye-con
sciousness is also impermanent, changing, becoming otherwise. 
When, bhikkhus, eye-consciousness has arisen in dependence on 
a condition that is impermanent, how could it be permanent? 

"The meeting, the encounter, the concurrence of these three 
things is called eye-contact. Eye-contact too is impermanent, 
changing, becoming otherwise. The cause and condition for the 
arising of eye-contact is also impermanent, changing, becoming 
otherwise. When, bhikkhus, eye-contact has arisen in dependence 
on a condition that is impermanent, how could it be permanent? 

"Contacted, bhikkhus, one feels, contacted one intends, con
tacted one perceivesP Thus these things too are moving and tot
tering, impermanent, changing, becoming otherwise. 

"In dependence on the ear and sounds there arises ear-conscious
ness . . .  [69] ' "  In dependence on the mind and mental phenom
ena there arises mind-consciousness. The mind is impermanent, 
changing, becoming otherwise; mental phenomena are imper
manent, changing, becoming otherwise. Thus this dyad is mov
ing and tottering, impermanent, changing, becoming otherwise. 

"Mind-consciousness is impermanent, changing, becoming 
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otherwise. The cause and condition fbr the arising of mind-con
sciousness is also impermanent, changing, becoming otherwise. 
When, bhikkhus, mind-consciousness has arisen in dependence 
on a condition that is impermanent, how could it be permanent? 

"The meeting, the encounter, the concurrence of these three 
things is called mind-contact. Mind-contact too is impermanent, 
changing, becoming otherwise. The cause and condition for the 
arising of mind-contact is also impermanent, changing, becom
ing otherwise. When, bhikkhus, mind-contact has arisen in 
dependence on a condition that is impermanent, how could it be 
permanent? 

"Contacted, bhikkhus, one feels, contacted one intends, con
tacted one perceives. Thus these things too are moving and tot
tering, impermanent, changing, becoming otherwise. 

"It is in such a way, bhikkhus, that consciousness comes to be 
in dependence on a dyad." 

[70] V. THE SIXES 

94 (1) Untamed, Unguarded68 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, these six bases for contact-if untamed, 
unguarded, unprotected, unrestrained-are bringers of suffer
ing.69 What six? 

"The eye, bhikkhus, as a base for contact-if untamed .. 
unguarded, unprotected, unrestrained-is a bringer of suffering 
The ear as a base for contact . . .  The mind as a base for contact . .  
is a bringer of suffering. These six bases for contact-if untamed 
unguarded, unprotected, unrestrained-are bringers of suffering 

"Bhikkhus, these six bases for contact-if well tamed, well 
guarded, well protected, well restrained-are bringers of hap pi· 
ness.7° What six? 

'The eye, bhikkhus, as a base for contact-if well tamed, well 
guarded, well protected, well restrained-is a bringer of happi
ness. The ear as a base for contact . . .  The mind as a base for con
tact . . .  is a bringer of happiness. These six bases for contact-if 
well tamed, well guarded, well protected, well restrained-are 
bringers of happiness." 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 
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"Just six, 0 bhikkhus, are the bases for contact, 
Where one unrestrained meets with suffering. 
Those who know how to restrain them 
Dwell uncorrupted, with faith their partner. 

"Having seen forms that delight the mind 
And having seen those that give no delight, 
Dispel the path of lust towards the delightful 
And do not soil the mind by thinking, 
' [The other] is displeasing to me.' [71] 

"Having heard sounds both pleasant and raucous, 
Do not be enthralled with pleasant sound. 
Dispel the course of hate towards the raucous, 
And do not soil the mind by thinking, 
' [This one] is displeasing to me.' 

"Having smelt a fragrant, delightful scent, 
And having smelt a putrid stench, 
Dispel aversion towards the stench 
And do not yield to desire for the lovely. 

"Having enjoyed a sweet delicious taste, -
And having sometimes tasted what is bitter, 
Do not greedily enjoy the sweet taste, 
Do not feel aversion towards the bitter. 

"When touched by pleasant contact do not be enthralled, 
Do not tremble when touched by pain. 
Look evenly on both the pleasant and painful, 
Not drawn or repelled by anything. 

"When common people of proliferated perception 
Perceive and proliferate they become engaged. 
Having dispelled every mind-state bound to the horne life, 
One travels on the road of renunciation.71 

"When the mind is thus well developed in six, 

If touched, one's mind never flutters anywhere. 
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Having vanquished both lust and hate, 0 bhikkhus, 
Go to the far shore beyond birth and death!" [72J 

95 (2) Malwikyaputta 

Then the Venerable Maluflkyaputta approached the Blessed One 
. , .  and said to him:72 "Venerable sir, it would be good if the 
Blessed One would teach me the Dhamma in brief, so that, hav
ing heard the Dhamma from the Blessed One, I might dwell 
alone, withdrawn, diligent, ardent, and resolute." 

"Here now, Maluflkyaputta, what should I say to the young 
bhikkhus when a bhikkhu like you-old, aged, burdened with 
years, advanced in life, come to the last stage-asks me for an 
exhortation in brief?"73 

"Although, venerable sir, I am old, aged, burdened with years, 
advanced in life, come to the last stage, let the Blessed One teach 
me the Dhamma in brief, let the Fortunate One teach me the 

Dhamma in brief. Perhaps I may understand the meaning of the 
Blessed One's statement, perhaps I may become an heir to the 
Blessed One's statement." 

"What do you think, Malmi.kyaputta, do you have any desire, 
lust, or affection for those forms cognizable by the eye that you 
have not seen and never saw before, that you do not see and 
would not think might be seen?"74 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Do you have any desire, lust, or affection for those sounds 

cognizable by the ear . . .  for those odours cognizable by the nose 
. . .  for those tastes cognizable by the tongue . .  , for those tactile 
objects cognizable by the body . . .  [73] for those mental phenom
ena cognizable by the mind that you have not cognized and 
never cognized before, that you do not cognize and would not 
think might be cognized?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Here, Maluflkyaputta, regarding things seen, heard, sensed, 

and cognized by you: in the seen there will be merely the seen; in 
the heard there will be merely the heard; in the sensed there will 
be merely the sensed; in the cognized there will be merely the 
cognized. 

"When, Malunkyaputta, regarding things seen, heard, sensed, 
and cognized by you, in the seen there will be merely the seen, in 
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the heard there will be merely the heard, in the sensed there will 
be merely the sensed, in the cognized there will be merely the 
cognized, then, MalUIi.kyaputta, you will not be 'by that: When, 
Malwi.kyaputla, you are not 'by that,' then you will not be 'there
in.' When, MalUIi.kyaputta, you are not 'therein,' then you will be 
neither here nor beyond nor in between the two. This itself is the 
end of suffering."75 

"I understand in detail, venerable sir, the meaning of what was 
stated by the Blessed One in brief: 

"Having seen a form with mindfulness muddled, 
Attending to the pleasing sign, 
One experiences it with infatuated mind 
And remains tightly holding to it. 

"Many feelings flourish within, 
Originating from the visible form, 
Covetousness and annoyance as well 
By which one's mind becomes disturbed.76 
For one who accumulates suffering thus 
Nibbana is said to be far away. 

"Having heard a sound with mindfulness muddled . . .  [74] 

"Having smelt an odour with mindfulness muddled . . .  

"Having enjoyed a taste with mindfulness muddled . . .  

"Having felt a contact with mindfulness muddled . . .  

"Having known an object with mindfulness muddled ' "  
For one who accumulates suffering thus 
Nibbana is said to be far away. 

"When, firmly mindful, one sees a form, 
One is not inflamed by lust for forms; 
One experiences it with dispassionate mind 
And does not remain holding it tightly. 
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"One fares mindfully in such a way 
That even as one sees the form, 
And while one undergoes a feeling, 
[Suffering} is exhausted, not built up.77 
For one dismantling suffering thus, 
Nibbana is said to be dose by. 

"When, firmly mindful, one hears a sound, 
One is not inflamed by lust for sounds; . . .  [75] 

"When, firmly mindful, one smells an odour, 
One is not inflamed by lust for odours; ... 

"When, firmly mindful, one enjoys a taste, 
One is not inflamed by lust for tastes; ... 

"When, firmly mindful, one feels a contact, 
One is not inflamed by lust for contacts; .. . 

"When, firmly mindful, one knows an object, 
One is not inflamed by lust for objects; . . .  
For one diminishing suffering thus 
Nibbana is said to be close by. 

"It is in such a way, venerable sir, that I understand in detail 
the meaning of what was stated by the Blessed One in brief." 

"Good, good, Malunkyaputta! It is good that you understand 
in detail the meaning of what was stated by me in brief. 

(The Buddha here repeats the above verses in full.) [76] 
"It is in such a way, Malurlkyaputta, that the meaning of what 

was stated by me in brief should be understood in detail." 
Then the Venerable Malunkyaputta, having delighted and rejoiced 

in the Blessed One's words, rose from his seat, and, after paying 
homage to the Blessed One, keeping him on his right, he departed. 

Then, dwelling alone, withdrawn, diligent, ardent, and reso
lute, the Venerable Mahmkyaputta, by realizing it for himself 
with direct knowledge, in this very life entered and dwelt in that 
unsurpassed goal of the holy life for the sake of which clansmen 
rightly go forth from the household life into homelessness. He 
directly knew: "Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, 
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what had to be done has been done, there is no more for this state 
of being." And the Venerable Maluitkyaputta became one of the 
arahants. 

96 (3) Decline 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you about one who is subject to decline, 
about one who is not subject to decline, and about the six mas
tered bases. Listen to that . . . .  

"And how, bhikkhus, is one subject to decline?78 Here, 
bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu has seen a form with the eye, there 
arise in him evil unwholesome states, memories and intentions 
connected with the fetters.79 If the bhikkhu tolerates them and 
does not abandon them, dispel them, put an end to them, and 
obliterate them, he should understand this thus: 'I am declining 
away from wholesome states. For this has been called decline by 
the Blessed One.' 

"Further, bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu has heard a sound with 
the ear . . .  cognized a mental phenomenon with the mind, [77] 
there arise in him evil unwholesome states, memories and inten
tions connected with the fetters. If the bhikkhu tolerates them 
and does not abandon them, dispel them, put an end to them, 
and obliterate them, he should understand this thus: 'I am declin
ing away from wholesome states. For this has been called decline 
by the Blessed One.' 

"It is in such a way, bhikkhus, that one is subject to decline. 
"And how, bhikkhus, is one not subject to decline? Here, 

bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu has seen a form with the eye, there 
arise in him evil unwholesome states, memories and intentions 
connected with the fetters. If the bhikkhu does not tolerate them, 
but abandons them, dispels them, puts on end to them, and oblit
erates them, he should understand this thus: 'I am not declining 
away from wholesome states. For this has been called nondecline 
by the Blessed One.' 

"Further, bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu has heard a sound with 
the ear . . .  cognized a mental phenomenon with the mind, there 
arise in him evil unwholesome states, memories and intentions 
connected with the fetters. If the bhikkhu does not tolerate them, 
but abandons them, dispels them, puts an end to them, and oblit
erates them, he should understand this thus: 'I am not declining 
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away from wholesome states. For this has been called nondecline 
by the Blessed One.' 

"It is in such a way, bhikkhus, that one is not subject to decline. 
"And what, bhikkhus, are the six mastered bases?80 Here, 

bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu has seen a form with the eye, there do 
not arise in him evil unwholesome states, nor any memories and 
intentions connected with the fetters. The bhikkhu should under
stand this thus: 'This base has been mastered. For this has been 
called a mastered base by the Blessed One: 

"Further, bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu has heard a sound with 
the ear .. , cognized a mental phenomenon with the mind, there 
do not arise in him evil unwholesome states, nor any memories 
and intentions connected with the fetters. The bhikkhu should 
understand this thus: 'This base has been mastered. For this has 
been called a mastered base by the Blessed One.' These, 
bhikkhus, are called the six mastered bases." [78] 

97 (4) Dwelling NegligClltly 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you about one \\'ho dwells negligently, 
and about one who dwells diligently. Listen to that . . . .  

"And how, bhikkhus, does one dwell negligently? If one 
dwells without restraint over the eye faculty, the mind is soiled81 

among forms cognizable by the eye. If the mind is soiled, there is 
no gladness. When there is no gladness, there is no rapture. 
When there is no rapture, there is no tranquillity. When there is 
no tranquillity, one dwells in suffering.82 The mind of one who 
suffers does not become concentrated. When the mind is not con
centrated, phenomena do not become manifest.B3 Because phe
nomena do not become manifest, one is reckoned as 'one who 
dwells negligently.' 

"If one dwells without restraint over the ear faculty, the mind 
is soiled among sounds cognizable by the ear. . . .  If one dwells 
without restraint over the mind faculty, the mind is soiled among 
mental phenomena cognizable by the mind . . . .  Because phenom
ena do not become manifest, one is reckoned as 'one who dwells 
negligently.' 

"It is in such a way, bhikkhus, that one dwells negligently. 
"And how, bhikkhus, does one dwell diligently? If one dwells 

with restraint over the eye faculty, the mind is not soiled among 
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forms cognizable by the eye. If the mind is not soiled, gladness is 
born. When one is gladdened, rapture is born. When the mind is 
uplifted by rapture, the body becomes tranquil. One tranquil in 
body experiences happiness. The mind of one who is happy 
becomes concentrated. When the mind is concentrated, [79] phe
nomena become manifest. Because phenomena become manifest, 
one is reckoned as 'one who dwells diligently.' 

"If one dwells with restraint over the ear faculty, the mind is 
not soiled among sounds cognizable by the ear . . . .  If one dwells 
with restraint over the mind faculty, the mind is not soiled 
among mental phenomena cognizable by the mind . . . .  Because 
phenomena become manifest, one is reckoned as 'one who 
dwells diligently: 

"It is in such a way, bhikkhus, that one dwells diligently." 

98 (5) Restraint 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you restraint and nonrestraint. Listen to 
that . . . .  

"And how, bhikkhus, is there nonrestraint? There are, bhikkhus, 
forms cognizable by the eye that are desirable, lovely, agreeable, 
pleasing, sensually enticing, tantalizing. If a bhikkhu seeks delight 
in them, welcomes them, and remains holding to them, he 
should understand this thus: 'I am declining away from whole
some states. For this has been called decline by the Blessed One.' 

"There are, bhikkhus, sounds cognizable by the ear . . .  mental 
phenomena cognizable by the mind that are desirable, lovely, 
agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tantalizing. If a bhikkhu 
seeks delight in them, welcomes them, and remains holding to 
them, he should understand this thus: 'I am declining away from 
wholesome states. For this has been called decline by the Blessed 
One.' 

"Such, bhikkhus, is nonrestraint. 
"And how, bhikkhus, is there restraint? There are, bhikkhus, 

forms cognizable by the eye that are desirable, lovely, agreeable, 
pleasing, sensually enticing, tantalizing. If a bhikkhu does not 
seek delight in them, does not welcome them, and does not 
remain holding to them, he should understand this thus: [80] 'I 
am not declining away from wholesome states. For this has been 
called nondecline by the Blessed One: 
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"There are, bhikkhus, sounds cognizable by the ear . . .  mental 
phenomena cognizable by the mind that are desirable, lovely, 
agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tantalizing. If a bhikkhu 
does not seek delight in them, does not welcome them, and does 
not remain holding to them, he should understand this thus: 'I 
am not declining away from wholesome states. For this has been 
called nondecline by the Blessed One.' 

"Such, bhikkhus, is restraint." 

99 (6) Concentration 

"Bhikkhus, develop concentration. A bhikkhu who is concen
trated understands things as they really are.84 

"And what does he understand as they really are? He under
stands as it really is: 'The eye is impermanent: He understands as 
it really is: 'Forms are impermanent: . . .  'Eye-consciousness is imper
manent: . . .  'Eye-contact is impermanent.' . . .  'Whatever feeling 
arises with eye-contact as condition-whether pleasant or painful 
or neither-painful-nor-pleasant-that too is impermanent.' . . .  

"He understand as it really is: 'The mind is impermanent: . . .  
He understand as it really is: 'Whatever feeling arises with mind
contact as condition . . .  that too is impermanent: 

"Bhikkhus, develop concentration. A bhikkhu who is concen
trated understands things as they really are." 

100 (7) Seclusion 

"Bhikkhus, make an exertion in seclusion. A secluded bhikkhu 
understands things as they really are." 

(The rest is identical with the preceding sutta.) [81 ] 

101 (8) Not Yours (1) 

"Bhikkhus, whatever is not yours, abandon it.85 When you have 
abandoned it, that will lead to your welfare and happiness. And 
what is it, bhikkhus, that is not yours? The eye is not yours: aban
don it. When you have abandoned it, that will lead to your wel
fare and happiness. Forms are not yours . . .  Eye-consciousness is 
not yours . . .  Eye-contact is not yours . . .  Whatever feeling arises 
with eye-contact as condition-whether pleasant or painful or 
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neither-painful-nor-pleasant-that too is not yours: abandon it. 
When you have abandoned it, that will lead to your welfare and 
happiness. 

"The ear is not yours . . .  [82] . . .  The mind is not yours ' "  
Whatever feeling arises with mind-contact a s  condition . .  , that 
too is not yours: abandon it. When you have abandoned it, that 
will lead to your welfare and happiness. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, people were to carry off the grass, sticks, 
branches, and foliage in this Jeta's Grove, or to bum them, or to 
do with them as they wish. Would you think: 'People are carry
ing us off, or burning us, or doing with us as they wish' ?/I 

"No, venerable sir. For what reason? Because, venerable sir, 
that is neither our self nor what belongs to our self./I 

"So too, bhikkhus, the eye is not yours . . .  Whatever feeling 
arises with mind-contact as condition ' "  that too is not yours: 
abandon it. When you have abandoned it, that will lead to your 
welfare and happiness." 

102 (9) Not Yours (2) 

(This sutta is identical with the preceding one except that it omits the 
simile. ) [83] 

103 (10) Uddaka 

"Bhikkhus, Uddaka Ramaputta used to make this declaration: 

"'This, surely a knowledge-master
This, surely a universal conqueror
This, surely he has excised 
The tumour's root not excised before! '86 

"Bhikkhus, though Uddaka Ramaputta was not himself a 
knowledge-master, he declared: 'I am a knowledge-master: 
Though he was not himself a universal conqueror, he declared: 'I 
am a universal conqueror.' Though he had not excised the 
tumour's root, he declared: 'I have excised the tumour's root.' 
But here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu speaking rightly might say: 
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" 'This, surely a knowledge-master
This, surely a universal conqueror
This, surely he has excised 
The tumour's root not excised before!' 

"And how, bhikkhus, is one a knowledge-master? When a 

bhikkhu understands as they really are the origin, the passing 
away, the gratification, the danger, and the escape in regard to 
the six bases for contact, such a bhikkhu is a knowledge-master. 

"And how, bhikkhus, is a bhikkhu a universal conqueror? 
When, having understood as they really are the origin, the pass
ing away, the gratification, the danger, and the escape in regard 
to the six bases for contact, a bhikkhu is liberated by nonclinging, 
such a bhikkhu is a universal conqueror. 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu excise the tumour's root 
not excised before? 'The tumour,' bhikkhus: this is a designation 
for this body consisting of the four great elements, originating 
from mother and father, built up out of rice and gruet subject to 
impermanence, to rubbing and pressing, to breaking apart and 
dispersal.87 'The tumour's root': this is a designation for craving. 
When craving has been abandoned by a bhikkhu, cut off at the 
root, [84] made like a palm stump, obliterated so that it is no 
more subject to future arising, in such a case the bhikkhu has 
excised the tumour's root not excised before. 

"Bhikkhus, though Uddaka Ramaputta was not himself a 

knowledge-master, he declared: 'I am a knowledge-master.' . .  , 
But here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu speaking rightly might say: 

"'This, surely a knowledge-master
This, surely a universal conqueror
This, surely he has excised 
The tumour's root not excised before!'"  
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[85] Division III 
THE THIRD FIFIY 

1. SECURE FROM BONDAGE 

104 (1) Secure from Bondage 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you a Dhamma exposition on 
the theme of the one who declares the exertion to become secure 
from bondage.8S Listen to that . . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is the Dhamma exposition on  the theme 
of the one who declares the exertion to become secure from 
bondage? There are, bhikkhus, forms cognizable by the eye that 
are desirable, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tan
talizing. These have been abandoned by the Tathagata, cut off at 
the root, made like a palm stump, obliterated so that they are no 
more subject to future arising. He declares an exertion [should be 
made] for their abandoning. Therefore the Tathagata is called 
one who declares the exertion to become secure from bondage.89 

"There are, bhikkhus, sounds cognizable by the ear . .  , mental 
phenomena cognizable by the mind that are desirable, lovely, 
agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tantalizing. These have 
been abandoned by the Tathagata, cut off at the root, made like a 
palm stump, obliterated so that they are no more subject to 
future arising. He declares an exertion [should be made] for their 
abandoning. Therefore the Tathagata is called one who declares 
the exertion to become secure from bondage. 

"This, bhikkhus, is the Dhamma exposition on the theme of the 
one who declares the exertion to become secure from bondage." 

105 (2) By Clilzging 

"Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, do pleasure 
and pain arise internally?"90 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"When there is the eye, bhikkhus, by clinging to the eye, pleas

ure and pain arise internally. When there is the ear . . .  the mind, 
by clinging to the mind, pleasure and pain arise internally. 

"What do you think, bhikkhus, is the eye permanent or imper
manent?" 
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"Impermanent, venerable sir." 
"Is what is impermanent suffering or happiness?" 
"Suffering, venerable sir." 
"But without clinging to what is impermanent, suffering, and 

subject to change, could pleasure and pain arise internally?" 
"No, venerable sir." [86] 
"Is the ear . .  , the mind permanent or impermanent? . .  But 

without clinging to what is impermanent, suffering, and subject 
to change, could pleasure and pain arise internally?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Seeing thus, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple experi

ences revulsion towards the eye . . .  the mind. Experiencing revul
sion, he becomes dispassionate. Through dispassion [his mind] is 
liberated. When it is liberated there comes the knowledge: 'It's 
liberated.' He understands: 'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has 
been lived, what had to be done has been done, there is no more 
for this state of being.'" 

106 (3) The Origin of Suffering 

(Identical with 12:43.) [87] 

107 (4) The Origin of the World 

(Identical with 12:44.) [88] 

108 (5) I Am Superior 

"Bhikkhus, when what exists, by clinging to what, by adhering to 
what, does the thought occur: 'I am superior' or 'I am equal' or 'I 
am inferior'?"91 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"When there is the eye, bhikkhus, by clinging to the eye, by 

adhering to the eye, the thought occurs: 'I am superior' or 'I am 
equal' or 'I am inferior.' When there is the ear . . .  When there is 
the mind, by clinging to the mind, by adhering to the mind, the 
thought occurs: 'I am superior' or 'I am equal' or 'I am inferior.' 

"What do you think, bhikkhus, is the eye . . .  the mind perma
nent or impermanent?" 

"Impermanent, venerable sir." . . .  
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"But without clinging to what is impermanent, suffering, and 
subject to change, could the thought occur: 'I am superior' or 'I 
am equal' or 'I am inferior'?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 

state of being.'" [89] 

109 (6) Things That Fetter 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the things that fetter and the fetter. 
Listen to that . . . . 92 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the things that fetter, and what is the 
fetter? The eye, bhikkhus, is a thing that fetters; the desire and 
lust for it is the fetter there. The ear is a thing that fetters . . .  The 
mind is a thing that fetters; the desire and lust for it is the fetter 
there. These are called the things that fetter, and this the fetter." 

110 (7) Things That Can Be Clung To 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the things that can be clung to and 
the clinging. Listen to that. . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, are the things that can be clung to, and 
what is the clinging? The eye, bhikkhus, is a thing that can be 
clung to; the desire and lust for it is the clinging there. The ear is 
a thing that can be clung to . . .  The mind is a thing that can be 
clung to; the desire and lust for it is the clinging there. These are 
called the things that can be clung to, and this the clinging." 

111  (8) Fully Understanding (1) 

"Bhikkhus, without directly knowing and fully understanding 
the eye,93 without developing dispassion towards it and aban
doning it, one is incapable of destroying suffering. Without 
directly knowing and fully understanding the ear . . .  the mind, 
without developing dispassion towards it and abandoning it, 
one is incapable of destroying suffering. But by directly knowing 
and fully understanding the eye . . .  the mind, by developing dis
passion towards it and abandoning it, one is capable of destroy
ing suffering." [90] 
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112 (9) Fully Understanding (2) 

(Identical with §111 ,  but stated by way of the six external sense bases.) 

113 (10) Listening In 

(Identical with 12:45.) [91) 

II. THE WORLD AND CORDS OF SENSUAL PLEASURE 

114 (1) Mara's Snare (1) 

"Bhikkhus, there are forms cognizable by the eye that are desir
able, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tantalizing. 
If a bhikkhu seeks delight in them, welcomes them, and remains 
holding to them, he is called a bhikkhu who has entered Mara's 
lair, who has come under Mara's control; Mara's snare has been 
fastened to him94 so that he is bound by the bondage of Mara and 
the Evil One can do with him as he wishes. 

"There are, bhikkhus, sounds cognizable by the ear . . .  mental 
phenomena cognizable by the mind that are desirable, lovely, 
agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tantalizing. If a bhikkhu 
seeks delight in them . . .  [92J . . .  the Evil One can do with him as 
he wishes. 

"There are, bhikkhus, forms cognizable by the eye that are 
desirable, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tanta
liZing. If a bhikkhu does not seek delight in them, does not wel
come them, and does not remain holding to them, he is called a 
bhikkhu who has not entered Mara's lair, who has not come 
under Mara's control; Mara's snare has been unfastened from 
him so that he is not bound by the bondage of Mara and the Evil 
One cannot do with him as he wishes. 

"There are, bhikkhus, sounds cognizable by the ear . . .  mental 
phenomena cognizable by the mind that are desirable, lovely, 
agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tantalizing. [93] If a 
bhikkhu does not seek delight in them . . .  the Evil One cannot do 
with him as he wishes." 
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115 (2) Mara's Snare (2) 

"Bhikkhus, there are forms cognizable by the eye that are desir
able, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tantalizing. 
If a bhikkhu seeks delight in them, welcomes them, and remains 
holding to them, he is called a bhikkhu who is bound among 
forms cognizable by the eye, who has entered Mara's lair, who 
has come under Mara's control; [Mara's snare has been fastened 
to him so that he is bound by the bondage of Mara]95 and the Evil 
One can do with him as he wishes. 

"There are, bhikkhus, sounds cognizable by the ear . . .  mental 
phenomena cognizable by the mind that are desirable, lovely, 
agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tantalizing. If a bhikkhu 
seeks delight in them . . .  the Evil One can do with him as he wishes. 

"There are, bhikkhus, forms cognizable by the eye that are 
desirable, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tanta
lizing. If a bhikkhu does not seek delight in them, does not wel
come them, and does not remain holding to them, he is called a 
bhikkhu who is free among forms cognizable by the eye, who has 
not entered Mara's lair, who has not come under Mara's control; 
[Mara's snare has been unfastened from him so that he is not 
bound by the bondage of Mara] and the Evil One cannot do with 
him as he wishes. 

"There are, bhikkhus, sounds cognizable by the ear . . .  mental 
phenomena cognizable by the mind that are desirable, lovely, 
agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tantalizing. If a bhikkhu 
does not seek delight in them . . .  the Evil One cannot do with him 
as he wishes." 

116 (3) Going to the End of the World 

"Bhikkhus, I say that the end of the world cannot be known, 
seen, or reached by travelling. Yet, bhikkhus, I also say that 
without reaching the end of the world there is no making an end 
to suffering."96 

Having said this, the Blessed One rose from his seat and 
entered his dwelling.97 Then, soon after the Blessed One had left, 
the bhikkhus considered: "Now, friends, the Blessed One has 
risen from his seat and entered his dwelling after reciting a syn
opsis in brief without expounding the meaning in detail. Now 
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who will expound in detail the meaning'of the synopsis that the 
Blessed One recited in brief?" Then they considered: "The 
Venerable Ananda is praised by the Teacher and esteemed by his 
wise brothers in the holy life; the Venerable Ananda is capable of 
expounding in detail the meaning of this synopsis recited in brief 
by the Blessed One without expounding the meaning in detail. 
Let us approach him and ask him the meaning of this." 

Then those bhikkhus approached the Venerable Ananda and 
exchanged greetings with him, after which they sat down to one 
side and told him what had taken place, [94] adding: "Let the 
Venerable Ananda expound it to us." 

[The Venerable Ananda replied:] "Friends, it is as though a 
man needing heartwood, seeking heartwood, wandering in 
search of heartwood, would pass over the root and trunk of a 
great tree standing possessed of heartwood, thinking that heart
wood should be sought among the branches and foliage. And so 
it is with you venerable ones: when you were face to face with 
the Teacher you passed by the Blessed One, thinking that I 
should be asked about the meaning. For, friends, knowing, the 
Blessed One knows; seeing, he sees; he has become vision, he has 
become knowledge, he has become the Dhamma, he has become 
the holy one; he is the expounder, the proclaimer, the elucidator 
of meaning, the giver of the Deathless, the lord of the Dhamma, 
the Tatha.gata. That was the time when you should have asked 
the Blessed One the meaning. [95] As he explained it to you, so 
you should have remembered it." 

"Surely, friend Ananda, knowing, the Blessed One knows; see
ing, he sees; he has become vision . . .  the Tathagata. That was the 
time when we should have asked the Blessed One the meaning, 
and as he explained it to us, so we should have remembered it. 
Yet the Venerable Ananda is praised by the Teacher and 
esteemed by his wise brothers in the holy life; the Venerable 
Ananda is capable of expounding the detailed meaning of this 
synopsis recited in brief by the Blessed One without expounding 
the meaning in detail. Let the Venerable Ananda expound it 
without finding it troublesome." 

"Then listen, friends, and attend closely to what I shall say." 
"Yes, friend," the bhikkhus replied. The Venerable Ananda 

said this: 
"Friends, when the Blessed One rose from his seat and entered 
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his dwelling after reciting a synopsis in brief without expound
ing the meaning in detail, that is: 'Bhikkhus, I say that the end of 
the world cannot be known, seen, or reached by travelling. Yet, 
bhikkhus, I also say that without reaching the end of the world 
there is no making an end to suffering,' I understand the detailed 
meaning of this synopsis as follows: That in the world by which 
one is a perceiver of the world, a conceiver of the world-this is 
called the world in the Noble One's Discipline.98 And what, 
friends, is that in the world by which one is a perceiver of the 
world, a conceiver of the world? The eye is that in the world by 
which one is a perceiver of the world, a conceiver of the world.99 
The ear . . .  The nose ' "  The tongue . . .  The body . . .  The mind is 
that in the world by which one is a perceiver of the world, a con
ceiver of the world. That in the world by which one is a perceiver 
of the world, a conceiver of the world-this is called the world in 
the Noble One's Discipline. [96] 

"Friends, when the Blessed One rose from his seat and entered 
his dwelling after reciting a synopsis in brief without expound
ing the meaning in detail, that is: 'Bhikkhus, I say that the end of 
the world cannot be known, seen, or reached by travelling. Yet, 
bhikkhus, I also say that without reaching the end of the world 
there is no making an end to suffering,' I understand the mean
ing of this synopsis in detail to be thus. Now, friends, if you wish, 
go to the Blessed One and ask him about the meaning of this. As 
the Blessed One explains it to you, so you should remember it." 

"Yes, friends," those bhikkhus replied, and having risen from 
their seats, they went to the Blessed One. After paying homage to 
him, they sat down to one side and told the Blessed One all that 
had taken place after he had left, adding: [97] "Then, venerable 
sir, we approached the Venerable Ananda and asked him about 
the meaning. The Venerable Ananda expounded the meaning to 
us in these ways, with these terms, with these phrases." 

"Ananda is wise, bhikkhus, Ananda has great wisdom. If you 
had asked me the meaning of this, I would have explained it to 
you in the same way that it has been explained by Ananda. Such 
is the meaning of this, and so you should remember it." 

1 17  (4) Cords of Sensual Pleasure 

"Bhikkhus, before my enlightenment, while I was still a bodhi-
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satta, not yet fully enlightened, the th0l.!ght occurred to me: 'My 
mind may often stray towards those five cords of sensual pleas
ure that have already left their impression on the heartlOO but 
which have passed, ceased, and changed, or towards those that 
are present, or slightly towards those in the future: Then it 

occurred to me: 'Being set on my own welfare,lOl I should prac
tise diligence, mindfulness, and guarding of the mind in regard 
to those five cords of sensual pleasure that have already left their 
impression on the heart, which have passed, ceased, and 
changed.' 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, in your case too your minds may often 
stray towards those five cords of sensual pleasure that have 
already left their impression on the heart but which have passed, 
ceased, and changed, or towards those that are present, or slight
ly towards those in the future. Therefore, bhikkhus, [98] being set 
on your own welfare, you should practise diligence, mindful
ness, and guarding of the mind in regard to those five cords of 
sensual pleasure that have already left their impression on the 
heart but which have passed, ceased, and changed. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, that base should be understood,102 

where the eye ceases and perception of forms fades away)03 That 
base should be understood, where the ear ceases and perception 
of sounds fades away . . . .  That base should be understood, where 
the mind ceases and perception of mental phenomena fades 
away. That base should be understood." 

Having said this, the Blessed One rose from his seat and 
entered his dwelling. Then, soon after the Blessed One had left, 
the bhikkhus considered . . .  (all as in preceding sutta down to:) 
[99-100] . . . The Venerable Ananda said this: 

"Friends, when the Blessed One rose from his seat and entered 
his dwelling after reciting a synopsis in brief without expound
ing the meaning in detail-that is: 'Therefore, bhikkhus, that base 
should be understood, where the eye ceases and perception of 
forms fades away . . . .  That base should be understood, where the 
mind ceases and perception of mental phenomena fades away. 
That base should be understood'-I understand the detailed 
meaning of this synopsis as follows: This was stated by the 
Blessed One, friends, with reference to the cessation of the six 
sense bases.104 

"Friends, when the Blessed One rose from his seat and entered 
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his dwelling after reciting a synopsis in brief without expound
ing the meaning in detail . . .  I understand the meaning of this 
synopsis in detail to be thus. Now, friends, if you wish, go to the 
Blessed One and ask him about the meaning of this. As the 
Blessed One explains it to you, so you should remember it." 

"Yes, friends," those bhikkhus replied, and having risen from 
their seats, they went to the Blessed One. After paying homage to 
him, they sat down to one side and told the Blessed One all that 
had taken place after: he had left, adding: [101] "Then, venerable 
sir, we approached the Venerable Ananda and asked him about 
the meaning. The Venerable Ananda expounded the meaning to 
us in these ways, with these terms, with these phrases." 

"Ananda is wise, bhikkhus, Ananda has great wisdom. If you 
had asked me the meaning of this, I would have explained it to 
you in the same way that it has been explained by Ananda. Such 
is the meaning of this, and so you should remember it." 

118  (5) Sakka's Question 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha on 
Mount Vulture Peak. Then Sakka, lord of the devas, approached 
the Blessed One, paid homage to him, stood to one side, and said 
to him: . 

"Venerable sir, what is the cause and reason [102] why some 
beings here do not attain Nibbana in this very life? And what is 
the cause and reason why some beings here attain Nibbana in 
this very life?" 

"There are, lord of the devas, forms cognizable by the eye that 
are desirable, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tan
talizing. If a bhikkhu seeks delight in them, welcomes them, and 
remains holding to them, his consciousness becomes dependent 
upon them and clings to them. A bhikkhu with clinging does not 
attain Nibbana.105 

"There are, lord of the devas, sounds cognizable by the ear . . .  
mental phenomena cognizable by the mind that are desirable, 
lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tantalizing. If a 
bhikkhu seeks delight in them, welcomes them, and remains 
holding to them, his consciousness becomes dependent upon 
them and clings to them. A bhikkhu with clinging does not attain 
Nibbana. 
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"This is the cause and reason, lord of the devas, why some 
beings here do not attain Nibbana in this very life. 

"There are, lord of the devas, forms cognizable by the eye . . .  
mental phenomena cognizable by the mind that are desirable, 
lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tantalizing. If a 

bhikkhu does not seek delight in them, does not welcome them, 
and does not remain holding to them, his consciousness does not 
become dependent upon them or cling to them. A bhikkhu with· 
out clinging attains Nibbana. 

"This is the cause and reason, lord of th.e devas, why somE 
beings here attain Nibbana in this very life." (103] 

119 (6) Paiicasikha 

(The same except that the interlocutor is Paiicasikha, son of the gan
dhabbas. )106 

120 (7) Sariputta 

On one occasion the Venerable Sariputta was dwelling at 
Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapi1).qika's Park. Then a certair 
bhikkhu approached the Venerable Sariputta and exchanged 
greetings with him. When they had concluded their greetingf. 
and cordial talk, he sat down to one side and said to thf 
Venerable Sariputta: 

"Friend Sariputta, a bhikkhu who was my co-resident haf' 
given up the training and returned to the lower life." 

"So it is, friend, when one does not guard the doors of the sense 
faculties, is immoderate in eating, and is not devoted to wakeful
ness. That a bhikkhu who does not guard the doors of the sense 
faculties, who is immoderate in eating, [104] and who is not 
devoted to wakefulness will maintain all his life the complete 
and pure holy life-this is impossible. But, friend, that a bhikkhu 
who guards the doors of the sense faculties, who is moderate in 
eating, and who is devoted to wakefulness will maintain all his 
life the complete and pure holy life-this is possible. 

"And how, friend, does one guard the doors of the sense fac
ulties? Here, having seen a form with the eye, a bhikkhu does not 
grasp its signs and features.107 Since, if he left the eye faculty 
unrestrained, evil unwholesome states of covetousness and 
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displeasure might invade him, he practises the way of its 
restraint, he guards the eye faculty, he undertakes the restraint of 
the eye faculty. Having heard a sound with the ear . . .  Having 
smelt an odour with the nose . . .  Having savoured a taste with 
the tongue . . .  Having felt a tactile object with the body . . .  Having 
cognized a mental phenomenon with the mind, a bhikkhu does 
not grasp its signs and features. Since, if he left the mind faculty 
unrestrained, evil unwholesome states of covetousness and dis
pleasure might invade him, he practises the way of its restraint, 
he guards the mind faculty, he undertakes the restraint of the 
mind faculty. It is in this way, friend, that one guards the doors 
of the sense faculties. 

"And how, friend, is one moderate in eating? Here, reflecting 
carefully, a bhikkhu takes food neither for amusement nor for 
intoxication nor for the sake of physical beauty and attractive
ness, but only for the support and maintenance of this body, for 
ending discomfort, and for assisting the holy life, considering: 
'Thus I shall terminate the old feeling and not arouse a new feel
ing, and I shall be healthy and blameless and live in comfort. 'lDS 

It is in this way, friend, that one is moderate in eating. 
"And how, friend, is one devoted to wakefulness? Here, dur

ing the day, while walking back and forth and sitting, a bhikkhu 
purifies his mind of obstructive states. In the first watch of the 
night, while walking back and forth and sitting, he purifies his 
mind of obstructive states. [105] In the middle watch of the night 
he lies down on his right side in the lion's posture with one foot 
overlapping the other, mindful and clearly comprehending, after 
noting in his mind the idea of rising. After rising, in the last 
watch of the night, while walking back and forth and sitting, he 
purifies his mind of obstructive states. It is in this way, friend, 
that one is devoted to wakefulness. 

"Therefore, friend, you should train yourself thus: 'We will 
guard the doors of the sense faculties; we will be moderate in eat
ing; we will be devoted to wakefulness.' Thus, friend, should you 
train yourself." 

121 (8) Exhortation to Riihula 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Savatthi in 
Jeta's Grove, Anathapir).(;lika's Park.109 Then, while the Blessed 
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One was alone in seclusion, a reflection arose in his mind thus: 
"The states that ripen in liberation have come to maturity in 

Rahula. Let me lead him on further to the destruction of the 
taints."no 

Then, in the morning, the Blessed One dressed and, taking 
bowl and robe, walked for alms in Savatthi. When he had 
returned from the alms round, after his meal he addressed the 
Venerable Rahula thus: "Take a sitting cloth, Rahula. Let us go to 
the Blind Men's Grove for the day's abiding." 

"Yes, venerable sir," the Venerable Rahula replied and, having 
taken a sitting cloth, he followed close behind the Blessed One. 

Now on that occasion many thousands of devatas followed the 
Blessed One, thinking: "Today the Blessed One will lead the 
Venerable Rahula on further to the destruction of the taints. " 111 
Then the Blessed One plunged into the Blind Men's Grove and 
sat down at the foot of a certain tree on a seat that was prepared 
for him. The Venerable Rahula paid homage to the Blessed One 
and sat down to one side. [106] The Blessed One then said to him: 

"What do you think, Rahula, is the eye permanent or imper
manent?" - "Impermanent, venerable sir." _o"Is what is imper
manent suffering or happiness?" - "Suffering, venerable sir." -
"Is what is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change fit to 
be regarded thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this-is my self'?" - "No, 
venerable sir." 

"Are forms permanent or impermanent? .. Is eye-consciousness 
. . .  Is eye-contact . . .  Is anything included in feeling, perception, 
volitional formations, and consciousness arisen with eye-contact 
as condition permanent or impermanent?" - "Impermanent, ven
erable sir." (Tile rest as in the preceding paragraph.) 

"Is the ear . . .  the mind permanent or impermanent? . .  [107] . . .  
Are mental phenomena . . .  I s  mind-consciousness . . .  Is mind
contact . . .  Is anything included in feeling, perception, volitional 
formations, and consciousness arisen with mind-contact as con
dition permanent or impermanent?" - "Impermanent, venerable 
sir." - "Is what is impermanent suffering or happiness?" -
"Suffering, venerable sir." - "Is what is impermanent, sufferin,g, 
and subject to change fit to be regarded thus: 'This is mine, this I 
am, this is my self'?" - "No, venerable sir." 

"Seeing thus, Rahula, the instructed noble disciple experiences 
revulsion towards the eye, revulsion towards forms, revulsion 
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towards eye-consciousness, revulsion towards eye-contact; 
revulsion towards anything included in feeling, perception, voli
tional formations, and consciousness arisen with eye-contact as 
condition. He experiences revulsion towards the ear . . .  towards 
the mind . . .  towards anything included in feeling, perception, 
volitional formations, and consciousness arisen with mind-con
tact as condition. 

"Experiencing revulsion, he becomes dispassionate. Through 
dispassion [his mind] is liberated. When it is liberated there 
comes the knowledge: 'It's liberated. '  He understands: 
'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, what had to be 
done has been done, there is no more for this state of being.'" 

This is what the Blessed One said. Elated, the Venerable Rahula 
delighted in the Blessed One's statement. And while this dis
course was being spoken, the Venerable Rahula's mind was lib
erated from the taints by nonclinging, and in those many thou
sands of devatas there arose the dust-free, stainless vision of the 
Dhamma: "Whatever is subject to origination is all subject to ces
sation."112 

122 (9) Tlzilzgs That Fetter 

(Identical with §109, but by way of the six external sense bases.) [108] 

123 (10) Things That Can Be Clung To 

(Identical with §1 10, but by way of the six external sense bases.) 

[109] III. THE HOUSEHOLDER 

124 (1) At Vesiili 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at VesaIi in the 
Great Wood in the Hall with the Peaked Roof. Then the house
holder Ugga of Vesali approached the Blessed One . . .  and said to 
him . . . .  l13 

(The question and the reply are exactly the same as in §1 18.) 
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125 (2) Among tlte Vajjians 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Vajjians at Hatthigama. Then the householder Ugga of Hatthi
gama approached the Blessed One ' "  and said to him . . . .  114 

(As in §118.) [110] 

126 (3) At Nalanda 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Nalanda in 
Pavarika's Mango Grove. Then the householder Upali approached 
the Blessed One ' "  and said to him . . . .  115 

(As in §1 18.) 

127 (4) Blu7radvaja 

On one occasion the Venerable PiI:H;lola Bharadvaja was dwelling 
at Kosambi in Ghosita's Park. 1l6 Then King Udena approached 
the Venerable Pil).<;J.ola Bharadvaja and exchanged greetings with 
him.117 When they had concluded their greetings and cordial 
talk, he sat down to one side and said to him: 

"Master Bharadvaja, what is the cause and reason why these 
young bhikkhus, lads with black hair, endowed with the blessing 
of youth, in the prime of life, who have not dallied with sensual 
pleasures, lead the complete and pure holy life all their lives and 
maintain it continuously?"118 

"Great king, this was said by the Blessed One who knows and 
sees, the Arahant, the Fully Enlightened One: 'Come, bhikkhus, 
towards women old enough to be your mother set up the idea 
that they are your mother;119 [1111  towards those of an age to be 
your sisters set up the idea that they are your sisters; towards 
those young enough to be your daughters set up the idea that 
they are your daughters: This is a cause and reason, great king, 
why these young bhikkhus ' "  lead the complete and pure holy 
life all their lives and maintain it continuously." 

"The mind is wanton, Master Bharadvaja. Sometimes states of 
lust arise even towards women old enough to be one's mother; 
SOmetimes they arise towards women of an age to be one's sister; 
sometimes they arise towards women young enough to be one's 
daughter. Is there any other cause and reason why these young 
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bhikkhus . . .  lead the complete and pure holy life all their lives 
and maintain it continuously?" 

"Great king, this was said by the Blessed One who knows and 
sees, the Arahant, the Fully Enlightened One: 'Come, bhikkhus, 
review this very body upwards from the soles of the feet, down
wards from the tips of the hairs, enclosed in skin, as full of many 
kinds of impurities:120 "There are in this body head-hairs, body
hairs, nails, teeth, skin, flesh, sinews, bones, bone-marrow, kid
neys, heart, liver, pleura, spleen, lungs, intestines, mesentery, 
contents of the stomach, excrement, bile, phlegm, pus, blood, 
sweat, fat, tears, grease, saliva, snot, fluid of the joints, urine.'" 
This too, great king, is a cause and reason why these young 
bhikkhus . . .  lead the complete and pure holy life all their lives 
and maintain it continuously." 

"That is easy, Master Bharadvaja, for those bhikkhus who are 
developed in body, developed in virtue, developed in mind, 
developed in wisdom. But it is difficult for those bhikkhus who 
are undeveloped in body,121 undeveloped in virtue, undevel
oped in mind, undeveloped in wisdom. Sometimes, though one 
thinks, 'I will attend to the body as foul,' one beholds it as beau
tiful. [112] Is there any other cause and reason why these young 
bhikkhus . . .  lead the complete and pure holy life all their lives 
and maintain it continuously?" 

"Great king, this was said by the Blessed One who knows and 
sees, the Arahant, the Fully Enlightened One: 'Come, bhikkhus, 
dwell guarding the doors of the sense faculties. Having seen a 
form with the eye, do not grasp its signs and features. Since, if 
you leave the eye faculty unguarded, evil unwholesome states of 
covetousness and displeasure might invade you, practise the 
way of its restraint, guard the eye faculty, undertake the restraint 
of the eye faculty. Having heard a sound with the ear . . .  Having 
smelt an odour with the nose . . .  Having savoured a taste with 
the tongue . . .  Having felt a tactile object with the body . . .  Having 
cognized a mental phenomenon with the mind, do not grasp its 
signs and features. Since, if you leave the mind faculty unguard
ed, evil unwholesome states of covetousness and displeasure 
might invade you, practise the way of its restraint, guard the 
mind faculty, undertake the restraint of the mind faculty.' This 
too, great king, is a cause and reason why these young bhikkhus 
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. " lead the complete and pure holy iife all their lives and main
tain it continuously." 

"It is wonderful, Master Bharadvaja! It is amazing, Master 
Bharadvaja! How well this has been stated by the Blessed One who 
knows and sees, the Arahant, the Fully Enlightened One. So this is 
the cause and reason why these young bhikkhus, lads with black 
hair, endowed with the blessing of youth, in the prime of life, who 
have not dallied with sensual pleasures, lead the complete and 
pure holy life all their lives and maintain it continuously. In my 
case too, when I enter my harem unguarded in body, speech, and 
mind, without setting up mindfulness, unrestrained in the sense 
faculties, on that occasion states of lust assail me forcefully. But 
when I enter my harem guarded in body, speech, and mind, [1 13] 
with mindfulness set up, restrained in the sense faculties, on that 
occasion states of lust do not assail me in such a way. 

"Magnificent, Master Bharadvaja! Magnificent, Master 
Bharadvaja! The Dhamma has been made clear in many ways by 
Master Bharadvaja, as though he were turning upright what had 
been turned upside down, revealing what was hidden, showing 
the way to one who was lost, or holding up a lamp in the dark 
for those with eyesight to see forms. Master Bharadvaja, I go for 
refuge to the Blessed One, and to the Dhamma, and to the 
Bhikkhu Sangha. From today let Master Bharadvaja remember 
me as a lay follower who has gone for refuge for life." 

128 (5) S01:za 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in the 
Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. Then the householder's 
son SoDa approached the Blessed One . . .  and said to him . . .  , .  

(As in §1 1 8.) 

129 (6) Ghosita 

On one occasion the Venerable Ananda was dwelling at Kosambi 
in Ghosita's Park. Then the householder Ghosita approached the 
Venerable Ananda . . .  and said to him: [114] "Venerable kanda, 
it is said, 'diversity of elements, diversity of elements.'Ill In what 
Way, venerable sir, has the diversity of elements been spoken of 
by the Blessed One?" 
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"Householder, there exists the eye element, and forms that are 
agreeable, and eye-consciousness: in dependence on a contact to 
be experienced as pleasant, a pleasant feeling arises.l23 There 
exists the eye element, and forms that are disagreeable, and eye
consciousness: in dependence on a contact to be experienced as 
painful, a painful feeling arises. There exists the eye element, and 
forms that are a basis for equanimity, and eye-consciousness: in 
dependence on a contact to be experienced as neither-painful
nor-pleasant, a neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling arises. 

"Householder, there exists the ear element . . .  the nose element 
. . .  the tongue element . . .  the body element . . .  the mind element, 
and mental phenomena that are agreeable, and mind-conscious
ness: in dependence on a contact to be experienced as pleasant, a 
pleasant feeling arises. There exists the mind element, and men
tal phenomena that are disagreeable, and mind-consciousness: in 
dependence on a contact to be experienced as painful, a painful 
feeling arises. There exists the mind element, and mental phe
nomena that are a basis for equanimity, and mind-consciousness: 
in dependence on a contact to be experienced as neither-painful
nor-pleasant, a neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling arises. 

"It is in this way, householder, that the diversity of elements 
has been spoken of by the Blessed One." [115] 

130 (7) Hiiliddakalli 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Venerable Mahakaccana 
was dwelling among the people of Avanti on Mount Papata at 
Kuraraghara. Then the householder Haliddakani approached the 
Venerable Mahakaccana . , .  and said to him:124 

"Venerable sir, it was said by the Blessed One: 'It is in depend
ence on the diversity of elements that there arises the diversity 
of contacts; in dependence on the diversity of contacts that there 
arises the diversity of feelings:125 How is this so, venerable 
sir?" 

"Here, householder, having seen a form with the eye, a 
bhikkhu understands an agreeable one thus: 'Such it is!'126 There 
is eye-consciousness, and in dependence on a contact to be expe
rienced as pleasant there arises a pleasant feeling.127 Then, hav
ing seen a form with the eye, a bhikkhu understands a disagree
able one thus: 'Such it is!' There is eye-consciousness, and in 
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dependence on a contact to be experienced as painful there arises 
a painful feeling. Then, having seen a form with the eye, a 
bhikkhu understands one that is a basis for equanimity thus: 
'Such it is!' There is eye-consciousness, and in dependence on a 
contact to be experienced as neither-painful-nor-pleasant there 
arises a neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling. 

"Further, householder, having heard a sound with the ear . . .  
having smelt an odour with the nose . . .  having savoured a taste 
with the tongue . . .  having felt a tactile object with the body . . .  
having cognized a mental phenomenon with the mind, a 
bhikkhu understands an agreeable one thus . . . [1 16] . . .  a dis
agreeable one thus . . .  one that is a basis for equanimity thus: 
'Such it is!' There is mind-consciousness, and in dependence on 
a contact to be experienced as neither-painful-nor-pleasant there 
arises a neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling. 

"It is in this way, householder, that in dependence on the 
diversity of elements there arises the diversity of contacts, and in 
dependence on the diversity of contacts there arises the diversity 
of feelings." 

131 (8) Nakulapitii 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Bhaggas at SUf!1sumaragira in the Bhesaka!a Grove, the Deer 
Park. Then the householder Nakulapita approached the Blessed 
One . . .  and said to him . . .  . 128 

(As in §1 18.) 

132 (9) Lohicca 

On one occasion the Venerable Mahakaccana was dwelling 
among the people of Avanti in a forest hut at Makkarakata. [1 17] 
Then a number of brahmin youths, students of the brahmin 
Lohicca, while collecting firewood, approached the Venerable 
Mahakaccana's forest hut. Having approached, they stomped 
and trampled all around the hut, and in a boisterous and noisy 
manner they played various pranks,129 saying: "These shaveling 
ascetics, menials, swarthy offspring of the Lord's feet, are hon
oured, respected, esteemed, worshipped, and venerated by their 
servile devotees."l30 
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Then the Venerable Mahakaccana came out of his dwelling and 
said to those brahmin youths: "Don't make any noise, boys. I will 
speak to you on the Dhamma." When this was said, those youths 
became silent. Then the Venerable Mahakaccana addressed those 
youths with verses: 

"Those men of old who excelled in virtue, 
Those brahmins who recalled the ancient rules, 
Their sense doors guarded, well protected, 
Dwelt having vanquished wrath within. 
They took delight in Dhamma and meditation,l3l 
Those brahmins who recalled the ancient rules. 

"But these have fallen, claiming 'We recite: 
Puffed up by clan, faring unrighteously, 
Overcome by anger, armed with diverse weapons, 
They molest both frail and firm. 

"For one with sense doors unguarded 
[All the vows he undertakes] are vain 
Just like the wealth a man gains in a dream: [1 18] 
Fasting and sleeping on the ground, 
Bathing at dawn, [study of] the three Vedas, 
Rough hides, matted locks, and dirt; 
Hymns, rules and vows, austerities, 
Hypocrisy, bent staffs, ablutions: 
These emblems of the brahmins 
Are used to increase their worldly gains. 132 

"A mind that is well concentrated, 
Clear and free from blemish, 
Tender towards all sentient beings
That is the path for attaining Brahma." 

Then those brahmin youths, angry and displeased, approached 
the brahmin Lohicca and told him: "See now, sir, you should 
know that the ascetic Mahakaccana categorically denigrates and 
scorns the hymns of the brahmins." 

When this was said, the brahmin Lohicca was angry and dis
pleased. But then it occurred to him: "It is not proper for me to 
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abuse and revile the ascetic Mahakaecana solely on the basis of 
what I have heard from these youths. Let me approach him and 
inquire." 

Then the brahmin Lohicca, together with those brahmin 
youths, approached the Venerable Mahakaccana. [ 119] He 
exchanged greetings with the Venerable Mahakacdina and, 
when they had concluded their greetings and cordial talk, he sat 
down to one side and said to him: "Master Kaccana, did a num
ber of brahmin youths, my students, come this way while col
lecting firewood?" 

"They did, brahmin." 
"Did Master Kaccana have any conversation with them?" 
"I did have a conversation with them, brahmin." 
"What kind of conversation did you have with them, Master 

Kaccana?" 
"The conversation I had with those youths was like this: 

"'Those men of old who excelled in virtue, 
Those brahmins who recalled the ancient rules, . . .  
Tender towards all sentient beings-
That is the path for attaining Brahma.' 

Such was the conversation that I had with those youths." 
"Master Kaccana said 'with sense doors unguarded.' In what 

way, Master Kaccana, is one 'with sense doors unguarded'?" 
"Here, brahmin, having seen a form with the eye, someone is 

intent upon a pleasing form and repelled by a displeasing 
form.133 He dwells without having set up mindfulness of the 
body, with a limited mind, [120] and he does not understand as 
it really is that liberation of mind, liberation by wisdom, where
in those evil unwholesome states cease without remainder. 
Having heard a sound with the ear . . .  Having cognized a mental 
phenomenon with the mind, someone is intent upon a pleasing 
mental phenomenon and repelled by a displeasing mental phe
nomenon. He dwells without having set up mindfulness of the 
body . . .  cease without remainder. It is in such a way, brahmin, 
that one is 'with sense doors unguarded.'" 

"It is wonderful, Master Kaccana! It is amazing, Master 
Kaccana! How Master Kaccana has declared one whose sense 
doors are actually unguarded to be one 'with sense doors 
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unguarded'! But Master Kaccana said 'with sense doors guarded.' 
In what way, Master Kaccana, is one 'with sense doors guarded'?" 

"Here, brahmin, having seen a form with the eye, someone is 
not intent upon a pleasing form and not repelled by a displeas
ing form. He dwells having set up mindfulness of the body, with 
a measureless mind, and he understands as it really is that liber
ation of mind, liberation by wisdom, wherein those evil 
unwholesome states cease without remainder. Having heard a 
sound with the ear . . .  Having cognized a mental phenomenon 
with the mind, someone is not intent upon a pleasing mental 
phenomenon and not repelled by a displeasing mental phenom
enon. He dwells having set up mindfulness of the body . . .  cease 
without remainder. It is in such a way, brahmin, that one is 'with 
sense doors guarded.'" 

"It is wonderful, Master Kacdina! It is amazing, Master 
Kaccana! [121] How Master Kaccana has declared one whose 
sense doors are actually guarded to be one 'with sense doors 
guarded'! Magnificent, Master Kaccana! Magnificent, Master 
Kaccana! The Dhamma has been made clear in many ways by 
Master Kaccana . . .  (as in §127) . . . From today let Master Kaccana 
remember me as a lay follower who has gone for refuge for life. 

"Let Master Kaccana approach the Lohicca family just as he 
approaches the families of the lay followers in Makkarakata. The 
brahmin youths and maidens there will pay homage to Master 
Kaccana, they will stand up for him out of respect, they will offer 
him a seat and water, and that will lead to their welfare and hap
piness for a long time." 

133 (10) Verahaccani 

On one occasion the Venerable Udayi was living at Kama�<;la in 
the brahmin Todeyya's Mango Grove. Then a brahmin youth, a 
student of the brahmin lady of the Verahaccani clan, approached 
the Venerable Udayi and greeted him. When they had conclud
ed their greetings and cordial talk, he sat down to one side, and 
the Venerable Udayi instructed, exhorted, inspired, and glad
dened him with a Dhamma talk. Having been instructed, exhort
ed, inspired, and gladdened by the Dhamma talk, the brahmin 
youth rose from his seat, approached the brahmin lady of the 
Verahaccani clan, and said to her: "See now, madam, you should 
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know that the ascetic Udayi teaches a Uhamma that is good in 
the beginning, good in the middle, and good in the end, [122] 
with the right meaning and phrasing; he reveals a holy life that 
is perfectly complete and pure." 

"In that case, young man, invite the ascetic Udayi in my name 
for tomorrow's meal." 

"Yes, madam," the youth replied. Then he went to the 
Venerable Udayi and said to him: "Let Master Udayi consent to 
accept tomorrow's meal from our revered teacher,l34 the brahmin 
lady of the Verahaccani dan." 

The Venerable Udayi consented by silence. Then, when the 
night had passed, in the morning the Venerable Udayi dressed, 
took his bowl and outer robe, and went to the residence of the 
brahmin lady of the Verahaccani dan. There he sat down in the 
appointed seat. Then, with her own hands, the brahmin lady 
served and satisfied the Venerable Udayi with various kinds of 
delicious food. When the Venerable Udayi had finished eating 
and had put a\\'ay his bowl,l35 the brahmin lady put on her san
dals, sat down on a high seat, covered her head, and told him: 
"Preach the Dhamma, ascetic." Having said, "There will be an 
occasion for that, sister," he rose from his seat and departed.J36 

A second time that brahmin youth approached the Venerable 
Udayi . . .  (as above down to:) . . .  "See now, madam, you should 
know that the ascetic Udayi teaches a Dhamma that is good in 
the beginning, good in the middle, [123] and good in the end, 
with the right meaning and phrasing; he reveals a holy life that 
is perfectly complete and pure." 

"In such a way, young man, you keep on praising the ascetic 
Udayi, but when I told him, 'Preach the Dhamma, ascetic,' he 
said, 'There will be an occasion for that, sister,' and he rose from 
his seat and departed." 

"That, madam, was because you put on your sandals, sat down 
on a high seat, covered your head, and told him: 'Preach the 
Dhamma, ascetic.' For these worthies respect and revere the 
Dhamma." 

"In that case, young man, invite the ascetic Udayi in my name 
for tomorrow's meal." 

"Yes, madam," he replied. Then he went to the Venerable 
Udayi '" (all as above) . .  , When the Venerable Udayi had finished 
eating and had put away his bowl, the brahmin lady removed 
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her sandals, sat down on a low seat, uncovered her head, and 
said to him: "Venerable sir, what do the arahants maintain must 
exist for there to be pleasure and pain? And what is it that the 
arahants maintain must cease to exist for there to be no pleasure 
and pain?" 

"Sister, the arahants maintain that when the eye exists there is 
pleasure and pain, and when the eye does not exist there is no 
pleasure and pain. [124] The arahants maintain that when the ear 
exists there is pleasure and pain, and when the ear does not exist 
there is no pleasure and pain . . . . The arahants maintain that when 
the mind exists there is pleasure and pain, and when the mind 
does not exist there is no pleasure and pain." 

When this was said, the brahmin lady of the Verahaccani clan 
said to the Venerable Udayi: "Magnificent, venerable sir! 
Magnificent, venerable sir! The Dhamma has been made clear in 
many ways by Master Udayi . . .  (as in §127) . . . From today let 
Master Udayi remember me as a lay follower who has gone for 
refuge for life." 

IV. DEVADAHA 

134 (1) At Devadaha137 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Sakyans where there was a town of the Sakyans named 
Devadaha. There the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: 

"Bhikkhus, I do not say of all bhikkhus that they still have 
work to do with diligence in regard to the six bases for contact, 
[125] nor do I say of all bhikkhus that they do not have work to 
do with diligence in regard to the six bases for contact. 

"I do not say of those bhikkhus who are arahants, whose taints 
are destroyed, who have lived the holy life, done what had to be 
done, laid down the burden, reached their own goal, utterly 
destroyed the fetters of existence, and are completely liberated 
through final knowledge, that they still have work to do with 
diligence in regard to the six bases for contact. Why is that? They 
have done their work with diligence; they are incapable of being 
negligent. 

"But I say of those bhikkhus who are trainees, who have not 
attained their mind's ideal, who dwell aspiring for the unsur-
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passed security from bondage, that they .still have work to do 
with diligence in regard to the six bases for contact. Why is that? 
There are, bhikkhus, forms cognizable by the eye that are agree
able and those that are disagreeable. [One should train so that] 
these do not persist obsessing one's mind even when they are 
repeatedly experienced. When the mind is not obsessed, tireless 
energy is aroused, unmuddled mindfulness is set up, the body 
becomes tranquil and untroubled, the mind becomes concen
trated and one-pointed. Seeing this fruit of diligence, bhikkhus, I 
say that those bhikkhus still have work to do with diligence in 
regard to the six bases for contact. 

"There are, bhikkhus, sounds cognizable by the ear . . .  mental 
phenomena cognizable by the mind that are agreeable and those 
that are disagreeable. [One should train so that] these do not per
sist obsessing one's mind even when they are repeatedly experi
enced. When the mind is not obsessed, tireless energy is aroused, 
unmuddled mindfulness is set up, the body becomes tranquil 
and untroubled, the mind becomes concentrated and one
pointed. Seeing this fruit of diligence, bhikkhus, I say that those 
bhikkhus still have work to do with diligence in regard to the six 
bases for contact." [126] 

135 (2) The Opportunity 

"Bhikkhus, it is a gain for you, it is well gained by you, that you 
have obtained the opportunity for living the holy life. I have 
seen, bhikkhus, the hell named 'C�ntact's Sixfold Base.'138 There 
whatever form one sees with the eye is undesirable, never desir
able; unlovely, never lovely; disagreeable, never agreeable. 
Whatever sound one hears with the ear . . .  Whatever odour one 
smells with the nose . . .  Whatever taste one savours with the 
tongue . . .  Whatever tactile object one feels with the body . . .  
Whatever mental phenomenon one cognizes with the mind is 
undesirable, never desirable; unlovely, never lovely; disagree
able, never agreeable. 

"It is a gain for you, bhikkhus, it is well gained by you, that you 
have obtained the opportunity for living the holy life. I have 
seen, bhikkhus, the heaven named 'Contact's Sixfold Base.'139 
There whatever form one sees with the eye is desirable, never 
undesirable; lovely, never unlovely; agreeable, never disagreeable. 
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Whatever sound one hears with the ear . . .  Whatever odour one 
smells with the nose ' "  Whatever taste one savours with the 
tongue . . .  Whatever tactile object one feels with the body ' "  
Whatever mental phenomenon one cognizes with the mind is 
desirable, never undesirable; lovely, never unlovely; agreeable, 
never disagreeable. 

''It is a gain for you, bhikkhus, it is well gained by you, that you 
have obtained the opportunity for living the holy life." 

136 (3) Delight in Forms (1)140 

"Bhikkhus, devas and humans delight in forms, take delight in 
forms, rejoice in forms. With the change, fading away, and ces
sation of forms, devas and humans dwell in suffering. Devas and 
humans delight in sounds . . .  delight in odours . . .  delight in 
tastes . . .  delight in tactile objects . . .  delight in mental phenomena, 
[127] take delight in mental phenomena, rejoice in mental phe
nomena. With the change, fading away, and cessation of mental 
phenomena, devas and humans dwell in suffering. 

"But, bhikkhus, the Tathagata, the Arahant, the Fully 
Enlightened One, has understood as they really are the origin 
and the passing away, the gratification, the danger, and the 
escape in the case of forms. He does not delight in forms, does 
not take delight in forms, does not rejoice in forms. With the 
change, fading away, and cessation of forms, the Tathagata 
dwells happily. 

"He has understood as they really are the origin and the pass
ing away, the gratification, the danger, and the escape in the case 
of sounds . . .  odours ' "  tastes . . .  tactile objects . . .  mental phe
nomena. He does not delight in mental phenomena, does not 
take delight in mental phenomena, does not rejoice in mental 
phenomena. With the change, fading away, and cessation of 
mental phenomena, the Tathagata dwells happily./I 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said thiS:141 

"Forms, sounds, odours, tastes, 
Tactiles and all objects of mind
Desirable, lovely, agreeable, 
So long as it's said: 'They are.' 
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"These are considered happiness 
By the world with its devas; 
But where these cease, 
That they consider suffering. 

"The noble ones have seen as happiness 
The ceasing of identity. 
This [view] of those who clearly see 
Runs counter to the entire world. 142 

"What others speak of as happiness, 
That the noble ones say is suffering; 
What others speak of as suffering, 
That the noble ones know as bliss. 

"Behold this Dhamma hard to comprehend: 
Here the foolish are bewildered. 
For those with blocked minds it is obscure, 
Sheer darkness for those who do not see. [128] 

"But for the good it is disclosed, 
It is light here for those who see. 
The dullards unskilled in the Dhamma 
Don't understand it in its presence. 

"This Dhamma isn't easily understood 
By those afflicted with lust for existence, 
Who flow along in the stream of existence, 
Deeply mired in Mara's realm. 

"Who else apart from the noble ones 
Are able to understand this state? 
When they have rightly known that state, 
The taintless ones are fully quenched."143 

137 (4) Delight in Forms (2) 

(Identical with the preceding sutta, but without the verses.) 
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138 (5) Not Yours (1)144 

"Bhikkhus, whatever is not yours, abandon it. When you have 
abandoned it, that will lead to your welfare and happiness. And 
what is it, bhikkhus, that is not yours? The eye is not yours: aban
don it. When you have abandoned it, that will lead to your wel
fare and happiness. The ear is not yours . . .  [129] . . .  The mind is 
not yours: abandon it. When you have abandoned it, that will 
lead to your welfare and happiness. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, people were to carry off the grass, sticks, 
branches, and foliage in this Jeta's Grove, or to bum them, or to 
do with them as they wish. Would you think: 'People are carry
ing us off, or burning us, or doing with us as they wish'?" 

"No, venerable sir. For what reason? Because, venerable sir, 
that is neither our self nor what belongs to our self. " 

"So too, bhikkhus, the eye is not yours . . .  The ear . . .  The mind 
is not yours . . .  When you have abandoned it, that will lead to 
your welfare and happiness." 

139 (6) Not Yours (2) 

(Identical with the preceding sutta, but stated by way of the six exter
nal bases.) 

140 (7) Impermanent with Cause (Internal) 

"Bhikkhus, the eye is impermanent.145 The cause and condition for 
the arising of the eye is also impermanent. A5 the eye has originat
ed from what is impermanent, how could it be permanent? [130] 

"The ear is impermanent . . . . The mind is impermanent. The 
cause and condition for the arising of the mind is also imperma
nent. As the mind has originated from what is impermanent, 
how could it be permanent? 

"Seeing thus, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple experiences 
revulsion towards the eye . . .  towards the mind. Experiencing 
revulsion, he becomes dispassionate. Through dispassion [his 
mind] is liberated. When it is liberated there comes the knowl
edge: 'It's liberated.' He understands: 'Destroyed is birth, the 
holy life has been lived, what had to be done has been done, there 
is no more for this state of being.'" 
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141 (8) Suffering with Cause (Internal) 

"Bhikkhus, the eye is suffering. The cause and condition for the 
arising of the eye is also suffering. As the eye has originated from 
what is suffering, how could it be happiness? 

"The ear is suffering . . . .  The mind is suffering. The cause and 
condition for the arising of the mind is also suffering. As the mind 
has originated from what is suffering, how could it be happiness? 

"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being.'" 

142 (9) Nonselj with Cause (Internal) 

"Bhikkhus, the eye is nonself. The cause and condition for the 
arising of the eye is also nonself. As the eye has originated from 
what is nonself, how could it be self? 

"The ear is nonself . . . . The mind is nonself. The cause and con
dition for the arising of the mind [131] is also nonself. As the 
mind has originated from what is nonself, how could it be self? 

"Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being.' "  

143 (10)-145 (12) Impermanent with Cause, Etc. (External) 

(These three suttas are identical with §§140-42, but are stated by way 
of the six external sense bases.) 

[132J v. NEW AND Ow 

146 (1) Kamma 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you new and old kamma, the cessation of 
kamma, and the way leading to the cessation of kamma. Listen to 
that and attend closely, I will speak . . . . 

"And what, bhikkhus, is old kamma? The eye is old kamma, to 
be seen as generated and fashioned by volition, as something to 
be felt.146 The ear is old kamma . . .  The mind is old kamma, to be 
seen as generated and fashioned by volition, as something to be 
felt. This is called old kamma. 

"And what, bhikkhus is new kamma? Whatever action one 
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does now by body, speech, or mind. This is called new kamma. 
"And what, bhikkhus, is the cessation of kamma? When one 

reaches liberation through the cessation of bodily action, verbal 
action, and mental action, [133] this is called the cessation of 
kamma. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the way leading to the cessation of 
karnrna? It is this Noble Eightfold Path; that is, right view, right 
intention, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, 
right mindfulness, right concentration. 

"Thus, bhikkhus, I have taught old kamma, I have taught new 
kamma, I have taught the cessation of kamma, I have taught the 
way leading to the cessation of kamma. Whatever should be 
done, bhikkhus, by a compassionate teacher out of compassion 
for his disciples, desiring their welfare, that I have done for you. 
These are the feet of trees, bhikkhus, these are empty huts. 
Meditate, bhikkhus, do not be negligent, lest you regret it later. 
This is our instruction to you." 

147 (2) Suitable for Attaining Nibbana (1) 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the way that is suitable for attaining 
Nibbana.147 Listen to that . . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is the way that is suitable for attaining 
Nibbana? Here, a bhikkhu sees the eye as impermanent, he sees 
forms as impermanent, he sees eye-consciousness as imperma
nent, he sees eye-contact as impermanent, he sees as imperma
nent whatever feeling arises with eye-contact as condition, 
whether pleasant or painful or neither-painful-nor-pleasant. 

"He sees the ear as impermanent . . .  [134] . . .  He sees the mind 
as impermanent, he sees mental phenomena as impermanent, he 
sees mind-consciousness as impermanent, he sees mind-contact 
as impermanent, he sees as impermanent whatever feeling arises 
with mind-contact as condition, whether pleasant or painful or 
neither-painful-nor-pleasant. 

"This, bhikkhus, is the way that is suitable for attaining Nibbana." 

148 (3)-149 (4) Suitable for Attaining Nibbiina (2-3) 

(Same as preceding sutta, with "suffering" and "nonself' substituted 
for "impermanent. ") [135] 
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150 (5) Suitable for Attaining Nibbana (4) 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach the way that is suitable for attaining 
Nibbana. Listen to that. . . .  

"What do you think, bhikkhus, is the eye permanent or imper
manent?" . . .  (all as in §32) . . .  

"Seeing thus . . .  [136] He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for 
this state of being.' 

"This, bhikkhus, is the way that is suitable for attaining 
Nibbana." 

151 (6) A Student 

"Bhikkhus, this holy life is lived without students and without a 
teacher.l48 A bhikkhu who has students and a teacher dwells in 
suffering, not in comfort. A bhikkhu who has no students and no 
teacher dwells happily, in comfort. 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu who has students and a 
teacher dwell in suffering, not in comfort? Here, bhikkhus, when 
a bhikkhu has seen a form with the eye, there arise in him evil 
unwholesome states, memories and intentions connected with 
the fetters.149 They dwell within him. Since those evil unwholesome 
states dwell within him, he is called ' one who has students.' They 
assail him. Since evil unwholesome states assail him, he is called 
'one who has a teacher.' 

"Further, when a bhikkhu has heard a sound with the ear . . .  
cognized a mental phenomenon with the mind . . .  [137] he is 
called 'one who has a teacher.' 

"It is in this way that a bhikkhu who has students and a teacher 
dwells in suffering, not in comfort. 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu who has no students and 
no teacher dwell happily, in comfort? Here, bhikkhus, when a 
bhikkhu has seen a form with the eye, there do not arise in him 
evil unwholesome states, memories and intentions connected 
with the fetters. They do not dwell within him. Since those evil 
unwholesome states do not dwell within him, he is called 'one 
who has no students.' They do not assail him. Since evil unwhole
some states do not assail him, he is called 'one who has no 
teacher.' 

"Further, when a bhikkhu has heard a sound with the ear . . .  
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cognized a mental phenomenon with the mind . . .  he is called 
'one who has no teacher.' 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu who has no stu
dents and no teacher dwells happily, in comfort. 

"Bhikkhus, this holy life is lived without students and without 
a teacher. [138]  A bhikkhu who has students and a teacher dwells 
in suffering, not in comfort. A bhikkhu who has no students and 
no teacher dwells happily, in comfort." 

152 (7) For What Purpose the Holy Life? 

"Bhikkhus, if wanderers of other sects ask you: 'For what pur
pose, friends, is the holy life lived under the ascetic Gotama?'
being asked thus, you should answer those wanderers thus: 'It is, 
friends, for the full understanding of suffering that the holy life 
is lived under the Blessed One.' Then, bhikkhus, if those wanderers 
ask you: 'What, friends, is that suffering for the full understand
ing of which the holy life is lived under the ascetic Gotama?'
being asked thus, you should answer those wanderers thus: 

'''The eye, friends, is suffering: it is for the full understanding 
of this that the holy life is lived under the Blessed One. Forms are 
suffering: it is for the full understanding of them that the holy life 
lS lived under the Blessed One. Eye-consciousness is suffering . . .  
Eye-contact is suffering . . .  Whatever feeling arises with eye
contact as condition-whether pleasant or painful or neither
painful-nor-pleasant-that too is suffering: it is for the full under
standing of this that the holy life is lived under the Blessed One. 
The ear is suffering . . .  The mind is suffering . . .  Whatever feeling 
arises with mind-contact as condition . . . that too is suffering: it is 
for the full understanding of this that the holy life is lived under 
the Blessed One. This, friends, is the suffering for the full under
standing of which the holy life is lived under the Blessed One.' 

"Being asked thus, bhikkhus, you should answer those wan
derers of other sects in such a way." 

153 (8) Is There a Method? 

"Is there a method of exposition, bhikkhus, by means of which a 
bhikkhu-apart from faith, apart from personal preference, apart 
from oral tradition, apart from reasoned reflection, apart from 
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acceptance of a view after pondering itl50_(139] can declare final 
knowledge thus: 'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, 
what had to be done has been done, there is no more for this state 
of being'?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One, 
guided by the Blessed One, take recourse in the Blessed One. It 
would be good if the Blessed One would clear up the meaning of 
this statement. Having heard it from him, the bhikkhus will 
remember it." 

"Then listen and attend closely, bhikkhus, I will speak." 
"Yes, venerable sir," the bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One 

said this: 
"There is a method of exposition by means of which a 

bhikkhu-apart from faith . . .  apart from acceptance of a view 
after pondering it-can declare final knowledge thus: 'Destroyed 
is birth . .  , there is no more for this state of being.' And what is 
that method of exposition? Here, bhikkhus, having seen a form 
with the eye, if there is lust, hatred, or delusion internally, a 
bhikkhu understands: 'There is lust, hatred, or delusion inter
nally'; or, if there is no lust, hatred, or delusion internally, he 
understands: 'There is no lust, hatred, or delusion internally.'ISI 
Since this is so, are these things to be understood by faith, or by 
personal preference, or by oral tradition, or by reasoned reflec
tion, or by acceptance of a view after pondering it?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Aren't these things to be understood by seeing them with 

wisdom?" 
"Yes, venerable sir." 
"This, bhikkhus, is the method of exposition by means of 

which a bhikkhu can declare final knowledge thus: 'Destroyed is 
birth ' "  there is no more for this state of being.' 

"Further, bhikkhus, having heard a sound with the ear . . . [140] 
' " Having cognized a mental phenomenon with the mind, if 
there is lust, hatred, or delusion internally, a bhikkhu under
stands: 'There is lust, hatred, or delusion internally'; or, if there is 
no lust, hatred, or delusion internally, he understands: 'There is 
no lust, hatred, or delusion internally: Since this is so, are these 
things to be understood by faith, or by personal preference, or by 
oral tradition, or by reasoned reflection, or by acceptance of a 
view after pondering it?" 
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"No, venerable sir." 
"Aren't these things to be understood by seeing them with 

wisdom?" 
"Yes, venerable sir." 
"This, bhikkhus, is the method of exposition by means of 

which a bhikkhu-apart from faith, apart from personal prefer
ence, apart from oral tradition, apart from reasoned reflection, 
apart from acceptance of a view after pondering it--can declare 
final knowledge thus: 'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been 
lived, what had to be done has been done, there is no more for 
this state of being.'" 

154 (9) Equipped with Faculties 

Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One . . .  and said 
to him: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'equipped with faculties, 
equipped with faculties .'152 In what way, venerable sir, is one 
equipped with faculties?" 

"If, bhikkhu, while one dwells contemplating rise and fall in 
the eye faculty, one experiences revulsion towards the eye facul
ty; if, while one dwells contemplating rise and fall in the ear fac
ulty, one experiences revulsion towards the ear faculty; . .  , if, 
while one dwells contemplating rise and fall in the mind faculty, 
one experiences revulsion towards the mind faculty, then, expe
riencing revulsion, one becomes dispassionate . . . .  When [the 
mind] is liberated, there comes the knowledge: 'It's liberated.' 
One understands: 'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, 
what had to be done has been done, there is no more for this state 
of being. ' It is in this way, bhikkhu, that one is equipped with fac
ulties." [141] 

155 (10) A Speaker on the Dhamma 

Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One . . .  and said 
to him: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'a speaker on the Dhamma, a 
speaker on the Dhamma.' In what way, venerable sir, is one a 
speaker on the Dhamma ?"153 

"Bhikkhu, if one teaches the Dhamma for the purpose of revul
sion towards the eye, for its fading away and cessation, one can 
be called a bhikkhu who is a speaker on the Dhamma. If one is 
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oractising for the purpose of revulsion towards the eye, for its 
- "way and cessation, one can be called a bhikkhu who is 

nractlsh'b • 'ce with the Dhamma. If, through revulsion 
rough its fading away and cessation, one is 

liberated by noncnnging, one can be called a bhikkhu who has 
attained Nibblma in this very life. 

"Bhikkhu, if one teaches the Dhamma for the purpose of revul
sion towards the ear . . .  for the purpose of revulsion towards the 
mind, for its fading away and cessation, one can be called a 
bhikkhu who is a speaker on the Dhamma. If one is practising for 
the purpose of revulsion towards the mind, for its fading away 
and cessation, one can be called a bhikkhu who is practising in 
accordance with the Dhamma. If, through revulsion towards the 
mind, through its fading away and cessation, one is liberated by 
nonclinging, one can be called a bhikkhu who has attained 
Nibbana in this very life." 

[142J Division IV 
THE FOURTH FIFlY 

1. THE DESTRUCTION OF DELIGHT 

156 (1) The Destruction of Delight (1) 

"Bhikkhus, a bhikkhu sees as impermanent the eye which is actu
ally impermanent: that is his right view)54 Seeing rightly, he 
experiences revulsion. With the destruction of delight comes 
destruction of lust; with the destruction of lust comes destruction 
of delight. With the destruction of delight and lust the mind is 
said to be well liberated. 

"Bhikkhus, a bhikkhu sees as impermanent the ear which is 
actually impermanent . . .  the mind which is actually imperma
nent: that is his right view . . . .  With the destruction of delight and 
lust the mind is said to be well liberated." 

157 (2) The Destruction of Delight (2) 

(The same for the external sense bases.) 
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158 (3) The Destruction of Delight (3) 

"Bhikkhus, attend carefully to the eye.IS5 Recognize the imper
manence of the eye as it really is. When a bhikkhu, attending 
carefully to the eye, recognizes the impermanence of the eye as it 
really is, he feels revulsion towards the eye. With the destruction 
of delight comes destruction of lust; with the destruction of lust 
comes destruction of delight. With the destruction of delight and 
lust the mind is said to be well liberated. [143J 

"Bhikkhus, attend carefully to the ear . . .  to the mind. 
Recognize the impermanence of the mind as it really is . . . .  With 
the destruction of delight and lust the mind is said to be well lib
erated." 

159 (4) The Destruction of Delight (4) 

(The same for the external sense bases.) 

160 (5) Jlvaka's Mango Grove (1) 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in 
Jivaka's Mango Grove. There he addressed the bhikkhus thus:156 

"Bhikkhus, develop concentration. [l44J When a bhikkhu is 
concentrated, things become manifest157 to him as they really are. 
And what becomes manifest to him as it really is? The eye 
becomes manifest to him as it really is-as impermanent. Forms 
become manifest to him as they really are-as impermanent. 
Eye-consciousness . . .  Eye-contact . . .  Whatever feeling arises 
with eye-contact as condition-whether pleasant or painful or 
neither-painful-nor-pleasant-becomes manifest to him as it 
really is-as impermanent. 

"The ear becomes manifest to him as it really is . . .  The mind 
becomes manifest to him as it really is . . .  Whatever feeling aris
es with mind-contact as condition . . .  becomes manifest to him as 
it really is-as impermanent. 

"Develop concentration, bhikkhus. When a bhikkhu is concen
trated, things become manifest to him as they really are." 
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161 (6) Jivaka's Mango Grove (2) 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in 
Jivaka's Mango Grove. There he addressed the bhikkhus thus: 

"Bhikkhus, make an exertion in seclusion. When a bhikkhu is 
secluded, things become manifest to him as they really are. And 
what becomes manifest to him as it really is?" 

(All as in preceding sutta.) [145] 

162 (7) Kotthita (1) 

Then the Venerable Mahakotthita approached the Blessed One 
. . .  and said to him:158 "Venerable sir, it would be good if the 
Blessed One would teach me the Dhamma in brief, so that, hav
ing heard the Dhamma from the Blessed One, I might dwell 
alone, withdrawn, diligent, ardent, and resolute." 

"KoHhita, you should abandon desire for whatever is imper
manent. And what is impermanent? The eye is impermanent; 
you should abandon desire for it. Forms are impermanent . . .  
Eye-consciousness is impermanent . . .  Eye-contact is imperma
nent . . .  Whatever feeling arises with eye-contact as condition . . .  
that too is impermanent; you should abandon desire for it. 

"The ear is impermanent . . .  The mind is impermanent . . .  
Whatever feeling arises with mind-contact as condition . . .  that 
too is impermanent; you should abandon desire for it. 

"Kotthita, you should abandon desire for whatever is imper-
manent." [146] 

• 

163 (8) Kotthita (2) 

' " "Kotthita, you should abandon desire for whatever is suffer
ing." . . .  (Complete as in preceding sutta.) 

164 (9) Kotthita (3) 

'" "Kotthita, you should abandon desire for whatever is non
self." . . . [147] 
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165 (10) Abandoning Wrong View 

Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One . . .  and said 
to him: "Venerable sir, how should one know, how should one 
see, for wrong view to be abandoned?,,159 

"Bhikkhu, when one knows and sees the eye as impermanent, 
wrong view is abandoned. When one knows and sees forms as 
impermanent . . .  eye-consciousness as impermanent . . .  eye-con
tact as impermanent . . .  whatever feeling arises with mind-con
tact as condition . . .  as impermanent, wrong view is abandoned. 
It is when one knows and sees thus that wrong view is abandoned." 

166 (1 1) Abandoning Identity View 

. . .  "Venerable sir, how should one know, how should one see, for 
identity view to be abandoned?" 

"Bhikkhu, when one knows and sees the eye as impermanent, 
identity view is abandoned." . . . (Complete as above.) [148] 

167 (12) Abandoning the View of Self 

. . .  "Venerable sir, how should one know, how should one see, for 
the view of self to be abandoned?" 

"Bhikkhu, when one knows and sees the eye as impermanent, 
the view of self is abandoned." . . .  (Complete as above.) 

II. THE SIXTYFOLD REPEmloN SERIES160 

168 (1) Desire for the Impermanent (Internal) 

"Bhikkhus, you should abandon desire for whatever is imper
manent. And what is impermanent? [149] The eye is imperma
nent . . .  The mind is impermanent; you should abandon desire 
for it. Bhikkhus, you should abandon desire for whatever is 
impermanent. " 

169 (2) Lust for the Impermanent (Internal) 

"Bhikkhus, you should abandon lust for whatever is imperma
nent. And what is impermanent? The eye is impermanent . . .  The 
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mind is impermanent; you should abandon lust for it. Bhikkhus, 
you should abandon lust for whatever is impermanent." 

170 (3) Desire and Lust for the Impermanent (Internal) 

"Bhikkhus, you should abandon desire and lust for whatever is 
impermanent. And what is impermanent? The eye is imperma
nent . . .  The mind is impermanent; you should abandon desire 
and lust for it. Bhikkhus, you should abandon desire and lust for 
whatever is impermanent." 

171 (4)-173 (6) Desirefor Suffering (Internal), Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, you should abandon desire for whatever is suffer
ing . . . . You should abandon lust for whatever is suffering . . . .  You 
should abandon desire and lust for whatever is suffering. And 
what is suffering? The eye is suffering . . .  The mind is suffering; 
you should abandon desire and lust for it. [150] Bhikkhus, you 
should abandon desire and lust for whatever is suffering." 

174 (7)-176 (9) Desire for Nonself (Internal), Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, you should abandon desire for whatever is nonself . . . . 
You should abandon lust for whatever is nonself . . . . You should 
abandon desire and lust for whatever is nonself. And what is 
nonself? The eye is nonself . . .  The mind is nonself; you should 
abandon desire for it. Bhikkhus: you should abandon desire and 
lust for whatever is nonself." 

177 (10)-179 (12) Desire for the Impermanent (External), Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, you should abandon desire for whatever is imper
manent . . . .  You should abandon lust for whatever is imperma
nent . . . .  You should abandon desire and lust for whatever is 
impermanent. And what is impermanent? Forms are imperma
nent . . .  Mental phenomena are impermanent; you should abandon 
desire and lust for them. Bhikkhus, you should abandon desire 
and lust for whatever is impermanent." 
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180 (13)-182 (15) Desire for Suffering (External), Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, you should abandon desire for whatever is suffer
ing . . . . You should abandon lust for whatever is suffering . . . .  You 
should abandon desire and lust for whatever is suffering. And 
what is suffering? Forms are suffering . . .  Mental phenomena are 
suffering; you should abandon desire and lust for them. 
Bhikkhus, you should abandon desire and lust for whatever is 
suffering." [151] 

183 (16)-185 (18) Desire for Nonself (External), Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, you should abandon desire for whatever is nonself . . . .  
You should abandon lust for whatever is nonself . . . . You should 
abandon desire and lust for whatever is nonself. And what is 
nonself? Forms are nonself . . .  Mental phenomena are nonself; 
you should abandon desire and lust for them. Bhikkhus, you 
should abandon desire and lust for whatever is nonself." 

186 (19) The Past as Impermanent (Internal) 

"Bhikkhus, the eye . . .  the mind of the past was impermanent. 
Seeing thus, the instructed noble disciple experiences revulsion 
towards the eye . . .  towards the mind. Experiencing revulsion, he 
becomes dispassionate. Through dispassion [his mind] is liberated. 
When it is liberated there comes the knowledge: 'It's liberated.' 
He understands: 'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, 
what had to be done has been done, there is no more for this state 
of being. "' 

187 (20) The Future as Impermanent (Internal) 

"Bhikkhus, the eye . . .  the mind of the future will be imperma
nent. Seeing thus, the instructed noble disciple experiences revul
sion towards the eye . . .  towards the mind. He understands: ' . . .  
there is no more for this state of being. '" 

188 (21) The Present as Impermanent (Internal) 

"Bhikkhus, the eye . . .  the mind of the present is impermanent. 
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Seeing thus, the instructed noble disciple experiences revulsion 
towards the eye . . .  towards the mind. He understands: ' . . .  there 
is no more for this state of being.'" [152] 

189 (22)-191 (24) The Past, Etc., as Suffering (Internal) 

"Bhikkhus, the eye . . .  the mind of the past . . .  of the future . . .  of 
the present is suffering. Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there 
is no more for this state of being.'" 

192 (25)-194 (27) The Past, Etc., as Nonself (Internal) 

"Bhikkhus, the eye . . .  the mind of the past . . .  of the future . . .  of 
the present is nonself. Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is 
no more for this state of being.'" 

195 (28)-:197 (30) The Past, Etc., as Impermanent (External) 

"Bhikkhus, forms . . .  mental phenomena of the past . . .  of the 
future . . .  of the present are impermanent. Seeing thus He 
understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state of being.'" 

198 (31)-200 (33) The Past, Etc., as Suffering (External) 

"Bhikkhus, forms . . .  mental phenomena of the past . . .  of the 
future . . .  of the present are suffering. Seeing thus . . .  He under-
stands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state of being.'" 

201 (34)-203 (36) The Past, Etc., as Nonself (External) 

"Bhikkhus, forms . . .  mental phenomena of the past ' . '  of the 
future ' " of the present are nonself. Seeing thus . . .  He under
stands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state of being.'" 

204 (37) What Is Impermanent of the Past (Internal) 

"Bhikkhus, the eye . . .  [153] . , .  the mind of the past was imper
manent. What is impermanent is suffering. What is suffering is 
nonself. What is nonself should be seen as it really is with correct 
wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self.' 
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Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state 
of being.'" 

205 (38) What Is Impermanent of the Future (Internal) 

"Bhikkhus, the eye . . .  the mind of the future will be imperma
nent. What is impermanent is suffering. What is suffering is non
self. What is nonself should be seen as it really is with correct 
wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self: 
Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state 
of being. '" 

206 (39) What Is Impermanent of the Present (Internal) 

"Bhikkhus, the eye . . .  the mind of the present is impermanent. 
What is impermanent is suffering. What is suffering is nonself. 
What is nonself should be seen as it really is with correct wisdom 
thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self: Seeing 
thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state of 
being.'" [154] 

207 (40)-209 (42) What Is Suffering of the Past, Etc. (Internal) 

"Bhikkhus, the eye . . .  the mind of the past . . .  of the future . . .  of 
the present is suffering. What is suffering is nonself. What is non
self should be seen as it really is with correct wisdom thus: 'This 
is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self: Seeing thus . . .  He 
understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state of being.'" 

210 (43)-212 (45) What Is Nonself of the Past, Etc. (Internal) 

"Bhikkhus, the eye . . .  the mind of the past . . .  of the future . . .  of 
the present is nonself. What is nonself should be seen as it really 
is with correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this 
is not my self: Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no 
more for this state of being.'" 

213 (46)-215 (48) What Is Impermanent of the Past, Etc. (External) 

"Bhikkhus, forms . , .  mental phenomena of the past . . .  of the 
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future . . .  of the present are impermanent. What is impermanent 
is suffering. What is suffering is nonself. What is nonself should 
be seen as it really is with correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, 
this I am not, this is not my self.' Seeing thus . . .  He understands: 
' . . .  there is no more for this state of being.'" [155] 

216 (49)-218 (51) W/zat Is Suffering of the Past, Etc. (External) 

"Bhikkhus, forms . . .  mental phenomena of the past . . .  of the 
future . .  , of the present are suffering. What is suffering is nonself. 
What is nonself should be seen as it really is with correct wisdom 
thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self.' Seeing 
thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state of 
being.'" 

219 (52)-221 (54) What Is Nonself of the Past, Etc. (External) 

"Bhikkhus, forms . . .  mental phenomena of the past . . .  of the 
future . . .  of the present are nonself. What is nonself should be 
seen as it really is with correct wisdom thus: 'This is not mine, 
this I am not, this is not my self.' Seeing thus . . .  He understands: 
' . . .  there is no more for this state of being.'" 

222 (55) The Bases as Impermanent (Internal) 

"Bhikkhus, the eye is impermanent . . .  the mind is impermanent. 
Seeing thus . . .  He understands: ' : . .  there is no more for this state 
of being.'" 

223 (56) The Bases as Suffering (Internal) 

"Bhikkhus, the eye is suffering . . .  the mind is suffering. Seeing 
thus . . .  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state of 
being.'" [156] 

224 (57) The Bases as Nonself (Internal) 

"Bhikkhus, the eye is nonself ' "  the mind is nonself. Seeing thus 
' "  He understands: ' . . .  there is no more for this state of being.'" 
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225 (58) The Bases as Impermanent (External) 

"Bhikkhus, forms are impermanent. . .  mental phenomena are 
impermanent. Seeing thus . . .  He understands: I • • •  there is no 
more for this state of being.'" 

226 (59) The Bases as Suffering (External) 

"Bhikkhus, forms are suffering . . .  mental phenomena are suffer
ing. Seeing thus . . .  He underst;:mds: ' . . .  there is no more for this 
state of being.'" 

227 (60) The Bases as Nonself (External) 

"Bhikkhus, forms are nonself . . .  mental phenomena are nonself. 
Seeing thus . . .  He understands: I • • •  there is no more for this state 
of being.'" 

[157] III. THE OcEAN 

228 (1) The Ocean (1) 

"Bhikkhus, the uninstructed worldling speaks of 'the ocean, the 
ocean.' But that is not the ocean in the Noble One's Discipline; 
that is only a great mass of water, a great expanse of water. 

"The eye, bhikkhus, is the ocean for a person; its current con
sists of forms.161 One who withstands that current consisting of 
forms is said to have crossed the ocean of the eye with its waves, 
whirlpools, sharks, and demons.162 Crossed over, gone beyond, 
the brahmin stands on high ground. 

"The ear, bhikkhus, is the ocean for a person . . . .  The mind is the 
ocean for a person; its current consists of mental phenomena. 
One who withstands that current consisting of mental phenome
na is said to have crossed the ocean of the mind with its waves, 
whirlpools, sharks, and demons. Crossed over, gone beyond, the 
brahmin stands on high ground." 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 
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"One who has crossed this ocean so hard to cross, 
With its dangers of sharks, demons, waves, 
The knowledge-master who has lived the holy life, 
Reached the world's end, is called one gone beyond." 

229 (2) The Ocean (2) 

"Bhikkhus, the uninstructed worldling speaks of 'the ocean, the 
ocean.' [158] But that is not the ocean in the Noble One's 
Discipline; that is only a great mass of water, a great body of 
water. 

"There are, bhikkhus, forms cognizable by the eye that are 
desirable, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tanta
lizing. This is called the ocean in the Noble One's Discipline. 
Here this world with its devas, Mara, and Brahma, this genera
tion with its ascetics and brahmins, its devas and humans, for the 
most part is submerged,163 become like a tangled skein, like a 
knotted ball of thread, like matted reeds and rushes, and cannot 
pass beyond the plane of misery, the bad destinations, the nether 
world, saqtsara. 

"There are sounds cognizable by the ear . . .  mental phenomena 
cognizable by the mind that are desirable, lovely, agreeable, 
pleasing, sensually enticing, tantalizing. Here this world with its 
devas, Mara, and Brahma, this generation with its ascetics and 
brahmins, its devas and humans, for the most part is submerged, 
become like a tangled skein, like a knotted ball of thread, like 
matted reeds and rushes, and cannot pass beyond the plane of 
misery, the bad destinations, the nether world, saqtsara.l64 

"One who has expunged lust and hate 
Along with [the taint of] ignorance, 
Has crossed this ocean so hard to cross 
With its dangers of sharks, demons, waves. 

"The tie-surmounter, death-forsaker, without acquisitions, 
Has abandoned suffering165 for no renewed existence. 
Passed away, he cannot be measured, I say: 
He has bewildered the King of Death." 
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230 (3) The Fisherman Simile 

"Bhikkhus, suppose a fisherman would cast a baited hook into a 
deep lake, [159] and a fish on the lookout for food would swal
low it. That fish who has thus swallowed the fisherman's hook 
would meet with calamity and disaster, and the fisherman could 
do with it as he wishes. So too, bhikkhus, there are these six 
hooks in the world for the calamity of beings, for the slaughter166 
of living beings. 

"There are, bhikkhus, forms cognizable by the eye that are 
desirable, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tanta
lizing. If a bhikkhu seeks delight in them, welcomes them, and 
remains holding to them, he is called a bhikkhu who has swal
lowed Mara's hook. He has met with calamity and disaster, and 
the Evil One can do with him as he wishes. 

"There are, bhikkhus, sounds cognizable by the ear . .  , mental 
phenomena cognizable by the mind that are desirable ' "  tanta
lizing. If a bhikkhu seeks delight in them . . .  the Evil One can do 
with him as he wishes. 

"There are, bhikkhus, forms cognizable by the eye that are 
desirable, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tanta
lizing. If a bhikkhu does not seek delight in them, does not wel
come them, and does not remain holding to them, he is called a 
bhikkhu who has not swallowed Mara's hook, who has broken 
the hook, demolished the hook. He has not met with calamity 
and disaster, and the Evil One cannot do with him as he wishes. 

"There are, bhikkhus, sounds cognizable by the ear . . .  mental 
phenomena cognizable by the mind that are desirable . . .  tanta-
lizing. If a bhikkhu does not seek delight in them . . .  the Evil One 
cannot do with him as he wishes." 

231 (4) The Milk-Sap Tree 

"Bhikkhus, in regard to forms cognizable by the eye, if in any 
bhikkhu or bhikkhuni [160] lust still exists and has not been 
abandoned, if hatred still exists and has not been abandoned, if 
delusion still exists and has not been abandoned, then even tri
fling forms that enter into range of the eye obsess the · mind, not 
to speak of those that are prominent. For what reason? Because 
lust still exists and has not been abandoned, hatred still exists 
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and has not been abandoned, delusion �till exists and has not 
been abandoned. The same in regard to sounds cognizable by the 
ear . . .  mental phenomena cognizable by the mind. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, there was a milk-sap tree167-an assattha 
or a banyan or a pilakkha or an udumbara-fresh, young, tender. If 
a man breaks it here and there with a sharp axe, would sap come 
out?" 

"Yes, venerable sir. For what reason? Because there is sap." 
"So too, bhikkhus, in regard to forms cognizable by the eye . . .  

even trifling forms that enter into range of the eye obsess the 
mind, not to speak of those that are prominent. For what reason? 
Because lust still exists and has not been abandoned, hatred still 
[161] exists and has not been abandoned, delusion still exists and 
has not been abandoned. The same in regard to sounds cogniz
able by the ear . . .  mental phenomena cognizable by the mind. 

"Bhikkhus, in regard to forms cognizable by the eye, if in any 
bhikkhu or bhikkhuni lust does not exist and has been aban
doned, if hatred does not exist and has been abandoned, if delu
sion does not exist and has been abandoned, then even promi
nent forms that enter into range of the eye do not obsess the 
mind, not to speak of those that are trifling. For what reason? 
Because lust does not exist and has been abandoned, hatred does 
not exist and has been abandoned, delusion does not exist and 
has been abandoned. The same in regard to sounds cognizable 
by the ear . . .  mental phenomena cognizable by the mind. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, there was a milk-sap tree-an assattha or 
a banyan or a pilakkha or an udumbara-dried up, desiccated, past 
its prime. If a man breaks it here and there with a sharp axe, 
would sap come out?" [162] 

"No, venerable sir. For what reason? Because there is no sap." 
"So too, bhikkhus, in regard to forms cognizable by the eye . . .  

even prominent forms that enter into range of the eye do not 
obsess the mind, not to speak of those that are trifling. For what 
reason? Because lust does not exist and has been abandoned, 
hatred does not exist and has been abandoned, delusion does not 
exist and has been abandoned. The same in regard to sounds cog
nizable by the ear . . .  mental phenomena cognizable by the mind." 
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232 (5) Kotthita 

On one occasion the Venerable Sariputta and the Venerable 
Mahakotthita were dwelling at Bara1).asi in the Deer Park at 
Isipatana. Then, in the evening, the Venerable Mahakotthita 
emerged from seclusion and approached the Venerable 

'Sari
putta. He exchanged greetings with the Venerable Sariputta and, 
when they had concluded their greetings and cordial talk, he sat 
down to one side and said to him: 

"How is it, friend 5ariputta, is the eye the fetter of forms or are 
forms the fetter of the eye? Is the ear the fetter of sounds or are 
sounds the fetter of the ear? . .  [163] Is the mind the fetter of men
tal phenomena or are mental phenomena the fetter of the mind?" 

"Friend Kotthita, the eye is not the fetter of forms nor are forms 
the fetter of the eye, but rather the desire and lust that arise there 
in dependence on both: that is the fetter there. The ear is not the 
fetter of sounds nor are sounds the fetter of the ear, but rather the 
desire and lust that arise there in dependence on both: that is the 
fetter there . . . . The mind is not the fetter of mental phenomena 
nor are mental phenomena the fetter of the mind, but rather the 
desire and lust that arise there in dependence on both: that is the 
fetter there. 

"Suppose, friend, a black ox and a white ox were yoked together 
by a single harness or yoke. Would one be speaking rightly if one 
were to say: 'The black ox is the fetter of the white ox; the white 
ox is the fetter of the black ox'?" 

"No, friend. The black ox is not the fetter of the white ox nor is 
the white ox the fetter of the black ox, but rather the single har
ness or yoke by which the two are yoked together: that is the fet
ter there." 

"So too, friend, the eye is not the fetter of forms . . .  nor are men
tal phenomena the fetter of the mind, but rather the desire and 
lust that arise there in dependence on both: that is the fetter there. 

"If, friend, the eye were the fetter of forms or if forms were the 

fetter of the eye, this living of the holy life could not be discerned 
for the complete destruction of suffering.168 But since the eye is 
not the fetter of forms nor are forms the fetter of the eye [164]
but rather the desire and lust that arise there in dependence on 

both is the fetter there-the living of the holy life is discerned for 

the complete destruction of suffering. 
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"If, friend, the ear were the fetter of sounds or if sounds wex:� 
the fetter of the ear . . .  If the mind were the fetter of mental phe
nomena or if mental phenomena were the fetter of the mind, this 
living of the holy life could not be discerned for the complete 
destruction of suffering. But since the mind is not the fetter of 
mental phenomena nor are mental phenomena the fetter of the 
mind-but rather the desire and lust that arise there in depend
ence on both is the fetter there-the living of the holy life is dis
cerned for the complete destruction of suffering. 

"In this way too, friend, it may be understood how that is so: 
There exists in the Blessed One the eye, the Blessed One sees a 
form with the eye, yet there is no desire and lust in the Blessed 
One; the Blessed One is well liberated in mind. There exists in the 
Blessed One the ear, the Blessed One hears a sound with the ear 
. . .  There exists in the Blessed One the nose, the Blessed One 
smells an odour with the nose . . .  There exists in the Blessed One 
the tongue, the Blessed One savours a taste with the tongue . . .  
There exists in the Blessed One the body, the Blessed One feels a 
tactile object with the body . . .  There exists in the Blessed One the 
mind, the Blessed One cognizes [165] a mental phenomenon with 
the mind, yet there is no desire and lust in the Blessed One; the 
Blessed One is well liberated in mind. 

"In this way, friend, it can be understood how the eye is not the 
fetter of forms nor forms the fetter of the eye, but rather the 
desire and lust that arise there in dependence on both is the fet
ter there; how the ear is not the fetter of sounds nor sounds the 
fetter of the ear. . .  ; how the mind is not the fetter of mental phe
nomena nor mental phenomena the fetter of the mind, but rather 
the desire and lust that arise there in dependence on both is the 
fetter there." 

233 (6) Kiimabhu 

On one occasion the Venerable Ananda and the Venerable 
Kiimabhfl were dwelling at Kosambi in Ghosita's Park. Then, in 
the evening, the Venerable Kamabhfl emerged from seclusion 
and approached the Venerable Ananda. He exchanged greetings 
with the Venerable Ananda and, when they had concluded their 
greetings and cordial talk, he sat down to one side and said to him: 

"How is it, friend Ananda, is the eye the fetter of forms or are 
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forms the fetter of the eye? . . Is the mind the fetter of mental phe
nomena or are mental phenomena the fetter of the mind?" 

"Friend Kamabhu, the eye is not the fetter of forms nor are 
forms the fetter of the eye . . .  The mind is not the fetter of mental 
phenomena nor are mental phenomena the fetter of the mind, 
but rather the desire and lust that arise there in dependence on 
both: that is the fetter there. [166] 

"Suppose, friend, a black ox and a white ox were yoked together 
by a single harness or yoke. Would one be speaking rightly if one 
were to say: 'The black ox is the fetter of the white ox; the white 
ox is the fetter of the black ox'?" 

"No, friend. The black ox is not the fetter of the white ox nor is 
the white ox the fetter of the black ox, but rather the single har
ness or yoke by which the two are yoked together: that is the fet
ter there." 

"So too, friend, the eye is not the fetter of forms . . .  nor are men
tal phenomena the fetter of the mind, but rather the desire and 
lust that arise there in dependence on both: that is the fetter 
there." 

234 (7) Udiiyi 

On one occasion the Venerable A.nanda and the Venerable Udayi 
were dwelling at Kosambi in Ghosita's Park. Then, in the 
evening, the Venerable Udayi emerged from seclusion and 
approached the Venerable A.nanda. He exchanged greetings with 
the Venerable A.nanda and, when they had concluded their greet
ings and cordial talk, he sat down to one side and said to him: 

"Friend .Ananda, in many ways [the nature of] this body has 
been declared, disclosed, and revealed by the Blessed One thus: 
'For such a reason this body is nonself.' Is it possible to explain 
[the nature of] this consciousness in a similar way-to teach, pro
claim, establish, disclose, analyse, and elucidate it thus: 'For such 
a reason this consciousness is nonself'?" 

"It is possible, friend Udayi. Doesn't eye-consciousness arise in 
dependence on the eye and forms." [167] 

"Yes, friend." 
"If the cause and condition for the arising of eye-consciousness 

would cease completely and totally without remainder, could 
eye-consciousness be discerned?" 
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"In this way, friend, this has been declared, disclosed, and 
revealed by the Blessed One thus: 'For such a reason this con

sciousness is nonself.' 
"Doesn't ear-consciousness arise in dependence on the ear and 

sounds? . .  Doesn't mind-consciousness arise in dependence on 

the mind and mental phenomena?" 

"Yes, friend." 
"If the cause and condition for the arising of mind-conscious

ness would cease completely and totally without remainder, 
could mind-consciousness be discerned?" 

"No, friend." 
"In this way too, friend, this has been declared, disclosed, and 

revealed by the Blessed One thus: 'For such a reason this con

sciousness is nonself.' 
"Suppose, friend, a man needing heartwood, seeking heart

wood, wandering in search of heartwood, would take a sharp 

axe and enter a forest.169 There he would see the trunk of a large 
plantain tree, straight, fresh, without a fruit-bud core. [168] He 

would cut it down at the root, cut off the crown, and unroll the 
coil. As he unrolls the coil, he would not find even softwood, let 
alone heartwood. 

"So too, a bhikkhu does not recognize either a self or anything 
belonging to a self in these six bases for contact. Since he does not 
recognize anything thus, he does not cling to anything in the 
world. Not clinging, he is not agitated. Being unagitated, he per

sonally attains Nibbana. He understands: 'Destroyed is birth, the 
holy life has been lived, what had to be done has been done, there 
is no more for this state of being.'" 

235 (8) The Exposition on Burning 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you a Dhamma exposition on the theme 
of burning. Listen to that . . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is the Dharnrna exposition on the theme 
of buming? It would be better, bhikkhus, for the eye faculty to be 
lacerated by a red-hot iron pin burning, blazing, and glowing, 
than for one to grasp the sign through the features in a form cog
nizable by the eye.170 For if consciousness should stand tied to 
gratification in the sign or in the features, and if one should die 
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on that occasion, it is possible that one will go to one of two des
tinations: hell or the animal realm. Having seen this danger, I 
speak thus. 

"It would be better, bhikkhus, for the ear faculty to be lacerat
ed by a sharp iron stake burning, blazing, and glowing, than for 
one to grasp the sign through the features in a sound cognizable 
by the ear. For if consciousness should stand tied to gratification 
in the sign or in the features, and if one should die on that Occa
sion, it is possible that one will go to one of two destinations: hell 
or the animal realm. Having seen this danger, I speak thus. [169] 

"It would be better, bhikkhus, for the nose faculty to be lacer
ated by a sharp nail cutter burning, blazing, and glowing, than 
for one to grasp the sign through the features in an odour cog
nizable by the nose. For if consciousness should stand tied to 
gratification in the sign or in the features, and if one should die 
on that occasion, it is possible that one will go to one of two des
tinations: hell or the animal realm. Having seen this danger, I 
speak thus. 

"It would be better, bhikkhus, for the tongue faculty to be lac
erated by a sharp razor burning, blazing, and glowing, than for 
one to grasp the sign through the features in a taste cognizable by 
the tongue. For if consciousness should stand tied to gratification 
in the sign or in the features, and if one should die on that occa
sion, it is possible that one will go to one of two destinations: hell 
or the animal realm. Having seen this danger, I speak thus. 

"It would be better, bhikkhus, for the body faculty to be lacer
ated by a sharp spear burning, blazing, and glowing, than for one 
to grasp the sign through the features in a tactile object cogniz
able by the body. For if consciousness should stand tied to grati
fication in the sign or in the features, and if one should die on that 
occasion, it is possible that one will go to one of two destinations: 
hell or the animal realm. Having seen this danger, I speak thus. 

"It would be better, bhikkhus, to sleep-for sleep, I say, is bar
ren for the living, fruitless for the living, insensibility for the liv
ing-than to think such thoughts as would induce one who has 
come under their control to bring about a schism in the Sangha. 
[170] Having seen this danger, I speak thus.l7l 

"In regard to this, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple 
reflects thus: 'Leave off lacerating the eye faculty with a red-hot 
iron pin burning, blazing, and glowing. Let me attend only to 
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this: So the eye is impermanent, forms are impermanent, eye-t 
consciousness is impermanent, eye-contact is impermanent, 
whatever feeling arises with eye-contact as condition-whether 

pleasant or painful or neither-painful-nor-pleasant-that too is 

impermanent. 
"'Leave off lacerating the ear faculty with a sharp iron stake 

burning, blazing, and glowing. Let me attend only to this: So the 
ear is impermanent, sounds are impermanent, ear-consciousness 
is impermanent, ear-contact is impermanent, whatever feeling 
arises with ear-contact as condition . . .  that too is impermanent. 

"'Leave off lacerating the nose faculty with a sharp nail cutter 
burning, blazing, and glowing. Let me attend only to this: So the 
nose is impermanent, odours are impermanent, nose-conscious
ness is impermanent, nose-contact is impermanent, whatever 
feeling arises with nose-contact as condition . . .  that too is imper
manent. 

"'Leave off lacerating the tongue faculty with a sharp razor 
burning, blazing, and glowing. Let me attend only to this: So the 
tongue is impermanent, tastes are impermanent, tongue-con
sciousness is impermanent, tongue-contact is impermanent, 
whatever feeling arises with tongue-contact as condition . . .  that 
too is impermanent. 

"'Leave off lacerating the body faculty with a sharp spear 
burning, blazing, and glowing. Let me attend only to this: So the 
body is impermanent, [171] tactile objects are impermanent, 
body-consciousness is impermanent, body-contact is imperma
nent, whatever feeling arises with body-contact as condition . . .  
that too is impermanent. 

"'Leave off sleeping. Let me attend only to this: So the mind is 
impermanent, mental phenomena are impermanent, mind-con
sciousness is impermanent, mind-contact is impermanent, what
ever feeling arises with mind-contact as condition . . .  that too is 
impermanent.' 

"Seeing thus, bhikkhus, the instructed noble disciple experiences 
revulsion towards the eye, forms, eye-consciousness, eye-con
tact, and whatever feeling arises with eye-contact as condition
Whether pleasant or painful or neither-painful-nor-pleasant . . .  
towards the mind, mental phenomena, mind-consciousness, 
mind-contact, and whatever feeling arises with mind-contact as 
condition . . . .  Experiencing revulsion, he becomes dispassionate. 
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Through dispassion [his mind] is liberated. When it is liberated 
there comes the knowledge: 'It's liberated.' He understands: 
'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, what had to be 
done has been done, there is no more for this state of being.' 

"This, bhikkhus, is the Dhamma exposition on the theme of 
burning." 

236 (9) The Simile of Hands and Feet (1) 

"Bhikkhus, when there are hands, picking up and putting down 
are discerned. When there are feet, coming and going are dis
cerned. When there are limbs, bending and stretching are dis
cerned. When there is the belly, hunger and thirst are discerned. 

"So too, bhikkhus, when there is the eye, pleasure and pain 
arise internally with eye-contact as condition.172 When there is 
the ear, pleasure and pain arise internally with ear-contact as 
condition . . . . When there is the mind, pleasure and pain arise 
internally with mind-contact as condition. 

"When, bhikkhus, there are no hands, picking up and putting 
down are not discerned. When there are no feet, coming and 
going are not discerned. When there are no limbs, bending and 
stretching are not discerned. When there is no belly, hunger and 
thirst are not discerned. 

"So too, bhikkhus, when there is no eye, [172] no pleasure and 
pain arise internally with eye-contact as condition. When there is 
no ear, no pleasure and pain arise internally with ear-contact as 
condition . . . . When there is no mind, no pleasure and pain arise 
internally with mind-contact as condition." 

237 (10) The Simile of Hands and Feet (2) 

"Bhikkhus, when there are hands, there is picking up and put
ting down . . . . 

"50 too, bhikkhus, when there is the eye, pleasure and pain 
arise internally with eye-contact as condition . . . .  When there is 
the mind, pleasure and pain arise internally with mind-contact as 
condition. 

"When, bhikkhus, there are no hands, there is no picking up 
and putting down . . . .  
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"So too, bhikkhus, when there is no eye . . .  no mind, no pleas
ure and pain arise internally with mind-coritact as condition." 

IV. THE VIPERS 

238 (1) The Simile of the Vipers 

"Bhikkhus, suppose there were four vipers of fierce heat and 
deadly venom.173 Then a man would come along wanting to live, 
not wanting to die, desiring happiness and averse to suffering. 
They would tell him: 'Good man, these four vipers are of fierce 
heat and deadly venom. [173] From time to time they must be 
lifted up; from time to time they must be bathed; from time to 
time they must be fed; from time to time they must be laid to 
rest.174 But if one or another of these vipers ever becomes angry 
with you, then, good man, you will meet death or deadly suffer
ing. Do whatever has to be done, good man!' 

"Then, bhikkhus, afraid of the four vipers of fierce heat and 
deadly venom, that man would flee in one direction or another. 
They would tell him: 'Good man, five murderous enemies are 
pursuing you, thinking, "Wherever we see him, we will take his 
life right on the spot." Do whatever has to be done, good man!' 

"Then, bhikkhus, afraid of the four vipers of fierce heat and 
deadly venom, and of the five murderous enemies, that man 
would flee in one direction or another. They would tell him: 
'Good man, a sixth murderer, an intimate companion,175 is pur
suing you with drawn sword, thinking, "Wherever I see him I 
will cut off his head right on the spot. " Do whatever has to be 
done, good man! '  

"Then, bhikkhus, afraid of the four vipers of fierce heat and 
deadly venom, and of the five murderous enemies, and of the 
sixth murderer, the intimate companion with drawn sword, that 
man would flee in one direction or another. He would see an 
empty village. Whatever house he enters is void, deserted, 
empty. Whatever pot he takes hold of is void, hollow, empty. 
They would tell him: 'Good man, just now village-attacking 
dacoits will raid176 this empty village. Do whatever has to be 
done, good man!' [174] 

"Then, bhikkhus, afraid of the four vipers of fierce heat and 
deadly venom, and of the five murderous enemies, and of the 
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sixth murderer-the intimate companion with drawn sword
and of the village-attacking dacoits, that man would flee in one 
direction or another. He would see a great expanse of water 
whose near shore was dangerous and fearful, and whose further 
shore was safe and free from danger, but there would be no 
ferryboat or bridge for crossing over from the near shore to the 
far shore.177 

"Then the man would think: 'There is this great expanse of 
water whose near shore is dangerous and fearful, and whose fur
ther shore is safe and free from danger, but there is no ferryboat 
or bridge for crossing over. Let me collect grass, twigs, branches, 
and foliage, and bind them together into a raft, so that by means 
of that raft, making an effort with my hands and feet, 1 can get 
safely across to the far shore.' 

"Then the man would collect grass, twigs, branches, and 
foliage, and bind them together into a raft, so that by means of 
that raft, making an effort with his hands and feet, he would get 
safely across to the far shore. Crossed over, gone beyond, the 
brahmin stands on high ground)78 

"I have made up this simile, bhikkhus, in order to convey a 
meaning. This is the meaning here: 'The four vipers of fierce heat 
and deadly venom': this is a designation for the four great ele
ments-the earth element, the water element, the heat element, 
the air element.179 

'''The five murderous enemies': this is a designation for the five 
aggregates subject to clinging; that is, the material form aggre
gate subject to clinging, the feeling aggregate subject to clinging, 
the perception aggregate subject to clinging, the volitional for
mations aggregate subject to clinging, the consciousness aggre
gate subject to clinging.180 

'''The sixth murderer, the intimate companion with drawn 
sword': this is a designation for delight and lusus1 

'''The empty village': this is a designation for the six internal 
sense bases. If, bhikkhus, a wise, competent, intelligent person 
examines them by way of the eye, they appear to be void, hollow, 
[175] empty. If he examines them by way of the ear . . .  by way of 
the mind, they appear to be void, hollow, empty. 

'''Village-attacking dacoits': this is a designation for the six 
external sense bases. The eye, bhikkhus, is attacked by a greeable 
and disagreeable forms. The ear . . .  The nose . . . The tongue . . .  
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The body . . .  The mind is attacked by agreeable and disagreeable 
mental phenomena. 

"'The great expanse of water': this is a designation for the four 

floods: the flood of sensuality, the flood of existence, the flood of 
views, and the flood of ignorance. 

"'The near shore, which is dangerous and fearful': this is a des
ignation for identity. l82 

'''The further shore, which is safe and free from danger': this is 
a designation for Nibbana. 

"'The raft': this is a designation for the Noble Eightfold Path; 
that is, right view . . .  right concentration. 

"'Making effort with hands and feet': this is a designation for 
the arousing of energy. 

'''Crossed over, gone beyond, the brahmin stands on high 
ground': this is a designation for the arahant." 

239 (2) The Simile of the Chariot 

"Bhikkhus, by possessing three qualities, a bhikkhu lives full of 
happiness and joy in this very life, and he has laid a founda
tion183 for the destruction of the taints. What are the three? He is 
one who guards the doors of the sense faculties, who is moderate 
in eating, and who is devoted to wakefulness. [176] 

"And how, bhikkhus, is a bhikkhu one who guards the doors 
of the sense faculties? Here, having seen a form with the eye, a 
bhikkhu does not grasp its signs and features. Since, if he left the 
eye faculty unrestrained, evil unwholesome states of covetous
ness and displeasure might invade him, he practises the way of 
its restraint, he guards the eye faculty, he undertakes the restraint 
of the eye faculty. Having heard a sound with the ear . . .  Having 
smelt an odour with the nose . . .  Having tasted a taste with the 
tongue . . .  Having felt a tactile object with the body . . .  Having 
COgnized a mental phenomenon with the mind, a bhikkhu does 
not grasp its signs and its features. Since, if he left the mind fac
ulty unrestrained, evil unwholesome states of covetousness and 
displeasure might invade him, he practises the way of its 
restraint, he guards the mind faculty, he undertakes the restraint 
of the mind faculty. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, a chariot harnessed to thoroughbreds was 
standing ready on even ground at a crossroads, with a goad on 
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hand. Then a skilful trainer, a charioteer of horses to be tamed 
would mount it and, taking the reins in his left hand and th� 
goad in his right, would drive away and return by any route he 
wants, whenever he wants. So too, a bhikkhu trains in protecting 
these six sense faculties, trains in controlling them, trains in tam
ing them, trains in pacifying them. It is in this way, bhikkhus, 
that a bhikkhU guards the doors of the sense faculties. 

"And how, bhikkhus, is a bhikkhu moderate in eating? Here, 
reflecting wisely, a bhikkhu takes food neither for amusement 
nor for intoxication nor for the sake of physical beauty and 
attractiveness, but only for the support and maintenance of this 
body, for ending discomfort, and for assisting the holy life, con
sidering: 'Thus I shall terminate the old feeling and not arouse a 
new feeling, and I shall be healthy and blameless and live in com
fort.' [ 1 77] Just as a person anoints a wound only for the purpose 
of enabling it to heal, or just as one greases an axle only for the 
sake of transporting a load, so a bhikkhu, reflecting wisely, takes 
food . . .  for assisting the holy life. It is in this way, bhikkhus, that 
a bhikkhU is moderate in eating. 

"And how, bhikkhus, is a bhikkhu devoted to wakefulness? 
Here, during the day, while walking back and forth and sitting, 
a bhikkhu purifies his mind of obstructive states. In the first 
watch of the night, while walking back and forth and sitting, he 
purifies his mind of obstructive states. In the middle watch of the 
night he lies down on the right side in the lion's posture with one 
foot overlapping the other, mindful and clearly comprehending, 
after noting in his mind the idea of rising. After rising, in the last 
watch of the night, while walking back and forth and sitting, he 
purifies his mind of obstructive states. It is in this way, bhikkhus, 
that a bhikkhu is devoted to wakefulness. 

"Bhikkhus, it is by possessing these three qualities that a 
bhikkhu lives full of happiness and joy in this very life, and he 
has laid the foundation for the destruction of the taints." 

240 (3) The Simile of the Tortoise 

"Bhikkhus, in the past a tortoisel84 was searching for food along 
the bank of a river one evening. On that same evening a jackal 
was also searching for food along the bank of that same river. 
When the tortoise saw the jackal in the distance searching for 
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food, [178] it drew its limbs and neck inside its shell and passed 
the time keeping still and silent.ISS 

"The jackal had also seen the tortoise in the distance searching 
for food, so he approached and waited close by, thinking, 'When 
this tortoise extends one or another of its limbs or its neck, I will 
grab it right on the spot, pull it out, and eat it.' But because the 
tortoise did not extend any of its limbs or its neck, the jackal, fail
ing to gain access to it, lost interest in it and departed. 

"So too, bhikkhus, Mara the Evil One is constantly and contin
ually waiting close by you, thinking, 'Perhaps I will gain access 
to him through the eye or through the ear . . .  or through the 
mind.' Therefore, bhikkhus, dwell guarding the doors of the 
sense faculties. Having seen a form with the eye, do not grasp its 
signs and features. Since, if you leave the eye faculty unguarded, 
evil unwholesome states of covetousness and displeasure might 
invade you, practise the way of its restraint, guard the eye fac
ulty, undertake the restraint of the eye faculty. Having heard a 
sound with the ear . . .  Having smelt an odour with the nose . . .  
Having savoured a taste with the tongue . . .  Having felt a tactile 
object with the body . . .  Having cognized a mental phenomenon 
with the mind, do not grasp its signs and features. Since, if you 
leave the mind faculty unguarded, evil unwholesome states of 
covetousness and displeasure might invade you, pl'actise the 
way of its restraint, guard the mind faculty, undertake the 
restraint of the mind faculty. 

"When, bhikkhus, you dwell guarding the doors of the sense 
faculties, Mara the Evil One, failing to gain access to you, will 
lose interest in you and depart, just as the jackal departed from 
the tortoise." [179] 

Drawing in the mind's thoughts 
As a tortoise draws its limbs into its shell, 
Independent, not harassing others, fully quenched, 
A bhikkhu would not blame anyone.186 

241 (4) The Simile of the Great Log (1) 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Kosambi on the 
bank of the river Ganges. The Blessed One saw a great log being 
carried along by the current of the river Ganges, and he 
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addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Do you see, bhikkhus, that great 
log being carried along by the current of the river Ganges?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"If, bhikkhus, that log does not veer towards the near shore 

does not veer towards the far shore, does not sink in mid-stream
' 

does not get cast up on high ground, does not get caught b; 
human beings, does not get caught by nonhuman beings, does 
not get caught in a whirlpool, and does not become inwardly rot
ten, it will slant, slope, and incline towards the ocean. For what 
reason? Because the current of the river Ganges slants, slopes, 
and inclines towards the ocean. 

"So too, bhikkhus, if you do not veer towards the near shore, 
do not veer towards the far shore, do not sink in mid-stream, do 
not get cast up on high ground, do not get caught by human 
beings, do not get caught by nonhuman beings, do not get caught 
in a whirlpool, and do not become inwardly rotten, [180] you will 
slant, slope, and incline towards Nibbana. For what reason? 
Because right view slants, slopes, and inclines towards 
Nibbana." 

When this was said, a certain bhikkhu asked the Blessed One: 
"What, venerable sir, is the near shore? What is the far shore? 
What is sinking in mid-stream? What is getting cast up on high 
ground? What is getting caught by human beings,what is getting 
caught by nonhuman beings, what is getting caught in a whirl
pool? What is inward rottenness?" 

"'The near shore,' bhikkhu: this is a designation for the six 
internal sense bases. 'The far shore': this is a designation for the 
six external sense bases. 'Sinking in mid-stream': this is a desig
nation for delight and lust. 'Getting cast up on high ground': this 
is a designation for the conceit 'I am.' 

"And what, bhikkhu, is getting caught by human beings? Here, 
someone lives in association with laypeople; he rejoices with 
them and sorrows with them, he is happy when they are happy 
and sad when they are sad, and he involves himself in their affairs 
and duties.l87 This is called getting caught by human beings. 

"And what, bhikkhu, is getting caught by nonhuman beings? 
Here, someone lives the holy life with the aspiration [to be 
reborn] into a certain order of devas, thinking: 'By this virtue or 
vow or austerity or holy life I will become a deva or one among 
the devas.' This is called getting caught by nonhuman beings. 
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"'Getting caught in a whirlpool': this, bhikkhu, is a designation 
for the five cords of sensual pleasure. . 

II And what, bhikkhu, is inward rottenness? Here someone is 
immoral, one of evil character, of impure and suspect behaviour, 
secretive in his acts, no ascetic though claiming to be one, [181] 
not a celibate though claiming to be one, inwardly rotten, cor
rupt, depraved.l88 This is called inward rottenness." 

Now on that occasion the cowherd Nanda was standing near 
the Blessed One. He then said to the Blessed One: "Venerable sir, 
I will not veer189 towards the near shore, I will not veer towards 
the far shore, I will not sink in mid-stream, I will not get cast up 
on high ground, I will not get caught by human beings, I will not 
get caught by nonhuman beings, I will not get caught in a whirl
pool, I will not become inwardly rotten. May I receive the going 
forth under the Blessed One, may I receive the higher ordination?" 

"In that case, Nanda, return the cows to their owners." 
"The cows will go back of their own accord, venerable sir, out 

of attachment to the calves. "  
"Return the cows to their owners, Nanda." 
Then the cowherd Nanda returned the cows to their owners, 

came back to the Blessed One, and said: "The cows have been 
returned to their owners, venerable sir. May I receive the going 
forth under the Blessed One, may I receive the higher ordination?" 

Then the cowherd Nanda received the going forth under the 
Blessed One, and he received the higher ordination. And soon, 
not long after his higher ordination, dwelling alone, withdrawn, 
diligent, ardent, and resolute . . .  the Venerable Nanda became 
one of the arahants." 

242 (5) The Simile of the Great Log (2) 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Kimbila on the 
bank of the river Ganges. The Blessed One saw a great log being 
carried along by the current of the river Ganges, and he 
addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Do you see, bhikkhus, [182] that 
great log being carried along by the current of the river Ganges?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." . . .  (as above) . . .  
When this was said, the Venerable Kimbila asked the Blessed 

One: "What, venerable sir, is the near shore . . .  what is inward 
rottenness ?" 
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(RepLies as above except the following:) 
"And what, Kimbila, is inward rottenness? Here, Kimbila, a 

bhikkhu commits a certain defiled offence, an offence of a kind 
that does not allow for rehabilitation.190 This is called inward rot
tenness." 

243 (6) Exposition on the Corrupted 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Sakyans at Kapilavatthu in Nigrodha's Park. Now on that occa
sion a new assembly hall had just been built for the Sakyans of 
Kapilavatthu and it had not yet been inhabited by any ascetic or 
brahmin or by any human being at all. Then the Sakyans of 
Kapilavatthu approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, 
sat down to one side, and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, a new council hall has just been built for the 
Sakyans of Kapilavatthu and it has not yet been inhabited by any 
ascetic or brahmin or by any human being at all. [183] Venerable 
sir, let the Blessed One be the first to use it. When the Blessed 
One has used it first, then the Sakyans of Kapilavatthu will use it 
afterwards. That will lead to their welfare and happiness for a 
long time. "191 
_ The Blessed One consented by silence. Then, when the Sakyans 
understood that the Blessed One had consented, they rose from 
their seats and, after paying homage to the Blessed One, keeping 
him on their right, they went to the new assembly hall. They cov
ered it thoroughly with mats, prepared seats, put out a large 
water jug, and hung up an oil lamp. Then they approached the 
Blessed One and informed him of this, adding: "Let the Blessed 
One come at his own convenience." 

Then the Blessed One dressed and, taking bowl and robe, went 
together with the Sangha of bhikkhus to the new assembly hall. 
After washing his feet, he entered the hall and sat down against 
the central pillar facing east. The bhikkhus too, after washing 
their feet, entered the hall and sat down against the western wall 
facing east, with the Blessed One in front of them. The Sakyans 
of Kapilavatthu too, after washing their feet, entered the hall and 
sat down against the eastern wall facing west, with the Blessed 
One in front of them. 

The Blessed One then instructed, exhorted, inspired, and glad-
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dened the Sakyans with a Dhamma talk through much of the 
night, after which he dismissed them, ·saying: "The night has 
passed, Gotamas.192 You may go at your own convenience." [184] 

"Yes, venerable sir," they replied. Then they rose from their 
seats and, after paying homage to the Blessed One, keeping him 
on their right, they departed. Then, not long after the Sakyans of 
Kapilavatthu had left, the Blessed One addressed the Venerable 
Mahamoggallana thus: "The Sangha of bhikkhus is free from 
sloth and torpor, Moggallana. Give a Dhamma talk to the 
bhikkhus. My back is aching, so I will stretch it."193 

"Yes, venerable sir," the Venerable Mahamoggallana replied. 
Then the Blessed One prepared his outer robe folded in four 

and lay down on his right side in the lion's posture, with one foot 
overlapping the other, mindful and clearly comprehending, after 
noting in his mind the idea of rising. Thereupon the Venerable 
Mahamoggallana addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Friends, 
bhikkhus ! "  

"Friend!" those bhikkhus replied. The Venerable Mahamog
gallana said this: 

"r will teach you, friends, an exposition on the corrupted and 
the uncorrupted.194 Listen to it and attend closely, I will speak." 

"Yes, friend," those bhikkhus replied. The Venerable Maha
moggallana said this: 

"How, friends, is one corrupted? Here, having seen a form 
with the eye, a bhikkhu is intent upon a pleasing form and 
repelled by a displeasing form.195 He dwells without having set 
up mindfulness of the body, with a limited mind, and he does 
not understand as it really is that liberation of mind, liberation 
by wisdom, wherein those evil unwholesome states cease with
out remainder. [185] Having heard a sound with the ear . . .  
Having cognized a mental phenomenon with the mind, he is 
intent upon a pleasing mental phenomenon and repelled by a 
displeasing mental phenomenon. He dwells without having set 
up mindfulness of the body, with a limited mind, and he does 
not understand as it really is that liberation of mind, liberation 
by wisdom, wherein those evil unwholesome states cease with
out remainder. 

"This is called, friends, a bhikkhu who is corrupted amidst 
forms cognizable by the eye, corrupted amidst sounds cogniz
able by the ear, corrupted amidst odours cognizable by the nose, 
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corrupted amidst tastes cognizable by the tongue, corrupted 
amidst tactile objects cognizable by the body, corrupted amidst 
mental phenomena cognizable by the mind. When a bhikkhu 
dwells thus, if Mara approaches him through the eye, Mara gains 
access to him, Mara gets a hold on him. If Mara approaches him 
through the ear . . .  through the mind, Mara gains access to him 
Mara gets a hold on him. 

' 

"Suppose, friends, there is a shed made of reeds or of grass, 
dried up, desiccated, past its prime. If a man approaches it from 
the east with a blazing grass torch, or from the west, from the 
north, from the south, from below, or from above, whichever 
way he approaches it the fire gains access to it, the fire gets a hold 
on it. So too, friends, when a bhikkhu dwells thus, if Mara 
approaches him through the eye . . .  through the mind, Mara gains 
access to him, Mara gets a hold on him. 

"When a bhikkhu dwells thus, forms overwhelm him; he does 
not overwhelm forms. Sounds overwhelm him; [186] he does not 
overwhelm sounds. Odours overwhelm him; he does not over
whelm odours. Tastes overwhelm him; he does not overwhelm 
tastes. Tactile objects overwhelm him; he does not overwhelm 
tactile objects. Mental phenomena overwhelm him; he does not 
overwhelm mental phenomena. This is called, friends, a bhikkhu 
who is overwhelmed by forms, overwhelmed by sounds, over
whelmed by odours, overwhelmed by tastes, overwhelmed by 
tactile objects, overwhelmed by mental phenomena-one who is 
overwhelmed and who does not overwhelm. Evil unwholesome 
states have overwhelmed him, states that defile, that lead to 
renewed existence, that bring trouble, that result in suffering, 
and that lead to future birth, aging, and death. 

"It is in this way, friends, that one is corrupted. 
"And how, friends, is one uncorrupted? Here, having seen a 

form with the eye, a bhikkhu is not intent upon a pleasing form 
and not repelled by a displeasing form. He dwells having set up 
mindfulness of the body, with a measureless mind, and he 
understands as it really is that liberation of mind, liberation by 

wisdom, wherein those evil unwholesome states cease without 

remainder. Having heard a sound with the ear . . .  Having cog

nized a mental phenomenon with the mind, he is not intent upon 

a pleasing mental phenomenon and not repelled by a displeasing 

mental phenomenon. He dwells having set up mindfulness of the 
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body, with a measureless mind, and he understands as it really 
is that liberation of mind, liberation by wisdom, wherein those 
evil unwholesome states cease without remainder. 

"This is called, friends, a bhikkhu who is uncorrupted amidst 
forms cognizable by the eye, uncorrupted amidst sounds cog
nizable by the ear, uncorrupted amidst odours cognizable by the 
nose, uncorrupted amidst tastes cognizable by the tongue, 
uncorrupted amidst tactile objects cognizable by the body, 
uncorrupted amidst mental phenomena cognizable by the mind. 
When a bhikkhu dwells thus, if Mara approaches him through 
the eye, Mara fails to gain access to him, Mara fails to get a hold 
on him. If Mara approaches him through the ear . . .  through the 
mind, Mara fails to gain access to him, Mara fails to get a hold 
on him. 

"Suppose, friends, there is a peaked house or a hall [187] built 
of thickly packed clay and freshly plastered. If a man approaches 
it from the east with a blazing grass torch, or from the west, 
from the north, from the south, from below, or from above, 
whichever way he approaches it the fire fails to gain access to it, 
the fire fails to get a hold on it. So too, friends, when a bhikkhu 
dwells thus, if Mara approaches him through the eye . . .  through 
the mind, Mara fails to gain access to him, Mara fails to get a hold 
on him. 

"When a bhikkhu dwells thus, he overwhelms forms; forms do 
not overwhelm him. He overwhelms sounds; sounds do not 
overwhelm him. He overwhelms odours; odours do not over
whelm him. He overwhelms tastes; tastes do not overwhelm 
him. He overwhelms tactile objects; tactile objects do not over
whelm him. He overwhelms mental phenomena; mental phe
nomena do not overwhelm him. This is called, friends, a bhikkhu 
who overwhelms forms, who overwhelms sounds, who over
whelms odours, who overwhelms tastes, who overwhelms tac
tile objects, who overwhelms mental phenomena--one who 
overwhelms and who is not overwhelmed. He has overwhelmed 
those evil unwholesome states that defile, that lead to renewed 
existence, that bring trouble, that result in suffering, and that 
lead to future birth, aging, and death. 

"It is in this way, friends, that one is uncorrupted." 
Then the Blessed One got up and addressed the Venerable 

Mahamoggallana thus: "Good, good, Moggallana! You have 
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spoken well to the bhikkhus the exposition on the corrupted and 
the uncorrupted." 

This is what the Venerable Mahamoggallana said. [188] The 
Teacher approved. Elated, those bhikkhus delighted in the 
Venerable Mahamoggallana's statement. 

244 (7) States That Entail Suffering 

"Bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu understands as they really are the 
origin and the passing away of all states whatsoever that entail 
suffering, then sensual pleasures have been seen by him in such a 
way that as he looks at them sensual desire, sensual affection, sen
sual infatuation, and sensual passion do not lie latent within him 
in regard to sensual pleasures; then he has comprehended a mode 
of conduct and manner of dwelling in such a way that as he con
ducts himself thus and as he dwells thus, evil unwholesome 
states of covetousness and displeasure do not flow in upon him.l96 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu understand as they real
ly are the origin and the passing away of all states whatsoever 
that entail suffering?197 'Such is form, such its origin, such its 
passing away; such is feeling . . .  such is perception . . .  such are 
volitional formations . . .  such is consciousness, such its origin, 
such its passing away'; it is in such a way that a bhikkhu under
stands as they really are the origin and the passing away of all 
states whatsoever that entail suffering. 

"And how, bhikkhus, are sensual pleasures seen by a bhikkhu 
in such a way that as he looks at them sensual desire, sensual 
affection, sensual infatuation, and sensual passion do not lie 
latent within him in regard to sensual pleasures? Suppose there 
is a charcoal pit deeper than a man's height, filled with glowing 
coals without flame or smoke.198 A man would come along want
ing to live, not wanting to die, desiring happiness and averse to 
suffering. Then two strong men would grab him by both arms 
and drag him towards the charcoal pit. The man would wriggle 
his body this way and that. For what reason? Because he knows: 
[189] 'I will fall into this charcoal pit and I will thereby meet 
death or deadly suffering.' So too, bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu has 
seen sensual pleasures as similar to a charcoal pit, sensual desire, 
sensual affection, sensual infatuation, and sensual passion do not 
lie latent within him in regard to sensual pleasures. 
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"And how, bhikkhus, has a bhikkhu comprehended a mode of 
conduct and manner of dwelling in such a way that as he con
ducts himself thus and as he dwells thus, evil unwholesome 
states of covetousness and displeasure do not flow in upon him? 
Suppose a man would enter a thorny forest. There would be 
thorns in front of him, thorns behind him, thorns to his left, 
thorns to his right, thorns below him, thorns above him. He 
would go forward mindfully,l99 he would go back mindfully, 
thinking, 'May no thorn prick me!' So too, bhikkhus, whatever in 
the world has a pleasing and agreeable nature is called a thorn in 
the Noble One's Discipline. Having understood this thus as 'a 
thorn,'2oo one should understand restraint and nonrestraint. 

"And how, bhikkhus, is there nonrestraint? Here, having seen 
a form with the eye, a bhikkhu is intent upon a pleasing form and 
repelled by a displeasing form. He dwells without having set up 
mindfulness of the body, with a limited mind, and he does not 
understand as it really is that liberation of mind, liberation by 
wisdom, wherein those evil unwholesome states cease without 
remainder. Having heard a sound with the ear . . .  Having cog
nized a mental phenomenon with the mind, he is intent upon a 
pleasing mental phenomenon and repelled by a displeasing men
tal phenomenon. He dwells without having set up mindfulness 
of the body, with a limited mind, and he does not understand as 
it really is that liberation of mind, liberation by wisdom, where
in those evil unwholesome states cease without remainder. It is 
in such a way that there is nonrestraint. 

"And how, bhikkhus, is there restraint? Here, having seen a 
form with the eye, a bhikkhu is not intent upon a pleasing form 
and not repelled by a displeasing form. He dwells having set up 
mindfulness of the body, with a measureless mind, and he 
understands as it really is that liberation of mind, liberation by 
wisdom, [190] wherein those evil unwholesome states cease 
without remainder. Having heard a sound with the ear . . .  
HaVing cognized a mental phenomenon with the mind, he is not 
intent upon a pleasing mental phenomenon and not repelled by 
a displeasing mental phenomenon. He dwells having set up 
mindfulness of the body, with a measureless mind, and he 
understands as it really is that liberation of mind, liberation by 
wisdom, wherein those evil unwholesome states cease without 
remainder. It is in such a way that there is restraint. 
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"When, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu is conducting himself and 
dwelling in such a way, if occasionally, due to a lapse of mind
fulness, evil unwholesome memories and intentions connected 
with the fetters arise in him, slow might be the arising of his 
mindfulness, but then he quickly abandons them, dispels them 
puts an end to them, obliterates them.201 Suppose a man let tw� 
or three drops of water fall onto an iron plate heated for a whole 
day. Slow might be the falling of the water drops, but then they 
would quickly vaporize and vanish. So too, when a bhikkhu is 
conducting himself and dwelling in such a way . . .  slow might be 
the arising of his mindfulness, but then he quickly abandons 
them, dispels them, puts an end to them, obliterates them. 

"Thus a bhikkhu has comprehended a mode of conduct and 
manner of dwelling in such a way that as he conducts himself 
and as he dwells thus, evil unwholesome states of covetousness 
and displeasure do not flow in upon him. 

"When a bhikkhu is conducting himself thus and dwelling 
thus, kings or royal ministers, friends or colleagues, relatives or 
kinsmen, might invite him to accept wealth, saying: 'Come, good 
man, why let these saffron robes weigh you down? Why roam 
around with a shaven head and a begging bowl? Come, having 
returned to the lower life, enjoy wealth and do meritorious 
deeds.' Indeed, bhikkhus, when that bhikkhu is conducting him
self thus and dwelling thus, it is impossible that he will give up 
the training and return to the lower life. [191] 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, that when the river Ganges slants, slopes, 
and inclines towards the east, a great crowd of people would 
come along bringing a shovel and basket, thinking: 'We will 
make this river Ganges slant, slope, and incline towards the 
west.' What do you think, bhikkhus, would that great crowd of 
people be able to make the river Ganges slant, slope, and incline 
towards the west?" 

"No, venerable sir. For what reason? Because the river Ganges 
slants, slopes, and inclines towards the east, and it is not easy to 

make it slant, slope, and incline towards the west. That great 

crowd of people would only reap fatigue and vexation." 
"So too, bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu is conducting himself thus 

and dwelling thus, kings or royal ministers, friends or col

leagues, relatives or kinsmen, might invite him to accept wealth 

. . .  [but] it is impossible that he will give up the training and 
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return to the lower life. For what reason? Because for a long time 
his mind has slanted, sloped, and inclined towards seclusion. 
Thus it is impossible that he will give up the training and return 
to the lower life." 

245 (8) The Kiq-tsuka Tree 

One bhikkhu approached another and asked him: "In what way, 
friend, is a bhikkhu's vision well purified?"202 

"When, friend, a bhikkhu understands as they really are the 
origin and the passing away of the six bases for contact, [192] in 
this way his vision is well purified.''203 

Then the first bhikkhu, dissatisfied with the other's answer, 
approached another bhikkhu and asked him: "In what way, 
friend, is a bhikkhu's vision well purified?" 

"When, friend, a bhikkhu understands as they really are the 
origin and the passing away of the five aggregates subject to 
clinging, in this way his vision is well purified." 

Again, the first bhikkhu, dissatisfied with the other's answer, 
approached still another bhikkhu and asked him: "In what way, 
friend, is a bhikkhu's vision well purified?" 

"When, friend, a bhikkhu understands as they really are the 
origin and the passing away of the four great elements, in this 
way his vision is well purified." 

Again, the first bhikkhu, dissatisfied with the other's answer, 
approached still another bhikkhu and asked him: "In what way, 
friend, is a bhikkhu's vision well purified?" 

"When, friend, a bhikkhu understands as it really is: 'Whatever 
is subject to origination is all subject to cessation,' in this way his 
vision is well purified." 

Then the first bhikkhu, dissatisfied with the other's answer, 
approached the Blessed One, reported everything that had hap
pened, [193] and asked: "In what way, venerable sir, is a 
bhikkhu's vision well purified?" 

"Bhikkhu, suppose there was a man who had never before 
seen a ki1Jlsuka tree.204 He might approach a man who had seen a 
ki1Jlsuka tree and ask him: 'Sir, what is a kimsuka tree like?' The 
other might answer: 'Good man, a ki1Jlsuka h-ee is blackish, like a 
charred stump.' On that occasion a kit!1.5uka tree was for him 
exactly as it had been in the other man's sight. 
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"Then that man, dissatisfied with the other's answer, might 
approach another man who had seen a kirrzsuka tree and ask him: 
'Sir, what is a ki1Jlsuka tree like?' The other might answer: 'Good 
man, a ki1Jlsuka tree is reddish, like a piece of meat.' On that occa
sion a ki1Jlsuka tree was for him exactly as it had been in the other 
man's sight. 

"Then that man, dissatisfied with the other's answer, might 
approach still another man who had seen a ki1Jlsuka tree and ask 
him: 'Sir, what is a ki1Jlsuka tree like?' The other might answer: 
'Good man, a ki1Jlsuka tree has strips of bark hanging down and 
burst pods, like an acacia tree. '20S On that occasion a kirrzsuka tree 
was for him exactly as it had been in the other man's sight. 

"Then that man, dissatisfied with the other's answer, [194] 
might approach still another man who had seen a ki1JlSuka tree 
and ask him: 'Sir, what is a ki1Jlsuka tree like?' The other might 
answer: 'Good man, a ki1Jlsuka tree has plenty of leaves and 
foliage and gives abundant shade, like a banyan tree.' On that 
occasion a ki1Jlsuka tree was for him exactly as it had been in the 
other man's sight. 

"So too, bhikkhu, those superior men answered as they were dis
posed in just the way their own vision had been well purified.206 

"Suppose, bhikkhu, a king had a frontier city with strong ram
parts, walls, and arches, and with six gates.207 The gatekeeper 
posted there would be wise, competent, and intelligent; one who 
keeps out strangers and admits acquaintances. A swift pair of 
messengers would come from the east and ask the gatekeeper: 
'Where, good man, is the lord of this city?' He would reply: 'He 
is sitting in the central square.' Then the swift pair of messengers 
would deliver a message .of reality to the lord of the city and 
leave by the route by which they had arrived. Similarly, messen
gers would come from the west, from the north, from the south, 
deliver their message, and leave by the route by which they had 
arrived. 

"I have made up this simile, bhikkhu, in order to convey a 
meaning. This is the meaning here: 'The city': this is a designation 
for this body consisting of the four great elements, originating 
from mother and father, built up out of boiled rice and gruel, 
subject to impermanence, to being worn and rubbed away, to 
breaking apart and dispersa1.208 'The six gates': this is a designa
tion for the six internal sense bases. 'The gatekeeper': this is a 
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designation for mindfulness. [195] 'The swift pair of messengers': 
this is a designation for serenity and insight, 'The lord of the city': 
this is designation for consciousness.209 'The central square': this 
is a designation for the four great elements-the earth element, 
the water element, the heat element, the air element. 'A message 
of reality': this is a designation for Nibbana.210 'The route by 
which they had arrived': this is a designation for the Noble 
Eightfold Path; that is, right view . . .  right concentration." 

246 (9) The Simile of the Lute 

"Bhikkhus, if in any bhikkhu or bhikkhuni desire or lust or 
hatred or delusion or aversion of mind should arise in regard to 
forms cognizable by the eye, such a one should rein in the mind 
from them thus:211 'This path is fearful, dangerous, strewn with 
thoms, covered by jungle, a deviant path, an evil path, a way 
beset by scarcity.212 This is a path followed by inferior people; it 
is not the path followed by superior people. This is not for you.' 
In this way the mind should be reined in from these states 
regarding forms cognizable by the eye. So too regarding sounds 
cognizable by the ear . . .  regarding mental phenomena cogniz
able by the mind. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, that the barley has ripeneQ and the 
watchman is negligent. If a bull fond of barley enters the barley 
field, he might indulge himself as much as he likes. [196] So too, 
bhikkhus, the uninstructed worldling who does not exercise 
restraint over the six bases for contact indulges himself as much 
as he likes in the five cords of sensual pleasure.213 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, that the barley has ripened and the 
watchman is vigilant. If a bull fond of barley enters the barley 
field, the watchman would catch hold of him firmly by the muz
zle. While holding him firmly by the muzzle, he would get a 
secure grip on the locks between his horns and, keeping him in 
check there, would give him a sound beating with his staff. After 
giving him that beating, he would drive the bull away. This 
might happen a second time and a third time. Thus that bull fond 
of barley, whether he has gone to the village or the forest, 
whether he is accustomed to standing or to sitting, remembering 
the previous beating he got from the staff, would not enter that 
barley field again. 
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"So too, bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu's mind has been subdued 
well subdued,214 regarding the six bases for contact, it the� 
becomes inwardly steady, settled, unified, and concentrated. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, there was a king or a royal minister who 
had never before heard the sound of a lute. He might hear the 
sound of a lute and say: 'Good man, what is making this sound_ 
so tantalizing, so lovely, so intoxicating, [197] so entrancing, so 
enthralling?' They would say to him: 'Sire, it is a lute that is mak
ing this sound-so tantalizing, so lovely, so intoxicating, So 
entrancing, so enthralling.' He would reply: 'Go, man, bring me 
that lute.' 

"They would bring him the lute and tell him: 'Sire, this is that 
lute, the sound of which was so tantalizing, so lovely, so intoxi
cating, so entrancing, so enthralling.' The king would say: 'I've 
had enough with this lute, man. Bring me just that sound: The 
men would reply: 'This lute, sire, consists of numerous compo
nents, of a great many components, and it gives off a sound when 
it is played upon with its numerous components; that is, in 

dependence on the parchment sounding board, the belly, the 
arm, the head, the strings, the plectrum, and the appropriate 
effort of the musician.215 So it is, sire, that this lute consisting of 
numerous components, of a great many components, gives off a 
sound when it is played upon with its numerous components.' 

"The king would split the lute into ten or a hundred pieces, 
then he would reduce these to splinters. Having reduced them to 
splinters, he would burn them in a fire and reduce them to ashes, 
and he would winnow the ashes in a strong wind or let them be 
carried away by the swift current of a river. Then he would say: 
'A poor thing, indeed sir, is this so-called lute, as well as any
thing else called a lute. How the multitude are utterly heedless 
about it, utterly taken in by it! '216 

"So too, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu investigates form to the extent 
that there is a range for form, he investigates feeling to the extent 
that there is a range for feeling, he investigates perception to the 
extent that there is a range for perception, he investigates voli
tional formations to the extent that there is a range for volitional 
formations, he investigates consciousness to the extent that there 
is a range for consciousness. [198] As he investigates form to the 
extent that there is a range for form . . .  consciousness to the extent 
that there is a range for consciousness, whatever notions of 'I' or 
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'mine' or 'I am' had occurred to him before no longer occur to 
hi "217 m. 

247 (10) The Simile of the Six Animals 

"Bhikkhus, suppose a man with limbs wounded and festering 

would enter a wood of thorny reeds,218 and the kusa thorns 
would prick his feet and the reed blades would slash his limbs. 
Thus that man would thereby experience even more pain and 
displeasure. So too, bhikkhus, some bhikkhu here, gone to the 
village or the forest, meets someone who reproaches him thus: 
'This venerable one, acting in such a way, behaVing in such a 
way, is a foul village thorn.' Having understood him thus as a 
'thorn,' one should understand restraint and nonrestraint.219 

"And how, bhikkhus is there nonrestraint? Here, having seen 
a form with the eye, a bhikkhu is intent upon a pleasing form and 
repelled by a displeasing form. He dwells without having set up 
mindfulness of the body, with a limited mind, and he does not 
understand as it really is that liberation of mind, liberation by 
wisdom, wherein those evil unwholesome states cease without 
remainder. Having heard a sound with the ear . . .  Having cog
nized a mental phenomenon with the mind, he is intent upon a 
pleasing mental phenomenon and repelled by a displeasing men
tal phenomenon. He dwells without having set up mindfulness 
of the body, with a limited mind, and he does not understand as 
it really is that liberation of mind, liberation by wisdom, where
in those evil unwholesome states cease without remainder. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, a man would catch six animals-with dif
ferent domains and different feeding 

'
grounds-and tie them by 

a strong rope. He would catch a snake, a crocodile, a bird, a dog, 
[199] a jackal, and a monkey, and tie each by a strong rope. 
Having done so, he would tie the ropes together with a knot in 
the middle and release them. Then those six animals with differ
ent domains and different feeding grounds would each pull in the 
direction of its own feeding ground and domain. The snake 
would pull one way, thinking, 'Let me enter an anthill.' The 
crocodile would pull another way, thinking, 'Let me enter the 
water.' The bird would pull another way, thinking, 'Let me fly up 
into the sky.' The dog would pull another way, thinking, 'Let me 
enter a village.' The jackal would pull another way, thinking, 'Let 
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me enter a charnel ground.' The monkey would pull another 
way, thinking, 'Let me enter a forest.' 

"Now when these six animals become worn out and fatigued, 
they would be dominated by the one among them that was 
strongest; they would submit to it and corne under its controL So 
too, bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu has not developed and cultivat
ed mindfulness directed to the body, the eye pulls in the direc
tion of agreeable forms and disagreeable forms are repulsive; the 
ear pulls in the direction of agreeable sounds and disagreeable 
sounds are repulsive; the nose pulls in the direction of agreeable 
odours and disagreeable odours are repulsive; the tongue pulls 
in the direction of agreeable tastes and disagreeable tastes are 
repulsive; the body pulls in the direction of agreeable tactile 
objects and disagreeable tactile objects are repulsive; the mind 
pulls in the direction of agreeable mental phenomena and dis
agreeable mental phenomena are repulsive. 

"It is in such a way that there is nonrestraint. 
"And how, bhikkhus, is there restraint? Here, having seen a 

form with the eye, a bhikkhu is not intent upon a pleasing form 
and not repelled by a displeasing form. He dwells having set up 
mindfulness of the body, with a measureless mind, and he 
understands as it really is that liberation of mind, liberation by 
wisdom, wherein those evil unwholesome states cease without 
remainder. Having heard a sound with the ear . . .  Having cog
nized a mental phenomenon with the mind, he is not intent upon 
a pleasing mental phenomenon and not repelled by a displeasing 
mental phenomenon. (200] He dwells having set up mindfulness 
of the body, with a measureless mind, and he understands as it 
really is that liberation of mind, liberation by wisdom, wherein 
those evil unwholesome states cease without remainder. It is in 
such a way that there is restraint. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, a man would catch six animals-with dif
ferent domains and different feeding grounds-and tie them by 
a strong rope. He would catch a snake, a crocodile, a bird, a dog, 
a jackal, and a monkey, and tie each by a strong rope. Having 
done so, he would bind them to a strong post or pillar. Then 
those six animals with different domains and different feeding 
grounds would each pull in the direction of its own feeding 
ground and domain. The snake would pull one way, thinking, 
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'Let me enter an anthill' . . .  (as above) . . .  The monkey would pull 
another way, thinking, 'Let me enter a forest: 

"Now when these six animals become worn out and fatigued, 
they would stand close to that post or pillar, they would sit down 
there, they would lie down there. So too, bhikkhus, when a 
bhikkhu has developed and cultivated mindfulness directed to 
the body, the eye does not pull in the direction of agreeable forms 
nor are disagreeable forms repulsive; the ear does not pull in the 
direction of agreeable sounds nor are disagreeable sounds repul
sive; the nose does not pull in the direction of agreeable odours 
nor are disagreeable odours repulsive; the tongue does not pull 
in the direction of agreeable tastes nor are disagreeable tastes 
repulsive; the body does not pull in the direction of agreeable tac
tile objects nor are disagreeable tactile objects repulsive; the mind 
does not pull in the direction of agreeable mental phenomena nor 
are disagreeable mental phenomena repulsive. 

"It is in such a way that there is restraint. 
"'A strong post or pillar': this, bhikkhus, is a designation for 

mindfulness directed to the body. Therefore, bhikkhus, you 
should train yourselves thus: 'We will develop and cultivate 
mindfulness directed to the body, make it our vehicle, make it 
our basis, stabilize it, exercise ourselves in it, and fully perfect it: 
Thus should you train yourselves." [201) 

248 (11) The Sheaf of Barley 

"Bhikkhus, suppose a sheaf of barley were set down at a cross
roads. Then six men would come along with flails in their 
hands220 and they would strike that sheaf of barley with the six 
flails. Thus that sheaf of barley would be well struck, having 
been struck by the six flails. Then a seventh man would come 
along with a flail in his hand and he would strike that sheaf of 
barley with the seventh flail. Thus that sheaf of barley would be 
struck even still more thoroughly, having been struck by the sev
enth flail. 

"So too, bhikkhus, the uninstructed worldling is struck in the 
eye by agreeable and disagreeable forms; struck in the ear by 
agreeable and disagreeable sounds; struck in the nose by agree
able and disagreeable odours; struck in the tongue by agreeable 
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and disagreeable tastes; struck in the body by agreeable and dis
agreeable tactile objects; struck in the mind by agreeable and dis
agreeable mental phenomena. If that uninstructed worldling sets 
his mind upon future renewed existence,221 then that senseless 
man is struck even still more thoroughly, just like the sheaf of 
barley struck by the seventh flail. 

"Once in the past, bhikkhus, the devas and the asuras Were 
arrayed for battle.222 Then Vepacitti, lord of the asuras 
addressed the asuras thus: 'Good sirs, if in this impending battl� 
the asuras win and the devas are defeated, bind Sakka, lord of 
the devas, by his four limbs and neck and bring him to me in the 
city of the asuras.' And Sakka, lord of the devas, addressed the 
Tavatirytsa devas: 'Good sirs, if in this impending battle the devas 
win and the asuras are defeated, bind Vepacitti, lord of the asur
as, by his four limbs and neck and bring him to me in 
Sudhamma, the assembly hall of the devas. '  

"In that battle the devas won and the asuras were defeated. 
[202] Then the Tavatirytsa devas bound Vepacitti by his four 
limbs and neck and brought him to Sakka in Sudhamma, the 
assembly hall of the devas. And there Vepacitti, lord of the asur
as, was bound by his four limbs and neck. 

"When it occurred to Vepacitti: 'The devas are righteous, the 
asuras are unrighteous; now right here I have gone to the city of 
the devas,' he then saw himself freed from the bonds around his 
limbs and neck and he enjoyed himself furnished and endowed 
with the five cords of divine sensual pleasure. But when it 
occurred to him: 'The asuras are righteous, the devas are unright
eous; now I will go there to the city of the asuras,' then he saw 
himself bound by his four limbs and neck and he was deprived 
of the five cords of divine sensual pleasure. 

"So subtle, bhikkhus, was the bondage of Vepacitti, but even 
subtler than that is the bondage of Mara. In conceiving, one is 
bound by Mara; by not conceiving, one is freed from the Evil 

One.223 
"Bhikkhus, 'I am' is a conceiving; 'I am this' is a conceiving; 'I 

shall be' is a conceiving; 'I shall not be' is a conceiving; 'I shall 

consist of form' is a conceiving; 1 shall be formless' is a conceiving; 

'I shall be percipient' is a conceiving; '1 shall be nonpercipient' is 

a conceiving; '1 shall be neither percipient nor nonpercipient' is a 
conceiving.224 Conceiving is a disease, conceiving is a tumour, 
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conceiving is a dart. Therefore, bhikkhus, you should train your

selves thus: 'We will dwell with a mind devoid of conceiving.' 

"Bhikkhus, 'I am' is a perturbation;225 'I am this' is a perturba

tion; 'I shall be' is a perturbation . . .  'I shall be neither percipient 
nor nonpercipient' is a perturbation. Perturbation [203] is a dis
ease, perturbation is a tumour, perturbation is a dart. Therefore, 
bhikkhus, you should train yourselves thus: 'We will dwell with 

an imperturbable mind.' 
"Bhikkhus, 'I am' is a palpitation; 'I am this' is a palpitation; 'I 

shall be' is a palpitation . . .  'I shall be neither percipient nor non
percipient' is a palpitation. Palpitation is a disease, palpitation is 
a tumour, palpitation is a dart. Therefore, bhikkhus, you should 
train yourselves thus: 'We will dwell with a mind devoid of pal

pitation: 
"Bhikkhus, 'I am' is a proliferation; 'I am this' is a proliferation; 

'I shall be' is a proliferation . . .  'I shall be neither percipient nor 
nonpercipient' is a proliferation. Proliferation is a disease, prolif
eration is a tumour, proliferation is a dart. Therefore, bhikkhus, 
you should train yourselves thus: 'We will dwell with a mind 
devoid of proliferation.' 

"Bhikkhus, 'I am' is an involvement with conceit;226 'I am this' 
is an involvement with conceit; 'I shall be' is an involvement with 
conceit; 'I shall not be' is an involvement with conceit; 'I shall 
consist of form' is an involvement with conceit; 'I shall be form
less' is an involvement with conceit ; 'I shall be percipient' is an 
involvement with conceit; 'I shall be nonpercipient' is an involve
ment with conceit; 'I shall be neither percipient nor nonpercipi
ent' is an involvement with conceit. Involvement with conceit is 
a disease, involvement with conceit is a tumour, involvement 
with conceit is a dart. Therefore, bhikkhus, you should train 
yourselves thus: 'We will dwell with a mind in which conceit has 
been struck down.' Thus should you train yourselves." 



[204] Chapter II 

36 Vedanasarrzyutta 

Connected Discourses on Feeling 

I. WITH VERSES 

1 (1) Concentration 

"Bhikkhus, there are these three feelings. What three? Pleasant 
feeling, painful feeling, neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling. 
These are the three feelings." 

A disciple of the Buddha, mindful, 
Concentrated, comprehending clearly, 
Understands feelings 
And the origin of feelings, 
Where they finally cease, 
And the path leading to their destruction. 
With the destruction of feelings 
A bhikkhu is hungerless and fully quenched.227 

2 (2) Pleasure 

"Bhikkhus, there are these three feelings. What three? Pleasant 
feeling, painful feeling, neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling. These 
are the three feelings." [205] 

Whether it be pleasant or painful 
Along with the neither-painful-nor-pleasant, 
Both the internal and the external, 
Whatever kind of feeling there is: 
Having known, "This is suffering, 
Perishable, disintegrating," 

1260 
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Having touched and touched them, seeing their fall, 

Thus one loses one's passion for them.228 • 

3 (3) Abandonment 

"Bhikkhus, there are these three feelings. What three? Pleasant 
feeling, painful feeling, neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling. The 
underlying tendency to lust should be abandoned in regard to 
pleasant feeling. The underlying tendency to aversion should be 
abandoned in regard to painful feeling. The underlying tendency 

to ignorance should be abandoned in regard to neither-painful

nor-pleasant feeling.229 
"When, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu has abandoned the underlying 

tendency to lust in regard to pleasant feeling, the underlying 
tendency to aversion in regard to painful feeling, and the under
lying tendency to ignorance in regard to neither-painful-nor
pleasant feeling, then he is called a bhikkhu without underlying 
tendencies,23o one who sees rightly. He has cut off craving, sev
ered the fetters, and by completely breaking through conceit,231 

he has made an end to suffering." 

When one experiences pleasure, 
If one does not understand feeling 
The tendency to lust is present 
For one not seeing the escape from it. 

When one experiences pain, 
If one does not understand feeling 
The tendency to aversion is present 
For one not seeing the escape from it. 

The One of Broad Wisdom has taught 
With reference to that peaceful feeling, 
Neither-painful-nor-pleasant: 
If one seeks delight even in this, 
One is still not released from suffering. [206] 

But when a bhikkhu who is ardent 
Does not neglect clear comprehension, 
Then that wise man fully understands 
Feelings in their entirety. 
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Having fully understood feelings, 
He is taintless in this very life. 
Standing in Dhamma, with the body's breakup 
The knowledge-master cannot be reckoned. 

4: (4) The Bottomless Abyss 

"Bhikkhus, when the uninstructed worldling makes the state
ment, 'In the great ocean there is a bottomless abyss,'232 he makes 
such a statement about something that is nonexistent and unreal. 
This, bhikkhus, is rather a designation for painful bodily feelings, 
that is, 'bottomless abyss.' 

"When the uninstructed worldling is contacted by a painful 
bodily feeling, he sorrows, grieves, and laments; he weeps and 
beats his breast and becomes distraught. This is called an unin
structed worldling who has not risen up in the bottomless abyss, 
one who has not gained a foothold. 

"But, bhikkhus, when the instructed noble disciple is contact
ed by a painful bodily feeling, he does not sorrow, grieve, or 
lament; he does not weep and beat his breast and become dis
traught. This is called an instructed noble disciple who has risen 
up in the bottomless abyss, one who has gained a foothold." 

One who cannot endure 
The arisen painful feelings, 
Bodily feelings that sap one's life, 
Who trembles when they touch him, 
A weakling of little strength 
Who weeps out loud and wails: 
He has not risen up in the bottomless abyss, 
Nor has he even gained a foothold. [207] 

But one who is able to endure them
The arisen painful feelings, 
Bodily feelings that sap one's life
Who trembles not when they touch him: 
He has risen up in the bottomless abyss, 
And he has also gained a foothold. 
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5 (5) Should Be Seen 

"Bhikkhus, there are these three feelings. What three? Pleasant 
feeling, painful feeling, neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling. 
Pleasant feeling, bhikkhus, should be seen as painful;233 painful 
feeling should be seen as a dart; neither-painful-nor-pleasant 

feeling should be seen as impermanent. 
"When, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu has seen pleasant feeling as 

painful, painful feeling as a dart, and neither-painful-nor-pleas
ant feeling as impermanent, he is called a bhikkhu who sees 
rightly. He has cut off craving, severed the fetters, and by com
pletely breaking through conceit, he has made an end to suffer

ing." 

One who has seen the pleasant as painful 
And the painful as a dart, 
Seen as impermanent the peaceful feeling 
Neither painful nor pleasant: 
He is a bhikkhu who sees rightly, . 
One who fully understands feelings. 

Having fully understood feelings, 
He is taintless in this very life. 
Standing in Dhamma, with the body's breakup 
The knowledge-master cannot be reckoned. 

6 (6) The Dart 

"Bhikkhus, the uninstructed worldling feels a pleasant feeling, a 
painful feeling, and a neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling. The 
instructed noble disciple too feels a pleasant feeling, [208] a 
painful feeling, and a neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling. 
Therein, bhikkhus, what is the distinction, the disparity, the 
difference between the instructed noble disciple and the unin
structed worldling?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One, 
guided by the Blessed One, take recourse in the Blessed One. It 
would be good if the Blessed One would clear up the meaning of 
this statement. Having heard it from him, the bhikkhus will 
remember it." 
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"Then listen and attend closely, bhikkhus, I will speak." 
"Yes, venerable sir," the bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One 

said this: 
"Bhikkhus, when the uninstructed worldling is being contacted 

by a painful feeling, he sorrows, grieves, and laments; he weeps 
beating his breast and becomes distraught. He feels two feel
ings-a bodily one and a mental one. Suppose they were to strike 
a man with a dart, and then they would strike him immediately 
afterwards with a second dart,234 so that the man would feel a 
feeling caused by two darts. So too, when the uninstructed 
worldling is being contacted by a painful feeling . . .  he feels two 
feelings-a bodily one and a mental one. 

"Being contacted by that same painful feeling, he harbours 
aversion towards it. When he harbours aversion towards painful 
feeling, the underlying tendency to aversion towards painful 
feeling lies behind this. Being contacted by painful feeling, he 
seeks delight in sensual pleasure. For what reason? Because the 
uninstructed worldling does not know of any escape from 
painful feeling other than sensual pleasure.235 When he seeks 
delight in sensual pleasure, the underlying tendency to lust for 
pleasant feeling lies behind this. He does not understand as it real
ly is the origin and the passing away, the gratification, the danger, 
and the escape in the case of these feelings. When he does not 
understand these things, the underlying tendency to ignorance in 

regard to neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling lies behind this. 
"If he feels a pleasant feeling, he feels it attached. If he feels a 

painful feeling, he feels it attached. [209] If he feels a neither
painful-nor-pleasant feeling, he feels it attached. This, bhikkhus, 
is called an uninstructed worldling who is attached to birth, 
aging, and death; who is attached to sorrow, lamentation, pain, 
displeasure, and despair; who is attached to suffering, I say. 

"Bhikkhus, when the instructed noble disciple is contacted by 
a painful feeling, he does not sorrow, grieve, or lament; he does 
not weep beating his breast and become distraught.236 He feels 

one feeling-a bodily one, not a mental one. Suppose they were 

to strike a man with a dart, but they would not strike him imme
diately afterwards with a second dart, so that the man would feel 

a feeling caused by one dart only. So too, when the instructed 

noble disciple is contacted by a painful feeling . .  , he feels one 

feeling-a bodily one, not a mental one. 
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"Being contacted by that same painful feeling, he harbours no 
aversion towards it. Since he harbours no aversion towards 
painful feeling, the underlying tendency to aversion towards 
painful feeling does not lie behind this. Being contacted by 
painful feeling, he does not seek delight in sensual pleasure. For 
what reason? Because the instructed noble disciple knows of an 
escape from painful feeling other than sensual pleasure. Since he 
does not seek delight in sensual pleasure, the underlying ten
dency to lust for pleasant feeling does not lie behind this. He 
understands as it really is the origin and the passing away, the 
gratification, the danger, and the escape in the case of these feel
ings. Since he understands these things, the underlying tendency 
to ignorance in regard to neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling 
does not lie behind this. 

"If he feels a pleasant feeling, he feels it detached. If he feels a 

painful feeling, {21O] he feels it detached. If he feels a neither
painful-nor-pleasant feeling, he feels it detached. This, bhikkhus, 
is called a noble disciple who is detached from birth, aging, and 
death; who is detached from sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeas
ure, and despair; who is detached from suffering, I say. 

"This, bhikkhus, is the distinction, the disparity, the difference 
between the instructed noble disciple and the uninstructed 
worldling." 

The wise one, learned, does not feel 
The pleasant and painful [mental] feeling. 
This is the great difference between 
The wise one and the worldling. 

For the learned one who has comprehended Dhamma, 
Who clearly sees this world and the next, 
Desirable things do not provoke his mind, 
Towards the undesired he has no aversion. 

For him attraction and repulsion no more exist; 
Both have been extinguished, brought to an end. 
HaVing known the dust-free, sorrow less state, 
The transcender of existence rightly understands. 
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7 (7) The Sick Ward (1) 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Vesali in the 
Great Wood in the Hall with the Peaked Roof. Then, in the 
evening, the Blessed One emerged from seclusion and went to 
the sick ward,237 where he sat down in the appointed seat and 
addressed the bhikkhus thus: [21 1] 

"Bhikkhus, a bhikkhu should await his time mindful and 
clearly comprehending. This is our instruction to you. 

"And how, bhikkhus, is a bhikkhu mindful? Here, bhikkhus, a 
bhikkhu dwells contemplating the body in the body, ardent, 
clearly comprehending, mindful, having put away covetousness 
and displeasure in regard to the world. He dwells contemplating 
feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  phenomena in phenom
ena, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having put away 
covetousness and displeasure in regard to the world. It is in such 
a way that a bhikkhu is mindful. 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu exercise clear compre
hension? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu is one who acts with clear 
comprehension when going forward and returning; when look
ing ahead and looking aside; when drawing in and extending the 
limbs; when wearing his robes and carrying his outer robe and 
bowl; when eating, drinking, chewing his food, and tasting; 
when defecating and urinating; when walking, standing, sitting, 
falling asleep, waking up, speaking, and keeping silent. It is in 
such a way that a bhikkhu exercises clear comprehension. 

"A bhikkhu should await his time mindful and clearly com
prehending. This is our instruction to you. 

"Bhikkhus, while a bhikkhu dwells thus, mindful and clearly 
comprehending, diligent, ardent, and resolute, if there arises in 
him a pleasant feeling, he understands thus: 'There has arisen in 
me a pleasant feeling. Now that is dependent, not independent. 
Dependent on what? Dependent on this very body. But this body 
is impermanent, conditioned, dependently arisen. So when the 
pleasant feeling has arisen in dependence on a body that is 

impermanent, conditioned, dependently arisen, how could it be 

permanent?' He dwells contemplating impermanence in the 

body and in pleasant feeling, he dwells contemplating vanishing, 

contemplating fading away, contemplating cessation, contem

plating relinquishment.238 As he dwells thus, [212] the underlY-
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ing tendency to lust in regard to the body and in regard to pleas
ant feeling is abandoned by him. 

"Bhikkhus, while a bhikkhu dwells thus, mindful and clearly 
comprehending, diligent, ardent, and resolute, if there arises in 
him a painful feeling, he understands thus: 'There has arisen in 
me a painful feeling. Now that is dependent, not independent. 
Dependent on what? Dependent on just this body. But this body 
is impermanent, conditioned, dependently arisen. So when the 
painful feeling has arisen in dependence on a body that is imper
manent, conditioned, dependently arisen, how could it be per
manent?' He dwells contemplating impermanence in the body 
and in painful feeling, he dwells contemplating vanishing, con
templating fading away, contemplating cessation, contemplating 
relinquishment. As he dwells thus, the underlying tendency to 
aversion in regard to the body and in regard to painful feeling is 
abandoned by him. 

"Bhikkhus, while a bhikkhu dwells thus, mindful and clearly 
comprehending, diligent, ardent, and resolute, if there arises in 
him a neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling, he understands thus: 
There has arisen in me a neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling. 
Now that is dependent, not independent. Dependent on what? 
Dependent on just this body. But this body is impermanent, con
ditioned, dependently arisen. So when the neither-painful-nor
pleasant feeling has arisen in dependence on a body that is 
impermanent, conditioned, dependently arisen, how could it be 
permanent?' He dwells contemplating impermanence in the 
body and in neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling, he dwells con
templating vanishing, contemplating fading away, contemplat
ing cessation, contemplating relinquishment. As he dwells thus, 
the underlying tendency to ignorance in regard to the body and 
in regard to neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling is abandoned by 
him. [213] 

"If he feels a pleasant feeling,239 he understands: 'It is imper
manent'; he understands: 'It is not held to'; he understands: 'It is 
not delighted in.' If he feels a painful feeling, he understands: 'It 
is impermanent'; he understands: 'It is not held to'; he under
stands: 'It is not delighted in: If he feels a neither-painful-nor
pleasant feeling, he understands: 'It is impermanent'; he under
stands: 'It is not held to'; he understands: 'It is not delighted in: 

"If he feels a pleasant feeling, he feels it detached; if he feels a 
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painful feeling, he feels it detached; if he feels a neither-painful_ 
nor-pleasant feeling, he feels it detached. 

"When he feels a feeling terminating with the body, he under
stands: 'I feel a feeling terminating with the body.' When he feels 
a feeling terminating with life, he understands: 'I feel a feeling 
terminating with life.' He understands: 'With the breakup of the 
body, following the exhaustion of life, all that is felt, not being 
delighted in, will become cool right here.' 

"Just as, bhikkhus, an oil lamp bums in dependence on the oil 
and the wick, and with the exhaustion of the oil and the wick it 
is extinguished through lack of fuel, so too, bhikkhus, when a 
bhikkhu feels a feeling terminating with the body . . .  terminating 
with life . . .  He understands: 'With the breakup of the body, fol
lowing the exhaustion of life, all that is felt, not being delighted 
in, will become cool right here.'" 

8 (8) The Sick Ward (2) 

(As in preceding sutta down to the second injunction: ) [214] 
"A bhikkhu should await his time mindful and dearly com

prehending. This is our instruction to you. 
"Bhikkhus, while a bhikkhu dwells thus, mindful and dearly 

comprehending, diligent, ardent, and resolute, if there arises in 
him a pleasant feeling, he understands thus: 'There has arisen in 
me a pleasant feeling. Now that is dependent, not independent. 
Dependent on what? Dependent on just this contact. But this con
tact is impermanent, conditioned, dependently arisen. So when 
the pleasant feeling has arisen in dependence on a contact that is 
impermanent, conditioned, dependently arisen, how could it be 
permanent?' He dwells contemplating impermanence in contact 
and in pleasant feeling, he dwells contemplating vanishing, con
templating fading away, contemplating cessation, contemplating 
relinquishment. As he dwells thus, the underlying tendency to 
lust in regard to contact and in regard to pleasant feeling is aban
doned by him. 

"Bhikkhus, while a bhikkhu dwells thus, mindful and dearly 
comprehending, diligent, ardent, and resolute, if there arises in 
him a painful feeling, he understands thus: 'There has arisen in 
me a painful feeling. Now that is dependent, not independent. 
Dependent on what? Dependent on just this contact. But this con-
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tact is impermanent, conditioned, dependently arisen. So when 
the painful feeling has arisen in dependence on a contact that is 
impermanent, conditioned, dependently arisen, how could it be 
permanent?' He dwells contemplating impermanence in contact 
and in painful feeling, he dwells contemplating vanishing, con
templating fading away, contemplating cessation, contemplating 
relinquishment. As he dwells thus, the underlying tendency to 
aversion in regard to contact and in regard to painful feeling is 
abandoned by him. 

"Bhikkhus, while a bhikkhu dwells thus, mindful and clearly 
comprehending, diligent, ardent, and resolute, if there arises in 
him a neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling, he understands thus: 
'There has arisen in me a neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling. 
Now that is dependent, not independent. Dependent on what? 
Dependent on just this contact. But this contact is impermanent, 
conditioned, dependently arisen. So when the neither-painful
nor-pleasant feeling has arisen in dependence on a contact that is 
impermanent, conditioned, dependently arisen, how could it be 
permanent?' He dwells contemplating impermanence in contact 
and in neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling, he dwells contem
plating vanishing, contemplating fading away, contemplating 
cessation, contemplating relinquishment. As he dwells thus, the 
underlying tendency to ignorance in regard to contact and in 
regard to neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling is abandoned by 
him. 

"If he feels a pleasant feeling . . .  (all as in preceding sutta) . . .  He 
understands: 'With the breakup of the body, following the 
exhaustion of life, all that is felt, not being delighted in, will 
become cool right here.'" 

9 (9) Impermanent 

"Bhikkhus, these three feelings are impermanent, conditioned, 
dependently arisen, subject to destruction, subject to vanishing, 
subject to fading away, subject to cessation. What three? Pleasant 
feeling, painful feeling, neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling. 
These three feelings are impermanent, conditioned, dependently 
arisen, subject to destruction, subject to vanishing, subject to fad
ing away, subject to cessation." [215] 
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10 (10) Rooted in Contact 

"Bhikkhus, these three feelings are born of contact, rooted in contact 
with contact as their source and condition. What three? P1easan; 
feeling, painful feeling, neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling. 

"In dependence on a contact to be experienced as pleasant 
bhikkhus, a pleasant feeling arises. With the cessation of tha; 
contact to be experienced as pleasant, the corresponding feel
ing-the pleasant feeling that arose in dependence on that con
tact to be experienced as pleasant--ceases and subsides. 

"In dependence on a contact to be experienced as painful, a 
painful feeling arises. With the cessation of that contact to be 
experienced as painful, the corresponding feeling-the painful 
feeling that arose in dependence on that contact to be experi
enced as painful--ceases and subsides. 

"In dependence on a contact to be experienced as neither
painful-nor-pleasant, a neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling arises. 
With the cessation of that contact to be experienced as neither
painful-nor-pleasant, the corresponding feeling-the neither
painful-nor-pleasant feeling that arose in dependence on that 
contact to be experienced as neither-painful-nor-pleasant--ceases 
and subsides. 

"Bhikkhus, just as heat is generated and fire is produced from 
the conjunction and friction of two fire-sticks, but when the sticks 
are separated and laid aside the resultant heat ceases and sub
sides;24o so too, these three feelings are born of contact, rooted in 
contact, with contact as their source and condition. In depend
ence on the appropriate contacts the corresponding feelings 
arise; with the cessation of the appropriate contacts the corre
sponding feelings cease./I 

[216] II. ALONE 

11 (1) Alone 

Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One, paid hom

age to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: "Here, vener

able sir, while I was alone in seclusion, a reflection arose in my 
mind thus: 'Three feeling have been spoken of by the Blessed One: 
pleasant feeling, painful feeling, neither-painful-nor-pleasant 
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feeling. These three feelings have been spoken of by the Blessed 

One. But the Blessed One has said: "Whatever is felt is included 
in suffering. " Now with reference to what was this stated by the 

Blessed One?'" 

"Good, good, bhikkhu! These three feelings have been spoken 

of by me: pleasant feeling, painful feeling, neither-painful-nor

pleasant feeling. These three feelings have been spoken of by me. 

And I have also said: 'Whatever is felt is included in suffering: 

That has been stated by me with reference to the impermanence 

of formations. That has been stated by me with reference to for
mations being subject to destruction . . .  to formations being sub
ject to vanishing . . .  to formations being subject to fading away 
[217] . . .  to formations being subject to cessation . . .  to formations 
being subject to change.2-H 

"Then, bhikkhu, I have also taught the successive cessation of 

formations.242 For one who has attained the first jhana, speech 
has ceased. For one who has attained the second jhana, thought 
and examination have ceased. For one who has attained the third 
jhana, rapture has ceased. For one who has attained the fourth 
jhana, in-breathing and out-breathing have ceased. For one who 
has attained the base of the infinity of space, the perception of 
form has ceased. For one who has attained the base of the infinity 
of consciousness, the perception pertaining to the base of the 
infinity of space has ceased. For one who has attained the base of 
nothingness, the perception pertaining to the base of the infinity 
of consciousness has ceased. For one who has attained the base 
of neither-perception-nor-nonperception, the perception pertain
ing to the base of nothingness has ceased. For one who has 
attained the cessation of perception and feeling, perception and 
feeling have ceased. For a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed, 
lust has ceased, hatred has ceased, delusion has ceased. 

"Then, bhikkhu, I have also taught the successive subsiding of 
formations. For one who has attained the first jhana speech has 
subsided . . . . For one who has attained the cessation of perception 
and feeling, perception and feeling have subsided. For a bhikkhu 
Whose taints are destroyed, lust has subsided, hatred has sub
sided, delusion has subsided. 

''There are, bhikkhu, these six kinds of tranquillization. For one 
who has attained the first jhana, speech has been tranquillized. For 
one who has attained the second jhana, thought and examination 
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have been tranquillized. For one who has attained the third jhana, 
rapture has been tranquillized. For one who has attained the 
fourth jhana, in-breathing and out-breathing have been tranquil
lized. [218] For one who has attained the cessation of perception 
and feeling, perception and feeling have been tranquillized. For a 
bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed, lust has been tranquillized, 
hatred has been tranquillized, delusion has been tranquillized." 

12 (2) The Sky (1) 

"Bhikkhus, just as various winds blow in the sky: winds from the 
east, winds from the west, winds from the north, winds from the 
south, dusty winds and dustless winds, cold winds and hot 
winds, mild winds and strong winds; so too, various feelings 
arise in this body: pleasant feeling arises, painful feeling arises, 
neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling arises." 

Just as many diverse winds 
Blow back and forth across the sky, 
Easterly winds and westerly winds, 
Northerly winds and southerly winds, 
Dusty winds and dustless winds, 
Sometimes cold, sometimes hot, 
Those that are strong and others mild
Winds of many kinds that blow; 

So in this very body here 
Various kinds of feelings arise, 
Pleasant ones and painful ones, 
And those neither painful nor pleasant. 

But when a bhikkhu who is ardent243 
Does not neglect clear comprehension, 
Then that wise man fully understands 
Feelings in their entirety. 

Having fully understood feelings, 
He is taintless in this very life. 
Standing in Dhamma, with the body's breakup, 
The knowledge-master cannot be reckoned. [219] 
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13 (3) The Sky (2) 

(Same as the preceding, but without the verses. )  

14 (4) The Guest House 

"Bhikkhus, suppose there is a guest house. People come from the 
east, west, north, and south and lodge there; khattiyas, brahmins, 
vessas, and suddas come and lodge there. So too, bhikkhus, var
ious feelings arise in this body: pleasant feeling arises, painful 
feeling arises, neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling arises; carnal 
pleasant feeling arises; carnal painful feeling arises; carnal nei
ther-painful-nor-pleasant feeling arises; spiritual pleasant feeling 
arises; spiritual painful feeling arises; spiritual neither-painful
nor-pleasant feeling arises."244 

15 (5) Ananda (1) 

Then the Venerable Ananda approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 
"Venerable sir, what now is feeling? What is the origin of feeling? 
What is the cessation of feeling? [220] What is the way leading to 
the cessation of feeling? What is the gratification in feeling? What 
is the danger? What is the escape?" 

"Ananda, these three feelings-pleasant feeling, painful feel
ing, neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling-are called feeling. 
With the arising of contact there is the arising of feeling. With the 
cessation of contact there is the cessation of feeling. This Noble 
Eightfold Path is the way leading to the cessation of feeling; that 
is, right view . . .  right concentration. The pleasure and joy that 
arise in dependence on feeling: this is the gratification in feeling. 
That feeling is impermanent, suffering, and subject to change: 
this is the danger in feeling. The removal and abandonment of 
desire and lust for feeling: this is the escape from feeling. 

"Then, Ananda, I have also taught the successive cessation of 
formations . . .  (as in §11)  . . . . [221] For a bhikkhu whose taints are 
destroyed, lust has been tranquillized, hatred has been tranquil
lized, delusion has been tranquillized." 
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16 (6) Ananda (2) 

Then the Venerable Ananda approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, and sat down to one side. The Blessed One then 
said to the Venerable Ananda as he was sitting to one side: 
"Ananda, what now is feeling? What is the origin of feeling? 
What is the cessation of feeling? What is the way leading to the 
cessation of feeling? What is the gratification in feeling? What is 
the danger? What is the escape?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One, 
guided by the Blessed One, take recourse in the Blessed One. It 
would be good if the Blessed One would clear up the meaning of 
this statement. Having heard it from him, the bhikkhus will 
remember it." 

"Then listen and attend closely, Ananda. I will speak." 
"Yes, venerable sir," the Venerable Ananda replied. The 

Blessed One said this: 
"Ananda, these three feelings-pleasant feeling, painful feel

ing, neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling-are called feeling . . . . " 
(All as in the preceding sutta.) 

1 7  (7)-18 (8) A Number of Bhikkhus 

(These two suttas are identical with §§15-16 except that in each "a number 
ofbhikkhus" is the interlocutor in place of Ananda.) [222-23] 

19  (9) Paiicakanga 

Then the carpenter Pancakanga approached the Venerable 
Udayi, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and asked him: 
"Venerable Udayi, how many kinds of feelings have been spoken 
of by the Blessed One?"245 

"Three kinds of feelings, carpenter, have been spoken of by the 
Blessed One: pleasant feeling, painful feeling, neither-painful
nor-pleasant feeling. These are the three kinds of feelings that 
have been spoken of by the Blessed One." 

When this was said, the carpenter Pancakanga said to the 
Venerable Udayi: "The Blessed One did not speak of three kinds 
of feelings, Venerable Udayi. He spoke of two kinds of feelings: 
pleasant feeling and painful feeling. As to this neither-painfu1-
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nor-pleasant feeling, venerable sir, the Blessed One has said that 
this is included in the peaceful and sublime pleasure." 

A second time [224] and a third time the Venerable Udayi stat
ed his position, and a second time and a third time the carpenter 
Pancakati.ga stated his, but the Venerable Udayi could not con
vince the carpenter Pancakanga nor could the carpenter Panca
kanga convince the Venerable Udayi. 

The Venerable Ananda heard this conversation between the 
Venerable Udayi and the carpenter Pancakanga. Then he 
approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat down to 
one side, and reported to the Blessed One the entire conversation. 
[The Blessed One said:] 

"kanda, it was a true method of exposition that the carpenter 
Pancakanga would not approve of from the bhikkhu Udayi, and 
it was a true method of exposition that the bhikkhu Udayi would 
not approve of from the carpenter Pancakanga. I have spoken of 
two kinds of feelings by [one] method of exposition; I have spo
ken of three kinds of feelings by [another] method of exposition; 
I have spoken of five kinds of feelings . . .  six kinds of feelings . . .  
eighteen kinds of feelings . . .  thirty-six kinds of feelings by 
[another] method of exposition; [225] and I have spoken of one 
hundred and eight kinds of feelings by [still another] method of 
exposition. Thus, kanda, the Dhamma has been taught by me 
through [different] methods of exposition.246 

"When the Dhamma has been taught by me in such a way 
through [different] methods of exposition, it may be expected of 
those who will not concede, allow, and approve of what is well 
stated and well spoken by others that they will become con
tentious and quarrelsome and engage in disputes, and that they 
will dwell stabbing each other with verbal daggers. But when the 
Dhamma has been taught by me in such a way through [differ
ent] methods of exposition, it may be expected of those who will 
concede, allow, and approve of what is well stated and well spo
ken by others that they will live in concord, with mutual appre
ciation, without disputing, blending like milk and water, view
ing each other with kindly eyes. 

"Ananda, there are these five cords of sensual pleasure. What 
five? Forms cognizable by the eye that are desirable, lovely, 
agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tantalizing. Sounds cog
nizable by the ear . . .  Odours cognizable by the nose . . .  Tastes 
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cognizable by the tongue . .. Tactile objects cognizable by the 
body that are desirable, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually 
enticing, tantalizing. These are the five cords of sensual pleasure. 
The pleasure and joy that arise in dependence on these five cords 
of sensual pleasure: this is called sensual pleasure. 

"Though some may say, 'This is the supreme pleasure and joy 
that beings experience,' I would not concede this to them. Why is 
that? Because there is another kind of happiness more excellent 
and sublime than that happiness. And what is that other kind of 
happiness? Here, Ananda, secluded from sensual pleasures, 
secluded from unwholesome states, a bhikkhu enters and dwells 
in the first jhana, which is accompanied by thought and exami
nation, with rapture and happiness born of seclusion. This is that 
other kind of happiness more excellent and sublime than the pre
vious kind of happiness. {226] 

"Though some may say, 'This is the supreme pleasure and joy 
that beings experience,' I would not concede this to them. Why is 
that? Because there is another kind of happiness more excellent 
and sublime than that happiness. And what is that other kind of 
happiness? Here, Ananda, with the subsiding of thought and 
examination, a bhikkhu enters and dwells in the second jhana, 
which has internal confidence and unification of mind, is without 
thought and examination, and has rapture and happiness born of 
concentration. This is that other kind of happiness more excellent 
and sublime than the previous kind of happiness. 

"Though some may say, 'This is the supreme pleasure and joy 
that beings experience,' I would not concede this to them. Why is 
that? Because there is another kind of happiness more excellent 
and sublime than that happiness. And what is that other kind of 
happiness? Here, Ananda, with the fading away as well of rap
ture, a bhikkhu dwells equanimous and, mindful and clearly 
comprehending, he experiences happiness with the body; he 
enters and dwells in the third jhana of which the noble ones 
declare: 'He is equanimous, mindful, one who dwells happily.' 
This is that other kind of happiness more excellent and sublime 
than the previous kind of happiness. 

"Though some may say, 'This is the supreme pleasure and joy 
that beings experience,' I would not concede this to them. Why is 
that? Because there is another kind of happiness more excellent 

and sublime than that happiness. And what is that other kind of 
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happiness? Here, Ananda, with the abandoning of pleasure and 
pain, and with the previous passing away of·joy and displeasure, 
a bhikkhu enters and dwells in the fourth jhana, which is neither 
painful nor pleasant and includes the purification of mindfulness 
by equanimity. This is that other kind of happiness more excel
lent and sublime than the previous kind of happiness.247 

"Though some may say, 'This is the supreme pleasure and joy 
that beings experience,' I would not concede this to them. [227] 
Why is that? Because there is another kind of happiness more 
excellent and sublime than that happiness. And what is that 
other kind of happiness? Here, Ananda, with the complete tran
scendence of perceptions of forms, with the passing away of per
ceptions of sensory impingement, with nonattention to percep
tions of diversity, aware that 'space is infinite,' a bhikkhu enters 
and dwells in the base of the infinity of space. This is that other 
kind of happiness more excellent and sublime than the previous 
kind of happiness. 

"Though some may say, 'This is the supreme pleasure and joy 
that beings experience,' I would not concede this to them. Why is 
that? Because there is another kind of happiness more excellent 
and sublime than that happiness. And what is that other kind of 
happiness? Here, Ananda, by completely transcending the base 
of the infinity of space, aware that 'consciousness is infinite,' a 
bhikkhu enters and dwells in the base of the infinity of con
sciousness. This is that other kind of happiness more excellent 
and sublime than the previous kind of happiness. 

"Though some may say, 'This is the supreme pleasure and joy 
that beings experience, ' I would not concede this to them. Why is 
that? Because there is another kind of happiness more excellent 
and sublime than that happiness. And what is that other kind of 
happiness? Here, Ananda, by completely transcending the base 
of the infinity of consciousness, aware that 'there is nothing,' a 
bhikkhu enters and dwells in the base of nothingness. This [228] 
is that other kind of happiness more excellent and sublime than 
the previous kind of happiness. 

"Though some may say, 'This is the supreme pleasure and joy 
that beings experience,' I would not concede this to them. Why is 
that? Because there is another kind of happiness more excellent 
and sublime than that happiness. And what is that other kind of 
happiness? Here, Ananda, by completely transcending the base 
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of nothingness, a bhikkhu enters and dwells in the base of nei
ther-perception-nor-nonperception. This is that other kind of 
happiness more excellent and sublime than the previous kind of 
happiness. 

"Though some may say, 'This is the supreme pleasure and joy 
that beings experience,' I would not concede this to them. Why is 
that? Because there is another kind of happiness more excellent 
and sublime than that happiness. And what is that other kind of 
happiness? Here, Ananda, by completely transcending the base 
of neither-perception-nor-nonperception, a bhikkhu enters and 
dwells in the cessation of perception and feeling. This is that 
other kind of happiness more excellent and sublime than the 
previous kind of happiness.248 

"Now it is possible, Ananda, that wanderers of other sects 
might speak thus: 'The ascetic Gotama speaks of the cessation of 
perception and feeling, and he maintains that it is included in 
happiness. What is that? How is that?' When wanderers of other 
sects speak thus, Ananda, they should be told: 'The Blessed One, 
friends, does not describe a state as included in happiness only 
with reference to pleasant feeling. But rather, friends, wherever 
happiness is found and in whatever way, the Tathagata describes 
that as included in happiness."'249 

20 (10) Bhikkhus 

"Bhikkhus, I have spoken of two kinds of feelings by [one] 
method of exposition . . . . Thus, bhikkhus, the Dhamma has been 
taught by me through [different] methods of exposition . . . .  " 

(Complete as in the preceding sutta.) [229] 

[230] III. THE THEME OF THE HUNDRED AND EIGHT 

21 (1) Sivaka 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in the 

Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. Then the wanderer 

MoFyasivaka approached the Blessed One and exchanged greet

ings with him.250 When they had concluded their greetings and 
cordial talk, he sat down to one side and said to the Blessed One: 

"Master Gotama, there are some ascetics and brahmins who 
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hold such a doctrine and view as this: 'Whatever a person expe
riences, whether it be pleasant or painful or neither-painful-nor
pleasant, all that is caused by what was done in the past.'251 What 
does Master Gotama say about this?" 

"Some feelings, Sivaka, arise here originating from bile dis
orders: that some feelings arise here originating from bile dis
orders one can know for oneself, and that is considered to be true 
in the world. Now when those ascetics and brahmins hold such 
a doctrine and view as this, 'Whatever a person experiences, 
whether it be pleasant or painful or neither-painful-nor-pleasant, 
all that is caused by what was done in the past,' they overshoot 
what one knows by oneself and they overshoot what is consid
ered to be true in the world. Therefore I say that this is wrong on 
the part of those ascetics and brahmins.252 

"Some feelings, Sivaka, arise here originating from phlegm dis
orders . . .  originating from wind disorders . . .  originating from an 
imbalance [of the three] . . .  produced by change of climate . , .  
produced by careless behaviour . .  , caused by assault . . .  [231] 
produced as the result of kamma: how some feelings arise here 
produced as the result of kamma one can know for oneself, and 
that is considered to be true in the world.253 Now when those 
ascetics and brahmins hold such a doctrine and view as this, 
'Whatever a person experiences, whether it be pleasant or 
painful or neither-painful-nor-pleasant, all that is caused by what 
was done in the past,' they overshoot what one knows by oneself 
and they overshoot what is considered to be true in the world. 
Therefore I say that this is wrong on the part of those ascetics and 
brahmins." 

When this was said, the wanderer Mo!iyasivaka said to the 
Blessed One: "Magnificent, Master Gotama! Magnificent, Master 
Gotama! .  . .  From today let Master Gotama remember me as a lay 
follower who has gone for refuge for life." 

Bile, phlegm, and also wind, 
Imbalance and climate too, 
Carelessness and assault, 
With kamma result as the eighth. 
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22 (2) The Theme of the Hundred and Eight 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you a Dhamma exposition on the theme 
of the hundred and eight. Listen to that. .  . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is the Dhamma exposition on the theme 
of the hundred and eight? I have spoken of two kinds of feelings 
by [one] method of exposition; I have spoken of three kinds of 
feelings by [another] method of exposition; I have spoken of five 
kinds of feelings . . .  six kinds of feelings . . .  eighteen kinds of 
feelings . . .  thirty-six kinds of feelings by [another] method of 
exposition; and I have spoken of one hundred and eight kinds of 
feelings by [still another] method of exposition. 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the two kinds of feelings? Bodily 
and mental. These are called the two kinds of feelings. [232] 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the three kinds of feelings? Pleasant 
feeling, painful feeling, neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling. 
These are called the three kinds of feelings. 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the five kinds of feelings? The pleasure 
faculty, the pain faculty, the joy faculty, the displeasure faculty, 
the equanimity faculty. These are called the five kinds of feel
ings.254 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the six kinds of feelings? Feeling 
born of eye-contact . . .  feeling born of mind-contact. These are 
called the six kinds of feeling. 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the eighteen kinds of feelings? Six 
examinations accompanied by joy, six examinations accompa
nied by displeasure, six examinations accompanied by equanim
ity. These are called the eighteen kinds of feelings.255 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the thirty-six kinds of feelings? Six 
types of joy based on the household life, six types of joy based on 
renunciation; six types of displeasure based on the household life, 
six types of displeasure based on renunciation; six types of equa
nimity based on the household life, six types of equanimity based 
on renunciation. These are called the thirty-six kinds of feelings.2S6 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the hundred and eight kinds of feel
ings? The [above] thirty-six feelings in the past, the [above] thirty
six feelings in the future, the [above] thirty-six feelings at present. 

These are called the hundred and eight kinds of feelings. 
"This, bhikkhus, is the Dhamma exposition on the theme of the 

hundred and eight." 
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23 (3) A Certain Bhikkhu 

Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One, paid hom
age to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: "Venerable sir, 
what now is feeling? What is the origin of feeling? What is the 
way leading to the origination of feeling? What is the cessation of 
feeling? What is the way leading to the cessation of feeling? What 
is the gratification in feeling? What is the danger? What is the 
escape?" [233] 

"There are, bhikkhu, these three feelings: pleasant feeling, 
painful feeling, neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling. This is 
called feeling. With the arising of contact there is the arising of 
feeling. Craving is the way leading to the origination of feeling. 
With the cessation of contact there is the cessation of feeling. This 
Noble Eightfold Path is the way leading to the cessation of feel
ing; that is, right view . . .  right concentration. 

"The pleasure and joy that arise in dependence on feeling: this 
is the gratification in feeling. That feeling is impermanent, suf
fering, and subject to change: this is the danger in feeling. The 
removal and abandonment of desire and lust for feeling: this is 
the escape from feeling." 

24 (4) Before 

"Bhikkhus, before my enlightenment, while I was still a bodhi
satta, not yet fully enlightened, it occurred to me: "What now is 
feeling? What is the origin of feeling? What is the way leading to 
the origination of feeling? What is the cessation of feeling? What 
is the way leading to the cessation of feeling? What is the gratifi
cation in feeling? What is the danger? What is the escape?" 

"Then, bhikkhus, it occurred to me: 'There are these three feel
ings ' "  (all as in preceding sutta) . . .  this is the escape from feeling.'" 

25 (5) Knowiedge2S7 

'' 'These are feelings': thus, bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard 
before, there arose in me vision, knowledge, wisdom, true 
knowledge, and light. 

"'This is the origin of feeling': thus, bhikkhus, in regard to 
things unheard before, there arose in me vision . . .  and light. 
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"'This is the way leading to the origination of feeling': thus 
bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, there arose in m; 
vision . . .  and light. 

"'This is the cessation of feeling': thus, bhikkhus, in regard to 
things unheard before, there arose in me vision . . .  and light. [234 J 

"'This is the way leading to the cessation of feeling': thus, 
bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, there arose in me 
vision . . .  and light. 

"'This is the gratification in feeling' . . .  'This is the danger in 
feeling' . . .  'This is the escape from feeling': thus, bhikkhus, in 
regard to things unheard before, there arose in me vision, knowl
edge, wisdom, true knowledge, and light." 

26 (6) A Number of BhikkTlllS 

(Identical with §23 except that " a number of bhikkhus" are the inter
locutors rather than "a certain bhikkhu.") 

27 (7) Ascetics and BraTlmins (1) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these three feelings. What three? Pleasant 
feeling, painful feeling, neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling. 

"Those ascetics or brahmins, bhikkhus, who do not understand 
as they really are the gratification, the danger, and the escape in 
the case of these three feelings:258 these I do not consider to be 
ascetics among ascetics or brahmins among brahmins, and these 
venerable ones do not, by realizing it for themselves with direct 
knowledge, in this very life enter and dwell in the goal of asceti
cism or the goal of brahminhood. 

"But, bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who understand 
these things as they really are: these I consider to be ascetics 
among ascetics and brahmins among brahmins, and these vener
able ones, by realizing it for themselves with direct knowledge, 
in this very life enter and dwell in the goal of asceticism and the 
goal of brahminhood." [235] 

28 (8) Ascetics and Brahmins (2) 

"Those ascetics or brahmins, bhikkhus, who do not understand as 
they really are the origination and the passing away, the gratifi-
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cation, the danger, and the escape in the case of these three feelings: 
these I do not consider to be ascetics among ascetics or brahmins 
among brahmins, and these venerable ones do not, by realizing 
it for themselves with direct knowledge, in this very life enter 
and dwell in the goal of asceticism or the goal of brahminhood. 

"But, bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who understand 
these things as they really are: these I consider to be ascetics 
among ascetics and brahrnins among brahmins, and these vener
able ones, by realizing it for themselves with direct knowledge, 
in this very life enter and dwell in the goal of asceticism and the 
goal of brahminhood." 

29 (9) Ascetics and Brahmins (3) 

"Those ascetics or brahmins, bhikkhus, who do not understand 
feeling, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its cessa
tion: these I do not consider to be ascetics among ascetics . . .  nor 
do they enter and dwell in the goal of asceticism or the goal of 
brahminhood. 

"But, bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who understand 
feeling, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its cessa
tion: these I consider to be ascetics among ascetics . . .  and they 
enter and dwell in the goal of asceticism and the goal of brah
minhood." 

30 (10) Simple Version 

"Bhikkhus, there are these three feelings. What three? Pleasant 
feeling, painful feeling, neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling."259 

31 (11) Spiritual 

"Bhikkhus, there is carnal rapture, there is spiritual rapture, 
there is rapture more spiritual than the spiritual. There is carnal 
happiness, there is spiritual happiness, there is happiness more 
spiritual than the spiritual. There is carnal equanimity, there is 
spiritual equanimity, there is equanimity more spiritual than the 
spiritual. There is carnal deliverance, there is spiritual deliver
ance, there is deliverance more spiritual than the spiritual. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is carnal rapture? There are, bhikkhus, 
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these five cords of sensual pleasure. What five? Forms cOgnizable 
by the eye . . .  tactile objects cognizable by the body that are desir
able, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tantaliZing. 
These are the five cords of sensual pleasure. The rapture that 
arises in dependence on these five cords of sensual pleasure: this 
is called carnal rapture. [236] 

"And what, bhikkhus, is spiritual rapture? Here, secluded 
from sensual pleasures, secluded from unwholesome states, a 
bhikkhu enters and dwells in the first jhana, which is accompa
nied by thought and examination, with rapture and happiness 
born of seclusion. With the subsiding of thought and examina
tion, he enters and dwells in the second jhana, which has internal 
confidence and unification of mind, is without thought and 
examination, and has rapture and happiness born of concentra
tion. This is called spiritual rapture. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is rapture more spiritual than the spiri
tual? When a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed reviews his 
mind liberated from lust, liberated from hatred, liberated from 
delusion, there arises rapture. This is called rapture more spiritual 
than the spiritual.260 

" And what, bhikkhus, is carnal happiness? There are, bhikkhus, 
these five cords of sensual pleasure. What five? Forms cognizable 
by the eye . . .  tactile objects cognizable by the body that are desir
able, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tantalizing. 
These are the five cords of sensual pleasure. The happiness that 
arises in dependence on these five cords of sensual pleasure: this 
is called carnal happiness. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is spiritual happiness? Here, bhikkhus, 
secluded from sensual pleasures . . .  a bhikkhu enters and dwells 
in the first jhana . . .  the second jhana . . . . With the fading away as 
well of rapture, he dwells equanirnous and, mindful and clearly 
comprehending, he experiences happiness with the body; he 
enters and dwells in the third jhana of which the noble ones 
declare: 'He is equanimous, mindful, one who dwells happily.' 
This is called spiritual happiness. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is happiness more spiritual than the 
spiritual? When a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed reviews 
his mind liberated from lust, liberated from hatred, [237] liber

ated from delusion, there arises happiness. This is called happi

ness more spiritual than the spiritual. 
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"And what, bhikkhus, is carnal equanimity? There are, 
bhikkhus, these five cords of sensual pleasure. What five? Forms 
cognizable by the eye . .  , tactile objects cognizable by the body 
that are desirable, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, 
tantalizing. These are the five cords of sensual pleasure. The 
equanimity that arises in dependence on these five cords of sen
sual pleasure: this is called carnal equanimity. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is spiritual equanimity? With the aban
doning of pleasure and pain, and with the previous passing 
away of joy and displeasure, a bhikkhu enters and dwells in the 
fourth jhana, which is neither painful nor pleasant and includes 
the purification of mindfulness by equanimity. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is equanimity more spiritual than the 
spiritual? When a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed reviews 
his mind liberated from lust, liberated from hatred, liberated 
from delusion, there arises equanimity. This is called equanimity 
more spiritual than the spiritual. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is carnal deliverance? Deliverance con
nected with the form sphere is carnal deliverance. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is spiritual deliverance? Deliverance 
connected with the formless sphere is spiritual deliverance.261 

"And what, bhikkhus, is deliverance more spiritual than the 
spiritual? When a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed reviews 
his mind liberated from lust, liberated from hatred, liberated 
from delusion, there arises deliverance. This is called deliverance 
more spiritual than the spiritual." 



[238] Chapter III 

37 Matugamasa1!1yutta 

Connected Discourses on Women 

I. FIRST REPETITION SERIES 
(Women) 

1 (1) Agreeable and Disagreeable (1) 

"Bhikkhus, when a woman possesses five factors she is extremely 
disagreeable to a man. What five? She is not beautiful, not 
wealthy, not virtuous; she is lethargic; and she does not beget 
children. When a woman possesses these five factors she is 
extremely disagreeable to a man. 

"Bhikkhus, when a woman possesses five factors she is 
extremely agreeable to a man. What five? She is beautiful, 
wealthy, and virtuous; she is clever and industrious; and she 
begets children. When a woman possesses these five factors she 
is extremely agreeable to a man." 

2 (2) Agreeable and Disagreeable (2) 

"Bhikkhus, when a man possesses five factors he is extremely 
disagreeable to a woman. What five? He is not handsome, not 
wealthy, not virtuous; he is lethargic; and he does not beget chil
dren. [239] When a man possesses these five factors he is 
extremely disagreeable to a woman. 

"Bhikkhus, when a man possesses five factors he is extremely 
agreeable to a woman. What five? He is handsome, wealthy, and 
virtuous; he is clever and industrious; and he begets children. 
When a man possesses these five factors he is extremely agree
able to a woman." 

(The same as the above.) 
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3 (3) Peculiar 

"Bhikkhus, there are five kinds of suffering peculiar to 
women,262 which women experience but not men. What five? 

"Here, bhikkhus, even when young, a woman goes to live with 
her husband's family and is separated from her relatives. This is 
the first kind of suffering peculiar to women . . . . 

" Again, a woman is subject to menstruation. This is the second 
kind of suffering peculiar to women . . . .  

"Again, a woman b2comes pregnant. This is the third kind of 
suffering peculiar to women . . . .  

" Again, a woman gives birth. This is the fourth kind of suffer
ing peculiar to women . . . . 

"Again, a woman is made to serve a man. This is the fifth kind 
of suffering peculiar to women . . . .  

"These, bhikkhus, are the five kinds of suffering peculiar to 
women, which women experience but not men." [240] 

4 (4) Three Qualities 

"Bhikkhus, when a woman possesses three qualities, with the 
breakup of the body, after death, she is generally reborn in a state 
of misery, in a bad destination, in the nether world, in hell. What 
are the three? Here, bhikkhus, in the morning a woman dwells at 
home with her heart obsessed by the taint of selfishness; at noon 
she dwells at home with her heart obsessed by envy; in the 
evening she dwells at home with her heart obsessed by sensual 
lust. When a woman possesses these three qualities . . .  she is gen
erally reborn in a state of misery . . .  in hell." 

(Anuruddha: (i) The Dark Side) 

5 (5) Angry 

Then the Venerable Anuruddha approached the Blessed One . . .  
and said to him:263 "Here, venerable sir, with the divine eye, which 
is purified and surpasses the human, I see women, with the break
up of the body, after death, being reborn in a state of misery, in a 
bad destination, in the nether world, in hell. When a woman pos
sesses how many qualities, venerable sir, is she reborn thus?" 
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"When, Anuruddha, a woman possesses five qualities, with 
the breakup of the body, after death, she is reborn in a state of 
misery, in a bad destination, in the nether world, in hell. What 
five? 

"She is without faith, shameless, unafraid of wrongdoing, angry, 
unwise. When a woman possesses these five qualities [241]  she is 
reborn in a state of misery . . .  in hell." 

6 (6)-13 (13) Malicious, Etc. 

"When, Anuruddha, a woman possesses five qualities, with the 
breakup of the body, after death, she is reborn in a state of mis
ery, in a bad destination, in the nether world, in hell. What five? 

"She is without faith, shameless, unafraid of wrongdoing, 
malicious, [envious . . .  stingy . . .  of loose conduct . . .  immoral . . .  
unlearned . . .  lazy . . .  muddle-minded,p64 unwise. When a 
woman possesses these five qualities she is reborn in a state of 
misery . . .  in hell." [242-43] 

14 (14) The Five 

"When, Anuruddha, a woman possesses five qualities, with the 
breakup oUhe body, after death, she.is reborn in a state of mis
ery, in a bad destination, in the nether world, in hell. What are 
the five? 

"She destroys life, takes what is not given, engages in sexual 
misconduct, speaks falsehood, and indulges in wine, liquor, and 
intoxicants that cause negligence. When a woman possesses 
these five qualities she is reborn in a state of misery . . .  in hell." 

II. SECOND REPETITION SERIES 
(Anuruddha) 

(Anuruddha: (ii) The Bright Side) 

15 (1) Without Anger 

Then the Venerable Anuruddha approached the Blessed One . , . 
and said to him: "Here, venerable sir, with the divine eye, which 
is purified and surpasses the human, I see women, with the 
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breakup of the body, after death, being reborn in a good destina
tion, in a heavenly world. When a woman possesses how many 
qualities, venerable sir, is she reborn thus?" 

"When, Anuruddha, a woman possesses five qualities, with 
the breakup of the body, after death, she is reborn in a good des
tination, in a heavenly world. What are the five? 

"She has faith, she has a sense of shame, she is afraid of wrong
doing, she is without anger, she is wise. When a woman possess
es these five qualities [244] she is reborn in a good destination, in 
a heavenly world." 

16 (2)-23 (9) Without Malice, Etc. 

"When, Anuruddha, a woman possesses five qualities, with the 
breakup of the body, after death, she is reborn in a good destina
tion, in a heavenly world. What are the five? 

"She has faith, she has a sense of shame, she is afraid of wrong
doing, she is \'\"ithout malice, [without envy . . .  not stingy . . .  not 
of loose conduct . . .  virtuous . . .  learned . . .  energetic . . .  mind
ful,)265 wise. When a woman possesses these five qualities she is 
reborn in a good destination, in a heavenly world." [245] 

24 (10) The Five Precepts 

"When, Anuruddha, a woman possesses five qualities, with the 
breakup of the body, after death, she is reborn in a good destina
tion, in a heavenly world. What are the five? 

"She abstains from the destruction of life, abstains from taking 
what is not given, abstains from sexual misconduct, abstains 
from false speech, abstains from wine, liquor, and intoxicants 
that cause negligence. When a woman possesses these five qual
ities, with the breakup of the body, after death, she is reborn in a 
good destination, in a heavenly world." 

[246] III. POWERS 

25 (1) Confident 

"Bhikkhus, there are five powers of a woman. What are the five? 
The power of beauty, the power of wealth, the power of relatives, 
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the power of sons, the power of virtue. These are the five pOwers 
of a woman. When a woman possesses these five powers, she 
dwells confident at home." 

26 (2) Having Won Over 

"Bhikkhus, there are five powers of a woman . . . .  (as above) 
When a woman possesses these five powers, she dwells at home 
having won over her husband."266 

27 (3) Under Her Control 

"Bhikkhus, there are five powers of a woman . . . . (as above) 
When a woman possesses these five powers, she abides with her 
husband under her control." 

28 (4) One 

"Bhikkhus, when a man possesses one power, he abides with a 
woman under his control. What is that one power? The power of 
authority. When a woman has been overcome by the power of 
authority, neither the power of beauty can rescue her, nor the 
p_ower of wealth, nor the power of relatives, nor the power of 
sons, nor the power of virtue." [247] 

29 (5) In That Respect 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five powers of a woman. What are the 
five? The power of beauty, the power of wealth, the power of rel
atives, the power of sons, the power of virtue. 

"If, bhikkhus, a woman possesses the power of beauty but not 
the power of wealth, then she is deficient in that respect. But if 
she possesses the power of beauty and the power of wealth too, 
then she is complete in that respect. 

"If, bhikkhus, a woman possesses the powers of beauty and 
wealth, but not the power of relatives, then she is deficient in that 
respect. But if she possesses the powers of beauty and wealth, 
and the power of relatives too, then she is complete in that 
respect. 

"If, bhikkhus, a woman possesses the powers of beauty, 
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wealth, and relatives, but not the power of sons, then she is defi
cient in that respect. But if she possesses' the powers of beauty, 
wealth, and relatives, and the power of sons too, then she is com
plete in that respect. 

"If, bhikkhus, a woman possesses the powers of beauty, 
wealth, relatives, and sons, but not the power of virtue, then she 
is deficient in that respect. But if she possesses the powers of 
beauty, wealth, relatives, and sons, and the power of virtue too, 
then she is complete in that respect. 

"These are the five powers of a woman." 

30 (6) They Expel 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five powers of a woman . . .  [248] . . .  
the power of virtue. 

"If, bhikkhus, a woman possesses the power of beauty but not 
the power of virtue, they expel her; they do not accommodate her 
in the family.267 

"If, bhikkhus, a woman possesses the powers of beauty and 
wealth, but not the power of virtue, they expel her; they do not 
accommodate her in the family. 

"If, bhikkhus, a woman possesses the powers of beauty, 
wealth, and relatives, but not the power of virtue, they expel her; 
they do not accommodate her in the family. 

" If, bhikkhus, a woman possesses the powers of beauty, 
wealth, relatives, and sons, but not the power of virtue, they 
expel her; they do not accommodate her in the family. 

"If, bhikkhus, a woman possesses the power of virtue but not 
the power of beauty, they accommodate her in the family; they 
do not expel her.268 

"If, bhikkhus, a woman possesses the power of virtue but not 
the power of wealth, they accommodate her in the family; they 
do not expel her. 

"If, bhikkhus, a woman possesses the power of virtue but not 
the power of relatives, they accommodate her in the family; they 
do not expel her. 

"If, bhikkhus, a woman possesses the power of virtue but not 
the power of sons, they accommodate her in the family; they do 
not expel her. 

"These are the five powers of a woman." 
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31 (7) The Cause 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five powers of a woman . . .  the power 
of virtue. 

"Bhikkhus, it is not because of the power of beauty, or the 
power of wealth, or the power of relatives, or the power of sons, 
that with the breakup of the body, after death, a woman is reborn 
in a good destination, in a heavenly world. It is because of the 
power of virtue that a woman is reborn in a good destination, in 
a heavenly world. 

"These are the five powers of a woman." [249] 

32 (8) Situations 

"Bhikkhus, there are five situations that are difficult to obtain for 
a woman who has not done merit. What are the five? 

"She may wish: 'May I be born into a suitable family!' This is 
the first situation that is difficult to obtain for a woman who has 
not done merit. 

"She may wish: 'Having been born into a suitable family, may 
I marry into a suitable family!' This is the second situation . . . .  

"She may wish: 'Having been born into a suitable family and 
having married into a suitable family, may I dwell at home with
out a rival! '269 This is the third situation . . . . 

"She may wish: 'Having been born into a suitable family . . .  
dwelling at home without a rival, may I bear sons!' This is the 
fourth situation . . . . [250] 

"She may wish: 'Having been born into a suitable family .. , 
having borne sons, may I abide with my husband under my con
trol!' This is the fifth situation . . . . 

"These are the five situations that are difficult to obtain for a 
woman who has not done merit. 

"Bhikkhus, there are five situations that are easy to obtain for a 
woman who has done merit. What are the five? 

"She may wish: 'May I be born into a suitable family!' This is 
the first situation . . . .  

"She may wish: 'Having been born into a suitable family . .  ' 
having borne sons, may I abide with my husband under my con
tra!!' This is the fifth situation . . . . 
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"These are the five situations that are easy to obtain for a 
woman who has done merit." 

33 (9) Confident 

"Bhikkhus, when a woman possesses five qualities she dwells 
confident at home. What are the five? She abstains from the 
destruction of life, abstains from taking what is not given, 
abstains from sexual misconduct, abstains from false speech, 
abstains from wine, liquor, and intoxicants that cause negligence. 
When a woman possesses these five qualities she dwells confi
dent at home." 

34 (10) Growth 

"Bhikkhus, growing in five areas of growth, a woman noble dis
ciple grows with a noble growth, and she acquires the essence, 
acquires the best, of this bodily existence. What are the five? She 
grows in faith, in virtue, in learning, in generosity, and in wis
dom. Growing in these five areas of growth, a woman noble dis
ciple grows with a noble growth, and she acquires the essence, 
acquires the best, of this bodily existence. 

"When she grows here in faith and virtue, 
In wisdom, generosity, and learning, 
The virtuous woman lay disciple 
Acquires right here the essence for herself." 



[251] Chapter IV 

38 J ambukhadakasarrtyutta 

Connected Discourses 

with Jambukhadaka 

1 A Question on Nibblina 

On one occasion the Venerable Sariputta was dwelling in 
Magadha at Nalakagama. Then the wanderer Jambukhadaka27c 
approached the Venerable Sariputta and exchanged greeting, 
with him. When they had concluded their greetings and cordial 
talk, he sat down to one side and said to the Venerable Sariputta: 

"Friend Sariputta, it is said, 'Nibbana, Nibbana.' What now i, 
Nibbana?" 

"The destruction of lust, the destruction of hatred, the destruc
tion of delusion: this, friend, is called Nibbana.271 

"But, friend, is there a path, is there a way for the realization of 
this Nibbana?" 

"There is a path, friend, there is a way for the realization of this 
Nibbana." [252] 

"And what, friend, is that path, what is that way for the real
ization of this Nibbana?" 

"It is, friend, this Noble Eightfold Path; that is, right view, right 
intention, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, 
right mindfulness, right concentration. This is the path, friend, 
this is the way for the realization of this Nibbana." 

"Excellent is the path, friend, excellent is the way for the real
ization of this Nibbana. And it is enough, friend Sariputta, for 
diligence." 

1294 
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2 ArahantsTlip 

"Friend Sariputta, it is said, 'arahantship, arahantship.' What 
noW is arahantship?" 

"The destruction of lust, the destruction of hatred, the destruc
tion of delusion: this, friend, is called arahantship." 

"But, friend, is there a path, is there a way for the realization of 
this arahantship?" 

"There is a path, friend, there is a way for the realization of this 
arahantship." 

"And what, friend, is that path, what is that way for the real
ization of this arahantship?" 

"It is, friend, this Noble Eightfold Path; that is, right view . . .  
right concentration. This is the path, friend, this is the way for the 
realization of this arahantship." 

"Excellent is the path, friend, excellent is the way for the real
ization of this arahantship. And it is enough, friend Sariputta, for 
diligence. " 

3 Proponents of Dltamma 

"Friend Sariputta, who are the proponents of Dhamma in the 
world? Who are practising well in the world? Who are the fortu
nate ones in the world?" 

"Those, friend, who teach the Dhamma for the abandonment 
of lust, [253] for the abandonment of hatred, for the abandon
ment of delusion: they are the proponents of Dhamma in the 
world. Those who are practising for the abandonment of lust, for 
the abandonment of hatred, for the abandonment of delusion: 
they are practising well in the world. Those for whom lust, 
hatred, and delusion have been abandoned, cut off at the root, 
made like palm stumps, obliterated so that they are no more sub
ject to future arising: they are the fortunate ones in the world. "272 

"But, friend, is there a path, is there a way for the abandonment 
of this lust, hatred, and delusion?" 

"There is a path, friend, there is a way for the abandonment of 
this lust, hatred, and delusion." 

"And what, friend, is that path . . .  ?" 
"It is, friend, this Noble Eightfold Path . . . .  " 
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"Excellent is the path, friend, excellent is the way for the aban
donment of this lust, hatred, and delusion. And it is enough, 
friend Sariputta, for diligence." 

4 For What Purpose? 

"For what purpose, friend Sariputta, is the holy life lived under 
the ascetic Gotama?" 

"It is, friend, for the full understanding of suffering that the 
holy life is lived under the Blessed One." 

"But, friend, is there a path, is there a way for the full under
standing of this suffering?" 

"There is a path, friend, there is a way . . . [254] this Noble 
Eightfold Path . . . . " 

5 Consolation 

"Friend Sariputta, it is said, 'one who has attained consolation, 
one who has attained consolation.' In what way, friend, has one 
attained consolation?,,273 

"When, friend, a bhikkhu understands as it really is the origin 
and the passing away, the gratification, the danger, and the 
escape in the case of th� six bases for contact, in this way he has 
attained consolation." 

"But, friend, is there a path, is there a way for the realization of 
this consolation?" 

"There is a path, friend, there is a way . . .  this Noble Eightfold 
Path . . . .  " 

6 Supreme Consolation 

"Friend Sariputta, it is said, 'one who has attained supreme con
solation, one who has attained supreme consolation.' In what 
way, friend, has one attained supreme consolation?" 

"When, friend, [255] having understood as it really is the ori
gin and the passing away, the gratification, the danger, and the 
escape in the case of the six bases for contact, a bhikkhu is lib
erated by nonclinging, in this way he has attained supreme 
consolation." 
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"But, friend, is there a path, is there a way for the realization of 
this supreme consolation?" 

"There is a path, friend, there is a way . . .  this Noble Eightfold 

Path . . . .  " 

7 Feeling 

"Friend Sariputta, it is said, 'feeling, feeling.' What now is feel-
. 

? " mg. 
"There are, friend, these three feelings: pleasant feeling, 

painful feeling, neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling. These are 
th� three feelings." 

"But, friend, is there a path, is there a way for the full under
standing of these three feelings?" 

"There is a path, friend, there is a way . . .  this Noble Eightfold 
Path . . . . " [256] 

8 Taints 

"Friend Sariputta, it is said, 'taint, taint: What now is a taint?" 
"There are, friend, these three taints: the taint of sensuality, the 

taint of existence, t�e taint of ignorance. These are the three 
taints." 

"But, friend, is there a path, is there a way for the abandonment 
of these three taints?" 

"There is a path, friend, there is a way . . .  this Noble Eightfold 
Path . . . .  " 

9 Ignorance 

"Friend Sariputta, it is said, 'ignorance, ignorance.' What now is 
ignorance?" 

"Not knowing suffering, not knowing the origin of suffering, 
not knowing the cessation of suffering, not knowing the way 
leading to the cessation of suffering. This is called ignorance." 

"But, friend, is there a path, is there a way for the abandonment 
of this ignorance?" 

"There is a path, friend, there is a way . . .  this Noble Eightfold 
Path .. .. " [257] 
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10 Craving 

"Friend Sariputta, it is said, 'craving, craving.' What now is crav
ing?" 

"There are, friend, these three kinds of craving: craving for sen
sual pleasures, craving for existence, craving for extermination. 
These are the three kinds of craving." 

"But, friend, is there a path, is there a way for the abandonment 
of this craving?" 

"There is a path, friend, there is a way . . .  this Noble Eightfold 
Path . . . .  " 

1 1  Floods 

"Friend Sariputta, it is said, 'flood, flood.' What now is a flood?" 
"There are, friend, these four floods: the flood of sensuality, the 

flood of existence, the flood of views, the flood of ignorance. 
These are the four floods." 

"But, friend, is there a path, is there a way for the abandonment 
of these four floods?" 

"There is a path, friend, there is a way . . .  this Noble Eightfold 
Path . . . .  " [258] 

12 Clinging 

"Friend Sariputta, it is said, 'clinging, clinging.' What now is 
clinging?" 

"There are, friend, these four kinds of clinging: clinging to sen
sual pleasures, clinging to views, clinging to rules and vows, 
clinging to a doctrine of self. These are the four kinds of cling
ing." 

"But, friend, is there a path, is there a way for the abandonment 
of these four kinds of clinging?" 

"There is a path, friend, there is a way . . .  this Noble Eightfold 
Path . . . . " 

13 Existence 

"Friend Sariputta, it is said, 'existence, existence.' What noW is 
existence?" 
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"There are, friend, these three kinds of existence: sense-sphere 
existence, form-sphere existence, formless-sphere existence. 
These are the three kinds of existence." 

"But, friend, is there a path, is there a way for the full under
standing of these three kinds of existence?" [259] 

"There is a path, friend, there is a way . . .  this Noble Eightfold 
Path . . . .  " 

14 Suffering 

"Friend Sariputta, it is said, 'suffering, suffering.' What now is 
suffering?" 

"There are, friend, these three kinds of suffering: the suffering 
due to pain, the suffering due to formations, the suffering due to 
change. These are the three kinds of suffering."274 

"But, friend, is there a path, is there a way for the full under
standing of these three kinds of suffering?" 

"There is a path, friend, there is a way . . .  this Noble Eightfold 
Path . . . .  " 

15 Identity 

"Friend Sariputta, it is said, 'identity, identity.' What now is 
identity?" 

"These five aggregates subject to clinging, friend, have been 
called identity by the Blessed One; that is, the form aggregate 
subject to clinging, the feeling aggregate subject to clinging, the 
perception aggregate subject to clinging, the volitional forma
tions aggregate subject to clinging, [260] the consciousness aggre
gate subject to clinging. These five aggregates subject to clinging 
have been called identity by the Blessed One." 

"But, friend, is there a path, is there a way for the full under
standing of this identity?" 

"There is a path, friend, there is a way for the full understand
ing of this identity." 

"And what, friend, is that path, what is that way for the full 
understanding of this identity." 

"It is, friend, this Noble Eightfold Path; that is, right view . . .  
right concentration. This is the path, friend, this is the way for the 
full understanding of this identity." 
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"Excellent is the path, friend, excellent is the way for the full 
understanding of this identity. And it is enough, friend Sariputta 
for diligence." ' 

16 Difficult to Do 

"Friend Sariputta, what is difficult to do in this Dhamma and 
Discipline?" 

"Going forth, friend, is difficult to do in this Dhamma and 
Discipline." 

"What, friend, is difficult to do by one who has gone forth?" 
"To find delight, friend, is difficult to do by one who has gone 

forth." 
"What, friend, is difficult to do by one who has found delight?" 
"Practice in accordance with the Dhamma, friend, is difficult to 

do by one who has found delight." 
"But, friend, if a bhikkhu is practising in accordance with the 

Dhamma, would it take him long to become an arahant?" 
"Not long, friend."275 



[261] Chapter V 

39 Stzma1!4akasarrzyutta 

Connected Discourses with Sama1).c;iaka 

1-16 A Question on Nibbana, Etc. 

On one occasion the Venerable Sariputta was dwelling among 
the Vajjians at Ukkacela. Then the wanderer Samaz:t4aka 
approached the Venerable Sariputta and exchanged greetings 
with him. When they had concluded their greetings and cordial 
talk, he sat down to one side and said to the Venerable Sariputta: 

"Friend Sariputta, it is said, 'Nibbana, Nibbana.' What now is 
Nibbana?" . . .  

(The remainder of this sa1!lyutta is identical with the preceding one 
except for the identity of the interlocutor.) [262] 

"But, friend, if a bhikkhu is practising in accordance with the 
Dhamma, would it take him long to become an arahant?/I 

"Not long, friend./I 
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Chapter VI 

40 Moggallanasa1Jlyutta 

Connected Discourses with Moggallana 

1 The First Jhiina 

On one occasion the Venerable MahamoggaUana was dwelling at 
Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, AnathapiQ.<;lika's Park. [263] There the 
Venerable Mahamoggallana addressed the bhikkhus thus: 
"Friends, bhikkhus!"276 

"Friend!" those bhikkhus replied. The Venerable Mahamo
ggallana said this: 

"Here, friends, while I was alone in seclusion, a reflection arose 
in my mind thus: 'It is said, "the first jhana, the first jhana." What 
now is the first jhana?' 

"Then, friends, it occurred to me: 'Here, secluded from sensu- . 
al pleasures, secluded from unwholesome states, a bhikkhu 
enters and dwells in the first jhana, which is accompanied by 
thought and examination, with rapture and happiness born of 
seclusion. This is called the first jhana: 

" Then, friends, secluded from sensual pleasures, secluded 
from unwholesome states, I entered and dwelt in the first 
jhana . . . .  While I dwelt therein perception and attention accom
panied by sensuality assailed me.277 

"Then, friends, the Blessed One came to me by means of spiri
tual power and said this: 'Moggallana, Moggallana, do not be 
negligent, brahmin, regarding the first jhana. Steady your mind 
in the first jhana, unify your mind in the first jhana, concentrate 
your mind in the first jhana.' Then, friends, on a later occasion, 
secluded from sensual pleasures, secluded from unwholesome 
states, I entered and dwelt in the first jhana, which is accompa
nied by thought and examination, with rapture and happiness 

born of seclusion. 

1302 
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"If, friends, one speaking rightly could say of anyone: 'He is a .:o 
disciple who attained to greatness of direct knowledge278 with 
the assistance of the Teacher,' it is of me that one could rightly 
say this." 

2 The Second Thana 

. . .  "Here, friends, while I was alone in seclusion, a reflection 
arose in my mind thus: 'It is said, "the second jhana, the second 
jhana." What now is the second jhana?'279 

"Then, friends, it occurred to me: 'Here, [264] with the subsid
ing of thought and examination, a bhikkhu enters and dwells in 
the second jhana, which has internal confidence and unification 
of mind, is without thought and examination, and has rapture 
and happiness born of concentration. This is called the second 
jhana.' 

"Then, friends, with the subsiding of thought and examination, 
I entered and dwelt in the second jhana . . . .  While I dwelt therein 
perception and attention accompanied by thought and examina
tion assailed me. 

"Then, friends, the Blessed One came to me by means of spiri
tual power and said this: 'Moggallana, Moggallana, do not be 
negligent, brahmin, regarding the second jhana. Steady your 
mind in the second jhana, unify your mind in the second jhana, 
concentrate your mind in the second jhana.' Then, on a later occa
sion, with the subsiding of thought and examination, I entered 
and dwelt in the second jhana, which has internal confidence and 
unification of mind, is without thought and examination, and has 
rapture and happiness born of concentration. 

"If, friends, one speaking rightly could say of anyone: 'He is a 
disciple who attained to greatness of direct knowledge with the 
assistance of the Teacher,' it is of me that one could rightly say 
this." 

3 The Third Thana 

. . . "Here, friends, while I was alone in seclusion, a reflection 
�rose in my mind thus: 'It is said, "the third jhana, the third 
}hana." What now is the third jhana?' 

"Then, friends, it occurred to me: 'Here, with the fading away 
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as well of rapture, a bhikkhu dwells equanimous and, mindful 
and clearly comprehending, he experiences happiness with the 
body; he enters and dwells in the third jhana of which the noble 
ones declare: "He is equanimous, mindful, one who dwells hap
pily." This is called the third jhana.' 

"Then, friends, with the fading away as well of rapture ' "  I 
entered and dwelt in the third ;hana . . . .  While I dwelt therein per
ception and attention accompanied by rapture assailed me. [265] 

"Then, friends, the Blessed One came to me by means of spiri
tual power and said this: 'Moggallana, Moggallana, do not be 
negligent, brahmin, regarding the third jhana. Steady your mind 
in the third jhana, unify your mind in the third jhana, concentrate 
your mind in the third ;hana.' Then, on a later occasion, with the 
fading away as well of rapture, I dwelt equanimous and, mind
ful and clearly comprehending, I experienced happiness with the 
body; I entered and dwelt in the third jhana of which the noble 
ones declare: 'He is equanimous, mindful, one who dwells hap
pily.' 

"If, friends, one speaking rightly could say of anYQne: 'He is a 
disciple who attained to greatness of direct knowledge with the 
assistance of the Teacher,' it is of me that one could rightly say 
this." 

4 The Fourth Jhana 

. . .  "Here, friends, while I was alone in seclusion, a reflection 
arose in my mind thus: 'It is said, "the fourth jhana, the fourth 
jhana." What now is the fourth jhana?' 

"Then, friends, it occurred to me: 'Here, with the abandoning 
of pleasure and pain, and with the previous passing away of joy 
and displeasure, a bhikkhu enters and dwells in the fourth jhana, 
which is neither painful nor pleasant and includes the purifica
tion of mindfulness by equanimity. This is called the fourth 
jhana.' 

"Then, friends, with the abandoning of pleasure and pain . . . I 
entered and dwelt in the fourth jhana . . . .  While I dwelt therein 
perception and attention accompanied by happiness assailed me. 

"Then, friends, the Blessed One came to me by means of spiri
tual power and said this: 'Moggallana, Moggallana, do not be 

negligent, brahmin, regarding the fourth jhana. Steady your mind 
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in the fourth jhana, unify your mind in the fourth jhana, concen
trate your mind in the fourth jhana.' Then, on a later occasion, 
with the abandoning of pleasure and pain, and with the previous 
passing away of joy and displeasure, [266] I entered and dwelt in 
the fourth jhana, which is neither painful nor pleasant and 
includes the purification of mindfulness by equanimity. 

"If, friends, one speaking rightly could say of anyone: 'He is a 
disciple who attained to greatness of direct knowledge with the 

assistance of the Teacher,' it is of me that one could rightly say 
this." 

5 The Base of the Infinity of Space 

. . .  "Here, friends, while I was alone in seclusion, a reflection 
arose in my mind thus: 'It is said, "the base of the infinity of 
space, the base of the infinity of space." What now is the base of 
the infinity of space?' 

"Then, friends, it occurred to me: 'Here, with the complete 
transcendence of perceptions of forms, with the passing away of 
perceptions of sensory impingement, with nonattention to per
ceptions of diversity, aware that "space is infinite," a bhikkhu 
enters and dwells in the base of the infinity of space. This is 
called the.base of the infinity of space.' 

"Then, friends, with the complete transcendence of perceptions 
of forms . . . I entered and dwelt in the base of the infinity of 
space. While I dwelt therein perception and attention accompa
nied by forms assailed me. 

"Then, friends, the Blessed One came to me by means of spiri
tual power and said this: 'Moggallana, Moggallana, do not be 
negligent, brahmin, regarding the base of the infinity of space. 
Steady your mind in the base of the infinity of space, unify your 
mind in the base of the infinity of space, concentrate your mind 
in the base of the infinity of space.' Then, on a later occasion, with 
the complete transcendence of perceptions of forms, with the 
passing away of perceptions of sensory impingement, with 
nonattention to perceptions of diversity, aware that 'space is infi
nite,' I entered and dwelt in the base of the infinity of space. 

"If, friends, one speaking rightly could say of anyone: 'He is a dis
ciple who attained to greatness of direct knowledge with the assis
tance of the Teacher,' it is of me that one could rightly say this." 
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6 The Base of the Infinity of Consciousness 

. .  , "Here, friends, while I was alone in seclusion, a reflection 
arose in my mind thus: 'It is said, "the base of the infinity of COn
sciousness, the base of the infinity of consciousness." What now 

is the base of the infinity of consciousness?' [267] 
"Then, friends, it occurred to me: 'Here, by completely tran

scending the base of the infinity of space, aware that "conscious

ness is infinite," a bhikkhu enters and dwells in the base of the 
infinity of consciousness. This is called the base of the infinity of 

consciousness.' 
"Then, friends, by completely transcending the base of the 

infinity of space, aware that 'consciousness is infinite/ I entered 
and dwelt in the base of the infinity of consciousness. While I 
dwelt therein perception and attention accompanied by the base 

of the infinity of space assailed me. 
"Then, friends, the Blessed One came to me by means of spiri

tual power and said this: 'Moggallana, Moggallana, do not be 
negligent, brahmin, regarding the base of the infinity of con
sciousness. Steady your mind in the base of the infinity of con
sciousness, unify your mind in the base of the infinity of con
sciousness, concentrate your mind in the base of the infinity of 
consciousness.' Then, on a later occasion, by completely tran
scending the base of the infinity of space, aware that 'conscious
ness is infinite,' I entered and dwelt in the base of the infinity of 
consciousness. 

"If, friends, one speaking rightly could say of anyone: 'He is a 
disciple who attained to greatness of direct knowledge with the 
assistance of the Teacher,' it is of me that one could rightly say 
this." 

7 The Base of Nothingness 

. . .  "Here, friends, while I was alone in seclusion, a reflection 
arose in my mind thus: 'It is said, "the base of nothingness, the 
base of nothingness." What now is the base of nothingness?' 

"Then, friends, it occurred to me: 'Here, by completely tran
scending the base of the infinity of consciousness, aware that 

"there is nothing," a bhikkhu enters and dwells in the base of 

nothingness. This is called the base of nothingness.' 
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"Then, friends, by completely transcending the base of the 
infinity of consciousness, aware that 'there is nothing,' I entered 
and dwelt in the base of nothingness. While I dwelt therein per
ception and attention accompanied by the base of the infinity of 
consciousness assailed me. 

"Then, friends, the Blessed One came to me by means of spiri
tual power and said this: 'Moggallana, Moggallana, do not be 
negligent, brahmin, regarding the base of nothingness. Steady 
your mind in the base of nothingness, [268] unify your mind in 
the base of nothingness, concentrate your mind in the base of 
nothingness.' Then, on a later occasion, by completely transcend
ing the base of the infinity of consciousness, aware that 'there is 
nothing,' I entered and dwelt in the base of nothingness. 

"If, friends, one speaking rightly could say of anyone: 'He is a 
disciple who attained to greatness of direct knowledge with the 
assistance of the Teacher,' it is of me that one could rightly say 
this." 

8 The Base of Neither-Perception-Nor-Nonperception 

. . .  "Here, friends, while I was alone in seclusion, a reflection 
arose in my mind thus: 'It is said, "the base of neither-perception
nor-nonperception, the base of neither-perception-nor-nonper
ception." What now is the base of neither-perception-nor-non
perception?' 

"Then, friends, it occurred to me: 'Here, by completely tran
scending the base of nothingness, a bhikkhu enters and dwells in 
the base of neither-perception-nor-nonperception. This is called 
the base of neither-perception-nor-nonperception.' 

"Then, friends, by completely transcending the base of noth
ingness, I entered and dwelt in the base of neither-perception
nor-nonperception. While I dwelt therein perception and atten
tion accompanied by the base of nothingness assailed me. 

"Then, friends, the Blessed One came to me by means of spiri
tual power and said this: 'Moggallana, Moggallana, do not be 
negligent, brahmin, regarding the base of neither-perception
nor-nonperception. Steady your mind in the base of neither-per
ception-nor-nonperception, unify your mind in the base of nei
ther-perception-nor-nonperception, concentrate your mind in 
the base of neither-perception-nor-nonperception.' Then, on a 
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later occasion, by completely transcending the base of nothing_ 
ness, I entered and dwelt in the base of neither-perception-nor_ 
nonperception. This is called the base of neither-perception-nor_ 
nonperception. 

"If, friends, one speaking rightly could say of anyone: 'He is a 
disciple who attained to greatness of direct knowledge with the 
assistance of the Teacher,' it is of me that one could rightly say 
this." 

9 The Signless 

. . .  "Here, friends, while I was alone in seclusion, a reflection 
arose in my mind thus: 'It is said, "the signless concentration of 
mind, the signless concentration of mind." What now is the sign
less concentration of mind ?'280 

"Then, friends, it occurr�d to me: 'Here, [269] by nonattention 
to all signs, a bhikkhu enters and dwells in the signless concen
tration of mind. This is called the signless concentration of mind: 

"Then, friends, by nonattention to all signs, I entered and dwelt 
in the signless concentration of mind. While I dwelt therein my 
consciousness followed along with signs.281 

"Then, friends, the Blessed One came to me by means of spiri
tual pow·er and said this: 'Mogg�llana, Moggallana, do not be 
negligent, brahmin, regarding the signless concentration of 
mind. Steady your mind in the signless concentration of mind, 
unify your mind in the signless concentration of mind, concen
trate your mind in the signless concentration of mind: Then, on 
a later occasion, by nonattention to all signs, I entered and dwelt 
in the signless concentration of mind. 

"If, friends, one speaking rightly could say of anyone: 'He is a 
disciple who attained to greatness of direct knowledge with the 
assistance of the Teacher,' it is of me that one could rightly say 
this." 

10 Sakka 

On one occasion the Venerable Mahamoggallana was dwelling at 

Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, AnathapiI:t<;iika's Park. Then, just as 

quickly as a strong man might extend his drawn-in arm or draW 
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in his extended arm, the Venerable Mahamoggallana disap
peared from Jeta's Grove and reappeared among the Tavatirp.sa 
devas. Then Sakka, lord of the devas, approached the Venerable 
Mahamoggallana together with five hundred devatas. [270] 
Having approached, he paid homage to the Venerable 
Mahamoggallana and stood to one side. The Venerable 
Mahamoggallana then said to him: 

"Good, lord of the devas, is the going for refuge to the Buddha. 
Because of going for refuge to the Buddha, some beings here, 
with the breakup of the body, after death, are reborn in a good 
destination, in a heavenly world. Good, lord of the devas, is the 
going for refuge to the Dhamma. Because of going for refuge to 
the Dhamma, some beings here, with the breakup of the body, 
after death, are reborn in a good destination, in a heavenly 
world. Good, lord of the devas, is the going for refuge to the 
Sangha. Because of going for refuge to the Sangha, some beings 
here, with the breakup of the body, after death, are reborn in a 
good destination, in a heavenly world." 

"Good, Sir Moggallana, is the going for refuge to the Buddha 
. . .  to the Dhamma . . .  to the Sangha. Because of going for refuge 
to the Sangha, some beings here, with the breakup of the body, 
after death, are reborn in a good destination, in a heavenly world." 

Then Sakka, lord of the devas, approached the Venerable 
Mahamoggallana together with six hundred devatas . . .  seven 
hundred devatas . . .  eight hundred devatas . . .  eighty thousand 
devatas.282 Having approached, he paid homage to the Venerable 
Mahamoggallana and stood to one side. The Venerable 
Mahamoggallana then said to him: 

(The conversation is exactly the same as above.) [271] 

II 

Then Sakka, lord of the devas, approached the Venerable 
Mahamoggallana together with five hundred devatas. Having 
approached, he paid homage to the Venerable Mahamoggallana 
and stood to one side. The Venerable Mahamoggallana then said 
to him: 

"Good, lord of the devas, is the possession of confirmed confi
dence in the Buddha thus:283 'The Blessed One is an arahant, fully 
enlightened, accomplished in true knowledge and conduct, for-
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tunate, knower of the world, unsurpassed leader of persons to be 
tamed, teacher of devas and humans, the Enlightened One, the 
Blessed One.' Because of possessing confirmed confidence in the 
Buddha, some beings here, with the breakup of the body, after 
death, are reborn in a good destination, in a heavenly world. 

"Good, lord of the devas, is the possession of confirmed Confi
dence in the Dhamma thus: [272] 'The Dhamma is well expound
ed by the Blessed One, directly visible, immediate, inviting one 
to come and see, applicable, to be personally experienced by the 
wise.' Because of possessing confirmed confidence in the 
Dhamma, some beings here, with the breakup of the body, after 
death, are reborn in a good destination, in a heavenly world. 

"Good, lord of the devas, is the possession of confirmed confi
dence in the Sangha thus: 'The Sangha of the Blessed One's dis
ciples is practising

· 
the good way, practising the straight way, 

practising the true way, practising the proper way; that is, the 
four pairs of persons, the eight types of individuals-this Sangha 
of the Blessed One's disciples is worthy of gifts, worthy of hospi
tality, worthy of offerings, worthy of reverential salutation, the 
unsurpassed field of merit for the world.' Because of possessing 
confirmed confidence in the Sangha, some beings here, with the 
breakup of the body, after death, are reborn in a good destina
tion, in a  heavenly world. 

"Good, lord of the devas, is the possession of the virtues dear 
to the noble ones, unbroken, untorn, unblemished, unmottled, 
freeing, praised by the wise, ungrasped, leading to concentra
tion. Because of possessing the virtues dear to the noble ones, 
some beings here, with the breakup of the body, after death, are 
reborn in a good destination, in a heavenly world." 

"Good, Sir Moggallana, is the possession of confirmed confi
dence in the Buddha . . .  the possession of confirmed confidence 
in the Dhamma . . .  the possession of confirmed confidence in the 
Sangha . . .  [273] . . .  the possession of the virtues dear to the noble 

ones, unbroken . . .  leading to concentration. Because of possess-
ing the virtues dear to the noble ones, some beings here, with the 

breakup of the body, after death, are reborn in a good destina

tion, in a heavenly world." 
Then Sakka, lord of the devas, approached the Venerable 

Mahamoggallana together with six hundred devatas . . .  seven 
hundred devatas . . .  eight hundred devatas . . .  eighty thousand 
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devatas. Having approached, he paid homage to the Venerable 

Mahamoggallana and stood to one side. The Venerable 
Mahamoggallana then said to him: 

(As above.) [274] 

III 

Then Sakka, lord of the devas, approached the Venerable 
Mahamoggallana together with five hundred devatas. Having 
approached, he paid homage to the Venerable Mahamoggallana 
and stood to one side. The Venerable Mahamoggallana then said 
to him: 

"Good, lord of the devas, is the going for refuge to the Buddha. 
Because of going for refuge to the Buddha, some beings here, 
[275] with the breakup of the body, after death, are reborn in a 
good destination, in a heavenly world. They surpass other devas 
in ten respects: in celestial life span, in celestial beauty, in celes
tial happiness, in celestial fame, in celestial sovereignty, and in 
celestial forms, sounds, odours, tastes, and tactile objects. 

"Good, lord of the devas, is the going for refuge to the 
Dhamma . . .  the going for refuge to the Sangha. Because of going 
for refuge to the Sangha . . .  and in celestial forms, sounds, 
odours, tastes, and tactile objects." 

"Good, Sir Moggallana, is the going for refuge to the Buddha 
. . .  to the Dhamma . . .  to the Sangha. Because of going for refuge 
to the Sangha . . .  and in celestial forms, sounds, odours, tastes, 
and tactile objects." 

Then Sakka, lord of the devas, approached the Venerable 
Mahamoggallana together with six hundred devatas . . .  seven 
hundred devatas . . .  [276] . . .  eight hundred devatas . . .  eighty 
thousand devatas. Having approached, he paid homage to the 
Venerable Mahamoggallana and stood to one side. The 
Venerable Mahamoggallana then said to him: 

(As above.) 

IV 

Then Sakka, lord of the devas, approached the Venerable 
Mahamoggallana together with five hundred devatas. Having 
approached, he paid homage to the Venerable Mahamoggallana 
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and stood to one side. [277] The Venerable Mahamoggallana 
then said to him: 

"Good, lord of the devas, is the possession of confirmed confi
dence in the Buddha thus: 'The Blessed One is . . .  teacher of devas 
and humans, the Enlightened One, the Blessed One.' Because of 
possessing confirmed confidence in the Buddha, some beings 
here, with the breakup of the body, after death, are reborn in a 
good destination, in a heavenly world. They surpass other devas 
in ten respects: in celestial life span, in celestial beauty, in celes
tial happiness, in celestial fame, in celestial sovereignty, and in 
celestial forms, sounds, odours, tastes, and tactile objects. 

"Good, lord of the devas, is the possession of confirmed confi-
dence in the Dhamma thus . . .  the possession of confirmed confi-
dence in the Sangha thus . . .  Good, lord of the devas, is the pos-
session of the virtues dear to the noble ones, unbroken . . .  leading 
to concentration. Because of possessing the virtues dear to the 
noble ones . . .  and in celestial forms, sounds, odours, tastes, and 
tactile objects." 

"Good, Sir Moggallana, is the possession of confirmed confi
dence in the Buddha . . .  the possession of confirmed confidence 
in the Dhamma . . .  the possession of confirmed confidence in the 
Sangha . . .  [278] . . .  the possession of the virtues dear to the noble 
ones, unbroken . . .  leading to concentration. Because of possess-
ing the virtues dear to the noble ones some beings here, with the 
breakup of the body, after death, are reborn in a good destina
tion, in a heavenly world. They surpass other devas in ten 
respects: in celestial life span, in celestial beauty, in celestial hap
piness, in celestial fame, in celestial sovereignty, and in celestial 
forms, sounds, odours, tastes, and tactile objects." 

Then Sakka, lord of the devas, approached the Venerable 
Mahamoggallana together with six hundred devatas . . .  seven 
hundred devatas . . .  eight hundred devatas . . .  eighty thousand 
devatas. Having approached, he paid homage to the Venerable 
Mahamoggallana and stood to one side. The Venerable 
Mahamoggallana then said to him: 

(As above.) [279-80] 
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11 Candana 

Then Candana, a young deva . . .  . 
Then Suyama, a young deva . . .  . 
Then Santusita, a young deva . . .  . 
Then Sunimmita, a young deva . . .  . 
Then Vasavatti, a young deva . . .  . 
(To be elaborated in full exactly as in §1O.)284 



[281] Chapter VII 

41 Cittasa1!1yutta 

Connected Discourses with Citta 

1 The Fetter 

On one occasion a number of elder bhikkhus were dwelling at 
MacchikasaD9a in the Wild Mango Grove. 

Now on that occasion, when the elder bhikkhus had returned 
from their alms round, after their meal they assembled in the 
pavilion and were sitting together when this conversation arose: 
"Friends, 'the fetter' and 'the things that fetter': are these things 
different in meaning and also different in phrasing, or are they 
one in meaning and different only in phrasing?" 

Some elder bhikkhus answered thus: "Friends, 'the feUer' and 
'the things that fetter' are different in meaning and also different 
in phrasing." But some [other] elder bhikkhus answered thus: 
"Friends, 'the fetter' and 'the things that fetter' are one in mean
ing and different only in phrasing." 

Now on that occasion Citta the householder had arrived in 
Migapathaka on some business.285 [282] Then Citta the house
holder heard: "A number of elder bhikkhus, it is said, on return
ing from their alms round, had assembled in the pavilion after 
their meal and were sitting together when this conversation 
arose . . . .  " Then Citta the householder approached those elder 
bhikkhus, paid homage to them, sat down to one side, and said 
to them: "I have heard, venerable sirs, that when a number of 
elder bhikkhus were sitting together this conversation arose: 
'Friends, "the fetter" and "the things that fetter": are these things 
different in meaning and also different in phrasing, or are they 
one in meaning and different only in phrasing?'" 

"That is so, householder." 

1314 
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"Venerable sirs, 'the fetter' and 'the things that fetter' are dif
ferent in meaning and also different in phrasing. I will give you 
a simile for this, since some wise people here understand the 
meaning of a statement by means of a simile. 

"Suppose, venerable sirs, a black ox and a white ox were yoked 
together by a single harness or yoke.286 Would one be speaking 
rightly if one were to say: 'The black ox is the fetter of the white 
ox; the white ox is the fetter of the black ox'?" [283] 

"No, householder. The black ox is not the fetter of the white ox 
nor is the white ox the fetter of the black ox, but rather the single 
harness or yoke by which the two are yoked together: that is the 
fetter there." 

"So too, friend, the eye is not the fetter of forms nor are forms 
the fetter of the eye, but rather the desire and lust that arise there 
in dependence on both: that is the fetter there. The ear is not the 
fetter of sounds . . .  The nose is not the fetter of odours . . .  The 
tongue is not the fetter of tastes . . .  The body is not the fetter of 
tactile objects . . .  The mind is not the fetter of mental phenomena 
nor are mental phenomena the fetter of the mind, but rather the 
desire and lust that arises there in dependence on both: that is the 
fetter there." 

"It is a gain for you, householder, it is well gained by you, 
householder, in that you have the eye of wisdom that ranges over 
the deep Word of the Buddha." 

2 Isidatta (1) 

On one occasion a number of elder bhikkhus were dwelling at 
Macchikasat:t<;la in the Wild Mango Grove. Then Citta the house
holder approached those elder bhikkhus, paid homage to them, 
sat down to one side, and said to them: "Venerable sirs, let the 
elders consent to accept tomorrow's meal from me." 

The elder bhikkhus consented by silence. [284] Then Citta the 
householder, having understood that the elders had consented, 
rose from his seat, paid homage to them, and departed, keeping 
them on his right. 

When the night had passed, in the morning the elder bhikkhus 
dressed, took their bowls and outer robes, and went to the resi
dence of Citta the householder. There they sat down on the 
appointed seats. Then Citta the householder approached the 
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elder bhikkhus, paid homage to them, sat down to one side, and 
said to the venerable chief elder: 

"Venerable Elder, it is said, 'diversity of elements, diversity of 
elements.' In what way, venerable sir, has the diversity of ele
ments been spoken of by the Blessed One?"2B7 

When this was said, the venerable chief elder was silent. A sec
ond time and a third time Citta the householder asked the same 
question, and a second time and a third time the venerable chief 
elder was silent.2BB 

Now on that occasion the Venerable Isidatta was the most jun
ior bhikkhu in that Sangha.289 Then the Venerable Isidatta said to 
the venerable chief elder: "Allow me, venerable elder, to answer 
Citta the householder's question." 

"Answer it, friend Isidatta." 
"Now, householder, are you asking thus: 'Venerable elder, it is 

said, "diversity of elements, diversity of elements." In what way, 
venerable sir, has the diversity of elements been spoken of by the 
Blessed One?'" [285] 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"This diversity of elements, householder, has been spoken of 

by the Blessed One thus: the eye element, form element, eye
consciousness element ' "  the mind element, mental-phenomena 
element, mind-consciousness element. It is in this way, house
holder, that the diversity of elements has been spoken of by the 
Blessed One." 

Then Citta the householder, having delighted and rejoiced in 
the Venerable Isidatta's words, with his own hand served and 
satisfied the elder bhikkhus with the various kinds of delicious 
food. When the elder bhikkhus had finished eating and had put 
away their bowls,290 they rose from their seats and departed. 

Then the venerable chief elder said to the Venerable Isidatta: 
"It is good, friend Isidatta, that the answer to this question 
occurred to you. The answer did not occur to me. Therefore, 
friend Isidatta, whenever a similar question comes up at some 
other time, you should clear it up."291 

3 Isidatta (2) 

(Opening as in the preceding sutta down to:) [286] 
Then Citta the householder approached the elder bhikkhus, 
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paid homage to them, sat down to one side, and said to the ven-, 
erable chief elder: 

"Venerable Elder, there are various views that arise in the 

world: 'The world is eternal' or 'The world is not eternal' ;  or 'The 
world is finite' or 'The world is infinite'; or 'The soul and the 
body are the same' or 'The soul is one thing, the body is anoth
er'; or 'The Tathagata exists after death,' or 'The Tathagata does 
not exist after death,' or 'The Tathagata both exists and does not 
exist after death,' or 'The Tathagata neither exists nor does not 
exist after death' -these as well as the sixty-two views men
tioned in the Brahmajala.292 Now when what exists do these 
views come to be? When what is nonexistent do these views not 
come to be?" 

When this was said, the venerable chief elder was silent. A sec
ond time and a third time Citta the householder asked the same 
question, and a second time and a third time the venerable chief 
elder was silent. 

Now on that occasion the Venerable Isidatta was the most jun
ior bhikkhu in that Sangha. Then the Venerable Isidatta said to 
the venerable chief elder: "Allow me, venerable elder, to answer 
Citta the householder's question." 

"Answer it, friend Isidatta." [287] 
"Now, householder, are you asking thus: 'Venerable elder, 

there are various views that arise in the world: "The world is 
eternal" . . .  -these as well as the sixty-two speCUlative views 
mentioned in the Brahmajala. Now when what exists do these 
views come to be? When what is nonexistent do these views not 
come to be?'" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"As to the various views that arise in the world, householder, 

'The world is eternal' '" -these as well as the sixty-two specu
lative views mentioned in the Brahmajala: when there is identity 
view, these views come to be; when there is no identity view, 
these views do not come to be." 

"But, venerable sir, how does identity view come to be?" 
"Here, householder, the uninstructed worldling, who has no 

regard for the noble ones and is unskilled and undisciplined in 
their Dhamma, who has no regard for the good persons and is 
unskilled and undisciplined in their Dhamma, regards form as 
self, or self as possessing form, or form as in self, or self as in 
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fonn. He regards feeling as self . . .  perception as self . . . volitional 
formations as self . . .  consciousness as self, or self as possessing 
consciousness, or consciousness as in self, or self as in conscious_ 
ness. It is in such a way that identity view comes to be." 

"And, venerable sir, how does identity view not come to be?" 
"Here, householder, the instructed noble disciple, who has 

regard for the noble ones and is skilled and disciplined in their 
Dhamma, who has regard for the good persons and is skilled and 
disciplined in their Dhamma, does not regard form as self, or self 
as possessing form, or form as in self, or self as in form. He does 
not regard feeling as self . , .  or perception as self . . .  or volitional 
formations as self . . .  or consciousness as self . . .  or self as in con
sciousness. It is in such a way that identity view does not come 
to be." [288] 

"Venerable sir, where does Master Isidatta come from?" 
"I come from Avanti, householder." 
"There is, venerable sir, a clansman from Avanti named 

Isidatta, an unseen friend of ours, who has gone forth. Has the 
venerable one ever met him?" 

"Yes, householder." 
"Where is that venerable one now dwelling, venerable sir?" 
When this was said, the Venerable Isidatta was silent. 
"Is the master Isidatta?" 
"Yes, householder." 
"Then let Master Isidatta delight in the delightful Wild Mango 

Grove at Macchikasar:t<;la. I will be zealous in providing Master 
Isidatta with robes, almsfood, lodgings, and medicinal requi
sites." 

"That is kindly said, householder." 
Then Citta the householder, having delighted and rejoiced in 

the Venerable Isidatta's words, with his own hand served and 
satisfied the elder bhikkhus with the various kinds of delicious 

food. When the elder bhikkhus had finished eating and had put 

away their bowls, they rose from their seats and departed. 
Then the venerable chief elder said to the Venerable Isidatta: 

"It is good, friend Isidatta, that the answer to this question 

occurred to vou. The answer did not occur to me. Therefore, 

friend ISidatta, whenever a similar question comes up at some 

other time, you should clear it up." 
Then the Venerable Isidatta set his lodging in order and, taking 
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bowl and robe, he left MacchikasaD<;i.a. When he left Macchika
saD<;i.a, he left for good and he never returned.293 

4 Mahaka's Miracle 

On one occasion a number of elder bhikkhus were dwelling at 
MacchikasaD<;i.a in the Wild Mango Grove. [289] Then Citta the 
householder approached those elder bhikkhus, paid homage to 
them, sat down to one side, and said to them: "Venerable sirs, let 
the elders consent to accept tomorrow's meal from me in my 
cowshed." 

The elder bhikkhus consented by silence. Then Citta the house
holder, having understood that the elders had consented, rose 
from his seat, paid homage to them, and departed, keeping them 
on his right. 

When the night had passed, in the morning the elder bhikkhus 
dressed, took their bowls and outer robes, and went to the cow
shed of Citta the householder. There they sat down on the 
appointed seats. 

Then Citta the householder, with his own hand, served and 
satisfied the elder bhikkhus with delicious milk-rice made with 
ghee. When the elder bhikkhus had finished eating and had put 
away their bowls, they rose from their. seats and departed. 

Then Citta the householder, having said, "Give away the 
remainder," followed close behind the elder bhikkhus. Now on 
that occasion the heat was sweltering,294 and the elders went 
along as if their bodies were melting because of the food they had 
eaten. 

Now on that occasion the Venerable Mahaka was the most jun
ior bhikkhu in that Sangha. Then the Venerable Mahaka said to 
the venerable chief elder: "It would be good, venerable elder, if a 
cool wind would blow, and a canopy of clouds would form, and 
the sky would drizzle." 

"That would be good, friend." 
Then the Venerable Mahaka performed such a feat of spiritual 

pOwer [290] that a cool wind blew, and a canopy of clouds 
formed, and the sky drizzled. 

Then it occurred to Citta the householder: "Such is the spiritu
al power and might possessed by the most junior bhikkhu in this 
Sangha!" 
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Then, when the Venerable Mahaka arrived at the monastery, 
he said to the venerable chief elder: "Is this much enough, 
Venerable Elder?" 

"That's enough, friend Mahaka. What's been done is sufficient 
friend Mahaka, what's been offered is sufficient." 

, 

Then the elder bhikkhus went to their dwellings and the 
Venerable Mahaka went to his own dwelling. 

Then Citta the householder approached the Venerable 
Mahaka, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to 
him: "It would be good, venerable sir, if Master Mahaka would 
show me a superhuman miracle of spiritual power." 

"Then, householder, spread your cloak upon the verandah and 
scatter a bundle of grass upon it." 

"Yes, venerable sir," Citta the householder replied, and he 
spread his cloak upon the verandah and scattered a bundle of 
grass upon it. 

Then, when he had entered his dwelling and shut the bolt, the 
Venerable Mahaka performed a feat of spiritual power such that 
a flame shot through the keyhole and the chink of the door and 
burnt the grass but not the cloak.295 Citta the householder shook 
out his cloak and stood to one side, shocked and terrified. 

Then the Venerable Mahaka came out of his dwelling and said 
to Citta the householder: "Is this much enough, householder?" 
[291] 

"That's enough, Venerable Mahaka. What's been done is suffi
cient, Venerable Mahaka, what's been offered is sufficient. Let 
Master Mahaka delight in the delightful Wild Mango Grove at 
Macchikasa:r:tga. I will be zealous in providing Master Mahaka 
with robes, almsfood, lodgings, and medicinal requisites." 

"That is kindly said, householder." 
Then the Venerable Mahaka set his lodging in order and, tak

ing bowl and robe, he left Macchikasa:r:tga. When he left 

Macchikasa:r:tga, he left for good and he never returned. 

5 Kiimabhu (1) 

On one occasion the Venerable Kamabhii was dwelling at 

Macchikasa:r:tga in the Wild Mango Grove. Then Citta the ho�se

holder approached the Venerable Kamabhii, paid homage to him, 
and sat down to one side. The Venerable Kamabhii then said to him: 
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"This has been said, householder: 

"'With faultless wheel and a white awning, 
The one-spoked chariot rolls. 
See it coming, trouble-free, 
The stream cut, without bondage.'296 

How, householder, should the meaning of this brief statement be 
understood in detail?" 

"Was this stated by the Blessed One, venerable sir?" 
"Yes, householder." 
"Then wait a moment, venerable sir, while I consider its meaning." 
Then, after a moment's silence, Citta the householder said to 

the Venerable Kamabhu: [292] 
"'Faultless': this, venerable sir, is a designation for the virtues. 

'White awning': this is a designation for liberation. 'One spoke': 
this is a designation for mindfulness. 'Rolls': this is a designation 
for going forward and returning. 'Chariot': this is a designation 
for this body consisting of the four great elements, originating 
from mother and father, built up out of rice and gruel, subject to 
impermanence, to being worn and rubbed away, to breaking 
apart and dispersal. 

"Lust, venerable sir, is trouble; hatred is trouble; delusion is 
trouble. For a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed, these have 
been abandoned, cut off at the root, made like palm stumps, 
obliterated so that they are no more subject to future arising. 
Therefore the bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed is called 
'trouble-free.' The 'one who is coming' is a designation for the 
arahant. 

"'The stream': this, venerable sir, is a designation for craving. 
For a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed, this has been aban
doned, cut off at the root, made like a palm stump, obliterated so 
that it is no more subject to future arising. Therefore the bhikkhu 
Whose taints are destroyed is called 'one with the stream cut.' 

"Lust, venerable sir, is bondage; hatred is bondage; delusion is 
bondage. For a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed, these have 
been abandoned, cut off at the root, made like palm stumps, 
obliterated so that they are no more subject to future arising. 
Therefore the bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed is called 'one 
no more in bondage.' 
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"Thus, venerable sir, when it was said by the the Blessed One: 

UlWith faultless wheel and a white awning, 
The one-spoked chariot rolls. 
See it coming, trouble-free, 
The stream cut, without bondage'-

it is in such a way that I understand .in detail the meaning of what 
was stated by the Blessed One in brief." 

"It is a gain for you, householder, it is well gained by you, 
householder, in that you have the eye of wisdom that ranges over 
the deep Word of the Buddha." [293] 

6 Kamabha (2) 

On one occasion the Venerable Kamabhii was dwelling at 
Macchikasar:t<;la in the Wild Mango Grove. Then Citta the house
holder approached the Venerable Kamabhii, paid homage to 
him, sat down to one side, and said to him: "Venerable sir, how 
many kinds of formations are there?"297 

"There are, householder, three kinds of formations: the bodily 
formation, the verbal formation, and the mental formation."298 

"Good, venerable sir," Citta the householder said. Then, hav
ing delighted and rejoiced in the Venerable Kamabhii's state
ment, he asked him a further question: "But, venerable sir, what 
is the bodily formation? What is the verbal formation? What is 
the mental formation?" 

"In-breathing and out-breathing, householder, are the bodily 
formation; thought and examination are the verbal formation; 
perception and feeling are the mental formation." 

"Good, venerable sir," Citta the householder said. Then . .  ' he 
asked him a further question: "But, venerable sir, why are in
breathing and out-breathing the bodily formation? Why are 
thought and examination the verbal formation? Why are percep
tion and feeling the mental formation?" 

"Householder, in-breathing and out-breathing are bodily, these 

things are dependent upon the body; that is why in-breathing and 

out-breathing are the bodily formation. First one thinks and exam

ines, then afterwards one breaks into speech; that is why thought 

and examination are the verbal formation. Perception and feeling 
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are mental, these things are dependent upon the mind; that is why 
perception and feeling are the mental formation." 

Saying, "Good, venerable sir," . . .  he then asked him a further 
question: "Venerable sir, how does the attainment of the cessa
tion of perception and feeling come about?"299 

"Householder, when a bhikkhu is attaining the cessation of 
perception and feeling, it does not occur to him: 'I will attain the 
cessation of perception and feeling,' or 'I am attaining the cessa
tion of perception and feeling,' or 'I have attained the cessation of 
perception and feeling'; [294] but rather his mind has previously 
been developed in such a way that it leads him to such a state."300 

Saying, "Good, venerable sir," . . .  he then asked him a further 
question: "Venerable sir, when a bhikkhu is attaining the cessa
tion of perception and feeling, which of these things ceases first 
in him: the bodily formation, the verbal formation, or the mental 
formation?" 

"Householder, when a bhikkhu is attaining the cessation of 
perception and feeling, first the verbal formation ceases, after that 
the bodily formation, and after that the mental formation."301 

Saying, "Good, venerable sir," . . .  he then asked him a further 
question: "Venerable sir, what is the difference between one who 
is dead and gone, and a bhikkhu who has attained the cessation 
of perception and feeling?" 

"Householder, in the case of one who is dead and gone, the 
bodily formation has ceased and subsided, the verbal formation 
has ceased and subsided, the mental formation has ceased and 
subsided; his vitality is extinguished, his physical heat has been 
dissipated, and his faculties are fully broken up. In the case of a 
bhikkhu who has attained the cessation of perception and feel
ing, the bodily formation has ceased and subsided, the verbal for
mation has ceased and subsided, the mental formation has 
ceased and subsided; but his vitality is not extinguished, his 
physical heat has not been dissipated, and his faculties are 
serene.302 This is the difference between one who is dead and 
gone, and a bhikkhu who has attained the cessation of perception 
and feeling." 

Saying, "Good, venerable sir," . . .  he then asked him a further 
question: "Venerable sir, how does emergence from the cessation 
of perception and feeling come about?" 

"Householder, when a bhikkhu is emerging from the attainment 
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of the cessation of perception and feeling, it does not OCCur to 
him: 'I will emerge from the attainment of the cessation of per
ception and feeling,' or 'I am emerging from the attainment of the 
cessation of perception and feeling,' or 'I have emerged from the 
attainment of the cessation of perception and feeling'; but rather 
his mind has previously· been developed in such a way that it 
leads him to such a state."303 [295] 

Saying, "Good, venerable sir," . . .  he then asked him a further 
question: "Venerable sir, when a bhikkhu is emerging from the 
attainment of the cessation of perception and feeling, which of 
these things arises first in him: the bodily formation, the verbal 
formation, or the mental formation?" 

"Householder, when a bhikkhu is emerging from the attain
ment of the cessation of perception and feeling, first the mental 
formation arises, after that the bodily formation, and after that 
the verbal formation."304 

Saying, "Good, venerable," . . .  he then asked him a further 
question: "Venerable sir, when a bhikkhu has emerged from the 
attainment of the cessation of perception and feeling, how many 
kinds of contact touch him?" 

"Householder, when a bhikkhu has emerged from the attain
ment of the cessation of perception and feeling, three kinds of 
contact touch him: emptiness-contact, signless-contact, undire.cted
contact. "305 

Saying, "Good, venerable sir," . . .  he then asked him a further 
question: "Venerable sir, when a bhikkhu has emerged from the 
attainment of the cessation of perception and feeling, towards 
what does his mind slant, slope, and incline?" 

"Householder, when a bhikkhu has emerged from the attain
ment of the cessation of perception and feeling, his mind slants, 
slopes, and inclines towards seclusion."306 

"Good, venerable sir," Citta the householder said. Then, hav
ing delighted and rejoiced in the Venerable Kamabhti.'s state
ment, he asked him a further question: "Venerable sir, how many 
things are helpful for the attainment of the cessation of percep
tion and feeling?" 

"Indeed, householder, you are asking last what should have 
been asked first; but still I will answer you. For the attainment of 
the cessation of perception and feeling, two things are helpful: 
serenity and insight."307 
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7 Godatta 

On one occasion the Venerable Godatta was dwelling at 

Macchikasa�9-a in the Wild Mango Grove. [296] Then Citta the 

householder approached the Venerable Godatta, paid homage to 

him, and sat down to one side. The Venerable Godatta then said 

to him as he was sitting to one side:308 
"Householder, the measureless liberation of mind, the libera

tion of mind by nothingness, the liberation of mind by emptiness, 
and the signless liberation of mind: are these things different in 
meaning and also different in phrasing, or are they one in mean
ing and different only in phrasing?" 

"There is a method, venerable sir, by which these things are 
different in meaning and also different in phrasing, and there is 
a method by which they are one in meaning and different only in 
phrasing. 

"And what, venerable sir, is the method by which these things 
are different in meaning and also different in phrasing? Here a 
bhikkhu dwells pervading one quarter with a mind imbued with 
lovingkindness, likewise the second quarter, the third quarter, 
and the fourth quarter. Thus above, below, across, and every
where, and to all as to himself, he dwells pervading the entire 
world with a mind imbued with loving kindness, vast, exalted, 
measureless, without hostility, without ill will. He -dwells per
vading one quarter with a mind imbued with compassion . . _ 
with a mind imbued with altruistic joy . . .  with a mind imbued 
with equanimity, likewise the second quarter, the third quarter, 
and the fourth quarter. Thus above, below, across, and every
where, and to all as to himself, he dwells pervading the entire 
world with a mind imbued with equanimity, vast, exalted, 
measureless, without hostility, without ill will. This is called the 
measureless liberation of mind.309 

"And what, venerable sir, is the liberation of mind by nothing
ness? Here, by completely transcending the base of the infinity of 
consciousness, aware that 'there is nothing,' a bhikkhu enters 
and dwells in the base of nothingness. This is called the liberation 
of mind by nothingness.310 

"And what, venerable sir, is the liberation of mind by empti
ness? Here a bhikkhu, gone to the forest or to the foot of a tree or 
to an empty hut, reflects thus: 'Empty is this of self [297] or of 
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what belongs to self.' This is called the liberation of mind by 
emptiness.311 

"And what, venerable sir, is the signless liberation of mind? 
Here, with nonattention to all signs, a bhikkhu enters and dwells 
in the signless concentration of mind. This is called the signless 
liberation of mind.312 

"This, venerable sir, is the method by which these things are 
different in meaning and also different in phrasing.313 And What, 
venerable sir, is the method by which these things are one in 
meaning and different only in phrasing? 

"Lust, venerable sir, is a maker of measurement, hatred is a 
maker of measurement, delusion is a maker of measurement. For 
a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed, these have been aban
doned, cut off at the root, made like palm stumps, obliterated so 
that they are no more subject to future arising. To whatever 
extent there are measureless liberations of mind, the unshakable 
liberation of mind is declared the chief among them.314 Now that 
unshakable liberation of mind is empty of lust, empty of hatred, 
empty of delusion. 

"Lust, venerable sir, is a something, hatred is a something, 
delusion is a something.315 For a bhikkhu whose taints are 
destroyed, these have been abandoned, cut off at the root, made 
like palm stumps, obliterated so that they are no more subject to 
future arising. To whatever extent there are liberations of mind 
by nothingness, the unshakable liberation of mind is declared the 
chief among them. Now that unshakable liberation of mind is 
empty of lust, empty of hatred, empty of delusion. 

"Lust, venerable sir, is a maker of signs, hatred is a maker of 
signs, delusion is a maker of signS.316 For a bhikkhu whose taints 
are destroyed, these have been abandoned, cut off at the root, 
made like palm stumps, obliterated so that they are no more sub
ject to future arising. To whatever extent there are signless liber
ations of mind, the unshakable liberation of mind is declared the 
chief among them. Now that unshakable liberation of mind is 
empty of lust, empty of hatred, empty of delusion. 

"This, venerable sir, is the method by which these things are 
one in meaning and different only in phrasing."317 

"It is a gain for you, householder, it is well gained by you, 
householder, in that you have the eye of wisdom that ranges over 
the deep Word of the Buddha." 
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8 NigalJtha Niitaputta 

Now on that occasion Niga�tha Nataputa had arrived at 
Macchikasa�c;ia [298] together with a large retinue of 
niga�thas.318 Citta the householder heard about this and, togeth
er with a number of lay followers, approached Niga�tha 
Nataputta.319 He exchanged greetings with Niga�tha Nataputta 
and, when they had concluded their greetings and cordial talk, 
sat down to one side. Niga�tha Nataputta then said to him: 
"Householder, do you have faith in the ascetic Gotama when he 
says: 'There is a concentration without thought and examination, 
there is a cessation of thought and examination'?"320 

"In this matter, venerable sir, I do not go by faith in the Blessed 
One321 when he says: 'There is a concentration without thought 
and examination, there is a cessation of thought and examina
tion. '" 

When this was said, Niga�tha Nataputta looked up proudly322 
towards his own retinue and said: "See this, sirs! How straight
forward is this Citta the householder! How honest and open! 
One who thinks that thought and examination can be stopped 
might imagine he could catch the wind in a net or arrest the cur
rent of the river Ganges with his own fist." 

"What do you think, venerable sir, which is superior: knowl
edge or faith?" 

"Knowledge, householder, is superior to faith." 
"Well, venerable sir, to whatever extent I wish, secluded from 

sensual pleasures, secluded from unwholesome states, I enter 
and dwell in the first jhana, which is accompanied by thought 
and examination, with rapture and happiness born of seclusion. 
[299] Then, to whatever extent I wish, with the subsiding of 
thought and examination, I enter and dwell in the second 
jhana . . . . Then, to whatever extent I wish, with the fading away 
as well of rapture . . . I enter and dwell in the third jhana . . . . Then, 
to whatever extent I wish, with the abandoning of pleasure and 
pain . . .  I enter and dwell in the fourth jhana. 

"Since I know and see thus, venerable sir, in what other ascetic 
or brahmin need I place faith regarding the claim that there is a 
concentration without thought and examination, a cessation of 
thought and examination?" 

When this was said, Niga�tha Nataputta looked askance at his 
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own retinue and said: "See this, sirs! How crooked is this Citta 
the householder! How fraudulent and deceptive!" 

"Just now, venerable sir, we understood you to say: 'See this 
sirs! I-!ow straightforward is this Citta the householder! Ho� 
honest and open!' -yet now we understand you to say: 'See this, 
sirs! How crooked is this Citta the householder! How fraudulent 
and deceptive!' If your former statement is true, venerable sir, 
then your latter statement is false, while if your former statement 
is false, then your latter statement is true. 

"Further, venerable sir, these ten reasonable questions come 
up. When you understand their meaning, then you might 
respond to me along with your retinue.323 One question, one syn
opsis, one answer. Two questions, two synopses, two answers. 
Three . . .  four . . .  five . . .  six . . .  seven . . .  [300] eight . . .  nine . . .  ten 
questions, ten synopses, ten answers."  

Then Citta the householder rose from his seat and departed 
without having asked Niga:t:ttha Nataputta these ten reasonable 
questions. 324 

9 The Naked Ascetic Kassapa 

Now on that occasion the naked ascetic Kassapa, who in lay life 
had been an old friend of Citta the householder, had arrived in 
Macchikasa:t:tga. Citta the householder heard about this and 
approached the naked ascetic Kassapa. He exchanged greetings 
with him and, when they had concluded their greetings and cor
dial talk, he sat down to one side and said to him: 

"How long has it been, Venerable Kassapa, since you went 
forth?" 

"It has been thirty years, householder, since I went forth." 
"In these thirty years, venerable sir, have you attained any 

superhuman distinction in knowledge and vision worthy of the 
noble ones,325 any dwelling in comfort?" 

"In these thirty years since I went forth, householder, I have 
not attained any superhuman distinction in knowledge and 
vision worthy of the noble ones, no dwelling in comfort, but only 
nakedness, and the shaven head, and the brush for cleaning my 
seat."326 

When this was said, Citta the householder said to him: "It is 
wonderful indeed, sir! It is amazing indeed, sir! How well 
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expounded is the Dhamma327 in that, after thirty years, [301] you 
have not attained any superhuman distinction in knowledge and 
vision worthy of the noble ones, no dwelling in comfort, but only 
nakedness, and the shaven head, and the brush for cleaning your 
seat." 

"But, householder, how long has it been it since you became a 
lay follower?" 

"In my case too, venerable sir, it has been thirty years." 
"In these thirty years, householder, have you attained any 

superhuman distinction in knowledge and vision worthy of the 
noble ones, any dwelling in comfort?" 

"How could I not, venerable sir?328 For to whatever extent I 
wish, secluded from sensual pleasures, secluded from unwhole
some states, I enter and dwell in the first jhana, which is accom
panied by thought and examination, with rapture and happiness 
born of seclusion. Then, to whatever extent I wish, with the sub
siding of thought and examination, I enter and dwell in the sec
ond jhana . . . .  Then, to whatever extent I wish, with the fading 
away as well of rapture . . .  I enter and dwell in the third jhana . . . . 
Then, to whatever extent I wish, with the abandoning of pleasure 
and pain . . .  I enter and dwell in the fourth jhana. Further, if I 
were to die before the Blessed One does, it would not be surpris
ing if the Blessed One were to declare of me: 'There is no fetter 
bound by which Citta the householder could return to this 
world."'329 

When this was said, the naked ascetic Kassapa said to Citta the 
householder: "It is wonderful indeed, sir! It is amazing indeed, 
sir! How well expounded is the Dhamma, in that a layman 
clothed in white can attain a superhuman distinction in knowl
edge and vision worthy of the noble ones, a dwelling in comfort. 
[302] May I receive the going forth in this Dhamma and 
Discipline, may I receive the higher ordination?" 

Then Citta the householder took the naked ascetic Kassapa to 
the elder bhikkhus and said to them: "Venerable sirs, this naked 
ascetic Kassapa is an old friend of ours from lay life. Let the eld
ers give him the going forth, let them give him the higher ordi
nation. I will be zealous in providing him with robes, almsfood, 
lodging, and medicinal requisites." 

Then the naked ascetic Kassapa received the going forth in this 
Dhamma and Discipline, he received the higher ordination. And 
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soon, not long after his higher ordination, dwelling alone, with
drawn, diligent, ardent, and resolute, the Venerable Kassapa, by 
realizing it for himself with direct knowledge, in this very life 
entered and dwelt in that unsurpassed goal of the holy life for the 
sake of which clansmen rightly go forth from the household life 
into homelessness. He directly knew: "Destroyed is birth, the 
holy life has been lived, what had to be done has been done, there 
is no more for this state of being." And the Venerable Kassapa 
became one of the arahants. 

10 Seeing the Sick 

Now on that occasion Citta the householder was sick, afflicted, 
gravely ill. Then a number of park devatas, grove devatas, tree 
devatas, and devatas dwelling in medicinal herbs and forest 
giants assembled and said to Citta the householder: "Make a 
wish, householder, thus: 'May I become a wheel-turning 
monarch in the future! ' " 

When this was said, Citta the householder said to those 
devatas: "That too is impermanent; that too is unstable; one must 
abandon that too and pass on." 

When this was said, Citta the householder's friends and com
panions, relatives and kinsmen, said to him: [303] "Set up mind
fulness, master. Don't babble." 

"What did I say that makes you speak to me thus." 
"You said to us: 'That too is impermanent; that too is unstable; 

one must abandon that too and pass on.'" 
"That was because park devatas, grove devatas, tree devatas, 

and devatas dwelling in medicinal herbs and forest giants assem
bled and said to me: 'Make a wish, householder, thus: "May 1 
become a wheel-turning monarch in the future! '" And I said tc 
them: 'That too is impermanent; that too is unstable; one mus1 
abandon that too and pass on.'" 

"What advantage do those devatas see, master, that they spea� 
to you thus?" 

"It occurs to those devatas: 'This Citta the householder is vir· 
tuous, of good character. If he should wish: "May I become c 

wheel-turning monarch in the future! "-as he is virtuous, thit 
wish of his would succeed because of its purity. The righteow 
king of righteousness will provide righteous offerings.'33o Seein� 
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this advantage, those devatas assembled and said: 'Make a wish, 

householder, thus: "May I become a wheel-turning monarch in 
the future!''' And I said to them: 'That too is impermanent; that 
too is unstable; one must abandon that too and pass on.'" 

"Then exhort us too, householder." 
"Therefore, you should train yourselves thus: [304] 'We will be 

possessed of confirmed confidence in the Buddha thus: "The 
Blessed One is an arahant, perfectly enlightened, accomplished 
in true knowledge and conduct, fortunate, knower of the world, 
unsurpassed leader of persons to be tamed, teacher of devas and 
humans, the Enlightened One, the Blessed One." 

"'We will be possessed of confirmed confidence in the 
Dhamma thus: "The Dhamma is well expounded by the Blessed 
One, directly visible, immediate, inviting one to come and see, 
applicable, to be personally experienced by the wise." 

'''We will be possessed of confirmed confidence in the Sangha 
thus: "The Sangha of the Blessed One's disciples is practising the 
good way, practising the straight way, practising the true way, 
practising the proper way; that is, the four pairs of persons, the 
eight types of individuals-this Sangha of the Blessed One's dis
ciples is worthy of gifts, worthy of hospitality, worthy of offer
ings, worthy of reverential salutation, the unsurpassed field of 
merit for the world." 

"'Whatever there may be in our family that can be given away, 
all that we will share unreservedly with the virtuous ones who 
are of good character.' It is in such a way that you should train 
yourselves." 

Then, having inspired confidence in the Buddha, the Dhamma, 
and the Sangha among his friends and colleagues, his relatives 
and kinsmen, and having exhorted them in generosity,33l Citta 
the householder passed away. 



[305] Chapter VIII 

42 GiimalJisa1!lyutta 

Connected Discourses to Headmen 

1 CmJcja 

At Savatthi. Then the headman Cat:l<;ia the Wrathfu1332 
approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat down to 
one side, and said to him: "Venerable sir, what is the cause and 
reason why someone here is reckoned as wrathful? And what is the 
cause and reason why someone here is reckoned as gentle?"333 

"Here, headman, someone has not abandoned lust. Because he 
has not abandoned lust, other people irritate him. Being irritated 
by others, he manifests irritation: he is reckoned as wrathful. He 
has not abandoned hatred. Because he has not abandoned 
hatred, other people irritate him. Being irritated by others, he 
manifests irritation: he is reckoned as wrathful. He has not aban
doned delusion. Because he has not abandoned delusion, other 
people irritate him. Being irritated by others, he manifests irrita
tion: he is reckoned as wrathful. 

"This, headman, is the cause and reason why someone here is 
reckoned as wrathful. 

"Here, headman, someone has abandoned lust. Because he has 
abandoned lust, other people do not irritate him. Not being irri
tated by others, he does not manifest irritation: he is reckoned as 
gentle. He has abandoned hatred. Because he has abandoned 
hatred, other people do not irritate him. Not being irritated by 
others, he does not manifest irritation: he is reckoned as gentle . 
He has abandoned delusion. Because he has abandoned delu
sion, other people do not irritate him. Not being irritated by oth

ers, he does not manifest irritation: he is reckoned as gentle. 
"This, headman, is the cause and reason why someone here is 

reckoned as gentle." [306] 

1332 
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When this was said, CaI).<;la the headman said to the Blessed 
One: "Magnificent, venerable sir! Magnificent, venerable sir! The 
Dhamma has been made clear in many ways by the Blessed One, 
as though he were turning upright what had been turned upside 
down, revealing what was hidden, showing the way to one who 
was lost, or holding up a lamp in the dark for those with eyesight 
to see forms. I go for refuge to the Blessed One, and to the 
Dhamma, and to the Bhikkhu Sangha. From today let the Blessed 
One remember me as a lay follower who has gone for refuge for 

life." 

2 Talapu!a 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in the 
Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. Then Talaputa the troupe 
headman334 approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, 
sat down to one side, and said to him: "Venerable sir, I have 
heard it said among actors of old in the lineage of teachers: 'If an 
actor, in the theatre or the arena, entertains and amuses people 
by truth and lies,335 then with the breakup of the body, after 
death, he is reborn in the company of the laughing devas.' What 
does the Blessed One say about that?" 

"Enough, headman, let it be! Do�'t ask me that!" 
A second time and a third time Talaputa the troupe headman 

said: "Venerable sir, I have heard it said among actors of old in 
the lineage of teachers: . . .  [307] . . .  What does the Blessed One say 
about that?" 

"Surely, headman, I am not getting through to you336 when I 
say, 'Enough, headman, let it be! Don't ask me that!' But still, I 
will answer you. In the theatre or arena, among beings who are 
not yet free from lust, who are bound by the bondage of lust, an 
actor entertains them with titillating things that excite them even 
more strongly to lust. In the theatre or arena, among beings who 
are not yet free from hatred, who are bound by the bondage of 
hatred, an actor entertains them with infuriating things that 
excite them even more strongly to hatred. In the theatre or arena, 
among beings who are not yet free from delusion, who are bound 
by the bondage of delusion, an actor entertains them with bewil
dering things that excite them even more strongly to delusion. 

"Thus, being intoxicated and negligent himself, having made 
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others intoxicated and negligent, with the breakup of the body, 
after death, he is reborn in the 'Hell of Laughter.'337 But should 
he hold such a view as this: 'If an actor, in the theatre or the 
arena, entertains and amuses people by truth and lies, then with 
the breakup of the body, after death, he is reborn in the compa
ny of the laughing devas' -that is a wrong view on his part. For 
a person with wrong view, I say, there is one of two destinations: 
either hell or the animal realm."338 

When this was said, Talaputa the troupe headman cried out 
and burst into tears. [The Blessed One said:] "So I did not get 
through to you when I said, 'Enough, headman, let it be! Don't 
ask me that! '" 

"I am not crying, venerable sir, because of what the Blessed 
One said to me, but because I have been tricked, cheated, and 
deceived for a long time by those actors of old in the lineage of 
teachers who said: 'If an actor, [308] in the theatre or the arena, 
entertains and amuses people by truth and lies, then with the 
breakup of the body, after death, he is reborn in the company of 
the laughing devas.' 

"Magnificent, venerable sir! Magnificent, venerable sir! The 
Dhamma has been made clear in many ways by the Blessed One, 
as though he were turning upright what had been turned upside 
down, revealing what was hiddeu,_showing the way to one who 
was lost, or holding up a lamp in the dark for those with eyesight 
to see forms. I go for refuge to the Blessed One, and to the 
Dhamma, and to the Bhikkhu Sangha. May I receive the going 
forth under the Blessed One, venerable sir, may I receive the 
higher ordination?" 

Then Talaputa the troupe headman received the going forth 
under the Blessed One, he received the higher ordination. And 
soon, not long after his higher ordination . . .  the Venerable 
Talaputa became one of the arahants. 

3 Yodhi1jiva 

Then the headman Yodhajiva the Mercenary339 approached the 

Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said 

to him: "Venerable sir, I have heard it said by mercenaries of old 
in the lineage of teachers: 'When a mercenary is one who strives 
and exerts himself in battle, if others slay him and finish him off 
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while he is striving and exerting himself in battle, then with the 

breakup of the body, after death, he is reborn in the company of 

the battle-slain devas.'34o What does the Blessed One say about 

that?" 
"Enough, headman, let it be! Don't ask me that!" 
A second time and a third time Y odhajiva the headman said: 

"Venerable sir, I have heard it said by mercenaries of old in the 
lineage of teachers: . . .  What does the Blessed One say about 
that?" [309] 

"Surely, headman, I am not getting through to you when I say, 
'Enough, headman, let it be! Don't ask me that!' But still, I will 
answer you. When, headman, a mercenary is one who strives 
and exerts himself in battle, his mind is already low, depraved, 
misdirected by the thought: 'Let these beings be slain, slaugh
tered, annihilated, destroyed, or exterminated.' If others then 
slay him and finish him off while he is striving and exerting him
self in battle, then with the breakup of the body, after death, he is 
reborn in the 'Battle-Slain Hell.'341 But should he hold such a 
view as this: 'When a mercenary strives and exerts himself in bat
tle, if others slay him and finish him off while he is striving and 
exerting himself in battle, then with the breakup of the body, 
after death, he is reborn in the company of the battle-slain 
devas' -that is a wrong view on his part. For a person with 
wrong view, I say, there is one of two destinations: either hell or 
the animal realm." 

When this was said, Yodhajiva the headman cried out and 
burst into tears. [The Blessed One said:] "So I did not get through 
to you when I said, 'Enough, headman, let it be! Don't ask me 
that!'" 

"1 am not crying, venerable sir, because of what the Blessed 
One said to me, but because I have been tricked, cheated, and 
deceived for a long time by those mercenaries of old in the line
age of teachers who said: 'When a mercenary is one who strives 
and exerts himself in battle, if others slay him and finish him off 
While he is striving and exerting himself in battle, then with the 
breakup of the body, after death, he is reborn in the company of 
the battle-slain devas.' 

"Magnificent, venerable sir! . . .  From today let the Blessed One 
remember me as a lay follower who has gone for refuge for life." 
[310] 
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4 Hatthiiroha 

Then the headman Hattharoha the Elephant Warrior approached 
the Blessed One . . .  (text is elided, ending:) U • • •  who has gone for 
refuge for life." 

5 Assiiroha 

Then the headman Assaroha the Cavalry Warrior approached 
the Blessed One . . .  and said to him: 

(All as in §3 except phrased in terms of the cavalry warrior 
(assaroha) who strives and exerts himself in battle.) [311] 

6 Asibandhakaputta 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Nalanda in 
Pavarika's Mango Grove. [312] Then Asibandhakaputta the 
headman approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat 
down to one side, and said to him: uVenerable sir, the brahmins 
of the western region-those who carry around waterpots, wear 
garlands of water plants, immerse themselves in water, and tend 
the sacred fire-are said to direct a dead person upwards, to 
guide him along, and conduct him to heaven.342 But the Blessed 
One, the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One, is able to bring 
it about that with the breakup of the body, after death, the entire 
world might be reborn in a good destination, in a heavenly 
world." 

"Well then, headman, I will question you about this. Answer as 
you see fit. What do you think, headman? Suppose there is a per
son here who destroys life, takes what is not given, engages in 
sexual misconduct, speaks falsely, speaks divisively, speaks 
harshly, chatters idly, one who is covetous, full of ill will, and 
holds wrong view. Then a great crowd of people would come 

together and assemble around him, and they would send up 

prayers and recite praise and circumambulate him making rev

erential salutations, saying: 'With the breakup of the body, after 

death, may this person be reborn in a good destination, in a 
heavenly world.' What do you think, headman? Because of the 

prayers of the great crowd of people, because of their praise, 

because they circumambulate him making reverential saluta-
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tions, would that person, with the breakup of the body, after 

death, be reborn in a good destination, in a heavenly world?" -;. 
"No, venerable sir." 
"Suppose, headman, a person would hurl a huge boulder into 

a deep pool of water. Then a great crowd of people would come 
together and assemble around it, and they would send up 
prayers and recite praise and circumambulate it making reveren
tial salutations, saying: 'Emerge, good boulder! Rise up, [313] 
good boulder! Come up on to high ground, good boulder! '  What 
do you think, headman? Because of the prayers of the great 
crowd of people, because of their praise, because they circum
ambulate it making reverential salutations, would that boulder 
emerge, rise up, and come up on to high ground?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"So, too, headman, if a person is one who destroys life . . .  and 

holds wrong view, even though a great crowd of people would 
come together and assemble around him . . .  still, with the break
up of the body, after death, that person will be reborn in a state 
of misery, in a bad destination, in the nether world, in hell. 

"What do you think, headman? Suppose there is a person here 
who abstains from the destruction of life, from taking what is not 
given, from sexual misconduct, from false speech, from divisive 
speech, from harsh speech, from idle chatter, one who is not cov
etous, without ill will, who holds right view. Then a great crowd 
of people would come together and assemble around him, and 
they would send up prayers and recite praise and circumambu
late him making reverential salutations, saying: 'With the break
up of the body, after death, may this person be reborn in a state 
of misery, in a bad destination, in the nether world, in hell.' What 
do you think, headman? Because of the prayers of the great 
crowd of people, because of their praise, because they circum
ambulate him making reverential salutations, would that person, 
with the breakup of the body, after death, be reborn in a state of 
misery . . .  in hell?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Suppose, headman, a man submerges a pot of ghee or a pot of 

oil in a deep pool of water and breaks it. Any of its shards or 
fragments there would sink downwards, but the ghee or oil 
would rise upwards. [314] Then a great crowd of people would 
come together and assemble around it, and they would send up 
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prayers and recite praise and circumambulate it making reveren
tial salutations, saying: 'Sink down, good ghee or oil! Settle, good 
ghee or oil! Go downwards, good ghee or oil!' What do you 
think, headman? Because of the prayers of the great crowd of 
people, because of their praise, because they circumambulate it 
making reverential salutations, would that ghee or oil sink down 
or settle or go downwards?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"So, too, headman, if a person is one who abstains from the 

destruction of life . . .  who holds right view, even though a great 
crowd of people would come together and assemble around him 
. . .  still, with the breakup of the body, after death, that person will 
be reborn in a good destination, in a heavenly world." 

When this was said, Asibandhakaputta the headman said to 
the Blessed One: "Magnificent, venerable sir! . . .  From today let 
the Blessed One remember me as a lay follower who has gone for 
refuge for life." 

7 The Simile of the Field 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Nalanda in 
Pavarika's Mango Grove. Then Asibandhakaputta the headman 
approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat down to 
one side, and said to him: "Venerable sir, doesn't the Blessed One 
dwell compassionate towards all living beings?" 

"Yes, headman, the Tathagata dwells compassionate towards 
all living beings." 

"Then why is it, venerable sir, that the Blessed One teaches the 
Dhamma thoroughly to some, yet not so thoroughly to others?" 
[315] 

"Well then, headman, I will question you about this. Answer as 
you see fit. What do you think, headman? Suppose a farmer here 
had three fields: one excellent, one of middling quality, and one 
inferior-rough, salty, with bad ground. What do you think, 

headman? If that farmer wishes to sow seed, where would he 
sow it first: in the excellent field, in the field of middling quality, 
or in the field that was inferior, the one that was rough, salty, 
with bad ground?" 

"If, venerable sir, that farmer wishes to sow seed, he would 
sow it in the excellent field. Having sown seed there, he would 
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next sow seed in the field of middling quality. Having sown seed 
there, he might or might not sow seed in the field that was infe
rior, the one that was rough, salty, with bad ground. For what 
reason? Because at least it can be used as fodder for the cattle." 

"Headman, just like the field that is excellent are the bhikkhus 
and bhikkhunis to me. I teach them the Dhamma that is good in 
the beginning, good in the middle, and good in the end, with the 
right meaning and phrasing; I reveal the holy life that is perfect
ly complete and pure. For what reason? Because they dwell with 
me as their island, with r:le as their shelter, with me as their pro
tector, with me as their refuge. 

"Then, headman, just like the field of middling quality are the 
male and female lay followers to me. To them too I teach the 
Dhamma that is good in the beginning, good in the middle, and 
good in the end, with the right meaning and phrasing; I reveal 
the holy life that is perfectly complete and pure. For what rea
son? Because they dwell with me as their island, with me as their 
shelter, with me as their protector, with me as their refuge. 

"Then, headman, just like that field that is inferior-[316] 
rough, salty, with bad ground-are the ascetics, brahmins, and 
wanderers of other sects to me. Yet to them too I teach the 
Dhamma that is good in the beginning, good in the middle, and 
good in the end, with the right meaning and phrasing; I reveal 
the holy life that is perfectly complete and pure. For what rea
son? Because if they understand even a single sentence, that will 
lead to their welfare and happiness for a long time. 

"Suppose, headman, a man had three waterpots: one without 
cracks, which does not let water seep through and escape; one 
without cracks, but which lets water seep through and escape; 
and one with cracks, which lets water seep through and escape. 
What do you think, headman? If that man wants to store water, 
where would he store it first: in the waterpot that is without 
cracks, which does not let water seep through and escape; or in 
the waterpot that is without cracks, but which lets water seep 
through and escape; or in the waterpot that has cracks, which lets 
water seep through and escape?" 

"If, venerable sir, that man wants to store water, he would 
store it in the waterpot that is without cracks, which does not let 
water seep through and escape. Having stored water there, he 
Would next store it in the waterpot that is without cracks, but 
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which lets water seep through and escape. Having stored it there 
he might or might not store it in the waterpot that has cracks

' 

which lets water seep through and escape. For what reason? 
Because it can at least be used for washing dishes." 

"Headman, just like the waterpot that is without cracks, which 
does not let water seep through and escape, are the bhikkhus and 
bhikkhunis to me. I teach them the Dhamma that is good in the 
beginning, good in the middle, and good in the end, with the 
right meaning and phrasing; I reveal the holy life that is perfect
ly complete and pure. For what reason? Because they dwell with 
me as their island, with me as their shelter, with me as their pro
tector, with me as their refuge. 

"Then, headman, just like the waterpot that is without cracks, 
but which lets water seep through and escape, are the male and 
female lay followers to me. To them [317] too I teach the 
Dhamma that is good in the beginning, good in the middle, and 
good in the end, with the right meaning and phrasing; I reveal 
the holy life that is perfectly complete and pure. For what rea
son? Because they dwell with me as their island, with me as their 
shelter, with me as their protector, with me as their refuge. 

"Then, headma�, just like the waterpot that has cracks, which 
lets water seep through and escape, are the ascetics, brahmins, 
and wanderers Df other sects to me. Yet to them too I teach the 
Dhamma that is good in the beginning, good in the middle, and 
good in the end, with the right meaning and phrasing; I reveal 
the holy life that is perfectly complete and pure. For what rea
son? Because if they understand even a single sentence, that will 
lead to their welfare and happiness for a long time." 

When this was said, Asibandhakaputta the headman said to 
the Blessed One: "Magnificent, venerable sir! . . .  From today let 
the Blessed One remember me as a lay follower who has gone for 
refuge for life." 

8 The Conch Blower 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Nalanda in 
Pavarika's Mango Grove. Then Asibandhakaputta the headman, 
a lay disciple of the nigat:lthas,343 approached the Blessed One . . . . 
The Blessed One then said to him as he was sitting to one side: 
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"In what way, headman, does Niga�tha Nataputta teach the 
Dhamma to his disciples?" 

"Venerable sir, Niga�tha Nataputta teaches the Dhamma to his 
disciples thus: 'Anyone at all who destroys life is bound for a 
state of misery, bound for hell. Anyone at all who takes what is 
not given is bound for a state of misery, bound for hell. Anyone 
at all who engages in sexual misconduct is bound for a state of 
misery, bound for hell. Anyone at all who speaks falsehood is 
bound for a state of misery, bound for hell. One is led on [to 
rebirth] by the manner in which one usually dwells.' It is in such 
a way, venerable sir, that Niga�tha Nataputta teaches the 
Dhamma to his disciples." 

"If, headman, it were the case that one is led on [to rebirth] by 
the manner in which one usually dwells, [318] then according to 
Niga�tha Nataputta's word, no one at all would be bound for a 
state of misery, bound for hell. What do you think, headman? In 
the case of a person who destroys life, if one compares one occa
sion with another, whether by day or by night, which is more 
frequent: the occasions when he is destroying life or those when 
he is not doing so?" 

"In the case of a person who destroys life, venerable sir, if one 
compares one occasion with another, whether by day or by night, 
the occasions when he is destroying life are infrequent while 
those when he is not doing so are frequent." 

"So, headman, if it were the case that one is led on [to rebirth] 
by the manner in which one usually dwells, then according to 
NigaI).tha Nataputta's word no one at all would be bound for a 
state of misery, bound for hell. 

"What do you think, headman? In the case of a person who 
takes what is not given . . .  who engages in sexual misconduct . . .  
[319] who speaks falsehood, if one compares one occasion with 
another, whether by day or by night, which is more frequent: the 
occasions when he is speaking falsehood or those when he is not 
speaking falsehood?" 

"In the case of a person who speaks falsehood, venerable sir, if 
one compares one occasion with another, whether by day or by 
night, the occasions when he is speaking falsehood are infrequent 
While those when he is not speaking falsehood are frequent." 

"So, headman, if it were the case that one is led on [to rebirth] 
by the manner in which one usually dwells, then according to 
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NigaI)tha Nataputta's word no one at all would be bound for a 
state of misery, bound for hell. 

"Here, headman, some teacher holds such a doctrine and view 
as this: 'Anyone at all who destroys life . . .  who takes what is not 
given . . .  who engages in sexual misconduct . . .  who speaks false
hood is bound for a state of misery, is bound for hell. ' Then a dis
ciple has full confidence in that teacher. It occurs to him: 'My 
teacher holds such a doctrine and view as this: "Anyone at aU 
who destroys life is bound for a state of misery, bound for hell." 
Now I have destroyed life, so I too am bound for a state of mis
ery, bound for hell.' Thus he acquires such a view. If he does not 
abandon that assertion and that state of mind, and if he does not 
relinquish that view, then according to his deserts he will be, as 
it were, dropped off in hell.344 

"It occurs to him: 'My teacher holds such a doctrine and view 
as this: "Anyone at all who takes what is not given is bound for 
a state of misery, bound for hell." Now I have taken what is not 
given, so I too am bound for a state of misery, bound for hell.' 
Thus he acquires such a view. If he does not abandon that asser
tion . . .  he will be, as it were, dropped off in hell. 

"It occurs to him: 'My teacher holds such a doctrine and view 
as this: "Anyone at all who engages in sexual misconduct [320] is 
bound for a state of misery, bound for hell." Now I have engaged 
in sexual misconduct, so I too am bound for a state of misery, 
bound for hell.' Thus he acquires such a view. If he does not aban
don that assertion . . .  he will be, as it were, dropped off in hell. 

"It occurs to him: 'My teacher holds such a doctrine and view 
as this: "Anyone at all who speaks falsehood is bound for a state 
of misery, bound for hell." Now I have spoken falsehood, so I too 
am bound for a state of misery, bound for hell.' Thus he acquires 
such a view. If he does not abandon that assertion . . .  he will be, 
as it were, dropped off in hell. 

"But here, headman, a Tathagata arises in the world, an ara
hant, perfectly enlightened, accomplished in true knowledge and 
conduct, fortunate, knower of the world, unsurpassed leader of 
persons to be tamed, teacher of devas and humans, the 
Enlightened One, the Blessed One. In many ways he criticizes 
and censures the destruction of life, and he says: I Abstain from 
the destruction of life.' He criticizes and censures the taking of 
what is not given, and he says: I Abstain from taking what is not 
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given.' He criticizes and censures sexual misconduct, and he 
says: 'Abstain from sexual misconduct.' He criticizes and cen
sures false speech, and he says: 'Abstain from false speech.' 

"Then a disciple has full confidence in that teacher. He reflects 
thus: 'In many ways the Blessed One criticizes and censures the 
destruction of life, and he says: If Abstain from the destruction of 
life." Now I have destroyed life to such and such an extent. That 
wasn't proper; that wasn't good. But though I feel regret over 
this, that evil deed of mine cannot be undone.' Having reflected 
thus, he abandons the destruction of life and he abstains from the 
destruction of life in the future. Thus there comes about the aban
doning of that evil deed;345 thus there comes about the tran
scending of that evil deed. 

"He reflects thus: 'In many ways the Blessed One criticizes and 
censures the taking of what is not given, and he says: "Abstain 
from taking what is not given." Now I have taken what is not 
given to such and such an extent. That wasn't proper; that wasn't 
good. But though I feel regret over this, that evil deed of mine 
cannot be undone.' Having reflected thus, [321] he abandons the 
taking of what is not given and he abstains from taking what is 
not given in the future. Thus there comes about the abandoning 
of that evil deed; thus there comes about the transcending of that 
evil deed. 

"He reflects thus: 'In many ways the Blessed One criticizes and 
censures sexual misconduct, and he says: If Abstain from sexual 
misconduct." Now I have engaged in sexual misconduct to such 
and such an extent. That wasn't proper; that wasn't good. But 
though I feel regret over this, that evil deed of mine cannot be 
undone.' Having reflected thus, he abandons sexual misconduct 
and he abstains from sexual misconduct in the future. Thus there 
comes about the abandoning of that evil deed; thus there comes 
about the transcending of that evil deed. 

"He reflects thus: 'In many ways the Blessed One criticizes and 
censures false speech, and he says: "Abstain from false speech." 
Now I have spoken falsehood to such and such an extent. That 
wasn't proper; that wasn't good. But though I feel regret over 
this, that evil deed of mine cannot be undone.' Having reflected 
thus, he abandons false speech and he abstains from false speech 
in the future. Thus there comes about the abandoning of that evil 
deed; thus there COmes about the transcending of that evil deed. 
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"Having abandoned the destruction of life, he abstains from 
the destruction of life. Having abandoned the taking of what is 
not given, he abstains from taking what is not given. HaVing 
abandoned sexual misconduct, he abstains from sexual miscon
duct. Having abandoned false speech, he abstains from false 
speech. Having abandoned divisive speech, he abstains from 
divisive speech. Having abandoned harsh speech, he abstains 
from harsh speech. Having abandoned idle chatter, he abstains 
from idle chatter. Having abandoned covetousness, he is uncov
etous. [322] Having abandoned ill will and hatred, he has a mind 
without ill will. Having abandoned wrong view, he is one of 
right view. 

"Then, headman, that noble disciple-who is thus devoid of 
covetousness, devoid of ill will, unconfused, clearly compre
hending, ever mindful-dwells pervading one quarter with a 
mind imbued with lovingkindness, likewise the second quarter, 
the third quarter, and the fourth quarter. Thus above, below, 
across, and everywhere, and to all as to himself, he dwells per
vading the entire world with a mind imbued with lovingkind
ness, vast, exalted, measureless, without hostility, without ill 
will. Just as a strong conch blower can easily send his signal to 
the four quarters, so too, when the liberation of mind by lov
ingkindness is developed and cultivated in this way, any limited 
kamma that was done does not remain there, does not persist 
there.346 

"He dwells pervading one quarter with a mind imbued with 
compassion . . .  with a mind imbued with altruistic joy . . .  with a 
mind imbued with equanimity, likewise the second quarter, the 
third quarter, and the fourth quarter. Thus above, below, across, 
and everywhere, and to all as to himself, he dwells pervading the 
entire world with a mind imbued with equanimity, vast, exalted, 
measureless, without hostility, without ill will. Just as a strong 
conch blower can easily send his signal to the four quarters, so 
too, when the liberation of mind by equanimity is developed and 
cultivated in this way, any limited kamma that was done does 

not remain there, does not persist there." 
When this was said, Asibandhakaputta the headman said to 

the Blessed One: "Magnificent, venerable sir! . . .  From today let 
the Blessed One remember me as a lay follower who has gone for 
refuge for life." 
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9 Families 

On one occasion the Blessed One, while wandering on tour 

among the Kosalans together with a large Sangha of bhikkhus, 
arrived at Nalanda. [323] He stayed there at Nalanda in 
Pavarika's Mango Grove. 

Now on that occasion Nalanda was in the grip of famine, a 
time of scarcity, with crops blighted and turned to straw.347 On 

that occasion NigaDtha Nataputta was residing at Nalanda 
together with a large retinue of nigaDthas. Then Asibandhaka
putta the headman, a lay disciple of the nigaDthas, approached 
NigaDtha Nataputta, paid homage to him, and sat down to one 
side. NigaDtha Nataputta then said to him: "Come, headman, 
refute the doctrine of the ascetic Gotama. Then a good report 
concerning you will be spread about thus: 'Asibandhakaputta 
the headman has refuted the doctrine of the ascetic Gotama, who 
is so powerful and mighty.'" 

"But how, venerable sir, shall I refute the doctrine of the asce
tic Gotama, who is so powerful and mighty?" 

"Go, headman, approach the ascetic Gotama and ask him: 
'Venerable sir, doesn't the Blessed One in many ways praise 
sympathy towards families, the protection of families, compas
sion towards families?' If, when he is questioned by you thus, the 
ascetic Gotama answers, 'Yes, headman, the Tathagata in many 
ways praises sympathy for families, the protection of families, 
compassion for families,' then you should say to him: 'Then why, 
venerable sir, is the Blessed One wandering on tour with a large 
Sangha of bhikkhus at a time of famine, a time of scarcity, when 
crops are blighted and have turned to straw? The Blessed One is 
practising for the annihilation of families, for the calamity of fam
ilies, for the destruction of families: When the ascetic Gotama is 
posed this dilemma by you, he will neither be able to throw it up 
nOr to gulp it down." [324] 

"Yes, venerable sir," Asibandhakaputta the headman replied. 
Then he rose from his seat and, after paying homage to NigaDtha 
Nataputta, keeping him on his right, he departed and went to the 
Blessed One. After paying homage to the Blessed One, he sat 
down to one side and said to him: "Venerable sir, doesn't the 
Blessed One in many ways praise sympathy for families, the pro
tection of families, compassion for families?" 
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"Yes, headman, the Tathagata in many ways praises sympathy 
for families, the protection of families, compassion for families." 

"Then why, venerable sir, is the Blessed One wandering on 
tour with a large Sangha of bhikkhus at a time of famine, a time 
of scarcity, when crops are blighted and have turned to straw? 
The Blessed One is practising for the annihilation of families, for 
the calamity of families, for the destruction of families." 

"I recollect ninety-one aeons back, headman, but 1 do not recall 
any family that has ever been destroyed merely by offering 
cooked almsfood. Rather, whatever families there are that are 
rich, with much wealth and property, with abundant gold and 
silver, with abundant possessions and means of subsistence, with 
abundant wealth and grain, they have all become so from giving, 
from truthfulness, and from self-control.348 

"There are, headman, eight causes and conditions for the 
destruction of families. Families come to destruction on account 
of the king, or on account of thieves, or on account of fire, or on 
account of water; or they do not find what they have put away;349 
or mismanaged undertakings fail; or there arises within a family 
a wastrel who squanders, dissipates, and fritters away its wealth; 
[325] and impermanence is the eighth. These are the eight causes 
and conditions for the destruction of families. But while these 
eight causes and conditions for the destruction of families exist, 
if anyone speaks thus of me: 'The Blessed One is practising for 
the annihilation of families, for the calamity of families, for the 
destruction of families,' if he does not abandon that assertion and 
that state of mind, and if he does not relinquish that view, then 
according to his deserts he will be, as it were, dropped off in hell." 

When this was said, Asibandhakaputta the headman said to 
the Blessed One: "Magnificent, venerable sir! . . .  From today let 
the Blessed One remember me as a lay follower who has gone for 
refuge for life." 

10 Ma1}icii!aka 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in the 
Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. Now on that occasion the 
members of the king's retinue had assembled in the royal palace 
and were sitting together when the following conversation arose: 
"Gold and silver are allowable for the ascetics following the 
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Sakyan son; the ascetics following the Sakyan son consent to gold 
and silver; the ascetics following the Sakyan son accept gold and 
silver." 

Now on that occasion Mar:ticfi!aka the headman was sitting in 
that assembly. Then Mar:ticfi!aka the headman said to that assem
bly: "Do not speak thus, masters. Gold and silver are not allow
able for the ascetics following the Sakyan son; the ascetics fol
lowing the Sakyan son do not consent to gold and silver; the 
ascetics following the Sakyan son do not accept gold and silver. 
They have renounced jewellery and gold; they have given up the 
use of gold and silver."350 And Mar:ticfi!aka was able to convince 
that assembly. 

Then Mar:ticfi!aka approached the Blessed One, paid homage to 
him, and sat down to one side. [326] Sitting to one side, he 
reported to the Blessed One all that had happened, adding: "1 
hope, venerable sir, that when 1 answered thus 1 stated what has 
been said by the Blessed One and did not misrepresent him with 
what is contrary to fad; that 1 explained in accordance with the 
Dhamma, and that no reasonable consequence of my statement 
gives ground for criticism." 

"For sure, headman, when you answered thus you stated what 
has been said by me and did not misrepresent me with what is 
contrary to fact; you explained in accordance with the Dhamma, 
and no reasonable consequence of your statement gives ground 
for criticism. For, headman, gold and silver are not allowable for 
the ascetics following the Sakyan son; the ascetics following the 
Sakyan son do not consent to gold and silver; the ascetics fol
lowing the Sakyan son do not accept gold and silver. They have 
renounced jewellery and gold; they have given up the use of gold 
and silver. If gold and silver are allowable for anyone, the five 
cords of sensual pleasure are allowable for him. If the five cords 
of sensual pleasure are allowable for anyone, you can definitely 
consider him to be one who does not have the character of an 
ascetic or of a follower of the Sakyan son. 

"Further, headman, 1 say this: 'Straw may be sought by one 
needing straw; timber may be sought by one needing timber; a 
cart may be sought by one needing a cart; a workman may be 
sought by one needing a workman.' [327] But I do not say that 
there is any method by which gold and silver may be consented 
to or sought." 
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11  Bhadraka 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at a town of the 
Mallans named Uruvelakappa. Then Bhadraka the headman 
approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat down to 
one side, and said to him: "It would be good, venerable sir, if the 
Blessed One would teach me about the origin and the passing 
away of suffering." 

"If, headman, I were to teach you about the origin and the 
passing away of suffering with reference to the past, saying, 'So 
it was in the past,' perplexity and uncertainty about that might 
arise in you. And if I were to teach you about the origin and the 
passing away of suffering with reference to the future, saying, 
'So it will be in the future,' perplexity and uncertainty about that 
might arise in you. Instead, headman, while I am sitting right 
here, and you are sitting right there, I will teach you about the 
origin and the passing away of suffering. Listen to that and 
attend closely, I will speak." 

"Yes, venerable sir," Bhadraka the headman replied. The 
Blessed One said this: 

"What do you think, headman? Are there any people in 
Uruvelakappa on whose account sorrow, lamentation, pain, dis
pleasure, and despair would arise in you if they were to be exe
cuted, imprisoned, fined, or censured?"351 

"There are such people, venerable sir." 
"But are there any people in Uruvelakappa on whose account 

(328] sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair would 
not arise in you in such an event?" 

"There are suth people, venerable sir." 
"What, headman, is the cause and reason why in relation to 

some people in Uruvelakappa sorrow, lamentation, pain, dis
pleasure, and despair would arise in you if they were to be exe
cuted, imprisoned, fined, or censured, while in regard to others 
no such sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair 
would arise in you?" 

"Those people in Uruvelakappa, venerable sir, in relation to 

whom sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair would 

arise in me if they were to be executed, imprisoned, fined, or cen

sured-these are the ones for whom I have desire and attachment. 

But those people in Uruvelakappa in relation to whom no sorrow, 
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lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair would arise in me

these are the ones for whom I have no desire and attachment." 
"Headman, by means of this principle that is seen, understood, 

immediately attained, fathomed, apply the method to the past 
and to the future thus:352 'Whatever suffering arose in the past, 
all that arose rooted in desire, with desire as its source; for desire 
is the root of suffering. Whatever suffering will arise in the 
future, all that will arise rooted in desire, with desire as its 
source; for desire is the root of suffering.'" 

"It is wonderful, venerable sir! It is amazing, venerable sir! 
How well that has been stated by the Blessed One: 'Whatever 
suffering arises, [329] all that is rooted in desire, has desire as its 
source; for desire is the root of suffering:353 Venerable sir, I have 
a boy named Ciravasi, who stays at an outside residence. I rise 
early and send a man, saying, 'Go, man, and find out how 
Ciravasi is.' Until that man returns, venerable sir, I am upset, 
thinking, 'I hope Ciravasi has not met with any affliction!'" 

"What do you think, headman? If Ciravasi were to be execut
ed, imprisoned, fined, or censured, would sorrow, lamentation, 
pain, displeasure, and despair arise in you?" 

"Venerable sir, if Ciravasi were to be executed, imprisoned, 
fined, or censured, even my life would be upset, so how could sor
row, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair not arise in me?" 

"In this way too, headman, it can be understood: 'Whatever 
suffering arises, all that arises rooted in desire, with desire as its 
source; for desire is the root of suffering.' 

"What do you think, headman? Before you saw Ciravasi's 
mother or heard about her, did you have any desire, attachment, 
Or affection for her?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Then was it, headman, because of seeing her or hearing about 

her that this desire, attachment, and affection arose in you?" 
"Yes, venerable sir." 
"What do you think, headman? If Ciravasi's mother were to be 

executed, imprisoned, fined, or censured, would sorrow, lamen
tation, pain, displeasure, and despair arise in you?" [330] 

"Venerable sir, if Ciravasi's mother were to be executed, 
imprisoned, fined, or censured, even my life would be upset, so 
how could sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair 
not arise in me?" 
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"In this way too, headman, it can be understood: 'Whatever 
suffering arises, all that arises rooted in desire, with desire as its 
source; for desire is the root of suffering. '" 

12 Riisiya 

Then Ra.siya the headman approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 
"Venerable sir, I have heard: 'The ascetic Gotama criticizes all 
austerity. He categorically blames and reviles any ascetic who 
leads a rough life.' Do those who speak thus, venerable sir, state 
what has been said by the Blessed One and not misrepresent him 
with what is contrary to fact? Do they explain in accordance with 
the Dhamma so that no reasonable consequence of their assertion 
would be open to criticism?" 

"Those who speak thus, headman, do not state what has been 
said by me but misrepresent me with untruth and falsehood. 

"There are, headman, these two extremes which should not be 
cultivated by one who has gone forth into homelessness: the pur
suit of sensual happiness in sensual pleasures, which is low, vul
gar, the way of worldlings, ignoble, unbeneficial; and the pursuit 
of self-mortification, which is painful, ignoble, unbeneficial. 
Without veering towards either of these extremes, the Tatha.gata 
has awakened to the middle way, [331] which gives rise to vision, 
which gives rise to knowledge, which leads to peace, to direct 
knowledge, to enlightenment, to Nibba.na. And what is that mid
dle way awakened to by the Tathagata, which gives rise to vision 
. . .  leads to Nibbana? It is this Noble Eightfold Path; that is, right 
view . . .  right concentration. This is that middle way awakened to 
by the Tathagata, which gives rise to vision, which gives rise to 
knowledge, which leads to peace, to direct knowledge, to 
enlightenment, to Nibbana.354 

II 

"There are, headman, these three persons who enjoy sensual 

pleasures existing in the world. What three?355 
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(i) 
"Here, headman, someone who enjoys sensual pleasures seeks 
wealth unlawfully, by violence. Having done so, he does not 
make himself happy and pleased, nor does he share it and do 
meritorious deeds. 

(ii) 
"Then, headman, someone here who enjoys sensual pleasures 
seeks wealth unlawfully, by violence. Having done so, he makes 
himself happy and pleased, but he does not share it and do mer
itorious deeds. 

(iii) 
"Then, headman, someone here who enjoys sensual pleasures 
seeks wealth unlawfully, by violence. Having done so, he makes 
himself happy and pleased, and he shares it and does meritori
ous deeds. 

(iv) 
"Then, headman, someone here who enjoys sensual pleasures 
seeks wealth both lawfully and unlawfully, both by violence and 
without violence. Having done so, [332] he does not make him
self happy and pleased, nor does he share it and do meritorious 
deeds. 

(v) 
"Then, headman, someone here who enjoys sensual pleasures 
seeks wealth both lawfully and unlawfully, both by violence and 
without violence. Having done so, he makes himself happy and 
pleased, but he does not share it and do meritorious deeds. 

(vi) 
"Then, headman, someone here who enjoys sensual pleasures 
seeks wealth both lawfully and unlawfully, both by violence and 
without violence. Having done so, he makes himself happy and 
pleased, and he shares it and does meritorious deeds. 

(vii) 
"Then, headman, someone here who enjoys sensual pleasures 
seeks wealth lawfully, without violence. Having done so, he does 
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not make himself happy and pleased, nor does he share it and do 
meritorious deeds. 

(viii) 
"Then, headman, someone here who enjoys sensual pleasures 
seeks wealth lawfully, without violence. Having done so, he 
makes himself happy and pleased, but he does not share it and 
do meritorious deeds. 

(ix) 
"Then, headman, someone here who enjoys sensual pleasures 
seeks wealth lawfully, without violence. Having done so, he 
makes himself happy and pleased, and he shares it and does 
meritorious deeds. But he uses his wealth while being tied to it, 
infatuated with it, blindly absorbed in it, not seeing the danger in 
it, not understanding the escape. 

(x) 
"Then, headman, someone here who enjoys sensual pleasures 
seeks wealth lawfully, without violence. Having done so, [333] 
he makes himself happy and pleased, and he shares it and does 
meritorious deeds. And he uses his wealth without being tied to 
it, uninfatuated with it, not blindly absorbed in it, seeing the dan
ger in it, understanding the escape. 

III 

(i) 
"Therein, headman, the one enjoying sensual pleasures who 
seeks wealth unlawfully, by violence, and who does not make 
himself happy and pleased nor share it and do meritorious 
deeds, may be criticized on three grounds. On what three 
grounds may he be criticized? 'He seeks wealth unlawfully, by 
violence' -this is the first ground on which he may be criticized. 
'He does not make himself happy and pleased' -this is the sec
ond ground on which he may be criticized. 'He does not share it 
and do meritorious deeds' -this is the third ground on which he 
may be criticized. This one enjoying sensual pleasures may be 
criticized on these three grounds. 
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(ii) 
"Therein, headman, the one enjoying sensual pleasures who 
seeks wealth unlawfully, by violence, and who makes himself 
happy and pleased but does not share it and do meritorious 
deeds, may be criticized on two grounds and praised on one 
ground. On what two grounds may he be criticized? 'He seeks 
wealth unlawfully, by violence'-this is the first ground on 
which he may be criticized. 'He does not share it and do merito
rious deeds' -this is the second ground on which he may be crit
icized. And on what one ground may he be praised? 'He makes 
himself happy and pleased'-this is the one ground on which he 
may be praised. This one enjoying sensual pleasures may be crit
icized on these two grounds and praised on this one ground. 

(iii) 
"Therein, headman, the one enjoying sensual pleasures who 
seeks wealth unlawfully, by violence, and [334] makes himself 
happy and pleased, and shares it and does meritorious deeds, 
may be criticized on one ground and praised on two grounds. On 
what one ground may he be criticized? 'He seeks wealth unlaw
fully, by violence' -this is the one ground on which he may be 
criticized. And on what two grounds may he be praised? 'He 
makes himself happy and pleased' -this is the first ground on 
which he may be praised. 'He shares it and does meritorious 
deeds' -this is the second ground on which he may be praised. 
This one enjoying sensual pleasures may be �riticized on this one 
ground and praised on these two grounds. 

(iv) 
"Therein, headman, the one enjoying sensual pleasures who 
seeks wealth both lawfully and unlawfully, both by violence and 
without violence, and who does not make himself happy and 
pleased nor share it and do meritorious deeds, may be praised on 
one ground and criticized on three grounds. On what one 
ground may he be praised? 'He seeks wealth lawfully, without 
violence' -this is the one ground on which he may be praised. 
On what three grounds may he be criticized? 'He seeks wealth 
unlawfully, by violence' -this is the first ground on which he 
may be criticized. 'He does not make himself happy and 
pleased' -this is the second ground on which he may be criti-
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cized. 'He does not share it and do meritorious deeds' -this is 
the third ground on which he may be criticized. This one enjoy
ing sensual pleasures may be praised on this one ground and 
criticized on these three grounds. 

(v) 
"Therein, headman, the one enjoying sensual pleasures who 
seeks wealth both lawfully and unlawfully, both by violence and 
without violence, and who makes himself happy and pleased but 
does not share it and do meritorious deeds, may be praised on 
two grounds and criticized on two grounds. On what two 
grounds may he be praised? 'He seeks wealth lawfully, without 
violence' -this is the first ground on which he may be praised. 
'He makes himself happy and pleased' -this is the second 
ground on which he may be praised. [335] On what two grounds 
may he be criticized? 'He seeks wealth unlawfully, by vio
lence' -this is the first ground on which he may be criticized. 'He 
does not share it and do meritorious deeds' -this is the second 
ground on which he may be criticized. This one enjoying sensu
al pleasures may be praised on these two grounds and criticized 
on these two grounds. 

(vi) 
"Therein, headman, the one enjoying sensual pleasures who 
seeks wealth both lawfully and unlawfully, both by violence and 
without violence, and who makes himself happy and pleased 
and shares it and does meritorious deeds, may be praised on 
three grounds and criticized on one ground. On what three 
grounds may he be praised? 'He seeks wealth lawfully, without 
violence' -this is the first ground on which he may be praised. 
'He makes himself happy and pleased' -this is the second 
ground on which he may be praised. 'He shares it and does mer
itorious deeds'-this is the third ground on which he may be 
praised. On what one ground may he be criticized? 'He seeks 
wealth unlawfully, by violence' -this is the one ground on which 
he may be criticized. This one enjoying sensual pleasures may be 
praised on these three grounds and criticized on this one ground. 

(vii) 
"Therein, headman, the one enjoying sensual pleasures who 
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seeks wealth lawfully, without violence, and who does not make 

himself happy and pleased nor share it and do meritorious 
deeds, may be praised on one ground and criticized on two 
grounds. On what one ground may he be praised? 'He seeks 
wealth lawfully, without violence' -this is the one ground on 
which he may be praised. On what two grounds may he be crit
icized? 'He does not make himself happy and pleased' -this is 
the first ground on which he may be criticized. 'He does not 
share it and do meritorious deeds'-this is the second ground on 
which he may be criticized. This one enjoying sensual pleasures 
may be praised on this one ground and criticized on these two 

grounds. [336] 

(viii) 
"Therein, headman, the one enjoying sensual pleasures who 
seeks wealth lawfully, without violence, and who makes himself 
happy and pleased but does not share it and do meritorious 
deeds, may be praised on two grounds and criticized on one 
ground. On what two grounds may he be praised? 'He seeks 
wealth lawfully, without violence' -this is the first ground on 
which he may be praised. 'He makes himself happy and 
pleased' -this is the second ground on which he may be praised. 
On what one ground may he be criticized? 'He does not share it 
and do meritorious deeds' -this is the one ground on which he 
may be criticized. This one enjoying sensual pleasures may be 
praised on these two grounds and criticized on this one ground. 

(ix) 
"Therein, headman, the one enjoying sensual pleasures who 
seeks wealth lawfully, without violence, and makes himself 
happy and pleased, and shares it and does meritorious deeds, 
but who uses that wealth while being tied to it, infatuated with 
it, blindly absorbed in it, not seeing the danger in it, not under
standing the escape-he may be praised on three grounds and 
criticized on one ground. On what three grounds may he be 
praised? 'He seeks wealth lawfully, without violence'-this is the 
first ground on which he may be praised. 'He makes himself 
happy and pleased' -this is the second ground on which he may 
be praised. 'He shares it and does meritorious deeds'-this is the 
third ground on which he may be praised. On what one ground 
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may he be criticized? 'He uses that wealth while being tied to it 
infatuated with it, blindly absorbed in it, not seeing the danger � 
it, not understanding the escape' -this is the one ground on 
which he may be criticized. This one enjoying sensual pleasures 
may be praised on these three grounds and criticized on this one 
ground. 

(x) 
"Therein, headman, the one enjoying sensual pleasures who 
seeks wealth lawfully, without violence, and makes himself 
happy and pleased, and shares it and does meritorious deeds, 
[337] and who uses that wealth without being tied to it, uninfat
uated with it, not blindly absorbed in it, seeing the danger in it, 
understanding the escape-he may be praised on four grounds. 
On what four grounds may he be praised? 'He seeks wealth law
fully, without violence' -this is the first ground on which he may 
be praised. 'He makes himself happy and pleased' -this is the 
second ground on which he may be praised. 'He shares it and 
does meritorious deeds' -this is the third ground on which he 
may be praised. 'He uses that wealth without being tied to it, 
uninfatuated with it, not blindly absorbed in it, seeing the danger 
in it, understanding the escape' -this is the fourth ground on 
which he may be praised. This one enjoying sensual pleasures 
may be praised on these four grounds. 

IV 

"There are, headman, these three kinds of ascetics of rough life 
existing in the world. What three? 

(i) 
"Here, headman, some ascetic of rough life has gone forth out of 
faith from the household life into homelessness with the thought: 
'Perhaps I may achieve a wholesome state; perhaps I may realize 
a superhuman distinction in knowledge and vision worthy of the 
noble ones.'356 He afflicts and torments himself, yet he does not 
achieve a wholesome state or realize a superhuman distinction in 
knowledge and vision worthy of the noble ones. 
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(ii) 
"Then, headman, some ascetic of rough life has gone forth out of 
faith . . . .  He afflicts and torments himself, and achieves a whole
some state, yet he does not realize a superhuman distinction in 
knowledge and vision worthy of the noble ones. [338] 

(iii) 
"Then, headman, some ascetic of rough life has gone forth out of 
faith . . . .  He afflicts and torments himself, achieves a wholesome 

state, and realizes a superhuman distinction in knowledge and 
vision worthy of the noble ones. 

V 

(i) 
"Therein, headman, the ascetic of rough life who afflicts and tor
ments himself, yet does not achieve a wholesome state or realize 
a superhuman distinction in knowledge and vision worthy of the 
noble ones, may be criticized on three grounds. On what three 
grounds may he be criticized? 'He afflicts and torments him
self-this is the first ground on which he may be criticized. 'He 
does not achieve a wholesome state'-this is the second ground 
on which he may .be criticized. 'He does not realize a super
human distinction in knowledge and vision worthy of the noble 
ones' -this is the third ground on which he may be criticized. 
This ascetic of rough life may be criticized on these three 
grounds. 

(ii) 
"Therein, headman, the ascetic of rough life who afflicts and tor
ments himself, and achieves a wholesome state, yet does not real
ize a superhuman distinction in knowledge and vision worthy of 
the noble ones, may be criticized on two grounds and praised on 
one ground. On what two grounds may he be criticized? 'He 
afflicts and torments himself' -this is the first ground on which 
he may be criticized. 'He does not realize a superhuman distinc
tion in knowledge and vision worthy of the noble ones'-this is 
the second ground on which he may be criticized. On what one 
ground may he be praised? 'He achieves a wholesome state'
this is the one ground on which he may be praised. This ascetic 
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of rough life may be criticized on these two grounds and praised 
on this one ground. [339] 

(iii) 
"Therein, headman, the ascetic of rough life who afflicts and tor
ments himself, achieves a wholesome state, and realizes a super
human distinction in knowledge and vision worthy of the noble 
ones, may be criticized on one ground and praised on two 
grounds. On what one ground may he be criticized? 'He afflicts 
and torments himself' -this is the one ground on which he may 
be criticized. On what two grounds may he be praised? 'He 
achieves a wholesome state' -this is the first ground on which he 
may be praised. 'He realizes a superhuman distinction in knowl
edge and vision worthy of the noble ones'-this is the second 
ground on which he may be praised. This ascetic of rough life 
may be criticized on this one ground and praised on these two 
grounds. 

VI 

"There are, headman, these three kinds of wearing away that are 
directly visible,357 immediate, inviting one to come and see, 
applicable, to be personally experienced by the wise. What three? 

(i) 
"Someone is lustful, and on account of lust he intends for his own 
affliction, for the affliction of others, for the affliction of both. 
When lust is abandoned, he does not intend for his own afflic
tion, or for the affliction of others, or for the affliction of both. The 
wearing away is directly visible, immediate, inviting one to come 
and see, applicable, to be personally experienced by the wise. 

(ii) 
"Someone is full of hatred, and on account of hatred he intends 
for his own affliction, for the affliction of others, for the affliction 
of both. When hatred is abandoned, he does not intend for his 
own affliction, or for the affliction of others, or for the affliction 
of both. [340] The wearing away is directly visible, immediate, 
inviting one to come and see, applicable, to be personally experi
enced by the wise. 
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(iii) 
"Someone is deluded, and on account of delusion he intends for 
his own affliction, for the affliction of others, for the affliction of 
both. When delusion is abandoned, he does not intend for his 
own affliction, or for the affliction of others, or for the affliction 
of both. The wearing away is directly visible, immediate, inviting 
one to come and see, applicable, to be personally experienced by 

the wise. 
"These, headman, are the three kinds of wearing away that are 

directly visible, immediate, inviting one to come and see, appli
cable, to be personally experienced by the wise." 

When this was said, Rasiya the headman said to the Blessed 
One: "Magnificent, venerable sir! . . .  From today let the Blessed 
One remember me as a lay follower who has gone for refuge for 
life." 

13 Piita1iya 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Koliyans where there was a town of the Koliyans named Uttara. 
Then Pataliya the headman approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 

"1 have heard, venerable sir: 'The ascetic Gotama knows 
magic.'358 I hope, venerable sir, that those who say, 'The ascetic 
Gotama knows magic,' state what has been said by the Blessed 
One and do not misrepresent him with what is contrary to fact; 
that they explain in accordance with the Dhamma, and that no 
reasonable consequence of their assertion gives ground for criti
cism. For we would not wish to misrepresent the Blessed One, 
venerable sir." 

"'Those, headman, who say, 'The ascetic Gotama knows magic,' 
state what has been said by me and do not misrepresent me with 
what is contrary to fact; they explain in accordance with the 
Dhamma, and no reasonable consequence of their assertion gives 
ground for criticism." [341] 

"Then, sir, we did not believe the plain truth asserted by those 
ascetics and brahmins who said, 'The ascetic Gotama knows 
magic.' Indeed, sir, the ascetic Gotama is a magician!"359 

"Headman, does one who asserts, 'I know magic,' also assert, 
'I am a magician'?" 
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"So it is, Blessed One! So it is, Fortunate One!" 
"Well then, headman, I will question you about this same mat

ter. Answer as you see fit. 

I 

(i) 
"What do you think, headman? Do you know the Koliyans' 
hirelings with drooping head-dresses?"360 

"I do, venerable sir." 
"What do you think, headman? What is the job of the Koliyans' 

hirelings with drooping head-dresses?" 
"Their job, venerable sir, is to arrest thieves for the Koliyans 

and to carry the Koliyans' messages." 
"What do you think, headman? Do you know whether the 

Koliyans' hirelings with drooping head-dresses are virtuous or 
immoral?" 

"I know, venerable sir, that they are immoral, of bad character. 
They are to be included among those in the world who are 
immoral, of bad character." 

"Would one be speaking rightly, headman, if one were to say: 
'Pataliya the headman knows the Koliyans' hirelings with droop
ing head-dresses, who are immoral, of bad character. Pataliya the 
headman too is immoral, of bad character'?" 

"No, venerable sir. I am quite different from the Koliyans' 
hirelings with drooping head-dresses. My character is quite dif
ferent from theirs." [342] 

"If, headman, it can be said about you, 'Pataliya the headman 
knows the Koliyans' hirelings with drooping head-dresses, who 
are immoral, of bad character, but Pataliya the headman is not 
immoral, of bad character,' then why can't it be said about the 
Tathagata: 'The Tathagata knows magic, but the Tathagata is not 
a magician'? I understand magic, headman, and the result of 
magic, and I understand how a magician, faring along, with the 
breakup of the body, after deatht is reborn in a state of misery, in 
a bad destination, in the nether world, in hell. 

(ii) 
"I understand, headman, the destruction of life, and the result of 
the destruction of life, and I understand how one who destroys 
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life, faring along, with the breakup of the body, after death, is 
reborn in a state of misery, in a bad destination, in the nether 
world, in hell. 

"1 understand, headman, the taking of what is not given . . .  sex-

ual misconduct . . .  false speech . . .  divisive speech . . .  harsh 
speech . . . [343] . . . idle chatter . . .  covetousness . . . ill will and 
hatred . . . wrong view, and the result of wrong view, and I 
understand how one who holds wrong view, faring along, with 
the breakup of the body, after death, is reborn in a state of mis
ery, in a bad destination, in the nether world, in hell. 

II 

"There are, headman, some ascetics and brahmins who hold such 
a doctrine and view as this: 'Anyone at all who destroys life 
experiences pain and grief in this very life. Anyone at all who 
takes what is not given . . .  who engages in sexual misconduct . . .  
who speaks falsely experiences pain and grief in this very life.' 

(i) 
"Someone here, headman, is seen garlanded and adorned, fresh
ly bathed and groomed, with hair and beard trimmed, enjoying 
sensual pleasures with women as if he were a king. They ask 
someone about him: 'Sir, what has this man done, that he has 
been garlanded and adorned . . .  enjoying sensual pleasures with 
women as if he were a king?' [344] They answer: 'Sir, this man 
attacked the king's enemy and took his life. The king was pleased 
with him and bestowed a reward upon him. That is why this 
man is garlanded and adorned . . .  enjoying sensual pleasures 
with women as if he were a king.' 

(ii) 
"Then, headman, someone here is seen with his arms tightly 
bound behind him with a strong rope, his head shaven, being led 
around from street to street, from square to square, to the omi
nous beating of a drum, and then taken out through the south 
gate and beheaded to the south of the city. They ask someone 
about him: 'Sir, what has this man done, that with his arms tight
ly tied behind his back . . .  he is beheaded to the south of the city?' 
They answer: 'Sir, this man, an enemy of the king, has taken the 
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life of a man or a woman. That is why the rulers, having had him 
arrested, imposed such a punishment upon him: 

"What do you think, headman, have you ever seen or heard of 
such a case?" 

"1 have seen this, venerable sir, and I have heard of it, and I will 
hear of it [still again]." 

"Therein, headman, when those ascetics and brahmins who 
hold such a doctrine and view as this say: 'Anyone at all who 
destroys life experiences pain and grief here and now,' do they 
speak truthfully or falsely?" 

"Falsely, venerable sir." 
"Are those who prattle empty falsehood virtuous or immoral?" 

[345] 
"Immoral, venerable sir." 
"Are those who are immoral and of bad character practising 

wrongly or rightly?" 
"Practising wrongly, venerable sir." 
"00 those who are practising wrongly hold wrong view or 

right view?" 
"Wrong view, venerable sir." 
"Is it proper to place confidence in those who hold wrong 

view?" 
"No, venerable sir." 

(iii) 
"Then, headman, someone here is seen garlanded and adorned, 
freshly bathed and groomed, with hair and beard trimmed, 
enjoying sensual pleasures with women as if he were a king. 
They ask someone about him: 'Sir, what has this man done, that 
he has been garlanded and adorned . . .  enjoying sensual pleas
ures with women as if he were a king?' They answer: 'Sir, this 
man attacked the king's enemy and stole a gem. The king was 
pleased with him and bestowed a reward upon him. That is why 
this man is garlanded and adorned . . .  enjoying sensual pleasures 
with women as if he were a king: 

(iv) 
"Then, headman, someone here is seen with his arms tightly 
bound behind him with a strong rope, his head shaven, being led 
around from street to street, from square to square, to the omi-
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nous beating of a drum, and then taken out through the south 
gate and beheaded to the south of the city. They ask someone 
about him: 'Sir, what has this man done, that with his arms tight
ly bound behind him . . .  he is beheaded to the south of the city?' 
They answer: 'Sir, this man, an enemy of the king, stole some
thing from a village or a forest, he committed theft. That is why 
the rulers, having had him arrested, imposed such a punishment 

on him.' 
"What do you think, headman, have you ever seen or heard of 

such a case?" 
"I have seen this, venerable sir, and I have heard of it, and I will 

hear of it [still again]." [346] 
"Therein, headman, when those ascetics and brahmins who 

hold such a doctrine and view as this say: 'Anyone at all who 
takes what is not given experiences pain and grief here and now,' 
do they speak truthfully or falsely? . .  Is it proper to place confi
dence in those who hold wrong view?" 

"No, venerable sir." 

(v) 
"Then, headman, someone here is seen garlanded and adorned, 
freshly bathed and groomed, with hair and beard trimmed, 
enjoying sensual pleasures with women as if he were a king. 
They ask someone about him: 'Sir, what has this man done, that 
he has been garlanded and adorned . . .  enjoying sensual pleas
ures with women as if he were a king?' They answer: 'Sir, this 
man seduced the wives of the king's enemy. The king was 
pleased with him and bestowed a reward upon him. That is why 
this man is garlanded and adorned . . .  enjoying sensual pleasures 
with women as if he were a king.' 

(vi) 
"Then, headman, someone here is seen with his arms tightly 
bound behind him with a strong rope, his head shaven, being led 
around from street to street, from square to square, to the omi
nous beating of a drum, and then taken out through the south 
gate and beheaded to the south of the city. They ask someone 
about him: 'Sir, what has this man done, that with his arms tight
ly bound behind him . . .  he is beheaded to the south of the city?' 
They answer: 'Sir, this man seduced women and girls of good 
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families. That is why the rulers, having had him arrested 
imposed such a punishment upon him.' 

, 

"What do you think, headman, have you ever seen or heard of 
such a case?" 

"I have seen this, venerable sir, and I have heard of it, and I will 
hear of it [still again]." 

"Therein, headman, when those ascetics and brahmins who 
hold such a doctrine and view as this say: 'Anyone at all who 
engages in sexual misconduct experiences pain and grief here 
c::.nd now,' do they speak truthfully or falsely? . .  Is it proper to 
place confidence in those who hold wrong view?" 

"No, venerable sir." [347] 

(vii) 
"Then, headman, someone here is seen garlanded and adorned, 
freshly bathed and groomed, with hair and beard trimmed, 
enjoying sensual pleasures with women as if he were a king. 
They ask someone about him: 'Sir, what has this man done, that 
he has been garlanded and adorned . . .  enjoying sensual pleas
ures with women as if he were a king?' They answer: 'Sir, this 
man amused the king with false speech. The king was pleased 
with him and bestowed a reward upon him. That is why this 
man is garlanded and adorned . . .  enjoying sensual pleasures 
with women as if he were a king.' 

(viii) 
"Then, headman, someone here is with his arms tightly bound 
behind him with a strong rope, his head shaven, being led 
around from street to street, from square to square, to the omi
nous beating of a drum, and then taken out through the south 
gate and beheaded to the south of the city. They ask someone 
about him: 'Sir, what has this man done, that with his arms tight

ly bound behind him . . .  he is beheaded to the south of the city?' 
They answer: 'Sir, this man has brought to ruin a householder or 

a householder's son with false speech. That is why the rulers, 
having had him arrested, imposed such a punishment upon him.' 

"What do you think, headman, have you ever seen or heard of 

such a case?" 
"I have seen this, venerable sir, and I have heard of it, and I will 

hear of it [still again]." 
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"Therein, headman, when those ascetics and brahmins who 
hold such a doctrine and view as this say: 'Anyone at all who 
speaks falsely experiences pain and grief here and now,' [348] do 
they speak truthfully or falsely? . . .  Is it proper to place confidence 
in those who hold wrong view?" 

"No, venerable sir. 

III 

"It is wonderful, venerable sir! It is amazing, venerable sir! I have 
a rest house in which there are beds, seats, a waterpot, and an oil 
lamp. When any ascetic or brahmin comes to reside there, then I 
share it with him to the best of my means and ability. In the past, 
venerable sir, four teachers-holding different views, with dif
ferent convictions, different preferences--came to dwell in that 
rest house. 

(i) 
"One teacher held such a doctrine and view as this:361 'There is 
nothing given, nothing offered, nothing presented in charity; no 
fruit or result of good and bad actions; no this world, no other 
world; no mother, no father; no beings who are reborn sponta
neously; no ascetics and brahmins faring and practising rightly 
in the world who, having realized this world and the other world 
for themselves by direct knowledge, make them known to others: 

(ii) 
"One teacher held such a doctrine and view as this: 'There is 
what is given, [349] what is offered, what is presented in charity; 
there is fruit and result of good and bad actions; there is this 
world and the other world; there is mother and father; there are 
beings who are reborn spontaneously; there are ascetics and 
brahmins faring and practising rightly in the world who, having 
realized this world and the other world for themselves by direct 
knowledge, make them known to others.' 

(iii) 
"One teacher held such a doctrine and view as this:362 'When one 
acts or makes others act, when one mutilates or makes others 
mutilate, when one tortures or makes others inflict torture, when 
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one inflicts sorrow or makes others inflict sorrow, when one 
oppresses or makes others inflict oppression, when one intimi
dates or makes others inflict intimidation, when one destroys life, 
takes what is not given, breaks into houses, plunders wealth 
commits burglary, ambushes highways, seduces another's wife

' 

utters falsehood-no evil is done by the doer. If, with a razor� 
rimmed wheel, one were to make the living beings of this earth 
into one mass of flesh, into one heap of flesh, because of this there 
would be no evil and no outcome of evil. If one were to go along 
the south bank of the Ganges killing and slaughtering, mutilating 
and making others mutilate, torturing and making others inflict 
torture, because of this there would be no evil and no outcome of 
evil. If one were to go along the north bank of the Ganges giving 
gifts and making others give gifts, making offerings and making 
others make offerings, because of this there would be no merit 
and no outcome of merit. By giving, by taming oneself, by self
control, by speaking truth, there is no merit and no outcome of 
merit.' 

(iv) 
"One teacher held such a doctrine and view as this: 'When one 
acts or makes others act, when one mutilates or makes others 
mutilate . . .  [350] . . . evil is done by the doer. If, with a razor
rimmed wheel, one were to make the living beings of this earth 
into one mass of flesh, into one heap of flesh, because of this there 
would be evil and an outcome of evil. If one were to go along the 
south bank of the Ganges killing and slaughtering, mutilating 
and making others mutilate, torturing and making others inflict 
torture, because of this there would be evil and an outcome of 
eviL If one were to go along the north bank of the Ganges giving 
gifts and making others give gifts, making offerings and making 
others make offerings, because of this there would be merit and 
an outcome of merit. By giving, by taming oneself, by self-control, 

by speaking truth, there is merit and an outcome of merit.' 
"There arose in me, venerable sir, the perplexity and doubt: 

'Which of these honourable ascetics and brahmins speak truth 

and which speak falsehood?'" 
"It is fitting for you to be perplexed, headman, fitting for you 

to doubt. Doubt has arisen in you about a perplexing matter." 
"I have confidence in the Blessed One thus: 'The Blessed One is 
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capable of teaching me the Dhamma in such a way that I might 
abandon this state of perplexity.'" 

IV 

"There is, headman, concentration of the Dhamma. If you were 
to obtain concentration of mind in that, you might abandon this 
state of perplexity.363 And what, headman, is concentration of the 
Dhamma? 

(i) 
"Herein, headman, having abandoned the destruction of life, the 
noble disciple abstains from the destruction of life. Having aban
doned the taking of what is not given, he abstains from taking 
what is not given. Having abandoned sexual misconduct, he 
abstains from sexual misconduct. Having abandoned false 
speech, he abstains from false speech. [3S1 } Having abandoned 
divisive speech, he abstains from divisive speech. Having aban
doned harsh speech, he abstains from harsh speech. Having 
abandoned idle chatter, he abstains from idle chatter. Having 
abandoned covetousness, he is uncovetous. Having abandoned 
ill will and hatred, he has a mind without ill will. Having aban
doned wrong view, he is one of right view. 

"Then, headman, that noble disciple-who is thus devoid of 
covetousness, devoid of ill will, unconfused, clearly compre
hending, ever mindful--dwells pervading one quarter with a 
mind imbued with lovingkindness, likewise the second quarter, 
the third quarter, and the fourth quarter. Thus above, below, 
across, and everywhere, and to all as to himself, he dwells per
vading the entire world with a mind imbued with lovingkind
ness, vast, exalted, measureless, without hostility, without ill will. 

"He reflects thus: 'This teacher holds such a doctrine and view 
as this: "There is nothing given, nothing offered .. , no ascetics 
and brahmins faring and practising rightly in the world who, 
haVing realized this world and the other world for themselves by 
direct knowledge, make them known to others." If the word of 
this good teacher is true, for me it yet counts as incontrovert
ible364 that I do not oppress anyone whether frail or firm. In both 
respects I have made a lucky throw:365 since I am restrained in 
body, speech, and mind, and since, with the breakup of the body, 
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after death, I shall be reborn in a good destination, in a heaven! 
world: [As he reflects thus] gladness is born. When one is glad
dened, rapture is born. When the mind is elated by rapture the 
body becomes tranquil. One tranquil in body experiences happi_ 
ness. The mind of one who is happy becomes concentrated. 

"This, headman, is concentration of the Dhamma. [352] If you 
were to obtain concentration of mind in that, you might abandon 
that state of perplexity. 

(ii) 
"Then, headman, that noble disciple-who is thus devoid of cov
etousness, devoid of ill will, unconfused, dearly comprehending, 
ever mindful-dwells pervading one quarter with a mind imbued 
with lovingkindness . . .  without ill will. 

"He reflects thus: 'This teacher holds such a doctrine and view 
as this: "There is what is given, there is what is offered . . .  there 
are ascetics and brahmins faring and practising rightly in the 
world who, having realized this world and the other world for 
themselves by direct knowledge, make them known to others." If 
the word of this good teacher is true, for me it yet counts as 
incontrovertible that I do not oppress anyone whether frail or 
firm. In both respects I have made a lucky throw: since I am 
restrainedin body, speech, and mind, and since, with the break
up of the body, after death, I shall be reborn in a good destina
tion, in a heavenly world: [As he reflects thus] gladness is born. 
When one is gladdened, rapture is born. When the mind is elat
ed by rapture the body becomes tranquil. One tranquil in body 
experiences happiness. The mind of one who is happy becomes 
concentrated. 

"This, headman, is concentration of the Dhamma. If you were 
to obtain concentration of mind in that, you might abandon that 
state of perplexity. 

(iii) 
"Then, headman, that noble disciple-who is thus devoid of cov
etousness, devoid of ill will, unconfused, clearly comprehending, 
ever mindful-dwells pervading one quarter with a mind 
imbued with lovingkindness . . .  [353] without ill will. 

"He reflects thus: 'This teacher holds such a doctrine and view 

as this: "When one acts or makes others act . . .  By giving, by tam-
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ing oneself, by self-control, by speaking truth, there is no merit 
and no outcome of merit." If the word of this good teacher is true, 
for me it yet counts as incontrovertible that I do not oppress any
one whether frail or firm. In both respects I have made a lucky 

throw: since I am restrained in body, speech, and mind, and 

since, with the breakup of the body, after death, I shall be reborn 
in a good destination, in a heavenly world.' [As he reflects thus] 
gladness is born. When one is gladdened, rapture is born. When 
the mind is elated by rapture the body becomes tranquil. One 
tranquil in body experiences happiness. The mind of one who is 

happy becomes concentrated. 
"This, headman, is concentration of the Dhamma. If you were 

to obtain concentration of mind in that, you might abandon that 
state of perplexity. 

(iv) 
"Then, headman, that noble disciple-who is thus devoid of cov
etousness, devoid of ill will, unconfused, clearly comprehending, 
ever mindful-dwells pervading one quarter with a mind 
imbued with lovingkindness ' "  [354] . . .  without ill will. 

"He reflects thus: 'This teacher holds such a doctrine and view 
as this: "When one acts or makes others act . . .  By giving, by tam
ing oneself- by self-control, by speaking truth, there is merit and 
an outcome of merit." If the word of this good teacher is true, for 
me it yet counts as incontrovertible that I do not oppress anyone 
whether frail or firm. In both respects I have made a lucky throw: 
since I am restrained in body, speech, and mind, and since, with 
the breakup of the body, after death, I shall be reborn in a good 
destination, in a heavenly world: [As he reflects thus] gladness 
is born. When one is gladdened, rapture is born. When the mind 
is elated by rapture the body becomes tranquil. One tranquil in 
body experiences happiness. The mind of one who is happy 
becomes concentrated. 

"This, headman, is concentration of the Dhamma. If you were 
to obtain concentration of mind in that, you might abandon that 
state of perplexity. 
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V 

(i) 
"Then, headman, that noble disciple-who is thus devoid of cov
etousness, devoid of ill will, unconfused, clearly comprehending, 
ever mindful-dwells pervading one quarter with a mind 
imbued with compassion . . .  [355] . . .  with a mind imbued with 
altruistic joy . . .  with a mind imbued with equanimity, likewise 
the second quarter, the third quarter, and the fourth quarter. 
Thus above, below, across, and everywhere, and to all as to him
self, he dwells pervading the entire world with a mind imbued 
with equanimity, vast, exalted, measureless, without hostility, 
without ill will. 

"He reflects thus: 'This teacher holds such a doctrine and view 
as this: "There is nothing given, nothing offered . . .  no ascetics 
and brahmins faring and practising rightly in the world who, 
having realized this world and the other world for themselves by 
direct knowledge, make them known to others.'" . . .  This, head
man, is concentration of the Dhamma. If you were to obtain con
centration of mind in that, you might abandon that state of per
plexity. 

(ii)-(iv) 
"Then, headman, that noble disciple-who is thus devoid of cov
etousness, devoid of ill will, unconfused, clearly comprehending, 
ever mindful-dwells pervading one quarter with a mind 
imbued with compassion . . .  with a mind imbued with altruistic 
joy . . .  with a mind imbued with equanimity . . .  [356] . . .  without 
ill will. 

"He reflects thus: 'This teacher holds such a doctrine and view 
as this: "There is what is given, there is what is offered . . .  there 
are ascetics and brahmins faring and practising rightly in the 
world who, having realized this world and the other world for 
themselves by direct knowledge, make them known to others.'" 
. . .  This, headman, is concentration of the Dhamma. If you were 
to obtain concentration of mind in that, you might abandon that 
state of perplexity. 

"He reflects thus: 'This teacher holds such a doctrine and view 
as this: "When one acts or makes others act . . .  [357] . . .  By giving, 
by taming oneself, by self-control, by speaking truth, there is no 
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merit and no outcome of merit.'" . . .  This, headman, is concen
tration of the Dhamma. If you were to obtain concentration of 
mind in that, you might abandon that state of perplexity. 

"He reflects thus: 'This teacher holds such a doctrine and view 

as this: "When one acts or makes others act, when one mutilates 
or makes others mutilate . . .  [358] . . .  By giving, by taming one
self, by self-control, by speaking truth, there is merit and an out
come of merit." If the word of this good teacher is true, for me it 
yet counts as incontrovertible that I do not oppress anyone 
whether frail or firm. In both respects I have made a lucky throw: 
since I am restrained in body, speech, and mind, and since, with 
the breakup of the body, after death, I shall be reborn in a good 
destination, in a heavenly world: [As he reflects thus] gladness 
is born. When one is gladdened, rapture is born. When the mind 
is elated by rapture the body becomes tranquil. One tranquil in 
body experiences happiness. The mind of one who is happy 
becomes concentrated. 

"This, headman, is concentration based upon the Dhamma. If 
you were to obtain concentration of mind in that, then you might 
abandon that state of perplexity." 

When this was said, Pataliya the headman said to the Blessed 
One: "Magnificent, venerable sir! . .. From today let the Blessed 
One remember me as a lay follower who has gone for refuge-for 
life. " 



[359] Chapter IX 

43 Asankhatasal'J1_yutta 

Connected Discourses on 

the Unconditioned 

1. THE FIRST SUBCHAPTER 

1 (1) Mindfulness Directed to the Body 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you the unconditioned and 
the path leading to the unconditioned. Listen to that . . . . 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the unconditioned? The destruction of 
lust, the destruction of hatred, the destruction of delusion: this is 
called the unconditioned. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncondi" 
tioned? Mindfulness directed to the body:366 this is called the 
path leading to the unconditioned. 

"Thus, bhikkhus, I have taught you the unconditioned and the 
path leading to the unconditioned. Whatever should be done, 
bhikkhus, by a compassionate teacher out of compassion for his 
disciples, desiring their welfare, that I have done for you. These 
are the feet of trees, bhikkhus, these are empty huts. Meditate, 

bhikkhus, do not be negligent, lest you regret it later. This is our 
instruction to you." [360] 

2 (2) Serenity and Insight 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the unconditioned and the path lead
ing to the unconditioned. Listen to that . . . . 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the unconditioned? The destruction of 

lust, the destruction of hatred, the destruction of delusion: this is 

called the unconditioned. 
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"And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncondi

tioned? Serenity and insight: this is called the path leading to the 
unconditioned . . . .  " 

3 (3) With Thought and Examination 

. . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncondi

tioned? Concentration with thought and examination; concentra
tion without thought, with examination only; concentration 
without thought and examination:367 this is called the path lead

ing to the unconditioned . . . . " 

4 (4) Emptiness Concentration 

. . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncondi
tioned? The emptiness concentration, the signless concentration, 
the undirected concentration:368 this is called the path leading to 
the unconditioned . . . . " 

5 (5) Establishments of Mil1dfulness369 

. . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncondi
tioned? The four establishments of mindfulness . . . .  " 

6 (6) Right Strivings 

. . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncondi
tioned? The four right strivings . . . . " 

7 (7) Bases for Spiritual Power 

. . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncondi
tioned? The four bases for spiritual power . . . . " [361] 

8 (8) Spiritual Faculties 

. . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncondi
tioned? The five spiritual faculties . . . . " 
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9 (9) Powers 

. . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncondi_ 
tioned? The five powers . . . .  " 

10 (10) Factors of Enlightenment 

. . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncondi
tioned? The seven factors of enlightenment . . . . " 

1 1  (11) The Eightfold Path 

. . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncondi
tioned? The Noble Eightfold Path: this is called the path leading 
to the unconditioned. 

"Thus, bhikkhus, I have taught you the unconditioned and the 
path leading to the unconditioned . . . .  This is our instruction to 
you." 

[362] II. THE SECOND SUBCHAPTER 

12 (1) The Unconditioned 

(i. Serenity) 
"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the unconditioned and the path lead
ing to the unconditioned. Listen to that. . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is the unconditioned? The destruction of 
lust, the destruction of hatred, the destruction of delusion: this is 
called the unconditioned. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncondi
tioned? Serenity: this is called the path leading to the uncondi
tioned . . . .  

"Thus, bhikkhus, I have taught you the unconditioned and the 
path leading to the unconditioned . . . .  This is our instruction to 
you." 

(ii. Insight) 
"And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncondi

tioned? Insight: this is called the path leading to the uncondi
tioned . . . .  " 
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(iii-viii. Concentration) 
(iii) . . .  U And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncondi
tioned? [363] Concentration with thought and examination: this 
is called the path leading to the unconditioned . . . .  " 

(iv) . . . U And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncon
ditioned? Concentration without thought, with examination 

only . . . . " 
(v) . . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncon-

ditioned? Concentration without thought and examination . . . .  " 
(vi) . . . U And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncon

ditioned? Emptiness concentration . . . .  " 
(vii) . . .  U And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncon

ditioned? Signless concentration . . . .  " 
(viii) . . . U And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncon

ditioned? Undirected concentration: this is called the path lead
ing to the unconditioned . . . .  " 

(ix-xii. The four establishments of mindfulness) 
(ix) . . .  U And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncondi
tioned? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating the 
body in the body, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, hav
ing removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the 
world: this is called the path leading to the unconditioned . . . .  " 

(x) . . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncon
ditioned? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating feel
ings in feelings, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having 
removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the 
world . . . . " [364] 

(xi) . . .  U And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncon-
ditioned? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating mind 
in mind, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having 
removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the 
world . . . .  " 

(xii) . . .  "And what, bhikkhus is the path leading to the uncon-
ditioned? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating phe
nomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, 
having removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the 
world: this is called the path leading to the unconditioned . . . .  " 
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(xiii-xvi. The four right strivings) 
(xiii) . . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncon
ditioned? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu generates desire for the 
nonarising of unarisen evil unwholesome states; he makes an 
effort, arouses energy, applies his mind, and strives: this is called 
the path leading to the unconditioned . . . .  " 

(xiv) . . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncon
ditioned? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu generates desire for the 
abandoning of arisen evil unwholesome states; he makes an 
effort, arouses energy, applies his mind, and strives . . . .  " 

(xv) . . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncon
ditioned? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu generates desire for the 
arising of unarisen wholesome states; he makes an effort, arouses 
energy, applies his mind, and strives . . . .  " 

(xvi) . . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncon
ditioned? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu generates desire for the 
continuance of arisen wholesome states, [365] for their nondecay, 
increase, expansion, and fulfilment by development; he makes an 
effort, arouses energy, applies his mind, and strives: this is called 
the path leading to the unconditioned . . . . " 

(xvii-xx. The four bases for spiritual power) 
(xvii) . . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncon
ditioned? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the basis for spir
itual power that possesses concentration due to desire and voli
tional formations of striving: this is called the path leading to the 
unconditioned . . . .  " 

(xviii) . . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the 
unconditioned? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the basis for 
spiritual power that possesses concentration due to energy and 
volitional formations of striving . . . . " 

(xix) . . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncon
ditioned? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the basis for spir
itual power that possesses concentration due to mind and voli
tional formations of striving . . . .  " 

(xx) . . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncon
ditioned? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the basis for spir
itual power that possesses concentration due to investigation and 
volitional formations of striving: this is called the path leading to 

the unconditioned . . . .  " 
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(xxi-xxv. The five spiritual faculties) 
(xxi) . .  , "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncon
ditioned? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the faculty of 
faith, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, 
maturing in release: this is called the path leading to the uncon
ditioned . . . .  " [366] 

(xxii-xxv) . . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the 
unconditioned? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the faculty 
of energy . . .  the faculty of mindfulness . . .  the faculty of concen
tration . . .  the faculty of wisdom, which is based upon seclusion, 
dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release: this is called the 
path leading to the unconditioned . . . .  " 

(xxvi-xxx. The five powers) 
(xxvi) . . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncon
ditioned? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the power of faith, 
which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, matur
ing in release: this is called the path leading to the uncondi
tioned . . . .  " 

(xxvii-xxx) . . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the 
unconditioned? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the power 
of energy . . .  the power of mindfulness . . .  [367] . . .  the power of 
concentration . . .  the power of wisdomr which is based upon 
seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release: this is 
called the path leading to the unconditioned . . . . " 

(xxxi-xxxvii. The seven factors of enlightenment) 
(xxxi) . . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the uncon
ditioned? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the enlightenment 
factor of mindfulness, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, 
and cessation, maturing in release: this is called the path leading 
to the unconditioned . . . . " 

(xxxii-xxxvii) '" "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to 
the unconditioned? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the 
enlightenment factor of discrimination of states . . .  the enlighten
ment factor of energy . . .  the enlightenment factor of rapture . . .  
the enlightenment factor of tranquillity . . .  the enlightenment fac
tor of concentration . . .  the enlightenment factor of equanimity, 
which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing 
in release: this is called the path leading to the unconditioned . . . .  " 
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(xxxviii-xlv. The Noble Eightfold Path) 
(xxxviii) . . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the 
unconditioned? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops right view, 
which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, matur
ing in release: this is called the path leading to the uncondi
tioned . . . .  " [368] 

(xxxix-xlv) . . .  "And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the 
unconditioned? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops right inten-
tion . . .  right speech . . .  right action . . .  right livelihood . . .  right 
effort . . .  right mindfulness . . .  right concer:.tration, which is based 
upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release: 
this is called the path leading to the unconditioned. 

"Thus, bhikkhus, I have taught you the unconditioned and the 
path leading to the unconditioned. Whatever should be done, 
bhikkhus, by a compassionate teacher out of compassion for his 
disciples, desiring their welfare, that I have done for you. These 
are the feet of trees, bhikkhus, these are empty huts. Meditate, 
bhikkhus, do not be negligent, lest you regret it later. This is our 
instruction to you." 

13 (2) The Uninclined370 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the uninclined and the path leading 
to the uninclined. Listen to that . . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is the uninclined? . .  " 
(To be elaborated in full as in §§1-12. )371 [369] 

14 (3)-43 (32) The Taintless, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the taintless and the path leading to 
the taintless. Listen to that . . . .  

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the truth and the path leading to 
the truth . . . . I will teach you the far shore . . .  the subtle . . .  the very 
difficult to see . . .  the unaging . . .  [370] . . .  the stable . . .  the undis
integrating . . .  the unmanifest . . .  the unproliferated372 • • • the 
peaceful . . .  the deathless . . .  the sublime . . .  the auspicious . . .  
[371] . . .  the secure . . . .  the destruction of craving . . .  the wonderful 
. . .  the amazing . . .  the unailing . . .  the unailing state . . .  Nibbana 

. . .  the unafflicted . . .  dispassion . . .  [372] . . .  purity . . .  freedom . . .  
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the unadhesive . . .  the island .. , the shelter . . .  the asylum . . .  the 

refuge . . , [373] . . . " 

44 (33) The Destination 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the destination and the path leading 

to the destination. Listen to that . . . .  
"And what, bhikkhus, is the destination? The destruction of 

lust, the destruction of hatred, the destruction of delusion: this is 
called the destination. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the path leading to the destination? 
Mindfulness directed to the body: this is called the path leading 
to the destination. 

"Thus, bhikkhus, I have taught you the destination and the 
path leading to the destination. Whatever should be done, 
bhikkhus, by a compassionate teacher out of compassion for his 
disciples, desiring their welfare, that I have done for you. These 
are the feet of trees, bhikkhus, these are empty huts. Meditate, 
bhikkhus, do not be negligent, lest you regret it later. This is our 
instruction to you. " 

(Each to be elaborated in full as in §§1-12.) 



[374] 

1 Khema 

Chapter X 

44 AbyakatasarJ1yutta 

Connected Discourses 

on the Undeclared 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Savatthi in 
Jeta's Grove, AnathapiI).<;lika's Park. Now on that occasion the 
bhikkhuni Khema,373 while wandering on tour among the 
Kosalans, had taken up residence in Toral)avatthu between 
Savatthi and Saketa. Then King Pasenadi of Kosala, while travel
ling from Saketa to Savatthi, took up residence for one night in 
Toral)avatthu between Saketa and Savatthi. Then King Pasenadi 
of Kosala -addressed a man thus: "Go, good man, and find out 
whether there is any ascetic or brahmin in Toral)avatthu whom I 
could visit today." 

"Yes, sire," the man replied, but though he traversed the whole 
of Toral)avatthu he did not see any ascetic or brahmin there 
whom King Pasenadi could visit. The man did see, however, the 
bhikkhuni Khema resident in Toral)avatthu, so he approached 
King Pasenadi and said to him: 

"Sire, there is no ascetic or brahmin in Toranavatthu whom 
your majesty could visit. But, sire, there is the bhlkkhuni named 
Khema, a disciple of the Blessed One, the Arahant, the Perfectly 

Enlightened One. Now a good report concerning this revered 
lady has spread about thus: [375] 'She is wise, competent, intelli
gent, learned, a splendid speaker, ingenious: Let your majesty 
visit her." 

Then King Pasenadi of Kosala approached the bhikkhuni 

Khema, paid homage to her, sat down to one side, and said to 

her: 
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"How is it, revered lady, does the Tathagata exist after 
death?"374 

"Great king, the Blessed One has not declared this: 'The 
Tathagata exists after death.", 

"Then, revered lady, does the Tathagata not exist after death?" 
"Great king, the Blessed One has not declared this either: 'The 

Tathagata does not exist after death.'" 
"How is it then, revered lady, does the Tathagata both exist 

and not exist after death?" 
"Great king, the Blessed One has not declared this: 'The 

Tathagata both exists and does not exist after death.'" 
"Then, revered lady, does the Tathagata neither exist nor not 

exist after death?" 
"Great king, the Blessed One has not declared this either: 'The 

Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist after death.'" 
"How is this, revered lady? When asked, 'How is it, revered 

lady, does the Tathagata exist after death?' . . .  And when asked, 
'Then, revered lady, does the Tathagata neither exist nor not exist 
after death?' -in each case you say: 'Great king, the Blessed One 
has not declared this: What now, [376] revered lady, is the cause 
and reason why this has not been declared by the Blessed One?" 

"Well then, great king, I will question you about this same mat
ter. Answer as you see fit. What doyou think, great king? Do you 
have an accountant or calculator or mathematician who can 
count the grains of sand in the river Ganges thus: 'There are so 

many grains of sand,' or 'There are so many hundreds of grains 
of sand,' or 'There are so many thousands of grains of sand,' or 
'There are so many hundreds of thousands of grains of sand'?" 

"No, revered lady." 
"Then, great king, do you have an accountant or calculator or 

mathematician who can count the water in the great ocean thus: 
'There are so many gallons of water,' or 'There are so many hun
dreds of gallons of water,' or 'There are so many thousands of 
gallons of water,' or 'There are so many hundreds of thousands 
of gallons of water'?" 

"No, revered lady. For what reason? Because the great ocean is 
deep, immeasurable, hard to fathom." 

"So too,375 great king, that form by which one describing the 
Tathagata might describe him has been abandoned by the Tatha
gata, cut off at the root, made like a palm stump, obliterated so 
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that it is no more subject to future arising. The Tathagata, great 
king, is liberated from reckoning in terms of form; he is deep, 
immeasurable, hard to fathom like the great ocean.376 'The 
Tathagata exists after death' does not apply; 'the Tathagata does 
not exist after death' does not apply; 'the Tathagata both exists 
and does not exist after death' does not apply; 'the Tathagata nei
ther exists nor does not exist after death' does not apply. 

"That feeling by which one describing the Tathagata might 
describe him [377] . . .  That perception by which one describing 
the Tathagata might describe him . . .  Those volitional formations 
by which one describing the Tathagata might describe him . . .  
That consciousness by which one describing the Tathagata might 
describe him has been abandoned by the Tathagata, cut off at the 
root, made like a palm stump, obliterated so that it is no more 
subject to future arising. The Tathagata, great king, is liberated 
from reckoning in terms of consciousness; he is deep, immeasur
able, hard to fathom like the great ocean. 'The Tathagata exists 
after death' does not apply; 'the Tathagata does not exist after 
death' does not apply; 'the Tathagata both exists and does not 
exist after death' does not apply; 'the Tathagata neither exists nor 
does not exist after death' does not apply." 

Then King Pasenadi of Kosala, having delighted and rejoiced 
in the bhikkhuni Khema's statement, rose from his seat, paid 
homage to her, and departed, keeping her on his right. 

Then, on a later occasion, King Pasenadi of Kosala approached 
the Blessed One. �Having approached, he paid homage to the 
Blessed One, sat down to one side, and said to him: 

"How is it, venerable sir, does the Tathagata exist after death?" 
[378] 

"Great king, I have not declared this: 'The Tathagata exists 
after death. "' 

(All as above down to:) 
"Great king, I have not declared this either: 'The Tathagata nei

ther exists nor does not exist after death. "' 
"How is this, venerable sir? When asked, 'How is it, venerable 

sir, does the Tathagata exist after death?' . . .  And when asked, 
'Then, venerable sir, does the Tathagata neither exist nor not 
exist after death?' -in each case you say: 'Great king, I have not 
declared this.' What now, venerable sir, is the cause and reason 
why this has not been declared by the Blessed One?" 
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"Well then, great king, I will question you about this same mat
ter. Answer as you see fit. What do you think, great king? Do you 
have an accountant or calculator or mathematician . . .  (all as above 
down to:) [379] . . .  The Tathiigata, great king, is liberated from 
reckoning in terms of consciousness: he is deep, immeasurable, 
hard to fathom like the great ocean. 'The Tathagata exists after 
death' does not apply; 'the Tathagata does not exist after death' 
does not apply; 'the Tathagata both exists and does not exist after 
death' does not apply; 'the Tathagata neither exists nor does not 
exist after death' does not apply." 

"It is wonderful, venerable sir! It is amazing, venerable sir! 
How the meaning and the phrasing of both teacher and disciple 
coincide and agree with each other and do not diverge, that is, in 
regard to the chief matter.377 On one occasiori, venerable sir, I 
approached the bhikkhuni Khema and asked her about this mat
ter. The revered lady explained this matter to me in exactly the 
same terms and phrases that the Blessed One used. It is wonder
ful, venerable sir! It is amazing, venerable sir! How the meaning 
and the phrasing of both teacher and disciple coincide and agree 
with each other and do not diverge, that is, in regard to the chief 
matter. Now, venerable sir, we must go. We are busy and have 
much to do." 

"Then, great king, you may go at your own convenience." 
Then King Pasenadi of Kosala, having delighted and rejoiced 

in the Blessed One's statement, [380] rose from his seat, paid 
homage to him, and departed, keeping him on his right. 

2 Anuriidha 

(Identical with 22:86.) [381-84] 

3 Siiriputta and Kotthita (1) 

On one occasion the Venerable Sariputta and the Venerable 
Mahakotthita were dwelling at Baral)asi in the Deer Park at Isi
patana. Then, in the evening, the Venerable Mahiikotthita 
emerged from seclusion and approached the Venerable Sari
putta. He exchanged greetings with the Venerable Sariputta and, 
when they had concluded their greetings and cordial talk, he sat 
down to one side and said to him: 
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"How is it, friend Sariputta, does the Tathagata exist after 
death?" 

"Friend, the Blessed One has not declared this: 'The Tathagata 
exists after death.'" 

(As in the preceding sutta down to:) [385] 
"Friend, the Blessed One has not declared this either: 'The 

Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist after death.' " 
"How is this, friend? When asked, 'How is it, friend, does the 

Tathagata exist after death?' . . .  And when asked, 'Then, friend 
does the Tathagata neither exist nor not exist after death?'-� 
each case you say: 'Friend, the Blessed One has not declared this: 
What now, friend, is the cause and reason why this has not been 
declared by the Blessed One?" 

"'The Tathagata exists after death': this, friend, is an involve
ment with form.378 'The Tathagata does not exist after death': this 
is an involvement with form. 'The Tathagata both exists and does 
not exist after death': this is an involvement with form. The 
Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist after death': this is an 
involvement with form. 

'''The Tathagata exists after death': this, friend, is an involve
ment with feeling . . .  an involvement with perception . . .  an 
involvement with volitional formations [386] . . .  an involvement 
with consciousness. 'The Tathagata does not exist after death': _  
this is an involvement with consciousness. 'The Tathagata both 
exists and does not exist after death': this is an involvement with 
consciousness. 'The Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist 
after death': this is an involvement with consciousness. 

"This, friend, is the cause and reason why this has not been 
declared by the Blessed One." 

4 Siiriputta and Konhita (2) 

(As above down to:) 
"What now, friend, is the cause and reason why this has not 

been declared by the Blessed One?" 
"Friend, it is one who does not know and see form as it really 

is, who does not know and see its origin, its cessation, and the 

way leading to its cessation, that thinks: 'The Tathagata exists 

after death,' or 'The Tathagata does not exist after death,' or 'The 

Tathagata both exists and does not exist after death,' or 'The 
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Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist after death.' It is one 
who does not know and see feeling as it really is . . .  who does not 
know and see perception as it really is . .  , who does not know and 
see volitional formations as they really are . . .  who does not know 
and see consciousness as it really is, who does not know and see 
its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its cessation, that 
thinks: 'The Tathagata exists after death' '" [387] . . .  or 'The 
Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist after death: 

"But, friend, one who knows and sees form . . .  feeling . . .  per
ception . . .  volitional formations . , .  consciousness as it really is, 
who knows and sees its origin, its cessation, and the way leading 
to its cessation, does not think: 'The Tathagata exists after death' 
. , .  or 'The Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist after death: 

"This, friend, is the cause and reason why this has not been 
declared by the Blessed One." 

5 Siiriputta and Kotthita (3) 

(As above down to:) 
"What now, friend, is the cause and reason why this has not 

been declared by the Blessed One?" 
"Friend, it is one who is not devoid of lust for form, who is not 

devoid of desire, affection, thirst, passion, and craving for form, 
that thinks: 'The Tathagata exists after death,' or 'The Tathagata 
does not exist after death,' or 'The Tathagata both exists and does 
not exist after death,' or 'The Tathagata neither exists nor does 
not exist after death.' It is one who is not devoid of lust for feel
ing . . .  who is not devoid of lust for perception . . .  who is not 
devoid of lust for volitional formations . . .  who is not devoid of 
lust for consciousness, who is not devoid of desire, affection, 
thirst, passion, and craving for consciousness, that thinks: 'The 
Tathagata exists after death' . . .  [388] or 'The Tathagata neither 
exists nor does not exist after death: 

"But, friend, one who is devoid of lust for form . . .  who is 
devoid of lust for feeling . . .  who is devoid of lust for perception 
. . . who is devoid of lust for volitional formations . . .  who is 
devoid of lust for consciousness, who is devoid of desire, affec
tion, thirst, passion, and craving for consciousness, does not 
think: 'The Tathagata exists after death' . . .  or 'The Tathagata nei
ther exists nor does not exist after death: 
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"This, friend, is the cause and reason why this has not been 
declared by the Blessed One." 

6 Sariputta and Kotthita (4) 

On one occasion the Venerable Sariputta and the Venerable 
Mahakotthita were dwelling at Baral).asi in the Deer Park at 
Isipatana. Then, in the evening, the Venerable Sariputta emerged 
from seclusion and approached the Venerable Mahakotthita. He 
exchanged greetings with the Venerable Mahakotthita and 
when they had concluded their greetings and cordial ·talk, he sa; 
down to one side and said to him: 

"How is it, friend Kotthita, does the Tathagata exist after 
death?" 

(All as above down to:) 
"What now, friend, is the cause and reason why this has not 

been declared by the Blessed One?" 

(i. Delight in the aggregates) 
"Friend, it is one who delights in form, who takes delight in 
form, who rejoices in form, and who does not know and see the 
cessation of form as it really is, that thinks: [389] 'The Tathagata 
exists after death' . . .  or 'The Tathagata neither exists nor does Rot 
exist after death.' It is one who delights in feeling . . .  who delights 
in perception . . .  who delights in volitional formations . . .  who 
delights in consciousness, who takes delight in consciousness, 
who rejoices in consciousness, and who does not know and see 
the cessation of consciousness as it really is, that thinks: 'The 
Tathagata exists after death' . . .  or 'The Tathagata neither exists 
nor does not exist after death.' 

"But, friend, one who does not delight in form . . .  who does not 
delight in feeling . . .  who does not delight in perception . . .  who 
does not delight in volitional formations . . .  who does not delight 
in consciousness, who does not take delight in consciousnesS, 
who does not rejoice in consciousness, and who knows and sees 
the cessation of consciousness as it really is, does not think: 'The 
Tathagata exists after death' . . .  or 'The Tathagata neither exists 

nor does not exist after death.' 
"This, friend, is the cause and reason why this has not been 

declared by the Blessed One." 
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(ii. Delight in existence) .. 
"But, friend, could there be another method of explaining why 
this has not been declared by the Blessed One?" 

"There could be, friend. It is one who delights in existence, 
who takes delight in existence, who rejoices in existence, and 
who does not know and see the cessation of existence as it really 
is, that thinks: 'The Tathagata exists after death' . . .  or 'The 
Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist after death.' [390] 

"But, friend, one who does not delight in existence, who does 
not take delight in existence, who does not rejoice in existence, 
and who knows and sees the cessation of existence as it really is, 
does not think: 'The Tathagata exists after death' . . .  or 'The 
Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist after death.' 

"This, friend, is the cause and reason why this has not been 
declared by the Blessed One." 

(iii. Delight in clinging) 
"But, friend, could there be another method of explaining why 
this has not been declared by the Blessed One?" 

"There could be, friend. It is one who delights in clinging, who 
takes delight in clinging, who rejoices in clinging, and who does 
not know and see the cessation of clinging as it really is, that 
thinks: 'The Tathagata exists after death' . . .  or 'The Tathagata 
neither exists nor does not exist after death.' 

"But, friend, .one who does not delight in clinging, who does 
not take delight in clinging, who does not rejoice in clinging, and 
who knows and sees the cessation of clinging as it really is, does 
not think: 'The Tathagata exists after death' . . .  or 'The Tathagata 
neither exists nor does not exist after death.' 

"This, friend, is the cause and reason why this has not been 
declared by the Blessed One." 

(iv. Delight in craving) 
"But, friend, could there be another method of explaining why 
this has not been declared by the Blessed One?" 

"There could be, friend. It is one who delights in craving, who 
takes delight in craving, who rejoices in craving, and who does 
not know and see the cessation of craving as it really is, that 
thinks: 'The Tathagata exists after death' . . .  [391] or 'The 
Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist after death.' 
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"But, friend, one who does not delight in craving, who does 
not take delight in craving, who does not rejoice in craving, and 
who knows and sees the cessation of craving as it really is, does 
not think: 'The Tathagata exists after death' . .  , or 'The Tathagata 
neither exists nor does not exist after death: 

"This, friend, is the cause and reason why this has not been 
declared by the Blessed One." 

(v. Another method?) 
"But, friend, could there be another method of explaining Why 
this has not been declared by the Blessed One?" 

"Here now, friend Sariputta, why should you want anything 
additional to this? Friend Sariputta, when a bhikkhu is liberated 
by the destruction of craving, there is no round for describing 
h· "379 1m. 

7 Moggallana 

Then the wanderer Vacchagotta approached the Venerable 
Mahamoggallana and exchanged greetings with him. When they 
had concluded their greetings and cordial talk, he sat down to 
one side and said to the Venerable Mahamoggallana: 

"How is it, Master Moggallana, .is the world eternal?" 
"Vaccha, the Blessed One has not declared this: 'The world is 

eternal. ' "  
"Then, Master Moggallana, is the world not eternal?" 
"Vaccha, the Blessed One has not declared this either: 'The 

world is not eternal.'" 
"How is it then, Master Moggallana, is the world finite?" 
"Vaccha, the Blessed One has not declared this: 'The world is 

finite. '" 
"Then, Master Moggallana, is the world infinite?" 
"Vaccha, the Blessed One has not declared this either: 'The 

world is infinite.'" [392] 
"How is it then, Master Moggallana, are the soul and the body 

the same?" 
"Vaccha, the Blessed One has not declared this: 'The soul and 

the body are the same.'" 
"Then, Master Moggallana, is the soul one thing, the body 

another?" 
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"Vaccha, the Blessed One has not declared this either: 'The soul 
is one thing, the body is another.'" 

"How is it, Master Moggallana, does the Tathagata exist after 
death?" 

"Vaccha, the Blessed One has not declared this: 'The Tathagata 
exists after death.'" 

"Then, Master Moggallana, does the Tathagata not exist after 
death?" 

"Vaccha, the Blessed One has not declared this either: 'The 
Tathagata does not exist after death.'" 

"How is it, then, Master Moggallana, does the Tathagata both 
exist and not exist after death?" 

"Vaccha, the Blessed One has not declared this either: 'The 
Tathagata both exists and does not exist after death.'" 

"Then, Master Moggallana, does the Tathagata neither exist 
nor not exist after death?" 

"Vaccha, the Blessed One has not declared this either: 'The 
Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist after death.'" 

"What, Master Moggallana, is the cause and reason why, when 
wanderers of other sects are asked such questions, they give such 
answers as: 'The world is eternal' or 'The world is not eternal'; or 
'The world is finite' or 'The world is infinite'; or 'The soul and the 
body are the same' or The soul is one thing, the body is another'; 
or 'The Tathagata exists after death,' or 'The Tathagata does not 
exist after death,' or 'The Tathagata both exists and does not exist 
after death,' or 'The Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist 
after death'? [393] And what is the cause and reason why, when 
the ascetic Gotama is asked such questions, he does not give such 
answers?" 

"Vaccha, wanderers of other sects regard the eye thus: 'This is 
mine, this I am, this is my self.' They regard the ear . . .  the nose . . .  
the tongue . . .  the body . . .  the mind thus: 'This is mine, this I am, 
this is my self.' Therefore, when the wanderers of other sects are 
asked such questions, they give such answers as: 'The world is 
eternal' . . .  or 'The Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist after 
death.' But, Vaccha, the Tathagata, the Arahant, the Perfectly 
Enlightened One, regards the eye thus: 'This is not mine, this I am 
not, this is not my self.' He regards the ear . . .  the mind thus: 'This 
is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self.' Therefore, when the 
Tathagata is asked such questions, he does not give such answers." 
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Then the wanderer Vacchagotta rose from his seat and 
approached the Blessed One. He exchanged greetings with the 
Blessed One . . .  and said to him: 

"How is it, good Gotama, is the world eternal?" 
(All as above down to:) 
"Vaccha, I have not declared this either: 'The Tathagata neither 

exists nor does not exist after death.'" [394] 
"What, Master Gotama, is the cause and reason why, when 

wanderers of other sects are asked such questions, they give such 
answers as: 'The world is eternal' . . .  or 'The Tathagata neither 
exists nor does not exist after death'? And what is the cause and 
reason why, when the ascetic Gotama is asked such questions, he 
does not give such answers?" 

"Vaccha, wanderers of other sects regard the eye . . .  the mind 
thus: 'This is mine, this I am, this is my self: Therefore, when the 
wanderers of other sects are asked such questions, they give such 
answers as: 'The world is eternal' . . .  or 'The Tathagata neither 
exists nor does not exist after death.' But, Vaccha, the Tathagata, 
the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One, regards the eye . . .  
the mind thus: 'This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self.' 
Therefore, when the Tathagata is asked such questions, he does 
not give such answers." 

"It is wonderful, Master Gotama! It is amazing, Master 
Gotama! How the meaning and the phrasing of both teacher and 
disciple coincide and agree with each other and do not diverge, 
that is, in regard to the chief matter. Just now, Master Gotama, I 
approached the ascetic Moggallana [395] and asked him about 
this matter. The ascetic Moggallana explained this matter to me 
in exactly the same terms and phrases that Master Gotama used. 
It is wonderful, Master Gotama! It is amazing, Master Gotama! 
How the meaning and the phrasing of both teacher and disciple 
coincide and agree with each other and do not diverge, that is, in 
regard to the chief matter." 

8 Vacchagotta 

Then the wanderer Vacchagotta approached the Blessed One and 
exchanged greetings with him. When they had concluded their 
greetings and cordial talk, he sat down to one side and said to 
him: 
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"How is it, Master Gotarna, is the world eternal?" . . .  (as above) 

"What, Master Gotama, is the cause and reason why, when 
wanderers of other sects are asked such questions, they give such 
answers as: 'The world is eternal' . . .  or 'The Tathagata neither 
exists nor does not exist after death.' And what is the cause and 
reason why, when Master Gotama is asked such questions, he 
does not give such answers?" 

"Vaccha, wanderers of other sects regard form as self, or self as 
possessing form, or form as in self, or self as in form. They regard 
feeling as self . . .  perception as self . . .  volitional formations as self 
. . .  consciousness as self, or self as possessing consciousness, or 
consciousness as in self, or self as in consciousness. Therefore, 
[396] when the wanderers of other sects are asked such ques
tions, they give such answers as: 'The world is eternal' . . .  or 'The 
Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist after death.' But, 
Vaccha, the Tathilgata, the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened 
One, does not regard form as self . . .  or self as in consciousness. 
Therefore, when the Tathagata is asked such questions, he does 
not give such answers." 

Then the wanderer Vacchagotta rose from his seat and 
approached the Venerable Mahamoggallana. He exchanged 
greetings with the Venerable Mahamoggallana . . .  and said to 
him: 

"How is it, Master Moggallana, is the world eternal?" 
(All as above down to:) 
"Vaccha, the Blessed One has not declared this either: 'The 

Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist after death.'" 
"What, Master Moggallana, is the cause and reason why, when 

wanderers of other sects are asked such questions, they give such 
answers as: 'The world is eternal' . . .  or 'The Tathagata neither 
exists nor does not exist after death'? And what is the cause and 
reason why when the ascetic Gotama is asked such questions, he 
does not give such answers?" [397] 

"Vaccha, wanderers of other sects regard form as self . . .  or self 
as in consciousness. Therefore, when the wanderers of other sects 
are asked such questions, they give such answers as: 'The world 
is eternal' . . .  or 'The Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist 
after death: But, Vaccha, the Tathagata, the Arahant, the 
Perfectly Enlightened One, does not regard form as self . . .  or self 
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as in consciousness. Therefore, when the Tathagata is asked such 
questions, he does not give such answers." 

"It is wonderful, Master Moggallana! It is amazing, Master 
Moggallana! How the meaning and the phrasing of both teacher 
and disciple coincide and agree with each other and do not 
diverge, that is, in regard to the chief matter. Just now, Master 
Moggallana, I approached the ascetic Gotama and asked him 
about this matter. The ascetic Gotama explained this matter to 
me in exactly the same terms and phrases that Master 
Moggallana used. It is wonderful, Master Moggallana! It is amaz
ing, Master Moggallana! How the meaning and the phrasing of 
both teacher and disciple coincide and agree with each other and 
do not diverge, that is, in regard to the chief matter." [398] 

9 The Debating Hall 

Then the wanderer Vacchagotta approached the Blessed One and 
exchanged greetings with him. When they had concluded their 
greetings and cordial talk, he sat down to one side and said to the 
Blessed One: 

"In recent days, Master Gotama, a number of ascetics, brah
mins, and wanderers of various sects had assembled in the 
debating hall and were sitting together when this conversation 
arose among them:380 'This Pural!a Kassapa-the leader of an 
order, the leader of a group, the teacher of a group, the well 
known and famous spiritual guide considered holy by many 
people-declares the rebirth of a disciple who has passed away 
and died thus: "That one was reborn there, that one was reborn 
there." And in the case of a disciple who was a person of the 
highest kind, a supreme person, one who had attained the 
supreme attainment, when that disciple has passed away and 
died he also declares his rebirth thus: "That one was reborn 
there, that one was reborn there." This Makkhali Gosala . . .  This 
Nigal!tha Nataputta . . .  This Sanjaya BelaHhiputta . . .  This 
Pakudha Kaccayana . .  , This Ajita Kesakambali . . .  when that dis
ciple has passed away [399] and died he also declares his rebirth 
thus: "That one was reborn there, that one was reborn there." 
This ascetic Gotama-the leader of an order, the leader of a 
group, the teacher of a group, the well known and famous spiri
tual guide considered holy by many people-declares the rebirth 
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of a disciple who has passed away and died thus: "That one was 
reborn there, that one was reborn there." But in the case of a dis
ciple who was a person of the highest kind, a supreme person, 
one who had attained the supreme attainment, when that disci
ple has passed away and died he does not declare his rebirth 
thus: "That one was reborn there, that one was reborn there." 
Rather, he declares of him: "He cut off craving, severed the fet
ter, and, by completely breaking through conceit, he has made an 
end to suffering. '" 

"There was perplexity in me, Master Gotama, there was doubt: 
'How is the Dhamma of the ascetic Gotama to be understood?'" 

"It is fitting for you to be perplexed, Vaccha, it is fitting for you 
to doubt. Doubt has arisen in you about a perplexing matter. I 
declare, Vaccha, rebirth for one with fuel, not for one without 
fuel. Just as a fire bums with fuel, but not without fuel, so, 
Vaccha, I declare rebirth for one with fuel, not for one without 
fuel. "381 

"Master Gotama, when a flame is flung by the wind and goes 
some distance, what does Master Gotama declare to be its fuel on 
that occasion?" 

"When, Vaccha, a flame is flung by the wind and goes some 
distance, I declare that it is fuelled by the wind. For on that occa
sion the wind is its fuel." [400] 

"And, Master Gotama, when a being has laid down this body 
but has not yet been reborn in another body, what does Master 
Gotama declare to be its fuel on that occasion?" 

"When, Vaccha, a being has laid down this body but has not 
yet been reborn in another body, I declare that it is fuelled by 
craving.382 For on that occasion craving is its fuel." 

10 Ananda (Is There a Self?) 

Then the wanderer Vacchagotta approached the Blessed One . . .  
and said to him: 

"How is it now, Master Gotama, is there a self?" 
When this was said, the Blessed One was silent. 
"Then, Master Gotama, is there no self?" 
A second time the Blessed One was silent. 
Then the wanderer Vacchagotta rose from his seat and departed. 
Then, not long after the wanderer Vacchagotta had left, the 
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Venerable Ananda said to the Blessed One: "Why is it, venerable 
sir, that when the Blessed One was questioned by the wanderer 
Vacchagotta, he did not answer?" 

"If, Ananda, when I was asked by the wanderer Vacchagotta, 
'Is there a self?' I had answered, 'There is a self,' this would have 
been siding with383 those ascetics and brahmins who are etemal
ists. And if, when I was asked by him, 'Is there no self?' I had 
answered, 'There is no self,' [401] this would have been siding 
with those ascetics and brahmins who are annihilationists. 

"If, Ananda, when I wo.s asked by the wanderer Vacchagotta, 
'Is there a self?' I had answered, 'There is a self,' would this have 
been consistent on my part with the arising of the knowledge 
that 'all phenomena are nonself'?"384 

"No, venerable sir." 
"And if, when I was asked by him, 'Is there no self?' I had 

answered, 'There is no self,' the wanderer Vacchagotta, already 
confused, would have fallen into even greater confusion, think
ing, 'It seems that the self I formerly had does not exist now."'385 

1 1  Sabhiya Kaccana 

On one occasion the Venerable Sabhiya Kaccana was dwelling at 
Natika in the Brick Hall. Then the wanderer Vacchagotta 
approached the Veperable Sabhiya Kaccana and exchanged 
greetings with him. When they had concluded their greetings 
and cordial talk, he sat down to one side and said to him: 

"How is it, Master Kaccana, does the Tathagata exist after 
death?" 

(All as in §1 down to:) [402] 
"What then, Master Kaccana, is the cause and reason why this 

has not been declared by the Blessed One?" 
"Vaccha, as to the cause and condition for describing him as 

'consisting of form' or as 'formless' or as 'percipient' or as 'non
percipient' or as 'neither percipient nor nonpercipient': if that 
cause and condition were to cease completely and totally without 
remainder, in what way could one describe him as 'consisting of 
form' or as 'formless' or as 'percipient' or as 'nonpercipient' or as 
'neither percipient nor nonpercipient'?" 

"How long has it been since you went forth, Master Kaccana?" 
"Not long, friend. Three years." 
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"One, friend, who has gotten so much in such a time has 

indeed gotten much,386 not to speak of one who has surpassed 
this!" [403] 

The Book of the Six Sense Bases is finished. 



Notes 

35. Sa!iiyatanasa1J1yutta 

1 The "internal" (ajjhattika = adhi + atta + ika) exclusively 
denotes the six sense faculties, and is contrasted with 
"external" (biihira), which exclusively denotes the six sense 
objects (though according to the Abhidhamma, dhammiiya
tana denotes the objects of manoviiiiiiilJa and the mental 
concomitants of all viiiiiii1}a). Despite the similarity, the 
dyad ajjhattika-biihira is not synonymous with the dyad 
ajjhatta-bahiddhii; the latter marks the distinction between 
what pertains to oneself and what is external to oneself. 
The sense faculties of other beings are ajjhattika but bahi
ddhii, while one's own pigmentation, voice, scent, etc., are 
ajjhatta but biihira. 

2 35:1-22 are composed in accordance with templates met 
with earlier; see Concordance 3 for the correlations. In this 
sarpyutta, each template is instantiated twice, first with the 
internal bases, then with the external ones. 

3 Spk distinguishes the different types of "eyes" referred to 
in the canon. These are first divided into two general 
classes: the eye of knowledge (iiiiIJacakkhu) and the physi
cal eye (ma1J1sacakkhu). The former is fivefold: (i) the 
Buddha eye (buddhacakkhu), the knowledge of the inclina
tions and underlying tendencies of beings, and the knowl
edge of the degree of maturity of their spiritual faculties; 
(ii) the Dhamma eye (dhammacakkhu), the knowledge of the 
three lower paths and fruits; (iii) the universal eye 
(samantacakkhu), the Buddha's knowledge of omniscience; 
(iv) the divine eye (dibbacakkhu), the knowledge arisen by 
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suffusion of light (which sees the passing away and 
rebirth of beings); and (v) the wisdom eye (paiiiiacakkhu), 
the discernment of the Four Noble Truths. The physical 
eye is twofold: (i) the composite eye (sasambharacakkhu), 
the physical eyeball; and (ii) the sensitive eye (pasada
cakkhu), i.e., the sensitive substance in the visual apparatus 
that responds to forms (perhaps the retina and optic 
nerve). Here the Blessed One speaks of the sensitive eye as 
the "eye base." The ear, etc., should be similarly under
stood. Mind (mana) is the mind of the three planes, which 
is the domain of exploration with insight (tebhumaka
sammasanacaracitta) . 

For the commentarial treatment of the sense bases, see 
Vism 444--46 (Ppn 14:36-53). Hamilton challenges the com
mentarial classification of the first five sense bases under 
the rupakkhandlUl, arguing from the fact that the standard 
definition of the form aggregate in the suttas does not 
include them. In her view, the sense faculties are powers of 
perception partaking of both material and mental charac
teristics and thus unclassifiable exclusively under rupa 
(Identity and Experience, pp. 14-22). By the same logic, how
ever, it might be argued that the five external sense bases 
should not be assigned to the rupakkhandha, for again the 
suttas do not place them there. The plain fact is that the 
correlations between the khandhas, ayatanas, and dhiitus are 
not made explicit in the Nikayas at all, but only in the 
Abhidhamma Pitaka, which classifies both the first five 
internal and external sense bases under rilpa. The five fac
ulties and four sense objects (excluding the tactile object) 
are categorized as "derivative form" (upiidii rupa), i.e., form 
derived from the four primary elements; the tactile object 
is classified under three of the primary elements: earth 
(hardness or softness), heat (hotness or coolness), and air 
(pressure and motion). The suttas themselves do not enu
merate the types of derivative form, and the Abhidhamma 
texts seem to be filling in this lacuna. 

4 Spk: Mental phenomena: the mental-phenomena object of the 
three planes (dhammii ti tebhilmakadlUlmmiiramma1.Ul1?1). 

I render dhammii here as "mental phenomena" rather 
than as "mental object"-the standard rendering-in com-
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pliance with the idea, stressed in the Abhidhamma and the 
commentaries, that the dhammayatana comprises not only 
the types of objects peculiar to the mind base (manayatana), 
but also all the mental phenomena associated with con
sciousness of any type, that is, as including the associated 
feeling, perception, and volitional formations. See the def
inition of the dhammiiyatana at Vibh 72, and the explanation 
at Vism 484 (Ppn 15:14). The three planes are the sensuous 
plane, the form plane, and the formless plane. 

5 Spk: The "internalness" of the sense faculties should be 
understood as stemming from the strength of desire and 
lust for them. For people regard the six internal bases like 
the interior of a house, the six external bases like the 
house's vicinity. Just as the desire and lust of people are 
extremely strong in relation to what is inside the house and 
they don't let anyone unknown enter, so is it in relation to 
the six internal bases. But as people's desire and lust are 
not so strong in relation to the house's vicinity, and they 
don't forcibly prevent others from walking by, so is it in 
relation to the external sense bases. 

6 Spk: The all (sabba) is fourfold: (i) the all-inclusive all 
(sabbasabba), i.e., everything knowable, all of which comes 
into range of the Buddha's knowledge of omniscience; (ii) 
the all of the sense bases (iiyatanasabba), Le., the phenome
na of the four planes; (iii) the all of personal identity 
(sakkayasabba), i.e., the phenomena of the three planes; and 
(iv) the partial all (padesasabba), i.e., the five physical sense 
objects. Each of these, from (i) to (iv), has a successively 
narrower range than its predecessor. In this sutta the all of 
the sense bases is intended. 

The four planes are the three mundane planes (see n. 4) 
and the supramundane plane (the four paths, their fruits, 
and Nibbana). 

7 Yassa viiciivatthur ev' assa. Spk: It would be just a mere utter
ance. But if one passes over the twelve sense bases, one 
cannot point out any real phenomenon. 

8 Yathii ta1J1 bhikkhave avisayasmi1J1. Spk: People become vexed 
when they go outside their domain. Just as it is outside 
one's domain to cross a deep body of water while carrying 
a stone palace on one's head, or to drag the sun and moon 
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off their course, and one would only meet with vexation if 
one makes the attempt, so too in this case. 

9 It might seem that in adding factors of experience not enu
merated among the twelve sense bases-namely, con
sciousness, contact, and feeling-the Buddha has just now 
violated his own decree that the "all" comprises every_ 
thing. However, the factors mentioned here (and below) 
can be classified among the twelve bases. The six types of 
consciousness are included in the mind base (manayatana). 
Mind (mano) as a separate factor, the supporting condition 
for mind-consciousness, then becomes narrower in scope 
than the mind base; according to the commentarial system 
it denotes the bhavangacitta or subliminal life-continuum. 
Among the bases, contact and feeling are included in the 
base of mental phenomena (dhammiiyatana), along with 
other mental concomitants and dhammarammal;la, the 
objects of mind-consciousness. Mind-consciousness itself, 
according to Spk, comprises the mind-door adverting con
sciousness (manodvaravajjanacitta) and the javanas. On 
these technical terms from the Abhidhamma, see CMA 
3:8-1l .  

10 Sabba1!l abhiiiiia parii'iiia pahanaya . Spk glosses: sabba1!l 
abhijanitva parijanitva pajahanatthaya. On the distinction 
between abhiiiiia and pariiiiia, see III, n. 42. 

11 Spk: In this sutta the three kinds of full understanding are 
discussed: full understanding of the known, full under
standing by scrutinization, and full understanding as 
abandonment. See I, n. 36, III, n. 42. 

12 CakkhuviiiiiaIJaviiiiiatabba dhamma. Spk gives several alter
native explanations to show how these might differ from 
rupa: "He shows this, taking into account the same form 
taken in above (by the word rupa); or else rupa takes into 
account form that actually comes into range (of conscious
ness), while this denotes form that does not come into 
range. This is the decision here: Above (all form) is includ
ed, whether or not it comes into range, but here the three 
aggregates associated with consciousness are included, 
because they are to be cognized along with eye-conscious

ness. The same method applies to the remaining terms." 
This explanation seems to me contrived. 
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13 This sutta, often called "The Fire Sermon," is the third dis
course of the Buddha as recorded in the narrative of his 
ministry at Yin I 34-35. According to this source, the thou
sand bhikkhus were former jatila (matted-hair) ascetics 
under the leadership of the three Kassapa brothers. The 
Buddha had converted them by a series of miracles, after 
which he preached the present sermon. The sermon gains 
special meaning from the fact that before their conversion 
these ascetics had been devoted to the fire sacrifice. The 
full account is at Yin I 24-34; see Nax:tamoli, Life of the 
Buddha, pp. 54-60, 64-69. 

Spk: Having led the thousand bhikkhus to Caya's Head, 
the Blessed One reflected, "What kind of Dhamma talk 
would be suitable for them?" He then realized, "In the past 
they worshipped the fire morning and evening. I will teach 
them that the twelve sense bases are burning and blazing. 
In this way they will be able to attain arahantship." In this 
sutta the characteristic of suffering is discussed. 

14 Se and Ee read andhabhUtalJI, but I prefer Be addhabhatalJ1, which 
Spk supports with its gloss: AddlUlbhUtan ti adhibhutaIJI ajjhot
thatalJI, upaddutan ti attho; "weighed down: overcome, over
loaded, meaning oppressed." See I, v. 203 and I, n. 121; 22:1 
(ill 1,20) and IlL n. 3. Norman explains that addhabhUta might 
have developed from the aorist addhabhavi = ajjhabhavi « *adhy
a-bhaVl) Once the origin of the aorist was no longer understood, 
the verb was assumed to be addhabhavati with a past participle 
addhabhuta; see CD, p. 356, n. 968. 

15 SabbamaiiiiitasamugghatasaruppaIJI patipadalJI. "Conceiving" 
(maiiiiana) is the distortional thought process governed by 
craving, conceit, and views; the notions that arise from such 
modes of thought are also called conceivings (with the past 
participle maiiiiita). They include the ideas "I am," "I am 
this," and all other notions derived from these root errors; 
see 35:248 (IV 202,18-27). The most extensive survey of con
ceiving is the Mwapariyaya Sutta (MN No. 1); see Bodhi, 
Discourse on the Root of Existence, for a translation of the 
sutta and its commentary. 

16 This fourfold pattern of conceiving also underlies the 
Mulapariyaya Sutta, though the latter does not apply the 
pattern explicitly to the sense bases. 
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Spk: He does not conceive the eye (cakkhu1J1 na mannati): Be 
does not conceive the eye as "I" or "mine," or as "another" 
or "another's." He does not conceive in the eye (cakkhusmim na 
mannati): He does not conceive, "I am in the eye, · my 
appurtenances are in the eye; another is in the eye, anoth
er's appurtenances are in the eye." He does not conceive from 
the eye (cakkhuto na maniiati): He does not conceive, "I have 
emerged from the eye, my appurtenances have emerged 
from the eye; another has emerged from the eye, another's 
appurtenances have emerged from the eye." He does not 
arouse even one of the conceivings of craving, conceit, Or 
views. 

17 See I, n. 376 and II, n. 137. Spk: In this sutta, insight 
culminating in arahantship is discussed in forty-four cases. 
Spk-pt: In the eye door there are seven items: eye, forms, 
eye-consciousness, eye-contact, and pleasant, painful, and 
neutral feeling. So too in the other five doors, making 
forty-two. The passage on "not conceiving the all" makes 
forty-three, and the phrase "he does not cling to anything 
in the world" brings the total to forty-four. 

18 Sabbamaiinitasamugghatasapprzyapatipada. 
19 Tato ta1J1 hoti aniiathi'!; aiiiiathiibhavi blzavasatto loko bhavam ev' 

abhinandati. There seems to be a word play here revolving 
around the two ideas of "being/becoming otherwise."  
According to Spk, the first sentence asserts that the object 
exists in a different mode (ai1iien' rzkiirena hoti) from that in 
which it is conceived [Spk-pt: the object conceived in the 
mode of permanence actually exists in the mode of imper
manence, etc.]. In the second sentence, I take aiiiiathiibhrzvi 
to mean "undergoing alteration," i.e., becoming other than 
it was before. As Spk explains, "It is becoming otherwise 
by arriving at alteration, at change" (aiiiiathiibhava1J1 
viparil:zama1J1 upagamanena aiiiiathiibhavi hutvii). In the 
expression bhavasatto, satto is the past participle of sajjati, 
glossed laggo, laggito, pa!ibllddho. See in this connection 
Ud 32,29-32 (where the text should be corrected to blwva
satto), Sn 756-57, and MN III 42,28-29. Here "world" (loko) 
is obViously intended in the sense of sattaloka, "the world 
of beings." 

20 Spk: In this sutta, insight culminating in arahantship is dis-
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cussed in forty-eight cases. Spk-p!: The "that is otherwise" 
passage should be added to each section, making eight 
items per section. Thus there are forty-eight cases. (Spk-p! 
does not explain why the combined passage on the aggre
gates, etc., and the phrase "he does not cling . . .  " could not 
be counted separately to give a total of fifty cases, which 
would correspond to the method adopted in the preceding 
sutta.) 

21 Spk: It is also abandoned for one who knows and sees by 
way of suffering and nonself, but impermanence is stated 
out of consideration for the inclination of the person being 
instructed. 

22 On the ten fetters (sa1Jtyojana), see 45:179-80. 
23 On the three taints (iisava), see 38:8, 45:163; for the seven 

underlying tendencies (anusaya), see 45:175. 
24 For the four kinds of clinging (upadiina), see 12:2, 45:173; for 

the three kinds of full understanding (pariiiiiii), see n. 11 
above. Spk paraphrases: "For the full understanding of all 
four kinds of clinging by the three kinds of full under
standing." 

25 Vimokkhii. An unusual construction. One would have 
expected vimuttiyii, the noun more directly related to 
vimuccati. 

26 He was the son of Visakha, the chief patroness of the 
Sangha. His verses are at Th 417-22. 

27 Ekavihiiri ekavihiiri. Cpo 21:10. 
28 Sadutiyavihiiri. Dutiya, lit. "a second," often signifies a 

spouse. 
29 See 1:20, 4:22. 
30 Miiro vii assa marapaiiiiatti vii. Spk: By "Mara" he asks about 

death (maraIJa); "the description of Mara" is the descrip
tion, name, appellation "Mara." Cpo 23:11-12. 

31 Upasena was Sariputta's younger brother. His verses are at 
Th 577-86. Spk explains that the grotto was called "Snake's 
Hood Grotto" (sappasolJtJ.ikapabbhiira) because of its shape. 

32 Spk: After his meal the elder had taken his large robe and 
was sitting in the shade of the cave doing some sewing. At 
that moment two young vipers were playing in the thatch 
over the cave; one fell and landed on the elder's shoulder. 
Its mere touch was poisonous, and the poison spread over 
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the elder's body. He addressed the bhikkhus thus SO that 
his body would not perish inside the cave. 

33 There is a word play in the exchange between Sariputta 
and Upasena. The expression indriyiina1J1 aflflathatta, "alter
ation of the faculties," is sometimes used as a euphemism 
meaning "profoundly distressed," "not in one's right 
mind" (see MN II 106,12). Here the text reads kiiyassa va 
afliiathatta1J1 indriycmm!l va viparilJiima1J1, but I think the 
implications are very similar. Sariputta, then, is speaking 
literally while Upasena intends his words to be taken figu
ratively, as meaning that for one free from the notions of 
"I" and "mine" there is no distress even in the face of 
death. On being free from "I-making," etc., see 21:2 

(II 275,1-5) and II, n. 340. 
34 Sanditthiko dhammo. What follows is the standard formula 

for reflection on the Dhamma, minus only the first term, 
svakkhato; see I, n. 33. Upava�a was the Buddha's attendant 
when he was suffering from a wind ailment; see 7:13. 

35 Spk says that this sutta discusses the reflections of the 
trainee (in the first part) and of the arahant (in the second 
part). 

36 Be: anassasa1J1; Se and Ee: anassasi1J1. This is the first person 
aorist of nassati. Spk glosses: naUho nama aha1J1. 

37 Ayati1J1 apunabbhaviiya. Spk: Here, "no future renewed exis
tence" is Nibbana. The meaning is, "It will be abandoned 
by you for the sake of Nibbana." 

38 See III, n. 167. The sequel is also at 22:87. 

39 Riigaviragattha1J1. The sense of the expression is almost reit
erative, since viriiga itself means the absence of riiga or lust. 
But viriiga originally meant the removal of colour, and thus 
the whole expression could be taken to mean the "fading 
away" of the "colour" spread by lust. 

40 The arising of the vision of the Dhamma (dhammacakkhu) 
means the attainment of one of the three lower stages of 

awakening, usually stream-entry. 
41 Anupiidaparinibbiinattha1J1. Here there is a double entendre, 

for the PaIi upiidii (or upiidana) means both clinging and fuel, 

d "the so the goal of the Dhamma can also be understoo as 
quenching (of a fire) through lack of fuel." The fire, of 

course, is the threefold fire of lust, hatred, and delusion (see 
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35:28). Ee omits the next paragraph on the assumption that 
it is identical with the corresponding section of the preced
ing sutta, and Woodward follows suit at KS 4:25. This is not 
the case, however, in Be and Se. The preceding sutta men
tions only the six internal bases, but this one enumerates all 
the phenomena that originate through each sense base. 
This may explain (at least in part) why the bhikkhu here 
attained arahantship, while the bhikkhu in the preceding 
sutta gained only the vision of the Dhamma. 

42 Though it may sound redundant to say that ignorance 
must be abandoned in order to abandon ignorance, this 
statement underscores the fact that ignorance is the most 
fundamental cause of bondage, which must be eliminated 
to eliminate all the other bonds. 

43 The first part of this instruction, as far as "he fully under
stands everything," is included in the "brief advice on lib
eration through the extinction of craving" at MN I 251,21-25 
and AN IV 88,11-15; the sequel is different. Spk: "He sees all 
signs differently" (sabbanimittani aiiiiata passati): He sees all 
the signs of formations (sa1ikharanimittani) in a way differ
ent from that of people who have not fully understood the 
adherences. For such people see all signs as self, but one 
who has fully understood the adherences sees them as 
nonself, not as self. Thus in this sutta the characteristic of 
nonself is discussed. 

44 See II, n. 72. 
45 Lujjati ti kha bhikkhu tasma laka ti vuccati. On the playful 

didactic attempt to derive laka from lujjati, see III, n. 186. 
On the six sense bases as "the world," see 35:116. 

46 Spk explains chinnapapaiica, "cut through proliferation," as 
referring to "the proliferation of craving," and chinna
vafuma, "cut through the rut," as referring to "the rut of 
craving." The meaning of the question seems to be: Do the 
Buddhas of the past, on attaining the Nibbana element 
without residue, still retain the six sense faculties? 

47 Ya1J1 kha Ananda palakadhamma1J1 aya1J1 vuccati ariyassa vinaye 
laka. Palaka is from palujjati, "to disintegrate," an augment
ed form of lujjati, and has no etymological connection with 
laka, world; see 35:82 just above. 

48 The sutta is also at MN No. 144, entitled the Channovada 
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Sutta. Obviously, this Channa is different from the one 
who appears at 22:90. 

49 What follows is the stock description of unbearable pain. 
50 Sattharrz iiharissiimi. An expression for committing suicide. 
51 Anupavajjarrz Channo bhikkhu sattharrz iiharissati. By this he 

seems to be insinuating that he is an arahant. Spk glosses 
''blamelessly'' (anupavajjarrz) with "without continued exis
tence, without rebirth (appavattikarrz appatisandhika1!l)." 

52 Spk: Channa replied to Sariputta's questions by ascribing 
arahantship to himself, but Sariputta, while knowing that 
he was still a worldling, just kept quiet. Mahacunda, how
ever, gave him an exhortation to convince him of this . 

53 This "teaching of the Blessed One" is at Ud 81,6-10. Spk 
explains the connection between the teaching and the pres
ent situation thus: For one who is dependent (nissitassa): 
"dependent" on account of craving, conceit, and views; there 
is wavering (calitarrz): palpitation. As Channa is unable to 
endure the arisen pain, there is now the palpitation of one 
who isn't free from the grip of such thoughts as "I am in 
pain, the pain is mine." By this, he is telling him, "You're still 
a worldling." No inclination (natl): no inclination of craving. 
No coming by way of rebirth, no going by way of death. This 
itself is the end of suffering: this itself is the end, the termina
tion, the limit, of the suffering of defilements and of the suf
fering of the round. As to those who argue that the phrase 
"in between the two" (ubhayamantarena) implies an interme
diate state (antarabhava), their statement is nonsense, for the 
existence of an intermediate state is rejected in the 
Abhidhamma. Therefore the meaning is: "Neither here, nor 
there, nor both-the other alternative." 

Though the Theravada Abhidhamma (see Kvu 362-66) 
and the commentaries argue against the existence of an 

antarabhava, a number of canonical texts seem to support 
this notion. See below n. 382, and V, n. 65. 

54 Spk: He cut his jugular vein and just then the fear of death 
entered him. As the sign of his rebirth destiny appeared, he 

realized he was still a worldling and his mind became agi
tated. He set up insight, discerned the formations, and 

reaching arahantship, he attained final Nibbana as a 
"same-header" (samasisi; see I, n. 312). 
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55 Spk: Although this declaration (of blamelessness) was 
made while Channa was still a worldling, as his attainment 
of final Nibbana followed immediately, the Buddha 
answered by referring to that very declaration. 

It should be noted that this commentarial interpretation 
is imposed on the text from the outside, as it were. If one 
sticks to the actual wording of the text it seems that 
Channa was already an arahant when he made his decla
ration, the dramatic punch being delivered by the failure of 
his two brother-monks to recognize this. The implication, 
of course, is that excruciating pain might motivate even an 
arahant to take his own life-not from aversion but simply 
from a wish to be free from unbearable pain. 

56 The name of the village differs slightly among the various 
eds.; I follow Ee here. I take mittakulani suhajjakulani 
upavajjakulani-the terms used to describe the lay families 
that supported the Venerable Channa-to be synonyms. 
The third term gives the opportunity for a word play. Spk 
glosses it as upasmikamitabbakulani, "families to be 
approached" (that is, for his requisites). According to CPO, 
upavajja here represents Skt upavrajya; the word in this 
sense is not in PED, though this may be the only instance 
where it bears such a meaning. The word is homonymous 
with another word meaning "blameworthy," representing 
Skt upavadya, thus linking up with Channa's earlier avow
al that he would kill himself blamelessly (anupavajja). See 
the following note. 

57 When the Buddha speaks about the conditions under 
which one is blameworthy (sa-upavajja), upavajja represents 
upavadya. Though earlier Spk explained the correct sense of 
upavajjakulani, here the commentator seems oblivious to 
the pun and comments as if Channa had actually been at 
fault for associating too closely with lay people: "The Elder 
Sariputta, showing the fault of intimacy with families 
(kulasa1J1saggadosa) in the preliminary stage of practice, 
asks: 'When that bhikkhu had such supporters, could he 
have attained final Nibbana?' The Blessed One answers 
showing that he was not intimate with families." For inti
macy with families as a fault in monks, see 9:7, 16:3, 16:4, 
20:9, 20:10. 
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58 Also at MN No. 145, entitled Pu.r:u:tovada Sutta; the open
ing and closing paragraphs of the two versions are slightly 
different. According to Spk, PU.t:U).a had been a merchant 
from the Sunaparanta country who came to Savatthi on 
business. Hearing the Buddha preach, he decided to 
become a bhikkhu. After his ordination he found the area 
around Savatthi uncongenial to his meditation and wished 
to return to his home country to continue his practice. He 
approached the Buddha to obtain guidance before depart
ing. For biographical details, see DPPN 2:220-21. Suna
paranta was on the west coast of India. Its capital was 
Supparaka, modem Sopara in the district of Thana near 
modem Mumbai. 

59 See 54:9. 
60 See I, n. 650. 
61 Ee omits ten' ev' antaravassena paneamattani upasikasatani 

patipiidesi, found in Be and Se (but in the latter with the 
verb pa#vedesi). At MN III 269,28-29 it is said that he 
attained final Nibbana "at a later time" (aparena samayena), 
without specifying that this occurred during the same 
rains. 

62 Spk: Stirring (eja) is craving, so called in the sense of mov
ing(eaZanatthena). Anejii, "unstirred," is a common descrip
tion of an arahant. 

63 As at 35:30; see n. 16. 
64 As at 35:31; see n. 19. 
65 As at 35:23; see n. 8. 
66 I read with Be ealan e' eva byathan ca. Se and Ee read vyayan 

in place of byathan, but Be seems to have the support of Spk 
and Spk-pt. Spk (Be): ealan c' eva byathan ca ti attano 
sabhiivena asa1;lthahanato ealati e' eva byathati ea; "Moving and 
tottering: it moves and totters because it does not remain 
stable in its own nature." (Spk (Se) is the same, but with the 
v.l. asa1J1.vahanato.) Spk-pt: Byathati ti jariiya mara1;lena ea 
pavedhati; "[It] totters: it trembles because of aging and 
death." See too MW, s.v. vyath, to tremble, waver, come to 
naught, fail. 

67 Phuttho bhikkhave vedeti phuttho ceteti phuttho sanjiiniiti. This 
shows the three aggregates of feeling, volitional forma
tions, and perception respectively. Thus in regard to each 
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physical sense base, all five aggregates are introduced: the 
sense base and its object belong to the aggregate of form; 
the corresponding consciousness to the aggregate of con
sciousness; and the other three aggregates arise from con
tact. In the case of the mind base, the physical basis of mind 
(vatlhuriipa) and, in certain cases, the object are the form 
aggregate. 

68 The title follows Be. In Se this sutta is called Cha 
phassayatal1a, "The Six Bases for Contact," and in Ee this 
sutta and the next are called Sangayha, "Including," i.e., 
including verses. 

69 Dukkhiidhivaha. Spk: They are bringers (avahanakii) of 
extreme suffering (adhidukkha), classified as infernal, etc. 

70 Sukhiidhivalzii. Spk: They are bringers of extreme happiness, 
classified as jhana, path, and fruit. 

71 Pada a reads, papai'icasafifia itaritara narii, on which Spk 
comments: "Common beings become 'of proliferated per
ception' on account of defiled perception {kilesasaiiiiaya)." 
On how "perceptions and notions affected by prolifera
tion" arise and obsess a person, see MN I 111,35-112,13. 
Papa/lea is explained by the commentaries as of threefold 
origin: through craving, conceit, and views (ta�hii, lIlana, 
ditthi) in their capacity to cause mental distortion and 
obsession. "Proliferated perception" might be interpreted 
as the distorted perception of permanence, pleasure, self, 
and beauty in relation to what is really impermanent, suf
fering, nonself, and foul (see the treatment of safifiavipallasa 
at AN II 52). Such distorted perception is caused by the 
proliferating defilements. 

"Mind-state" renders manomaya, an adjective meaning 
"mind-made," with the qualified noun left implicit. Spk 
glosses the second couplet thus: "Having dispelled every 
mind-made thought (manomaya1J1 vitakka1J1) connected to 
the 'home life' of the five cords of sensual pleasure, a com
petent bhikkhu travels on [the way] bound up with renun
ciation." The contrast between worldly pleasure and the 
pleasure of renunciation is developed at MN III 217,13-218,6. 

72 Mahmkyaputta appears at MN Nos. 63 and 64. His verses 
here are also at Th 794-817. See too AN II 248-49, where he 
again requests a teaching in his old age. Spk explains that 
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in his youth he had been negligent and had dallied with 
sensual pleasures; now in his old age he wanted to dwell 
in the forest and practise meditation. 

73 Spk: The Blessed One speaks thus both to reproach him 
and to extol him. He reproaches him for putting off the 
work of an ascetic until old age, and extols him in order to 
set an example for the younger monks. 

74 Spk explains aditthii adi!!hapubba as respectively "not seen 
in this existence" and "never seen before" in the past. An 
illustration can be found at 42:11 (IV 329,20-22). 

75 The same advice is given to the ascetic Bahiya Daruciriya 
at Ud 8,5-12. The meaning is extremely compressed and in 
places the passage seems to defy standard grammar (e.g., 
by treating na tena and Ita tattha as nominative predicates). 
Spk gives a long explanation, which I translate here partly 
abridged: 

In the form base, i.e., in what is seen by eye-conscious
ness, "there will be merely the seen." For eye-conscious
ness sees only form in form, not some essence that is per
manent, etc. So too for the remaining types of conscious
ness [Spk-pt: i.e., for the javanas] ,  there will be here merely 
the seen. Or alternatively: What is called "the seen in the 
seen" is eye-consciousness, which means the cognizing of 
form in form. "Merely" indicates the limit (matta ti 
pamal}aJ?1). It has merely the seen; thus "merely the seen," 
(an attribute of) the mind. The meaning is: "My mind will 
be just a mere eye-consciousness." This is what is meant: 
As eye-consciousness is not affected by lust, hatred, or 
delusion in relation to a form that has corne into range, so 
the javana will be just like a mere eye-consciousness by 
being destitute of lust, etc. I will set up the javana with just 
eye-consciousness as the limit. I will not go beyond the 
limit and allow the mind to arise by way of lust, etc. So too 
for the heard and the sensed. The "cognized" is the object 
cognized by mind-door adverting (manodvaravajjana). In 
that cognized, "merely the cognized" is the adverting (con
sciousness) as the limit. As one does not become lustful, 
etc., by adverting, so I will set up my mind with adverting 
as the limit, not allowing it to arise by way of lust, etc. You 
will not be "by that" (na tena): you will not be aroused by that 
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lust, or irritated by that hatred, or deluded by that delusion. 
Then you will not be "therein" (na tattha): When you are not 
aroused by that lust, etc., then "you will not be therein"
bound, attached, established in what is seen, heard, 
sensed, and cognized. 

Spk's explanation of "neither here nor beyond nor in 
between the two" is the same as that summed up in n. 53 
above, again proposed to avoid having to admit an inter
mediate state. 

The verses that follow are intended to explicate the 
Buddha's brief dictum. From these, it seems that to go 
beyond "merely the seen" is to ascribe a pleasing sign 
(piyani11litta)-an attractive attribute-to the objects seen, 
heard, etc., and from this such defilements as attraction 
and annoyance result. 

76 We should read: citta11l ass' flpahafifiati. 
77 Khiyati no paciyati. No subject is provided, but Spk suggests 

both suffering and the various defilements would be 
appropriate. 

78 Pariilanadlta11l11la. 
79 Sarasatikappii saI?tyojaniyii. Spk derives sara from saranti, to 

run (glossed dhavanti), but I take it to be from the homo
nym meaning "to remember" (which is als� the basis of the 
noun sati, meaning both memory and mindfulness). 

80 Cha abhibhayataniini. Spk glosses with abhibhavitiini 
iiyataniini. These are altogether different from the attha 
abhibhayataniini, the eight bases of mastery (mentioned at 
ON 11110-11, MN II 13-14, etc.). 

81 Byiisificati, lit. "sprinkled with." Spk: It occurs tinted by 
defilements (kilesatintarrz hutva vattati). 

82. Reading dukkharrz viharati with Se and Ee, as against Be 
dukkharrz hoti. 

83 Dham11la na patubhavanti. Spk takes this to mean that the 
states of serenity and insight (samatha-vipassana dhamma) 
do not become manifest, but I think the point is that thE 
internal and external sense bases (the dhamma) do noi 
appear as impermanent, suffering, and nonself; see 35:9� 
just below. 

84 This sutta and the next parallel 22:5-6. See III, n. 31. 
85 This sutta and the next parallel 22:33-34. See III, n. 46. 
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86 Uddaka Ramaputta was the Buddha's second teacher 
when he was engaged in his quest for enlightenment; see 
MN I 165-66. In the declaration the reference of the pro
noun ida1?1, "this," occurring thrice, is unclear. Spk says it is 
a mere indeclinable (nipiitamatta), but adds that it might 
represent "this statement" (ida1?1 vacanQ/!1). Perhaps it 
should be connected with gat:u!-amulat.n, though this is 
uncertain. Vedagu is a common brahmanical epithet adopt
ed by the Buddha as a description of the arahant. Sabbaji, 
"all-conqueror," is glossed as "one who has definitely con
quered and overcome the entire round." Be palikhatam 
should be corrected to apalikhata1?1, as in Be and Se. 

. 

87 A stock description of the body, in SN found also at 35:245 
and 41:5. Spk explains rubbing (ucchiidana) as the applica
tion of scents and ointments to remove its bad smell, and 
pressing (parimaddana) as massaging with water to dispel 
affliction in the limbs. The entire description shows, in 
stages, the origination, growth, decline, and destruction of 
the body. 

88 Yogakkhemipariyaya1?1. My verbose rendering of the expres
sion is intended to capture the word play hidden in the 
expository section (see following note). Yogakkhema is often 
a __ SYIlonYID for arahantship or Nibbana, explained by the 
commentators as security or release from the four bonds 
(yoga) of sensual desire, existence, ignorance, and views. 

89 There is a pun here, im"possible to replicate, based on a 
twofold derivation of yogakkhemi. Properly, the latter is a 
personalized form of the abstract yogakkhema, meaning one 
secure from bondage. Besides meaning bond, however, 
yoga can also mean effort or exertion, a meaning relevant to 
the preceding sentence: tesafi ca pahiinaya akkhiisi yoga1?1. 
Phonetically, this seems to connect the verb akkhiisi (via the 
root kha) to khemi, though they have no etymological rela
tion at all. Thus yogakkhemi can mean either "one secure 
from bondage" (the true meaning) or "the declarer of 
effort" (the contrived meaning conveyed by the pun). Spk 
says that one is called yogakkhemi, not merely because one 
declares (the effort), but because one has abandoned 
(desire and lust). 

90 Cpo 22:150, and see III, n. 146. 
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91 These are the three modes of conceit; see 22:49. 
92 This sutta and the next parallel 22:120-21. 
93 This sutta and the next closely resemble 35:26. 
94 Be's orthography is preferable here: pa!imukk' assa miirapiiso 

(and just below, ummukk' assa marapaso). Spk: Mara's snare is 
fastened to, wound around, his neck. Cpo It 56,15-2l. 

95 The bracketed words here and below are in Be only. 
96 See 2:26 (= AN II 47-49), to which this sutta might be taken 

as a commentary. 
97 What follows is stock, found also at MN I 110-11, 

MN III 223-25, and elsewhere. Spk explains that the 
Buddha retired to his dwelling because he had foreseen 
that the bhikkhus would approach Ananda, and that 
Ananda would give a proper answer that would win 
praise from himself. The bhikkhus would then esteem 
Ananda and this would promote their welfare and happi
ness for a long time. 

98 Yella kho iivuso lokasmitJl lokasafiiii hoti lokamiini ayatJl vllccati 
ariyassa vil1aye loko. On the implications of this, see 2:26 and 
I, n. 182. 

99 On the six sense bases as "the world" in the sense of disin· 
tegrating, see 35:82. Here they are called the world becaUSE 
they are the conditions for being a perceiver and a con
ceiver of the world. We might conjecture that the five phys
ical sense bases are prominent in making one a "perceiver 
of the world," the mind base in making one a "conceiver of 
the world." No such distinction, however, is made in the 
text. The six sense bases are at once part of the world ("that 
in the world") and the media for the manifestation of a 

world {"that by which"). The "end of the world" that must 
be reached to make an end to suffering is Nibbana, which 
is called (among other things) the cessation of the six sense 
bases. 

100 Cetaso samphutthapubbii, glossed by Spk with cittena 
anubhutapubbii, "experienced before by the mind." 

Spk: My mind may often stray (tatra me cittatJl bahula1Jl 
gaccheyya): He shows, "On many occasions it would move 
towards the five cords of sensual pleasure previously 
experienced when I was enjoying prosperity in the three 
palaces with their three kinds of dancing girls, etc." Or 
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towards those that are present (paecuppannesu va): He shows 
"During my years of striving it would often arise havin� 
taken, as cords of sensual pleasure, such beautiful sense 
objects as the flowering groves and flocks of birds, etc." Or 
slightly towards those in the future (appa1Jl va anagatesu): He 
shows, "It might arise even slightly towards the future, when 
he thinks, 'Metteyya will be the Buddha, Sankha the king, 
Ketumati the capital.'" Apparently Spk cannot conceive of 
beautiful future sense objects apart from a future Buddha. 

101 Attariipena. Spk: Attano hitakiimajatikena, "by one who 
desires his own welfare." The expression also occurs at 
AN II 120,7 foil. Spk explains that diligence and mindful
ness are to be practised for the purpose of guarding the mind 
in regard to the five cords of sensual pleasures. 

102 Be and Se read se ayatane veditabbe-supported by Spk (Be 
and Se)-as against ye ayatane veditabbe in Ee. This is appar
ently an old Eastern form of the neuter nominative that for 
some reason escaped transposition into standard Pali. 

Spk: "Since diligence and mindfulness are to be prac
tised for the sake of guarding the mind, and since, when 
that base is understood, there is nothing to be done by dili
gence and mindfulness, therefore 'that base is to be under
stood'; the meaning is, 'that cause is to be known' (ta1!l 
kiira1J.a1!l janitabba/!l) ." At Ud 80,10-16, Nibbana is described 
as an ayatana. 

103 I read with Se and Ee: yattha eakkhun ea nirujjhati riipasaiiiia 
ea virajjati. Be consistently has the second verb too as 
nirujjhati, but the variant in Se and Ee is more likely to be 
original. 

104 Sa[ayatananirodha7rz . , .  sandhiiya bhiisita1Jl. Spk: "It is 
Nibbana that is called the cessation of the six sense bases, 
for in Nibbana the eye, etc., cease and perceptions of forms, 
etc., fade away." We might note that A.nanda's answer, 
though called an account of the "detailed meaning," is 
actually shorter than the Buddha's original statement. 

105 Sa-upadano . . .  bhikkhu no parinibbayati. To bring out the 
implicit metaphor, the line might also have been rendered, 
"A bhikkhu with fuel is not fully quenched." 

106 Paiicasikha appears in ON No. 21 as a celestial musician 
and poet. 
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107 For a detailed analysis, see Vism 20-22 (Ppn 1:53-59). 
108 See Vism 31-33 (Ppn 1:89-94). 
109 Identical with MN No. 147. 
110 Vimuttiparipiicaniyii dhamma. Spk interprets these as the fif

teen qualities that purify the five faculties (faith, energy, 
mindfulness, concentration, and wisdom), namely, in 
regard to each faculty: avoiding people who lack the facul
ty, associating with those endowed with it, and reflecting 
on suttas that inspire its maturation. Spk expands on this 
with another fifteen qualities: the five faculties again; the 
five perceptions partaking of penetration, namely, percep
tion of impermanence, suffering, nonself, abandoning, and 
dispassion (on the last two, see AN V 110,13-20); and the 
five qualities taught to Meghiya, namely, noble friendship, 
the virtue of the monastic rules, suitable conversation, 
energy, and wisdom (see AN IV 357,5-30; Ud 36,3-28). 

111 Spk: These devas had made their aspiration (for enlighten
ment) along with Rahula when the latter made his aspira
tion (to become the son of a Buddha) at the feet of the 
Buddha Padumuttara. They had been reborn in various 
heavenly worlds but on this day they all assembled in the 
Blind Men's Grove. 

112 Spk: In this sutta "the vision of the Dhamma" denotes the 
four paths and their fruits. For some devas became stream
enterers, some once-returners, some nonreturners, and 
some arahants. The devas were innumerable. 

113 At AN I 26,11 he is declared the foremost male lay disciple 
among those who offer agreeable things (etadagga1J'l 
maniipadiiyakiina1J'l); see too AN IV 208-12. 

114 At AN I 26,12 he is declared the foremost of those who 
attend on the Sangha (etadagga1J'l saligh' upatfhiikiina1J'l); see 
too AN IV 212-16. 

115 For the story of his conversion, see MN No. 56. 
116 At AN I 23,25 he is declared the foremost of those who 

sound a lion's roar (etadagga1J'l sihanadikanaf!l). His declara
tion of arahantship is at 48:49; see too Yin II 111-12. 

117 He was the king of Kosambi; for details of his story, see 
Dhp-a 1161-227; BL 1:247-93. Spk: One day the king had 
gone to his park and was lying down while some of his 
concubines massaged his feet and others entertained him 
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with music and song. When he dozed off the women left 
him to take a walk around the park. They saw the 
Venerable Bharadvaja meditating under a tree and 
approached him to pay their respects. Meanwhile the king 
awoke and, seeing his concubines sitting around the asce
tic, he became furious and tried to attack the elder with a 
nest of biting ants. His plan backfired and the ants fell OVer 
him and bit him all over. The women reproached him for 
his rude conduct and he became repentant. On the next 
occasion when the elder came to the park, the king 
approached him and asked his questions. 

118 AddhiinaYJI iipiidenti. Spk glosses: pave(ziYJI patipiidenti; 
dlgharattaYJI anubandhapenti; "they extend it continuously; 
they pursue it for a long time." 

119 MiitumaWsu matucittaYJI upatthapetha. Lit. "Set up a mother
mind towards those of a mother-measure," and similarly 
with the other two. Spk says that one's mother, sisters, and 
daughters are the three "respected objects" (garu
kiiramma1.la) who are not to be transgressed against. 
Interestingly, this saying, though ascribed to the Buddha 
as if it were a common piece of advice, is not found else
where in the Nikayas. 

120 This is the meditation subject called asubhasaiiiiii, percep
tion of foulness (e.g., at AN V 109,18--27), or kii.yagatiisati, 
explained in detail at Vism 239-66 (Ppn 8:42-144). 

121 Abhiivitakii.yii. Spk: Undeveloped in the "body" of the five 
(sense) doors (abhavitapaiicadviirikakii.yii), i.e., lacking in 
sense restraint. 

122 Dhiituniinatta. See 14:1-10. For each sense modality there 
are three elements-sense faculty, object, and conscious
ness-hence a total of eighteen. 

123 Spk: In dependence on a contact to be experienced as pleasant: 
that is, a contact associated with eye-consciousness that 
functions as a condition, by way of decisive support 

(upanissaya), for a pleasant feeling in the javana phase. The 
pleasant feeling arises in the javana phase in dependence 
on a single contact. The same method in the following 
passages. 

124 As at 22:3-4. 
125 The quote is from 14:4. 
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126 Manapa1J1 itth' etan ti pajanliti. Spk: He understands the 
agreeable form seen by him thus, "Such it is," that is, "This 

is just an agreeable one." 

127 I read with Be and Se, Cakkhuvii'iiiatJa1J1 sukhavedaniyaii ea 
phassa1J1 patieea . . .  , which seems preferable to Ee, Cakkhu
vtnnatJa1J1 sukhavedaniYal!l. 5 llkhavedaniyafJl phassa1J1 
paticca . . . . It is unclear whether cakkhuviiiiiarw1J1 is being list
ed as an additional element or is intended merely as a con
dition for the feeling. I follow Spk in taking it in the former 
sense: "(There is) eye-consciousness, and a contact which is 
a condition for pleasant feeling under the heading of deci
sive support, proximity, contiguity, or association (see 
Vism 532-41; Ppn 17:66-100). In dependence on that con
tact to be experienced as pleasant, there arises a pleasant 
feeling." 

128 See 22:1 and III, n. 1. 
129 Be: Seleyyakani karonti; Se: selissakt'ini karontli; Ee: selissakiini 

karonti. Spk's explanation suggests the games were like our 
"leapfrog," i.e., one boy jumping over the back of another. 

130 The first four terms are a stock brahmanical denigration of 
ascetics. Bandhupadapaeci'i alludes to the brahmin idea that 
Brahma created ascetics from the soles of his feet (below 
even the suddas, who were created from his knees, while 
the brahmins were created from his mouth). Spk glosses 
blzarataka as kufumbika, "landholders," though I think it is a 
derogatory term for the Buddhist lay supporters. 

131 Spk: They took delight in Dhamma, namely, in the ten 
courses of wholesome action, and in meditation (jhlina), 
i.e., in the meditations of the eight attainments. 

132 Kata kiiicikkhabhavanli. The exact meaning is obscure, but I 
translate in accordance with the gloss of Spk: amisa
kiiicikkhassa va#hanatthaya katan ti attho, "done for the sake 
of an increase in their material possessions." 

133 One is intent upon (adhimueeati) an object by way of greed, 
repelled by it (bylipajjati) by way of ill will or aversion. 

134 Amhakaf!l lieariyabhariyaya. This might have been taken to 
mean "our teacher's wife" (a widow), but CPD, s.v. 
lieariyabhariyii, says with reference to this text: "dealing 
with a female teacher, the meaning becomes: our mistress 
the teacher." Above, the youth was described as a student 
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(anteviisi) of this brahmin lady. Waldschmidt has published 
a Skt version of this sutta (see Bibliography). 

135 Be and Se read onitapattapiilJi1J1, but Ee has olJitapattapiinim 
here and olJitapattapiini1!1 just below; at 41:2-4, where 

·
the 

nominative plural occurs, all three read onitapattapiilJino (see 
n. 290), though vv.ll. olJita- and even olJitta- are found. 
Norman, who discusses the expression at length (CD, 
pp. 257-58, and Collected Papers 2:123-24), explains the con
struction here as an accusative absolute. He maintains that 
the form of the compound requires that the initial past par
ticiple should apply to both the hand and the bowl and sug
gests that onita- is from Skt ava-ni, "to put or bring (into 
water)." Thus in his view the compound means "having put 
hands and bowl into water" in order to wash them. At an 
alms offering, however, the Buddhist monk does not 
immerse his bowl in water; rather, when the meal is fin
ished, water is poured into his empty bowl, and he uses his 
soiled right hand to clean the bowl, so that bowl and hand 
are washed simultaneously. Further, Norman seems to have 
overlooked the phrase bhagavanta1J1 dllOtahatthm!l onitapatta
piilJi1J1 (at Yin I 221,20, 245,35, 249,4), where the washing of 
the hand is already covered by dhotahatthal!l. Therefore I 
accept the usual commentarial gloss: ol1itapattapiilJin ti patta
to onitapiilJi1J1 apanitahatthan ti vutta1J1 1lOti, "one with hand 
removed from the bowl," or more idiomatically, "one who 
has put away (or aside) the bowl." 

The commentaries make mention of the interesting v.l. 
olJitta- (at Sv I 277,18), glossed iimisiipanayanena sucikata (at 
Sv-pt I 405,9-10). OlJitta (or onitta) probably corresponds to 
Skt avanikta; see MW, s.v. ava-nij and PED, s.v. olJojana, 
olJojeti. The meaning would then be "one who has washed 
bowl and hand." 

136 For a bhikkhu to teach the Dhamma to one wearing san
dals who is not ill is a violation of the Vinaya rule Sekhiya 
61; to teach to one sitting on a high seat, a violation of 
Sekhiya 69; to teach to one with the head covered, a viola
tion of Sekhiya 67. All such actions indicate disrespect on 
the part of the listener. 

137 Due to a misreading of the summary verse at IV 132, Ee 
wrongly entitles this sutta "DevadahakhaI).o" and the next 
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"Sailgayha." Correctly, as in Be and Se, this sutta is 
"Devadaha," the next "Khat:la," and the third "Sangayha." 

138 Chaphassayatanika. Spk: There is no separate hell named 
"Contact's Sixfold Base," for this designation applies to all 
thirty-one great hells; but this is said here with reference to 
the great hell A vici. At 56:43, a hell so described is referred 
to as mahiipari!aha niraya, the Hell of the Great Con

flagration. 
139 Spk: Here the Tavatif!1sa city is intended. What does he 

show by this? "It isn't possible to live the holy life of the 
path either in hell, because of extreme suffering, or in heav
en, because of extreme pleasure, on account of which neg
ligence arises through continuous amusements and 
delights. But the human world is a combination of pleasure 
and pain, so this is the field of action for the holy life of the 
path. The human state gained by you is the opportunity, 
the occasion, for living the holy life." 

140 Ee wrongly entitles this sutta Agayha, and runs it together 
with the next (beginning at IV 128,8). Thus from 35:137 on 
my count exceeds Ee's by one. Be entitles 35:136 Pathama
ruparama and 35:137 Dutiya-ruparama, while in Se they are 
called Sagayha and Gayha respectively. The latter, it seems, 
should be amended to Agayha, as the distinction between 
them is the inclusion of verses in the former and their 
absence in the latter. 

141 The verses = Sn 759-65. The following corrections should 
be made in Ee (at IV 127-28): V. 5a read: Passa dhamma1!l 
durajana1!l; 6cd: santike na vijananti, maga dhammass' akovida; 
8b: buddhu1!l. At 3b, Be and Ee have sakktiyassa nirodhana1!l, 
Se sakktiyass' uparodhana1!l; the meaning is the same. I read 
3d with Be and Se as passata1!l, though Ee dassana1!l is sup
ported by some mss, and Spk can be read as leaning 
towards either alternative (see following note). 

142 Spk: This view of the wise who see (ida1!l passantana1!l 
palJ4itana1!l dassana1!l) runs counter (paccanika1!l), contrary, to 
the entire world. For the world conceives the five aggregates 
as permanent, happiness, self, and beautiful, while to the wise 
they are impermanent, suffering, nonself, and foul. 

143 Spk: Who else except the noble ones are able to know that 
state of Nibbana (nibbanapada1!l)? Having known it rightly 
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by the wisdom of arahantship, they immediately become 
taintless and are fully quenched by the quenching of the 
defilements (kilesaparinibbiinena parinibbantz). Or else, hav
ing become taintless by rightly knowing, in the end they 
are fully quenched by the quenching of the aggregates 
(khandhaparinibbiinena parinibbanti). 

144 This sutta and the next are parallel to 22:33-34, and are 
more concise variants on 35:101-2. My title here follows Be' 
Se entitles them Paliisa, Ee Paliisinii, both meanin� 
"foliage." 

145 35:140-45 are parallel to 22:18-20. 
146 Cpo 12:37. Spk here offers essentially the same explanation 

as that included in II, n. 111, adding that in this sutta the 
preliminary stage of insight (pubbabhagavipassana) is dis
cussed. 

147 NibbiinasappiiyalJ1 patipadalJ1. Spk: The practice that is help
ful (llpakarapatipada), suitable, for Nibbana. 

148 Analltevasikam ida/]1 bhikkhave brahmacariyalJ1 vussati 
anacariyakal]1. This is a riddle which turns upon two puns 
difficult to replicate in English. A "student" (antevasi) is lit
erally "one who dwells within," and thus (as the text 
explains below) one for whom defilements do not dwell 
witllir! (na antovasanti) is said to be "without students." .The 
word "teacher" (acariya) is here playfully connected with 
the verb "to assail" (samudiicarati); thus one unassailed by 
defilements is said to be "without a teacher." Spk glosses 
anantevasikalJ1 with anto vasanakilesavirahitalJ1 {"devoid of 
defilements dwelling within"), and anacariyakalJ1 with 
acara�1akilesavirahitalJ1 ("devoid of the 'assailing' defile
ments"). 

149 See n. 79 above. 
150 As at 12:68. See II, n. 198. 
151 Cpo 35:70. Spk says that in this sutta the reviewing (pacca

vekkha�a) of the sekha and the arahant is discussed. 
152 Indriyasampanno. Spk: Complete in faculties (pari

pu��indriyo). One who has attained arahantship by explor

ing with insight the six (sense) faculties is said to be "com

plete in faculties" because he possesses tamed faculties, or 

because he possesses the (spiritual) faculties of faith, etc., 
arisen by exploring with insight the six (sense) faculties, 
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the eye, etc. For another interpretation of "equipped with 
faculties," see 48:19. 

153 Parallel to 12:16 and 22:115. 
154 This sutta and the next are parallel to 22:51, but while the 

last sentence of the latter reads citta1Jl vimutta1Jl suvimuttan 
ti vuccati, the present one has simply citta1Jl suvimuttan ti 
vuccati. 

155 This sutta and the next are parallel to 22:52. 
156 This sutta and the next are partly parallel to 22:5-6 . .  
157 Okkhiiyati. Spk glosses with paiiiiiiyati piikata1Jl hoti, "is dis

cerned, becomes clear. " 
158 This sutta and the next two correspond to 22:137, 140, and 

143. 
159 This sutta and the next two correspond to 22:154-56. 
160 In Pali, "Satthipeyyala." Ee groups each triad of suttas 

under one sutta number, but Be and Se, which I follow, 
count each sutta separately. Thus by the end of this series 
our numbering schemes end respectively at 186 and 227. 

Spk: These sixty suttas were spoken differently on 
account of the inclinations of those to be enlightened; thus 
they are all expounded separately by way of the person's 
inclination (puggala-ajjhiisayavasena). At the end of each 
sutta sixty bhikkhus attained arahantship. 

161 Spk: The eye is the ocean for a person: both in the sense of 
being hard to fill and in the sense of submerging (samudda
na!!hena) . It is an ocean in the sense of being hard to fill 
because it is impossible to fill it (satisfy it) with visible 
objects converging on it from the earth up to the highest 
brahma world. And the eye is an ocean in the sense of sub
merging because it submerges (one) among various 
objects, that is, when it becomes unrestrained, flowing 
down, it goes in a faulty way by being a cause for the aris
ing of defilements. Its current consists of forms: As the ocean 
has countless waves, so the "ocean of the eye" has count
less waves consisting of the various visible objects con
verging on it. 

162 At It 114,15-18 the following explanation of these dangers is 
given: "waves" (umi) are anger and despair (kodhupiiyiisa); 
"whirlpools" (iivatta) are the five cords of sensual pleasure; 
"sharks and demons" (giiharakkhasa) are women. A similar 
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explanation is at MN I 460-62, with susukii in place of giiha
rakkhasa. Cpo It 57,8-16. For the image of the brahmin stand_ 
ing on high ground, see 2:5 and AN II 5,29-6,5. 

163 Samunna, glossed by Spk with kilinna tinta nimugga, 
"defiled, tainted, submerged." In Skt samunna is the past 
participle of the verb samunatti, from which the noun samu
dra (Pali: samudda), ocean, is also derived; see MW, s.v. sam
ud. Spk says that "for the most part" (yebhuyyena) is said 
making an exception of the noble disciples. The sequel is 

also at 12:60. 
164 Ee wrongly takes the first verse below to be prose and 

makes it the first paragraph of the next sutta. Woodward, 
at KS 4:99, has been misled by this division. The verses are 
also at It 57-58. 

165 I read with Be and Se pahiisi dukkhaYfl, as against Ee pahiiya 
dukkha1!l. It 58 also has pahiisi. 

166 I read vadhiiya with Be, as against vyiibiidhiiya in Se and Ee. 
See I, v. 371d, which supports vadhiiya. 

167 Khirarukkha: a tree that exudes a milky sap. The four are 
types of fig trees; see too 46:39. 

168 Because, as long as one has the six sense bases, one would 
always be fettered to the six sense objects and thus libera
tion would be impossible. 

169 As at 22:95 (III 141,25-31). 
170 This passage is quoted at Vism 36,24-27 (Ppn 1:100). Spk: 

One "grasps the sign through the features" (anubyanjanaso 
nimittaggiiho) thinking: "The hands are beautiful, so too the 
feet, etc." The grasp of the sign is the composite grasping, 
the grasp of the features occurs by separation. The grasp of 
the sign grasps everything at once, like a crocodile; the 
grasp of the features takes up the individual aspects like 
the hands and feet separately, like a leech. These two 
grasps are found even in a single javana process, not to 

speak of different javana processes. 
171 Maliciously creating a schism in the Sangha is one of the 

five crimes with immediate retribution (iinantarikakamma) 
said to bring about rebirth in hell in the next existence; see 
It 10-11 and Yin II 198, 204-5. 

I read the last sentence with Se: imam khviiham bhikkhave 
iidinava1!l disvii eva1!l vadiimi. Be and Ee (following

' 
a Burmese 
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ms) read ima1J1 khviiha1J1 bhikkhave vanja1J1 jivitiina1J1 iidinava1J1 
disvii, which seems unintelligible. 

172 Spk: In this sutta and the next, the round of existence and 
its cessation are discussed by showing kammically result
ant pleasure and pain. 

173 Spk says this sutta was addressed to bhikkhus who prac
tised meditation using the characteristic of suffering as 
their meditation subject. Spk takes the "four vipers" (cattiiro 
iisivisii) as referring to the four families of vipers, not four 
individual serpents. The four are: (i) the wooden-mouthed 
(katfhamukha), whose bite causes the victim's entire body to 
stiffen like dry wood; (ii) the putrid-mouthed (putimukha), 
whose bite makes the victim's body decay and ooze like a 
decaying fruit; (iii) the fiery-mouthed (aggimukha), whose 
bite causes its victim's body to bum up and scatter like 
ashes or chaff (see 35:69); and (iv) the dagger-mouthed 
(sattlU1mukha), whose bite causes the victim's body to break 
apart like a pole struck by lightning. 

The etymology of iisivisa is uncertain. Spk offers three 
alternatives, none especially persuasive: (i) asittavisii, "with 
besprinkled poison," because their poison is stored as if it 
were sprinkling (iisincitvii viya) their whole body; (ii) 
asitavisa, "with eaten poison," because whatever they eat 
becomes poison; and (iii) asisadisavisa, "with swordlike 
poison," because their poison is sharp like a sword. 
Sp I 220,13 offers: iisu sigha1J1 etassa visaJJl iigacchati ti iisiviso; 
"it is a viper because its poison comes on quick and fast." 
Four types of asivisa are mentioned at AN II 110-II. 

174 Be and Se: sa1J1vesetabbii (Ee: pavesetabbii). Spk glosses with 
nipajjiipetabbii, "to be made to lie down." Spk provides an 
elaborate background story, making this a punishment 
imposed on the man by the king. 

175 Chatpho antaracaro vadhako. Spk: The king spoke to his min
isters thus: "First, when he was pursued by the vipers, he 
fled here and there, tricking them. Now, when pursued by 
five enemies, he flees even more swiftly. We can't catch 
him, but by trickery we can. Therefore send as a murderer 
an intimate companion from his youth, one who used to 
eat and drink with him." The ministers then sought out 
such a companion and sent him as a murderer. 
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176 Be: pivisanti; Se and Ee: vadhissanti. 
177 See the better known simile of the raft at MN 1134-35. 
178 As at 35:228 above. 

179 Spk correlates each element with a particular family of 
vipers: the earth element with the wooden-mouthed; the 
water element with the putrid-mouthed; the fire element 
with the fiery-mouthed; and the air element with the dag
ger-mouthed. See too Vism 367-68 (Ppn 11:102). Spk 
devotes three pages to elaborating on the comparison. 

180 See the simile of the murderous servant at 22:85 
(III 112-14). The explanation Spk gives here is almost iden
tical with the explanation it gives of the word vadhako in 
22:95, v. 5c, summarized in III, n. 196. 

181 Nandiriiga. Spk: Delight and lust is like a murderer with 
drawn sword in two respects: (i) because when greed aris
es for a specific object it fells one's head, namely, the head 
of wisdom; and (ii) because it sends one off to rebirth in the 
womb, and all fears and punishments are rooted in rebirth. 

182 Sakkiiya. Spk: "Identity" (personal identity) is the five 
aggregates pertaining to the three planes. Like the near 
shore with its vipers, etc., "identity" is dangerous and fear
ful because of the four great elements and so forth. 

183 Yoni c' assa iiraddhii hoti. Spk: Kiira1Jilfi c' assa paripulJ1Jil1J1 
hoti; "and the cause for it is complete." See III, n. 54 . Cpo 
AN I 113-14. The simile of the charioteer is also at 
MN III 97,6-10. 

184 Text uses both words, kummo kacchapo. See II, n. 317. 
185 Apposukko tUlJhibhilto smikasiiyati. As at 21:4. See too I, n. 54. 
186 The verse = I, v. 34. As the verse is not preceded by the 

usual sentence stating that the Buddha spoke it on this 
occasion, it seems the redactors of the canon have tacked it 
on by reason of the tortoise simile. 

187 Also at 22:3 (III 11,5-7). 
188 Also at AN II 239,29-240,1, IV 128,23-26, 201,20-23; 

Ud 52,13-16, 55,10-13. On smikassarasamiiciiro, "of suspect 

behaviour," Spk says: "His conduct is to be recalled with 

suspicion (sankiiya saritabbasamiiciiro) by others thus, 'It 

seems he did this and that'; or else he recalls the conduct of 

others with suspicion (sankiiya paresarJl samiiciira1J1 sarati), 

thinking, when he sees a few people talking among them-
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selves, 'They must be discussing my faults.'" Spk glosses 
kasambujiito thus: riigiidihi kilesehi kacavarajiito, "rubbish-like 
because of such defilements as lust, etc." 

189 I understand upagacchiimi here to be a true future form, in 
conformity with the futures that follow. 

190 Afifiatara1J1 smikilit!ha1J1 iipatti1J1 iipanno hoti. Spk says there is 
no offence (Le., an infraction of the monastic rules) that is 
not" defiled" from the time it is "concealed" (Le., not con
fessed to a fellow monk to obtain absolution). However, I 
take the expression here to refer to a serious offence, one 
belonging to either the Parajika or Sanghadisesa class; the 
former entails expulsion from the Sangha, the latter a spe
cial process of rehabilitation. 

The next phrase is read differently in the various eds. of 
both text and commentary. Be, which I follow, reads: 
yathiiriipiiya iipattiyii na vutthiina1J1 pafifiiiyati, on which Spk 
says: "Rehabilitation is not seen (na dissati) by means of 
pariviisa, manatta, and abbhiina" -these being the three 
stages of rehabilitation from a Sanghadisesa offence. Se and 
Ee do not include the negative na in either text or commen
tary. Thus, on the testimony of Be, the monk is guilty of 
Parajika, while on that of Se and Ee, of Sanghadisesa. I side 
with Be on the assumption that this "inward rottenness" 
must have the same implications as the corresponding pas
sage of the preceding sutta, according to which the monk is 
not a genuine bhikkhu. At 20:10 (II 271,15-16) safzkilipthii 
iipatti clearly refers to a Sanghadisesa, since this offence is 
described as "deadly suffering" in contrast to "spiritual 
death" (the consequence of a Parajika). 

191 This invitation reflects the widespread belief in South 
Asian religion that it is auspicious to invite a holy man to 
spend the first night in a new residence before the lay own
ers move in to occupy it. This honour would have been 
especially cherished by the Sakyans, who were the 
Buddha's own kinsmen. Similar ceremonies are reported 
at MN I 353-54 and DN II 84-85 (= Ud 85-86). 

192 He refers to them as Gotamas because they were members 
of the Gotama clan, to which he himself belonged. 

193 Spk: During his six years of ascetic practice the Blessed 
One had experienced great bodily pain. Therefore, in his 
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old age, he suffered from back winds (pitthivata, rheuma_ 
tism?). Or else he lay down because he wanted to use the 
council hall in all four postures, having already used it by 
way of walking, standing, and sitting. 

194 Avassutapariyaya, anavassutapariyaya. Avassuta means liter
ally "flown into," or leaky, implying a mind permeated by 
defilements. The substantives avassuta and asava, and the 
verbs anvassavati and anu(s)savati, are all based on the same 
root su, "to flow." Waldschmidt has published a Skt ver
sion of MoggaWina's discourse (see Bibliography). 

195 As at 35:132 (N 119,27-120,11). 
196 This sentence, as inordinately complex in the Pali as in my 

translation, introduces three themes that will be taken up 
for detailed explanation just below. The syntax seems to be 
irregular, since the initial relative yato is not completed by 
its corresponding demonstrative tatoo I read the last word 
with Se and Ee as nallu(s)savanti, as against Be nanusenti. 

197 Spk explains dukkhadhamma as dukkhasambhavadhamma, 
"states from which suffering originates"; "for when the five 
aggregates exist, suffering of various kinds, such as being 
wounded, slain, and imprisoned, originates." 

198 The simile is at 12:63 (II 99,27- 100,4), but here the phrasing 
is a little different. 

199 Wherever Ee has yato ca, I read with Be and Se sato va. 
200 I follow Se here: ' "  ayaJ!l vuccati ariyassa vinaye ka1;ltako. Ta1Jl 

ka1;ltako ti iti viditva SaJ!lvaro ca asa1Jlvaro ca veditabbo. 35:247 
(N 198,11-12) supports this reading; see n. 219 below. 

201 The simile is also at MN I 453,26-29 and MN III 300,19-23. 
Spk: Just the arising of mindfulness is slow, but as soon as 
it has arisen the defilements are suppressed and cannot 
persist. For when lust, etc., have arisen in the eye door, 
with the second javana process one knows that the defile
ments have arisen and the third javana process occurs with 
restraint. It is not surprising that an insight meditator can 
suppress defilements by the third javana process; for when 

a desirable object comes into range and a defiled java� 
process is about to occur, an insight meditator can stop It 

and arouse a wholesome javana process. This is the adva�

tage for insight meditators of being well established tn 
meditation and reflection. 
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202 The purification of vision (dassana) usually means the attain
ment of strearn-entry, the gaining of "the vision of the 
Dharnrna" (dhaml1Ulcakkhu). Here, however, the qualification 
"well purified" (suvisuddha'!l) seems to imply that the question 
concerns the path to arahantship. It is so taken by Spk. 

203 Spk says that all the bhikkhus who replied were arahants; 
they answered in accordance with their own method of 
practice. The inquirer was dissatisfied with the reply of the 
first because it mentioned the formations only partly 
(padesasankhiiresu thatva); he was dissatisfied with the other 
replies because they seemed to contradict one another. 

204 Ki'!lsuka means literally "what's it?" The name may have 
originated from an ancient Indian folk riddle. Ki'!lSllka is 
also known in Skt literature (see MW, s.v. ki'!l). Both PED 
and MW identify it as the tree Butea frondosa. Liyanaratne 
lists two kinds of kil.nsuka ("South Asian flora as reflected 
in the Abhidhanappadipika," §§43-44.). One, also called 
the pa!ibadda, is identified as Erythrina variegata; the English 
equivalent is the coral tree (elsewhere used to render the 
piiricchattaka tree-see 48:68). The other, also called the 
paliisa, is identified as Butea monosperma; its English name is 
the Bengal kino tree or the dhak tree. Woodward translates 
it as "Judas tree," but this is unlikely as the Judas tree is of 
the genus Sercis. 

The Kirp.sukopama Jataka (No. 248; Ja II 265-66) begins 
with an incident similar to the one with which the present 
sutta starts, but employs a somewhat different story about 
the ki'!lsuka to make the same point. In the Jataka version 
the ki'!lsuka appears like a charred stump at the time the 
buds are sprouting; like a banyan tree, when the leaves 
turn green; like a piece of meat, at the time of blossoming; 
like an acacia, when bearing fruit. According to Spk, the 
ki'!lsuka is like a charred stump when the leaves have been 
shed; like a piece of meat, when blossoming; with strips of 
bark hanging down and burst pods, when bearing fruit; 
and giving abundant shade, when covered with leaves. 
The similarity of its flowers to meat is the theme of a 
humorous poem at Vism 196,5-15 (Ppn 6:91-92), about a 
jackal who chanced upon a ki'!lsuka and rejoiced at finding 
"a meat-bearing tree." 
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205 Sirisa. This was the Bodhi Tree of the Buddha Kakusandha 
(see DN II 4,12). 

206 Spk: Just as the four men who described the kif!1Suka 
described it just as they had seen it, so these four bhikkhus 
having attained arahantship by purifying their vision

' 

described Nibbana, the purifier of vision, in accordanc� 
with the path by which they themselves had attained it. 
Spk draws parallels between the four modes of appearance 
of the tree and the four different approaches to meditation 
by which the monks attained arahantship. 

207 Spk: Why is this introduced? If that bhikkhu understood 
(the meaning being conveyed by the ki1J1.suka simile), then 
it is introduced to teach him the Dhamma. If he did not 
understand, this simile of the city is introduced to explain 
and clarify the meaning. 

Again, Spk gives a much more elaborate version of the 
simile and its application. In brief: The lord of the city is a 
prince, son of a virtuous world monarch, who had been 
appointed by his father to administer one of the outlying 
provinces. Under the influence of bad friends the prince 
had become dissolute and passed his time drinking liquor 
and enjoying music and dance. The king sent the two mes
sengers to admonish the princ� to abandon his heedless 
ways and resume his duties. One messenger is a brave 
warrior (representing the samatha meditation subject), the 
other a wise minister (representing the vipassanii medita
tion subject). The brave warrior grabs hold of the wayward 
prince by the head and threatens to decapitate him if he 

doesn't change his ways: this is like the time the mind has 
been grabbed and made motionless by the concentration 
arisen through the first jhana. The fleeing of the prince's 
dissolute friends is like the disappearance of the five hin
drances when the first jhana has arisen. When the prince 
agrees to follow the king's command, this is like the time 

the meditator has emerged from jhana. When the minister 

delivers the king's command, this is like the time when the 
meditator, with his mind made pliable through concentra
tion, develops insight meditation. When the two messen
gers raise up the white canopy over the prince after he ha� 
been corona ted, this is like the time the white canopy a 
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liberation is raised over the meditator after he has attained 
arahantship by means of serenity and insight. 

208 Also at 35:103; see above n. 87. 
209 Spk identifies this as the insight-mind (vipassanacitta), 

which is the prince to be coronated with the coronation of 
arahantship by the two messengers, serenity and insight. 
This interpretation strikes me as too narrow. I see the point 
to be simply that consciousness is the functional centre of 
personal experience. 

210 Spk: Nibbana is called the "message of reality" 
(yathiibhilta1J1 vacana1J1) because in its real nature it is 
unshakable and immutable (yatltiibhiltasabhava1J1 akUppaf!1 
avikiiri). 

211 Apart from SN 5, references to bhikkhunis are rare in SN, 
but see 35:231 above. The five defilements are also at 
MN III 294-95. Spk: Desire (chanda) is freshly arisen weak 
craving (ta1Jltii), lust (raga) is repeatedly arisen strong crav
ing. Similarly, hatred (dosa) is freshly arisen weak anger 
(kodha), aversion (pa#gha) is repeatedly arisen strong anger. 
The five terms incorporate the three unwholesome roots, 
and when these are included, all the subsidiary defile
ments are included. The five terms also imply the twelve 
unwholesome cittas (of the Abhidhamma-see CMA 
1 :4-7) . 

212 Duhitika. Spk analyses this word as du-ihiti-ka, ihiti being 
synonymous with iriyana, "moving, faring": Ettha ihiti ti 
iriyantl; dukkha ihiti etthii ti duhitiko (verbal analysis). Along 
whatever path there is no food or refreshments such as 
roots and fruits, the faring there is difficult; one cannot fare 
on it to reach one's destination. Similarly, one cannot reach 
success by faring along the path of defilements, thus the 
path of defilements is duhitika. 

The correct derivation of duhitika , apparently lost by the 
time of the commentators, is from du-hita. See the discus
sion below at n. 347, and see too MW, s.v. dur-hita, and its 
antonym, su-hita. 

213 I follow Se and Ee, which do not include pamflda1J1 
tlpajjeyya/apajjati, found in Be. Spk: Just as the owner of the 
crops fails to gain the fruits of the harvest when, due to the 
watchman's negligence, the bull eats the barley, so when 
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the mind is separated from the mindfulness that guards 
the six sense doors, it enjoys the five cords of sensual pleas
ure; then, because his wholesome qualities are destroYed, 
the bhikkhu fails to attain the fruits of asceticism. 

214 Be: udujita/!l hoti sudujita1!l; Se: udujjita1!l hoti sudujjita,!!; Ee: 
ujujata1!l hoti sa1!lmujujllta1!l. Spk glosses with tajjita,!!, sutaj
jita1!l, and says the meaning is sujita1!l, "well conquered," 
udu and sudu being mere indeclinables (niplltamatta). 
Possibly all texts are corrupted here. Spk says that at this 
point the Buddha has discussed the guarding of serenity 
and the virtue of restraint of the sense faculties (samathanu
rakkhalJa-indriyasa1!lvarasila) . 

215 The Pali terms for the parts of the lute (vilJa) are: camma, 
dOlJi, dalJ4a, upavilJii, tanti, k01Jfl. The simile occurs at MiI S3, 
inclusive of the list of terms (preceded by patta, sling). In 
translating the names of the parts I follow Homer, at 
Milinda's Questions, 1:74, who bases her renderings on A.K. 
Coomaraswamy, "The Parts of a Vil).a" (Journal of the 
American Oriental Society, 50:3). 

216 I read with Be: Asati kir' llya/'Jl hha vilJii nama, yath' eva1!l ya1Jl 
kinci vilJii nama, ettha ea pan' iiya/!l jano ativela1Jl pamatto 
pala!ito. Se differs only in the v.l. palii!ito, but Ee differs 
more widely. The exact meaning is obscure. Spk glosses 
asati with liimikii and paraphrases: "It is not only the lute 
that is a poor thing, but like this so-called lute, whatever 
else is bound with strings-all that is just a poor thing." 

217 Spk: The five aggregates are like the lute, the meditator is 
like the king. As the king did not find any sound in the lute 
even after splitting it up and searching, and therefore lost 
interest in the lute, so the meditator, exploring the five 
aggregates, does not see any graspable "I" or "mine" and 
therefore loses interest in the aggregates. By the terms "I" 
or "mine" or "I am" in regard to form, etc., the three 
"grips" of views, craving, and conceit are respectively 
described. These do not exist in the arahant. 

There is an important difference between the king and 
the meditator, not conveyed either by sutta or commen
tary: In the parable the king, looking for the sound of t�e 

lute by taking the instrument apart, seems foolish, while 
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the meditator, dissecting the aggregates to dispel the delu
sion of a self, becomes wise. 

Spk ends its commentary on the sutta with a quotation 
from the Great Commentary (Maha-atthakotha, no longer 
extant): 

"In the beginning virtue is discussed, 
In the middle, development of concentration, 
And at the end, Nibbana: 
The Simile of the Lute is thus composed. " 

218 Sara va natrt. Spk (Se) glosses with ka1J!akavanatrt. Sara, 
according to PEO, is the reed Saccharum sara, used to make 
arrows. 

219 Here Be and Se both read: . . . asucigamaka1Jjako ti. Tm!l 
ka1Jtako ti iti viditva satrtvaro ca asa1J1varo ca veditabbo. Ee is 
the same except for the omission of iti. See n. 200. Spk: He 
is a foul village-thorn: "foul" in the sense of impure, a "vil
lage thorn" in the sense of wounding the villagers [Spk-pt: 
that is, oppressing them by accepting their services while 
being unworthy of them]. 

220 Byabhmigihattlu1. Spk glosses kajahattha, Spk-pt da1J4ahatthii. 
221 Ayatitrt punabbhavaya ceteti. Spk: Thus beings, thoroughly 

struck by the defilements (rooted in) the longing for exis
tence, experience the suffering rooted in existence 
(bhavamuIakal!1 dukklza1J1). 

222 On the enmity between the devas and the asuras, see 
11:1-6. The following is parallel to 11:4 (1 221,3-17). 

223 As at 22:64 (III 75,3-4). Spk says: "In conceiving the aggre
gates by way of craving, conceit, and views." 

224 MaiiFiita. Spk: "} am" (asmi) is a conceiving through crav
ing; "I am this" (ayam aham asmi), a conceiving through 
views; "I shall be," a conceiving through the eternalist 
view; "I shall not be," a conceiving through the annihila
tionist view. The rest are specific types of etemalism. 

The connection Spk makes between "I am" and craving 
is unusual, as the notion "I am" (asmi) is typically ascribed 
to conceit; however, 22:89 (III 130,31) has asmi ti chando, and 
possibly the commentator had this in mind. "} am this" is 
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the seminal type of identity view, whereby a person estab_ 
lishes a personal identity by identifying one or another of 
the five aggregates as a self. The ninefold conceiving is 
mentioned at 22:47; see too MN III 246,11-17. 

225 The key terms of the next three paragraphs are injita, phan
dUa, and papancita. Spk: "This is to show that On account of 
these defilements (craving, etc.), beings are perturbed, vac
illate, and procrastinate." Papanca is often explained in the 
commentaries as pamadakara dhamma, the factors responsi
ble for heedlessness or procrastination. 

226 Milnagata. Spk: Conceit itself is an involvement with con
ceit. In this passage, "I am" is stated by way of the conceit 
associated with craving; "I am this," by way of view. 
Although conceit does not arise in immediate conjunction 
with views (according to the Abhidhamma analysis of 
mind-moments, they are mutually exclusive), views occur 
because conceit has not been abandoned. So this is said 
with reference to views rooted in conceit. 

36. Vedanasal]1yutta 

227 Since these verses (and those in the suttas to follow) are not 
expressly ascribed to the Buddha, I do not enclose them in 
quotation marks. Though several have parallels in other 
texts, where they are ascribed to the Buddha, here they 
seem to have been added by the redactors, perhaps quot
ing from these other sources. 

The verse alludes to the Four Noble Truths, with feeling 
in the place of suffering (on the ground that "whatever is 
felt is included in suffering" and because feeling is one of 
the five aggregates mentioned in the formula for the first 
truth). Spk points out that two terms respectively signify 
serenity and insight (Spk-pt: samahito and sampajano); the 
rest, the Four Noble Truths. "Hungerless" (nicchato) means 
without craving, and "fully quenched" (parinibbuto) 
implies the full quenching of defilements (k�l�sa
parinibbana). Thus the verses are all-inclusive, compnsUlg 
all states of the four planes (see n. 6). 

228 I render mosadhammam in pada c in accordance with the 
. . " on gloss of Spk, nassanadhammal]1, "subject to destructIOn, 
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which Spk-p! remarks: "There is nothing to be seen after its 
dissolution owing to its momentariness." The word may 
also be related to musii, from the same verbal root but with 
the acquired meaning "false." Thus mosadhamma could 
have been rendered "of false nature" or "deceitful." This 
meaning seems to be conveyed at MN III 245,16-18, and 
perhaps at Sn 757d, though it is also possible both nuances 
are intended in every case. Spk glosses phussa phussa vaYaJ!Z 
passa/!1 with fiiiIJena phusitvii phusitvii vaya1J1 passanto, "see
ing its fall, having repeatedly contacted it (touched it) with 
knowledge." Spk-pt takes virajjati to be an allusion to the 
path (maggaviragena virajjati). 

229 In Pftli the three underlying tendencies are riigiinllsaya, 
patighiinusaya, avijjiinusaya. Among the seven a1wsaya (see 
45:175), these three are specially correlated with feelings; 
see too MN I 303,6-11. 

230 I read niranusayo with Be, as against pahinariigallusayo in Se 
and Ee. 

231 Manablzisamayii. Spk Breaking through conceit by seeing it (das
sanabhisamayii) and by abandoning it (pahiinabhisamaya). See II, 
n. 13. 

232 Piitiilo. Also at I, v. 147d, v. 517b, v. 759c. Here Spk derives 
the word from piitassa ala1!l pariyatto, "enough, a sufficien
cy of falling," and says the word denotes a place without 
bottom (natthi ettha patiUhii). "Painful bodily feeling" here 
renders siiririkii dukkhii vedana. 

233 Spk: Because it undergoes change. 
234 I prefer the reading in Se: tam ena1J1 dutiyena sallena anuve

dhal!1 vijjheyyu1J1. Be differs only in having a singular verb. 
Spk: The second wound (anugatavedha1!l) would be only 
one or two inches away from the opening of the first. For 
one wounded thus, the subsequent feeling would be worse 
than the first. 

235 Spk: The escape is concentration, path, and fruit. This he 
does not know; the only escape of which he knows is sen
sual pleasure. 

236 Spk says that among the noble disciples, here the stress is 
on the arahant, though the nonreturner would also be 
appropriate. According to the commentarial system, both 
have abandoned papigha or dosa and thus are no longer sub-
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ject to displeasure (donumassa), painful mental feeling. 
Everyone with a body, including the buddhas, is subject to 
bodily painful feeling (here, kf1yikf1 dukkha vedana). 

237 Spk: He went so that the bhikkhus, seeing the Tathagata, 
the foremost person in the world, attending on the sick 
would think, "We too should attend on the sick." He als� 
went to explain a meditation subject to those who needed 
one. 

238 Spk: At this point, what has been shown? This bhikkhu's 
way of arrival [Spk-pt: the preliminary practice (pubba
bhagapatipada) that is the cause for arrival at the noble 
path]. For the establishments of mindfulness are only pre
liminary, and in regard to clear comprehension the con
templations of impermanence, vanishing, and fading away 
are also only preliminary. These two---contemplation of 
cessation and of relinquishment-are mixed [Spk-pt: mun
dane and supramundane]. At this point, the time of the 
bhikkhu's development (in meditation) is shown. 

239 From here to the end also at 12:51 (but with a different sim
ile) and also at 22:88 and 54:8 (with the same simile). 

240 The simile is also at 12:62. Here, and below at 48:39, all 
three eds. read nanabhavi'i vinikkhepi'i (see II, n. 159). 

241 Spk: The impermanence of formations is itself the imper
manence of feelings, and this impermanence is death. 
There is no suffering worse than death: with this intention 
it is said, "All feeling is suffering." 

On this maxim, see too 12:32 (II 53,20-21) and 
MN III 208,27. Spk's explanation is not very cogent. The 
real reason all feeling is suffering is because all feeling is 
impermanent and thus cannot provide stable happiness 
and security. 

242 Anupubbasailkhiiri'ina1J1 nirodho. Spk: This is introduced to 
show, "I describe not only the cessation of feelings, but 
also the cessation of these (other) states." Below, "subsid

ing" (vupasama) and "tranquillization" (passaddhi) are spo

ken of in conformity with the inclinations of those to be 

enlightened by the teaching. 
243 In Be and Se, this verse and the next are the same as at 36:3, 

but Ee reads pada b sampajano nirupadhi rather than sampa
jafifia1J1 no rificati. 
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244 Spk: Carnal (samisa) pleasant feeling is the feeling connect
ed with carnal sensuality; spiritual (niramisa) pleasant feel
ing is the feeling arisen in the first jhana, etc., or by way of 
insight, or by way of recollection (of the Buddha, etc.). 
Carnal painful feeling is the carnal feeling arisen through 
carnal sensuality [Spk-pt: the painful feeling of those who 
undergo suffering because of sensuality]; spiritual painful 
feeling, the feeling of displeasure (domanassa) arisen 
through yearning for the unsurpassed deliverances [Spk
p!: namely, the fruit of arahantship]. Carnal neutral feeling 
is the carnal feeling arisen through carnal sensuality; spir
itual neutral feeling, the neutral feeling arisen by way of 
the fourth jhana. See too 36:31. 

245 This sutta is also at MN No. 59, entitled the Bahuvedaniya 
Sutta. 

246 All are explained at 36:22. 
247 Spk: From the fourthjhana up, there is neither-painful-nor

pleasant feeling, called pleasure (or happiness) in the sense 
that it is peaceful and sublime. 

248 Spk: Cessation is called happiness in the sense that it is 
unfelt happiness (avedayitasukl1a, the happiness of nonfeel
ing). Thus felt happiness (vedayitasllkha) arises by way of 
the cords of sensual pleasure and the eight meditative 
attainments, while cessation is called unfelt happiness. 
Whether it is felt or not, it is exclusively happiness in that 
happiness consists in the absence of suffering (nid
dukkhabhava). 

249 I read: Yattha yatti1a avuso sukhQ1!1 upalabbhati yamhi yamhi, ta1J1 
ta1J1 tatMgato sukhasmi1J1 panfiiipeti. Spk: Whether felt happiness 
or unfelt happiness is found, the Tathagata describes whatev
er is without suffering as happiness. 

250 Spk: His name was Sivaka, but because he had a topknot 
(cula) he was called Mo!iyasivaka (moli or moli being anoth
er word for topknot). 

251 This view is often referred to as pubbakatahetuvada. At 
MN II 214-23, where it is ascribed to the Jains, the Buddha 
criticizes it from one angle, and at AN I 173,27-174,15 from 
still another angle. 

252 In the argument, vedanii is being used in the narrower sense 
of painful feeling. Bile (pitta), phlegm (semha), and wind 
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(vata) are the three bodily humours (dosa) of Indian 
Ayurveda medicine. It should be noted that the Buddha's 
appeal to personal experience and common sense as the 
two criteria for rejecting the view that all feeling is caused 
by past kamma implies that the view against which he is 
arguing is the claim that past kamma is the sole and suffi
cient cause of all present feeling. However, the Buddha's 
line of argument also implies that he is not denying 
kamma may induce the illnesses, etc., that serve as the 
immediate causes of the painful feelings; for this level of 
causality is not immediately perceptible to those who lack 
supernormal cognitive faculties. Thus kamma can still be 
an indirect cause for the painful feeling directly induced by 
the first seven causes. It is the sufficient cause only in the 
eighth case, though even then it must operate in conjunc
tion with various other conditions. 

253 I have translated sannipiitikiini, visamaparihiirajiini, and 
opakkamikiini in accordance with the explanations given by 
Spk. On kammavipiikajiini vedayitiini, Spk says that these are 
produced solely (kevalarJl) as a result of kamma. Feelings 
arisen directly from the other seven causes are not "feel
ings produced by kamma," even though kamma may func
tion as an underlying cause of the illness, etc., responsible 
for the painful feelings. According to the Abhidhamma, all 
bodily painful feeling is the result of kamma (kamma
vipiika), but it is not necessarily produced exclusively by 
kamma; kamma usually operates through more tangible 
networks of causality to yield its result. 

Spk says that this sutta is spoken from the standpoint 
of worldly convention (lokavohiira), on which Spk-pt 
comments: "Because it is generally accepted in the world 
that (feelings) originate from bile and so forth. Granted, 
feelings based on the physical body are actually pro
duced by kamma, but this worldly convention is arrived 

at by way of the present condition (paccuppannapac
.
cay�

vasena). Accepting what is said, the opponent's doctnne IS 

refuted." 
254 Elaborated at 48:31-40. . 
255 See MN III 216,29-217,4. Each type becomes sixfold by ans

ing in relation to the six sense objects-forms, sounds, etc. 
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256 See MN III 217-19. Again, each type becomes sixfold in 
relation to the six sense objects. 

257 In Ee, this sutta is not counted separately but is printed as 
though it were a continuation of the preceding one. Be and 
Se, which I follow, treat it as a separate sutta . 

258 In all three eds., the text of this sutta includes the words 
samudayan ca atthmigamaii ca rthe origination and the pass
ing away"), and the wording of the next sutta is the same. 
Since this would obviate the need for its separate existence, 
we can be sure that 36:27 originally had only the three 
terms assada, adinava, nissarm}a, and 36:28 all five. I have 
translated on the basis of this hypothesis, which can claim 
support from the parallels: 14:37-38, 22:107-8, and 
22:129-34. 

259 In Ee, this sutta is considered the opening paragraph of the 
following sutta, but in Be and Se (which I follow) it is 
counted separately. 

260 Niriimisa niramisatara piti. Spk: More spiritual than the spir
itual rapture of the jhanas. 

261 Having called the rapture, etc., of the jhanas spiritual (lit. 
"noncamal") rapture, etc., it seems contradictory for the 
text to say that the form-sphere deliverance is carnal. Spk 
explains that form-sphere deliverance is called carnal 
because its object is a carnal form (rupiimisavasen ' eva Sllllliso 
nama). 

37. MiitugiimaSa1!1yutta 

262 Miitugiimassa iive1.1ikani dukkhiini. Spk: Particular (to 
women); not shared by men. 

263 I follow the arrangement of Be, which includes the opening 
paragraph under the fifth sutta of this vagga and records 
37:5-24 as addressed solely to Anuruddha. Ee places the 
introductory paragraph here (and in "The Bright Side") 
before the first sutta of each series. In this respect Se corre
sponds with Be. In Se, however, only the first sutta in each 
series, dark and bright, is addressed to Anuruddha. Se 
then repeats the same sutta but addressed to the bhikkhus, 
and then records the following suttas in each series as 
addressed solely to the bhikkhus. For this reason Se winds 
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up with two suttas more than Be and Ee, namely, the two 
addressed only to Anuruddha. These suttas lack yebhuy_ 
yena, "generally (reborn)," found in the preceding sutta. 

Anuruddha excelled in the exercise of the divine eye, 
which discerns the passing away and rebirth of beings, and 
also seems to have had frequent encounters with women 
both human and celestial (see 9:6). For a biographicai 
sketch, see Hecker, "Anuruddha: Master of the Divine 
Eye," in Nyanaponika and Hecker, Great Disciples of the 
Buddha, pp. 185-210. 

264 In 37:7-13, the terms in square brackets successively 
replace "malicious" as the fourth item in the list. 

265 In 37:17-23, the terms in square brackets successively 
replace "without malice" as the fourth item in the list. 

266 Samika1J1 pasayha agaralJl ajjhavasati. Spk glosses pasayha 
with abhibhavitvli, and in the next sutta abhibhuyya vattati 
with abhibhavati ajjhotthara ti. In this way the two become 
simply verbal variants on the same idea. 

267 Nlisent' eva naJJ1, kule na vasenti. Spk gives us a glimpse of 
the social mores of the period: "Saying, 'You immoral, 
unchaste adulteress,' they take her by the neck and eject 
her; they do not accommodate her in that family." 

268 Vasent' eva na1J1 kule, na llasenti. Spk: "Reflecting, 'What 
does beauty or wealth, etc., matter when she is virtuous 
and upright?' the relatives accommodate her in that fami
ly; they do not expel her." 

269 AsapattL That is, without another wife of her husband. It 
was not unusual at the time for affluent men to take a sec

ond wife or concubine, especially if the first wife turned 
out to be barren. See Singh, Life in North-Eastern India, 
pp. 38-41. 

38. Jambukhtidakasa1J1yutta 

270 Spk: He was Sariputta's nephew. The name means "Rose
apple-eater." 

271 Spk argues against the idea that Nibbana is the mere 

destruction of the defilements (kilesakkhayamatta� 
nibbiinatp), holding that Nibbana is called the destruction. 

0 

lust, etc., in the sense that lust, etc., are destroyed contUl-
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gent upon Nibbana (ya1J1 agamma ragiidayo khiyanti, ta1J1 
nibbana1J1). For a fuller version of the argument, see 
Vism 507-9 (Ppn 16:67-74). The key point in the commen
tarial position is that Nibbana is the unconditioned ele
ment apprehended with the attainment of the supramun
dane path. Because this experience of the unconditioned 
effects the destruction of the defilements, Nibbana comes 
to be called the destruction of lust, hatred, and delusion, 
but it is not reducible to their mere destruction. 

272 Cpo AN I 217-19. Sugata is usually an epithet of the Buddha 
but here, in the plural, it denotes all arahants. 

273 Assasapatta. The answer is a coded formula for the sekha. 
The next sutta, on paramassasapatta, concerns the arahant. 

274 The three types are explained at Vism 499,14-21 
(Ppn 16:34-35). Briefly, suffering due to pain (dukkha
dukkhata) is painful bodily and mental feeling; suffering 
due to the formations (sa1ikharadukkhatii) is all conditioned 
phenomena of the three planes, because they are 
oppressed by rise and fall; and suffering due to change 
(vipari�lamadllkkhatii) is pleasant feeling, which brings suf
fering when it comes to an end. 

275 Spk quotes MN II 96,19-20: "Instructed in the evening, by 
the morning he will attain distinction (enlightenment); 
instructed in the morning, by the evening he will attain 
distinction. " 

40. Moggallanasa1!tyutta 

276 

277 

278 

279 

The first nine suttas of this saI1lyutta report Moggallana's 
experiences during his week-long struggle for arahantship 
immediately after his ordination as a bhikkhu. For another 
account of his development, see AN IV 85-88, and for a 
connected narrative, see Hecker, "Mahamoggallana: 
Master of Psychic Powers," in Nyanaponika and Hecker, 
Great Disciples of the Buddha, pp. 78-83. 
Kamasahagatii sanna manasikiirii samudiicaranti. Spk glosses: 
accompanied by the five hindrances. 
Mahiibhinnata1J1 patto. Moggallana excelled in the super
normal powers (iddhividha); see 51:14, 51:31. 
Cpo 21:1, where the same experience is discussed in terms 
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of "noble silence" (ariya tU/:zhibhiiva), a technical code term 
for the second jhana. 

280 Animitta cetosamiidhi. Spk: This refers to insight concentra_ 
tion (vipassaniisamiidhi), which occurs when one has aban
doned the sign of permanence, etc. 

The "signless concentration of mind" is not defined fur
ther in the Nikayas, but its placement after the eighth 
formless attainment suggests it is a samiidhi qualitatively 
different from those attained in samatha meditation. Below, 
it occurs in the explanation of the "signless liberation of 
mind" (animittii cetovimutti, at 41:7; IV 297,�). At 43:4, the 
signless concentration (animitta samiidhi) is called the path 
leading to the unconditioned. For a wide-ranging 
overview of the signless meditation, see Harvey, "Signless 
Meditation in Pali Buddhism." See too below nn. 312, 368. 

281 Nimittiinusiiri vinniit.la1J1 hoti. Spk: This occurred while his 
insight knowledge was flowing along sharply and strong
ly as he dwelt in insight concentration. Just as, when a 
man is cutting down a tree with a sharp axe, if he con
stantly inspects the blade he doesn't accomplish the func
tion of cutting down the tree, so the elder developed a lik
ing (nikanti) for insight and thus did not accomplish its 
function. 

282 Reading with Be and Se asitiyii devatiisahassehi saddhi1J1, as 
against Ee asitiyii devatiisatehi saddhi1J1, "eighty hundred." 

283 Buddhe aveccappasiida. This is the faith of a noble disciple at 
the minimal level of stream-enterer; see II, n. 120. The four 
qualities to be extolled here are called the four factors of 
stream-entry (sotiipattiymiga); see 12:41. Sakka is shown 
attaining stream-entry at DN II 288,20-23. 

284 The above suttas are abridged in all three eds. Candana is 
at 2:5; the other devas are the reigning deities of the four 
sense-sphere heavens above TavatiIrtsa. 

41. Cittasa1J1yutta 

285 At AN I 26,5 Citta is declared the chief male lay disciple 

among the speakers on the Dhamma (etadagga1J1 dhamma-
kathikiina1J1); see too 17:23. For a biographical sketch, �ee 

Hecker, "Shorter Lives of the Disciples," in NyanapOlUka 
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and Hecker, Great Disciples of the Buddha, pp. 365-72. 
Migapathaka, according to Spk, was his own tributary vil
lage (bJlOgagama), situated just behind the Wild Mango 
Grove. 

286 The simile and its application are also at 35:232. 
287 The problem is also posed at 35:129, but the reply given 

below draws on 14:1. 
288 Spk says that he knew the answer but was not a confident 

speaker. This explanation is not very convincing in view of 
the elder's confession below. 

289 Th 120 is ascribed to Isidatta. According to Th-a I 248, 
while Isidatta was still a layman, his "unseen friend" Citta 
(see next sutta) sent him a letter in which he praised the 
virtues of the Buddha, Dhamma, and Sangha. Isidatta 
gained confidence in the Triple Gem, went forth as a monk 
under the Venerable Mahakaccana, and quickly attained 
arahantship with the six direct know ledges. 

290 Onitapattapa,!ino. Here 5pk expands: "Having removed 
their bowls from their hands and washed them (pii�lito 
apanitapatta dhovitva), having deposited them into their 
bags, (they left) with the bowls hanging from their shoul
ders." This explanation goes further than the more typical 
cornmentarial gloss, which interprets the expression to 
mean simply that the monk has put the bowl aside; see 
n. 135. On osapeti, "to deposit," see I, n. 223. 

291 I translate the awkward idiom freely in accordance with 
the natural sense. 

292 DN No. 1. This is translated, along with the commentary 
and excerpts from the sub-commentary, in Bodhi, The All
Embracing Net of Views. 

293 Neither Spk nor 5pk-pt gives an explanation for his sud
den departure. He may have seen the danger in fame and 
honour and preferred to dwell in complete anonymity. 

294 In Se and Ee the reading is kutthita1J1., glossed kuthitm!l by 
Spk (Se); Be has kuthita1J1., glossed kudhita/!l. 55 have kikita1Jl 
or kikita1J1., preferred by Woodward. Spk, calling this a term 
of unique occurrence in the Word of the Buddha preserved 
in the Tipitaka (tep#ike buddhavacane asambhinnapada1Jl), 
glosses it as "extremely sharp" (atitikhi1Jf11J1.), because of the 
hot sand underfoot and the hot sun above. 
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295 The passage is quoted at Vism 393-94 (Ppn 12:85). 
296 At Ud 76,26-27, spoken with reference to the arahant 

LakUl).taka Bhaddiya (see 21:6). All the terms refer literally 
to a chariot and figuratively to an arahant. The key to the 
riddle is given just below in the text, with fuller explana
tions at Ud-a 370-71; see the translation in Masefield, The 
Udiina Commentary, 2:959-61. The following is a summary: 
ela is a fault (dosa); one without faults is nela, faultless. The 
chariot is described as nelanga because its wheel (anga, I fol
low Masefield, and see MW, s.v. rathiinga)-its most essen
tial part-is faultless. In the application of the simile this 
represents the virtue associated with the fruit of arahant
ship. "Awning" is the woollen cloth spread on top of the 
chariot; the white awning (setapachiida) signifies the libera
tion associated with the fruit of arahantship, which is by 
nature thoroughly and completely pure. "Trouble-free" 
(anigha) means without the agitation (parikhobha) of the 
defilements, as with a vehicle in which jolting (khobha) is 
absent. "The stream cut" (chinnasota): an ordinary chariot 
has an uninterrupted stream of oil smeared on the axle
heads and nave, but this one has "the stream cut" because 
the thirty-six streams (of craving) have been fully aban
doned. "Without bondage" (abandhana): an ordinary chari
ot has an abundance of bonds to prevent the platform from 
being shaken by the axle, etc., but in this one all the 
bonds-that is, the fetters-have been completely 
destroyed; thus it is "without bondage." 

297 In this discussion, IV 293,7-294,10 corresponds to 

MN I 301,17-302,5; IV 294,11-24 to MN I 296,11-23; and 
IV 294,26-295,21 to MN I 302,6-27. The last question and 
answer, however, are not found in either MN No. 43 or 44. 
Spk explains that Citta used to abide in cessation [Spk-pt: 
as a nonretumer] and thus he raised the question to ask 

about the formations that are the basis for cessation (see 

n. 299). 
298 The three terrns--kiiyasankhara, vadsafLkhiira, dttasafLkhiira-are 

in Pali identical with those that make up the sankhiira fa�

tor of dependent origination (as at 12:2; see II, n. 7), but
.
W 

this context the purport is different, as the following dIS

cussion will show. Here, in the compounds kiiyasanwra 
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and cittasankhiira, sankhiira clearly has a passive sense: what 
is formed or generated (sankhariyati) in dependence on the 
body or the mind. In the case of vacisankhiira the sense is 
active: what generates (sankharoti) speech. 

299 The question refers to safinavedayitanirodha, also called 
nirodhasamiipatti, the attainment of cessation, a meditative 
state in which mind and all mental functions stop. It is said 
to be accessible only to arahants and nonreturners who 
have mastered the eight attainments of samadhi. For a 
detailed treatment according to the commentarial method, 
see Vism 702-9 (Ppn 23:16-52). Spk says Citta had asked 
this question to find out if the monk was familiar with the 
attainment. 

300 Spk: This means that before attaining cessation he has 
delimited the duration of the attainment, resolving, "I will 
be mindless (acittaka) for such a time." 

301 The verbal formation (thought and examination) ceases in 
the second jhana; the bodily formation (in-and-out breath
ing) ceases in the fourth jhana; the mental formation (per
ception and feeling) ceases on entering the attainment of 
cessation. 

302 Indriyiini vippasanniini. Spk: The sense faculties are fatigued 
when activity occurs and external objects impinge on the 
senses. They are afflicted, soiled as it were, like a mirror set 
up at a crossroads hit by dust carried by the wind. But as a 
mirror placed in a casket and deposited in a case shines 
within, so the five senses of a bhikkhu who has attained 
cessation shine brightly within cessation. 

303 Spk: Before attaining cessation, at the time of delimiting 
the duration, he resolves, "I will be mindless for such a 
time and afterwards will again become mindful." 

304 Spk: When one emerges from cessation the mind of 
fruition attainment is the first to arise. It is with reference 
to the perception and feeling associated with that mind 
that it is said, "First the mental formation arises." 
Afterwards, at the time of bhavanga, the bodily formation 
(breathing) arises, and still later, at the time of regular 
activity, the verbal formation resumes, namely, thought 
and examination able to originate speech. 

305 SUfifiataphassa, animittaphassa, appQ1)ihitaphassa. Spk: These 
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can be explained by way of their own quality (saguIJa) or by 
way of their object (iirammaIJa). By way of quality: the attain
ment of fruition (phalasamiipatti) is called emptiness, and the 
accompanying contact is called emptiness-contact; the same 
method in the other two cases. By way of object: Nibbana is 
called emptiness because it is empty of lust, etc.; signless, 
because the signs of lust, etc., are absent; and undirected, 
because it is not directed towards lust, hatred, or delusion. 
The contact of the arisen fruition attainment, which takes 
emptiness-Nibbana as object, is called emptiness-contact; 
the same method in the other two cases. 

Fruition attainment is a special meditative attainment in 
which the mind directly experiences the bliss of Nibbana. 
It is said to be of four levels, corresponding to the four lev
els of awakening (the fruition attainment of stream-entry, 
etc.). See Vism 698-702 (Ppn 23:3-15). 

306 Spk: It is Nibbana that is called seclusion (viveka). His mind 
slants, slopes, and inclines towards that seclusion. 

307 This is said because cessation is attained by first entering 
each jhana and formless attainment and then contemplat
ing it with insight by way of the three characteristics. The 
procedure is explained at Vism 705-7 (Ppn 23:31-43). 

308 Godatta's verses are _aL Th 659-72. The conversation that 
follows is also at MN I 297,9-298,27, with Sariputta and 
Mahakotthita as the speakers. .. 

309 Spk: There are twelve kinds of measureless liberation of 
mind (appamiiIJa cetovimutti): the four divine abodes, the 
four paths, and the four fruits. The divine abodes are called 
"measureless" because of their measureless radiation 
(towards countless beings), the paths and fruits because 
they remove the defilements, the causes of measurement. 

310 Spk: There are nine kinds of liberation of mind by noth
ingness (akiiicaiiiiii cetovimutti): the base of nothingness, 
and the four paths and fruits. The first is called "nothing
ness" because it does not have any "something" (impedi

ment; see n. 315 just below) as object, the paths and fruits 

because of the nonexistence in them of the excruciating 

and obstructive defilements. 
311 Spk does not gloss this, but it seems the expression " liber

ation of mind by emptiness" (suiiiiatii cetovimutti) is used to 
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signify concentration based on insight into the selfless 
nature of phenomena and also the supramundane paths 
and fruits. 

312 Spk: There are thirteen kinds of signless liberation of mind 
(animitta cetovimutti): insight-because it removes the 
"signs" of permanence, happiness, and self; the four form
less attainments-because the sign of form is absent in 
them; and the four paths and fruits-because the defile
ments, the "makers of signs," are absent in them. 

313 On this interpretation, the measureless liberation of mind 
is the four divine abodes; the liberation of mind by noth
ingness, the third formless attainment; and the liberation 
of mind by emptiness, concentration based on insight into 
the selfless nature of phenomena. The signless liberation of 
mind is hard to pinpoint in terms of a familiar doctrinal 
category. Spk takes it here as supramundane with Nibbana 
as object. 

314 Akuppii cetovimutti. Spk: The liberation of mind consisting 
in the fruition of arahantship. 

315 Spk explains kificana as if it were derived from a verb kificati 
glossed maddati paIibundhati C" crushes, impedes"), thus as 
meaning obstruction or impediment. The true derivation, 
however, is from ki1J1 + cana-meaning simply " something"; 
see MW, S.v. (2) ka, kas, ka, kim. The word is used idiomati
cally in Pali to mean a possession considered as an impedi
ment; see MN II 263,34-264,1. This acquired meaning seems 
to have been devised for a didactic purpose. See PED for 
other references where this sense is evident. 

316 Spk explains that lust, etc., are called sign-makers (nimitta
karal;la) because they mark a person as lustful, hating, or 
deluded. Perhaps, though, the statement means that lust 
causes the "sign of beauty" (subhanimitta) to appear, hatred 
the "sign of the repulsive" (patighanimitta), and delusion 
the signs of permanence, pleasure, and self. 

317 Spk: Though the emptiness liberation of mind is not men
tioned separately, it is included throughout by the phrase 
"empty of lust," etc. 

318 Nigar:t!ha Nataputta is identical with Mahavira, the histor
ical progenitor of Jainism. Though he makes several per
sonal appearances in the Pali Canon (see particularly MN 
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No. 56), there is no report of him meeting the Buddha. His 
followers were called nigal)thas, "knotless ones." 

319 Spk: Why did this noble disciple, a nonretumer, approach 
a wretched, misguided, naked ascetic? To free (the 
Buddhists) from blame and to refute his doctrine. For the 
nigal)thas held that the Buddha's followers do not show 
hospitality to anyone else, and he wanted to free his co
religionists from this criticism. He also approached with 
the idea of refuting Nataputta's doctrine. 

320 Atthi avitakko aviciiro samiidhi, atthi vitakkaviciiranal?1 nirodho. 
As will be shown, this refers to the second jhana. 

321 Na khviihal?1 ettha bhante bhagavato saddhiiya gacchiimi. Citta is 
here laying a verbal trap, which will be sprung just below. 
While he appears to be disclaiming allegiance to the 
Buddha, he is actually asserting that he has realized the 
truth of the Buddha's statement by personal experience 
and thus need not rely on mere faith in his word. The pun 
recurs at 48:44. 

322 All three eds. read ulloketvii here, though SS read apaloketvii 
and Spk (Se) oloketvii. The explanation in Spk supports 
ulloketvii: "He swelled his chest, drew in his belly, stretched 
forth his neck, surveyed all directions, and then looked 
up. "  Below I follow Be and Ee in reading apaloketvii (Se 
repeats ulloketvii), which provides a meaningful contrast: 
he looks askance because he is too embarrassed to look his 
followers in the eye. 

323 Atha ma1J1 pa#hareyyiisi saddhi1J1 nigaflthaparisiiya. Spk para
phrases: "When the meaning of these (questions) is known, 
then you might come up to me (abhigaccheyyiisi) along with 
your retinue of nigal)thas; having come into my doorkeep
er's presence (patihiirassa me santikal?1 iigantvii), you might 
inform me of your arrival."  Spk thus glosses the verb 
patiharati with abhigacchati and connects it with patihiira as 

doorkeeper (a sense confirmed by MW, s.v. prati-hr > 
pratihiira). At MN II 220,8, however, we find the expression 

sahadhammikal?1 viidapatihiiral?1, which in context seems to 

mean "a reasonable defense of (their) doctrine." Thus here 

patiharati could mean "to respond, to offer a rejoinder," a 

meaning that appears more relevant than the one pro

posed by Spk. 
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The exact import of the following sentences is obscure in 
the Pali. Spk identifies the ten questions with the catechism 
at AN V 50-54 (see too Khp 2). The questions begin, "What 
is one?" with the answer, "All beings subsist on nutri
ment," "What is two?"-"Name and form," etc. According 
to Spk-pt the "question" (paiiha) means the inquiry 
(vima1J'lsa); the synopsis (uddesa), a brief statement of the 
meaning; and the answer (veyyiikaraI:/a), a detailed explana
tion of the meaning. One might have translated, "The 
question about one .. .  the question about ten," but the 
numbers are clearly distributive and the expressions dve 
paiiha and so forth are plurals. It is unclear whether Citta 
actually posed the questions (which were then abbreviated 
by the redactors) or merely indicated the format of the 
questions without filling it in. See the following note. 

324 I follow Ee here in reading paiihe apucchitva. Both Be and Se 
read paiihe apucchitva, which is problematic, as the latter 
verb generally means "to take leave" and is not typically 
used in relation to asking questions. The point seems to be 
that because Nataputta did not accept Citta's challenge, 
Citta left without actually posing his ten questions. 

325 Reading with Be and Se, koci uttari manussadhamma 
alamariyaiiaI:/adassanaviseso. Ee should be amended accord
ingly. The expression occurs often in the suttas as an 
umbrella term for all the higher meditative attainments and 
stages of realization. The analysis at Yin III 91 bifurcates the 
the two main components of the compound and treats uttari 
manussadhamma as an independent plural compound, but 
the singular koci here (and just below, the evarflpa1J1 before -
visesa1J'l) indicates that in sutta usage uttari manussadhamma 
functions as an adjectival ablative in relation to alamariya
iiaI:/adassanavisesa. Spk explains manussadhamma, "the 
human norm," as the ten courses of wholesome action. 
What is beyond that (tato manussadhammato uttari) is 
"superhuman." AlamariyaiiaI:/adassanavisesa is explained as 
"distinction of knowledge and vision capable of engender
ing the state of a noble one." 

326 Pava!anippho!ana. According to Spk, this is a brush made 
from peacock's feathers, used to sweep the ground of grit 
and dust before sitting down. 
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327 Dhammassa sviikkhatata. It is not clear to me whether Citta's 
exclamation is intended as a straightforward praise of the 
Buddha's teaching or as an ironic putdown of the ascetic's 
teaching. 

328 I read with Se: kif!l hi no siya bhante. 
329 This means he is a nonreturner, having eradicated the five 

lower fetters binding beings to the sense-sphere realm. 
330 Se alone has the correct reading here: dhammiko dhammaraja 

dhammikaf!l balif!l anuppadassati. The devatas want him to 
become a universal monarch so they will be assured of receiv
ing the offerings due to them. I translate dhammaraja as "king 
of righteousness" rather than "king of the Dhamma," since 
the latter is properly an epithet only of the Buddha. 

331 Ee seems to have the best reading: sarighe ea pasadetva cage 
ea samadapetva. 

42. Gama]Jisaf!lyutta 

332 According to Spk, caIJr!-a ("wrathful") is a sobriquet 
assigned to this headman by the redactors of the Dhamma. 
I give the name both in Pali and English, also at 42:3-5. 

333 Sorata (Ee: surata). See If nn. 256, 462. 
334 His name means "palmyra box." Spk says he was called 

thus because his facial complexion was the colour of a ripe 
palmyra fruit just fallen from its stalk. He was the director 
of a large troupe of actors 'and had become famous 
throughout India. His verses, which stand out by their 
moral earnestness, are at Th 1091-1145. 

335 Saeealikena. Woodward renders "by his counterfeiting of 
the truth" (KS 4:214), but I follow Spk, which glosses this 
as a dvanda compound: saeeena ea alikena ca. 

336 Here, where the present is required, we should read with 
Be and Se na labhami, and below, where the aorist is appro
priate, nalatthaf!l. Be has the latter reading in both places .

. 
337 Pahaso nama nirayo. Spk: There is no separate hell with this 

name. This is actually one part of the Avid hell where the 

denizens are tortured in the guise of actors dancing and 
singing. 

338 See MN I 387-89, partly parallel to this passage, though 
concerned with a different wrong view about rebirth. 
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339 Spk explains the name as meaning "one who earns his liv
ing by warfare" (yuddhena jivika1Jl kappanako); this name, 
too, was assigned by the redactors of the Dhamma. I take 
the occupation to be that of a mercenary or professional 
soldier. 

340 This free rendering of the name was suggested by VAT. Se 
and Ee read sarafljitanatJ1, but Be parajitiina1Jl, "conquered 
by others/' makes better sense. 

341 Again, Spk says this is not a separate hell but a section of 
A vici where beings appear as soldiers conquered in battle. 

342 The three verbs are uyyapenti (glossed upari yapen ti), 
saflfiapenti (glossed samma flapenti), and sagga1Jl okkamenti, 
on which Spk says: "They stand around him saying, 'Go, 
sir, to the brahma world; go, sir, to the brahma world,' and 
thus make him enter (pavesenti) heaven." 

343 The Jains. On Nigal)�ha Nataputta, see 41:8. 
344 YathabhatatJ1 (Ee: yathii hatm!l) nikkhitto eva1Jl niraye. The 

idiom is obscure and the rendering here conjectural. The 
phrase also occurs at MN I 71,31, rendered at MLDB p. 167: 
"then as {surely as if he had been] carried off and put there 
he will wind up in hell." This rendering, which follows Ps 
II 32 (yatha nirayapiilehi abl1aritva niraye tllapito), is problem
atic, for yathiibhata1Jl is an indeclinable with an adverbal 
function, not a substantive set in apposition to the subject. 
The function of eva1Jl, too, is obscure. See the inconclusive 
discussion in PED, s.v. yathii. 

345 Ee here omits evam etassa papassa kammassa pahiina1Jl hoti. 
346 Cpo AN V 299-301. Spk: When (simple) "lovingkindness" is 

said, this can be interpreted either as access concentration 
or absorption, but when it is qualified as "liberation of 
mind" (cetovimutti) it definitely means absorption. It is 
sense-sphere kamma that is called limited kamma 
(pamal}akata1Jl kamma1Jl); form-sphere kamma is called lim
itless (or measureless, appama1Jakata1Jl) kamma. This is 
called limitless because it is done by transcending the limit, 
for it is developed by way of specified, unspecified, and 
directional pervasion (see Vism 309-11;  Ppn 9:49-58). 

Does not remain there, does not persist there (na ta1Jl 
tatravasissati, na ta1Jl tatravati!!hati). Spk: That sense-sphere 
kamma does not linger on, does not stay on, in that form-
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sphere or formless-sphere kamma. What is meant? That 
sense-sphere kamma is unable to overpower the form
sphere or formless-sphere kamma or to persist and gain 
the opportunity (to yield its own results); rather, as a great 
flood might inundate a little stream, the form-sphere Or 
formless-sphere kamma overpowers the sense-sphere 
kamma and remains after having made an Opportunity 
(for its own results). The superior kamma, having prevent
ed the sense-sphere kamma from producing its result, on 
its own leads to rebirth in the brahma world. 

347 I follow von Hinuber's proposals regarding the correct 
reading and interpretation of these terms in his paper, 
"The Ghost Word Dvlhitikii and the Description of Famines 
in Early Buddhist Literature." The reading, firstly, should 
be: Niilandii dubbhikkha hoti duhitikii setaftikii salakiivutta. All 
extant mss, it seems, have been contaminated by dvihitika 
and setatthikii, though Spk recognizes duhitikii as a v.l. here 
and other texts on crop failure preserve setattika 
(Vin II 256,21-23 ::; AN IV 278,28-279,2) . While Spk explains 
both dVihitikii and duhitikii as derived from dU-ihiti (or du
ihiti, "difficult faring"), the correct derivation is from du
hita (see n. 212 above). The corrupt reading setatthikii is 
explained by Spk as meaning "white with bones," Le., with 
the bones of people who have perished in the famine, but 
other commentaries identify setatfikii as a crop disease 
(rogajiiti) caused by insects that devour the pith of the grain 
stalks. The word is analysed seta-ani-kii , "the white dis
ease," because the afflicted crops turn white and do not 
yield grain (see Sp VI 1291,5-7 == Mp IV 136,16-18; 
Sp I 175,4-8) . 

348 I read safifiamasambhutani, as in Se and Ee, as against Be 

samaflflasambhatani. Spk merely glosses with sesasila/!1. 
349 I read nihitarrz vii niidhigacchati, again with Se and Ee, as 

against Be nihitarrz vii thiina vigacchati. 
350 The rule is Nissaggiya-pacittiya No. 18; see Yin III 236-39 

and Yin I 245,2-7. The sutta is cited at Vin II 296-97 as tes

timony for the prohibition against the acceptance of gold 

and silver by bhikkhus. At Yin III 238, "silver" is more 

broadly defined as including coins made of silver, copper, 

wood, or lac, or whatever serves as a medium of exchange. 
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Its commentary (Sp III 690) extends this to include bone, 
hide, fruit, seeds, etc., whether imprinted with a figure or 
not. Thus in effect the expression "gold and silver" signi
fies money. On samat;za sakyaputtiya, see II, n. 376. 

351 Be omits the second question, apparently by editorial over
sight, as it is in Se and Ee. 

352 Cpo 12:33 (II 58,3-5). Spk's treatment of the line here indi
cates that it takes akiilikena pattena as a single expression, 
with akalikena functioning as an adverbial instrumental in 
apposition to pattena: Akiilikena pattena ti na kiilantarena 
pattena; kiila!!l anatikkamitva va pattena ti attho; "Immediately 
attained: not attained after an interval of time; the meaning 
is that it is attained even without any time having elapsed." 
For more on akalikena, see I, n. 33, II, n. 103. The opening of 
this paragraph in Ee seems garbled. 

353 Note that the headman here ascribes to the Buddha, as a 
direct quotation, a general statement of the causal tie 
between desire and suffering (ya1!1 kinei dukkha�n uppajja
mana1!1 uppajjati . . . ). As this statement is not found in the 
Buddha's words above but is clearly needed as the referent 
of "this principle" (imina dhammena), it seems likely that 
the statement had been in the original text but at some 
point had been elided. Just below the Buddha does make 
the generalization himself. 

354 These are the words with which the Buddha opened his 
first sermon; see 56:11. Spk: The pursuit of sensual happi
ness is mentioned to show the types who enjoy sensual 
pleasure (II-III); the pursuit of self-mortification to show 
the ascetics (IV-V); the middle way to show the three types 
of wearing away (VI). What is the purpose in showing all 
this? The Tathagata, who attained perfect enlightenment 
by abandoning the two extremes and by following the 
middle way, does not criticize or praise all enjoyers of sen
sual pleasures or all ascetics. He criticizes those who 
deserve criticism and praises those who deserve praise. 

355 The three coordinates of the pattern to be expanded upon 
are: (i) how wealth is acquired, whether unlawfully, law
fully, or both; (ii) whether or not it is used for one's own 
benefit; and (iii) whether or not it is used to benefit others. 
Those who rank positive on all three counts will be further 
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divided into those who remain attached to their wealth 
and those who are unattached to it. This same tenfold 
analysis of the kiimabhogi is at AN V 177-82. 

356 See n. 325. Here a wholesome state (kusala dhamma) must 
rank lower than a "superhuman distinction," since the 
attainment of the former does not necessarily entail the lat
ter. The former can include simple moral conduct and ordi
nary wholesome states of mind, while the latter includes 
only the jhanas, formless attainments, direct knowledges, 
and supramundane paths and fruits. 

357 Tisso sanditfhikii nijjarii. Nijjarii, "wearing away," was a Jain 
term adopted by the Buddha. The Jains held that ascetic 
practice was the means to "wear away" all suffering 
(sabba1?l dukkha1?l nijji1P:za1?l bhavissati); see their position at 
MN I 93,2-11 and II 214,7-13, and the Buddha's alternative 
approach to "wearing away" at MN II 223-25. Three other 
kinds of sanditthikii nijjarii are described at AN I 221,5-30 
(i.e., virtue, the jhanas, the destruction of the taints) and a 
twentyfold nijjarii is at MN III 76,12-77,23. Spk says that one 
path is described as three kinds of wearing away because 
of the wearing away of the three defilements. 

358 Sama1!-o Gotamo miiya1?l jiiniiti. At MN I 375,12-14 the Jains 

_pJ::oclaim, "The ascetic �otama is a magician (mayiivi); he 
knows a converting magic (iivattani1?l maya1?l jiiniiti) by 
which he converts the disciples of other teachers.'; The 
same charge comes up for discussion at AN II 190-94. 

359 Sama1!-o khalu bho Gotamo mayiivi. 
-

360 Lambacu!akii bhatii. Spk gives no help, but Rhys Davids 
interprets the passage thus in his Buddhist India (p. 21): "The 
Koliyan central authorities were served by a special body 
of peons, or police, distinguished, as by a kind of uniform, 
from which they took their name, by a special head-dress. 
These particular men had a bad reputation for extortion 
and violence." 

361 See 24:5, III, n. 254. 
362 See 24:6, III, n. 255. 
363 Spk proposes alternative interpretations of dhammasamadhi 

and cittasamiidhi: (i) dhammasamadhi is the dhamma of the 
ten wholesome courses of action, cittasamiidhi the four 
paths along with insight; (ii) the five dhamma (mentioned 
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below)-namely, gladness, rapture, tranquillity, happi
ness, and concentration-are called dhammasamadhi, while 
cittasamadhi is again the four paths along with insight; (iii) 
the ten wholesome courses of action and the four divine 
abodes are dhammasamadhi, the one-pointedness of mind 
arisen for one who fulfils this dhammasamadhi is citta
samadhi. 

364 ApmJ1;akataya mayha1Jl. Spk: "This practice leads to what is 
incontrovertible for me, to absence of wrongness (anapa
radhakataya)." At Ps III 116,21 apa1;11;1aka is glossed aviruddllO 
advejjhagami eka1Jlsagahiko; "uncontradicted, unambiguous, 
definitive." 

365 Kataggaha. The allusion is to the lucky throw at dice, 
glossed jayaggaha, "the victorious throw." The opposite is 
kaZiggaha, the dark throw or losing throw. The style of rea
soning here is reminiscent of that used at MN I 402-1 1 
(which also includes the metaphor of dice) and at 
AN I 192-93. 

43. Asmikhatasar!lyutta 

366 Kayagata sati. In sutta usage this includes all the practices 
comprised under "contemplation of the body" (kiiyii
nupassana) in the SatipaHhana Sutta (ON No. 22, MN 
No. 10). They are treated separately under this heading in 
the Kayagatasati Sutta (MN No. 119) . The commentaries 
generally confine the term to the meditation on the thirty
two aspects of the body, as at Vism 240 (Ppn 8:44) . 

367 This triad of concentrations occurs elsewhere in the 
Nikayas, e.g., at ON III 219,19-20, MN III 162,14-15, and 
AN IV 300,28-301,1. A concentration without thought but 
with examination (avitakka vicaramatta samadhi) does not fit 
into the familiar sequence of the four jhanas, in which the 
first jhana includes both thought and examination and the 
second excludes both. To reconcile the two schemes, the 
Abhidhamma supplements the fourfold sequence of 
jhanas with a fivefold sequence in which the second jhana 
is the avitakka vicaramatta samadhi. The second jhana of the 
tetrad then becomes the third jhana of the pentad. See 
As 179-80, which explains the reasons for the two sets. 
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368 Sufifiata samadhi, animitta samadhi, appm;ihita samildhi. Spk 
gives no explanation of these terms. The three are men
tioned as a set at DN III 219,21-22, again without explana
tion, but Sv III 1003-4 comments on them thus: One who 
at the stage of advanced insight, contemplates things a� 
nonseif, acquires the emptiness concentration on arriving 
at the path and fruit (because he has seen things as empty 
of self); one who contemplates things as impermanent 
acquires the signless concentration (because he has seen 
through the "sign of permanence"); one who contemplates 
things as suffering acquires the undirected concentration 
(because he has no leaning to things seen as painful). See 
too the discussion of the "triple gateway to liberation" at 
Vism 657-59 (Ppn 21:66-73). On animitta cetosamiidhi, see 
n. 280 above. 

369 This sutta and the next six cover the "thirty-seven aids to 
enlightenment," elaborated at 43:12 (ix-xlv). More detailed 
explanations are given in the Introduction to Part V and in 
the notes to SN 45-5l. 

370 I follow the numbering in Ee. Though Woodward says 
"the sections are wrongly numbered in the text" (KS 4:261, 
n. 1), in fact it is the text that is correct and Woodward's 
numbering that is off. For this sutta I prefer the Be reading 
anata1!l and the gloss in Spk (Be): ta1!hanatiyii abhiivena 
anata1!l; "uninclined due to the absence of inclination 
through craving." This seems more original than the Se 
and Ee reading anta1!l, "the end," with Spk (Se) explaining: 
tm.lhiiratiyii abhavena anta1!l; "the end due to the absence of 
delight through craving." 

371 Under each of the epithets for Nibbana, Ee has "I-XLV" as 
if the elaboration is to be developed only as in §12. In the 
last sutta, however, "the path leading to the destination" 
begins with "mindfulness directed to the body," which 
means that each elaboration is to be developed in full as in 
§§1-12. This means that each epithet should be conjoined 
with fifty-six versions of the path. 

372 Nippapaiica1!l. Spk: Through the absence of proliferation by 
craving, conceit, and views. 
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44. Abyiikatasa1!lyutta 

373 At AN I 25,19 she is declared the foremost bhikkhuru 
among those with great wisdom (etadagga1J1 mahii
panniina1J1), and at 17:24 she is extolled as a model for the 
other bhikkhunis. For a biographical sketch, see Hecker, 
"Great Woman Disciples of the Buddha," in Nyanaponika 
and Hecker, Great Disciples of the Buddha, pp. 263-66, and 
Pruitt, Commentary on the Verses of the Theris, pp. 164-74. 

374 As at 16:12, 24:15-18, 33:1-55. 
375 The reply here is identical with the Buddha's famous reply 

to Vacchagotta at MN I 487-88. Though worded in terms of 
the Tathagata, the questions refer to any arahant miscon
ceived as a "being" or a self. 

376 Spk: "The form by which one might describe the 
Tathagata" considered as a being (sattasanklliita1J1 
tathiigata1J1)-as tall or short, dark or light, etc.-has been 
abandoned by the omniscient Tathagata through the aban
doning of its origin. He is "liberated from reckoning in 
terms of form" (rupasankhaya vimutto), that is, because 
there will be no arising of form in the future for him, even 
the statement, "He will be such and such" through his 
physical form and mental qualitiest loses its validity; thus 
he is liberated even from description by way of form. He is 
deep (gambhira) through the depth of his inclination 
(ajjhiisayagambhiratii) and through the depth of his qualities 
(gw:zagambhiratii). As to the description that might be used 
in relation to the omnisCient Tathagata with such deep 
qualities, considering him as a being, when one sees the 
nonexistence (invalidity) of this description [Spk-pt: U a 
being"] owing to the nonexistence [Spk-pt: of the five 
aggregates], then the statement "The Tathagata-consid
ered as a being-exists after death" does not apply, i.e., it 
is not valid. 

377 Be and Ee read the last verb as virodhayissati, Se vihiiyissati. 
Spk glosses na viruddha1J1 pada1J1 (Se: viruddhasadda1J1) 
bhavissati; "there will be no contradictory term." Spk glosses 
aggapadasmi1J1 simply as "in the teaching" (desaniiya). 
Aggapadasmi1J1 occurs also at AN V 320,32, glossed by Mp 
with nibbiine. 
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378 

379 
380 

381 

382. 

383 

384 

Rupagatam etalJ!. Spk: This is mere form. He shows: "No 
other being is found here apart from form, but when there 
is form there is merely this name." Spk-p�: What is being 
rejected here? The self posited by the outside thinkers, spo
ken of here as "Tathagata." 
See III, n. 83. 
Spk explains kutuhalasiilii (lit. "commotion hall") as a place 
where ascetics and brahmins of other sects engage in vari
ous discussions. It is so named because commotion arises 
as they say, "What does this one say? What does that one 
say?" 

The teachers mentioned are the famous "six heretics," 
the rivals of Gotama (see I, n. 200). It is strange that pre
dictions about rebirth are ascribed to Ajita, since elsewhere 
he is reported to have taught materialism and to have 
denied an afterlife. Even Saftjaya is reported to have been 
a sceptic about such issues. 
Sa-upiidiinassa khviiha1!l Vaccha upapattilJ! paiiiiiipemi no 

anupiidiinassa. There is a double meaning here, with 
upiidiina meaning both "fuel" and subjective "clinging," 
but I have translated the sentence in consonance with the 
following simile. It was also in a discourse to Vacchagotta 
that the Buddha used his famous simile of the fire that goes 
out from lack of fuel to illustrate the status of one who has 
attained Nibbana; see MN I 487,11-30. 
Tam ahalJ! tm:zhupiidiinalJ! vadiimi. The Buddha's statement 
seems to imply that a temporal gap can intervene between 
the death moment and reconception. Since this contradicts 

Theravada orthodoxy, Spk contends that at the death 
moment itself the being is said to be "not yet reborn" 
because the rebirth-consciousness has not yet arisen. 
Here and below I read saddhim, with Be and Ee, as against 

laddhi in Se. Spk glosses: tesalJ! laddhiyii saddhilJ! eta,? 
abhavissa. To my knowledge laddhi, in the sense of belief, 15 

a term of later usage, and it may have been incorporated 

into Se via a misunderstanding of the commentary. 
I read iiii1}assa uppiidaya, with Be and Se, as against iiiirtassa 

upiidaya in Ee. Spk: "As to the insight knowledge that 

arises thus, 'All phenomena are nonself,' would I have 

been consistent with that?" 
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385 Probably this means that Vacchagotta would have inter
preted the Buddha's denial as a rejection of his empirical 
personality, which (on account of his inclination towards 
views of self) he would have been identifying as a self. We 
should carefully heed the two reasons the Buddha does not 
declare, "There is no self": not because he recognizes a 
transcendent self of some kind (as some interpreters 
allege), or because he is concerned only with delineating "a 
strategy of perception" devoid of ontological implications 
(as others hold), but (i)because such a mode of expression 
was used by the annihilationists, and the Buddha wanted 
to avoid aligning his teaching with theirs; and (ii) because 
he wished to avoid causing confusion in those already 
attached to the idea of self. The Buddha declares that "all 
phenomena are nonself" (sabbe dhamma annttli), which 
means that if one seeks a self anywhere one will not find 
one. Since "all phenomena" includes both the conditioned 
and the unconditioned, this precludes an utterly transcen
dent, ineffable self. 

386 Yassa p' assa iivuso etam ettakena ettakaln eva, tam p' nssa 
bahUl?l. I translate this obscure exclamation with the aid of 
Spk. 
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Introduction 

The fifth and final part of the Sa:q:lyutta Nikaya is the Mahavagga, 
The Great Book. There are at least three explanations that might 
be given for this title. First, it is the largest division of SN, and 
could become exponentially larger if the abbreviated repetition 
series, at the end of many chapters, were to be expanded in fulL 
Second, we find here, not one giant satrlyutta towering over a ret
inue of lesser peaks, but a veritable Himalayan range of satrlyuttas, 
with at least eight major chapters among a total of twelve. And 
third, almost all the sa:q:lyuttas in this book deal with different 
formulations of the Buddha's path to liberation, the most pre
cious part of his legacy to the world. 

A glance at the contents of the Mahavagga shows that its first 
seven chapters are devoted to seven sets of training factors which 
occur elsewhere in the Pilli Canon, though in a different sequence. 
In the standard sequence these are: 

the four establishments of mindfulness (eattaro satipatthana) 
the four right strivings (eattaro sammappadhtina) 
the four bases for spiritual power (eattiiro iddhipiidii) 
the five spiritual faculties (pane' indriyiini) 
the five powers (panca baliini) 
the seven factors of enlightenment (satta bojjhangii) 
the Noble Eightfold Path (ariya atphangika magga). 

In SN we have already met these sets several times: at 22:81, 
When the Buddha explains how the Dhamma has been taught 
discriminately; at 22:101, as the things to be developed for the 
tnind to be liberated from the taints; at 43:12, as different aspects 
of the path leading to the unconditioned. In the Buddhist exeget-

1485 
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ical tradition, beginning very soon after the age of the canon 
these seven sets are known as the thirty-seven aids to enlighten� 
ment (sattati1Jlsa badhipakkhiya dhamma). Although this term is not 
used in the Nikayas themselves as a collective appellation for the 
seven sets, the sets themselves frequently appear in the Nikayas 
as a compendium of the practice leading to enlightenment. On 
several occasions the Buddha himself underlined their critical 
importance, referring to them, in his talks to the bhikkhus, as 
"the things I have taught you through direct knowledge" (ye va 
maya dhamma abhififia desitii). In the prelude to his parinibbana he 
urged the bhikkhus to learn, pursue, develop, and cultivate them 
so that the holy life would endure long in the world, out of com
passion for the world, for the good, welfare, and happiness of 
devas and humans (ON II 119-20). He requested the bhikkhus to 
meet often and recite the seven sets "meaning for meaning, 
phrase for phrase," without disputes, again so that the holy life 
would endure long (ON III 127-28). He made unity in the Sangha 
contingent upon concord regarding the seven sets (MN II 245) 
and urged the disciples to train in them "united, in concord, not 
disputing" (MN II 238). It is because he teaches these seven sets 
that his disciples venerate him, and by developing them many of 
these disciples have attained consummation and perfection in 
direct knowledge (MN II 11-12). 

The presentation of the seven sets in a graded sequence might 
convey the impression that they constitute seven successive 
stages of practice. This, however, would be a misinterpretation. 
Close consideration of the series would show that the seven sets 
are ranked in a numerically ascending order, from four to eight, 
which means that their arrangement is purely pedagogic and 
implies nothing about a later set being more advanced than the 
earlier sets. Even more decisively, when we examine the contents 
of the seven sets as formally defined and explained in the suttas, 
we would see that their contents are inextricably interwoven. 
Often factors in one set are identical with those in another; some
times one set reorders the constituents of another; sometimes one 
set subdivides a factor treated synoptically in another. What 
emerges from a close study of the seven sets, as presented in the 
Mahavagga, is an array of overlapping, intersecting, mutua�y 

illuminating portraits of a single course of practice aimed at a s111-
gle goal, deliverance from suffering. By presenting the course of 
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practice from different angles, in different keys, and with differ

ent degrees of detail, the texts are able to finely modulate the 
practice of the path to suit the diverse needs of the people to be 

trained. This accounts for the versatility of the Buddha's teach
ing, its ability to assume variable expressions in accordance with 

the different aptitudes, preferences, and propensities of different 
human beings. 

The need for a path is bound up with the whole structure of the 
Dhamma, girded from below by the abstract principle of condi
tionality, "When this arises, that arises; when this ceases, that 
ceases." Bondage and suffering arise from ignorance, from a fail
ure to see and understand the subjects treated in the earlier 
saqtyuttas: the five aggregates, the six sense bases, and the eight
een elements as the constituent factors of sentient existence; 
dependent origination as the inherent dynamism by which 
saqtsara again and again renews itself from within, bringing 
along the suffering of repeated birth, aging, and death. To gain 
irreversible release from suffering we have to cut through the 
tangle of craving and clinging, and for this "disentanglement" to 
be final and complete, we must extricate the most deeply buried 
root of aU, namely, ignorance. 

The direct antidote to ignorance is knowledge-not mere con
ceptual knowledge, but direct insight into things as they really 
are-and it was one of the Buddha's key discoveries that the 
knowledge needed for liberation can be developed. Such knowl
edge does not depend on divine grace or arise as a mystical intui
tion, but emerges out of a matrix of persistent spiritual practice 
governed by a precisely articulated groundplan. This course of 
practice is a process of self-cultivation sustained by the unvary
ing laws of conditionality. The different factors embedded in the 
seven sets are the qualities that need to be developed. They are 
the conditions which, when methodically generated and forti
fied, directly conduce to the arising of the liberating knowledge. 

The major saqtyuttas of the Mahavagga can be seen as offering 
a conception of the path that is the converse of the Asankhata
sarp.yutta (43). The latter begins with the goal, the unconditioned, 
and then asks, "What is the path leading to this goal?" The 
answer given is framed in terms of the seven sets, and thus here 
the texts extract the path from the goal. The Mahavagga takes the 
complementary approach. Here we begin with the seven sets and 
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by following their course of movement we are brought to see that 
they "slant, slope, and incline towards Nibbana" just as surely as 
the waters in the great Indian rivers flow towards the ocean. 
Thus, from the perspective offered by the Mahavagga, the seven 
sets become the constellation of training factors that bring the 
realization of a goal towards which they inherently incline. We 
might even speak of the path factors as being "pregnant" with 
the goal, though we must qualify this by noting that the devel
opment of the path does not bring Nibbana itself into being, but 
rather promotes the attainment of a goal which, as uncondi
tioned, is not locked into the process of causality. 

I said just above that the seven sets overlap and intersect. How 
this is so becomes clearer when we recognize that the terms used 
to designate different items among the thirty-seven aids to 
enlightenment are often synonyms representing the same mental 
factor. The different names merely serve to illuminate different 
functions of these mental factors while the arrangement into 
seven sets shows how the factors can collaborate in diverse pat
terns of mutual support. 

This aspect of the aids to enlightenment becomes more evident 
through the analytical treatment of the Abhidhamma, which col
lates the synonymous terms used to represent a single mental 
factor. A concise statement of the results obtained is found at 
Vism 680 (Ppn 22:41-43). Applied to the seven sets, we see, first
ly, that one mental factor, energy (viriya), occurs in nine roles: as 
the four right strivings; as the basis for spiritual power headed by 
energy; as a faculty, power, and enlightenment factor; and as the 
path factor of right effort. Mindfulness (sati) takes on eight roles: 
as the four establishments of mindfulness; as a faculty, power, 
and enlightenment factor; and as the path factor of right mind
fulness. Wisdom (panna) serves in five capacities: as the basis for 
spiritual power headed by investigation; as a faculty and power; 
as the enlightenment factor of discrimination; and as the path 

factor of right view. Concentration (samiidhi) occurs four times 

under its own name: as a faculty, power, enlightenment factor, 

and path factor; it also participates in all four bases for spiritual 

power. Faith (saddha) occurs twice, as a faculty and power. Th; 
other nine aids to enlightenment occur only once each. Table 

represents this correlation visually. 
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TABLE 7 

The Aids to Enlightenment by Way of Mental Factors 
(based on Vism 680 and CMA 7:32-33) 

l 1 
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2 : Mindfulness 4 1 1 1 1 1+ " , --� 
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':I i Concentration 1 I 1 1 1 4 1 

�aith 1 1 2 
6 ! Intention 

., 1 1 i 
7 i Tranquillity i 1 1 
8 Rapture 

i 1 1 I 
9 Equanimity j 1 1 
10 Desire 1 

T 
I 1 

11 Mind 1 i 1 I 

12 Right speech I 1 1 ; 
I 

! 13 Right action 1 1 
14 Right livelihood i 1 1 

From this we can see that four factors permeate the practice in 
a variety of guises: energy, mindfulness, concentration, and wis
dom. These factors, it must be noted, are not different from men-
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tal qualities that arise periodically in the ordinary, undeveloped 
mind. In the untrained mind, however, their occurrence is spo� 
radic and random. The intention behind the Buddha's presenta_ 
tion of the practice is to train the disciple to arouse these factors 
deliberately, through the exercise of the will, and then to 
strengthen them and unify their functions so that they can work 
together as members of an indomitable team. Hence the stress 
laid, over and over, on the idea that one "develops and culti
vates" (bhiiveti bahulikaroti) the aids to enlightenment. When they 
are deyeloped and cultivated in unison, under the dominion of 
an over arching purpose, their inherent potentials can be actual
ized and gradually raised to the pitch of intensity needed to snap 
the fetters that, since beginningless time, have kept us in 
bondage to suffering. 

When the factors in the seven sets are said to be "aids to 
enlightenment" (or, literally, "states on the side of enlightenment"), 
this raises the question of their relationship to the experience of 
enlightenment itself. In the Nikayas the word enlightenment 
(bodhi, smnbodhi) seems always to be used to denote the cognition 
issuing directly in arahantship, hence as equivalent to the knowl
edge of the destruction of the taints (iisavakkhaya-ftii1,1a). In these 
oldest sources, the thirty-seven factors constitute the practice 
leading to enlightenment. When they are fulfilled, enlightenment 
naturally follows. 

The Pali commentaries, however, offer a more complex answer 
to our question, based on the more minute and technical analysis 
of experience undertaken in the Abhidhamma treatises. Their 
more recent provenance should not be a reason for rejecting them 
out of hand, for the Abhidhamma and the commentaries often 
make explicit principles derivable from the older texts but not yet 
worked out in them. The commentaries understand enlighten
ment as consisting in four discrete momentary attainments, 
called the four supramundane paths (lokuttaramagga), each of 
which eliminates or attenuates a particular group of defilements 
and is followed immediately by its fruit (phala). Attainment oi th: 
path and fruit transforms the disciple into a "noble person 
(ariyapuggala) at the corresponding level of sanctity: a strearn
enterer, a once-returner, a nonretumer, or an arahant. The p�th 
of stream-entry eradicates the lowest three fetters-idenb� 
view, doubt, and wrong grasp of rules and vows; the path 0 
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once-returning does not eradicate any fetters but attenuates lust, 
hatred, and delusion; the path of nonreturning eradicates sensual 

desire and ill will; and the path of arahantship eradicates the five 
higher fetters-lust for form, lust for the formless, conceit, rest

lessness, and ignorance. The alignment of stages of liberation 
with the elimination of defilements is already found in the 
Nikayas. What is innovative in the Abhidhamma is the conception 

of the supra mundane path as a momentary breakthrough, though 
even this can claim precedents in the canon (see just below). 

On the basis of this picture of the spiritual path, the commen
taries hold that the development of the aids to enlightenment 
takes place in two stages or at two levels. The first is called the 
preliminary portion of practice (pubbabhiiga-patipadii), during 
which the practitioner develops and cultivates the aids to 
enlightenment for the purpose of attaining the supramundane 
path (see Vism 679-80; Ppn 22:39-40). The virtuous worldling 
does so with the aim of reaching the path of stream-entry; those 
established in the lower three fruits do so with the aim of reach
ing the next higher path. In the preliminary portion of practice 
the aids to enlightenment are developed because they lead to 
enlightenment. And while a number of factors will naturally occur 
simultaneously, some degree of progression will be inevitable as 
more powerful and deeper forces gradually gain ascendency. 
With the arising of the supramundane path, however, all thirty
seven aids to enlightenment occur simultaneously. At this point 
the thirty-seven factors no longer lead to enlightenment. Rather, 
they are enlightenment; they constitute the constellation of mental 
factors, raised to supramundane stature, that make the cognitive 
event in which they occur a distinctive experience of awakening 
(see Vism 670; Ppn 21:130-33; and Vism 679-80; Ppn 22:39-40). 
Refined and strengthened by the power of prior development, 
they collectively contribute to the total experience by which the 
aspirant attains freedom from suffering. In terms of a classical 
paradigm, they each participate in the process of fully under
standing the noble truth of suffering; of abandoning craving, the 
cause of suffering; of realizing Nibbana, the cessation of suffering; 
and of developing the path, the way to the cessation of suffering. 

In the Mahavagga itself the idea of a supramundane path, 
understood as a momentary peak experience, is not explicit, 
though precedents for this idea may be located in the canonical 
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model of the breakthrough to the Dhamma (i.e., the attainment of 
stream-entry; see 22:83, 90; 35:74, 46:30, etc.) and the liberation 
from the taints (i.e., the attainment of arahantship; see 15:13; 
22:59; 35:28, 75, 121) as sudden transformative events that usual
ly follow a period of prior gradual preparation. But whether or 
not the notion of a momentary path attainment has a basis in the 
suttas, the Mahavagga (read in conjunction with other parts of 
the Nikayas) implies that the path has a dual character. The first 
phase is the practice taken up by one who is technically still a 
worldling (puthujjana) training to make the breakthrough to the 
Dhamma. Such a person will develop the thirty-seven aids to 
enlightenment for the purpose of making the breakthrough. At a 
certain point, when the practice has ripened, this person will 
enter upon "the fixed course of rightness" (sammatta-niyiima), 
either as a faith-follower or a Dhamma-follower (see 25:1). At this 
point the attainment of stream-entry is certain within that life 
itself. Now the thirty-seven factors acquire a truly transcendental 
dimension, since they are "pregnant" with the realization of 
Nibbana and will give birth to this realization when the due time 
arrives. As the practitioner continues to "develop and culti,"ate" 
them, even over several more lifetimes, the various defilements 
are eliminated and the path yields the successive fruits of the 
holy life, culminating in true knowledge and liberation 
(vijjavimutti), which marks the end of the journey. 

In the Mahavagga, as I said earlier, the seven sets appear in a dif
ferent order from the simple numerical one in which they are 
usually presented. The chapter on the Noble Eightfold Path was 
probably placed first for the sake of emphasis: to show this most 
ancient formulation of the practice as the quintessential expres
sion of the Buddha's way to liberation. The seven factors of 
enlightenment may have been placed next, again out of turn, 
because they have the widest compass after the eightfold path. 

The arrangement of the following chapters does not appear to 

conform to a deliberate pattern. The AnuruddhasaI!1yutta seems 

to be an appendix to the SatipatthanasaI!1yutta and may ha�e 

evolved from that collection. The last four chapters of t e 

Mahavagga do not deal explicitly with topics that fall under the 

seven sets, but even these tie up with them, as we shall see below 

when we examine the individual chapters. 
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In the General Introduction I discussed the use of templates to 
generate suttas that cut across the different saqlyuttas, arranging 
their subject matter into distinctive and revealing patterns. In the 
Mahavagga a new cluster of templates appears, apart from the 

"repetition series," which I will touch on in the survey of the 
MaggasaI!1yutta. The allotment of templates to subjects is as fol

lows (see Concordance 3 for sutta references): 

Several practices "lead to going beyond from the near 
shore to the far shore": said of the eightfold path, the 
enlightenment factors, the establishments of mindful
ness, and the bases for spiritual power. 

"Those who have neglected them have neglected the 
noble path leading to the complete destruction of suffer
ing, while those who have undertaken them have under
taken the noble path": said of the same four groups. 

"They are noble and emancipating and lead to the 
complete destruction of suffering": said of the enlighten
ment factors, the establishments of mindfulness, and the 
bases for spiritual power-but not of the eightfold path. 

"They lead to utter revulsion, dispassion, cessation, 
peace, direct knowledge, enlightenment, and Nibbana": 
again, said of the same three groups. 

"They do not arise, developed and cultivated, apart 
from the appearance of a Buddha or outside his 
Discipline": said of the eightfold path, the enlightenment 
factors, and the faculties. 

"They yield one of two fruits, final knowledge (i.e., 
arahantship) or nqnretuming": said of the enlighten
ment factors, the establishments of mindfulness, the fac
ulties, the bases for spiritual power, and mindfulness of 
breathing. 

"They yield seven fruits and benefits" (obtained by a 
finer differentiation of the above two fruits): said of the 
enlightenment factors, the faculties, the bases for spiritu
al power, and mindfulness of breathing-but not of the 
establishments of mindfulness. 

It is a matter for conjecture why some templates are applied to 
certain sets of practices but not to others. However, as all the 
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above templates seem fully applicable to all the sets, this may be 
due to sheer chance (or to the loss of certain suttas in the line of 
transmission) and not to a policy of deliberate exclusion. 

45. Maggasa1Jlyutta 

The best known of the seven sets is, of course, the Noble 
Eightfold Path, announced already by the Buddha in his first ser
mon at Barar:tasi and repeatedly referred to throughout his dis
courses. The Noble Eightfold Path is given such prominence not 
only because it has an honoured place as the fourth of the Four 
Noble Truths, and is thus comprised within the chief doctrine of 
early Buddhism, but because it is the most comprehensive of the 
seven sets. Its eight factors have a wider scope than the others, 
making the practice of the Dhamma a complete way of life. The 
eightfold path spans the three trainings in virtue, concentration, 
and wisdom; it guides action of body, speech, and mind; and it 
transforms our ordinary conduct, thought, and view into the 
conduct, thought, and view of the noble ones. The other sets, 
though oriented towards the same goal, are more restricted in 
scope, pertaining almost exclusively to the meditative phase of 
the eightfold path. 

The Noble Eightfold Path is also the most inclusive in relation 
to the other six sets, capable of accommodating within itself 
most, though not all, of their components. Thus right view, as a 
synonym for wisdom, includes the basis for spiritual power 
headed by investigation; the faculty and power of wisdom; and 
the enlightenment factor of discrimination of states. Right effort 

includes the four right strivings; the basis for spiritual power 
headed by energy; the faculty, power, and enlightenment factor 
of energy. Right mindfulness includes the four establishments of 
mindfulness, and the faculty, power, and enlightenment factor of 
mindfulness. Right concentration explicitly includes the faculty, 
power, and enlightenment factor of concentration, and implicitly 

all four bases for spiritual power. Thus, when the other six sets 
are correlated with the Noble Eightfold Path, we can see that of 
their twenty-nine constituents, twenty-four have counterparts 
among the path factors. 

The eightfold path is described by the Buddha as ariya, noble, 
and this qualification is important. It would be too restrictive to 
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maintain, as some interpreters of early Buddhism have done, 
that the eightfold path can be practised only by those who are 
technically ariyapuggalas, noble individuals beginning with the 
faith-follower (saddhiinusari). Certainly the Buddha offered the 
eightfold path to all his disciples who aspired to release from the 
suffering of saITlsara, and for this reason he called it the way lead
ing to the cessation of suffering. We might understand the adjec
tive ariya in a broader sense as indicating not only that this is the 
path followed by the ariyans, but also that this is the path to be 
practised to arrive at the ariyan state, the state of inward spiritual 
nobility. To reach the truly ariyan Noble Eightfold Path that 
leads infallibly to Nibbana, one has to start somewhere, and the 
most reasonable place to start is with the development of the 
eight path factors in their humbler, more immediately accessible 
manifestations. 

The eight path factors are formally defined at 45:8, using stock 
definitions found elsewhere in the Pali Canon (e.g., at DN II 3 1 1  
and MN III 251-52). But these definitions scarcely indicate how 
the path is to be developed as a whole. On this question we do 
not find detailed instructions made explicit anywhere in the 
Mahavagga, and thus a "how-to manual" of the practice has to be 
pieced together from. various sources. We can start with the 
Buddha's statement that each path factor emerges from its -pred
ecessor (45:1) and use this as a key for sketching a picture of how 
the path unfolds in actual experience. On gaining faith in the 
Buddha in his role as the Tathagata, the supreme guide to deliv
erance, the disciple must first arrive at a clear conceptual under
standing of the teaching, particularly with respect to the princi
ple of kamma and its fruit and the Four Noble Truths. This is 
right view (sammaditthi) in its embryonic stage. Right view alters 
the disciple's motives and purposes, steering him or her away 
from sensuality, ill will, and cruelty, towards renunciation, 
benevolence, and compassion: this is right intention (samma
sankappa). Guided by right intention, the disciple undertakes the 
three ethical factors of the path: right speech, right action, and right 
livelihood (sammavaca, sammakammanta, samma-ajiva). Standing on 
this foundation of virtue (see 45:149), the disciple trains the mind 
by diligently and energetically developing the four establish
ments of mindfulness: this is right effort (sammavayama) applied to 
the practice of right mindfulness (sammasati). When the effort bears 
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fruit, the disciple enters and dwells in the four jhanas (or, accord
ing to the commentaries, a lower degree of concentration border
ing on the first jhana) : this is right concentration (sammasamiidhi). 

Right concentration, however, is not the end of the path. Now 
the disciple must use the concentrated mind to explore the nature 
of experience. Again, the method is right mindfulness, but this 
time with emphasis on the fourth establishment, mindful con
templation of phenomena. The disciple contemplates the phe
nomena comprised in the five aggregates and the six sense bases 
to discern their marks of impermanence, suffering, and nonself. 
This is right view at a higher plane, the plane of insight (vipas
sana). At a certain point in the course of contemplation, when 
insight becomes sharp and penetrative, the disciple enters upon 
the fixed course of rightness (sammatta-niyama), the supramun
dane path, either as a faith-follower or a Dhamma-follower, and 
thereby becomes bound to win the fruit of stream-entry within 
this life itself. Now he or she is described as one practising for the 
realization of the fruit of stream-entry (sotapattiphalasacchikiriyaya 
patipanna). When the practice of the path is fully ripe, all eight 
factors converge and join forces, setting off the "breakthrough to 
the Dhamma" by which the disciple directly sees the Four Noble 
Truths and cuts off the three lower fetters. 

Now the disciple has truly plunged into the stream of the 
Dhamma, the transcendental eightfold path, which will bear him 
or her onwards towards the great ocean of Nibbana. But the dis
ciple must continue to cultivate the eight path factors until the 
remaining fetters are eradicated and the underlying tendencies 
uprooted. This occurs in the three successive stages of once
returner (sakadagami), nonreturner (anagami), and arahantship, 
each with its twin phases of path and fruition. With the attain
ment of arahantship, the development of the path comes to an 
end. The arahant remains endowed with the eight qualities that 
constitute the path, completed by right knowledge and right lib
eration (see the person "better than the superior person," 45:26), 
but for the arahant there is nothing further to develop, for the 
aim of developing the path has been reached. 

It is within the process of perfecting the path that all the other 

aids to enlightenment are simultaneously perfected. Thus we can 

describe the way to deliverance alternatively as the development 
of the Noble Eightfold Path, or of the seven factors of enlighten-
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ment, or of the four establishments of mindfulness. Each one 
implicitly contains the others, and thus selecting one system as a 
basis for practice naturally brings the others to completion. 

Because of its liberal use of repetition series, the exact structure 
of the Maggasal!lyutta is hard to discern, and even different 
Oriental editions divide the chapter up in different ways. There 
is general agreement that the total number of suttas is 180; the 
problem concerns the arrangement of the later vaggas. The first 
five vaggas, with forty-eight suttas, are simple enough. These 
vaggas extol the Noble Eightfold Path as the supreme expression 
of the way to Nibbana, the removal and destruction of lust, 
hatred, and delusion. The eightfold path is the holy life in its 
broadest extent (45:6, 19, 20), a holy life which yields the four 
fruits of liberation and culminates in the destruction of the three 
root defilements (45:39-40) .  The path is also the essence of ascet
icism and brahminhood (45:35-38), and thus by implication the 
way that all genuine ascetics and brahmins should be following. 
But the path is not exclusively for renunciants. It can be com
mended to both laypersons and monastics, for what matters is 
not the outward way of life but engagement in the right practice 
(45:23-24). These suttas also stress the importance of good friend
ship for following the eightfold path, giving a communal dimen
sion to spiritual practice. Indeed, in one text the Buddha declares 
that good friendship is the entire holy life (45:2). Vagga V enu
merates the purposes for which the holy life is lived under the 
Blessed One-the fading away of lust, the abandoning of the fet
ters, etc.-and in each case the Noble Eightfold Path is prescribed 
as the means for fulfilling that purpose. 

With vagga VI the peyyala or repetition series begin. The first 
three vaggas of this type mention seven prerequisites and aids 
for the arising of the Noble Eightfold Path, presumably in its 
transcendental dimension. The seven conditions are: (1) good 
friendship (kalya�amittata); (2) virtue (sila); (3) desire (chanda), 
wholesome desire for the goal; (4) self (atta), perhaps meaning 
self-possession; (5) view (ditthi), the conceptual right view of 
kamma and its fruit and of the Four Noble Truths; (6) diligence 
(appamada), heedfulness in the practice; and (7) careful attention 
(yoniso manasikiira), thorough consideration of things in ways 
conducive to spiritual growth. Elsewhere the Buddha singles out 
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good friendship as the chief external aid in the practice of his 
teaching, with careful attention as the chief internal aid (see 
46:48, 49). 

The seven conditions are presented under three different 
aspects, each of which features in one of the three vaggas: as the 
"forerunner and precursor" for the arising of the Noble Eightfold 
Path; as the "one thing very helpful" for the arising and fulfil
ment of the path; and as the "one thing that is most effective" for 
the arising of the path. Each vagga runs through the seven con
ditions twice, according to two different descriptions of the eight 
path factors. The first of these characterizes each path factor as 
"based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in 
release," the second as having "as its final goal the removal of 
lust, the removal of hatred, the removal of delusion." The signif
icance of these epithets is explained by the commentary (see V, 
nn. 7, 15). 

Next come four repetition series rooted in a simile comparing 
the orientation of the path towards Nibbana to the sloping of 
India's five great rivers first towards the east, and then (what 
amounts to the same thing) towards the ocean. As the five rivers 
are treated first individually and then collectively, each half
vagga contains six suttas, for a total of twelve. Each string of 
twelve suttas is expounded in four versions, but rather than sub
sume the different versions under one vagga (as was done in 
vaggas VI, VII, and VIII), the text makes each version a vagga in 
its own right, so that the four versions extend over vaggas IX-XII. 
The two new versions, in vaggas XI and XII, respectively 
describe each path factor as "having the Deathless as its ground, 
destination, and final goal," and as "slanting, sloping, and inclin
ing towards Nibbana." 

In vaggas XIII and XIV, the method of assignment is inverted. 
In these two vaggas, with twenty-two suttas between them, the 
same four versions are used, but now the sutta is taken as the 
unit of enumeration and the four versions are incorporated with

in each sutta, without separate numbering. The suttas bring forth 

a dazzling series of similes, and the effect of reading them all at 

a single sitting can be exhilarating, like watching the waves of the 

ocean break upon the shore on a full-moon night. . 
The last two vaggas, XV and XVI, list various groups of defile

ments (such as the asavas or taints) and aspects of existence (such 
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as the three bhavas or types of existence). Of each group it is said 

that the Noble Eightfold Path is to be developed for four pur

poses: for direct knowledge o f  it (abhifzfzii), for full understanding 
of it (parifziiii), for its utter destruction (parikkhaya), and for its 
abandonment (palllma). Taken together, these two vaggas show 
unambiguously tha t the Noble Eightfold Path is aimed at the 

destruction of suffering and its causes. The fourfold treatment is 
given in full only for 45:161, but it can be applied to the subject of 
every sutta, of which there are twenty, ten per vagga . If each 
mode of treatment were to be counted as a separate sutta, the 
number of suttas in the two vaggas would be increased fourfold, 
and with four different versions taken into account, sixteenfold. 

46. BojjJzaligasaJ!lyutta 
The word bojjhmiga is a compound of bodhi, enlightenment, and 
aliga, limb or factor. The commentaries tend to interpret the word 
on the analogy of j/r[manga, the jhana factors, taking it to mean the 
factors constitutive of enlightenment. In the Abhidhamma Pitaka 
this interpretation becomes so prominent that in texts applying 
the strict Abhidhamma method (as opposed to those making use 
of the S uttanta method) the bojjhmigas are assigned only to supra
mundane states of consciousness, those pertaining to the paths of 
liberation, not to wholesome states of mundane consciousness. In 
the Bojjhangasarrtyutta, however" the factors of enlightenment 
are given this designation primarily because they lead to enlight
enment (46:5, 21). They are thus the constellation of mental fac
tors that function as causes and conditions for arriving at enlight
enment, the liberating knowledge and vision (46:56). 

The seven factors of enlightenment are, for a Buddha, like the 
seven precious gems of a wheel-tuming monarch (46:42). The 
factors initially emerge in sequence, with each serving as the con
dition for the next (46:3). They arise within the practice of the last 
three factors of the Noble Eightfold Path, guided by right view; 
but they represent this segment of the path in finer detail, with 
recognition of the contrasting qualities that must be brought into 
delicate balance for the path to yield its fruits. First one attends 
mindfully to an object of meditation, generally selected from 
among the four objective bases of mindfulness (body, feelings, 
mind, phenomena): this is the enlightenment factor of mindful-
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ness (sati-sambojjhatiga). As mindfulness becomes steady, one 
learns to discern the object's features more clearly, and can also 
distinguish between the wholesome and unwholesome states of 
mind that arise within the process of contemplation: the enlight
enment factor of discrimination of states (dhammavicaya-samboj_ 
jhatiga). This fires one's efforts: the enlightenment factor of ener
gy (viriya-sambojjhanga). From energy applied to the work of 
mental purification joy arises and escalates: the enlightenment 
factor of rapture (piti-sambojjhmiga). With the refinement of rap
ture the body and mind calm down: the enlightenment factor of 
tranquillity (passaddhi-sambojjhanga). The tranquil mind is easily 
unified: the enlightenment factor of concentration (samadhi-sam
bojjhanga). One looks on evenly at the concentrated mind: the 
enlightenment factor of equanimity (upekkhii-sambojjhanga). As 
each subsequent factor arises, those already arisen do not disap
pear but remain alongside it as its adjuncts (though rapture 
inevitably subsides as concentration deepens). Thus, at the 
mature stage of development, all seven factors are present simul
taneously, each making its own distinctive contribution. 

The suttas of the Bojjhangasal1lyutta commonly describe the 
enlightenment factors by the stock formula "based upon seclu
sion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release." Since in the 
Nikayas, outside the Mahavagga, this phrase . occurs only in 
apposition to the enlightenment factors, it is possible this was its 
original provenance and its application to the other sets among 
the aids to enlightenment is derivative. As the commentarial 
explanation of the terms suggests, this description best fits the 
bojjhangas only in the advanced stages of insight and at the level 
of the supramundane path, when the bojjhangas are actively elim
inating the defilements and leaning towards the realization of 
Nibbana. It is only then that they can actually be described as 
leading to enlightenment. Earlier their function is merely 
preparatory. 

The supramundane dimension of the bojjhangas seems to be 
signalled by a phrase occasionally appended to the familiar for

mula: "vast, exalted, measureless, without ill will" (vipulatJ! 
mahaggata1J1 appama1Ja1J1 abyapajjha1J1). So described, the enlight�n
ment factors are said to enable a bhikkhu to abandon cravtng 
(46:26) and to penetrate and sunder the mass of greed, hatred, 
and delusion not penetrated before (46:28). With the break-
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through to the Dhamma the bojjhangas become inalienable pos
sessions, and the noble disciple who has acquired them has 
"obtained the path" (maggo pafiladdho) that leads infallibly to lib
eration from the taints (46:30) . It is significant that in this passage 
the seven enlightenment factors assume the function usually 
ascribed to the Noble Eightfold Path. Even arahants continue to 
arouse the bojj/tangas, not for some ulterior goal, but simply as a 

way of noble dwelling in the present (46:4). 
The seven enlightenment factors fall into two classes, the acti

vating and the restraining. The former arise first: discrimination 
of states, energy, and rapture. The latter emerge later: tranquilli
ty, concentration, and equanimity. The activating factors are to 
be cultivated when the mind is sluggish, as one feeds a small fire 
with fuel to make it blaze up. The restraining factors are to be cul
tivated when the mind is excited, as one sprinkles a bonfire with 
water and wet grass to reduce it. Mindfulness does not belong to 
either class, for it is useful everywhere, particularly in ensuring 
that the activating and restraining factors are kept in balance 
(46:53). 

Repeatedly, the Bojjhari.gasaq-tyutta establishes an antithesis 
between the seven enlightenment factors and the five hindrances 
(parka nivara�la): sensual desire, ill will, sloth and torpor, restless
ness and remorse, and doubt. The latter are the main obstacles to 
meditative progress in both concentration and insight. The aban
doning of the hindrances is often described in the texts on the 
diSciple'S gradual training (e.g., at DN I 71-73 and MN I 181). 
Here the five hindrances are called obstructions of the mind that 
weaken wisdom, while the enlightenment factors are assets that 
lead to true knowledge and liberation (46:37). The hindrances are 
comparable to corruptions of gold, to parasitic forest trees, to 
impurities in water which obscure the reflection of one's face 
(46:33, 39, 55). They are makers of blindness, destructive to wis
dom, distractions from the path to Nibbana; the enlightenment 
factors are makers of vision and knowledge, promoters of wis
dom, aids along the path to Nibbana (46:40, 56). 

In the Bojjhari.gasaq-tyutta the Buddha describes in detail the 
conditions responsible for the arising and growth of both the hin
drances and the enlightenment factors. He thereby shows how 
the general principle of conditionality can also be applied to the 
specific psychological causes of bondage and liberation. The con-
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ditions of both sorts are spoken of as nutriments (ahara), a wOrd 
which underlines the gradual, assimilative aspect of conditional_ 
ity in relation to mental degeneration and development. At 46:2 
the role of the nutriments in relation to the hindrances and 
enlightenment factors is compared to the sustenance of the body. 
Here only the active side of nutrition is in evidence. A later sutta 
(46:51) goes further and shows as well the "denourishment" of 
the hindrances and enlightenment factors, that is, the measures 
that prevent them from arising and developing. Prominent 
among the nutriments for all five hindrances is careless attentbn 
(ayolliso manasikara), and prominent among the nutriments for all 
seven enlightenment factors is careful attention (yoniso manasi
kiira) .  The role of attention in relation to the hindrances and 
enlightenment factors is also emphasized at 46:23, 24, and 35. 

While the BojjhangasalTlyutta does not include parallels to the 
vag gas of the Maggasa:q1yutta that identify the conditions for the 
path, we can put together a picture of the conditions for the 
enlightenment factors by collating suttas scattered across this col
lection. Careful attention is the forerunner of the enlightenment 
factors and also the chief internal condition for their arising 
(46:13, 49). But good friendship is equally efficacious as a fore
runner and is the chief external condition for their arising (46:48, 
50). Other conditions mentioned are virtue (46:11) and diligence 
(46:31). In a discussion with a wanderer, the Buddha holds up 
true knowledge and liberation as the goal of the holy life. This is 
achieved by developing the seven enlightenment factors, which 
are in turn fulfilled by the four establishments of mindfulness, 
which depend on the three kinds of good conduct (of body, 
speech, and mind), which in turn depend on sense restraint 
(46:6). Thus we see traces here of another version of "transcen
dental dependent origination" running parallel to the series 

described at 12:23. 
Two suttas show eminent monks recovering from illness when 

the Buddha recites the enlightenment factors in their presence, 
and a third shows the Buddha himself recovering when a monk 
recites them to him (46:14-16). Thus these suttas seem to ascribe 

a mystical healing power to the recitation of the enlightenment 

factors. Of course, the healing power does not reside in the words 

of the text alone, but requires the concentrated attention of the 

listener. In Sri Lanka these three suttas are included in the Maha 
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Pirit Pota, "The Great Book of Protection," a collection of paritta 
or protective discourses, and monks commonly recite them to 
patients afflicted with serious illness. 

In 46:54, the Buddha links the development of the enlighten

ment factors to the four divine abodes (brahmavihiira): boundless 
lovingkindness, compassion, altruistic joy, and equanimity. 
Although the text says that the bhikkhu develops the factors of 
enlightenment accompanied by lovingkindness (mettasahagata/!1 
satisambojjhangarrz bhiiveti), etc., the commentary explains that one 
actually uses the divine abodes to develop concentration, and 
then, based on this concentration, one develops the seven enlight
enment factors in the mode of insight. In view of the fact that the 
divine abodes and enlightenment factors, taken in themselves, 
have different orientations, this explanation sounds reasonable. 
The text further states that accomplishment in this practice of 
combining the divine abodes and the enlightenment factors 
enables the meditator to exercise a fivefold mastery over percep
tion, the ability to alter one's perceptual framework by a simple 
act of wilL 

Vaggas VII and VIII continue to connect the development of 
the seven enlightenment factors with other meditation subjects, 
detailing six benefits in each case. Possibly the seven benefits 
mentioned at 46:3 should also be inserted here. Among the med
itation subjects, in vagga VII the first five are cemetery contem
plations, then come the four divine abodes and mindfulness of 
breathing; in vagga VIII, we find ten kinds of perception pertain
ing both to serenity and insight. 

Finally, vaggas IX-XVIII elaborate the repetition series by way 
of the enlightenment factors, but this time they are reduced to 
little more than mnemonic verses. Two versions are recorded in 
full, though abridged in form: the "based upon seclusion" ver
sion and the "removal of lust" version. But the last sutta (46:184) 
adds the key phrases of the third and fourth versions (those with 
"having the Deathless as ground" and "slants towards Nibbana" 
as their refrains). This inconspicuous addition implies that the �hole series should be run through twice more, in these two ver
SIons, a task which the assiduous student would no doubt take 
up with relish. 
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47. SatipatthanasQ/!1yutta 

The phrase cattaro satipa!thana is commonly translated "the four 
foundations of mindfulness," a rendering which takes the com
pound to represent sati + pa!thana and emphasizes the objective 
bases of the practice: the body, feelings, mind, and phenomena. 
It seems more likely, however, that satipatthana should actually 
be resolved into sati + upa!thana, and thus translated "the estab
lishment of mindfulness." Such an interpretation, which puts the 
spotlight on the subjective qualities marshalled in the develop
ment of mindfulness, is implied by the adjective llpattllitasati 
used to describe one who has set up mindfulness (see V, n. 122 
for other reasons). Occasionally in the texts the objective bases of 
mindfulness are doubtlessly intended as the meaning of sati
pa!tlliilla, as at 47:42, but this is the exception rather than the rule. 

Within the Satipatthanasarrtyutta we do not find a detailed 
explanation of the fourfold contemplation undertaken in this 
practice. For that we have to turn to the Satipatthana Sutta in 
either of its two versions, the longer one at ON No. 22 or the 
middle-length one at MN No. 10 (which differs only in lacking 
the detailed analysis of the Four Noble Truths). The sutta 
explains contemplation of the body (kayanupassana) in terms of 
fourteen exercises: mindfulness of breathing, attention to the 
postures, mindfulness and clear comprehension in all activities, 
investigation of the thirty-one parts of the body (as illustrative of 
foulness; see 51:20), analysis into the four elements, and nine 
cemetery contemplations. Contemplation of feeling (vedana
nupassana) is singlefold but considers feelings in terms of their 
affective quality-as either pleasant, painful, or neutral-with 

each being viewed again as either carnal or spiritual. Contempla
tion of mind (cittanupassana) is also singlefold but examines sixteen 
states of mind coloured by their concomitants (as in 51:11). Con

templation of phenomena (dhammanupassana) is the most diversi

fied exercise. The exact meaning of dhamma here has been subject 
to dispute. The word is often rendered "mind-objects" or "men
tal objects," as if it denoted the sixth external sense base, but this 
seems too narrow and specific. More likely dhamma here signifies 
all phenomena, which for purposes of insight are grouped into 
fixed modes of classification determined by the Ohamma itself
the doctrine or teaching-and culminating in the realization of 
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the ultimate Dhamma comprised within the Four Noble Truths. 
There are five such schemes: the five hindrances, the five aggre
gates, the six pairs of internal and external sense bases, the seven 
factors of enlightenment, and the Four Noble Truths. 

The importance of satipapthana is emphasized in the Sati

patthi'inasal!lyutta right from the start by describing it as the 
ekiiyana magga for the overcoming of suffering and the realization 
of Nibbana (47:1). Though the Pali expression is often rendered 
"the sole way" or "the only way," this translation has little sup
port either from the suttas or the commentaries. The probable 
meaning, derived from its usage in a nondoctrinal context, is "the 
one-way path," so called because it goes in one direction: 
towards the purification of beings, freedom from suffering, and 
the realization of Nibbana. The Buddha is shown reflecting on 
the four satipatthtinas as "the one-way path" soon after his 
enlightenment, and Brahma Sahampati appears before him and 
sings its praises in verse (47:18, 43). 

The Buddha recommends the four satipatthanas to novices, 
trainees, and even arahants, each for a different purpose. Novices 
are to practise them to know body, feelings, mind, and phenom
ena as they really are, that is, to arouse the insight needed to 
reach the transcendental path. Trainees, who have attained the 
path, are to practise them to fully understand these things and 
thereby reach arahantship. Arahants practise them detached 
from body, feelings, mind, and phenomena (47:4). The four sati
patthi'inas are the proper resort and domain of a bhikkhu. Those 
bhikkhus who stray from them into the " cords of sensual pleas
ure" become vulnerable to Mara; those who remain within them 
are inaccessible to the Evil One (47:6, 7). 

To emphasize further the importance of satipatthana, three 
suttas connect the practice with the longevity of the Buddha's 
dispensation (47:22, 23, 25). Towards the end of his life, when his 
health was failing, the Buddha instructed the bhikkhus to dwell 
"with yourselves as your own island, with yourselves as your 
OWn refuge." The way this is to be done, he explained, is by 
developing the four establishments of mindfulness (47:9). He 
gave the Sangha the same advice after the deaths of Sariputta 
and Mahamoggallana (47:13, 14), which must have been stirring 
reminders for all of the law of impermanence. 

The practice of satipatthana centres upon the cultivation of sati, 
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mindfulness, which may be understood as focused awareness 
applied to immediate experience in both its subjective and Objec
tive sectors. The heart of the practice is succinctly stated in the 
formula found in almost every sutta in this chapter. The formula 
shows that the exercise of sati has a reflexive character: one is to 
contemplate the body in the body, feelings in feelings, mind in 
mind, phenomena in phenomena. The reiteration signals that the 
contemplative act must isolate each domain of mindfulness from 
the others and attend to it as it is in itself. This means the given 
object has to be laid bare, stripped of the layers of mental prolif
eration which usually clutter our perception and prevent us from 
seeing the true characteristics of phenomena. The meditator must 
see the body in the act of breathing as simply a breathing body, 
not a person or self who is breathing; feelings as simply feelings, 
not as episodes in a long biography; states of mind as simply 
states of mind, not as scenes in a personal drama; phenomena as 
mere phenomena, not as personal achievements or liabilities. 

The full formula makes it clear that mindfulness does not work 
alone but in company. The term U ardent" (iWipi) implies energy, 
"clearly comprehending" (sampajiino) implies incipient wisdom, 
and the occasional addition, "concentrated, with one-pointed 
mind (samiihitii ekaggacittii)" (47:4), points to the presence of con
centration. Thus the practice of satipa!pzana spreads over the last 
three factors of the Noble Eightfold Path. And since virtue and 
straightened view are said to be its prerequisites (47:3, 15), the 
former comprising the three ethical path factors of right speech, 
right action, and right livelihood, and the latter synonymous 
with right view, this implies that the development of the entire 
Noble Eightfold Path can be encapsulated within the practice of 
satipatthiina. This much is suggested when the eightfold path is 

called "the way leading to the development of the establishments 

of mindfulness" (47:30). 
In the Satipatthana SuUa each exercise in mindfulness is fol

lowed by two further extensions of the practice, expressed in tWO 
paragraphs attached to the basic instructions. These are also 

found in the Satipatthanasamyutta, though mentioned separate-. .  . 1 te ly. Thus at 47:3 the Buddha instructs a bhikkhu to contemp a 
d 

each base of mindfulness "internally" (i.e., within himself), an
d 

"externally" (i.e., in other people), and then both "internally an 0 
externally" (in himself and others in rapid succession). At 47:4 
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he explains "the development of the establishment of mindful
ness" to mean contemplating each base as having the nature of 
origination, the nature of vanishing, and the nature of both orig
ination and vanishing. These two extensions deepen and broad
en the practice, spreading it outwards from a narrow fixation on 
one's immediate experience towards a discernment of its wider 

expanse and intrinsic patterning. 
The practice of mindfulness is often coupled with another 

quality, clear comprehension (sampajaiiiia), which is mentioned 
within the basic formula and also separately. At 47:2 clear com
prehension is explained with reference to the bodily postures 
and routine activities of everyday life, at 47:35 with reference to 
the arising and passing away of feelings, thoughts, and percep
tions. The commentaries explain clear comprehension to have a 
fourfold application: as full awareness of the purpose of one's 
actions; as prudence in the choice of means; as engagement of the 
mind with the meditation subject; and as discernment of things 
in their true nature, free from delusion. 

It is interesting to note that the Satipatthi1nasaITIyutta pits the 
four establishments of mindfulness against the five hindrances; 
the hindrances are a "heap of the unwholesome," the satipanlzanas 
a "heap of the wholesome" (47:5). That the five hindrances 
should be counteracted by both the seven enlightenment factors 
and the four establishments of mindfulness is perfectly compre
hensible when we realize that the first enlightenment factor is 
mindfulness itself, which is activated by the development of the 
four establishments of mindfulness. One summary of the prac
tice adopted by all the Buddhas of the past, present, and future 
describes the path in three steps: the abandoning of the five hin
drances, the settling of the mind in the four establishments of 
mindfulness, and the correct development of the seven enlight
enment factors (47:12). The practice of satipatth{ma is precisely the 
method for abandoning the hindrances, and it is within the 
womb of this practice, again, that the seven enlightenment fac
tors are conceh"ed and grow towards their immanent aim, true 
knowledge and liberation (vijjavimutti; see 46:6). Thus, while they 
claim only one place among the seven sets making up the aids to 
enlightenment, the four establishments of mindfulness can be 
seen as the trunk from which all the other sets branch out and 
bring forth their fruits. 
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Lest engagement in mindfulness meditation be branded a nar
cissistic indulgence, the Buddha makes it clear that it is by pro
tecting oneself through the development of mindfulness that one 
can most effectively protect others. Conversely, the practice of 
introspective meditation must be balanced by the cultivation of 
such social virtues as patience, harmlessness, lovingkindness, 
and sympathy (47:19). The Buddha also urges his disciples to 
share the benefits of their practice with others by establishing 
their relatives, friends, and colleagues in the fourfold develop
ment of mindfulness (47:48). The Mast�r especially commends 
this practice to the sick, probably because mindfulness and clear 
comprehension directed to body, feelings, mind, and phenome
na are the best aids in dealing with the bodily affliction, physical 
pain, and mental distress brought on by illness. 

At the end of the saITlyutta come the inevitable repetition 
series. Since the four establishments of mindfulness are accom
panied by their own formula-"he dwells contemplating the 
body in the body," etc.-there is only one version of each sutta, 
stated by way of this formula. These again, with the exception of 
the first and last suttas, are reduced to mnemonic verses. 

48. IndriyasaI!1yutta 

Unlike the preceding saITlyuttas, the IndriyasaITlyutta is made up 
of heterogeneous material. It deals not only with the five spiritual 
faculties, a set included among the thirty-seven aids to enlight
enment, but also with a variety of other items united under the 
rubric indriya. Possibly the most ancient recension of this 
saITlyutta consisted solely of texts centred around the spiritual 
faculties, but since the word indriya has a wider compass, at some 
point the compilers of the canon may have felt obliged to include 
in this collection texts concerned with the other types of faculties. 
This hypothesis, though unverifiable, may account for the some
what haphazard organization of this saITlyutta. 

By the early Abhidhamma period the Buddhist doctrinal spe
cialists had drawn up a list of twenty-two faculties proposed as a 
compendium of phenomenological categories on a par with the 
five aggregates, twelve sense bases, and eighteen elements. As 
such, the faculties are collected and analysed in the Viblul1iga of 
the Abhidhamma Pitaka (chap. 5). Significantly, even though all 
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the faculties were drawn from the suttas, the Indriyavibhanga 
has only an Abhidhamma analysis, not a Suttanta analysis, 
implying that the ancient compilers of the Vibhaizga did not con
sider the complete assemblage of faculties to constitute a unified 
scheme within the framework of the Sutta Pitaka. 

The twenty-two indriyas fall into five distinct groups as follows: 

five spiritual faculties 
six sense faculties 
five affective faculties 
three faculties related to final knowledge 
a triad made up of the femininity faculty, the masculinity 

faculty, and the life faculty. 

All these faculties, treated at least briefly in the Indriyasarp.yutta, 
are called indriyas in the sense that they exercise dominion in a 
particular sphere of activity or experience, just as Indra (after 
whom they are named) exercises dominion over the devas. 

The sal11yutta begins with two vaggas devoted to the five spir
itual faculties, the faculties of faith (saddha), energy (viriya), mind
fulness (sati), concentration (samiidhi), and wisdom (paiInii). The 
opening suttas treat these faculties by way of templates we have 
met several times already: the gratification triad, the origin pen
tad, and the ascetics and brahmins templates. In the second asce
tics and brahmins sutta we find the spiritual faculties assigned to 
the place occupied by suffering in the pattern of the Four Noble 
Truths. This move initially seems odd, at striking variance with 
the unqualified accolades accorded to the other sets among the 
aids to enlightenment. It becomes intelligible when we realize 
that the faculties are here being considered, not simply as factors 
conducive to enlightenment, but as members of a broader 
scheme of phenomenological categories parallel to the aggre
gates, sense bases, and elements. 

Four suttas in the first vagga draw a distinction between the 
stream-enterer and the arahant. The stream-enterer is defined as 
one who has understood the faculties by way of the given tem
plates; the arahant, having acquired this knowledge, has devel
Oped it to the point where his mind has been freed from clinging 
(48:2-5; cpo 22:109-10). In 48:8-11 the Buddha explains the 
domains and practical implementation of the faculties, and then 
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in 48:12-18 he shows how the relative strength of the faculties 
determines the gradation among the different classes of noble 
disciples (48:24, apparently out of place, also belongs to this set). 

In the third vagga we find mention made of the femininity 
triad (48:22) and the final knowledge triad (48:23), but without 
explanations. Formal definitions are found only in the 
Abhidhamma Pitaka and the commentaries (see V, nn. 205, 206 
for the references). In 48:26-30 the focus falls on the six sense fac
ulties, almost identical with the six internal sense bases. These 
are treated merely by way of the template patterns, with nothing 
new of special interest. 

Vagga IV is devoted to the five affective faculties, finer divi
sions of the three feelings: the pleasure and joy faculties are 
respectively bodily and mental pleasant feeling; the pain and dis
pleasure faculties are bodily and mental painful feeling; and the 
equanimity faculty is neutral feeling (48:36-38). The last sutta in 
this series deals with the stage at which the faculties completely 
cease; the text is difficult to interpret without the aid of the com
mentary (paraphrased in the notes). 

In vagga V we return to the spiritual faculties, this time to a 
phalanx of suttas that shed a brighter light on their place in the 
Buddhist path. These suttas show that the five faculties consti
tute a complete structure capable of leading all the way to the 
destruction of the taints (48:43, end). In 48:50, Sariputta explains 
that the faculties unfold in a progressive series, faith leading to 
the arousal of energy, energy to mindfulness, mindfulness to 
concentration, and concentration to wisdom. Among the five 
faculties, wisdom is repeatedly given the highest valuation; it is 
called the chief among the states conducive to enlightenment and 
extolled with lovely similes (48:51, 54, 55, 68-70). Indeed, wis
dom is said to be the faculty that stabilizes the other four facul
ties, making them faculties in the proper sense (48:45, 52). 

Both the five faculties and the five powers draw upon the same 

selection of spiritual qualities, and this raises the question of their 

relationship. It may seem that the faculties represent these five 
qualities at an earlier phase, and the powers at a later, more 
advanced phase, but the texts do not countenance this view. The 
Buddha declares the two sets to be identical, with the designa

tions "faculties" and "powers" being used simply to highlight 

different aspects of the same set of qualities; they are like the two 
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streams of the same river flowing around a midstream island 
(48:43). The commentary explains that the five factors become 

faculties when considered as exercising control in their respec
tive domains, and powers when considered as unshaken by their 
opposites. 

One relationship among the faculties, not mentioned in the sut
tas but discussed in the commentaries, is worth noting. This is 
their arrangement into mutually complementary pairs. Faith is 
paired with wisdom, ensuring that the emotional and intellectual 
sides of the spiritual life are kept in balance; energy is paired 
with concentration, ensuring that the activating and restraining 
sides of mental development are kept in balance. Mindfulness 
belongs to neither side but oversees the others, holding them 
together in a mutually enriching tension. 

The Indriyasarryutta ends with the repetition series, this time 
in two versions, the "based upon seclusion" version and the 
"removal of lust" version. 

49. Saml1lappadlziilZasarrzyutta 
50. Balasm.llyutta 

These two sarryuttas do not contain any original suttas but mere
ly instantiate the repetition series. Since the four right strivings 
are described by their own stock formula, the repetition series in 
the Sammappadhanasarryutta is stated only once, accompanied 
by this formula. The five powers are parallel to the five faculties, 
and therefore the Balasarryutta is to be elaborated with the rep
etition series filled out in the two versions. 

51. Iddhipiidasa'!zyutta 

The term iddl1ipada, rendered "basis for spiritual power," is a 
compound of iddhi and pada. Iddhi (Skt rddhi) originally meant 
Success, growth, or prosperity, but early on in the Indian yogic 
tradition the word had come to mean a special kind of success 
obtained through meditation, namely, the ability to perform 
Wondrous feats that defy the normal order of events. Such feats, 
for Indian spirituality, are not to be regarded as miracles proving 
the divine stature of the person who performs them. They are 
understood, rather, as extensions of natural causality which 
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become accessible to the meditator through accomplishment in 
concentration (samadhl). The mind trained in concentration is 
able to discern subtle interconnections between bands of mental 
and material energy invisible to ordinary sensory consciousness. 
Such perception enables the accomplished yogi to tap into the 
deep undercurrents of natural causality and use them to perform 
feats which, to the uninitiated, appear mystical or miraculous. 

While early Buddhism is often depicted as a rationalistic sys
tem of ethics or a path of purely ascetic meditation, the Nikayas 
themselves are replete with texts in which the Buddha is shown 
performing feats of psychic power and extolling disciples who 
excel in these skills. What the Buddha rejected was not the acqui
sition of such powers per se but their misuse for irresponsible 
ends. He prohibited his monks and nuns from displaying these 
powers to impress the laity and convert unbelievers, and he 
emphasized that these powers themselves are no proof that their 
bearer has genuine wisdom. In his system the real miracle was 
the "miracle of instruction" (anusasani-patihariya), the ability to 
transform a person through teachings on how to overcome evil 
and fulfil the good. 

Nevertheless, the Buddha incorporated the iddhis into his path 
of training with an eightfold scheme often encountered in the 
texts. The scheme is called simply "the various kinds of spiritual 
power" (anekavihita1J1 iddhividha1J1), and is mentioned close to a 
dozen times in the present saI!lyutta, most notably in the formal 
definition of iddhi (at 51:19). He also offers an expanded interpre
tation of the types of spiritual success obtainable through medi
tation, one which subsumes the iddhis under a broader category 

of six types of higher knowledge commonly known as the 

cha?abhitliia or six direct knowledges. These are: the eight kinds of 

spiritual powers; the divine ear; the ability to know the minds of 

other beings; the recollection of one's past lives; the knowled�e 

of the passing away and rebirth of beings according to theIr 

kamma; and the knowledge of the destruction of the taints (51:11, 

etc.). The first five are mundane, desirable as ornaments of an 

accomplished meditator but not essential for liberation (see 

12:70). The last is supramundane and the culmination of the step

by-step training. By adopting this wider and more profound co�

ception of spiritual success, the Buddha could include within his 

system the various spiritual powers esteemed so highly in the 
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Indian yogic culture while giving pride of place to the achieve
ment peculiar to his own discipline: the liberation of mind attain
able only through the destruction of the defilements. 

The four iddhipiidas are the means to attainment of the spiritual 
powers, whether of the mundane or the transcendental kind. 
Thus, though included among the thirty-seven aids to enlighten
ment, this set of factors has a somewhat different flavour than the 
others. While the others are all expounded solely for the contri
bution they make to enlightenment and the realization of 
Nibbana, the iddhipiidas can be used to achieve both the wonder
working iddhis and the supreme spiritual power of arahantship. 

The Iddhipadasaqlyutta sets the iddhipiidas in a universal con
text by declaring that all ascetics and brahmins-past, present, 
and future-who generate spiritual power do so by their means 
(51:6-7). Again, it is by developing the four iddhipiidas that all 
ascetics and brahmins of the three times become mighty and 
powerful (51:16), or acquire the six direct know ledges (51:17). 
Indeed, it is by developing the iddhipiidas that the Buddha has 
become a Perfectly Enlightened One (51:8). 

The four iddhipiidas are defined by a formula cited in almost 
every sutta of this collection. The formula can be analysed into 
three portions, two common to all four bases, the third differ
entiating them as fourfold. The-two common components are 
concentration (samiidhi) and "volitional formations of striving" 
(padhiinasmikhiirii). The latter is defined by the formula for the 
four right strivings (sammappadhiinii), so that the iddhipiidas, the 
third set of the aids to enlightenment, implicitly contain the 
second set. 

The components unique to each iddhipiida are the factors that 
take the lead in generating concentration: desire (chanda), energy 
(viriya), mind (citta), and investigation (vima1J1sii). The commen
tary interprets desire here as "desire to act" (kattuka1J1yatii) and 
"investigation" (vima1J1sii) as wisdom. Energy and mind are not 
given any special definitions apart from the general synonyms 
for these factors. Presumably, while all four qualities coexist in 
every state of concentration, on any given occasion only one of 
the four will assume the dominant role in generating concentra
tion and this gives its name to the iddhipiida. It is interesting to 
observe that the formula for right striving, included in the 
iddhipiida formula as noted above, mentions three factors that 
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function as iddhipadas, namely, desire, energy, and mind; and 
since right striving presupposes discrimination between whole
some and unwholesome states, some degree of investigation is 
also involved. Thus once again we can see the interwoven char
acter of the seven sets. 

The standard formula for the iddhipadas is sometimes embed
ded in a longer, more complex statement which shows that they 
are to be cultivated in conjunction with a number of other medi
tative skills necessary to ensure balance, thoroughness, and 
breadth to their development. The passage is stated baldly at 
51:11, as a discovery the Buddha made while still a bodhisatta 
striving for enlightenment; they recur at 51:12, as describing how 
a bhikkhu achieves the six direct knowledges. Read alone, the 
passage is far from self-explanatory, but 51:20 provides an inter
nal commentary on each term, almost in the manner of an 
Abhidhamma treatise. Another text, recurring five times with 
variations only in the auditors, gives individual definitions of 
spiritual power, the bases for spiritual power, the development 
of the bases for spiritual power, and the way to the development 
of the bases (51:19, 27-30). The last definition connects the four 
iddhipadas with the Noble Eightfold Path, again drawing our 
attention to the interdependence of the seven sets. 

In sum, the iddhis or spiritual powers to be acquired by medi
tation are: most narrowly, the eight kinds of spiritual powers, 
wondrous feats of psychic power; more broadly, the six direct 
knowledges; and consummately, the taintless liberation of mind. 
The means of achieving these powers, their bases or "feet" (the 
literal meaning of pada), are the four iddhipadas. These employ the 
four kinds of right striving and a particular dominant mental fac
tor to generate concentration, and this concentration, in conjunc
tion with the effort and the dominant factor, enables the medita

tor to exercise spiritual powers. To show that while the iddhipadas 
can lead to all three kinds of iddhi, the last is sufficient in itself, 
the suttas sometimes state simply that the four iddhipadas, when 
developed and cultivated, lead to the taintless liberation of mind 
(51:18, 23). 

In several texts, from the IddhipadasaI!lyutta and elsewhere, 
other marvellous potencies are ascribed to the four iddhipadas. 
One who has mastered them, it is said, can extend his life span 

even as long as a kappa, a term whose meaning here has been a 
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subject of controversy but which seems to signify a full cosmic 
aeon. The Buddha ascribes this ability to himself in the famous 
dialogue with Ananda at the Capala Shrine near Vesali, related 
in the Mahaparinibbana Sutta and reported here as well (51:11). 
Sariputta ascribes the same ability to Moggallana (at 12:30), who 

ironically is reported to have been killed by assassins. By devel
oping the iddlzipiidas, Moggallana can set off a minor earthquake 
with his toe (51:14), and the Buddha can use his physical body to 
travel to the brahma world (51:22). The sazrtyutta closes with the 
repetition series, which is run through in one round using the 
stock description of the iddhipadas. 

52. Anuruddhasa1rzYlltta 

This saf!lyutta features the Venerable Anuruddha as an exponent 
of the four establishments of mindfulness, which figure in every 
sutta in the chapter. The saf!lyutta may have originally belonged 
to the Satipatthanasarrtyutta, later to be detached and given inde
pendent status. The Satipatthanasaf!lyutta preserves three suttas 
spoken by Anuruddha (47:26-28), which are consonant in char
acter with those found here, and it is unclear why they were not 
taken out and brought into this collection. 

The first sutta of the Anuruddhasazrtyutta is of special interest, 
for it merges into one complex pattern the two extensions of the 
satipatpizana formula concerned with insight, one dealing with the 
contemplation of the four bases as internal and external, the 
other with contemplation of the four bases as having the nature 
of origination and vanishing. Also of interest is the long series of 
texts in the second vagga which show Anuruddha claiming it 
was by the practice of the four establishments of mindfulness 
that he developed various spiritual powers. Among these are the 
six direct knowledges (divided into two segments, 52:12-14, 
22-24), which are usually ascribed to the practice of the four 
iddhipadas. The assertion that they result from the practice of sati
patthiina means that the latter method need not be understood as 
exclusively a system of insight meditation (a widespread view) 
but can also be seen as a path conducive to the fulfilment of all 
the jhanas. We also find here (at 52:15-24) the ten knowledges 
elseWhere called the ten powers of the Tathagata (MN I 69-71). 
As the tradition regards these as unique endowments of a 
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Perfectly Enlightened One, the commentary explains that 
Anuruddha possessed them only in part. 

53. Ihiinasa7Jlyutta 

This salTlyutta contains only the standard jhana formula inte
grated with the repetition series in a single round. 

54. AniipiinaSa1Jlyutta 

Mindfulness of breathing (iiniipiinasati) is generally regarded as 
the most important meditation subject taught in the Nikayas. The 
Pali exegetical tradition holds that it was mindfulness of breath
ing that the Buddha practised on the night of his enlightenment, 
prior to attaining the four jhanas and the three true knowledges, 
and during his teaching career he occasionally would go off into 
seclusion to devote himself to this meditation. He calls it "the 
Tathagata's dwelling," a lofty honour, and often recommends it 
to both trainees and arahants. For those in training it leads to the 
destruction of the taints; for arahants it leads to a pleasant 
dwelling here and now and to mindfulness and clear compre
hension (54:11). 

The practice of mindfulness of breathing is defined by a six
teen-step formula first introduced in 54:1 and repeated through
out the AnapanasalTlyutta. The sixteen steps are not necessarily 
sequential but to some extent overlap; thus they might be called 
phases rather than steps. The first four are also mentioned in the 

Satipatthana Sutta, in the section on mindfulness of the body, but 
the sixteenfold formula gives the practice a wider range. The six
teen aspects are divided into four tetrads, each of which is corre
lated with one of the four establishments of mindfulness. The 
correlations are first explained in 54:10 and recur in several later 
suttas. 

The first six suttas of the AnapanasalTlyutta are framed in 
terms simply of mindfulness of breathing (iiniipiinasati). Fro� 
54:7 onwards, a shift takes place, and the suttas are phrased � 
terms of concentration by mindfulness of breathing (iiniipiinasatl-

samadhi). This is the concentration obtained by being mindful of 

the breath. Here again, as with the path factors, enlightenment 

factors, and faculties, mindfulness is a condition for concentra-
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lion. In 54:8 the Buddha enumerates the benefits that come from 
concentration gained by mindfulness of breathing: it is physical
ly easeful, removes worldly memories and thoughts, and leads to 
many exalted attainments including the four jhanas, the formless 
states, the attainment of cessation, and even liberation from the 
taints. Sutta 54:9 records the curious occasion when a large num
ber of monks, after hearing the Buddha preach on the foulness of 
the body, committed suicide. Subsequently the Buddha taught 
the bhikkhus iiniipfll1asati-samiidhi as a "peaceful and sublime" 
dwelling. 

The most important sutta in the Anapanasa�yutta is 54:13, the 
substance of which is repeated at 54:14-16. Here the Buddha 
explains how concentration by mindfulness of breathing fulfils 
the four establishments of mindfulness; these in turn fulfil the 
seven factors of enlightenment; and these in turn fulfil true 
knowledge and liberation. This method of exposition shows 
mindfulness of breathing as a complete subject of meditation that 
begins with simple attention to the breath and culminates in the 
highest deliverance of the mind. This theme is reconfirmed by 
the last string of suttas in the chapter, which declare that concen
tration by mindfulness of breathing leads to the abandoning of 
the fetters and the eradication of all defilements (54:17-20). 

55. Sotiipattisa7?1yutta 

This chapter might have been more accurately entitled Sotapatti
yangasa�yutta, for it is not concerned with stream-entry in a 

general way but with a specific group of factors that define a per
son as a stream-enterer (sotiipanna). The stream (sota) is the Noble 
Eightfold Path, and the stream-enterer is so called because he or 
she, by directly penetrating the truth of the Dhamma, has 
become possessed of the eight factors of the path (55:5). 

The four qualities that define a person as a stream-enterer are 
called the four sotiipattiyariga, factors of stream-entry. The Piili 
term is actually used with reference to two different tetrads. The 
more frequently mentioned tetrad is the set of four qualities pos
sessed by a stream-enterer, and in this context the term is prop
erly rendered "factors of stream-entry," or even "factors of the 
stream-enterer." But alongside this tetrad we find another one, 
less often mentioned, consisting of the qualities that must be 
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actualized to attain stream-entry. I translate sotiipattiyanga in this 
sense as "factors for stream-entry." 

The four factors possessed by the stream-enterer are confirmed 
confidence in the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Sangha (confi
dence in each being reckoned a separate factor), and "the virtues 
dear to the noble ones" (ariyakantiini siliini). Confirmed confi
dence (aveccappasnda) is faith rooted in personal validation of the 
truth of the Dhamma. The decisive event that marks the transi
tion from the stage of one "practising for the realization of the 
fruit of stream-entry" to that of a full-fledged stream-enterer is 
the "breakthrough to the Dhamma," also called the obtaining of 
the vision of the Dhamma (see 13:1). This consists in the direct 
seeing of the Four Noble Truths, or (more concisely) of the prin

ciple that "whatever has the nature of arising, aU that has the 
nature of cessation." On seeing the truth of the Dhamma, the dis
ciple eradicates the three lower fetters-identity view, doubt, 
and distorted grasp of rules and vows-and thus acquires confi
dence grounded upon this experiential confirmation. Such confi
dence is placed in the "Three Jewels" of Buddhism: in the 
Buddha as the supreme teacher of the path to Nibbana; in the 
Dhamma as the map and goal of the path; and in the Sangha as 
the community of noble ones who share in the realization of the 
Dhamma. The attainment of stream-entry also issues in profound 
reverence for morality, particularly for the basic moral virtues 
comprised in the five precepts: abstinence from the destruction 
of life, taking what is not given, sexual misconduct, false speech, 
and the use of intoxicants. 

The stream-enterer is characterized by a stock formula repeat
ed many times in the Sotapattisarp.yutta and elsewhere in the 
Nikayas. He or she is "no longer bound to the nether world 
(avinipntadhamma)," incapable of taking rebirth in any of the 
lower realms of existence-the hells, the animal realm, or the 
domain of ghosts; "fixed in destiny" (niyata), bound to reach lib
eration without regression after seven lives at most, all lived 
either in the human world or in a celestial realm; and "with 

enlightenment as destination" (sambodhipariiyana), bound to 

attain full knowledge of the Four Noble Truths culminating in 
the destruction of the taints. 

The Buddha calls the four factors of stream-entry "the mirror 

of the Dhamma," for reflection on them can enable the disciple to 
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determine whether he or she is a stream-enterer (55:8). He also 
calls them "streams of merit, streams of the wholesome, nutri
ments of happiness" (55:31, 41) and "divine tracks of the devas 
for the purification of beings" (55:34, 35). The four factors of 
stream-entry lead to a celestial rebirth (55:18, 36), but whether the 
disciple is reborn in heaven or in the human world, the factors 
bring long life, beauty, happiness, and dominion (55:30). They 
also still the fear of death, for a noble disciple who possesses 
these four factors has escaped the prospect of rebirth into a bad 
destination (55:14, 15). Thus, when ill, a stream-enterer can be 
consoled by being reminded that he or she possesses the four fac
tors, as A.nanda comforts the householder Anathapi1).<;iika (55:27). 
The controversial discourse on Sarakani (in two versions, 55:24, 
25) tells the story of a Sakyan noble who had been fond of drink
ing yet was declared by the Buddha a stream-enterer after his 
death. When this announcement drew a storm of protest from 
the Sakyans, the Buddha explained that Sarakani had completed 
the training before his death and thus had died a stream-enterer. 

Several suttas in this salllyutta present alternatives to the 
fourth item in the list. On two occasions, in place of "the virtues 
dear to the noble ones," generosity is cited as the fourth factor of 
stream-entry (55:6, 39); twice it is cited as the fourth stream of 
merit (55:3�, 42). Two texts cite "wisdom directed to arising and 
passing away," i.e., the wisdom of insight into impermanence, as 
the fourth stream of merit (55:33, 43). Thus, by collating the lists 
and taking the common core of the first three items to exemplify 
faith, we arrive at four central qualities of a stream-enterer: faith, 
virtue, generosity, and wisdom (saddha, sUa, caga, panna), else
where mentioned together as the marks of a sappurisa, a superior 
person. 

Possessing the four factors of stream-entry is not the end of the 
road for the noble disciple, but only a way station towards the 
final goal. They "lead to the destruction of the taints" (55:38), and 
one endowed with them "slants, slopes, and inclines to Nibbana" 
(55:22). However, though the stream-enterer is bound to win 
final realization, the Buddha urges such disciples not to become 
complacent but to hasten their progress by diligence (55:20). To a 
critically ill youth who has already reached stream-entry, he 
teaches six contemplations that "partake of true knowledge" by 
practising which the youth dies as a nonreturner (55:3). He even 
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instructs one lay follower how to guide another on his deathbed 
so as to lead him all the way to arahantship (55:54). 

T�e other t�trad consists of the four factors for stream-entry, 
that IS, for attaInment of stream-entry. These are: association with 
superior persons, hearing the true Dhamma, careful attention 
and practice in accordance with the Dhamma (55:5, 50). Thes� 
qualities lead not only to stream-entry but to all the fruits of the 
path. They also bring to fulfilment the various potentialities of 
wisdom (55:55-74). 

56. SaccasaI!lyutta 

The final saqtyutta of the Mahavagga is devoted to the truths dis
covered by the Buddha on the night of his enlightenment and 
placed by him at the core of his teaching. These, of course, are the 
Four Noble Truths, and thus this chapter on the truths makes a 
fitting conclusion to the entire Sazrtyutta Nikaya. The Four Noble 
Truths were first announced in the Dhammacakkappavattana 
Sutta, the first discourse at BaraI).asL Accordingly we find this 
sutta in the midst of this collection, tucked away almost incon
spicuously (56:11), but with its importance signalled by the 
applause of the devas resounding throughout the ten thousand
fold world system. 

To highlight their significance, the Saccasazrtyutta casts the 
Four Noble Truths against a universal background. They are not 
merely particular pronouncements of doctrine peculiar to one 
historical spiritual teacher known as the Buddha, but the content 
of realization for all �ho arrive at liberating truth, whether past, 
present, or future (56:3, 4). The Buddha is called the Perfectly 
Enlightened One just because he has awakened to these truths 
(56:23); even more, all the Buddhas of the past, present, and 
future become fully enlightened by awakening to these truths 
(56:24). The truths are described as noble (ariya) because they are 
actual, unerring, not otherwise (56:27), and because they are 

taught by the supreme noble one, the Buddha (56:28). They 

might also be called noble because they are the truths understood 

by the noble ones, from the strearn-enterer upwards, and because 
their realization confers noble stature. 

The reason sentient beings roam and wander in sazrtsara is 

because they have not understood and penetrated the Four 
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Noble Truths (56:21). Ignorant of the truths, they go from one 

existence to the next like a stick thrown into the air, falling now 
on its tip, now on its butt (56:33). At the base of the causal gene
sis of suffering is ignorance (avijjii), as is shown by the chain of 
dependent origination, and ignorance consists just in unaware
ness of the Four Noble Truths (56:17). Its antidote is knowledge 
(uijja), which accordingly is just knowledge of the four truths 
(56:18). But the world cannot find the way to liberation on its 
own. Before the arising of a Buddha the world is enveloped in 
thick spiritual darkness, as the cosmos is enveloped in physical 
darkness before the sun and moon are formed. The task of a 
Buddha is to discover the Four Noble Truths and teach them to 
the world. His doing so is "the manifestation of great light and 
radiance" (56:38). 

The things the Buddha knows but does not disclose are many, 
like the leaves in a si1J1sapii forest; the things he discloses are few, 
like the leaves in his hand. These few things are aU comprised in 
the Four Noble Truths. They are taught because they are benefi
cial, pertain to the fundamentals of the holy life, and lead to 
enlightenment and Nibbana (56:31). For the same reason the 
monks are to think thoughts connected with the truths and con
fine their conversation to talk about the truths (56:8-10). 

The first penetratjon of the Four Noble Truths occurs with the 
breakthrough to the Dhamma, which marks the attainment of 
stream-entry. To make this breakthrough is extremely difficult, 
more so even than piercing with an arrow the tip of a hair split 
into seven strands (56:45). But this achievement is a matter of the 
utmost urgency, for without making the breakthrough it is 
impossible to put an end to suffering (56:44). Hence the Buddha 
again and again urges his disciples to "arouse extraordinary 
desire" and "make an extraordinary effort" to make the break
through to the truths (56:34). 

Once the disciple makes the breakthrough and sees the truths, 
more work still lies ahead, for each of the truths imposes a task 
(kicca), and after entering the path the disciple must fulfil these 
tasks in order to win the final fruit. The Buddha discovered these �asks along with his enlightenment and announced them already 
m the first sermon (56:11). They are also discovered and declared 
by all Tathagatas (56:12). The truth of suffering, which ultimate
ly consists of the five aggregates and the six internal sense bases 
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(56:13, 14), should be fully understood (pariiiiieyya). The truth of 
its origin, craving, should be abandoned (pahatabba). The truth of 
cessation, Nibbana, should be realized (sacchikiitabba). And the 
truth of the way, the Noble Eightfold Path, should be developed 
(bhavetabba). Developing the path brings to completion all four 
tasks, at which point the disciple becomes an arahant who can 
sound the lion's roar of liberation, "What had to be done has 
been done." What had to be done is precisely the fulfilment of 
these four tasks. 

The Saccasarpyutta ends with several long repetition series. In 
vagga VI, 56:49-60 illustrate, with twelve similes, the magnitude 
of what has been achieved by one who has made the break
through to the truths. Vaggas VII-X pile up sutta upon sutta to 
illustrate the dire consequences of not seeing the truths. Vaggas 
XI-XII show how sentient beings migrate among the five desti
nations, going mostly from the higher realms to the lower ones, 
because they have not seen the truths. Thus the Sarpyutta Nikaya 
ends with this stark revelation of the pernicious nature of 
sarpsara, and with an urgent call to make an end to suffering by 
understanding, with direct vision, the Four Noble Truths which 
the Buddha himself discovered on the night of his enlightenment 
and left as his message to the world. 



[1] PART V: The Great Book (Mahavagga) 

Homage to the Blessed One, 
the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One 

Chapter I 

45 Maggasa1J1yutta 

Connected Discourses on the Path 

I. IGNORANCE 

1 (1) Ignorance 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwell
ing at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, AnathapiQc;lika's Park. There the 
Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus!" 

"Venerable sir! " those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said 
this: 

"Bhikkhus, ignorance is the forerunner in the entry upon 
unwholesome states, with shamelessness and fearlessness of 
wrongdoing following along.! For an unwise person immersed 
in ignorance, wrong view springs up. For one of wrong view, 
wrong intention springs up. For one of wrong intention, wrong 
speech springs up. For one of wrong speech, wrong action 
springs up. For one of wrong action, wrong livelihood springs 
up. For one of wrong livelihood, wrong effort springs up. For one 
of wrong effort, wrong mindfulness springs up. For one of 
wrong mindfulness, wrong concentration springs up. 

"Bhikkhus, true knowledge is the forerunner in the entry upon 
wholesome states, with a sense of shame and fear of wrongdoing 
following along.2 [2] For a wise person who has arrived at true 
knowledge, right view springs up. For one of right view, right 

1523 
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int�ntion springs up. F�r one of rig
.
ht inte�tion, right speech 

spnngs up. For one of nght speech, nght actlOn springs up. F 
one of right action, right livelihood springs up. For one of ri �r 

livelihood, right effort springs up. For one of right effort, ri \ t 
mindfulness springs up. For one of right mindfulness, right c�n� 
centration springs up."3 

2 (2) Half the Holy Life 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling 
among the Sakyans where there was a town of the Sakyans 
named Nagaraka.4 Then the Venerable Ananda approached the 
Blessed One. Having approached, he paid homage to the Blessed 
One, sat down to one side, and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, this is half of the holy life, that is, good friend
ship, good companionship, good comradeship."S 

"Not so, Ananda! Not so, Ananda! This is the entire holy life, 
Ananda, that is, good friendship, good companionship, good 
comradeship. When a bhikkhu has a good friend, a good com
panion, a good comrade, it is to be expected that he will develop 
and cultivate the Noble Eightfold Path.6 

"And how, Ananda, does a bhikkhu who has a good friend, a 
good companion, a good comrade, develop and cultivate the 
Noble Eightfold Path? Here, Ananda, a bhikkhu develops right 
view, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, 
maturing in release? He develops right intention . . .  right speech 
. . .  right action . . .  right livelihood . . .  right effort . . .  right mind-
fulness . . .  right concentration, which is based upon seclusion, 
dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. It is in this way, 
Ananda, that a bhikkhu who has a good friend, a good compan
ion, a good comrade, develops and cultivates the Noble 

Eightfold Path. [3) 
"By the following method too, Ananda, it may be understo?d 

how the entire holy life is good friendship, good companionship, 

good comradeship: by relying upon me as a good friend, 

Ananda, beings subject to birth are freed from birth; beings sub
ject to aging are freed from aging; beings subject to death �re 
freed from death; beings subject to sorrow, lamentation, p�1l1' 
displeasure, and despair are freed from sorrow, lamentatIOn, 
pain, displeasure, and despair. By this method, Ananda, it 111ay 
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be understood how the entire holy life is good friendship, good 
companionship, good comradeship."  

3 (3) Sariplltta 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Sariputta approached the 
Blessed One . . .  and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, this is the entire holy life, that is, good friend
ship, good companionship, good comradeship. us 

"Good, good, Sariputta! This is the entire holy life, Sariputta, 
that is, good friendship, good companionship, good comrade
ship. When a bhikkhu has a good friend, a good companion, a 
good comrade, it is to be expected that he will develop and culti
vate the Noble Eightfold Path. 

"And how, Sariputta, does a bhikkhu who has a good friend, a 
good companion, a good comrade, develop and cultivate the 
Noble Eightfold Path?" 

(The rest as in the preceding sutta.) [4] 

4 (4) The Brahmin 

At Savatthi. Then, in the morning, the Venerable Ananda dressed 
and, taking bowl and robe, entered Savatthi for alms. The 
Venerable .Ananda saw the brahmin JaI).ussoI).i departing from 
Savatthi in an all-white chariot drawn by mares.9 The horses 
yoked to it were white, its ornaments were white, the chariot was 
white, its upholstery was white, the reins, goad, and canopy 
were white, his turban, clothes, and sandals were white, and he 
was being fanned by a white chowry. People, having seen this, 
said: "Divine indeed, sir, is the vehicle! It appears to be a divine 
vehicle indeed, sir!"lO 

Then, when the Venerable .Ananda had walked for alms in 
Savatthi and returned from his alms round, after his meal he 
approached the Blessed One, [5] paid homage to him, sat down 
to one side, and said to him: 

"Here, venerable sir, in the morning I dressed and, taking bowl 
and robe, entered Savatthi for alms. I saw the brahmin JaI).ussoI).i 
departing from Savatthi in an all-white chariot drawn by 
mares . . . .  People, having seen this, said: 'Divine indeed, sir, is the 
Vehicle! It appears to be a divine vehicle indeed, sir!' Is it possible, 
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venerable sir, to point out a divine vehicle in this Dhamma a d Discipline?" 
n 

"It is possible, Ananda," the Blessed One said. "This is a de . 
nation for this Noble Eightfold Path: 'the divine vehicle' and ��� 
vehicle of Dhamma' and 'the unsurpassed victory in battle: 

"Right view, Ananda, when developed and cultivated, has as 
its final goal the removal of lust, the removal of hatred, the 
removal of delusion. Right intention . . .  Right concentration 
when developed and cultivated, [6] has as its final goal th� 
removal of lust, the removal of hatred, the removal of delusion. 

"In this way, Ananda, it may be understood how this is a des
ignation for this Noble Eightfold Path: 'the divine vehicle' and 
'the vehicle of Dhamma' and 'the unsurpassed victory in battle.'" 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

"Its qualities of faith and wisdom 
Are always yoked evenly together.!l 
Shame is its pole, mind its yoke-tie, 
Mindfulness the watchful charioteer. 

"The chariot's ornament is virtue, 
Its axle jhana,l2 energy its wheels; 
Equanimity keeps the burden balanced, 
Desirelessness serves as upholstery. 

"Good will, harmlessness, and seclusion: 
These are the chariot's weaponry, 
Forbearance its armour and shield,l3 
As it rolls towards security from bondage. 

"This divine vehicle unsurpassed 
Originates from within oneself.!4 
The wise depart from the world in it, 
Inevitably winning the victory." 

5 (5) For What Purpose? 

At Savatthi. Then a number of bhikkhus approached the Blessed 

One . . . . Sitting to one side, those bhikkhus said to the Blessed One: 
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"Here, venerable sir, wanderers of other sects ask us: 'For what 
purpose, friends, is the holy life lived under the ascetic Gotama?' 
When we are asked thus, venerable sir, we answer those wan
derers thus: 'It is, friends, for the full understanding of suffering 
that the holy life is lived under the Blessed One.' We hope, ven
erable sir, that when we answer thus we state what has been said 
by the Blessed One and do not misrepresent him with what is 
contrary to fact; [7] that we explain in accordance with the 
Dhamma, and that no reasonable consequence of our assertion 
gives ground for criticism." 

"Surely, bhikkhus, when you answer thus you state what has 
been said by me and do not misrepresent me with what is con
trary to fact; you explain in accordance with the Dhamma, and 
no reasonable consequence of your assertion gives ground for 
criticism. For, bhikkhus, it is for the full understanding of suffer
ing that the holy life is lived under me. 

"If, bhikkhus, wanderers of other sects ask you: 'But, friends, is 
there a path, is there a way for the full understanding of this suf
fering?'-being asked thus, you should answer them thus: 'There 
is a path, friends, there is a way for the full understanding of this 
suffering. ' 

"And what, bhikkhus, is that path, what is that way for the full 
understanding of this suffering? It is this Noble Eightfold Path; 
that is, right view . . .  right concentration. This is the path, this is 
the way for the full understanding of this suffering. 

"Being asked thus, bhikkhus, you should answer those wan
derers of other sects in such a way." 

6 (6) A Certain Bhikkhu (1) 

At Savatthi. Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed 
One . . . . Sitting to one side, that bhikkhu said to the Blessed One: 

"Venerable sir, it is said, 'the holy life, the holy life.' What, ven
erable sir, is the holy life? What is the final goal of the holy life?" 

"This Noble Eightfold Path, bhikkhu, is the holy life; that is, 
right view . . .  right concentration. [8] The destruction of lust, the 
destruction of hatred, the destruction of delusion: this is the final 
goal of the holy life." 
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7 (7) A Certain Bhikkhu (2) 

"Venerable sir, it is said, 'the removal of lust, the removal of 
hatred, the removal of delusion.' Of what now, venerable sir i 
this the designation?" 

' S 

"This, bhikkhu, is a designation for the element of Nibbana: the 
removal of lust, the removal of hatred, the removal of deluSion. 
The destruction of the taints is spoken of in that way."15 

When this was said, that bhikkhu said to the Blessed One: 
"Venerable sir, it is said, 'the Deathless, the Deathless.' What 
now, venerable sir, is the Deathless? What is the path leading to 
the Deathless?" 

"The destruction of lust, the destruction of hatred, the destruc
tion of delusion: this is called the Deathless. This Noble Eightfold 
Path is the path leading to the Deathless; that is, right view . . .  
right concentration." 

8 (8) Analysis 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you the Noble Eightfold Path 
and I will analyse it for you. Listen to that and attend closely, I 
will speak." 

"Yes, venerable sir," those bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One 
said this: 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the Noble Eightfold Path? Right view 
. . .  right concentration.16 

"And what, bhikkhus, is right view? Knowledge of suffering, 
knowledge of the origin of suffering, [9] knowledge of the cessa
tion of suffering, know ledge of the way leading to the cessation 
of suffering: this is called right view. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is right intention? Intention of renuncia
tion, intention of non-ill will, intention of harmlessness: this is 
called right intention. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is right speech? Abstinence from false 

speech, abstinence from divisive speech, abstinence from harsh 

speech, abstinence from idle chatter: this is called right speech. 
"And what, bhikkhus, is right action? Abstinence from the 

destruction of life, abstinence from taking what is not given, 

abstinence from sexual misconductP this is called right action. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is right livelihood? Here a noble disciple, 
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having abandoned a wrong mode of livelihood, earns his living 
by a right livelihood: this is called right livelihood. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is right effort? Here, bhikkhus, a 
bhikkhu generates desire for the nonarising of unarisen evil 
unwholesome states; he makes an effort, arouses energy, applies 
his mind, and strives. He generates desire for the abandoning of 
arisen evil unwholesome states . . . . He generates desire for the arising 
of unarisen wholesome states . . .. He generates desire for the mainte-
nance of arisen wholesome states, for their nondecay, increase, 
expansion, and fulfilment by development; he makes an effort, arous
es energy, applies his mind, and strives. 1his is called right effort. 

"And what, bhikkhus is right mindfulness? Here, bhikkhus, a 
bhikkhu dwells contemplating the body in the body, ardent, 
dearly comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness 
and displeasure in regard to the world. He dwells contemplating 
feelings in feelings, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, 
having removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the 
world. He dwells contemplating mind in mind, ardent, [10J clear
ly comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness and 
displeasure in regard to the world. He dwells contemplating 
phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, 
mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in 
regard to the world. This is called right mindfulness. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is right concentration? Here, bhikkhus, 
secluded from sensual pleasures, secluded from unwholesome 
states, a bhikkhu enters and dwells in the first jhana, which is 
accompanied by thought and examination, with rapture and 
happiness born of seclusion. With the subsiding of thought and 
examination, he enters and dwells in the second jhana, which has 
internal confidence and unification of mind, is without thought 
and examination, and has rapture and happiness born of con
centration. With the fading away as well of rapture, he dwells 
equanimous and, mindful and clearly comprehending, he expe
riences happiness with the body; he enters and dwells in the 
third jhana of which the noble ones declare: 'He is equanimous, 
mindful, one who dwells happily.' With the abandoning of 
pleasure and pain, and with the previous passing away of joy 
�nd displeasure, he enters and dwells in the fourth jhana, which 
IS 

.
neither painful nor pleasant and includes the purification of 

tnindfulness by equanimity. This is called right concentration." 
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9 (9) The Spike 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, suppose a spike of rice or a spike of bar
ley were wrongly directed and were pressed upon by the hand 
or the foot. That it could pierce the hand or the foot and draw 
blood: this is impossible. For what reason? Because the spike is 
wrongly directed. So too, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu with a 
wrongly directed view, with a wrongly directed development of 
the path, could pierce ignorance, arouse true knowledge, and 
realize Nibbana: this is impossible. For what reason? Because his 
view is wrongly directed. 

"Bhikkhus, suppose a spike of rice or a spike of barley were 
rightly directed and were pressed upon by the hand or the foot. 
That it could pierce the hand or the foot and draw blood: this is 
possible. For what reason? Because the spike is rightly directed. 
[11]  So too, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu with a rightly directed 
view, with a rightly directed development of the path, could 
pierce ignorance, arouse true knowledge, and realize Nibbana: 
this is possible. For what reason? Because his view is rightly 
directed. 

"And how does a bhikkhu do so? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 
develops right view, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, 
and cessation, maturing in release. He develops . . .  right concen
tration, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, 
maturing in release. 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu with a rightly 
directed view, with a rightly directed development of the path, 
pierces ignorance, arouses true knowledge, and realizes 
Nibbana."  

10 (10) Nandiya 

At Savatthi. Then the wanderer Nandiya approached the Blessed 
One and exchanged greetings with him. When they had con
cluded their greetings and cordial talk, he sat down to one side 

and said to the Blessed One: "How many things, Master Gotama, 
when developed and cultivated, lead to Nibbana, have Nibbana 
as their destination, Nibbana as their final goal?" 

"These eight things, Nandiya, when developed and cultivated, 

lead to Nibbana, have Nibbana as their destination, Nibbana as 
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their final goal. What eight? Right view . , . right concentration. 
These eight things, when developed and cultivated, lead to 
Nibbana, have Nibba.na as their destination, Nibbana as their 

final goal." 
When this was said, the wanderer Nandiya said to the Blessed 

One: "Magnificent, Master Gotama! Magnificent, Master [12] 
Gotama! . . .  From today let Master Gotama remember me as a lay 
follower who has gone for refuge for life." 

II. DWELLING 

1 1  (1) Dwelling (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I wish to go into seclusion for half a 
month. I should not be approached by anyone except the one 
who brings me almsfood. "18 

"Yes, venerable sir," those bhikkhus replied, and no one 
approached the Blessed One except the one who brought him 
almsfood. 

Then, when that half-month had passed, the Blessed One 
emerged from seclusion and addressed the bhikkhus thus: 

"Bhikkhus, I have been dwelling in part of the abode in which 
I dwelt just after I became fully enlightened.19 I have understood 
thus: 'There is feeling with wrong view as condition, also feeling 
with right view as condition . . . .  There is feeling with wrong con
centration as condition, also feeling with right concentration as 
condition. There is feeling with desire as condition, also feeling 
with thought as condition, also feeling with perception as condi
tion.2° 

'''When desire has not subsided, and thought has not subsided, 
and perception has not subsided, there is feeling with that as con
dition. [When desire has subsided, and thoughts have not sub
sided, [13] and perceptions have not subsided, there is also feel
ing with that as condition. When desire has subsided, and 
thoughts have subsided, and perceptions have not subsided, 
there is also feeling with that as condition.] When desire has sub
sided, and thought has subsided, and perception has subsided, 
there is also feeling with that as condition. There is effort for the 
attainment of the as-yet-unattained. When that stage has been 
reached, there is also feeling with that as condition."'21 
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12 (2) Dwelling (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I wish to go into seclusion for th 
months. I should not be approached by anyone except th 

ree 
, e one who brings me almsfood." 

"Yes, venerable sir," those bhikkhus replied, and no one 
approached the Blessed One except the one who brought him 
almsfood. 

Then, when those three months had passed, the Blessed One 
emerged from seclusion and addressed the bhikkhus thus: 

"Bhikkhus, I have been dwelling in part of the abode in which 
I dwelt just after I became fully enlightened. I have understood 
thus: 'There is feeling with wrong view as condition, also feeling 
with the subsiding of wrong view as condition.22 There is feeling 
with right view as condition, also feeling with the subsiding of 
right view as condition . . . . There is feeling with wrong concen
tration as condition, also feeling with the subsiding of wrong 
concentration as condition. There is feeling with right concentra
tion as condition, also feeling with the subsiding of right concen
tration as condition. There is feeling with desire as condition, 
also feeling with the subsiding of desire as condition. There is 
feeling with thought as condition, also feeling with the subsiding 
of thought as condition. There is feeling with perception as con
dition, also feeling with the subsiding of perception as condition. 

"'When desire has not subsided, and thought has not subsided, 
and perception has not subsided, there is feeling with that as con
dition. [When desire has subsided, and thoughts have not sub
sided, and perceptions have not subsided, there is also feeling 
with that as condition. When desire has subsided, and thoughts 
have subsided, and perceptions have not subsided, there is also 
feeling with that as condition]. [14] When desire has subsided, 
and thought has subsided, and perception has subsided, there is 
also feeling with that as condition. There is effort for the attain
ment of the as-yet-unattained. When that stage has been reached, 
there is also feeling with that as condition.'" 

13 (3) A Trainee 

At Savatthi. Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed 
One . . . . Sitting to one side, that bhikkhu said to the Blessed One: 
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"Venerable sir, it is said, 'a trainee, a trainee.' In what way is 
. ?" 

one a tramee. 
"Here, bhikkhu, one possesses a trainee's right view . . .  a 

trainee's right concentration. It is in this way that one is a trainee. /1 

14 (4) Arising (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, these eight things, developed and culti
vated, if una risen do not arise apart from the appearance of a 
Tathagata, an Arahant, a Perfectly Enlightened One. What eight? 
Right view . . .  right concentration. These eight things . . . . /1 

15 (5) Arising (2) 
At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, these eight things, developed and culti
vated, if unarisen do not arise apart from the Discipline of a 
Fortunate One. What eight? Right view . . .  [15] right concentra
tion. These eight things . . . .  /1 

16 (6) Purified (1) 
At Savatthi. II Bhikkhus, these eight things, purified, cleansed, 
flawless, free from corruptions, if una risen do not arise apart 
from the appearance of a Tathagata, an Arahant, a Perfectly 
Enlightened One. What eight? Right view . . .  right concentration. 
These eight things . . . .  /1 

1 7 (7) Purified (2) 
At Savatthi. II Bhikkhus, these eight things, purified, cleansed, 
flawless, free from corruptions, if unarisen do not arise apart 
from the Discipline of a Fortunate One. What eight? Right view 
. . .  right concentration. These eight things . . . .  /1 

18 (8) The Cock's Park (1) 
Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Venerable Ananda and 
the Venerable Bhadda were dwelling at Pataliputta in the Cock's 
Park. Then, in the evening, the Venerable Bhadda emerged from 
seclusion, approached the Venerable Ananda, and exchanged 
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greetings 
.
with him. When they had conc�uded their greetings 

and cordial talk, he sat down to one sIde and said to th _ e 
Venerable Ananda: 

"Friend Ananda, it is said, 'the unholy life, the unholy life: 
What now, friend, is the unholy life?" [16] 

"Good, good, friend Bhadda! Your intelligence is excellent 23 
friend Bhadda, your ingenuity is excellen!, your inquiry is a gO�d 
one. For you have asked me: 'Friend Ananda, it is said, "the 
unholy life, the unholy life." What now, friend, is the unholy life?'" 

"Yes, friend." 
"This eightfold wrong path, friend, is the unholy life; that is, 

wrong view . . .  wrong concentration." 

1 9  (9) The Cock's Park (2) 
At Pataliputta. "Friend Ananda, it is said, 'the holy life, the holy 
life.' What now, friend, is the holy life and what is the final goal 
of the holy life?" 

"Good, good, friend Bhadda! Your intelligence is excellent, 
friend Bhadda, your ingenuity is excellent, your inquiry is a good 
one. For you have asked me: 'Friend Ananda, it is said, "the holy 
life, the holy life." What now, friend, is the holy life and what is 
the final goal of the holy life?'" 

"Yes, friend." 
"This Noble Eightfold Path, friend, is the holy life; that is, right 

view . . .  right concentration. The destruction of lust, the destruc
tion of hatred, the destruction of delusion: this, friend, is the final 
goal of the holy life." 

20 (10) The Cock's Park (3) 

At Pataliputta. "Friend Ananda, it is said, 'the holy life, the holy 
life: What now, friend, is the holy life, and who is a follower of 
the holy life, and what is the final goal of the holy life?" [17] 

"Good, good, friend Bhadda! Your intelligence is excellent, friend 
Bhadda, your ingenuity is excellent, your inquiry is a good o�e. 

For you have asked me: 'Friend Ananda, it is said, "the holy bfe, 

the holy life." What now, friend, is the holy life, and who is � f�!,: 
lower of the holy life, and what is the final goal of the holy hfe. 

"Yes, friend." 
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"This Noble Eightfold Path, friend, is the holy life; that is, right 
view '" right conce�tration. One who possesses this Noble 
Eightfold Path is called a liver of the holy life. The destruction of 
lust, the destruction of hatred, the destruction of delusion: this, 
friend, is the final goal of the holy life." 

III. WRONGNESS 

21 (1) Wrongness 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you wrongness and right
ness. Listen to that . . . .  [ 18] 

"And what, bhikkhus, is wrongness? It is: wrong view . . . 
wrong concentration. This is called wrongness. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is rightness? It is: right view . . .  right 
concentration. This is called rightness." 

22 (2) Unwholesome States 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you unwholesome states and 
wholesome states. Listen to that. . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, are unwholesome states? They are: 
wrong view . . .  wrong concentration. These are called unwhole
some states. 

"And what, bhikkhus, are wholesome states? They are: right 
view . . . right concentration. These are called wholesome states." 

23 (3) The Way (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you the wrong way and the 
right way. Listen to that . . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is the wrong way? It is: wrong view . . . 
wrong concentration. This is called the wrong way. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the right way? It is: right view . . .  right 
concentration. This is called the right way." 

24 (4) The Way (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, whether for a layperson or one gone 
forth, I do not praise the wrong way. Whether it is a layperson or 
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one gone forth who is practising wrongly, [191 because of und er
taking the wrong way of practice he does not attain the method 
the Dhamma that is wholesome.24 And what, bhikkhus, is th ' 
wrong way? It is: wrong view . . .  wrong concentration. This i: 
called the wrong way. Whether it is a layperson or one gone forth 
who is practising wrongly, because of undertaking the wron 
way of practice he does not attain the method, the Dhamma tha� 
is wholesome. 

"Bhikkhus, whether for a layperson or one gone forth, I praise 
the right way. Whether it is a layperson or one gone forth who is 
practising rightly, because of undertaking the right way of prac
tice he attains the method, the Dhamma that is wholesome. And 
what, bhikkhus, is the right way? It is: right view . . .  right con
centration. This is called the right way. Whether it is a layperson 
or one gone forth who is practising rightly, because of undertak
ing the right way of practice he attains the method, the Dhamma 
that is wholesome." 

25 (5) The Inferior Person (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you the inferior person and 
the superior person. Listen to that. .  . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is  the inferior person? Here someone is 
of wrong view, wrong intention, wrong speech, wrong action, 
wrong livelihood, wrong effort, wrong mindfulness, wrong con
centration. This is called the inferior person. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the superior person? Here someone is 
of right view, right intention, right speech, [20] right action, right 
livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, right concentration. 
This is called the superior person." 

26 (6) The Inferior Person (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you the inferior person and 

the one who is worse than the inferior person. I will teach you the 

superior person and the 'one who is better than the superior per-

son. Listen to that . . . .  . 
"And what, bhikkhus, is the inferior person? Here someon� 15 

of wrong view ' "  wrong concentration. This is called the inferIor 

person. 
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"And what, bhikkhus, is the one who is worse than the inferior 
person? Here someone is of wrong view . . .  wrong concentration, 
wrong knowledge, wrong liberation.25 This is called the one who 
is worse than the inferior person. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the superior person? Here someone is 
of right view . . .  right concentration. This is called the superior 
person. 

a And what, bhikkhus, is the one who is better than the superi
or person? Here someone is of right view . . .  right concentration, 
right knowledge, right liberation. This is called the one who is 
better than the superior person." 

27 (7) The Pot 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, just as a pot without a stand is easily 
knocked over, while one with a stand is difficult to knock over, 
so the mind without a stand is easily knocked over, while the 
mind with a stand is difficult to knock over. [21] 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the stand of the mind? It is this Noble 
Eightfold Path; that is, right view . . .  right concentration. This is 
the stand of the mind. 

"Bhikkhus, just as a pot . . .  so the mind without a stand is eas
ily knocked over, while the mind with a stand is difficult to 
knock over." 

28 (8) Concentration 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you noble right concentration 
with its supports and its accessories.26 Listen to that. .  . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is noble right concentration with its sup
ports and its accessories? There are: right view . . .  right mindful
ness. The one-pointedness of mind equipped with these seven 
factors is called noble right concentration 'with its supports,' and 
also 'with its accessories.'" 

29 (9) Feeling 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these three feelings. What three? Pleasant feeling, painful feeling, neither-painful-nor
pleasant feeling. These are the three feelings. 
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"The Noble Eightfold Path, bhikkhus, is to be developed f 
the full understanding of these three feelings. What is the NOb�r 

Eightfold Path? It is: right view . . .  right concentration. [22] Th
e 

Noble Eightfold Path is to be developed for the full understand� 
ing of these three feelings." 

30 (10) Uttiya 

At Savattru. Then the Venerable Uttiya approached the Blessed 
One . . .  and said to him: 

"Here, venerable sir, when I was alone in seclusion a reflection 
arose in my mind thus: 'Five cords of sensual pleasure have been 
spoken of by the Blessed One. But what now are those five cords 
of sensual pleasure?'" 

"Good, good, Uttiya! These five cords of sensual pleasure have 
been spoken of by me. What five? Forms cognizable by the eye 
that are desirable, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, 
tantalizing. Sounds cognizable by the ear ' "  Odours cognizable 
by the nose . . .  Tastes cognizable by the tongue ' "  Tactile objects 
cognizable by the body that are desirable, lowly, agreeable, 
pleasing, sensually enticing, tantalizing. These are the fi\'e cords 
of sensual pleasure spoken of by me. 

"The Noble Eightfold Path, Uttiya, is to be de\Oeloped for the 
abandoning of these five cords of sensual pleasure. And what is 
the Noble Eightfold Path? It is: right view . . .  right concentration. 
This Noble Eightfold Path is to be developed for the abandoning 
of these five cords of'sensual pleasure." 

[23] IV. PRACTICE 

31 (1) Practice (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you wrong practice and right 
practice. Listen to that . . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is wrong practice? It is: wrong view . . · 
wrong concentration. This is called wrong practice. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is right practice? It is: right view . . .  right 

concentration. This is called right practice." 
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32 (2) Practice (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you the one practising 
wrongly and the one practising rightly. Listen to that. .  . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is the one practising wrongly? Here 
someone is of wrong view . . .  wrong concentration. This is called 
the one practising wrongly. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the one practising rightly? Here some
one is of right view . . .  right concentration. This is called the one 
practising rightly."27 

33 (3) Neglected 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, those who have neglected the Noble 
Eightfold Path have neglected the noble path28 leading to the 
complete destruction of suffering. Those who have undertaken 
the Noble Eightfold Path have undertaken the noble path leading 
to the complete destruction of suffering. [24] 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the Noble Eightfold Path? It is: right 
view . . .  right concentration. Those who have neglected this 
Noble Eightfold Path . . .  Those who have undertaken this Noble 
Eightfold Path have undertaken the noble path leading to the 
complete destruction of suffering." 

34 (4) Going Beyond 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, these eight things, when developed and 
cultivated, lead to going beyond from the near shore to the far 
shore. What eight? Right view . . .  right concentration. These eight 
things, when developed and cultivated, lead to going beyond 
from the near shore to the far shore."29 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

"Few are those among humankind 
Who go beyond to the far shore. 
The rest of the people merely run 
Up and down along the bank. 
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"When the Dhamma is rightly expounded 
Those who practise in accord with the Dhamma 
Are the people who will go beyond 
The realm of Death so hard to cross. 

"Having left behind the dark qualities, 
The wise man should develop the bright ones. 
Having come from home into homelessness, 
Where it is hard to take delight-

"There in seclusion he should seek delight, 
Having left behind sensual pleasures. 
Owning nothing, the wise man 
Should cleanse himself of mental defilements. 

"Those whose minds are well developed 
In the factors of enlightenment, 
Who through nonclinging find delight 
In the relinquishment of grasping: 
Those luminous ones with taints destroyed 
Are fully quenched in the world." [25] 

35 (5) Asceticism (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you asceticism and the fruits 
of asceticism. Listen to that. .  . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is asceticism? It is this Noble Eightfold 
Path; that is, right Yiew . . .  right concentration. This is called 
asceticism. 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the fruits of asceticism? The fruit of 

stream-entry, the fruit of once-returning, the fruit of nonreturning, 
the fruit of arahantship. These are called the fruits of asceticism." 

36 (6) Asceticism (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you asceticism and the goal 
of asceticism. Listen to that . . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is asceticism? I t  is this Noble Eightfold 
Path; that is, right view . . .  right concentration. This is called 
asceticism. 
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"And what, bhikkhus, is the goal of asceticism? The destruc
tion of lust, the destruction of hatred, the destruction of delusion. 
This is called the goal of asceticism." 

37 (7) Brahminhood (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you brahminhood and the 
fruits of brahminhood. Listen to that . . . . 

"And what, bhikkhus, is brahminhood? It is this Noble 
Eightfold Path; that is, right view . . .  right concentration. This is 
called brahminhood. 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the fruits of brahminhood? [26] The 
fruit of stream-entry, the fruit of once-returning, the fruit of non
returning, the fruit of arahantship. These are called the fruits of 
brahminhood. " 

38 (8) Brahminhood (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you brahminhood and the 
goal of brahminhood. Listen to that. . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is  brahminhood? I t  is  this Noble 
Eightfold Path; that is, right view . . .  right concentration. This is 
called brahminhood. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the goal of brahminhood? The 
destruction of lust, the destruction of hatred, the destruction of 
delusion. This is called the goal of brahminhood." 

39 (9) The Holy Life (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you the holy life and the 
fruits of the holy life. Listen to that . . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is the holy life? It is this Noble Eightfold 
Path; that is, right view . . .  right concentration. This is called the 
holy life. 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the fruits of the holy life? The fruit 
of stream-entry, the fruit of once-returning, the fruit of non
returning, the fruit of arahantship. These are called the fruits of 
the holy life." 
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40 (10) The Holy Life (2) 

At Savattht "Bhikkhus, I will teach you the holy life and the goal 
of the holy life. Listen to that . . . . 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the holy life? It is this Noble Eightfold 
Path; that is, right view . . .  right concentration. This is called the 
holy life. [27] 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the goal of the holy life? The destruc
tion of lust, the destruction of hatred, the destruction of delusion. 
This is called the goal of the holy life." 

V. WANDERERS OF OTHER SECTS30 

41 (1) The Fading Away of Lust 

At Savattht "Bhikkhus, if wanderers of other sects ask you: 'For 
what purpose, friends, is the holy life lived under the ascetic 
Gotama?'-being asked thus, you should answer them thus: 'It 
is, friends, for the fading away of lust that the holy life is lived 
under the Blessed One.' 

"Then, bhikkhus, if the wanderers of other sects ask you: 'But, 
friends, is there a path, is there a way for the fading away of 
lust?' -being asked thus, you should answer them thus: 'There is .. 
a path, friends, there is a way for the fading away of lust.' 

"And what, bhikkhus, is that path, what is that way [28] for the 
fading away of lust? It is this Noble Eightfold Path; that is, right 
view . . .  right concentration. This is the path, this is the way for 
the fading away of lust. 

"Being asked thus, bhikkhus, you should answer those wan
derers of other sects in such a way." 

42 (2)-48 (8) The Abandoning of the Fetters, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, if wanderers of other sects ask you: 'For what pur
pose, friends, is the holy life lived under the ascetic Gotama?'
being asked thus, you should answer them thus: 'It is, friends, for 

the abandoning of the fetters . . .  for the uprooting of the under

lying tendencies . . .  for the full understanding of the course31 . . •  
for the destruction of  the taints . . .  for the realization of  the fruit 

of true knowledge and liberation . . .  for the sake of knowledge 
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and vision . . . [29] '" for the sake of final Nibbana without cling
ing that the holy life is lived under the Blessed One: 

"Then, bhikkhus, if the wanderers of other sects ask you: 'But, 
friends, is there a path, is there a way for attaining final Nibbana 
without clinging?'-being asked thus, you should answer them 
thus: 'There is a path, friends, there is a way for attaining final 
Nibbl'ma without clinging.' 

"And what, bhikkhus, is that path, what is that way for attain
ing final Nibbana without clinging? It is this Noble Eightfold 
Path; that is, right view . . .  right concentration. This is the path, 
this is the way for attaining final Nibbana without clinging. 

"Being asked thus, bhikkhus, you should answer those wan
derers of other sects in such a way." 

VI. THE SUN REPETITION SERIES 

(i) BASED UPON SECLUSION VERSION 

49 (1) Good Friend 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, this is the forerunner and precursor of 
the rising of the sun, that is, the dawn. So too, bhikkhus, [30] for 
a bhikkhu this is the forerunner and precursor for the arising of 
the Noble Eightfold Path, that is, good friendship.32 When a 
bhikkhu has a good friend, it is to be expected that he will devel
op and cultivate this Noble Eightfold Path. 

"And how does a bhikkhu who has a good friend develop and 
cultivate the Noble Eightfold Path? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 
develops right view, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, 
and cessation, maturing in release . . . .  He develops right concen
tration, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, 
maturing in release. It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu 
who has a good friend develops and cultivates the Noble 
Eightfold Path." 

50 (2)-55 (7) Accomplishment in Virtue, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, this is the forerunner and precursor of the rising of 
the sun, that is, the dawn. So too, bhikkhus, for a bhikkhu this is 
the forerunner and precursor for the arising of the Noble 
Eightfold Path, that is, accomplishment in virtue . . .  accomplish-
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ment in desire . . .  accomplishment in self . . .  accomplishment . 
view . . .  accomplishment in diligence . . .  [31] . . .  accomplishme� 
in careful attention}3 When a bhikkhu is accomplished in careful 
attention, it is to be expected that he will develop and cUltivate 
this Noble Eightfold Path. 

"And how does a bhikkhu who is accomplished in careful 
attention develop and cultivate the Noble Eightfold Path? Here 
bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops right view, which is based upo� 
seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release . . . . He 
develops right concentration, which is based upon seclusion, dis
passion, and cessation, maturing in release. It is in this way, 
bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu who is accomplished in careful atten
tion develops and cultivates the Noble Eightfold Path." 

(ii) REMOVAL OF LUST VERSION 

56 (1) Good Friend 

"Bhikkhus, this is the forerunner and precursor of the rising of 
the sun, that is, the dawn. So too, bhikkhus, for a bhikkhu this is 
the forerunner and precursor for the arising of the Noble 
Eightfold Path, that is, good friendship. When a bhikkhu has a 
good friend, it is to be expected that he will develop and cultivate 
this Noble Eightfold Path. 

" And how does a bhikkhu who has a good friend develop and 
cultivate the Noble Eightfold Path? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 
develops right view, which has as its final goal the removal of 
lust, the removal of hatred, the removal of delusion . . . . He devel
ops right concentration, which has as its final goal the removal of 
lust, the removal of hatred, the removal of delusion. It is in this 
way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu who has a good friend develops 
and cultivates the Noble Eightfold Path." 

57 (2)-62 (7) Accomplishment in Virtue, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, this is the forerunner and precursor of the rising of 

the sun, that is, the dawn. So too, bhikkhus, for a bhikkhu this is 

the forerunner and precursor for the arising of the Noble 

Eightfold Path, that is, accomplishment in virtue . . .  [32] . . .  

accomplishment i n  desire . . .  accomplishment in self . . .  accorn-
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plishment in view . . .  accomplishment in diligence . . .  accom
plishment in careful attention. When a bhikkhu is accomplished 
in careful attention, it is to be expected that he will develop and 
cultivate this Noble Eightfold Path. 

"And how does a bhikkhu who is accomplished in careful 
attention develop and cultivate the Noble Eightfold Path? Here, 
bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops right view, which has as its final 
goal the removal of lust, the removal of hatred, the removal of 
delusion . . . .  He develops right concentration, which has as its 
final goal the removal of lust, the removal of hatred, the removal 
of delusion. It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu who is 
accomplished in careful attention develops and cultivates the 
Noble Eightfold Path." 

VII. ONE THING REPETITION SERIES (1) 
(i) BASED UPON SECLUSION VERSION 

63 (1) Good Friend 

At Savattht "Bhikkhus, one thing is very helpful for the arising 
of the Noble Eightfold Path. What one thing? Good friendship. 
[33] When a bhikkhu has a good friend, it is to be expected that 
he will develop and cultivate the Noble Eightfold Path. 

" And how does a bhikkhu who has a good friend develop and 
cultivate the Noble Eightfold Path? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 
develops right view, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, 
and cessation, maturing in release . . . . He develops right concen
tration, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, 
maturing in release. It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu 
who has a good friend develops and cultivates the Noble 
Eightfold Path." 

64 (2)-69 (7) Accomplishment in Virtue, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, one thing is very helpful for the arising of the Noble 
Eightfold Path. What one thing? Accomplishment in virtue 
Accomplishment in desire . . .  Accomplishment in self . .  . 
Accomplishment in view . . .  Accomplishment in diligence . .  . 
Accomplishment in careful attention . . . (complete as in §63) [34] . .  . 
He develops right concentration, which is based upon seclusion, 
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dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. It is in this way 
bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu who is accomplished in careful atten� 
tion develops and cultivates the Noble Eightfold Path." 

(ii) REMOVAL OF LUST VERSION 

70 (1) Good Friend 

At Savattht "Bhikkhus, one thing is very helpful for the arising 
of the Noble Eightfold Path. What one thing? Good friendship. 
When a bhikkhu has a good friend, it is to be expected that he 
will develop and cultivate the Noble Eightfold Path. 

" And how does a bhikkhu who has a good friend develop and 
cultivate the Noble Eightfold Path? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 
develops right view, which has as its final goal the removal of 
lust, the removal of hatred, the removal of delusion . . . . He devel
ops right concentration, which has as its final goal the removal of 
lust, the removal of hatred, the removal of delusion. It is in this 
way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu who has a good friend develops 
and cultivates the Noble Eightfold Path." 

71 (2)-76 (7) Accomplishment in Virtue, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, one thing is very helpful for the arising of the Noble 
Eightfold Path. What one thing? Accomplishment in virtue . .  . 
Accomplishment in desire . . .  Accomplishment in self . .  . 
Accomplishment in view . . .  [35] Accomplishment in diligence .. . 
Accomplishment in careful attention . . .  (complete as in §70) . . . He 
develops right concentration, which has as its final goal the 
removal of lust, the removal of hatred, the removal of delusion. 
It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu who is accomplished 
in careful attention develops and cultivates the Noble Eightfold 
Path." 

VIII. ONE THING REPETITION SERIES (2) 
(i) BASED UPON SECLUSION VERSION 

77 (1) Good Friend 

"Bhikkhus, I do not see even one other thing by means of which 
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the unarisen Noble Eightfold Path arises and the arisen Noble 
Eightfold Path goes to fulfilment by development so effectively 
as by this: good friendship. When a bhikkhu has a good friend, it 
is to be expected that he will develop and cultivate the Noble 
Eightfold Path. 

"And how does a bhikkhu who has a good friend deVelop and 
cultivate the Noble Eightfold Path? [36] Here, bhikkhus, a 

bhikkhu develops right view, which is based upon seclusion, 
dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release . . . . He develops 
right concentration, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, 
and cessation, maturing in release. It is in this way, bhikkhus, 
that a bhikkhu who has a good friend develops and cultivates the 
Noble Eightfold Path." 

78 (2)-83 (7) Accomplishment in Virtue, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, I do not see even one other thing by means of which 
the unarisen Noble Eightfold Path arises and the arisen Noble 
Eightfold Path goes to fulfilment by development so effectively 
as by this: accomplishment in virtue . . .  accomplishment in desire 
" .  accomplishment in self . . .  accomplishment in view . . .  accom
plishment in diligence . . .  accomplishment in careful attention . . .  
(complete a s  in §77) . . .  H e  develops right concentration, which is 
based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in 
release. It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu who is accom
plished in careful attention develops and cultivates the Noble 
Eightfold Path." [37] 

(ii) REMOVAL OF LUST vERSION 

84 (1) Good Friend 

"Bhikkhus, I do not see even one other thing by means of which 
the unarisen Noble Eightfold Path arises and the arisen Noble 
Eightfold Path goes to fulfilment by development so effectively 
as by this: good friendship. When a bhikkhu has a good friend, it 
is to be expected that he will develop and cultivate the Noble 
Eightfold Path. 

" And how does a bhikkhu who has a good friend develop and 
cultivate the Noble Eightfold Path? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 
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develops right view, which has as its final goal the removal of 
lust, the removal of hatred, the removal of delusion . . . .  He devel_ 
ops right concentration, which has as its final goal the removal of 
lust, the removal of hatred, the removal of delusion. It is in this 
way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu who has a good friend develops 
and cultivates the Noble Eightfold Path." 

85 (2)-90 (7) Accomplishment in Virtue, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, I do not see even one other thing by means of which 
the unarisen Noble Eightfold Path arises and the arisen Noble 
Eightfold Path goes to fulfilment by development so effectively 
as by this: accomplishment in virtue . . .  accomplishment in desire 
. , .  accomplishment in self . . .  accomplishment in view . . .  accom
plishment in diligence . . .  accomplishment in careful attention ' "  

(complete as in §84) [38] . . .  He develops right concentration, 
which has as its final goal the removal of lust, the removal of 
hatred, the removal of delusion. It is in this way, bhikkhus, that 
a bhikkhu who is accomplished in careful attention develops and 
cultivates the Noble Eightfold Path." 

IX. FIRST GANGES REPETITION SERIES34 
(i) BASED UPON SECLUSION VERSION 

91 (1) Slanting to the East (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus;' just as the river Ganges slants, slopes, 
and inclines towards the east, so too a bhikkhu who develops 
and cultivates the Noble Eightfold Path slants, slopes, and 
inclines towards Nibbana, 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu develop and cultivate 
the Noble Eightfold Path so that he slants, slopes, and inclines 
towards Nibbana? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops right 
view, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, 
maturing in release . .  , .  He develops right concentration, which is 
based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in 
release. It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu develops and 

cultivates the Noble Eightfold Path so that he slants, slopes, and 

inclines towards Nibbana." 
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92 (2)-96 (6) Slanting to the East (2-6) 

"Bhikkhus, just as the river Yamuna . . .  [39] . . .  the river Acira\"ati 
. . .  the river Sarabhu . . .  the river Mahi . . .  whatever great ri\"ers 

there are-that is, the Ganges, the Yamuna, the Aciravati, the 
Sarabhu, the Mahi-all slant, slope, and incline towards the east, 
so too a bhikkhu who develops and cultivates the Noble Eight
fold Path slants, slopes, and inclines towards Nibbana."  

(Complete as in §91.) 

97 (7)-102 (12) The Ocean 

"Bhikkhus, just as the river Ganges . . . [40 ]  . . .  whatever great 
rivers there are . . .  all slant, slope, and incline towards the ocean, 
so too a bhikkhu who develops and cultivates the Noble 
Eightfold Path slants, slopes, and inclines towards Nibbana."  

(Complete as in §§91-96.) 

X. SECOND GANGES REPETITION SERIES 

(ii) REMOVAL OF LUST VERSION 

103 (1)-108 (6) Slanting to the East 
109 (7)-114 (12) The Ocean 

(In this version §§103-1O8 are identical with §§91-96, and §§109-1 14 
with §§97-102, except for the following change:) 

"Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops and cultivates right 
view . . .  right concentration, which has as its final goal the 
removal of lust, the removal of hatred, the removal of delusion." 

[41] XI. THIRD GANGES REPETITION SERIES 

(iii) THE DEATHLESS AS ITS GROUND VERSION 

1 15 (1)-120 (6) Slanting to the East 
121 (7)-126 (12) The Ocean 

(In this version §§115-120 are identical with §§91-96, and §§121-126 
with §§97-102, except for the following change:) 

"Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops and cultivates right \"iew 
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. . .  right concentration, which has the Deathless as its ground, th 
Deathless as its destination, the Deathless as its final goal."35 e 

XII. FOURTH GANGES REPETITION SERIES 
(iv) SLANTS TOWARDS NIBBANA VERSION 

127 (1)-132 (6) Slanting to the East 
133 (7)-138 (12) The Ocean 

(In this version §§127-132 are identical with §§91-96, and §§133-138 
with §§97-102, except for the following change:) 

"Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops and cultivates right view 
. . .  right concentration, which slants, slopes, and inclines towards 
Nibbana." 

XIII. DILIGENCE36 

139 (1) The Tathiigata 

(i) BASED UPON SECLUSION VERSION 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, whatever beings there are-whether 
those without feet or those with two feet or those with four feet 
or those with many feet, whether consisting of form or formless, 
whether percipient, [42] nonpercipient, or neither percipient nor 
nonpercipient-the Tathagata, the Arahant, the Perfectly 
Enlightened One, is declared to be the chief among them. So too, 
whatever wholesome states there are, they are all rooted in dili
gence, converge upon diligence, and diligence is declared to be 
the chief among them.37 When a bhikkhu is diligent, it is to be 
expected that he will develop and cultivate the Noble Eightfold 
Path. 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu who is diligent develop 
and cultivate the Noble Eightfold Path? Here, bhikkhus, a 
bhikkhu develops right view '" right concentration, which is 

based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in 

release. It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu who is diligent 

develops and cultivates the Noble Eightfold Path." 
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(ii) REMOVAL OF LUST VERSION 

. . . "Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops right view . . .  right con
centration, which has as its final goal the removal of lust, the 
removal of hatred, the removal of delusion . . . . " [43] 

(iii) THE DEATHLESS AS ITS GROUND VERSION 

. . .  "Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops right view . . .  right con
centration, which has the Deathless as its ground, the Deathless 
as its destination, the Deathless as its final goal. . . . " 

(iv) SLANTS TOWARDS NIBBANA VERSION 

. . .  "Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops right view . . .  right con
centration, which slants, slopes, and inclines towards 
Nibbana . . . .  " 

(Each of the following suttas, §§140-148, is to be elaborated in accor
dance with the fourfold method of §139.) 

140 (2) The Footprint 

"Bhikkhus, just as the footprints of all living beings that walk fit 
into the footprint of the elephant, and the elephant's footprint is 
declared to be the chief among them, that is, with respect to size, 
so too whatever wholesome states there are, they are all rooted in 
diligence, converge upon diligence, and diligence is declared to 
be the chief among them. When a bhikkhu is diligent, it is to be 
expected that he will develop and cultivate the Noble Eightfold 
Path . . . . " 

141 (3) The Roof Peak 

"Bhikkhus, just as all the rafters of a peaked house lean towards 
the roof peak, slope towards the roof peak, converge upon the 
roof peak, and the roof peak is declared to be their chief, so too 
. . .  "38 [44] 
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142 (4) Roots 

"Bhikkhus, just as, of all fragrant roots, black orris is declared t 
b h ·  hi f " 0 

e t elr c e ,  so too . . .  

143 (5) Heartwood 

"Bhikkhus, just as, of all fragrant heartwoods, red sandalwood is 
declared to be their chief, so too . . .  " 

144 (6) Jasmine 

" Bhikkhus, just as, of all fragrant flowers, the jasmine is declared 
to be their chief, so too . . .  " 

145 (7) Monarch 

"Bhikkhus, just as all petty princes are the vassals of a wheel
turning monarch, and the wheel-turning monarch is declared to 
be their chief, so too . . .  " 

146 (8) The Moon 

"Bhikkhus, just as the radiance of all the stars does not amount to 
a sixteenth part of the radiance of the moon, and the radiance of 
the moon is declared to be their chief, so too . . .  " 

147 (9) The Sun 

"Bhikkhus, just as in the autumn, when the sky is clear and 
cloudless, the sun, ascending in the sky, dispels all darkness from 
space as it shines and beams and radiates, so too . . .  " [45] 

148 (10) The Cloth 

"Bhikkhus, just as, of all woven cloths, Kasian cloth is declared to 

be their chief, so too whatever wholesome states there are, they 

are all rooted in diligence, converge upon diligence, and dili

gence is declared to be the chief among them. When a bhikkhu is 
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diligent, it is to be expected that he will develop and cultivate the 
Noble Eightfold Path. 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu who is diligent develop 

and cultivate the Noble Eightfold Path? Here, bhikkhus, a 
bhikkhu develops right view . . . right concentration, which is 
based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in 
release. It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu who is diligent 
de\'elops and cultivates the Noble Eightfold Path." 

XIV. STRENUOUS DEEDS 

(Eaclz sutta is to be elaborated in accordance with the same fourfold 
method.) 

149 (1) Strenuous 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, just as whatever strenuous deeds are 
done, are all done based upon the earth, established upon the 
earth, [46] so too, based upon virtue, established upon virtue, a 
bhikkhu develops and cultivates the Noble Eightfold Path. 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu, based upon virtue, 
established upon virtue, develop and cultivate the Noble 
Eightfold Path? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops right view 
'" right concentration, which is based upon seclusion, dispas
sion, and cessation, maturing in release. It is in this way, 
bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu, based upon virtue, established upon 
virtue, develops and cultivates the Noble Eightfold Path." 

150 (2) Seeds 

"Bhikkhus, just as whatever kinds of seed and plant life attain to 
growth, increase, and expansion, all do so based upon the earth, 
established upon the earth, so too, based upon virtue, established 
upon virtue, a bhikkhu develops and cultivates the Noble 
Eightfold Path, and thereby he attains to growth, increase, and 
expansion in [wholesome] states. 

"And how does a bhikkhu do so? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 
de\'elops right view . . .  right concentration, which is based upon 
seclusion, dispassion, [47] and cessation, maturing in release. It is 
in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu, based upon virtue, estab-
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lished upon virtue, develops and cultivates the Noble Eightfold 
Path, and thereby attains to growth, increase, and expansion in 
[wholesome] states." 

151 (3) Nagas 

"Bhikkhus, based upon the Himalayas, the king of mountains 
the nagas nurture their bodies and acquire strength.39 Whe� 
they have nurtured their bodies and acquired strength, they 
then enter the pools. From the pools they enter the lakes, then 
the streams, then the rivers, and finally they enter the ocean. 
There they achieve greatness and expansiveness of body. So too, 
bhikkhus, based upon virtue, established upon virtue, a 
bhikkhu develops and cultivates the Noble Eightfold Path, and 
thereby he achieves greatness and expansiveness in [whole
some] states. 

"And how does a bhikkhu do so? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 
develops right view . . .  right concentration, which is based upon 
seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. It is in 
this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu, based upon virtue, estab
lished upon virtue, develops and cultivates the Noble Eightfold 
Path, and thereby achieves greatness and expansiveness in 
[wholesome] states." 

152 (4) The Tree 

"Bhikkhus, suppose a tree were slanting, sloping, and inclining 
towards the east. If it were cut at its foot, in what direction would 
it fall?" [48] 

"In whatever direction it was slanting, sloping, and inclining, 
venerable sir." 

"50 too, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu who develops and cultivates the 
Noble Eightfold Path slants, slopes, and inclines towards 
Nibbana. 

"And how does a bhikkhu do so? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 
develops right view . . .  right concentration, which is based upon 
seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. It is in 
this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu develops and cultivates the 
Noble Eightfold Path so that he slants, slopes, and inclines 
towards Nibbana." 
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153 (5) The Pot 

"Bhikkhus, just as a pot that has been turned upside down gives 

up its water and does not take it back, so a bhikkhu who devel
ops and cultivates the Noble Eightfold Path gives up evil 

unwholesome states and does not take them back. 
"And how does a bhikkhu do so? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 

develops right view . . .  right concentration, which is based upon 
seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. It is in 
this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu develops and cultivates the 
Noble Eightfold Path so that he gives up evil unwholesome 
states and does not take them back." 

154 (6) The Spike . 

"Bhikkhus, suppose a spike of rice or a spike of barley were right
ly directed and were pressed upon by the hand or the foot. That 
it could pierce the hand or the foot and draw blood: this is possi
ble. For what reason? Because the spike is rightly directed. [49] So 
too, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu with a rightly directed view, with 
a rightly directed development of the path, could pierce igno
rance, arouse true knowledge, and realize Nibbana: this is possi
ble. For what reason? Because his view is rightlY directed. 

"And how does a bhikkhu do so? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 
develops right view . . .  right concentration, which is based upon 
seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu with a rightly direct
ed view, with a rightly directed development of the path, pierces 
ignorance, a.rouses true knowledge, and realizes Nibbana." 

155 (7) The Sky 

"Bhikkhus, just as various winds blow in the sky--easterly 
winds, westerly winds, northerly winds, southerly winds, dusty 
winds and dustless winds, cold winds and hot winds, gentle 
winds and strong winds40-s0 too, when a bhikkhu develops 
and cultivates the Noble Eightfold Path, then for him the four 
establishments of mindfulness go to fulfilment by development; 
the four right strivings go to fulfilment by development; the four 
bases for spiritual power go to fulfilment by development; the 
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five spiritual faculties go to fulfilment by development; the five 
powers go to fulfilment by development; the seven factors of 
enlightenment go to fulfilment by development. 

"And how is this so? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops right 
view . . .  right concentration, which is based upon seclusion, dis
passion, and cessation, maturing in release. It is in this way, 
bhikkhus, that when a bhikkhu [SO] develops and cultivates the 
Noble Eightfold Path, then for him the four establishments of 
mindfulness . . .  the seven factors of enlightenment go to fulfil
ment by development." 

156 (8) The Rain Cloud (1) 

"Bhikkhus, just as, in the last month of the hot season, when a 
mass of dust and dirt has swirled up, a great rain cloud out of 
season disperses it and quells it on the spot; so too, when a 

bhikkhu develops and cultivates the Noble Eightfold Path, 
whenever evil unwholesome states arise, he disperses them and 
quells them on the spot. 

"And how is this so? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops right 
view . . .  right concentration, which is based upon seclusion, dis
passion, and cessation, maturing in release. [51] It is in this way, 
bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu develops and cultivates the Noble 
Eightfold Path so that whenever evil unwholesome states arise, 
he disperses them and quells them on the spot." 

157 (9) The Rain Cloud (2) 

"Bhikkhus, just as, when a great rain cloud has arisen, a strong 
wind intercedes to disperse and quell it; so too, when a bhikkhu 
develops and cultivates the Noble Eightfold Path, whenever evil 

unwholesome states have arisen, he intercedes to disperse and 
quell them. 

"And how is this so? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops right 

view . . .  right concentration, which is based upon seclusion, dis

passion, and cessation, maturing in release. It is in this way, 

bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu develops and cultivates the Noble 

Eightfold Path so that whenever evil unwholesome states have 

arisen, he intercedes to disperse and quell them." 
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"Bhikkhus, suppose there were a seafaring ship bound with rig
ging that had been worn out in the water for six months.41 It 
would be hauled up on dry land during the cold season and its 

rigging would be further attacked by wind and sun. Inundated 
by rain from a rain cloud, the rigging would easily collapse and 
rot away. So too, when a bhikkhu develops and cultivates the 
Noble Eightfold Path, his fetters easily collapse and rot away. 

II And how is this so? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops right 
view . . .  right concentration, which is based upon seclusion, dis
passion, and cessation, maturing in release. It is in this way, 
bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu develops and cultivates the Noble 
Eightfold Path so that his fetters easily collapse and rot away." 

159 (1 1) The Guest House 

"Bhikkhus, suppose there is a guest house.42 People come from 
the east, west, north, and south and lodge there; khattiyas, brah
mins, {52J vessas, and suddas come and lodge there. So too, 
when a bhikkhu develops and cultivates the Noble Eightfold 
Path, he fuHy understands by direct knowledge those things that 
are to be fully understood by direct knowledge; he aba�dons by 
direct knowledge those things that are to be abandoned by direct 
knowledge; he realizes by direct knowledge those things that are 
to be realized by direct knowledge; he develops by direct knowl
edge those things that are to be developed by direct knowledge. 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the things to be fully understood by 
direct knowledge? It should be said: the five aggregates subject 
to clinging. What five? The form aggregate subject to clinging ' "  
the consciousness aggregate subject to clinging. These are the 
things to be fully understood by direct knowledge. 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the things to be abandoned by direct 
knowledge? Ignorance and craving for existence. These are the 
things to be. abandoned by direct knowledge. 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the things to be realized by direct 
knowledge? True knowledge and liberation. These are the things 
to be realized by direct knowledge. 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the things to be developed by direct 
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knowledge? Serenity and insight. These are the things to be 
developed by direct knowledge. 

"And how is it, bhikkhus, that when a bhikkhu develops and 
cultivates the Noble Eightfold Path, he fully understands by 
direct knowledge those things that are to be fully understood by 
direct knowledge . , . [53] ' "  he develops by direct knowledge 
those things that are to be developed by direct knowledge? Here 
bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops right view . . .  right concentration

' 

which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, matur� 
ing in release. It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu devel
ops and cultivates the Noble Eightfold Path so that he fully 
understands by direct knowledge those things that are to be fully 
understood by direct knowledge . . .  he develops by direct knowl
edge those things that are to be developed by direct knowledge." 

160 (12) The River 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, that when the river Ganges slants, slopes, 
and inclines towards the east, a great crowd of people would 
come along bringing a shovel and a basket, thinking: 'We will 
make this river Ganges slant, slope, and incline towards the 
west:43 What do you think, bhikkhus, would that great crowd of 
people be able to make the river Ganges !,lant, slope, and incline 
towards the west?" 

"No, venerable sir. For what reason? Because the river Ganges 
slants, slopes, and inclines towards the east, and it is not easy to 
make it slant, slope, and incline towards the west. That great 
crowd of people would only reap fatigue and vexation." 

"So too, bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu is developing and cultivat

ing the Noble Eightfold Path, kings or royal ministers, friends or 
colleagues, relatives or kinsmen, might invite him to accept 
wealth, saying: 'Come, good man, why let these saffron robes 
weigh you down? Why roam around with a shaven head and a 
begging bowl? Come, having returned to the lower life, enjoy 
wealth and do meritorious deeds.' Indeed, bhikkhus, when that 
bhikkhu is developing and cultivating the Noble Eightfold Path, 
it is impossible that he will give up the training and return to the 
lower life. For what reason? Because for a long time his mind has 

slanted, sloped, and inclined towards seclusion. Thus it is impos

sible that he will return to the lower life. 
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"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu develop and cultivate 

the Noble Eightfold Path? [54] Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu devel

ops right view . . .  right concentration, which is based upon seclu

sion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. It is in this 

way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu develops and cultivates the Noble 
Eightfold Path." 

161 (1) Searches 

At Savatthi. 

XV. SEARCHES 

(i. Direct knowledge) 
"Bhikkhus, there are these three searches. What three? The 
search for sensual pleasure, the search for existence, the search 
for a holy life.44 These are the three searches. The Noble Eightfold 
Path is to be developed for direct knowledge of these three 
searches. 

"What Noble Eightfold Path? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 
develops right view . . .  right concentration, which is based upon 
seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. This 
Noble Eightfold Path is to be developed for direct knowledge of 
these three searches." 

' " "What Noble Eightfold Path? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 
develops right view . . .  right concentration, which has as its final 
goal the removal of lust, the removal of hatred, the removal of 
delusion." . . .  

' "  "What Noble Eightfold Path? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 
develops right view . . .  right concentration, which has the 
Deathless as its ground, the Deathless as its destination, the 
Deathless as its final goal." . . .  [55] 

'" "What Noble Eightfold Path? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 
develops right view . . .  right concentration, which slants, slopes, 
and inclines towards Nibbana. This Noble Eightfold Path is to be 
developed for direct knowledge of these three searches." 

Each of the following sub-sections (ii-iv) is to be elaborated in accor
dance with the method employed in the sub-section on direct knowledge. 
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(ii. Full understanding) 
"Bhikkhus, there are these three searches. What three? The search 
for sensual pleasure, the search for existence, the search for a hal 
life. These are the three searches. The Noble Eightfold Path is t� 
be developed for full understanding of these three searches." ' "  

(iii. Utter destruction) 
"Bhikkhus, there are these three searches. What three? The search 
for sensual pleasure, the search for existence, the search for a hOly 
life. These are the three searches. The Noble Eightfold Path is to 
be developed for the utter destruction of these three searches." . . . 

(iv. Abandoning) 
"Bhikkhus, there are these three searches. What three? The search 
for sensual pleasure, the search for existence, the search for a holy 
life. These are the three searches. The Noble Eightfold Path is to 
be developed for the abandoning of these three searches." . . .  [56] 

Each of the following suttas is to be elaborated in accordance with the 
fourfold method employed in §161. 

162 (2) Discriminations 

"Bhikkhus, there are these three discriminations. What three? 
The discrimination 'I am superior,' the discrimination 'I am 
equal,' the discrimination 'I am inferior.' These are the three dis
criminations. The Noble Eightfold Path is to be developed for 
direct knowledge of these three discriminations, for the full 
understanding of them, for their utter destruction, for their aban
doning. 

"What Noble Eightfold Path? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 
develops right view . . .  right concentration, which is based upon 
seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. This 

Noble Eightfold Path is to be developed for the direct knowledge 

of these three discriminations . . .  for their abandoning." 

163 (3) Taints 

"Bhikkhus, there are these three taints. What three? The taint of 
sensuality, the taint of existence, the taint of ignorance. These are 
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the three taints. The Noble Eightfold Path is to be developed for 

direct knowledge of these three taints, for the full understanding 

of them, for their utter destruction, for their abandoning./1 

164 (4) Existence 

"Bhikkhus, there are these three kinds of existence. What three? 
Sense-sphere existence, form-sphere existence, formless-sphere 
existence. These are the three kinds of existence. The Noble 
Eightfold Path is to be developed for direct knowledge of these 
three kinds of existence, for the full understanding of them, for 
their utter destruction, for their abandoning. /I 

165 (5) Suffering 

"Bhikkhus, there are these three kinds of suffering. What three? 
Suffering due to pain, suffering due to formations, suffering due 
to change.45 These are the three kinds of suffering. The Noble 
Eightfold Path is to be developed for direct knowledge of these 
three kinds of suffering, for the full understanding of them, for 
lheir utter destruction, for their abandoning." [57] 

166 (6) Barrenness 

"Bhikkhus, there are these three kinds of barrenness. What three? 
The barrenness of lust, the barrenness of hatred, the barrenness 
of delusion. These are the three kinds of barrenness. The Noble 
Eightfold Path is to be developed for direct knowledge of these 
three kinds of barrenness, for the full understanding of them, for 
their utter destruction, for their abandoning." 

167 (7) Stains 

"Bhikkhus, there are these three stains. What three? The stain of 
lust, the stain of hatred, the stain of delusion. These are the three 
stains. The Noble Eightfold Path is to be developed for direct 
knowledge of these three stains, for the full understanding of 
them, for their utter destruction, for their abandoning./1 
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168 (8) Troubles 

"Bhikkhus, there are these three kinds of trouble. What three? 
The trouble of lust, the trouble of hatred, the trouble of delusion. 
These are the three kinds of trouble. The Noble Eightfold Path is 
to be developed for direct knowledge of these three kinds of 
trouble, for the full understanding of them, for their utter 
destruction, for their abandoning." 

169 (9) Feelings 

"Bhikkhus, there are these three feelings. What three? Pleasant 
feeling, painful feeling, neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling. 
These are the three feelings. The Noble Eightfold Path is to be 
developed for direct knowledge of these three feelings, for the 
full understanding of them, for their utter destruction, for their 
abandoning. " 

1 70 (10) Cravings 

[58] "Bhikkhus, there are these three kinds of craving. What 
three? Craving for sensual pleasures, craving for existence, crav
ing for extermination. These are the three kinds of craving. The 
Noble Eightfold Path is to be developed for direct knowledge of 
these three kinds of craving, for the full understanding of them, 
for their utter destruction, for their abandoning. 

"What Noble Eightfold Path? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 
develops right view . . .  right concentration, which is based upon 
seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. This 
Noble Eightfold Path is to be developed for direct knowledge of 
these three kinds of craving, for the full understanding of them, 
for their utter destruction, for their abandoning." 

1 70 (11) Thirst46 

"Bhikkhus, there are these three kinds of thirst. What three? 
Thirst for sensual pleasures, thirst for existence, thirst for exter
mination. These are the three kinds of thirst. The Noble Eightfold 
Path is to be developed for direct knowledge of these three kinds 
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of thirst, for the full understanding of them, for their utter 

destrUction, for their abandoning. 

"What Noble Eightfold Path? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 

develops right view . . .  right concentration, which is based upon 

seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. This 
Noble Eightfold Path is to be developed for direct knowledge of 
these three kinds of thirst, for the full understanding of them, for 
their utter destruction, for their abandoning."  

[59] 

At Savatthi. 

171 (1) Floods 

XVI. FLOODS 

"Bhikkhus, there are these four floods. What four? The flood of 
sensuality, the flood of existence, the flood of views, the flood of 
ignorance. These are the four floods. This Noble Eightfold Path is 
to be developed for direct knowledge of these four floods, for the 
full understanding of them, for their utter destruction, for their 
abandoning. " 

172 (2) Bonds 

"Bhikkhus, there are these four bonds. What four? The bond of 
sensuality, the bond of existence, the bond of views, the bond of 
ignorance. These are the four bonds. This Noble Eightfold Path is 
to be developed for direct knowledge of these four bonds, for the 
full understanding of them, for their utter destruction, for their 
abandoning. " 

173 (3) Clinging 

"Bhikkhus, there are these four kinds of clinging? What four? 
Clinging to sensual pleasure, clinging to views, clinging to rules 
and vows, clinging to a doctrine of self. These are the four kinds 
of clinging. This Noble Eightfold Path is to be developed for 
direct knowledge of these four kinds of clinging, for the full 
understanding of them, for their utter destruction, for their aban
doning." 
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1 74 (4) Knots 

"Bhikkhus, there are these f�ur knots. �a� four? The bOdily 
knot of covetousness, the bodIly knot of 111 Will, the bodily knot 
of distorted grasp of rules and vows, the bodily knot of adher_ 
ence to dogmatic assertion of truth.47 [60] These are the four 
knots. This Noble Eightfold Path is to be developed for direct 
knowledge of these four knots, for the full understanding of 
them, for their utter destruction, for their abandoning." 

1 75 (5) Underlying Tendencies 

"Bhikkhus, there are these seven underlying tendencies. What 
seven? The underlying tendency to sensual lust,48 the underlying 
tendency to aversion, the underlying tendency to views, the 
underlying tendency to doubt, the underlying tendency to con
ceit, the underlying tendency to lust for existence, the underlying 
tendency to ignorance. These are the seven underlying tenden
cies. This Noble Eightfold Path is to be developed for direct 
knowledge of these seven underlying tendencies, for the full 
understanding of them, for their utter destruction, for their aban
doning." 

1 76 (6) Cords of Sensual Pleasure 

" Bhikkhus, there are these five cords of sensual pleasure. What 
five? Forms cognizable by the eye that are desirable, lovely, 
agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tantalizing. Sounds cog
nizable by the ear . . . .  Odours cognizable by the nose . . .  Tastes 
cognizable by the tongue . . .  Tactile objects cognizable by the 
body that are desirable, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually 
enticing, tantalizing. These are the five cords of sensual pleas
ure. This Noble Eightfold Path is to be developed for direct 
knowledge of these five cords of sensual pleasure, for the full 
understanding of them, for their utter destruction, for their 
abandoning." 

177 (7) Hindrances 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five hindrances. What five? The hin-
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drance of sensual desire, the hindrance of ill will, the hindrance 
of sloth and torpor, the hindrance of restlessness and remorse, 
the hindrance of doubt. These are the five hindrances. This Noble 
Eightfold Path is to be developed for direct knowledge of these 
five hindrances, for the full understanding of them, for their utter 
destruction, for their abandoning." 

178 (8) Aggregates Subject to Clinging 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five aggregates subject to clinging. 
What five? The form aggregate subject to clinging, the feeling 
aggregate subject to clinging, [61] the perception aggregate sub
ject to clinging, the volitional formations aggregate subject to 
clinging, the consciousness aggregate subject to clinging. These 
are the five aggregates subject to clinging. This Noble Eightfold 
Path is to be developed for direct knowledge of these five aggre
gates subject to clinging, for the full understanding of them, for 
their utter destruction, for their abandoning." 

179 (9) Lower Fetters 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five lower fetters.49 What five? 
Identity view, doubt, the distorted grasp of rules and vows, sen
sual desire, ill will. These are the five lower fetters. This Noble 
Eightfold Path is to be developed for direct knowledge of these 
five lower fetters, for the full understanding of them, for their 
utter destruction, for their abandoning." 

180 (10) Higher Fetters 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five higher fetters.5o What five? Lust 
for form, lust for the formless, conceit, restlessness, ignorance. 
These are the five higher fetters. The Noble Eightfold Path is to 
be developed for direct knowledge of these five higher fetters, for 
the full understanding of them, for their utter destruction, for 
their abandoning. 

"What Noble Eightfold Path? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 
develops right view . . .  right concentration, which is based upon 
seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. This 
Noble Eightfold Path is to be developed for direct knowledge of 
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these five higher fetters, for the full understanding of them, for 
their utter destruction, for their abandoning. 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five higher fetters. What five? . . [62] 
. . .  The Noble Eightfold Path is to be developed for direct knowl
edge of these five higher fetters, for the full understanding of 
them, for their utter destruction, for their abandoning. 

"What Noble Eightfold Path? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 
develops right view . . .  right concentration, which has as its final 
goal the removal of lust, the removal of hatred, the removal of 
delusion . . .  which has the Deathless as its ground, the Deathless 
as its destination, the Deathless as its final goal . . .  which slants, 
slopes, and inclines towards Nibbana. This Noble Eightfold Path 
is to be developed for direct knowledge of these five higher fet
ters, for the full understanding of them, for their utter destruc
tion, for their abandoning." 



[63] Chapter II 

46 BojjhaJigasa1?1yutta 

Connected Discourses on 

the Factors of Enlightenment 

1. THE MOUNTAIN 

1 (1) The Himalayas 

At 5avatthi. "Bhikkhus, based upon the Himalayas, the king of 
mountains, the nagas nurture their bodies and acquire strength. 51 
When they have nurtured their bodies and acquired strength, 
they then enter the pools. From the pools they enter the lakes, 
then the streams, then the rivers, and finally they enter the ocean. 
There they achieve greatness and expansiveness of body. 50 too, 
bhikkhus, based upon virtue, established upon virtue, a bhikkhu 
develops and cultivates the seven factors of enlightenment, and 
thereby he achieves greatness and expansiveness in [wholesome] 
states.52 

"And how does a bhikkhu, based upon virtue, established upon 
virtue, develop the seven factors of enlightenment? Here, 
bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the enlightenment factor of mind
fulness, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, 
maturing in release. [64] He develops the enlightenment factor of 
discrimination of states . . .  the enlightenment factor of energy . . .  
the enlightenment factor of rapture . . .  the enlightenment factor 
of tranquillity . . .  the enlightenment factor of concentration . . .  the 
enlightenment factor of equanimity, which is based upon seclusion, 
dispaSSion, and cessation, maturing in release. It is in this way, 
bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu, based upon virtue, established upon 
virtue, develops the seven factors of enlightenment, and thereby 
achieves greatness and expansiveness in [wholesome] states." 

1567 
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2 (2) The Body 

(i. The nutriments for the hindrances) 
At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, just as this body, sustained by nutriment 
subsists in dependence on nutriment and does not subsist with� 
out nutriment, so too the five hindrances, sustained by nutri
ment, subsist in dependence on nutriment and do not subsist 
without nutriment.53 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of 
una risen sensual desire and for the increase and expansion of 
arisen sensual desire? There is, bhikkhus, the sign of the beauti
ful:54 frequently giving careless attention to it is the nutriment for 
the arising of unarisen sensual desire and for the increase and 
expansion of arisen sensual desire. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of 
unarisen ill will and for the increase and expansion of arisen ill 
will? There is, bhikkhus, the sign of the repulsive:55 frequently 
giving careless attention to it is the nutriment for the arising of 
una risen ill will and for the increase and expansion of arisen ill 
will . 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of 
unarisen sloth and torpor and for the increase and expansion of 
arisen sloth and torpor? There are, bhikkhus, discontent, lethargy, 
lazy stretching, drowsiness after meals, sluggishness of mind:56 
[65] frequently giving careless attention to them is the nutriment 
for the arising of unarisen sloth and torpor and for the increase 
and expansion of arisen sloth and torpor. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of 
una risen restlessness and remorse and for the increase and 
expansion of arisen restlessness and remorse? There is, bhikkhus, 
unsettledness of mind:57 frequently giving careless attention to it 
is the nutriment for the arising of unarisen restlessness and 
remorse and for the increase and expansion of arisen restlessness 
and remorse. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of 
una risen doubt and for the increase and expansion of arisen 
doubt? There are, bhikkhus, things that are the basis for doubt: 
frequently giving careless attention to them is the nutriment for 
the arising of unarisen doubt and for the increase and expansion 
of arisen doubt. 
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"Just as this body, bhikkhus, sustained by nutriment, subsists 

in dependence on nutriment and does not subsist without nutri

ment, so too the five hindrances, sustained by nutriment, subsist 

in dependence on nutriment and do not subsist without nutri-

ment. 

(ii. The nutriments for the enlightenment factors) 
"Bhikkhus, just as this body, sustained by nutriment, subsists in 
dependence on nutriment and does not subsist without nutri
ment, so too the seven factors of enlightenment, sustained by 
nutriment, subsist in dependence on nutriment and do not sub
sist without nutriment. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of the 
una risen enlightenment factor of mindfulness and for the fulfil
ment by development of the arisen enlightenment factor of 
mindfulness? There are, bhikkhus, things that are the basis for 
the enlightenment factor of mindfulness:58 frequently giving 
careful attention to them is the nutriment for the arising of the 
unarisen enlightenment factor of mindfulness and for the fulfil
ment by development of the arisen enlightenment factor of 
mindfulness. [66] 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of the 
unarisen enlightenment factor of discrimination of states and for 
the fulfilment by development of the arisen enlightenment factor 
of discrimination of states? There are, bhikkhus, wholesome and 
unwholesome states, blameable and blameless states, inferior 
and superior states, dark and bright states with their counter
parts:59 frequently giving careful attention to them is the nutri
ment for the arising of the una risen enlightenment factor of dis
crimination of states and for the fulfilment by development of the 
arisen enlightenment factor of discrimination of states. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of the 
unarisen enlightenment factor of energy and for the fulfilment by 
development of the arisen enlightenment factor of energy? There 
are, bhikkhus, the element of arousal, the element of endeavour, 
the element of exertion:60 frequently giving careful attention to 
them is the nutriment for the arising of the una risen enlighten
ment factor of energy and for the fulfilment by development of 
the arisen enlightenment factor of energy. 

U And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of the 
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unarisen enlightenment factor of rapture and for the fulfilment 
by development of the arisen enlightenment factor of rapture? 
There are, bhikkhus, things that are the basis for the enlighten_ 
ment factor of rapture: frequently giving careful attention to 
them is the nutriment for the arising of the una risen enlighten
ment factor of rapture and for the fulfilment by development of 
the arisen enlightenment factor of rapture. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of the 
unarisen enlightenment factor of tranquillity and for the fulfil
ment by development of the arisen enlightenment factor of tran
quillity? There are, bhikkhus, tranquillity of body, tranquillity of 
mind:61 frequently giving careful attention to them is the nutri
ment for the arising of the unarisen enlightenment factor of tran
quillity and for the fulfilment by development of the arisen 
enlightenment factor of tranquillity. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of the 
unarisen enlightenment factor of concentration and for the fulfil
ment by development of the arisen enlightenment factor of con
centration? There are, bhikkhus, the sign of serenity, the sign of 
nondispersal:62 frequently giving careful attention to them is the 
nutriment for the arising of the unarisen enlightenment factor of 
concentration and for the fulfilment by development of the aris
en enlightenment factor of concentration. [67] 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of the 
unarisen enlightenment factor of equanimity and for the fulfil
ment by development of the arisen enlightenment factor of equa
nimity? There are, bhikkhus, things that are the basis for the 
enlightenment factor of equanimity: frequently giving careful 
attention to them is the nutriment for the arising of the unarisen 
enlightenment factor of equanimity and for the fulfilment by 
development of the arisen enlightenment factor of equanimity. 

"Just as this body, bhikkhus, sustained by nutriment, subsists 

in dependence on nutriment and does not subsist without nutri

ment, so too these seven factors of enlightenment, sustained by 

nutriment, subsist in dependence on nutriment and do not sub

sist without nutriment." 

3 (3) Virtue 

"Bhikkhus, those bhikkhus who are accomplished in virtue, 
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ccomplished in concentration, accomplished in wisdom, accoma 
lished in liberation, accomplished in the knowledge and vision 

�f liberation: even the sight of those bhikkhus is helpful, I say; 

even listening to them . . .  even approaching them . . .  even attend

ing on them . . .  even recollecting them . . .  even going forth after 

them is helpful, I say. For what reason? Because when one has 

heard the Dhamma from such bhikkhus one dwells withdrawn 

by way of two kinds of withdrawal-withdrawal of body and 

withdrawal of mind. 
"Dwelling thus withdrawn, one recollects that Dhamma and 

thinks it over. Whenever, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwelling thus 
withdrawn recollects that Dhamma and thinks it over, [68] on 
that occasion the enlightenment factor of mindfulness is aroused 
by the bhikkhu; on that occasion the bhikkhu develops the 
enlightenment factor of mindfulness; on that occasion the 
enlightenment factor of mindfulness comes to fulfilment by 
development in the bhikkhu.63 

"Dwelling thus mindfully, he discriminates that Dhamma with 
wisdom, examines it, makes an investigation of it. Whenever, 
bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwelling thus mindfully discriminates that 
Dhamma with wisdom, examines it, makes an investigation of it, 
on that occasion the enlightenment factor of discrimination of 
states is aroused by the bhikkhu; on that occasion the bhikkhu 
develops the enlightenment factor of discrimination of states; on 
that occasion the enlightenment factor of discrimination of states 
comes to fulfilment by development in the bhikkhu. 

"While he discriminates that Dhamma with wisdom, examines 
it, makes an investigation of it, his energy is aroused without 
slackening. Whenever, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu's energy is aroused 
without slackening as he discriminates that Dhamma with wis
dom, examines it, makes an investigation of it, on that occasion 
the enlightenment factor of energy is aroused by the bhikkhu; on 
that occasion the bhikkhu develops the enlightenment factor of 
energy; on that occasion the enlightenment factor of energy 
comes to fulfilment by development in the bhikkhu. 

"When his energy is aroused, there arises in him spiritual rap
ture. Whenever, bhikkhus, spiritual rapture arises in a bhikkhu 
Whose energy is aroused, on that occasion the enlightenment fac
tor of rapture is aroused by the bhikkhu; on that occasion the 
bhikkhu develops the enlightenment factor of rapture; on that 
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occasion the enlightenment factor of rapture comes to fulfilm 
by development in the bhikkhu. 

ent 

"For one whose mind is uplifted by rapture the body become 
tranquil and the mind becomes tranquiL Whenever, bhikkhus

s 

the body becomes tranquil and the mind becomes tranquil in � 
bhikkhu whose mind is uplifted by rapture, on that occasion the 
enlightenment factor of tranquillity is aroused by the bhikkhu' 
on that occasion the bhikkhu develops the enlightenment facto; 
of tranquillity; on that occasion the enlightenment factor of tran
quillity comes to fulfilment by development in the bhikkhu. [69] 

"For one whose body is tranquil and who is happy the mind 
becomes concentrated.64 Whenever, bhikkhus, the mind becomes 
concentrated in a bhikkhu whose body is tranquil and who is 
happy, on that occasion the enlightenment factor of concentra
tion is aroused by the bhikkhu; on that occasion the bhikkhu 
develops the enlightenment factor of concentration; on that OCca
sion the enlightenment factor of concentration comes to fulfil
ment by development in the bhikkhu. 

"He closely looks on with equanimity at the mind thus con
centrated. Whenever, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu closely looks on with 
equanimity at the mind thus concentrated, on that occasion the 
enlightenment factor of equanimity is aroused by the bhikkhu; 
on that occasion the bhikkhu develops the enlightenment factor 
of equanimity; on that occasion the enlightenment factor of 
equanimity comes to fulfilment by development in the bhikkhu. 

"Bhikkhus, when these seven factors of enlightenment have 

been developed and cultivated in this way, seven fruits and ben
efits may be expected. What are the seven fruits and benefits? 

"One attains final knowledge early in this very life. 
"If one does not attain final knowledge early in this very life, 

then one attains final knowledge at the time of death. 
"If one does not attain final knowledge early in this very life or 

at the time of death, then with the utter destruction of the five 

lower fetters one becomes an attainer of Nibbana in the interva1.65 

"If one does not attain final knowledge early in this very life . . .  

or become an attainer of Nibbana in the interval, then with the 

utter destruction of the five lower fetters one becomes an attain

er of Nibbana upon landing. 
"If one does not attain final knowledge early in this very life . . . 

[70] . . . or become an attainer of Nibbana upon landing, then with 
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the utter destruction of the five lower fetters one becomes an 
attainer of Nibbana without exertion. 

"If one does not attain final knowledge early in this very life . . .  

or become a n  attainer of Nibbana without exertion, then with the 
utter destruction of the five lower fetters one becomes an attain
er of Nibbana with exertion. 

"If one does not attain final knowledge early in this very life . . .  
or become an attainer of Nibbana with exertion, then with the 

utter destruction of the five lower fetters one becomes one bound 
upstream, heading towards the Akani��ha realm. 

"When, bhikkhus, the seven factors of enlightenment have 
been developed and cultivated in this way, these seven fruits and 
benefits may be expected."  

4 (4) Clothes 

On one occasion the Venerable Sariputta was dwelling at 
Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, AnathapiI:l<;lika's Park. There the 
Venerable Sariputta addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Friends, 
bhikkhus!" [71] 

"Friend," they replied. The Venerable Sariputta said this: 
"Friends, there are these seven factors of enlightenment. What 

seven? The enlightenment factor of mindfulness, the enlighten
ment factor of discrimination of states, the enlightenment factor 
of energy, the enlightenment factor of rapture, the enlightenment 
factor of tranquillity, the enlightenment factor of concentration, 
the enlightenment factor of equanimity. These are the seven fac
tors of enlightenment.66 

"Whichever of these seven factors of enlightenment I want to 
dwell in during the morning, I dwell in that factor of enlighten
ment during the morning. Whichever I want to dwell in during 
the middle of the day, I dwell in that factor of enlightenment dur
ing the middle of the day. Whichever I want to dwell in during 
the evening, I dwell in that factor of enlightenment during the 
evening. 

"If, friends, it occurs to me, ' [Let it be] the enlightenment factor 
of mindfulness,' it occurs to me, 'It's measureless'; it occurs to 
me, 'It's fully perfected.' While it persists, I understand, 'It per
sists. ' If it abates in me, I understand, 'It has abated in me for a 
particular reason.' . . .  
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"If, friends, it occurs to me, '[Let it be] the enlightenment factor 
of equanimity,' it occurs to me, 'It's measureless'; it occurs to me 
'It's fully perfected.' While it persists, I understand, 'It persists.: 

But if it abates in me, I understand, 'It has abated in me for a par
ticular reason.' 

"Suppose, friends, a king or a royal minister had a wardrobe 
full of differently coloured clothes. Whatever suit he might want 
to wear in the morning he would wear in the morning. Whatever 
suit he might want to wear during the middle of the day he 
would wear during the middle of the day. Whatever suit he 
might want to wear in the evening he would wear in the evening. 
[72] So too, friends, whichever of these seven factors of enlight
enment I want to dwell in during the morning . . .  during the 
middle of the day . . .  during the evening, I dwell in that factor of 
enlightenment during the evening. 

"If, friends, it occurs to me, ' [Let it be] the enlightenment factor 
of mindfulness' . . .  (all as above) . . .  I understand, 'It has abated in 
me for a particular reason.'" 

5 (5) A Bhikkhu 

At Savatthi. Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One 
. . .  and said to him: "Venerable sir, it is said, 'factors of enlight
enment, factors of enlightenment: In what sense are they called 
factors of enlightenment?" 

"They lead to enlightenment, bhikkhu, therefore they are 
called factors of enlightenment. Here, bhikkhu, one develops the 
enlightenment factor of mindfulness, which is based upon seclu
sion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release . . . . One devel
ops the enlightenment factor of equanimity, which is based upon 
seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. While 
one is developing these seven factors of enlightenment, one's 
mind is liberated from the taint of sensuality, from the taint of 
existence, from the taint of ignorance. When it is liberated there 
comes the knowledge: 'It's liberated.' One understands: 
'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, what had to be 
done has been done, there is no more for this state of being.' They 
lead to enlightenment, bhikkhu, therefore they are called factors 
of enlightenment." [73] 
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6 (6) KU1;II;laliya 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Saketa in the 
Deer Park at the Aftjana Grove. Then the wanderer Ku�<;ialiya 

approached the Blessed One and exchanged greetings with him. 
When they had concluded their greetings and cordial talk, he sat 
down to one side and said to the Blessed One: 

"Master Gotama, I am one who stays around monastic parks 

and frequents assemblies. After the meal, when I have finished 
my breakfast, it is my custom to roam and wander from park to 
park, from garden to garden. There I see some ascetics and brah
mins engaged in discussion for the benefits of rescuing their own 
theses in debate and condemning [the theses of othersJ,67 But 
what is the benefit that Master Gotama lives for?" 

"K�9aliya, the Tathagata lives for the benefit and fruit of true 
knowledge and liberation."68 

"But, Master Gotama, what things, when developed and culti
vated, fulfil true knowledge and liberation?" 

"The seven factors of enlightenment, KU�9aliya, when devel
oped and cultivated, fulfil true knowledge and liberation." 

"But, Master Gotama, what things, when developed and culti
vated, fulfil the seven factors of enlightenment?" 

"The four establishments of mindfulness, KU�9aliya, when 
developed and cultivated, fulfil the seven factors of enlighten
ment." 

"But, Master Gotama, what things, when developed and culti
vated, fulfil the four establishments of mindfulness?" 

"The three kinds of good conduct, KU�9aliya, when developed 
and cultivated, fulfil the four establishments of mindfulness." 

"But, Master Gotama, what things, when developed and culti
vated, fulfil the three kinds of good conduct?" [74] 

"Restraint of the sense faculties, KU1).9aliya, when developed 
and cultivated, fulfils the three kinds of good conduct. 

"And how, KU�9aliya, is restraint of the sense faculties devel
oped and cultivated so that it fulfils the three kinds of good con
duct? Here, KU1).9aIiya, having seen an agreeable form with the 
eye, a bhikkhu does not long for it, or become excited by it, or 
generate lust for it. His body is steady and his mind is steady, 
inwardly well composed and well liberated. But having seen a 
disagreeable form with the eye, he is not dismayed by it, not 
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daunted, not dejected, without ill will.69 His body is steady and 
his mind is steady, inwardly well composed and well liberated. 

"Further, Kut:t<;ialiya, having heard an agreeable sound with 
the ear . . .  having smelt an agreeable odour with the nose . . . hav
ing savoured an agreeable taste with the tongue . . .  having felt an 
agreeable tactile object with the body . . .  having cognized an 
agreeable mental phenomenon with the mind, a bhikkhu does 
not long for it, or become excited by it, or generate lust for it. But 
having cognized a disagreeable mental phenomenon with the 
mind, he is not dismayed by it, not daunted, not dejected, with
out ill will. His body is steady and his mind is �teady, inwardly 
well composed and well liberated. 

"When, Kut:t<;ialiya, after he has seen a form with the eye, a 
bhikkhu's body is steady and his mind is steady, inwardly well 
composed and well liberated in regard to both agreeable and dis
agreeable forms; when, after he has heard a sound with the ear 
. . .  smelt an odour with the nose . . .  savoured a taste with the 
tongue . . .  felt a tactile object with the body . . .  cognized a mental 
phenomenon with the mind, a bhikkhu's body is steady and his 
mind is steady, inwardly well composed and well liberated in 
regard to both agreeable and disagreeable mental phenomena, 
[75] then his restraint of the sense faculties has been developed 
and cultivated in such a way that it fulfils the three kinds of good 
conduct. 

"And how, Kut:t<;ialiya, are the three kinds of good conduct 
developed and cultivated so that they fulfil the four establish
ments of mindfulness? Here, Kut:t<;ialiya, having abandoned bod
ily misconduct, a bhikkhu develops good bodily conduct; having 
abandoned verbal misconduct, he develops good verbal conduct; 
having abandoned mental misconduct, he develops good mental 
conduct. It is in this way that the three kinds of good conduct are 
developed and cultivated so that they fulfil the four establish
ments of mindfulness. 

" And how, Kut:t<;ialiya, are the four establishments of mindful
ness developed and cultivated so that they fulfil the seven factors 
of enlightenment? Here, Kut:t<;ialiya, a bhikkhu dwells contem
plating the body in the body, ardent, clearly comprehending and 

mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in 
regard to the world. He dwells contemplating feelings in feelings 

. . .  mind in mind . . .  phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly 
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comprehending and mindful, having removed covetousness and 
displeasure in regard to the world. It is in this way that the four 
establishments of mindfulness are developed and cultivated so 
that they fulfil the seven factors of enlightenment. 

"And how, KUI:H;laliya, are the seven factors of enlightenment 
developed and cultivated so that they fulfil true knowledge and 
liberation? Here, KUI:t9.aliya, a bhikkhu develops the enlighten
ment factor of mindfulness, which is based upon seclusion, dis
passion, and cessation, maturing in release . . . .  He develops the 
enlightenment factor of equanimity, which is based upon seclu
sion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. It is in this 
way that the seven factors of enlightenment are developed and 
cultivated so that they fulfil true knowledge and liberation." 

When this was said, the wanderer KUI:t9.aliya said to the 
Blessed One: "Magnificent, Master Gotama! Magnificent, Master 
Gotama! The Dhamma has been made clear in many ways by 
Master Gotama, as though he were turning upright what had 
been turned upside down, revealing what was hidden, showing 
the way to one who was lost, or holding up a lamp in the dark 
for those with eyesight to see forms. I go for refuge to Master 
Gotama, and to the Dhamma, and to the Bhikkhu Sangha. From 
today let Master Gotama remember me as a lay follower who has 
gone for refuge for life." 

7 (7) The Peaked House 

"Bhikkhus, just as all the rafters of a peaked house slant, slope, 
and incline towards the roof peak, so too, when a bhikkhu devel
ops and cultivates the seven factors of enlightenment, he slants, 
slopes, and inclines towards Nibbana. [76] 

"And how is this so? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the 
enlightenment factor of mindfulness, which is based upon seclu
sion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release . . . .  He devel
ops the enlightenment factor of equanimity, which is based upon 
seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. It is in 
this way that a bhikkhu develops and cultivates the seven factors 
of enlightenment so that he slants, slopes, and inclines towards 
Nibbana." 
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8 (8) UpavaIJa 

On one occasion the Venerable Upaval)a and the Venerable 
Sariputta were dwelling at Kosambi in Ghosita's Park. Then, in 
the evening, the Venerable Sariputta emerged from seclusion 
and approached the Venerable Upaval)a. He exchanged greet
ings with the Venerable Upaval)a and, when they had concluded 
their greetings and cordial talk, he sat down to one side and said 
to him: 

"Friend Upaval)a, can a bhikkhu know for himself: 'By careful 
attention the seven factors of enlightenment have been fully per
fected by me in such a way that they lead to dwelling in com
fort'?" 

"A bhikkhu can know this for himself, friend Sariputta. When 
arousing the enlightenment factor of mindfulness, friend, a 
bhikkhu understands: 'My mind is well liberated; I have up
rooted sloth and torpor and thoroughly removed restlessness 
and remorse. My energy has been aroused. I attend as a matter of 
vital concern, not sluggishly: . . .  When arousing the enlighten
ment factor of equanimity, he understands: [77] 'My mind is well 
liberated; I have uprooted sloth and torpor and thoroughly 
removed restlessness and remorse. My energy has been aroused. 
I attend as a matter of vital concern, not sluggishly: 

''It is in this way, friend, that a bhikkhu can know for himself: 
'By careful attention the seven factors of enlightenment have 
been fully perfected by me in such a way that they lead to 
dwelling in comfort."' 

9 (9) Arisen (or Arising) (1) 
"Bhikkhus, these seven factors of enlightenment, developed and 
cultivated, if unarisen do not arise apart from the appearance of 
a Tathagata, an Arahant, a Perfectly Enlightened One. What 
seven? The enlightenment factor of mindfulness . . .  the enlight
enment factor of equanimity. These seven factors of enlighten
ment, developed and cultivated, if unarisen do not arise apart 
from the appearance of a Tathagata, an Arahant, a Perfectly 
Enlightened One." 
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10  (10) Arisen (or Arising) (2) 

"Bhikkhus, these seven factors of enlightenment, developed and 
cultivated, if unarisen do not arise apart from the Discipline of a 
Fortunate One. What seven? The enlightenment factor of mind
fulness . . .  the enlightenment factor of equanimity. These seven 
factors of enlightenment, developed and cultivated, if unarisen 
do not arise apart from the Discipline of a Fortunate One." 

[78] II. ILL 

1 1  (1) Living Beings 

"Bhikkhus, whatever living beings there are which assume the 
four postures-sometimes walking, sometimes standing, some
times sitting, sometimes lying down-all assume the four pos
tures based upon the earth, established upon the earth. So too, 
based upon virtue, established upon virtue, a bhikkhu develops 
and cultivates the seven factors of enlightenment. 

"And how does he do so? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops 
the enlightenment factor of mindfulness, which is based upon 
seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release . . . .  He 
develops the enlightenment factor of equanimity, which is based 
upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. It 
is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu, based upon virtue, 
established upon virtue, develops and cultivates the seven fac
tors of enlightenment." 

12 (2) The Simile of the Sun (1) 

"Bhikkhus, this is the forerunner and precursor of the rising of 
the sun, that is, the dawn. So too, bhikkhus, for a bhikkhu this is 
the forerunner and precursor of the arising of the seven factors of 
enlightenment, that is, good friendship. When a bhikkhu has a 
good friend, it is to be expected that he will develop and cultivate 
the seven factors of enlightenment. 

"And how does a bhikkhu who has a good friend develop and 
CUltivate the seven factors of enlightenment? Here, bhikkhus, a 
bhikkhu develops the enlightenment factor of mindfulness, which 
is based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in 
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release . . . .  He develops the enlightenment factor of equanimity 
which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, matur� 
ing in release. It is in this way, bhikkhus, [79] that a bhikkhu who 
has a good friend develops and cultivates the seven factors of 
enlightenment." 

13 (3) The Simile of the Sun (2) 
"Bhikkhus, this is the forerunner and precursor of the rising of 
the sun, that is, the dawn. So too, bhikkhus, for a bhikkhu this is 
the forerunner and precursor of the arising of the seven factors of 
enlightenment, that is, careful attention. When a bhikkhu is 
accomplished in careful attention, it is to be expected that he will 
develop and cultivate the seven factors of enlighter.ment. 

"And how does a bhikkhu who is accomplished in careful 
attention develop and cultivate the seven factors of enlighten
ment? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the enlightenment 
factor of mindfulness, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, 
and cessation, maturing in release . . . .  He develops the enlighten
ment factor of equanimity, which is based upon seclusion, dis
passion, and cessation, maturing in release. It is in this way, 
bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu who is accomplished in careful atten
tion develops and cultivates the seven factors of enlightenment." 

14 (4) III (1) 
On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in the 
Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary.70 Now on that occasion 
the Venerable MaMkassapa was dwelling in the Pipphali Cave
sick, afflicted, gravely ill. Then, in the evening, the Blessed One 
emerged from seclusion and approached the Venerable Maha
kassapa. He sat down in the appointed seat and said to the 
Venerable Mahakassapa: 

"1 hope you are bearing up, Kassapa, 1 hope you are getting 
better. 1 hope that your painful feelings are subsiding and not 

increasing, and that their subsiding, not their increase, is to be 

discerned." [80] 
"Venerable sir, 1 am not bearing up, 1 am not getting better. 

Strong painful feelings are increasing in me, not subsiding, and 

their increase, not their subsiding, is to be discerned." 
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"These seven factors of enlightenment, Kassapa, have been 
rightly expounded by me; when developed and cultivated, they 
lead to direct knowledge, to enlightenment, to Nibbana. What 
seven? The enlightenment factor of mindfulness has been rightly 
expounded by me; when developed and cultivated, it leads to 
direct knowledge, to enlightenment, to Nibbana . . . . The enlight
enment factor of equanimity has been rightly expounded by me; 
when developed and cultivated, it leads to direct knowledge, to 
enlightenment, to Nibbana. These seven factors of enlighten
ment, Kassapa, have been rightly expounded by me; when devel
oped and cultivated, they lead to direct knowledge, to enlighten
ment, to Nibbana." 

"Surely, Blessed One, they are factors of enlightenment! Surely, 
Fortunate One, they are factors of enlightenment! " 

This is what the Blessed One said. Elated, the Venerable 
Mahakassapa delighted in the Blessed One's statement. And the 
Venerable Mahakassapa recovered from that illness.7l In such a 
way the Venerable Mahakassapa was cured of his illness. 

15 (5) III (2) 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in the 
Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. Now on that occasion the 
Venerable Mahamoggallana was dwelling on Mount Vulture 
Peak-sick, afflicted, gravely ill. Then, in the evening, the Blessed 
One emerged from seclusion and approached the Venerable 
Mahamoggallana . . . (all as above, with the change of names being the 
only difference) . . .  In such a way the Venerable Mahamoggallana 
was cured of his illness. [81] 

16 (6) III (3) 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in the 
Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. Now on that occasion the 
Blessed One was sick, afflicted, gravely ill. Then the Venerable 
Mahacunda approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, 
and sat down to one side. The Blessed One then said to the 
Venerable Mahacunda: 

"Recite the factors of enlightenment, Cunda." 
"These seven factors of enlightenment, venerable sir, have 
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been rightly expounded by the Blessed One; when developed 
and cultivated, they lead to direct knowledge, to enlightenment 
to Nibbana. What seven? The enlightenment factor of mindful� 
ness has been rightly expounded by the Blessed One; when 
developed and cultivated, it leads to direct knowledge, to 
enlightenment, to Nibbana . . . .  The enlightenment factor of equa
nimity has been rightly expounded by the Blessed One; when 
developed and cultivated, it leads to direct knowledge, to 
enlightenment, to Nibbana. These seven factors of enlighten
ment, venerable sir, have been rightly expounded by the Blessed 
One; when developed and cultivated, they lead to direct knowl
edge, to enlightenment, to Nibbana." 

"Surely, Cunda, they are factors of enlightenment! Surely, 
Cunda, they are factors of enlightenment!" 

This is what the Venerable Mahacunda said. The Teacher 
approved. And the Blessed One recovered from that illness. In 
such a way the Blessed One was cured of his illness. 

1 7  (7) Going Beyond 

"Bhikkhus, these seven factors of enlightenment, when denl
oped and cultivated, lead to going beyond from the near shore to 
the far shore. What seven? The enlightenment factor of mindful
ness . . .  the enlightenment factor ·of equanimity. These seven fac
tors of enlightenment, when developed and cultivated, lead to 
going beyond from the near shore to the far shore." [82] 

(The verses attached to this sutta are identical with those at 45:34 
above.) 

18 (8) Neglected 

"Bhikkhus, those who have neglected the seven factors of 

enlightenment have neglected the noble path leading to the com
plete destruction of suffering. Those who have undertaken the 

seven factors of enlightenment have undertaken the noble path 
leading to the complete destruction of suffering. 

"What seven? The enlightenment factor of mindfulness . .  , the 

enlightenment factor of equanimity. 
"Bhikkhus, those who have neglected . . .  who have undertaken 
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these seven factors of enlightenment have undertaken the noble 
path leading to the complete destruction of suffering." 

19 (9) Noble 

"Bhikkhus, these seven factors of enlightenment, when devel
oped and cultivated, are noble and emancipating; they lead the 
one who acts upon them out to the complete destruction of suf
fering. What seven? The enlightenment factor of mindfulness . . .  
the enlightenment factor of equanimity. These seven factors of 
enlightenment . . .  lead the one who acts upon them out to the 
complete destruction of suffering." 

20 (10) Revulsion 

"BhikkhUS, these seven factors of enlightenment, when devel
oped and cultivated, lead to utter revulsion, to dispassion, to ces
sation, to peace, to direct knowledge, to enlightenment, to 
Nibbana. What seven? The enlightenment factor of mindfulness 
. . .  the enlightenment factor of equanimity. These seven factors of 
enlightenment . . .  lead to Nibbana." 

[83] III. UDAYi 

21 (1) To Enlightenment 

Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One . . . .  Sitting to 
one side, that bhikkhu said to the Blessed One: "Venerable sir, it 
is said, 'factors of enlightenment, factors of enlightenment: In 
what sense are they called factors of enlightenment?" 

"They lead to enlightenment, bhikkhu, therefore they are 
called factors of enlightenment. Here, bhikkhu, one develops the 
enlightenment factor of mindfulness, which is based upon seclu
sion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release . . . .  One 
develops the enlightenment factor of equanimity, which is based 
upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. 
They lead to enlightenment, bhikkhu, therefore they are called 
factors of enlightenment." 
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22 (2) A Teaching 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the seven factors of enlightenment 
Listen to that. . . . 

. 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the seven factors of enlightenment? 
The enlightenment factor of mindfulness . . .  the enlightenment 
factor of equanimity. These are the seven factors of enlighten_ 
ment." [84] 

23 (3) A Basis 

"Bhikkhus, by frequently giving attention to things that are a 
basis for sensual lust, unarisen sensual desire arises and arisen 
sensual desire increases and expands. By frequently giving atten
tion to things that are a basis for ill will, una risen ill will arises 
and arisen ill will increases and expands. By frequently giving 
attention to things that are a basis for sloth and torpor, una risen 
sloth and torpor arise and arisen sloth and torpor increase and 
expand. By frequently giving attention to things that are a basis 
for restlessness and remorse, una risen restlessness and remorse 
arise and arisen restlessness and remorse increase and expand. 
By frequently giving attention to things that are a basis for 
doubt, unarisen doubt arises and arisen doubt increases and 
expands. 

"Bhikkhus, by frequently giving attention to things that are a 
basis for the enlightenment factor of mindfulness, the unarisen 
enlightenment factor of mindfulness arises and the arisen 
enlightenment factor of mindfulness comes to fulfilment by 
development . . . . By frequently giving attention to things that are 
a basis for the enlightenment factor of equanimity, the unarisen 
enlightenment factor of equanimity arises and the arisen enlight
enment factor of equanimity comes to fulfilment by development." 

24 (4) Careless Attention 

"Bhikkhus, when one attends carelessly, una risen sensual desire 
arises and arisen sensual desire increases and expands; [85] when 
one attends carelessly, unarisen ill will arises and arisen ill will 

increases and expands; when one attends carelessly, unarisen 

sloth and torpor arise and arisen sloth and torpor increase and 
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expand; when one attends carelessly, unarisen restlessness and 
remorse arise and arisen restlessness and remorse increase and 

expand; when one attends carelessly, unarisen doubt arises and 
arisen doubt increases and expands. Also, the una risen enlight
enment factor of mindfulness does not arise and the arisen 
enlightenment factor of mindfulness ceases . . .  the unarisen 
enlightenment factor of equanimity does not arise and the arisen 
enlightenment factor of equanimity ceases. 

"When one attends carefully, bhikkhus, unarisen sensual 
desire does not arise and arisen sensual desire is abandoned. 
When one attends carefully, unarisen ill will . . .  sloth and torpor 
. . .  restlessness and remorse . . .  doubt does not arise and arisen 
doubt is abandoned. Also, the unarisen enlightenment factor of 
mindfulness arises and the arisen enlightenment factor of mind
fulness comes to fulfilment by development . . .  the unarisen 
enlightenment factor of equanimity arises and the arisen enlight
enment factor of equanimity comes to fulfilment by develop
ment." 

25 (5) Nondeclil1e 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you seven things that lead to non
decline.72 Listen to that . . . .  [86] 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the seven things that lead to non- . 
decline? They are: the seven factors of enlightenment. What 
seven? The enlightenment factor of mindfulness . . .  the enlight
enment factor of equanimity. These are the seven things that lead 
to nondecline." 

26 (6) The Destruction of Craving 

"Bhikkhus, develop the path and the way that leads to the 
destruction of craving. And what is the path and the way that 
leads to the destruction of craving? It is: the seven factors of 
enlightenment. What seven? The enlightenment factor of mind
fulness . . .  the enlightenment factor of equanimity." 

When this was said, the Venerable Udayi asked the Blessed 
One: "Venerable sir, how are the seven factors of enlightenment 
developed and cultivated so that they lead to the destruction of 
craving?" 
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"Here, Udayi, a bhikkhu develops the enlightenment factor of 
mindfulness, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessa_ 
tion, maturing in release; which is vast, exalted, measureless, with
out ill will. When he develops the enlightenment factor of mind
fulness, which is based upon seclusion '" without ill will, craving 
is abandoned. With the abandoning of craving, kamma is aban
doned. With the abandoning of kamma, suffering is abandoned . . . . 

"He develops the enlightenment factor of equanimity, which is 
based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in 
release; which is vast, exalted, measureless, without ill wilL 
When he develops the enlightenment factor of equanimity, 
which is based upon seclusion . . .  without ill will, craving is 
abandoned. [87] With the abandoning of craving, kamma is 
abandoned. With the abandoning of kamma, suffering is aban
doned. 

"Thus, Udayi, with the destruction of craving comes the 
destruction of kamma; with the destruction of kamma comes the 
destruction of suffering." 

27  (7) The Cessation of Craving 

"Bhikkhus, develop the path and the way that leads to the cessa
tion of craving. And what is the path and the way that leads to 
the cessation of craving? It is: the seven factors of enlightenment. 
What seven? The enlightenment factor of mindfulness . . .  the 
enlightenment factor of equanimity. 

"And how is it, bhikkhus, that the seven factors of enlighten
ment, when developed and cultivated, lead to the cessation of 
craving? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the enlightenment factor 
of mindfulness . . .  the enlightenment factor of equanimity, which 
is based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in 
release. It is when the seven factors of enlightenment are devel
oped and cultivated in this way that they lead to the cessation of 
craving." 

28 (8) Partaking of Penetration 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the path that partakes of penetra

tion?3 Listen to that . . . .  
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" And what, bhikkhus, is the path that partakes of penetration? 

It is: the seven factors of enlightenment. What seven? The 

enlightenment factor of mindfulness . . . the enlightenment factor 

of equanimity." 
When this was said, the Venerable Udayi asked the Blessed 

One: "Venerable sir, how are the seven factors of enlightenment 
developed and cultivated so that they lead to penetration?" 

"Here, Udayi, a bhikkhu develops the enlightenment factor of 

mindfulness, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, and ces
sation, maturing in release; which is vast, exalted, [881 measure
less, without ill will. With a mind that has developed the enlight
enment factor of mindfulness, he penetrates and sunders the 
mass of greed that he has never before penetrated and sundered; 
he penetrates and sunders the mass of hatred that he has never 
before penetrated and sundered; he penetrates and sunders the 
mass of delusion that he has never before penetrated and sun
dered . . . .  

"He develops the enlightenment factor of equanimity, which is 
based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in 
release; which is vast, exalted, measureless, without ill will. With 
a mind that has developed the enlightenment factor of equanim
ity, he penetrates and sunders the mass of greed . . .  the mass of 
hatred . . .  the mass of delusion that he has never before penetrat
ed and sundered. 

"It is, Udayi, when the seven factors of enlightenment are 
developed and cultivated in this way that they lead to penetration." 

29 (9) One Thing 
'''Bhikkhus, I do not see even one other thing that, when devel
oped and cultivated, leads to the abandoning of the things that 
fetter so effectively as this: the seven factors of enlightenment. 
What seven? The enlightenment factor of mindfulness '" the 
enlightenment factor of equanimity. 

"And how, bhikkhus, are the seven factors of enlightenment 
developed and cultivated so that they lead to the abandoning of 
the things that fetter? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the 
enlightenment factor of mindfulness, which is based upon seclu
sion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release . . . .  He devel
ops the enlightenment factor of equanimity, which is based upon 
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seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. It is 
when the seven factors of enlightenment are developed and cul
tivated in this way that they lead to the abandoning of the things 
that fetter. [89] 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the things that fetter? The eye is a 
thing that fetters; it is here that these fetters, shackles, and clamps 
arise. The ear is a thing that fetters . . .  The mind is a thing that fet
ters; it is here that these fetters, shackles, and clamps arise. These 
are called the things that fetter." 

30 (10) Udiiyi 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Sumbhas, where there was a town of the Sumbhas named Sedaka. 
Then the Venerable Udayi approached the Blessed One . . .  and 
said to him: 

"It is wonderful, venerable sir! It is amazing, venerable sir, 
how helpful has been my devotion and reverence for the Blessed 
One, my sense of shame and fear of wrongdoing. For in the past, 
venerable sir, when I was still a householder, I did not have 
much concern for the Dhamma or the Sangha.74 But when I con
sidered my devotion and reverence for the Blessed One, and my 
sense of shame and fear of wrongdoing, I went forth from the 
household life into homelessness. The Blessed One taught me the 
Dhamma thus: 'Such is form, such its origin, such its passing 
away; such is feeling . . .  such is perception . . .  such are volitional 
formations . . .  such is consciousness, such its origin, such its pass
ing away.' 

"Then, venerable sir, while I was staying in an empty hut fol
lowing along with the surge and decline75 of the five aggregates 
subject to clinging, I directly knew as it really is: 'This is suffering'; 
[90] I directly knew as it really is: 'This is the origin of suffering'; 
I directly knew as it really is: 'This is the cessation of suffering'; I 

directly knew as it really is: 'This is the way leading to the cessa
tion of suffering.' I have made the breakthrough to the Dhamma, 
venerable sir, and have obtained the path76 which, when I have 

developed and cultivated it, will lead me on, while I am dwelling 

in the appropriate way, to such a state that I shall understand: 
'Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, what had to be 

done has been done, there is no more for this state of being.' 
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"I have obtained the enlightenment factor of mindfulness 

which, when 1 have developed and cultivated it, will lead me on, 
while 1 am dwelling in the appropriate way, to such a state that I 

shall understand: 'Destroyed is birth . . . there is no more for this 
state of being.' . . .  I have obtained the enlightenment factor of 
equanimity which, when I have developed and cultivated it, will 
lead me on, while I am dwelling in the appropriate way, to such 
a state that 1 shall understand: 'Destroyed is birth . . .  there is no 
more for this state of being.' 

"This, venerable sir, is the path that 1 have obtained, which . . .  
will lead me on . . .  to such a state that I shall understand: 
'Destroyed is birth . . .  there is no more for this state of being.'" 

"Good, good, Udayi! Indeed, Udayi, this is the path that you 
have obtained, and when you have developed and cultivated it, 
it will lead you on, while you are dwelling in the appropriate 
way, to such a state that you will understand: 'Destroyed is birth, 
the holy life has been lived, what had to be done has been done, 
there is no more for this state of being.'" 

[91] IV. THE HINDRANCES 

31 (1) Wholesome (1) 
"Bhikkhus, whatever states there are that are wholesome, par
taking of the wholesome,77 pertaining to the wholesome, they are 
all rooted in diligence, converge upon diligence, and diligence is 
declared to be the chief among them. When a bhikkhu is diligent, 
it is to be expected that he will develop and cultivate the seven 
factors of enlightenment. 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu who is diligent develop 
and cultivate the seven factors of enlightenment? Here, 
bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the enlightenment factor of mind
fulness . . .  the enlightenment factor of equanimity, which is 
based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in 
release. It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu who is diligent 
develops and cultivates the seven factors of enlightenment." 

32 (2) Wholesome (2) 

"Bhikkhus, whatever states there are that are wholesome, par-
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taking of the wholesome, pertaining to the wholesome, they are 
all rooted in careful attention, converge upon careful attention 
and careful attention is declared to be the chief among them: 
When a bhikkhu is accomplished in careful attention, it is to be 
expected that he will develop and cultivate the seven factors of 
enlightenment. 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu who is accomplished in 
careful attention develop and cultivate the seven factors of 
enlightenment? . . " (All as above.) [92] 

33 (3) Corruptions 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five corruptions of gold, corrupted by 
which gold is neither malleable nor wieldy nor radiant but brittle 
and not properly fit for work. What five? Iron is a corruption of 
gold, corrupted by which gold is neither malleable nor wieldy nor 
radiant but brittle and not properly fit for work. Copper is a cor
ruption of gold . . .  Tin is a corruption of gold ' "  Lead is a corrup
tion of gold . . .  Silver is a corruption of gold . . . .  These are the five 
corruptions of gold, corrupted by which gold is neither malleable 
nor wieldy nor radiant but brittle and not properly fit for work. 

"So too, bhikkhus, there are these five corruptions of the mind, 
corrupted by which the mind is neither malleable nor wieldy nor 
radiant-but brittle- and not rightly concentrated for the destruc
tion of the taints. What five? Sensual desire is a corruption of the 
mind, corrupted by which the mind is neither malleable nor 
wieldy nor radiant but brittle and not rightly concentrated for the 
destruction of the taints. [Ill will is a corruption of the mind . . .  
Sloth and torpor are a corruption of the mind ' "  Restlessness and 
remorse are a corruption of the mind . .  , Doubt is a corruption of 
the mind . . . . ]7B [93] These are the five corruptions of the mind, 
corrupted by which the mind is neither malleable nor wieldy nor 
radiant but brittle and not rightly concentrated for the destruc
tion of the taints." 

34 (4) Noncorruptions 

"Bhikkhus, these seven factors of enlightenment are nonobstruc-

tions, nonhindrances, noncorruptions of the mind; when devel

oped and cultivated they lead to the realization of the fruit of true 
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knowledge and liberation. What seven? The enlightenment factor 

of mindfulness, bhikkhus, is a nonobstruction . . .  The enlighten

IIlent factor of equanimity is a nonobstruction, a nonhindrance, a 

JlOJlcorruption of the mind; when developed and cultivated it 

leads to the realization of the fruit of true knowledge and libera
tion. These seven factors of enlightenment are nonobstructions, 
llonhindrances, noncorruptions of the mind; when developed 
and cultivated they lead to the realization of the fruit of true 

knowledge and liberation." 

35 (5) Careful Attention79 

"Bhikkhus, when one attends carelessly, una risen sensual desire 

arises and arisen sensual desire increases and expands; unarisen 
ill will arises and arisen ill will increases and expands; unarisen 
sloth and torpor arise and arisen sloth and torpor increase and 
expand; unarisen restlessness and remorse arise and arisen rest
lessness and remorse increase and expand; [94] unarisen doubt 
arises and arisen doubt increases and expands. 

"Bhikkhus, when one attends carefully, the unarisen enlight
enment factor of mindfulness arises and the arisen enlighten
ment factor of mindfulness goes to fulfilment by development . . .  
the una risen enlightenment factor of equanimity arises and the 
arisen enlightenment factor of equanimity goes to fulfilment by 
development. " 

36 (6) Growth 
"Bhikkhus, these seven factors of enlightenment, when devel
oped and cultivated, lead to growth, to nondecline. What seven? 
The enlightenment factor of mindfulness . . .  the enlightenment 
factor of equanimity. These seven factors of enlightenment, when 
developed and cultivated, lead to growth, to nondecline." 

37 (7) Obstructions 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five obstructions, hindrances, corrup
tions of the mind, weakeners of wisdom. What five? Sensual 
desire is an obstruction, a hindrance, a corruption of the mind, a 
weakener of wisdom. III will is an obstruction . . .  Sloth and torpor 
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are an obstruction . . .  [95] Restlessness and remorse are 
obstruction . . .  Doubt is an obstruction . . .  a weakener of wisdo an 
These are the five obstructions, hindrances, corruptions of t�· 

mind, weakeners of wisdom. 
e 

"There are, bhikkhus, these seven factors of enlightenment 
which are nonobstructions, nonhindrances, noncorruptions of 
the mind; when developed and cultivated they lead to the real
ization of the fruit of true knowledge and liberation. What seven? 
The enlightenment factor of mindfulness is a nonobstruction . . . 
The enlightenment factor of equanimity is a nonobstruction . . .  . 
These are the seven factors of enlightenment that are non
obstructions, nonhindrances, noncorruptions of the mind; when 
developed and cultivated they lead to the realization of the fruit 
of true knowledge and liberation." 

38 (8) Without HindrancesBO 

"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple listens to the Dhamma with 
eager ears, attending to it as a matter of vital concern, directing 
his whole mind to it, on that occasion the five hindrances are not 
present in him; on that occasion the seven factors of enlighten
ment go to fulfilment by development. 

"And what are the five hindrances that are not present on that 
occasion? The hindrance of sensual desire is not present on that 
occasion; the hindrance of ill will . . .  the hindrance of sloth and 
torpor . . .  the hindrance of restlessness and remorse . . .  the hin
drance of doubt is not present on that occasion. These are the five 
hindrances that are not present on'that occasion. 

"And what are the seven factors of enlightenment that go to 
fulfilment by development on that occasion? The enlightenment 

factor of mindfulness goes to fulfilment by development on that 

occasion . . . .  The enlightenment factor of equanimity goes to ful
filment by development on that occasion. [96] These are the 
seven factors of enlightenment that go to fulfilment by develop
ment on that occasion. 

"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple listens to the Dhamma with 
eager ears, attending to it as a matter of vital concern, directing 
his whole mind to it, on that occasion these five hindrances are 
not present in him; on that occasion these seven factors of 

enlightenment go to fulfilment by development." 
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39 (9) Trees 

"Bhikkhus, there are huge trees with tiny seeds and huge bodies, 

encirclers of other trees, and the trees which they encircle become 
bent, twisted, and split. And what are those huge trees with tiny 

seeds and huge bodies? The assattha, the banyan, the pilakkha, the 
udumbara, the kacchaka, and the kapitthana: these are those huge 
trees with tiny seeds and huge bodies, encirclers of other trees, 
and the trees which they encircle become bent, twisted, and 
split.S1 So too, bhikkhus, when some clansman here has left 
behind sensual pleasures and gone forth from the household life 
into homelessness, he becomes bent, twisted, and split because of 
those same sensual pleasures, or because of others worse than 
them. 

"These five, bhikkhus, are obstructions, hindrances, encirclers 
of the mind, weakeners of wisdom. What five? Sensual desire is 
an obstruction, a hindrance encircling the mind, a weakener of 
wisdom. III will . .  , Sloth and torpor . . .  Restlessness and remorse 
. . .  Doubt is an obstruction . . .  a weakener of wisdom. [97] These 
are the five obstructions, hindrances, encirclers of the mind, 
weakeners of wisdom. 

"These seven factors of enlightenment, bhikkhus, are non
obstructions, nonhindrances, nonencirclers of the mind; when 
developed and cultivated they lead to the realization of the fruit 
of true knowledge and liberation. What seven? The enlighten
ment factor of mindfulness is a nonobstruction . .  , The enlighten
ment factor of equanimity is a nonobstruction . . . .  These seven fac
tors of enlightenment are nonobstructions, nonhindrances, 
nonencirclers of the mind; when developed and cultivated they 
lead to the realization of the fruit of true knowledge and libera
tion. " 

40 (10) Hindrances 

"Bhikkhus, these five hindrances are makers of blindness, caus
ing lack of vision, causing lack of knowledge, detrimental to 
wisdom, tending to vexation, leading away from Nibbana. What 
five? The hindrance of sensual desire is a maker of blindness ' "  
The hindrance of ill will . . .  The hindrance o f  sloth and torpor . , .  
The hindrance of restlessness and remorse . .  , The hindrance of 
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doubt is a maker of blindness . . .  leading away from Nibba 
These five hindrances are makers of blindness, causing lack n:f 
vision, causing lack of knowledge, detrimental to wisdom, tend_ 
ing to vexation, leading away from Nibbana. 

"These seven factors of enlightenment, bhikkhus, are makers 
of vision, makers of knowledge, promoting the growth of wis
dom, free from vexation, leading towards Nibbana. What seven? 
The enlightenment factor of mindfulness is a maker of vision 
The enlightenment factor of equanimity is a maker of vision 

" .  

leading towards Nibbana. [98] These seven factors of enlighte�� 
ment are makers of vision, makers of knowledge, promoting the 
growth of wisdom, free from vexation, leading towards 
Nibbana."  

V. WHEEL-TuRNING MONARCH 

41 (1) Discriminations 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, whatever ascetics or brahrnins in the past 
abandoned the three discriminations,82 all did so because they 
had developed and cultivated the seven factors of enlighten
ment. Whatever ascetics or brahrnins in the future will abandon 
the three discriminations, all will do so because they will have 
developed and cultivated the seven factors of enlightenment 
Whatever ascetics or brahrnins at present abandon the three dis
criminations, all do so because they have developed and culti
vated the seven factors of enlightenment. What seven? The 
enlightenment factor of mindfulness . .  , the enlightenment factor 
of equanimity. Whatever ascetics or brahmins in the past . " in 
the future . . .  at present abandon the three discriminations, aU do 

so because they have developed and cultivated these seven fac

tors of enlightenment." [99] 

42 (2) Wheel-Turning Monarch 

"Bhikkhus, with the manifestation of a wheel-turning monarch 
comes the manifestation of seven gems. What seven? There 
comes the manifestation of the wheel-gem, the elephant-gem, the 
horse-gem, the jewel-gem, the woman-gem, the steward-gem, 
and the commander-gem.83 
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"With the manifestation of a Tathagata, bhikkhus, an Arahant, 

a Perfectly Enlightened One, comes the manifestation of the 
seven gems of the factors of enlightenment. What seven? There 
comes the manifestation of the gem of the enlightenment factor 
of mindfulness . . .  the gem of the enlightenment factor of equa
nimity. With the manifestation of a Tathagata, an Arahant, a 
Perfectly Enlightened One, comes the manifestation of these 
seven gems of the factors of enlightenment." 

43 (3) Mara 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the path crushing the army of Mara. 
Listen to that. . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is the path crushing the army of Mara? 
It is the seven factors of enlightenment. What seven? The enlight
enment factor of mindfulness . . .  the enlightenment factor of 
equanimity. This is the path crushing the army of Mara." 

44 (4) Unwise 

Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One . . .  and said 
to him: 

"Venerable sir, it is said, 'an unwise dolt, an unwise dolt.' In 
what way, venerable sir, is one called 'an unwise dolt'?" 

"Bhikkhus, it is because one has not developed and cultivated 
the seven factors of enlightenment that one is called 'an unwise 
dolt.' [100J What seven? The enlightenment factor of mindfulness 
. . .  the enlightenment factor of equanimity. It is because one has 
not developed and cultivated these seven factors of enlighten
ment that one is called 'an unwise dolt.'" 

45 (5) Wise 

"Venerable sir, it is said, 'wise and alert, wise and alert.' In what 
way, venerable sir, is one called 'wise and alert'?" 

"Bhikkhus, it is because one has developed and cultivated the 
seven factors of enlightenment that one is called 'wise and alert.' 
What seven?" (As above.) 
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46 (6) Poor 

"Venerable sir, it is said, 'poor, poor: In what way, venerable s. 
is one called 'poor'?" 

lr, 

"Bhikkhus, it is because one has not developed and cultivated 
the seven factors of enlightenment that one is called 'poor.' What 
seven?" (As above.) 

47 (7) Prosperous 

"Venerable sir, it is said, 'prosperous, prosperous.' In what way, 
venerable sir, is one called 'prosperous'?" 

"Bhikkhus, it is because one has developed and cultivated the 
seven factors of enlightenment that one is called 'prosperous.' 
What seven?" (As above.) [101] 

48 (8) The Sun 

"Bhikkhus, this is the forerunner and precursor of the rising of 
the sun, that is, the dawn. So too, for a bhikkhu this is the fore
runner and precursor of the arising of the seven factors of 
enlightenment, that is, good friendship. When a bhikkhu has a 
good friend, it is to be expected that he will develop and cultivate 
the seven factors of enlightenment. 

" And how does a bhikkhu who has a good friend develop and 
cultivate the seven factors of enlightenment? Here, bhikkhus, a 
bhikkhu develops the enlightenment factor of mindfulness . . .  he 
develops the enlightenment factor of equanimity, which is based 
upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. It 
is in this way that a bhikkhu who has a good friend develops and 
cultivates the seven factors of enlightenment." 

49 (9) Internal Factor 

"Bhikkhus, as to internal factors, I do not see any other factor that 
is so helpful for the arising of the seven factors of enlightenment 
as this: careful attention. When a bhikkhu is accomplished in 
careful attention, it is to be expected that he will develop and cul
tivate the seven factors of enlightenment." (The rest as in §13.)  
[102] 
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50 (10) External Factor 

"Bhikkhus, as to external factors, I do not see any other factor 
that is so helpful for the arising of the seven factors of enlighten
ment as this: good friendship. When a bhikkhu has a good friend, 

it is to be expected that he will develop and cultivate the seven 
factors of enlightenment." (The rest as in §12. ) 

VI. DISCUSSIONS 

51 (1) Nutriment 

At 5avatthi. "Bhikkhus, I will teach you the nutriment and the 
denourishment in regard to the five hindrances and the seven 
factors of enlightenment. Listen to that. . . .  

(i. The nutriments for the hindrances)84 
" And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of unarisen 
sensual desire and for the increase and expansion of arisen sen
sual desire? [103] There is, bhikkhus, the sign of the beautiful: 
frequently giving careless attention to it is the nutriment for the 
arising of una risen sensual desire and for the increase and expan
sion of arisen sensual desire. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of 
unarisen ill will and for the increase and expansion of arisen in 
will? There is, bhikkhus, the sign of the repulsive: frequently giv
ing careless attention to it is the nutriment for the arising of 
unarisen ill will and for the increase and expansion of arisen ill 
will. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of 
unarisen sloth and torpor and for the increase and expansion of 
arisen sloth and torpor? There are, bhikkhus, discontent, lethar
gy, lazy stretching, drowsiness after meals, sluggishness of mind: 
frequently giving careless attention to them is the nutriment for 
the arising of unarisen sloth and torpor and for the increase and 
expansion of arisen sloth and torpor. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of 
unarisen restlessness and remorse and for the increase and 
expansion of arisen restlessness and remorse? There is, bhikkhus, 
unsettledness of mind: frequently giving careless attention to it is 
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the nutriment for the arising of unarisen restlessness and 
remorse and for the increase and expansion of arisen restlessn ess 
and remorse. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of 
unarisen doubt and for the increase and expansion of arise 
doubt? There are, bhikkhus, things that are the basis for doub� 
frequently giving careless attention to them is the nutriment for 
the arising of unarisen doubt and for the increase and expansion 
of arisen doubt. 

(ii. The nutriments for the enlightenment factors) 
"And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of the 
unarisen enlightenment factor of mindfulness and for the fulfil
ment by development of the arisen enlightenment factor of 
mindfulness? There are, bhikkhus, things that are the basis for 
the enlightenment factor of mindfulness: [104] frequently giving 
careful attention to them is the nutriment for the arising of the 
unarisen enlightenment factor of mindfulness and for the fulfil
ment by development of the arisen enlightenment factor of 
mindfulness.85 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of the 
unarisen enlightenment factor of discrimination of states and for 
the fulfilment by development of the arisen enlightenment factor 
of discrimination of states? There are, bhikkhus, wholesome and 
unwholesome states, blameable and blameless states, inferior 
and superior states, dark and bright states with their counter
parts: frequently giving careful attention to them is the nutriment 
for the arising of the unarisen enlightenment factor of discrimi
nation of states and for the fulfilment by development of the aris
en enlightenment factor of discrimination of states.86 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of the 
unarisen enlightenment factor of energy and for the fulfilment by 
development of the arisen enlightenment factor of energy? There 
are, bhikkhus, the element of arousal, the element of endeavour, 
the element of exertion: frequently giving careful attention to 

them is the nutriment 'for the arising of the unarisen enlighten

ment factor of energy and for the fulfilment by development of 

the arisen enlightenment factor of energy.87 
"And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of the 

unarisen enlightenment factor of rapture and for the fulfilment 
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by development of the arisen enlightenment factor of rapture? 
There are, bhikkhus, things that are the basis for the enlighten
ment factor of rapture: frequently giving careful attention to 
them is the nutriment for the arising of the unarisen enlighten

ment factor of rapture and for the fulfilment by development of 
the arisen enlightenment factor of rapture.88 

II And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of the 
unarisen enlightenment factor of tranquillity and for the fulfil
ment by development of the arisen enlightenment factor of tran
quillity? There are, bhikkhus, tranquillity of body, tranquillity of 
mind: frequently giving careful attention to them is the nutri
ment for the arising of the unarisen enlightenment factor of tran
quillity and for the fulfilment by development of the arisen 
enlightenment factor of tranquillity.89 [105] 

II And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of the 
unarisen enlightenment factor of concentration and for the fulfil
ment by development of the arisen enlightenment factor of con
centration? There are, bhikkhus, the sign of serenity, the sign of 
nondispersal: frequently giving careful attention to them is the 
nutriment for the arising of the unarisen enlightenment factor of 
concentration and for the fulfilment by development of the aris
en enlightenment factor of concentration.90 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the nutriment for the arising of the 
unarisen enlightenment factor of equanimity and for the fulfil
ment by development of the arisen enlightenment factor of 
equanimity? There are, bhikkhus, things that are the basis for the 
enlightenment factor of equanimity: frequently giving careful 
attention to them is the nutriment for the arising of the unarisen 
enlightenment factor of equanimity and for the fulfilment by 
development of the arisen enlightenment factor of equanimity.91 

(iii. The denourishment of the hindrances)92 
1/ And what, bhikkhus, is the denourishment that prevents 
unarisen sensual desire from arising and arisen sensual desire 
from increasing and expanding? There is, bhikkhus, the sign of 
foulness: frequently giving careful attehtion to it is the denour
ishment that prevents unarisen sensual desire from arising and 
arisen sensual desire from increasing and expanding.93 

II 
And what, bhikkhus, is the denourishment that prevents 

unarisen ill will from arising and arisen ill will from increasing 
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and expanding? There is, bhikkhus, the liberation of mind 
through lovingkindness: frequently giving careful attention to it 
is the denourishment that prevents unarisen ill will from arisin 
and arisen ill will from increasing and expanding.94 

g 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the denourishment that prevents 
unarisen sloth and torpor from arising and arisen sloth and torpor 
from increasing and expanding? There are, bhikkhus, the element 
of arousal, the element of endeavour, the element of exertion: fre
quently giving careful attention to them is the denourishment that 
prevents unarisen sloth and torpor [106] from arising and arisen 
sloth and torpor from increasing and expanding.95 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the denourishment that preVents 
unarisen restlessness and remorse from arising and arisen rest
lessness and remorse from increasing and expanding? There is, 
bhikkhus, peacefulness of mind: frequently giving careful atten
tion to it is the denourishment that prevents unarisen restless
ness and remorse from arising and arisen restlessness and 
remorse from increasing and expanding.96 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the denourishment that prevents 
unarisen doubt from arising and arisen doubt from increasing 
and expanding? There are, bhikkhus, wholesome and unwhole
some states, blameable and blameless states, inferior and superior 
states, dark and bright states with their counterparts: frequently 
giving careful attention to them is the denourishment that pre
vents una risen doubt from arising and arisen doubt from increas
ing and expanding.97 

(iv. The denourishment of the enlightenment factors) 
"And what, bhikkhus, is the denourishment that prevents the 
una risen enlightenment factor of mindfulness from arising and 
the arisen enlightenment factor of mindfulness from reaching 
fulfilment by development? There are, bhikkhus, things that are 
the basis for the enlightenment factor of mindfulness: not fre
quently giving attention to them is the denourishment that pre
vents the unarisen enlightenment factor of mindfulness from 
arising and the arisen enlightenment factor of mindfulness from 
reaching fulfilment by development. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the denourishment that prevents the 

unarisen enlightenment factor of discrimination of states from 

arising and the arisen enlightenment factor of discrimination of 
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states from reaching fulfilment by development? There are, 
bhikkhus, wholesome and unwholesome states, blameable and 
blameless states, inferior and superior states, dark and bright 
states with their counterparts: not frequently giving attention to 

them is the denourishment that prevents the unarisen enlighten
ment factor of discrimination of states from arising and the aris
en enlightenment factor of discrimination of states from reaching 

fulfilment by development. 
"And what, bhikkhus, is the denourishment that prevents the 

unarisen enlightenment factor of energy from arising and the 
arisen enlightenment factor of energy from reaching fulfilment 
by development? [107] There are, bhikkhus, the element of 
arousal, the element of endeavour, the element of exertion: not 
frequently giving attention to them is the denourishment that 
prevents the una risen enlightenment factor of energy from aris
ing and the arisen enlightenment factor of energy from reaching 
fulfilment by development. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the denourishment that prevents the 
unarisen enlightenment factor of rapture from arising and the 
arisen enlightenment factor of rapture from reaching fulfilment 
by development? There are, bhikkhus, things that are the basis 
for the enlightenment factor of rapture: not frequently giving 
attention to them is the denourishment that prevents the 
unarisen enlightenment factor of rapture from arising and the 
arisen enlightenment factor of rapture from reaching fulfilment 
by development. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the denourishment that prevents the 
unarisen enlightenment factor of tranquillity from arising and 
the arisen enlightenment factor of tranquillity from reaching ful
filment by development? There are, bhikkhus, tranquillity of body, 
tranqUillity of mind: not frequently giving attention to them is 
the denourishment that prevents the unarisen enlightenment fac
tor of tranquillity from arising and the arisen enlightenment fac
tor of tranquillity from reaching fulfilment by development. 

U And what, bhikkhus, is the denourishment that prevents the 
unarisen enlightenment factor of concentration from arising and 
the arisen enlightenment factor of concentration from reaching 
fulfilment by development? There are, bhikkhus, the sign of 
serenity, the sign of nondispersal: not frequently giving attention 
to them is the denourishment that prevents the unarisen enlight-
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enment factor of concentration from ansmg and the arisen 
enlightenment factor of concentration from reaching fulfilment 
by development. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the denourishment that prevents the 
una risen enlightenment factor of equanimity from arising and 
the arisen enlightenment factor of equanimity from reaching fUl
filment by development. There are, bhikkhus, things that are the 
basis for the enlightenment factor of equanimity: not frequently 
giving attention to them is the denourishment that prevents the 
unarisen enlightenment factor of equanimity from arising and 
the arisen enlightenment factor of equanimity from reaching ful
filment by development." [108] 

52 (2) A Method of Exposition 

Then, in the morning, a number of bhikkhus dressed and, taking 
their bowls and robes, entered Savatthi for alms. Then it occurred 
to them: "It is still too early to walk for alms in Savatthi. Let us 
go to the park of the wanderers of other sects." 

Then those bhikkhus went to the park of the wanderers of 
other sects. They exchanged greetings with those wanderers and, 
when they had concluded their greetings and cordial talk, sat 
down to one side. The wanderers then said to them: "Friends, the 
ascetic Gotama teaches the Dhamma to his disciples thus: 'Come, 
bhikkhus, abandon the five hindrances, the corruptions of the 
mind that weaken wisdom, and develop correctly the seven fac
tors of enlightenment.' We too teach the Dhamma to our disciples 
thus: 'Come, friends, abandon the five hindrances, the corrup
tions of the mind that weaken wisdom, and develop correctly the 
seven factors of enlightenment.' So, friends, what here is the dis
tinction, the disparity, the difference between the ascetic Gotama 
and us, that is, regarding the one Dhamma teaching and the 
other, regarding the one manner of instruction and the other?"98 

Then those bhikkhus neither delighted in nor rejected the state
ment of those wanderers. Without delighting in it, without reject
ing it, they rose from their seats and left, thinking, "We shall learn 
the meaning of this statement in the presence of the Blessed One." 

Then, when those bhikkhus had walked for alms in Savatthi 

and had returned from the alms round, after their meal they 

approached the Blessed One. Having paid homage to him, they 
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sat down to one side [109] and reported to him the entire discus
sion between those wanderers and themselves. [The Blessed One 
said:] 

"Bhikkhus, when wanderers of other sects speak thus, they 

should be asked: 'Friends, is there a method of exposition by 
means of which the five hindrances become ten, and the seven 
factors of enlightenment become fourteen?' Being asked thus, 
those wanderers would not be able to reply and, further, they 
would meet with vexation. For what reason? Because that would 
not be within their domain. I do not see anyone, bhikkhus, in this 
world with its devas, Mara, and Brahma, in this generation with 
its ascetics and brahmins, its devas and humans, who could sat
isfy the mind with an answer to these questions except the 
Tathagata or a disciple of the Tathagata or one who has heard it 
from them. [110] 

(i. The five become ten) 
"And what, bhikkhus, is the method of exposition by means of 
which the five hindrances become ten? 

"Whatever sensual desire there is for the internal is a hin
drance; whatever sensual desire there is for the external is also a 
hindrance.99 Thus what is spoken of concisely as the hindrance of 
sensual desire becomes, by this method of exposition, twofold. 

"Whatever ill will there is towards the internal is a hindrance; 
whatever ill will there is towards the external is also a hindrance. 
Thus what is spoken of concisely as the hindrance of ill will 
becomes, by this method of exposition, twofold. 

"Whatever sloth there is, is a hindrance; whatever torpor there 
is, is also a hindrance. Thus what is spoken of concisely as the 
hindrance of sloth and torpor becomes, by this method of expo
sition, twofold. 

"Whatever restlessness there is, is a hindrance; whatever 
remorse there is, is also a hindrance. Thus what is spoken of con
cisely as the hindrance of restlessness and remorse becomes, by 
this method of exposition, twofold. 

"Whatever doubt there is about the internal is a hindrance; 
Whatever doubt there is about the external is also a hindrance. 
Thus what is spoken of concisely as the hindrance of doubt 
becomes, by this method of exposition, twofold. 
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(ii. The seven become fourteen) 
"And what, bhikkhus, is the method of exposition by means of 
which the seven factors of enlightenment become fourteen?lOO 

"Whatever mindfulness there is of things internal is the 
enlightenment factor of mindfulness; whatever mindfulness 
there is of things external is also the enlightenment factor of 
mindfulness. Thus what is spoken of concisely as the enlighten_ 
ment factor of mindfulness becomes, by this method of exposi
tion, twofold. [ 111 ]  

"Whenever one discriminates things internally with wisdom 
examines them, makes an investigation of them, that is th� 
enlightenment factor of discrimination of states; whenever one 
discriminates things externally with wisdom, examines them 
makes an investigation of them, that is also the enlightenmen� 
factor of discrimination of states. Thus what is spoken of con
cisely as the enlightenment factor of discrimination of states 
becomes, by this method of exposition, twofold. 

"Whatever bodily energy there is, is the enlightenment factor 
of energy; whatever mental energy there is, is also the enlighten
ment factor of energy. Thus what is spoken of concisely as the 
enlightenment factor of energy becomes, by this method of expo
sition, twofold. 

"Whatever rapture there is accompanied by thought and 
examination is the enlightenment factor of rapture; whatever 
rapture there is without thought and examination is also the 
enlightenment factor of rapture.101 Thus what is spoken of con
cisely as the enlightenment factor of rapture becomes, by this 
method of exposition, twofold. 

"Whatever tranquillity of body there is, is the enlightenment 
factor of tranquillity; whatever tranquillity of mind there is, is 
also the enlightenment factor of tranquillity. 102 Thus what is spo

ken of concisely as the enlightenment factor of tranquillity 

becomes, by this method of exposition, twofold. 
"Whatever concentration there is accompanied by thought and 

examination is the enlightenment factor of concentration; what
ever concentration there is without thought and examination is 

also the enlightenment factor of concentration.103 Thus what is 

spoken of concisely as the enlightenment factor of concentration 

becomes, by this method of exposition, twofold. 
"Whatever equanimity there is regarding things internal is the 
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enlightenment factor of equanimity; whatever equanimity there 

is regarding things external is also the enlightenment factor of 

equanimity. Thus what is spoken of concisely as the enlighten

ment factor of equanimity becomes, by this method of exposi

tion, twofold. 
"This, bhikkhus, is the method of exposition by means of 

which the seven factors of enlightenment become fourteen." 

[112] 

53 (3) Fire 

Then, in the morning, a number of bhikkhus dressed and, taking 
their bowls and robes, entered Savatthi for alms . . .  (as in §52 
down to:) . . .  104 [The Blessed One said:] 

"Bhikkhus, when wanderers of other sects speak thus, they 
should be asked: 'Friends, when the mind becomes sluggish, 
which factors of enlightenment is it untimely to develop on that 
occasion, and which factors of enlightenment is it timely to 
develop on that occasion? Then, friends, when the mind becomes 
excited, which factors of enlightenment is it untimely to develop 
on that occasion, and which factors of enlightenment is it timely 
to develop on that occasion?' Being asked thus, those wanderers 
would not be able to reply and, further, they would meet with 
vexation. For what reason? Because that would not be within 
their domain. I do not see anyone, bhikkhus, in this world with 
its devas, Mara, and Brahma, in this generation with its ascetics 
and brahmins, its devas and humans, who could satisfy the mind 
with an answer to these questions except the Tathagata or a dis
ciple of the Tathagata or one who has heard it from them. 

(i. The sluggish mind: untimely) 
"On an occasion, bhikkhus, when the mind becomes sluggish, it 
is untimely to develop the enlightenment factor of tranquillity, 
the enlightenment factor of concentration, and the enlightenment 
factor of equanimity. For what reason? Because the mind is slug
gish, bhikkhus, and it is difficult to arouse it with those things . 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, a man wants to make a small fire flare up. 
If he throws wet grass, wet cowdung, and wet timber into it, 
[113] sprays it with water, and scatters soil over it, would he be 
able to make that small fire flare up?" 
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"No, venerable sir." 
"So too, bhikkhus, on an occasion when the mind becomes 

sluggish, it is untimely to develop the enlightenment factor of 
tranquillity, the enlightenment factor of concentration, and the 
enlightenment factor of equanimity. For what reason? Because 
the mind is sluggish, bhikkhus, and it is difficult to arouse it with 
those things. 

(ii. The sluggish mind: timely) 
"On an occasion, bhikkhus, when the mind becomes sluggish, it 
is timely to develop the enlightenment factor of discrimination of 
states, the enlightenment factor of energy, and the enlightenment 
factor of rapture. For what reason? Because the mind is sluggish, 
bhikkhus, and it is easy to arouse it with those things. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, a man wants to make a small fire flare up. 
If he throws dry grass, dry cow dung, and dry timber into it, 
blows on it, and does not scatter soil over it, would he be able to 
make that small fire flare up?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"So too, bhikkhus, on an occasion when the mind becomes 

sluggish, it is timely to develop the enlightenment factor of dis
crimination of states, the enlightenment factor of energy, and the 
enlightenment factor of rapture. For what reason? Because the 
mind is sluggish, bhikkhus, and it is easy to arouse it with those 
things. 

(iii. The excited mind: untimely) 
"On an occasion, bhikkhus, when the mind becomes excited, it is 
untimely to develop the enlightenment factor of discrimination 
of states, the enlightenment factor of energy, [1 14] and the 
enlightenment factor of rapture. For what reason? Because the 
mind is excited, bhikkhus, and it is difficult to calm it down with 
those things. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, a man wants to extinguish a great bonfire. 
If he throws dry grass, dry cowdung, and dry timber into it, 
blows on it, and does not scatter soil over it, would he be able to 
extinguish that great bonfire?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"So too, bhikkhus, on an occasion when the mind becomeS 

excited, it is untimely to develop the enlightenment factor of dis-
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crimination of states, the enlightenment factor of energy, and the 

enlightenment factor of rapture. For what reason? Because the 

mind is excited, bhikkhus, and it is difficult to calm it down with 

those things. 

(iv. The excited mind: timely) 
"On an occasion, bhikkhus, when the mind becomes excited, it is 
timely to develop the enlightenment factor of tranquillity, the 
enlightenment factor of concentration, and the enlightenment 

factor of equanimity. For what reason? Because the mind is excit
ed, bhikkhus, and it is easy to calm it down with those things. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, a man wants to extinguish a great bonfire. 
If he throws wet grass, wet cowdung, and wet timber into it, 
sprays it with water, and scatters soil over it, would he be able to 
extinguish that great bonfire?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"So too, bhikkhus, on an occasion when the mind becomes 

excited, [115] it is timely to develop the enlightenment factor of 
tranquillity, the enlightenment factor of concentration, and the 
enlightenment factor of equanimity. For what reason? Because 
the mind is excited, bhikkhus, and it is easy to calm it down with 
those things. 

"But mindfulness, bhikkhus, I say is always useful."105 

54 (4) Accompanied by Lovingkindness 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Koliyans, where there was a town of the Koliyans named 
Haliddavasana.l06 Then, in the morning, a number of bhikkhus 
dressed and, taking their bowls and robes, entered Halidda
vasana for alms. Then it occurred to them: "It is still too early to 
walk for alms in Haliddavasana. Let us go to the park of the 
wanderers of other sects." 

Then those bhikkhus went to the park of the wanderers of 
other sects. They exchanged greetings with those wanderers and, 
When they had concluded their greetings and cordial talk, sat 
down to one side. The wanderers then said to them: "Friends, the 
ascetic Gotama teaches the Dhamma to his disciples thus: 'Come, 
bhikkhus, abandon the five hindrances, the corruptions of the 
mind that weaken wisdom, and dwell pervading one quarter 
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with a mind imbued with lovingkindness, likewise the seeo d 
quarter, the third quarter, and the fourth quarter. Thus abo�, 
below, across, and everywhere, and to all as to oneself, dwell per
vading the entire world with a mind imbued with lovingkind_ 
ness, [116] vast, exalted, measureless, without hostility, without 
ill will. Dwell pervading one quarter with a mind imbued with 
compassion, likewise the second quarter, the third quarter, and 
the fourth quarter. Thus above, below, across, and everywhere 
and to all as to oneself, dwell pervading the entire world with � 
mind imbued with compassion, vast, exalted, measureless, with
out hostility, without ill will. Dwell pervading one quarter with 
a mind imbued with altruistic joy, likewise the second quarter, 
the third quarter, and the fourth quarter. Thus above, below 
across, and everywhere, and to all as to oneself, dwell pervadin� 
the entire world with a mind imbued with altruistic joy, vast, 
exalted, measureless, without hostility, without ill will. Dwell 
pervading one quarter with a mind imbued with equanimity, 
likewise the second quarter, the third quarter, and the fourth 
quarter. Thus above, below, across, and everywhere, and to all as 
to oneself, dwell pervading the entire world with a mind imbued 
with equanimity, vast, exalted, measureless, without hostility, 
without ill will.' 

"We too, friends, teach the Dhamma to our disciples thus: 
'Come, friends, abandon the five hindrances . . .  (all as above) . . .  
dwell pervading the entire world with a mind imbued with lov
ingkindness . . .  compassion . . .  altruistic joy . . .  equanimity . , . 
without ill will.' So, friends, what here is the distinction, the dis
parity, the difference between the ascetic Gotama and us, that is, 
[117] regarding the one Dhamma teaching and the other, regard
ing the one manner of instruction and the other?"107 

Then those bhikkhus neither delighted in nor rejected the state

ment of those wanderers. Without delighting in it, without reject
ing it, they rose from their seats and left, thinking, "We shall learn 
the meaning of this statement in the presence of the Blessed One." 

Then, when those bhikkhus had walked for alms in 
Haliddavasana and had returned from the alms round, after 
their meal they approached the Blessed One. Having paid hom

age to him, they sat down to one side and reported to him the 

entire discussion between those wanderers and themselves. [118] 

[The Blessed One said:] 
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"Bhikkhus, when wanderers of other sects speak thus, they 

should be asked: 'Friends, how is the liberation of the mind by 
loving kindness developed? What does it have as its destination, 
its culmination, its fruit, its final goal?l08 How is the liberation of 
the mind by compassion developed? What does it have as its des
tination, its culmination, its fruit, its final goal? How is the liber
ation of the mind by altruistic joy developed? What does it have 
as its destination, its culmination, its fruit, its final goal? How is 
the liberation of the mind by equanimity developed? What does 
it have as its destination, its culmination, its fruit, its final goal?' 
Being asked thus, those wanderers would not be able to reply 
and, further, they would meet with vexation. For what reason? 
Because that would not be within their domain. I do not see any
one, bhikkhus, in this world with its devas, Mara, and Brahma, 
in this generation with its ascetics and brahmins, its devas and 
humans, who could satisfy the mind with an answer to these 
questions except the Tathagata or a disciple of the Tathagata or 
one who has heard it from them. (119) 

"And how, bhikkhus, is the liberation of the mind by loving
kindness developed? What does it have as its destination, its cul
mination, its fruit, its final goal? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 
develops the enlightenment factor of mindfulness accompanied 
by lovingkindness . . .  the enlightenment factor of equanimity 
accompanied by loving kindness, based upon seclusion, dispas
sion, and cessation, maturing in release.109 If he wishes: 'May I 
dwell perceiving the repulsive in the unrepulsive,' he dwells per
ceiving the repulsive therein. If he wishes: 'May I dwell perceiv
ing the unrepulsive in the repulsive,' he dwells perceiving the 
unrepulsive therein. If he wishes: 'May I dwell perceiving the 
repulsive in the unrepulsive and in the repulsive,' he dwells per
ceiving the repulsive therein. If he wishes: 'May I dwell perceiv
ing the unrepulsive in the repulsive and in the unrepulsive,' he 
dwells perceiving the unrepulsive therein. If he wishes: 
'Avoiding both the unrepulsive and the repulsive, may I dwell 
equanimously, mindful and clearly comprehending,' then he 
dwells therein equanimously, mindful and clearly comprehend
ing.110 Or else he enters and dwells in the deliverance of the 
beautiful. Bhikkhus, the liberation of mind by lovingkindness 
has the beautiful as its culmination, I say, for a wise bhikkhu here 
who has not penetrated to a superior liberation.111 
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II And how, bhikkhus, is the liberation of the mind by compas_ 
sion developed? What does it have as its destination, its culmi_ 
nation, its fruit, its final goal? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu devel
ops the enlightenment factor of mindfulness accompanied by 
compassion . . .  the enlightenment factor of equanimity accompa_ 
nied by compassion, based upon seclusion, dispassion, and ces
sation, maturing in release. If he wishes: 'May I dwell perceiving 
the repulsive in the unrepulsive,' he dwells perceiving the repul
sive therein . . . .  If he wishes: 'Avoiding both the unrepulsive and 
the repulsive, may I dwell equanimously, mindful and clearly 
comprehending,' then he dwells therein equanimously, mindful 
and clearly comprehending. Or else, with the complete transcen
dence of perceptions of forms, with the passing away of percep
tions of sensory impingement, with nonattention to perceptions 
of diversity, aware that 'space is infinite,' he enters and dwells in 
the base of the infinity of space. [120] Bhikkhus, the liberation of 
mind by compassion has the base of the infinity of space as its 
culmination, I say, for a wise bhikkhu here who has not pene
trated to a superior liberation. 

"And how, bhikkhus, is the liberation of the mind by altruistic 
joy developed? What does it have as its destination, its culmina
tion, its fruit, its final goal? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops 
the enlightenment factor of mindfulness accompanied by altruis
tic joy . . .  the enlightenment factor of equanimity accompanied 
by altruistic joy, based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, 
maturing in release. If he wishes: 'May I dwell perceiving the 
repulsive in the unrepulsive,' he dwells perceiving the repulsive 
therein . . . .  If he wishes: ' Avoiding both the unrepulsive and the 
repulsive, may I dwell equanimously, mindful and clearly com
prehending,' then he dwells therein equanimously, mindful and 
clearly comprehending. Or else, by completely transcending the 
base of the infinity of space, aware that 'consciousness is infinite,' 
he enters and dwells in the base of the infinity of consciousness. 
Bhikkhus, the liberation of mind by altruistic joy has the base of 

the infinity of consciousness as its culmination, I say, for a wise 

bhikkhu here who has not penetrated to a superior liberation. 
"And how, bhikkhus, is the liberation of the mind by equa

nimity developed? What does it have as its destination, its cul

mination, its fruit, its final goal? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 

develops the enlightenment factor of mindfulness accompanied 
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by equanimity . . .  the enlightenment factor of equanimity accom

panied by equar.'imi�, based upon se�lusio�, dispassion, and 

cessation, matunng in release. If he wIshes: May I dwell per

ceiving the repulsive in the unrepulsive,' he dwells perceiving 

the repulsive therein . . . .  If he wishes: ' Avoiding both the unre

pulsive and the repulsive, may I dwell equanimously, mindful 
and dearly comprehending,' then he dwells therein equani
mously, mindful and clearly comprehending. (121) Or else, by 
completely transcending the base of the infinity of consciousness, 

aware that 'there is nothing,' he enters and dwells in the base of 
nothingness. Bhikkhus, the liberation of mind by equanimity has 
the base of nothingness as its culmination, I say, for a wise 
bhikkhu here who has not penetrated to a superior liberation." 

55 (5) Sangarava 

At Savatthtll2 Then the brahmin Sailgarava approached the 
Blessed One and exchanged greetings with him. When they had 
concluded their greetings and cordial talk, he sat down to one 
side and saId to the Blessed One: 

"Master Gotama, what is the cause and reason why sometimes 
even those hymns that have been recited over a long period do 
not recur to the mind, let alone those that have not been recited? 
What is the cause and reason why sometimes those hymns that 
have not been recited over a long period recur to the mind, let 
alone those that have been recited?" 

(i. Why the hymns do not recur to the mind) 
"Brahmin, when one dwells with a mind obsessed by sensual 
lust, overwhelmed by sensual lust, and one does not understand 
as it really is the escape from arisen sensual lust,1l3 on that occa
sion one neither knows nor sees as it really is one's own good, or 
the good of others, or the good of both. Then even those hymns 
that have been recited over a long period do not recur to the 
mind, let alone those that have not been recited. 

"Suppose, brahmin, there is a bowl of water mixed with lac, 
turmeric, blue dye, or crimson dye. If a man with good sight 
Were to examine his own facial reflection in it, he would neither 
know nor see it as it really is. So too, brahmin, when one dwells 
with a mind obsessed by sensual lust ' "  [122] . .  , on that occasion 
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even those hymns that have been recited over a long period d 
not recur to the mind, let alone those that have not been recited

O 

"Again, brahmin, when one dwells with a mind obsessed by 'li 
will, overwhelmed by ill will, and one does not understand as 1. 

really is the escape from arisen ill will, on that occasion one ne�� 
ther knows nor sees as it really is one's own good, or the good of 
others, or the good of both. Then even those hymns that have 
been recited over a long period do not recur to the mind, let alone 
those that have not been recited. 

"Suppose, brahmin, there is a bowl of water being heated over 
a fire, bubbling and boiling. If a man with good sight were to 
examine his own facial reflection in it, he would neither know 
nor see it as it really is. So too, brahmin, when one dwells with a 
mind obsessed by ill will . . .  on that occasion even those h}'Inns 
that have been recited over a long period do not recur to the 
mind, let alone those that have not been recited. 

"Again, brahmin, when one dwells with a mind obsessed by 
sloth and torpor, overwhelmed by sloth and torpor, and one does 
not understand as it really is the escape from arisen sloth and 
torpor, on that occasion one neither knows nor sees as it really is 
one's own good, or the good of others, or the good of both. Then 
even those hymns that have been recited over a long period do 
not recur to the mind, let alone those that have not been recited. 

"Suppose, brahmin, there is a bowl of water covered over with 
water plants and algae. If a man with good sight were to exam
ine his own facial reflection in it, (123] he would neither know 
nor see it as it really is. So too, brahmin, when one dwells with a 
mind obsessed by sloth and torpor . . .  on that occasion even those 
hymns that have been recited over a long period do not recur to 
the mind, let alone those that have not been recited. 

"Again, brahmin, when one dwells with a mind obsessed by 
restlessness and remorse, overwhelmed by restlessness and 
remorse, and one does not understand as it really is the escape 
from arisen restlessness and remorse, on that occasion one nei
ther knows nor sees as it really is one's own good, or the good of 
others, or the good of both. Then even those hymns that have 
been recited over a long period do not recur to the mind, let alone 
those that have not been recited. 

"Suppose, brahmin, there is a bowl of water stirred by the 
wind, rippling, swirling, churned into wavelets. If a man with 
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good sight were to examine his own facial reflection in it, he 
would neither know nor see it as it really is. So too, brahmin, 

when one dwells with a mind obsessed by restlessness and 
remorse . . .  on that occasion even those hymns that have been 
recited over a long period do not recur to the mind, let alone 
those that have not been recited. 

"Again, brahmin, when one dwells with a mind obsessed by 
doubt, overwhelmed by doubt, and one does not understand as 
it really is the escape from arisen doubt, on that occasion one nei
ther knows nor sees as it really is one's own good, or the good of 
others, or the good of both. Then even those hymns that have 
been recited over a long period do not recur to the mind, let alone 
those that have not been recited. 

"Suppose, brahmin, there is a bowl of water that is turbid, 
unsettled, muddy, placed in the dark. If a man with good sight 
were to examine his own facial reflection in it, he would neither 
know nor see it as it really is. [ 124] So too, brahmin, when one 
dwells with a mind obsessed by doubt . . .  on that occasion even 
those hymns that have been recited over a long period do not 
recur to the mind, let alone those that have not been recited. 

"This, brahmin, is the cause and reason why even those hymns 
that have been recited over a long period do not recur to the 
mind, let alone those that have not been recited. 

(ii. Why the hymns recur to the mind) 
"Brahmin, when one dwells with a mind that is not obsessed by 
sensual lust, not overwhelmed by sensual lust, and one under
stands as it really is the escape from arisen sensual lust, on that 
occasion one knows and sees as it really is one's own good, and 
the good of others, and the good of both. Then even those hymns 
that have not been recited over a long period recur to the mind, 
let alone those that have been recited. 

"Suppose, brahmin, there is a bowl of water not mixed with 
lac, turmeric, blue dye, or crimson dye. If a man with good sight 
were to examine his own facial reflection in it, he would know 
and see it as it really is. So too, brahmin, when one dwells with a 
mind that is not obsessed by sensual lust . . .  on that occasion even 
those hymns that have not been recited over a long period recur 
to the mind, let alone those that have been recited. 

"Again, brahmin, when one dwells with a mind that is not 
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obsessed by ill will . . .  on that occasion even those hymns that 
have not been recited over a long period recur to the mind, let 
alone those that have been recited. 

"Suppose, brahmin, there is a bowl of water not heated OVer a 
fire, not bubbling, not boiling. If a man with good sight Were to 
examine his own facial reflection in it, he would know and see it 
as it really is. [125] So too, brahmin, when one dwells with a 

mind that is not obsessed by ill will . . .  on that occasion even 
those hymns that have not been recited over a long period recur 
to the mind, let alone those that have been recited. 

"Again, brahmin, when one dwells with a mind that is not 
obsessed by sloth and torpor . . .  on that occasion even those 
hymns that have not been recited over a long period recur to the 
mind, let alone those that have been recited. 

"Suppose, brahmin, there is a bowl of water not covered over 
with water plants and algae. If a man with good sight were to 
examine his own facial reflection in it, he would know and see it 
as it really is. So too, brahmin, when one dwells with a mind that 
is not obsessed by sloth and torpor . . .  on that occasion even those 
hymns that have not been recited over a long period recur to the 
mind, let alone those that have been recited. 

"Again, brahmin, when one dwells with a mind that is not 
obsessed by restlessness and remorse . . .  on that occasion even 
those hymns that have not been recited over a long period recur 
to the mind, let alone those that have been recited. 

"Suppose, brahmin, there is a bowl of water not stirred by the 
wind, without ripples, without swirls, not churned into wavelets. 
If a man with good sight were to examine his own facial reflec
tion in it, he would know and see it as it really is. So too, brah
min, when one dwells with a mind that is not obsessed by rest
lessness and remorse . . .  on that occasion even those hymns that 
have not been recited over a long period recur to the mind, let 
alone those that have been recited. 

"Again, brahmin, when one dwells with a mind that is not 

obsessed by doubt . . .  on that occasion even those hymns that 

have not been recited over a long period recur to the mind, let 

alone those that have been recited. 
"Suppose, brahmin, there is a bowl of water that is clear, 

serene, limpid, set out in the light. If a man with good sight were 

to examine his own facial reflection in it, he would know and see 
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it as it really is. So too, brahmin, when one dwells with a mind 
that is not obsessed by doubt . , .  on that occasion even those 
hymns that have not been recited over a long period recur to the 
mind, let alone those that have been recited. [126] 

"This, brahmin, is the cause and reason why even those hymns 
that have not been recited over a long period recur to the mind, 
let alone those that have been recited. 

"These seven factors of enlightenment, brahmin, are non
obstructions, nonhindrances, noncorruptions of the mind; when 
developed and cultivated they lead to the realization of the fruit 
of true knowledge and liberation. What seven? The enlighten
ment factor of mindfulness is a nonobstruction . . .  The enlighten
ment factor of equanimity is a non obstruction. . . .  These seven 
factors of enlightenment are nonobstructions, nonhindrances, 
noncorruptions of the mind; when developed and cultivated 
they lead to the realization of the fruit of true knowledge and lib
eration."  

When this was said, the brahmin Sangarava said to the Blessed 
One: "Magnificent, Master Gotama! . . .  From today let Master 
Gotama remember me as a lay follower who has gone for refuge 
for life." 

56 (6) Abhaya 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwel
ling at Rajagaha on Mount Vulture Peak. Then Prince Abhaya 
approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat down to 
one side, and said to him:114 

"Venerable sir, Pural)a Kassapa says: 'There is no cause or 
condition for lack of knowledge and vision; lack of knowledge 
and vision is without cause or condition. There is no cause or 
condition for knowledge and vision; knowledge and vision are 
without cause or condition.'l1S What does the Blessed One say 
about this?" 

"There is, prince, a cause and condition for lack of knowledge 
and vision; lack of knowledge and vision is with cause and con
dition. [127] There is a cause and condition for knowledge and 
vision; knowledge and vision are with cause and condition." 
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(i. The cause for lack of knowledge and vision) 
"But, venerable sir, what is the cause and condition for lack f knowledge and vision? How is it that lack of knowledge a : 
vision is with cause and condition?" 

n 

"On an occasion, prince, when one dwells with a mind 
obsessed by sensual lust, overwhelmed by sensual lust, and one 
neither knows nor sees as it really is the escape from arisen sen
sual lust: this is a cause and condition for lack of knowledge and 
vision; it is in this way that lack of knowledge and vision is with 
cause and condition. 

"Again, prince, on an occasion when one dwells with a mind 
obsessed by ill will . . .  obsessed by sloth and torpor . . .  obsessed 
by restlessness and remorse . . .  obsessed by doubt, overwhelmed 
by doubt, and one neither knows nor sees as it really is the escape 
from arisen doubt: this too is a cause and condition for lack of 
knowledge and vision; it is in this way too that lack of knowledge 
and vision is with cause and condition." 

"What is this Dhamma exposition called, venerable sir?" 
"These are called the hindrances, prince." 
"Surely they are hindrances, Blessed One! Surely they are hin

drances, Fortunate One! One overcome by even a single hin
drance would not know and see things as they really are, not to 
speak of one overcome by the five hindrances. 

(ii. The cause of knowledge and vision) 
"But, venerable sir, what is the cause and condition for knowl
edge and vision? How is it that knowledge and vision are with 
cause and condition?" [128] 

"Here, prince, a bhikkhu develops the enlightenment factor of 
mindfulness, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, and ces
sation, maturing in release. With a mind that has developed the 
enlightenment factor of mindfulness he knows and sees things as 
they really are. This is a cause for knowledge and vision; it is in 
this way that knowledge and vision are with cause and condi
tion . . . .  

"Again, prince, a bhikkhu develops the enlightenment factor 

of equanimity, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, and 

cessation, maturing in release. With a mind that has developed 

the enlightenment factor of equanimity he knows and sees things 

as they really are. This too is a cause for knowledge and vision; 
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it is in this way that knowledge and vision are with cause and 
condition. " 

"What is this Dhamma exposition called, venerable sir?" 
"These are called the factors of enlightenment, prince." 
"Surely they are factors of enlightenment, Blessed One! Surely 

thev are factors of enlightenment, Fortunate One! One who pos
ses�es even a single factor of enlightenment would know and see 
things as they really are, not to speak of one who possesses the 
seven factors of enlightenment. The bodily fatigue and the men
tal fatigue that I experienced from climbing Mount Vulture Peak 
have subsided. I have made the breakthrough to the Dhamma."1 16 

[129] VII. IN-AND-OUT BREATIUNG 

57 (1) The Skeleton 

(i. Of great fruit) 
At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when the perception of a skeleton is 
developed and cultivated, it is of great fruit and benefit.ll7 

"And how, bhikkhus, is the perception of a skeleton developed 
and cultivated so that it is of great fruit and benefit? Here, 
bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the enlightenment factor of mind
fulness accompanied by the perception of a skeleton . . .  he devel
ops the enlightenment factor of equanimity accompanied by the 
perception of a skeleton, based upon seclusion, dispassion, and 
cessation, maturing in release. It is in this way that the perception 
of a skeleton is developed and cultivated so that it is of great fruit 
and benefit." 

(ii. One of two fruits) 
"Bhikkhus, when the perception of a skeleton is developed and 
cultivated, one of two fruits is to be expected: either final knowl
edge in this very life or, if there is a residue of clinging,1l8 the 
state of nonreturning. 

"And how, bhikkhus, is the perception of a skeleton developed 
and cultivated so that one of two fruits is to be expected: either 
final knowledge in this very life or, if there is a residue of cling
ing, the state of nonreturning? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu devel
ops the enlightenment factor of mindfulness accompanied by the 
perception of a skeleton . . .  he develops the enlightenment factor 
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of equanimity accompanied by the perception of a skeleton 
based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing i� 
release. It is in this way that the perception of a skeleton is devel_ 
oped and cultivated so that one of two fruits is to be expected: 
either final knowledge in this very life or, if there is a residue of 
clinging, the state of nonreturning." [130] 

(iii. Great good) 
"Bhikkhus, when the perception of a skeleton is developed and 
cultivated, it leads to great good. 

"And how, bhikkhus, is the perception of a skeleton developed 
and cultivated so that it leads to great good? Here, bhikkhus, a 
bhikkhu develops the enlightenment factor of mindfulness 
accompanied by the perception of a skeleton . . .  he develops the 
enlightenment factor of equanimity accompanied by the percep
tion of a skeleton, based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessa
tion, maturing in release. It is in this way that the perception of a 
skeleton is developed and cultivated so that it leads to great 
good." 

(iv. Security from bondage) 
"Bhikkhus, when the perception of a skeleton is developed and 
cultivated, it leads to great security from bondage. 

"And how, bhikkhus, is the perception of a skeleton developed 
and cultivated so that it leads to great security from bondage? . . . " 
(All as above.) 

(v. Sense of urgency) 
"Bhikkhus, when the perception of a skeleton is developed and 
cultivated, it leads to a great sense of urgency. 

"And how, bhikkhus, is the perception of a skeleton de\'eloped 
and cultivated so that it leads to a great sense of urgency? . . .  " (All 
as above.) [131] 

(vi. Dwelling in comfort) 
"Bhikkhus, when the perception of a skeleton is developed and 

cultivated, it leads to dwelling in great comfort. 
" And how, bhikkhus, is the perception of a skeleton developed 

and cultivated so that it leads to dwelling in great comfort? . . . " 
(All as above.) 
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(Each of the following suttas, §§58-76, is to be elaborated in accordance 
with the sixfold method of §57. ) 

58 (2) The Worm-Infested 

"Bhikkhus, when the perception of a worm-infested corpse is 

developed . . .  " 

59 (3) The Livid 

"Bhikkhus, when the perception of a livid corpse is developed . . .  " 

60 (4) The Fissured 

"Bhikkhus, when the perception of a fissured corpse is devel
oped . . . " 

61 (5) The Bloated 

"Bhikkhus, when the perception of a bloated corpse is devel
oped . . .  " 

. 62 (6) Lovingkindness 

"Bhikkhus, when lovingkindness is developed . . .  " 

63 (7) Compassion 

"Bhikkhus, when compassion is developed . . .  " 

64 (8) Altruistic Joy 

"Bhikkhus, when altruistic joy is developed . . .  " 

65 (9) Equanimity 

"Bhikkhus, when equanimity is developed . . . " [132] 
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66 (10) Breathing 

"Bhikkhus, when mindfulness of breathing is developed . . .  " 

VIII. CESSATION119 

67 (1) Foulness 

"Bhikkhus, when the perception of foulness . . .  " 

68 (2) Death 

"Bhikkhus, when the perception of death . . .  " 

69 (3) Repulsiveness of Food 

"Bhikkhus, when the perception of the repulsiveness of food . . .  " 

70 (4) Nondelight 

"Bhikkhus, when the perception of nondelight in the entire 
world . . .  " 

71 (5) impermanence 

"Bhikkhus, when the perception of impermanence . . . " 

72 (6) Suffering 

"Bhikkhus, when the perception of suffering in the impermanent 
. . .  " [133] 

73 (7) Nonself 

"Bhikkhus, when the perception of nonself in what is suffering 

" 

74 (8) Abandonment 

"Bhikkhus, when the perception of abandonment . . .  " 
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75 (9) Dispassion 

"Bhikkhus, when the perception of dispassion . . .  " 

76 (10) Cessation 

(i. Of great fruit) 
"Bhikkhus, when the perception of cessation is developed and 
cultivated, it is of great fruit and benefit. 

"And how, bhikkhus, is the perception of cessation developed 
and cultivated so that it is of great fruit and benefit? Here, 
bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the enlightenment factor of mind
fulness accompanied by the perception of cessation . . .  he devel
ops the enlightenment factor of equanimity accompanied by the 
perception of cessation, based upon seclusion, dispassion, and 
cessation, maturing in release. It is in this way that the perception 
of cessation is developed and cultivated so that it is of great fruit 
and benefit." 

(ii. One of two fruits) 
"Bhikkhus, when the perception of cessation is developed and 
cultivated, one of two fruits is to be expected: either final knowl
edge in this very life or, if there is a residue of clinging, the state 
of nonreturning. 

"And how, bhikkhus, is the perception of cessation developed . . . ?" 

(iii-vi. Great good, etc.) 
"Bhikkhus, when the perception of cessation is developed and 
cultivated, it leads to great good . . .  to great security from 
bondage . . .  to a great sense of urgency . . .  to dwelling in great 
comfort. [134] 

"And how does it do so? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops 
the enlightenment factor of mindfulness accompanied by the 
perception of cessation . . .  he develops the enlightenment factor 
of equanimity accompanied by the perception of cessation, based 
upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. It 
is in this way that the perception of cessation is developed and 
cultivated so that it leads to great good . . .  to great security from 
bondage . . .  to a great sense of urgency . . .  to dwelling in great 
comfort." 
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IX. GANGES REPETITION SERIES 

77 (1)-88 (12) The River Ganges-Eastward, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, just as the river Ganges slants, slopes, and inclines 
towards the east, so too a bhikkhu who develops and cUltivates 
the seven factors of enlightenment slants, slopes, and inclines 
towards Nibbana. 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu develop and cultivate 
the seven factors of enlightenment so that he slants, slopes, and 
inclines towards Nibbana? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops 
the enlightenment factor of mindfulness . . .  he develops the 
enlightenment factor of equanimity, which is based upon seclu
sion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. It is in this 
way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu develops and cultivates the seven 
factors of enlightenment so that he slants, slopes, and inclines 
towards Nibbana." 

(The remaining suttas of this vagga are to be similarly elaborated par
allel to 45:92-102.) [135] 

Six about slanting to the east 
And six about slanting to the ocean. 
These two sixes make up twelve: 
Thus the subchapter is recited. 

X. DILIGENCE 

89 (1)-98 (10) The Tathagata, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, whatever beings there are-whether those without 
feet or those with two feet or those with four feet or those with 
many feet-. . .  " 

(To be elaborated by way of the factors of enlightenment parallel to 
45:139-48.) 

Tathagata, footprint, roof peak, 
Roots, heartwood, jasmine, 
Monarch, the moon and sun, 
Together with the cloth as tenth. 
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XI. STRENUOUS DEEDS 

99 (1)-1 10 (12) Strenuous, Etc.uo 

" Bhikkhus, just as whatever strenuous deeds are done . . .  II 
(To be elaborated parallel to 45:149-60.) [136] 

Strenuous, seeds, and nagas, 
The tree, the pot, the spike, 
The sky, and two on clouds, 
The ship, guest house, and river. 

XII. SEARCHES 

1 1 1  (1)-120 (10) Searches, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, there are these three searches. What three? The 
search for sensual pleasures, the search for existence, the search 
for a holy life . . . .  " 

(To be eillborated parallel to 45:161-70.) 

Searches, discriminations, taints, 
Kinds of existence, threefold suffering, 
Barrenness, stains, and troubles, 
Feelings, craving, and thirst. 

XIII. FLOODS 

121 (1)-129 (9) Floods, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, there are these four floods. What four? The flood of 
sensuality, the flood of existence, the flood of views, the flood of 
ignorance . . . . " 

(To be elaborated parallel to 45:171-79.) 

130 (10) Higher Fetters 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five higher fetters. What five? Lust for 
form, lust for the formless, conceit, restlessness, [137] ignorance. 
These are the five higher fetters. The seven factors of enlightenment 
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are to be developed for direct knowledge of these five higher fet
ters, for the full understanding of them, for their utter destruc_ 
tion, for their abandoning. 

"What seven? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the enlight_ 
enment factor of mindfulness . . .  he develops the enlightenment 
factor of equanimity, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion 
and cessation, maturing in release. These seven factors of enlight� 
enment are to be developed for direct knowledge of these five 
higher fetters, for the full understanding of them, for their utter 
destruction, for their abandoning." 

Floods, bonds, kinds of clinging, 
Knots, and underlying tendencies, 
Cords of sensual pleasure, hindrances, 
Aggregates, fetters lower and higher. 

XIV. GANGES REPETITION SERIES 
(Removal of Lust Version) 

131 (1) The River Ganges-Eastward 

"Bhikkhus, just as the river Ganges slants . . .  towards the east, so 
too a bhikkhu . . .  inclines towards Nibbana. 

"And how does he do so? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops 
the enlightenment factor of mindfulness . . .  he develops the 
enlightenment factor of equanimity, which has as its final goal 
the removal of lust, the removal of hatred, the removal of delu
sion. It is in this way that a bhikkhu . . .  inclines towards 
Nibbana." [138] 

132 (2)-142 (12) Slanting to the East, Etc. 

(To be elaborated by way of the enlightenment factors having as their 
final goal the removal of lust, etc. ) 

Six about slanting to the east 
And six about slanting to the ocean. 
These two sixes make up twelve: 
Thus the subchapter is recited. 
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xv. DILIGENCE 
(Removal of Lust Version) 

143 (1)-152 (10) The Tathiigata, Etc. 

(To be elaborated by way of the enlightenment factors having as their 
final goal the removal of lust, etc.) 

Tathagata, footprint, roof peak, 
Roots, heartwood, jasmine, 
Monarch, the moon and sun, 
Together with the cloth as tenth. 

XVI. STRENUOUS DEEDS 
(Removal of Lust Version) 

153 (1)-164 (12) Strenuous, Etc. 

(To be elaborated by way of the enlightenment factors having as their 
final goal the removal of Illst, etc. ) 

Strenuous, seeds, and nagas, 
The tree, the pot, the spike, 
The sky, and two on douds, 
The ship, guest house, and river. 

[139] XVII. SEARCHES 
(Removal of Lust Version) 

165 (1)-174 (10) Searches, Etc. 

(To be elaborated by way of the enlightenment factors having as their 
final goal the removal of lust, etc.) 

Searches, discriminations, taints, 
Kinds of existence, threefold suffering, 
Barrenness, stains, and troubles, 
Feelings, craving, and thirst. 
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XVIII. FLOODS 
(Removal of Lust Version) 

1 75 (1)-183 (9) Floods, Etc. 

- -

(To be elaborated by way of the enlightenment factors having as their 
final goal the removal of lust, etc. ) 

184 (10) Higher Fetters 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five higher fetters. What five? Lust for 
form, lust for the formless, conceit, restlessness, ignorance. These 
are the five higher fetters. The seven factors of enlightenment are 
to be developed for direct knowledge of these five higher fetters, 
for the full understanding of them, for their utter destruction, for 
their abandoning. 

"What seven? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the enlight
enment factor of mindfulness . . .  he develops the enlightenment 
factor of equanimity, which has as its final goal the removal of 
lust, the removal of hatred, the removal of delusion . . .  which has 
the Deathless as its ground, the Deathless as its destination, the 
Deathless as its final goal . . .  which slants, slopes, and inclines 
towards Nibbana. These seven factors of enlightenment, 
bhikkhus, are to be developed for direct knowledge of these five 
higher fetters, for the full understanding of them, for their utter 
destruction, for their abandoning."121 [140] 

Floods, bonds, kinds of clinging, 
Knots, and underlying tendencies, 
Cords of sensual pleasure, hindrances, 
Aggregates, fetters lower and higher. 
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47 SatipatthanasaJ]1yutta 

Connected Discourses on the 

Establishments of Mindfulness 

I. AMBAPALl 

1 (1) Ambapali 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Vesali in Ambapali's Grove. There the Blessed One 
addressed the bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus!"122 

"Venerable sir!" the bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said 
this: 

"Bhikkhus, this is the one-way path for the purification of 
beings, for the overcoming of sorrow and lamentation, for the 
passing away of pain and displeasure, for the achievement of the 
method, for the realization of Nibbana, that is, the four establish
ments of mindfulness.l23 What four? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating the body in 
the body, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having 
removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the world)24 
He dwells contemplating feelings in feelings, ardent, clearly 
comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness and 
displeasure in regard to the world. He dwells contemplating 
mind in mind, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having 
removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the world. 
He dwells contemplating phenomena in phenomena, ardent, 
dearly comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness 
and displeasure in regard to the world. 

"This, bhikkhus, is the one-way path for the purification of 
beings, for the overcoming of sorrow and lamentation, for the 

1627 
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passing away of pain and displeasure, for the achievement of th 
method, for the realization of Nibbana, that is, the four establish� 
ments of mindfulness." 

This is what the Blessed One said. Elated, those bhikkhus 
delighted in the Blessed One's statement. [142] 

2 (2) Mindful 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Vesali in 
Ambapali's Grove. There the Blessed One addressed the 
bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus!"  

"Venerable sir!" the bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said this: 
"Bhikkhus, a bhikkhu should dwell mindful and clearly com

prehending: this is our instruction to you.l25 
"And how, bhikkhus, is a bhikkhu mindful? Here, bhikkhus, a 

bhikkhu dwells contemplating the body in the body, ardent, 
clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness 
and displeasure in regard to the world. He dwells contemplating 
feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  phenomena in phenom
ena, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed 
covetousness and displeasure in regard to the world. It is in this 
way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu is mindful. 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu exercise clear compre
hension? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu is one who acts with clear 
comprehension when going forward and returning; when look
ing ahead and looking aside; when drawing in and extending the 
limbs; when wearing his robes and carrying his outer robe and 
bowl; when eating, drinking, chewing his food, and tasting; 
when defecating and urinating; when walking, standing, sitting, 
falling asleep, waking up, speaking, and keeping silent. It is in 
such a way that a bhikkhu exercises clear comprehension. 

"Bhikkhus, a bhikkhu should dwell mindful and clearly com
prehending. This is our instruction to you." 

3 (3) A Bhikkhu 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Savatthi in 
Jeta's Grove, AnathapiJ)<;lika's Park. Then a certain bhikkhu 

approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat down to 

one side, and said to him: 
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"Venerable sir, it would be good if the Blessed One would 
teach me the Dhamma in brief, so that, having heard the 
Dhamma from the Blessed one, [143] I might dwell alone, with
drawn, diligent, ardent, and resolute." 

"It is in just such a way that some foolish persons here make 

requests of me, but when the Dhamma has been spoken to them, 
they think only of following me around. "126 

"Let the Blessed One teach me the Dhamma in brief! Let the 
Fortunate One teach me the Dhamma in brief! Perhaps I may 
understand the meaning of the Blessed One's statement; perhaps 
I may become an heir of the Blessed One's statement. "  

"Well then, bhikkhu, purify the very starting point of whole
some states. And what is the starting point of wholesome states? 
Virtue that is well purified and view that is straight.127 Then, 
bhikkhu, when your virtue is well purified and your view straight, 
based upon virtue, established upon virtue, you should develop 
the four establishments of mindfulness in a threefold way. 

"What four? Here, bhikkhu, dwell contemplating the body in 
the bodY' internally, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, 
having removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the 
world. Dwell contemplating the body in the body externally, 
ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed cov
etousness and displeasure in regard to the world. Dwell contem
plating the body in the body internally and externally, ardent, 
dearly comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness 
and displeasure in regard to the world.128 

"Dwell contemplating feelings in feelings internally . . .  exter
nally ' . ' internally and externally, ardent, clearly comprehend
ing, mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in 
regard to the world. Dwell contemplating mind in mind inter
nally '" externally . . .  internally and externally, ardent, clearly 
comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness and 
displeasure in regard to the world. Dwell contemplating 
phenomena in phenomena, internally . . .  externally . . .  internally 
and externally, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having 
removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the world. 

"When, bhikkhu, based upon virtue, established upon virtue, 
You develop these four establishments of mindfulness thus in a 
threefold way, then, whether night or day comes, you may 
expect only growth in wholesome states, not decline." 
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Then that bhikkhu, having delighted and rejoiced in the Blessed 
One's statement, [144] rose from his seat and, after paying hom
age to the Blessed One, he departed keeping him on his right. 

Then, dwelling alone, withdrawn, diligent, ardent, and reso
lute, that bhikkhu, by realizing it for himself with direct knOWl
edge, in this very life entered and dwelt in that unsurpassed goal 
of the holy life for the sake of which clansmen rightly go forth 
from the household life into homelessness. He directly knew: 
"Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, what had to be 
done has been done, there is no more for this state of being." And 
that bhikkhu became one of the arahants. 

4 (4) At 5iilii 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Kosalans at the brahmin village of Sala. There the Blessed One 
addressed the bhikkhus thus: 

"Bhikkhus, those bhikkhus who are newly ordained, not long 
gone forth, recently corne to this Dhamma and Discipline, should 
be exhorted, settled, and established by you in the development 
of the four establishments of mindfulness. What four? 

'''Come, friends, dwell contemplating the body in the body, 
ardent, clearly comprehending, unified, with limpid mind, con
centrated, with one-pointed mind, in order to know the body as 
it really is. Dwell contemplating feelings in feelings . . .  in order to 
know feelings as they really are. Dwell contemplating mind in 
mind . . .  in order to know mind as it really is. Dwell contemplat
ing phenomena in phenomena . . .  in order to know phenomena 
as they really are.' [145] 

"Bhikkhus, those bhikkhus who are trainees, who have not 
attained their mind's ideal, who dwell aspiring for the unsur
passed security from bondage: they too dwell contemplating the 
body in the body, ardent, clearly comprehending, unified, with 
limpid mind, concentrated, with one-pointed mind, in order to 
fully understand the body as it really is. They too dwell contem

plating feelings in feelings . . .  in order to fully understand feel

ings as they really are. They too dwell contemplating mind in 
mind . . .  in order to fully understand mind as it really is. They too 
dwell contemplating phenomena in phenomena . . .  in order to 
fully understand phenomena as they really are. 
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"Bhikkhus, those bhikkhus who are arahants, whose taints are 

destroyed, who have lived the holy life, done what had to be 

done, laid down the burden, reached their own goal, utterly 

destroyed the fetters of existence, and are completely liberated 
through final knowledge: they too dwell contemplating the body 
in the body, ardent, clearly comprehending, unified, with limpid 
mind, concentrated, with one-pointed mind, detached from the 
body. They too dwell contemplating feelings in feelings . . .  
detached from feelings. They too dwell contemplating mind in 
mind . . .  detached from mind. They too dwell contemplating 
phenomena in phenomena . . .  detached from phenomena. 

"Bhikkhus, those bhikkhus who are newly ordained, not long 
gone forth, recently come to this Dhamma and Discipline, should 
be exhorted, settled, and established by you in the development 
of these four establishments of mindfulness." 

5 (5) A Heap of the Wholesome 

At SavatthL There the Blessed One said this: "Bhikkhus, if one 
were to say of anything 'a heap of the unwholesome,' it is about 
the five hindrances that one could rightly say this. For this is a 
complete heap of the unwholesome, that is, the five hindrances. 
What five? [146] The hindrance of sensual desire, the hindrance 
of ill will, the hindrance of sloth and torpor, the hindrance of rest
lessness and remorse, the hindrance of doubt. If one were to say 
of anything 'a heap of the unwholesome,' it is about these five 
hindrances that one could rightly say this. For this is a complete 
heap of the unwholesome, that is, the five hindrances. 

"If, bhikkhus, one were to say of anything 'a heap of the whole
some,' it is about the four establishInents of mindfulness that one 
could rightly say this. For this is a complete heap of the whole
some, that is, the four establishments of mindfulness. What four? 
Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating the body in the 
bOdy, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed 
covetousness and displeasure in regard to the world. He dwells 
contemplating feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  phenom
ena in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, 
haVing removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the 
world.129 If one were to say of anything 'a heap of the whole
some,' it is about these four establishments of mindfulness that 
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one could rightly say this. For this is a complete heap of th 
wholesome, that is, the four establishments of mindfulness." 

e 

6 (6) The Hawk 

"Bhikkhus, once in the past a hawk suddenly swooped down 
and seized a quail.130 Then, while the quail was being carried off 
by the hawk, he lamented: 'We were so unlucky, of so little merit! 
We strayed out of our own resort into the domain of others. If We 
had stayed in our own resort today, in our own ancestral 
domain, this hawk wouldn't have stood a chance against me in a 
fight.' - 'But what is your own resort, quail, what is your own 
ancestral domain?' - 'The freshly ploughed field covered with 
clods of soil.' [147] 

"Then the hawk, confident of her own strength, not boasting of 
her own strength,131 released the quail, saying: 'Go now, quail, 
but even there you won't escape me.' 

"Then, bhikkhus, the quail went to a freshly ploughed field 
covered with clods of soil. Having climbed up on a large clod, he 
stood there and addressed the hawk: 'Come get me now, hawk! 
Come get me now, hawk!' 

"Then the hawk, confident of her own strength, not boasting of 
her own strength, folded up both her wings and suddenly 
swooped down on the quail. But when the quail knew, 'That 
hawk has come close,' he slipped inside that clod, and the hawk 
shattered her breast right on the spot. So it is, bhikkhus, when 
one strays outside one's own resort into the domain of others. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, do not stray outside your own resort 
into the domain of others. Mara will gain access to those who 
stray outside their own resort into the domain of others; Mara 
will get a hold on them.132 [148] 

"And what is not a bhikkhu's own resort but the domain of 

others? It is the five cords of sensual pleas�re. What five? Forms 

cognizable by the eye that are desirable, lovely, agreeable, pleas
ing, sensually enticing, tantalizing. Sounds cognizable by the ear 
. . .  Odours cognizable by the nose . . .  Tastes cognizable by the 

tongue . . .  Tactile objects cognizable by the body that are desir

able, lovely, agreeable, pleasing, sensually enticing, tantalizing. 

These are the five cords of sensual pleasure. This is what is not a 

bhikkhu's own resort but the domain of others. 
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"Move in your own resort, bhikkhus, in your own ancestral 

domain. Mara will not gain access to those who move in their 

own resort, in their own ancestral domain; Mara will not get a 

hold on them. 

"And what is a bhikkhu's resort, his own ancestral domain? It 

is the four establishments of mindfulness. What four? Here, 
bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating the body in the body, 
ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed cov
etousness and displeasure in regard to the world. He dwells con
templating feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  phenomena in 
phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having 
removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the world. 
This is a bhikkhu's resort, his own ancestral domain." 

7 (7) The Monkey 

"Bhikkhus, in the Himalayas, the king of mountains, there are 
rugged and uneven zones where neither monkeys nor human 
beings car .. go; there are rugged and uneven zones where mon
keys can go but not human beings; there are even and delightful 
regions where both monkeys and human beings can go. There, 
along the monkey trails, hunters set out traps of pitch for catch
ing monkeys. 

"Those monkeys who are not foolish and frivolous, when they 
see the pitch, avoid it from afar. But a monkey who is foolish and 
frivolous approaches the pitch and seizes it with his hand; he 
gets caught there. Thinking, 'I will free my hand,' he seizes it 
with his other hand; he gets caught there. Thinking, 'I will free 
both hands,' he seizes it with his foot; he gets caught there. 
Thinking, 'I will free both hands and my foot,' he seizes it with 
his other foot; he gets caught there.' Thinking, 'I will free both 
hands and feet,' he applies his muzzle to it; he gets caught there. 

"Thus, bhikkhus, that monkey, trapped at five points, lies there 
screeching. He has met with calamity and disaster and the hunter 
can do with him as he wishes. [149] The hunter spears him, fas
tens him to that same block of wood,133 and goes off where he 
Wants. So it is, bhikkhus, when one strays outside one's own 
resort into the domain of others. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, do not stray outside your own resort 
into the domain of others. Mara will gain access to those who 
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stray outside their own resort into the domain of others; Mara 
will get a hold on them. 

"And what is not a bhikkhu's own resort but the domain of 
others? It is the five cords of sensual pleasure . . . . (as above) . . .  This 
is what is not a bhikkhu's own resort but the domain of others. 

"Move in your own resort, bhikkhus, in your own ancestral 
domain. Mara will not gain access to those who move in their 
own resort, in their own ancestral domain; Mara will not get a 
hold on them. 

"And what is a bhikkhu's resort, his own ancestral domain? It 
is the four establishments of mindfulness. What four? Here, 
bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating the body in the body, 
ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed cov
etousness and displeasure in regard to the world. He dwells con
templating feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  phenomena in 
phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having 
removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the world. 
This is a bhikkhu's resort, his own ancestral domain." 

8 (8) The Cook 

(i. The incompetent cook) 
"Bhikkhus, suppose a foolish, incompetent, unskilful cook were 
to present a king or a royal minister with various kinds of curries: 
sour, bitter, pungent, sweet, sharp, mild, salty, bland. [150] 

"That foolish, incompetent, unskilful cook does not pick up the 
sign of his own master's preference:l34 'Today this curry pleased 
my master, or he reached for this one, or he took a lot of this one, 
or he spoke in praise of this one; or the sour curry pleased my 
master today, or he reached for the sour one, or he took a lot of 

the sour one, or he spoke in praise of the sour one; or the bitter 
curry . . .  or the pungent curry . . .  or the sweet curry . . .  or the 
sharp curry . . .  or the mild curry . . .  or the salty curry . . .  or the 
bland curry pleased my master . . .  or he spoke in praise of the 
bland one.' 

"That foolish, incompetent, unskilful cook does not gain [gifts 

of] clothing, wages, and bonuses. For what reason? Because that 

foolish, incompetent, unskilful cook does not pick up the sign of 

his own master's preference. 
"So too, bhikkhus, here some foolish, incompetent, unskilful 
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bhikkhu dwells contemplating the body in the body, ardent, 
clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness 
and displeasure in regard to the world. While he dwells contem
plating the body in the body, his mind does not become concen
trated, his corruptions are not abandoned, he does not pick up 
that sign.B5 He dwells contemplating feelings in feelings . . .  mind 
in mind . . .  phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly compre
hending, mindful, having removed covetousness and displeas
ure in regard to the world. While he dwells contemplating phe
nomena in phenomena, his mind does not become concentrated, 
his corruptions are not abandoned, he does not pick up that sign. 

"That foolish, incompetent, unskilful bhikkhu does not gain 
pleasant dwellings in this very life, nor does he gain [151] mind
fulness and clear comprehension. For what reason? Because, 
bhikkhus, that foolish, incompetent, unskilful bhikkhu does not 
pick up the sign of his own mind. 

(ii. The competent cook) 
"Suppose, bhikkhus, a wise, competent, skilful cook were to 
present a king or a royal minister with various kinds of curries: 
sour, bitter, pungent, sweet, sharp, mild, salty, bland)36 

"That wise, competent, skilful cook picks up the sign of his 
own master's preference: 'Today this curry pleased my master . . .  
or he spoke in praise of the bland one.' 

"That wise, competent, skilful cook gains [gifts of] clothing, 
wages, and bonuses. For what reason? Because that wise, com
petent, skilful cook picks up the sign of his own master's prefer
ence. 

"So too, bhikkhus, here some wise, competent, skilful bhikkhu 
dwells contemplating the body in the body, ardent, clearly com
prehending, mindful, having removed covetousness and dis
pleasure in regard to the world. While he dwells contemplating 
the body in the body, his mind becomes concentrated, his cor
ruptions [152] are abandoned, he picks up that sign. He dwells 
contemplating feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  phenomena 
in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having 
removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the world. 
While he dwells contemplating phenomena in phenomena, his 
mind becomes concentrated, his corruptions are abandoned, he 
picks up that sign. 
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"That wise, competent, skilful bhikkhu gains pleas 
dwellings in this very life, and he gains mindfulness and cl

ant 
. . ear 

comprehensIOn. For what reason? Because, bhikkhus, that wi 
competent, skilful bhikkhu picks up the sign of his own mind�' 

9 (9) III 
Thus have I heard.l37 On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Vesali in Beluvagamaka. There the Blessed One 
addressed the bhikkhus thus: 

"Come, bhikkhus, enter upon the rains wherever you have 
friends, acquaintances, and intimates in the vicinity of Vesali. I 
myself will enter upon the rains right here in Beluvagamaka." 

"Yes, venerable sir," those bhikkhus replied, and they entered 
upon the rains wherever they had friends, acquaintances, and 
intimates in the vicinity of Vesali, while the Blessed One entered 
upon the rains right there in Beluvagamaka. 

Then, when the Blessed One had entered upon the rains, a 
severe illness arose in him and terrible pains bordering on death 
assailed him. But the Blessed One endured them, mindful and 
clearly comprehending, without becoming distressed. Then the 
thought occurred to the Blessed One: "It is not proper for me to 
attain final Nibbana without having addressed my attendants 
and taken leave of the Bhikkhu Sangha. Let me then suppress 
this illness by means of energy and live on, having resolved upon 
the life formation."13s [153] Then the Blessed One suppressed 
that illness by means of energy and lived on, having resolved 
upon the life formation. 

The Blessed One then recovered from that illness. Soon after he 
had recovered, he came out from his dwelling and sat down in 
the seat that had been prepared in the shade behind the dwelling. 
The Venerable Ananda then approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: "It's 

splendid, venerable sir, that the Blessed One is bearing up, splen
did that he has recovered!139 But, venerable sir, when the Blessed 

One was ill my body seemed as if it were drugged, I had become 
disoriented, the teachings were not clear to me. Nevertheless, I 
had this much consolation: that the Blessed One would not attain 
final Nibbana without having made some pronouncement con
cerning the Bhikkhu Sangha. "  
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"What does the Bhikkhu Sangha now expect from me, 
Ananda? I have taught the Dhamma, Ananda, without making a 
distinction between inside and outside.140 The Tathagata has no 
closed fist of a teacher in regard to the teachings. If, Ananda, any
one thinks, 'I will take charge of the Bhikkhu Sangha,' or 'The 
Bhikkhu Sangha is under my direction,' it is he who should make 
some pronouncement concerning the Bhikkhu Sangha. But, 
Ananda, it does not occur to the Tathagata, 'I will take charge of 
the Bhikkhu Sangha,' or 'The Bhikkhu Sangha is under my direc
tion,' so why should the Tathagata make some pronouncement 
concerning the Bhikkhu Sangha? Now I am old, Ananda, aged, 
burdened with years, advanced in life, come to the last stage. My 
age is now turning eighty. Just as an old cart keeps going by a 
combination of straps,141 so it seems the body of the Tathagata 
keeps going by a combination of straps. [154} 

"Whenever, Ananda, by nonattention to all signs and by the 
cessation of certain feelings, the Tathagata enters and dwells in 
the signless concentration of mind, on that occasion, Ananda, the 
body of the Tathagata is more comfortable.142 Therefore, Ananda, 
dwell with yourselves as your own island, with yourselves as 
your own refuge, with no other refuge; dwell with the Dhamma 
as your island, with the Dhamma as your refuge, with no other 
refuge. And how, Ananda, does a bhikkhu dwell with himself as 
his own island, with himself as his own refuge, with no other 
refuge; with the Dhamma as his island, with the Dhamma as his 
refuge, with no other refuge? Here, Ananda, a bhikkhu dwells 
contemplating the body in the body, ardent, clearly compre
hending, mindful, having removed covetousness and displeas
ure in regard to the world. He dwells contemplating feelings in 
feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  phenomena in phenomena, ardent, 
clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness 
and displeasure in regard to the world. 

"Those bhikkhus, Ananda, either now or after I am gone, who 
dwell with themselves as their own island, with themselves as 
their own refuge, with no other refuge; with the Dhamma as their 
island, with the Dhamma as their refuge, with no other refuge
it is these bhikkhus, Ananda, who will be for me topmost of those 
keen on the training."l43 
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10 (10) The Bhikkhunis' Quarter 

Then in the morning the Venerable Ananda dressed and, takin 
bowl and robe, he approached the bhikkhunis' quarters and sa� 
down in the appointed seat. Then a number of bhikkhunis 
approached the Venerable Ananda, paid homage to him, sat 
down to one side, and said to him: 

"Here, Venerable Ananda, a number of bhikkhurus, dwelling 
with their minds well established in the four establishments of 
mindfulness, perceive successively loftier stages of distinction."144 
[155] 

"So it is, sisters, so it is! It may be expected of anyone, sisters
whether bhikkhu or bhikkhuni-who dwells with a mind well 
established in the four establishments of mindfulness, that such 
a one will perceive successively loftier stages of distinction." 

Then the Venerable Ananda instructed, exhorted, inspired, and 
gladdened those bhikkhurus with a Dhamma talk, after which he 
rose from his seat and left. Then the Venerable Ananda walked 
for alms in 5avatthi. When he had returned from the alms round, 
after his meal he approached the Blessed One, paid homage to 
him, sat down to one side, and reported all that had happened. 
[The Blessed One said:] 

"So it is, Ananda, so it is! It may be expected of anyone, 
Ananda-whether bhikkhu or bhikkhuni-who dwells with a 
mind well established in the four establishments of mindfulness, 
that such a one will perceive successively loftier stages of dis
tinction. 

"What four? Here, Ananda, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating 
the body in the body, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, 
having removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the 
world. [156] While he is contemplating the body in the body, 
there arises in him, based on the body, either a fever in the body 
or sluggishness of mind, or the mind is distracted outwardly. 
That bhikkhu should then direct his mind towards some inspir
ing sign.145 When he directs his mind towards some inspiring 
sign, gladness is born. When he is gladdened, rapture is born. 
When the mind is uplifted by rapture, the body becomes tran
quil. One tranquil in body experiences happiness. The mind of 
one who is happy beco(l1es concentrated. He reflects thus: 'The 

purpose for the sake of which I directed my mind has been 
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achieved. Let me now withdraw it.'l46 So he withdraws the mind 
and does not think or examine. He understands: 'Without 
thought and examination, internally mindful, I am happy.'147 

"Again, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating feelings in feelings . . .  
mind in mind . . .  phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly com
prehending, mindful, having removed covetousness and dis
pleasure in regard to the world. While he is contemplating phe
nomena in phenomena, there arises in him, based on phenom
ena, either a fever in the body or sluggishness of mind, or the 
mind is distracted outwardly. That bhikkhu should then direct 
his mind towards some inspiring sign. When he directs his mind 
towards some inspiring sign . . .  He understands: 'Without 
thought and examination, internally mindful, I am happy.' 

"It is in such a way, Ananda, that there is development by 
direction.148 [157] 

"And how, Ananda, is there development without direction? 
Not directing his mind outwardly, a bhikkhu understands: 'My 
mind is not directed outwardly.' Then he understands: 'It is 
unconstticted after and before, liberated, undirected.'149 Then he 
further understands: 'I dwell contemplating the body in the 
body, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful; I am happy.' 

"Not directing his mind outwardly, a bhikkhu understands: 
'My mind is not directed outwardly.' Then he understands: 'It is 
unconstricted after and before, liberated, undirected. '  Then he 
further understands: 'I dwell contemplating feelings in feelings, 
ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful; I am happy.' 

"Not directing his mind outwardly, a bhikkhu understands: 
'My mind is not directed outwardly.' Then he understands: 'It is 
unconstricted after and before, liberated, undirected.' Then he 
further understands: 'I dwell contemplating mind in mind, 
ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful; I am happy.' 

"Not directing his mind outwardly, a bhikkhu understands: 
'My mind is not directed outwardly.' Then he understands: 'It is 
unconstricted after and before, liberated, undirected.' Then he 
further understands: 'I dwell contemplating phenomena in phe
nomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful; I am happy.' 

"It is in this way, Ananda, that there is development without 
direction. 

"Thus, Ananda, I have taught development by direction, I have 
taught development without direction. Whatever should be 
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done, Ananda, by a compassionate teacher out of compassion fo 
his disciples, desiring their we]fare, that I have done for YOu� 
These are 

_
the feet of trees, Ananda, these are empty huts. 

Meditate, Ananda, do not be negligent, lest you regret it late r. 
This is our instruction to you." 

This is what the Blessed One said. Elated, the Venerable 
Ananda delighted in the Blessed One's statement. 

[158] II. NALANDA 

1 1  (1) A Great Man 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Sariputta approached the Blessed 
One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, it is said, 'a great man, a great man.'l50 In what 
way, venerable sir, is one a great man?" 

"With a liberated mind, I say, Sariputta, one is a great man. 
Without a liberated mind, I say, one is not a great man. 

"And how, Sariputta, does one have a liberated mind? Here, 
Sariputta, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating the body in the body, 
ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed cov
etousness and displeasure in regard to the world. As he dwells 
contemplating the body in the body, the mind becomes dispas
sionate, and by nonclinging it is liberated from the taints. 

"He dwells contemplating feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind 
. . .  phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, 
mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in 
regard to the world. As he dwells contemplating phenomena in 
phenomena, the mind becomes dispassionate, and by noncling
ing it is liberated from the taints. 

"It is in such a way, Sariputta, that one has a liberated mind. 
With a liberated mind, I say, Sariputta, one is a great man. 
Without a liberated mind, I say, one is not a great man." [159] 

12 (2) Naianda 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Nalanda in 
Pavarika's Mango Grove.151 Then the Venerable Siiriputta 

approached the Blessed, One, paid homage to him, sat down to 

one side, and said to him: 
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"Venerable sir, I have such confidence in the Blessed One that 
I believe there has not been nor ever will be nor exists at present 
another ascetic or brahmin more knowledgeable than the Blessed 
One with respect to enlightenment. " 

"Lofty indeed is this bellowing utterance of yours, Sariputta, 
you have roared a definitive, categorical lion's roar:152 'Venerable 
sir, I have such confidence in the Blessed One that I believe there 
has not been nor ever will be nor exists at present another ascetic 
or brahmin more knowledgeable than the Blessed One with 
respect to enlightenment.' Have you now, Sariputta, encom
passed with your mind the minds of all the Arahants, the 
Perfectly Enlightened Ones, arisen in the past and known thus: 
'Those Blessed Ones were of such virtue, or of such qualities, or 
of such wisdom, or of such dwellings, or of such liberation'?,,153 

"No, venerable sir. " 
"Then, Sariputta, have you encompassed with your mind the 

minds of all the Arahants, the Perfectly Enlightened Ones, who 
will arise in the future and known thus: 'Those Blessed Ones will 
be of such virtue, or of such qualities, or of such wisdom, or of 
such dwellings, or of such liberation'?" [160] 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Then, Sariputta, have you encompassed with your mind my 

own mind-I being at present the Arahant, the Perfectly 
Enlightened One-and known thus: 'The Blessed One is of such 
virtue, or of such qualities, or of such wisdom, or of such 
dwellings, or of such liberation'?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"Sariputta, when you do not have any knowledge encompass

ing the minds of the Arahants, the Perfectly Enlightened Ones of 
the past, the future, and the present, why do you utter this lofty, 
bellowing utterance and roar this definitive, categorical lion's 
roar: 'Venerable sir, I have such confidence in the Blessed One 
that I believe there has not been nor ever will be nor exists at 
present another ascetic or brahmin more knowledgeable than the 
Blessed One with respect to enlightenment'?" 

"I do not have, venerable sir, any knowledge encompassing the 
minds of the Arahants, the Perfectly Enlightened Ones of the 
past, the future, and the present, but still I have understood this 
by inference from the Dhamma. l54 Suppose, venerable sir, a king 
had a frontier city with strong ramparts, walls, and arches, and 
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with a single gate. The gatekeeper posted there would be wise 
competent, and intelligent; one who keeps out strangers and 
admits acquaintances. While he is walking along the path that 
encircles the city he would not see a cleft or an opening in the 
walls even big enough for a cat to slip through. He might think: 
'Whatever large creatures enter or leave this city, all enter and 
leave through this one gate.' 

"So too, venerable sir, I have understood this by inference from 
the Dhamma: Whatever Arahants, Perfectly Enlightened Ones 
arose in the past, all those Blessed Ones had first abandoned the 
five hindrances, corruptions of the mind and weakeners of wis
dom; and then, with their minds well established in the four 
establishments of mindfulness, [161] they had developed cor
rectly the seven factors of enlightenment; and thereby they had 
awakened to the unsurpassed perfect enlightenment.ISS And, 
venerable sir, whatever Arahants, Perfectly Enlightened Ones 
will arise in the future, all those Blessed Ones will first abandon 
the five hindrances, corruptions of the mind and weakeners of 
wisdom; and then, with their minds well established in the four 
establishments of mindfulness, they will develop correctly the 
seven factors of enlightenment; and thereby they will awaken to 
the unsurpassed perfect enlightenment. And, venerable sir, the 
Blessed One, who is at present the Arahant, the Perfectly 
Enlightened One, first abandoned the five hindrances, corrup
tions of the mind and weakeners of wisdom; and then, with his 
mind well established in the four establishments of mindfulness, 
he developed correctly the seven factors of enlightenment; and 
thereby he has awakened to the unsurpassed perfect enlighten
ment." 

"Good, good, Sariputta! Therefore, Sariputta, you should 
repeat this Dhamma exposition frequently to the bhikkhus and 
the bhikkhunis, to the male lay followers and the female lay fol
lowers. Even though some foolish people may have perplexity or 
uncertainty regarding the Tathagata, when they hear this 
Dhamma exposition their perplexity or uncertainty regarding the 
Tathagata will be abandoned."156 

13 (3) Cunda 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Savatthi in 
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Jeta's Grove, Anathapil).<;lika's Park.157 Now on that occasion the 
Venerable Sariputta was qwelling among the Magadhans at 
Nalakagama-sick, afflicted, gravely ill-and the novice Cunda 
was his attendant)58 Then, because of that illness, the Venerable 
Sariputta attained final Nibbana. 

The novice Cunda, taking the Venerable Sariputta's bowl and 
robe, went to Savatthi, to Jeta's Grove, Anathapil).<;lika's Park. 
There he approached the Venerable Ananda, paid homage to 
him, sat down to one side, and said to him: [162] "Venerable sir, 
the Venerable Sariputta has attained final Nibbana. This is his 
bowl and robe." 

"Friend Cunda, we should see the Blessed One about this piece 
of news. Come, friend Cunda, let us go to the Blessed One and 
report this matter to him." 

"Yes, venerable sir," the novice Cunda replied. 
Then the Venerable Ananda and the novice Cunda approached 

the Blessed One, paid homage to him, and sat down to one side. 
The Venerable Ananda then said to the Blessed One: "This 
novice Cunda, venerable sir, says that the Venerable Sciriputta has 
attained final Nibbana, and this is his bowl and robe. Venerable 
sir, since I heard that the Venerable Sariputta has attained final 
Nibbana, my body seems as if it has been drugged, I have 
become disoriented, the teachings are no longer clear to me."159 

"Why, Ananda, when Sariputta attained final Nibbana, did 
he take away your aggregate of virtue, or your aggregate of 
concentration, or your aggregate of wisdom, or your aggregate 
of liberation, or your aggregate of the knowledge and vision of 
liberation?"l60 

"No, he did not, venerable sir. But for me the Venerable Sciriputta 
was an advisor and counsellor, one who instructed, exhorted, 
inspired, and gladdened me.161 He was unwearying in teaching 
the Dhamma; he was helpful to his brothers in the holy life. We 
recollect the nourishment of Dhamma, the wealth of Dhamma, 
the help of Dhamma given by the Venerable Sariputta." 

"But have I not already declared, Ananda, that we must be 
parted, separated, and severed from all who are dear and agree
able to us? [163] How, Ananda, is it to be obtained here: 'May 
What is born, come to be, conditioned, and subject to disintegra
tion not disintegrate!'? That is impossible. It is just as if the 
largest branch would break off a great tree standing possessed of 
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heartwood: so too, Ananda, in the great Bhikkhu Sangha stand. 
ing possessed �f heartwood, Sariputta has attained final 
Nibbana. How, Ananda, is it to be obtained here: 'May what is 
born, come to be, conditioned, and subject to disintegration not 
disintegrate!'? That is impossible. 

"Therefore, Ananda, dwell with yourselves as your Own 
island, with yourselves as your own refuge, with no other refuge; 
dwell with the Dhamma as your island, with the Dhamma as 
your refuge, with no other refuge . . .  (as in §9) . . .  Those bhikkhus 
Ananda, either now or after I am gone, who dwell with them� 

selves as their own island, with themselves as their own refuge, 
with no other refuge; who dwell with the Dhamma as their 
island, with the Dhamma as their refuge, with no other refuge
it is these bhikkhus, Ananda, who will be for me topmost of those 
keen on the training." 

14  (4) Ukkacela 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Vajjians at Ukkacela on the bank of the river Ganges, together 
with a great Bhikkhu Sangha, not long after Sariputta and 
Moggallana had attained final Nibbana. 162 Now on that occasion 
the Blessed One was sitting in the open air in the midst of the 
Bhikkhu Sangha. 

Then the Blessed One, having surveyed the silent Bhikkhu 
Sangha, addressed the bhikkhus thus: [164] 

"Bhikkhus, this assembly appears to me empty now that 
Sariputta and Moggallana have attained final Nibbana. This 
assembly was not empty for me [earlier],163 and I had no concern 
for whatever quarter Sariputta and Moggallana were dwelling in. 

"The Arahants, the Perfectly Enlightened Ones, who arose in 
the past also had just such a supreme pair of disciples as I had in 
Sariputta and Moggallana. The Arahants, the Perfectly 

Enlightened Ones, who will arise in the future will also have just 

such a supreme pair of disciples as I had in Sariputta and 

Moggallana. 
"It is wonderful, bhikkhus, on the part of the disciples, it is 

amazing on the part of the disciples, that they will act in accordan�e 

with the Teacher's instructions and comply with his admOnI

tions, that they will be dear and agreeable to the four assemblies, 
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that they will be revered and esteemed by them.164 It is wonder
ful, bhikkhus, on the part of the Tathagata, it is amazing on the 
part of the Tathagata, that when such a pair of disciples has 
attained final Nibbana, there is no sorrow or lamentation in the 
Tathagata. 

"How, bhikkhus, is it to be obtained here: 'May what is born, 
come to be, conditioned, and subject to disintegration not disin
tegrate!'? That is impossible. It is just as if the largest branches 
would break off a great tree standing possessed of heartwood: so 
too, bhikkhus, in the great Bhikkhu Sangha standing possessed 
of heartwood, Sariputta and Moggallana have attained final 
Nibbana. How, bhikkhus, is it to be obtained here: 'May what is 
born, come to be, conditioned, and subject to disintegration not 
disintegrate!'? That is impossible. 

./ 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, dwell with yourselves as your own 
island, with yourselves as your own refuge, with no other refuge; 
dwell with the Dhamma as your island, with the Dhamma as 
your refuge, with no other refuge . . . (as in §9) . . . [165] Those 
bhikkhus, either now or after I am gone, who dwell with them
selves as their own island, with themselves as their own refuge, 
with no other refuge; with the Dhamma as their island, with the 
Dhamma as their refuge, with no other refuge-it is these bhikkhus 
who will be for me topmost of those keen on the training." 

15 (5) Biihiya 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Bahiya approached the Blessed 
One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, it would be good if the Blessed One would 
teach me the Dhamma in brief, so that, having heard the 
Dhamma from the Blessed One, I might dwell alone, withdrawn, 
diligent, ardent, and resolute." 

"Well then, Bahiya, purify the very starting point of whole
some states.165 And what is the starting point of wholesome 
states? Virtue that is well purified and view that is straight. Then, 
Bahiya, when your virtue is well purified and your view is 
straight, based upon virtue, established upon virtue, you should 
develop the four establishments of mindfulness. 

"What four? Here, Bahiya, dwell contemplating the body in the 
bOdy, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed 
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covetousness and displeasure in regard to the world. Dwell Con
templating feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  phenomena in 
phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having 
removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the world. 

"When, Bahiya, based upon virtue, established upon virtue 
you develop these four establishments of mindfulness in such � 
way, then whether night or day comes, you may expect only 
growth in wholesome states, not decline." [166] 

Then the Venerable Bahiya, having delighted and rejoiced in 
the Blessed One's words, rose from his seat, and, after paying 
homage to the Blessed One, keeping him on his right, he depart
ed. Then, dwelling alone, withdrawn, diligent, ardent, and reso
lute, the Venerable Bahiya, by realizing it for himself with direct 
knowledge, in this very life entered and dwelt in that unsur
passed goal of the holy life for the sake of which clansmen rightly 
go forth from the household life into homelessness. He directly 
knew: "Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been lived, what had 
to be done has been done, there is no more for this state of 
being. " And the Venerable Bahiya became one of the arahants. 

1 6  (6) Uttiya 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Uttiya approached the Blessed 
One ' "  (all as in preceding sutta down to;) . .  , 

"When, Uttiya, based upon virtue, established upon virtue, 
you develop these four establishments of mindfulness in such a 
way, you will go beyond the realm of Death." 

Then the Venerable Uttiya, having delighted and rejoiced in 
the Blessed One's words, rose from his seat . . , (as in preceding 
sutta) . .  , And the Venerable Uttiya became one of the arahants. 

17  (7) Noble 

"Bhikkhus, these four establishments of mindfulness, when 

developed and cultivated, are noble and emancipating; they lead 

the one who acts upon them out to the complete destruction of 

suffering. What four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwells contem

plating the body in the body, ardent, clearly comprehendin�, 

mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure ill 
regard to the world. He dwells contemplating feelings in feelings 
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. .  , mind in mind . . .  phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly 
comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness and 
displeasure in regard to the world. [167] 

"These four establishments of mindfulness, bhikkhus, when 
developed and cultivated, are noble and emancipating; they lead 
the one who acts upon them out to the complete destruction of 
suffering. 11 

18 (8) Bralzma 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Uruvela on the 
bank of the river Neraftjara at the foot of the Goatherd's Banyan 
Tree just after he had become fully enlightened. Then, while the 
Blessed One was alone in seclusion, a reflection arose in his mind 
thus: "This is the one-way path for the purification of beings, for 
the overcoming of sorrow and lamentation, for the passing away 
of pain and displeasure, for the achievement of the method, for 
the realization of Nibbana, that is, the four establishments of 
mindfulness. What four? Here a bhikkhu dwells contemplating 
the body in the body, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, 
having removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the 
world. He dwells contemplating feelings in feelings . . .  mind in 
mind ' "  phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly.comprehend
ing, mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in 
regard to the world. This is the one-way path for the purification 
of beings . . .  that is, the four establishments of mindfulness." 

Then Brahma 5ahampati, having known with his own mind 
the reflection in the Blessed One's mind, just as quickly as a 
strong man might extend his drawn-in arm or draw in his 
extended arm, disappeared from the brahma world and reap
peared before the Blessed One.166 He arranged his upper robe 
over one shoulder, raised his joined hands in reverential saluta
tion towards the Blessed One, and said to him: "So it is, Blessed 
One! So it is, Fortunate One! Venerable sir, this is the one-way 
path for the purification of beings . . . (all as above) [168] ' "  that is, 
the four establishments of mindfulness." 

This is what Brahma 5ahampati said. Having said this, he fur
ther said this: 
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"The seer of the destruction of birth, 
Compassionate, knows the one-way path 
By which in the past they crossed the flood, 
By which they will cross and cross over now." 

19 (9) Sedaka 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Sumbhas, where there was a town of the Sumbhas named 
Sedaka. There the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: 

"Bhikkhus, once in the past an acrobat set up his bamboo pole 
and addressed his apprentice Medakathalika thUS:167 'Come, 
dear Medakathalika, climb the bamboo pole and stand on my 
shoulders .' Having replied, 'Yes, teacher,' the apprentice 
Medakathalika climbed up the bamboo pole and stood on the 
teacher's shoulders. The acrobat then said to the apprentice 
Medakathalika: 'You protect me, dear Medakathalika, and I'll 
protect you. Thus [169] guarded by one another, protected by one 
another, we'll display our skills, collect our fee, and get down 
safely from the bamboo pole.' When this was said, the apprentice 
Medakathalika replied: 'That's not the way to do it, teacher. You 
protect yourself, teacher, and I'll protect myself. Thus, each self
guarded and self-protected, we'll display our skills, collect our 
fee, and get down safely from the bamboo pole.'168 

"That's the method there," the Blessed One said. "It's just as 
the apprentice Medakathalika said to the teacher. 'I will protect 
myself,' bhikkhus: thus should the establishments of mindful
ness be practised. 'I will protect others,' bhikkhus: thus should 
the establishments of mindfulness be practised. Protecting one
self, bhikkhus, one protects others; protecting others, one pro
tects oneself. 

"And how is it, bhikkhus, that by protecting oneself one pro
tects others? By the pursuit, development, and cultivation [of the 
four establishments of mindfulness]. It is in such a way that by 
protecting oneself one protects others.169 

"And how is it, bhikkhus, that by protecting others one pro

tects oneself? By patience, harmlessness, lovingkindness, and 

sympathy. It is in such a way that by protecting others one pro

tects oneself. 17o 

"'I will protect myself,' bhikkhus: thus should the establish-
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ments of mindfulness be practised. 'I will protect others: 
bhikkhus: thus should the establishments of mindfulness be 
practised. Protecting oneself, bhikkhus, one protects others; pro
tecting others, one protects oneself." 

20 (10) The Most Beautiful Girl of the Land 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was living 
among the Sumbhas, where there was a town of the Sumbhas 
named Sedaka. [170] There the Blessed One addressed the 
bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus!" 

"Venerable sir!" the bhikkhus replied. The Blessed One said 
this:l71 

"Bhikkhus, suppose that on hearing, 'The most beautiful girl of 
the land! The most beautiful girl of the land!' a great crowd of 
people would assemble. Now that most beautiful girl of the land 
would dance exquisitely and sing exquisitely. On hearing, 'The 
most beautiful girl of the land is dancing! The most beautiful girl 
of the land is singing!' an even larger crowd of people would 
assemble.172 Then a man would come along, wishing to live, not 
wishing to die, wishing for happiness, averse to suffering. 
Someone would say to him: 'Good man, you must carry around 
this bowl of oil filled to the brim between the crowd and the most 
beautiful girl of the land. A man with a drawn sword will be fol
lowing right behind you, and wherever you spill even a little of 
it, right there he will fell your head.' 

"What do you think, bhikkhus, would that man stop attending 
to that bowl of oil and out of negligence tum his attention out
wards?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"I have made up this simile, bhikkhus, in order to convey a 

meaning. This here is the meaning: 'The bowl of oil filled to the 
brim': this is a designation for mindfulness directed to the body. 
Therefore, bhikkhus, you should train yourselves thus: 'We will 
develop and cultivate mindfulness directed to the body, make it 
our vehicle, make it our basis, stabilize it, exercise ourselves in it, 
and fully perfect it.' Thus, bhikkhus, should you train yourselves." 
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[171] III. VIRTUE AND DURATION 

21 (1) Virtue 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Venerable Ananda and 
the Venerable Bhadda were dwelling at Pataliputta in the Cock's 
Park. Then, in the evening, the Venerable Bhadda emerged from 
seclusion, approached the Venerable Ananda, and exchanged 
greetings with him. When they had concluded their greetings 
and cordial talk, he sat down to one side and said to the 
Venerable Ananda:173 

"Friend Ananda, as to the wholesome virtues spoken of by the 
Blessed One, what is the purpose for which they were spoken of 
by him?" 

"Good, good, friend Bhadda! Your intelligence is excellent, 
your ingenuity is excellent, your inquiry is a good one. For you 
have asked me: 'Friend Ananda, as to the wholesome virtues 
spoken of by the Blessed One, what is the purpose for which they 
were spoken of by him?'" 

"Yes, friend." 
"Those wholesome virtues spoken of by the Blessed One were 

spoken of by him for the purpose of developing the four estab
lishments of mindfulness. What four? Here, friend, a bhikkhu 
dwells contemplating the body in the body . . .  feelings in feelings 
. . .  mind in mind . . .  phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly 
comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness and 
displeasure in regard to the world. [172] 

"Those virtues spoken of by the Blessed One were spoken of by 
him for the sake of developing these four establishments of 
mindfulness." 

22 (2) Duration 

The same setting. Sitting to one side the Venerable Bhadda said 
to the Venerable Ananda: 

"Friend Ananda, what is the cause and reason why the trUe 

Dhamma does not endure long after a Tathagata has attained 

final Nibbana? And what is the cause and reason why the trUe 

Dhamma endures long after a Tathagata has attained final 

Nibbana?" 
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"Good, good, friend Bhadda! Your intelligence is excellent, 
your acumen is excellent� your inquiry is a good one. For you 
have asked me: 'Friend Ananda, what is the cause and reason 
why the true Dhamma does not endure long after a Tathagata 
has attained final Nibbana? And what is the cause and reason 
why the true Dhamma endures long after a Tathagata has 
attained final Nibbana?'" 

"Yes, friend." 
"It is, friend, because the four establishments of mindfulness 

are not developed and cultivated that the true Dhamma does not 
endure long after a Tathagata has attained final Nibbana. And it 
is because the four establishments of mindfulness are developed 
and cultivated that the true Dhamma endures long after a 
Tathagata has attained final Nibbana. What four? Here, friend, a 
bhikkhu dwells contemplating the body in the body . . .  feelings 
in feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  phenomena in phenomena, 
ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed cov
etousness and displeasure in regard to the world. 

"It is because these four establishments of mindfulness are not 
developed and cultivated that the true Dhamma does not endure 
long after a Tathagata has attained final Nibbana. And it is 
because these four establishments of mindfulness are developed 
and cultivated that the true Dhamma endures long after a 
Tathagata has attained final Nibbana." [173] 

23 (3) Decline 

(As above down to:) 
"Friend Ananda, what is the cause and reason for the decline 

of the true Dhamma? And what is the cause and reason for the 
nondecline of the true Dhamma?" . . .  

"It is, friend, when these four establishments of mindfulness 
are not developed and cultivated that the true Dhamma declines. 
And it is when these four establishments of mindfulness are 
developed and cultivated that the true Dhamma does not 
decline." 

24 (4) Simple Version 

At Savatthi. " Bhikkhus, there are these four establishments of 
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mindfulness. What four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwells Con
templating the body in the body, ardent, clearly comprehending 
mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure i� 
regard to the world. [174] He dwells contemplating feelings in 
feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  phenomena in phenomena, ardent 
clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousnes� 
and displeasure in regard to the world. These are the four estab
lishments of mindfulness." 

25 (5) A Certain Brahmin 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling 
at Savatthi, in Jeta's Grove, Anathapil).gika's Park. Then a certain 
brahmin approached the Blessed One and exchanged greetings 
with him. When they had concluded their greetings and cordial 
talk, he sat down to one side and said to the Blessed One: 

"Master Gotama, what is the cause and reason why the true 
Dhamma does not endure long after a Tathagata has attained 
final Nibbana? And what is the cause and reason why the true 
Dhamma endures long after a Tathagata has attained final 
Nibbana?" 

"It is, brahmin, because the four establishments of mindfulness 
are not developed and cultivated that the true Dhamma does not 
endure long after a Tathagata has attained final Nibbana. And it 
is because the four establishments of mindfulness are developed 
and cultivated that the true Dhamma endures long after a 
Tathagata has attained final Nibbana. What four? . .  , (as in §22) . , . 
It is because these four establishments of mindfulness are not 
developed and cultivated . , .  are developed and cultivated that 
the true Dhamma endures long after a Tathagata has attained 
final Nibbana." 

When this was said, that brahmin said to the Blessed One: 
'Magnificent, Master Gotama! .  . .  From today let Master Gotama 
remember me as a lay follower who has gone for refuge for life." 

26 (6) Partly 

On one occasion the Venerable Sariputta and the Venerable 
Mahamoggallana and the Venerable Anuruddha were dwelling 
at Saketa in the Thornbush Grove. Then, in the evening, the 
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Venerable Sariputta and the Venerable Mahamoggallana 
emerged from seclusion, approached the Venerable Anuruddha, 
and exchanged greetings with him. When they had concluded 
their greetings and cordial talk, [175] they sat down to one side, 
and the Venerable Sariputta said to the Venerable Anuruddha: 

"Friend Anuruddha, it is said, 'A trainee, a trainee: In what 
way, friend, is one a trainee?" 

"It is, friend, because one has partly developed the four estab
lishments of mindfulness that one is a trainee. What four? Here, 
friends, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating the body in the body . . .  
feelings i n  feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  phenomena in phenom
ena, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed 
covetousness and displeasure in regard to the world. It is 
because one has partly developed these four establishments of 
mindfulness that one is a trainee." 

27 (7) Completely 

The same setting. Sitting to one side, the Venerable Sariputta said 
to the Venerable Anuruddha: 

"Friend Anuruddha, it is said, 'One beyond training, one 
beyond training: In what way, friend, is one beyond training?" 

"It is, friend, because one has completely developed the four 
establishments of mindfumess that one is beyond training. What 
four? .. (as above) . . . It is because one has completely developed 
these four establishments of mindfulness that one is beyond 
training." 

28 (8) The World 

The same setting. Sitting to one side, the Venerable Sariputta said 
to the Venerable Anuruddha: 

"By having developed and cultivated what things has the 
Venerable Anuruddha attained to greatness of direct knowl
edge?" [176] 

"It is, friend, because I have developed and cultivated the four 
establishments of mindfulness that I have attained to greatness of 
direct knowledge. What four? Here, friend, I dwell contemplat
ing the body in the body . . .  feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind 
. . .  phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, 
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mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in 
regard to the world. It is, friend, because I have developed and 
cultivated these four establishments of mindfulness that 1 
directly know this thousandfold world."174 

29 (9) Siriva44ha 

On one occasion the Venerable Ananda was dwelling at Raja
gaha, in the Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. Now on that 
occasion the householder Siriva<;l<;lha was sick, afflicted, gravely 
ill. Then the householder Siriva<;l<;lha addressed a man thus: 

"Come, good man, approach the Venerable Ananda, pay hom
age to him in my name with your head at his feet, and say: 
'Venerable sir, the householder Siriva<;l<;lha is sick, afflicted, 
gravely ill; he pays homage to the Venerable Ananda with his 
head at his feet.' Then say: 'It would be good, venerable sir, if the 
Venerable Ananda would come to the residence of the house
holder Siriva<;l<;lha out of compassion.'" 

"Yes, master," that man replied, and he approached the 
Venerable Ananda, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, 
and delivered his message. [177] The Venerable Ananda con
sented by silence. 

Then, in the morning, the Venerable Ananda dressed and, tak
ing bowl and robe, went to the residence of the householder 
Siriva<;l<;lha. He then sat down in the appointed seat and said to 
the householder Siriva<;l<;lha: "I hope you are bearing up, house
holder, I hope you are getting better. I hope your painful feelings 
are subsiding and not increasing, and that their subsiding, not 
their increase, is to be discerned." 

"I am not bearing up, venerable sir, I am not getting better. 

Strong painful feelings are increasing in me, not subsiding, and 

their increase, not their subsiding, is to be discerned." 
"Well then, householder, you should train thus: 'I will dwell 

contemplating the body in the body, ardent, clearly compre

hending, mindful, having removed covetousness and displeas

ure in regard to the world. I will dwell contemplating feelings in 
feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  phenomena in phenomena, ardent, 
clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness 
and displeasure in regard to the world.' It is in such a way that 
you should train." 
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"Venerable sir, as to these four establishments of mindfulness 

taught by the Blessed One-these things exist in me, and I live in 
conformity with those things. I dwell, venerable sir, contemplat
ing the body in the body . . .  feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind 
. . .  phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, 
mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in regard 
to the world. And as to these five lower fetters taught by the 
Blessed One, I do not see any of these unabandoned in myself." 

"It is a gain for you, householder! It is well gained by you, 
householder! You have declared, householder, the fruit of non
returning." [178] 

30 (10) Miinadinna 

The same setting. Now on that occasion the householder 
Manadinna was sick, afflicted, gravely ill. Then the householder 
Manadinna addressed a man thus: 

"Come, good man" . . .  (as above) . . .  
"I am not bearing up, venerable sir, I am not getting better. 

Strong painful feelings are increasing in me, not subsiding, and 
their increase, not their subsiding, is to be discerned. But, vener
able sir, when I am being touched by such painful feeling, I dwell 
contemplating the body in the body . . .  feelings in feelings . . .  
mind in mind . . .  phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly com
prehending, mindful, having removed covetousness and dis
pleasure in regard to the world. And as to these five lower fetters 
taught by the Blessed One, I do not see any of these unaban
doned in myself." 

"It is a gain for you, householder! It is well gained by you, 
householder! You have declared, householder, the fruit of non
returning." 

IV. UNHEARD BEFORE 

31 (1) Unheard Before 

At Savatthi. '''This is the contemplation of the body in the 
body'-thus, bhikkhus, [179] in regard to things unheard before, 
there arose in me vision, knowledge, wisdom, true knowledge, 
and light.175 
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'''�at �ontemplation of.
the body in the body is to be devel_ oped . . .  That contemplation of the body in the body has bee 

developed' -thus, bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard befor n 
there arose in me vision, knowledge, wisdom, true knowledg

e, 
e, 

and light. 
"'This is the contemplation of feelings in feelings' ' "  
'''This is the contemplation of mind in mind' ' "  
'''This is the contemplation of phenomena in phenomena'_ 

thus, bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, there arose in 
me vision, knowledge, wisdom, true knowledge, and light. 

'''That contemplation of phenomena in phenomena is to be 
developed' . .  , 'That contemplation of phenomena in phenomena 
has been developed'-thus, bhikkhus, in regard to things 
unheard before, there arose in me vision, knowledge, wisdom, 
true knowledge, and light. " 

32 (2) Dispassion 

"Bhikkhus, these four establishments of mindfulness, when 
developed and cultivated, lead to utter revulsion, to dispassion, 
to cessation, to peace, to direct knowledge, to enlightenment, to 
Nibbana. 

"What four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating 
the body in the body . . .  feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind . . . 

phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, 
mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in 
regard to the world. 

"These four establishments of mindfulness, bhikkhus, when 
developed and cultivated, lead to utter revulsion, to dispassion, 
to cessation, to peace, to direct knowledge, to enlightenment, to 
Nibbana. "  

33 (3) Neglected 

"Bhikkhus, those who have neglected these four establishments 
of mindfulness have neglected the noble path leading to the com
plete destruction of suffering. [180] Those who have undertaken 
these four establishments of mindfulness have undertaken the 
noble path leading to the complete destruction of suffering. 
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"What four? . .  (as above) . . .  Those who have neglected . . .  
Those who have undertaken these four establishments o f  mind
fulness have undertaken the noble path leading to the complete 
destruction of suffering." 

34 (4) Development 

"Bhikkhus, these four establishments of mindfulness, when 
developed and cultivated, lead to going beyond from the near 
shore to the far shore. What four? . . .  (as above) . . .  These four 
establishments of mindfulness, when developed and cultivated, 
lead to going beyond from the near shore to the far shore." 

35 (5) Mindful 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, a bhikkhu should dwell mindful and 
clearly comprehending. This is our instruction to you. 

"And how, bhikkhus, is a bhikkhu mindful? Here, bhikkhus, a 
bhikkht!! dwells contemplating the body in the body . . .  feelings 
in feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  phenomena in phenomena, 
ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed cov
etousness and displeasure in regard to the world. It is in this 
way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu is mindful. 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu exercise clear compre
hension? Here, bhikkhus, for a bhikkhu feelings are understood 
as they arise, understood [181] as they remain present, under
stood as they pass away. Thoughts are understood as they arise, 
understood as they remain present, understood as they pass 
away. Perceptions are understood as they arise, understood as 
they remain present, understood as they pass away. It is in this 
way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu exercises clear comprehension.J76 

"Bhikkhus, a bhikkhu should dwell mindful and clearly com
prehending. This is our instruction to you." 

36 (6) Final Knowledge 

"Bhikkhus, there are these four establishments of mindfulness. 
What four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating the 
body in the body . . .  feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  phe-
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nomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful 
having removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to th� 
world. 

"When, bhikkhus, these four establishments of mindfulness 
have been developed and cultivated, one of two fruits may be 
expected: either final knowledge in this very life or, if there is a 
residue of clinging, the state of nonretuming." 

37 (7) Desire 

"Bhikkhus, there are these four establishments of mindfulness. 
What four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating the 
body in the body, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, hav
ing removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the 
world. As he dwells thus contemplating the body in the body, 
whatever desire he has for the body is abandoned. With the 
abandoning of desire, the Deathless is realized. 

"He dwells contemplating feelings in feelings . . .  [182] . . .  mind 
in mind . . .  phenomena in phenomena . . .  having removed cov
etousness and displeasure in regard to the world. As he dwells 
thus contemplating phenomena in phenomena, whatever desire 
he has for phenomena is abandoned. With the abandoning of 
desire, the Deathless is realized." 

38 (8) Full Understanding 

"Bhikkhus, there are these four establishments of mindfulness. 
What four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating the 
body in the body, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, hav
ing removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the 
world. As he dwells thus contemplating the body in the body, 
the body is fully understood. Because the body has been fully 
understood, the Deathless is realized. 

"He dwells contemplating feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind 
. . .  phenomena in phenomena . . .  having removed covetousness 
and displeasure in regard to the world. As he dwells thus con
templating phenomena in phenomena, the phenomena are fully 

understood. Because the phenomena have been fully under

stood, the Deathless is realized." 
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39 (9) Development 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the development of the four estab
lishments of mindfulness. Listen to that . . . .  

"What, bhikkhus, is the development o f  the four establish
ments of mindfulness? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwells con
templating the body in the body, ardent, clearly comprehending, 
mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in 
regard to the world. He dwells contemplating feelings in feelings 
. . .  mind in mind . . .  phenomena in phenomena, [183] ardent, 
clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness 
and displeasure in regard to the world. This, bhikkhus, is the 
development of the four establishments of mindfulness." 

40 (10) Analysis 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the establishment of mindfulness,177 
and the development of the establishment of mindfulness, and 
the way leading to the development of the establishment of 
mindfulness. Listen to that . . . .  

"And what, bhikkhus, is the establishment of mindfulness? 
Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating the body in the 
body, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed 
covetousness and displeasure in regard to the world. He dwells 
contemplating feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  phenom
ena in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, 
having removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the 
world. This is called the establishment of mindfulness. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the development of the establishment 
of mindfulness? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating 
the nature of origination in the body; he dwells contemplating 
the nature of vanishing in the body; he dwells contemplating the 
nature of origination and vanishing in the body-ardent, clearly 
comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness and 
displeasure in regard to the worldp8 He dwells contemplating 
the nature of origination in feelings . . .  He dwells contemplating 
the nature of origination in mind . . .  He dwells contemplating the 
nature of origination in phenomena; he dwells contemplating the 
nature of vanishing in phenomena; he dwells contemplating the 
nature of origination and vanishing in phenomena-ardent, 
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clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed Covetous 
and displeasure in regard to the world. This is called the d 

ness 
" �� opment of the estabhshment of mmdfulness. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the way leading to the develoPIn 
of the est�blis

.
hmen� of mi�dfulness? It is 

.
this N�ble Eightf�� 

Path; that IS, nght VIew . . .  nght concentration. This is called th 
way leading to the development of the establishment of mind� 
fulness." 

(1 84] V. THE DEATHLESS 

41 (1) The Deathless 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, dwell with your minds well established 
in the four establishments of mindfulness. Do not let the 
Deathless be lost on you,l79 

"In what four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwells contemplat
ing the body in the body . . .  feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind 
. . .  phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, 
mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in 
regard to the world. Dwell, bhikkhus, with your minds well 
established in these four establishments of mindfulness. Do not 
let the Deathless be lost on you." 

42 (2) Origination 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you the origination and the passing away 
of the four establishments of mindfulness,18o Listen to that. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the origination of the body? With the 
origination of nutriment there is the origination of the body. With 
the cessation of nutriment there is the passing away of the body. 

"With the origination of contact there is the origination of feel
ing. With the cessation of contact there is the passing away of 
feeling. 

"With the origination of name-and-form there is the origina
tion of mind. With the cessation of name-and-form there is the 
passing away of mind,181 

"With the origination of attention there is the origination of 

phenomena. With the cessation of attention there is the passing 

away of phenomena."182 [185] 
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43 (3) The Path 

At 5avatthi. There the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus 
thUS: 183 

"Bhikkhus, on one occasion I was dwelling at Uruvela on the 
bank of the river Neraiijara under the Goatherd's Banyan Tree 
just after I became fully enlightened. Then, while I was alone in 
seclusion, a reflection arose in my mind thus: 'This is the one
way path for the purification of beings, for the overcoming of 
sorrow and lamentation . . .  (as in §18) . . .  that is, the four estab
lishments of mindfulness. ' 

"Then, bhikkhus, Brahma 5ahampati, having known with his 
own mind the reflection in my mind, just as quickly as a strong 
man might extend his drawn-in arm or draw in his extended 
arm, disappeared from the brahma world and reappeared before 
me. He arranged his upper robe over one shoulder, extended his 
joined hands towards me in reverential salutation, and said to 
me: '50 it is, Blessed One! 50 it is, Fortunate One! Venerable sir, 
this is the one-way path for the purification of beings . . .  [186] . . .  
that is, the four establishments of mindfulness.' 

"This, bhikkhus, is what Brahma 5ahampati said. Having said 
this, he further said this: 

- "'The seer of the destruction of birth, 
Compassionate, knows the one-way path 
By which in the past they crossed the flood, 
By which they will cross and cross over now.'" 

44 (4) Mindful 

"Bhikkhus, a bhikkhu should dwell mindful. This is our instruc
tion to you. 

"And how, bhikkhus, is a bhikkhu mindful? Here, bhikkhus, a 
bhikkhu dwells contemplating the body in the body, ardent, 
clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness 
and displeasure in regard to the world. He dwells contemplating 
feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  phenomena in phenom
ena, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed 
covetousness and displeasure in regard to the world. It is in this 
way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu is mindful. 
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"Bhikkhus, a bhikkhu should dwell mindful. This is OUr 
instruction to you." 

45 (5) A Heap of the Wholesome 

"Bhikkhus, if one were to say of anything 'a heap of the whole
some,' it is about the four establishments of mindfulness that one 
could rightly say this. For this is a complete heap of the whole
some, that is, the four establishments of mindfulness. What four? 
[187] 

"Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating the body in 
the body . . .  feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  phenomena 
in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having 
removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the World. 

"If, bhikkhus, one were to say of anything 'a heap of the whole
some,' it is about these four establishments of mindfulness that 
one could rightly say this. For this is a complete heap of the 
wholesome, that is, the four establishments of mindfulness." 

46 (6) The Restraint of the Piitimokkha 

Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One, paid hom
age to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: "Venerable sir, 
it would be good if the Blessed One would teach me the Dhamma 
in brief, so that, having heard the Dhamma from the Blessed One, 
I might dwell alone, withdrawn, diligent, ardent, and resolute." 

"In that case, bhikkhu, purify the very beginning of whole
some states. And what is the beginning of wholesome states? 
Here, bhikkhu, dwell restrained by the restraint of the Pati
mokkha, accomplished in good conduct and proper resort, see
ing danger in the slightest faults. Having undertaken the training 
rules, train in them. When, bhikkhu, you dwell restrained by the 
restraint of the Patimokkha . . .  seeing danger in the slightest 
faults, then, based upon virtue, established upon virtue, you 

should develop the four establishments of mindfulness. 
"What four? Here, bhikkhu, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating 

the body in the body . . .  feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind .. ' 
phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, 
mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in 
regard to the world. 
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"When, bhikkhu, based upon virtue, established upon virtue, 
you develop these four est(.lblishments of mindfulness in such a 
way, then, whether night or day comes, you may expect only 
growth in wholesome states, not decline." 

Then that bhikkhu, having delighted and rejoiced in the 
Blessed One's statement, rose from his seat. . . .  [188] And that 
bhikkhu became one of the arahants. 

47 (7) Misconduct 

Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One, paid hom
age to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: "Venerable sir, 
it would be good if the Blessed One would teach me the Dhamma 
in brief, so that, having heard the Dhamma from the Blessed One, 
I might dwell alone, withdrawn, diligent, ardent, and resolute." 

"In that case, bhikkhu, purify the very beginning of whole
some states. And what is the beginning of wholesome states? 
Here, bhikkhu, having abandoned bodily misconduct, you 
should develop good bodily conduct. Having abandoned verbal 
misconduct, you should develop good verbal conduct. Having 
abandoned mental misconduct, you should develop good men
tal conduct. When, bhikkhu, having abandoned bodily miscon
duct . . .  you have developed good mental conduct, then, based 
upon virtue, established upon virtue, you should develop the 
four establishments of mindfulness. 

"What four? Here, bhikkhu, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating 
the body in the body . . .  feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  
phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, 
mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in 

. regard to the world. 
"When, bhikkhu, based upon virtue, established upon virtue, 

you develop these four establishments of mindfulness in such a 
way, then, whether night or day comes, you may expect only 
growth in wholesome states, not decline." 

Then that bhikkhu . . .  became one of the arahants . [189] 

48 (8) Friends 

"Bhikkhus, those for whom you have compassion and who think 
you should be heeded-whether friends or colleagues, relatives 
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or kinsmen-these you should exhort, settle, and establish in th 
development of the four establishments of mindfulness. 

e 

"What four? Here, bhikkhu, a bhikkhu dwells contemplatin 
the body in the body . . .  feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind 

g 

phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehendi��' 

mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure i� 
regard to the world. 

"Bhikkhus, those for whom you have compassion . . .  these You 
should exhort, settle, and establish in the development of these 
four establishments of mindfulness." 

49 (9) Feelings 

"Bhikkhus, there are these three feelings. What three? Pleasant 
feeling, painful feeling, neither-painful-nor-pleasant feeling. 
These are the three feelings. The four establishments of mindful
ness are to be developed for the full understanding of these three 
feelings. 

"What four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating 
the body in the body . . .  feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  
phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, 
mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in 
regard to the world. 

"These four establishments of mindfulness, bhikkhus, are to be 
developed for the full understanding of these three feelings." 

50 (10) Taints 

"Bhikkhus, there are these three taints. What three? The taint of 
sensuality, the taint of existence, the taint of ignorance. (190] 
These are the three taints. The four establishments of mindful
ness are to be developed for the full understanding of these three 
taints. 

"What four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating 
the body in the body . . .  feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind . .  , 
phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, 
mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in 
regard to the world. 

"These four establishments of mindfulness, bhikkhus, are to be 

developed for the full understanding of these three taints." 
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VI. GANGES REPETfITON SERIES 

51 (1)-62 (12) The River Ganges-Eastward, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, just as the river Ganges slants, slopes, and inclines 
towards the east, so too a bhikkhu who develops and cultivates 
the four establishments of mindfulness slants, slopes, and 
inclines towards Nibbana. 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu develop and cultivate 
the four establishments of mindfulness so that he slants, slopes, 
and inclines towards Nibbana? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 
dwells contemplating the body in the body . . .  feelings in feelings 
. .  , mind in mind ' "  phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly 
comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness and 
displeasure in regard to the world. It is in this way, bhikkhus, 
that a bhikkhu develops and cultivates the four establishments of 
mindfulness so that he slants, slopes, and inclines towards 
Nibbana." 

(The remaining suttas of this vagga are to be similarly elaborated paral
lel to 45:92-102.) 

Six about slanting to the east 
And six about slanting to the ocean. 
These two sixes make up twelve: 
Thus the subchapter is recited. 

[191] VII. DILIGENCE 

63 (1)-72 (10) The Tathagata, Etc. 

(To be elaborated by way of the establishments of mindfulness parallel 
to 45:139-48.) 

Tathagata, footprint, roof peak, 
Roots, heartwood, jasmine, 
Monarch, the moon and sun, 
Together with the cloth as tenth. 
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VIII. STRENUOUS DEEDS 

73 (1)-84 (12) Strenuous, Etc. 184 

(To be elaborated parallel to 45:149-60.) 

Strenuous, seeds, and nagas, 
The tree, the pot, the spike, 
The sky, and two on clouds, 
The ship, guest house, and river. 

IX. SEARCHES 

85 (1)-94 (10) Searches, Etc. 

(To be elaborated parallel to 45:161-70. ) 

Searches, discriminations, taints, 
Kinds of existence, threefold suffering, 
Barrenness, stains, and troubles, 
Feelings, craving, and thirst.185 

X. FLOODS 

95 (1)-103 (9) Floods, Etc. 

(To be elaborated parallel to 45:171-79.) 

104 (10) Higher Fetters 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five higher fetters. What five? Lust for 
form, lust for the formless, conceit, restlessness, [192] ignorance. 

These are the five higher fetters. The four establishments of 

mindfulness are to be developed for direct knowledge of these 

five higher fetters, for the full understanding of them, for their 

utter destruction, for their abandoning. 
"What four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating 

the body in the body, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, 
having removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the 
world. He dwells contemplating feelings in feelings . . .  mind in 
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mind . . .  phenomena in phenomena, ardent, dearly comprehend

ing, mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in 

regard to the world. These four establishments of mindfulness 
are to be developed for direct knowledge of these five higher fet
ters, for the full understanding of them, for their utter destruc
tion, for their abandoning." 

Floods, bonds, kinds of clinging, 
Knots, and underlying tendencies, 
Cords of sensual pleasure, hindrances, 
Aggregates, fetters lower and higher. 

The Connected Discourses on the Establishments of Mindfulness 
is to be elaborated in the same way as the Connected Discourses 
on the Path.l86 



[193] Chapter IV 

48 Indriyasa1!1yutta 

Connected Discourses on the Faculties 

1. SIMPLE VERSION 

1 (1) Simple Version 

At Savatthi. There the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: 
"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The facul

ty of faith, the faculty of energy, the faculty of mindfulness, the 
faculty of concentration, the faculty of wisdom. These are the five 
faculties."187 

2 (2) Stream-Enterer (1) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The facultY 
of faith, the faculty of energy, the faculty of mindfulness, the fac
ulty of concentration, the faculty of wisdom. 

"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple understands as they really 
are the gratification, the danger, and the escape in the case of 
these five faculties, then he is called a noble disciple who is a 
stream-enterer, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in 
destiny, with enlightenment as his destination."188 

3 (3) Stream-Enterer (2) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties . What five? The faculty 

of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. 
"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple understands as they really 

are the origin and the passing away, the gratification, the dange:, 

[194] and the escape in the case of these five faculties, then he 1.5 
called a noble disciple who is a stream-enterer, no longer bound 

1668 
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to the nether world, fixed in destiny, with enlightenment as his 

destination. " 

4 (4) Arahant (1) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculty 
of faith . . . the faculty of wisdom. 

"When, bhikkhus, having understood as they really are the 
gratification, the danger, and the escape in the case of these five 
faculties, a bhikkhu is liberated by nonclinging, then he is called 
a bhikkhu who is an arahant, one whose taints are destroyed, 
who has lived the holy life, done what had to be done, laid down 
the burden, reached his own goal, utterly destroyed the fetters of 
existence, one completely liberated through final knowledge."189 

5 (5) Arahant (2) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculty 
of faith . . . the faculty of wisdom. 

"When, bhikkhus, having understood as they really are the ori
gin and the passing away, the gratification, the danger, and the 
escape in the case of these five faculties, a bhikkhu is liberated by 
nonclinging, then he is called a bhikkhu who is an arahant ' " one 
completely liberated through final knowledge." 

6 (6) Ascetics and Brahmins (1) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculty 
of faith . . . the faculty of wisdom. 

"Those ascetics or brahmins, bhikkhus, who do not understand 
as they really are the gratification, the danger, and the escape in 
the case of these five faculties: these I do not consider to be asce
tics among ascetics or brahmins among brahmins, [195] and 
these venerable ones do not, by realizing it for themselves with 
direct knowledge, in this very life enter and dwell in the goal of 
asceticism or the goal of brahminhood. 

"But, bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who under
stand these things: these I consider to be ascetics among asce
tics and brahmins among brahmins, and these venerable ones, 
by realizing it for themselves with direct knowledge, in this 
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very life enter and dwell in the goal of asceticism and the goal 
of brahminhood." 

7 (7) Ascetics and Brahmins (2) 

"Those ascetics or brahmins, bhikkhus, who do not understand 
the faculty of faith, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading 
to its cessation;190 who do not understand the faculty of energy 
. . .  the faculty of mindfulness . . .  the faculty of concentration ' "  
the faculty of  wisdom, its origin, its cessation, and the way lead
ing to its cessation: these I do not consider to be ascetics among 
ascetics or brahmins among brahmins, and these venerable Ones 
do not, by realizing it for themselves with direct knowledge, in 
this very life enter and dwell in the goal of asceticism or the goal 
of brahminhood. 

"Buf, bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who understand 
[196] these things . . .  in this very life enter and dwell in the goal 
of asceticism and the goal of brahminhood." 

8 (8) To Be Seen 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculty 
of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. 

"And where, bhikkhus, is the faculty of faith to be seen? The fac
ulty of faith is to be seen here in the four factors of stream-entry.l91 

"And where, bhikkhus, is the faculty of energy to be seen? The 
faculty of energy is to be seen here in the four right strivings.t92 

"And where, bhikkhus, is the faculty of mindfulness to be 
seen? The faculty of mindfulness is to be seen here in the four 
establishments of mindfulness. 

"And where, bhikkhus, is the faculty of concentration to be seen? 
The faculty of concentration is to be seen here in the four jhanas. 

"And where, bhikkhus, is the faculty of wisdom to be seen? The 
faculty of wisdom is to be seen here in the Four Noble Truths. 

"These, bhikkhus, are the five faculties." 

9 (9) Analysis (1) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculty 

of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. 
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"And what, bhikkhus, is the faculty of faith? Here, bhikkhus, 
the noble disciple is a person of faith, one who places faith in the 
enlightenment of the Tathagata thus: [197] 'The Blessed One is an 
arahant, perfectly enlightened, accomplished in knowledge and 
conduct, fortunate, knower of the world, unsurpassed leader of 
persons to be tamed, teacher of devas and humans, the 
Enlightened One, the Blessed One.' 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the faculty of energy? Here, bhikkhus, 
the noble disciple dwells with energy aroused for the abandon
ing of unwholesome states and the acquisition of wholesome 
states; he is strong, firm in exertion, not shirking the responsibil
ity of cultivating wholesome states. This is called the faculty of 
energy. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the faculty of mindfulness? Here, 
bhikkhus, the noble disciple is mindful, possessing supreme 
mindfulness and discretion, one who remembers and recollects 
what was done and said long ago. This is called the faculty of 
mindfulness.193 

"And 'what, bhikkhus, is the faculty of concentration? Here, 
bhikkhus, the noble disciple gains concentration, gains one
pointedness of mind, having made release the object.194 This is 
called the faculty of concentration. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the faculty of wisdom? Here, 
bhikkhus, the noble disciple is wise; he possesses wisdom direct
ed to arising and passing away, which is noble and penetrative, 
leading to the complete destruction of suffering.195 This is called 
the faculty of wisdom. 

"These, bhikkhus, are the five faculties."196 

10  (10) Analysis (2) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculty 
of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the faculty of faith? Here, bhikkhus, 
the noble disciple is a person of faith, one who places faith in the 
enlightenment of the Tathagata thus: 'The Blessed One is . . .  
teacher of devas and humans, the Enlightened One, the Blessed 
One.' [198] 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the faculty of energy? Here, bhikkhus, 
the noble disciple dwells with energy aroused for the abandoning 
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of unwholesome states and the acquisition of wholesome state . 
he is strong, firm in exertion, not shirking the responsibility :f 
cultivating wholesome states. He generates desire for the non
arising of unarisen evil unwholesome states; he makes an effort 
arouses energy, applies his mind, and strives. He generate� 
desire for the abandoning of arisen evil unwholesome states; he 
makes an effort, arouses energy, applies his mind, and strives. 
He generates desire for the arising of unarisen wholesome states . 

he makes an effort, arouses energy, applies his mind, and strives: 
He generates desire for the maintenance of arisen wholesome 
states, for their nondecay, increase, expansion, and fulfilment by 
development; he makes an effort, arouses energy, applies his 
mind, and strives. This is called the faculty of energy. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the faculty of mindfulness? Here, 
bhikkhus, the noble disciple is mindful, possessing supreme 
mindfulness and discretion, one who remembers and recollects 
what was done and said long ago. He dwells contemplating the 
body in the body . . .  feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  phe
nomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, 
having removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the 
world. This is called the faculty of mindfulness. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the faculty of concentration? Here, 
bhikkhus, the noble disciple gains concentration, gains one
pointedness of mind, having made release the object. Secluded 
from sensual pleasures, secluded from unwholesome states, he 
enters and dwells in the first jhana, which is accompanied by 
thought and examination, with rapture and happiness born of 
seclusion. With the subsiding of thought and examination, he 
enters and dwells in the second jhana, which has internal confi
dence and unification of mind, is without thought and examina
tion, and has rapture and happiness born of concentration. With 
the fading away as well of rapture, he dwells equanimous and, 

mindful and clearly comprehending, he experiences happiness 

with the body; he enters and dwells in the third jhana of which 

the noble ones declare: 'He is equanimous, mindful, one who 

dwells happily.' With the abandoning of pleasure and pain, and 

with the previous passing away of joy and displeasure, he enters 

and dwells in the fourth jhana, which is neither painful nor pleas

ant and includes the purification of mindfulness by equanimity. 

This is called the faculty of concentration. [199] 
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"And what, bhikkhus, is the faculty of wisdom? Here, 

bhikkhus, the noble disciple is wise; he possesses wisdom direct

ed to arising and passing away, which is noble and penetrative, 

leading to the complete destruction of suffering. He understands 

as it really is: 'This is suffering. '  He understands as it really is: 

'This is the origin of suffering: He understands as it really is: 
'This is the cessation of suffering: He understands as it really is: 

'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering: This is 
called the faculty of wisdom. 

"These, bhikkhus, are the five faculties." 

II. WEAKER TR\N THAT 

11 (1) Obtainment 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculty 
of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the faculty of faith? Here, bhikkhus, 
the noble disciple is a person of faith, one who places faith in the 
enlightenment of the Tathagata thus: 'The Blessed One is . . .  
teacher of de vas and humans, the Enlightened One, the Blessed 
One.' This is called the faculty of faith. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the faculty of energy? The energy that 
one obtains on the basis of197 the four right strivings. This is 
called the faculty of energy. [200] 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the faculty of mindfulness? The mind
fulness that one obtains on the basis of the four establishments of 
mindfulness. This is caned the faculty of mindfulness. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the faculty of concentration? Here, 
bhikkhus, the noble disciple gains concentration, gains one
pointedness of mind, having made release the object. This is 
called the faculty of concentration. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the faculty of wisdom? Here, 
bhikkhus, the noble disciple is wise; he possesses wisdom direct
ed to arising and passing away, which is noble and penetrative, 
leading to the complete destruction of suffering. This is called the 
faculty of wisdom. 

"These, bhikkhus, are the five faculties." 
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12 (2) In Brief (1) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculty 
of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. These are the five faculties. 

"One who has completed and fulfilled these five faculties is an 
arahant. If they are weaker than that, one is a nonreturner; if still 
weaker, a once-returner; if still weaker, a stream-enterer; if still 
weaker, a Dhamma-follower; if still weaker, a faith-follower."198 

13  (3) In Brief (2) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculty 
of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. These are the five faculties. 

"One who has completed and fulfilled these five faculties is an 
arahant. If they are weaker than that, one is a non returner . . .  a 
once-returner . . .  a stream-enterer . . . a Dhamma-follower . . .  a 
faith-follower. 

"Thus, bhikkhus, due to a difference in the faculties there is a 
difference in the fruits; due to a difference in the fruits199 there is 
a difference among persons." [201] 

14  (4) In Brief (3) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculty 
of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. These are the five faculties. 

"One who has completed and fulfilled these five faculties is an 
arahant. If they are weaker than that, one is . . .  a faith-follower. 

"Thus, bhikkhus, one who activates them fully succeeds fully; 
one who activates them partly succeeds partly. The five faculties, 
bhikkhus, are not barren, so I say."200 

15 (5) In Detail (1) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculty 

of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. These are the five faculties. 
"One who has completed and fulfilled these five faculties is an 

arahant. If they are weaker than that, one is an attainer of 

Nibbana in the interval; if still weaker, an attainer of Nibbana 

upon landing; if still weaker, an attainer of Nibbana without 

exertion; if still weaker, an attainer of Nibbana with exertion; if 
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still weaker, one who is bound upstream, heading towards the 
Akanittha realm; if still weaker, a once-returner; if still weaker, a 

stream-enterer; if still weaker, a Dhamma-follower; if still weaker, 

a faith-foHower.''201 

16 (6) In Detail (2) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculty 
of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. These are the five faculties. 

"One who has completed and fulfilled these five faculties is an 

arahant. If they are weaker than that, one is an attainer of Nibbana 
in the interval . . .  (as in §15) . . .  if still weaker, a faith-follower. 

"Thus, bhikkhus, due to a difference in the faculties there is a 
difference in the fruits; due to a difference in the fruits there is a 
difference among persons." [202] 

17 m In Detail (3) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculty 
of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. These are the five faculties. 

"One who has completed and fulfilled these five faculties is an 
arahant. If they are weaker than that, one is an attainer of Nibbana 
in the interval . . .  (as in §15) . . .  if still weaker, a faith-follower. 

"Thus, bhikkhus, one who activates them fully succeeds fully; 
one who activates them partly succeeds partly. The five faculties, 
bhikkhus, are not barren, so I say." 

18 (8) Practising 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculty 
of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. These are the five faculties. 

"One who has completed and fulfilled these five faculties is an 
arahant. If they are weaker than that, one is practising for the 
realiZation of the fruit of arahantship; if still weaker, one is a non
returner; if still weaker, one is practising for the realization of the 
fruit of nonreturning; if still weaker, one is a once-returner; if still 
weaker, one is practising for the realization of the fruit of once
returning; if still weaker, one is a stream-enterer; if still weaker, 
one is practising for the realization of the fruit of stream-entry. 

"But, bhikkhus, I say that one in whom these five faculties are 
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completely and totally absent is 'an outsider, one who stands . 
the faction of worldlings.'" 202 In 

19 (9) Equipped 

Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One, paid hom.
age to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, it is said, 'one equipped with faculties, one 
equipped with faculties.'203 In what way, venerable sir, is one 
equipped with faculties?" [203] 

"Here, bhikkhu, a bhikkhu develops the faculty of faith, which 
leads to peace, leads to enlightenment. He develops the faculty of 
energy . . .  the faculty of mindfulness . . .  the faculty of concentra
tion . . .  the faculty of wisdom, which leads to peace, leads to 
enlightenment. 

"It is in this way, bhikkhu, that one is equipped with faculties." 

20 (10) Destruction of the Taints 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculty 
of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. These are the five faculties. 

"It is, bhikkhus, because he has developed and cultivated 
these five faculties that a bhikkhu, by the destruction of the 
taints, in this very life enters and dWells-ill the taintless liberation 
of mind, liberation by wisdom, realizing it for himself with direct 
knowledge." 

III. THE SIX FACULTIES 

21 (1) Renewed Existence204 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculty 
of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. 

"So long, bhikkhus, as I did not directly know as they really are 
the origin and the passing away, the gratification, the danger, 
and the escape in the case of these five faculties, [204] I did not 
claim to have awakened to the unsurpassed perfect enlighten
ment in this world with its devas, Mara, and Brahma, in this gen
eration with its ascetics and brahmins, its devas and humans. But 
when I directly knew all this as it really is, then I claimed to have 
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awakened to the unsurpassed perfect enlightenment in this 
world with . . .  its devas and humans. 

liThe knowledge and vision arose in me: 'Unshakable is my lib
eration of mind; this is my last birth; now there is no more 
renewed existence. '" 

22 (2) The Life Faculty 

"Bhikkhus, there are these three faculties. What three? The femi
ninity faculty, the masculinity faculty, the life faculty. These are 
the three faculties."205 

23 (3) The Faculty of Final Knowledge 

"Bhikkhus, there are these three faculties. What three? The faculty 
'I shall know the as-yet-unknown,' the faculty of final knowl
edge, the faculty of one endowed with final knowledge. These 
are the three faculties.''206 

24 (4) One-Seeder 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculty 
of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. These are the five faculties. 

"One, bhikkhus, who has completed and fulfilled these five 
faculties is an arahant. If they are weaker than that, one is an 
attainer of Nibbana in the interval; if still weaker, an attainer of 
Nibbana upon landing; if still weaker, an attainer of Nibbana 
without exertion; [205] if still weaker, an attainer of Nibbana with 
exertion; if still weaker, one who is bound upstream, heading 
towards the Akanittha realm; if still weaker, a once-returner; if 
still weaker, a one-seeder; if still weaker, a clan-to-clanner; if still 
weaker, a seven-lives-at-moster; if still weaker, a Dhamma
follower; if still weaker, a faith-follower.''207 

25 (5) Simple Version 

"Bhikkhus, there are these six faculties. What six? The eye facul
ty, the ear faculty, the nose faculty, the tongue faculty, the body 
faculty, the mind faculty. These are the six faculties.''208 
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26 (6) Stream-Enterer 

"Bhikkhus, there are these six faculties. What six? The eye 
faculty . . .  the mind faculty. 

"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple understands as they really 
are the gratification, the danger, and the escape in the case of 
these six faculties, then he is called a noble disciple who is a 
stream-enterer, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in 
destiny, with enlightenment as his destination." 

27 (7) Arahant 

"Bhikkhus, there are these six faculties. What six? The eye 
faculty . . .  the mind faculty. 

"When, bhikkhus, having understood as they really are the 
gratification, the danger, and the escape in the case of these six 
faculties, a bhikkhu is liberated by nonclinging,209 then he is 
called a bhikkhu who is an arahant, one whose taints are 
destroyed, who has lived the holy life, done what had to be done, 
laid down the burden, reached his own goal, utterly destroyed 
the fetters of existence, one completely liberated through final 
knowledge." 

28 (8) Buddha 

"Bhikkhus, there are these six faculties. What six? The eye 
faculty . . .  the mind faculty. [206] 

"So long, bhikkhus, as I did not directly know as they really are 
the origin and the passing away, the gratification, the danger, 
and the escape in the case of these six faculties, I did not claim to 

have awakened to the unsurpassed perfect enlightenment in this 
world with . . .  its devas and humans. But when I directly knew 
all this as it really is, then I claimed to have awakened to the 
unsurpassed perfect enlightenment in this world with . .  , its 
devas and humans. 

"The knowledge and vision arose in me: 'Unshakable is my 

liberation of mind; this is my last birth; now there is no more 

renewed existence.'" 
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29 (9) Ascetics alld Brahmins (1) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these six faculties. What six? The eye 
faculty . . .  the mind faculty. 

"Those ascetics or brahmins, bhikkhus, who do not understand 
as they really are the gratification, the danger, and the escape in 
the case of these six faculties: these I do not consider to be 

ascetics among ascetics or brahmins among brahmins, and these 
venerable ones do not, by realizing it for themselves with direct 
knowledge, in this very life enter and dwell in the goal of asceti

cism or the goal of brahminhood. 
"But, bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who understand 

these things: these I consider to be ascetics among ascetics and 
brahmins among brahmins, and these venerable ones, by realiz
ing it for themselves with direct knowledge, in this very life enter 
and dwell in the goal of asceticism and the goal of brahmin
hood." 

30 (0) Ascetics and Brahmins (2) 

"Those ascetics or brahmins, bhikkhus, who do not understand 
the eye faculty, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its 
cessation; who do not understand the ear faculty . . .  the mind fac
ulty, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its cessation: 
these I do not consider to be ascetics among ascetics or brahmins 
among brahmins, and these venerable ones do not, by realizing 
it for themselves with direct knowledge, in this very life enter 
and dwell in the goal of asceticism or the goal of brahminhood. 
[207] 

"But, bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who understand 
these things . . .  in this very life enter and dwell in the goal of 
asceticism and the goal of brahminhood." 

IV. THE PLEASURE FACULTY 

31 (1) Simple Version 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The pleasure 
faculty, the pain faculty, the joy faculty, the displeasure faculty, 
the equanimity faculty. These are the five faculties."210 
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32 (2) Stream-Enterer 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The pleas 
faculty . . .  the equanimity faculty. 

ure 

"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple understands as they reall 
are the gratifiCation, the danger, and the escape in the case � 
these five faculties, then he is called a noble disciple who is a 

stream-enterer, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in 
destiny, with enlightenment as his destination." [208] 

33 (3) Arahant 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The pleasure 
faculty . . .  the equanimity faculty. 

"When, bhikkhus, having understood as they really are the 
gratification, the danger, and the escape in the case of these five 
faculties, a bhikkhu is liberated by nonclinging, then he is called 
a bhikkhu who is an arahant, one whose taints are destroyed, 
who has lived the holy life, done what had to be done, laid down 
the burden, reached his own goal, utterly destroyed the fetters of 
existence, one completely liberated through final knowledge." 

34 (4) Ascetics and Brahmins (1) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The pleasure 
faculty . . .  the equanimity faculty. 

"Those ascetics or brahmins, bhikkhus, who do not understand 
as they really are the gratification, the danger, and the escape in 
the case of these five faculties . . .  do not in this very life enter and 
dwell in the goal of asceticism or the goal of braluninhood. 

"But, bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahmins who understand 
these things . . .  in this very life enter and dwell in the goal of 
asceticism and the goal of brahminhood." 

35 (5) Ascetics and Brahmins (2) 

"Those ascetics or brahmins, bhikkhus, who do not understand 
the pleasure faculty, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading 
to its cessation; who do not understand the joy faculty . . .  the pa

.
in 

faculty . . .  the displeasure faculty . . .  the equanimity faculty, Its 
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origin, its cessation, [209] and the way leading to its cessation . . .  
do not in this very life enter and dwell in the goal of asceticism 

or the goal of brahrninhood. 
"But, bhikkhus, those ascetics and brahrnins who understand 

these things . . .  in this very life enter and dwell in the goal of 
asceticism and the goal of brahminhood." 

36 (6) Analysis (1) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The pleasure 
faculty '" the equanimity faculty. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the pleasure faculty? Whatever bodi
ly pleasure there is, whatever bodily comfort,211 the pleasant 
comfortable feeling born of body-contact: this, bhikkhus, is called 
the pleasure faculty. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the pain faculty? Whatever bodily 
pain there is, whatever bodily discomfort, the painful uncom
fortable feeling born of body-contact: this, bhikkhus, is called the 
pain faculty. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the joy faculty? Whatever mental 
pleasure there is, whatever mental comfort, the pleasant com
fortable feeling born of mind-contact: this, bhikkhus, is called the 
joy faculty. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the displeasure faculty? Whatever 
mental pain there is, whatever mental discomfort, the painful 
uncomfortable feeling born of mind-contact: this, bhikkhus, is 
called the displeasure faculty. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the equanimity faculty? Whatever 
feeling there is, whether bodily or mental, that is neither com
fortable nor uncomfortable: this, bhikkhus, is called the equa
nimity faculty.212 

"These, bhikkhus, are the five faculties." 

37 (7) Analysis (2) 

(All as in the preceding sutta, omitting the last sentence and with the 
following addition:) [210] 

"Therein, bhikkhus, the pleasure faculty and the joy faculty 
should be seen to be pleasant feeling. The pain faculty and the 

displeasure faculty should be seen to be painful feeling. The 
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equanimity faculty should be seen to be neither-painful_nor_ 
pleasant feeling. 

"These, bhikkhus, are the five faculties." 

38 (8) Analysis (3) 

(All as in the preceding sutta, but with the last two paragraphs as fOl
lows:) [211] 

"Therein, bhikkhus, the pleasure faculty and the joy faculty 
should be seen to be pleasant feeling. The pain faculty and the dis
pleasure faculty should be seen to be painful feeling. The equa
nimity faculty should be seen to be neither-painful-nor-pleasant 
feeling. 

"Thus, bhikkhus, according to the method of exposition, these 
five faculties, having been five, become three; and having been 
three, become five." 

39 (9) The Simile of the Fire-Sticks 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The pleasure 
faculty . . .  the equanimity faculty. 

"In dependence on a contact to be experienced as pleasant, 
bhikkhus, the pleasure faculty arises.213 Being in a state of pleas
ure, one understands: 'I am in a state of pleasure.' One under
stands: 'With the cessation of that contact to be experienced as 
pleasant, the corresponding feeling-the pleasure faculty that 
arose in dependence on that contact to be experienced as pleas
ant--ceases and subsides.' 

"In dependence on a contact to be experienced as painful, 
bhikkhus, the pain faculty arises. Being in a state of pain, one 
understands: 'I am in a state of pain.' One understands: 'With the 
cessation of that contact to be experienced as painful, the corre
sponding feeling-the pain faculty that arose in dependence on 

that [212] contact to be experienced as painful--ceases and sub
sides: 

"In dependence on a contact to be experienced joyously, 
bhikkhus, the joy faculty arises. Being in a sfate of joy, one under
stands: 'I am in a state of joy.' One understands: 'With the cessa
tion of that contact to be experienced joyously, the corresponding 
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feeling-the joy faculty that arose in dependence on that contact 
to be experienced joyously-ceases and subsides.' 

"In dependence on a contact to be experienced with displeas
ure, bhikkhus, the displeasure faculty arises. Being in a state of 
displeasure, one understands: 'I am in a state of displeasure.' 
One understands: 'With the cessation of that contact to be expe
rienced with displeasure, the corresponding feeling-the dis
pleasure faculty that arose in dependence on that contact to be 
experienced with displeasure-ceases and subsides.' 

"In dependence on a contact to be experienced with equani
mity, bhikkhus, the equanimity faculty arises. Being in a state of 
equanimity, one understands: 'I am in a state of equanimity.' One 
understands: 'With the cessation of that contact to be experi
enced with equanimity, the corresponding feeling-the equa
nimity faculty that arose in dependence on that contact to be 
experienced with equanimity-ceases and subsides.' 

"Bhikkhus, just as heat is generated and fire is produced from 
the conjunction and friction of two fire-sticks, but when the sticks 
are separated and laid aside the resuttant heat ceases and sub
sides; so too, in dependence on a contact to be experienced as 
pleasant ' "  [213] . . .  a contact to be experienced as painful . . .  a 
contact to be experienced joyously . . .  a contact to be experienced 
with displeasure . . .  a contact to be experienced with equanimity, 
the equanimity faculty arises . . . . One understands: 'With the ces
sation of that contact to be experienced with equanimity, the cor
responding feeling .. , ceases and subsides.'" 

40 (0) Irregular Order214 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The pleasure 
faculty . . .  the equanimity faculty. 

(i. The pain faculty) 
"Here, bhikkhus, while a bhikkhu is dwelling diligent, ardent, 
and resolute, there arises in him the pain faculty. He understands 
thus: 'There has arisen in me this pain faculty. That has a basis, a 
source, a causal formation, a condition.215 It is impossible for that 
pain faculty to arise without a basis, without a source, without a 
causal formation, without a condition.' He understands the pain 
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faculty; he understands the origin of the pain faculty; he under
stands the c:ssatio� of the pain fac�lty; and he understands 
where the ansen pam faculty ceases wIthout remainder. 

"And where does the arisen pain faculty cease without remain_ 
der?216 Here, bhikkhus, secluded from sensual pleasures, seclud_ 
ed from unwholesome states, a bhikkhu enters and dwells in the 
first jhana, which is accompanied by thought and examination 
with rapture and happiness born of seclusion. And it is here tha; 
the arisen pain faculty ceases without remainder.217 

"This, bhikkhus, is called a bhikkhu who has understood the 
cessation of the pain faculty. He directs his mind accordingly.218 

(ii. The displeasure faculty) 
"Here, bhikkhus, while a bhikkhu is dwelling diligent, ardent, 
and resolute, there arises in him the displeasure faculty. [214] He 
understands thus: 'There has arisen in me this displeasure facul
ty. That has a basis, a source, a causal formation, a condition. It is 
impossible for that displeasure faculty to arise without a basis, 
without a source, without a causal formation, without a condi
tion.' He understands the displeasure faculty; he understands the 
origin of the displeasure faculty; he understands the cessation of 
the displeasure faculty; and he understands where the arisen dis
pleasure faculty ceases without remainder. 

"And where does the arisen displeasure faculty cease without 
remainder? With the subsiding of thought and examination, a 
bhikkhu enters and dwells in the second jhana, which has inter
nal confidence and unification of mind, is without thought and 
examination, and has rapture and happiness born of concentra
tion. And it is here that the arisen displeasure faculty ceases 
without remainder.219 " 

"This, bhikkhus, is called a bhikkhu who has understood the 
cessation of the displeasure faculty. He directs his mind accord
ingly. 

(iii. The pleasure faculty) 
"Here, bhikkhus, while a bhikkhu is dwelling diligent, ardent, 

and resolute, there arises in him the pleasure faculty. He under

stands thus: 'There has arisen in me this pleasure faculty. That 

has a basis, a source, a causal formation, a condition. It is impoS

sible for that pleasure faculty to arise without a basis, without a 
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source, without a causal fonnation, without a condition.' He 
understands the pleasure faculty; he understands the origin of 
the pleasure faculty; he understands the cessation of the pleasure 
faculty; and he understands where the arisen pleasure faculty 
ceases without remainder. 

"And where does the arisen pleasure faculty cease without 
remainder? With the fading away as well of rapture, a bhikkhu 
dwells equanimous and, mindful and clearly comprehending, 
experiences happiness with the body; he enters and dwells in the 
third jhana of which the noble ones declare: 'He is equanimous, 
mindful, one who dwells happily: And it is here that the arisen 

pleasure faculty ceases without remainder.22o 

"This, bhikkhus, is called a bhikkhu who has understood the 
cessation of the pleasure faculty. He directs his mind accordingly. 

[215] 

(iv. The joy faculty) 
"Here, bhikkhus, while a bhikkhu is dwelling diligent, ardent, 
and resolute, there arises in him the joy faculty. He understands 
thus: 'There has arisen in me this joy faculty. That has a basis, a 
source, a causal formation, a condition. It is impossible for that 
joy faculty to arise without a basis, without a source, without a 
causal formation, without a condition.' He understands the joy 
faculty; he understands the origin of the joy faculty; he under
stands the cessation of the joy faculty; and he understands where 
the arisen joy faculty ceases without remainder. 

"And where does the arisen joy faculty cease without remain
der? With the abandoning of pleasure and pain, and with the pre
vious passing away of joy and displeasure, a bhikkhu enters and 
dwells in the fourth jhana, which is neither painful nor pleasant 
and includes the purification of mindfulness by equanimity. And 
it is here that the arisen joy faculty ceases without remainder.221 

"This, bhikkhus, is called a bhikkhu who has understood the 
cessation of the joy faculty. He directs his mind accordingly. 

(v. The equanimity faculty) 
"Here, bhikkhus, while a bhikkhu is dwelling diligent, ardent, 
and resolute, there arises in him the equanimity faculty. He 

understands thus: 'There has arisen in me this equanimity facul
ty. That has a basis, a source, a causal formation, a condition. It is 
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impossible for that equanimity faculty to arise without a bas' 
without a source, without a causal formation, without a cond�� 
tion.' He understands the equanimity faculty; he understands th

l 

origin of the equanimity faculty; he understands the cessation o� 
the equanimity faculty; and he understands where the arise 
equanimity faculty ceases without remainder. 

n 

"And where does the arisen equanimity faculty cease without 
remainder? Here, bhikkhus, having completely transcended the 
base of neither-perception-nor-nonperception, a bhikkhu enters 
and dwells in the cessation of perception and feeling. And it is 
here that the arisen equanimity faculty ceases without remain
der. 

"This, bhikkhus, is called a bhikkhu [216] who has understood 
the cessation of the equanimity faculty. He directs his mind 
accordingly." 

V. AGING 

41 (1) Subject to Aging 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at 5avatthi in the Eastern Park in the Mansion of 
Migara's Mother. Now on that occasion the Blessed One had 
emerged from seclusion in the evening and was sitting warming 
his back in the last rays of the sun. 

Then the Venerable Ananda approached the Blessed One. 
Having approacped and paid homage, while massaging the 
Blessed One's limbs-, he said to him: "It is wonderful, venerable 
sir! It is amazing, venerable sir! The Blessed One's complexion is 
no longer pure and bright, his limbs are all flaccid and wrinkled, 
his body is stooped, and some alteration is seen in his faculties
in the eye faculty, the ear faculty, the nose faculty, the tongue fac
ulty, the body faculty."222 [217J 

"SO it is, .Ananda! In youth one is subject to aging; in health one 
is subject to illness; while alive one is subject to death. The com
plexion is no longer pure and bright, the limbs are all flaccid and 
wrinkled, the body is stooped, and some alteration is seen in the 
faculties-in the eye faculty . . .  the body faculty." 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 

Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 



"Fie on you, wretched aging, 
Aging which makes beauty fade! 
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So much has the charming puppet223 
Been crushed beneath advancing age. 

One who might live a hundred years 
Also has death as destination. 
Death spares none along the way 
But comes crushing everything."224 

42 (2) The Brahmin UI)�liibha 

At Savatthi. Then the brahmin UI)1:labha approached the Blessed 
One and exchanged greetings with him. When they had con
cluded their greetings and cordial talk, he sat down to one side 
and said to the Blessed One: 

"Master Gotama, these five faculties have different domains, 
different resorts; they do not experience each others' resort and 
domain. What five? The eye faculty, the ear faculty, the nose fac
ulty, the tongue faculty, the body faculty.22S [218J Now, Master 
Gotama, as these five faculties have different domains, different 
resorts, and do not experience each others' resort and domain, 
what is it that they take recourse in? And what is it that experi
ences their resort and domain?" 

"Brahmin, these five faculties have different domains, different 
resorts; they do not experience each others' resort and domain. 
What five? The eye faculty, the ear faculty, the nose faculty, the 
tongue faculty, the body faculty. Now, brahmin, these five facul
ties having different domains, different resorts, not experiencing 
each others' resort and domain-they take recourse in the mind, 
and the mind experiences their resort and domain."226 

"But, Master Gotama, what is it that the mind takes recourse 
. ?', ID. 

"The mind, brahmin, takes recourse in mindfulness." 
"But, Master Gotama, what is it that mindfulness takes 

recourse in?" 
"Mindfulness, brahmin, takes recourse in liberation."227 
"But, Master Gotama, what is it that liberation takes recourse 

in?" 
"Liberation, brahmin, takes recourse in Nibbana." 
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"But, Master Gotama, what is it that Nibbana takes recou 
�" � 

"You have gone beyond the range of questioning, brahmi 
You weren't able to grasp the limit to questioning. For, brahm·

n. 

the holy life is lived with Nibbana as its ground, Nibbana as �' 
destination, Nibbana as its final goal."228 

s 

Then the brahmin Ut:U:labha, having delighted and rejoiced in 
the Blessed One's statement, 

.
rose from his seat an� paid homage 

to the Blessed One, after WhICh he departed keepmg him on his 
right. 

Then, not long after the brahmin Ut;u:tabha had departed, the 
Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: 

"Bhikkhus, suppose in a house or hall with a peaked roof 
opposite a window facing east, the sun was rising. When its ray� 
enter through the window, where would they settle?" 

"On the western wall, venerable sir." [219) 
"So too, bhikkhus, the brahmin UI)J)abha has gained faith in 

the Tathagata that is settled, deeply rooted, established, firm. It 
cannot be removed by any ascetic or brahmin or deva or Mara or 
Brahma or by anyone in the world. If, bhikkhus, the brahmin 
UI:u).abha were to die at this time, there is no fetter bound by 
which he might again come to this world."229 

43 (3) Saketa 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwel
ling at 5aketa in the Aitjana Grove, in the Deer Park. There the 
Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: 

"Bhikkhus, is there a method of exposition by means of which 
the five faculties become the five powers and the five powers 

become the five faculties?" 
"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One, 

guided by the Blessed One, take recourse in the Blessed One. It 

would be good if the Blessed One would clear up the meaning of 

this statement. Having heard it from him, the bhikkhus will 

remember it. "  . . .  
"There is a method of exposition, bhikkhus, b y  means of which 

the five faculties become the five powers and the five powers 

become the five faculties. And what is that method of exposition? 

That which is the faculty of faith is the power of faith; that which 
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is the power of faith is the faculty of faith.230 That which is the 
faculty of energy is the power of energy; that which is the power 
of energy is the faculty of energy. That which is the faculty of 
mindfulness is the power of mindfulness; that which is the 
power of mindfulness is the faculty of mindfulness. That which 
is the faculty of concentration is the power of concentration; that 
which is the power of concentration is the faculty of concentra
tion. That which is the faculty of wisdom is the power of wisdom; 
that which is the power of wisdom is the faculty of wisdom. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, there is a river which slants, slopes, and 
inclines towards the east, with an island in the middle. There is a 
method of exposition by means of which that river could be con
sidered to have one stream, but there is a method of exposition 
by means of which it could be considered to have two streams. 
[220] 

"And what is the method of exposition by means of which that 
river could be considered to have one stream? Taking into 
account the water to the east of the island and the water to its 
west-this is the method of exposition by means of which that 
river could be considered to have one stream. 

"And what is the method of exposition by means of which that 
river could be considered to have two streams? Taking into 
account the water to the north of the island and the water to the 
south-this is the method of exposition by meanS of which that 
river could be considered to have two streams. 

"So too, bhikkhus, that which is the faculty of faith is the power 
of faith . . .  that which is the power of wisdom is the faculty of 
wisdom. 

"It is, bhikkhus, because he has developed and cultivated these 
five faculties that a bhikkhu, by the destruction of the taints, in 
this very life enters and dwells in the taintless liberation of mind, 
liberation by wisdom, realizing it for himself with direct knowl
edge." 

44 (4) The Eastern Gatehouse 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwel
ling at Savatthi in the Eastern Gatehouse. There the Blessed One 
addressed the Venerable Sariputta thus: 

"Sanputta, do you have faith that the faculty of faith, when 
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developed and cultivated, has the Deathless as its ground, the 
Deathless as its destination, the Deathless as its final goal? . . . That 
the faculty of wisdom, when developed and cultivated, has the 
Deathless as its ground, the Deathless as its destination, the 
Deathless as its final goal." [221] 

"Venerable sir, I do not go by faith in the Blessed One about 
this:231 that the faculty of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom, when 
developed and cultivated, has the Deathless as its ground, the 
Deathless as its destination, the Deathless as its final goal. Those 
by whom this has not been known, seen, understood, realized 
and contacted with wisdom-they would have to go by faith � 
others about this: that the faculty of faith . . .  the faculty of wis
dom, when developed and cultivated, has the Deathless as its 
ground, the Deathless as its destination, the Deathless as its final 
goal. But those by whom this has been known, seen, understood, 
realized, and contacted with wisdom-they would be without 
perplexity or doubt about this: that the faculty of faith . . .  the fac
ulty of wisdom, when developed and cultivated, has the 
Deathless as its ground, the Deathless as its destination, the 
Deathless as its final goal. 

"I am one, venerable sir, by whom this has been known, seen, 
understood, realized, and contacted with wisdom. I am without 
perplexity or doubt about this: that the faculty of faith . . .  the 
faculty of wisdom, when developed and cultivated, has the 
Deathless as its ground, the Deathless as its destination, the 
Deathless as its final goal." 

"Good, good Sariputta! Those by whom this has not been 
known . . .  they would have to go by faith in others about this . . . .  
But those by whom this has been known . . .  they would be with
out perplexity or doubt about this: that the faculty of faith . . .  
[222] . . .  the faculty of  wisdom, when developed and cultivated, 
has the Deathless as its ground, the Deathless as its destination, 
the Deathless as its final goal." 

45 (5) The Eastern Park (1) 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling 
at Savatthi in the Eastern Park, in the Mansion of Migara'S 
Mother. There the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: 
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"Bhikkhus, by having developed and cultivated how many 

faculties does a bhikkhu who has destroyed the taints declare 

final knowledge thus: 'I understand: Destroyed is birth, the holy 

life has been lived, what had to be done has been done, there is 

no more for this state of being'?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"It is, bhikkhus, because he has developed and cultivated one 

faculty that a bhikkhu who has destroyed the taints declares final 

knowledge thus. What is that one faculty? The faculty of wis

dom. For a noble disciple who possesses wisdom, the faith that 
follows from it becomes stabilized, the energy that follows from 
it becomes stabilized, the mindfulness that follows from it 
becomes stabilized, the concentration that follows from it 
becomes stabilized.232 

"It is, bhikkhus, because this one faculty has been developed 
and cultivated that a bhikkhu who has destroyed the taints 
declares final knowledge thus: 'I understand: Destroyed is birth, 
the holy life has been lived, what had to be done has been done, 
there is no more for this state of being.'" 

46 (6) The Eastern Park (2) 

The same setting. "Bhikkhus, by having developed and culti
vated how many faculties does a bhikkhu who has destroyed the 
taints declare final knowledge thus: 'I understand: Destroyed is 
birth, the holy life has been lived, what had to be done has been 
done, there is no more for this state of being'?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
[223] 

"It is, bhikkhus, because he has developed and cultivated two 
faculties that a bhikkhu who has destroyed the taints declares 
final knowledge thus. What two? Noble wisdom and noble liber
ation. For his noble wisdom is his faculty of wisdom; his noble 
liberation is his faculty of concentration. 

"It is, bhikkhus, because these two faculties have been devel
oped and cultivated that a bhikkhu who has destroyed the taints 
declares final knowledge thus: 'I understand: Destroyed is birth 
. . .  there is no more for this state of being.'" 
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47 (7) The Eastern Park (3) 

The same setting. "Bhikkhus, by having developed and culti
vated how many faculties does a bhikkhu who has destroyed the 
taints declare final knowledge thus: 'I understand: Destroyed is 
birth, the holy life has been lived, what had to be done has been 
done, there is no more for this state of being'?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
"It is, bhikkhus, because he has developed and cultivated fOur 

faculties that a bhikkhu who has destroyed the taints declares 
final knowledge thus. What four? The faculty of energy, the fac
ulty of mindfulness, the faculty of concentration, the faculty of 
wisdom. '. 

"It is, bhikkhus, because these four faculties have been devel
oped and cultivated that a bhikkhu who has destroyed the taints 
declares final knowledge thus: 'I understand: Destroyed is birth 
. . .  there is no more for this state of being.'" 

48 (8) The Eastern Park (4) 

The same setting. "Bhikkhus, by having developed and culti
vated how many faculties does a bhikkhu who has destroyed the 
taints declare final knowledge thus: 'I understand: Destroyed is 
birth, the holy life has Been lived, what had to be done has been 
done, there is no more for this state of being'?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . .. " 
"It is, bhikkhus, because he has developed and cultivated five 

faculties that a bhikkhu who has destroyed the taints declares 
final knowledge thus. What five? [224] The faculty of faith, the 
faculty of energy, the faculty of mindfulness, the faculty of con
centration, the faculty of wisdom. 

"It is, bhikkhus, because these five faculties have been devel
oped and cultivated that a bhikkhu who has destroyed the taints 
declares final knowledge thus: 'I understand: Destroyed is birth 
. . .  there is no more for this state of being.'" 

49 (9) Pi1Jt;fola 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Kosambi in Ghosita's Park. Now on that occasion the 
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Venerable PiJ:1qola Bharadvaja had declared final knowledge 
thus: "I understand: Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been 

lived,. what had to be done has been done, there is no more for 
this state of being." 

Then a number of bhikkhus approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, the Venerable PiJ:1qola Bharadvaja has declared 
final knowledge thus: 'I understand: Destroyed is birth . . .  : 
Considering what reason has the Venerable PiJ:1qola Bharadvaja 
declared final knowledge thus?" 

"It is, bhikkhus, because he has developed and cultivated three 
faculties that the bhikkhu PiJ:1qola Bharadvaja has declared final 
knowledge thus. What are those three? The faculty of mindful
ness, the faculty of concentration, the faculty of wisdom. It is 
because he has developed and cultivated these three faculties 
that the bhikkhu PiJ:1qola Bharadvaja has declared final knowl
edge thus. 

"In what, bhikkhus, do these three faculties end? They end in 
destruction. End in the destruction of what? Of birth, aging, and 
death. Considering that they end in the destruction of birth, 
aging, and death,233 [225] the bhikkhu Pir:tqola Bharadvaja has 
declared final knowledge thus: 'I understand: Destroyed is birth, 
the holy life has been lived, what had to be done has been done, 
there is no more for this state of being.'" 

50 (10) At Apm:za 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwell
ing among the Ailgans, where there was a town of the Angans 
named APar:ta. There the Blessed One addressed the Venerable 
Sariputta thus: 

"Sariputta, does the noble disciple who is completely dedi
cated to the Tathagata and has full confidence in him entertain 
any perplexity or doubt about the Tathagata or the Tathagata's 
teaching?" 

"Venerable sir, the noble disciple who is completely dedicated 
to the Tathagata and has full confidence in him does not enter
tain any perplexity or doubt about the Tathagata or the 
Tathagata's teaching. It is indeed to be expected, venerable sir, 
that a noble disciple who has faith will dwell with energy 
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aroused for the abandoning of unwholesome states and the 
acquisition of wholesome states; that he will be strong, firm in 
exertion, not shirking the responsibility of cultivating whole
some states. That energy of his, venerable sir, is his faculty of 
energy. 

"It is indeed to be expected, venerable sir, that a noble disciple 
who has faith and whose energy is aroused will be mindful, pos
sessing supreme mindfulness and discretion, one who remem
bers and recollects what was done and said long ago. That mind
fulness of his, venerable sir, is his faculty of mindfulness. 

"It is indeed to be expected, venerable sir, that a noble disciple 
who has faith, whose energy is aroused, and whose mindfulness 
is established, will gain concentration, will gain one-pointedness 
of mind, having made release the object. That concentration of 
his, venerable sir, is his faculty of concentration. 

"It is indeed to be expected, venerable sir, that a noble disciple 
who has faith, whose energy is aroused, whose mindfulness is 
established, [226] and whose mind is concentrated, will under
stand thus: 'This saI1lsara is without discoverable beginning. A 
first point is not discerned of beings roaming and wandering on, 
hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving. But the remain
derless fading away and cessation of ignorance, the mass of dark
ness: this is the peaceful state, this is the sublime state, that is, the 
stilling of all formations, the relinquishment of all acquisitions, 
the destruction of craving, dispassion, cessation, Nibbana.' That 
wisdom of his, venerable sir, is his faculty of wisdom. 

"And, venerable sir, when he has again and again strived in 
such a way, again and again recollected in such a way, again and 
again concentrated his mind in such a way, again and again 
understood with wisdom in such a way, that noble disciple gains 
complete faith thus: 'As to these things that previously I had only 
heard about, now I dwell having contacted them with the body 
and, having pierced them through with wisdom, I see.' That faith 
of his, venerable sir, is his faculty of faith."234 

"Good, good, Sariputta! Sariputta, the noble disciple who is 
completely dedicated to the Tathagata and has full confidence in 
him does not entertain any perplexity or doubt about the 
Tathagata or the Tathagata's teaching." 

(The Buddha then repeats verbatim Siiriputta's entire statement 

regarding the noble disciple's faculties.) (227] 
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VI. THE BOAR'S CAVE 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 

dwelling among the Kosalans at Sala, a brahmin village. There 
the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: 

"Bhikkhus, just as among animals the lion, the king of beasts, 
is declared to be their chief, that is, with respect to strength, 
speed, and courage, so too, among the states conducive to 
enlightenment235 the faculty of wisdom is declared to be their 
chief, that is, for the attainment of enlightenment. 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the states conducive to enlighten
ment? The faculty of faith, bhikkhus, is a state conducive to 
enlightenment; it leads to enlightenment. The faculty of energy is 
a state conducive to enlightenment; it leads to enlightenment. 
The faculty of mindfulness is a state conducive to enlightenment; 
it leads to enlightenment. The faculty of concentration is a state 
conducive to enlightenment; it leads to enlightenment. The fac
ulty of wisdom is a state conducive to enlightenment; it leads to 
enlightenment. [228] 

"Just as, bhikkhus, among animals the lion is declared to be 
their chief, so too, among the states conducive to enlightenment 
the faculty of wisdom is declared to be their chief, that is, for the 
attainment of enlightenment." 

52 (2) Mallikas 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling among the Mallikas, where there was a town of the 
Mallikas named Uruvelakappa. There the Blessed One addressed 
the bhikkhus thus: 

"Bhikkhus, so long as noble knowledge has not arisen in the 
noble disciple, there is as yet no stability of the [other] four fac
ulties, no steadiness of the [other] four faculties.236 But when 
noble knowledge has arisen in the noble disciple, then there is 
stability of the [other] four faculties, then there is steadiness of 
the [other] four faculties. 

"It is, bhikkhus, just as in a house with a peaked roof: so long as 
the roof peak has not been set in place, there is as yet no stability 
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of the rafters, there is as yet no steadiness of the rafters; but when 
the roof peak has been set in place, then there is stability of the 
rafters, then there is steadiness of the rafters. So too, bhikkhus, so 
long as noble knowledge has not arisen in the noble disciple 
there is as yet no stability of the [other] four faculties, no steadi� 
ness of the [other] four faculties. But when noble knowledge has 
arisen in the noble disciple, then there is stability of the [other] 
four faculties, then there is steadiness of the [other] four faculties. 

"What four? [229] The faculty of faith, the faculty of energy, the 
faculty of mindfulness, the faculty of concentration. In the case of 
a noble disciple who possesses wisdom, the faith that follows 
from it becomes stable; the energy that follows from it becomes 
stable; the mindfulness that follows from it becomes stable; the 
concentration that follows from it becomes stable." 

53 (3) A Trainee 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Kosambi in Ghosita's Park. There the Blessed One 
addressed the bhikkhus thus: 

"Bhikkhus, is there a method by means of which a bhikkhu 
. who is a trainee, standing on the plane of a trainee, might under
stand: 'I am a trainee,' while a bhikkhu who is one beyond train
ing, standing on the plane of one beyond training, might under
stand: 'I am one beyond training'?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . . " 
"There is a method, bhikkhus, by means of which a bhikkhu 

who is a trainee . . .  might understand: 'I am a trainee,' while a 
bhikkhu who is one beyond training . . .  might understand: 'I am 

one beyond training.' 
"And what, bhikkhus, is the method by means of which a 

bhikkhu who is a trainee, standing on the plane of a trainee, 
understands: 'I am a trainee'? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu who is a trainee understands as it 

really is: 'This is suffering'; he understands as it really is: 'This is 

the origin of suffering'; he understands as it really is: 'This is the 

cessation of suffering'; he understands as it really is: 'This is the 
way leading to the cessation of suffering.' This is a method by 
means of which a bhikkhu who is a trainee, standing on the plane 
of a trainee, understands: 'I am a trainee.' 
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U Again, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu who is a trainee considers thus: 
'Is there outside here237 another ascetic or brahmin who teaches 
a Dharnrna so real, true, actual [230] as the Blessed One does?' He 
understands thus: 'There is no other ascetic or brahmin outside 
here who teaches a Dharnrna so real, true, actual as the Blessed 
One does.' This too is a method by means of which a bhikkhu 
who is a trainee, standing on the plane of a trainee, understands: 

'1 am a trainee.' 
"Again, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu who is a trainee understands the 

five spiritual faculties-the faculty of faith, the faculty of energy, 
the faculty of mindfulness, the faculty of concentration, the fac
ulty of wisdom. He does not yet dwell having contacted with the 
body their destination, their culmination, their fruit, their final 
goal; but having pierced it through with wisdom, he sees.238 This 
too is a method by means of which a bhikkhu who is a trainee, 
standing on the plane of a trainee, understands: 'I am a trainee.' 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the method by means of which a 
bhikkhu who is one beyond training, standing on the plane of 
one beyond training, understands: 'I am one beyond training'? 
Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu who is one beyond training under
stands the five spiritual faculties-the faculty of faith . . .  the fac
ulty of wisdom. He dwells having contacted with the body their 
destination, their culminaJion, their fruit, their final goal; and 
having pierced it through with wisdom, he sees. This is a method 
by means of which a bhikkhu who is one beyond training, stand
ing on the plane of one beyond training, understands: '1 am one 
beyond training.' 

"Again, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu who is one beyond training 
understands the six faculties-the eye faculty, the ear faculty, the 
nose faculty, the tongue faculty, the body faculty, the mind fac
ulty. He understands: 'These six faculties will cease completely 
and totally without remainder, and no other six faculties will 
arise anywhere in any way.' This too is a method by means of 
which a bhikkhu who is one beyond training, standing on the 
plane of one beyond training, understands: '1 am one beyond 
training.'" [231] 

54 (4) Footprints 

"Bhikkhus, just as the footprints of all living beings that walk fit 
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into the footprint of the elephant, and the elephant's footprint is 
declared to be their chief by reason of its size, so too, among the 
steps that lead to enlightenment,239 the faculty of wisdom is 
declared to be their chief, that is, for the attainment of enlighten_ 
ment. 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the steps that lead to enlightenment? 
The faculty of faith, bhikkhus, is a step that leads to enlighten_ 
ment. The faculty of energy is a step that leads to enlightenment. 
The faculty of mindfulness is a step that leads to enlightenment. 
The faculty of concentration is a step that leads to enlightenment. 
The faculty of wisdom is a step that leads to enlightenment. 

"Just as, bhikkhus, the footprints of all living beings that walk 
fit into the footprint of the elephant, . . .  so too, among the steps 
that lead to enlightenment, the faculty of wisdom is declared to 
be their chief, that is, for the attainment of enlightenment." 

55 (5) Heartwood 

"Bhikkhus, just as among fragrant heartwoods red sandalwood 
is declared to be their chief, so too, among the states conducive to 
enlightenment the faculty of wisdom is declared to be their chief, 
that is, for the attainment of enlightenment. 

_ "And what, bhikkhus, are the states conducive to enlighten
ment? The faculty of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom . . . .  " [232] 

56 (6) Established 

"Bhikkhus, when a bhikkhu is established in one thing, the five 
faculties are developed, well developed in him. In what one 
thing? In diligence. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is diligence? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 
guards the mind against the taints and against tainted states.240 
While he is guarding the mind thus, the faculty of faith goes to 
fulfilment by development; the faculty of energy . . .  the faculty of 
mindfulness . . .  the faculty of concentration . . .  the faculty of wis
dom goes to fulfilment by development. 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that when a bhikkhu is established 
in one thing, the five faculties are developed, well developed in 
him." 
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57 (7) Bral111lii 5ahampati 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Uruvela on the 
bank of the river Nerafijara at the foot of the Goatherd's Banyan 
Tree just after he had become fully enlightened. Then, while the 
Blessed One was alone in seclusion, a reflection arose in his mind 
thus: "The five faculties, when developed and cultivated, have 
the Deathless as their ground, the Deathless as their destination, 
the Deathless as their final goal. What five? The faculty of faith, 
the faculty of energy, the faculty of mindfulness, the faculty of 
concentration, the faculty of wisdom. These five faculties, when 
developed and cultivated, have the Deathless as their ground, 
the Deathless as their destination, the Deathless as their final 
goal." [233] 

Then Brahma Sahampati, having known with his own mind 
the reflection in the Blessed One's mind, just as quickly as a 
strong man might extend his drawn-in arm or draw in his 
extended arm, disappeared from the brahma world and reap
peared before the Blessed One. He arranged his upper robe over 
one shoulder, extended his joined hands in reverential salutation 
towards the Blessed One, and said to him: "So it is, Blessed One! 
So it is, Fortunate One! Venerable sir, the five faculties . . . (all as 
above) . . .  have the Deathless as their final goal. 

"Once in the past, venerable sir, I lived the holy life under the 
Perfectly Enlightened One Kassapa. There they knew me as the 
bhikkhu Sahaka. By having developed and cultivated these same 
five faculties, venerable sir, I eliminated desire for sensual pleas
ures and thus, with the breakup of the body, after death, I was 
reborn in a good destination, in the brahma world. There they 
know me as Brahma Sahampati. So it is, Blessed One! So it is, 
Fortunate One! I know this, I see this: how these five faculties, 
when developed and cultivated, have the Deathless as their 
ground, the Deathless as their destination, the Deathless as their 
final goal." 

58 (8) The Boar's Cave 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha on 
Mount Vulture Peak, in the Boar's Cave. There the Blessed One 
addressed the Venerable Sariputta thus: 
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"Considering what benefit, Sariputta, does a bhikkhu whos 
taints are destroyed conduct himself in a way that show: 
supreme honour towards the Tathagata and the Tathagata's 
teaching?"241 [234] 

"It is, venerable sir, considering as benefit the unsurpassed 
security from bondage that a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed 
conducts himself in a way that shows supreme honour towards 
the Tathagata and the Tathagata's teaching." 

"Good, good, Sariputta! For, Sariputta, it is considering as 
benefit the unsurpassed security from bondage that a bhikkhu 
whose taints are destroyed conducts himself in a way that shows 
supreme honour towards the Tathagata and the Tathagata's 
teaching. 

"And what, 5ariputta, is the unsurpassed security from bondage 
that a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed considers as the bene
fit when he conducts himself in a way that shows supreme hon
our towards the Tathagata and the Tathagata's teaching?" 

"Here, venerable sir, a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed 
develops the faculty of faith, which leads to peace, leads to 
enlightenment. He develops the faculty of energy . . .  the faculty 
of mindfulness . . .  the faculty of concentration . . .  the faculty of 
wisdom, which leads to peace, leads to enlightenment. This, ven
eraple sir, is the unsurpassed security from bondage that a 
bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed considers as the benefit 
when he conducts himself in a way that shows supreme honour 
towards the Tathagata and the Tathagata's teaching." 

"Good, good, Sariputta! For that, Sariputta, is the unsurpassed 
security from bondage that a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed 
considers as the benefit when he conducts himself in a way that 
shows supreme honour towards the Tathagata and the 
Tathagata's teaching. 

"And what, Sariputta, is the supreme honour with which a 
bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed conducts himself towards 

the Tathagata and the Tathagata's teaching?" 
"Here, venerable sir, a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed 

dwells reverential and deferential towards the Teacher, the 

Dhamma, the Sangha, the training, and concentration.242 This, 

venerable sir, is that supreme honour with which a bhikkhu 

whose taints are destroyed conducts himself towards the 

Tathagata and the Tathagata's teaching." [235] 
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"Good, good, Sariputta! For that, Sariputta, is the supreme 
honour with which a bhikkhu whose taints are destroyed con

ducts himself towards the Tathagata and the Tathagata's 

teaching." 

59 (9) Arising (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, these five faculties, developed and culti
vated, if unarisen do not arise apart from the appearance of a 
Tathagata, an Arahant, a Perfectly Enlightened One. What five? 
The faculty of faith, the faculty of energy, the faculty of mindful
ness, the faculty of concentration, the faculty of wisdom. These 
five faculties, developed and cultivated, if unarisen do not arise 
apart from the appearance of a Tathagata, an Arahant, a Perfectly 
Enlightened One." . 

60 (10) Arising (2) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, these five faculties, developed and culti
vated, if unarisen do not arise apart from the Discipline of a 
Fortunate One. What five? The faculty of faith, the faculty of 
energy, the faculty of mindfulness, the faculty of concentration, 
the faculty of wisdom. These five faculties, developed and culti
vated, if unarisen do not arise apart from the Discipline of a 
Fortunate One." 

[236] VII. CONDUCIVE TO ENLIGHTENMENT 

61 (1) Fetters 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, these five faculties, when developed and 
cultivated, lead to the abandoning of the fetters. What five? The 
faculty of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. These five faculties . . . .  " 

62 (2) Underlying Tendencies 

"Bhikkhus, these five faculties, when developed and cultivat
ed, lead to the uprooting of the underlying tendencies. What 
five? The faculty of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. These five 
faculties . . . .  " 
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63 (3) Full Understanding 

"Bhikkhus, these five faculties, when developed and cultivated 
lead to the full understanding of the course. What five? The fac� 
ulty of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. These five faculties . . . . " 

64 (4) The Destruction of the Taints 

"Bhikkhus, these five faculties, when developed and cultivated 
lead to the destruction of the taints. What five? The faculty of 
faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. 

"These five faculties, when developed and cultivated, lead to 
the abandoning of the fetters, to the uprooting of the underlying 
tendencies, to the full understanding of the course, to the 
destruction of the taints. What five? The faculty of faith . . .  the 
faculty of wisdom . . . . .  " 

65 (5) Two Fruits 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculty 
of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. These are the five faculties. 

"When, bhikkhus, these five faculties have been developed 
and cultivated, one of two fruits may be expected: either final 
knowledge in this very life or, if there is a residue of clinging, the 
state of nonretuming." [237] 

66 (6) Seven Benefits 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five faculties. What five? The faculty 
of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. These are the five faculties. 

"When, bhikkhus, these five faculties have been developed 
and cultivated, seven fruits and benefits may be expected. What 
are the seven fruits and benefits? 

"One attains final knowledge early in this very life. If one does 
not attain final knowledge early in this very life, then one attains 
final knowledge at the time of death. If one does not attain final 

knowledge early in this very life, or at the time of death, then 

with the utter destruction of the five lower fetters one becomes 

an attainer of Nibbana within the interval . . .  an attainer of 
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Nibbana upon landing . . .  an attainer of Nibbana without exer
tion . . , an attainer of Nibbana with exertion . . .  one bound 
upstream, heading towards the Akanittha realm. 

"When, bhikkhus, these five faculties have been developed 
and cultivated, these seven fruits and benefits may be expected." 

67 (7) The Tree (1) 

"Bhikkhus, just as, among the trees of Jambudipa the rose-apple 

tree is declared to be their chief, so too, among the states con
ducive to enlightenment the faculty of wisdom is declared to be 
their chief, that is, for the attainment of enlightenment. 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the states conducive to enlighten
ment? The faculty of faith, bhikkhus, is a state conducive to 
enlightenment; it leads to enlightenment . . . .  The faculty of wis
dom is a state conducive to enlightenment; it leads to enlighten
ment. 

"Just as, bhikkhus, among the trees of Jambudipa the rose
apple tree is declared to be their chief, so too, among the states 
conducive to enlightenment the faculty of wisdom is declared to 
be their chief, that is, for the attainment of enlightenment." [238] 

68 (8) The Tree (2) 
"Bhikkhus, just as, among the trees of the Tavati�sa devas the 
coral tree243 is declared to be their chief, so too, among the states 
conducive to enlightenment the faculty of wisdom is declared to 
be their chief, that is, for the attainment of enlightenment. 

"And what, bhikkhus, are the states conducive to enlighten
ment? The faculty of faith . . .  The faculty of wisdom . . .  that is, for 
the attainment of enlightenment. " 

69 (9) The Tree (3) 

"Bhikkhus, just as, among the trees of the asuras the trumpet
flower tree244 is declared to be their chief, so too, among the 
states conducive to enlightenment the faculty of wisdom is 
declared to be their chief . .  , (all as above) . . .  that is, for the attain
ment of enlightenment." 
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70 (10) The Tree (4) 

"Bhikkhus, just as, among the trees of the supat:U:las the silk
cotton tree is declared to be their chief, so too, among the states 
conducive to enlightenment the faculty of wisdom is declared to 
be their chief . . .  (all as above) [239] . . .  that is, for the attainment of 
enlightenment. " 

VIII. GANGES REPETITION SERIES 

71 (1)-82 (12) The River Ganges-Eastward, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, just as the river Ganges slants, slopes, and inclines 
towards the east, so too a bhikkhu who develops and cultivates 
the five spiritual faculties slants, slopes, and inclines towards 
Nibbana. 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu develop and cultivate 
the five spiritual faculties so that he slants, slopes, and inclines 
towards Nibbana? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the fac
ulty of faith, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, and ces
sation, maturing in release. He develops the faculty of energy . . .  
the faculty of mindfulness . . .  the faculty of concentration . . .  the 
faculty of wisdom, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, 
and cessation, maturing in release. 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu develops and culti
vates the five spiritual faculties so that he slants, slopes, and 
inclines towards Nibbana." [240] 

(The remaining suttas of this vagga are to be similarly elaborated par
allel to 45:92-102.) 

Six about slanting to the east 
And six about slanting to the ocean. 
These two sixes make up twelve: 
Thus the subchapter is recited. 
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IX. DILIGENCE 

83 (1)-92 (10) The Tatluigata, Etc. 

(To be elaborated by way of the faculties parallel to 45:139-48.) 

Tathagata, footprint, roof peak, 
Roots, heartwood, jasmine, 
Monarch, the moon and sun, 
Togeth�r with the doth as tenth. 

X. STRENUOUS DEEDS 

93 (1)-104 (12) Strenuous, Etc. 

(To be elaborated parallel to 45:149-60.) 

Strenuous, seeds, and nagas, 
The tree, the pot, the spike, 
The sky, and two on douds, 
The ship, guest house, and river. 

XI. SEARCHES 

105 (1)-114 (10) Searches, Etc. 

(To be elaborated parallel to �5:161-70.) 

Searches, discriminations, taints, 
Kinds of existence, threefold suffering, 
Barrenness, stains, and troubles, 
Feelings, craving, and thirst. 

[241] XII. FLOODS 

115 (1)-123 (9) Floods, Etc. 

(To be elaborated parallel to 45:171-79.) 
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12.4 (10) Higher Fetters 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five higher fetters. What five? Lust for 
form, lust for the formless, conceit, restlessness, ignorance. These 
are the five higher fetters. The five spiritual faculties are to be 
developed for direct knowledge of these five higher fetters, for 
the full understanding of them, for their utter destruction, for 
their abandoning. 

"What five? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the faculty of 
faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom, which is based upon seclusion, 
dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. 

"These five spiritual faculties are to be developed for direct 
knowledge of these five higher fetters, for the full understanding 
of them, for their utter destruction, for their abandoning." 

Floods, bonds, kinds of clinging, 
Knots, and underlying tendencies, 
Cords of sensual pleasure, hindrances, 
Aggregates, fetters lower and higher. 

XIII. GANGES REPETITION SERIES 
(Removal of Lust Version) 

125 (1)-136 (12) The River Ganges-Eastward, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, just as the river Ganges slants, slopes, and inclines 
towards the east, so too a bhikkhu who develops and cultivates 
the five spiritual faculties slants, slopes, and inclines towards 
Nibbana. 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu develop and cultivate 
the five spiritual faculties so that he slants, slopes, and inclines 
towards Nibbana? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the fac
ulty of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom, which has as its final goal 
the removal of lust, the removal of hatred, the removal of delu
sion. 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu develops and culti
vates the five spiritual faculties so that he slants, slopes, and 
inclines towards Nibbana." [242] 
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XIV. DILIGENCE 
(Removal of Lust Version) 

137 (1)-146 (10) The Tathiigata, Etc. 

XV. STRENUOUS DEEDS 
(Removal of Lust Version) 

147 (1)-158 (12) Strenllous, Etc. 

XVI. SEARCHES 
(Removal of Lust Version) 

159 (1)-168 (10) Searches, Etc. 

XVII. FLOODS 
(Removal of Lust Version) 

169 (1)-177 (9) Floods, Etc. 
178 (10) Higher Fetters 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five higher fetters. What five? Lust for 
form, lust for the formless, conceit, restlessness, ignorance. These 
are the five higher fetters. The five spiritual faculties are to be 
developed for direct knowledge of these five higher fetters, for 
the full understanding of them, for their utter destruction, for 
their abandoning. 

"What five? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the faculty of 
faith . . . [243] . . .  the faculty of wisdom, which has as its final goal 
the removal of lust, the removal of hatred, the removal of delu
sion. 

"These five spiritual faculties are to be developed for direct 
knowledge of these five higher fetters, for the full understanding 
of them, for their utter destruction, for their abandoning." 

Floods, bonds, kinds of clinging, 
Knots, and underlying tendencies, 
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Cords of sensual pleasure, hindrances, 
Aggregates, fetters lower and higher. 

-

(All to be elaborated by way of the five faculties having as their final 
goal the removal of lust, the removal of hatred, the removal of delusion.) 
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49 Sammappadhiinasarrzyutta 

Connected Discourses on 

the Right Strivings 

I. GANGES REPETITION SERIES 

1 (1)-12 (12) The River Ganges-Eastward, Etc. 

At Savatthi. There the Blessed One said this: "Bhikkhus, there are 
these four right strivings. What four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu 
generates desire for the nonarising of unarisen evil unwhole
some states; he makes an effort, arouses energy, applies his mind, 
and strives. He generates desire for the abandoning of arisen evil 
unwholesome states; he makes an effort, arouses energy, applies 
his mind, and strives. He generates desire for the arising of 
unarisen wholesome states; he makes an effort, arouses energy, 
applies his mind, and strives. He generates desire for the main
tenance of arisen wholesome states, for their nondecay, increase, 
expansion, and fulfilment by development; he makes an effort, 
arouses energy, applies his mind, and strives. These are the four 
right strivings.245 

"Bhikkhus, just as the river Ganges slants, slopes, and inclines 
towards the east, so too a bhikkhu who develops and cultivates 
the four right strivings slants, slopes, and inclines towards 
Nibbana. 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu develop and cultivate the 
four right strivings so that he slants, slopes, and inclines towards 
Nibbana? 1245] Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu generates desire for 
the nonarising of unarisen evil unwholesome states; he makes an 
effort, arouses energy, applies his mind, and strives. He generates 
desire for the abandoning of arisen evil unwholesome states . . . .  

1709 
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He generates desire for the arising of una risen wholeso 
states .... He generates desire for the maintenance of ar. 

me 
Isen 

wholesome states, for their nondecay, increase, expansion, and 
fulfilment by development; he makes an effort, arouses energ 
applies his mind, and strives. These are the four right strivings�' 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu develops and culti
vates the four right strivings so that he slants, slopes, and inclines 
towards Nibbana." 

(The remaining suttas of this vagga are to be similarly elaborated par
allel to 45:92-102.) 

Six about slanting to the east 
And six about slanting to the ocean. 
These two sixes make up twelve: 
Thus the subchapter is recited. 

II. DILIGENCE 

13 (1)-22 (10) The Tathagata, Etc. 

(To be elaborated by way of the four right strivings parallel to 
45:139-48.) 

Tathagata, footprint, roof peak, 
Roots, heartwood, jasmine, 
Monarch, the moon and sun, 
Together with the cloth as tenth. 

[246] III. STRENUOUS DEEDS 

23 (1)-34 (12) Strenuous, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, just as whatever strenuous deeds are done, are all 
done based upon the earth, established upon the earth, so too, 
based upon virtue, established upon virtue, a bhikkhu develops 
and cultivates the four right strivings. 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu, based upon virtue, 
established upon virtue, develop and cultivate the four right 
strivings? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu generates desire for the 
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nonarising of unarisen evil unwholesome states; he makes an 
effort, arouses energy, applies his mind, and strives. He gener
ates desire for the abandoning of arisen evil unwholesome 
states . ... He generates desire for the arising of unarisen whole
some states . . .. He generates desire for the maintenance of arisen 
wholesome states, for their nondecay, increase, expansion, and 
fulfilment by development; he makes an effort, arouses energy, 
applies his mind, and strives. These are the four right strivings. 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu, based upon virtue, 
established upon virtue, develops and cultivates the four right 
strivings." 

(To be elaborated parallel to 45:149-60.) 

Strenuous, seeds, and nagas, 
The tree, the pot, the spike, 
The sky, and two on clouds, 
The ship, guest house, and river. 

IV. SEARCHES 

35 (1)-44 (10) Searches, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, there are these three searches. What three? The 
search for sensual pleasure, the search for existence, the search 
for a holy life. These are the three searches. [247] The four right 
strivings are to be developed for direct knowledge of these three 
searches, for the full understanding of them, for their utter 
destruction, for their abandoning. 

"What four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu generates desire for 
the nonarising of unarisen evil unwholesome states ... for the 
maintenance of arisen wholesome states, for their nondecay, 
increase, expansion, and fulfilment by development; he makes an 
effort, arouses energy, applies his mind, and strives. 

"These four right strivings are to be developed for the direct 
knowledge of these three searches, for the full understanding of 
them, for their utter destruction, for their abandoning." 

. (To be elaborated parallel to 45:161-70.) 
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Searches, discriminations, taints, 
Kinds of existence, threefold suffering, 
Barrenness, stains, and troubles, 
Feelings, craving, and thirst. 

V. FLOODS 

45 (1)-53 (9) Floods, Etc. 

(To be elaborated parallel to 45:171-79.) 

54 (10) Higher Fetters 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five higher fetters. What five? Lust for 
form, lust for the formless, conceit, restlessness, ignorance. These 
are the five higher fetters. The four right strivings are to be devel
oped for direct knowledge of these five higher fetters, for the full 
understanding of them, for their utter destruction, for their aban
doning. 

"What four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu generates desire for 
the nona rising of unarisen evil unwholesome states ... for the 
maintenance of arisen wholesome states, for their nondecay, 
increase, expansion, and fulfilment by development; [248] he 
makes an effort, arouses energy, applies his mind, and strives. 

"These four right strivings are to be developed for the direct 
knowledge of these five higher fetters, for the full understanding 
of them, for their utter destruction, for their abandoning." 

Floods, bonds, kinds of clinging, 
Knots, and underlying tendencies, . 
Cords of sensual pleasure, hindrances, 
Aggregates, fetters lower and higher. 



[249] Chapter VI 

50 BalasaYflyutta 
Conriected Discourses on the Powers 

I. GANGES REPETmON SERIES 

1 (1)-12 (12) The River Ganges-Eastward, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five powers. What five? The power of 
faith, the power of energy, the power of mindfulness, the power 
of concentration, the power of wisdom. These are the five powers. 

"Bhikkhus, just as the river Ganges slants, slopes, and inclines 
towards the east, so too a bhikkhu who develops and cultivates 
the five powers slants, slopes, and inclines towards Nibbana. 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu develop and cultivate 
the five powers so that he slants, slopes, and inclines towards 
Nibbana? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the power of 
faith, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, 
maturing in release. He develops the power of energy .. . the 
power of mindfulness .. . the power of concentration ... the 
power of wisdom, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, 
and cessation, maturing in release. 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu develops and culti
vates the five powers so that he slants, slopes, and inclines 
towards Nibbana."  

(The remaining suttas of this vagga are to be similarly elaborated par
allel to 45:92-102.) [250] 

Six about slanting to the east 
And six about slanting to the ocean. 
These two sixes make up twelve: 
Thus the subchapter is recited. 
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II. DILIGENCE 

13 (1)-22 (10) The Tathiigata, Etc. 

(To be elaborated by way of the powers parallel to 45: 139-48. )  

Tathagata, footprint, roof peak, 
Roots, heartwood, jasmine, 
Monarch, the moon and sun, 
Together with the cloth as tenth. 

III. STRENUOUS DEEDS 

23 (1)-34 (12) Strenuous, Etc. 

(To be elaborated parallel to 45:149-60. ) 

Strenuous, seeds, and nagas, 
The tree, the pot, the spike, 
The sky, and two on clouds, 
The ship, guest house, and river. 

IV. SEARCHES 

35 (1)-44 (10) Searches, Etc. 

(To be elaborated parallel to 45: 161-70. ) 

Searches, discriminations, taints, 
Kinds of existence, threefold suffering, 
Barrenness, stains, and troubles, 
Feelings, craving, and thirst. 

[251] V. FLOODS 

45 (1)-53 (9) Floods, Etc. 

(To be elaborated parallel to 45:1 71-79.) 

-
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54 (10) Higher Fetters 

"Bhikkhus, there are these five higher fetters. What five? Lust for 
form, lust for the formless, conceit, restlessness, ignorance. These 

are the five higher fetters. The five powers are to be developed 

for direct knowledge of these five higher fetters, for the full 
understanding of them, for their utter destruction, for their aban

doning. 
"What five? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the power of 

faith . . .  the power of wisdom, which is based upon seclusion, 
dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. 

"These five powers are to be developed for direct knowledge 
of these five higher fetters, for the full understanding of them, for 
their utter destruction, for their abandoning. " 

Floods, bonds, kinds of clinging, 
Knots, and underlying tendencies, 
Cords of sensual pleasure, hindrances, 
Aggregates, fetters lower and higher. 

VI. GANGES REPETITION SERIES 
(Removal of Lust Version) 

55 (1)-66 (12) The River Ganges-Eastward, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, just as the river Ganges slants, slopes, and inclines 
towards the east, [252] so too a bhikkhu who develops and culti
vates the five powers slants, slopes, and inclines towards 
Nibbana. 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu develop and cultivate 
the five powers so that he slants, slopes, and inclines towards 
Nibbana? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the power of faith 
.. . the power of wisdom, which has as its final goal the removal 
of lust, the removal of hatred, the removal of delusion. 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu develops and culti
vates the five powers so that he slants, slopes, and inclines 
towards Nibbana." 
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VII. DILIGENCE 
(Removal of Lust Version) 

67 (1)-76 (10) The Tathagata, Etc. 

VIII. STRENUOUS DEEDS 
(Removal of Lust Version) 

77 (1)-88 (12) Strenuous, Etc. 

IX. SEARCHES 
(Removal of Lust Version) 

89 (1)-98 (10) Searches, Etc. 

[253] x. FLOODS 
(Removal of Lust Version) 

99 (1)-1 07 (9) Floods, Etc. 
108 DO) Higher Fetters 

--

"Bhikkhus, there are these five higher fetters. What five? Lust for 
form, lust for the formless, conceit, restlessness, ignorance. These 
are the five higher fetters. The five powers are to be developed 
for direct knowledge of these five higher fetters, for the full 
understanding of them, for their utter destruction, for their aban
doning. 

"What five? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the power of 
faith ... the power of wisdom, which has as its final goal the 
removal of lust, the removal of hatred, the removal of delusion. 

"These five powers are to be developed for direct knowledge 

of these five higher fetters, for the full understanding of them, for 

their utter destruction, for their abandoning." 

Floods, bonds, kinds of clinging, 
Knots, and underlying tendencies, 



Cords of sensual pleasure, hindrances, 
Aggregates, fetters lower and higher. 
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(All to be elaborated by way 0/ the five powers having as their final 
goal the removal of lust, the removal o/hatred, the removal of delusion.) 



[254] Chapter VII 

51. Iddhiptldasarrzyutta 
Connected Discourses on 

the Bases for Spiritual Power 

I. CAPALA 

1 (1) From the Near Shore 

"Bhikkhus, these four bases for spiritual power, when developed 
and cultivated, lead to going beyond from the near shore to the 
far shore. What four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the 
basis for spiritual power that possesses concentration due to 
desire and volitional formations of striving.246 He develops the 
basis for spiritual power that possesses concentration due to 
energy and volitional formations of striving. He develops the 
basis for spiritual power that possesses concentration due to 
mind and volitional formations of striving. He develops the basis 
for spiritual power that possesses concentration due to investi
gation and volitional formations of striving. These four bases for 
spiritual power, when developed and cultivated, lead to going 
beyond from the near shore to the far shore." 

2 (2) Neglected 

"Bhikkhus, those who have neglected the four bases for spiritual 

power have neglected the noble path leading to the complete 

destruction of suffering. Those who have undertaken the four 
bases for spiritual power have undertaken the noble path leading 
to the complete destruction of suffering. 

"What four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the basis for 
spiritual power that possesses concentration due to desire and 

1718 
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volitional formations of striving. He develops the basis for spiri
tual power that possesses concentration due to energy ... con
centration due to mind ... concentration due to investigation and 
volitional formations of striving. [255] 

"Bhikkhus, those who have neglected ... who have undertaken 
these four bases for spiritual power have undertaken the noble 
path leading to the complete destruction of suffering." 

3 (3) Noble 

"Bhikkhus, these four bases for spiritual power, when developed 
and cultivated, are noble and emancipating; they lead the one 
who acts upon them out to the complete destruction of suffering. 

"What four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the basis for 
spiritual power that possesses concentration due to desire and 
volitional formations of striving. He develops the basis for spiri
tual power that possesses concentration due to energy ... con
centration due to mind ... concentration due to investigation and 
volitional formations of striving. These four bases for spiritual 
power '" lead the one who acts upon them out to the complete 
destruction of suffering." 

4 (4) Revulsion 

"Bhikkhus, these four bases for spiritual power, when developed 
and cultivated, lead to utter revulsion, to dispassion, to cessation, 
to peace, to direct knowledge, to enlightenment, to Nibbana. 

"What four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the basis for 
spiritual power that possesses concentration due to desire and 
volitional formations of striving. He develops the basis for spiri
tual power that possesses concentration due to energy ... con
centration due to mind ... concentration due to investigation and 
volitional formations of striving. These four bases for spiritual 
power ... lead to Nibbana." 

5 (5) In Part 

"Bhikkhus, whatever ascetics or brahmins in the past generated 
spiritual power in part, all did so because they had developed 
and cultivated the four bases for spiritual power. [256] Whatever 
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ascetics or brahmins in the future will generate spiritual POWer' 
part, all will do so because they will have developed and CUI: 
vated the four bases for spiritual power. Whatever ascetics 0 
brahmins at present generate spiritual power in part, all do s� 
because they have developed and cultivated the four bases for 
spiritual power. 

"What four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the basis for 
spiritual power that possesses concentration due to desire and 
volitional formations of striving. He develops the basis for spiri
tual power that possesses concentration due to energy '" con
centration due to mind ... concentration due to investigation and 
volitional formations of striving. 

"Bhikkhus, whatever ascetics or brahmins in the past ... in the 
future ... at present generate spiritual power in part, all do so 
because they have developed and cultivated these four bases for 
spiritual power. " 

6 (6) Completely 

"Bhikkhus, whatever ascetics or brahrnins in the past generated 
spiritual power completely, all did so because they had devel
oped and cultivated the four bases for spiritual power. Whatever 
ascetics or brahmins in the future will generate spiritual power 
completely, all will do so because they will have developed and 
cultivated the four bases for spiritual power. Whatever ascetics 
or bralunins at present generate spiritual power completely, all 
do so because they have developed and cultivated the four bases 
for spiritual power. 

"What four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the basis for 
spiritual power that possesses concentration due to desire and 
volitional formations of striving. He develops the basis for spiri

tual power that possesses concentration due to energy ... con
centration due to mind .. . concentration due to investigation and 
volitional formations of striving. 

"Bhikkhus, whatever ascetics or brahrnins in the past .,. in the 
future ... at present generate spiritual power completely, all do 
so because they have developed and cultivated these four bases 
for spiritual power." [257] 
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7 (7) Bhikkhus 

"Bhikkhus, whatever bhikkhus in the past, by the destruction of 
the taints, in this very life entered and dwelt in the taintless lib
eration of mind, liberation by wisdom, realizing it for themselves 
with direct knowledge, all did so because they had developed 
and cultivated the four bases for spiritual power. Whatever 
bhikkhus in the future, by the destruction of the taints, in this 
very life will enter and dwell in the taintless liberation of mind, 
liberation by wisdom, realizing it for themselves with direct 
knowledge, all will do so because they will have developed and 
cultivated the four bases for spiritual power. Whatever bhikkhus 
at present, by the destruction of the taints, in this very life enter 
and dwell in the taintless liberation of mind, liberation by wis
dom, realizing it for themselves with direct knowledge, all do so 
because they have developed and cultivated the four bases for 
spiritual power. 

"What four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the basis for 
spiritual power that possesses concentration due to desire and 
volitional formations of striving. He develops the basis for spiri
tual power that possesses concentration due to energy .,. con
centration due to mind ... concentration due to investigation and 
volitional formations of striving. 

"Bhikkhus, whatever bhikkhus in the past ... in the future ... at 
present ... enter and dwell in the taintless liberation of mind, lib
eration by wisdom, ... all do so because they have developed and 
cultivated these four bases for spiritual power." 

8 (8) Buddha 

"Bhikkhus, there are these four bases for spiritual power. What 
four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the basis for spiritual 
power that possesses concentration due to desire and volitional 
formations of striving. He develops the basis for spiritual power 
that possesses concentration due to energy ... concentration due 
to mind ... concentration due to investigation and volitional for
mations of striving. These are the four bases for spiritual power. 
It is because he has developed and cultivated these four bases for 
spiritual power that the Tathagata is called the Arahant, the 
Perfectly Enlightened One." [258] 
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9 (9) Knowledge 

'' 'This is the basis for spiritual power that possesses concentr _ 
tion due to desire and volitional formations of striving' -thu: 
bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, there arose in m

' 

vision, knowledge, wisdom, true knowledge, and light.247 
e 

'''That basis for spiritual power possessing concentration due 
to desire and volitional formations of striving is to be devel
oped'-thus, bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, there 
arose in me vision, knowledge, wisdom, true knowledge, and 
light. 

'''That basis for spiritual power possessing concentration due 
to desire and volitional formations of striving has been devel
oped' -thus, bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, there 
arose in me vision, knowledge, wisdom, true knowledge, and 
light. 

'''This is the basis for spiritual power that possesses concentra
tion due to energy and volitional formations of striving'-thus, 
bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, there arose in me 
vision, knowledge, wisdom, true knowledge, and light. 

'''That basis for spiritual power possessing concentration due 
to energy and volitional formations of striving is to be developed 
. . .  has been developed' -thus, bhikkhus, in regard to things 
unheard before, there arose in me vision, knowledge, wisdom, 
true knowledge, and light. 

"'This is the basis for spiritual power that possesses concen
tration due to mind and volitional formations of striving'-thus, 
bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, there arose in me 
vision, knowledge, wisdom, true knowledge, and light. 

"'That basis for spiritual power possessing concentration due 
to mind and volitional formations of striving is to be developed 
. . .  has been developed'-thus, bhikkhus, in regard to things 
unheard before, there arose in me vision, knowledge, wisdom, 
true knowledge, and light. 

'''This is the basis for spiritual power possessing concentration 

due to investigation and volitional formations of striving'-thus, 

bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, there arose in me 

vision, knowledge, wisdom, true knowledge, and light. 
'''That basis for spiritual power possessing concentration due 

to investigation and volitional formations of striving is to be 
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developed ... has been developed' -thus, bhikkhus, in regard to 

things unheard before, there arose in me vision, knowledge, wis

dom, true knowledge, and light." 

10 (10) The Shrine 

Thus have I heard.248 On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Vesali in the Great Wood in the Hall with the Peaked 
Roof. [259] Then, in the morning, the Blessed One dressed and, 
taking bowl and robe, entered Vesali for alms. When he had 
walked for alms in Vesali and had returned from the alms round, 
after his meal he addressed the Venerable Ananda thus: 

"Take a sitting cloth, Ananda. Let us go to the Capala Shrine 
for the day's abiding." 

"Yes, venerable sir," the Venerable Ananda replied and, hav
ing taken a sitting cloth, he followed closely behind the Blessed 
One. The Blessed One then went to the Capala Shrine and sat 
down on a seat that was prepared. The Venerable Ananda, hav
ing paid homage to the Blessed One, also sat down to one side. 
The Blessed One then said to the Venerable Ananda: 

"Delightful is Vesali, Ananda. Delightful is the Udena Shrine, 
delightful the Gotamaka Shrine, delightful the Sattamba Shrine, 
delightful the Bahuputta Shrine, delightful the Sarandada Shrine, 
delightful the Capala Shrine. Whoever, Ananda, has developed 
and cultivated the four bases for spiritual power, made them a 
vehicle, made them a basis, stabilized them, exercised himself in 
them, and fully perfected them could, if he so wished, live on for 
the aeon or for the remainder of the aeon. The Tathagata, 
Ananda, has developed and cultivated the four bases for spiritual 
power, made them a vehicle, made them a basis, stabilized them, 
exercised himself in them, and fully perfected them. If he so 
wished, the Tathagata could live on for the aeon or for the 
remainder of the aeon."249 

But though the Venerable Ananda was given such an obvious 
signal by the Blessed One, though he was given such an obvious 
hint, he was unable to penetrate it. He did not implore the 
Blessed One: "Venerable sir, let the Blessed One live on for the 
aeon! Let the Fortunate One live on for the aeon, for the welfare 
of the multitude, for the happiness of the multitude, out of com
passion for the world, for the good, welfare, and happiness of 
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devas and humans." To such an extent was his mind obsessed b 
Mara.25o y 

A second time ... [260] A third time the Blessed One address d - e 
the Venerable Ananda: "Delightful is Vesali, Ananda 
Whoever, Ananda, has developed and cultivated the four ba�� 
for spiritual power ... could, if he so wished, live on for the aeon 
or for the remainder of the aeon .. .. If he so wished, the Tathagata 
could live on for the aeon or for the remainder of the aeon." 

But again, though the Venerable Ananda was given Such an 
obvious signal by the Blessed One, though he was given such an 
obvious hint, he was unable to penetrate it.. .. To such an extent 
was his mind obsessed by Mara. 

Then the Blessed One addressed the Venerable Ananda: "You 
may go, Ananda, at your own convenience." 

"Yes, venerable sir," the Venerable Ananda replied, and he 
rose from his seat, paid homage to the Blessed One, and, keeping 
his right side towards him, sat down nearby at the foot of a tree. 

Then, not long after the Venerable Ananda had left, Mara the 
Evil One approached the Blessed One and said to him: 
"Venerable sir, let the Blessed One now attain final Nibbana! Let 
the Fortunate One new attain final Nibbana! Now is the time for 
the Blessed One's final Nibbana! This statement was made, ven
erable sir, by the Blessed One:251 [261] 'I will not attain final 
Nibbana, Evil One, until I have bhikkhu disciples who are wise, 
disciplined, confident, secure from bondage, learned, upholders 
of the Dhamma, practising in accordance with the Dhamma, 
practising in the proper way, conducting themselves according
ly; who have learned their own teacher's doctrine and can 
explain it, teach it, proclaim it, establish it, disclose it, analyse it, 
and elucidate it; who can refute thoroughly with reasons the 
prevalent tenets of others and can teach the efficaciouS 
Dhamma.'252 But at present, venerable sir, the Blessed One has 
bhikkhu disciples who are wise ... and who can teach the effica
cious Dhamma. Venerable sir, let the Blessed One now attain 
final Nibbana! Let the Fortunate One now attain final Nibbana! 
Now is the time for the Blessed One's final Nibbana! 

"And this statement was made, venerable sir, by the Blessed 

One: 'I will not attain final Nibbana, Evil One, until I have 
bhikkhuru disciples ... until I have male lay disciples ... until I 
have female lay disciples who are wise ... and who can teach the 
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efficacious Dhamma.' But at present, venerable sir, the Blessed 
One has female lay disciples who are wise, disciplined, confi

dent, secure from bondage, learned, upholders of the Dhamma, 
practising in accordance with the Dhanuna, [262] practising in 
the proper way, conducting themselves accordingly; who have 

learned their own teacher's doctrine and can explain it, teach it, 
proclaim it, establish it, disclose it, analyse it, and elucidate it; 
who can refute thoroughly with reasons the prevalent tenets of 
others and can teach the efficacious Dhanuna. Venerable sir, let 
the Blessed One now attain final Nibbana! Let the Fortunate One 
now attain final Nibbana! Now is the time for the Blessed One's 
final Nibbana! 

"And this statement was made, venerable sir, by the Blessed 
One: 'I will not attain final Nibbana, Evil One, until this holy life 
of mine has become successful and prosperous, extensive, popu
lar, widespread, well proclaimed among devas and humans.' 
That holy life of the Blessed One, venerable sir, has become suc
cessful and prosperous, extensive, popular, widespread, well 
proclaimed among devas and humans.253 Venerable sir, let the 
Blessed One now attain final Nibbana! Let the Fortunate One 
now attain final Nibbana! Now is the time for the Blessed One's 
final Nibbana!" 

When this was said, the Blessed One said to Mara the Evil One: 
"Be at ease, Evil One. It will not be long before the Tathagata's 
final Nibbana takes place. Three months from now the Tathagata 
will attain final Nibbana." 

Then the Blessed One, at the Capala Shrine, mindfully and 
with clear comprehension relinquished his vital formation.254 
And when the Blessed One had relinquished his vital formation, 
a great earthquake occurred, frightening and terrifying, and 
peals of thunder shook the sky. 

Then, having understood the meaning of this, the Blessed One 
on that occasion uttered this inspired utterance: [263] 

"Comparing the incomparable and continued existence, 
The sage relinquished the formation of existence. ' 
Rejoicing within, concentrated, he broke 
Continued self-existence like a coat of armour."255 
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II. THE SHAKING OF THE MANSION 

1 1  (1) Before 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, before my enlightenment, while I Wa 
still a bodhisatta, not yet fully enlightened, it occurred to me� 
'What now is the cause and condition for the development of the 
bases for spiritual power?' It occurred to me: 'Here, a bhikkhu 
develops the basis for spiritual power that possesses concentra_ 
tion due to desire and volitional formations of striving, thinking: 
"Thus my desire will be neither too slack nor too tense; and it will 
be neither constricted internally nor distracted externally." And 
he dwells perceiving after and before: "As before, so after; as 
after, so before; as below, so above; as above, so below; as by day, 
so at night; as at night, so by day." Thus, with a mind that is open 
and unenveloped, he develops the mind imbued with lumi
nosity.256 [264] 

"'He develops the basis for spiritual power that possesses con
centration due to energy and volitional formations of striving, 
thinking: "Thus my energy will be neither too slack nor too tense; 
and it will be neither constricted internally nor distracted exter
nally." And he dwells perceiving after and before: "As before, so 
after; as after, so before; as below, so above; as above, so below; 
as by day, so at night; as at night, so by day." Thus, with a mind 
that is open and unenveloped, he develops the mind imbued 
with luminosity. 

"'He develops the basis for spiritual power that possesses con
centration due to mind and volitional formations of striving, 
thinking: "Thus my mind will be neither too slack nor too tense; 
and it will be neither constricted internally nor distracted exter
nally." And he dwells perceiving after and before: "As before, so 
after; as after, so before; as below, so above; as above, so below; 
as by day, so at night; as at night, so by day." Thus, with a mind 
that is open and unenveloped, he develops the mind imbued 
with luminosity. 

'''He develops the basis for spiritual power that possesses con

centration due to investigation and volitional formations of striV

ing, thinking: "Thus my investigation will be neither too slack 
nor too tense; and it will be neither constricted internally nor dis
tracted externally." And he dwells perceiving after and before: 
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1/ As before, so after; as after, so before; as below, so above; as 
above, so below; as by day, so at night; as at night, so by day." 
Thus, with a mind that is open and unenveloped, he develops the 
mind imbued with luminosity. 

"'When the four bases for spiritual power have been devel
oped and cultivated in this way, a bhikkhu wields the various 
kinds of spiritual power:257 having been one, he becomes many; 
having been many, he becomes one; he appears and vanishes; he 
goes unhindered through a wall, through a rampart, through a 
mountain as though through space; he dives in and out of the 
earth as though it were water; he walks on water without sinking 
as though it were earth; [265] seated cross-legged, he travels in 
space like a bird; with his hand he touches and strokes the moon 
and sun so powerful and mighty; he exercises mastery with the 
body as far as the brahma world. 

"'When the four bases for spiritual power have been devel
oped and cultivated in this way, a bhikkhu, with the divine ear 
element, which is purified and surpasses the human, hears both 
kinds of sounds, the divine and human, those that are far as well 
as near. 

"'When the four bases for spiritual power have been devel
oped and cultivated in this way, a bhikkhu understands the 
minds of other beings and persons, having encompassed them 
with his- own mind. He understands a mind with lust as a mind 
with lust; a mind without lust as a mind without lust; a mind 
with hatred as a mind with hatred; a mind without hatred as a 
mind without hatred; a mind with delusion as a mind with delu
sion; a mind without delusion as a mind without delusion; a con
tracted- mind as contracted and a distracted mind as distracted; 
an exalted mind as exalted and an unexalted mind as unexalted; 
a surpassable mind as surpassable and an unsurpassable mind as 
unsurpassable; a concentrated mind as concentrated and an 
unconcentrated mind as unconcentrated; a liberated mind as lib
erated and an unliberated mind as unliberated. 

"'When the four bases for spiritual power have been devel
oped and cultivated in this way, a bhikkhu recollects his mani
fold past abodes, that is, one birth, two births, three births, four 
births, five births, ten births, twenty births, thirty births, forty 
births, fifty [266] births, a hundred births, a thousand births, a 
hundred thousand births, many aeons of world-contraction, 
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many aeons of world-expansion, many aeons of world-<:ontracti 
and expansion thus: "There I was so named, of such a dan W?h

n 
, It 

such an appearance, such was my food, such my experience f pleasure and pain, such my life span; passing away from ther 01 e, 
was reborn elsewhere, and there too I was so named, of such a 
c�an, with such an appeara�ce, such was �y food, such my expe_ 
nence of pleasure and pam, such my hfe span; passing away 
from there, I was reborn here." Thus he recollects his manifold 
past abodes with their modes and details. 

'''When the four bases for spiritual power have been devel
opEd and cultivated in this way, a bhikkhu, with the divine eye, 
which is purified and surpasses the human, sees beings passing 
away and being reborn, inferior and superior, beautiful and ugly, 
fortunate and unfortunate, and he understands how beings fare 
on in accordance with their kamma thus: "These beings who 
engaged in misconduct of body, speesh, and mind, who reviled 
the noble ones, held wrong view, arid undertook actions based 
on wrong view, with the breakup of the body, after death, have 
been reborn in a state of misery, in a bad destination, in the 
nether world, in hell; but these beings who engaged in good con
duct of body, speech, and mind, who did not revile the noble 
ones, who held right view, and undertook action based On right 
view, with the breakup of the body, after death, have been r�bom 
in a good destination, in the heavenly world." Thus with the 
divine eye, which is purified and surpasses the human, he sees 
beings passing away and being reborn, inferior and superior, 
beautiful and ugly,· fortunate and unfortunate, and he under
stands how beings fare on in accordance with their kamma. 

'''When the four bases for spiritual power have been devel
oped and cultivated in this way, a bhikkhu, by the destruction of 
the taints, in this very life enters and dwells in the taintless liber
ation of mind, liberation by wisdom, realizing it for himself with 
direct knowledge.'" [267] 

12 (2) Of Great Fruit 

"Bhikkhus, these four bases for spiritual power, when developed 
and cultivated, are of great fruit and benefit. And how is it, 

bhikkhus, that the four bases for spiritual power, when devel

oped and cultivated, are of great fruit and benefit? 
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"Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the basis for spiritual 
power that possesses concentration due to desire and volitional 
formations of striving, thinking: 'Thus my desire will be neither 
too slack nor too tense; and it will be neither constricted inter
nally nor distracted externally: And he dwells perceiving after 
and before: 'As before, so after; as after, so before; as below, so 
above; as above, so below; as by day, so at night; as at night, so 
by day. ' Thus, with a mind that is open and unenveloped, he 
develops the mind imbued with luminosity. 

"He develops the basis for spiritual power that possesses con
centration due to energy ... concentration due to mind . . .  con
centration due to investigation .. . he develops the mind imbued 
with luminosity. 

"When, bhikkhus, the four bases for spiritual power have been 
developed and cultivated in this way, a bhikkhu wields the var
ious kinds of spiritual power: having been one, he becomes many 
.. . he exercises mastery with the body as far as the brahma 
world . . .. [268] 

"When, bhikkhus, the four bases for spiritual power have been 
developed and cultivated in this way, a bhikkhu, by the destruc
tion of the taints, in this very life enters and dwells in the taint
less liberation of mind, liberation by wisdom, realizing it for him
self with dire�t knowledge." 

13 (3) Concentration due to Desire 

"Bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu gains concentration, gains one-pointed
ness of mind based upon desire,258 this is called concentration 
due to desire. He generates desire for the nonarising of unarisen 
evil unwholesome states; he makes an effort, arouses energy, 
applies his mind, and strives. He generates desire for the aban
doning of arisen evil llitwholesome states; he makes an effort, 
arouses energy, applies his mind, and strives. He generates 
desire for the arising of unarisen wholesome states; he makes an 
effort, arouses energy, applies his mind, and strives. He gener
ates desire for the maintenance of arisen wholesome states, for 
their nondecay, increase, expansion, and fulfilment by develop
ment; he makes an effort, arouses energy, applies his mind, and 
strives. These are called volitional formations of striving.259 Thus 
this desire and this concentration due to desire and these volitional 
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formations of striving: this is called the basis for spiritual p . . oWer that possesses concentration due to desire and volitional forma_ 
tions of striving. 

"If, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu gains concentration, gains one-point_ 
edness of mind based upon energy, this is called concentration 
due to energy. He generates desire for the nona rising of unarisen 
evil unwholesome states ... for the maintenance of arisen whole
some states, for their nondecay, increase, expansion, and fulfil
ment by development; he makes an effort, arouses energy, 
applies his mind, and strives. These are called volitional forma
tions of striving. Thus this energy and this concentration due to 
energy and these volitional formations of striving: this is called 
the basis for spiritual power that possesses concentration due to 
energy and volitional formations of striving. [269] 

"If, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu gains concentration, gains one-point
edness of mind, based upon mind, this is called concentration 
due to mind.26o He generates desire for the nonarising of 
unarisen evil unwholesome states ... for the maintenance of 
arisen wholesome states, for their nondecay, increase, expansion, 
and fulfilment by development; he makes an effort, arouses ener
gy, applies his mind, and strives. These are called volitional for
mations of striving. Thus this mind and this concentration due to 
mind and these volitional formations of striving: this is called the 
basis for spiritual power that possesses concentration due to 
mind and volitional formations of striving. 

"If, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu gains concentration, gains one-point
edness of mind based upon investigation, this is called concen
tration due to investigation.261 He generates desire for the non
arising of unarisen evil unwholesome states ... for the mainte
nance of arisen wholesome states, for their nondecay, increase, 
expansion, and fulfilment by development; he makes an effort, 
arouses energy, applies his mind, and strives. These are called 
volitional formations of striving. Thus this investigation and this 
concentration due to investigation and these volitional forma
tions of striving: this is called the basis for spiritual power that 
possesses concentration due to investigation and volitional for
mations of striving." 
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14 (4) Moggallana 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling 
at Savatthi in the Eastern Park in the Mansion of Migara's 
Mother. Now on that occasion a number of bhikkhus who dwelt 
on the ground floor of the mansion were restless, puffed up, per
sonally vain, rough-tongued, rambling in their talk, muddle
minded, without clear comprehension, unconcentrated, scatter
brained, loose in their faculties.262 

Then the Blessed One addressed the Venerable Mahamog
gallana thus: "Moggallana, your brothers in the holy life, [270] 
dwelling on the ground floor of the Mansion of Migara's Mother, 
are restless .. , loose in their faculties. Go, Moggallana, stir up a 
sense of urgency in those bhikkhus." 

"Yes, venerable sir," the Venerable Mahamoggallana replied. 
Then he performed a feat of spiritual power such that he made 
the Mansion of Migara's Mother shake, quake, and tremble with 
his toe.263 Then those bhikkhus, shocked and terrified, stood to 
one side and said: "It is wonderful indeed, sir! It is amazing 
indeed, sir! There is no wind, and this Mansion of Migara's 
Mother has a deep base and is securely planted, immobile, 
unshaking; yet it shook, quaked, and trembled." 

Then the Blessed One approached those bhikkhus and said to 
them: "Why, bhikkhus, are you standing to one side, shocked 
and terrified?" 

"It is wonderful, venerable sir! It is amazing, venerable sir! 
There is no wind, and this Mansion of Migara's Mother has a 
deep base and is securely planted, immobile, unshaking; yet it 
shook, it quaked, it trembled." 

"Bhikkhus, the bhikkhu Moggallana, desiring to stir up a sense 
of urgency in you, made the Mansion of Migara's Mother shake, 
quake, and tremble with his toe. What do you think, bhikkhus, 
by having developed and cultivated what things has the bhikkhu 
Moggallana become so powerful and mighty?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One, 
guided by the Blessed One, take recourse in the Blessed One. It 
would be good if the Blessed One would clear up the meaning of 
this statement. Having heard it from him, the bhikkhus will 
remember it." [271] 

. 

"Then listen, bhikkhus .... It is because he has developed and 
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cultivated the four bases for spiritual power that the bhikkh 
Moggallana has become so powerful and mighty. What fo � 
He�e, bhi��s, the bhikkhu Moggallana has developed :� 
basIs for spmtual power that possesses concentration due t 
desire �nd voli

.
ti?nal formations of striving. He has develope� 

the basIs for spmtual power that possesses concentration due t 
energy '" concentration due to mind . . .  concentration due t: 
investigation and volitional formations of striving, thinking: 
'Thus my investigation will be neither too slack nor too tense' 
and it will be neither constricted internally nor distracted exter� 
nally: . . .  Thus, with a mind that is open and unenveloped, he has 
developed the mind imbued with luminosity. 

"It is, bhikkhus, because he has developed and cultivated these 
four bases for spiritual power that the bhikkhu Moggallana has 
become so powerful and mighty. 

"It is, bhikkhus, because the bhikkhu Moggallana has devel
oped and cultivated these four bases for spiritual power that he 
wields the various kinds of spiritual power . . .  he exercises mas
tery with the body as far as the brahma world . . . . 26-! 

"It is, bhikkhus, because the bhikkhu MoggalUma has devel
oped and cultivated these four bases for spiritual power that by 
the destruction of the taints, in this very life he enters and dwells 
in the taintless liberation of mind, liberation by wisdom, realiz
ing it for himself with direct knowledge." 

15 (5) The Brahmin Ulp:zabha 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Venerable Ananda was 
dwelling at Kosambi in Ghosita's Park. [272] Then the brahmin 
UI)l).abha approached the Venerable' .Ananda and exchanged 
greetings with him.265 When they had concluded their greetings 
and cordial talk, he sat down to one side and said to the 
Venerable .Ananda: "For what purpose, Master .Ananda, is the 
holy life lived under the ascetic Gotama?" 

"It is for the sake of abandoning desire, brahmin, that the holy 
life is lived under the Blessed One." 

"But, Master kanda, is there a path, is there a way for the 

abandoning of this desire?" 
"There is a path, brahmin, there is a way for the abandoning of 

this desire." 
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"But, Master Ananda, what is the path, what is the way for the 
abandoning of this desire?" 

"Here, brahmin, a bhikkhu develops the basis for spiritual 
power that possesses concentration due to desire and volitional 
formations of striving. He develops the basis for spiritual power 
that possesses concentration due to energy . . .  concentration due 
to mind . .. concentration due to investigation and volitional for
mations of striving. This, brahmin, is the path, this is the way for 
the abandoning of this desire." 

"Such being the case, Master Ananda, the situation is inter
minable, not terminable.266 It is impossible that one can abandon 
desire by means of desire itself . "  

"Well then, brahmin, I will question you about this matter. 
Answer as you see fit. What do you think, brahmin, did you ear
lier have the desire, 'I will go to the park,' and after you went to 
the park, did the corresponding desire subside?" 

"Yes, sir." 
"Did you earlier arouse energy, thinking, 'I will go to the park,' 

and after you went to the park, did the corresponding energy 
subside?" [273] 

"Yes, sir." 
"Did you earlier make up your mind, 'I will go to the park,' 

and after you went to the park, did the corresponding resolu
tion267 subside?" 

"Yes, sir." 
"Did you earlier make an investigation, 'Shall I go to the park?' 

and after you went to the park, did the corresponding investiga
tion subside?" 

"Yes, sir." 
"It is exactly the same, brahmin, with a bhikkhu who is an ara

hant, one whose taints are destroyed, who has lived the holy life, 
done what had to be done, laid down the burden, reached his 
Own goal, utterly destroyed the fetters of existence, and is com
pletely liberated through final knowledge. He earlier had the 
desire for the attainment of arahantship, and when he attained 
arahantship, the corresponding desire subsided. He earlier had 
aroused energy for the attainment of arahantship, and when he 
attained arahantship, the corresponding energy subsided. He 
earlier had made up his mind to attain arahantship, and when he 
attained arahantship, the corresponding resolution subsided. He 
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earlier made an investigation for the attainment of arahantshi 
and when he attained arahantship, the corresponding investi p� 
tion subsided.268 ga 

"What do you think, brahmin, such being the case, is the situ
ation terminable or interminable?" 

"Surely, Master .Ananda, such being the case, the situation is 
terminable, not interminable.269 Magnificent, Master Ananda! ... 
From today let Master .Ananda remember me as a lay follower 
who has gone for refuge for life." 

16 (6) Ascetics and Brahmins (1) 

"Bhikkhus, whatever ascetics or brahmins in the past were of 
great spiritual power and might, all were so because they had 
developed and cultivated the four bases for spiritual pOwer. 
Whatever ascetics or brahmins in the future will be of great spir
itual power and might, all will be so because they will have 
developed and cultivated the four bases for spiritual power. 
Whatever ascetics or brahmins at present are of great spiritual 
power and might, all are so because they have developed and 
cultivated the four bases for spiritual power. 

"What four? [274] Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the 
basis for spiritual power that possesses concentration due to 
desire and volitional formations of striving. He develops the 
basis for spiritual power that possesses concentration due to 
energy '" concentration due to mind '" concentration due to 
investigation and volitional formations of striving. 

"Bhikkhus, whatever ascetics or brahmins in the past ... in the 
future ... at present are of great spiritual power and might, all are 
so because they have developed and cultivated these four bases 
for spiritual power." 

17  (7) Ascetics and Brahmins (2) 

"Bhikkhus, whatever ascetics or brahmins in the past wielded the 
various kinds of spiritual power, such that: having been one, 
they became many ... they exercised mastery with the body as far 

as the brahma world-all did so because they had developed and 

cultivated the four bases for spiritual power. 
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"Whatever ascetics or brahrnins in the future will wield the 
various kinds of spiritual power, such that: having been one, 
they will become many ... [27 5] ... they will exercise mastery 
with the body as far as the brahma world-all will do so because 
they will have developed and cultivated the four bases for spiri
tual power. 

"Whatever ascetics or brahmins at present wield the various 
kinds of spiritual power, such that: having been one, they 
become many ... they exercise mastery with the body as far as 
the brahma world-all do so because they have developed and 
cultivated the four bases for spiritual power. 

"What four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the basis for 
spiritual power that possesses concentration due to desire and 
volitional formations of striving. He develops the basis for spiri
tual power that possesses concentration due to energy ... con
centration due to mind ... concentration due to investigation and 
volitional formations of striving. 

"Bhikkhus, whatever ascetics or brahmins in the past ... in the 
future ... at present wield the various kinds of spiritual power ... 
all do so because they have developed and cultivated these four 
bases for spiritual power." 

18 (8) A Bhikkhu 

"Bhikkhus, it is because he has developed and cultivated the four 
bases for spiritual power that a bhikkhu, by the destruction of the 
taints, in this very life enters and dwells in the taintless liberation 
of mind, liberation by wisdom, realizing it for himself with direct 
knowledge. 

"What four? Here, bhikkhus,a bhikkhu develops the basis for 
spiritual power that possesses concentration due to desire and 
volitional formations of str iving. He develops the basis for spiri
tual power that possesses concentration due to energy ... con
centration due to mind ... concentration due to investigation and 
Volitional formations of striving. 

"It is, bhikkhus, because he has developed and cultivated these 
four bases for spiritual power that a bhikkhu, [276] by the 
destruct ion of the taints, in this very life enters and dwells in the 
taintless liberation of mind, liberat ion by wisdom, realizing it for 
h imself with direct knowledge." 
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1 9  (9) A Teaching 

"Bhikkhus, I will teach you spiritual power, the basis for spiritu I 
power, the development of the bases for spiritual power, an� 
the way leading to the development of the bases for spiritual 
power. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is spiritual power? Here, bhikkhus , a 
bhikkhu wields the various kinds of sp�ritual power: having 
been one, he becomes many . . .  he exerCIses mastery with the 
body as far as the brahma world. This is called spiritual pOwer. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the basis for spiritual power? It is the 
path and practice that leads to gaining spiritual power, to obtain
ing spiritual power.270 This is called the basis for spiritual power. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the development of the bases for spir
itual power? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the basis for 
spiritual power that possesses concentration due to desire and 
volitional formations of striving. He develops the basis for spiri
tual power that possesses concentration due to energy ... con
centration due to mind . . .  concentration due to investigation and 
volitional formations of striving. This is called the development 
of the bases for spiritual power. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the way leading to the development 
of the bases for spiritual power? It is this Noble Eightfold Path; 
that is, right view, right intention, right speech, right action, right 
livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, right concentration. 
This is called the way leading to the development of the bases for 
spiritual power." 

20 (10) Analysis 

"Bhikkhus, these four bases for spiritual power, when developed 
and cultivated, are of great fruit and benefit. 

"And how, bhikkhus, are the four bases for spiritual power 
developed and cultivated so that they are of great fruit and bene
fit? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the basis for spiritual 

power that possesses concentration due to desire and volitional 
formations of striving, thinking: 'Thus my desire [277] will be 
neither too slack nor too tense; and it will be neither constricted 
internally nor distracted externally.' And he dwells perceiving 
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after and before: 'As before, so after; as after, so before; as below, 
so above; as above, so below; as by day, so at night; as at night, 
so by day.' Thus, with a mind that is open and unenveloped, he 
develops the mind imbued with luminosity. 

"He develops the basis for spiritual power that possesses con
centration due to energy .. , concentration due to mind ' "  con
centration due to investigation ' "  he develops the mind imbued 
with luminosity. 

(i. Analysis of desire as a basis) 
/I And what, bhikkhus, is desire that is too slack? It is desire that 
is accompanied by lassitude, associated with lassitude.271 This is 
called desire that is too slack. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is desire that is too tense? It is desire that 
is accompanied by restlessness, associated with restlessness. This 
is called desire that is too tense. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is desire that is constricted internally? It 
is desire that is accompanied by sloth and torpor, associated with 
sloth and torpor. This is called desire that is constricted internally. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is desire that is disturbed externally? It 
is desire that is repeatedly distracted externally, repeatedly dis
turbed, on account of the five cords of sensual pleasure. This is 

_ called desire that is distracted externally. 
"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu dwell perceiving after 

and before: 'As before, so after; as after, so before'? [278J Here, 
bhikkhus, the perception of after and before is well grasped by a 
bhikkhu, well attended to, well considered, well penetrated by 
wisdom. It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu dwells per
ceiving after and before: 'As before, so after; as after, so before.'272 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu dwell 'as below, so 
above; as above, so below'? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu reviews 
this very body upwards from the sales of the feet, downwards 
from the tips of the hairs, enclosed in skin, as full of many kinds 
of impurities: 'There are in this body head-hairs, body-hairs, 
nails, teeth, skin, flesh, sinews, bones, bone-marrow, kidneys, 
heart, liver, pleura, spleen, lungs, intestines, mesentery, contents 
of the stomach, excrement, bile, phlegm, pus, blood, sweat, fat, 
tears, grease, saliva, snot, fluid of the joints, urine.' It is in this 
way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu dwells 'as below, so above; as 
above, so below.' 
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"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu dwell 'as by day, So at night; as at night, so by day'? Here, bhikkhus, at night a bhikkhu 
develops the basis for spiritual power that possesses concentra_ 
tion due to desire and volitional formations of striving by way of 
the same qualities, the same features, the same aspects, as he 
develops that basis for spiritual power by day. Or else by day he 
develops the basis for spiritual power that possesses concentra_ 
tion due to desire and volitional formations of stri\"ing by way of 
the same qualities, the same features, the same aspects, as he 
develops that basis for spiritual power at night. It is in this way, 
bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu dwells 'as by day, so at night; as at 
night, so by day.' 

"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu, with a mind that is open 
and unenveloped, develop the mind imbued with luminosity? 
Here, bhikkhus, the perception of light is well grasped by a 
bhikkhu; the perception of day is well resolved upon.273 It is in 
this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu, with a mind that is open and 
unenveloped, develops the mind imbued with luminosity. [279] 

(ii. Analysis of energy as a basis) 
"And what, bhikkhus, is energy that it too slack? It is energy that 
is accompanied by lassitude, associated with lassitude. This is 
called energy that is too slack. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is energy that is too tense? It is energy 
that is accompanied by restlessness, associated with restlessness. 
This is called energy that is too tense. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is energy that is constricted internally? 
It is energy that is accompanied by sloth and torpor, associated 
with sloth and torpor. This is called energy that is constricted 
internally. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is energy that is distracted externally? It 

is energy that is repeatedly distracted externally, repeatedly dis

turbed, on account of the five cords of sensual pleasure. This is 

called energy that is distracted externally . . . (all as above) . . .  
"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu, with a mind that is 

open and unenveloped, develops the mind imbued with lumi

nosity. 

(iii. Analysis of mind as a basis) . 
"And what, bhikkhUS, is mind that is too slack? It is mind that 1S 
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accompanied by lassitude, associated with lassitude. This is 
called mind that is too slack. 

II And what, bhikkhus, is mind that is too tense? It is mind that 
is accompanied by restlessness, associated with restlessness. This 
is called mind that is too tense. 

II And what, bhikkhus, is mind that is constricted internally? It 
is mind that is accompanied by sloth and torpor, associated with 
sloth and torpor. This is called mind that is constricted internally. 
[280] 

"And what, bhikkhus, is mind that is distracted externally? It 
is mind that is repeatedly distracted externally, repeatedly dis
turbed, on account of the five cords of sensual pleasure. This is 
called mind that is distracted externally . . .  (all as above) . . .  

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu, with a mind that is 
open and unenveloped, develops the mind imbued with lumi
nosity. 

(iv. Analysis of investigation as a basis) 
"And what, bhikkhus, is investigation that is too slack? It is 
investigation that is accompanied by lassitude, associated with 
lassitude. This is called investigation that is too slack. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is investigation that is too tense? It is 
investigation that is accompanied by restlessness, associated 
with restlessness. This is called investigation that is too tense. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is investigation that is constricted inter
nally? It is investigation that is accompanied by sloth and torpor, 
associated with sloth and torpor. This is called investigation that 
is constricted internally. 

II And what, bhikkhus, is investigation that is distracted exter
nally? It is investigation that is repeatedly distracted externally, 
repeatedly disturbed, on account of the five cords of sensual 
pleasure. This is called investigation that is distracted externally 
. . . (all as above) . . .  

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu, with a mind that is 
Open and unenveloped, develops the mind imbued with lumi
nosity. 

"When, bhikkhus, the four bases for spiritual power have been 
developed and cultivated in this way, they are of great fruit and 
benefit. 

"When, bhikkhus, the four bases for spiritual power have been 
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developed and cultivated in this way, a bhikkhu wields the 
ious kinds of spiritual power: having been one he be 

Var_ 
. ' oom� many; havrng been many, he becomes one . . .  he exercises 

tery with the body as far as the brahma world. . . .  
mas-

"When, bhikkhus, the four bases for spiritual power have be 
developed and cultivated in this way, a bhikkhu, by the destr:� 
tion of the taints, [281] in this very life enters and dwells in t� 
taintless liberation of mind, liberation by wisdom, realizing it fo

e 

himself with direct knowledge." 
r 

(The six direct knowledges should be elaborated.) 

III. THE IRON BALL 

21 (1) The Path 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, before my enlightenment, while I was 
still a bodhisatta, not yet fully enlightened, the thought occurred 
to me: 'What is the path and practice for the development of the 
bases for spiritual power?' It occurred to me: 'Here, a bhikkhu 
develops the basis for spiritual power that possesses concentra
tion due to desire and volitional formations of striving . . .  (as in 
§11 in full) . . .  that possesses concentration due to investigation 
and volitional formations of striving . . . . Thus, with a mind that is 
open and unenveloped, he develops the mind imbued with lumi
nosity. [282] 

'''When the four bases for spiritual power have been devel
oped and cultivated in this way, a bhikkhu wields the various 
kinds of spiritual power: having been one, he becomes many; 
having been many, he becomes one . . .  he exercises mastery with 
the body as far as the brahma world . . .  . 

'''When, bhikkhus, the four bases for spiritual power have been 
developed and cultivated in this way, a bhikkhu, by the destruc
tion of the taints, in this very life enters and dwells in the taint
less liberation of mind, liberation by wisdom, realizing it for him
self with direct knowledge.'" 

(The six direct knowledges should be elaborated.) 

22 (2) The Iron Ball 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Ananda approached the Blessed 
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One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 
"Venerable sir, does the Blessed One recall ever having gone to 
the brahma world by spiritual power with a mind-made 
body?" 274 

"I recall, Ananda, having gone to the brahma world by spiri
tual power with a mind-made body." 

"But, venerable sir, does the Blessed One recall ever having 
gone to the brahma world by spiritual power with this body 
composed of the four great elements?"275 

"I recall, Ananda, having gone to the brahma world by spiri
tual power with this body composed of the four great elements. " 

"That the Blessed One is able276 to go to the brahma world by 
spiritual power with a mind-made body, and that [283] he recalls 
having gone to the brahma world by spiritual power with this 
body composed of the four great elements: that is wonderful and 
amazing, venerable sir, on the part of the Blessed One." 

"The Tathagatas, Ananda, are wonderful and possess wonder
ful qualities; the Tathagatas are amazing and possess amazing 
qualities. 

"When, Ananda, the Tathagata immerses the body in the mind 
and the mind in the body,277 and when he dwells having entered 
upon a blissful perception and a buoyant perception in regard to 
the body, on that occasion the body of the Tathagata becomes 
more buoyant, malleable, wieldy, and luminous. 

"Just as an iron ball, Ananda, heated all day, becomes more 
buoyant, malleable, wieldy, and luminous, so too, when the 
Tathagata immerses the body in the mind and the mind in the 
body, and when he dwells having entered upon a blissful per
ception and a buoyant perception in regard to the body, on that 
occasion the body of the Tathagata becomes more buoyant, mal
leable, wieldy, and luminous. 

"When, Ananda, the Tathagata immerses the body in the mind 
and the mind in the body, and when he dwells having entered 
upon a blissful perception and a buoyant perception in regard to 
the body, on that occasion the body of the Tathagata rises up 
without difficulty from the earth into the air. He wields the vari
ous kinds of spiritual power: having been one, he becomes many; 
having been many, he becomes one; . .. he exercises mastery with 
the body as far as the brahma world. [284] 

"Just as, Ananda, a tuft of cotton wool or kapok, being light, 
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sustained by the wind, rises up without difficulty from the ea h into the air, so too, when the Tathagata immerses the body in � 
mind and the mind in the body, and when he dwells hav' 

e 

entered upon a blissful perception and a buoyant perception�� 
r�gard to �he bod�, ?n that occasion the �ody of the Tathagata 
nses up wlthout dlfficulty from the earth mto the air. He wields 
the various kinds of spiritual power: having been one, he 
becomes many; having been many, he becomes one; '" he exer
cises mastery with the body as far as the brahma world." 

23 (3) A Bhikkhu 

"Bhikkhus, there are these four bases for spiritual power. What 
four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the basis for spiritual 
power that possesses concentration due to desire and volitional 
formations of striving. He develops the basis for spiritual power 
that possesses concentration due to energy ... concentration due 
to mind ..  , concentration due to investigation and volitional for
mations of striving. These are the four bases for spiritual power. 

"It is, bhikkhus, because he has developed and cultivated these 
four baSeS for spiritual power that a bhikkhu, by the destruction 
of the taints, in this very life enters and dwells in the taintless lib
eration of mind, liberation by wisdom, realizing it for himself 
with direct knowledge."278 

24 (4) Simple Version 

"Bhikkhus, there are these four bases for spiritual power. What 
four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the basis for spiritual 
power that possesses concentration due to desire and volitional 
formations of striving. He develops the basis for spiritual power 

that possesses concentration due to energy ... concentration due 
to mind ... concentration due to investigation and volitional for
mations of striving. These are the four bases for spiritual power." 
[285] 

25 (5) Fruits (1) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these four bases for spiritual power. What 
four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the basis for spiritual 
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power that possesses concentration due to desire and volitional 
formations of striving. He develops the basis for spiritual power 
that possesses concentration due to energy . . .  concentration due 
to mind . . .  concentration due to investigation and volitional for
mations of striving. These are the four bases for spiritual power. 

"When, bhikkhus, these four bases for spiritual power have 
been developed and cultivated, one of two fruits may be expect
ed: either final knowledge in this very life or, if there is a residue 
of clinging, the state of nonretuming." 

26 (6) Fruits (2) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these four bases for spiritual power. What 
four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the basis for spiritual 
power that possesses concentration due to desire and volitional 
formations of striving. He develops the basis for spiritual power 
that possesses concentration due to energy . . .  concentration due 
to mind . . .  concentration due 'to investigation and volitional for
mations of striving. These are the four bases for spiritual power. 

"When, bhikkhus, these four bases for spiritual power have 
been developed and cultivated, seven fruits and benefits may be 
expected. What are the seven fruits and benefits? 

"One attains final knowledge early in this very life. If one does 
not attain final knowledge early in this very life, then one attains 
final knowledge at the time of death. If one does not attain final 
knowledge early in this very life, or at the time of death, then 
with the utter destruction of the five lower fetters one becomes 
an attainer of Nibbana in the interval . . .  an attainer of Nibbana 
upon landing . . .  an attainer of Nibbana without exertion . . .  an 
attainer of Nibbana with exertion . . .  one bound upstream, head
ing towards the Akani!!ha realm. 

"When, bhikkhus, these four bases for spiritual power have 
been developed and cultivated, these seven fruits and benefits 
may be expected./I 

27 (7) Ananda (1) 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Ananda approached the Blessed 
One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 
"Venerable sir, what now [286] is spiritual power? What is the 
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basis for spiritual power? What is the development of the b 
for spiritual power? What is the way leading to the develop 

ases 
. . ment of the bases for spmtual power?" 

(The Buddha's answers are exactly the same as in §19.) 

28 (8) Ananda (2) 

The Blessed One then said to the Venerable Ananda: "Ananda 
what now is spiritual power? What is the basis for spiritual 
power? What is the development of the bases for spiritual 
power? What is the way leading to the development of the bases 
for spiritual power?" 

(The Buddha answers his own questions exactly as in §19.) [287] 

29 (9) A Number ofBhikkhus (1) 

Then a number of bhikkhus approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 
"Venerable sir, what now is spiritual power? What is the basis for 
spiritual power? What is the development of the bases for spiri
tual power? What is the way leading to the development of the 
bases for spiritual power?" 

(The Buddha's answers are exactly the sa.me as in §19.) [288] 

30 (10) A Number of Bhikkhus (2) 

Then a number of bhikkhus approached the Blessed One . . . . The 
Blessed One then said to them: "Bhikkhus, what now is spiritual 
power? What is the basis for spiritual power? What is the devel
opment of the bases for spiritual power? What is the way leading 
to the development of the bases for spiritual power?" 

(The Buddha answers his own questions exactly as in §19.) 

31 (11) Moggaliana 

There the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: "What do 

you think, bhikkhus, by having developed and cultivated what 

things has the bhikkhu Moggallana become so powerful and 

mighty?" 
"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . . " 
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"It is because he has developed and cultivated the four bases 
for spiritual power that the bhikkhu Moggallana has become so 
powerful and mighty. What four? Here, bhikkhus, the bhikkhu 
Moggallana has developed the basis for spiritual power that pos
sesses concentration due to desire and volitional formations of 
striving, thinking: 'Thus my desire will be neither too slack nor 
too tense; and it will be neither constricted internally nor dis
tracted externally: And he has dwelt perceiving after and before: 
, As before, so after; as after, so before; as below, so above; as 
above, so below; as by day, so at night; as at night, so by day: 
Thus, with a mind that is open and unenveloped, he has devel
oped the mind imbued with luminosity. He has developed the 
basis for spiritual power that possesses concentration due to 
energy . . .  concentration due to mind . . .  concentration due to 
investigation and volitional formations of striving, thinking: 
'Thus my investigation will be neither too slack nor too tense; 
and it will be neither constricted internally nor distracted exter
nally.' . . .  Thus, with a mind that is open and unenveloped, he has 
developed the mind imbued with luminosity. 

"It is, bhikkhus, because he has developed and cultivated these 
four bases for spiritual power that the bhikkhu Moggallana has 
become so powerful and mighty. 

"It is, bhikkhus, because the bhikkhu Moggallana has devel
oped and cultivated these four bases for spiritual power that he 
wields the various kinds of spiritual power, such that: having 
been one, he becomes many; having been many, he becomes one 
. . .  he exercises mastery with the body as far as the brahma 
world . . . .  [289] 

"It is, bhikkhus, because the bhikkhu Moggallana has devel
oped and cultivated these four bases for spiritual power that by 
the destruction of the taints, in this very life he enters and dwells 
in the taintless liberation of mind, liberation by wisdom, realiz
ing it for himself with direct knowledge."279 

32 (12) The Tathagata 

There the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: "What do 
you think, bhikkhus, by having developed and cultivated what 
things has the Tathagata become so powerful and mighty?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . .  " 
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"It is because he has developed and cultivated the four b . . _ ases 
for spmtual power that the Tathagata has become so powerf I 
and mighty. What four? Here, bhikkhus, the Tathagata h 

u 

developed the basis for spiritual power that possesses concentr
a� 

hon due to desire and volitional formations of striving, thinkin 
a

. 
'Thus my desire will be neither too slack nor too tense; and it wITi 
be neither constricted internally nor distracted externally: And 
he has dwelt perceiving after and before: 'As before, so after; as 
after, so before; as below, so above; as above, so below; as by day, 
so at night; as at night, so by day.' Thus, with a mind that is Open 
and unenveloped, he has developed the mind imbued with lumi
nosity. He has developed the basis for spiritual power that pos
sesses concentration due to energy . . .  concentration due to mind 
. . .  concentration due to investigation and volitional formations 
of striving, thinking: 'Thus my investigation will be neither too 
slack nor too tense; and it will be neither constricted internally 
nor distracted externally.' . . .  Thus, with a mind that is open and 
unenveloped, he has developed the mind imbued with luminosity. 

"It is, bhikkhus, because he has developed and cultivated these 
four bases for spiritual power that the Tathagata has become so 
powerful and mighty. 

"It is, bhikkhus, because the Tathagata has developed and cul
tivated these four bases for spiritual power . that he wields the 
various kinds of spiritual power, such that: having been one, he 
becomes many; having been many, he becomes one . . .  (290] he 
exercises mastery with the body as far as the brahma world . . . .  

"It is, bhikkhus, because the Tathagata has developed and 
cultivated these four bases for spiritual power that by the 
destruction of the taints, in this very life he enters and dwells in 
the taintless liberation of mind, liberation by wisdom, realizing it 
for himself with direct knowledge." 

IV. GANGES REpETmON SERIES 

33 (1)-44 (12) The River Ganges-Eastward, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, just as the river Ganges slants, slopes, and inclines 
towards the east, so too a bhikkhu who develops and cultivates 
the four bases for spiritual power slants, slopes, and inclines 
towards Nibbana. 
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"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu develop and cultivate 

the four bases for spiritual power so that he slants, slopes, and 

inclines towards Nibbana? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops 

the basis for spiritual power that possesses concentration due to 

desire and volitional formations of striving. He develops the 
basis for spiritual power that possesses concentration due to 
energy . . .  concentration due to mind . . . concentration due to 
investigation and volitional formations of striving. 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu [291] develops and 
cultivates the four bases for spiritual power so that he slants, 

slopes, and inclines towards Nibbana." 

(The remainillg suttas of this vagga are to be similarly elaborated par
allel to 45:92-102. )  

Six about slanting to the east 
And six about slanting to the ocean. 
These two sixes make up twelve: 
Thus the subchapter is recited. 

V. DILIGENCE 

45 (1)-54 (10) The Tathiigata, Etc. 

(To be elaborated by way of the bases for spiritual power parallel to 
45:139-48.) 

Tathagata, footprint, roof peak, 
Roots, heartwood, jasmine, 
Monarch, the moon and sun, 
Together with the cloth as tenth. 

VI. STRENUOUS DEEDS 

55 (1)-66 (12) Strenuous, Etc. 

(To be elaborated parallel to 45:149-60.) 

Strenuous, seeds, and nagas, 
The tree, the pot, the spike, 
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The sky, and two on clouds, 
The ship, guest house, and river. 

VII. SEARCHES 

67 (1)-76 (10) Searches, Etc. 

(To be elaborated parallel to 45:161-70.) [292] 

Searches, discriminations, taints, 
Kinds of existence, threefold suffering, 
Barrenness, stains, and troubles, 
Feelings, craving, and thirst. 

VIII. FLOODS 

77 (1)-85 (9) Floods, Etc. 

(To be elaborated parallel to 45:171-79. ) 

86 (10) Higher Fetters 

-- ----

"Bhikkhus, there are these five higher fetters . What five? Lust for 
form, lust for the formless, conceit, restlessness, ignorance. These 
are the five higher fetters. The four bases for spiritual power are 
to be developed for direct knowledge of these five higher fetters, 
for the full understanding of them, for their utter destruction, for 
their abandoning. 

"What four? Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the basis for 
spiritual power that possesses concentration due to desire and 

volitional formations of striving. He develops the basis for spiri

tual power that possesses concentration due to energy . .  , con

centration due to mind . . .  concentration due to investigation and 

volitional formations of striving. 
"These four bases for spiritual power are to be developed for 

direct knowledge of these five higher fetters, for the full 
understanding of them, for their utter destruction, for their 
abandoning." [293] 
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Floods, bonds, kinds of clinging, 
Knots, and underlying tendencies, 
Cords of sensual pleasure, hindrances, 
Aggregates, fetters lower and higher. 



[294] Chapter VIII 

52 Anuruddhasarrzyutta 
Connected Discourses with Anuruddha 

I. ALONE 

1 (1) Alone (1) 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Venerable Anuruddha 
was dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, AnathapiJ!<;lika's 
Park.280 Then, while the Venerable Anuruddha was alone in 
seclusion, a reflection arose in his mind thus: "Those who have 
neglected these four establishments of mindfulness have neglect
ed the noble path leading to the complete destruction of suffer
ing. Those who have undertaken these four establishments of 
mindfulness have undertaken the noble path leading to the com
plete destruction of suffering." 

Then the Venerable Mahamoggallana, having known with his 
own mind the reflection in the Venerable Anuruddha's mind, 
just as quickly as a strong man might extend his drawn-in arm or 
draw in his extended arm, appeared in the presence of the 
Venerable Anuruddha and said to him: 

"To what extent, friend Anuruddha, have these four establish
ments of mindfulness been undertaken by a bhikkhu?" 

"Here, friend, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating the nature of 
origination in the body internally;281 he dwells contemplating the 
nature of vanishing in the body internally; he dwells contem

plating the nature of origination and vanishing in the body inter

nally-[295] ardent, dearly comprehending, mindful, having 

removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the world. 
"He dwells contemplating the nature of origination in the 

body externally; he dwells contemplating the nature of vanishing 

in the body externally; he dwells contemplating the nature of 

1750 
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origination and vanishing in the body externally-ardent, clear
ly comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness and 
displeasure in regard to the world. 

"He dwells contemplating the nature of origination in the body 
internally and externally; he dwells contemplating the nature of 
vanishing in the body internally and externally; he dwells con
templating the nature of origination and vanishing in the body 
internally and externally-ardent, clearly comprehending, mind
ful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to 

the world. 
"If he wishes:282 'May I dwell perceiving the repulsive in the 

unrepulsive,' he dwells perceiving the repulsive therein. If he 
wishes: 'May I dwell perceiving the unrepulsive in the repul
sive,' he dwells perceiving the unrepulsive therein. If he wishes: 
'May I dwell perceiving the repulsive in the unrepulsive and in 
the repulsive,' he dwells perceiving the repulsive therein. If he 
wishes: 'May I dwell perceiving the unrepulsive in the repulsive 
and in the unrepulsive,' he dwells perceiving the unrepulsive 
therein. If he wishes: 'Avoiding both the unrepulsive and the 
repulsive, may I dwell equanimously, mindful and clearly com
prehending,' then he dwells therein equanimously, mindful and 
clearly comprehending. 

"He dwells contemplating the nature of origination . . .  the 
nature of vanishing . . .  the nature of origination and vanishing in 
feelings internally . . .  in feelings externally . . .  in feelings inter-
nally and externally-[296] ardent, clearly comprehending, 
mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in 
regard to the world. 

' 

"If he wishes: 'May I dwell perceiving the repulsive in the 
unrepulsive,' he dwells perceiving the repulsive therein . . . .  If he 
wishes: 'Avoiding both the unrepulsive and the repulsive, may I 
dwell equanimously, mindful and clearly comprehending,' then 
he dwells therein equanimously, mindful and clearly compre
hending. 

"He dwells contemplating the nature of origination . . .  the 
nature of vanishing . . .  the nature of origination and vanishing in 
mind internally . . .  in mind externally . . .  in mind internally and 
externally-ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having 
removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the world. 

"If he wishes: 'May I dwell perceiving the repulsive in the 
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uruepulsive,' he dwells perceiving the repulsive therein . . . . If h 
wishes: ' Avoiding both the uruepulsive and the repUlsive m e 

, ay I 
dwell equanimously, mindful and clearly comprehending,' th 
he dwells therein equanimously, mindful and clearly comp�� 
hending. 

"He dwells contemplating the nature of origination ' " the 
nature of vanishing . . .  the nature of origination and vanishing in 
phenomena internally . . .  in phenomena externally ' "  in phe
nomena internally and externally-ardent, clearly comprehend_ 
ing, mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in 
regard to the world. 

"If he wishes: 'May I dwell perceiving the repulsive in the 
uruepulsive,' he dwells perceiving the repulsive therein . . . .  If he 
wishes: 'A voiding both the uruepulsive and the repulsive, may I 
dwell equanimously, mindful and dearly comprehending,' then 
he dwells therein equanimously, mindful and clearly compre
hending. 

"It is in this way, friend, that these four establishments of 
mindfulness have been undertaken by a bhikkhu." 

2 (2) Alone (2) 

At Savatthi. Then, while the V�nerable Anuruddha was alone in 
seclusion, a reflection arose in his mind thus: "Those who have 
neglected these four establishments of mindfulness have 
neglected the noble path leading to the complete destruction of 
suffering. Those who have undertaken these four establishments 
of mindfulness have undertaken the noble path leading to the 
complete destruction of suffering." 

Then the Venerable Mahamoggallana, having known with his 
own mind the reflection in the Venerable Anuruddha's mind, 
just as [297] quickly as a strong man might extend his drawn-in 

arm or draw in his extended arm, appeared in the presence of the 

Venerable Anuruddha and said to him: 
"To what extent, friend Anuruddha, have these four establish

ments of mindfulness been undertaken by a bhikkhu?" 
"Here, friend, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating the body in the 

body internally, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having 

removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the world. 

He dwells contemplating the body in the body externally, ardent, 
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clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness 
and displeasure in regard to the world. He dwells contemplating 
the body in the body internally and externally, ardent, clearly 
comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness and 
displeasure in regard to the world. 

"He dwells contemplating feelings in feelings internally ' "  
contemplating feelings in feelings externally . . .  contemplating 
feelings in feelings internally and externally, ardent, clearly com
prehending, mindful, having removed covetousness and dis
pleasure in regard to the world. 

"He dwells contemplating mind in mind internally . . .  contem
plating mind in mind externally . . .  contemplating mind in mind 
internally and externally, ardent, dearly comprehending, mind
ful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to 
the world. 

"He dwells contemplating phenomena in phenomena inter
nally . . .  contemplating phenomena in phenomena externally . . .  
contemplating phenomena in phenomena internally and exter
nally, ardent, dearly comprehending, mindful, having removed 
covetousness and displeasure in regard to the world. 

"It is in this way, friend, that these four establishments of 
mindfulness have been undertaken by a bhikkhu." 

3 (3) Sutanu 

On one occasion the Venerable Anuruddha was dwelling at 
Savatthi on the bank of the Sutanu. Then a number of bhikkhus 
approached the Venerable Anuruddha and exchanged greetings 
with him. When they had conduded their greetings and cordial 
talk, they sat down to one side [298] and said to the Venerable 
Anuruddha: 

"By having developed and cultivated what things has the 
Venerable Anuruddha attained to greatness of direct knowledge?" 

"It is, friends, because I have developed and cultivated the four 
establishments of mindfulness that I have attained to greatness of 
direct knowledge. What four? Here, friends, I dwell contemplat
ing the body in the body, ardent, clearly comprehending, mind
ful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to 
the world. 

"1 dwell contemplating feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind . "  
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phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehendin 
mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure ?' In 
regard to the world. 

"It is, friends, because I have developed and cultivated thes 
four establishments of mindfulness that I have attained to great� 
ness of direct knowledge. Further, friends, it is because I have 
developed and cultivated these four establishments of mindful_ 
ness that I directly knew the inferior state as inferior; that I direct
ly knew the middling state as middling; that I directly knew the 
sublime state as sublime."283 

4 (4) The Thornbush Grove (1) 

On one occasion the Venerable Anuruddha, the Venerable 
Sariputta, and the Venerable Mahamoggallana were dwelling at 
Saketa in the Thornbush Grove.284 Then, in the evening, the 
Venerable Sariputta and the Venerable Mahamoggallana 
emerged from seclusion, approached the Venerable Anuruddha, 
and exchanged greetings with him. When they had concluded 
their greetings and cordial talk, they sat down to one side, and 
the Venerable Sariputta said to the Venerable Anuruddha: 

"Friend Anuruddha, what are the things that a bhikkhu who is 
a trainee should enter and dwell in?" 

"Friend, Sariputta, a bhikkhu who is a trainee should enter and 
dwell in the four establishments of mindfulness. What four? 
Here, friend, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating the body in the 
body . . .  [299] . . .  feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  phe
nomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, 
having removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the 
world. A bhikkhu who is a trainee should enter and dwell in 

these four establishments of mindfulness." 

5 (5) The Thornbush Grove (2) 

At Saketa. Sitting to one side the Venerable Sariputta said to the 

Venerable Anuruddha: 
"Friend Anuruddha, what are the things that a bhikkhu who is 

beyond training should enter and dwell in?" 
"Friend, Sariputta, a bhikkhu who is beyond training should 

enter and dwell in the four establishments of mindfulness. What 
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four? Here, friend, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating the body in 
the body . . .  feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  phenomena 
in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having 
removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the world. A 
bhikkhu who is beyond training should enter and dwell in these 
four establishments of mindfulness." 

6 (6) The Thornbush Grove (3) 

At Saketa. Sitting to one side, the Venerable Sariputta said to the 
Venerable Anuruddha: 

"By having developed and cultivated what things has the 
Venerable Aruruddha attained to greatness of direct knowledge?" 

"It is, friend, because I have developed and cultivated the four 
establishments of mindfulness that I have attained to greatness of 
direct knowledge. What four? Here, friend, I dwell contemplat
ing the body in the body . . .  feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind 
. . .  phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, 
mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in 
regard to the world. 

"It is, friend, because I have developed and cultivated these 
four establishments of mindfulness that I have attained to great
ness of direct knowledge. Further, friend, it is because I have 
developed and cultivated these f(;ur establishments of mindful
ness that I directly know the thousandfold world."285 [300] 

7 (7) The Destruction of Craving 

At Savatthi. There the Venerable Anuruddha addressed the 
bhikkhus thus: "Friends, bhikkhus!" 

"Friend!" those bhikkhus replied. The Venerable Anuruddha 
said this: 

"Friends, these four establishments of mindfulness, when 
developed and cultivated, lead to the destruction of craving. 
What four? Here, friends, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating the 
body in the body . . .  feelings in feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  phe
nomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, 
having removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the 
world. These four establishments of mindfulness, when devel
oped and cultivated, lead to the destruction of craving." 
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8 (8) The SalaJa-Tree Hut 

On one occasion the Venerable Anuruddha was living at Savatth' 
in a salata-tree hut. There the Venerable Anuruddha addres� 
the bhikkhus thus . . . . 

"Friends, the river Ganges slants, slopes, and inclines towards 
the east. Now suppose a great crowd of people would CaIne 
along bringing a shovel and basket, thinking: 'We will make this 
river Ganges slant, slope, and incline towards the west:286 What 
do you think, friends, would that great crowd of people be able 
to make the river Ganges slant, slope, and incline towards the 
west?" 

"No, friend. For what reason? Because the river Ganges slants 
slopes, and inclines towards the east, and it is not easy to make i; 
slant, slope, and incline towards the west. That great crowd of 
people would only reap fatigue and vexation." 

"So too, friends, when a bhikkhu is developing and cultivating 
the four establishments of mindfulness, kings or royal ministers, 
friends or colleagues, relatives or kinsmen, [301] might invite 
him to accept wealth, saying: 'Corne, good man, why let these 
saffron robes weigh you down? Why roam around with a shaven 
head and begging bowl? Come, having returned to the lower life, 
enjoy wealth and do meritorious deeds.' Indeed, friends, when 
that bhikkhu is developing and cultivating the four establish
ments of mindfulness, it is impossible that he will give up the 
training and return to the lower life. For what reason? Because 
for a long time his mind has slanted, sloped, and inclined 
towards seclusion. Thus it is impossible that he will give up the 
training and return to the lower life. 

"And how, friends, does a bhikkhu develop and cultivate the 
four establishments of mindfulness? Here, friends, a bhikkhu 
dwells contemplating the body in the body . . .  feelings in feelings 
. , .  mind in mind . . .  phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly 
comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness and 
displeasure in regard to the world. 

"It is in this way, friends, that a bhikkhu develops and culti

vates the four establishments of mindfulness." 
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9 (9) All, or Ambapali's Grove 

On one occasion the Venerable Anuruddha and the Venerable 
sariputta were dwelling at Vesali in Ambapali's Grove. Then, in 
the evening, the Venerable Sariputta emerged from seclusion . . . .  
Sitting to one side, the Venerable 5ariputta said to the Venerable 
Anuruddha: 

"Friend Anuruddha, your faculties are serene, your complex
ion is pure and bright. In what dwelling does the Venerable 
Anuruddha now usually dwell?" 

"Now, friend, I usually dwell with a mind well established in 
the four establishments of mindfulness. What four? Here, friend, 
I dwell contemplating the body in the body . . .  feelings in feelings 
. . .  mind in mind . . .  phenomena in phenomena, ardent, [302] 
clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness 
and displeasure in regard to the world. 

"The bhikkhu, friend, who is an arahant, one whose taints are 
destroyed, who has lived the holy life, done what had to be done, 
laid down the burden, reached his own goal, utterly destroyed 
the fetters of existence, one completely liberated through final 
knowledge, usually dwells with a mind well established in these 
four establishments of mindfulness." 

"It is a gain for us, friend, it is well gained by us, friend, that 
we were in the very presence of the Ve�erable Anuruddha when 
he made such a bellowing utterance." 

10 (10) Gravely III 

On one occasion the Venerable Anuruddha was dwelling at 
Savatthi in the Blind Men's Grove, sick, afflicted, gravely ill. 
Then a number of bhikkhus approached the Venerable 
Anuruddha and said to him: 

"In what dwelling does the Venerable Anuruddha usually 
dwell so that the arisen bodily painful feelings do not persist 
obsessing his mind?" 

"It is, friends, because I dwell with a mind well established in 
the four establishments of mindfulness that the arisen bodily 
feelings do not persist obsessing my mind. What four? Here, 
friend, I dwell contemplating the body in the body . . .  feelings in 
feelings . . .  mind in mind . . .  phenomena in phenomena, ardent, 
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clearly comprehendin& mindful, having removed covetous 
and displeasure in regard to the world. 

ness 

"It is, friends, because I dwell with a mind well established ' 
these four establishments of mindfulness that the arisen bOdi�n 

painful feelings do not persist obsessing my mind." Y 

[303] II. THE SECOND SUBCHAPTER 
(A Thousand) 

11 (1) A Thousand Aeons 

On one occasion the Venerable Anuruddha was dwelling at 
Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anathapir:t<;lika's Park. Then a number of 
bhikkhus approached the Venerable Anuruddha and exchanged 
greetings with him. When they had concluded their greetings 
and cordial talk, they sat down to one side and said to the 
Venerable Anuruddha: 

" By having developed and cultivated what things has the 
Venerable Anuruddha attained to greatness of direct knowledge?" 

"It is, friends, because I have developed and cultivated the four 
establishments of mindfulness that I have attained to greatness of 
direct knowledge. What four? Here, friends, I dwell contemplat
ing the body in the body . . .  feelings in feelings . , .  mind in mind 
. , .  phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, 
mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in 
regard to the world. 

"It is, friends, because I have developed and cultivated these 
four establishments of mindfulness that I have attained to great
ness of direct knowledge. Further, friends, it is because I have 
developed and cultivated these four establishments of mindful
ness that I recollect a thousand aeons." 

12 (2) Spiritual Power 

. , .  "Further, friends, it is because I have developed and culti
vated these four establishments of mindfulness that I wield the 
various kinds of spiritual power: having been one I become 
many; having been many I become one . . .  I exercise mastery with 
the body as far as the brahma world." [304] 
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13 (3) The Divine Ear 

. . .  "Further, friends, it is because I have developed and cultivat
ed these four establishments of mindfulness that with the divine 

ear element, which is purified and surpasses the human, I hear 
both kinds of sound, the divine and the human, those that are far 
as well as near." 

14 (4) Encompassing the Mind 

. . .  "Further, friends, it is because I have developed and cultivat
ed these four establishments of mindfulness that I understand 
the minds of other beings and persons, having encompassed 
them with my own mind. I understand a mind with lust as a 
mind with lust . . .  an unliberated mind as an unliberated mind." 

15 (5) The Possible 

. . .  "Further, friends, it is because I have developed and cultivat
ed these four establishments of mindfulness that I understand 
the possible as possible and the impossible as impossible."287 

16 (6) The Undertaking of Kamma 

. . .  "Further, friends, it is because I have developed and cultivat
ed these four establishments of mindfulness that I understand as 
it really is the result of past, future, and present kamma by way 
of potential and by way of cause." 

" 
17  (7) Leading Everywhere 

. . .  "Further, friends, it is because I have developed and cultivat
ed these four establishments of mindfulness that I understand as 
it really is the way leading everywhere." 

18 (8) Diverse Elements 

. . .  "Further, friends, it is because I have developed and cultivat
ed these four establishments of mindfulness that I understand as 
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it really is the world with its manifold and diverse elements " 
[305] 

. 

19 (9) Diverse Dispositions 

. . .  "Further, friends, it is because I have developed and cultivat_ 
ed these four establishments of mindfulness that I understand as 
it really is the diversity in the dispositions of beings." 

20 (10) Degrees of the Faculties 

. . .  "Further, friends, it is because I have developed and cultivat
ed these four establishments of mindfulness that I understand as 
it really is the degrees of maturity in the spiritual faculties of 
other beings and persons." 

21 (11) The !hiinas, Etc . 

. . .  "Further, friends, it is because I have developed and cultivat
ed these four establishments of mindfulness that I understand as 
it really is the defilement, the cleansing, and the emergence in 
regard to the jhanas, deliverances, concentrations, and attain
ments." 

22 (12) Past Abodes 

. ' .  "Further, friends, it is because I have developed and cultivat
ed these four establishments of mindfulness that I recollect my 
manifold past abodes, that is, one birth, two births . . .  many 
aeons of world-contraction and expansion . . . . Thus I recollect my 
manifold past abodes with their modes and details." 

23 (13) The Divine Eye 

. . .  "Further, friends, it is because I have developed and cultivat
ed these four establishments of mindfulness that with the divine 
eye, which is purified and surpasses the human, I see beings 
passing away and being reborn . . .  and I understand how beings 
fare on in accordance with their kamma." 
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24 (14) The Destruction of the Taints 

. . .  "Further, friends, it is because I have developed and cultivat

ed these four establishments of mindfulness that [306] by the 
destruction of the taints, in this very life I enter and dwell in the 
taintless liberation of mind, liberation by wisdom, realizing it for 
myself with direct knowledge."  



[307] Chapter IX 

53 Jhanasarrzyutta 
Connected Discourses on the Jhanas 

L GANGES REPETITION SERIES 

1 (1)-12 (12) The River Ganges-Eastward, Etc. 

At Savatthi. There the Blessed One said this: 
"Bhikkhus, there are these four jhanas. What four? Here, 

bhikkhus, secluded from sensual pleasures, secluded from 
unwholesome states, a bhikkhu enters and dwells in the first 
jhana, which is accompanied by thought and examination, with 
rapture and happiness born of seclusion. With the subsiding of 
thought and examination, he enters and dwells in the second 
jhana, which has internal confidence and unification of mind, is 
without thought and examination, and has rapture and happi
ness born of concentration. With the fading away as well of rap
ture, he dwells equanimous and, mindful and clearly compre
hending, he experiences happiness with the body; he enters and 
dwells in the third jhana of which the noble ones declare: 'He is 
equanimous, mindful, one who dwells happily.' With the aban
doning of pleasure and pain, and with the previous passing 
away of joy and displeasure, he enters and dwells in the fourth 

jhana, which is neither painful nor pleasant and includes the 

purification of mindfulness by equanimity. These are the four 

jhanas.288 

"Bhikkhus, just as the river Ganges slants, slopes, and inclines 
towards the east, so too a bhikkhu [308] who develops and culti
vates the four jhanas slants, slopes, and inclines towards 

Nibbana. 
"And how, bhikkhus, does a bhikkhu who develops and culti-

1762 
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vates the four jhanas slant, slope, and incline towards Nibbana? 
Here, bhikkhus, secluded from sensual pleasures, secluded from 
unwholesome states, a bhikkhu enters and dwells in the first 
jhana . . .  the second jhana . . .  the third jhana . . .  the fourth jhana. 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that a bhikkhu who develops and 
cultivates the four jhanas slants, slopes, and inclines towards 
Nibbana." 

(The remaining suttas of this vagga are to be similarly elaborated par
allel to 45:92-102.) 

Six about slanting to the east 
And six about slanting to the ocean. 
These two sixes make up twelve: 
Thus the subchapter is recited. 

II. DILIGENCE 

13 (1)-22 (10) The Tathiigata, Etc. 

(To be elaborated by way of the jhanas parallel to 45:139-48. ) 

_ Tathagata, footprint, roof peak, 
Roots, heartwood, jasmine, 
Monarch, the moon and sun, 
Together with the cloth as tenth. 

III. STRENUOUS DEEDS 

23 (1)-34 (12) Strenuous, Etc. 

(To be elaborated parallel to 45:149-60.) [309] 

Strenuous, seeds, and nagas, 
The tree, the pot, the spike, 
The sky, and two on clouds, 
The ship, guest house, and river. 
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IV. SEARCHES 

35 (1)-44 (10) Searches, Etc. 

(To be elaborated parallel to 45:161-70.) 

Searches, discriminations, taints, 
Kinds of existence, threefold suffering, 
Barrenness, stains, and troubles, 
Feelings, craving, and thirst. 

V. FLOODS 

45 (1)-53 (9) Floods, Etc. 

(To be elaborated parallel to 45:171-79.) 

54 (10) Higher Fetters 

-

"Bhikkhus, there are these five higher fetters. What five? Lust 
for form, lust for the formless, conceit, restlessness, ignorance. 
These are the five higher fetters. The four jhanas are to be devel
oped for direct knowledge of these five higher fetters, for the full 
understanding of them, for their utter destruction, for their 
abandoning. 

"What four? Here, bhikkhus, secluded from sensual pleasures, 
secluded from unwholesome states, a bhikkhu enters and dwells 
in the first jhana . . . the second jhana . . .  the third jhana . . .  the 
fourth jhana. [310] 

"These four jhanas are to be developed for direct knowledge of 
these five higher fetters, for the full understanding of them, for 
their utter destruction, for their abandoning." 

Floods, bonds, kinds of clinging, 
Knots, and underlying tendencies, 
Cords of sensual pleasure, hindrances, 
Aggregates, fetters lower and higher. 



[311] Chapter X 

54 Anapanasa1J1yutta 
Connected Discourses on Breathing 

I. ONE THING 

1 (1) One Thing 

At Savatthi. There the Blessed One said this: 
"Bhikkhus, one thing, when developed and cultivated, is of 

great fruit and benefit. What one thing? Mindfulness of breath
ing. And how, bhikkhus, is mindfulness of breathing developed 
and cultivated so that it is of great fruit and benefit? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu, having gone to the forest, to the 
foot of a tree, or to an empty hut, sits down. Having folded his 
legs crosswise, straightened his body, and set up mindfulness in 
front of him, just mindful he breathes in, mindful he breathes 
out.289 

"Breathing in long, he knows: 'I breathe in long'; or breathing 
out long, he knows: 'I breathe out long.' Breathing in short, he 
knows: 'I breathe in short'; or breathing out short, he knows: 'I 
breathe out short: He trains thus: 'Experiencing the whole body, 
I will breathe in'; he trains thus: 'Experiencing the whole body, I 
will breathe out.' He trains thus: 'Tranquillizing the bodily forma
tion, I will breathe in'; he trains thus: 'Tranquillizing the bodily 
formation, I will breathe out. '290 [312] 

"He trains thus: 'Experiencing rapture, I will breathe in'; he 
trains thus: 'Experiencing rapture, I will breathe out.' He trains 
thus: 'Experiencing happiness, I will breathe in'; he trains thus: 
'Experiencing happiness, I will breathe out.' He trains thus: 
'Experiencing the mental formation, I will breathe in'; he trains 
thus: 'Experiencing the mental formation, I will breathe out.' He 

1765 
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trains thus: 'Tranquillizing the mental formation, I will breath 
in'; he trains thus: 'Tranquillizing the mental formation, I Wi� 
breathe out.'291 

"He trains thus: 'Experiencing the mind, I will breathe in'· h 
trains thus: 'Experiencing the mind, I will breathe out.' He tr�i 

e 

thus: 'Gladdening the mind, I will breathe in'; he trains th: 
'Gladdening the mind, I will breathe out: He trains thus; 
'Concentrating the mind, I will breathe in'; he trains thus: 
'Concentrating the mind, I will breathe out: He trains thus: 
'Liberating the mind, I will breathe in'; he trains thus: 'Liberating 
the mind, I will breathe out.'292 

"He trains thus: 'Contemplating impermanence, I will breathe 
in'; he trains thus: 'Contemplating impermanence, I will breathe 
out.' He trains thus: 'Contemplating fading away, I will breathe 
in'; he trains thus: 'Contemplating fading away, I will breathe 
out.' He trains thus: 'Contemplating cessation, I will breathe in'; 
he trains thus: 'Contemplating cessation, I will breathe out: He 
trains thus: 'Contemplating relinquishment, I will breathe in'; he 
trains thus: 'Contemplating relinquishment, I will breathe out:293 

"It is, bhikkhus, when mindfulness of breathing is developed 
and cultivated in this way that it is of great fruit and benefit." 

2 (2) Factors of Enlightenment 

"Bhikkhus, mindfulness of breathing, when developed and culti
vated, is of great fruit and benefit. And how, bhikkhus, is mind
fulness of breathing developed and cultivated so that it is of great 
fruit and benefit? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu develops the enlightenment factor 
of mindfulness accompanied by mindfulness of breathing, based 
upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. 
He develops the enlightenment factor of discrimination of states 
. . .  [313] . . .  the enlightenment factor of equanimity accompanied 
by mindfulness of breathing, based upon seclusion, dispassion, 
and cessation, maturing in release. 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that mindfulness of breathing is 
developed and cultivated so that it is of great fruit and benefit." 
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3 (3) Simple Version 

"Bhikkhus, mindfulness of breathing, when developed and culti
vated, is of great fruit and benefit. And how, bhikkhus, is mind
fulness of breathing developed and cultivated so that it is of great 
fruit and benefit? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu, having gone to the forest, to the 
foot of a tree, or to an empty hut, sits down. Having folded his 
legs crosswise, straightened his body, and set up mindfulness in 
front of him, just mindful he breathes in, mindful he breathes 
out . . . . (all as in §1) . . .  He trains thus: 'Contemplating relinquish
ment, I will breathe in'; he trains thus: 'Contemplating relin
quishment, I will breathe out.' 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that mindfulness of breathing is 
developed and cultivated so that it is of great fruit and benefit." 

4 (4) Fruits (1) 

(All as in preceding sutta, with the following addition:) 
[314] "When, bhikkhus, mindfulness of breathing has been 

developed and cultivated in this way, one of two fruits may be 
expected: either final knowledge in this very life or, if there is a 
residue of clinging, the state of nonretuming." 

5 (5) Fruits (2) 

(All as in §3, with the following addition:) 
"When, bhikkhus, mindfulness of breathing has been devel

oped and cultivated in this way, seven fruits and benefits may be 
expected. What are the seven fruits and benefits? 

"One attains final knowledge early in this very life. 
"If one do�s not attain final knowledge early in this very life, 

then one attains final knowledge at the time of death. 
"If one does not attain final knowledge early in this very life or 

at the time of death, then with the utter destruction of the five 
lower fetters one becomes an attainer of Nibbana in the interval. 

"If one does not attain final knowledge early in this very life . . .  
or become a n  attainer of Nibbana i n  the interval, then with the 
utter destruction of the five lower fetters one becomes an attainer 
of Nibbana upon landing. 
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"If one does not attain final knowledge early in this very life . . 
or become an attainer of Nibbana upon landing, then with th

· 

utter destruction of the five lower fetters one becomes an attaine
e 

of Nibbana without exertion. 
r 

"If one does not attain final knowledge early in this very life . . .  
or become a n  attainer of Nibbana without exertion, then with the 
utter destruction of the five lower fetters one becomes an attainer 
of Nibbana with exertion. 

"If one does not attain final knowledge early in this very life . . .  
or  become an attainer of  Nibbana with exertion, then with the 
utter destruction of the five lower fetters one becomes one bound 
upstream, heading towards the Akanittha realm. 

"When, bhikkhus, mindfulness of breathing has been devel
oped and cultivated in this way, these seven fruits and benefits 
may be expected." 

6 (6) Arittha 

At Savatthi. There the Blessed One said this: 
"Bhikkhus, do you develop mindfulness of breathing?" 
When this was said, the Venerable Arittha said to the Blessed 

One: "Venerable sir, I develop mindfulness of breathing." [315] 
"But in what �ay, Arittha, do you develop mindfulness of 

breathing?" 
"I have abandoned sensual desire for past sensual pleasures, 

venerable sir, I have gotten rid of sensual desire for future sen
sual pleasures, and I have thoroughly dispelled perceptions of 
aversion towards things internally and externally. Just mindful I 
breathe in, mindful I breathe out. It is in this way, venerable sir, 
that I develop mindfulness of breathing." 

"That is mindfulness of breathing, Arittha, I do not say that it 
is not. But as to how mindfulness of breathing is fulfilled in 
detail, Arittha, listen and attend closely, I will speak."294 

"Yes, venerable sir," the Venerable Arittha replied. The Blessed 
One said this: 

"And how, Arittha, is mindfulness of breathing fulfilled in 
detail? Here, Arittha, a bhikkhu, having gone to the forest, to t�e 
foot of a tree, or to an empty hut, sits down. Having folded his 

legs crosswise, straightened his body, and set up mindfulness in 
front of him, just mindful he breathes in, mindful he breathes 
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out . . . . He trains thus: 'Contemplating relinquishment, I will 
breathe in'; he trains thus: 'Contemplating relinquishment, I will 
breathe out: 

"It is in this way, Arittha, that mindfulness of breathing is ful
filled in detail." 

7 (7) Mal1akappina 

At Savatthi. Now on that occasion the Venerable Mahakappina 
was sitting not far from the Blessed One, with his legs folded 
crosswise, holding his body straight, having set up mindfulness 
in front of him. The Blessed One saw him sitting nearby, with his 
legs folded crosswise, his body straight, having set up mindful
ness in front of him. Having seen him, he addressed the 
bhikkhus thus: 

"Bhikkhus, do you see any shaking or trembling in this 
bhikkhu's body?" 

"Venerable sir, whenever we see that venerable one, whether 
he is sitting in the midst of the Sangha or sitting alone in private, 
[316] we never see any shaking or trembling in that venerable 
one's body." 

"Bhikkhus, that bhikkhu gains at will, without trouble or diffi
culty, that concentration through the development and cultiva
tion of which no shaking or trembling occurs in the body, and no 
shaking or trembling occurs in the mind. And what concentra
tion is it through the development and cultivation of which no 
shaking or trembling occurs in the body, and no shaking or trem
bling occurs in the mind? 

"It is, bhikkhus, when concentration by mindfulness of breath
ing295 has been developed and cultivated that no shaking or 
trembling occurs in the body, and no shaking or trembling occurs 
in the mind. And how, bhikkhus, is concentration by mindful
ness of breathing developed and cultivated so that no shaking or 
trembling occurs in the body, and no shaking or trembling occurs 
in the mind? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu, having gone to the forest, to the 
foot of a tree, or to an empty hut, sits down. Having folded his 
legs crosswise, straightened his body, and set up mindfulness in 
front of him, just mindful he breathes in, mindful he breathes 
out. . . .  He trains thus: 'Contemplating relinquishment, I will 
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breathe in'; he trains thus: 'Contemplating relinquishment, I will 
breathe out: 

"It is, bhikkhus, when concentration by mindfulness of breath_ 
ing has been developed and cultivated in this way that no shak_ 
ing or trembling occurs in the body, and no shaking or tremblin 
occurs in the mind." 

g 

8 (8) The Simile of the Lamp 

" Bhikkhus, concentration by mindfulness of breathing, When 
developed and cultivated, is of great fruit and benefit. And how 
bhikkhus, is concentration by mindfulness of breathing devel� 
oped and cultivated so that it is of great fruit and benefit? [317] 

"Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu, having gone to the forest, to the 
foot of a tree, or to an empty hut, sits down. Having folded his 
legs crosswise, straightened his body, and set up mindfulness in 
front of him, just mindful he breathes in, mindful he breathes 
out . . . .  He trains thus: 'Contemplating relinquishment, I will 
breathe in'; he trains thus: 'Contemplating relinquishment, I will 
breathe out: 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that concentration by mindfulness 
of breathing is developed and cultivated so that it is of great fruit 
and benefit. 

· "1 too, bhikkhus, before -my enlightenment, while I was still a 
. 

bodhisatta, not yet fully enlightened, generally dwelt in this 
dwelling. While I generally dwelt in this dwelling, neither my 
body nor my eyes became fatigued and my mind, by not cling
ing, was liberated from the taints. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu wishes: 'May neither my 
body nor my eyes become fatigued and may my mind, by not 
clinging, be liberated from the taints: this same concentration by 

mindfulness of breathing should be closely attended to.296 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu wishes: 'May the memories 

and intentions connected with the household life be abandoned 

by me,' this same concentration by mindfulness of breathing 

should be closely attended to. 
"Therefore, bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu wishes:297 'May I dwell per

ceiving the repulsive in the unrepulsive,' this same concentration 
by mindfulness of breathing should be closely attended to. If a 
bhikkhu wishes: 'May I dwell perceiving the unrepulsive in the 
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repulsive,' this same concentration by mindfulness of breathing 
should be dosely attended to. If a bhikkhu wishes: 'May I dwell 
perceiving the repulsive in the unrepulsive and the repulsive,' 
this same concentration by mindfulness of breathing should be 
closely attended to. If a bhikkhu wishes: [318] 'May I dwell per
ceiving the unrepulsive in the repulsive and the unrepulsive,' 
this same concentration by mindfulness of breathing should be 
closely attended to. If a bhikkhu wishes: 'Avoiding both the 
unrepulsive and the repulsive, may I dwell equanimous, mind
ful and clearly comprehending,' this same concentration by 
mindfulness of breathing should be closely attended to. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu wishes: 'May I, secluded 
from sensual pleasures, secluded from unwholesome states, 
enter and dwell in the first jhana, which is accompanied by 
thought and examination, with rapture and happiness born of 
seclusion,' this same concentration by mindfulness of breathing 
should be closely attended to . 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu wishes: 'May I, with the 
subsiding of thought and examination, enter and dwell in the 
second jhana, which has internal confidence and unification of 
mind, is without thought and examination, and has rapture and 
happiness born of concentration,' this same concentration by 
mindfulness of breathing should be closely attended to. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu wishes: 'May I, with the 
fading away as well of rapture, dwell equanimous and, mindful 
and clearly comprehending, may I experience happiness with the 
body; may I enter and dwell in the third jhana of which the noble 
ones declare: "He is equanimous, mindful, one who dwells hap
pily,''' this same concentration by mindfulness of breathing 
should be closely attended to. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu wishes: 'May I, with the 
abandoning of pleasure and pain, and with the previous passing 
away of joy and displeasure, enter and dwell in the fourth jhana, 
which is neither painful nor pleasant and includes the purifica
tion of mindfulness by equanimity,' this same concentration by 
mindfulness of breathing should be closely attended to. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu wishes: 'May I, with the 
complete transcendence of perceptions of forms, with the pass
ing away of perceptions of sensory impingement, with nonatten
tion to perceptions of diversity, aware that "space is infinite," 
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enter and dwell in the base of the infinity of space,' this Sa 
concentration by mindfulness of breathing should be clos�; 
attended to. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu wishes: 'May I, by com
pletely transcending the base of the infinity of space, [319] aWare 
that "consciousness is infinite," enter and dwell in the base of the 
infinity of consciousness,' this same concentration by mindful_ 
ness of breathing should be closely attended to. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu wishes: 'May I, by Com
pletely transcending the base of the infinity of consciousness 
aware that "there is nothing," enter and dwell in the base of noth� 
ingness,' this same concentration by mindfulness of breathing 
should be closely attended to. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu wishes: 'May I, by completely 
transcending the base of nothingness, enter and dwell in the base 
of neither:perception-nor-nonperception,' this same concentra
tion by mindfulness of breathing should be closely attended to. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, if a bhikkhu wishes: 'May I, by com
pletely transcending the base of neither-perception-nor-non
perception, enter and dwell in the cessation of perception and 
feeling,' this same concentration by mindfulness of breathing 
should be closely attended to. 

"When, bhikkhus, the concentration by mindfulness of breath
ing has been developed and cultivated in this way, if he feels a 
pleasant feeling, he understands: 'It is impermanent'; he under
stands: 'It is not held to'; he understands: 'It is not delighted 
in.'298 If he feels a painful feeling, he understands: 'It is imper
manent'; he understands: 'It is not held to'; he understands: 'It is 
not delighted in.' If he feels a neither-painful-nor-pleasant feel
ing, he understands: 'It is impermanent'; he understands: 'It is 
not held to'; he understands: 'It is not delighted in: 

"If he feels a pleasant feeling, he feels it detached; if he feels a 
painful feeling, he feels it detached; if he feels a neither-painful
nor-pleasant feeling, he feels it detached. 

"When he feels a feeling terminating with the body, he under
stands: 'I feel a feeling terminating with the body.' When he feels 
a feeling terminating with life, he understands: 'I feel a feeling 
terminating with life.' He understands: 'With the breakup of the 
body, following the exhaustion of life, all that is felt, not being 
delighted in, will become cool right here.' 
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"Just as, bhikkhus, an oil lamp burns in dependence on the oil 
and the wick, and with the exhaustion of the oil and the wick it 
is extinguished through lack of fuel, so too, bhikkhus, when a 
bhikkhu [320] feels a feeling terminating with the body . . .  termi
nating with life . . .  He understands: 'With the breakup of the 
body, following the exhaustion of life, all that is felt, not being 
delighted in, will become cool right here. "' 

9 (9) At Vesali 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Vesali in the Great Wood in the Hall with the Peaked 
Roof.299 Now on that occasion the Blessed One was giving the 
bhikkhus a talk on foulness in many ways, was speaking in 
praise of foulness, was speaking in praise of the development of 
foulness meditation.3oo 

Then the Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: 
"Bhikkhus, I wish to go into seclusion for half a month. I should 
not be approached by anyone except the one who brings me 
almsfood."301 

"Yes, venerable sir," those bhikkhus replied, and no one 
approached the Blessed One except the one who brought him 
almsfood. 

Then those bhikkhus, thinking: liThe Blessed One was giving a 
talk on foulness in many ways, was speaking in praise of foul
ness, was speaking in praise of the development of foulness med
itation," dwelt devoted to the development of foulness medita
tion in its many aspects and factors. Being repelled, humiliated, 
and disgusted with this body, they sought for an assailant. In one 
day ten bhikkhus used the knife, or in one day twenty or thirty 
bhikkhus used the knife.302 

. 

Then, when that half-month had passed, the Blessed One 
emerged from seclusion and addressed the Venerable Ananda: 
"Why, Ananda, does the Bhikkhu Sangha look so dimin
ished?"303 

"Venerable sir, that is because [the Blessed One had given a 
talk on foulness in many ways, had spoken in praise of foulness, 
[321] had spoken in praise of the development of foulness medi
tation, and those bhikkhus,]304 thinking: 'The Blessed One was 
giving a talk on foulness in many ways, was speaking in praise of 
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foulness, was speaking in praise of the development of foul 
meditation,' dwelt devoted to the development of foulness 

ne�s 

itation in its many aspects and factors. Being repelled, hum�� 
-

ed, and disgusted with this body, they sought for an assailant��t

one day ten bhikkhus used the knife, or in one day twenty 
n 

thirty bhikkhus used the knife. It would be good, venerable Sl· �rf r, l 
the Blessed One would explain another method so that this 
Bhikkhu Sangha may be established in final knowledge." 

"Well then, Ananda, assemble in the attendance hall all the 
bhikkhus who are living in dependence on Vesali." 

"Yes, venerable sir," the Venerable Ananda replied, and he 
assembled in the attendance hall all the bhikkhus who were liv
ing in dependence on Vesali, as many as there were. Then he 
approached the Blessed One and said to him: "The Bhikkhu 
Sangha has assembled, venerable sir. Let the Blessed One come 
at his own convenience." 

Then the Blessed One went to the attendance hall, sat down in 
the appointed seat, and addressed the bhikkhus thus: 

"Bhikkhus, this concentration by mindfulness of breathing, 
when developed and cultivated, is peaceful and sublime, an 
ambrosial pleasant dwelling, and it disperses and quells right on 
the spot evil unwholesome states whenever they arise.305 

"Just as, bhikkhus, in the last month of the hot season, when a 
mass of dust and dirt has swirled up, a great rain cloud out -of 
season disperses it and quells it on the spot,306 so too concentra
tion by mindfulness of breathing, when developed and culti
vated, is peaceful and sublime, [322] an ambrosial pleasant 
dwelling, and it disperses and quells on the spot evil unwhole
some states whenever they arise. And how is this so? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu, having gone to the forest, to the 
foot of a tree, or to an empty hut, sits down. Having folded his 
legs crosswise, straightened his body, and set up mindfulness in 
front of him, just mindful he breathes in, mindful he breathes 
out. . . .  He trains thus: 'Contemplating relinquishment, I will 
breathe in'; he trains thus: 'Contemplating relinquishment, I will 
breathe out.' 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that concentration by mindfulness 
of breathing is developed and cultivated so that it is peaceful and 
sublime, an ambrosial pleasant dwelling, and it disperses and 

quells on the spot evil unwholesome states whenever they arise." 
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10 (10) Kimbila 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was dwell
ing at Kimbila in the Bamboo Grove. There the Blessed One 
addressed the Venerable Kimbila thus: "How is it now, Kimbila, 
that concentration by mindfulness of breathing is developed and 
cultivated so that it is of great fruit and benefit?" 

When this was said, the Venerable Kimbila was silent. A sec
ond time . . .  A third time the Blessed One addressed the 
Venerable Kirnbila: "How is it now, Kimbila, that concentration 
by mindfulness of breathing is developed and cultivated so that 
it is of great fruit and benefit?" A third time the Venerable 
Kimbila was silent. [323] 

When this happened, the Venerable Ananda said to the Blessed 
One: "Now is the time for this, Blessed One! Now is the time for 
this, Fortunate One! The Blessed One should speak on concen
tration by mindfulness of breathing. Having heard it from the 
Blessed One, the bhikkhus will remember it." 

"Well then, Ananda, listen and attend closely, I will speak." 
"Yes, venerable sir," the Venerable Ananda replied. The 

Blessed One said this: 
"And how, Ananda, is concentration by mindfulness of breath

ing developed and cultivated so that it is of great fruit and bene
fit? Here, Ananda, a bhikkhu, having gone to the forest, to the 
foot of a tree, or to an empty hut, sits down. Having folded his 
legs crosswise, straightened his body, and set up mindfulness in 
front of him, just mindful he breathes in, mindful he breathes 
out . . . .  He trains thus: 'Contemplating relinquishment, I will 
breathe in'; he trains thus: 'Contemplating relinquishment, I will 
breathe out: 

(i. Contemplation of the body) 
"Whenever,307 Ananda, a bhikkhu, when breathing in long, 
knows: 'I breathe in long'; or, when breathing out long, knows: 'I 
breathe out long'; when breathing in short, knows: 'I breathe in 
short'; or, when breathing out short, knows: 'I breathe out short'; 
When he trains thus: 'Experiencing the whole body, I will breathe 
in'; when he trains thus: 'Experiencing the whole body, I will 
breathe out'; when he trains thus: 'Tranquillizing the bodily for
mation, I will breathe in'; when he trains thus: 'Tranquillizing the 
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bodily formation, I will breathe out'-on that occasio 
bhikkhu dwells contemplating the body in the body a

: the 

clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed cov:to� 
ent, 

and displeasure in regard to the world. For what reason? test 
this a certain kind of body, A�anda, that is, breathing in :d 
breathing out.30B Therefore, Ananda, on that occasion th 
bhikkhu dwells contemplating the body in the body, arden; 
clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousnes� 
and displeasure in regard to the world. 

(ii. Contemplation of feelings) 
"Whenever, Ananda, a bhikkhu trains thus: 'Experiencing 
rapture, I will breathe in'; when he trains thus: 'Experiencing 
rapture, I will breathe out'; when he trains thus: 'Experiencing 
happiness, I will breathe in'; when he trains thus: 'Experiencing 
happiness, I will breathe out'; when he trains thus: 'Experiencing 
the mental formation, [324] I will breathe in'; when he trains thus: 
'Experiencing the mental formation, I will breathe out'; when he 
trains thus: 'Tranquillizing the mental formation, I will breathe 
in'; when he trains thus: 'Tranquillizing the mental formation, I 
will breathe out'-on that occasion the bhikkhu dwells contem
plating feelings in feelings, ardent, clearly comprehending, 
mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in 
regard to the world. For what reason? I call this a certain kind of 
feeling, Ananda, that is, close attention to breathing in and 
breathing out.309 Therefore, Ananda, on that occasion the 
bhikkhu dwells contemplating feelings in feelings, ardent, clear
ly comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness and 
displeasure in regard to the world. 

(iii. Contemplation of mind) 
"Whenever, Ananda, a bhikkhu trains thus: 'Experiencing the 
mind, I will breathe in'; when he trains thus: 'Experiencing the 
mind, I will breathe out'; when he trains thus: 'Gladdening the 
mind, I will breathe in'; when he trains thus: 'Gladdening the 
mind, I will breathe out'; when he trains thus: 'Concentrating the 
mind, I will breathe in'; when he trains thus: 'Concentrating the 

mind, I will breathe out'; when he trains thus: 'Liberating the 

mind, I will breathe in'; when he trains thus: 'Liberating the 

mind, I will breathe out'-on that occasion the bhikkhu dwells 
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contemplating mind in mind, ardent, clearly comprehending, 
mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in 
regard to the world. For what reason? I say, Ananda, that there is 
no development of concentration by mindfulness of breathing 
for one who is muddled and who lacks clear comprehension. 
Therefore, Ananda, on that occasion the bhikkhu dwells contem
plating mind in mind, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, 
having removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the 
world. 

(iv. Contemplation of phenomena) 
"Whenever, .Ananda, a bhikkhu trains thus: 'Contemplating 
impermanence, I will breathe in'; when he trains thus: 
'Contemplating impermanence, I will breathe out'; when he 
trains thus: 'Contemplating fading away, I will breathe in'; when 
he trains thus: 'Contemplating fading away, I will breathe out'; 
when he trains thus: 'Contemplating cessation, I will breathe in'; 
when he trains thus: 'Contemplating cessation, I will breathe 
out'; when he trains thus: 'Contemplating relinquishment, I will 
breathe in'; when he trains thus: 'Contemplating relinquishment, 
I will breathe out' -on that occasion the bhikkhu dwells contem
plating phenomena in phenomena, ardent, clearly comprehend
ing, mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasure in 
regard to the world. Having seen with wisdom the abandoning 
of covetousness and displeasure, he is one who looks on closely 
with equanimity.3l0 Therefore, Ananda, on that occasion the 
bhikkhu dwells contemplating phenomena in phenomena, 
ardent, dearly comprehending, mindful, having removed cov
etousness and displeasure in regard to the world. [325] 

"Suppose, .Ananda, at a crossroads there is a great mound of 
soil. If a cart or chariot comes from the east, west, north, or south, 
it would flatten that mound of Soil.311 So too, kanda, when a 
bhikkhu dwells contemplating the body in the body, feelings in 
feelings, mind in mind, phenomena in phenomena, he flattens 
evil unwholesome states." 
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II. THE SECOND SUBCHAPTER 
(Ananda) 

11 (1) At Icchiinangala 

-

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Icchanan al 
in the Icchanangala Wood. There the Blessed One addressel th a 

bhikkhus thus: 
e 

"Bhikkhus, I wish to go into seclusion for three months. I 
should not be approached by anyone except the one who brings 
me almsfood." 

"Yes, venerable sir," those bhikkhus replied, and no one 
approached the Blessed One except the one who brought him 
almsfood. [326] 

Then, when those three months had passed, the Blessed One 
emerged from seclusion and addressed the bhikkhus thus: 

"Bhikkhus, if wanderers of other sects ask you: 'In what 
dwelling, friends, did the Blessed One generally dwell during the 
rains residence?'-being asked thus, you should answer those 
wanderers thus: 'During the rains residence, friends, the Blessed 
One generally dwelt in the concentration by mindfulness of 
breathing.' 

"Here, bhikkhus, mindful I breathe in, mindful I breathe out. 
When breathing in long IKnow: 'I breathe in long'; when breath
ing out long I know: 'I breathe out long. ' When breathing in short 
I know: 'I breathe in short'; when breathing out short I know: 'I 
breathe out short.' I know: 'Experiencing the whole body I will 
breathe in.' . . .  I know: 'Contemplating relinquishment, I will 
breathe out.'312 

"If anyone, bhikkhus, speaking rightly could say of anything: 
'It is a noble dwelling, a divine dwelling, the Tathagata's 
dwelling,' it is of concentration by mindfulness of breathing that 
one could rightly say this. 

"Bhikkhus, those bhikkhus who are trainees, who have not 
attained their mind's ideal, who dwell aspiring for the unsur
passed security from bondage: for them concentration by mind
fulness of breathing, when developed and cultivated, leads to the 
destruction of the taints. Those bhikkhus who are arahants, 
whose taints are destroyed, who have lived the holy life, done 
what had to be done, laid down the burden, reached their own 
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goal, utterly destroyed the fetters of existence, those completely 

liberated through final knowledge: for them concentration by 
mindfulness of breathing, when developed and cultivated, leads 

to a pleasant dwelling in this very life and to mindfulness and 
clear comprehension.313 

"If anyone, bhikkhus, speaking rightly could say of anything: 
'It is a noble dwelling, a divine dwelling, the Tathagata's 
dwelling,' it is of concentration by mindfulness of breathing that 
one could rightly say this." [327] 

12 (2) In Perplexity 

On one occasion the Venerable Lomasavangisa was dwelling 
among the Sakyans at Kapilavatthu in Nigrodha's Park. Then 
Mahanama the Sakyan approached the Venerable Lomasa
vangisa, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to 
him: 

"Is it the case, venerable sir, that the dwelling of a trainee is 
itself the same as the Tathagata's dwelling, or is it rather that the 
dwelling of a trainee is one thing and the Tathagata's dwelling is 
another?" 

"It is not the case, friend Mahanama, that the dwelling of a 
trainee is itself the same as the Tathagata's dwelling; rather, the 
dwelling of a trainee is one thing and the Tathagata's dwelling is 
another. 

"Friend Mahanama, those bhikkhus who are trainees, who 
have not attained their mind's ideal, who dwell aspiring for the 
unsurpassed security from bondage, dwell having abandoned 
the five hindrances.314 What five? The hindrances of sensual 
desire, ill will, sloth and torpor, restlessness and remorse, and 
doubt. Those bhikkhus who are trainees . . .  dwell having aban
doned these five hindrances. 

"But, friend Mahanama, for those bhikkhus who are arahants, 
whose taints are destroyed, who have lived the holy life, done 
what had to be done, laid down the burden, reached their own 
goal, utterly destroyed the fetters of existence, become complete
ly liberated through final knowledge, the five hindrances have 
been abandoned, cut off at the root, made like palm stumps, 
obliterated so that they are no more subject to future arising.315 
What five? The hindrances of sensual desire, ill will, sloth and 
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torpor, restlessness and remorse, and doubt. [328] For th 
bhikkhus who are arahants . . .  these five hindrances have �se 
abandoned, cut off at the root, made like palm stumps obI. en 

. ' iter-ated so that they are no more subject to future arising. 
"By the following method too, friend Mahanama, it can b 

understood how the dwelling of a trainee is one thing and th
e 

Tathagata's dwelling is another. 
e 

"On this one occasion, friend Mahanama, the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Icchanangala in the Icchanangala Wood. There the 
Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus thus: 'Bhikkhus, I Wish to 
go into seclusion for three months. I should not be approached 
by anyone except the one who brings me almsfood.' 

(He here repeats the entire contents of the preceding sutta, down to:) 
"'If anyone, bhikkhus, speaking rightly could say of anything: 

"It is a noble dwelling, a divine dwelling, the Tathagata's 
dwelling," it is of concentration by mindfulness of breathing that 
one could rightly say this.'  

"By this method, friend Mahanama, it can be understood how 
the dwelling of a trainee is one thing and the Tathagata's 
dwelling is another." 

13 (3) Ananda (1) 

At Savatthi. Then the Venerable Ananda approached the Blessed 
One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 
[329] 

"Venerable sir, is there one thing which, when developed and 
cultivated, fulfils four things? And four things which, when 
developed and cultivated, fulfil seven things? And seven things 
which, when developed and cultivated, fulfil two things?" 

"There is, Ananda, one thing which, when developed and cul
tivated, fulfils four things; and four things which, when devel
oped and cultivated, fulfil seven things; and seven things which, 
when developed and cultivated, fulfil two things." 

"But, venerable sir, what is the one thing which, when devel
oped and cultivated, fulfils four things; and the four things 
which, when developed and cultivated, fulfil seven things; an� 
the seven things which, when developed and cultivated, fulfil 
two things?" 

"Concentration by mindfulness of breathing, kanda, is the 
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one thing which, when developed and cultivated, fulfils the four 
establishments of mindfulness. The four establishments of mind
fulness, when developed and cultivated, fulfil the seven factors 
of enlightenment. The seven factors of enlightenment, when 
developed and cultivated, fulfil true knowledge and liberation. 

(i. Fulfilling the four establishments of mindfulness) 
"How, Ananda, is concentration by mindfulness of breathing 
developed and cultivated so that it fulfils the four establishments 
of mindfulness? Here, Ananda, a bhikkhu, having gone to the 
forest, to the foot of a tree, or to an empty hut, sits down. Having 
folded his legs crosswise, straightened his body, and set up 
mindfulness in front of him, just mindful he breathes in, mindful 
he breathes out . . . .  He trains thus: 'Contemplating relinquish
ment, I will breathe in'; he trains thus: 'Contemplating relin
quishment, I will breathe out.' 

"Whenever, Ananda, a bhikkhu, when breathing in long, 
knows: 'I breathe in long' . . .  (as in §1O) . . .  when he trains thus: 
'Tranquillizing the bodily formation, I will breathe out' -on that 
occasion the bhikkhu dwells contemplating the body in the body, 
ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed cov
etousness and displeasure in regard to the world. For what rea
son? I call this a certain kind of body, Ananda, that is, [330] 
breathing in and breathing out. Therefore, Ananda, on that occa
sion the bhikkhu dwells contemplating the body in the body, 
ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed cov
etousness and displeasure in regard to the world. 

"Whenever, Ananda, a bhikkhu trains thus: 'Experiencing rap
ture, I will breathe in' . . .  when he trains thus: 'Tranquillizing the 
mental formation, I will breathe out' --on that occasion the 
bhikkhu dwells contemplating feelings in feelings, ardent, 
clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness 
and displeasure in regard to the world. For what reason? I call 
this a certain kind of feeling, Ananda, that is, close attention to 
breathing in and breathing out. Therefore, Ananda, on that occa
sion the bhikkhu dwells contemplating feelings in feelings, 
ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having removed covet
ousness and displeasure in regard to the world. 

"Whenever, Ananda, a bhikkhu trains thus: 'Experiencing the 
mind, I will breathe in' . . .  when he trains thus: 'Liberating the 
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mind, I will breathe out' -on that occasion the bhikkhu d I I ·  . d ' . d d I We Is contemp ating nun In mIn , ar ent, c early comprehend' 
mindful, having removed covetousness and displeasu In?, _ re In regard to the world. For what reason? I say, Ananda that the . , re IS no development of concentration by mindfulness of breathi 
for one who is muddled and who lacks clear comprehensi 

ng 
_ on. Therefore, Ananda, on that occasion the bhikkhu dwells contem_ 

plating mind in mind, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful 
having removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to th� 
world. 

"Whenever, Ananda, a bhikkhu trains thus: 'Contemplating 
impermanence, I will breathe in' . .  , when he trains thus: 
'Contemplating relinquishment, I will breathe out' -on that 
occasion the bhikkhu dwells contemplating phenomena in phe
nomena, ardent, clearly comprehending, mindful, having 
removed covetousness and displeasure in regard to the world. 
Having seen with wisdom what is the abandoning of covetous
ness and displeasure, [331] he is one who looks on closely with 
equanimity. Therefore, Ananda, on that occasion the bhikkhu 
dwells contemplating phenomena in phenomena, ardent, dearly 
comprehending, mindful, having removed covetousness and 
displeasure in regard to the world. 

"It is, Ananda, when concentration by mindfulness of breath
ing is develapea. and cultivated in this way that it fulfils the four 
establishments of mindfulness. 

(ii. Fulfilling the seven factors of enlightenment) 
"And how, Ananda, are the four establishments of mindfulness 
developed and cultivated so that they fulfil the seven factors of 
enlightenment? 

"Whenever, Ananda, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating the 
body in the body, on that occasion unrnuddled mindfulness is 
established in that bhikkhu.316 Whenever, Ananda, unmuddled 
mindfulness has been established in a bhikkhu, on that occasion 
the enlightenment factor of mindfulness is aroused by the 
bhikkhu; on that occasion the bhikkhu develops the enlighten
ment factor of mindfulness; on that occasion the enlightenment 
factor of mindfulness goes to fulfilment by development in the 
bhikkhu. 

"Dwelling thus mindfully, he discriminates that Dhamma with 
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wisdom, examines it, makes an investigation of it. Whenever, 
Ananda, a bhikkhu dwelling thus mindfully discriminates that 
Dhamma with wisdom, examines it, makes an investigation of it, 

on that occasion the enlightenment factor of discrimination of 

states is aroused by the bhikkhu; on that occasion the bhikkhu 

develops the enlightenment factor of discrimination of states; on 

that occasion the enlightenment factor of discrimination of states 
goes to fulfilment by development in the bhikkhu. 

"While he discriminates that Dhamma with wisdom, examines 

it, makes an investigation of it, [332] his energy is aroused with
out slackening. Whenever, Ananda, a bhikkhu's energy is 
aroused without slackening as he discriminates that Dhamma 
with wisdom, examines it, makes an investigation of it, on that 
occasion the enlightenment factor of energy is aroused by the 
bhikkhu; on that occasion the bhikkhu develops the enlighten
ment factor of energy; on that occasion the enlightenment factor 
of energy goes to fulfilment by development in the bhikkhu. 

"When his energy is aroused, there arises in him spiritual rap
ture. Whenever, Ananda, spiritual rapture arises in a bhikkhu 
whose energy is aroused, on that occasion the enlightenment fac
tor of rapture is aroused by the bhikkhu; on that occasion the 
bhikkhu develops the enlightenment factor of rapture; on that 
occasion the enlightenment factor of rapture goes to fulfilment 
by development in the bhikkhu. 

. 

"For one whose mind is uplifted by rapture the body becomes 
tranquil and the mind becomes tranquil. Whenever, kanda, the 
body becomes tranquil and the mind becomes tranquil in a 
bhikkhu whose mind is uplifted by rapture, on that occasion the 
enlightenment factor of tranquillity is aroused by the bhikkhu; 
on that occasion the bhikkhu develops the enlightenment factor 
of tranquillity; on that occasion the enlightenment factor of tran
quillity goes to fulfilment by development in the bhikkhu. 

"For one whose body is tranquil and who is happy the mind 
becomes concentrated. Whenever, kanda, the mind becomes 
concentrated in a bhikkhu whose body is tranquil and who is 
happy, on that occasion the enlightenment factor of concentra
tion is aroused by the bhikkhu; on that occasion the bhikkhu 
develops the enlightenment factor of concentration; on that occa
sion the enlightenment factor of concentration goes to fulfilment 
by development in the bhikkhu. 
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"He becomes one who closely loo� on with equanimity at th 
mind thus concentrated. Whenever, Ananda, a bhikkhu beeo 

e 

one who closely looks on with equanimity at the mind thus 
meg Con

centrated, on that occasion the enlightenment factor of equanim_ 
ity is aroused by the bhikkhu; on that occasion the bhikkh 
develops the enlightenment factor of equanimity; on that DC u ca-
sion the enlightenment factor of equanimity goes to fulfilment b 
development in the bhikkhu. Y 

"Whenever, .Ananda, a bhikkhu dwells contemplating feelings 
in feelings . . .  mind in mind . , .  phenomena in phenomena, on 
that occasion unmuddled mindfulness is established in that 
bhikkhu. [333] Whenever, .Ananda, unmuddled mindfulness has 
been established in a bhikkhu, on that occasion the enlighten
ment factor of mindfulness is aroused by the bhikkhu; on that 
occasion the bhikkhu develops the enlightenment factor of mind
fulness; on that occasion the enlightenment factor of mindfulness 
goes to fulfilment by development in the bhikkhu. 

(All should be elaborated as in the case of the first establishment of 
mindfulness. ) 

"He becomes one who closely looks on with equanimity at the 
mind thus concentrated. Whenever, .Ananda, a bhikkhu becomes 
one who closely looks on with equanimity at the mind thus con
centrated, on that occasion the enlightenment factor of equanim
ity is aroused by the bhikkhu; on that occasion the bhikkhu 
develops the enlightenment factor of equanimity; on that occa
sion the enlightenment factor of equanimity goes to fulfilment by 
development in the bhikkhu. 

"It is, .Ananda, when the four establishments of mindfulness 
are developed and cultivated in this way that they fulfil the 
seven factors of enlightenment. 

(iii. Fulfilling true knowledge and liberation) 
"How, .Ananda, are the seven factors of enlightenment developed 

and cultivated so that they fulfil true knowledge and liberation? 
"Here, .Ananda, a bhikkhu develops the enlightenment factor 

of mindfulness, which is based upon seclusion, dispassion, and 

cessation, maturing in release. He develops the enlightenment 

factor of discrimination of states . . .  the enlightenment factor of 

energy . . .  the enlightenment factor of rapture . . .  the enlighten

ment factor of tranquillity . . .  the enlightenment factor of concen-
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tration . . .  the enlightenment factor of equanimity, which is based 
upon seclusion, dispassion, and cessation, maturing in release. 

"It is, Ananda, when the seven factors of enlightenment are 
developed and cultivated in this way that they fulfil true knowl
edge and liberation." 

14 (4) Al1anda (2) 

Then the Venerable Ananda approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, and sat down to one side. The Blessed One then 
5aid to the Venerable Ananda: 

"Ananda, is there one thing which, when developed and culti
vated, fulfils four things? And four things which, when devel
oped and cultivated, fulfil seven things? And seven things 
which, when developed and cultivated, fulfil two things?" 

"Venerable sir, our teachings are rooted in the Blessed One . . . . " 
"There is, Ananda, one thing which, when developed and cul

tivated, [334] fulfils four things; and four things which, when 
developed and cultivated, fulfil seven things; and seven things 
which, when developed and cultivated, fulfil two things. 

"And what, Ananda, is the one thing which, when developed 
and cultivated, fulfils four things; and the four things which, 
when developed and cultivated, fulfil seven things; and the 
seven things which, when developed and cultivated; fulfil two 
things? Concentration by mindfulness of breathing, Ananda, is 
the one thing which, when developed and cultivated, fulfils the 
four establishments of mindfulness. The four establishments of 
mindfulness, when developed and cultivated, fulfil the seven 
factors of enlightenment. The seven factors of enlightenment, 
when developed and cultivated, fulfil true knowledge and liber
ation. 

"And how, Ananda, is concentration by mindfulness of breath
ing developed and cultivated so that it fulfils the four establish
ments of mindfulness? 

"Here, Ananda, a bhikkhu, having gone to the forest . . . (all as 
in the preceding sutta down to:) . . .  It is, Ananda, when the seven 
factors of enlightenment are developed and cultivated in this 
way that they fulfil true knowledge and liberation." 
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15 (5) Bhikkhus (1) 

(Identical with §13 except that "a number of bhikkhus" are the . 
t 

locutors in place of Ananda.) [335] 
In er-

16 (6) Bhikkhus (2) 

(Identical with §14 :xcept that "a number of bh ikkh us " are the inter
locutors in place of Ananda.) [336-40] 

17 (7) The Fetters 

"Bhikkhus, concentration by mindfulness of breathing, when 
developed and cultivated, leads to the abandoning of the fetters." 

18 (8) The Underlying Tendencies 

" . . .  leads to the uprooting of the underlying tendencies." 

19 (9) The Course 

" . . .  leads to the full understanding of the course." 

20 (10) The Destruction of the Taints 

" . . .  leads to the destruction of the taints. 
"And how, bhikkhus, is concentration by mindfulness of 

breathing developed and cultivated so that it leads to the aban
doning of the fetters, to the uprooting of the underlying tenden
cies, to the full understanding of the course, to the destruction of 
the taints? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a bhikkhu, having gone to the forest, to the 
foot of a tree, or to an empty hut, sits down. Having folded his 
legs crosswise, straightened his body, and set up mindfulness in 
front of him, just mindful he breathes in, mindful he breathes 
out . . . .  [341] He trains thus: 'Contemplating relinquishment, I 
will breathe in'; he trains thus: 'Contemplating relinquishment, I 
will breathe out.' 

"It is in this way, bhikkhus, that concentration by mindfulness 
of breathing is developed and cultivated so that it leads to the 
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abandoning of the fetters, to the uprooting of the underlying ten
dencies, to the full understanding of the course, to the destruc
tion of the taints. "  



[342] Chapter XI 

55 Sotapattisa1J1yutta 
Connected Discourses on Stream-Entry 

1. BAMBOO GATE 

1 (1) Wheel-Turning Monarch 

At Savatthi. There the Blessed One said this: 
"Bhikkhus, although a wheel-turning monarch, having exer

cised supreme sovereign rulership over the four continents,317 
with the breakup of the body, after death, is reborn in a good des
tination, in a heavenly world, in the company of the devas of the 
Tavati:qlsa realm, and there in the Nandana Grove, accompanied 
by a retinue of celestial nymphs, he enjoys himself supplied and 
endowed with the five cords of celestial sensual pleasure, still, as 
he does not possess four things, he is not freed from hell, the ani
mal realm, and the domain of ghosts, not freed from the plane of 
misery, the bad destinations, the nether world.3lB Although, 
bhikkhus, a noble disciple maintains himself by lumps of alms
food and wears rag-robes, still, as he possesses four things, he is 
freed from hell, the animal realm, and the domain of ghosts, freed 
from the plane of misery, the bad destinations, the nether world. 

"What are the four? [343] Here, bhikkhus, the noble disciple 
possesses confirmed confidence in the Buddha thus:319 'The 
Blessed One is an arahant, perfectly enlightened, accomplished 
in true knowledge and conduct, fortunate, knower of the world, 
unsurpassed leader of persons to be tamed, teacher of devas and 
humans, the Enlightened One, the Blessed One.' 

"He possesses confirmed confidence in the Dhamma thus: 'The 

Dhamma is well expounded by the Blessed One, directly visible, 

immediate, inviting one to come and see, applicable, to be per

sonally experienced by the wise.' 

1788 
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"He possesses confirmed confidence in the Sangha thus: 'The 
Sangha of the Blessed One's disciples is practising the good way, 
practising the straight way, practising the true way, practising 
the proper way; that is, the four pairs of persons, the eight types 
of individuals-this Sangha of the Blessed One's disciples is wor
thy of gifts, worthy of hospitality, worthy of offerings, worthy of 
reverential salutation, the unsurpassed field of merit for the 
world .' 

"He possesses the virtues dear to the noble ones-unbroken, 
untorn, unblemished, unmottled, freeing, praised by the wise, 
ungrasped, leading to concentration.32o 

"He possesses these four things. And, bhikkhus, between the 
obtaining of sovereignty over the four continents and the obtain
ing of the four things, the obtaining of sovereignty over the four 
continents is not worth a sixteenth part of the obtaining of the 
four things. "321 

2 (2) Grounded 

"Bhikkhus, a noble disciple who possesses four things is a 
stream-enterer, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in 
destiny, with enlightenment as his destination.322 

"What four? Here, bhikkhus, a noble disciple possesses con
firmed confidence in the Buddha thus: 'The Blessed One is . . .  
teacher of devas and humans, the Enlightened One, the Blessed 
One.'  He possesses confirmed confidence in the Dhamma . . .  in 
the Sangha . . . .  He possesses the virtues dear to the noble ones, 
unbroken . . .  leading to concentration. [344] 

"A noble disciple, bhikkhus, who possesses these four things is 
a stream-enterer, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in 
destiny, with enlightenment as his destination." 

This is  what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

"Those who possess faith and virtue, 
Confidence and vision of the Dhamma, 
In time arrive at the happiness 
Grounded upon the holy life."323 
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3 (3) Dighiivu 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in th Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. Now on that occasion th: 
lay follower Dighavu was sick, afflicted, gravely ill. Then the la 
follower Oighavu addressed his father, the householder Jotik: 
thus: "Come, householder, approach the Blessed One, pay hom� 
age to him in my name with your head at his feet, and say: 
'Venerable sir, the lay follower Dighavu is sick, afflicted, gravely 
ill; he pays homage to the Blessed One with his head at the 
Blessed One's feet.' Then say: 'It would be good, venerabie sit, if 
the Blessed One would come to the residence of the lay follower 
Dighavu out of compassion.'" 

"Yes, dear," the householder Jotika replied, and he approached 
the Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, and 
delivered his message. The Blessed One consented by silence. 

Then the Blessed One dressed and, taking bowl and robe, went 
to the residence of the lay follower Dighavu. [345] He then sat 
down in the appointed seat and said to the lay follower Dighavu: 
"I hope you are bearing up, Dighavu, I hope you are getting bet
ter. I hope your painful feelings are subsiding and not increasing, 
and that their subsiding, not their increase, is to be discerned." 

"Venerable sir, I am not bearing up, I am not getting better. 
Strong painful feelings are increasing in me, not subsiding, and 
their increase, not their subsiding, is to be discerned." 

"Therefore, Dighavu, you should train yourself thus: 'I will be 
one who possesses confirmed confidence in the Buddha thus: 
"The Blessed One is ' "  teacher of devas and humans, the 
Enlightened One, the Blessed One." I will be one who possesses 
confirmed confidence in the Dhamma . . .  in the Sangha . . . .  I will 
be one who possesses the virtues dear to the noble ones, unbro
ken ' "  leading to concentration.' It is in such a way that you 
should train yourself." 

"Venerable sir, as to these four factors of stream-entry that 
have been taught by the Blessed One, these things exist in me, 
and I live in conformity with those things. For, venerable sir, I 
possess confirmed confidence in the Buddha . . .  in the Dhamma 
. . .  in the Sangha . . . .  I possess the virtues dear to the noble ones, 
unbroken . . .  leading to concentration." 

"Therefore, Dighavu, established upon these four factors of 
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stream-entry, you should develop further six things that partake 
of true knowledge. Here, Dighavu, dwell contemplating imper
manence in all formations, perceiving suffering in what is imper
manent, perceiving nonself in what is suffering, perceiving aban
donment, perceiving fading away, perceiving cessation.324 It is in 
such a way that you should train yourself." 

"Venerable sir, as to these six things that partake of true 
knowledge that have been taught by the Blessed One, these 
things exist in me, and I live in conformity with those things. For, 
venerable sir, I dwell contemplating impermanence in all forma
tions, perceiving suffering in what is impermanent, perceiving 
nonself in what is suffering, perceiving abandonment, perceiving 
fading away, perceiving cessation. However, venerable sir, the 
thought occurs to me: 'After I am gone, may this householder 
Jotika not fall into distress.'" [346] 

"Don't be concerned about this, dear Dighavu. Come now, 
dear Dighavu, pay close attention to what the Blessed One is say

. ing to you." 
Then the Blessed One, having given this exhortation to the lay 

follower Dighavu, rose from his seat and departed. Then, not long 
after the Blessed One had left, the lay follower Dighavu died. 

Then a number of bhikkhus approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to the Blessed 
One: "Venerable sir, that lay follower named Digha.vu to whom 
the Blessed One gave a brief exhortation has died. What is his 
destination, what is his future bourn?" 

"Bhikkhus, the lay follower Dighavu was wise. He practised in 
accordance with the Dhamma and did not trouble me on account 
of the Dhamma. Bhikkhus, with the utter destruction of the five 
lower fetters the lay follower Dighavu has become one of spon
taneous birth, due to attain Nibbana there without returning 
from that world." 

4 (4) sariputta (1) 

On one occasion the Venerable Sariputta and the Venerable 
Ananda were dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anatha
piJ:t<;lika's Park. Then, in the evening, the Venerable Ananda 
emerged from seclusion . . . .  Sitting to one side, the Venerable 
Ananda said to the Venerable Sariputta: 
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"Friend Sariputta, on account of possessing how many thin 
are people declared by the Blessed One to be stream-enterers 

gs 

longer bound to the nether world, fixed in destiny, with enli
' �o 

enment as their destination?" (347] 
g t-

"It is on account of possessing four things, friend Ananda th , at 
people are declared by the Blessed One to be stream-enterers , no 
longer bound to the nether world, fixed in destiny, with enlight_ 
enment as their destination. What four? Here, friend, a noble dis
ciple possesses confirmed confidence in the Buddha thus: 'The 
Blessed One is . . .  teacher of devas and humans, the Enlightened 
One, the Blessed One.' He possesses confirmed confidence in the 
Dhamma . . .  in the Sangha . . . .  He possesses the virtues dear to the 
noble ones, unbroken . . .  leading to concentration. 

"It is, friend, on account of possessing these four things that 
people are declared by the Blessed One to be stream-enterers, no 
longer bound to the nether world, fixed in destiny, with enlight
enment as their destination." 

5 (5) Sariputtn m 
Then the Venerable Sariputta approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, and sat down to one side. The Blessed One then 
said to him: 

"Sariputta, this is said: 'A factor for stream-entry, a factor for 
stream-entry.' What now, Sariputta, is a factor for stream-entry?" 

"Association with superior persons, venerable sir, is a factor 
for stream-entry. Hearing the true Dhamma is a factor for 
stream-entry. Careful attention is a factor for stream-entry. 
Practice in accordance with the Dhamma is a factor for stream
entry. "323 

"Good, good, Sariputta! Association with superior persons, 
Sariputta, is a factor for stream-entry. Hearing the true Dhamma 
is a factor for stream-entry. Careful attention is a factor for 
stream-entry. Practice in accordance with the Dhamma is a factor 
for stream-entry. 

"Sariputta, this is said: 'The stream, the stream. ' What noW, 

Sariputta, is the stream?" 
"This Noble Eightfold Path, venerable sir, is the stream; that i�, 

right view, right intention, right speech, right action, right liveli

hood, right effort, right mindfulness, right concentration." 
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"Good, good, Sariputta! This Noble Eightfold Path is the 
stream; that is, right view . . .  right concentration. [348] 

"Sariputta, this is said: 'A stream-enterer, a stream-enterer.'  
What now, Sariputta, is a stream-enterer?" 

"One who possesses this Noble Eightfold Path, venerable sir, is 
called a stream-enterer: this venerable one of such a name and 
clan." 

"Good, good, Sariputta! One who possesses this Noble Eight
fold Path is a stream-enterer: this venerable one of such a name 
and clan." 

6 (6) The Chamberlai1ls 

At Savatthi. Now on that occasion a number of bhikkhus were 
making a robe for the Blessed One, thinking: "After the three 
months, with his robe completed, the Blessed One will set out on 
tour." 

Now on that occasion the chamberlains326 Isidatta and PuraI).a 
were residing in Sadhuka on some business. They heard: "A 
number of bhikkhus, it is said, are making a robe for the Blessed 
One, thinking that after the three months, with his robe com
pleted, the Blessed One will set out on tour. " 

Then the chamberlains Isidatta and PuraI).a posted a man on 
the road, telling him: "Good man, when you see the Blessed One 
coming, the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One, then you 
should inform us." After standing for two or three days that man 
saw the Blessed One coming in the distance. Having seen him, 
the man approached the chamberlains Isidatta and PuraI).a and 
told them: "Sirs, this Blessed One is coming, the Arahant, the 
Perfectly Enlightened One. You may come at your own conven
ience." 

Then the chamberlains Isidatta and PuraI).a approached the 
Blessed One, paid homage to him, and followed closely behind 
him. Then the Blessed One left the road, went to the foot of a tree, 
and sat down on a seat that was prepared for him. [349] The 
chamberlains Isidatta and PuraI).a paid homage to the Blessed 
One, sat down to one side, and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, when we hear that the Blessed One will set out 
from Savatthi on tour among the Kosalans, on that occasion there 
arises in us distress and displeasure at the thought: 'The Blessed 
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One will be far away from us.' Then when we hear that th 
Blessed One has set out from Savatthi on tour among th

e 

Kosalans, on that occasion there arises in us distress and d' 
e 

pleasure at the thought: 'The Blessed One is far awa\' from u �-• s. 
"Further, venerable sir, when we hear th�t the Blessed One will 

set out from among the Kosalans on tour In the MaHan country 
. . .  that he has set out from among the Kosalans on tour in the 
MalIan country . . .  that he will set out from among the Mallans 
on tour in the Vajjia� country

.::
. that he has set out from among 

the MalIans on tour In the VaJJIan country . . .  that he will set out 
from among the Vajjians on tour in the Kasian country . . . that he 
has set out from among the Vajjians on tour in the Kasian coun
try . . .  that he will set out from among the Kasians on tour in 
Magadha, on that occasion there arises in us [350] distress and 
displeasure at the thought: 'The Blessed One will be far away 
from us.' Then when we hear that the Blessed One has set out 
from among the Kasians on tour in Magadha, on that occasion 
there arises in us great distress and displeasure at the thought: 
'The Blessed One is far away from us .' 

"But, venerable sir, when we hear that the Blessed One will set 
out from among the Magadhans on tour in the Kasian country, 
on that occasion there arises in us elation and joy at the thought: 
'The Blessed One will be near to us: Then when we hear that the 
BTessed One has set out from among the Magadhans on tour in 
the Kasian country, on that occasion there arises in us elation and 
joy at the thought: 'The Blessed One is near to us.' 

"Further, venerable sir, when we hear that the Blessed One will 
set out from among the Kasians on tour in the Vajjian country . . .  
that he has set out from among the Kasians on tour in the Vajjian 
country . . .  that he will set out from among the Vajjians on tour in 
the MalIan country . . .  that he has set out from among the Vajjians 
on tour in the MalIan country . . .  that he will set out from among 
the MalIans on tour in Kosala . .  , that he has set out from among 
the MalIans on tour in Kosala . .  , that he will set out from among 
the Kosalans on tour to Savatthi, on that occasion there arises in 
us elation and joy at the thought: 'The Blessed One will be near 

to us.' Then, venerable sir, when we hear that the Blessed One is 
dwelling at Savatthi, in Jeta's Grove, Anathapil).<;lika's Park, on 
that occasion there arises in us great elation and joy at the 
thought: 'The Blessed One is near to us.'" 
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"Therefore, chamberlains, the household life is confinement, a 
dusty path. The going forth is like the open air. It is enough for 
you, chamberlains, to be diligent. "  

"Venerable sir, w e  are subject to another confinement even 
more confining and considered more confining than the former 
one." [351] 

"But what, chamberlains, is that other confinement to which 
you are subject, which is even more confining and considered 
more confining than the former one?" 

"Here, venerable sir, when King Pasenadi of Kosala wants to 
make an excursion to his pleasure garden, after we have pre
pared his riding elephants we have to place the king's dear and 
beloved wives on their seats, one in front and one behind. Now, 
venerable sir, the scent of those ladies is just like that of a per
fumed casket briefly opened; so it is with the royal ladies wear
ing scent. Also, venerable sir, the bodily touch of those ladies is 
just like that of a tuft of cotton wool or kapok; so it is with the 
royal ladies so delicately nurtured. Now on that occasion, vener
able sir, the elephants must be guarded, and those ladies must be 
guarded, and we ourselves must be guarded, yet we do not recall 
giving rise to an evil state of mind in regard to those ladies. This, 
venerable sir, is that other confinement to which we are subject, 
which is even more confining and considered more confining 
than the former one." 

"Therefore, chamberlains, the household life is confinement, a 
path of dust. The going forth is like the open air. It is enough for 
you, chamberlains, to be diligent. The noble disciple, chamber
lains, who possesses four things is a stream-enterer, no longer 
bound to the nether world, fixed in destiny, with enlightenment 
as his destination. 

"What four? Here, chamberlains, a noble disciple possesses 
confirmed confidence in the Buddha thus: 'The Blessed One is . . .  
teacher of devas and humans, the Enlightened One, the Blessed 
One.' He possesses confirmed confidence in the Dhamma . . .  in 
the Sangha . . . .  He dwells at home with a mind devoid of the stain 
of stinginess, freely generous, open-handed, delighting in relin
quishment, one devoted to charity, delighting in giving and shar
ing.327 A noble disciple who possesses these four things [352] is a 
stream-enterer, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in 
destiny, with enlightenment as his destination. 
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"Chamberlains, you possess confirmed confidence in h 
Buddha . . .  in the Dhamma . . .  in the Sangha . . . .  Moreover w� e 

ever there is in your family that is suitable for giving, all tl�at y:� 
share unreservedly among those who are virtuous and of good 
character. What do you think, carpenters, how many people are 
there among the Kosalans who are your equals, that is, in regard 
to giving and sharing?" 

"It is a gain for us, venerable sir, it is well gained by us, \·ener
able sir, that the Blessed One understands us so well. " 

7 (7) The People of Bamboo Gate 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was walk
ing on tour among the Kosalans together with a great Sangha of 
bhikkhus when he reached the brahmin village of the Kosalans 
named Bamboo Gate. Then the brahmin householders of 
Bamboo Gate heard: "It is said, sirs, that the ascetic Gotama, the 
son of the Sakyans who went forth from a Sakyan family, has 
been walking on tour among the Kosalans together with a great 
Sangha of bhikkhus and has arrived at Bamboo Gate. Now a 
good report concerning that Master Gotama has spread about 
thus: 'That Blessed One is an arahant, perfectly enlightened, 
accomplished in true knowledge and conduct, fortunate, knower 
of the world, unsurpassed leader of persons to be tamed, teacher 
of devas and humans, the Enlightened One, the Blessed One. 
Having realized by his own direct knowledge this world with its 
devas, Mara, and Brahma, this generation with its ascetics and 
brahmins, its devas and humans, he makes it known to others. 
He teaches a Dhamma that is good in the beginning, good in the 
middle, good in the end, with the right meaning and phrasing; he 
reveals a holy life that is perfectly complete and pure.' It is good 
to see such arahants." [353] 

Then those brahmin householders of Bamboo Gate approached 
the Blessed One. Having approached, some paid homage to the 
Blessed One and sat down to one side. Some greeted the Blessed 
One and, having exchanged greetings and cordial talk, sat down 
to one side. Some extended their joined hands in reverential salU

tation towards the Blessed One and sat down to one side. Some 

announced their name and clan to the Blessed One and sat down 

to one side. Some remained silent and sat down to one side. 
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Sitting to one side, those brahmin householders of Bamboo Gate 
said to the Blessed One: 

"Master Gotama, we have such wishes, desires, and hopes as 
these: 'May we dwell in a home crowded with children! May we 
enjoy Kasian sandalwood! May we wear garlands, scents, and 
unguents! May we receive gold and silver! With the breakup of 
the body, after death, may we be reborn in a good destination, in 
a heavenly world! '  As we have such wishes, desires, and hopes, 
let Master Gotama teach us the Dhamma in such a way that we 
might dwell in a home crowded with children . . .  and with the 
breakup of the body, after death, we might be reborn in a good 
destination, in a heavenly world." 

"I will teach you, householders, a Dhamma exposition applica
ble to oneself.328 Listen to that and attend closely, I will speak." 

"Yes, sir," those brahmin householders of Bamboo Gate 
replied. The Blessed One said this: 

"What, householders, is the Dhamma exposition applicable to 
oneself? Here, householders, a noble disciple reflects thus: 'I am 
one who wishes to live, who does not wish to die; I desire hap
piness and am averse to suffering. Since I am one who wishes to 
live . . .  and am averse to suffering, if someone were to take my 
life, that would not be pleasing and agreeable to me. Now if I 
were to take the life of another--of one who wishes to live, who 
does not wish to die, who desires happiness and is averse to suf
fering-that would not be pleasing and agreeable to the other 
either. What is displeasing and disagreeable to me [354] is dis
pleasing and disagreeable to the other too. How can I inflict upon 
another what is displeasing and disagreeable to me?' Having 
reflected thus, he himself abstains from the destruction of life, 
exhorts others to abstain from the destruction of life, and speaks 
in praise of abstinence from the destruction of life. Thus this bod
ily conduct of his is purified in three respects.329 

"Again, householders, a noble disciple reflects thus: 'If some
one were to take from me what I have not given, that is, to com
mit theft, that would not be pleasing and agreeable to me. Now 
if I were to take from another what he has not given, that is, to 
commit theft, that would not be pleasing and agreeable to the 
other either. What is displeasing and disagreeable to me is dis
pleasing and disagreeable to the other too. How can I inflict upon 
another what is displeasing and disagreeable to me?' Having 
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reflected thus, he himself abstains from taking what is not given 
exhorts others to abstain from taking what is not given, and 
speaks in praise of abstinence from taking what is not given. 
Thus this bodily conduct of his is purified in three respects. 

"Again, householders, a noble disciple reflects thus: 'If some
one were to commit adultery with my wives, that would not be 
pleasing and agreeable to me. Now if I were to commit adulterv 
with the wives of another, that would not be pleasing and agre�
able to the other either. What is displeasing and disagreeable to 
me is displeasing and disagreeable to the other too. How can I 
inflict upon another what is displeasing and disagreeable to me?' 
Having reflected thus, he himself abstains from sexual miscon
duct, exhorts others to abstain from sexual misconduct, and 
speaks in praise of abstinence from sexual misconduct. Thus this 
bodily conduct of his is purified in three respects. 

"Again, householders, a noble disciple reflects thus: 'If some
one were to damage my welfare with false speech, that would 
not be pleasing and agreeable to me. Now if I were to damage the 
welfare of another with false speech, that would not be pleasing 
and agreeable to the other either. [355] What is displeasing and 
disagreeable to me is displeasing and disagreeable to the other 
too. How can I inflict upon another what is displeasing and dis
agreeable to me?' Having reflected thus, he himself abstains from 
false speech, exhorts others to abstain from false speech, and 
speaks in praise of abstinence from false speech. Thus this verbal 
conduct of his is purified in three respects. 

"Again, householders, a noble disciple reflects thus: 'If some
one were to divide me from my friends by divisive speech, that 
would not be pleasing and agreeable to me. Now if I were to 
divide another from his friends by divisive speech, that would 
not be pleasing and agreeable to the other either . . . .  ' Thus this 
verbal conduct of his is purified in three respects. 

"Again, householders, a noble disciple reflects thus: 'If some
one were to address me with harsh speech, that would not be 
pleasing and agreeable to me. Now if I were to address another 
with harsh speech, that would not be pleasing and agreeable to 
the other either . . . .  ' Thus this verbal conduct of his is purified in 
three respects. 

"Again, householders, a noble disciple reflects thus: 'If some
one were to address me with frivolous speech and idle chatter, 
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that would not be pleasing and agreeable to me. Now if I were to 
address another with frivolous speech and idle chatter, that 
would not be pleasing and agreeable to the other either. What is 
displeasing and disagreeable to me is displeasing and disagree
able to the other too. How can I inflict upon another what is dis
pleasing and disagreeable to me?' Having reflected thus, he him
self abstains from idle chatter, exhorts others to abstain from idle 
chatter, and speaks in praise of abstinence from idle chatter. Thus 
this verbal conduct of his is purified in three respects. 

"He possesses confirmed confidence in the Buddha thus: 'The 
Blessed One is . . .  teacher of devas and humans, the Enlightened 
One, the Blessed One.' [356] He possesses confirmed confidence 
in the Dhamma ' "  in the Sangha . . . .  He possesses the virtues dear 
to the noble ones, unbroken . . .  leading to concentration. 

"When, householders, the noble disciple possesses these seven 
good qualities and these four desirable states, if he wishes he 
could by himself declare of himself: 'I am one finished with hell, 
finished with the animal realm, finished with the domain of 
ghosts, finished with the plane of misery, the bad destinations, the 
nether world. I am a stream-enterer, no longer bound to the nether 
world, fixed in destiny, with enlightenment as my destination.'" 

When this was said, the brahmin householders of Bamboo 
�ate said: "Magnificent, Master Gotama! . . .  We go for refuge to 
Master Gotama, and to the Dhamma, and to the Bhikkhu Sangha. 
From today let the Blessed One remember us as lay followers 
who have gone for refuge for life." 

8 (8) The Brick Hall (1) 

Thus have I heard.330 On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Natika in the Brick Hall. Then the Venerable Ananda 
approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat down to 
one side, and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, the bhikkhu named Salha has died. What is his 
destination, what is his future bourn?' The bhikkhuni named 
Nanda has died. What is her destination, what is her future 
bourn? The male lay follower named Sudatta has died. What is 
his destination, what is his future bourn? The female lay follow
er named Sujata has died. What is her destination, what is her 
future bourn?" 
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"Ananda, the bhikkhu Satha who has died, by the destruct" 
of the taints, in this very life had entered and dwelt in the t .10n 

less liberation of mind, liberation by wisdom, realizing it for ��t: 
self with direct knowledge. The bhikkhuni Nanda who has di� 
had, with the utter destruction of the five lower fetters, [35�] 
become one of spontaneous birth, due to attain Nibbana ther 
without returning from that world. The male lay followe� 
Sudatta who has died had, with the utter destruction of three 
fetters and with the diminishing of greed, hatred, and delusion 
become a once-returner who, after coming back to this world 
only one more time, will make an end to suffering.33! The female 
lay follower Sujata who has died had, with the utter destruction 
of three fetters, become a stream-enterer, no longer bound to the 
nether world, fixed in destiny, with enlightenment as her desti
nation. 

"It is not surprising, Ananda, that a human being should die. 
But if each time someone has died you approach and question 
me about this matter, that would be troublesome for the 
Tathagata. Therefore, Ananda, I will teach you a Dhamma expo
sition called the mirror of the Dhamma, equipped with which a 
noble disciple, if he wishes, could by himself declare of himself: 
'I am one finished with hell, finished with the animal realm, fin
ished with the domain of ghosts, finished with the plane of mis
ery, the bad destinations, the nether world. I am a stream-enter
er, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in destiny, with 
enlightenment as my destination. '  

"And what, Ananda, is that Dhamma exposition, the mirror of 
the Dhamma, equipped with which a noble disciple, if he wishes, 
could by himself declare thus of himself? Here, Ananda, a noble 
disciple possesses confirmed confidence in the Buddha thus: 'The 
Blessed One is . . .  teacher of devas and humans, the Enlightened 
One, the Blessed One.' He possesses confirmed confidence in the 
Dhamma . . .  in the Sangha . . . . He possesses the virtues dear to the 
noble ones, unbroken . . .  leading to concentration. 

"This, Ananda, is that Dhamma exposition, the mirror of the 
Dhamma, equipped with which a noble disciple, if he wishes, 
could by himself declare of himself: 'I am one finished with hell . . . .  
I am a stream-enterer, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed 
in destiny, with enlightenment as my destination.'" [358] 
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9 (9) The Brick Hall (2) 

Sitting to one side, the Venerable Ananda said to the Blessed One: 
"Venerable sir, the bhikkhu named Asoka has died. What is his 

destination, what is his future bourn? The bhikkhuni named 
Asoka has died. What is her destination, what is her future 
bourn? The male lay follower named Asoka has died. What is his 
destination, what is his future bourn? The female lay follower 

named Asoka has died. What is her destination, what is her 

future bourn?" 
"kanda, the bhikkhu Asoka who has died, by the destruction 

of the taints, in this very life had entered and dwelt in the taint
less liberation of mind, liberation by wisdom, realizing it for 
himself with direct knowledge . . . . (all the rest as in the preceding 
sutta) . . .  

"This, Ananda, is that Dhamma exposition, the mirror o f  the 
Dhamma, equipped with which a noble disciple, if he wishes, 
could by himself declare of himself: 'I am one finished with 
hell . . . .  I am a stream-enterer, no longer bound to the nether 
world, fixed in destiny, with enlightenment as my destination.'" 

10 (10) The Brick Hall (3) 

Sitting to one side, the Venerable Ananda said to the Blessed One: 
"Venerable sir, the male lay follower named Kakkata has died 

in Natika. What is his destination, what is his future bourn? The 
male lay follower named Ka!inga . . .  Nikata . .  , Katissaha . .  , 
TUHha . . .  Santuttha . . .  Bhadda ' " Subhadda has died in Natika. 
What is his destination, what is his future bourn?" 

"kanda, the male lay follower Kakkata who has died had, 
with the utter destruction of the five lower fetters, become one of 
spontaneous birth, due to attain Nibbana there without returning 
from that world. So too the male lay followers Kalmga, [359] 
Nikata, Katissaha, Tuttha, Santuttha, Bhadda, and Subhadda. 

"The more than fifty male lay followers who have died in 
Natika had, with the utter destruction of the five lower fetters, 
become of spontaneous birth, due to attain Nibbana there with
out returning from that world. The male lay followers exceeding 
ninety who have died in Natika had, with the utter destruction of 
three fetters and with the diminishing of greed, hatred, and 
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delusion, become once-returners who, after coming back to this 
,:orld only one m?re time, will make an end to suffering. The fIVe hundred and SIX male lay followers who have died in Natika had, with the utter destruction of three fetters, become strearn_ 
enterers, no more bound to the nether world, fixed in destin 
with enlightenment as their destination.332 y, 

"It is not surprising, Ananda, that a human being should die. 
But if each time someone has died you approach and question 
me about this matter, that would be troublesome for the 
Tathagata. Therefore, Ananda, I will teach you a Dhamma expo
sition called the mirror of the Dhamma . . . .  

"And what, Ananda, is that Dhamma exposition, the mirror of 
the Dhamma . . .  ?" [360] 

(The remainder of the sutta as in §8.) 

II. THE THOUSANDFOLD, OR ROYAL PARK 

1 1  (1) The Thollsand 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Savatthi in the 
Royal Park. Then a Sangha of a thousand bhikkhunis 
approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, and stood to 
one side. The Blessed One said to those bhikkhunis: 

"Bhikkhunis, a noble disciple who possesses four things is a 
stream-enterer, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in 
destiny, with enlightenment as his destination. What four? Here, 
bhikkhunis, a noble disciple possesses confirmed confidence in 
the Buddha thus: 'The Blessed One is . . .  teacher of devas and 
humans, the Enlightened One, the Blessed One.' [361] He pos
sesses confirmed confidence in the Dhamma . . .  in the Sangha . . . . 
He possesses the virtues dear to the noble ones, unbroken . , . 
leading to concentration. 

" A noble disciple, bhikkhunis, who possesses these four things 
is a stream-enterer, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in 
destiny, with enlightenment as his destination." 

12 (2) The Brahmins 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, the brahmins proclaim a way called 
'going upwards: They enjoin a disciple thus: 'Corne, good man, 
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get up early and walk facing east. Do not avoid a pit, or a 
precipice, or a stump, or a thorny place, or a village pool, or a 
cesspool. You should expect death333 wherever you fall. Thus, 
good man, with the breakup of the body, after death, you will be 
reborn in a good destination, in a heavenly world.' 

"Now this practice of the brahmins, bhikkhus, is a foolish 
course, a stupid course; it does not lead to revulsion, to dispas
sion, to cessation, to peace, to direct knowledge, to enlighten
ment, to Nibbana. But I, bhikkhus, proclaim the way going 
upwards in the Noble One's Discipline, the way which leads to 
utter revulsion, to dispassion, to cessation, to peace, to direct 
knowledge, to enlightenment, to Nibbana. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is that way going upwards, which leads 
to utter revulsion . .  , to Nibbana. [362] Here, bhikkhus, a noble 
disciple possesses confirmed confidence in the Buddha thus: 'The 
Blessed One is ' " teacher of devas and humans, the Enlightened 
One, the Blessed One.' He possesses confirmed confidence in the 
Dhamma . . ' in the Sangha . . . .  He possesses the virtues dear to the 
noble ones, unbroken . . .  leading to concentration. 

"This, bhikkhus, is that way going upwards, which leads to 
utter revulsion, to dispassion, to cessation, to peace, to direct 
knowledge, to enlightenment, to Nibbana ." 

13 (3) Ananda 

On one occasion the Venerable Ananda and the Venerable 
5ariputta were dwelling at Savatthi in Jeta's Grove, Anatha
piJ:t.<;J.ika's Park. Then, in the evening, the Venerable Sariputta 
emerged from seclusion, approached the Venerable Ananda, and 
exchanged greetings with him. When they had concluded their 
greetings and cordial talk, he sat down to one side and said to the 
Venerable Ananda: 

"Friend Ananda, by the abandoning of how many things and 
because of possessing how many things are people declared by 
the Blessed One thus: 'This one is a stream-enterer, no longer 
bound to the nether world, fixed in destiny, with enlightenment 
as his destination'? "  

"It is, friend, by the abandoning o f  four things and because of 
possessing four things that people are declared thus by the 
Blessed One. What four? 
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"One does not have, friend, that distrust regarding the Buddha 
which the uninstructed worldling possesses, because of whi h 
the latter, with the breakup of the body, after death, is rebo : 
the plane of misery, in a bad destination, in the nether wOrl; � 
hell. [363] And one has that confirmed confidence in the Bud� 1Il 
which the i�structed noble disciple possesses, because of Whic� 
the latter, wIth the breakup of the body, after death, is reborn in 
a good destination, in a heavenly world: 'The Blessed One is 
teacher of devas and humans, the Enlightened One, the Bless�d 
One.' 

"One does not have that distrust regarding the Dhamma which 
the uninstructed worldling possesses, because of which the latter, 
with the breakup of the body, after death, is reborn in the plane 
of misery, in a bad destination, in the nether world, in hell. And 
one has that confirmed confidence in the Dhamma which the 
instructed noble disciple possesses, because of which the latter, 
with the breakup of the body, after death, is reborn in a good des
tination, in a heavenly world: 'The Dhamma is well expounded 
by the Blessed One . . .  to be personally experienced by the wise.' 

"One does not have that distrust regarding the Sangha which 
the uninstructed worldling possesses, because of which the lat
ter, with the breakup of the body, after death, is reborn in the 
plane of misery, in a bad destination, in the nether world, in hell. 
And one has that confirmed confidence in the Sangha which the 
instructed noble disciple possesses, because of which the latter, 
with the breakup of the body, after death, is reborn in a good des
tination, in a heavenly world: 'The Sangha of the Blessed One's 
disciples is practising the good way . , .  the unsurpassed field of 
merit for the world.' 

"One does not have, friend, that immorality which the unin
structed worldling possesses, because of which the latter, with 
the breakup of the body, after death, is reborn in the plane of 
misery, in a bad destination, in the nether world, in hell. And one 
has those virtues dear to the noble ones which the instructed 
noble disciple possesses, because of which the latter, with the 
breakup of the body, after death, is reborn in a good destination, 
in a heavenly world: virtues dear to the noble ones . . .  leading to 
concentration. [364] 

"It is, friend, by the abandoning of these four things and 

because of possessing these four things that people are declared 
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by the Blessed One thus: 'This one is a stream-enterer, no longer 
bound to the nether world, fixed in destiny, with enlightenment 
as his destination.'" 

14 (4) Bad Destination (1) 

"Bhikkhus, a noble disciple who possesses four things has tran
scended all fear of a bad destination. What four? Here, bhikkhus, 
a noble disciple possesses confirmed confidence in the Buddha 
thus: 'The Blessed One is ' "  teacher of devas and humans, the 
Enlightened One, the Blessed One.' He possesses confirmed con
fidence in the Dhamma . . .  in the Sangha. . . .  He possesses the 
virtues dear to the noble ones, unbroken . . .  l�ading to concentra
tion. A noble disciple who possesses these four things has tran
scended all fear of a bad destination." 

15 (5) Bad Destination (2) 

"Bhikkhus, a noble disciple who possesses four things has tran
scended all fear of a bad destination, of the nether world. What 
four?" 

(Complete as in the preceding sutta.) 

16 (6) Friends and Colleagues (1) 

"Bhikkhus, those for whom you have compassion and who think 
you should be heeded-whether friends or colleagues, relatives 
or kinsmen-these you334 should exhort, settle, and establish in 
the four factors of stream-entry. 

"What four? [365] You should exhort, settle, and establish them 
in confirmed confidence in the Buddha thus: 'The Blessed One is 
' "  teacher of devas and humans, the Enlightened One, the 
Blessed One.' You should exhort, settle, and establish them in 
confirmed confidence in the Dhamma . . . in the Sangha . . .  in the 
virtues dear to the noble ones, unbroken . . .  leading to concentra
tion. 

"Those for whom you have compassion . . .  these you should 
exhort, settle, and establish in these four factors of stream-entry." 
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17  (7) Friends and Colleague.s (2) 

"Bhikkhus, those for whom you have compassion and who think 
you should be heeded-whether friends or colleagues, relatives 
or kinsmen-these you should exhort, settle, and establish in the four factors of stream-entry. 

"What four? You should exhort, settle, and establish them in 
confirmed confidence in the Buddha thus: 'The Blessed One is 
teacher of de vas and humans, the Enlightened One, the Bless� 
One.' . . .  

"Bhikkhus, there may be alteration in the four great elements_ 
in the earth element, the water element, the heat element, the air 
element-but there cannot be alteration in the noble disciple who 
possesses confirmed confidence in the Buddha. Therein this is 
alteration: that the noble disciple who possesses confirmed con
fidence in the Buddha might be reborn in hell, in the animal 
realm, or in the domain of ghosts. This is impossible. 

"You should exhort, settle, and establish them in confirmed 
confidence in the Dhamma . , .  in the Sangha . . .  in the virtues dear 
to the noble ones . . .  leading to concentration. 

"Bhikkhus, there may be alteration in the four great elements 
. . .  but there cannot be [366] alteration in the noble disciple who 
possesses the virtues dear to the noble ones. Therein this is alter
ation: that the noble disciple who possesses the virtues dear to 
the noble ones might be reborn in hell, in the animal realm, or in 
the domain of ghosts. This is impossible. 

"Those for whom you have compassion ' " these you should 
exhort, settle, and establish in these four factors of stream-entry." 

18 (8) Visiting the Devas (1) 

At Savatthi.335 Then, just as quickly as a strong man might extend 
his drawn-in arm or draw in his extended arm, the Venerable 
Mahamoggallana disappeared from Jeta's Grove and reappeared 
among the TavatiI1lsa devas. Then a number of devatas belong
ing to the TavatiI1lsa host approached the Venerable Maha.mog
gallana, paid homage to him, and stood to one side. The 

Venerable Mahamoggallana then said to those devatas: 
"It is good, friends, to possess confirmed confidence in the 

Buddha thus: 'The Blessed One is . . .  teacher of devas and humans, 
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the Enlightened One, the Blessed One.' Because of possessing 
confirmed confidence in the Buddha, some beings here, with the 
breakup of the body, after death, are reborn in a good destina
tion, in a heavenly world. 

"It is good, friends, to possess confirmed confidence in the 
Dharnrna . . .  in the Sangha . . .  to possess the virtues dear to the 
noble ones . . .  leading to concentration. [367] Because of possess-
ing the virtues dear to the noble ones, some beings here, with the 
breakup of the body, after death, are reborn in a good destina
tion, in a heavenly world." 

"It is good, sir Moggallana, to possess confirmed confidence in 
the Buddha . . .  in the Dhamma . . .  in the Sangha . . .  to possess the 
virtues dear to the nobles ones . . .  leading to concentration. 
Because of possessing the virtues dear to the noble ones, some 
beings here, with the breakup of the body, after death, are reborn 
in a good destination, in a heavenly world." 

19 (9) Visiting the Devas (2) 
(This sutta is identical with the preceding one, except that wherever §18 
reads "are reborn ill a good destination," the present sutta reads "have 
been reborn in a good destillation. ") 

20 (10) Visitillg the Devas (3) 

Then, just as quickly as a strong man might extend his drawn-in 
arm or draw in his extended arm, the Blessed One disappeared 
from Jeta's Grove and reappeared among the Tavatirpsa devas. 
Then a number of devatas belonging to the Tavatirpsa host 
approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, [368] and 
stood to one side. The Blessed One then said to those devatas: 

"It is good, friends, to possess confirmed confidence in the 
Buddha thus: 'The Blessed One is . . .  teacher of devas and 
humans, the Enlightened One, the Blessed One: Because of pos
sessing confirmed confidence in the Buddha, some beings here 
are stream-enterers, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed 
in destiny, with enlightenment as their destination. 

"It is good, friends, to possess confirmed confidence in the 
Dharnrna . . .  in the Sangha . . .  to possess the virtues dear to the 
noble ones . . .  leading to concentration. Because of possessing the 
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virtues dear to the noble ones, some beings here are st realll_ 
enterers, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in desti , 
with enlightenment as their destination." 

n} , 

"It is good, dear sir, to possess confirmed confidence in th 
Buddha . . . in the Dhamma . . .  in the Sangha . . , to pOssess th

e 

virtues dear to the nobles ones . . .  leading to concentrati 
e 

on. 
Because of possessing the virtues dear to the noble ones, SOllle 
beings here are stream-enterers, no longer bound to the nether 
world, fixed in destiny, with enlightenment as their destination." 

[369] III. SARAKANI 

21 (1) Mahiiniima (1) 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling among the Sakyans at Kapilavatthu in Nigrodha's Park. 
Then Mahanama the Sakyan approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, this Kapilavatthu is rich and prosperous, pop
ulous, crowded, with congested thoroughfares.336 In the evening, 
when I am entering Kapilavatthu after visiting the Blessed One 
or the bhikkhus worthy of esteem, I come across a stray elephant, 
a stray horse, a stray chariot, a stray cart, a stray man.337 On that 
occasion, venerable sir, my mindfulness regarding the Blessed 
One becomes muddled, my mindfulness regarding the Dhamma 
becomes muddled, my mindfulness regarding the Sangha 
becomes muddled. The thought then occurs to me: 'If at this 
moment I should die, what would be my destination, what 
would be my future bourn?'" 

"Don't be afraid, Mahanama! Don't be afraid, Mahanama! 
Your death will not be a bad one, your demise will not be a bad 
one.338 When a person's mind has been fortified over a long time 
by faith, virtue, learning, generosity, and wisdom, right here 

crows, vultures, hawks, dogs, jackals, or various creatures eat his 

body, consisting of form, composed of the four great elements, 

[370] originating from mother and father, built up out of rice and 

gruel, subject to impermanence, to being worn and rubbed away 

away, to breaking apart and dispersal. But his mind, which has 

been fortified over a long time by faith, virtue, learning, generOS

ity, and wisdom-that goes upwards, goes to distinction.339 
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"Suppose, Mahanama, a man submerges a pot of ghee or a pot 
of oil in a deep pool of water and breaks it. All of its shards and 
fragments would sink downwards, but the ghee or oil there 
would rise upwards. So too, Mahanama, when a person's mind 
has been fortified over a long time by faith, virtue, learning, gen
erosity, and wisdom, right here crows . . .  or various creatures eat 
his body . . . .  But his mind, which has been fortified over a long 
time by faith, virtue, learning, generosity, and wisdom-that 
goes upwards, goes to distinction. [371] 

"Don't be afraid, Mahanama! Don't be afraid, Mahanama! Your 
death will not be a bad one, your demise will not be a bad one." 

22 (2) Malzlinlima (2) 

(As above down to:) 
"Don't be afraid, Mahanama! Don't be afraid, Mahanama! 

Your death will not be a bad one, your demise will not be a bad 
one. A noble disciple who possesses four things slants, slopes, 
and inclines towards Nibbana. What four? Here, Mahanama, a 
noble disciple possesses confirmed confidence in the Buddha . . .  
in the Dhamma . . .  in the Sangha . . . .  He possesses the virtues dear 
to the noble ones, unbroken . . .  leading to concentration. 

"Suppose, Mahanama, a tree was slanting, sloping, and inclin
ing towards the east. If it was cut down at its foot, in what direc
tion would it fall?" 

"In whatever direction it was slanting, sloping, and inclining, 
venerable sir." 

"So too, Mahanama, a noble disciple who possesses these four 
things slants, slopes, and inclines towards Nibbana." 

23 (3) Godha 

At Kapilavatthu. Then Mahanama the Sakyan approached 
Godha the Sakyan and said to him: [372] "How many things, 
Godha, must an individual possess for you to recognize him as a 
stream-enterer, one no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in 
destiny, with enlightenment as his destination?" 

"When an individual possesses three things, Mahanama, I rec
ognize him as a stream-enterer, one no longer bound to the nether 
world, fixed in destiny, with enlightenment as his destination. 
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What three? Here, Mahanama, a noble disciple possesses 
firmed confidence in the Buddha . . .  in the Dhamma . 

COn_ 

Sangha . . . .  When an individual possesses these three thi��s 
17 the 

�gni�e him as a str�a�-enterer ' " with e�lightenrnent as his �:�: tination. But, Mahanama, how many thmgs must an individ f . h' ual possess or you to recognize 1m as a stream-enterer . h enlightenment as his destination?" 
. . . Wit 

. "When an individual poss:sses f�ur things, Godha, I recogniZe hIm as a stream-enterer . . .  With enhghtenment as his destinatio n. 
What four? Here, Godha, a noble disciple possesses cOnfirmed 
confidence in the Buddha . . .  in the Dhamma . . .  in the Sangha . . . . 
He possesses the virtues dear to the noble ones, unbroken 
leading to concentration. When an individual possesses the�� 
four things, I recognize him as a stream-enterer . .  , with enlight
enment as his destination." 

"Wait, Mahanama! Wait, Mahanama! The Blessed One alone 
would know whether or not he possesses these things." 

"Corne, Godha, we should approach the Blessed One. Having 
approached, we will report this matter to him." [373] 

Then Mahanama the Sakyan and Godha the Sakyan approached 
the Blessed One, paid homage to him, and sat down to one side. 
Mahanama the Sakyan then reported their conversation, [contin
uing thus] :  [374] 

"Here, venerable sir, some issue concerning the Dhamma may 
arise. The Blessed One might take one side and the Bhikkhu 
Sangha might take the other side. Whatever side the Blessed One 
would take, I would take that same side. Let the Blessed One 
remember me as one who has such confidence.34o 

"Here, venerable sir, some issue concerning the Dhamma may 
arise. The Blessed One might take one side, and the Bhikkhu 
Sangha and the Bhikkhuni Sangha might take the other side . . . .  
The Blessed One might take one side, and the Bhikkhu Sangha, 
the Bhikkhuni Sangha, and the male lay followers might take the 
other side.. . .  The Blessed One might take one side, and the 
Bhikkhu Sangha, the Bhikkhuni Sangha, the male lay followers, 
and the female lay followers might take the other side. Whatever 
side the Blessed One would take, I would take that same side. Let 
the Blessed One remember me as one who has such confidence. 

"Here, venerable sir, some issue concerning the Dhamma may 

arise. The Blessed One might take one side, and the Bhikkhu 
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Sangha, the Bhikkhuni Sangha, the male lay followers, the female 
lay followers, and the world with its devas, Mara, and Brahma, 
this generation with its ascetics and brahmins, its devas and 
humans, might take the other side. Whatever side the Blessed 
One would take, I would take that same side. Let the Blessed One 
remember me as one who has such confidence.// 

[The Blessed One said:] //When he speaks like that,341 Godha, 
what would you say about Mahanama the Sakyan?// 

"When he speaks in such a way, venerable sir, I would not say 
anything about Mahanama the Sakyan except what is good and 
favourable. //342 [375] 

24 (4) Saraktini (1) 

At Kapilavatthu. Now on that occasion Sarakani343 the Sakyan 
had died, and the Blessed One had declared him to be a stream
enterer, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in destiny, 
with enlightenment as his destination. Thereupon a number of 
Sakyans, having met and assembled, deplored this, grumbled, 
and complained about it, saying: "It is wonderful indeed, sir! It is 
amazing indeed, sir! Now who here won't be a stream-enterer 
when the Blessed One has declared Sarakani the Sakyan after he 
died to be a stream-enterer . . .  with enlightenment as his destina
tion? Sarakani the Sakyan was too weak for the training; he 
drank intoxicating drink!//344 

Then Mahanama the Sakyan approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, sat down to one side, and reported this matter to 
him. [The Blessed One said:] 

"Mahanama, when a lay follower has gone for refuge over a 
long time to the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Sangha, how 
could he go to the nether world? For if one speaking rightly were 
to say of anyone: 'He was a lay follower who had gone for refuge 
over a long time to the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Sangha,' it 
is of Sarakani the Sakyan that one could rightly say this. [376] 
Mahanama, Sarakani the Sakyan had gone for refuge over a long 
time to the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Sangha, so how could 
he go to the nether world? 

"Here, Mahanama, some person possesses confirmed confi
dence in the Buddha thus: 'The Blessed One is . . .  teacher of devas 
and humans, the Enlightened One, the Blessed One.' And so in 
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the Dhamma and the Sangha. He is one of joyous wisdo 
of  . d d h h O d l'b . m, of SWI t WI� o�, an . e as. attame I erahon. By the destruction of the tamts, m thIS very hfe he enters and dwells in the taintl 

li�erati?n of mind, liberatio.n by wisdom, realizing it for hims�� 
wIth dIrect knowledge. ThIS person, Mahanama, is freed from hell, the animal realm, and the domain of ghosts, freed from th 
plane of misery, the bad destinations, the nether world.345 

e 

"Here, Mahanama, some person possesses confirmed confi
dence in the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Sangha. He is one of 
joyous wisdom, of swift wisdom, yet he has not attained libera
tion. With the utter destruction of the five lower fetters he has 
become one of spontaneous birth, due to attain Nibbana there 
without returning from that world. This person too, Mahanama 
is freed from hell, the animal realm, and the domain of ghosts: 
freed from the plane of misery, the bad destinations, the nether 
world. 

"Here, Mahanama, some person possesses confirmed confi
dence in the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Sangha. He is not one 
of joyous wisdom, nor of swift wisdom, and he has not attained 
liberation. With the utter destruction of three fetters and with the 
diminishing of greed, hatred, and delusion, he is a once-returner 
who, after coming back to this world only one more time, will 
make an end to suffering. This person too, Mahanama, is freed 
from hell, the animal realm, and the domain of ghosts, freed from 
the plane of misery, the bad destinations, the nether world. [377] 

"Here, Mahanama, some person possesses confirmed confi
dence in the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Sangha. He is not one 
of joyous wisdom, nor of swift wisdom, and he has not attained 
liberation. With the utter destruction of three fetters he is a 
stream-enterer, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in 
destiny, with enlightenment as his destination. This person too, 
Mahanama, is freed from hell, the animal realm, and the domain 
of ghosts, freed from the plane of misery, the bad destinations, 
the nether world. 

"Here, Mahanama, some person does not possess confirmed 
confidence in the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Sangha. He is 
not one of joyous wisdom, nor of swift wisdom, and he has not 
attained liberation. However, he has these five things: the facul
ty of faith, the faculty of energy, the faculty of mindfulness, the 
faculty of concentration, the faculty of wisdom. And the teach-
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ings proclaimed by the Tathagata are accepted by him after being 
pondered to a sufficient degree with wisdom. This person too, 
Mahanama, is one who does not go to hell, the animal realm, or 
the domain of ghosts, to the plane of misery, the bad destina
tions, the nether world.346 

"Here, Mahanama, some person does not possess confirmed 
confidence in the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Sangha. He is 
not one of joyous wisdom, nor of swift wisdom, and he has not 
attained liberation. However, he has these five things: the facul
ty of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. And he has sufficient faith in 
the Tathagata, sufficient devotion to him. This person too, 
Mahanama, is one who does not go to hell, the animal realm, or 
the domain of ghosts, to the plane of misery, the bad destina
tions, the nether world. 

"Even if these great sal trees, Mahanama, could understand 
what is well spoken and what is badly spoken, then I would 
declare these great sal trees to be stream-enterers, no longer 
bound to the nether world, fixed in destiny, with enlightenment 
as their destination. How much more, then, Sarakani the Sakyan? 
Mahanama, Sarakani the Sakyan undertook the training at the 
time of his death."347 [378] 

25 (5) Sarakani (2) 

At Kapilavatthu. Now on that occasion Sarakani the Sakyan had 
died, and the Blessed One had declared him to be a stream
enterer, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in destiny, 
with enlightenment as his destination. Thereupon a number of 
Sakyans, having met and assembled, deplored this, grumbled, 
and complained about it, saying: "It is wonderful indeed, sir! It is 
amazing indeed, sir! Now who here won't be a stream-enterer 
when the Blessed One has declared Sarakani the Sakyan after he 
died to be a stream-enterer . . .  with enlightenment as his destina
tion? Sarakani the Sakyan was one who had failed to fulfil the 
training! "348 

Then Mahanama the Sakyan approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, sat down to one side, and reported this matter to 
him. [The Blessed One said:] 

"Mahanama, when, over a long time, a lay follower has gone 
for refuge to the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Sangha, how 
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could he go to the nether world? . . Mahanama, over a long f 
Sarakani the Sakyan �ad gone for refuge to the BUddha, �: 
Dhamma, and the Sangha, so how could he go to the nether 
world? 

"Here, Mahanama, some person is completely dedicated to the 
Buddha and has full confidence in him thus:349 'The Blessed One 
is . . .  teacher of devas and humans, the Enlightened One, the 
Blessed One.' And so in regard to the Dhamma and the Sangha. 
He is one of joyous wisdom, of swift wisdom, and he has 
attained liberation. By the destruction of the taints, in this very 
life he enters and dwells in the taintless liberation of mind, liber
ation by wisdom, realizing it for himself with direct knowledge. 
This person, Mahanama, is freed from hell, the animal realm, and 
the domain of ghosts, freed from the plane of misery, the bad 
destinations, the nether world. 

"Here, Mahanama, some person is completely dedicated to the 
Buddha and has full confidence in him . . . . And so in regard to the 
Dhamma and the Sangha. He is one of joyous wisdom, of swift 
wisdom, yet he has not attained liberation. With the utter 
destruction of the five lower fetters he has become one who 
attains final knowledge early in this very life, or one who attains 
final knowledge at the time of death, or an attainer of Nibbana in 
the interval, or an attainer of Nibbana upon landing, or an attain
er of Nibbana witnout exertion, or an attainer of Nibbana with 
exertion, or one bound upstream, heading towards the Akanittha 
realm.3so This person too, Mahanama, is freed from hell, the ani
mal realm, and the domain of ghosts, freed from the plane of 
misery, the bad destinations, the nether world. 

"Here, Mahanama, some person is completely dedicated to the 
Buddha and has full confidence in him . . . . And so in regard to the 
Dhamma and the Sangha. He is not one of joyous wisdom, nor of 
swift wisdom, and he has not attained liberation. With the utter 
destruction of three fetters and with the diminishing of greed, 
hatred, and delusion, he is a once-returner who, after coming 
back to this world only one more time, will make an end to suf
fering. This person too, Mahanama, [379] is freed from hell, the 
animal realm, and the domain of ghosts, freed from the plane of 
misery, the bad destinations, the nether world. 

"Here, Mahanama, some person is completely dedicated to the 
Buddha and has full confidence in him . . . .  And so in regard to the 
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Dhamma and the Sangha. He is not one of joyous wisdom, nor of 
swift wisdom, and he has not attained liberation. With the utter 
destruction of three fetters he is a stream-enterer, no longer 
bound to the nether world, fixed in destiny, with enlightenment 
as his destination. This person too, Mahanarna, is freed from hell, 
the animal realm, and the domain of ghosts, freed from the plane 
of misery, the bad destinations, the nether world. 

"Here, Mahanama, some person is not completely dedicated to 
the Buddha and does not have full confidence in him thus: 'The 
Blessed One is ' "  teacher of devas and humans, the Enlightened 
One, the Blessed One.' And so in regard to the Dhamma and the 
Sangha. He is not one of joyous wisdom, nor of swift wisdom, 
and he has not attained liberation. However, he has these five 
things: the faculty of faith . . .  the faculty of wisdom. And the 
teachings proclaimed by the Tathagata are accepted by him after 
being pondered to a sufficient degree with wisdom. This person 
too, Mahanama, is one who does not go to hell, the animal realm, 
or the domain of ghosts, to the plane of misery, the bad destina
tions, the nether world. 

"Here, Mahanama, some person is not completely dedicated to 
the Buddha and does not have full confidence in him . . . . And so 
in regard to the Dhamma and the Sangha. He is not one of joyous 
wisdom, nor of swift wisdom, and he has not attained liberation. 
However, he has these five things: the faculty of faith . . .  the fac
ulty of wisdom. And he has sufficient faith in the Tathagata, suf
ficient devotion to him. This person too, Mahanama, is one who 
does not go to hell, the animal realm, or the domain of ghosts, to 
the plane of misery, the bad destinations, the nether world. 

"Suppose, Mahanama, there is a bad field, a bad piece of 
ground, with stumps not cleared, and the seeds sown there would 
be broken, spoilt, damaged by wind and sun, unfertile, not plant
ed securely, and the sky would not send down a proper rainfall. 
Would those seeds corne to growth, increase, and expansion?" 

"No, venerable sir." 
"So too, Mahanama, here a Dhamma is badly expounded, badly 

proclaimed, unemancipating, not conducive to peace, proclaimed 
by one who is not perfectly enlightened. This, I say, is like the 
bad field. [380] And the disciple dwells in that Dhamma practis
ing in accordance with it, practising it properly, conducting him
self accordingly. This, I say, is like the bad seed. 
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"Suppose, Mahanama, there is a good field, a good piece of 
ground, well cleared of stumps, and the seeds sown there would 
be unbroken, unspoilt, undamaged by wind and sun, fertile 
planted securely, and the sky would send down a proper rainfall: 
Would those seeds come to growth, increase, and expansion?" 

"Yes, venerable sir." 
"So too, Mahimama, here a Dhamma is well expounded, well 

proclaimed, emancipating, conducive to peace, proclaimed by 
one who is perfectly enlightened. This, I say, is like the good 
field. And the disciple dwells in that Dhamma practising in 
accordance with it, practising it properly, conducting himself 
accordingly. This, I say, is like the good seed. How much more 
then, Sarakani the Sakyan? Mahanama, Sarakani the Sakyan wa� 
one who fulfilled the training at the time of death." 

26 (6) Aniithapi(1¢ika (1) 

At Savatthi. Now on that occasion the householder 
Anathapir:t<;lika was sick, afflicted, gravely ill. Then the house
holder Anathapir:t<;lika addressed a man thus: 

"Come, good man, approach the Venerable Sariputta, pay 
homage to him in my name with your head at his feet, and say: 
'Venerable sir, the householder Anathapir:t<;lika is sick, afflicted, 
gravely ill; he pays homage fa the Venerable Sariputta with his 
head at his feet: Then say: 'It would be good, venerable sir, if the 
Venerable Sariputta would come to the' residence of the house
holder Anathapir:t<;lika out of compassion.'" [381] 

"Yes, master," that man replied, and he approached the 
Venerable Sariputta, paid homage to him, sat down to one side, 
and delivered his message. The Venerable Sariputta consented 
by silence. 

Then, in the morning, the Venerable Sariputta dressed and, 
taking bowl and robe, went to the residence of the householder 
Anathapir:t<;lika with the Venerable Ananda as his companion. 
He then sat down in the appointed seat and said to the house

holder Anathapir:t<;lika: "I hope you are bearing up, householder, 
1 hope you are getting better. 1 hope your painful feelings are 
subsiding and not increasing, and that their subsiding, not their 
increase, is to be discerned." 

"I am not bearing up, venerable sir, I am not getting better. 
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Strong painful feelings are increasing in me, not subsiding, and 
their increase, not their subsiding, is to be discerned." 

"You, householder, do not have that distrust towards the 
Buddha which the uninstructed worldling possesses because of 
which the latter, with the breakup of the body, after death, is 
reborn in the plane of misery, in a bad destination, in the nether 
world, in hell. And you have confirmed confidence in the 
Buddha thus: 'The Blessed One is ' "  teacher of devas and 
humans, the Enlightened One, the Blessed One.' As you consider 
within yourself that confirmed confidence in the Buddha, your 
pains may subside on the spot. 

"You, householder, do not have that distrust towards the 
Dhamma which the uninstructed worldling possesses because of 
which the latter [382] ' " is reborn in the plane of misery . . .  in 
hell. And you have confirmed confidence in the Dhamma thus: 
'The Dhamma is wen expounded by the Blessed One . . .  to be 
personally experienced by the wise.' As you consider within 
yourself that confirmed confidence in the Dhamma, your pains 
may subside on the spot. 

"You, householder, do not have that distrust towards the 
Sangha which the uninstructed worldling possesses because of 
which the latter . . .  is reborn in the plane of misery . . .  in helL And 
you have confirmed confidence in the Sangha thus: 'The Sangha 
of the Blessed One's disciples is practising the good way . . .  the 
unsurpassed field of merit for the world.' As you consider 
within yourself that confirmed confidence in the Sangha, your 
pains may subside on the spot. 

"You, householder, do not have that immorality which the 
uninstructed worldling possesses because of which the latter . . .  
is reborn in the plane of misery . . .  in helL And you have those 
virtues dear to the noble ones, unbroken . . .  leading to concentra
tion. As you consider within yourself those virtues dear to the 
noble ones, your pains may subside on the spot. 

"You, householder, do not have that wrong view which the 
uninstructed worldling possesses because of which the latter ' " 
is reborn in the plane of misery . . .  in helL And you have right 
view. As you consider within yourself that right view, your pains 
may subside on the spot. 

"You, householder, do not have that wrong intention . . . [383] 
. . . wrong speech . . .  wrong action . " wrong livelihood . . .  wrong 
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effort . , .  wrong mindfulness . . .  wrong concentration Wr . " ' "  ong 
knowledge . . .  wrong lIberatIon whIch the uninstructed 
worldling possesses because of which the latter '" is reborn in 
the plane of misery . . .  in hell. And you have right intention 
right speech . . .  right action . . .  right livelihood . . .  right effort 

' " 

right mindfulness . . .  right concentration . . .  [384] ' "  right knO\�i� 
edge . .  , right liberation.351 As you consider within yourself that 
right liberation, your pains may subside on the spot." 

Then the pains of the householder Anathapi1)<;lika subsided on 
the spot. 

Then the householder Anathapi1)<;lika served the Venerable 
Sariputta and the Venerable A.nanda from his own dish. When 
the Venerable Sariputta had finished his meal and had washed 
his hand and bowl, the householder Anathapi1)<;lika took a low 
seat and sat down to one side, and the Venerable Sariputta 
thanked him with these verses: 

"When one has faith in the Tathagata, 
Unshakable and well established, 
And good conduct built on virtue, 
Dear to the noble ones and praised; 

"When one has confidence in the Sangha 
And view that has been rectified, 
They say that one is not poor, 
That one's life is not vain. 

"Therefore the person of intelligence, 
Remembering the Buddha's Teaching, 
Should be devoted to faith and virtue, 
To confidence and vision of the Dhamma." 

Then the Venerable Sariputta, having thanked the household
er Anathapi1)<;lika with these verses, rose from his seat and de
parted. [385] 

Then the Venerable A.nanda approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, and sat down to one side. The Blessed One then 
said to him: "Now, kanda, where are you coming from in the 
middle of the day?" 

"The householder Anathapi1)<;lika, venerable sir, has been 
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exhorted by the Venerable Sariputta with such and such an 
exhorta tion." 

"Sariputta is wise, Ananda, Sariputta has great wisdom, in so 

far as he can analyse the four factors of stream-entry in ten 
modes." 

27 (7) Antithapi1J-fjika (2) 

(The opening of this sutta as in the preceding one, except that Antitha
pi1J-#ka calls for Ananda, down to:) 

"I am not bearing up, venerable sir, I am not getting better. 
Strong painful feelings are increasing in me, not subsiding, and 
their increase, not their subsiding, is to be discerned." [386] 

"Householder, for the uninstructed worldling who possesses 
four things there is fright, there is trepidation, there is fear of 
imminent death.352 What four? 

"Here, householder, the uninstructed worldling has distrust 
towards the Buddha, and when he considers within himself that 
distrust towards the Buddha, there is fright, trepidation, and fear 
of imminent death. 

"Again, householder, the uninstructed worldling has distrust 
towards the Dhamma, and when he considers within himself 
that distrust towards the Dhamma, there is fright, trepidation, 
and fear of imminent death. 

"Again, householder, the uninstructed worldling has distrust 
towards the Sangha, and when he considers within himself that 
distrust towards the Sangha, there is fright, trepidation, and fear 
of imminent death. 

"Again, householder, the uninstructed worldling is immoral, 
and when he considers within himself that immorality, there is 
fright, trepidation, and fear of imminent death. 

"For the uninstructed worldling who possesses these four 
things there is fright, trepidation, and fear of imminent death. 

"Householder, for the instructed noble disciple who possesses 
four things there is no fright, no trepidation, no fear of imminent 
death. What four? 

"Here, householder, the instructed noble disciple possesses 
confirmed confidence in the Buddha thus: 'The Blessed One is . . .  
teacher of devas and humans, the Enlightened One, the Blessed 
One.' When he considers within himself that confirmed confi-
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dence in the Buddha, there is no fright, trepidation Or f , ear of imminent death. 
"Again, householder, the instructed noble disciple posses 

confirmed confidence in the Dhamma thus: 'The Dharnrna is w�l� expounded by the Blessed One . . .  to be personally experienced 
by the wise.' When he considers within himself that confirmed 
confidence in the Dhamma, there is no fright, trepidation, Or fear 
of imminent death. 

"Again, householder, the instructed noble disciple pOssesses 
confirmed confidence in the Sangha thus: 'The Sangha of the 
Blessed One's disciples is practising the good way . . .  the unsur
passed field of merit for the world.' When he considers within 
himself that confirmed confidence in the Sangha, there is no 
fright, trepidation, or fear of imminent death. 

"Again, householder, the instructed noble disciple possesses 
the virtues dear to the noble ones, unbroken . . .  leading to Con
centration. When he considers within himself those virtues dear 
to the noble ones, [387] there is no fright, trepidation, or fear of 
imminent death. 

"For the instructed noble disciple who possesses these four 
things there is no fright, trepidation, or fear of imminent death." 

"I am not afraid, Venerable Ananda. Why should I be afraid? 
For, venerable sir, 1 possess confirmed confidence in the Buddha 
. . .  in the Dhamma . . .  in the Sangha. And as to these training 
rules for the laity taught by the Blessed One, 1 do not see within 
myself any that has been broken." 

"It is a gain for you, householder! It is well gained by you, 
householder! You have declared, householder, the fruit of 
stream-entry." 

28 (8) Fearful Animosities (1) {or Anathapi1:uj.ika (3)] 

(This sutta is identical with 12:41.) [388-89] 

29 (9) Fearful Animosities (2) 

At Savatthi. Then a number of bhikkhus approached the Blessed 
One . . .  and sat down to one side. The Blessed One then said to 
them as they were sitting to one side: 

(All as in the preceding sutta; identical with 12:42.) 
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30 (10) The Licchavi 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Vesali in the 
Great Wood in the Hall with the Peaked Roof. Then Nandaka, 
the minister of the Licchavis, approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, and sat down to one side. The Blessed One then 
said to him: 

"Nandaka, a noble disciple who possesses four things is a 
stream-enterer, [390] no longer bound to the nether world, fixed 
in destiny, with enlightenment as his destination. What four? 
Here, Nandaka, a noble disciple possesses confirmed confidence 
in the Buddha thus: 'The Blessed One is . . .  teacher of devas and 
humans, the Enlightened One, the Blessed One.' He possesses 
confirmed confidence in the Dhamma . . .  in the Sangha. . . .  He 
possesses the virtues dear to the noble ones, unbroken . . .  leading 
to concentration. A noble disciple who possesses these four 
things is a stream-enterer, no longer bound to the nether world, 
fixed in destiny, with enlightenment as his destination. 

"Further, Nandaka, a noble disciple who possesses these four 
things becomes endowed with a long life span, whether celestial 
or human; he becomes endowed with beauty, whether celestial 
or human; he becomes endowed with happiness, whether celes
tial or human; he becomes endowed with fame, whether celestial 
or human; he becomes endowed with sovereignty, whether 
celestial or human. Now I say this, Nandaka, without having 
heard it from another ascetic or brahmin; rather, I say just what I 
have known, seen, and understood by myself." 

When this was said, a man said to Nandaka, the minister of the 
Licchavis: "It is time for your bath, sir." 

"Enough now, I say, with that external bath. This internal bath 
will suffice, namely, confidence in the Blessed One." 

[391] IV. STREAMS OF MERIT 

31 (1) Streams of Merit (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these four streams of merit, 
streams of the wholesome, nutriments of happiness. What four? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a noble disciple possesses confirmed confi
dence in the Buddha thus: 'The Blessed One is . . .  teacher of devas 
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�nd humans, the �nlightened One, the Blessed One.' This is the first stream of ment, stream of the wholesome, nutriment of h 
piness. 

ap-

"Again, bhikkhus, a noble disciple possesses confirmed cOnfdence in the Dhamma thus: 'The Dhamma is well expounded b 1 
the Blessed One . . .  to be personally experienced by the Wis/ 
This is the second stream of merit. . . .  

"Again, bhikkhus, a noble disciple possesses confirmed cOnfi
dence in the Sangha thus: 'The Sangha of the Blessed One's dis
ciples is practising the good way . . .  the unsurpassed field of 
merit for the world.'  This is the third stream of meriL . .  

"Again, householder, the instructed noble disciple possesses 
the virtues dear to the noble ones, unbroken . . .  leading to con
centration. This is the fourth stream of merit. . . .  

"These are the four streams of  merit, streams of  the whole
some, nutriments of happiness." 

32 (2) Streams of Merit (2) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these four streams of merit, streams of the 
wholesome, nutriments of happiness. What four? 

(As above for the first three, the fourth as follows:) [392] 
"Again, bhikkhus, a noble disciple dwells at home with a mind 

devoid of the stain of stinginess, freely generous, open-handed, 
delighting in relinquishment, one devoted to charity, delighting 
in giving and sharing. This is the fourth stream of merit. 

"These are the four streams of merit, streams of the whole
some, nutriments of happiness." 

33 (3) Streams of Merit (3) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these four streams of merit, streams of the 
wholesome, nutriments of happiness. What four? 

(As in §31, with the fourth as follows:) 
"Again, bhikkhus, a noble disciple is wise, he possesses wis

dom directed to arising and passing away, which is noble and 
penetrative, leading to the complete destruction of suffering. 
This is the fourth stream of merit . . . . 

"These are the four streams of merit, streams of the whole
some, nutriments of happiness." 
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34 (4) Divine Tracks (1) 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these four divine tracks of the 
devas for the purification of beings who have not been purified, 
for the cleansing of beings who have not been cleansed.353 What 
four? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a noble disciple possesses confirmed confi
dence in the Buddha thus: 'The Blessed One is . . .  teacher of devas 
and humans, the Enlightened One, the Blessed One.' This is the 
first divine track of the devas . . . .  [393] 

"Again, bhikkhus, a noble disciple possesses confirmed confi
dence in the Dhamma . . .  in the Sangha. . . .  He possesses the 
virtues dear to the noble ones, unbroken . . .  leading to concentra
tion. This is the fourth divine track of the devas . . . .  

"These are the four divine tracks o f  the devas, for the purifica
tion of beings who have not been purified, for the cleansing of 
beings who have not been cleansed." 

35 (5) Divine Tracks (2) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these four divine tracks of the devas for the 
purification of beings who have not been purified, for the cleans
ing of beings who have not been cleansed. What four?354 

"Here, bhikkhus, a noble disciple possesses confirmed confi
dence in the Buddha thus . . .  He reflects thus: 'What now is the 
divine track of the devas?' He understands thus: 'I have heard 
that at present the devas hold nonoppression as supreme, and I 
do not oppress anyone, frail or firm. Surely I dwell possessing 
one of the divine tracks.' This is the first divine track of the 
devas . . . .  

"Again, bhikkhus, a noble disciple possesses confirmed confi
dence in the Dhamma . . .  in the Sangha . . . .  

"Again, bhikkhus, a noble disciple possesses the virtues dear to 
the noble ones, unbroken . . .  leading to concentration. He reflects 
thus: 'What now is the divine track of the devas?' He under
stands thus: 'I have heard that at present the devas hold non
oppression as supreme, and I do not oppress anyone, frail or 
firm. Surely I dwell possessing one of the divine tracks.' This 
[394] is the fourth divine track of the devas . . . .  

"These are the four divine tracks of the devas for the purifica-
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tion of beings who have not been purified, for the deans' mg of beings who have not been cleansed." 

36 (6) Similar to the Devas 

"Bhikkhus, when a noble disciple possesses four things, the 
devas are elated and speak of his similarity [to themselves}.3ss 
What four? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a noble disciple possesses confirmed Confi
dence in the Buddha thus: 'The Blessed One is . . .  teacher of devas 
and humans, the Enlightened One, the Blessed One.' To those 
devatas who passed away here [in the human world] and were 
reborn there [in a heavenly world] possessing confirmed confi
dence in the Buddha, the thought occurs: 'As the noble disciple 
possesses the same confirmed confidence in the Buddha that we 
possessed when we passed away there and were reborn here, he 
will come356 into the presence of the devas.' 

"Again, bhikkhus, a noble disciple possesses confirmed confi-
dence in the Dhamma . . .  in the Sangha . . . .  He possesses the 
virtues dear to the noble ones, unbroken . . .  conducive to con-
centration. To those devatas who passed away here [in the 
human world] and were reborn there [in a heavenly world] pos
sessing the virtues dear to the noble ones, the thought occurs: 'As 
the noble disciple-possesses the same kind of virtues dear to the 
noble ones that we possessed when we passed away there and 
were reborn here, he will come into the presence of the devas.'  

"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple possesses these four things, 
the devas are elated and speak of his similarity [to themselves]." 
[395] 

37 (7) Mahannma 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Sakyans at Kapilavatthu in Nigrodha's Park. Then Mahanama 
the Sakyan approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat 
down to one side, and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, in what way is one a lay follower?" 
"When, Mahanama, one has gone for refuge to the Buddha, the 

Dhamma, and the Sangha, one is then a lay follower." 
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"In what way, venerable sir, is a lay follower accomplished in 
virtue?" 

"When, Mahanama, a lay follower abstains from the destruc
tion of life, from taking what is not given, from sexual miscon
duct, from false speech, and from wines, liquor, and intoxicants 
that are a basis for negligence, the lay follower is accomplished 
in virtue." 

"In what way, venerable sir, is a lay follower accomplished in 
faith?" 

"Here, Mahanama, a lay follower is a person of faith. He places 
faith in the enlightenment of the Tathagata thus: 'The Blessed 
One is . . .  teacher of devas and humans, the Enlightened One, the 
Blessed One.'  In that way a lay follower is accomplished in faith." 

"In what way, venerable sir, is a lay follower accomplished in 
generosity?" 

"Here, Mahanama, a lay follower dwells at home with a mind 
devoid of the stain of stinginess, freely generous, open-handed, 
delighting in relinquishment, one devoted to charity, delighting 
in giving and sharing. In that way a lay follower is accomplished 
in generosity." 

"In what way, venerable sir, is a lay follower accomplished in 
wisdom?" 

"Here, Mahanama, a lay follower is wise, he possesses wisdom 
directed to arising and passing away, which is noble and pene
trative, leading to the complete destruction of suffering. In that 
way a lay follower is accomplished in wisdom." [396J 

38 (8) Rain 

"Bhikkhus, just as, when rain pours down in thick droplets on a 
mountain top, the water flows down along the slope and fills the 
cleft, gullies, and creeks; these being filled fill up the pools; these 
being filled fill up the lakes; these being filled fill up the streams; 
these being filled fill up the rivers; and these being filled fill up 
the great ocean; so too, for a noble disciple, these things-con
firmed confidence in the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Sangha, 
and the virtues dear to the noble ones-flow onwards and, hav
ing gone beyond, they lead to the destruction of the taints."357 
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39 (9) Kii[igodha 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among th 
Sakyans at Kapilavatthu in Nigrodha's Park. Then, in the morn� 
ing, the Blessed One dressed and, taking bowl and robe, went to 
the residence of Ka!igodha the Sakyan lady, where he sat down 
in the appointed seat. Then Ka\igodha the Sakyan lady 
approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, and sat down 
to one side. The Blessed One then said to her: 

"Godha, a noble woman disciple who possesses four things is 
a stream-enterer, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in 
destiny, with enlightenment as her destination. What four? 

"Here, Godha, a noble woman disciple possesses confirmed 
confidence in the Buddha thus: 'The Blessed One is . . .  teacher of 
devas and humans, the Enlightened One, the Blessed One.' She 
possesses confirmed confidence in the Dhamma . . .  in the 
Sangha . . . .  [397] She dwells at home with a mind devoid of the 
stain of stinginess, freely generous, open-handed, delighting in 
relinquishment, one devoted to charity, delighting in giving and 
sharing. 

"A noble woman disciple, Godha, who possesses these four 
things is a stream-enterer, no longer bound to the nether world, 
fixed in destiny, with enlightenment as her destination." 

"Venerable sir, as to these four factors of stream-entry taught 
by the Blessed One, these things exist in me, and I live in con
formity with those things. For, venerable sir, I possess confirmed 
confidence in the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Sangha. 
Moreover, whatever there is in my family that is suitable for giv
ing, all that I share unreservedly among those who are virtuous 
and of good character." 

"It is a gain for you, Godha! It is well gained by you, Godha! 
You have declared the fruit of stream-entry." 

40 (10) Nandiya 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Sakyans at Kapilavatthu in Nigrodha's Park. Then Nandiya the 
Sakyan approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat 
down to one side, and said to him: 

"Venerable sir, when the four factors of stream-entry are com-
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pletely and totally nonexistent in a noble disciple, would that 
noble disciple be one who dwells negligently?" 

"Nandiya, I say that one in whom the four factors of stream
entry are completely and totally absent is 'an outsider, one who 
stands in the faction of worldlings. '358 But, Nandiya, as to how a 
noble disciple is one who dwells negligently and one who dwells 
diligently, listen to that and attend closely, I will speak." [398] 

"Yes, venerable sir, " Nandiya the Sakyan replied. The Blessed 
One said this: 

"And how, Nandiya, is a noble disciple one who dwells negli
gently? Here, Nandiya, a noble disciple possesses confirmed con
fidence in the Buddha thus: 'The Blessed One is . . .  teacher of 
devas and humans, the Enlightened One, the Blessed One.' 
Content with that confirmed confidence in the Buddha, he does 
not make further effort for solitude by day nor for seclusion at 
night. When he thus dwells negligently, there is no gladness.359 
When there is no gladness, there is no rapture. When there is no 
rapture, there is no tranquillity. When there is no tranquillity, he 
d wells in suffering. The mind of one who suffers does not 
become concentrated. When the mind is not concentrated, phe
nomena do not become manifest. Because phenomena do not 
become manifest, he is reckoned as 'one who dwells negligently.' 

"Again, Nandiya, a noble disciple possesses �onfirmed confi
dence in the Dhamma . . .  in the Sangha. . . .  He possesses the 
virtues dear to the noble ones, unbroken . . .  leading to concentra
tion. Content with those virtues dear to the noble ones, he does 
not make further effort for solitude by day nor for seclusion at 
night. When he thus dwells negligently, there is no gladness . . . .  
Because phenomena do not become manifest, he is reckoned as 
'one who dwells negligently.' 

"It is in this way, Nandiya, that a noble disciple is one who 
dwells negligently. 

"And how, Nandiya, is a noble disciple one who dwells dili
gently? Here, Nandiya, a noble disciple possesses confirmed con
fidence in the Buddha thus: 'The Blessed One is . . .  teacher of 
devas and humans, the Enlightened One, the Blessed One.'  Not 
content with that confirmed confidence in the Buddha, he makes 
further effort for solitude by day and for seclusion at night. When 
he thus dwells diligently, gladness is born. When he is glad
dened, rapture is born. When the mind is uplifted by rapture, the 
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body becomes tranquil. One tranquil in body experiences ha . 
ness. The mind of one who is happy becomes concentr 

;Pl
When the mind is concentrated, phenomena become ma�:d. 

Because phenomena become manifest, he is reckoned as 
'0 st. 

who dwells diligently.' [399] 
ne 

"Again, Nandiya, a noble disciple possesses confirmed confi_ 
dence in the Dhamma . . .  in the Sangha . . . .  He possesses th 
virtues dear to the noble ones, unbroken . . .  leading to concentra� 
tion. Not content with those virtues dear to the noble ones h , e 
makes further effort for solitude by day and for seclusion at 
night. When he thus dwells diligently, gladness is born . . . .  
Because phenomena become manifest, he is reckoned as 'one 
who dwells diligently: 

"It is in this way, Nandiya, that a noble disciple is one who 
dwells diligently." 

V. STREAMS OF MERIT WITH VERSES 

41 (1) Streams (1) 

(The opening is identical with §31, continuing thus:) [400] 
"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple possesses these four streams 

of merit, streams of the wholesome, it is not easy to take the 
measure of his merit thus: 'Just so much is his stream of merit, 
stream of the wholesome, nutriment of happiness'; rather, it is 
reckoned as an incalculable, immeasurable, great mass of merit. 

"Bhikkhus, just as it is not easy to take the measure of the water 
in the great ocean thus: 'There are so many gallons of water,' or 
'There are so many hundreds of gallons of water,' or 'There are 
so many thousands of gallons of water,' or 'There are so many 
hundreds of thousands of gallons of water,' but rather it is reck
oned as an incalculable, immeasurable, great mass of water; so 
too, when a noble disciple possesses these four streams of merit 
. . .  it is reckoned as an incalculable, immeasurable, great masS of 
merit." 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the Fortun
ate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

"Just as the many rivers used by the hosts of people, 
Flowing downstream, finally reach the ocean, 
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The great mass of water, the boundless sea, 
The fearsome receptacle of heaps of gems; 

"So the streams of merit reach the wise man
Giver of food, drink, and clothes, 
Provider of beds, seats, and coverlets360-
As the rivers carry their waters to the sea." [401] 

42 (2) Streams (2) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these four streams of merit. . . .  What four? 
"Here, bhikkhus, a noble disciple possesses confirmed confi

dence in the Buddha . . .  in the Dhamma . . .  in the Sangha . . . .  
"Again, bhikkhus, a noble disciple dwells a t  home with a mind 

devoid of the stain of stinginess, freely generous, open-handed, 
delighting in relinquishment, one devoted to charity, delighting 
in giving and sharing. 

"These are the four streams of merit. . . .  
"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple possesses these four streams 

of merit, streams of the wholesome, it is not easy to take the 
measure of his merit thus: 'Just so much is his stream of merit, 
stream of the wholesome, nutriment of happiness'; rather, it is 
reckoned as an incalculable, immeasurable, great mass of merit. 

"Bhikkhus, just as in the place where these great rivers meet 
and converge--namely, the Ganges, the Yamuna, the Aciravati, 
the Sarabhu, and the Mahi-it is not easy to take the measure of 
the water there thus: 'There are so many gallons of water' . . .  but 
rather it is reckoned as an incalculable, immeasurable, great mass 
of water; so too, when a noble disciple possesses these four 
streams of merit . . .  it is reckoned as an incalculable, immeasur
able, great mass of merit." 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

"Just as the many rivers used by the hosts of people, 
. . .  (verses as in §41 ) . . .  
As the rivers carry their waters to the sea." 
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43 (3) Streams (3) 

"Bhikkhus, there are these four streams of merit. . . .  What four? 
"Here, bhikkhus, a noble disciple possesses confirmed confidence in the Buddha . . .  in the Dhamma . . .  in the Sangha . . . .  
"Again, bhikkhus, a noble disciple is wise, he possesses wis

dom directed to arising and passing away, [402] which is noble 
and penetrative, leading to the complete destruction of suffering. 
This is the fourth stream of merit. . . .  

"These are the four streams of merit . . . .  
"When, bhikkhus, a noble disciple possesses these four streams 

of merit, streams of the wholesome, it is not easy to take the 
measure of his merit thus: 'Just so much is his stream of merit 
stream of the wholesome, nutriment of happiness'; rather, it i� 
reckoned as an incalculable, immeasurable, great mass of merit." 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

"One who desires merit, established in the wholesome, 
Develops the path to attain the Deathless; 
He who has reached the Dhamma's core, 
Delighting in destruction, 
Does not tremble thinking, 
'The King of Death will come. "'361 

44 (4) Rich (1) 

"Bhikkhus, a noble disciple who possesses four things is said to 
be rich, with much wealth and property.362 What four? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a noble disciple possesses confirmed confi
dence in the Buddha . . .  in the Dhamma . . .  in the Sangha . . . .  He 
possesses the virtues dear to the noble ones, unbroken . . .  leading 
to concentration. 

"A noble disciple who possesses these four things is said to be 
rich, with much wealth and property." 

45 (5) Rich (2) 

"Bhikkhus, a noble disciple who possesses four things is said to 
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be rich, with much wealth and property, of great fame. What 
four?" 

(The rest as in §44.) [403] 

46 (6) Simple Version 

"Bhikkhus, a noble disciple who possesses four things is a 
stream-enterer, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in 
destiny, with enlightenment as his destination. What four? 

"Here, bhikkhus, a noble disciple possesses confirmed confi
dence in the Buddha thus: 'The Blessed One is ' " teacher of devas 
and humans, the Enlightened One, the Blessed One.' He possesses 
confirmed confidence in the Dhamma . . .  in the Sangha. . . .  He 
possesses the virtues dear to the noble ones, unbroken . . .  leading 
to concentration. 

II A noble disciple, bhikkhus, who possesses these four things is 
a stream-enterer . . .  with enlightenment as his destination." 

47 (7) Nandiya 

At Kapilavatthu. The Blessed One then said to Nandiya the 
Sakyan as he was sitting to one side: 

(The rest as in §46.) 

48 (8) Bhaddiya 

(The same, addressed to Bhaddiya the Sakyan.) [404] 

49 (9) Mahiiniima 

(The same, addressed to Mahiiniima the Sakyan.) 

50 (10) Factors 

II Bhikkhus, there are these four factors for stream-entry. What 
four? Association with superior persons, hearing the true 
Dhamma, careful attention, practice in accordance with the 
Dharnrna. These are the four factors for stream-entry."363 
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VI. THE WISE ONE 

51 (1) With Verses 

(The prose portion is the same as §46.) [405] 
This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 

Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this:364 

"When one has faith in the Tathagata, 
Unshakable and well established, 
And good conduct built on virtue, 
Dear to the noble ones and praised; 

"When one has confidence in the Sangha 
And view that has been rectified, 
They say that one is not poor, 
That one's life is not vain. 

"Therefore the person of intelligence, 
Remembering the Buddha's Teaching, 
Should be devoted to faith and virtue, 
To confidence and vision of the Dhamma." 

52 (2) One Who Spent the Rains 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Savatthi in 
Jeta's Grove, Anathapil)<;lika's Park. Now on that occasion a cer
tain bhikkhu who had spent the rains in Savatthi had arrived in 
Kapilavatthu on some business. The Sakyans of Kapilavatthu 
heard: "A certain bhikkhu, it is said, who spent the rains in 
Savatthi has arrived in Kapilavatthu." 

Then the Sakyans of Kapilavatthu approached that bhikkhu 
and paid homage to him, after which they sat down to one side 
and said to him: 

"We hope, venerable sir, that the Blessed One is healthy and 

robust." 
"The Blessed One, friends, is healthy and robust." [406] 
"We hope, venerable sir, that Sariputta and Moggallana are 

healthy and robust." 
"Sariputta and Moggallana, friends, are healthy and robust." 
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"We hope, venerable sir, that the bhikkhus of the Sangha are 
healthy and robust." 

"The bhikkhus of the Sangha, friends, are healthy and robust." 
"Did you hear and learn anything, venerable sir, in the pres

ence of the Blessed One during this rains?" 
"In the presence of the Blessed One, friends, I heard and learnt 

this: 'Bhikkhus, those bhikkhus are few who, by the destruction 
of the taints, in this very life enter and dwell in the taintless lib
eration of mind, liberation by wisdom, realizing it for themselves 
with direct knowledge. Those bhikkhus are more numerous 
who, with the utter destruction of the five lower fetters, have 
become of spontaneous birth, due to attain Nibbana there with
out returning from that world.' 

"Further, friends, in the presence of the Blessed One I heard 
and learnt this: 'Bhikkhus, those bhikkhus are few who . . .  have 
become of spontaneous birth. . . .  Those bhikkhus are more 
numerous who, with the utter destruction of three fetters and 
with the diminishing of greed, hatred, and delusion, have 
become once-returners who, after coming back to this world only 
one more time, will make an end to suffering.' 

"Further, friends, in the presence of the Blessed One I heard 
and learnt this: 'Those bhikkhus are few who . . .  have become 
once-returners . . . .  Those bhikkhus are more numerous who, with 
the utter destruction of three fetters, have become stream
enterers, no longer bound to the nether world, fixed in destiny, 
with enlightenment as their destination.'" 

53 (3) Dhammadinna 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Barfu:\asi in the 
Deer Park at Isipatana. [407] Then the lay follower Dhamma
dinna, together with five hundred lay followers, approached the 
Blessed One, paid homage to him, and sat down to one side.365 
Sitting to one side, the lay follower Dhammadinna then said to 
the Blessed One: "Let the Blessed One, venerable sir, exhort us 
and instruct us in a way that may lead to our welfare and happi
ness for a long time." 

"Therefore, Dhammadinna, you should train yourselves thus: 
'From time to time we will enter and dwell upon those dis
courses spoken by the Tathagata that are deep, deep in meaning, 
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supramundane, dealing with emptiness: It is in such a way th you should train yourselves."366 at 
"Venerable sir, it is not easy for us-d.welling in a home cr d ow _ 

ed with children, enjoying Kasian sandalwood, wearing 
I d d . . I 

garan s, scents, an unguents, recelvmg go d and silver-from 
time to time to enter and dwell upon those discourses spoken b 
the Tathagata that are deep, deep in meaning, supramundan? 
dealing with emptiness. As we are established in the five trainin� 
rules, let the Blessed One teach us the Dhamma further." 

"Therefore, Dhammadinna, you should train yourselves thus: 
'We will possess confirmed confidence in the Buddha ' "  in the 
Dhamma . . .  in the Sangha . . . .  We will possess the virtues dear to 
the noble ones, unbroken . .  , leading to concentration.' It is in 
such a way that you should train yourselves." 

"Venerable sir, as to these four factors of stream-entry taught 
by the Blessed One, these things exist in us, and we live in con
formity with those things. For, venerable sir, we possess con
firmed confidence in the Buddha, [408] the Dhamma, and the 
Sangha. We possess the virtues dear to the noble ones, unbroken 
. . .  leading to concentration." 

"It is a gain for you, Dhammadinna! It is well gained by you, 
Dhammadinna! You have declared the fruit of stream-entry." 

54 (4) III 
On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Sakyans at Kapilavatthu in Nigrodha's Park. Now on that occa
sion a number of bhikkhus were making a robe for the Blessed 
One, thinking: "After the three months, with his robe completed, 
the Blessed One will set out on tour." 

Mahanama the Sakyan heard: "A number of bhikkhus, it is 
said, are making a robe for the Blessed One, thinking that after 
the three months, with his robe completed, the Blessed One will 
set out on tour." 

Then Mahanama the Sakyan approached the Blessed One, paid 
homage to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: "Venerable 
sir, I heard that a number of bhikkhus are making a robe for the 
Blessed One . . . .  Now I have not heard and learnt in the presence 
of the Blessed One how a wise lay follower who is sick, afflicted, 
and gravely ill should be exhorted by another wise lay follower." 
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"A wise lay follower,367 Mahanama, who is sick, afflicted, and 
gravely ill should be consoled by another wise lay follower with 
four consolations: 'Let the venerable one368 be consoled. You 
have confirmed confidence in the Buddha thus: "The Blessed 
One is . . .  teacher of devas and humans, the Enlightened One, the 
Blessed One." You have confirmed confidence in the Dhamma . . .  
in the Sangha . . . .  You have the virtues dear to the noble ones, 
unbroken . . .  leading to concentration.' [409] 

"After a wise lay follower, who is sick, afflicted, and gravely ill 
has been consoled by a wise lay follower with these four conso
lations, he should be asked: 'Are you anxious about your mother 
and father?' If he says: '1 am: he should be told: 'But, good sir, 
you are subject to death. Whether you are anxious about your 
mother and father or not, you will die anyway. So please aban
don your anxiety over your mother and father.' 

"If he says: 'I have abandoned my anxiety over my mother and 
father,' he should be asked: 'Are you anxious about your wife 
and children?' If he says: 'I am: he should be told: 'But, good sir, 
you are subject to death. Whether you are anxious about your 
wife and children or not, you will die anyway. So please abandon 
your anxiety over your wife and children.' 

"If he says: 'I have abandoned my anxiety over my wife and 
children: he should be asked: 'Are you anxious about the five 
cords of human sensual pleasure?' If he says: 'I am,' he should be 
told: 'Celestial sensual pleasures, friend, are more excellent and 
sublime than human sensual pleasures. So please withdraw your 
mind from human sensual pleasures and resolve on the devas of 
the realm of the Four Great Kings.' 

"If he says: 'My mind has been withdrawn from human sen
sual pleasures and resolved on the devas of the realm of the Four 
Great Kings,' he should be told: [410] 'The Tavatirp.sa devas, 
friend, are more excellent and sublime than the devas of the 
realm of the Four Great Kings. So please withdraw your mind 
from the devas of the realm of the Four Great Kings and resolve 
on the Tavatirp.sa devas.' 

"If he says: 'My mind has been withdrawn from the devas of 
the realm of the Four Great Kings and resolved on the Tavatirp.sa 
devas,' he should be told: 'More excellent and sublime, friend, 
than the Tavatirp.sa devas are the Yama devas . . .  the Tusita devas 
. . .  the Nimmanarati devas . . .  the Paranimmitavasavatti devas . . . .  
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The brahma world, friend, is more excellent and sublime than the 
Paranimmitavasavatti devas. So please withdraw your mind 
from the Paranimmitavasavatti devas and resolve on the brahma 
world.'369 

"If he says: 'My mind has been withdrawn from the 
Paranimmitavasavatti devas and resolved on the brahma world ' 
he should be told: 'Even the brahma world, friend, is imperm�_ 
nent, unstable, included in identity. So please withdraw your 
mind from the brahma world and direct it to the cessation of 
identity. '37o 

"If he says: 'My mind has been withdrawn from the brahma 
world; I have directed my mind to the cessation of identity,' then, 
Mahanama, I say there is no difference between a lay follower 
who is thus liberated in mind and a bhikkhu who has been liber
ated in mind for a hundred years,371 that is, between one libera
tion and the other."372 

55 (5) The Fruit of Stream-Entry 

"Bhikkhus, these four things, when developed and cultivated, 
lead to the realization of the fruit of stream-entry. What four? 
£411 ]  Association with superior persons, hearing the true 
Dhamma, careful attention, practice in accordance with the 

-Ohamma. These four things, when developed and cultivated, 
lead to the realization of the fruit of stream-entry." 

56 (6) The Fruit of Once-Returning 

"Bhikkhus, these four things, when developed and cultivated, 
lead to the realization of the fruit of once-returning. What 
four? . . " (as above). 

57 (7) The Fruit of Non returning 

" . . .  lead to the realization of the fruit of nonreturning . . . . " 

58 (8) The Fruit of Arahantship 

" . . .  lead to the realization of the fruit of arahantship . . . .  " 
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59 (9) The Obtaining of Wisdom 

" . .  , lead to the obtaining of wisdom . . . .  " 

60 (10) The Growth of Wisdom 

" . , .  lead to the growth of wisdom . . . .  " 

61 (11) The Expansion of Wisdom 

" . , .  lead to the expansion of wisdom . . . .  " 

[412] VII. GREAT WISDOM 

62 (1) Greatness of Wisdom 

"Bhikkhus, these four things, when developed and cultivated, 
lead to greatness of wisdom. What four? Association with supe
rior persons, hearing the true Dhamma, careful attention, prac
tice in accordance with the Dhamma. These four things, when 
developed and cultivated, lead to greatness of wisdom." 

63 (2)-74 (13) Extensiveness of Wisdom, Etc. 

"Bhikkhus, these four things, when developed and cultivated, 
lead to extensiveness of wisdom . . .  to vastness of wisdom . . .  to 
depth of wisdom . .  , to the state of unequalled wisdom373 • • .  to 
breadth of wisdom . . .  to abundance of wisdom . . .  to quickness 
of wisdom . . .  to buoyancy of wisdom . . .  to joyousness of wisdom 
'" [413] . . .  to swiftness of wisdom . . .  to sharpness of wisdom . , .  
to penetrativeness of wisdom.374 What four? Association with 
superior persons, hearing the true Dhamma, careful attention, 
practice in accordance with the Dhamma. These four things, when 
developed and cultivated, lead to penetrativeness of wisdom." 



[414] Chapter XII 

56 Saccasarrzyutta 
Connected Discourses on the Truths 

I. CONCENTRA nON 

1 (1) Concentration 

At Savattht "Bhikkhus, develop concentration. A bhikkhu who 
is concentrated understands things as they really are.375 

"And what does he understand as it really is? He understands 
as it really is: 'This is suffering.' He understands as it really is: 
'This is the origin of suffering: He understands as it really is: 
'This is the cessation of suffering.' He understands as it really is: 
'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.' 

"Bhikkhus, develop concentration. A bhikkhu who is concen
trated understands things as they really are. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.'376 An exertion should be made to 
understand: 'This is the origin of suffering.' An exertion should 
be made to understand: 'This is the cessation of suffering.' An 
exertion should be made to understand: 'This is the way leading 
to the cessation of suffering.'" 

2 (2) Seclusion 

"Bhikkhus, make an exertion in seclusion. A bhikkhu who is 

secluded understands things as they really are. 
"And what does he understand as it really is? He understands 

as it really is: 'This is suffering: . . .  'This is the origin of suffer
ing.' . . .  'This is the cessation of suffering: . . .  'This is the way lead
ing to the cessation of suffering.' [415] 

1838 
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"Bhikkhus, make an exertion in seclusion. A bhikkhu who is 
secluded understands things as they really are. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering: . . .  An exertion should be made to 
understand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

3 (3) Clansmen (1) 

"Bhikkhus, whatever clansmen in the past rightly went forth 
from the household life into homelessness, all did so in order to 
make the breakthrough to the Four Noble Truths as they really 
are. Whatever clansmen in the future will rightly go forth from 
the household life into homelessness, all will do so in order to 
make the breakthrough to the Four Noble Truths as they really 
are. Whatever clansmen at present have rightly gone forth 
from the household life into homelessness, all have done so in 
order to make the breakthrough to the Four Noble Truths as 
they really are. 

"What four? The noble truth of suffering, the noble truth of the 
origin of suffering, the noble truth of the cessation of suffering, 
the noble truth of the way leading to the cessation of suffering. 
Whatever clansmen rightly went forth . . .  will rightly go forth . . .  
have rightly gone forth from household life into homelessness, 
all have done so in order to make the breakthrough to these Four 
Noble Truths as they really are. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . .  , An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

4 (4) Clansmen (2) 

"Bhikkhus, whatever clansmen in the past rightly went forth 
from the household life into homelessness and made the break
through to things as they really are, all made the breakthrough to 
the Four Noble Truths as they really are. Whatever clansmen in 
the future will rightly go forth from the household life into 
homelessness and make the breakthrough to things as they real
ly are, [416] all will make the breakthrough to the Four Noble 
Truths as they really are. Whatever clansmen at present have 
rightly gone forth from the household life into homelessness and 
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make the breakthrough to things as they really are, all make the breakthrough to the Four Noble Truths as they really are. 
"What four? The noble truth of suffering, the noble truth of th 

origin of suffering, the noble truth of the cessation of Sufferin 
e 

the noble truth of the way leading to the cessation of sufferi g, 
Whatever clansmen made the breakthrough . . .  will make �� 
breakthrough . . .  make the breakthrough to things as they really 
are, all make the breakthrough to these Four Noble Truths as 
they really are. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

5 (5) Ascetics and Brahmins (1) 

"Bhikkhus, whatever ascetics or brahmins in the past fully awak
ened to things as they really are, all fully awakened to the Four 
Noble Truths as they really are. Whatever ascetics or brahrnins in 
the future will fully awaken to things as they really are, all will 
fully awaken to the Four Noble Truths as they really are. 
Whatever ascetics or brahmins at present have fully awakened to 
things as they really are, all have fully awakened to the Four 
Noble Truths as they really are. 

"What four? The noble truth of suffering . . .  the noble truth of 
the way leading to the cessation of suffering. Whatever ascetics 
or brahmins fully awakened . . .  will fully awaken . . .  have fully 
awakened to things as they really are, all have fully awakened to 
these Four Noble Truths as they really are. [417] 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering: . . .  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

6 (6) Ascetics and Brahmins (2) 

"Bhikkhus, whatever ascetics or brahrnins in the past revealed 
themselves as having fully awakened to things as they really are, 
all revealed themselves as having fully awakened to the Four 

Noble Truths as they really are. Whatever ascetics or brahrnins in 

the future will reveal themselves as having fully awakened to 

things as they really are, all will reveal themselves as having fully 
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awakened to the Four Noble Truths as they really are. Whatever 
ascetics or brahmins at present reveal themselves as having fully 
awakened to things as they really are, all reveal themselves as 
having fully awakened to the Four Noble Truths as they really 
are. 

"What four? The noble truth of suffering . . .  the noble truth of 
the way leading to the cessation of suffering. Whatever ascetics 
or brahmins revealed themselves . . .  will reveal themselves . . .  
reveal themselves as having fully awakened to things as they 
really are, all reveal themselves as having fully awakened to 
these Four Noble Truths as they really are. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

7 (7) Thoughts 

"Bhikkhus, do not think evil unwholesome thoughts; that is, sen
sual thought, thought of ill will, thought of harming. For what 
reason? These thoughts, bhikkhus, are unbeneficial, irrelevant to 
the fundamentals of the holy life, [418] and do not lead to revul
sion, to dispassion, to cessation, to peace, to direct knowledge, to 
enlightenment, to Nibbana. 

"When you think, bhikkhus, you should think: 'This is suffer
ing'; you should think: 'This is the origin of suffering'; you 
should think: 'This is the cessation of suffering'; you should 
think: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering: For 
what reason? These thoughts, bhikkhus, are beneficial, relevant 
to the fundamentals of the holy life, and lead to revulsion, to dis
passion, to cessation, to peace, to direct knowledge, to enlighten
ment, to Nibbana. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering: . . .  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

8 (8) Reflection 

"Bhikkhus, do not reflect in an evil unwholesome way:377 'The 
world is eternal' or 'The world is not eternal'; or 'The world is 
finite' or 'The world is infinite'; or 'The soul and the body are the 
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same' or 'The soul is one thing, the body is another'; Or 'Th 
Tathagata exists after death,' or 'The Tathagata does not ex' 

e 

after death,' or 'The Tathagata both exists and does not exist aft 
1St 

death,' or 'The Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist aft:r 

death.' For what reason? Because, bhikkhus, this reflection � 
unbeneficial, irrelevant to the fundamentals of the holy life, and 
does not lead to revulsion, to dispassion, to cessation, to peace, to 
direct knowledge, to enlightenment, to Nibbana. 

"When you reflect, bhikkhus, you should reflect: 'This is suf
fering'; you should reflect: 'This is the origin of suffering'; you 
should refled: 'This is the cessation of suffering'; you should 
reflect: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.' For 
what reason? Because, bhikkhus, this reflection is beneficial, rele
vant to the fundamentals of the holy life, and leads to revulsion, 
to dispassion, to cessation, to peace, to direct knowledge, [419] to 
enlightenment, to Nibbana. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

9 (9) Disputatious Talk 

"Bhikkhus, do not engage in disputatious talk,378 saying: 'You 
don't understand this Dhamma and Discipline. I understand this 
Dhamma and Discipline. What, you understand this Dhamma 
and Discipline! You're practising wrongly, I'm practising rightly. 
What should have been said before you said after; what should 
have been said after you said before. I'm consistent, you're incon
sistent. What you took so long to think out has been overturned. 
Your thesis has been refuted. Go off to rescue your thesis, for 
you're defeated, or disentangle yourself if you can.' For what rea
son? Because, bhikkhus, this talk is unbeneficial, irrelevant to the 
fundamentals of the holy life, and does not lead to revulsion, to 
dispassion, to cessation, to peace, to direct knowledge, to enlight
enment, to Nibbana. 

"When you talk, bhikkhus, you should talk about: 'This is suf
fering'; you should talk about: 'This is the origin of suffering'; 
you should talk about: 'This is the cessation of suffering'; you 
should talk about: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suf
fering.' For what reason? Because, bhikkhus, this talk is benefi-
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cia I, relevant to the fundamentals of the holy life, and leads to 
revulsion, to dispassion, to cessation, to peace, to direct knowl
edge, to enlightenment, to Nibbana. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . . An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

10 (10) Pointless Talk 

"Bhikkhus, do not engage in the various kinds of pointless 
talk,379 that is, talk about kings, thieves, and ministers of state; 
talk about armies, dangers, and wars; talk about food, drink, gar
ments, and beds; talk about garlands and scents; talk about rela
tions, vehicles, villages, towns, cities, and countries; talk about 
women and talk about heroes; [420] street talk and talk by the 
well; talk about those departed in days gone by; rambling 
chitchat; speculation about the world and about the sea; talk 
about becoming this or that. For what reason? Because, 
bhikkhus, this talk is unbeneficial, irrelevant to the fundamentals 
of the holy life, and does not lead to revulsion, to dispassion, to 
cessation, to peace, to direct knowledge, to enlightenment, to 
Nibbana. 

"When you talk, bhikkhus, you should talk about: 'This is suf
fering'; you should talk about: 'This is the origin of suffering'; 
you should talk about: 'This is the cessation of suffering'; you 
should talk about: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suf
fering.' For what reason? Because, bhikkhus, this talk is benefi
cial, relevant to the fundamentals of the holy life, and leads to 
revulsion, to dispassion, to cessation, to peace, to direct knowl
edge, to enlightenment, to Nibbana. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

II. SETTING IN MOTION THE WHEEL OF THE DHAMMA 

1 1  (1) Setting in Motion the Wheel of the Dhamma 

Thus have I heard. On one occasion the Blessed One was 
dwelling at Bara�asi in the Deer Park at Isipatana. [421] There the 
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Blessed One addressed the bhikkhus of the group of five thus:380 
"Bhikkhus, these two extremes should not be followed by one 

who has gone forth into homelessness. What two? The pursuit of 
sensual happiness in sensual pleasures, which is low, vulgar, the 
way of worldlings, ignoble, unbeneficial; and the pursuit of self
mortification, which is painful, ignoble, unbeneficial. Without 
veering towards either of these extremes, the Tathagata has 
awakened to the middle way, which gives rise to vision, which 
gives rise to knowledge, which leads to peace, to direct knowl
edge, to enlightenment, to Nibbana. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is that middle way awakened to by the 
Tathc"igata, which gives rise to vision . . .  which leads to Nibbana? 
It is this Noble Eightfold Path; that is, right view, right intention, 
right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right 
mindfulness, right concentration. This, bhikkhus, is that middle 
way awakened to by the Tathagata, which gives rise to vision, 
which gives rise to knowledge, which leads to peace, to direct 
knowledge, to enlightenment, to Nibbana. 

"Now this, bhikkhus, is the noble truth of suffering: birth is 
suffering, aging is suffering, illness is suffering, death is suffer
ing;381 union with what is displeasing is suffering; separation 
from what is pleasing is suffering; not to get what one wants is 
sllffering; in brief, the five aggregates sy�ject to clinging are suf- . 
fering. 

"Now this, bhikkhus, is the noble truth of the origin of suffer
ing: it is this craving which leads to renewed existence, accom
panied by delight and lust, seeking delight here and there; that 
is, craving for sensual pleasures, craving for existence, craving 
for extermination. 

"Now this, bhikkhus, is the noble truth of the cessation of suf
fering: it is the remainderless fading away and cessation of that 
same craving, the giving up and relinquishing of it, freedom 
from it, nonreliance on it. 

"Now this, bhikkhus, is the noble truth of the way leading to 
the cessation of suffering: [422] it is this Noble Eightfold Path; 
that is, right view . . .  right concentration. 

"'This is the noble truth of suffering': thus, bhikkhus, in regard 
to things unheard before, there arose in me vision, knowledge, 
wisdom, true knowledge, and light. 

'''This noble truth of suffering is to be fully understood': thuS, 
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bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, there arose in me 

vision, knowledge, wisdom, true knowledge, and light. 
"'This noble truth of suffering has been fully understood': thus, 

bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, there arose in me 
vision, knowledge, wisdom, true knowledge, and light. 

"'This is the noble truth of the origin of suffering'; thus, 
bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, there arose in me 
vision, knowledge, wisdom, true knowledge, and light. 

"'This noble truth of the origin of suffering is to be abandoned'; 
thus, bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, there arose in 
me vision, knowledge, wisdom, true knowledge, and light. 

'''This noble truth of the origin of suffering has been aban
doned'; thus, bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, there 
arose in me vision, knowledge, wisdom, true knowledge, and 
light. 

"'This is the noble truth of the cessation of suffering': thus, 
bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, there arose in me 
vision, knowledge, wisdom, true knowledge, and light. 

"'This noble truth of the cessation of suffering is to be realized'; 
thus, bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, there arose in 
me vision, knowledge, wisdom, true knowledge, and light. 

'''This noble truth of the cessation of suffering has been real
ized'; thus, bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, there 
arose in me vision, knowledge, wisdom, true knowledge, and 
light. 

"'This is the noble truth of the way leading to the cessation of 
suffering': thus, bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, 
there arose in me vision, knowledge, wisdom, true knowledge, 
and light. 

'''This noble truth of the way leading to the cessation of suffer
ing is to be developed': thus, bhikkhus, in regard to things 
unheard before, there arose in me vision, knowledge, wisdom, 
true knowledge, and light. 

"'This noble truth of the way leading to the cessation of suffer
ing has been developed': thus, bhikkhus, in regard to things 
unheard before, there arose in me vision, knowledge, wisdom, 
true knowledge, and light. 

"So long, bhikkhus, as my knowledge and vision of these Four 
Noble Truths as they really are in their three phases and twelve 
aspects was not thoroughly purified in this way,382 [423] I did not 
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claim to have awakened to the unsurpassed perfect enlighte _ 
ment in this world with its devas, Mara, and Brahma, in this ge 

n
_ 

eration with its ascetics and brahmins, its devas and humans. B:t 
when my knowledge and vision of these Four Noble Truths as 
they really are in their three phases and twelve aspects Was thor
oughly purified in this way, then I claimed to have awakened to 
the unsurpassed perfect enlightenment in this world with its 
devas, Mara, and Brahma, in this generation with its ascetics and 
brahmins, its devas and humans. The knowledge and vision 
arose in me: 'Unshakable is the liberation of my mind. This is my 
last birth. Now there is no more renewed existence.'" 

This is what the Blessed One said. Elated, the bhikkhus of the 
group of five delighted in the Blessed One's statement. And 
while this discourse was being spoken, there arose in the 
Venerable Kondanna the dust-free, stainless vision of the 
Dhamma: "Whatever is subject to origination is all subject to ces
sation." 

And when the Wheel of the Dhamma had been set in motion 
by the Blessed One,383 the earth-dwelling devas raised a cry: "At 
Barar:tasi, in the Deer Park at Isipatana, this unsurpassed Wheel 
of the Dhamma has been set in motion by the Blessed One, which 
cannot be stopped by any ascetic or brahmin or deva or Mara or 
Brahma or by anyone in the world." Having heard the cry of the · 
earth-dwelling devas, the devas of the realm of the Four Great 
Kings raised a cry: "At Barar:tasi . . .  this unsurpassed Wheel of the 
Dhamma has been set in motion by the Blessed One, which can
not be stopped . . .  by anyone in the world." Having heard the cry 
of the devas of the realm of the Four Great Kings, the Tavatirpsa 
devas . . .  the Yama devas . . .  the Tusita devas . . .  the Nimmanarati 
devas . . .  the Paranimmitavasavatti devas . . .  the devas of 
Brahma's company raised a cry: "At Barar:tasi, in the Deer Park at 
Isipatana, this unsurpassed Wheel of the Dhamma has been set 

in motion by the Blessed One, [424] which cannot be stopped by 
any ascetic or brahmin or deva or Mara or Brahma or by anyone 

in the world." 
Thus at that moment, at that instant, at that second, the cry 

spread as far as the brahma world, and this ten thousandfold 

world system shook, quaked, and trembled, and an immeasur
able glorious radiance appeared in the world surpassing the 
divine majesty of the devas. 
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Then the Blessed One uttered this inspired utterance: 
"Kondanna has indeed understood! KOl).<;laMa has indeed 
und�;stood!" In this way the Venerable KOl).<;laMa acquired the 
name "AMa KOl).<;laMa-Kol).<;laMa Who Has Understood." 

12 (2) Tathtigatas 

'''This is the noble truth of suffering': thus, bhikkhus, in regard to 
things unheard before, there arose in the Tathagatas vision, 
knowledge, wisdom, true knowledge, and light. 

"'This noble truth of suffering is to be fully understood': thus, 
bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, there arose in the 
Tathagatas vision . . .  and light. 

"'This noble truth of suffering has been fully understood': thus, 
bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, there arose in the 
Tathagatas vision . . .  and light. 

"'This is the noble truth of the origin of suffering' . . .  'This 
noble truth of the origin of suffering is to be abandoned' . . .  'This 
noble truth of the origin of suffering has been abandoned': thus, 
bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, there arose in the 
Tathagatas vision . . .  and light. 

'' 'This is the noble truth of the cessation of suffering' . . .  'This 
noble truth of the cessation of suffering is to be realized' . . .  [425] 
'This noble truth of the cessation of suffering has been realized': 
thus, bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, there arose in 
the Tathagatas vision . . .  and light. 

'''This is the noble truth of the way leading to the cessation of 
suffering' . . .  'This noble truth of the way leading to the cessation 
of suffering is to be developed' . . .  'This noble truth of the way 
leading to the cessation of suffering has been developed': thus, 
bhikkhus, in regard to things unheard before, there arose in the 
Tathagatas vision, knowledge, wisdom, true knowledge, and 
light." 

13 (3) Aggregates 

"Bhikkhus, there are these Four Noble Truths. What four? The 
noble truth of suffering, the noble truth of the origin of suffering, 
the noble truth of the cessation of suffering, the noble truth of the 
way leading to the cessation of suffering. 
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"And what, bhikkhus, is the noble truth of suffering? It sh be said: the five aggregates subject to clinging; that is, the 
;uld 

aggregate subject to clinging . . .  the consciousness aggregate �r;: ject to clinging. This is called the noble truth of suffering. 
u _ 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the noble truth of the origin of suff _ ing? It is this craving which leads to renewed existence, aceo 
er

_ panied by delight and lust, seeking delight here and there; t� 
is, craving for sensual pleasures, craving for existence, cravin 

t 

for extermination. This is called the noble truth of the origin o� 
suffering. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the noble truth of the cessation of suf
fering? It is the remainderless fading away and cessation of that 
same craving, the giving up and relinquishing of it, freedom 
from it, nonreliance on it. This is called the noble truth of the ces
sation of suffering. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the noble truth of the way leading to 
the cessation of suffering? It is this Noble Eightfold Path; that is, 
right view . . .  right concentration. This is called the noble truth of 
the way leading to the cessation of suffering. [426] 

"These, bhikkhus, are the Four Noble Truths. 
"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under

stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

14 (4) Internal Sense Bases 

"Bhikkhus, there are these Four Noble Truths. What four? The 
noble truth of suffering, the noble truth of the origin of suffering, 
the noble truth of the cessation of suffering, the noble truth of the 
way leading to the cessation of suffering. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the noble truth of suffering? It should 
be said: the six internal sense bases. What six? The eye base . . .  the 
mind base. This is called the noble truth of suffering." 

(The rest of the sutta is identical with §13.) 

15 (5) Remembrance (1) 

"Bhikkhus, do you remember the Four Noble Truths taught by 
me?" 

When this was said, a certain bhikkhu said to the Blessed One: 
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[427] "Venerable sir, I remember the Four Noble Truths taught 
by the Blessed One." 

"But how, bhikkhu, do you remember the Four Noble Truths 
taught by me?" 

"I remember suffering, venerable sir, as the first noble truth 
taught by the Blessed One. I remember the origin of suffering as 
the second noble truth taught by the Blessed One. I remember the 
cessation of suffering as the third noble truth taught by the 
Blessed One. I remember the way leading to the cessation of suf
fering as the fourth noble truth taught by the Blessed One. It is in 
this way, venerable sir, that I remember the Four Noble Truths 
taught by the Blessed One." 

"Good, good, bhikkhu! It is good that you remember the Four 
Noble Truths taught by me. Suffering, bhikkhu, is the first noble 
truth taught by me: remember it thus. The origin of suffering is 
the second noble truth taught by me: remember it thus. The ces
sation of suffering is the third noble truth taught by me: remem
ber it thus. The way leading to the cessation of suffering is the 
fourth noble truth taught by me: remember it thus. In this way, 
bhikkhu, remember the Four Noble Truths taught by me. 

"Therefore, bhikkhu, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

16 (6) Remembrance (2) 

"Bhikkhus, do you remember the Four Noble Truths taught by 
me?" [428] 

When this was said, a certain bhikkhu said to the Blessed One: 
"Venerable sir, I remember the Four Noble Truths taught by the 
Blessed One." 

"But how, bhikkhu, do you remember the Four Noble Truths 
taught by me?" 

"I remember suffering, venerable sir, as the first noble truth 
taught by the Blessed One. For if any ascetic or brahmin should 
speak thus: 'This is not the first noble truth of suffering taught by 
the ascetic Gotama; having rejected this first noble truth of suf
fering, I will make known another first noble truth of suffering'
this is impossible. 

"I remember the origin of suffering as the second noble truth 
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taught by the B lessed One .. . .  I remember the cessation of suff 
ing as the third noble truth taught by the Blessed One 

er

remember the way leading to the cessation of suffering a�'�h� 
fourth nob le truth taught by the Blessed One. For if any a SCeti 
b rahmin should speak thus: 'This is not the fourth noble trut� o� 
the way leading to the cessation of suffering taught by the asc

o
_ 

tic Gotama; having rejected this fourth noble truth of the wa
e 

leading to the cessation of s uffering, I will make known anoth� 
fourth noble truth of the way leading to the cessation of suffer
ing' -this is impossible. 

"It is in this way, venerable sir, that I remember the Four Noble 
T ruths taught by the B lessed One ." 

"Good, good, bhikkhu! It is good that you remember the Four 
Noble Truths taught by me. Suffering, bhikkhu, is the fi rst noble 
t ruth taught by me : remember it thus. For if any ascetic or brah
min should speak thus .. , (as above) . . .  [429] 'This is not the fourth 
noble truth of the way leading to the cessation of suffering taught 
by the ascet ic Gotama; having rejected this fourth noble truth of 
the way leading to the cessation of s uffering, I will make known 
another fourth noble truth of the way leading to the cessation of 
s uffering ' -this is impossib le. 

"In this way, bhikkhu, remember the Four Noble Truths taught 
by me. 

"Therefore, bhikkhu, an exertion should be made to under
stand : 'This is suffe ring.' ... An exertion sho uld be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering .'" 

1 7  (7) Ignorance 

Sitting to one side, that bhikkhu said to the Blessed One: 
"Venerable sir, it is said, 'ignorance, ignorance.' What is ignoran�;, 
venerable sir, and in what way is one immersed in ig norance? 

"Bhikkhu, not knowing s uffering, not knowing the origin of 
s uffering, not knowing the cessation of s uffering, not knowing 
the way leading to the cessation of suffering : this is called igno
rance, bhikkhu, and it is in this way that one is immersed in igno
rance . 

"Therefore, bhikkh u, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion sho uld be made to under

stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of s uffering.'" 
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18 (8) True Knowledge 

Then a certain bhikkhu approached the Blessed One, paid hom

age to him, sat down to one side, and said to him: "Venerable sir, 
it is said, 'true knowledge, true knowledge: What is true knowl
edge, venerable sir, and in what way has one arrived at true 
knowledge?" [430J 

"Bhikkhu, knowledge of suffering, knowledge of the origin of 
suffering, knowledge of the cessation of suffering, knowledge of 
the way leading to the cessation of suffering: this is called true 
knowledge, bhikkhu, and it is in this way that one has arrived at 
true knowledge. 

"Therefore, bhikkhu, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' ... An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

19 (9) Implications 

'''This is the noble truth of suffering': such has been made known 
by me. In this statement, 'This is the noble truth of suffering,' 
there are innumerable nuances, innumerable details, innumer
able implications.384 

'''This is the noble truth of the origin of suffering' ' "  'This is the 
noble truth of the cessation of suffering' ' "  'This is the noble 
truth of the way leading to the cessation of suffering': such has 
been made known by me. In this statement, 'This is the noble 
truth of the way leading to the cessation of suffering,' there are 
innumerable nuances, innumerable details, innumerable impli
cations. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering: . .. An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

20 (10) Actual 

"Bhikkhus, these four things are actual, unerring, not other
wise.385 What four? 

"'This is suffering'; this, bhikkhus, is actual, unerring, not 
otherwise. 'This is the origin of suffering': this is actual, unerring, 
not otherwise. 'This is the cessation of suffering'; this is actual, 
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unerring, not otherwise. [431] 'This is the way leading to th . f ff . , hi . I · 
e ces-

satIon a su ermg : t s IS actua , unernng, not otherwise. �'These four things, bhikkhus, are actual, unerring, not other_ 
WIse. 

"Therefore, bhikkhu, an exertion should be made to und stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to und 
er

stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 
er-

III. KUfIGAMA 

21 (1) Kotigii11la (1)386 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling among the 
Vajjians at Kotigama. There the Blessed One addressed the 
bhikkhus thus: "Bhikkhus, it is because of not understanding and 
not penetrating the Four Noble Truths that you and I have 
roamed and wandered through this long course of sal11sara. 
What four? 

"It is, bhikkhus, because of not understanding and not pene
trating the noble truth of suffering that you and I have roamed 
and wandered through this long course of sal11sara. It is because 
of not understanding and not penetrating the noble truth of the 
origin of suffering . . .  the noble truth of the cessation of suffering 
. . .  the noble truth of the waileading to the cessation of suffering 
[432] that you and I have roamed and wandered through this 
long course of sal11sara. 

"That noble truth of suffering, bhikkhus, has been understood 
and penetrated. That noble truth of the origin of suffering has 
been understood and penetrated. That noble truth of the cessa
tion of suffering has been understood and penetrated. That noble 
truth of the way leading to the cessation of suffering has been 
understood and penetrated. Craving for existence has been cut 
off; the conduit to existence has been destroyed; now there is no 
more renewed existence." 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

"Because of not seeing as they are 
The Four Noble Truths, 
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We have wandered through the long course 
In the various kinds of births. 

"Now these truths have been seen; 
The conduit to existence is severed; 
Cut off is the root of suffering: 
Now there is no more renewed existence." 

22 (2) Kotigiil1U1 (2)387 

"Bhikkhus, those ascetics or brahmins who do not understand as 
it really is: 'This is suffering'; who do not understand as it really 
is: 'This is the origin of suffering'; who do not understand as it 
really is: 'This is the cessation of suffering'; who do not under
stand as it really is: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of 
suffering': these I do not consider to be ascetics among ascetics or 
brahmins among brahmins, and these venerable ones do not, by 
realizing it for themselves with direct knowledge, enter and 
dwell, in this very life, in the goal of asceticism or the goal of 
brahminhood. 

"But, bhikkhus, those ascetics or brahmins who understand 
these things: these I consider to be ascetics among ascetics and 
brahmins among brahmins, [433] and these venerable ones, by 
realizing it for themselves with direct knowledge, enter and 
dwell, in this very life, in the goal of asceticism and the goal of 
brahminhood. " 

This is what the Blessed One said. Having said this, the 
Fortunate One, the Teacher, further said this: 

"Those who do not understand suffering, 
Who do not know suffering's origin, 
Nor where suffering completely stops, 
Where it ceases without remainder; 
Who do not know that path 
Which leads to suffering's appeasement: 
They are devoid of mind's liberation 
And also of liberation by wisdom; 
Incapable of making an end, 
They fare on to birth and aging. 
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"But those who understand suffering, 
Who know too suffering's origin, 
And where suffering completely stops, 
Where it ceases without remainder; 
Who understand that path 
Which leads to suffering's appeasement: 
They are endowed with mind's liberation 
And also with liberation by wisdom; 
Being capable of making an end, 
They fare no more in birth and aging." 

23 (3) The Perfectly Enlightened One 

--

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, there are these Four Noble Truths. What 
four? The noble truth of suffering . . .  the noble truth of the way 
leading to the cessation of suffering. It is because he has fully 
awakened to these Four Noble Truths as they really are that the 
Tathagata is called the Arahant, the Perfectly Enlightened One. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

24 (4) Arahants 

At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, whatever Arahants, Perfectly 
Enlightened Ones, in the past fully awakened to things as they 
really are, all fully awakened to the Four Noble Truths as they 
really are. [434] Whatever Arahants, Perfectly Enlightened Ones, 
in the future will fully awaken to things as they really are, all will 
fully awaken to the Four Noble Truths as they really are. 
Whatever Arahants, Perfectly Enlightened Ones, at present have 
fully awakened to things as they really are, all have fully awak
ened to the Four Noble Truths as they really are. 

"What four? The noble truth of suffering, the noble truth of the 
origin of suffering, the noble truth of the cessation of suffering, 
the noble truth of the way leading to the cessation of suffering. 
Whatever Arahants, Perfectly Enlightened Ones, fully awakened 
. . .  will fully awaken . . .  have fully awakened to things as they 
really are, all have fully awakened to these Four Noble Truths as 
they really are. 
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"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . . An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

25 (5) The Destruction of the Taints 

"Bhikkhus, I say that the destruction of the taints is for one who 
knows and sees, not for one who does not know and does not 
see.388 For one who knows what, for one who sees what, does the 
destruction of the taints corne about? The destruction of the taints 
comes about for one who knows and sees: 'This is suffering'; for 
one who knows and sees: 'This is the origin of suffering'; for one 
who knows and sees: 'This is the cessation of suffering'; for one 
who knows and sees: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of 
suffering.' It is for one who knows thus, for one who sees thus, 
that the destruction of the taints comes about. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

26 (6) Friends 

"Bhikkhus, those for whom you have compassion and who think 
you should be heeded-whether friends or colleagues, relatives 
or kinsmen-[ 435] these you should exhort, settle, and establish 
for making the breakthrough to the Four Noble Truths as they 
really are. 

"What four? The noble truth of suffering, the noble truth of the 
origin of suffering, the noble truth of the cessation of suffering, 
the noble truth of the way leading to the cessation of suffering. 

"Those for whom you have compassion . . .  these you should 
exhort, settle, and establish for making the breakthrough to these 
Four Noble Truths as they really are. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

27 (7) Actual 

"Bhikkhus, there are these Four Noble Truths. What four? The 
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noble truth of suffering, the noble truth of the origin of suffe . 
the noble truth of the cessation of suffering, the noble truth o�' 
way lead�g to the cessation of �uffering. These Four Nobl: 
Truths, bhlkkhus, are actual, unernng, not otherwise. Therefore 
they are called noble truths.389 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to 
understand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

28 (8) The World 

"Bhikkhus, these are these Four Noble Truths. What four? The 
noble truth of suffering, the noble truth of the origin of suffering, 
the noble truth of the cessation of suffering, the noble truth of the 
way leading to the cessation of suffering. In this world, with its 
devas, Mara, and Brahma, in this generation with its ascetics and 
brahmins, its devas and humans, the Tathagata is the noble one. 
Therefore they are called noble truths. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 
[436] 

29 (9) To Be Fully Understood 

"Bhikkhus, there are these Four Noble Truths. What four? The 
noble truth of suffering, the noble truth of the origin of suffering, 
the noble truth of the cessation of suffering, the noble truth of the 
way leading to the cessation of suffering. These are the Four 
Noble Truths. 

"Of these Four Noble Truths, bhikkhus, there is a noble truth 
that is to be fully understood; there is a noble truth that is to be 
abandoned; there is a noble truth that is to be realized; there is a 
noble truth that is to be developed. 

"And what, bhikkhus, is the noble truth that is to be fully under
stood? The noble truth of suffering is to be fully understood; the 
noble truth of the origin of suffering is to be abandoned; the 
noble truth of the cessation of suffering is to be realized; the 
noble truth of the way leading to the cessation of suffering is to 
be developed. 
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"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under� 
stand: 'This is suffering: . . .  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

30 (10) Gavampati 

On one occasion a number of elder bhikkhus were dwelling 
among the Cetiyans at Sahajati. Now on that occasion when the 
elder bhikkhus had returned from their alms round, after their 
meal they had assembled in the pavilion and were sitting togeth
er when this conversation arose: "Friend, does one who sees suf
fering also see the origin of suffering, also see the cessation of 
suffering, also see the way leading to the cessation of suffering?" 

When this was said, the Venerable Gavampati said to the elder 
bhikkhus: "Friends, in the presence of the Blessed One I have 
heard and learnt this: [437] 'Bhikkhus, one who sees suffering 
also sees the origin of suffering, also sees the cessation of suffer
ing, also sees the way leading to the cessation of suffering. One 
who sees the origin of suffering also sees suffering, also sees the 
cessation of suffering, also sees the way leading to the cessation 
of suffering. One who sees the cessation of suffering also sees 
suffering, also sees the origin of suffering, also sees the way lead
ing to the cessation of suffering. One who sees the way leading to 
the cessation of suffering also sees suffering, also sees the origin 
of suffering, also sees the cessation of suffering."'390 

IV. THE SIl'ffSAPA GROVE 

31 (1) The SiIp.sapa Grove 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Kosambi in a 
Si1JlSapli grove. Then the Blessed One took up a few si1Jlsapli leaves 
in his hand and addressed the bhikkhus thus: "What do you 
think, bhikkhus, which is more numerous: these few si1Jlsapli 
leaves that I have taken up in my hand or those in the si1Jlsapli 
grove overhead?" [438] 

"Venerable sir, the si1Jlsapli leaves that the Blessed One has 
taken up in his hand are few, but those in the si1Jlsapli grove over
head are numerous." 

"So too, bhikkhus, the things I have directly known but have 
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not taught you are numerous, while the things I have taught 
are few. And why, bhikkhus, have I not taught those mYOU 
things? Because they are unbeneficial, irrelevant to the fu �ny 

mentals of the holy life, and do not lead to revulsion, to dis
n a-

. . 
d· k I 

pas-
SIOn, to cessatIOn, to peace, to Irect now edge, to enlighten_ 
ment, to Nibbana. Therefore I have not taught them. 

"And what, bhikkhus, have I taught? I have taught: 'This is suf
fering'; I have taught: 'This is the origin of suffering'; I have 
taught: 'This is the cessation of suffering'; I have taught: This is 
the way leading to the cessation of suffering.' And why 
bhikkhus, have I taught this? Because this is beneficial, relevan; 
to the fundamentals of the holy life, and leads to revulsion, to 
dispassion, to cessation, to peace, to direct knowledge, to enlight
enment, to Nibbana. Therefore I have taught this. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to 
understand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

32 (2) Acacia 

"Bhikkhus, if anyone should speak thus: 'Without having made 
the breakthrough to the noble truth of suffering as it really is, 
without having made the breakthrough to the noble truth of the 
origin of suffering as it really is, without having made the break
through to the noble truth of the cessation of suffering as it really 
is, without having made the breakthrough to the noble truth of 
the way leading to the cessation of suffering as it really is, I will 
completely make an end to suffering' -this is impossible. 

"Just as, bhikkhus, if someone should speak thus: 'Having 
made a basket of acacia leaves or of pine needles or of myrobalan 
leaves,391 [439] I will bring water or a palm fruit,'392 this would be 
impossible; so too, if anyone should speak thus: 'Without having 
made the breakthrough to the noble truth of suffering as it really 
is . . .  I will completely make an end to suffering' -this is impos
sible. 

"But, bhikkhus, if anyone should speak thus: 'Having made 
the breakthrough to the noble truth of suffering as it really is, 
having made the breakthrough to the noble truth of the origin of 
suffering as it really is, having made the breakthrough to the 
noble truth of the cessation of suffering as it really is, having 
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made the breakthrough to the noble truth of the way leading to 
the cessation of suffering as it really is, I will completely make an 
end to suffering' -this is possible. 

"Just as, bhikkhus, if someone should speak thus: 'Having 
made a basket of lotus leaves or of kino leaves or of maluva 

leaves?93 I will bring water or a palm fruit,' this would be possi
ble; so too, if anyone should speak thus: 'Having made the break
through to the noble truth of suffering as it really is . . .  I will com
pletely make an end to suffering'-this is possible. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering. "' 

33 (3) Stick 

"Bhikkhus, just as a stick thrown up into the air falls now on its 
bottom, now on its top, so too as beings roam and wander on, 
hindered by ignorance and fettered by craving, now they go 
from this world to the other world, now they come from the 
other world to this world.394 For what reason? Because they have 
not seen the Four Noble Truths. What four? The noble truth of 
suffering . . .  the noble truth of the way leading to the cessation of 
suffering. [440] 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering. "' 

34 (4) Clothes 

"Bhikkhus, if one's clothes or head were ablaze, what should be 
done about it?" 

"Venerable sir, if one's clothes or head were ablaze, to extin
guish one's blazing clothes or head one should arouse extra
ordinary desire, make an extraordinary effort, stir up zeal and 
enthusiasm, be unremitting, and exercise mindfulness and clear 
comprehension."395 

"Bhikkhus, one might look on equanimously at one's blazing 
clothes or head, paying no attention to them, but so long as one 
has not made the breakthrough to the Four Noble Truths as they 
really are, in order to make the breakthrough one should arouse 
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extraordinary desire, make an extraordinary effort, stir 
d th ' b . , d ' up Zeal an en USlasm, e unremItting, an exerCIse mindfuln . ess and clear comprehensIOn. What four? The noble truth of sufferin the noble truth of the way leading to the cessation of sufferi 

g . . .  
"Therefore, bhikkhus, a n  exertion should be made to un�g· 

stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to u d 
er-

d 'Th' . h i d' h '  
n er-stan : IS IS t e way ea mg to t e cessation of suffering.'" 

35 (5) A Hundred Spears 

"Bhikkhus, suppose there were a man with a life span of a hun
dred years, who could live a hundred years. Someone would say 
to him: 'Corne, good man, in the morning they will strike you 
with a hundred spears; at noon they will strike you with a hun
dred spears; in the evening they will strike you with a hundred 
spears.396 And you, good man, being struck day after day by 
three hundred spears will have a life span of a hundred years, 
will live a hundred years; and then, after a hundred years have 
passed, you will make the breakthrough to the Four Noble 
Truths, to which you had not broken through earlier: [441] 

"It is fitting, bhikkhus, for a clansman intent on his good to 
accept the offer. For what reason? Because this sarrsara is with
out discoverable beginning; a first point cannot be discerned of 
blows by- spears, blows by swords, blows by axes. And even 
though this may be so, bhikkhus, I do not say that the break
through to the Four Noble Truths is accompanied by suffering or 
displeasure. Rather, the breakthrough to the Four Noble Truths 
is accompanied only by happiness and joy. What four? The noble 
truth of suffering . . .  the noble truth of the way leading to the ces
sation of suffering. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering. ' . . .  An exertion should be made to 
understand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

36 (6) Creatures 

"Bhikkhus, suppose a man were to cut up whatever grass, sticks, 
branches, and foliage there is in this Jambudipa and collect them 
into a single heap. Having done so, he would impale the large 
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creatures in the ocean on the large stakes, the middle-sized crea- . 
tures on the middle-sized stakes, and the small creatures on the 
small stakes. Still, bhikkhus, the gross creatures in the ocean 
would not be exhausted even after all the grass, sticks, branches, 

and foliage in Jambudipa had been used up and exhausted. The 
small creatures in the ocean that could not easily be impaled on 
stakes would be even more numerous than this. For what rea
son? [442] Because of the minuteness of their bodies. 

"So vast, bhikkhus, is the plane of misery. The person who is 
accomplished in view, freed from that vast plane of misery, 
understands as it really is: 'This is suffering.'  . . .  'This is the way 
leading to the cessation of suffering: 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

37 (7) The Sun (1) 

"Bhikkhus, this is the forerunner and precursor of the rising of 
the sun, that is, the dawn. So too, bhikkhus, for a bhikkhu this is 
the forerunner and precursor of the breakthrough to the Four 
Noble Truths as the really are, that is, right view. It is to be 
expected that a bhikkhu with right view397 will understand as it 
really is: 'This is suffering.' . . .  'This is the way leading to the ces
sation of suffering.' 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . . An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

38 (8) The Sun (2) 

"Bhikkhus, so long as the sun and moon have not arisen in the 
world, for just so long there is no manifestation of great light and 
radiance, but then blinding darkness prevails, a dense mass of 
darkness; for just so long day and night are not discerned, the 
month and fortnight are not discerned, the seasons and the year 
are not discerned. 

"But, bhikkhus, when the sun and moon arise in the world, 
then there is the manifestation of great light and radiance; [443] 
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then there is no blinding darkness, no dense mass of darkn . 
then day and night are discerned, the month and fortnight 

:ss, 

discerned, the seasons and year are discerned. 
re 

"So too, bhikkhus, so long as a Tathagata has not arisen in th 
world, an Arahant, a Perfectly Enlightened One, for just so Ion 

e 

there is no manifestation of great light and radiance, but the� 
blinding darkness prevails, a dense mass of darkness; for just so 
long there is no explaining, teaching, proclaiming, establishing, 
disclosing, analysing, or elucidating of the Four Noble Truths. 

"But, bhikkhus, when a Tathagata arises in the world, an 
Arahant, a Perfectly Enlightened One, then there is the manifes
tation of great light and radiance; then no blinding darkness pre
vails, no dense mass of darkness; then there is the explaining, 
teaching, proclaiming, establishing, disclosing, analysing, and 
elucidating of the Four Noble Truths. What four? The noble truth 
of suffering . . . the noble truth of the way leading to the cessation 
of suffering. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

39 (9) Indra's Pillar 

"Bhikkhus, those ascetics or brahmins who do not understand as 
it really is 'This is suffering' . . .  'This is the way leading to the ces
sation of suffering' -they look up at the face of another ascetic or 
brahmin, thinking: 'This worthy is surely one who really knows, 
who really sees.' 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, a tuft of cotton wool or kapok, light, waft
ed by the wind, had settled on an even piece of ground. [444] An 
easterly wind would drive it westward; a westerly wind would 
drive it eastward; a northerly wind would drive it southward; a 
southerly wind would drive it northward. For what reason? 
Because of the lightness of the tuft. 

"So too, bhikkhus, those ascetics or brahmins who do not 
understand as it really is 'This is suffering' . . .  'This is the way 
leading to the cessation of suffering' -they look up at the face of 

another ascetic or brahmin, thinking: 'This worthy is surely one 
who really knows, who really sees.' For what reason? Because 
they have not seen the Four Noble Truths. 
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"But, bhikkhus, those ascetics or brahmins who understand as 

it really is 'This is suffering' '" 'This is the way leading to the ces
sation of suffering' -they do not look up at the face of another 
ascetic or brahmin, thinking: 'This worthy is surely one who 
really knows, who really sees.' 

"Suppose, bhikkhus, there was an iron pillar or an Indra's pil
lar398 with a deep base, securely planted, immobile, unshaking. 
Even if a forceful blast of wind comes-whether from the east, 
the west, the north, or the south-that pillar would not shake, 
quake, or tremble. For what reason? Because the pillar has a deep 
base and is securely planted. 

"50 too, bhikkhus, those ascetics or brahmins who understand 
as it really is 'This is suffering' . . .  'This is the way leading to the 
cessation of suffering'-they do not look up at the face of 
another ascetic or brahmin, thinking: 'This worthy is surely one 
who really knows, who really sees.' For what reason? Because, 
bhikkhus, they have dearly seen the Four Noble Truths. What 
four? {445] The noble truth of suffering . . .  the noble truth of the 
way leading to the cessation of suffering. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering. "' 

40 (10) Seeking an Argument 

"Bhikkhus, if any bhikkhu understands as it really is: 'This is suf
fering' . .  , 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering,' 
and then an ascetic or brahmin comes along-whether from the 
east, the west, the north, or the south:-seeking an argument, 
searching for an argument, thinking: 'I will refute his thesis,' it is 
impossible that he could make that bhikkhu shake, quake, or 
tremble. 

"Suppose, bhikkhus,399 there was a stone column sixteen yards 
long: an eight yards' portion of it would be sunk in the ground, 
an eight yards' portion above ground. Even if a forceful blast of 
wind comes along-whether from the east, the west, the north, 
or the south-the column would not shake, quake, or tremble. 
For what reason? Because it has a deep base and is securely 
planted. 

"50 too, bhikkhus, if any bhikkhu understands as it really is 
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'This is suffering' . . .  'This is the way leading to the cessati 
suffering,' [446] and then an ascetic or a brahmin comes alo�n 

of 
it is impossible that he could make that bhikkhu shake qu k

g · · · 
, a e Or tremble. Par what reason? Because he has clearly seen the p' OUr Noble Truths. What four? The noble truth of suffering ' " the 

noble truth of the way leading to the cessation of suffering. 
"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to unde _ 

stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to und 
r 

er-
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

V. THE PRECIPICE 

41 (1) Reflection about the World 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha in the 
Bamboo Grove, the Squirrel Sanctuary. There the Blessed One 
addressed the bhikkhus thus: 

"Bhikkhus, once in the past a certain man set out from Raja
gaha and went to the Sumagadha Lotus Pond, thinking: 'I will 
reflect about the world.'400 [447] He then sat down on the bank of 
the Sumagadha Lotus Pond reflecting about the world. Then, 
bhikkhus, the man saw a four-division army entering a lotus 
stalk on the bank of the pond. Having seen this, he thought: 'I 
mu.st be-mad! I must be insane! I've seen something that doesn't 
exist in the world.' The man returned to the city and informed a 
great crowd of people: 'I must be mad, sirs! I must be insane! I've 
seen something that doesn't exist in the world.' 

"[They said to him:] 'But how is it, good man, that you are 
mad? How are you insane? And what have you seen that does
n't exist in the world?' 

'''Here, sirs, I left Rajagaha and approached the Sumagadha 
Lotus Pond . . . (as above) . . . I saw a four-division army entering a 
lotus stalk on the bank of the pond. That's why I'm mad, that's 

why I'm insane, and that's what I've seen that doesn't exist in the 

world.' 
'''Surely you're mad, good man! Surely you're insane! And 

what you have seen doesn't exist in the world: 
"Nevertheless, bhikkhus, what that man saw was actually real, 

not unrea1.401 Once in the past the devas and the asuras were 
arrayed for battle. In that battle the devas won and the asuras 
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were defeated. In their defeat, [448} the asuras were frightened 
and entered the asura city through the lotus stalk, to the bewil

derment of the devas. 
"Therefore, bhikkhus, do not reflect about the world, thinking: 

'The world is eternal' or 'The world is not eternal'; or 'The world 

is finite' or 'The world is infinite'; or 'The soul and the body are 
the same' or 'The soul is one thing, the body is another'; or 'The 
Tathagata exists after death,' or 'The Tathagata does not exist 
after death,' or 'The Tathagata both exists and does not exist after 
death,' or 'The Tathagata neither exists nor does not exist after 
death.' For what reason? Because, bhikkhus, this reflection is 
unbeneficial, irrelevant to the fundamentals of the holy life, and 
does not lead to revulsion, to dispassion, to cessation, to peace, to 
direct knowledge, to enlightenment, to Nibbana. 

"When you reflect, bhikkhus, you should reflect: 'This is suf
fering'; you should reflect: 'This is the origin of suffering'; you 
should reflect: 'This is the cessation of suffering'; you should 
reflect: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.' For 
what reason? Because, bhikkhus, this reflection is beneficial, rele
vant to the fundamentals of the holy life, and leads to revulsion, 
to dispassion, to cessation, to peace, to direct knowledge, to 
enlightenment, to Nibbana. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.''' 

42 (2) The Precipice 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Rajagaha on 
Mount Vulture Peak. Then the Blessed One addressed the 
bhikkhus thus: "Come, bhikkhus, let us go to Patibhana Peak for 
the day's abiding." 

"Yes, venerable sir," those bhikkhus replied. [449} Then the 
Blessed One, together with a number of bhikkhus, went to 
Patibhana Peak. A certain bhikkhu saw the steep precipice off 
Patibhana Peak and said to the Blessed One: "That precipice is 
indeed steep, venerable sir; that precipice is extremely frightful. 
But is there, venerable sir, any other precipice steeper and more 
frightful than that one?" 

"There is, bhikkhu." 
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"But what, venerable sir, is that precipice steeper and 
frightful than that one?" mOre 

"Those ascetics and brahmins, bhikkhu, who do not u d 
stand as it really is: 'This is suffering'; who do not understa�d 

er

it really is: 'This is the origin of suffering'; who do not und 
as 

stand as it really is: 'This is the cessation of suffering'; who do :
understand as it really is: 'This is the way leading to the cessatio t 
of suffering' -they delight in volitional formations that lead t: 
birth, in volitional formations that lead to aging, in volitional 
formations that lead to death, in volitional formations that lead 
to sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair. Delight
ing in such volitional formations, they generate volitional forma
tions that lead to birth, generate volitional formations that lead to 
aging, generate volitional formations that lead to death, generate 
volitional formations that lead to sorrow, lamentation, pain, dis
pleasure, and despair. Having generated such volitional forma
tions, they tumble down the precipice of birth, tumble down the 
precipice of aging, tumble down the precipice of death, tumble 
down the precipice of sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, 
and despair. They are not freed from birth, aging, and death; not 
freed from sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair; 
not freed from suffering, I say.402 [450] 

_ "But, bhikkhu, those ascetics and brahmins who understand as . 
---it really is: 'This is suffering' . , .  'This is the way leading to the 

cessation of suffering' -they do not delight in volitional forma
tions that lead to birth, nor in volitional formations that lead to 
aging, nor in volitional formations that lead to death, nor in voli
tional formations that lead to sorrow, lamentation, pain, dis
pleasure, and despair. Not delighting in such volitional forma
tions, they do not generate volitional formations that lead to 
birth, nor generate volitional formations that lead to aging, nor 
generate volitional formations that lead to death, nor generate 
volitional formations that lead to sorrow, lamentation, pain, dis
pleasure, and despair. Not having generated such volitional for

mations, they do not tumble down the precipice of birth, nor 

tumble down the precipice of aging, nor tumble down the 
precipice of death, nor tumble down the precipice of sorroW, 
lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair. They are freed from 
birth, aging, and death; freed from sorrow, lamentation, pain, 
displeasure, and despair; freed from suffering, I say. 
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"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.'  . . . An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

43 (3) The Great Conflagration 

"Bhikkhus, there exists a hell named the Great Conflagration. 
There, whatever form one sees with the eye is undesirable, [451] 
never desirable; unlovely, never lovely; disagreeable, never 
agreeable.403 Whatever sound one hears with the ear . . .  
Whatever odour one smells with the nose . . .  Whatever taste one 
saVours with the tongue . . .  Whatever tactile object one feels with 
the body . . .  Whatever mental phenomenon one cognizes with 
the mind is undesirable, never desirable; unlovely, never lovely; 
disagreeable, never agreeable." 

When this was said, a certain bhikkhu said to the Blessed One: 
"That conflagration, venerable sir, is indeed terrible; that confla
gration is indeed very terrible. But is there, venerable sir, any 
other conflagration more terrible and frightful than that one?" 

"There is, bhikkhu." 
"But what, venerable sir, is that conflagration more terrible and 

frightful than that one?" 
"Those ascetics or brahmins, bhikkhu, who do not understand 

as it really is: 'This is suffering' . . .  'This is the way leading to the 
cessation of suffering' -they delight in volitional formations that 
lead to birth, in volitional formations that lead to aging, in voli
tional formations that lead to death, in volitional formations that 
lead to sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair. 
Delighting in such volitional formations, they generate volition
al formations that lead to birth, generate volitional formations 
that lead to aging, generate volitional formations that lead to 
death, generate volitional formations that lead to sorrow, lamen
tation, pain, displeasure, and despair. Having generated such 
volitional formations, they are burnt by the conflagration of 
birth, burnt by the conflagration of aging, burnt by the confla
gration of death, burnt by the conflagration of sorrow, lamenta
tion, pain, displeasure, and despair. They are not freed from 
birth, aging, and death; not freed from sorrow, lamentation, pain, 
displeasure, and despair; not freed from suffering, I say. 

"But, bhikkhu, those ascetics and brahmins who understand as 
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it real�y is: 'This i� s�ffering' . . .  'This i� the 
.
way leading to the cessation of suffenng -they do not delIght in volitional fo 

tions that lead to birth, nor in volitional formations that le:::

aging, nor in volitional formations that lead to death, nor in vOI� 
tional formations that lead to sorrow, lamentation pam' d' , , 1S-
pleasure, and despair. Not delighting in such volitional forma_ 
tions, they do not generate volitional formations that lead to 
birth, nor generate volitional formations that lead to aging, nOr 
generate volitional formations that lead to death, nor generate 
volitional formations that lead to sorrow, lamentation, pain, dis
pleasure, and despair. Not having generated such volitional for
mations, they are not burnt by the conflagration of birth, nOr 
burnt by the conflagration of aging, nor burnt by the conflagra
tion of death, nor burnt by the conflagration of sorrow, lamenta
tion, pain, displeasure, and despair. They are freed from birth, 
[452] aging, and death; freed from sorrow, lamentation, pain, dis
pleasure, and despair; freed from suffering, I say. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . . An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

44 (4) Peaked House 

"Bhikkhus, if anyone should speak thus: 'Without having made 
the breakthrough to the noble truth of suffering as it really is, 
without having made the breakthrough to the noble truth of the 
origin of suffering as it really is, without having made the break
through to the noble truth of the cessation of suffering as it really 
is, without having made the breakthrough to the noble truth of 
the way leading to the cessation of suffering as it really is, I will 
completely make an end to suffering' -this is impossible. 

"Just as, bhikkhus, if anyone should speak thus, 'Without hav

ing built the lower storey of a peaked house, I will erect the 
upper storey,' this would be impossible; so too, if anyone should 
speak thus: 'Without having made the breakthrough to the noble 
truth of suffering as it really is . . . I will completely make an end 
to suffering' -this is impossible. 

"But, bhikkhus, if anyone should speak thus: 'Having ma�e 

the breakthrough to the noble truth of suffering as it really IS, 

having made the breakthrough to the noble truth of the origin of 
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suffering as it really is, having made the breakthrough to the 
noble truth of the cessation of suffering as it really is, having 
made the breakthrough to the noble truth of the way leading to 
the cessation of suffering as it really is, I will completely make an 
end to suffering'-this is possible. 

"Just as, bhikkhus, if anyone should speak thus: 'Having built 
the lower storey of a peaked house, I will erect the upper storey,' 
this would be possible; so too, if anyone should speak thus: 
'Having made the breakthrough to the noble truth of suffering as 
it really is . . .  I will completely make an end to suffering' -this is 
possible. [453] 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering. "' 

45 (5) The Hair404 

On one occasion the Blessed One was dwelling at Vesali in the 
Great Wood in the Hall with the Peaked Roof. Then, in the morn
ing, the Venerable Ananda dressed and, taking bowl and robe, 
entered Vesali for alms. The Venerable Ananda saw a number of 
Licchavi youths practising archery in the training hall, shooting 
arrows from a distance through a very small keyhole, head 
through butt,405 without missing. When he saw this, the thought 
occurred to him: "These Licchavi youths are indeed trained! 
These Licchavi youths are indeed well trained, in that they shoot 
arrows from a distance through a very small keyhole, head 
through butt, without missing." 

Then, when the Venerable Ananda had walked for alms in 
Vesali and had returned from his alms round, after his meal he 
approached the Blessed One, paid homage to him, sat down to 
one side, and reported what he had seen. [454] 

[The Blessed One said:] "What do you think, Ananda, which is 
more difficult and challenging: to shoot arrows from a distance 
through a very small keyhole, head through butt, without miss
ing, or to pierce with the arrowhead the tip of a hair split into 
seven strands?"406 

"It is more difficult and challenging, venerable sir, to pierce 
with the arrowhead the tip of a hair split into seven strands." 

"But, Ananda, they pierce something even more difficult to 
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pierce who pierce as it really is: 'This is suffering' . . . ; who pie 
as it really is: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffer�c� 

"Therefore, Ananda, an exertion should be made to und;·
_ 

stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to unde�_ 
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

46 (6) Darkness 

"Bhikkhus, there are world interstices, vacant and abysmal407 
regions of blinding darkness and gloom, where the light of the 
sun and moon, so powerful and mighty, does not reach." 

When this was said, a certain bhikkhu said to the Blessed One: 
"That darkness, venerable sir, is indeed great; that darkness is 
indeed very great. But is there, venerable sir, any other darkness 
greater and more frightful than that one?" 

"There is, bhikkhu." 
"But what, venerable sir, is that darkness greater and more 

frightful than that one?" 
"Those ascetics and brahmins, bhikkhu, who do not under

stand as it really is: 'This is suffering'; [455] who do not under
stand as it really is: 'This is the origin of suffering'; who do not 
understand as it really is: 'This is the cessation of suffering'; who 
do not understand as it really is: 'This is the way leading to the 
cessation of suffering' -they delight in volitional formations that 
lead to birth, in volitional formations that lead to aging, in voli
tional formations that lead to death, in volitional formations that 
lead to sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair. 
Delighting in such volitional formations, they generate volitional 
formations that lead to birth, generate volitional formations that 
lead to aging, generate volitional formations that lead to death, 
generate volitional formations that lead to sorrow, lamentation, 
pain, displeasure, and despair. Having generated such volitional 
formations, they tumble into the darkness of birth, tumble into 
the darkness of aging, tumble into the darkness of death, tumble 
into the darkness of sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and 

despair. They are not freed from birth, aging, and death; not 
freed from sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, and despair; 
not freed from suffering, I say. 

"But, bhikkhu, those ascetics and brahmins who understand 
as it really is: 'This is suffering' . . .  'This is the way leading to the 
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cessation of suffering' -they do not delight in volitional for
mations that lead to birth, nor in volitional formations that lead 
to aging, nor in volitional formations that lead to death, nor in 
volitional formations that lead to sorrow, lamentation, pain, 
displeasure, and despair. Not delighting in such volitional for
mations, they do not generate volitional formations that lead to 
birth, nor generate volitional formations that lead to aging, nor 
generate volitional formations that lead to death, nor generate 
volitional formations that lead to sorrow, lamentation, pain, 
displeasure, and despair. Not having generated such volitional 
formations, they do not tumble into the darkness of birth, nor 
tumble into the darkness of aging, nor tumble into the darkness 
of death, nor tumble into the darkness of sorrow, lamentation, 
pain, displeasure, and despair. They are freed from birth, aging, 
and death; freed from sorrow, lamentation, pain, displeasure, 
and despair; freed from suffering, I say. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under· 
stand: 'This is suffering: . . .  An exertion should be made to under· 
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

47 (7) Yoke with a Hole (1) 408 

"Bhikkhus, suppose a man would throw a yoke with a single 
hole into the great ocean, and there was a blind turtle which 
would come to the surface once every hundred years. What do 
you think, bhikkhus, would that blind turtle, coming to the sur
face once every hundred years, insert its neck into that yoke with 
a single hole?" [456] 

"If it would ever do so, venerable sir, it would be only after a 
very long time." 

"Sooner, I say, would that blind turtle, coming to the surface 
once every hundred years, insert its neck into that yoke with a 
single hole than the fool who has gone once to the nether world 
[would regain] the human state. For what reason? Because here, 
bhikkhus, there is no conduct guided by the Dhamma, no right
eous conduct, no wholesome activity, no meritorious activity. 
Here there prevails mutual devouring, the devouring of the 
weak. For what reason? Because, bhikkhus, they have not seen 
the Four Noble Truths. What four? The noble truth of suffering 
' "  the noble truth of the way leading to the cessation of suffering. 
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"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to 
d 'Th" ff ' , A . h I under_ stan :

, �s 1
.
S su enng . . . .

. 
n exertion s o� d be made to under_ stand: ThIS IS the way leadmg to the cessation of suffering.'" 

48 (8) Yoke with a Hole (2) 
"Bhikkhus, suppose that this great earth had become one mass of 
water, and a man would throw a yoke with a single hole upon it 
An easterly wind would drive it westward; a westerly wind 
would drive it eastward; a northerly wind would drive it south
ward; a southerly wind would drive it northward. There Was a 
blind turtle which would come to the surface once every hun
dred years. What do you think, bhikkhus, would that blind tur
tle, coming to the surface once every hundred years, (457] insert 
its neck into that yoke with a single hole?" 

"It would be by chance, venerable sir, that that blind turtle, 
coming to the surface once every hundred years, would insert its 
neck into that yoke with a single hole." 

"So too, bhikkhus, it is by chance409 that one obtains the human 
state; by chance that a Tathagata, an Arahant, a Perfectly 
Enlightened One arises in the world; by chance that the Dhamma 
and Discipline proclaimed by the Tathagata shines in the world. 

"You have obtained that human state, bhikkhus; a Tathagata, 
an Arahant, a Perfectly Enlightened One has arisen in the world; 
the Dhamma and Discipline proclaimed by the Tathagata shines 
in the world. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

49 (9) Sineru (1) 

"Bhikkhus, suppose that a man would place on Sineru, the king 
of mountains, seven grains of gravel the size of mung beans.410 
What do you think, bhikkhus, which is more: the seven grains of 
gravel the size of mung beans that have been placed there or 
Sineru, the king of mountains?" 

"Venerable sir, Sineru, the king of mountains, is more. The 
seven grains of gravel the size of mung beans are trifling· 
Compared to Sineru, the king of mountains, the seven grainS of 
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gravel the size of mung beans are not calculable, do not bear 
comparison, do not amount even to a fraction." [458] 

"So too, bhikkhus, for a noble disciple, a person accomplished 

in view who has made the breakthrough, the suffering that has 
been utterly destroyed and eliminated is more, while that which 
remains is trifling. Compared to the former mass of suffering that 
has been destroyed and eliminated, the latter is not calculable, 
does not bear comparison, does not amount even to a fraction, as 
there is a maximum of seven more lives. He is one who under
stands as it really is: 'This is suffering' . . .  'This is the way leading 
to the cessation of suffering.' 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' '" An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering. "' 

50 (10) Sineru (2) 

"Bhikkhus, suppose that Sineru, the king of mountains, would be 
destroyed and eliminated except for seven grains of gravel the 
size of mung beans.411 What do you think, bhikkhus, which is 
more: the portion of Sineru, the king of mountains, that has been 
destroyed and eliminated or the seven grains of gravel the size of 
mung beans that remain?" 

"Venerable sir, the portion of 5ineru, the king of mountains, 
that has been destroyed and eliminated is more. The seven grains 
of gravel the size of mung beans that remain are trifling. 
Compared to the portion of Sineru that would be destroyed and 
eliminated, the seven grains of gravel the size of mung beans that 
remain are not calculable, do not bear comparison, do not 
amount even to a fraction." 

"So too, bhikkhus, for a noble disciple, a person accomplished 
in view who has made the breakthrough, (459] the suffering that 
has been utterly destroyed and eliminated is more, while that 
which remains is trifling. Compared to the former mass of suf
fering that has been destroyed and eliminated, the latter is not 
calculable, does not bear comparison, does not amount even to a 
fraction, as there is a maximum of seven more lives. He is one 
who understands as it really is: 'This is suffering' .. ' 'This is the 
way leading to the cessation of suffering.' 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under-
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stand: 'This is suffering: . . .  An exertion should be made t 
d 'Thi . 

h i d · h a under stan : s IS t e way ea mg to t e cessation of suffering.'" 
-

VI. THE BREAKTHROUGH 

51 (1) The Fingernail412 

Then the Blessed One
. 
took up a little bit of soil in his fingernail 

and addressed the bhlkkhus thus: 
"Bhikkhus, what do you think which is more: the little bit of 

soil that I have taken up in my fingernail or this great earth?" 
"Venerable sir, the great earth is more. The little bit of soil that 

the Blessed One has taken up in his fingernail is trifling. 
Compared to the great earth, that little bit of soil is not calculable 
does not bear comparison, does not amount even to a fraction:

: 

[460] 
"So too, bhikkhus, for a noble disciple, a person accomplished 

in view who has made the breakthrough, the suffering that has 
been destroyed and eliminated is more, while that which 
remains is trifling. Compared to the former mass of suffering that 
has been destroyed and eliminated, the latter is not calculable, 
does not bear comparison, does not amount even to a fraction, as 
there is a maximum of seven more lives. He is one who under
stands as it really is: 'This is suffering' . . . 'This is the way leading 
to the cessation of suffering.' 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' ' . '  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

52 (2) The Pond 

"Bhikkhus, suppose there were a pond fifty yojanas long, fifty 
yojanas wide, and fifty yojanas deep, full of water, overflowing so 
that a crow could drink from it, and a man would draw out some 
water from it on the tip of a blade of kusa grass. What do y�u 

think, bhikkhus, which is more: the water drawn out on the tip 

of the blade of kllsa grass or the water in the pond?" 
"Venerable sir, the water in the pond is more. The water drawn 

out on the tip of the blade of kusa grass is trifling. Compared to 

the water in the pond, the water drawn out on the tip of the blade 
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of kusa grass is not calculable, does not bear comparison, does not 
amount even to a fraction." 

"So too, bhikkhus, for a noble disciple . . .  Therefore an exertion 
should be made . . . .  " 

53 (3) Water at the Confluence (1) 

"Bhikkhus, suppose that in the place where these great rivers 
meet and converge-that is, the Ganges, the Yamuna, the 
Aciravati, the 5arabhU, and the Mahi-a man would draw out 
two or three drops of water. [461] What do you think, bhikkhus, 
which is more: these two or three drops of water that have been 
drawn out or the water at the confluence?" 

"Venerable sir, the water at the confluence is more. The two or 
three drops of water that have been drawn out are trifling. 
Compared to the water at the confluence, the two or three drops 
of water that have been drawn out are not calculable, do not bear 
comparison, do not amount even to a fradion." 

"So too, bhikkhus, for a noble disciple . . .  Therefore an exertion 
should be made . . . .  " 

54 (4) Water at the Confluence (2) 

"Bhikkhus, suppose that in the place where these great rivers 
meet and converge-that is, the Ganges, the Yamuna, the 
Aciravati, the 5arabhU, and the Mahi-their water would be 
destroyed and eliminated except for two or three drops. What do 
you think, bhikkhus, which is more: the water at the confluence 
that has been destroyed and eliminated or the two or three drops 
of water that remain?" 

"Venerable sir, the water at the confluence that has been 
destroyed and eliminated is more; the two or three drops of 
water that remain are trifling. Compared to the water at the con
fluence that has been destroyed and eliminated, the two or three 
drops of water that remain are trifling; they are not calculable, do 
not bear comparison, do not amount even to a fradion." 

"So too, bhikkhus, for a noble disciple . . .  Therefore an exertion 
should be made . . . . " [462] 
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55 (5) The Earth (1) 

"Bhikkhus, suppose that a man would place seven little b II 
clay the size of jujube kernels on the great earth. What d

: s of 

think, bhikkhus, which is more: those seven little balls of cla 
Y�u 

size of jujube kernels that have been placed there or the y t e 

h?" 
great 

eart . 
"Venerable sir, the great earth is more. The seven little balls of 

day the size of jujube kernels are trifling. Compared to the great 
earth, those seven little balls of clay the size of jujube kernals are 
trifling; they are not calculable, do not bear comparison, do not 
amount even to a fraction. " 

"So too, bhikkhus, for a noble disciple . . .  Therefore an exertion 
should be made . . . .  " 

56 (6) The Earth (2) 

"Bhikkhus, suppose that the great earth would be destroyed and 
eliminated except for seven little balls of clay the size of jujube 
kernels. What do you think, bhikkhus, which is more: the great 
earth that has been destroyed and eliminated or the seven little 
balls of clay the size of jujube kernels that remain?" 

"Venerable sir, the great earth that has been destroyed and 
eliminated is more. The seven little balls of clay the size of jujube 
kernels that remain are trifling. Compared to the great earth that 
has been destroyed and eliminated, the seven little balls of day 
the size of jujube kernels that remain are not calculable, do not 
bear comparison, do not amount even to a fraction." 

"So too, bhikkhus, for a noble disciple . , .  Therefore an exertion 
should be made . . . .  " [463] 

57 (7) The Ocean (1) 

"Bhikkhus, suppose that a man would draw out two or three 

drops of water from the great ocean. What do you think, 

bhikkhus, which is more: the two or three drops of water that 

have been drawn out or the water in the great ocean?" 
"Venerable sir, the water in the great ocean is more. The two or 

three drops of water that have been drawn out are trifling· 
Compared to the water in the great ocean, the two or three drops 
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of water that have been drawn out are not calculable, do not bear 
comparison, do not amount even to a fraction." 

"So too, bhikkhus, for a noble disciple . . .  Therefore an exertion 
should be made . . . .  " 

58 (8) The Ocean (2) 

"Bhikkhus, suppose that the great ocean would be destroyed and 
eliminated except for two or three drops of water. What do you 
think, bhikkhus, which is more: the water in the great ocean that 
has been destroyed and eliminated or the two or three drops of 
water that remain?" 

"Venerable sir, the water in the great ocean that has been 
destroyed and eliminated is more. The two or three drops of 
water that remain are trifling. Compared to the water that has 
been destroyed and eliminated, the two or three drops of water 
that remain are not calculable, do not bear comparison, do not 
amount even to a fraction." 

"So too, bhikkhus, for a noble disciple . . .  Therefore an exertion 
should be made . . . . " [464] 

59 (9) The Mountain (1) 

"Bhikkhus, suppose that a man would place on the Himalayas, 
the king of mountains, seven grains of gravel the size of mustard 
seeds. What do you think, bhikkhus, which is more: the seven 
grains of gravel the size of mustard seeds that have been placed 
there or the Himalayas, the king of mountains?" 

"Venerable sir, the Himalayas, the king of mountains, is more. 
The seven grains of gravel the size of mustard seeds are trifling. 
Compared to the Himalayas, the king of mountains, the seven 
grains of gravel the size of mustard seeds are not calculable, do 
not bear comparison, do not amount even to a fraction." 

"So too, bhikkhus, for a noble disciple . . .  Therefore an exertion 
should be made . . . .  " 

60 (10) The Mountain (2) 

"Bhikkhus, suppose that the Himalayas, the king of mountains, 
would be destroyed and eliminated except for seven grains of 
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-----.. 
gravel the size of mustard seeds. What do you think, bhikkh which is more: the portion of the Himalayas, the king of m

Us, 

tains, that has been destroyed and eliminated or the seven 
o
�n

-. . �� of gravel the Slze of mustard seeds that remam?" 
"Venerable sir, the portion of the Himalayas, the king of mou _ 

tai�s, that has been �estroyed and eliminated is more. The sev� 
grams of gravel the Slze of mustard seeds that remain are triflin 
Compared to the portion of the Himalayas, the king of mou�� 
tains, that has been destroyed and eliminated, the seven grains of 
gravel the size of mustard seeds that remain are not calculable 
do not bear comparison, do not amount even to a fraction." 

, 

"So too, bhikkhus, for a noble disciple, a person accomplished 
in view who has made the breakthrough, [465] the suffering that 
has been destroyed and eliminated is more, while that which 
remains is trifling. Compared to the former mass of suffering that 
has been destroyed and eliminated, the latter is not calculable, 
does not bear comparison, does not amount even to a fraction, as 
there is a maximum of seven more lives. He is one who under
stands as it really is: 'This is suffering' . . .  'This is the way leading 
to the cessation of suffering: 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . .  An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

VII. FIRST RAw GRAIN REPETITION SERIES413 

61 (1) Elsewhere 

Then the Blessed One took up a little bit of soil in his fingernail 
and addressed the bhikkhus thus: 

"What do you think, bhikkhus, which is more: the little bit of 
soil in my fingernail or the great earth?" [466] 

"Venerable sir, the great earth is more. The little bit of soil that 
the Blessed One has taken up in his fingernail is trifling. 

Compared to the great earth, that little bit of soil is not calculable, 

does not bear comparison, does not amount even to a fraction." 
"So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who are reborn among 

human beings. But those beings are more numerous who are 

reborn elsewhere than among human beings.414 For what reason? 
Because, bhikkhus, they have not seen the Four Noble Truths. 
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What four? The noble truth of suffering, the noble truth of the 

origin of suffering, the noble truth of the cessation of suffering, 

the noble truth of the way leading to the cessation of suffering. 
"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under

stand: 'This is suffering: . . . An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering. II, 

62 (2) Outlying Countries 

Then the Blessed One took up a little bit of soil in his fingernail 
and addressed the bhikkhus thus . . . .  

"So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who are reborn in the 
middle countries. But those beings are more numerous who are 
reborn in the outlying countries among the uncultured barbar

ians . . . . " [467] 

63 (3) Wisdom 

'" "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who possess the noble 
eye of wisdom. But these beings are more numerous, who are 
immersed in ignorance and confused . . . .  " 

64 (4) Wines and Liquors 

' "  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from 
wine, liquors, and intoxicants that are a basis for negligence. But 
these beings are more numerous who do not abstain from wines, 
liquors, and intoxicants that are a basis for negligence . . . .  " 

65 (5) Water-Born 

' "  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who are born on high 
ground. But these beings are more numerous who are born in 
water . . . .  " 

66 (6) Who Honour Mother 

. . .  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who honour their 
mother. But these beings are more numerous who do not honour 
their mother . . . .  " 
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67 (7) Who Honour Father 

"So too , bhikkhus , those be ings are few who hon OUr th . 
father. But these beings are more numerous who do not h 

elf 
the ir father .. . . " [468] 

onoUr 

68 (8) Who Honour Ascetics 

... "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who honour asceti 
B h b ·  

es . 
. 
ut t �se e mgs are more numerous who ' do not honour asce-

hcs ... . 

69 (9) Who Honour Brahmins 

.. , "So too , bhikkhus , those beings are few who honour brah
mins . But these beings are more numerous who do not honour 
brahmins .... " 

70 (10) Who Respect Elders 

. . .  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who respect their eld
ers in the family . But these beings are more numerous who do 
not respect their elders in the family ... . " 

VIII. SECOND RAW GRAIN REPETITION SERIES 

71 (1) Killing Living Beings41S 

.. . "So too, bhikkhus , those bei ngs are few who absta in from the 
destruction of l ife . But these beings are more numerous who do 
not abstain from the destruction of life .. . .  " [469] 

72 (2) Taking What Is Not Given 

... "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from tak
ing what is not given . But these beings are more numerous who 
do not abstain from taking what is not given . . .. " 
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73 (3) Sexual Misconduct 

. .  , "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from sex
ual misconduct. But these beings are more numerous who do not 
abstain from sexual misconduct. . . .  " 

74 (4) False Speech 

. . .  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from false 
speech. But these beings are more numerous who do not abstain 
from false speech . . . .  " 

75 (5) Divisive Speech 

. . .  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from 
divisive speech. But these beings are more numerous who do not 
abstain from divisive speech . . . .  " 

76 (6) Harsh Speech 

. . .  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from 
harsh speech. But these beings are more numerous who do not 
abstain from harsh speech . . . .  " 

77 (7) Idle Chatter 

. . .  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from idle 
chatter. But these beings are more numerous who do not abstain 
from idle chatter . . . . " (470] 

78 (8) Seed Life 416 

. . .  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from 
damaging seed and plant life. But these beings are more numer
ous who do not abstain from damaging seed and plant life . . . .  " 

79 (9) Improper Times 

. . .  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from 
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eating at improper times. But these beings are more nume 
h d b t ·  f 

" . rous w o o not a s am rom eating at unproper hmes . . . .  " 

80 (10) Scents and Unguents 

. .  , "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain fro 
wearing garlands, embellishing themselves with scents, an� 
beautifying themselves with unguents. But these beings are more 
numerous who do not so abstain . . . .  " 

IX. THIRD RAw GRAIN REPETITION SERIES 

81 (1) Dancing and Singing 

. . .  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from 
dancing, singing, instrumental music, and unsuitable shows. 
[471] But these beings are more numerous who do not so 
abstain . . . .  " 

82 (2) High Beds 

. .  , "50 too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from high 
and luxurious beds and seats. But these beings are more numer
ous who do not so abstain . . . .  " 

83 (3) Gold and S ilver 

. .  , , "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from 
accepting gold and silver. But these beings are more numerous 
who do not so abstain . . . .  " 

84 (4) Raw Grain 

. . .  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from 
accepting raw grain. But these beings are more numerous who 
do not so abstain . . . .  " 

85 (5) Raw Meat 

. . .  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from 
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accepting raw meat. But these beings are more numerous who do 
not so abstain . . . .  " 

86 (6) Girls 

. .  , "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from 
accepting women and girls. But these beings are more numerous 
who do not so abstain . . . .  " [472] 

87 (7) Slaves 

. .  , "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from 
accepting male and female slaves. But these beings are more 
numerous who do not so abstain . . . .  " 

88 (8) Goats and Sheep 

. . .  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from 
accepting goats and sheep. But these beings are more numerous 
who do not so abstain . . . .  " 

89 (9) Fowl and Swine 

. . .  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from 
accepting fowl and swine. But these beings are more numerous 
who do not so abstain . . . .  " 

90 (10) Elephants 

. . .  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from 
accepting elephants, cattle, horses, and mares. But these beings 
are more numerous who do not so abstain . . . .  " 

[473] X. FOURTH RAw GRAIN REpETmON SERIES 

91 (1) Fields 

. .  , "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from 
accepting fields and land. But these beings are more numerous 
who do not so abstain . . . .  " 
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92 (2) Buying and Selling 

. .  , "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from b 
ing and selling. But these beings are more numerous who do uY
so abstain . . . .  " 

not 

93 (3) Messages 

. . .  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from run
ning messages and errands. But these beings are more numerous 
who do not so abstain . . . .  " 

94 (4) False Weights 

. . .  "50 too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from false 
weights, false metals, and false measures. But these beings are 
more numerous who do not so abstain . . . .  " 

95 (5) Bribery 

. . .  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from the 
crooked ways of bribery, deception, and fraud. But these beings 
are more numerous who do not so abstain . . . .  " 

96 (6)-101 (1 1)  Mutilating, Etc. 

. . .  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who abstain from 
mutilating, murder, binding, robbery, plunder, and violence. 
[474] But these beings are more numerous who do not so abstain. 
For what reason? Because, bhikkhus, they have not seen the Four 
Noble Truths. What four? The noble truth of suffering, the noble 
truth of the origin of suffering, the noble truth of the cessation of 
suffering, the noble truth of the way leading to the cessation of 
suffering. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . . An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 
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XI. THE FIVE DESTINATIONS REpETmON SERIES 

1 02 (1) Passing Away as Humans (1) 
Then the Blessed One took up a little bit of soil in his fingernail 
and addressed the bhikkhus thus: 

"What do you think, bhikkhus, which is more: the little bit of 
soil in my fingernail or the great earth?" 

"Venerable sir, the great earth is more. The little bit of soil that 
the Blessed One has taken up in his fingernail is trifling. 
Compared to the great earth, the little bit of soil that the Blessed 
One has taken up in his fingernail is not calculable, does not bear 
comparison, does not amount even to a fraction." 

"So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who, when they pass 
away as human beings, are reborn among human beings. But 
those beings are more numerous who, when they pass away as 
human beings, are reborn in hell. For what reason? Because, 
bhikkhus, they have not seen the Four Noble Truths. What four? 
The noble truth of suffering, the noble truth of the origin of suf
fering, the noble truth of the cessation of suffering, the noble 
truth of the way leading to the cessation of suffering. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' . . . An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the way leading to the cessation of suffering.'" 

103 (2) Passing Away as Humans (2) 

. . .  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who, when they pass 
away as human beings, are reborn among human beings. But 
those beings are more numerous who, when they pass away as 
human beings, are reborn in the animal realm . . . . " 1475) 

104 (3) Passing Away as Humans (3) 

. . .  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who, when they pass 
away as human beings, are reborn among human beings. But 
those beings are more numerous who, when they pass away as 
human beings, are reborn in the domain of ghosts . . . .  " 
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105 (4)-107 (6) Passing Away as Humans (4-6) 

. . .  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who, when they . pass 
away as human bemgs, are reborn among the devas. But those 
beings are more numerous who, when they pass away as hum 
beings, are reborn in hell . . .  in the animal realm . . .  in the doma�n 

f h " n 
° g osts . . . .  

108 (7)-11 0  (9) Passing Away as Devas (1-3) 

. . .  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who, when they pass 
away as devas, are reborn among the devas. But those beings are 
more numerous who, when they pass away as devas, are reborn 
in hell . . .  in the animal realm . . .  in the domain of ghosts . . . . " 

1 1 1  (10)-1 13 (12) Passing Away as Devas (4-6) 

. . .  "50 too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who, when they pass 
away as devas, are reborn among human beings. But those 
beings are more numerous who, when they pass away as devas, 
are reborn in hell . . .  in the animal realm . . . in the domain of 
ghosts . . . .  " 

114 (13)-116 (15) Passing Away from Hell (1-3) 

. . .  "50 too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who, when they pass 
away from hell, are reborn among human beings. But those 
beings are more numerous who, when they pass away from hell, 
are reborn in hell . . . in the animal realm . . .  in the domain of 
ghosts . . . .  " [476] 

1 1 7  (1 6)-11 9  (18) Passing Away from Hell (4-6) 

. . . "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who, when they pass 
away from hell, are reborn among the devas. But those beings are 
more numerous who, when they pass away from hell, are reborn 

in hell . . . in the animal realm . . .  in the domain of ghosts . . . .  " 
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120 (19)-122 (21) Passing Away from the Animal Realm (1-3) 

. .  , "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who, when they pass 
away from the animal realm, are reborn among human beings. 
But those beings are more numerous who, when they pass away 
from the animal realm, are reborn in hen ' "  in the animal realm 
. . .  in the domain of ghosts . . . . " 

123 (22)-125 (24) Passing Away from the Animal Realm (4-6) 
. .  ' "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who, when they pass 
away from the animal realm, are reborn among the devas. But 
those beings are more numerous who, when they pass away 
from the animal realm, are reborn in hell . , .  in the animal realm 
. .  , in the domain of ghosts . . . .  " 

126 (25)-128 (27) Passing Away from the Domain of Ghosts (1 -3) 

. , .  "50 too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who, when they pass 
away from the domain of ghosts, are reborn among human 
beings. But those beings are more numerous who, when they 
pass away from the domain of ghosts, are reborn in hell . . .  in the 
animal realm . . .  in the domain of ghosts . . . .  " 

129 (28) Passing Away from the Domain of Ghosts (4) 

' "  "So too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who, when they pass 
away from the domain of ghosts, are reborn among the devas. 
But those beings are more numerous who, when they pass away 
from the domain of ghosts, are reborn in hell." [477] 

130 (29) Passing Away from the Domain of Ghosts (5) 

. . .  "50 too, bhikkhus, those beings are few who, when they pass 
away from the domain of ghosts, are reborn among the devas. 
But those beings are more numerous who, when they pass away 
from the domain of ghosts, are reborn in the animal realm." 
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131 (30) Passing Away from the Domain of Ghosts (6) 

. . .  "So too, bhikkhu�, tho
f 

se beings are
b
few who, when they pass away from the domam 0 ghosts, are re om among the devas. But 

those beings are more numerous who, when they pass away fro 
the domain of ghosts, are reborn in the domain of ghosts. F: 
what reason? Because they have not seen the Four Noble Truth 
What four? The noble truth of suffering, the noble truth of the or�� 
gin of suffering, the noble truth of the cessation of suffering, the 
noble truth of the way leading to the cessation of suffering. 

"Therefore, bhikkhus, an exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is suffering.' An exertion should be made to under
stand: 'This is the origin of suffering.' An exertion should be 
made to understand: 'This is the cessation of suffering: An exer
tion should be made to understand: 'This is the way leading to 
the cessation of suffering.'" 

This is what the Blessed One said. Elated, those bhikkhus 

delighted in the Blessed One's statement. [478] 

The Great Book is finished. 



Notes 

45. Maggasa1J1yutta 

1 Also at AN V 214, but with micchafiii!la and micchavimlltti 
added to the " dark side," and sammiifl{u;.a and sammiivimlltti 
added to the "bright side." The opening statements about 
ignorance and (just below) true knowledge are at It 34,6-10. 
See too MN III 76,1-9. 

Spk: Ignorance is the forerunner (pubbangama) in two 
modes, as a conascent condition (sahajatavasena, a condition 
for simultaneously arisen states) and as a decisive-support 
condition (upanissayavasena, a strong causal condition for 
subsequently arisen states). Spk-pt: It is a forerunner by 
way of conascence when it makes associated states con
form to its own mode of confusion about the object, so that 
they grasp impermanent phenomena as permanent, etc.; it 
is a forerunner by way of both conascence and decisive 
support when a person overcome by delusion engages in 
immoral actions. Shamelessness (ahirika) has the characteris
tic of lack of shame (alajjana, or lack of conscience regard
ing evil); fearlessness of wrongdoing (anottappa), the charac
teristic of lack of fear (abhayanii, regarding evil conduct). 

Spk glosses anudeva (or anvadeva in Be): sah' eva ekato' va, 
na vinii tena uppajjati; "it arises along with it, in unison, not 
without it." 

2 Spk: True knowledge (vijjii) is knowledge of one's responsi
bility for one's own action (kammassakatiiflii1}-a). Here, too, it 
is a forerunner by way of both conascence and decisive 
support. 

1889 
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Shame (hiri) and fear of wrongdoing (ottappa) are c U 
"the guardians of the world" (AN I 51,19-28). For a det

a
·l

ed 

d·  
. 

f h · · d 
al ed ISCUSSlon 0 lrl an ottappa, see As 124-27, presented 

more concisely at Vism 464-65 (Ppn 14:142). 
3 Spk says that at the moment of the mundane path these are 

not all found together, but they are found together at the 
moment of the supramundane path. Even in the develo _ 
ment of the mundane path it would be a mistake to see t�e 
eight factors as following in direct sequence. Right view is 
the guide for all the other path factors and the direct con
dition for right intention. Right view and right intention 
jointly condition the next three factors, which make up the 
virtue group. These in tum serve as the foundation for 
right effort and right mindfulness, the effort being the 
application of energy to the practice of the four establish
ments of mindfulness. The fruit of right effort and right 
mindfulness is right concentration. 

4 This entire sutta is quoted by the Buddha at 3:18, in a con
versation with King Pasenadi. Spk has commented on the 
text there and thus passes over it here. I draw the excerpts 
below from Spk's exegesis of the earlier text. In Be and Ee 
the name of the town is Sakkara. 

5 Kalyii1}amittatii kalyii1}asahiiyatii kalyii1}aSampavankatii. The 
three are synonymous. Spk: When he was in seclusion 
Ananda thought, "This practice of an ascetic succeeds for 
one who relies on good friends and on his own manly 
effort, so half of it depends on good friends and half on 
one's own manly effort." 

6 C.RhD renders kalyiilJamitto bhikkhu "a bhikkhu who is a 
friend of righteousness" (KS 1 :113); Woodward, "a monk 
who is a friend of what is lovely" (KS 5:2); Ireland, "a 
bhikkhu who is a friend of the good" (SN-Anth 1:75). 
These renderings all rest on a misunderstanding of the 

grammatical form of the expression. As an independent 
substantive, kalyii1;lamitta means a good friend, i.e., a spiri
tual friend who gives advice, guidance, and encourage
ment. When used in apposition to bhikkhu, however, 
kalyii1J.amitta becomes a bahubbbihi compound, and the 
whole expression means "a bhikkhu who has a good 
friend." To represent this formally: yassa bhikkhuno 
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kalyal).amittaf!1 hoti (not yo bhikkltu kalYiilJaSSa mittaf!1 hoti), so 
kalyalJamitto bhikkha ti vuccati (my own etymology). On the 
importance of the good friend, see below 45:49, 63, 77, and 
also AN IV 351-53 (= Ud 34-37). 

Spk: With children, it isn't possible to say, "So much 
comes from the mother, so much from the father"; the 
same is true in this case too. One cannot say, "So much of 
right view, etc., comes from good friends, so much from 
one's own manly effort." The Blessed One says in effect: 
"The four paths, the four fruits, etc., are all rooted in the 
good friend." 

7 The vivekanissita formula is affixed to the path factors at 
Vibh 236. Spk explains seclusion (viveka) in the light of the 
commentarial notion of the fivefold seclusion: (i) "in a par
ticular respect" (tadanga, temporarily, by the practice of 
insight); (ii) by suppression (vikkhambhana, temporarily, by 
attainment of jhana); (iii) by eradication (samuccheda, per
manently, by the supramundane path); (iv) by subsiding 
(papippassaddhi, permanently, in fruition); and (v) by escape 
(nissaral).a, permanently, in Nibbana). In the next two para
graphs I translate from Spk. 

"He develops right view dependent on seclusion (viveka
nissitmrz): dependent on seclusion in a particular respect, 
dependent on seclusion by eradication, dependent on 
seclusion by escape. For at the moment of insight this med
itator, devoted to the development of the noble path, 
develops right view dependent on seclusion in a particular 
respect by way of function and dependent on seclusion by 
escape as inclination (since he inclines to Nibbana); at the 
time of the path, he develops it dependent on seclusion by 
eradication as function and dependent on seclusion by 
escape as object (since the path takes Nibbana as object). 
The same method of explanation is also extended to the 
terms 'dependent on dispassion' (viraganissita) and 
'dependent on cessation' (nirodhanissita). 

"Release (vossagga) is twofold, release as giving up (paric
caga) and release as entering into (pakkhandana). 'Release as 
giving up' is the abandoning (pahiina) of defilements: in a 
particular respect ( tadangavasena) on the occasion of 
insight, by eradication (samucchedavasena) at the moment of 
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the s�pr�mund�n� path. 'Release. as �ntering into' is the entermg mto Nlbbana: by way of mclmation towards th 
(tadninnabhiivena) on the occasion of insight, and by m �� ing it the object (iiramma/Jakara/Jena) at the moment of :h path. Both methods are suitable in this exposition, whi � combines the mundane (insight) and the supramunda� (the path). The path is maturing in release (vossaggapariniimi� 
because it is maturing towards or has matured in reiease 
meaning that it is ripening towards or has ripened (i� 
release) . The bhikkhu engaged in developing the path is 
'ripening' the path for the sake of giving up defilements 
and entering into Nibbana, and he develops it so that it has 
'ripened' thus." 

When I translate vossagga as "release," this should be 
understood as the act of releasing or the state of haVing 
released rather than as the experience of being released. 
Vossagga and papinissagga are closely related, both etymo
logically and in meaning, but as used in the Nikayas a 

subtle difference seems to separate them. Patinissagga, here 
translated "relinquishment," pertains primarily to the 
phase of insight and thus might be understood as the 
active elimination of defilements through insight into the 
impermanence of all conditioned things. Vossagga, as that 
in which the path matures, probably signifies the final state 
in which all attachment is utterly given up, and thus comes 
close in meaning to Nibbana as the goal of the path. Patin is
sagga occurs as a distinct contemplation, the last, in the six
teen steps in the development of mindfulness of breathing 
(see 54:1). Though Spk glosses it in the same way as it does 
vossagga (see n. 293 below), in the suttas themselves the 
two terms are used with different nuances. 

8 Spk: Because Ananda had not reached the peak in the 
knowledge of a disciple'S perfections he did not know that 
the entire holy life of the path depends on a good friend, 
but since the General of the Dhamma (Sariputta) had 
reached the peak in the knowledge of a disciple's perfec
tions he knew this; therefore he spoke thus and the Blessed 
One applauded him. . 

9 The brahmin JaI).ussot:U was a chaplain of King Pasenad1. 
He departs from Savatthi in a white chariot also at 
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MN I 175,15-17 and MN II 208,24-25. According to Spk, once 
every six months he rode around the city in his chariot " as 
if strewing the city with the excellence of his glory and 
prosperity." 

10 Brahma'!l vata bho yana'!l, brahmaytinarupa'!l vata hoti. Here, 
brahma has the sense of best (settha) .  

11 The relative pronoun yassa with which the verses begin is 
completed only by the demonstrative etad in the last verse. 
Since English does not lend itself to such complex syntax, I 
am compelled to break up the passage into shorter sen
tences. I rely on Spk in interpreting the verses. See the 
other chariot simile at 1:46. 

12 Jhtinakkho. Spk: "The axle made of jhana by way of the five 
jhana factors accompanying insight." The five jhana factors 
are thought, examination, rapture, happiness, and one
pointedness of mind. Though when fully mature they 
bring the mind to the first jhana, these factors are also pres
ent, though less prominently, in the concentration that 
accompanies insight meditation. 

13 I read vammasanntiho with Se, as against Be camma- and Ee 
dhamma-. 

14 Spk: This vehicle of the path (maggayana) is said to "origi
nate within oneself" (attani sambhuta'!l) because it is gained 
in dependence on one's own manly effort. 

15 Spk: The removal of lust, etc., is a designation for the 
unconditioned, deathless Nibbana element. The destruc
tion of the taints is arahantship. The removal of lust, etc., is 
a name for arahantship too. 

16 The definitions of the path factors to follow are also at 
DN II 311-13 and MN III 251-52. In the Abhidhamma 
Pitaka, they are incorporated into the formal treatment of 
the path according to the sutta method in the Suttanta
bhajaniya at Vibh 235-36 (but see the following note). In 
the Abhidhamma-bhajaniya the path factors are consid
ered as exclusively supramundane. 

17 All eds. of SN have here abrahmacariya verama7;li, but else
where the reading is ktimesu micchticara veramatli, "absti
nence from sexual misconduct" (see DN II 312,12-13; 
MN III 74,22, III 251,24-25; Vibh 235,18-19). The former 
phrase is found in the precept observed by monks and 
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nuns, the latter in the precept undertaken by the laity. Spk 
does not comment, which suggests that the SN readin . 
the result of a scribal error, probably introduced after ��s 
age of the commentary; otherwise Spk surely would hay: 
explained the variant. I have therefore translated on the 
as�umption that the correct reading should be kiirnesu 
mlcchiictlrtl veramalJi. 

18 Spk: Why does he speak thus? During that half-month, it is 
said, he had no one to guide. Then he thought, "1 will pass 
this half-month in the bliss of fruition attainment. Thus I 
will enjoy a pleasant abiding and set an example for future 
genera tions." 

19 Spk takes this to refer to the Buddha's forty-nine days of 
meditation in the vicinity of the Bodhi Tree just after his 
enlightenment. During that period (according to Spk) he 
contemplated the aggregates, sense bases, elements, Four 
Noble Truths, etc., in full (nippadesa); but now he contem
plated them only partly (padesena), namely, in relation to 
feeling. Spk gives examples of how feelings arise condi
tioned by wrong view and by right view. The sutta is 
referred to at As 30-31 as "proof" that the Buddha taught 
the Abhidhamma. Vism 519 (Ppn 17:9) also cites the sutta 
in arguing against the view that dependent origination is a 
"simple arising." 

20 Spk: Feeling with desire (chanda) as condition is the feeling 
associated with the eight cittas accompanied by greed (see 
CMA 1:4); that conditioned by thought is the feeling in the 
first jhana; that conditioned by perception is the feeling in 
the six meditative attainments from the second jhana 
through the base of nothingness. 

21 The passage m brackets is not in Be and may have been 
imported into the Sinhalese tradition from Spk. Spk 
explains the feeling when none of the three have subsided 
as the feeling associated with the eight cittas accompanied 
by greed. The feeling when desire alone has subsided is 
that of the first jhana; the feeling when perception alone 
remains is that of the second and higher jhanas. The feeling 
when all three have subsided is that of the base of neither
perception-nor-nonperception. The "as-yet-unattained" is 
the fruit of arahantship. The last expression includes the 
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supramundane feeling accompanying the four paths. The 
word rendered "effort" here is ayama, effectively synony
mous with vayama, the actual reading in some mss. Spk 
glosses with viriya. 

22 Spk: The subsiding of wrong view means right view; there
fore the feeling said to be conditioned by right view is the 
same as the feeling conditioned by the subsiding of wrong 
view. But in this sutta they (the ancients) do not include 
resultant feeling (vipakavedana), thinking it is too remote. 
For whenever a feeling is said to be conditioned by the sub
siding of a particular state, we should understand that it is 
conditioned by the quality opposed to that state. Feeling 
conditioned by the subsiding of desire is the feeling of the 
first jhana; by the subsiding of thought, the feeling of the 
second jhana; by the subsiding of perception, the feeling of 
the base of neither-perception-nor-nonperception. 

23 Se and Ee: Bhaddako te avuso Bhadda ummaggo. Be has 
ummmigo. Bhaddako almost surely involves a word play on 
the elder's name. Spk (Se): Ummaggo ti panha-ummaggo; 
paiihavimmJ1sana1Jl paiilzagavesanan ti attho; "'Intelligence': 
intelligence (in forming) a question; the meaning is, inves
tigating a question, seeking out a question." (Here Se 
paiiha- is preferable to Be paiiiia-.) 

24 I translate iiaya1Jl dhammmJ1 following Spk's gloss of the 
term as ariyamaggadhammalJ1. The sutta is the basis for a 
"dilemma" at Mil 242-43. 

25 The two additional qualities are micchaiicl1:r.i and micchii
vimutti. Spk glosses the former as micchapaccavekkha�w, 
"wrong reviewing," on which Spk-pt says: "When one has 
done something evil, one reviews it with the idea that it 
was good." Spk explains micchavimutti as a false liberation 
(aytithavavimutti), a nonemancipating liberation (aniyyallika
vimutti). 

26 Sa-upanisa1Jl saparikkharalJ1. For a fuller analysis, see MN 
No. 1 17. The definition of noble right concentration just 
below rests on the conception of the mind as a constella
tion of mental factors each performing its own distinct 
function in coordination with the others. On the treatment 
of the path from this angle, see Introduction to Part V, pp. 

1488-90. 
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27 Spk: While the former sutta is explained in terms of qual" 
ties (dhammavasena), this one is explained in terms of pe:
sons (puggalavasena). 

28 Though all three eds. have atthaftgiko here, I suggest delet
ing it to bring the wording into conformity with 46:18 
47:33, and 51:2. 

' 

29 Read: apiirii piiral!l gamaniiya sa1!lvattanti. Spk: "To goino
from the round of existence to Nibbana." Woodward ha� 
mistranslated as "conduce to that state in which no further 
shore and no higher shore exist." The verses just below are 
also at Dhp 85-89. 

30 At this point Ee stops numbering these groups of suttas 
and designates them merely as peyyiila, "repetitions," not 
as vagga; Se also calls them peyyiila but numbers them; Be 
numbers them and calls them peyyiilavagga, "repetition 
groups." My scheme for numbering the vaggas Corre
sponds closest to Se, but my numbering of the suttas 
agrees with Ee straight through to the end. 

31 Addhiinaparinnattha1!l. Spk: When one has reached 
Nibbana, the course of sa�sara is fully understood. 
Therefore Nibbana is called the full understanding of the 
course. 

32 Spk: Good friendship is like the dawn; the noble path 
along with insight, arisen by relying on good friendship, is 
like the appearance of the sun. 

33 Spk: " Accomplishment in virtue" (silasampadii) is the four
fold purification of virtue (i.e., compliance with the Pati
mokkha, restraint of the senses, proper use of the requi
sites, and right livelihood; see Vism 15-16; Ppn 1:42). 
"Accomplishment in desire" (chandasampadii) is desire as 
the wish to accomplish the wholesome (i.e., not desire as 
craving, another connotation of chanda). "Accomplishment 
in self" (attasampadii) is completeness of mind (sampanna
cittata). All these suttas were spoken separately by way of 

the personal inclinations (of those to be taught). 
34 In Ee this vagga does not have a separate number. Be num

bers it "1," as if starting again from scratch, but then 
assigns each of the four "versions" within this repetition 
series a separate number. Se keeps the numbering of the 
vagga continuous, beginning here with "9." I here follow 
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Se, which seems more logical; I use upper case roman 
numbers for the sequential vaggas, and lower case roman 
numbers for the versions corresponding to the vaggas. The 
four versions are distinguished only by the phrases used to 
describe the path factors. In Pali these are: (i) vivekanissita1Jl 
viriiganissita1Jl nirodhanissita1Jl vossaggapari1Jiimi1Jl; (ii) 
riigavinayapariyosana1Jl dosauinayapariyosallQ1Jl mohauinaya
pariyosiina1Jl; (iii) amatogadha1Jl amatapariiyanm!l amata
pariyosiina1Jl; and (iv) nibbananinna1Jl nibbanapo1Ja1Jl nibbana
pabbhiira1Jl. Spk explains that the different versions of the 
same sutta were spoken by the Buddha in response to the 
individual inclinations of the persons to be enlightened. 

35 On nibbanogadha, see III, n. 243. 
36 Ee calls this vagga "Chapter V," as if all the suttas from 31 

to 138 fall under Chapter IV. Be also numbers this "5," fol
lowing on the four sections of the Ganges Repetition 
Series. Since in Be the remaining vaggas of this sarpyutta 
are numbered 6-8, this means that in Be the sarpyutta 
includes two series of vaggas numbered 5-8, without any 
other basis for differentiating them. In Se this vagga is 
numbered 13 and the numbering continues in unbroken 
sequence, ending in 16. As this has greater cogency I follow 
it here. It is inconsistent and illogical, though, for the 
Ganges Repetition Series to make each repetition cycle a 
separate vagga, thus creating four vaggas, while the fol
lowing vaggas, starting with the Appamadavagga, sub
sume the four repetitions under each individual sutta. 

37 Spk: Diligence is called the chief of all wholesome states 
because it is by diligence that one acquires all the other 
wholesome states. 

38 The similes of 45:141-47 are also at 22:102. 
39 Spk: When the female nagas become pregnant they realize 

that if they gave birth in the ocean their offspring could be 
attacked by the supal)1).as or swept away by a strong cur
rent. Thus they ascend the rivers to the Himalayas and 
give birth there. They then train their young in the moun
tain ponds until they have mastered the art of swimming. 

40 As at 36:12. 
41 As at 22:101 (III 155,5-9). See III, n. 214. 
42 As at 36:14. 
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43 The simile and its application here parallel 35:244 
(IV 191,1-24). 

44 Spk explains brahmacariyesanii as the search for a holy n 
consisting in a wrong view [Spk-pt: because the Wro 

1 e 

view is the basis for the holy life devised by the theorist�
g 

45 See IV, n. 274. 

46 This sutta is not found in Se or in SS. Be numbers it sepa
rately, Ee does not. I here follow the latter. Both connect 
the "based upon seclusion" refrain with §170 (10) and the 
other three refrains with §170 (11). This suggests the two 
are actually one sutta elaborated by way of alternative 
forms of the same word, both tm:zhii and tasinii being Pali 
equivalents of Skt t!$rtii. 

47 Spk explains "bodily knot" (kiiyagantha) as a knot in the 
name-body (niimakiiya), a defilement which knots and con
nects (ganthanaghatanakilesa). Spk-pt: A defilement which 
produces connection, bondage, known as the binding to 
suffering through the connection of cause with effect, of 
the round of kamma with the round of results. The fourth 
knot, ida1J1sacciibhinivesa kiiyagantha, is literally "the bodily 
knot of adherence to (the view) 'This (alone) is truth.'" 

48 Spk: The "underlying tendency to sensual lust" 
(kiimiinusaya) is sensual lus� itself, which is an "underlying 
tendency" in the sense that it has gained strength (thiima
gatatthena). Spk-pt: "Gained strength" by being firmly 
implanted in a being's mental continuum. 

49 These are the fetters that bind beings to the sense-sphere 
realm (kiimadhiitu). The first. three are eradicated by the 
stream-enterer and the once-returner, all five by the non
returner. 

50 These are the fetters that bind beings to the form realm 
(rupadhiitu) and the formless realm (arupadhiitu), which are 
reached respectively through the jhanas and the formless 
attainments. Only the arahant has eradicated these fetters. 

46. Bojjhangasa1J1yutta 

51 As at 45:151. 
52 Bojjhanga is a compound of bodhi + anga. Spk offers a 

twofold definition: "Enlightenment factors are factors of 
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enlightenment or (factors) of the one being enlightened 
(bodhiya bodhissa va anga ti bojjhanga). What is meant? It is 
through the assemblage of states consisting in mindfulness 
. . .  equanimity, arisen at the moment of the mundane and 
supramundane paths (lokiyalokuttaramaggakkhm:ze) . . .  that 
the noble disciple is enlightened; therefore (that assem
blage of states) is called enlightenment. 'He is enlightened' 
means that he rises up from the sleep of the continuum of 
defilements; what is meant is that he penetrates the Four 
Noble Truths or realizes Nibbana. The enlightenment fac
tors are the factors of the enlightenment consisting in that 
assemblage of states. Also, the noble disciple who becomes 
enlightened through the aforesaid assemblage of states is 
called 'one being enlightened' (bodhi). The factors of the 
one being enlightened are enlightenment factors." 

In the Abhidhamma Pitaka, the Bojjhanga-vibhanga 
(Vibh 227-29) first explains the enlightenment factors by 
the sutta method in three ways modelled on 46:3, 46:52 (ii), 
and the bare vivekanissita formula, respectively. Then it 
analyses them according to the Abhidhamma method, 
which treats them solely as factors of the supramundane 
path (Vibh 229-32). For this reason the definitions in the 
Abhidhamma commentaries (As 217, Vibh-a 310), parallel 
to the passage cited from Spk above, omit "mundane" 
(lokiya) in relation to the path. 

The Buddha's own definition of bojjhmiga, at 46:5 below, 
implies they were originally conceived not as factors that 
constitute enlightenment (the position taken by the com
mentaries), but as factors that lead to enlightenment. This is 
further supported by the sequential account of their origi
nation at 46:3. Hence comparison of the different strata of 
early Pali literature shows the usage of the term to have 
undergone some degree of evolution, from the more gen
eral and pragmatic to the more specific and technical. 

53 Nutriment (aMra) here has the meaning of condition (pac
caya). This portion of the sutta is repeated below at 46:51, 
to which Spk gives a detailed explanation of the nutri
ments for the individual enlightenment factors. See below, 
nn. 85-91. Cpo AN I 3-5. 

54 The sign of the beautiful (subhanimitta) is a sensually attrac-
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tive object, particularly an object that arouses sexual des. 
The wo

.
rd nimitta is difficul� to render in a way that fits l:�i 

the major contexts where It Occurs. I returned to "sign" 
only after several experiments with alternatives-"aspect " 
"feature," and "appearance"-proved unsatisfactory EI 

' 
. se-

where it clearly means basis, cause, condition (e.g., at 
48:40; V 213,16, etc.). 

Spk glosses careless attention (ayoniso manasikiira) with 
"unm�thodical attentio�, off track attention" (anupaya_ 
manaslkiira, uppathamanaslkara; Spk-pt: because it is not the 
right method for gaining welfare and happiness). The com
mentaries consistently explain it as attention directed to 
the impermanent as permanent, to suffering as happiness, 
to the selfless as self, and to the foul as beautiful. This 
explanation is found already at Vibh 373. 

55 Patighanimitta. Spk: The sign of the repulsive is aversion 
(patigha) or a repulsive object (patighiirammm}.a). 

56 The terms are defined, mostly by chains of synonyms, at 
Vibh 352. Spk cites the passage here. They are also men
tioned at I, vv. 30-31. 

57 Cetaso avupasama. Spk: Unsettledness of mind is, in denota
tion, restlessness and remorse themselves. 

58 Satisambojjhangatthaniya dham11)ii. Spk: The things that 
become objects of mindfulness [Spk-pt: the four establish
ments of mindfulness], the thirty-seven aids to enlighten
ment, and the nine supramundane states. 

59 Km;zhasukkasappatibhaga. Spk: Dark states are "with coun
terparts" because they yield dark results, and bright states 
because they yield bright results; the meaning is "having 
similar results." Or ;'with counterparts" means "with 
opposites": the dark states have the bright as their oppo
sites, the bright the dark. Or "with counterparts" means 

"with exclusion": the unwholesome excludes the whole

some and yields its own results, and conversely. 
An extended example of the opposition between good 

and bad states is found in MN No. 8, where the Buddha 

enumerates forty-four pairs of wholesome and unwhole

some opposites. The explanation of this enlightenment fac

tor suggests that while "discrimination of states" may be 

technically identified with panna, the initial function of 
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panna as an enlightenment factor is not to discern the three 
characteristics, etc., but simply to discriminate between the 
good and bad mental states that become apparent with the 
deepening of mindfulness. 

60 Spk: The element of arousal (iirambhadhiitu) is the initial 
phase of energy, the element of endeavour (nikknmadJzatu) 
intermediate energy, the element of exertion (parakkama
dlultu) energy at full intensity. 

61 Spk: Tranquillity of body (kiiyappassaddhi) is the tranquil
lizing of distress in the three mental aggregates (feeling, 
perception, volitional formations), tranquillity of mind 
(cittappassaddhi) the tranquillizing of distress in the aggre
gate of consciousness. 

The commentaries frequently interpret the pair, body 
and mind, mentioned in the texts in the light of the Abhi
dhamma, which draws a contrast between mind (citta), the 
chief factor in cognition, and its accompanying "body" of 
mental factors (cetasika), which perform secondary cogni
tive functions. It seems, however, that in such passages as 
the present one, "body" was intended quite literally as 
meaning the physical body, considered as actively con
tributing to the qualitative tone of an experience. 

62 Spk: The sign of serenity (samathanimitta) is serenity itself 
as well as its object (Spk-pt: the patibhiiganimitta or counter
part sign); the sign of nondispersal (abyagganimitta) is syn
onymous with it. 

63 In stating that the satisambojjhatiga arises by recollecting the 
Dhamma taught by accomplished monks, the text draws 
upon the etymological connection between sati as act of 
remembrance and the verb anussarati, to recollect. Though 
it has been overshadowed by sati's more technical sense of 
awareness of the present, this nuance of the word is still 
occasionally preserved in Pali (e.g., in the definition of the 
faculty of mindfulness at 48:9). 

The three phrases used to describe the cultivation of each 
enlightenment factor can be understood to depict three 
successive stages of development: initial arousal, matura
tion, and culmination. Spk says that in this sutta the 
enlightenment factors are to be understood as pertaining to 
insight in the preliminary stage of the path of arahantship. 
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They occur together in one mind-moment, though . 
different characteristics. The whole pattern is also at 

;lth 

but beginning with the four establishments of mindful .13, 
th f ·  h . b · · 

ness 
as e means 0 arousmg t e satzsam oJJhanga. 

64 I follow Be here, which reads simply passaddhakiiya 
sukhino cittam samadhiyati. Se and Ee have passaddhakiiy 

ssa 
. assa 

sukhal!t hoti, sukhino citta1J1 samadhiyati, "for one whose 
body is tranquil there is happiness, for one who is happ 
the mind becomes concentrated." I suspect this reading hZs 
arisen from confusion with such texts as 47:10 and 
AN V 3,3-8, where sukha is a distinct stage in the sequence 
of development. Be is supported here by the Se and Ee 
reading of the exact parallel at 54:13. 

65 This fivefold typology of nonreturners recurs at 48:15, 24, 
66; 51:26; 54:5; and 55:25. Spk explains the antaraparinibbayi 
(" attainer of Nibbana in the interval") as one reborn in the 
Pure Abodes who attains arahantship during the first half 
of the life span. This type is subdivided into three, depend
ing on whether arahantship is reached: (i) on the very day 
of rebirth; (ii) after one or two hundred aeons have 
elapsed; or (iii) after four hundred aeons have elapsed. The 
upahaccaparinihhiiyi ("attainer of Nibbana upon landing") is 
explained as one who attains arahantship after passing the 
first half of the life span. For Spk, the asankhiiraparinibbiiyi 
("attainer without exertion") and the sasankhiiraparinibbiiyi 
("attainer with exertion") then become two modes in 
which the first two types of nonreturners attain the goal. 
This explanation originates from Pp 1 6-17 (commented on 
at Pp-a 198-201). However, not only does this account of 
the first two types disregard the literal meaning of their 
names, but it also overrides the sequential and mutually 
exclusive nature of the five types as delineated elsewhere 
in the suttas (see below). 

If we understand the term antariiparinibbiiyi literally, as it 
seems we should, it then means one who attains Nibbana 
in the interval between two lives, perhaps while existing in a 
slj.btle body in the intermediate state. The upahacca
parinibbiiyi then becomes one who attains Nibba.na "upon 
landing" or "striking ground" in the new existence, i.e., 
almost immediately after taking rebirth. The next two 
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terms designate two types who attain arahantship in the 
course of the next life, distinguished by the amount of 
effort they must make to win the goal. The last, the 
uddhaf!!sota akanitthagiimi, is one who takes rebirth in suc
cessive Pure Abodes, completes the full life span in each, 
and finally attains arahantship in the Akanittha realm, the 
highest Pure Abode. 

This interpretation, adopted by several non-Therava.da 
schools of early Buddhism, seems to be confirmed by the 
Purisagati Sutta (AN IV 70-74), in which the simile of the 
flaming chip suggests that the seven types (including the 
three kinds of anfariiparinibbayi) are mutually exclusive and 
have been graded according to the sharpness of their fac
ulties. Additional support comes from AN II 134,25--29, 
which explains the antariiparinibbiiyi as one who has aban
doned the fetter of rebirth (upapattisa'!1yojana) without yet 
having abandoned the fetter of existence (bhavasa1!lyojana) .  
Though the Theravadin proponents argue against this 
interpretation of antariiparil1ibbiiyi (e.g., at Kv 366), the evi
dence from the suttas leans strongly in its favour. For a 
detailed discussion, see Harvey, The Selfless Mind, 
pp. 98-108. 

AN II 155-56 draws an alternative distinction between 
the sasa11kharaparinibbayi and the asankhiiraparinibbiiyi: the 
former reaches arahantship through meditation on the 
"austere" meditation subjects such as the foulness of the 
body, the perception of the repulsiveness of food, discon
tent with the whole world, the perception of imperma
nence in all formations, and mindfulness of death; the 
latter, through the four jhanas. 

66 Spk: In this sutta the elder's fruition enlightenment factors 
(phaZabojjhanga) are discussed. For when he enters fruition 
attainment after making the enlightenment factor of mind
fulness the key, the other six enlightenment factors follow 
along; and so for the others. Thus the elder spoke this sutta 
to show his own mastery over fruition attainment. The 
simile of the wardrobe just below is also at MN I 215,6-15, 
again spoken by Sariputta. 

67 Itiviidappamokkhiinisa'!1safi c' eva katha'!1 kathente uparambhii
nisa1Jlsafi ca. Woodward translates "debating on the profit 
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of freedom from controversy and the profit of wranglin " (KS 5:60). Spk's explanation of the phrase here is not co!_ pletely clear to me, but at MN I 133,28-30 the Buddha Uses the same terms to reproach certain monks who master the Dhamma upiirambhiinisa1JlSii itiviidappamokkhiinisamso. 
Ps II 106,35-107,4 explains: "They master the Dha�m� 
(intent on) the benefit of ascribing errors to their oppo
nents' theses and on rescuing their own theses when their 
opponents ascribe errors to them." The stock Nikaya 
description of debates provides a clear illustration of what 
is meant; see, e.g., 22:3 (III 12,5-13) and 56:9 (V 419,5-12). 

68 Vijjiivimuttiphaltmisa1Jlso . . .  Tathiigato viharati. Woodward 
translates vijjiivimutti as "release by knowledge," assuming 
the compound is a subordinate tappurisa, but the expres
sion vijjii ea vimutti ea (at V 52(19) implies it is actually a 
subordinate dvanda. See too V 329,9-16, where the seven 
enlightenment factors are said to fulfil two things, namely, 
vijjiivimutti. 

69 The best reading is the one given by the lemmas of Spk 
(Se): na mmiku hoti apatitthinaeitto adinamiinaso abyiipanna
eetaso. Be and Ee misread the second term as appatitfhita
citto, whose meaning ("an unestablished mind") is exactly 
the opposite of what is required. Ap(p)atitthina is the nega
tive past participle of patitthiyati « Skt "prati-styai). Spk 
glosses: kilesavasena atthinacitto, "with a mind not stiffened 
by defilements." At AN I 124,6, II 203,17, and III 181,24 we 
find a series of terms that brings out the meaning well: 
abhisajjati kuppati vyiipajjati patitthiyati kopan ea dosan ea 
appaeeayan ea piitukaroti; "he becomes annoyed, irritated, 
bears ill will, is daunted, and shows irritation, hate, and 
animosity." 

70 This sutta and the next two are included as protective dis
courses in the Sinhalese Maha Pirit Pota. Monks often recite 
them to patients. 

71 Spk: As the elder listened closely to this teaching on the 
development of the enlightenment factors, it is said, the 
thought occurred to him: "When I penetrated the truths on 
the seventh day of my going forth, these enlightenment 
factors became manifest" (see 16:11). Thinking, "The 
Master's teaching is indeed emancipating! " his blood 
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became clear, his bodily humours were purified, and the 
disease departed from his body like a drop of water fallen 

on a lotus leaf. 
72 They are recommended to the bhikkhus as "factors of non

decline" at DN II 79,8-23. 

73 Nibbedhabhiigiyaf!1 ' "  maggatJl desessiimi. The reason the path 
is so described is given just below in the text. 

74 1 have translated this passage according to its apparent 
sense, but it is hard to see how bahukata1J1 in the previous 
sentence, used as an abstract noun, can have the same 
meaning as it does, in negative form, in abahukato here, an 
adjective set in apposition to aha1J1. Spk glosses abahukato 
with akatabahumiino, "(1) was without much esteem," but 
passes over bahukatalJ1 just above. 

75 UkkujjiivakuJja1J1 samparivattento. Spk says that arising is 
called surge (ukkujja) and fall is decline (avakujja). Thus he 
was exploring the aggregates by way of rise and fall 
(udayabbayavasena). His realization of the Four Noble 
Truths while contemplating rise and fall marks his attain
ment of the supramundane path. 

76 Dhammo ca me bhante abhisamito, maggo ca pa!iladdho. The 
regular past participle of abhisameti is abhisameta. Spk says 
that he has arrived at the Dhamma of insight (vipassanii
dhamma) and gained the path of insight (vipassaniimagga), 
but these expressions invariably indicate the realization of 
the supramundane Dhamma and the gaining of the supra
mundane path. The text does not specify his level of 
attainment, but it would be at least that of stream-enterer, 
implied by making "the breakthrough to the Dhamma." 
As he must still develop the path further, he could not be 
an arahant. 

. 

77 We should read kusalii kusalabhiigiyii. The confused orthog
raphy in Ee has misled Woodward. 

78 The bracketed passage is in Se only, but is clearly neces
sary. Cpo AN 1 253-56, III 16-19. Curiously, the sutta makes 
no mention of the seven factors of enlightenment. This 
silence suggests that this sutta and the following one orig
inally formed a single textual unit. See 46:35 and the fol
lowing two notes for a similar case in which certain textu
al traditions have preserved the unity. 
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79 I follow Se. In Be and Ee, the next paragraph is counted 
a separate sutta, but it is clear enough that the two 

as 
. 

h' . I 
are counterparts WIt m a smg e text. 

80 Again I �ollow Se here, whic� introduces a break and 
counts thIS as a sep�rat� sutta, htled Anivarar:ta Sutta. In Be 
and Ee, the followmg IS treated as a continuation of th 
preceding sutta, despite the fact that their themes are com� 
pletely distinct. 

81 These trees are all of the type known as strangling figs. On 
their behaviour I cannot do better than to quote from E.J.I-I. 
Comer's Wayside Trees of Malaya, cited by Emeneau, "The 
Strangling Figs in Sanskrit Literature," pp. 347-49: 

Fig-trees whose trunks are composed of a basket-work of 
interlacing and anastomosing roots are called strangling 
figs because normally they begin life on other trees and 
gradually squeeze them to death. Birds, squirrels, and 
monkeys, which eat the fruits, drop the seeds on the 
branches of the forest-trees, where they grow into epi
phytic bushes that hold on by strong roots encircling the 
branches. From thence their roots spread down the trunk 
of the supporting tree to the ground, where they grow 
vigorously. Side-roots encircle the trunk, joining up with 
other-side-roots where they touch, and aerial roots grow 
down into the soil from various heights . . . . [T]he sup
porting trunk becomes enveloped in a basket of fig-roots 
and the branches of the fig-bush begin to spread widely 
through the crown of its support. As the fig-roots and 
their supporting trunk increase in thickness they press 
upon each other, but the fig-roots, being the stronger, 
slowly crush the bark of the support against its wood, 
with the effect that the supporting trunk is gradually 
ringed, and its limbs begin to die back, its crown becom
ing stag-headed and uneven. A long struggle ensues 

between parasite and host, but if the fig-plant is vigorouS 
it surely kills its support and finally stands in its place on 
a massive basket of roots. 

Two Jataka stories (Nos. 370 and 412) use the strangling 

fig to drive home the lesson that one should never tolerate 
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the slightest evil, for while evil may appear innocuous in 
its origins it eventually proves fatal. 

82 Tisso vidha. See 45:162. 
83 The raja cakkavatti, the ideal monarch of Buddhist litera

ture; for details, see DN II 172-77, MN III 172-76. 
84 Sections (i) and (ii) here are identical with 46:2, but Spk, in 

commenting on the present sutta, adds a fresh passage on 
the additional conditions for the fulfilment of the seven 
enlightenment factors. Below I give merely the headings. 
The full passage is translated by Soma Thera in The Way of 
Mindfulness, pp. 174-90. The headings, with brief explana
tions, are also at Vism 132-34 (Ppn 4:54-62). 

85 Spk: Besides this, there are fOllr other conditions for the 
arising of the mindfulness enlightenment factor: (i) mind
fulness and clear comprehension in all activities; (ii) avoid
ing unmindful people; (iii) associating with mindful people; 
and (iv) right resolution (i.e., a mind that "slants, slopes, 
and inclines" towards the establishing of mindfulness). 

86 Spk: There are seven other conditions for its arising: (i) 
interrogation (about the meaning of the aggregates, ele
ments, sense bases, etc.); (ii) personal cleanliness; (iii) bal
ancing the faculties (see Vism 129-30; Ppn 4:45-49); (iv) 
reflecting on the sphere of deep knowledge; (v-vii) avoid
ing unwise people, associating with wise people, and right 
resolution. 

87 Spk: Eleven other conditions are: (i) reflecting on the fear
fulness of the plane of misery; (ii) seeing the benefits in 
arousal of energy; (iii) reflecting that one is following the 
path taken by all the Buddhas, etc.; (iv) reflecting on the 
need to honour the gifts of alms; (v-viii) reflecting on the 
greatness of the heritage, of the Master, of the lineage, and 
of one's fellow monks; (ix-xi) avoiding lazy people, associ
ating with energetic people, and right resolution. 

88 Spk: Eleven other conditions are: (i-vii) recollection of the 
Buddha, the Dhamma, the Sangha, virtue, generosity, the 
devas, and peace; (viii) avoiding coarse people; (ix) associ
ating with refined people; (x) reflecting on inspiring suttas; 
and (xi) right resolution. 

89 Spk: Seven other conditions are: (i) nutritious food; (ii) a con
genial climate; (iii) the right posture; (iv) effort at neutrality; 
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(v-vii) avoiding restless people, associating with calm 
pIe, and right resolution. reo.. 

90 Spk: Ten other conditions are: (i) personal cleanlines . . .  
balancing the faculties; (iii) skill in the sign (Le., the S, (l�) 
tation object); (iv-vi) exerting, restraining, and gladd:�l
the m�� at the rig�t ti�e for e�.:

h; (vii) looking on :� 
equarumity at the nght hme; (vm-x) avoiding unconcen_ 
trated people, associating with concentrated people, and 
right resolution. (The commentaries to the Satipattha . .  na 
Sutta add, as an eleventh factor, reflecting on the jhanas 
and the deliverances.) 

91 Spk: Five other conditions are: (i) a detached attitude 
towards beings; (ii) a detached attitude towards formations 
(i.e., inanimate objects); (iii-v) avoiding possessive people, 
associating with equanimous people, and right resolution. 

All the enlightenment factors, after arising, reach " fulfil
ment by development" (bhavanaya paripuri) through the 
path of arahantship. 

92 Anaharo nivarm:zana1!l. Spk gives an elaborate explanation of 
how to debilitate each hindrance. Again, I give merely the 
headings below. The full passage is translated in Soma, The 
Way of Mindfulness, pp. 155-67; see too Nyanaponika, The 
Five Mental Hindrances . 

- �:r- -The s[gn of foulness (asubhanimitta), according to Spk, is 
one or another of the "ten foul objects," i.e., a corpse in one 
of the ten stages of decomposition (see Vism 178-79; 
Ppn 6:1-11). In sutta usage, however, the perception of 
foulness (asubhasaiiiiii) is explained as the contemplation of 
the thirty-one parts of the body (as at AN V 109,19-27, 
increased to thirty-two in Pa�is and the commentaries by 
the addition of the brain). 

Spk: Six things lead to the abandoning of sensual desire: 
(i) learning the foulness object, (ii) devotion to meditation 
on foulness; (iii) guarding the sense faculties; (iv) modera
tion in food; (v) good friendship; and (vi) suitable talk. 
Sensual desire, (temporarily) abandoned in these six ways, 
is fully abandoned by the path of arahantship. Spk-p�: This 
is said by taking sensual desire, according to the 
Abhidhamma method, to represent all greed (Le., greed for 
existence as well as greed for sensual pleasures). 
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94 Spk: The liberation of the mind through lovingkindness 
(mettacetovimutti) is absorption (= jhana). Six things lead to 
abandoning ill will: (i) leaming the lovingkindness object; 
(ii) devotion to meditation on lovingkindness; (iii) reflect
ing on one's responsibility for one's own actions; (iv) fre
quent consideration; (v) good friendship; and (vi) suitable 
talk. III will is fully abandoned by the path of nonretuming. 

95 On the three elements of energy, see n. 60. Spk: Six things 
lead to the abandoning of sloth and torpor: (i) avoidance of 
overeating; (ii) change of postures; (iii) attending to the 
perception of light (see 51:20; V 278,29-32); (iv) dwelling out 
in the open; (v) good friendship; and (vi) suitable talk. 
Sloth and torpor are fully abandoned by the path of ara
hantship. 

96 Spk: Six things lead to the abandoning of restlessness and 
remorse: (i) much learning; (ii) investigation; (iii) familiar
ity with the Vinaya; (iv) association with mature people; 
(v) good friendship; and (vi) suitable talk. Restlessness is 
abandoned by the path of arahantship, remorse by the path 
of nonreturning. 

97 Spk: Six things lead to the abandoning of doubt: (i) much 
learning; (ii) investigation; (iii) familiarity with the Vinaya; 
(iv) resoluteness; (v) good friendship; and (vi) suitable talk. 
Doubt is fully abandoned by the path of stream-entry. 

98 Spk says that the teachers of other sects do not have any 
original teachings on the five hindrances and the seven 
enlightenment factors. When they teach their own disci
ples they plagiarize the Buddha's teachings on these top
ics. Gethin points out, however, that the sutta itself does 
not go as far as the commentary but only stresses the dif
ferences between the two modes of teaching (Buddhist Path 
to Awakening, p. 180). 

99 Spk: Sensual desire "for the internal" is desire for one's 
own five aggregates; "for the external, " desire for the 
aggregates of others (and also, no doubt, for inanimate 
objects). 

Similarly below, ill will towards the internal might be 
understood as anger directed towards oneself, ill will 
towards the external as anger directed to other beings and 
to external conditions. The distinction between sloth and 
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torpor is drawn at Vism 469 (Ppn 14:167): Sloth (thin ) 
the characteristic of "lack of driving power "  the 

fu a �as 
. . . ' nchon 

of removmg energy, and marufestatlOn as "sinking of h mind." Torpor (middha) has the characteristic of unw' l
t
d

.
e 

" Ie 1-
ness, the functIon of smothenng, and manifestation as d no _ 
ding and sleep. Sloth can thus be understood as mental 
dullness, torpor as drowsiness. Restlessness (uddhacca) i 
disquietude or agitation, remorse (kukkucca) regret ove; 
faults of commission and omission. Doubt about the inter
nal, according to Spk, is uncertainty regarding one's own 
five aggregates (whether they are truly impermanent, etc.); 
doubt about the external is the "great doubt" (mahavici
kicchii) about eight matters (the Buddha, the Dhamma, the 
Sangha, and the training; the past, present, and future; and 
dependent origination). 

100 The bifurcation of each enlightenment factor is also found 
at Vibh 228, modelled on the present sutta. 

101 The former is the rapture of the first jhana, the latter the 
rapture of the second jhana. 

102 Spk explains tranquillity of body (kayappassaddhi) as the 
tranquillizing of distress in the three aggregates (feeling, 
perception, volitional formations), tranquillity of mind 
(cittappassaddhi) as the tranquillizing of distress in the 
aggregate of consciousness. But see n. 61 above. 

103 The former is the concentration of the first jhana and the 
access to it; the latter, the concentration of the second jhana 
and higher stages. 

104 Quoted at Vism 130-31, 133 (Ppn 4:51, 57). Cpo AN III 
375,18-22, which compares the balancing of the faculties to 
the tuning of a lute: for the pitch to be right the strings 
must be neither too tight nor too loose. 

105 Spk: It is desirable everywhere, like salt and a versatile 

prime minister. Just as salt enhances the flavour of all cur

ries, and just as a versatile prime minister accomplishes all 

the tasks of state, so the restraining of the excited mind and 

the exerting of the sluggish mind are all achieved by mind
fulness, and without mindfulness this could not be done. 

See too Vism 130,15-20 (Ppn 4:49). 
106 Quoted at Vism 324,9-15 (Ppn 9:119), which calls it the 

Haliddavasana Sutta. 
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107 Spk refers back to its comment recorded in n .  98. The other 
sects, according to Spk, do not have any original teachings 
on the abandonment of the five hindrances or the develop
ment of the divine abodes but plagiarize them from the 
Buddha. 

108 KirJlgatikii kirJlparamii kirJlpltalii kilJ1pariyosiinii. 
109 TIris conjunction of the enlightenment factors with the four 

divine abodes is unusual. On their own momentum the 
divine abodes lead to rebirth in the brahma world rather 

than to Nibbana (see MN II 82,24-27, II 207-8, AN II 
128-29). When integrated into the structure of the 
Buddha's path, however, they can be used to generate con
centration of sufficient strength to serve as a basis for 
insight, which in tum brings enlightenment. A striking 
instance is at MN I 351,18-352,2. Spk: The monk develops 
the three jhanas based on lovingkindness, then takes this 
as a basis for developing insight and attains arahantship. 
The enlightenment factors are developed by insight and 
the path. 

110 At AN III 169-170, this practice is discussed more fully, 
with reference to the benefits of each contemplation. At 
DN III 112,25-13,10 it is called a "spiritual power which is 
taintless, acquisitionless, and noble" (aymJ1 iddhi aniisavii 
anupadhikii ariya), and Patis II 212-13 calls it "the noble 
ones' spiritual power" (ariyiddhi); further explanation is 
given at Vism 381-82 (Ppn 12:36-38). The following is con
densed from Spk: (i) to perceive the repulsive in the unre
pulsive (appatikkule patikkiilasaiiiii) one pervades an unre
pulsive object (e.g., a sensually attractive person) with the 
idea of foulness or attends to it as impermanent; (ii) to per
ceive the unrepulsive in the repulsive (patikkiile appatikkiila
saiiiii) one pervades a repulsive object (e.g., a hostile per
son) with lovingkindness or attends to it as elements; (iii) 
and (iv) simply extend the first two modes of perception to 
both types of objects conjointly; and (v) is self-explanatory. 

111 Spk: This teaching is brought in for one who is unable to 
reach arahantship after exploring formations based on jhana 
through lovingkindness. 

Spk explains idhapaiiiiassa as if it were a bahubbihi com
pound meaning " one of mundane wisdom" (iokiyapaiiiiassa); 
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the expression also occurs at Dhp 375b and AN V 
Mp V 78,10-11 explains it as "wisdom in rega d 300,14. 
teaching" (imasmi1Jl sasane panna), which sounds m

r to this 
. . ore COn vmcmg than Spk's gloss. -

In the commentaries the four divine abodes are re d . gar ed a� practIces that lead to
. 

form-s�here jhana (see 
Vlsm 111,15-16; Ppn 3:107). WhIle the Nlkayas do not d 
explicit connections between the divine abodes and le::� 
of jhana, in several places they describe the divine abad 

s 

as means to rebirth in the brahma world or the form real
es 

(see n. 109). Thus Spk is compelled to give a labour� 
explanation of the puzzling stipulations made here about 
the "upper limit" of each meditation subject, particularly 
in regard to the formless attainments; the passage is also at 
Vism 324-25 (Ppn 9:120-23).  In brief: (i) one who abides in 
lovingkindness can easily apply his mind to a beautiful 
colour kasi1J.a and quickly attain the beautiful liberation 
(Le., jhana based on a colour kasil:za); (ii) one who abides in 
compassion recognizes the danger in form and thus devel
ops the base of the infinity of space, which is the escape 
from form; (iii) one who abides in altruistic joy apprehends 
the joyful consciousness of beings and thus easily enters 
the base of the infinity of consciousness; and (iv) one who 
abides in equanimity is skilled in diverting his mind from 
pleasure and pain, and thus can easily divert it to the 
absence of any concrete entity in the base of nothingness. 

1 12 The sutta is also at AN III 230-36, but without the last para
graph on the enlightenment factors. See too Ja No. 185 
(II 99-101). 

1 13 Spk applies the idea of the threefold escape (nissara1Jll) to 
each hindrance: by suppression (vikkhambhananissara1J.a) 

through jhana; in a particular respect (tadanga-) through 

insight; and by eradication (samuccheda-) through the path. 

Thus: (i) sensual desire is suppressed by the first jhana bas� 
on foulness and eradicated by the path of arahantshlP 
(since kiimacchanda is here interpreted widely enough to 

include desire for any object, not only for sensual pleas

ures); (ii) ill will is suppressed by the first jhana based on 
lovingkindness and eradicated by the path of nonr�turnf 
ing; (iii) sloth and torpor are suppressed by the perception a 
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light (Le., visualization of a bright light, like the disc of the 
sun or the full moon) and eradicated by the path of ara
hantship; (iv) restlessness and remorse are suppressed by 
serenity, remorse is eradicated by the path of nonreturning 
and restlessness by the path of arahantship; and (v) doubt is 
suppressed by the defining of phenomena (dhammava
vatthiina; see Vism 587-89; Ppn 18:3-8) and eradicated by 
the path of stream-entry. 

114 Prince Abhaya was a son of King Bimbisara, though not 
the crown prince. 

115 See III, n. 92. 
116 This, in effect, is a declaration that he has attained stream

entry. 
117 The skeleton (afthika) is one of the ten meditation subjects 

on foulness (asubhakammatthana) mentioned at Vism 
178-79 (Ppn 6:1-11). So too the corpses listed below at 
46:58-61: the worm-invested (pll!uvaka) , the livid (vinilaka), 
the fissured (vicchiddaka), and the bloated (uddhumataka). 
Each becomes associated with the enlightenment factors 
when the concentration it induces is made a basis for 
developing insight and arriving at the supramundane path. 

118 Sati va llpiidisese. Spk glosses: gahm;t.asese upiidiinasese vijja
miinamhi; "(if there is) a remainder of grasping, � remain
der of clinging, existing." Upiidisesa is found in two techni
cal senses: (i) when contrasted with anna, final knowledge, 
it means a residue of defilements, the minimum residue 
that the nonreturner must eliminate to attain arahantship; 
and (ii) in relation to Nibbana, it denotes the five aggre
gates, which persist until the arahant expires. Nibbana as 
experienced by the arahant during life is called the sa
upadisesanibbanadhatu, "the Nibbana element with a 
residue (= the five aggregates) remaining"; as attained at 
his death it is the anupiidisesanibbanadhatu, "the Nibbana 
element without residue remaining." The commentaries 
take upadi in this context to mean what is clung to 
( upadiyati). 

Although I translate upiidisesa in the present passage as 
"residue of clinging," I do so simply for the sake of clarity, 
not because I am convinced that upadi actually stands for 
upadana. The whole expression may simply be an idiom 
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1 19 

120 

121 

---
meaning "an (unspecified) residue." At MN II 257 I f I upadisesa and anupadisesa are used in relation to 

'
th: I., SQ_ 

ious matter left behind in a wound, and in that co 
�ox

" 1· . " . . . I I . n ext c mgmg m any sense 1S lrre evant. t 1S Possible th 
expression was a current medical idiom to which th

e 

Buddha simply ascribed a new meaning. e 

Of the meditation subjects mentioned below: (67) the per
ception of foulness (asubhasafliia) is the contemplation of 
the thirty-one (or thirty-two) parts of the body, dealt with 
at AN V 109,19-27, elabor�ted at Vism 239-66 (Ppn 
8:42-144); (68) the perception of death (mara1;lasaiiiia), 
usually called mindfulness of death, is at AN III 304-8 
elaborated at Vism 229-39 (Ppn 8:1-41); (69) the perceptio� 
of the repulsiveness of food (ahiire patikkfllasaiiiia) is occa
sionally mentioned in the suttas but explained in detail at 
Vism 341-47 (Ppn 11:1-26); (70) the perception of non
delight in the entire world (sabbaloke anabhiratasaftfta) is 
defined at AN V 111,3-8 as the removal of all clinging, etc., 
to the world; (74) the perception of abandonment (pahana
sanna) is defined at AN V 110,13-20 as reflection leading to 
the removal of defiled thoughts; and (75-76) the perception 
of dispassion (viragasai'ifla) and the perception of cessation 
(nirodhasanna) are defined at AN V 110,22-111,3 as discur-

- sive contemplations on Nibbana, though elsewhere 
viraganupassana and nirodhanupassana are treated as 
advanced contemplations of insight (e.g., at Patis II 67; 
Vism 629,3-5; Ppn 20:90).

" 

Ee wrongly numbers these suttas "99-100," which throws 
off the subsequent numbers. (Feer has corrected this error 
in his introduction to Part V, p. v.) The following errors in 

Ee's numbering scheme should also be noted: Ee's block 

"100-110 (1-12)"-corresponding to my "111 (1)-120 

(10)"-counts twelve suttas though there are only ten. (The 

summary verse in Be includes ta1;lhii-tasinaya, but as the 

two are merged only ten suttas are counted.) Ee's block 

"154-164 (1-10)"-corresponding to my block "165 (1)-174 

(10)" -has the right number of suttas but numbers them as 

if there were eleven. 
5 I follow the method of Ee, which ends with 17 . 

Apparently three repetitions of the entire series should be 
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understood for each of the three ways of describing the 
enlightenment factors. Here the other two methods-"the 
Deathless as its ground" series and the "slants towards 
Nibbana" series-are mentioned only in the last sutta. 

47. SatipafthanasaJJlyutta 

122 What follows is the uddesa (condensed statement) of the 
SatipaHhana Sutta (DN No. 22; MN No. 10) without the 
niddesa (elaboration). Full-length commentaries on the text 
are at Sv III 741-6l and Ps II 244-66; the commentary in 
Spk is much abridged. The relevant passages, with 
excerpts from the subcommentary, are translated in Soma, 
The Way of Mindfulness, pp. 35-64. 

The commentaries offer two derivations of satipatthiina: 
one from sati + llpatthlina, "the establishment of mindful
ness"; the other from sati + pa!!luina, "the foundation of 
mindfulness." The former emphasizes the act of setting up 
mindfulness, the latter the objects to which mindfulness is 
applied. While the commentaries lean towards the deriva
tion from sati + papthana, the former is certainly more orig
inal and is supported by the Skt smrtyupasthiina. See too the 
common expressions, upa!!hitasati, "with mindfulness 
established" (e.g., at 54:13; V 331,10, etc.) and parimukha1J1 
sati1J1 upa!!hapetvii, "having established mindfulness in 
front of him" (e.g., at 54:1; V 311,13, etc.). Pat].s, by consis
tently glossing sati with upatthiina, also shows a preference 
for this derivation. For a brief explanation of the expres
sion according to the commentarial method, see 
Vism 678-79 (Ppn 22:34). 

123 Ekiiyano aya1J1 maggo is often translated "This is the only 
way" (Soma) or "This is the sale way" (Nyanaponika), 
implying that the Buddha's way of mindfulness is an 
exclusive path. The commentary to the Satipatthana Sutta, 
however, gives five explanations of the phrase, of which 
only one suggests exclusivity (see Sv III 743-44; 
Ps I 229-30; translated in Soma, The Way of Mindfulness, 
pp. 36-39). Spk here mentions only the first: ekamaggo aya1J1 
bhikkhave maggo, na dvedhapathabhiifo; "a single path, 
bhikkhus, is this path, not a forked path." Ekayana magga 
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occurs elsewhere in the Nikayas only at MN I 74,14-15 f 
where it clearly means a path leading straight to its de:�� 
nation. I thus understand the metaphorical use of th 
phrase to be a way of indicating that satipatthiina lead: 
straight to "the purification of beings," etc.; perhaps the 
way of mindfulness is being contrasted with other types of 
meditation that do not always lead straight to the goal. For 
a fuller discussion, see Gethin, The Buddhist Path to 
Awakening, pp. 59-66. The word should not be confused 
with ekayiina, "one vehicle," the central theme of the 
Saddharma PU1)9arika Sutra. 

Spk explains the "method" (iiiiya) as the Noble Eightfold 
Path. Thus, by developing the path of satipafthiina, which is 
mundane in the preliminary phase, one eventually 
achieves the supra mundane path. On iiiiya, see II, n. 122. 

124 For a translation of the commentarial passage on this basic 
formula, see Soma, The Way of Mindfulness, pp. 51-64. An 
early word gloss is at Vibh 194-95. Gethin discusses the 
basic formula, Buddhist Path to Awakening, pp. 47-53. 

A few key points: The repetitive phrase " contemplating 
the body in the body" (kaye kayiinupassi) serves "to deter
mine the object (the body) by isolating it" from other 
things such as feeling, mind, etc., and to show that one con
templates only the body as such, not as permanent, pleas
urable, a self, or beautiful. Similarly in regard to the other 
three establishments. "Ardent" (iitiipi) connotes energy, 
"clearly comprehending" (sampajiino) implies wisdom. 
"Covetousness and displeasure" (abhijjha-domanassa) are 
code words for the first two hindrances, and thus their 
removal may be understood to imply some success in con
centration. Thus altogether four of the five spiritual facul
ties (indriya) are indicated here, and while faith is not men
tioned it is clearly a prerequisite for taking up the practice 

in the first place. 
Spk glosses vineyya: tadangavinayena vii vikkhambhana

vinayena vii vinayitvii, "having removed: having removed by 
removal in a particular respect or by removal through sup

pression." "Removal in a particular respect" signifies tem

porary removal by deliberate restraint or by insight, 

"removal through suppression" temporary removal by the 
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attainment of jhclna. The phrase need not be understood to 
mean that one must first abandon the hindrances before 
one starts to develop the four establishments of mindful
ness. It would be sufficient to have temporarily suspended 
"covetousness and displeasure" through dedication to the 
practice itself. 

125 The same advice is at 36:7 (IV 211,1-19). Spk comments at 
length on the practice of clear comprehension. For a trans
lation see Soma, The Way of Mindfulness, pp. 83-132, and 
Bodhi, Discourse on the Fruits of RecIuseship, pp. 96-134. 
Briefly, the four are: (1) clear comprehension of purpose
fulness (satthaka-sampajaiifia), discerning a worthy purpose 
in one's intended action; (2) clear comprehension of suit
ability (sappaya-sampajaiiiia), discerning a suitable means of 
achieving one's aim; (3) clear comprehension of the resort 
(gocara-sampajaiifia), maintaining awareness of one's medi
tation subject when engaged in various activities; and (4) 
clear comprehension as nondelusion (asammoha-sampa
jaiiiia), discerning one's actions as conditioned processes 
devoid of a substantial self. For a good contemporary 
explanation, see Nyanaponika, The Heart of Buddhist 
Meditation, pp. 46-57. 

126 Spk: This bhikkhu, it is said, after asking the Buddha to 
explain a meditation subject, had just roamed here and 
there and did not devote himself to solitude. Therefore the 
Buddha spoke thus to restrain him. 

127 Spk: The view is that of one's responsibility for one's own 
action (kammassakataditthi), i.e., belief in kamma and its 
fruits, which implies as well belief in rebirth. 

The Buddha's statement here establishes that right view 
(the first factor of the Noble Eightfold Path) and right con
duct (factors 3-5) are the basis for the successful practice of 
mindfulness meditation. 

128 Spk says nothing, but Sv III 765,15-18 and Ps I 249,24-27 
explain in regard to mindfulness of breathing: "At one 
time in his own and at another in another's respiration
body, he dwells in contemplation of the body. By this there 
is reference to the time when the yogi's mind moves 
repeatedly back and forth (internally and externally by 
way of object) without laying aside the familiar subject of 
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130 

131 

132 
133 

---
meditation" (The Way of Mindfulness, p. 74). In relatio the other three establishments, the commenta ' 

n
. to 

nes giV basically the same explanation, without address. e 
. . . . . tng the problem of how one wIthout psychic abIlItIes can co 

1 h ' f 1· 
ntern_ p ate anot er person s ee mgs and states of mind. 

Interestingly, the
. 
first se�tion ?f the contemplation of phenom�na

. 
deals w�th the fIve hmdrances, shOwing how the apphcatlOn of 

.
mmdfulness can turn even defilements into 

the raw matenal for the development of the practice. 
The parable of the hawk and the quail is also related in the 
SakuI)agghi Jataka (No. 168; Ja II 58-59), with the Bodhi
satta as the quail and Oevadatta as the hawk. For addi
tional references, see KS 5:125, n. 1 .  Though sakw:zagghi is a 
feminine, this need not imply the hawk is female. 
Ajjhapatta is a reduplicated aorist which, in the Pali tradi
tion, became transformed into a past participle; see von 
Hini.iber, "Traces of the Reduplicated Aorist in Pali," in 
Selected Papers, pp. 52-61. The conjunction of two finite 
verbs here seems hard to account for, as normally an abso
lutive would precede a finite verb. 
PEO does not list apatthadd/za, but CPO explains it as a past 
participle < Skt apa-stambh. Ja II 59,17,20 reads atthaddha! 
thaddlIa. Be and Ee have sake bale asm!lVadamana, Se sake bale 
avacamana; Spk explains it as though it were not a negation: 
smJIvadamiina ti sammii vadamiinii, attano balassa sut.thl{ 
vaJp:zmJ'l vadamanii; "boasting: speaking fully, thoroughly 
praising her own strength." 
Cpo 35:243 (IV 185,7-15; 186,23-30). 
Be reads tasmi1J1 yeva katthakatangare avassajjetva, followed 
by Ee (which differs only in having avasajjetva); Se has 

tasmi1J1 yeva makkata1J1 uddharitvii avissajjetva, an obvious 

rewording of the received text to make it more intelligible. 

Neither Spk nor Spk-pt offers any help. CPO calls katthaka-

tangare a "problematic reading of uncertain meaning" and 

supposes the sentence to be corrupt. However, in a recent 

review of Sanskrit-Worterbuch der buddhistischen Texte auS 

den Turfan-Funden, Bhikkhu Pasadiko points out that the 

Worterbuch has an entry kii?tha-ka�ambara correspondin� to 

katthangiira of the Pali; on this basis he suggests amendmg 

our text to read katthakalingare iivajjetva, which he renders 
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"having fastened [the monkey] just to that wooden staff [of 
his}." Pasadiko translates the Chinese version of the Sarp.
yuktagama text thus: "Hardly has the hunter arrived when 
he takes the staff, fastens [the monkey] to it and goes away, 
carrying [the load} on his shoulder" (pp. 191-92). I accept 
the amendation of katmigiire to kalingare, though I think it 
likely that the latter refers, not to the hunter's staff, but to 
the same (tasmi1J'l yeva) block of wood on which the mon
key was trapped by the pitch. Elsewhere kalingara means 
log or block (see 20:8, Dhp 41), though I know of no 
instance where it means a staff. I also do not see how avaj
jetva could mean "having fastened," and prefer to retain 
the verb given in the text. The sense then is that the hunter 
secures the monkey to the block of wood to which it is 
stuck and then goes off with the block, bringing the mon
key along. 

134 Reading with Set sakassa bhattu nimittmJ1 na ugga/!hiiti. Be 
and Ee have bhattassa, but bhattu is genitive of bhattar, the 
relevant noun here (not bhatta). I translate literally, even at 
the cost of awkwardness, to preserve the parallel with the 
meditating monk. 

135 Spk: He does not know, "This meditation subject of mine 
has reached up to conformity or change-of-lineage." He 
isn't able to grasp the sign of his own mind. 

The terms "conformity" (anuloma) and "change-of-line
age" (gotrabhu) denote the final occasions of sense-sphere 
consciousness before one attains either jhana or the supra
mundane path and fruit; presumably the preliminary to 
jhana is intended. The phrase cittassa nimitta1J1 gahessati is at 
AN III 423,13, glossed by Mp: cittassa nimittan ti samadhi
vipassaniicittassa nimitta1J'l, samadhivipassanakiira1J1; II sign of 
the mind: sign of the mind of concentration or insight, the 
mode of concentration or insight." 

136 This portion of the sutta is quoted at Vism 150-51 
(Ppn 4:122). Spk says that satipafthiina is treated as insight 
of the preliminary stage. 

137 This incident is recorded in the Mahaparinibbana Sutta, at 
DN II 98-101. Spk assigns the incident to the tenth month 
before the Master's demise. 

138 Jivitasankhiira1J'l adhittMya. Spk: The life formation is life 
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itself [Spk-pt: because of revitalizing the body without Ie _ 
ting it fail] as well as fruition attainment, by which life � 
vitalized, sustained, prolonged. The latter is intended her 

IS 

The concise meaning is, "I will attain fruition attainmen�' 

which is capable of prolonging life." He entered the attain� 
ment with the determination, "Let the pain not arise for 
another ten months," and the pain, suppressed bv th 
attainment, did not arise for another ten months. 

. e 

139 I follow Se and Ee, which do not include the initial excla
mation found in Be, diftho me blumte bhagauato phiislI; the 
latter, however, is at ON II 99,21. I think Ee is correct in 
retaining ditthii; in Se and Be the word is taken as a past 
participle and is represented as neuter ditthil1!z, but here it 
seems to function idiomatically with the meaning "lucky" 
or "splendid." See ON III 73,18: dittha bho satta jivasi, "It's 
splendid, sir being, that you're alive ." The lines that follow 
are at 22:84 (III 106,19-21); see III, n. 149. Here Spk explains 
dhamma pi nappatibhanti as meaning, "The teachings on the 
establishments of mindfulness (satipatthi1lladhammii) are 
not clear to me." Possibly the expression means simply, 
"Things (in general) aren't clear to me." 

140 Anantara1Jl abahira1Jl. Spk: Without making a distinction of 
inside and outside with respect either to Ohamma or per
sons. One makes the distinction with respect to Ohamma 
when one thinks, "I will teach so much Ohamma to others 
but this much I won't teach." One does so with respect to 
persons when one thinks, "I'll teach this person but not 
that one." The Master did not teach in this way. The 
"teacher's closed fist" (iicariyamupthi) is found among out
siders, who reserve certain teachings for their favourite 
pupils only when they are lying on their deathbed; but the 
Tathagata does not have this. 

In connection with these two ideas, see Mil 144--45, 
159-60. 

141 Readings of this obscure compound vary. Be has vekha

missakena, Se veghamissakena (the reading at Ee DN II 

100,14--15), Ee vedhamissakena . In a note Be proposes ve!!ta

missakena, the actual reading in the gloss given by S�k 
(both Be and Se). A similar expression occurs at Th 143a, lfi 
Ee veghamissena. At EV I, n. to 143, Norman presents the 
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case for ve!ha (= Skt ve$!a, "band, noose"). Gombrich dis
cusses the problem in "Old Bodies Like Carts," arguing for 
the reading vedha, "trembling," but it is hard to see how 
this sits comfortably in a compound with missakena. Hence 
I follow Spk and Norman in reading ve!hamissakella. 

Spk: By a combination of straps: by a combination of straps 
through being repaired with bands for the arms, bands for 
the wheels, etc. (biilliibandhacakkabandhiidinii patismiklUlrm:zella 
vethamissakella) . 50 it seems . . .  keeps going (mafifie yiipeti): He 
shows, "Like an old cart, it seems it is by a combination of 
straps, i.e., by being strapped with the fruition of ara
hantship (arahaftaphalavethanena), that the body of the 
Tathagata assumes the four modes of deportment." 

It should be noted that this passage would hardly make 
sense if the commentaries were right in holding that 
.Ananda was born on the same day as the Bodhisatta, for 
the Buddha would not need to insist on the frailties of old 
age if .Ananda too was an old man. See II, n. 296. 

142 The expression used here is animitta cetosamiidhi, but this 
concentration must be different from the one with the 
same name mentioned at 40:9. Spk explains the latter as 
deep insight concentration, the present one as fruition 
attainment (phalasamiipatti). This would the!l make it iden
tical with the animitta cetovimutti of 41:7 (IV 297,4-6). 

143 The attadipa exhortation is also at 22:43. Spk explains 
dlzamma in dhammadipa, dhammasarm:za as the ninefold 
supramundane Dhamma (the four paths, four fruits, and 
Nibbana). Tamatagge has been much puzzled over in the 
scholarly literature on the Mahaparinibbana Sutta. Spk 
(which parallels Sv II 548-49) takes the term as equivalent 
to tama-agge, with -t- inserted as a euphonic conjunct 
(padasandhi). It is possible that tamatagge should be under
stood as equivalent to tamato agge, on the analogy of 
ajjatagge or daharatagge, but this would still leave the prob
lem of meaning unsolved; "from the darkness on" hardly 
makes good sense here. Spk is evidently perplexed about 
the meaning and, without quite admitting uncertainty, 
wavers between taking tama as the superlative suffix 
(transposed by metathesis) and as "darkness": "These are 
topmost (aggatama), hence tamataggii. Thus, 'having cut the 
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entire stream of darkness (tamasotarrz in both Be and Se 
b tamayogarrz, bond of darkness, in the parallel passa

' ut 

Sv II 549,1), these bhikkhus of mine will be at the ex;e 
at 

top, in the highest place. They will be at the top of th
:l11e 

Among all those keen on the training, just those wh 111. 
range is the four satipafthanas will be at the top: Thus 0: 
brings the teaching to its culmination in arahantship." S k� 
pt explains tama-agge: "In the absence of the bond of d:rk
ness (tamayoga!), (they will be) at the top of the world with 
its gods." 

The words are not preserved in the fragments of the 
Turfan Skt version, but the Tibetan and Chinese parallels, 
probably based on Skt texts, point to a meaning as "the high
est." I have followed suit with "topmost," though I cannot 
account for the exact meaning of the original or for the use 
of the locative. I have also gone along with the commen
taries in taking ye ked sikkhakiimti as an implicit genitive. 

144 I read with Be and Se, u!iirarrz pubbeniipararrz visesa1J1 
saiijtinanti. Be reads sampajtinanti. Spk explains "succes
sively loftier stages of distinction" by way of the successive 
stages of wisdom, from the comprehension of the four pri
mary elements through the ascription of the three charac
teristics to all formations. 

145 Spk: A fever of defilement (kilesapariltiha) arises having 
made the body its basis (tiramma1J.a). When this happens, 
one should not let oneself become excited by the defile
ment but "should then direct the mind to some inspiring 
sign" (kismiiicideva pastidaniye nimitte dttarrz pm:zidahitab
bm!!), that is, one should place the meditating mind on 
some object that inspires confidence, such as the Buddha, 
etc. 

146 Spk: "Let me withdraw it from the inspiring object and 

redirect it towards the original meditation object." 
147 Spk explains this to mean that he is "without defiled 

thought, without defiled examination," but the absence of 

vitakka and victira seems to imply he has reached the second 

jha.na. See too MN III 136,20-29, where the four satipatthiinas 

do service for the first jhana, and the Buddha also enj�ins 

the practice of the four without thought and examinatlon, 

hence in the mode of the second jhana. 
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148 PalJidhiiya bhavanii. Spk glosses thapetva bhavanii, "develop
ment having put aside." Development by this method 
comes about by directing the mind away from its main 
object towards some other object. Spk compares this to a 
man carrying a load of sugar to a refinery who pauses from 
time to time, puts down the load, eats a sugar cane, and 
then continues on his way. 

149 Spk gives various explanations of "unconstricted after and 
before" (paccM pure asankh itta1Jl). See 51:20 (V 277,29-278,4) 
and n. 272 below. 

150 Mahiipurisa. See AN IV 228-35 for the eight thoughts of a 
great man (auha mahiipurisavitakka). 

151 This sutta is included in the Mahaparinibbana Sutta at 
ON II 81-83 but without the last paragraph; a much more 
elaborate version makes up ON No. 28. In the former its 
chronological position seems questionable; see n. 157. 

152 Spk: A bellowing utterance (tisabhi viica): like (the bellowing) 
of a chief bull (usabha), unshaking, unwavering. Definitive, 
categorical (eka1Jlso gahito): Not spoken in compliance with 
oral tradition, etc., but as if it had been penetrated by per
sonal knowledge, thus it is "definitive, categorical." The 
meaning is that it is stated as a firm conclusion (sannit
thiinakatha va). 

153 Spk explains eValJ1.dhamma as samadhipakkha dhamma; "the 
states pertaining to concentration," and says eva1Jlviharino 
is added in order to include the attainment of cessation. 

154 Api ca dhammanvayo vidito. Spk: Inferential knowledge 
(anumanafialJa) has arisen in accordance with the implica
tions of his personal knowledge of the Ohamma; the 
methodology (nayaggaha) has been understood. He says, 
"Standing just upon the knowledge of a disciple'S perfec
tions, I know from this angle, 0 Blessed One." 

155 Spk: Here the establishments of mindfulness are insight, 
the enlightenment factors are the path, and unsurpassed 
perfect enlightenment is arahantship. Or else the enlight
enment factors are mixed (both insight and the path). 

156 This conclusion also comes at the end of ON No. 28, at 
ON III 116, following the much more effusive praise of the 
Buddha found there. 

157 The event related in this sutta poses a problem for the 
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traditional chronology of the Buddha 's life I 
Mahaparinibbana 5utta, 5ariputta's lion's roar (ju�t 

n
b 

the 
a Ove) takes place during what appears to be the Buddha's f . I h t f n ,, '  h 

Inal JOu��y a ong t e rou e rom �UtJaga 
. 
a to VesalL From 

Vesah the Buddha heads towards Kusmara without ev 
returning to 5avatthi, some 200 km to the west. Yet t�r 

present sutta shows the Buddha residing at Savatthi whe 
e 

he receives the news of 5ariputta's death. To preserve th
n 

traditional chronology, the commentaries (Spk here, an� 
Sv II 550) have the Buddha make an additional side trip to 
Savatthi following his rains retreat at Beluvagamaka (see 
DN II 98-99), an excursion not mentioned in the 
Mahaparinibbana Sutta. Sariputta accompanies him on 
this trip to Savatthi, later takes his leave, and returns to his 
native village Nalakagama, where he falls ill and dies. For 
the commentarial story of Sariputta's death, see 
Nyanaponika, "5ariputta: The Marshal of the Dhamma," 
in Nyanaponika and Hecker, Great Disciples of the Buddha, 
pp. 47-59. 

158 Spk identifies this Cunda as 5a.riputta's younger brother 
and says, improbably, that because the bhikkhus used to 
address him as "novice Cunda" before his higher ordina
tion they continued to address him thus 

.
even when he was 

an elder. 
159 5pk says that here dhammii signifies the condensed and cat

echistic teachings (uddesaparipuccha dhammii). The expres
sion also occurs at 22:84 and 47:9; see n. 139 above and III, 
n. 149. 

160 These are the five "aggregates of Dhamma" (dhammak

khandha) possessed in full only by arahants; see 6:2. The 

ascription to Ananda of the last two aggregates (liberation, 

and the knowledge and vision of liberation) seems puz

zling, as he is still a trainee and thus not yet fully liberated. 

Such anomalies, however, do occasionally occur in the 

texts, as at 55:26 (V 384,1-12) where right knowledge and 

right liberation, usually unique attributes of the arahant, 

are ascribed to the stream-enterer AnathapiI).�ika. 
161 Be and Ee include otilJlJ-O between ovadako and vififiiipako. 

The word is not in 5e or 5S. 
162 The commentaries assign the death of Moggallana to a 
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fortnight after that of Sariputta. Sariputta expired on the 
full-moon day of the month Kattika (October-November), 
Moggallana on the following new-moon day. For an 
account of his death, see Hecker, "Moggallana: Master of 
Psychic Power," in Nyanaponika and Hecker, Great 
Disciples of the Buddha, pp. 1 00-5. 

163 I translate on the basis of the Se reading: asunnii me sii 
bhikkhave parisii hoti. Be differs only in omitting sa, but Ee 
brings parinibbutesu Siiriputta-Moggallanesu into this sen
tence and then reads suniiii me bhikkhave parisii hoti, "Now 
that Sariputta and Moggallana have attained final 
Nibbana, this assembly, bhikkhus, has become empty." 
Spk gives no help in resolving the ambiguity. 

164 The "four assemblies" are bhikkhus, bhikkhunis, male lay 
followers, and female lay followers. 

165 As at 47:3. 
166 As at 6:1, 6:2. 
167 The name is a feminine (meaning "frying pan"), but Spk 

says the name is given in the feminine gender (itthiliriga
vasena laddhaniimaf!1), presumably to a boy. The passage 
contains no pronouns that might establish the gender. 

168 From Spk's description, it seems that the master places the 
lower end of the bamboo pole over the base of his throat or 
forehead (gala vii take vii nalii!e), and the pupil then climbs 
via his shoulders to the top of the pole. Though in the sutta 
the master speaks as if they both descend from the pole, 
this may be only a figure of speech. Spk: The master pro
tects himself when he holds the pole firmly, moves with 
his apprentice, and looks constantly at the top of the pole. 
The apprentice protects himself when he keeps his body 
straight, balances himself against the wind, sets up steady 
mindfulness, and sits down motionless. 

169 Spk: The bhikkhu who gives up frivolous activity and pur
sues, develops, and cultivates his basic meditation subject 
day and night attains arahantship. Then, when others see 
him and gain confidence in him, they become destined for 
heaven. This one protects others by protecting himself. 

170 The four terms are khantiyii avihilJ'lsiiya mettatiiya anudaya
tiiya. Spk takes the last three as respectively compassion, 
lovingkindness, and altruistic joy, and explains this maxim 
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from a narrowly monastic perspective thus: "The bhik 
develops the jhanas based on the brahmavihara th 

khu 
th 'h- b . f . . h d ' en uses e J ana as a aSlS or mSlg t an attains araha t h' This one protects himself by protecting others:' np:rI

P. 
broader and profounder treatment of this maxim 

a 

Nyanaponika, Protection through Satipatthiina. 
' see 

171 This sutta is related in the introduction to Ja No. 96 
(1 393-401), which concludes with a verse that alludes back 
to the sutta: 

SamntittikmJ1 anavasesnkm!l 
telapatta1!l yatha parihareyya 
evm!1 sacittam anurakkhe 
pattllayano disa1!1 agatapubba1J1. 

As one might carry a bowl of oil 
Full to the brim without spilling a drop, 
So should one protect one's own mind, 
Yearning for the quarter not reached 

before (i.e., Nibbana). 

172 From the Pali it cannot be determined whether the crowd 
gathers because they have heard "The most beautiful girl of 
the land!" being announced or gathers exclaiming "The 
most beautiful girl of the land!" 1 take it in the former way. 
Spk says such a girl is devoid of six physical defects (too 
tall or too short, too thin or too stout, too dark or too fair) 
and endowed with five kinds of beauty (of skin, flesh, 
sinews, bones, and age). The expression paramapiisiivini 

nacce, paramapasiivini gite seems to be unique to this text. 
PED explains piisiivin as "bringing forth," but see MW, S.v. 
pra-sava (2) > pm-savin, derived from pra-suti (1) and mean
ing "impelling, exciting." Spk: "In dancing and singing her 

presentation is supreme, her performance is the best; she 

dances and sings supremely well." . 
173 Modelled on 45:18. "Wholesome virtues" (kusaliini siliim), 

just below, are identified by Spk with the fourfold purifi

cation of virtue. See n. 33. 
174 Sahassa1J1 1okn1J1 abhijiinami. Spk: This is stated by way of h� 

constant dwelling. For after rising in the morning an 
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washing his face, the elder sits in his dwelling and recol
lects a thousand aeons in the past and a thousand aeons in 
the future (sic; no comment from Spk-pt). In regard to the 
thousandfold world system in the present, he follows its 
course just by adyerting to it. Thus with the divine eye he 
directly knows the thousandfold world. 

175 This passage extends to each of the four establishments of 
mindfulness the general formula for reviewing the truth of 
the path in the Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta (see 56:11; 
V 422,23-30). 

176 This practice is described at MN II1 124,10-20 (as a wonder
ful quality of the Buddha); at AN II 45,15-20 (as a develop
ment of concentration, also at DN III 223,9-17); at 
AN IV 32,24-33,2 (as a factor leading to the four patisam
bhidtis); and at AN IV 168,12-15 (as a practice of mindfulness 
and clear comprehension). Patis I 178-80 treats this prac
tice in relation to mindfulness of breathing. Spk explains 
the feelings, thoughts, and perceptions as those that occur 
in relation to the sense bases and objects comprehended in 
developing insight. 

177 Here the singular is used and the preferred sense would be 
"the establishing of mindfulness." 

178 This practice is caHed satipatthiinabhavanii presumably 
because it carries the practice of contemplation to a deeper 
level than the basic exercise. In the basic exercise the task 
set for the meditator is to contemplate the particular estab
lishment chosen according to the prescribed pattern. At 
this stage, how eyer, one gains insight into the arising and 
vanishing of the object, which prepares the way for the 
deeper insight knowledges to emerge. 

The expression samudayadhammiinupaSsi kayasmif!l viharati 
is usually translated "he abides contemplating in the body 
its arising factors" (as at MLDB, p. 149), on the assumption 
that the compound contains a plural, samudayadhammli. A 
plural sense, however, is not mandatory, and it is more 
consistent with the use of the suffix -dhamma elsewhere to 
take it as meaning "subject to" or "having the nature of" 
here as welL At 22:126 (III 171-72) samudayadhamma, 
vayadhamma, and samudayavayadhamma serve as bahubbihi 
(adjectival) compounds in apposition to each of the five 
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aggregates, and it seems that in this passage too the t errns should be understood in the same sense, as singul ' 
meaning " subject to origination," etc. 

ars 

179 Mil va amatam panassa. Spk offers no help, but I take pana • SSIl 
to be an aorist of panassati. Woodward has apparentl 
understood it as pan' assa and translates, "But let not th� 
be to you the Deathless" (KS 5:161). But pana here would be 
syntactically out of place. 

180 Here satipatthana obviously refers to the four objects of 
mindfulness. 

181 In this passage citta is taken to be synonymous with 
viiiiiil�ii; nilmarupa, being the condition for the latter, is the 
condition for the former as well. For citta always arises 
based on the physical organism (rupa) and in conjunction 
with contact, feeling, perception, volition, and attention, 
the constituents of nama. 

182 Manasikarasamudayii dhamnlt1na1J1 samudayo. Spk: The phe
nomena of the enlightenment factors originate through 
careful attention; the phenomena of the hindrances 
through careless attention. Cpo AN V 107,6-7: MalIasikiirn
sambhava sabbe dhamma, phassasamudaya sabbe dhanzma; "All 
phenomena come into being through attention; all phe
nomena originate from contact." 

183 This sutta differs from 47:18 only in being a reminiscence 
of the events narrated there. 

184 Ee wrongly reads here "73-82 (1-10)," though there are 
twelve suttas. Also, in the Searches Chapter (Esal1avagga, 
IX), Ee reads "83-93 (1-11)" instead of "85-94 (1-10)." 
Apparently Ee counts the "craving" suttas as two, though 
in the previous chapters it reckoned the two together. 

185 The verse varies between the different eds. I translate from 

Be. 
186 Be puts the summary verse after the note, but I follow Ee, 

whose arrangement is more logical. 

48. Indriyasa1J1yutta 

187 As I point out in the Introduction to Part V (pp. 1508-9), 

while the other saI1lyuttas of this Vagga each deal with a 

single closed group made up of a fixed number of itemS, 
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the Indriyasaqlyutta deals with a variety of sets collected 
under the general rubric of indriya. The most important is 
the group called the five spiritual faculties, which probably 
formed the original core of the saqlyutta. With the expand
ing interest in classification, the compilers of the canon 
probably felt obliged to include in this saqlyutta the other 
sets of faculties, thus imparting to it a heterogeneous char
acter. The complete list of twenty-two faculties is at 
Vibh 122, commented on at Vibh-a 125-28; see too 
Vism 491-93 (Ppn 16:1-12). Interestingly, this list belongs 
to the Abhidhamma analysis; the Indriya-vibhati.ga does 
not include a Suttanta analysis, which suggests that the 
idea of il ldriya as a general category belongs to the 
Abhidhamma proper rather than to the suttas. 

188 The faculties alone, among the various "aids to enlighten
ment," are treated in terms of the "gratification triad" 
(here), the "origin pentad," and "the noble-truth tetrad" 
(just below). The explanation for this probably lies in the 
fact that the five faculties are included in the wider list of 
twenty-two faculties intended as a "catalogue of phenom
enal reality," and thus had to be expounded in terms of the 
wider categories used to analyse the constituents of reality. 
Gethin discusses this point more fully in The Buddhist Path 
to Awakening, pp. 123-25. 

189 The difference drawn here between the arahant and the 
stream-enterer parallels that mentioned at 22:109-10; see 
III, n. 221. Be and Ee read ariyasavaka in the definition of 
the arahant too, but I follow Se, which reads bhikkhu. 

190 Spk: They do not understand them by way of the Four 
Noble Truths. The faith faculty originates from adverting 
by way of resolution (adhimokkha); the energy faculty, from 
adverting by way of application (paggaha); the mindfulness 
faculty, from adverting by way of establishing (upaUhiina); 
the concentration faculty, from adverting by way of 
nondistraction (avikkhepa); the wisdom faculty, from 
adverting by way of seeing (dassana). So too, all the facul
ties originate from adverting by way of desire (chanda; Spk
pt: wholesome desire to act, occurring in the mode of 
wanting to arouse the faculties) and from adverting by 
way of attention (manasikiira; Spk-pt: careful attention pro-
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192 

193 

194 
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ductive of adverting when it occurs weakly by Wa f 
faculties). y o the 

See 55:2, etc. A parallel treatment of the five powers (p � . allea bala) IS at AN III 11-12. 
See 48:10 just below. Parallel definitions of the five po . . Wers are at AN III 10-11, but wIth the samiidhzbala defined soleI 
by the jhana formula. Y 

Here the satindriya is explained with sati meaning memo 
rather than mindful awareness; see n. 63. Spk: Discreti2: 
(nepakkha) is a term for wisdom. But why is wisdom men
tioned in the explanation of mindfulness? To show the 
strength of mindfulness; for here strong mindfulness is 
intended, and that is strong only when associated with 
wisdom, not when dissociated from it. Thus that is said to 
show mindfulness associated with wisdom. 
Vossaggiiramma1Jaf!! karitvii. It is not clear whether the abso
lutive should be taken in apposition to the noble disciple or 
the concentration, but I understand it in the latter sense. 
Spk glosses: "having made Nibbana the object." 

At AN I 36,20-24 it is said that few beings gain the con
centration that makes release its object, compared to the 
greater number who do not gain it. Not much else is said 
in the Nikayas about vossaggaramma(w samiidhi, but the 
expression occurs in Patis, and this text and its commen
tary shed light on how the Pali exegetical tradition inter
prets it. Patis II 96-97 uses the expression in explicating the 
phrase, " [one] develops serenity preceded by insight" 
(vipassaniipubbangamaf!! samathaf!! bhiiveti; AN II 157,10-11): 
"Insight has the sense of contemplation as impermanent, 
as suffering, as nonself. Concentration is nondistraction, 
one-pointedness of mind having as object release of the 
phenomena produced therein (tattha jatiinm!l dhammal1atl ca 

vossaggaramma1Jatii cittassa ekaggatii avikkhepo samiidhi). Thus 

first comes insight, afterwards serenity. " 
On this Pa!is-a III 586-87 comments: "The phenomena pro

duced therein: the phenomena of mind and mental factors 
produced by that insight. Having as object release: her

.
e 

release is Nibbana, for Nibbana is called release because It 
is the releasing of the conditioned, its relinquishment. 
Insight and the phenomena associated with it have 
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Nibbana as object, Nibbana as support, because they are 
established on Nibbana as their support in the sense of 
slanting towards it by way of inclination . . . . Concentration is 
nondistraction distinguished into access and absorption 
(upactirappaniibhedo avikkhepo), consisting in the one-point
edness of mind aroused by being established on Nibbana, 

with that as cause by taking as object release of the phe
nomena produced therein. Concentration partaking of 
penetration (nibbedlUlbhiigiyo samiidhi), aroused subsequent 
to insight, is described." 

195 Spk resolves udayatthagiimiyii as udayan ca atthaii ca gacchan
tiyii and glosses it with udayabbayapariggahikiiya (" discern
ing rise and fall"). This is clearly identical with the wisdom 

that observes the origination (samudaya) and passing away 
(attlwgama) of the five aggregates, as described in the stock 
formula at 12:21, 22:5, etc. 

196 Spk: In this sutta the faculties of faith, mindfulness, and 
wisdom are preliminary (pubbabhiiga, i.e., forerunners of 
the supra mundane path); the faculty of energy is mixed 
(preliminary and supramundane); the faculty of concentra
tion is exclusively supramundane. 

197 Sa11l11lappadltiine lirabbha. Spk: Sammappadhiine papicca, 
sammappadhiine bhiivento ti attho; "in dependence on the 
right strivings; the meaning is, 'by developing the right 
strivings.' " 

198 For the distinction between the dhammiinusiiri and the 
saddhiinu5iiri, see 25:1. Spk: The path of the dhammlinusiiri is 
sharp, his knowledge occurs valiantly. He cuts off the 
defilements effortlessly, like one cutting a plantain trunk 
with a sharp knife. The path of the saddhanusiiri is not so 
sharp, nor does his knowledge occur so valiantly. He cuts 
off the defilements with effort, like one cutting a plantain 
trunk with a dull knife. 

199 Ee has passed over the correct reading, phalavemattatii, in 
favour of the faulty balavemattatii. Spk glosses this as an 
instrumental, plwlaniinattena. 

200 Spk: One who "activates them fully" (paripurakf'iri), who 
practises fully the path of arahantship, "succeeds fully" 
(paripilra1J1 ariidheti), i.e., achieves the fruit of arahantship. 
One who "activates them partly" (padesakiiri), who practises 
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201 
202 

203 
204 

205 

206 

---
the lower three paths, "succeeds partly" (padesarn - -dh . . . ara etz) I.e., achieves only the lower three fruits. Cpo AN I 232 

' 

235,11-13. 
,30-32, 

On the five types of nonretumer, see n. 65. 
Spk: In this sutta the faculties are exclusively supr . am Un-dane. DespIte the statement here restricting the faculti' , , es to 
those at the mifilmum level of path-attainer, the Pali trad'_ 
tion, beginning with the Abhidhamma, regards the facu;_ 
ties as general wholesome capacities also pOssessed b 
worldlings. Some of the other early Buddhist schools we!e 
more stringent. See the discussion in Gethin, The Buddhist 
Path to Awakening, pp, 126-38. 
See 35:154 and IV, n. 152. 
The title should be Punabbhava Sutta, as in Be and Se. The 
assimilation of the five faculties here to the elements 
aggregates, and sense bases should be understood by wa; 
of the explanation in n. 188 above. 
The femininity faculty (ittlzindriya) and the masculinity fac
ulty (purisindriya) are rarely mentioned in the Nikayas, but 
play an important role in a sutta at AN IV 57-59. The two 
are included among the types of derivative form (upiida 
rupa) in the Abhidhamma; they are defined at Dhs 
§§63�34 and Vibh 122-23, and cOIl)mented on at As 321-23 
and Vism 447 (Ppn 14:58). Spk says the femininity faculty 
exercises control over femininity (i.e., determines the dis
tinctive feminine features of a female); the masculinity fac
ulty exercises control over masculinity. The life faculty 
(jivitindriya) is another type of derivative form, responsible 
for maintaining conascent physical phenomena. It is 
defined at Dhs §635 and Vibh 123 and commented on at 
As 323 and Vism 447 (Ppn 14:59). 
This sutta is also at It 53, with the addition of verses that 
partly help to clarify the meaning, The three faculties are 
formally defined at Vibh 124, but more concisely than in 
Spk, which explains: The faculty "I shall know the as-yet

unknown" (anaiiiiataiiiiassamitindriya) is the faculty arising 

at the moment of the path of stream-entry in one practising 

with the thought, "I will know the Dhamma I have not 

known before in beginningless sal11sara." The faculty �f 

final knowledge (aiiiiindriya) is the faculty arisen on the SIX 
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occasions from the fruit of stream-entry on (through the 
path of arahantship); it occurs in the mode of knowing 
more deeply those same things known (by the first path). 
The faculty of one endowed with final knowledge 
(aiifiiitiivindriya) is the faculty arisen in regard to those 
things fully known at the fruit of arahantship. 

207 This sutta, reverting to the five spiritual faculties, seems out 
of place here. On the five kinds of nonretumer, see above 
n. 65. Spk: A one-seeder (ekabiji) is a stream-enterer who 
attains arahantship after only one more existence; a clan-to
clanner (kolankola), one who fares on in sarp.sara for two or 
three existences and then makes an end to suffering; a seven
lives-at-moster (sattakhattuparama), one who is reborn seven 
times at most, without taking an eighth existence. The three 
are defined at Pp 15-16, with elaboration at Pp-a 195-97. 

208 Spk: It is the eye and a faculty in the sense of controlling or 
dominating the phenomena arisen in the eye door, thus the 
"eye faculty. " The same method in regard to the ear, etc. 

209 Here Be also reads bhikkhu in the definition, and so too 
below at 48:33, in contrast to ariyasilvaka in the parallel texts 

48:4-5. 
210 The distinctions among these faculties will be explained 

just below at 48:36. Spk: It is pleasure and a faculty in the 
sense of controlling or dominating the conascent states: 
thus the "pleasure faculty," etc. Here, the pleasure, pain, 
and displeasure faculties are of the sense sphere only; the 
joy faculty is of three planes, excluding the formless 
sphere; the equanimity faculty is of four planes. 

The allocation by way of planes is made on the basis of 
the Abhidhamma system, according to which physical 
pleasure and pain occur only in body-consciousness, a 
sense-sphere citta; displeasure, only in the cittas accompa
nied by aversion, likewise sense-sphere cittas; joy, in sense
sphere cittas, cittas of the lower three jhanas, and certain 
supramundane cittas; equanimity, in sense-sphere cittas, the 
fourth-jhana citta of the form sphere, all formless-sphere 
cittas, and certain supramundane cittas. See CMA 3:2-4. 

211 Ktlyika/fl sl1tarrz· Spk: "Bodily" means based on bodily sensi
tivity (kiiyappasiidavatthuka); "comfort" is synonymous with 
pleasure and means sweet (madhura). 
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212 According to the Abhidhamma, all bodily feeling th . 
feeling arisen through bodily sensitivity (kayapP;siid 
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The wor� upekkhii, tr�nslated �s equanimity, has 
two mam denotations. In relation to feelIng it denotes neu
tral feeling, adukkhamasukhii vedanii, feeling which is neither 
painful nor pleasant. As a mental quality, however, it 
denotes mental neutrality, impartiality, or balance of mind 
(called tatramajjhattata in the Abhidhamma, which assigns 
it to the salikhiirakkhandha) . In this sense it occurs as the 
fourth divine abode (impartiality towards beings), as the 
seventh factor of enlightenment (mental equipoise), and as 
a quality of the meditative mind mentioned in the formu
las for the third and fourth jhanas. For a fuller discussion 
of the different types of upekkhii, see Vism 160-62 (Ppn 
4:156-70). 

213 Cpo 12:62 and 36:10, which both include the simile of the 
fire-sticks. 

214 Uppatipiitika. Spk: Though taught in the order that accords 
with the taste of the Dhamma (following Be: yathiidhamma
rasella; Se has yathiidhammiirammat;.avasena), it is named 
"Irregular Order" because it is not taught like the other 
suttas in this Analysis of Faculties. Spk-pt: What is meant 
is that it is taught in the sequence of things to be aban
doned, not like the other suttas which proceed in the regu
lar sequence beginning with the pleasure faculty. 

215 Sanimitta1!l sanidiinarJ1 sasmikhiira1!l sappaccaym!l. All these 

terms are synonymous. 
216 From this point on the sutta is quoted extensively at 

Vism 165-66. Spk's explanations correspond to Vism 166 

(Ppn 4:186-89). In the following notes I select only the chief 

points. 
217 Spk: The pain faculty actually ceases and is abandoned at 

the moment of the access to the first jhana; displeasure, 

etc., (at the access) to the second jhana, etc. Nevertheless, 

their cessation is said to take place in the jhanas themselves 

because their reinforced cessation (atisayanirodha) occurs 
there. Simple cessation occurs at the access, reinforced ces-
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sation in the jhanas. Thus, for instance, though the pain 
faculty has ceased in the access to the first jhana, it may 
arise again through contact with flies and mosquitoes or 
because of an uncomfortable seat; but not in absorption. 
(Within the absorption), when his whole body is suf
fused with rapture and engulfed in happiness, the pain 
faculty has thoroughly ceased because it is beaten away 
by opposition. 

218 I read with Se and Ee tathatthaya cittarrz upasaJ!!harati; Be has 
tadatthaya. Spk: The nonattainer directs his mind for the 
purpose of arousing it; the attainer, for the purpose of 
entering it. 

219 This seems difficult to square with the usual jhana formula, 
which indicates that the first jhana is already free from all 
unwholesome states, including domanassa. Spk: The faculty 
of displeasure is abandoned in the access to the second 
jhana but arises again when there is bodily fatigue and 
mental strain on account of thought and examination. But 
in the second jhana, which is devoid of thought and exam
ination, it does not arise at all. 

220 The pleasure faculty (sukhindriya) here is bodily pleasant 
feeling, not the happiness (also called sukha) the meditator 
is said to "experience with the body" in the third jhana. 
The latter sukha is actually mental happiness, identical with 
somanassa. Spk: The pleasure faculty is abandoned already 
in the access to the third jhana, but it may arise when the 
body is touched by the sublime physical phenomena orig
inating from rapture; but it does not arise in the third jhana 
itself, for there the rapture that is a condition for bodily 
pleasure has entirely ceased. 

221 Here the explanation in the sutta corresponds perfectly 
with the usual jhana formula. Spk: Though the joy faculty 
has been abandoned even in the access to the fourth jhana, 
because it is still close by it may arise again, for in the 
absence of equanimity that has reached the level of absorp
tion (such joy) has not been fully overcome. But it does not 
arise in the fourth jhana. 

222 Spk seems reluctant to admit that the Buddha's body can 
show real signs of aging and repeatedly remarks that all 
these changes were not evident to others but only to 
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Ananda, who constantly dwelt in the Master's pr . esence Spk adds that the sense facultIes themselves being ' ' .
. 

, InVISI_ ble, cannot be seen to have undergone deterioratio b 
.Ananda inferred this on the basis of the visible chan�s ;::. 
had observed in the Blessed One. 

223 ManOramal!1 bimbal!l. The body. 
224 This couplet is also at I, v. 442. 
225 The same conversation is recorded at MN I 295,5--17. 

Though the five faculties are usually identified with the 
physical sense organs, here they seem to correspond to the 
five kinds of sense consciousness, for the physical sense 
faculties cannot properly be said to experience (paccanll
bhoti) an objective domain (visaya) or resort (gocara). Their 
function is only to serve as the media through which COn
sciousness cognizes objects. 

226 Manopatisara�1attl mano ca nesa1J1 gocaravisaym!l paccanubhoti. 
Spk explains mana here as the mind-door javana, which 
experiences the object by way of lust, hatred, or delusion. In 
my view, this introduces an unnecessary ethical slant on the 
passage, which I take to be primarily epistemic in import. I 
interpret the sentence simply to mean that mind-conscious
ness has access to the data provided by the five types of 
sense consciousness, which it collates, categorizes, and 
interprets with its own stock-in-trade, namely, concepts. 

227 Spk: Mindfulness is the path, liberation the fruit. 
228 Also at 23:1. See III, n. 243. Ee ajjhaparm!l should be amended. 

Be has accayiisi, Se accasarii, either of which is acceptable. 
229 This is the usual way of declaring him to be a nonretumer. 

Strangely, however, Spk says this was stated to indicate 
that he stood in the position of a "jhana nonreturner," 
meaning that he was a stream-enterer who had abandoned 
the five hindrances by the first jhana. If he were to die 
without having fallen away from jhana he would be reborn 
in a higher world and attain final Nibbana there, while if 
he were to lose the jhana his destiny would be undeter

mined. However, he did not lose it, so his destiny was 

determined; thus the Buddha made this declaration to 

indicate he was a ";hana nonretumer." 
230 The statement as such seems to maintain that there is no 

essential difference between the faculties and the powers, 
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that they are the same five factors viewed from two differ
ent angles. Though it is tempting to see the powers (bala) as 
a more highly developed stage than the faculties, nothing 
in the canon or the commentaries supports this idea. Spk 
says that one factor is the faculty of faith "in the sense of 
exercising control in the characteristic of resolution" 
(adhimokkhalakkhalJe indatthena saddhindriyalJ1), and the 
power of faith "in the sense of not being shaken by lack of 
faith" (assaddhiye akampanena saddhiibala1J1). Similarly, the 
other four are faculties exercising control respectively in 
regard to application, establishment, nondistraction, and 
seeing (paggaha, upatthilna, avikkhepa, dassana); they are 
powers in that they are unshaken by laziness, forgetful
ness, distraction, and ignorance. 
Na khviihalJl ettha bhante bhagavato saddhiiya gacchami. On the 
idiom, see IV, n. 321. 
Spk: In this sutta and the next five, the faculties of the fruit 
alone (phalindriyan' eva) are discussed. Spk-pt: Because the 
teaching has come down by way of the supreme fruit. 
Be and Ee read jiitijariimaraIJalJ1 khayan ti kho; Se has ji'itijarii
mararralJ1 khayantalJl kha. The line would make better sense 
if we read jatijaramaralJassa khayantiini kha. 
Spk calls this "reviewing faith" (paccavekkhal}-asaddha). 
Since the disciple has "pierced with wisdom" the things 
"previously heard," the precise role of faith here is unclear. 
In Be and Se, bodhipakkhiyii dhammii, though Ee has badha
and SS have badhapakkhikii. In the commentaries badhi
pakkhiya dhammii is the umbrella term for the seven sets of 
training factors repeatedly taught by the Buddha, but in 
the suttas the expression has a more flexible, less technical 
meaning. See the discussion by Gethin, Buddhist Path to 
Awakening, pp. 289-98. 
Noble knowledge (ariyanilIJa) obviously represents the wis
dom faculty. Spk says that the other four faculties are 
mixed (mundane and supramundane), while noble knowl
edge is supramundane [Spk-pt: the knowledge of the 
path]; but it is possible to consider it as mixed too if it is 
understood to be based on the other four faculties. 
Ito bahiddhii. That is, outside the Buddha's dispensation. 
See DN II 151,10--152,4; MN I 63,29-64,2; Dhp 254-55. 
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238 Yarp.gatikani yamparamiini yamphaliini yampariyosiiniini 
h' eva kho kayena phusitvii viharati pafifiiiya ca ativijjha passa�� 

A similar construction is at 46:54 (V 118,22-27 fOIL;: 
Woodward translates the above as if the negative n 
applies to both phrases: "he dwells not in personal experi� 
ence thereof, nor does he pierce through and through b ' 
insight and see them plain" (KS 5:205). This renderin� 
however, misses the essential difference between th� 
trainee and the arahant: the trainee sees Nibbana, the final 
goal in which the five faculties culminate (see 48:57), but 
cannot enter upon the full€xperience of it; the arahant both 
sees the goal and can experience it here and now. The con
junction ca should be understood in the disjunctive sense, 
as Spk confirms with its paraphrase: "He does not dwell 
having contacted that, having obtained that, with the 
name-body (niimakiiya, the corpus of mental factors); but 
(pana as a gloss on ca) he understands by reviewing wis
dom, 'Beyond there is a faculty-the fruit of arahantship.' 
On the plane of the arahant he dwells having obtained this, 
and he understands by reviewing wisdom, 'There is a fac
ulty-the fruit of arahantship.'" 

239 Yiini kiinici padiini bodhaya sarp.vattanti. Spk: Whatever 
Dhamma-steps (dhammapadiini), sections of Dhamma 
(dhammaka!!hiisii), lead to enlightenment. 

240 Cittarp. rakkhati iisavesu ca siisavesu ca dlUlmmesu. Spk: He 
does this by preventing the arising of the taints in regard to 
the phenomena of the three planes. 

241 Tathiigate vii Tathiigatasiisane vii paramanipacciikaral!l pavat
tamiina pavatteti. Spk offers no help, but the expression 
paramanipaccakara occurs in 7:15 (I 178,16); see I, n. 472. We 
find another example at MN II 120,6 foil., in relation to King 
Pasenadi's show of humble devotion towards the Buddha. 

It is puzzling that the text says a bhikkhu with taints 

destroyed, i.e., an arahant, should consider some benefit 

(atthavasarp. sampassamiina) when he honours the Tathagat�� 
and the text adds to our puzzlement when just below 1 
explains that the bhikkhu develops (bhaveti) the five fa�ul

ties, as though he still had work to do to attain the fInal 

goal. 
242 At 16:13 (II 225,8-12) these are said to be the five things that 
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lead to the non decay and nondisappearance of the true 
Dhamma. 

243 Parichattaka. I follow PED, though Liyanaratne explains the 
kirJlsuka as the coral tree ("South Asian Flora as Reflected in 
the Abhidhanappadipika," §43). According to PED, the 
parichattaka is Erythmia i1ldica, but it is questionable 
whether the celestial trees mentioned here and in the next 
two suttas correspond to actual botanical species. See PED 
for references. 

244 The trumpet-flower tree here == cittaplltaii; the silk-cotton 
tree of the asuras (in the following sutta) == kutasimbali. 

49. SammappadhtinasaJJlyutta 

245 The terms of the formula are explained according to the 
sutta method at Vibh 208-10, commented on at Vibh-a 
289-96; see too Vism 679 (Ppn 22:35). Briefly: The evil 
unwholesome states are greed, hatred, delusion, and the 
defilements associated with them; desire (chanda) is whole
some wish-to-do, wholesome righteous desire; effort, 
energy, and striving are all terms for energy (viriya); mind 
is defined by the standard register of terms for ciUa. The 
wholesome states are nongrt::ed, nonhatred, nondelusion, 
and their concomitants. The Abhidhamma analysis, at 
Vibh 211-14, treats right striving as the energy factor in the 
supramundane paths, which accomplishes all four func
tions simultaneously. 

51. Iddhiptidasa1Jlyutta 

246 The formula is analysed below at 51:13. The terms are 
explained more elaborately, according to the sutta method, 
at Vibh 216-20. As usual, the Abhidhamma analysis, at 
Vibh 220-24, treats the iddhipiida as factors of the supra
mundane paths. Additional explanation is found at 
Vism 385 (Ppn 12:50-53) and Vibh-a 303-8. 

Spk resolves iddhipiida into both iddhiya piida1J1, "base for 
spiritual power," and iddhibhiifa/!l piida1J1, "base which is 
spiritual power." Iddhi, from the verb ijjlUlfi-to prosper, to 
succeed, to flourish--originally meant success, but by the 
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time of the Buddha it had already acquired the s . 
f 

. .  I 
pectal nuance 0 SplrItua success or, even more to the point . 

. I Th· b f k' 
, sPlr-

ltua power. IS can e o  two mds: success in the 
cise of the iddhividha, the supernormal powers (as at 5;��r-
14, 17), and success in the endeavour to win liberation. T�' 
two converge in arahantship, which is both the Sixt� 
abhifiiiii (in continuity with the supernormal powers) and 
the final fruit of the Noble Eightfold Path. A full treatise on 
the various kinds of iddlzi mentioned in the canon is at 
Patis 205-14. 

The analysis at 51:13 makes it clear that an iddhipiida con
tains three main components: concentration (samiidhi), the 
four volitional formations of striving (padlztmasmiklzllrii), 
and the particular factor responsible for generating con
centration-desire (chanda), energy (viriya), mind (citta), 
and investigation (vimaI!1sli). While concentration and 
striving are common to all four iddlzipiida, it is the last
named factors that differentiate them as fourfold. 

247 See n. 175. 

248 The incident is included in the Mahaparinibbana Sutta at 
ON II 102-7, with Spk here parallel to Sv II 554-58. The 
passage also occurs at Ud 62-64, commented on at Ud-a 
322-30. - - - � - -

249 KappaJ?1 vii tittheyya kappiivasesaJ!l va. Spk glosses kappa, 
"aeon," as ayukappa, "the life aeon," explained as the full 
normal life span of human beings at a particular time, 
presently a hundred years. KappiivasesaJ!1, "the remainder 
of the aeon," is explained as a little more than the normal 
life span of a hundred years. Spk mentions the view of one 
Mahasiva Thera, who held that the Buddha could live on 

for the rest of this bhaddakappa, "excellent cosmic aeon," 

only to reject this proposition on the basis of the ancient 

commentaries. Mil 141 also interprets kappa here as iiyu
kappa, perhaps drawing from the same source as the co�
mentaries. Nevertheless, nowhere else in the Nikayas IS 

kappa used in the sense of a normal human life span, and 
there seems to be no valid reason to ascribe to kappa here a 
different meaning from the usual one, i.e., a cosmic aeon. 

Whether the present passage is genuine or an interpola

tion, and whether meditative success can confer such 
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extraordinary powers, are different questions about which 
conflicting opinions have been voiced. 

250 ¥atha ta1J1 Marena pariyutthitacitto. Spk: Mara is able to 
obsess the mind of anyone who has not entirely aban
doned all cognitive distortions (vipaUasa), and Ananda had 
not done so (being still a stream-enterer, he was still sub
ject to distortions of mind and perception, though not of 
views). Mara obsessed his mind by displaying a frightful 
sight, and when he saw it the elder failed to catch the hint 
given him by the Buddha. 

251 Interestingly, no such earlier conversation between the 
Buddha and Mara is recorded elsewhere in the Nikayas. 
Among the terms describing the disciples, pattayogakkhema, 
"secure from bondage," is not found in Be nor mentioned 
in Spk (though all the other terms are glossed), but it does 
come in Se and Ee. The parallel DN II 104-5 excludes it, but 
DN III 125,19 has it. 

252 Sappiitihariya1J1 dhammar!! desenti. Spk does not explain the 
derivation of sappiitihariya but paraphrases: "They will 
teach the Dhamma, having made it emancipating." Spk-pt 
expands on this: "They will explain the Dhamma with rea
sons and examples so that it conveys the intended mean
ing; they will convey the ninefold supramundane 
Dhamma." 

253 See 12:65 (II 107,2-4) and II, n. 182. 
254 Ayusmikhiira1J1 ossaji. Spk: The Blessed One did not relin

quish his vital formation in the way one drops a clod of 
earth with one's hand, but he made a determination, "I will 
enter fruition attainment for only three months more, but 
not beyond that." Spk does not comment on iiyusankhiira, 
but it is probably identical with jivitindriya, the life faculty, 
and with jivitasankhara (at 47:9, V 152,29) in its role of main
taining the future continuity of life. Ayusankhiirii (plural) 
occurs at 20:6 (II 266,19), and there is a discussion about the 
term at MN I 295,36-296,6. 

255 The verse is difficult, especially the first couplet. It is com
mented on identically by Spk, Sv II 557-58, Mp IV 153-54, 
and Ud-a 329-30. These commentaries offer two alterna
tive modes of interpretation, one taking tula1J1 and atula1J1 
as contrasted opposites, the other taking tula1J1 as a present 
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participle and atulaf!l and sambhavaf!l as the contrasted opposites. I translate from 5pk: 
"(1) TulalJ1 is tulitaf!l, measured, that is delimited (p . 

J • ) b . . d' I 
arzc-� llnnaf!l , eca�s� It IS lrect y apparent even to dogs and 

Jackals, etc.; thIs IS sense-sphere kamma. Atulam is wh t .  . a IS 
not measurable (not comparable), because there is no othe 
mundane kamma like it; this is exalted kamma (mahaggata� 
kamma, the kamma of the jhanas and formless attainments). 
Or else: tulaf!l is sense-sphere and form-sphere kamma 
atulaf!l formless-sphere kamma. Or tulaf!l is (kamma) with 
few results, atula/.n kamma with many results. 'Continued 
existence' (sambhavalJ1) is the cause of continued existence 
meaning the amassment or heaping up (of kamma). 'Th� 
formation of existence' (bhavasmikhiirmJ1) is the formation 
(which engenders) renewed existence . . . .  This is meant: He 
rejected mundane kamma consisting of the comparable 
and incomparable (measurable and measureless), which 
(kamma) is called 'continued existence' in the sense that it 
produces results and 'the formation of existence' in the 
sense that it engenders (future) existence. 'The sage' is the 
Buddha-sage (buddhamuni); 'self-existence' (attasamblzava/?l) 
is the defilements produced within oneself. Like a great 
warrior at the head of battle, rejoicing within and concen
trated, he broke, like a coat of armour, self-existence and 
the defilements. 

"(2) Or alternatively: TuIaf!l is (the present participle) 
tulento, 'comparing' = tirento, 'scrutinizing.' 'The incompa
rable' and 'continued existence' are, respectively, Nibbana 
and existence; 'the formation of existence' is kamma lead
ing to existence. 'The sage relinquished': comparing the 
five aggregates as impermanent with Nibbana, their cessa
tion, as permanent, and having seen the danger in exis
tence and the advantage in Nibbana, the Buddha-sage 
relinquished the 'formation of existence,' which is the root
cause of the aggregates, by means of the noble path, which 
effects the destruction of kamma; as it is said, 'It leads to 
the destruction of kamma.'" 

50 the commentary. Initially it seemed to me very 

unlikely that tulm.n and atulaf!l should function in gram

matically distinct ways, and I therefore inclined to the for-
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mer interpretation, in principle if not in details. On reflec
tion, however, I now believe that the verse is deliberately 
playing upon tulmJ1 and atularJl as different grammatical 
forms rather than as a pair of opposites. AtularJl (or its cog
nates) occurs elsewhere in the texts: at Sn 85b atulyo 
describes a teacher of the path (reading maggakkhiiyi with 
Be), probably the Buddha; at Sn 683a, it is used in apposi
tion to the Bodhisatta, the future Buddha; at Thi 201a 
atuliymrz describes the akampitarJl dhammarJl, "the unshaken 
state," presumably Nibbana. Nevertheless, though I 
believe the commentary's second explanation is correct 
grammatically, I disagree with its interpretation. 

In my understanding, sambhavarJl here does not mean 
continued existence in sarytsara, the cause of which the 
Buddha had already ended with his attainment of enlight
enment forty-five years earlier. Here the word means, 
rather, the continuation of his present life until the end of 
the kappa. Bhavasmikhiira is not "kamma leading to new 
existence," but the vital formation (iiyusmikhiira) that the 
Buddha has just rejected. On this interpretation, the mean
ing that emerges from the verse is perfectly consonant with 
the preceding prose passage: Having compared the 
prospect of continuing on until the end of the aeon with the 
prospect of attaining final Nibbana, "the incomparable," 
the Buddha opted for the latter; and he did so by mindfully 
relinquishing his vital formation, the same life formation 
(as jivitasmikhiira) that earlier, during his illness, he had 
resolved to maintain (see 47:9). Thus by rejecting the bhava
smikhara that might have sustained him until the end of the 
aeon, the Buddha renounced the extension of his life. 

On the second couplet Spk says: "He rejoiced within by 
way of insight, and was concentrated by way of serenity. 
Thus, from the preliminary stage onwards, by the power of 
serenity and insight he broke the entire mass of defile
ments that had enveloped his whole individual existence 
like a coat of armour and that was called 'self-existence' 
(attasambhavarJl) because it originates within oneself. When 
there are no more defilements, in the absence of rebirth 
kamma is said to be relinquished; thus he cast off kamma 
by the abandoning of defilements. Since there is no fear for 
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---
one who has abandoned defilements, he relinquished h' vital formation fearlessly. The Buddha 'uttered h�s 
. . d t ' h  h' f d 

t IS mspire ut erance to s ow IS ree om from fear." 
There is also an ancient commentarv on this ve . • rse at Nett 61 .  ThIS commentary takes tulaJ!1 as the smikhiiradhii 

the totality of conditioned things, and atllla1!l as t�
l, 

nibbiinadhiitu. Apparently here tuiaJ!! and atulm!! are take� 
as by-forms of tuUa1!l and atuUm!! respectively. 

256 A detailed analysis of the terms is found belm\' at 51:20. 
257 Aneki1vihita1!l iddhividhm!l paccanubhoti. This passage shows 

the exercise of the supernormal powers to be the fruit of 
developing the four iddhipiidas. The six direct know ledges 
appear above at 12:70 and 16:9. The mundane modes of 
supernormal power are analysed in detail in Vism chaps. 
12 and 13. 

258 Spk glosses desire (chanda) as the "wish-to-do" (kattu
ka1!lyatiichanda). See too Vibh 216,27-29. 

259 Spk: The "volitional formations of striving" (padhihlfl
sankhara) is a designation for energy which accomplishes 
the fourfold function of right striving. 

260 Vibh 218,29-31 defines citta only with the stock register of 
terms but does not specify how it becomes a basis for power. 

261 Vibh 219,23-25 defines vimaf!lsti with the register of terms 
for panna. 

Spk says that the elder RatthapaJa (MN No. 82) pro
duced the supramundane state (lokutta ra dhamma) by put
ting emphasis on desire; the elder SOl)a (AN III 374-79; 
Yin I 179-85), by putting emphasis on energy; the elder 
Sambhuta (Th 291-94), by putting emphasis on mind; and 
the elder Moghanlja (Sn 1116-19) , by putting emphasis on 
investigation. Spk illustrates these with the case of four 
royal ministers aspiring to high appointment. One who 
gains his position by waiting upon the king day and night, 
seeking to satisfy his wishes and preferences, is compara
ble to one who produces a supramundane state by empha
sizing desire. One who gains the position by his valour, as 

in crushing a border rebellion, is like one who produces a 

supramundane state by emphasizing energy. One who 

gains the position by offering the king counsel in statecraft 

is like one who produces a supramundane state by empha-
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sizing mind. And one who gains the position solely by rea
son of his birth (or class, jati) is like one who produces a 
supramundane state by emphasizing investigation. 

The same explanation is at 5v II 642-43, but a variant at 
Vibh-a 305--6 inverts the illustrations for mind and investi
gation, with birth representing mind and counsel repre
senting investigation. This seems more cogent, since inves
tigation (vima1J1sii) and counsel (manta) are both from the 
root man, to think, and mind is often classified according to 
its class (jiiti) as wholesome, unwholesome, or indetermi
nate. Gethin discusses the two versions of the simile, The 
Buddhist Path to Awakening, pp. 90-91.  

262 As at 2:5, 9:13. 

263 5pk: He entered into meditation on the water-kasiJ:Ia, 
emerged, and determined that the ground on which the 
mansion stood should become water. Then he rose up into 
the air and struck it with his toe. 

264 Be puts a pe here, implying that the other four mundane 
abhiiiiiiis should be filled in. This seems confirmed too by 
5pk's comment on 51:31; see n. 279 below. 

265 A brahmin of this name appears at 48:42. It is uncertain 
whether the two are the same person. 

266 All tmee eds. read here santaka1J1 hoti no asantaka1J1. This, 
however, is exactly the wording we find at the end of the 
sutta, when the brahmin has been won over by Ananda's 
argument. 5pk offers no help, but as Woodward realized, 
the reading required is found in 55: anantaka1!l hoti no san
taka1!l, "it is without an end (i.e., an infinite regress), not 
with an end." Santaka is sa + antaka. 

267 The Pcili has citta, but "mind" would not work here. 
268 Cpo AN II 145,35-146,21, where Ananda shows how craving 

is abandoned in reliance upon craving, conceit in reliance 
upon conceit. 

269 Here again all three eds. read santaka1J1 hoti no asantakalfl· 
And again, the most intelligible reading is buried in 55: 
santaka1J1 hoti no anantaka1J1. 

270 5pk: The fourth jhcina used as a basis for abhififia. 
271 Kosajjasahagata. I usually translate kosajja as laziness, but 

that seems too strong here. What is intended is a slight 
dullness or feebleness in the force of desire. 
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272 Yatha pure tatha paccha,
. 
yathii pacchii tathii pure. Spk: This 

should be understood: (1) by way of the meditation s b' 
and (ii) by way of the teaching. (i) The interpr���t; 

(abhinivesa, or "introduction") of the meditation sub'ec�o� 

"before" and arahantship is "after." A bhikkhu Who� aft 
IS 

interpreting the root meditation subject, does not allow t�: 
mind to fall into the four undesirable conditions (oved 
lax, etc.) goes on to attain arahantship; he is called one Wh� 
dwells "as before, so after." (ii) By way of teaching, the 
head-hairs are "before" and the brain is "after" (among the 
solid parts in the contemplation of the body). A bhikkhu 
who develops his meditation from beginning to end with
out sliding into the four undesirable conditions is called 
one who dwells "as before, so after." 

The explanation sounds strained. The phrase refers sim
ply to maintaining consistency in attending to the medita
tion subject in all its aspects throughout the session, from 
start to finish. See too the use of the phrase in the sentence 
pacchtipure saiiiii cankama1J1 adhittheyytisi (AN IV 87,2-3), 
where it seems to have a spatial meaning: "Percipient of 
what is behind and in front, you should determine on 
walking back and forth." 

273 Spk: A .bhikkhu sits on the terrace attending to the percep
tion of light, sometimes shutting his eyes, sometimes open
ing them. When (the light) appears to him the same 
whether his eyes are open or shut, then the perception of 
light has arisen. Whether it be day or night, if one dispels 
sloth and torpor with light and attends to one's meditation 
subject, the perception arisen in regard to the light has 
been well grasped. 

274 The mind-made body (manomayaktiya) is a subtle body cre

ated from the physical body by a meditator who has mas

tered the fourth jhana. It is described as "consisting of 

form, mind-made, complete in all its parts, not lacking fac

ulties (rilpi1J1 manomaya1J1 sabbangapaccangi1J1 ahilldriym!l) ." 

See DN I 77,6-26; MN II 17,23-18,7; Patis II 210-11, quoted 

and expanded upon at Vism 406 (Ppn 12:139). For a con

temporary discussion, see Hamilton, Identity and Experience, 

pp. lS5-64. 
On upasankamitii as a misconstrued absolutive, not a true 
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agent noun, see von Hiniiber, "Pali as an Artificial 
Language," pp. l35-37. 

275 This is the natural physical body. 
276 Be: Yan ca kho omati bhante; Se: Opiitiha bhante; Ee: Yaf!l ca kho 

opapiiti ha bhante. The verb is not encountered elsewhere. 
Spk (Be) glosses, omiiti ti pahoti sakkoti, and remarks: "This 
is a term of unique occurrence in the Word of the Buddha 
preserved in the Tipitaka (idaf!l tepitake buddhavacane asam
bhinnapadaf!l)." Spk (Se) omits "omiiti ti," or anything corre
sponding to it, and highlights pahoti as if it were the lemma. 

277 In both cases I read the verb with Be as samodahati, over 
samiidahati in Se and Ee. Both Be and Se of Spk have samoda
hati, which is strongly supported by the explanation: "(He) 
immerses the body in the mind: having taken the body, he 
mounts it on the mind; he makes it dependent on the mind; 
he sends it along the course of the mind. The mind is an 
exalted mind. Movement along the course of the mind is 
buoyant (quick). (He) immerses the mind in the body: having 
taken the mind, he mounts it on the body; he makes it 
dependent on the body; he sends it along the course of the 
body. The body is the coarse physical body. Movement 
along the course of the body is sluggish (slow). A blissful 
perception, a bupyant perception (sukhasannan ca lahusaiiiian 
ca) :  this is the perception associated with the mind of direct 
knowledge; for it is a blissful perception because it accom
panies the peaceful bliss (of this mind), and a buoyant per
ception because there is no inhibition by the defilements." 

A more detailed account of this supernormal power is at 
Patis II 209, quoted and expanded on at Vism 401-5 
(Ppn 12:119-36). 

278 Spk: In this sutta and the next, iddhi is discussed as a basis 
for the ending of the round. 

279 Spk: In this sutta and the next, the six direct knowledges 
are discussed. 

52. Anuruddhasaf!lyutta 

280 The Venerable Anuruddha already appears as a proponent 
of satipatthiina at 47:26-28. The present sarpyutta is virtual
ly an appendix to the Satipaghanasarpyutta. 
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281 This paragraph and the two that follow merge the tw 
plementary sections to each exercise in the Satipa��P

Sutta; in the latter they follow in sequence but are ke
· ·

t d�a 
. I 1 · f t 1 ·  P 1S-

tmct. exp am my reason or rans atmg samudayadha 
" h f 

. .  
. " 

mma, 
etc., as t e nature 0 ongmahon, etc., in n. 178. 

282 What follows is at 46:54 (V 119,6-16); see n. 110. 
283 On the three levels, Spk quotes Dhs §§1025-27, which 

defines inferior phenomena (hiM dhamma) as the twelve 
unwholesome classes of consciousness; middling phenom
ena (majjhima dhamma) as mundane wholesome states 
resultants, functionals (kiriya), and form; and sublime phe� 
nomena (paIJita dhamma) as the four paths, their fruits, and 
Nibbana. See, however, AN I 223-24, where the three 
terms are correlated with the three realms of rebirth-the 
sensuous realm, the form realm, and the formless realm. 

284 This sutta and the next closely correspond to 47:26-27. 
285 See 47:28 and n. 174. 
286 As at 35:244 (IV 190-91) and 45:160. 
287 The ten kinds of knowledge to follow are usually called the 

ten powers of a Tathagata (dasa tathagatabala); see MN I 
69-71, elaborated at Vibh 335-44. Spk says that a disciple 
may possess them in part (ekadesena), but in their fullness 

. 
they ar�2()s�ssed in all modes only by omniscient Buddhas. 

53. Jhanasa1J1yutta 

288 The formula for the four jhanas is analysed at Vibh 244-61 
and in Vism chap. 4. 

54. Anapanasa1J1yutta 

289 What follows are the sixteen steps or aspects in the practice 
of mindfulness of breathing, which form the core of the 
Anapanasati Sutta (MN No. 118). The sixteen steps are 
explained in detail at Vism 267-91 (Ppn 8:146-237), to 
which Spk refers the reader. A collection of important texts 
on this meditation subject, translated by Nal).amoli an� 
entitled Mindfulness of Breathing, includes the Anap�nasa� 
Sutta, the passage from Vism, a treatise from Pa!1s, an 
selected suttas. 
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As will be shown at 54:10, the sixteen aspects fall into 
four tetrads, which are correlated with the four establish
ments of mindfulness. Thus, while mindfulness of breath
ing begins in the domain of "contemplation of the body" 
(kiiyiinupassanii), it eventually comprehends all four con
templations. 

On the phrase "having set up mindfulness in front of 
him" (parimukhm!/ satirJl upatthapetvii), Vibh 252,14-16 says: 
"This mindfulness is set up, well set up at the tip of the 
nose or at the centre of the upper lip." 

290 Vism 273-74 (Ppn 8:171-73) explains the third step of this 
tetrad to mean "making known, making plain, the begin
ning, middle, and end of the entire in-breath body . . .  of the 
entire out-breath body." The "bodily formation" (kiiya
saflkhiira), in the fourth step, is the in-and-out breathing 
itself, which becomes progressively calmer and more sub
tle as mindfulness of the breath develops. See SN IV 293,16: 
Assiisapassiisii kilO gahapati kayasarikhiiro, "In-breathing and 
out-breathing, householder, are the bodily formation." 

291 This note and the two to follow are based on Vism 287-91 
(Ppn 8:226-37). 

Rapture (Piti) is experienced when he has entered upon 
the lower two jhanas and when, after entering upon and 
emerging from one of those jhanas, he comprehends with 
insight the rapture associated with the jhana as subject to 
destruction and vanishing. Happiness (sukha) is experi
enced when he has entered upon the lower three jhanas 
and when, after entering upon and emerging from one of 
those jhanas, he comprehends with insight the happiness 
associated with the jhana as subject to destruction and van
ishing. The mental formation (cittasankhiira) is feeling and 
perception, which are experienced in all four jhanas. 

292 "Experiencing the mind" is to be understood by way of the 
four jhanas. The mind is "gladdened" by the attainment of 
the two jhanas accompanied by rapture or by the penetra
tion of these with insight as subject to destruction and van
ishing. "Concentrating the mind" refers either to the con
centration of the jhana or to the momentary concentration 
that arises along with insight. "Liberating the mind" 
means liberating it from the hindrances and grosser jhana 
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factors by attaining successively higher levels of co 
tration, and from the distortions of cognition by w 

ncen_ 

insight knowledge. 
ay of 

293 "Contemplating impermanence" (aniccanllpasSi) is co t I ·  f h f' 
n em-

p ation 0 t e Ive aggregates as impermanent because they 
undergo rise and fall and change, or because thev und . " ' ergo 
�o

.
mentary

. 
dIssolution. ThIS tet�ad deals entirely with 

mSIght, unlIke the other three, whIch can be interpreted b 
way of both serenity and insight. "Contemplating fadin

Y 

away" (viraganupassi) and "contemplating cessation� 
(nirodhiinupassi) can be understood both as the insight into 
the momentary destruction and cessation of phenomena 
and as the supramundane path, which realizes Nibbana as 
the fading away of lust (viraga, dispassion) and the cessa
tion of formations. "Contemplating relinquishment" 
(patinissagganupassi) is the giving up (pariccaga) or aban
doning (pahiina) of defilements through insight and the 
entering into (pakkhandana) Nibbana by attainment of the 
path. See n. 7. 

294 Spk: Arittha had explained his own (attainment of) the 
nonreturner's path [Spk-pt: because he spoke obliquely of 
the eradication of the five lower fetters], but the Buddha 
explained the insight practice to gain the path of ara
hantship. 

295 At this point a shift is introduced in the text from simple 
anapanasati to anapanasatisamiidhi. This change continues 
through the following suttas. 

296 Spk: When one works on other meditation subjects the 
body becomes fatigued and the eyes are strained. For 
example, when one works on the meditation subject of the 
(four) elements, the body becomes fatigued and reaches a 
stage of oppression such that one feels as if one has been 
thrown into a mill. When one works on a kasi1:za, the eyes 
throb and become fatigued and when one emerges o�e 
feels as if one is tumbling. But when one works on thIS 
meditation subject the body is not fatigued and the eyes do 
not become strained. 

297 See n. 110. Spk: This passage on the "noble one's spiritu�l 
power" (ariyiddhi) is included to show the advantage (m 
developing mindfulness of breathing). For if a bhikkhu 
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wishes for the noble one's spiritual power, or the four 
jhanas, or the four formless attainments, or the attainment 
of cessation, he should attend closely to this concentration 
by mindfulness of breathing. Just as, when a city is cap
tured, all the merchandise in the four quarters that enters 
the city through the four gates and the country is captured 
as well-this being the advantage of a city-so all the 
attainments listed in the text are achieved by a meditator 
when this concentration by mindfulness of breathing has 
been fully developed. 

298 From here down as at 12:51, 22:88, and 36:7. 
299 A more elaborate version of the strange background story 

to this sutta is at Yin III 68-70. I summarize the commen
tarial version just below at n. 301. The problems raised by 
the story are discussed in Mills, "The Case of the Murdered 
Monks." 

300 That is, he was explaining the meditation on the thirty-one 
parts of the body (increased to thirty-two in the commen
taries) and the stages of decomposition of a corpse. 

301 5pk: Why did he speak thus? In the past, it is said, five 
hundred men earned their living together as hunters. They 
were reborn in hell, but later, through some good kamma, 
they . took rebirth as human beings and went forth as 
monks under the Blessed One. However, a portion of their 
original bad kamma had gained the opportunity to ripen 
during this fortnight and was due to bring on their deaths 
both by suicide and homicide. The Blessed One foresaw 
this and realized he could do nothing about it. Among 
those monks, some were worldlings, some stream-enterers, 
some once-returners, some nonreturners, some arahants. 
The arahants would not take rebirth, the other noble disci
ples were bound for a happy rebirth, but the worldlings 
were of uncertain destiny. The Buddha spoke of foulness to 
remove their attachment to the body so that they would 
lose their fear of death and could thus be reborn in heaven. 
Therefore he spoke on foulness in order to help them, not 
with the intention of extolling death. Realizing he could 
not tum back the course of events, he went into seclusion 
to avoid being present when destiny took its toll. 

So the commentary, but the idea of a kammically pre-
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detennined suicide seems difficult to reconcile with ti· f " d l' . 
11 ' 

the concep on 0 SUlCI e as a vo ltiona y mduced act. 
302 In the Vinaya account (repeated by Spk) they take th . 

1· d d '  h 
elr own Ives, an epnve one anot er of life, and request th 

"sham asceti�" Migal�l).<;iika to kill them. Spk adds that th: 
noble ones dId not kill anyone, or enjoin others to kill 0 
consent to killing; it was only the worldlings who did �o. 

r 

303 Spk's paraphrase is poignant: "Earlier, Ananda, many 
bhikkhus gathered in the assembly, and the park seemed 
ablaze with them. But now, after only half a month, the 
Sangha has become diminished, thin, scanty, like sparse 
foliage. What is the cause? Where have the bhikkhus 
gone?" 

304 Bracketed phrase is not in Be. 
305 Commented on at Vism 267�8 (Ppn 8:146-50). On aseea

naka, see I, n. 591. 

306 The simile is also at 45:156. 

307 What follows is also in the Anapanasati Sutta (at 
MN III 83,20-85,6), brought in to show how mindfulness of 
breathing fulfils the four foundations of mindfulness (see 
54:13 below). The commentary on this passage is translated 
in Nal).amoli, Mindfulness of Breathing, pp. 49-52. 

308 Spk: "I call it the wind body (vayokaya) among the 'bodies' 
of the four elements . Or else it is 'a certain kind of body' 
because it is included in the tactile base among the various 
components of the form body." 

309 Spk: Attention is not actually pleasant feeling, but this is a 
heading of the teaching. In this tetrad, in the first portion 
feeling is spoken of (obliquely) under the heading of rap
ture, in the second portion directly as happiness. In the 
third and fourth portions feeling is included in the mental 
formation (sanna ea vedana ea eittasaizkhiiro, SN IV 293,17). 

310 Spk: Having seen with wisdom, etc. Here, "covetousness" is 

just the hindrance of sensual desire; by "displeasure" the 
hindrance of ill will is shown. This tetrad is stated by way 
of insight only. These two hindrances are the first among 
the five hindrances, the first section in the contemplation of 

mental phenomena. Thus he says this to show the begin

ning of the contemplation of mental phenomena. By 

"abandoning" is meant the knowledge which effects aban-
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doning, e.g., one abandons the perception of permanence 
by contemplation of impermanence. By the words "having 
seen with wisdom" he shows the succession of insights 
thus: "With one insight knowledge (he sees) the knowl
edge of abandonment consisting in the know ledges of 
impermanence, dispassion, cessation, and relinquishment; 
and that too (he sees) by still another." He is one who looks 
on closely with equanimity: one is said to look on with equa
nimity (at the mind) that has fared along the path [Spk-pt: 
by neither exerting nor restraining the mind of meditative 
development that has properly fared along the middle 
way], and by the presentation as a unity [since there is 
nothing further to be done in that respect when the mind 
has reached one-pointedness]. "Looking on with equanim
ity" can apply either to the conascent mental states (in the 
meditative mind) or to the object; here the looking on at the 
object is intended. 

311 Spk: The six sense bases are like the crossroads; the defile
ments arising in the six sense bases are like the mound of 
soil there. The four establishments of mindfulness, occur
ring with respect to their four objects, are like the four carts 
or chariots. The IIflattening" of the evil unwholesome 
states is like the flattening of the mound of soil by the cart 
or chariot. 

312 In the Buddha's description of his own practice of mind
fulness of breathing, sato va ("just mindful") is replaced by 
simple sato, and sikkhati ("he trains") is entirely dropped. 
Spk explains that va is omitted to show the exceptional 
peacefulness of his practice, since the in-breaths and out
breaths are always clear to him; sikkhati is omitted because 
he has no need to train himself. 

313 Cpo 22:122 (III 169,1-3) and II, n. 332. 

314 Te ime paika nivarare pahiiya viharanti. All trainees have 
completely abandoned the hindrance of doubt; nonretum
ers have, in addition, eradicated ill will and remorse (as 
well as sensual desire in its more restricted sense). Trainees 
abandon the other hindrances only temporarily through 
jhana and insight; see n. 7 on the five kinds of seclusion. 
The absolutive pahiiya here should be construed in the light 
of these qualifications. 
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315 Tesa1!l paiica niv�ra1;U1 pahinli ucchinnamula talavatthukat
anabhavakata ayatz1!l anuppadadlzamma. This emphasizes t� 
final and complete abandonment of the five hindrances. 

316 '!he sequel as in 46:3. This passage is also included in the 
Anapanasati Sutta, at MN III 85,7-87,37. Section (iii) 0 
true knowledge and liberation, is at MN III 88,1-11. 

' n 

55. Sott1pattisa1!lyutta 

317 On the wheel-turning monarch, the ideal ruler of Buddhist 
legend, see 22:96 and 46:42, and for details DN II 172-77 
and MN III 172-76. The four continents are Jambudipa, 
Aparagoyana, UUarakuru, and Pubbavideha, respectively 
to the south, west, north, and east of Mount Sineru, the 
world axis. See AN I 227,28-228,8 for a fuller cosmological 
picture. The "four things" are explained just below. 

318 The hells, animal realm, and domain of ghosts are them
selves the plane of misery, the bad destinations, and the 
nether world. 

319 The formulas of homage to the Buddha, the Dhamma, and 
the Sangha are explicated at Vism 198-221 (Ppn 7:2-100). 
On aveccappast1da, "confirmed confidence," see II, n. 120. 

320 The terms describing the noble one's virtue are explicated 
at Vism 221-22 (Ppn 7:101-6). Spk says that noble ones do 
not violate (na kopenti) the Five Precepts even when they 
pass on to a new existence; hence these virtues are dear to 
them. 

321 Cpo Dhp 178. 
322 This is the stock definition of a stream-enterer. "Fixed in 

destiny" (niyata) means that the stream-enterer is bound to 
reach final liberation in a maximum of seven more lives 
passed either in the human world or the celestial realms. 
Enlightenment (sambodhi) is the final knowledge of ara
hantship. 

323 Brahmacariyogadha1!l sukha1!l. On ogadha see III, n. 243. Spk: 

This is the happiness associated with the higher three 

paths. The confidence mentioned in the verse can be inter

preted either as the confidence concomitant with the path 

(maggappast1da) or as the reviewing confidence of one who 

has reached the path (agatamaggassa paccavekkhatUlppast1da). 
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324 These six perceptions are found along with others at 
46:71-76; see n. 119. As a group, the six things that partake 
of true knowledge (cha vijjabhagiya dhamma) are mentioned 
at AN III 334,5-9, but without elaboration. The text uses the 
suffix -anupassi for the first contemplation and -safifii for 
the others. Their meanings are the same. 

325 These are the preliminary factors for attaining stream
entry, also called sotapattiyatiga but distinct from the other 
four, which are the factors that define a person as a stream
enterer. See below 55:55-74, where they are said to be 
instrumental in obtaining all the fruits of the spiritual life. 
Though the Pali is the same, to avoid confusion I have ren
dered the first "factors for stream-entry." This can be justi
fied by appeal to DN III 227, where the four factors for 
attaining stream-entry are alone called sotapattiymiga (§13), 
while the other four are called sotiipannassa angani, the fac
tors of a stream-enterer (§14). 

326 Though elsewhere thapati evidently means a carpenter, 
from the description of their duties below it seems these 
two were royal chamberlains. In Skt literature sthapatya are 
often keepers of the women's apartments, and that seems 
to be their function here. The two are also mentioned as 
employed in the service of King Pasenadi at MN II 124,1-10. 
According to Spk, at the time Isidatta was a once-returner, 
PuraI).a a stream-enterer content with his own wife (i.e., not 
celibate). At AN III 348,1-5, it is said that after their deaths 
the Buddha declared them both once-returners reborn in 
the Tusita heaven; PuraI).a was then celibate, Isidatta con
tent with his own wife. 

327 Here the usual fourth factor of stream-entry, the virtues 
dear to the noble ones, is replaced by generosity. The terms 
are commented on at Vism 223-24 (Ppn 7:107-14). On my 
preference for the reading yajayoga, see I, n. 635. 

328 Attupanayika1!l dhammapariyaya1!l. Spk-pt: Having related it 
to oneself, it is to be applied to others (attani netva parasmi1!l 
upanetabba1!l). As it is said: "What is displeasing and dis
agreeable to me is displeasing and disagreeable to the 
other too." 

What follows are the first seven of the ten courses of 
wholesome action, each practised in three ways: by observ-
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ing them oneself, by enjoining others to observe them, and 
by speaking in their praise. 

329 Ee ti kofiparisuddho should be corrected to tikotiparisuddho 
(without the hiatus). The "three respects" are: personally 
abstaining from killing, exhorting others to abstain, and 
speaking in praise of abstinence from killing. 

330 Along with 55:10 (but not 55:9), this text is included in the 
Mahaparinibbana Sutta at DN II 91-94. The latter calls the 
town Nadika, but both Sv and Spk explain the name in a 

way that supports Natika: "There were two villages close 
by the same pond, inhabited by the sons of two brothers· 
thus one of these was called Natika ('of the relatives')." 

, 

331 Spk: The diminishing (of lust, etc.) should be understood 
in two ways: as arising infrequently and as lacking obses
sive force . For in once-returners lust, etc., do not arise often 

as they do in worldlings, but only occasionally; and when 
they do arise they are not thick, as in worldlings, but thin 

like a fly's wings. "This world" (imaIJ1 1okalJ1) is the sense
sphere world. If one who attains the fruit of once-returning 

as a human being is reborn among the devas and realizes 
arahantship, that is good. But if one cannot do so, having 
come back to the human world one definitely realizes it. 
Conversely, if one who attains the fruit of once-returning 
as a deva is reborn among human beings and realizes ara
hantship, that is good. But if one cannot do so, having 
come back to the deva world one definitely realizes it. 

332 The number seems inflated, but Spk explains that while the 
village was not very large, the noble disciples there were 
said to be many. On account of a plague, 24,000 creatures 
died at one stroke, among whom were many noble disciples. 

333 Be: marm:zalJ1 iigameyyiisi; Se and Ee read iigaccheyyasi. Spk 
glosses: mara1J.alJ1 iccheyyiisi, pattheyyiisi vii; "one should 
wish for or long for death." 

334 Here and in all parallel passages I read te vo, which is con
sonant with 47:48 (V 189,4-5) . 

335 Cpo 40:10 (ii). 
336 SambiidhabyuhalJ1. The explanation in Spk suggests that 

byuha are major traffic routes. They are said to be "con
gested" (sambiidha) to show the crowded living conditions 
in the city. 
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337 On manobhiivaniya, "worthy of esteem," see III, n. 2. Ee 
bhante na should be changed globally to bhantena, instru
mental past participle of bhamati. Spk glosses with "wan
dering about here and there, roaming excitedly" (ito c' ito 
ca paribbhamantena uddhataciirinii). 

338 At the time Mahanama was at least a stream-enterer, pos
sibly a once-returner; hence he was assured of a good 
rebirth and had no reason to fear death. 

339 Ta'!l uddhangiimi hoti visesagiimi. The passage shows citta as 
the principle of personal continuity which survives the 
death of the body and reaps the fruits of kamma. In the 
case of a noble disciple it "goes to distinction" by way of a 
higher rebirth and by evolving onwards to Nibbana. The 
following simile of the pot is at 42:6 (IV 313,27-3O), differ
ently applied. 

340 Spk: He thought: "The Bhikkhu Sangha might speak with
out knowing, as it lacks omniscient knowledge, but there is 
no lack of knowledge in the Teacher." Kocideva dhamma
samuppiido, "issue concerning the Dhamma," is glossed by 
Spk kificideva kiira1J.am. At 22:7 the same compound dhamma
samuppiida has quite a different meaning, rendered "a con
stellation of mental states." 

341 Here Ee alone has the reading required, eva'!lviidi'!l. Be and 
Se have evarrzviidi. See II, n. 205. 

342 Though the argument has not been explicitly settled, the 
matter seems to be clinched through Mahanama's testi
mony to his faith. By expressing so intensely his confi
dence in the Buddha, Mahanama confirms his status as a 
noble disciple, and thus his viewpoint must be correct. 
Spk-pt says that while one endowed with any one of these 
four qualities is a stream-enterer, one should explain in 
terms of possessing all four. 

343 I transcribe the name as in Se. Be and Ee have Saral!ani. 
344 Sikkhadubbalya1J1 iipiidi majjapiinarrz apiiyi. This would be a 

breach of the fifth precept. The Sakyans thought that if 
Sarakani violated a precept he would lack the fourth factor 
of stream-entry and thus could not be a stream-enterer. 

345 This is the arahant, who is actually free from all future 
rebirth; freedom from the nether world is mentioned only 
as the "thread" tying the sutta together. On "joyous wis-
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346 

347 

348 

349 

350 
351 

352 

dom, swift wisdom" (hiisapanna, javanapanna), see I, n. 184. 
This is the dhammiinusiiri, the Dhamma-follower; the next 
paragraph describes the saddhiinusiiri, the faith-followe r. 
Though the terms themselves are not used here, their 
descriptions match their formal definitions at MN I 479. 
According to 25:1, these two types have reached the plane 
of the noble ones but have not yet realized the fruit of 
stream-entry; they are bound to do so before they die. See 
III, n. 268. 

It should be noted that while they have faith (one of the 
five faculties), they do not yet have "confirmed confi
dence" (aveccappasada) in the Triple Gem. And though it is 
said that they "do not go to hell" (agantii niraya1Jl), etc., it 
cannot be said that they are "freed from hell" (parimutto 
niraya), etc., for actual release from the bad destinations 
comes only with the attainment of the fruit. 
Spk says that at the time of his death he was a fulfiller of 
the three trainings (in virtue, concentration, and wisdom). 
This implies that while he might have indulged in strong 
drink earlier, before his death he undertook strict obser
vance of the precepts and thereafter attained stream-entry. 
Sikkhiiya aparipurakiiri ahosi. The wording is slightly differ
ent from that in the preceding sutta but the purport is the 
same. 
As at 48:50. The expression, ekantagato abhippasanno, is 
effectively synonymous with aveccappasadena samanniigato. 
A fivefold elaboration on the nonretumer; see n. 65. 
At MN III 76,7-9, it is said that the trainee in the practice 
has eight factors, the arahant ten. Yet here, strangely, the 
last two factors, sammiifiiina and sammiivimutti, which are 
supposed to be unique to

' 
the arahant, are ascribed to the 

stream-enterer AnathapiJ:t<;l.ika. The last line of the sutta 
confirms that this was not a mere editorial oversight. For 
another example of such anomalies, see 47:13 (and n. 160), 
where two factors of an arahant-liberation, and knowl
edge and vision of liberation-are ascribed to the trainee 
.Ananda. 
Sampariiyika1Jl maralJabhaya1Jl. Spk: sampariiya/zetukarrz 
maralJabhaya1Jl, which might mean "fear of death caused 

(by expectations for) the next life." 
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353 Spk: They are tracks of the devas (devapadant) as tracks 
tread upon by the knowledge of the devas, or with the 
knowledge of a deva. In this sutta the four persons estab
lished in the fruits are called devas in the sense of purity. 

354 Woodward mistakenly assumes that this sutta is identical 
with the previous one and thus does not translate the 
sequel. 

355 Woodward understands sabhiigata1J1 to be resolvable into 
sabhii + gata1J1, "joined the company," but it is actually the 
accusative singular of the abstract noun sabhiigata, "simi
larity." 

356 Be and Ee have ehi ti, presumably understood as an imper
ative, while Se has emi, which seems hard to explain. I sug
gest reading the singular future ehiti. 

357 The simile of the water flowing down the slope is at 12:23 

(II 32,3-10). Spk: "Having gone beyond: the beyond is 
Nibbana; the meaning is, 'having reached that: They lead to 
the destruction of the taints: it is not that they first go to 
Nibbana and later lead (to the destruction of the taints); 
rather, they lead there as they go to Nibbana." 

358 As at 48:18. 

359 From here on as at 35:97, and conversely for the passage on 
dwelling ciJligently. 

360 Reading with Se and Ee seyya-nissajja-ttharalJassa, as 
against Be seyyani-paccattharaflassa. 

361 Spk glosses "the Dhamma's core" (dhammasara) as the noble 
fruit, and "destruction" (khaya) as the destruction of defile
ments. I suggest reading the last line: Na vedhati maccuraj' 
iigamissati ti. 

362 I follow Be and Se in not inserting mahiiyaso here. If this is 
inserted, as in Ee, there is no difference between this sutta 
and the next one. 

363 See n. 325. 
364 Verses as in 55:26. 
365 Spk: He was one of the seven people in the Buddha's time 

who had a retinue of five hundred; the others were the lay 
follower Visakha, the householder U gga, the householder 
Citta, Hatthaka A!avaka, AnathapiI).<;lika the Lesser, and 
AnathapiI).<;lika the Great. 

366 Cpo 20:7. It is unusual for the Buddha to give such an 
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injunction to householders, but Spk gives a bizarre expla
nation, which I reproduce just below. Dhammadinna's 
words of protest echo 55:7 (V 353,11-15). In addressing 
Dhamrnadinna, the Buddha consistently uses the plural, 
implying that his statements refer to the entire group. 

Spk: "Deep (gambhira), like the Salla Sutta (Sn III, 8); deep 
in meaning (gambhirattha), like the Cetana Sutta (12:38-40?); 
supramundane (lokuttara), like the Asankhatasal!1yutta 
(SN 43); dealing with emptiness (sufifiatapa#saf!lyutta), that is, 
explaining the emptiness of beings, like the Khajjaniya 
Sutta (22:79). It is in such a way that you should train your
selves: 'You should train by fulfilling the practice of the 
moon simile (16:3), the practice of the relay of chariots (MN 
No. 24), the practice of sagehood (moneyyapa!ipada, 
Sn I, 12), the practice of the great noble lineage (mahii-ariya
vaf!lsa, AN II 27-29).' (These all allude to suttas that advo
cate a strict ascetic life; the identity of some of the allusions 
is uncertain.) Thus the Teacher charged these lay followers 
with an unbearable task. Why? Because, it is said, they had 
asked for an exhortation without taking a stand on their 
own plane (na attano bhumiyaf!l fhatva), but had asked as if 
they could take up any task indiscriminately. Hence the 
Teacher charged them with an unbearable task. But when 
they asked for an exhortation after taking a stand on their 
own plane (with the words 'as we are established . .  :), the 
Master complied by saying, 'Therefore . . . . '" It is difficult to 
reconcile this explanation with the principle that the 
Buddha always adjusts his teaching to the mental procliv
ities of his audience. 

Spk had commented on ' the terms describing the deep 
suttas earlier, in relation to 20:7. Some of the suttas referred 
to there are different from those referred to here. See II, 
n. 368. 

367 Sapafifio upasako. Spk: A stream-enterer is intended. 
368 Ayasma, usually an address for monks, but occasionally 

used for lay followers. In what follows I have translated 
using idiomatic English second-person constructions 
where the Pali uses indirect, third-person forms, e.g., "The 
venerable one has confirmed confidence in the Buddha . . . .  " 

369 At MN II 194-95, Sariputta guides a dying brahmin 
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through a similar sequence of reflections, but stops after 
directing him to the brahma world. For stopping there he 
is later reproached by the Buddha. 

370 Salliyanirodha, i.e., Nibbana. This injunction is intended to 
tum the mind of the dying lay follower away from a 
rebirth in the brahma world and direct it towards the 
attainment of Nibbana. 

371 I read with Be evatJ1vimuttacittassa, as against Se evatJ1-
vimucittattassa (probably a typographical error) and Ee 
evatJ1vuttassa. But with Se I read vassasatavimuttacittena, as 
against Be and Ee iisavii vimuttacittena. 

372 I read with Se and Ee vimuttiyii vimuttin ti, as against Be 
vimuttiyii vimuttan ti. The phrase vimuttiyii vimutti1J1 is also 
at AN III 34,6-7, again referring to arahantship. Spk: When 
one liberation is compared to the other, there is no differ
ence to be described. When the path or fruit is penetrated, 
there is no difference between lay followers and bhikkhus. 

The Buddha's statement thus indicates that the lay fol
lower has become an arahant. Apart from the few instances 
of lay people who attained arahantship just before 
renouncing the household life (like Yasa at Yin I 17,1-3), 
this may be the only mention of a lay arahant in the 
Nikayas, and in his case the attainment occurs on the verge 
of death. Mil 264-66 lays down the thesis that a lay person 
who attains arahantship either goes forth that day (i.e., 
becomes a monk or nun) or passes away into final Nibbana. 

373 Reading with Se asiimantapafifiatiiya, as against appamatta
in Be and Ee. 

374 Patis II 189-202 quotes the passage in full and defines all 
the terms with the aid of the full conceptual apparatus of 
early Theravada scholasticism. 

56. SaccasatJ1yutta 

375 As at 22:5; the next sutta as at 22:6. 
376 Tasmiitiha bhikkhave idatJ1 dukkhan ti yoga karmJiyo. Spk: Since 

a concentrated bhikkhu understands the Four Noble 
Truths as they really are, therefore you should make an 
exertion to become concentrated in order to understand 
the four truths as they really are. And since the round of 
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existence increases for those who do not penetrate th 
but stops increasing from the time they are penetra��' 
therefore you should make an exertion to understand 
them, thinking, "Let the round not increase for us." 

377 Reading with Se and Ee: Ma bhikkJuwe papaka1J1 akusalam 
cintmJ1 cinteyyatha. Be has citta1J1. . 

378 Mli bhikkhave viggahikakatha1J1 katheyyatha. As at 22:3 
(III 12,6-12). 

379 Mli bhikkhave anekavihita1J1 tiracchanakatha1J1 katheyyatha. 
Tiracchtinakatha is literally "animal talk," but Spk explains 
it as talk that "runs horizontal" (tiracchiinabhuta1J1) to the 
paths leading to heaven and liberation. 

380 What follows is the Buddha's first sermon, recorded in the 
narration of his ministry at Yin I 10-12. The sutta is 
analysed at MN No. 141 and Vibh 99-105, and commented 
upon at Vism 498-510 (Ppn 16:32-83) and Vibh-a 93-122. 
For a detailed explanation according to the method of the 
commentaries, see Rewata Dhamma, The First Discourse of 
the Buddha. 

381 I follow Be and Se here. Ee includes sokaparidevadukkha
domanass' upayiisii, which is found elsewhere in formal def
initions of the first truth but lacking in most versions of the 
first sermon. 

382 The three phases (tiparivatta) are: (i) the knowledge of each 
truth (saccafiiil}a), e.g., "This is the noble truth of suffering"; 
(ii) the knowledge of the task to be accomplished regard
ing each truth (kiccafia1!a), e.g., "This noble truth of suffer
ing is to be fully understood"; and (iii) the knowledge of 
accomplishment regarding each truth (katafial}a), e.g., 
"This noble truth of suffering has been fully understood." 
The twelve modes (dvadasaklira) are obtained by applying 
the three phases to the four truths. 

383 Spk explains dhammacakka by way of the knowledge of 

penetration (pativedhafia1!a) and the knowledge of teaching 

(desanlifial}a); see II, n. 57. Until KOI:H;iafifta and the eighteen 
kotis of brahmas were established in the fruit of stream
e�try the Blessed One was still setting in motion (pavatteti 
nama) the Wheel of the Dhamma; but when they were 
established in the fruit, then the Wheel had been set in 
motion (pavattita1J1 nama). 



56. Saccasa1!lyutta: Notes 1963 

384 Aparima1}a va1}1}a aparima1}a byaiijana aparima1}a sankiisana. 
Spk says the three terms are synonyms, all meaning 
akkhara, but I think their connotations are slightly different. 

385 Tathani avitathani anafiiiathani. See 12:20 and II, n. 54. Spk: 
"Actual in the sense of not departing from the real nature of 
things; for suffering is stated to be just suffering. Unerring, 
because of the nonfalsification of its real nature; for suffer
ing does not become nonsuffering. Not otherwise, because 
of not arriving at a different nature; for suffering does not 
arrive at the nature of the origin (of suffering), etc. The 
same method for the other truths." I understand anafiiiatha 
in the simpler and more straightforward sense that the 
truths are "not otherwise" than the way things really are . 

386 I use the title of Be and Se. The Ee title should be changed 
from Vijja to Vajji (also for the next sutta). This sutta too is 
included in the Mahaparinibbana 5utta, at ON II 90-91, 
and is also at Yin I 230,25-231,10. 

387 The entire sutta with the verses is at It 104-6, the verses 
alone at Sn 724-27. 

388 Cpo 12:23 (II 29,24-25) and 22:101 (III 152,26-27). 
389 5pk: "Since they are actual, unerring, not otherwise, they 

are called the truths of the noble ones (ariyiina1!l saccani); for 
the noble ones do not penetrate errors as noble truths." An 
explanation of the expression "noble truths" (ariyasacca) at 
Vism 495- (Ppn 16:20-22) quotes 56:27 and 28, as well as 
56:23. 

390 The passage quoted is not found elsewhere in the Nikayas 
but is cited at Vism 690,10-13 (Ppn 22:93) to prove that path 
knowledge performs four functions at a single moment. 
See Kv 220. 

391 All these leaves are small and delicate. I follow Be for the 
name of the second type of leaf, saralapatta, which 
Liyanaratne ("South Asian Flora," §170) renders as the 
long-leaved Indian pine. 

392 I read with Se tiilapakka1!l. All the other texts, including 55, 
read tiilapatta1!l, "a palm leaf," which does not make good 
sense. Tiilapakka1!l is also at It 84,20. 

393 Though palasa usually means foliage, here it denotes a spe
cific tree. Liyanaratne (§44) identifies this as a kind of 
ki/!lsuka, but different, it seems, from the ki1!lsuka men-
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395 
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399 
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401 

402 

403 
404 

tioned at 35:245 (listed by Liyanaratne at §43). The En r h 
na

_
me �o� the palasa is the Bengal kino tree or Dhak tree� �e 

maluv� 15 a broad-leaved creeper, mentioned also at I, 
v. 810, see too I, n. 568. 
Cpo 15:9, which says the stick might also fall on its middle. 
Many of these expressions are also at 12:85-92. 
Cpo 12:63 (II 100,10-25). 
Reading with Se and Ee, sammadiNhikass' etm!! . Be has tass' 
etm!l. 
Indakhila. PED defines this as a post or stake set at or before 
the city gate; also as a large slab of stone let into the ground 
at the entrance of a house. 
As at AN IV 404,21-405,5. 
Lokacinta'Tl cintessiimi. Spk gives as an example: "Who cre
ated the sun and moon? The great earth? The ocean? Who 
begot beings? The mountains? Mangoes, palms, and 
coconuts?" 
Spk: It is said that the asuras had applied the Sambari 
magic (see 11:23) and resolved that the man would see 
them mounted on their elephants and horses entering 
through slits in the lotus stalks. At AN II 80,22-24 it is said 
that speculating about the world leads to madness, yet 
here, strangely, it turns out that the man is not really mad 
after all. 
This passage offers an interesting condensed version of 
dependent origination (paticca-samuppada). Not under
standing the Four Noble Truths is ignorance (avijja; see 
56:17). The phrase "they delight in (abhiramanti) volitional 
formations that lead to birth" implies craving, which gives 
rise to delight (rati, abhirati) when one's craving is fulfilled. 
The phrase "they generate volitional formations that lead 
to birth (jatisa'Tlvattanike saizkhiire abhisalikharonti)" clearly 
points to the volitional formations. And falling into "the 

precipice of birth, aging, and death" obviously corre
sponds to the last two links in the series. So we here find 
ignorance and craving, in conjunction with volitional for
mations, bringing new birth, aging, and death (undergone 
by consciousness together with name-and-form). 
Mahiipari!aho nama nirayo. The description is also at 35:135. 

The title in Be and Se is Vella, but Ee titles it Chigga!a 1. 



56. SaccasatJIyutta: Notes 1965 

405 PoilkhiinupoilkhatJI. Spk: He saw them shoot one arrow, 
then shoot another-called the "afterbutl" (anupoilkhatJI)
in such a way that the butt of the first arrow's shaft was 
split, then shoot still another through the butt of the second 
arrow. 

406 Spk glosses durabhisambhavataratJI with dukkarataratJI. On 
the splitting of the hair, I follow Be, which reads sattadha, 
supported by Spk (both Be and Se). Se and Ee of text have 
satadhii, "a hundred strands." 

Spk: Having split one hair into seven strands, they fix 
one strand to an eggplant and another to the tip of the 
arrowhead; then, standing at a distance of an usabha (about 
200 feet), they pierce the strand fixed to the arrowhead 
through the strand fixed to the eggplant. 

407 Lokantarikii aghii asatJIvuta andhakiirakii andhakiiratitJIsa. The 
expression occurs at DN II 12,11, MN III 120,9, and 
AN II 130,26-27. Spk does not comment, but Sv, Ps, and Mp 
to the above consistently explain: "Between every three 
spiral world-spheres (cakkava!a) there is one world-inter
stice, like the space between three cart wheels set down so 
that they touch. That is a 'world-interstice hell,' measuring 
8,000 yojanas (= appx. 80,000 kilometres). It is 'vacant' 
(agha), i.e., always open (niccavivata); and 'abysmal' 
(asatJIvuta), i.e., without an underlying support, and so 
dark even eye-consciousness cannot arise." 

408 Ee titles this sutta Chigga!a 2, but in Se it is simply called 
Chiggala (and the next, Chiggala 2); in Be, the two are 
respectively called the Pathama- and Dutiya-chigga!ayuga 
Sutta. The simile of the blind turtle and the yoke is also at 
MN III 169,9-22, which is partly elaborated as in the fol
lowing sutta. 

409 Adhiccam ida1J1. The statement has to be taken as rhetorical 
rather than philosophical in intent. At the doctrinal level, 
all three occurrences mentioned here come about through 
precise causes and conditions, not by chance. 

410 Cpo 13:11. 
411 Cpo 13:10. 
412 56:51-60 are parallel to 13:1-10, but wherever the earlier 

series reads n' eva satimatJI kalatJI upeti na sahassima1J1 kala1J1 
upeti na satasahassima1J1 kala1J1 upeti . . .  upanidhiiya, the pres-
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-

ent one reads sankham pi na upeti upanidham pi na upeti kala
bhiigam pi na upeti . . .  upanidhiiya. 

413 The titles are as in Be and Se, though raw grain itself (iimaka_ 
dhafifia) is mentioned only at 56:84. 

414 This is also at AN I 35,12-14, but without the connection to 
the Four Noble Truths. Similarly, the theme of 56:62 is at 
AN I 35,15-18; of 56:63, at AN I 35,24-26; and of 56:65, at 
AN I 35,10-11. 

415 In 56:71-77, the comparisons are based on the first seven 
courses of wholesome action (kusalakammapatha). With 
celibacy replacing abstention from sexual misconduct (in 
the third sutta), these are also the first seven guidelines to 
conduct in the Nikaya account of the bhikkhu's discipline 
(see, e.g., DN I 63,20-64,14). 

416 In 56:78-101, the minor training rules of the bhikkhu's dis
cipline are the basis of comparison (see, e.g., DN I 64,16-32). 



Concordances 

1.  VERSE PARALLELS 

A. Internal 

For Part I, the left-hand column gives the sutta number; the mid
dle column, the verse numbers of this translation (following 
Ee2); the right-hand column, the verse numbers for parallels in 
Part I, and the volume, page, and line numbers for parallels in 
the other parts. For Parts II-V, the left-hand column gives the 
sutta number; the middle column, the volume, page, and line 
numbers; the right-hand column, the verse numbers for parallels 
in.Part I, and the volume, page, and line numbers for parallels in 
the other parts. When a sutta has been abridged to the exclusion 
of the verses, in the right-hand column the verse numbers or 
sutta numbers are followed by an asterisk. Brackets around a 
number indicate that the parallelism is only approximate. Verses 
repeated within the same sutta have not been collated. 

Part I: Sagathavagga 

SurrA VERSE PARALLEL 
1:3 3-4 310-1 1 
1:4 5-6 359-60 
1:9 15-16 127-28 
1 :11  20-21 775-76 

21c-f [609] 
1 :12 22-23 461-62 
1 :15 28-29 789-90 
1 :17 34 IV 179,1-4 

1967 



1968 The Sarrtyutta Nikaya 

SUTIA VERSE PARALLEL 
1:20 49 105 

50 135 
1:21 51-52 301-2 
1 :22 54 623 
1:23 55-58 625-28 

58ab 175ab 
1:26 65-67 259-61 
1 :29 74-75 361-62 
1:31 78-84 320-26 
1 :32 85 95 

87 146, 335 
1:33 95 85 
1:34 104 [118] 

105 49 
1:36 118 [104] 
1 :38 127-28 15-16 
1:40 135 50 
1:43 144-46 333-35 

146 87 
1:48 156-59 312-15 

159 II 277,3-4 
1 :50 170-82 340-52* 

175ab 58ab 
1:58 198 236c, 237 
1:71 223-24 257-58, 613-14, 939-40 
1:73 227-28 . 846-47 
1:76 237 198b-f 
2:2 256 294 
2:3 257-58 223-24, 613-14, 939-40 
2:4 259-61 65-67 
2:13 294 256 
2:16 301-2 51-52 
2:19 310-11 3-4 
2:20 312-15 156-59 
2:21 320-26 78--84 
2:23 333-35 144-46 
2:25 353-56 791-94 
2:27 359-60 5-6 
2:28 361-62 74-75 
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SUTIA VERSE PARALLEL 
3:2 383 433 

3:4 387 [417] 
388 418, 432 

3:6 390 [391] 
3:7 391 [390] 
3:17 411 413 
3:18 413 311 

3:20 417 [387] 
418 388, 432 

3:23 433 383 
3:25 442cd V 217,15-16 
4:2 449 450 
4:3 450 449 
4:8 461-62 22-23 

4:19 484-85 500-1 
4:20 487 488 
4:21 488 487 

4:24 498 509 
500-1 484-85 

4:25 509 498 
6:1 560 919 
6:9 588-91 592-595* 
6:11 596 II 284,26-27 
6:12 597 II 241,30-33 
6:15 609 [21c-f, 776c-f]; II 193,13-16 
7:1 613-14 223-24, 257-58, 939-40 
7:2 616-618 620-22*, 880-82, 889-91* 
7:4 623 54 
7:6 625-628 55-58 
7:8 634 677 

636-37 641-42*, 667-68* 
7:9 646 705 
7:13 677 634 
7:21 705 646 
9:6 775-76 20-21 
9:12 789-90 28-29 
9:13 791-94 353-56 
10:12 846-47 227-28 
11 :1  858-62 863-67* 



1970 The Sa1'Jlyutta Nikaya 

SurrA VERSE PARALLEL 
11 :4 874-82 883-91 

880-82 616-618, 620-22*, 889-91* 
11 :5 883-91 874-82 
11 : 11  904-5 906--7*, 908-9* 
1 1 :14 910-12 V 384,23--28, 405,9-14 
1 1 :17 919 560 
1 1 :18 924-25 [930-31], [937-38] 
11 :19 930-31 [924-25], [937-38] 
11 :20 937-38 [924-25], [930-31] 
1 1:21 939-40 223-24, 257-58, 613-14 

Part II: Nidanavagga 

SurrA TEXT PARALLEL 
15:20 II 193,13-16 609 
17:35 241,30-33 597 
21:3 277,3-4 159 
21 :11 284,26--27 596 

Part IV: Sa!ayatanavagga 

SurrA TEXT PARALLEL 
35:240 IV 179,1-4 34 
36:3 206,1-5 IV 218,21-25 

206,3-5 IV 207,20-22 
36:5 207,20-22 IV 206,3-5 
36:12 218,21-25 IV 206,1-5 

Part V: Mahavagga 

SurrA TEXT PARALLEL 
45:34 V 24,17-27 V 82,1-2* 
47:18 168,12-15 V 186,11-14 
47:43 186,11-14 V 168,12-15 
48:41 217,15-16 442ed 
55:26 384,23--28 910-12; V 405,9-14 
55:41 400,20-27 V 401,16--23 
55:51 405,9-14 910-12; V 384,23-28 
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B. External 

This concordance makes no claim to completeness as the only 
non-canonical Pali texts that have been collated are Nett, Pet, 
Mil, and Vism, while only a few texts in Skt and BHS have been 
drawn upon. No attempt has been made to trace parallels to indi
vidual padas. Parallels from Pali sources which only approxi
mate to the corresponding verses of SN are set in brackets; paral
lels from non-Pali sources almost always differ from the Pali and 
thus have not been bracketed. When a string of SN verses is 
indexed, the complete string is given first followed by individual 
verses and subordinate strings for which the parallels do not cor
respond in all respects to those for the complete string. SN verses 
that repeat verses indexed earlier have not been indexed sepa
rately, but their external parallels can be determined by first con
sulting the concordance of internal parallels and then tracing the 
relevant verse numbers in the present table. Parallels taken from 
Enomoto's Comprehensive Study of the Chinese Sa1J1yuktiigama are 
signalled by an asterisk (see Bibliography). 

Part I: Sagiithiivagga 

SurrA VERSE PARALLEL 
1:1 1 Nidd I 437 
1:3 3 AN I 155 

3ab, 4ab Ja IV 398 
1:4 5ab, 6ab Ja IV 487 
1:5 8 Dhp 370; Th 15, 633; Nett 170; 

G-Dhp 78 
1:6 9ab Ja III 404 
1:11 21c-f see 609 
1:12 22-23 Sn 33-34; Nett 34; Pet 55; 

Mvu III 417-18 
1:13 24-25 Nett 185 

24 Pet 54 
1:16 30ab, 31ab Ja VI 57 
1:17 32-33 Uv 11 :6-7 

32 Nett 132 
34 Mil 371; Uv 26:1; Ybhiis 27*; 

SHT 6, no. 1293* 
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SUTIA VERSE PARALLEL 
1 :18 35 Ohp 143; Uv 19:5 
1 :20 42-43 Ja II 57-58 

46-49 Ybhiis 2:1-4* 
46-47ab It 53-54 
48 Sn 842 
50 Ybhiis 1*; Oivy pp.489, 494* 

1 :21 51-52 Th 39-[40], 1 162-[63]; Nett 146 
51 Pet 48 

1 :22 54 Ohp 125; Sn 662; Pv 24; 
Ja III 203; Vism 301-2; Uv 28:9 

1 :23 55-56 Vism 1 
56 Pet 44 (or 457); Mil 34; Uv 6:8 
57a-c G-Ohp 26a-c 

1:26 66cd Uv 33:74ab 
1:27 68-69 Ybhiis 8:1-3*; SHT 4, no. 50a, 

25-27* 
69ab Ud 9; Uv 26:26 
6gef ON I 223 

1 :28 73a-d Thi 18a-d 
1 :29 75a-c Uv 33:59 
1 :30 76a-e Sn 165ab & 166abc 

77 Sn 171; Kv 367 
1 :31 78 Ja V 483, 494 

84 G-Ohp 250 
1 :32 85-87 Ja IV 64 

89 Ja rv 65 
90-91 Ja II 86, IV 65, VI 571 
91 Uv 5:27; P-Ohp 208 
92-94 Ja IV 66-67 

1 :33 97 Ja III 472; Uv 30:8 
98 Ja III 472 
99 Pv 28; Ja III 472 
100, 101 Ja III 472 

1 :34 102 Uv 2:8 
103 AN III 411;  Uv 2:7; G-Ohp 96 
104 Ohp 221; Uv 20:1; P-Ohp 238; 

G-Ohp 274 
1:35 108 Vin III 90 

109 Th 226; G-Ohp 338 
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SUTIA VERSE PARALLEL 

1 :36 117 P-Dhp 332 
118 [Dhp 221]; see 105 
119-20 MN II 105; Dhp 26-[27]; 

Th 883-84 
119 Uv 4:10; P-Dhp 17; G-Dhp 117 
120 Uv 4:12; G-Dhp 129 

1 :37 121-24 ON II 254-55; MSjSii 1-3*; 
Divy pp.195-96* 

124 Ja 1 97 
1:41 136-37 AN I 156; Ja III 471 

139-40 Nidd I 5 
1 :43 146cd Uv 5:22cd 
1 :45 148 Sn 177 
1 :46 150-52 G-Ohp 97-99 
1 :47 154-55 Kv 345, 440 

155ab AN II 65 
1 :411 156-59 MN III 262; Nett 148 

157 Vism 3 
159 Th 1182 

1 :51 184 Uv 6:4 
1 :59 200 Uv 10:6 
1 :60 202cd Abhidh-k-bh p.81 * 
1 :62 205-6 AN II 177 

206 Abhidh-k-vy 1, p.95* 
1 :64 209-10 Sn 1108-9 
1 :66 213-14 Nett 22 

214 Th 448; Nidd I 411 
214ab Ja VI 26 

1 :70 221-22 Sn 168-69 
1 :71 223-24 Nett 145; G-Dhp 288-89 

224 Uv 20:3 
1 :72 226 Nidd II 221 
1 :73 227-28 Sn 181-82 

228 Uv 10:3 
1 :75 232-33 Ua IV 110]; Nett 186 
1 :77 242 Uv 10:11 
2:1 255 Th 239; Uv 23:1 
2:4 260cd Uv 33:74ab 
2:5 262-64 Ybhiis 12:1-4*; Srav-bh p.341 * 



1974 The Sat!1yutta Nikaya 

SurrA VERSE PARALLEL 
2:6 265-68 Nett 148 
2:7 269 AN N  449 
2:8 271 Uv 11:1; G-Dhp 9 

271ab Dhp 383ab 
272 Dhp 313; Uv 11 :2 
273 Dhp 314; Uv 29:4lab, 42ab; 

G-Dhp 337 
274 Dhp 311; Uv 11 :4; P-Dhp 296; 

G-Dhp 215 
275 Dhp 312; Th 277; Uv 11:3 

2:9 281-84 Chandra Su" 
2:15 298-300 [Sn 173-75]; YbhtiS 10:1-3* 

299 Vism 3 
299c-300 [Nett 146] 

2:17 303-4 Ybhu5 5:1-2* 
2:18 309 Nidd 1 437 
2:22 327-29 Dhp 66-68; Uv 9: 13-15; 

P-Dhp 174-76 
327-28 Nett 131-32 
330-32 Mil 66-67; P-Dhp 110-12 

2:26 357-58 AN II 49-50; Vism 204 
2:30 372-73 Mil 242 
3:1 374-82 Sanghabh 1, pp.181-83* 
3:2 383 It 45; Nidd I 16, 364, 471; 

Nidd II 201 
3:3 384 Dhp 151; Ja V 483, 494; Uv 1:28; 

G-Dhp 160 
3:4 385-88 Nett 175 

385 Uv 5:13 
386-87 Nett 178 
388 Uv 5:22 

3:5 389 Mil 399 
389a-d Dhp 361; Pet 57; Mil 167; 

Uv 7:11; P-Dhp 51; G-Dhp 52; 
Mvu III 423; Abhidh-k-bh 
p.208* 

3:6 390ef Th 146cd 
3:8 392 Ud 47; Nett 164; Vism 297; 

Uv 5:18 
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SurrA VERSE PARALLEL 
3:9 393-96 AN 11 42-43 
3:10 397-98 Dhp 345-46; Ja II 140; Nett 35, 

153; Pet 26; Uv 2:5-6; 
P-Dhp 143-44; G-Dhp 169-70 

3:11 399-400 Uv 29:11-12 
400 Nidd 1 448 

3:12 401 AN III 239; Ja 1 116; Vism 388 
3:13 402 Ja II 294; Uv 29:14; P-Dhp 78 
3:14 404 Dhp 201; Uv 30:1;  P-Dhp 81; 

G-Dhp 180; Avs 1, p.57* 
3:15 405 Ja II 239; Uv 9:9 

406 [Dhp 69] 
3:17 410-11 AN III 48-49 

410ef-1 1 It 16-17; Uv 4:25-26 
3:21 422cd AN I 130 
3:22 431 Nett 94; [Pet 9]; Uv 1:23-24 
3:24 438a,c-3gef It 66 
3:25 441-45 MSV 2, pp.74-77* 

441-43 Vism 232; 
4:4 452-53 Yin I 22 
4:5 454-55 Yin I 21; Mvu III 416; 

CPS 21:4-5*; Sanghabh 1, p.149* 
4:6 458 Nett 35 
4:7 460ab Dhp 180ab; P-Dhp 277ab; 

Uv 29:53ab; Mvu III 92 
4:9 464 Nidd I 44, 119; Vism 237 
4:10 466 Th 145;"Nidd I 44, 119; 

Vism 231; Uv 1:18 
4:11 467 Nett 35 
4:15 476-77 Yin I 21; Mvu III 416-17 
4:17 480-81 Nidd I 360 

481cd Uv 6:12cd 
4:18 482 MN I 338 

483 Dhp 200; Ja VI 55; Uv 30:49 
4:20 486-87 Uv 2:19-20; MSV 1, p.96*; 

Divy p.224* 
487 [Nett 61]; [Pet 15] 

4:22 489 Th 46 
4:23 497 Sn 449 



1976 The Sa1Jly'utta Nikiiy'a 

SurrA VERSE PARALLEL 
4:25 506-7 Mvu III 281-82 

509-10 Mvu III 284-85; Ybhl1s 14:1-2* 
510 AN V 46-48 
511-13 Mvu III 283-84; Ybhl1s 4:1-3* 
515 Yin 1 43; Uv 21:8; G-Ohp 267; 

Mvu III 90 
516-18 M vu III 285-86 

5:1 519 Thi 57 
521 Thi 58, 234 

5:2 522-23 Thi 60-61 
5:3 527ab Thi 59ab, 142ab, 188ab, 195ab, 

etc. 
5:4 528 [Thi 139] 

530 [Thi 140] 
530ab Uv 1 :37ab 

5:5 532-35 [Thi 230-33] 
5:6 537 [Thi 191] 

539 Sn 754; It 62 
5:7 540-43 [Thi 197, 198, 200, 201] 

542 Nidd I 411; Mvu 1 33 
5:8 544-45 Till 183-[84] 

546ab Thi 185ab 
547ab AN II 24; It 123 

5:10 553-55 Nidd I 439; Kvu 66 
553-54 Abhidh-k-bh pp.465-66* 
554 Mil 28 
554-55 Vism 593 

6:1 556-61 Yin I 5-7; MN I 168-69; 
Mvu III 314-19 

556-57, 
559-61 ON II 38-39 
559 It 33; Nidd I 360, 453-54; 

Nidd II 138; Uv 21:18 
6:2 562-64 AN II 21; Uv 21:11-13; 

Abhidh-k-bh p.467* 
6:4 572-79 J a III 359-63 
6:5 580-81 MN I 338; Th 1198-1200 
6:7 585 Nidd 1 411 
6:8 587 Nett 132 
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SlJITA VERSE PARALLEL 
6:9 588-91 AN V 171, 174; Sn 657-60; 

Nett 132-33; Uv 8:2-5; 
P-Ohp 299-302; Aps 40* 

589-91 AN II 3-4 
6:11  596 ON I 99, III 97; MN I 358; 

AN V 327-28 
6:12 597 Vin II 188; AN II 73; Nett 130; 

Uv 13:1; Sanghabh 2, p.73* 
6:13 598 Th 142; Mil 402 

603 ON II 218 
6:14 604-5 Kvu 203; Oivy pp.68, 138, 162, 

etc. 
604 Th 256; Nett 40; Pet 71; Mil 245; 

Uv 4:37; G-Ohp 123 
605 ON II 121; Th 257; Uv 4:38; 

G-Ohp 125 
6:15 608-12 ON II 157; AV5 2, pp.198-99*; 

MPS 44:4-11 * 
609 ON II 199; Th 1159; Ja I 392; 

Uv l:3 
610 Th 1046 
611 [ON II 157] 
611-12 Th 905-6 

7:2 615-18 Th 441-44 
616-17 Vism 298 

7:3 619 Uv 20:13; P-Ohp 182 
7:8 634-35ab AN 1 165, 167-68; It 100-1; 

Thi 63cd-64; G-Ohp 5-6 
634 MN II 144; Ohp 423a-d.; 

[Sn 647]; Uv 33:47a-d. 
636-37 Sn 81-82, 480-81 
636 Mil 228 

7:9 638 Sn 462 
639ab Sn 463ab 
645 Nidd II 247 
646 Sanghabh I, p.193* 

7:11 662-68 Sn 76-82 
7:12 669-70 Th 531-32; Mvu III 108-9 
7:13 674-75 Th 185-86 
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SurrA VERSE PARALLEL 
7:18 700 [Nett 24, 53]; [Pet 17] 
7:19 702 Ua VI 94] 

702c-f AN II 70 
7:20 703-4 Dhp 266-67; Uv 32:18-19; 

G-Dhp 67-68; Mvu III 422 
8:1 707-11 Th 1209-13 
8:2 712-16 Th 1214-18; SHT 5, no.1140* 
8:3 717-20 Th 1219-22 
8:4 721-25 Ybhiis 3:1-5*; SHT 5, no.1140*; 

Abhidh-k-bh p.284*; 
Abhidh-k-vy 2, pA55* 

721-22 Th 1223-24 
721-23 [Vism 38] 
722cd Sn 341ab 
724-25 Sn 341cd, 340cd, 342; 

Th 1225-26 
724ab, 725 Thi 19cd-20 

8:5 726-30 Sn 450-54; Uv 8:1 1-15; 
Ybhiis 20* 

727-30 Th 1227-30 
8:6 731-33 Th 1231-33 

731ab Mil 22; Uv 33:33ab 
8:7 734-37 Th 1234-37; MR pp.38-39*; SHT 

6, no.1598* 
8:8 738--41 Th 1238--41 

742--45 Th 1242--45 
8:9 746--48 Th 1246--48 

746ab Th 679ab 
8:10 749-51 Th 1249-51 

749 Nidd II 105 
8:11 752 Th 1252 
8:12 753 [Th 1253] 

754 [Th 1254-55] 
755 [Th 1256-57] 
756 [Th 1261] 
757 [Th 1262] 

9:2 761 [Sn 331] 
9:3 769 Pet 79 
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SUTTA VERSE PARALLEL 
9:4 770-71 Mvu III 420-21 

771 Nidd I 494 
9:5 772 Th 1 19 
9:6 777 Th 908 

777cd [Ud 46]; Uv 32:41, 43, 45, 47cd 
9:9 784 Th 62 
9:14 795-801 Ja III 308-9 

799 Th 652, 1001 
10:1 803-4 Ja IV 496; Kvu 494; Abhidh-k-bh 

p.130*; Abhidh-sam-bh p.55* 
803ab Vism 476 

10:2 805-7 Nett 147 
10:3 808-11 Sn 270-73; Nett 147; 

Ybhiis 11:1,  2, 4* 
808 Nidd I 16, 364, 471; Nidd II 201 
811cd Uv 27:28cd 

10:4 812 [Pep1] 
814 P-Dhp 249 
814cd AN IV 151; It 22; Ja IV 71; 

P-Dhp 248-52cd; G-Dhp 198cd 
10:5 816a-d Thi 31a-d 

816a-e AN 1 144; Ja IV 320, VI 118, 
120-23; Vv 17:19, etc. 

820cd-821 Thi 247c-248b; Ud 51; Pv 21; 
Nett 131; Pet 44; Uv 9:4 

822 Th 44 
10:8 837-41 Vin II 156; Sanghabh 1, 

pp.168-69* 
840-41 AN I 138; Uv 30:28-29 

10:9 842 [Thi 54] 
843 Thi 55 

10:11 845 [Thi 1 11]  
10:12 846-57 Sn 181-92 

847 Uv 10:3 
848-49 Ybhiis 9:1-2* 
849 Mi1 36; Uv 10:5 
850, 852 Ybhiis 7:1-2*; SHT 5, no.1250* 
851 Uv 10:4 
851-52 Nett 146-47 
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SVITA VERSE 
11 :4 874ab 

878 
879 
880 
881-82 

11 :5 883-91 
11 :6 892 
1 1 :8 896cd 
11 :9 898-99 
1 1 :10 903 
1 1:11 904-5 
11 :14 910-12 

910-11 
911cd-912 
912 

11 :15 914 

11 :16 915-17 
916 
916-17 

11 :20 934-35 
935 
936c-e J 

11 :25 945c-f 

Part II: Nidiinavagga 

SUITA 
12:31 
14:16 

15:10 

15:20 
17:10 

TEXT 
II 47,13-14 
158,26-31 
158,27-31 
158,30-31 
185,18-186,1 
185,23-24 

193,13-16 
232,17-24 

PARALLEL 
Ja II 386 
Uv 20:7 
Uv 20:6; P-Dhp 183 
Uv 20:18 
Uv 20:11-12 
Nett 172-73 
Ja I 203 
Ja IV 127 
Ja V 138-39; Mvu III 367 
Ja II 202; Nett 184; [Pet 46] 
Ja I 202 
AN II 57, III 54; Th 507-9; 
P-Dhp 339-41 
Pet 71 
AN IV 5 
Th 204 
Dhp 98; Th 991; Uv 29:18; 
P-Dhp 245 
Vv 32 & 41; Kv 554 
Pv 61 
AN IV 292-93 
[Thi 282-83] 
Ja V 252; Mvu III 453 
Dhp 406a--c; Sn 630a--c; 
G-Dhp 29a--c 
Uv 20:21 

PARALLEL 
Sn 1038 
It 70-71 
Th 147-48 
Mil 409 
It 17-18 
Dhp 191; Th 1259; Thi 186, 193, 
310, 321 
see 609 
It 74-75; Th 1011-12 



SVITA TEXT 
17:35 241,30-33 
21:4 278,18-21 
21:6 279,28-31 
21:7 280,28-31 

21:8 281,18-21 
21:9 282,18-21 
21:10 284,3-5 

21 :11  284,28-30 

21:12 285,19-22 

Part III: Khandhavagga 

SVITA 
22:3 
22:22 
22:78 
22:79 

TEXT 
III 9,20-23 
26,12-15 
86,1-8 
91,1-2 

Part IV: Salayatanavagga 

SVITA TEXT 
35:95 IV 73,18-76,6 

73,18-20 
73,24-25 

35:136 127,16-128,7 
35:228 157,22-25 
35:229 158,19-25 
36:1  204,15-18 
36:2 205,1� 
36:5 207,16-19 
36:6 210,9-20 
37:34 250,25-28 
41:5 291,20-23 
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PARALLEL 
see 597 
Th 1 165-66; Nett 151-52 
Ja II 144 
AN II 51; Uv 29:43-44; 
G-Dhp 235-36 
Nett 145 
Nett 145 
[Yin I 8]; [MN I 171]; [Dhp 353]; 
Sn 211; Uv 21:1a-c 
Dhp 387; Uv 33:74; P-Dhp 39; 
G-Dhp 50 
Nett 151 

PARALLEL 
Sn 844 
Uv 30:32 
AN II 34 
AN V 325, 326; Th 1084; 
Nett 151 

PARALLEL 
Th 794-817 
Th 98a-d 
Th 99a-d 
Sn 759-65 
Nett 155 
It 57-58 
It 46 
Sn 738-39d 
It 47 
AN IV 157 
[AN III 80] 
Ud 76; Pet 50 
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-

Part V: Mahiivagga 

SurrA TEXT PARALLEL 
45:34 V 24,17-28 AN V 232-33, 253-54; 

Ohp 85-89; P-Ohp 261-65 
24,17-20 Uv 29:33-34 
24,21-25 Uv 16:14 
24,26-28 Uv 31 :39 

47: 18 168,12-15 Nidd 1 456, II 1 14; Uv 12:13 
48:41 217,9-16 Uv 1:29-30; G-Ohp 140-n 
51 :10 263,1-4 ON II 107; AN IV 312; Ud 64; 

Nett 60; Pet 68; Uv 26:30 
51:26 384,23-28 see 910-12 
55:41 400,20-27 AN II 55-56 
55:51 405,9-14 see 910-12 
56:21 432,10-13 Yin I 231; ON II 91; Nett 166 
56:22 433,5-14 Sn 724-27; It 106 
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2. EXACf SUTIA PARALLELS 

A. Internal 

Whole suttas which appear elsewhere in the Sarpyutta Nikaya. 

SUTIA PARALLEL 
3:18 see 45:2 
12:15 22:90 (III 134,30-135,19) 
12:41 55:28 
12:42 55:29 
12:43 35:106 
12:44 35:107 
12:45 35:113 
18:21 22:91 
18:22 22:92 
22:86 44:2 
22:90 see 12:15 
22:91 18:21 
22:92 18:22 
35:106 12:43 
35:107 12:44 
35:113 12:45 
44:2 22:86 
45:2 3:18 (I 87,22-88,29) 
46:2 46:51 (i-ii) 
46:12 46:48 
47:2 36:7 (IV 211,1-19) 
47:45 47:5 (V 146,6-16) 
55:18 40:10 (IV 271,26-273,9) 
55:28 12:41 
55:29 12:42 
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B. External 

Whole suttas, or substantial portions of suttas, which appear 
elsewhere in the Pali Canon. 

SurrA .  PARALLEL 
2:26 AN II 47-49 
3:8 Ud 47 
3:11 Ud 64-66 
3:21 AN II 85-86 
4:4 Yin I 22,24-36 
4:5 Yin I 20,36-21,16 
6:1 Yin I 4,32-7,10; MN I 167,30-169,30 
6:2 AN II 20-21 
6:4 Ja No. 405 (III 358-63) 
6:9-10 AN V 170-74 
6:10 Sn pp.123-27,15 
6:15 DN II 155,31-157,19 
7:11 Sn pp.12-16 
10:8 Yin II 154-56 
11:5 Nett 172-73 
12: 11 MN I 261,5-31, 263,8-16 
12:25 II 39,34-41,4 = AN II 157,33-159,3 
12:41 AN V 182-84 
17:35 Yin II 187-88 
19:1-21 Yin III 104-8 
22:7 MN III 227,25-228,31 
22:59 Yin 1 13-14 
22:78 AN II 33-34 
22:80 III 93,4-20 = It 89-90 
22:82 MN No. 109 (III 15-20) 
22:101 III 153,3-155,12 = AN IV 125-27 
35:28 Yin I 34,16-35,12 
35:87 MN No. 144 (III 263-66) 
35:88 MN No. 145 (III 267-70) 
35:121 MN No. 147 (III 277-80) 
36:19 MN No. 59 (I 396-400) 
41:6 IV 293,7-294,9 = MN I 301,17-302,5 

IV 294,11-24 = MN I 296,11-23 
IV 294,26-295,21 = MN I 302,6-27 



SUTTA 
41:7 
42:12 
45:1 
45:8 
46:55 
47:1 
47:2 
47:5 
47:9 
47:12 
48:23 
51:10 
54:13 
55:8, 10 
56:11 
56:21 
56:22 
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PARALLEL 
MN I 297,9-298,27 
N 331,11-337,11  = AN V 177,1-181,29 
AN V 214,10--28 
DN II 311,30-313,25; MN III 251,8-252,17 
AN III 230,9-236,24 
DN II 290,8-19; MN I 55,32-56,10 
DN II 94,29-95,14 
AN III 65,2-10 
DN II 99,3-101,4 
DN II 81,35-83,32 
It 53,2-4 
DN II 102,2-107,6 
MN III 82,17-88,11 
DN II 91,22-94,14 
Yin 1 10,10-12,18 
Yin I 230,25-231,10; DN II 90,8-91,5 
It 104-6 
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3. TEMPLATE PARALLELS 

The notion of "template parallels" is explained in the General 
Introduction (pp. 36--39). This concordance includes only suttas 
in differen t sarrtyuttas that fully, or substantially, exemplify a 
given template. It does not include suttas within the same 
sarrtyutta that exhibit variations on a pattern peculiar to that 
sarrtyutta, or the repetition series at the end of sarrtyuttas 45-51 
and 54. While the latter are molded upon templates, their 
schematic character and uniform position make it unnecessary 
to include them. As the dividing line between template parallels 
and suttas constructed from stock formulas is imprecise, this 
concordance might have been either expanded or contracted by 
shifting the dividing line forward or back. 

abandon desire (and lust) (tatra vo chanda (rago) pahatabbo) 
22:137-45; 35:76-78, 162-64, 168-85 

abandoning of the fetters, etc. (sa/JIyojanappahanadi) 48:61-64; 
54:17-20 

analysis, a teaching through (vibharzga) 12:2; 45:8; 47:40; 48:9-10, 
36-38; 51 :20 

arises dependent on contact (phassa/JI paticca uppajjati). 12:62 (II 
96,26-97,29); 36:10; 48:39 

the arising of suffering (dukkhass' eso uppado) 14:36; 22:30; 
26:1-10; 35:21-22 

ascetics and brahmins (sama1}a va brahma1}a va): 
(1) gratification triad 14:37; 17:25; 22:107; 23:5; 36:27; 48:6, 29, 34 

(2) origin-&-passing pentad 14:38; 17:26; 22:108; 23:6; 36:28 
(3) four truth pattern 12:13, 14, 29, 30, 71-80; 14:39; 17:27; 

22:50; 36:29; 48:7, 30, 35; 56:22 
(4) past, future, present 51:5, 6, 16, 17; 56:5, 6 

burning (aditta) 22:61; 35:28 
by clinging to what? (ki1Jl upadaya) 22:150-58; 24:1-96; 35:105, 108 

clinging and the clung to (upadana, upiidaniya dhamma) 22: 121; 

35:1 10, 123 
delight in suffering (dukkha1Jl so abhinandati) 14:35; 22:29; 

35:19-20 
destruction of delight (nandikkhaya) 22:51-52; 35:156--57, 158-59 
destruction of the taints (asavakkhaya) 48:20; 51:23 
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develop concentration (samiidhi1Jl bhiivetha) 22:5; 35:99; 35:160; 
56:1 

development, a teaching on (bhiivanii-desanii) 47:40; 51:19 
directly knowing, without/by (anabhijiina1Jl, abhijiina1Jl) 22:24; 

35:111-12 
exhort, settle, and establish them (samiidapetabba nivesetabba 

patitthiipetabba) 47:48; 55:16-17; 56:26 
the fetter and things that fetter (sa1J1yojana, sa1Jlyojaniyii dhamma) 

22:120; 35:109, 122 
the fingernail similes, etc. (nakhasikhiidi-upamii) 13:1-10; 56:51-60 
fruits (phala): 

(1) one of two fruits 46:57 (ii); 47:36; 48:65; 51 :25; 54:4 
(2) seven fruits and benefits 46:3 (V 69,16-70,27); 48:66; 51 :26; 

54:5 
the Ganges can't be made to slant westwards (gangii nadi na sukarii 

pacchiininna1Jl kiitu1Jl) 35:244 (IV 190,23-191,23); 45:160; 52:8 
going beyond (apiirii piira1Jl gamaniiya) 45:34; 46:17; 47:34; 51:1 
gratification, danger, escape (assiida, iidinava, nissara1Ja): 

(1) what is the gratification, etc.? 14:31; 22:26; 35:13-14 
(2) I set out seeking, etc. 14:32; 22:27; 35:15-16 
(3) if there was no gratification, etc. 14:33; 22:28; 35:17-18 

the holy life, for what purpose? (kimatthi brahmacariya1Jl) 35:81, 
152; 38:4; 45:5, 41-48 

ignorance and knowledge (avijjii, vijjii) 22: 113-14; 56:17-18 
impermanent, suffering, non-self (anicca, dukkha, anattii): 

(1) what is impermanent is suffering 22:15-17; 35:1-3, 4-6 
(2) past, future, present 22:9-11; 35:7-9, 10-12 
(3) revulsion, dispassion, liberation 22:12-14; 35:222-24, 

225-27 
(4) the cause and condition for 22:18-20; 35:140-42; 143-45 

make an exertion in seclusion (patisalliine yoga1Jl iipajjatha) 22:6; 
35: 100, 161; 56:2 

neglected/undertaken the noble path (viraddha/iiraddha ariya1Jl 
magga1Jl) 45:33; 46:18; 47:33; 51:2 

noble and emancipating (ariya niyyiinika) 46:19; 47:17; 51:3 
not apart from a Buddha (niiiiiiatra tathiigatassa piitubhiiVii) 

45:14-15; 46:9-10; 48:59-60 
not yours (na tumhiika1Jl) 22:33-34; 35:101-2, 138-39 
rebirth, causes for (ko hetu upapajjanti) 29:7-10; 30:3-6; 31 :2-12; 

32:2-12 
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revulsion, they lead to utter (ekantanibbidiiya sarrzvattanti) 46:20. 
47:32; 51:4 ' 

speaker on the Dhamma (dhammakathika) 12:16, 67 
(II 114,32-115,16); 22:115-16; 35:155 

stream-enterer, arahant (sotiipanna, araharrz) 22:109-10; 23:7-8; 
48:2-5, 26-27, 32-33 

suffering, if it was exclusively (ekantadukkharrz abhavissa) 14:34; 
22:60 

sunrise simile (suriyassa upamil) 45:49-55, 56--62; 46:12-13; 56:37 
vision arose (cakkhurrz udapadi) 36:25; 47:31; 51 :9; 56:11 

(V 422,9-30); 56:12 
with the support of giving (danupakiira) 29:1 1-50; 30:7-46; 

31:13-112; 32:13-52 
wrong way fright way (micchii-fsammapapipada) 12:3; 45:23 
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4. AUDITOR-SETIING VARIANTS 

The suttas collated here are almost identical in content but differ 
only in regard to the person to whom they are addressed, the 
protagonist, and/or the circumstances under which they are 
spoken. 

11:1, 2: Sakka's advice on exertion 
11:12, 13: Sakka's names 
12:4-10: the Buddhas discover dependent origination 
12:35-36: with ignorance as condition 
12:41-42: ten qualities of a stream-enterer 
18:21, 22:71, 22:124: ending "I-making" and conceit 
18:22, 22:72, 22:125: transcending discrimination 
22:106-12, 23:4-10: discourses on the aggregates 
22:1 15-16: a speaker on the Dhamma 
22:126, 127-28: ignorance and knowledge (subject to arising 

pattern) 
22:133, 22:131-32: ignorance and knowledge (gratification triad) 
23:23-34, 23:35-46: the nature of the aggregates 
35:76-78, 162-64, 168, 171, 174: abandon desire and lust 
35:81, 152: for what purpose the holy life? 
35:118, 119, 124, 125, 126, 128, 131: how a bhikkhu attains/fails 

to attain Nibbana 
36:15-18: analysis of feeling 
36:19-20: gradations of happiness 
36:23, 24, 26: more analysis of feeling 
38:1-16; 39:1-16: questions on Nibbana, etc. 
40:10, 11:  to the devas, on going for refuge to the Buddha, etc. 
46:14, 15: the enlightenment factors and illness 
47:18, 43: the Buddha's reflections on mindfulness 
47:22, 25: how the true Dhamma endures long 
51:19, 27-30: on developing the bases for spiritual power 
54:13-16: on developing mindfulness of breathing 
55:18, 20: to the devas, on the factors of stream-entry 
55:28, 29: ten qualities of a stream-enterer 
55:46-49: the four factors of stream-entry 
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Sarp.yutta Nikaya 
Saratthappakasini, Sarp.yutta Nikaya-atthakatha 
(Burmese-script ed.) 
Saratthappakasini, Sarp.yutta Nikaya-atthakatha 
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(Burmese-script ed.) 
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Atthasalini (DhammasangaI).i-atthakatha) 
Dhammapada 
Dhammapada-atthakatha 
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whole story. Though references to the commentaries give vol
ume and page numbers of the PTS ed., as the PTS eds. were not 
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EV I 
EV Il 
GD 
GermTr 
KS 
LDB 
MLDB 

Ppn 
SN-Anth 

CPD 

CSCS 

DPPN 
MW 
PED 

BHS 
BPS 
C.Rh.D 
PTS 
Skt 
VAT 
n. 
v. 
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> 
< 
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[ ] 
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Elders' Verses I (Norman) 
Elders' Verses II (Norman) 
Group of Discourses II (Norman) 
Sal1lyutta Nikaya, German translation (Geiger) 
Kindred Sayings (Rhys Davids, Woodward) 
Long Discourses of the Buddha (Walshe) 
Middle Length Discourses of the Buddha 
(NaI).amoli) 
Path of Purification (NaI).amoli) 
Sal1lyutta Nikaya: An Anthology (Ireland, 
NaI).ananda, Walshe) 

V. REFERENCE WORKS 

Critical Pali Dictionary (Royal Danish Academy of 
Sciences & Letters) 
A Comprehensive Study of the Chinese 
Sal1lyuktagama (Enomoto) 
Dictionary of Pali Proper Names (Malalasekera) 
Monier-Williams' Sanskrit-English Dictionary 
Pali-English Dictionary (Pali Text Society) 

VI. OrnER ABBREVIA nONS 
Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit 
Buddhist Publication Society 
c.A.P. Rhys Davids 
Pali Text Society 
Sanskrit 
Vanarata Ananda Thera 
note 
verse 
variant reading 
develops into, leads to 
is derived from, corresponds to 
word not listed in dictionary 
encloses page number of Ee 
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In the Introductions and Notes, textual references in bold are to 
suttas within this translation, either by sutta number (e.g., 6:10) 
or by verse number (v. 146). Note numbers in bold (n. 432) are to 
notes on the translation. When one note refers to a note in the 
same part there is no preceding part number; when the refer
ence is to a note in another part, the note number is preceded by 
the part number, also in bold (II, n. 53). 



Pali-English Glossary 

This glossary consists mainly of important doctrinal terms. 
When a listed term has both doctrinal and ordinary meanings, 
only the former is given. Preference is given to nouns over cognate 
adjectives and verbs. Compounds are included only when their 
meaning is not immediately derivable from their members. 
Distinct meanings of a single term are indicated by an enumera
tion, with semicolons as separation; different renderings intended 
to capture distinct nuances of a word are separated by commas, 
without enumeration. 

PALl 

akiilika 
akificana 
akiriyaviida 
akuppa 
akusala 
agha 
anga 
accaya 
ajjhatta1Jl 
ajjhattika 
ajjhosiina 
ajjhosiiya 
afijali 

afifiatitthiya 

afifiathiibhiiva 

ENGLISH 

immediate 
one who owns nothing 
doctrine of the inefficacy of action 
unshakable 
unwholesome 
misery 
factor 
transgression 
internally 
internal 
clamp 
holding 
reverential salutation (with palms 

joined and extended) 
belonging to other sects (Le., wanderers 

outside the Buddhist fold) 
alteration 
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PALl 

afifiathabhavi 
afifia 
afifia1!a 
atita 
attakilamatha 
attaniya 
attabhava 
atta 
attanuditphi 
attha 

atthatigama 
adinniidiina 
adukkhamasukha 
addhana 
addhuva 
adhigama 
adhiccasamuppanna 
adhifthana 
adhippayasa 
adhimuccati 
adhimutti 
adhivacana 
anafifiatha 
anattii 
anattha 
anapekha 
anabhava 
anamatagga 
anaya 
aniigata 
aniigariya 
aniigami 
analaya 
anicca 
animitta 
anukampii 
anuttara 

ENGLISH 

becoming otherwise 
final knowledge (of arahantship) 
not knowing 
past (time) 
self-mortification 
belonging to self 
individual existence 
self 
view of self 
(1) good, benefit; (2) purpose, goal; 

(3) meaning 
passing away 
taking what is not given 
neither-painful-nor-pleasant (feeling) 
course (of sarp.sara) 
unstable 
achievement 
fortuitously arisen 
standpoint 
disparity 
to resolve upon, to be intent on 
disposition 
designation 
not otherwise 
nonself 
harm 
indifferent 
obliteration 
without discernible beginning 
calamity 
future 
homelessness 
nonreturner 
nonreliance 
impermanent 
signless 
compassion, tender concern 
unsurpassed, unsurpassable 
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anudaya 
anupassi 
anubyaiijana 
anuyoga 
anusaya 
anusasana, anusasani 
anuseti 

anussava 
aneja 
anottappa 
antaradhana 
antaraya 
anvaya 
apaya 
apuiiiia 
apekha 
appatiVani 
appmJihita 
appatitthita 
appamatta 
appamal'}a 
appamada 
appameyya 
appicchata 
appossukka 
abyakata 
abyapada 
abhijiinati 
abhijjhii 
abhiiiiia 
abhinandati 
abhinibbatti 
abhinivesa 
abhinihiira 
abhivadati 
abhisankhata 

ENGLISH 

sympathy 
contemplating 
feature 
pursuit 
underlying tendency 
instruction 
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to tend towards, to lie latent within, 
to underlie 

oral tradition 
unstirred 
fearlessness of wrongdoing 
disappearance 
obstacle 
inference 
plane of misery 
demerit, demeritorious 
anxious, concerned 
unremittingness 
undirected 
unestablished 
diligent 
measureless 
diligence 
immeasurable 
fewness of wishes 
living at ease 
undeclared 
non-ill will 
to directly know 
covetousness 
direct knowledge 
to seek delight 
production 
adherence 
resolution 
to welcome 
generated (by volition) 
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PAll 

abhisalikharoti 

abhisalikhiira 
abhisaficetayita 
abhisamaya 
abhisameti 

abhisambujjhati 
abhisambuddha 
amata 
amaniipa 
ayoniso 
arahant 

ariya 
arupa 

avakkanti 
avassuta 
avijjii 
avitatha 
avihi1Jlsii 
aveccappasiida 
asa1Jlsagga 
asalikhata 
asubha 
asura 

asekha 
asmimiina 
assiida 
assiisa -passiisa 
ahalikiira 
ahirika 
ahetukaviida 

iikiira 
iikiisa 

ENGLISH 

to generate (a volitional formation), 
to construct 

volitional formation 
fashioned by volition 
breakthrough 
to break through to, to make a 

breakthrough 
to awaken to 
awakened 
the Deathless 
disagreeable 
careless, carelessly 
untranslated: a "worthy one," one fully 

liberated from all defilements 
noble, a noble one 
formless (meditation or realm of 

existence) 
descent 
corrupted 
ignorance 
unerring 
harmlessness 
confirmed confidence 
aloofness from society 
unconditioned 
foul, foulness 
untranslated: a class of titanic beings in 

perpetual conflict with the devas 
one beyond training (Le., an arahant) 
the conceit "I am" 
gratification 
in-breathing and out-breathing 
I-making 
shamelessness 
doctrine of noncausality 

aspect, quality, reason 
space 



PAll 

iikiisiinaficiiyatana 
iikificafifia 
iikificafiiiiiyatana 
iijiva 
iitiipi 
adinava 
anapana 
iinisa1!lsa 
anefija 
apatti 
iipo 
iibiidha 
iibhii 
ayatana 
ayati1Jl 
ayu 
arambha 
arammaIJa 
aruppa 
iirogya 
iiloka 
avaraIJa 
asava 
ahiira 

iccha 
itthatta 

idappaccayata 
iddhi 
iddhipiida 
indriya 

issa 

uttasa 
udana 
uddesa 

Glossary 2009 

ENGLISH 

base of the infinity of space 
nothingness 
base of nothingness 
livelihood 
ardent 
danger 
breathing 
benefit, advantage 
imperturbable 
offence 
water 
affliction 
light 
base, sense base 
future 
life, life span, vitality 
arousal 
(1) basis; (2) object (of meditation) 
formless attainment 
health 
light 
obstruction 
taint 
nutriment 

wish 
this state of being (i.e., individual 

existence as such) 
specific conditionality 
spiritual power 
base for spiritual power 
faculty (primarily the five spiritual 

faculties or the six sense faculties) 
envy 

fright 
inspired utterance 
synopsis 



2010 The Samyutta Nikiiya 

PALl 

uddhacca 
upakkilesa 
upadhi 
upanisii 
upapatti 
upaya 
upaviciira 
upasama 
upasampadii 

upiidiina 
upiidiiya 
upiidisesa 
upiiyiisa 
upiisaka 
upiisikii 
upekkhii 
uppiida 
usso!hi 

ekaggata 
ekiiyana 
ekodibhiiva 
eja 
esanii 
ehipassika 

okkanti 
ogadha 
ogha 
ottappa 
opanayika 
opapiitika 
o!iirika 
oViida 

ENGLISH 

restlessness 
corruption 
acquisition (as act or as object) 
proximate cause 
rebirth 
engagement 
examination 
peace 
(1) acquisition; (2) higher ordination 

(i.e., admission into the monastic 
order) 

clinging 
(1) derived from; (2) clinging to 
residue (of clinging) 
despair 
male lay follower 
female lay follower 
equanimity 
arising 
enthusiasm 

one-pointedness 
one-way 
unification (of mind) 
stirring 
search 
inviting to come and see 

descent, entering upon 
grounded upon (suffix) 
flood 
fear of wrongdoing 
applicable 
spontaneously reborn 
gross 
exhortation 

perplexity 



PAll 

kappa 
kabalinkara 
kamma 

kammanta 
karurza 
kalyarza 
kalia 
kama 

kamagu!1a 
kamasukhallika 
kamesu micchacara 
kaya 
karuiiiia 
kukkucca 
kulaputta 
kusita 
kevali 
kodha 
kovida 

khattiya 

khanti 

khandha 
khaya 
khila 
khema 

gati 
gantha 
gandha 
gandhabba 

ENGLISH 

aeon 
edible food 

Glossary 201 : 

(1) untranslated: morally determinate 
action; (2) action, deed 

action 
compassion 
good 
pliant, pliancy 
(1) sensual pleasure, sensuality; (2) 

desire; (3) sense-sphere (existence) 
cord of sensual pleasure 
sensual happiness 
sexual misconduct 
(1) body, bodily; (2) class (of items) 
compassion 
remorse 
clansman 
lazy 
consummate one 
anger 
skilled 

untranslated: a member of the warrior
administrative class (among the four 
social classes of Indian society) 

(1) patience; (2) acquiescence, accept-
ance (of a view) 

aggregate, mass 
destruction 
barrenness 
security 

destination 
knot (of mind) 
odour 
untranslated: a type of deity dwelling in 

trees and plants 



2012 The Sa1!lyutta Nikaya 

PAll 

giliinapaccaya
bhesajja-parikkJujra 

gocara 

ghana 

cakka 
cakkavatti 
cakkhu 
car:r4iila 
cararJa 
ciiga 
citta 
cintii 
civara 
cuti 
cetanii 
cetasika 
cetiya 
ceteti 
cetovimutti 

chanda 
chambhitatta 

jambudipa 

jarii 
jiigariya 
jiiti 
jivha 
jiva 
jivita 

jhiina 

jhiiyi 

ENGLISH 

medicinal requisites 

range 

nose 

wheel 
wheel-turning (monarch) 
eye, vision 
untranslated: an outcast 
conduct, esp. good conduct 
(1) giving up; (2) generosity 
mind 
reflection 
robe 
passing away 
volition 
mental 
shrine 
to intend 
liberation of mind 

desire 
trepidation 

untranslated: "Rose-Apple Land," the 
Indian subcontinent 

aging 
wakefulness 
birth 
tongue 
soul 
life 

untranslated: a state of deep meditative 

concentration 
a meditator 



PALl 

fia1Ja 
fiiiya 

thiti 

ta1Jhii 
tatha 
tathatii 
tathiigata 

tapa 
tapassi 
tasi1Jii 
tiracchiinayon i 
tuccha 
tU1Jhibhiiva 
tejo 

thina 
thera 

dama 
dara 
dassana 
dana 
dittha 
ditthadhammika 
ditthi 
ditthe 'va dhamme 
dukkha 
duggata 
duggati 
duccarita 
deva 
devatii 
devaputta 

ENGUSH 

knowledge 
method 

Glossary 2013 

maintenance, stability, continuation 

craving 
actual 
actuality 
untranslated: an epithet of the Buddha 

(or more generally of any arahant) 
meaning "thus come one" or "thus 
gone one" 

austerity 
ascetic 
thirst 
animal realm 
hollow 
silence 
heat 

sloth 
elder (bhikkhu) 

taming, self-control 
anguish 
vision, sight 
(1) act of giving; (2) gift 
seen 
pertaining to the present life 
view 
in this very life 
(1) suffering; (2) pain, painful (feeling) 
miserable, unfortunate 
bad destination 
misconduct 
untranslated: a deity, celestial being 
untranslated: synonymous with deva 
a young deva 



2014 The SarJlyutta Nikllya 

PALI 

desanii 
domanassa 
dosa 
dvaya 

dhamma 

dhammiinusiiri 
dhammika 
dhiitu 
dhuva 

nati 
natthikaviida 
nandi 
naga 

nanatta 
naniikaraIJa 
nama 

niimariipa 
nikiiya 
nikkama 
nigha 
nicca 
nijjara 
nijjhiina 
nidana 
ninna 
nibbana 

nibbida 

ENGLISH 

teaching (of the Dhamma) 
displeasure 
hatred 
dyad 

(1) untranslated: the Buddha's teaching; 
(2) things, phenomena; (3) mental 
phenomena, (mental) states; (4) quali
ties; (5) principle, law; (6) as suffix: 
subject to, having the nature of 

Dhamma-follower 
righteous 
element 
stable 

inclination 
nihilism 
delight 
untranslated: (1) a dragon; (2) a bull 

elephant; (3) metaphoric term for an 
arahant 

diversity 
difference 
name (both literally and as a collective 

term for the basic cognitive functions) 
name-and-form 
order (of beings) 
endeavour 
trouble 
permanent 
wearing away 
pondering 
source 
slanting towards (suffix) 
untranslated: the extinction of all 

defilements and emancipation from 
the round of rebirths 

revulsion 



PALl 

nibbuta 
nibbedha 
nibbedhika 
nimitta 
niyata 
l1iyama 
niraya 
niramisa 
l1irutti 
nirodha 
nissarm}a 
nissita 
nlvararza 
nekkhamma 
nepakka 
11 '  evasannal1a

sannayatana 

pa'!lsukala 
pakappeti 
paccatta'!l 
paccaya 
paccal1ubhoti 
paccuppal1l1a 
paccekabuddha 

pajahati 
paja 

pajaniiti 
paniiatti 
panna 
pannapana 
panfiiivimutta 
pannavimutti 
patikkiila 

ENGLISH 

quenched 
penetration 
penetrative 
(1) sign; (2) basis 
fixed in destiny 
fixed order 
hell 
spiritual (lit. noncamal) 
language 
cessation 
escape 
based upon (suffix) 
hindrance 
renunciation 
discretion 

Glossary 2015 

base of neither-perception-nor
nonperception 

rag-robe 
to plan 
personally 
condition 
to experience 
present (time) 
untranslated: "privately enlightened 

one," who awakens to the Four Noble 
Truths but does not communicate 
them to others 

to abandon 
generation (i.e., the total order of living 

beings) 
to understand 
description 
wisdom 
(1) describing; (2) manifestation 
liberated by wisdom 
liberation by wisdom 
repulsive 



2016 The Satflyutta Nikaya 

PALI 

patigha 
paticca-samuppanna 
paJicca-samuppada 
pa#nissagga 
patipatti 
patipada 
patipanna 
pafibhana 
paJivedha 
patisatflvedeti 
patisallana 
pa�idhi 
pa�ita 
pa�4ita 
patiptha 
patipthita 
patti 
patthana 
pathavl 
pada 

padhana 
papafica 
papaficita 
pabbajita 

pabbajja 

pabbhara 
pabhasa 
pamada 
parakkama 
paramasa 
parayana 
parikkhara 
parijaniiti 
pariftfia 
pari�aml 

ENGLISH 

(1) (sensory) impingement; (2) aversion 
dependently arisen 
dependent origination 
relinquishment 
practice 
way (of practice) 
practising 
ingenuity 
penetration 
to experience 
seclusion 
wish 
sublime, superior 
wise person 
support 
established 
attainment 
longing 
earth 
(1) term, sentence, passage, stanza; 

(2) step, footprint, track; (3) state 
striving 
proliferation (as act) 
proliferation (as product) 
one who has gone forth into home

lessness 
"going forth" into homelessness, the 

Buddhist novice ordination 
inclining (suffix) 
luminosity 
negligence 
exertion 
grasping 
destination 
requisite, accessory 
to fully understand 
full understanding 
maturing in (suffix) 



PALl 

paritassati 
paritassanii 
parideva 
parinibbiina 
parinibbiiyati 
parinibbuta 
paribbiijaka 
pariyiidana 
pariyadiiya 
pariyaya 
pariyesana 
pariyosiina 
pari!iiha 
parivitakka 
parisii 
parihiina 
paloka 
palokita 
paviveka 
pasada 
passaddlti 
paltiina 
pahitatta 
palJil 
piil!atipata 
piitimokkha 
patubhava 
piimojja 
para 
piiripuri 
parisuddhi 
pi�t4apata 
pipasa 
pisU/:zavaca 
piti 
puggala 
pufifza 
puthujjana 

ENGLISH 

to be agitated 
agitation 
lamentation 
final Nibbana 
to attain (final) Nibbana 

Glossary 2017 

attained final Nibbana, quenched 
(non-Buddhist) wanderer 
exhaustion 
obsessing 
exposition, method (of exposition) 
quest 
goal, final goal 
fever, passion 
reflection 
assembly 
decline 
disintegration 
disintegrating 
solitude 
confidence 
�ranquillity, tranquillization 
abandoning, abandonment 
resolute 
living being 
destruction of life 
untranslated: the code of monastic rules 
manifesta tion 
gladness 
the far shore, the beyond 
fulfilment 
purification 
almsfood 
thirst 
divisive speech 
rapture 
individual, person 
merit, meritorious 
worldling 



2018 The Sa1!1yutta Nikaya 

PAll 

punabbhava 
pubbmigama 
pubbanimitta 
pubbenivasa 
purisa 
pettivisaya 
pema 
po�a 

pharusavaca 
phala 
phassa 
phasuvihara 
phoUhabba 

bandha 
bandhana 
bala 
bahiddha 
bah uja na 
bahulikaroti 
bahussuta 
bala 
bahira 
buddha 

bodha 
bodhisatta 

byanjana 
byantikaroti 
byasana 
byapajjati 
byiipada 
byiibiidha 
brahmacariya 
brahma 

ENGLISH 

renewed existence 
forerunner 
precursor 
past abode (i.e., previous life) 
person 
domain of ghosts 
affection, devotion 
sloping towards (suffix) 

harsh speech 
fruit 
contact 
dwelling in comfort 
tactile object 

bond 
bondage 
power 
external, externally 
multitude (of people) 
to cultivate 
learned 
fool, foolish 
(1) external (sense bases); (2) outsider 
(1) untranslated: honorific for Gotama; 

(2) an Enlightened One, enlightened 
enlightenment 
untranslated: an aspirant for 

Buddhahood 
phrase 
to put an end to 
disaster 
to be repelled by 
ill will 
affliction 
holy life 
untranslated: a sublime deity of the 

brahma world 



PAll 

bhagava 
bhaya 
bhava 
bhavana 
bhaveti 
bhikkhu 

bhikkhuni 

bhiyyobhiiva 
bhiimi 

magga 
macchariya, macchera 
majjhima 
mafii'iana 
mafifiita 
manasikara 
manapa 
manussa 
mana 
manomaya 
mamankiira 
mara1Ja 
maricikii 
mala 
mahaggata 
mahiibhiita 
matugama 
mana 
maya 
micchatta 
micchii 
middha 
mutfhasati 
mutti 
mudita 
musavada 

ENGLISH 

the Blessed One 
fear 
existence 
development 
to develop 

Glossary 2019 

untranslated: fully ordained Buddhist 
monk 

untranslated: fully ordained Buddhist 
nun 

increase 
plane 

path 
selfishness 
middle, middling 
conceiving (as act) 
conceiving (as product) 
attention 
agreeable 
human being 
mind, m�ntal 
mind-made 
mine-making 
death 
mirage 
stain 
exalted 
great element 
womankind, 3. woman 
conceit 
magic, magical illusion 
wrongness 
wrong 
torpor 
unmindful 
freedom 
altruistic joy 
false speech 



2020 The Sa1Jlyutta Nikilya 

PAll 

mUla 
metta 
moha 

yakkha 

yathabhuta1Jl 
yasa 
yoga 
yogakkhema 
yojana 

yoni 
yoniso 

rasa 
raga 
rittaka 
ruei 
rupa 

labha 
loka 
lokuttara 
lomaha1Jlsa 

vaci 
vatta 
valJlJa 
vata 
vaya 
vaea 
vada 
vayama 
vayo 
vikkhitta 

ENGLISH 

root 
lovingkindness 
delusion 

untranslated: a spirit (usually 
malevolent) 

as it really is 
fame, glory 
(1) exertion; (2) bond, bondage 
security from bondage 
untranslated: a measure of distance 

(appx. ten kilometres) 
mode of generation 
careful, carefully 

taste 
lust 
void 
personal preference 
(1) form (i.e., materiality); (2) form 

(i.e., visible object); (3) form-sphere 
(existence) 

gain 
world 
supramundane 
terror 

verbal 
round (of existence) 
(1) beauty; (2) praise 
vow (as vowed observance) 
vanishing 
speech 
doctrine 
effort 
air 
distracted 



PALI 

vighiita 
vicaya 
vicara 
vicikicchii 
vijiiniiti 
vijjii 
viiiiiiiIJa 
viiiiiiiIJaiiciiyatana 
viiiiiu 
vitakka 
vidhii 
vinaya 
vinipiita 
vinibandha 
vinita 
vinodeti 
vipapisiira 
vipariIJiima 
vipassanii 
vipiika 
vibhava 
vimati 
vimutti 
vimokkha 
viriiga 
viriya 
viru!hi 
vivatta 
viveka 
visaya 
visuddhi 
visesa 
vihiira 
vihi1J1Sii 
vima1J1sii 
vutthiina 
vuddhi 
vupakattha 

ENGLISH 

vexation 
discrimination 
examination 
doubt 
to cognize 
true know ledge 
consciousness 

Glossary 2021 

base of the infinity of consciousness 
wise person 
thought 
discrimination 
(1) discipline; (2) removal 
nether world 
shackle 
disciplined 
to dispel 
regret 
change 
insight 
result (of kamma) 
extermination 
uncertainty 
liberation 
deliverance 
(1) dispassion; (2) fading away 
energy 
increase 
world-expansion 
seclusion 
domain 
purification 
distinction 
dwelling 
harmfulness 
investigation 
emergence 
growth 
withdrawn 



2022 The Sa1J1yutta Nikiiya 

PAll 

vupasama 
vedana 
vedayita 
vepulla 
vera 
veramar:zi 
vesarajja 
vodana 
vossagga 
vy- = by-

sa1J1yama 
sa1J1yoga 
sa1J1yojana 
sa1J1vatta 
sa,!lVara 
sa1J1vega 
sa1J1sara 

sakadiigiimi 
sakkiiya 
sakkiira 
sago.rava 
sagga 
sankappa 
sankilesa 
sankhaya 
sankha 
sankhara 

sankhitta 
sangha 

sacchikiriya 
saiicetana 

ENGLISH 

subsiding 
feeling 
feeling, what is felt 
expansion 
animosity 
abstinence 
ground of self-confidence 
cleansing 
release 

self-control 
bondage 
fetter 
world -contraction 
restraint 
sense of urgency 
untranslated: the beginningless rounG 

of rebirths 
once-returner 
identity 
honour 
reverential 
heaven, heavenly 
intention 
defilement 
extinction 
term, reckoning 
(1) volitional formation; (2) formation; 

(3) exertion 
contracted (of mind) 
untranslated: (1) as bhikkhusangha, the 

Buddhist monastic order; (2) as 
savakasangha, the community of noble 
disciples, i.e., those who have reached 
the four paths and fruits of awakening 

realization 
volition 



PALI 

saiijaniiti 
saiiiiii 
sati 
sa tipatthiina 
satta 
satthii 
sadda 
saddhamma 
saddhii 
saddhan usiiri 
santutthi 
sanditthika 
sappatissa 
sappurisa 
sabba 
sama�1a 
samatikkama 
samatha 
samanupassal1ii 
samfldhi 
samflpatti 
samflhita 
samugghiita 
samudaya 
sampajaiiiia 
sampajana 
sampariiyika 
sampasiidana 
samphappaliipa 
samphassa 
sambuddha 
sambojjhmiga 
sambodha, sambodhi 
sambhava 
sammatta 
sammasa 
sammii 
sammosa 

ENGLISH 

to perceive 
perception 
mindfulness 

Glossary 2023 

establishment of mindfulness 
a being 
teacher 
sound 
the true Dhamma 
faith 
faith-follower 
contentment 
directly visible 
deferential 
superior person 
all 
ascetic 
transcendence 
serenity 
way of regarding 
concentration 
attainment 
concentrated 
uprooting 
origin, origination, arising 
clear comprehension 
clearly comprehending 
pertaining to the future life 
confidence 
idle chatter 
contact 
enlightened 
factor of enlightenment 
enlightenment 
origination 
rightness 
exploration 
right, correct, perfectly 
decay 



2024 The Sa1Jlyutta Nikiiya 

PALI 

sarmJa 
sarira 
sa!ayatana 
sassata 
sata 
satacca 
samisa 
sara 
sa raga 
savaka 
sasava 
sikkha 
sikkhapada 
siloka 
sila 
silabbata 
silava 
sukha 

sukhuma 
sugata 

sugati 
sucarita 
suiiiia 
suiiiiata 
suta 
suddhi 
supmpJ.a 

subha 
sekha 
senasana 
soka 
sota 
sotapatti 
sotapanna 
somanassa 

ENGLISH 

refuge 
body 
six sense bases 
eternal 
comfort, comfortable 
perseverance 
carnal 
substance, core 
infatuation 
disciple 
tainted 
training 
training rule 
praise 
(1) virtue; (2) precept, rule 
rules and vows 
virtuous 
(1) happiness; (2) pleasure, pleasant 

(feeling) 
subtle 
(1) fortunate; (2) the Fortunate One 

(epithet of the Buddha) 
good destination 
good conduct 
empty 
emptiness 
learning 
purity 
untranslated: a supernatural bird of 

prey, arch-enemy of the nagas 
beauty, beautiful 
trainee 
lodging 
sorrow 
(1) ear; (2) stream (of the Dhamma) 
stream-entry 
stream-enterer 
joy 



PAll 

hita 
hiri 
hina 
hetu 

ENGLISH 

welfare 
sense of shame 
low, inferior 

Glossary 2025 

cause; because of (as suffix) 



Index of Subjects 

This index lists significant references only. Italicized numbers 
refer to page numbers of an Introduction (general or part) . 
References may be listed under an entry even when the term 
itself does not appear in the text, as long as the passage is perti
nent to the term of entry; for example, passages expressed by 
way of form, feeling, perception, volitional formations, and con
sciousness are listed under " Aggregates," even though the word 
"aggregates" may not occur in them. When a stock formulation 
is applied to each term in a set of categories, the reference is 
given only under the name of the set, not under the individual 
members of that set; an exception is made when these items are 
singled out for special treatment. Pali equivalents are provided 
for all key doctrinal terms. Usually the Pali term is given in the 
singular, though the English equivalent may be a plural. When 
two Pali technical terms are rendered by a single English word, 
the two are listed as separate entries. Thus "Desire" is listed 
twice, corresponding to chanda and iccha. 

Abyss (pntala), I 121, 375 (n. 98); II 1262, 1433 n. 232 
Acquisition(s) (upadhi), 1 94--95, 199, 200, 210, 211, 282, 348 n. 21, 

414 n. 276, n. 278, 457-58 n. 494, 604-6, 780 n. 187; extinction of 
(upadhisa/1khaya), 217-18, 228, 429 n. 356; without (nirupadlzi), 
94-95, 200, 216, 236, 291-92, 349 n. 21, 422 n. 318, 434 n. 380 

Action, right (sammn kammanta), II 1528 
Aeon (kappa), I 654-56, 716, 822 n. 387; II 1 723-24, 1758, 1940 

n. 249 
Aggregates (khandha), five, I 205, 206, 222, 229, 230, 344 n. 8, 

839-48, 853-1003 passim; II 1557, 1565; arising, vanishing, 
change, I 880-81, 1054 n. 50; burden, as, I 871-72, 1050-51 

2027 
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n. 36; catechism on, 1 924-27; clinging aggregates, and, 
I 886-87, 1058-59 n. 65; elements, as, I 860, 863, 890-91, 892, 

894; four truth pattern in, I 895-97; gratification triad in, 
I 873-72, 898-900, 926; how to contemplate, I 970-71, 1091 

(n. 225); impermanent, suffering, nonself, I 616, 697, 698-99, 

855-56, 867-71 , 885, 892-93, 902, 927-28, 947-48, 963, 969, 

976-77, 978, 982-83, 986-88; II 1254-55; insubstantial nature of, 
I 951-53; murderous, as, I 933-35, 949, 953, 1079-80 n. 158, 

1087 n. 196; II 1238; not yours, 1 877; origin and passing of, 
1 552, 554, 863-64, 913, 945, 959, 1049-50 n. 30; II 1248, 1251; 

surge and decline of, II 1 588; Tathagata, and, I 932; II 1381-83; 

truth of suffering, as, II 1848; views, and, I 978-81, 991-1003, 

1031-33; II 1384-87, 1391-92; world-phenomena, as, I 950 

Aging and death (jarrllnarm;a), I 167, 192-93, 534, 537, 539, 

586-87, 607-8. See too Death 
Agitation (paritassana), I 588, 765 n. 137, 865-{)7 

Aids to enlightenment (bodhipakkhiyii dhammii), II 1485-94 
All (sabba), I 544, 584-85; II 1 140-44, 1147, 1399 n. 6 

Altruistic joy (muditii), II 1325, 1344, 1370, 1608, 1610 

Anger (kod/1a), I 133-34, 140, 255-58, 321-24, 337, 338-39, 340, 

381 n. 128 

Animal realm (tiracchanayoni), 1 958; II 1234, 1334, 1335, 1885-86. 

See too Bad destination 
Annihilationism (ucchedaviida), I 547, 738-39 n. 40, 756 n. 107, 

923, 931-32, 980, 993, 1044-45 n. 5, 1061 n. 75, 1078 n. 151 

Arahant(s), 1 102, 104, 167, 1 73-74, 236-37, 241, 332, 335, 355 

n. 36, 356 n. 38, 360 n. 49, 400 n. 206, 691, 912-13, 931-33; 

II 1700, 1733-34; constant abiding of, I 588, 941-42; II 1267-68, 

1269, 1772; free from bad destinations, II 1812, 1814; free from 
tangle, I 101, 259, 359 n. 45; fulfils bases for power, II 1733-34; 

immeasurable, I 243-44, 438 n. 400; no further task, 1 141, 386 

n. 147, 971; II 1206; not necessarily one, I 610-1 1, 782-83 n. 204, 

943-45; practice of mindfulness, II 1631, 1754, 1757; practises 
mindfulness of breathing, II 1778-79; relation to aggregates, 
1 966, 971, 1091 n. 221; relation to faculties, II 1669, 1678, 1680, 

1 696-97; relation to sense bases, II 1206; unfindable, I 100, 111,  

206, 416 n. 290; without lust, hate, delusion, II 1271-72, 

1284-85, 1321, 1326 

Arahantship, attainment of, 1 235-36, 255, 433-34 n. 376, 548, 

878; 11 1 1 77, 1295, 1630, 1646 
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Ardour (atappa), I 663-64, 798 n. 270 

Ascetic (sama1;la), I 136, 138, 139, 306, 385 n. 144. See too Ascetics 
and brahmins 

Ascetic practices (dhutmiga), 1 639, 666-67, 670-71, 800 nn. 278-79 

Asceticism (siimaiiiia), II 1540-41 
Ascetics and brahmins (sama1;la-brahmalJa): bases for spiritual 

power, and, II 1719-20, 1734-35; best, 1 862-63; bound and 
freed, I 605-7; cause of suffering, on, I 556-58, 562-63; con
summate ones, 1 895-900; dependent origination, and, 

1 542-44, 565, 572, 619; elements, and, I 649-50; faculties, and, 

II 1669-70, 1 679, 1680; feelings, and, II 1282-83; five aggre
gates, and, I 887-89, 964-65; Four Noble Truths, and, 

11 1840-41, 1849-50, 1853, 1862-63, 1866-68, 1870-71; gain and 
honour, and, I 689-90; pleasure and pain, on, I 559-61; with 
foothold in Dhamma, I 895-900; wrong livelihood, of, 

1 1018-19 
Asuras, I 72, 86-87, 317-28, 339, 489 n. 605, 495 n. 631; II 1 258, 

1703, 1864-65 
Austerity (tapa), I 129, 135, 149, 379 n. 119, 391 n. 168; II 1350, 

1356 

Bad destination (duggati), I 124, 594, 614-15, 674, 859; II 1287-88, 
1337, 1360-61, 1799, 1800, 1805, 1812-13, 1814-15, 1817-18 

Barrenness (khila), I 460 n. 500, 289, 947; II 1561 

Bases for spiritual power (iddhipada), 1 210, 226, 418 n. 299, 428 
n. 349, 922, 959-60; II 1373, 1376, 151 1-15, 1718-49, 1939 n. 246, 
1944 n. 261; analysis of, II 1736-40; development of, II 1736 

Beauty (subha), I 634-35, 792 n. 231; II 1609 
Being(s) (satta), I 230, 233, 985 
Bhikkhu(s): consummate, 1 900; corrupted and uncorrupted, 

II 1245-48; crosser of flood, I 91, 219, 237; disentangled, I 101, 
259, 358 n. 44; gone beyond, I 123, 151; head on fire, I 100, 149; 
how they maintain celibacy, II 1197-99; in future, I 709; 
instruction to, 1 139, 385 n. 142; irreversible in training, 
II 1250-51, 1558, 1756; meditator, as, I 140, 147, 219; not to be 
despised, I 164-66, 399 n. 203; praiseworthy, I 1 1 1-12; thor
oughbred man, as, I 918; true, I 277, 281-82; universal con-
queror, as, II 1183; virtuous, I 970-71 ( 

Bhikkhuni(s), 1 80-81, 221-30, 313-14, 675-76; II 1638, 1802 
Birth (jati), I 226, 534, 537, 539, 555, 587 
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Bodhisatta, 1 536-37, 601, 645, 728-29 n. 11, 873; IT 1136, 1281, 1770 
Body (kaya), 1 104, 159, 224, 305, 362 n. 55, 474 n. 560, 549-50, 

575-76, 595; II 1183, 1232, 1252, 1266-67, 1321; afflictions of, 
1 853-56; contemplation of, II 1775-76, 1781; impurity of, 
II 1198, 1737. See too Form 

Bond (yoga), II 1563. See too Security from bondage 
Bondage (bandha, bandhana), 1 131, 172-73, 197-98, 403 n. 217, 

968-69; 11 1258, 1321 
Brahma world (brahmaloka), 1 236, 237-38, 239-41, 242, 249-50, 

434 n. 379; II 1741-42, 1836, 1846 
Brahma(s), 1 81-83, 231-53 passim 
Brahmin(s), 1 83-84, 117-18, 254-79; II 1202, 1336, 1803; arahant 

as, 1 141, 261; Buddha as, 1 89, 150. See too Ascetics and brah
mins 

Brahminhood, II 1541 
Breakthrough (abhisamaya): dependent origination, to, 1 537-39, 

601-3, 729-30 n. 13; Dhamma, to, 1 526, 621-26, 787 nn. 218-19, 
929, 933, 947; Four Noble Truths, to, II 1839-40, 1858-59, 
1859-60, 1868-69, 1873-78 

Buddha: awakens to truths, II 1854; best of bipeds, 1 95; best of 
speakers, 1 134; can live for an aeon, II 1723; a compassionate 
teacher, II 1212, 1378, 1379, 1639-40; confirmed confidence in, 
1 579; II 1309-10, 1788; decision to teach, II 231-33, 431 n. 366; 
devoid of lust, 1 217-20; difference from arahant, 1 900-1; dis
coverer of path, 1 287, 901; eye of, 1 233, 432 n. 370; II 1397-98 
n. 3; fearless, 1 196-97, 199, 202; final Nibbana of, 1 251-53; 
II 1725; goes to brahma world, II 1741-42; good friend, 1 181; 
II 1524; good report about, II 1796; ill, 1 269-70, 451 n. 466; 
II 1636-37; in old age, II 1637, 1686; light of world, 1 103, 141; 
modes of teaching, II 1338-40, 1342-44; ploughman, as, 
1 267-68; recollection of, 1 319-20; refuge, as, 1 124, 144-46; 
rejects impure food, 1 261-62, 263, 268, 446 n. 446; reveres 
Dhamma, 1 234-35; seen through Dhamma, 1 939, 1081 n. 168; 
sets Dhamma Wheel in motion, II 1846; veneration of, 1 333, 
335; without transgression, 1 113, 287; wounded, 1 116-17, 203. 
See too Tathagata 

Careful attention (yoniso manasikara), I 197, 413 n. 270, 537-39, 
601-3, 729 n. 13, 890, 970-71; 11 1218, 1545-48, 1569-70, 1580, 
1584-85, 1590, 1591, 1596, 1598-1600 
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Careless attention (ayoniso manasikiira), I 301, 473 n. 553; II 1568, 
1584-85, 1597-98, 1900 n. 54 

Cessation of perception and feeling (safifiiivedayitanirodha), 
I 251-52, 634-35, 1018; II 1271, 1272, 1323-24, 1443-44 
nn. 299-307, 1686, 1 772 

Clear comprehension (sampajafifia), II 1266, 1628, 1657, 1917 
n. 125 

Clinging (upiidiina): I 535, 537, 539, 555, 589, 591, 594, 726 n. 5, 
863-64, 865-67, 906, 920, 924, 928, 970, 978-82, 991-1003, 
1076-77 n. 140, 1 149-50, 1 184, 1185-86, 1 192-93, 1298, 1387, 
1563 

Cloud devas (valiihaka), 1 1028-30 
Compassion (anukampii), I 203-4, 306, 665, 667; II 1345 
Compassion (karUfJ.ii, kiirufifia), I 233, 665; II 1325, 1344, 1370, 

1608, 1610 
Conceit (miina), I 100, 102, 1 1 1 , 1 18, 272-74, 282-83, 284, 355 

n. 37, 360 nn. 50-51, 459 n. 498; II 1259, 1432 n. 226; "I am," 
1 945; II 1242; underlying tendency to, I 698-99, 714, 909-10, 
927, 947-48 

Conceiving (mafifianii, mafifiita), I 907; II 1 144-46, 1170-71, 
1258-59, 1401 n. 15, 1401-2 n. 16, 1431-32 n. 224 

Concentration (samiidhi), 1 1 1 7, 371-73 n. 88, 234, 554, 863, 941; 
II 1181, 1218, 1838; basis for spiritual power, as, II 1729-30; 
Dhamma, of, II 1367-71, 1452-53 n. 363; faculty of, II 1670, 
1671, 1672, 1673, 1694, 1930-31 n. 194; mindfulness of breath
ing, by, II 1769-87; path to unconditioned, II 1373, 1375, 1453 
n. 367, 1454 n. 368; right, II 1529-30, 1537; signless, I 920; 
II 1308, 1326, 1375; skills in, I 1034-41, 1 103-5 nn. 297-308; 
with and without thought, II 1327, 1373, 1375. See too Jhanas 

Conditioned (sankhata), I 551, 893, 915, 922-23; II 1266-67, 
1268-69 

Confinement (sambiidha), I 143, 386-87 n. 151; II 1795 
Confirmed confidence (aveccappasiida), I 579, 762 n. 120; 

II 1309-10, 1312, 1331, 1788-1835 passim 
Consciousness (vififiii1J.a), 1 208-9, 417-18 n. 296, 535, 555, 593, 

595, 695, 768 n. 151, 770 n. 155, 860, 952, 1047 nn. 18-19, 1087 
n. 194; II 1 172-73, 1 232-33, 1253; aggregate, as, I 896-97; 
899-900, 915, 1072 n. 114; maintenance of, 1 576-78, 587, 600, 
757-58 n. 112, 890, 891-92, 894; name-and-form, and, I 602-3, 
608-9, 777 nn. 177-78; nutriment, as, 1 541, 599, 733 n. 24, 774 
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nn. 168-69; unestablished, 1 342 n. 2, 421 n. 314, 576-78, 600-1, 
760 n. 114, 775 n. 174, 891, 892, 894, 941 

Contact (phassa), 1 208-9, 417-18 n. 296, 535, 538, 539, 541, 555, 
557-58, 560-61, 563, 695; 11 1268-69, 1270, 1273, 1682-83; diver
sity of, 1 627-30, 632-34; emptiness, etc., II 1324; ignorance, by, 
1 886, 922; nutriment, as, 1 598, 773 nn. 164-65 

Contentment (santutthi), 1 662, 797 n. 266 
Corruption of mind (cittass ' upakkilesa) 1 1012-14; II 1590, 1591-92 
Cosmologist (lokiiyatika), 1 584-85, 763-64 nn. 128-29 
Craving (ta�ha), 1 100, 104, 111, 128-29, 131, 132, 200, 204, 380 

n. 125, 414 n. 278, 415 n. 285, 535, 537-38, 539, 542, 555, 599, 
605, 589-92, 922, 963, 964; 11 1183, 1321, 1387-88, 1393, 1557, 
1585-86, 1755, 1844; sixfold, 1 535, 696-97, 1006, 1010, 1013; 
threefold, I 872, 1051-52 n. 38; II 1298, 1562 

Danger (adlnava), I 589-94, 645-47, 858, 873-75, 898-900, 926; 
II 1136-39, 1273 

Death (mara�a), 1 90, 91, 93, 99, 132, 151, 159, 167, 188-89, 192-93, 
201, 380 n. 125, 534; army of, 1 224, 250; fear of, II 1819-20; 
good, II 1808-9; King of, 1 219, 299; realm of, 1 93, 111, 118, 216, 
347 n. 16, 366 n. 70. See too Aging-and-death 

Deathless (amata), 1 216, 232-33, 268, 290, 432 n. 368, 461-62 
n. 510, 464-65 n. 522; 11 1528, 1549-50, 1658, 1660, 1690, 1699 

Decline (parihana), 1 669-70; 11 1178-79, 1180 
Defilement (sankilesa), 1 903-4, 958-59 
Delight (nandi), 1 94-95, 131, 150, 200; II 1150-51, 1151-52, 

1167-68, 1208; destruction of, 1 889-90, 1059 n. 68, 1217-18; 
lust, and, 1 891; II 1238, 1242; seeking, 1 648-49, 863-64, 875-76, 
907-8 

Delight (rati, abhirati), 1 96, 221-22, 280, 281, 302 
Deliverance (vimokkha), 1 570, 939; II 1282, 1285. See too 

Liberation 
Dependent origination (paticca-samuppada), 1 229, 516-26, 

533-620 passim, 863-64, 920; abstract formula of, 1 552, 579, 
585, 595-96, 730 n. 14, 744 n. 59; analysis of, 1 534-36; Buddha's 

enlightenment, aJ;ld, 1 231, 536-37, 601-3; dependently arisen 
states, I 551-52, 922-23; II 1266-67, 1268-69; middle teaching, 
as, I 544, 547, 548, 574-75, 583-85 

Desire (chanda): I 111, 630-34, 908-9, 945; II 1159-60, 1219, 
1220-22, 1348-50, 1658; accomplishment in, II 1544-48, 1896 
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n. 33; basis for spiritual power, as, II 1 726, 1729-30, 1733, 

1737-38; lust, and, 1 858-59, 873, 924-25, 966, 1012-14; 

11 1220-22, 1230-32 

Desire (icchil), 1 132-33, 137 

Destruction of life (palJatipiUa), II 1341-44, 1360-61, 1 797 

Detrimental things (okkamaniya dhamma), 1 681 

Devas, devatas, 1 73-76, 86-87, 89-138 passim, 227, 292, 294-304, 

297-98, 331, 489 n. 605, 495 n. 631, 914, 918, 1025-30, 1069 

n. 107; 11 1242, 1258, 1309-13, 1330-31, 1333, 1335, 1703, 

1806-8, 1 823-24, 1835-36, 1846, 1864-65, 1885-88 

Dhamma, 1 1 10, 119, 143, 255, 264, 278-79, 283, 300-1 , 309, 365 

n. 69, 374 n. 95, 387 n. 152, 553, 665, 744 n. 60; II 1295, 1333; 

brings happiness, I 1 34, 315, 485 n. 597; Buddha's decision to 
teach, 1 231-33; by middle, I 544, 547, 548, 574-75, 583-85, 739 

n. 41; confidence in, I 579; II 1310, 1788; counterfeit of, 
1 680-81, 808-9 n. 312; directly visible, I 98, 211, 352-53 n. 33; 

II 1154-55; element of, I 571, 754 n. 101; good, of, I 105-6, 

152-53, 167, 219, 400 n. 207; honoured by Buddhas, I 234-35; 

listening to, I 310-1 1, 678; II 1592; longevity of, 1 681; 

II 1650-51, 1652; mirror of, II 1800-2; practitioner of, I 545, 609, 

737 n. 34, 882, 967-68; II 1216-17; recollection of, I 319-20; 

refuge, as, I 882-83; II 1637, 1644, 1645; seeing it one sees 
Buddha, 1 939; speaker on, I 279, 545, 609, 967-68; II 1216-17; 

stability of, I 573, 615, 755 n. 105; stableness of, I 551, 741 n. 51; 

taught discriminately, I 922; threefold goodness of, I 198, 413 

n. 273; II 1339-40, 1796; well expounded, I 655; II 1329, 1816 

Dhamma-follower (dhammanusari), I 1004-7, 1098-99 n. 268, 1099 

n. 269; II 1812-13, 1815, 1931 n. 198, 1958 n. 346 

Diligence (appamiida), 1 1 14, 1 79-80, 181-82, 250, 315, 408 n. 241, 

486-87 n. 600, 553, 706, 709-10; II 1179-80, 1206-7, 1550, 1551, 

1589, 1698, 1827 

Direct knowledge (abhiiiiia), I 676, 679, 873, 1012-14, 1052-53 

n. 42; II 1141-42, 1186, 1557, 1653-54, 1753-54, 1755 

Discontent (arati), I 150, 281, 294, 296, 455 n. 486 

Discourses (sutta), I 709, 820 n. 368; II 1833-34, 1959 n. 366 

Discrimination of states (dhammavicaya), II 1569, 1571, 1598, 

1600-1, 1604, 1782-83, 1900 n. 59, 1907 n. 86. See too 
Enlightenment factors 

Discrimination(s) (vidha), 1 99, 355 n. 37, 698-99, 910; II 1560, 1594 

Dispassion (viraga), I 301, 554, 884-85, 1059 n. 68. See too Revulsion 
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Dissatisfaction (anabhirati), I 280, 281, 455 n. 486 
Divine ear (dibbasota), 1 613, 673, 715; II 1727, 1759 
Divine eye (dibbacakkhu), 1 239-40, 614-15, 639, 674, 715; II 1728, 

1760 
Doubt (vicikicchii), I 923, 930, 1076 n. 136; II 1568, 1598, 1600, 

1603, 1612-13, 1614-15, 1909 n. 97, 1910 n. 99. See too 
Hindrances 

Dyad (dvaya), 1 549-50, 740 n. 48; II 1171-72 

Edible food (kabaliilkiiriihiira), 1 597-98, 772-73 nn. 161-62 
Effort, right (sammii viiyiima), II 1529 
Element(s) (dhiitu), 1 229, 527-28; aggregates as, 1 860, 863, 

890-91, 892, 894; character traits as, I 637-45; conditionality as, 
1 551; Dhamma, of, I 571, 754 n. 101; diversity of, I 627-34, 
788-90 nn. 223-24; II 1199-1201, 1316, 1759-60; fourfold, 
1 645-50, 794 n. 247; II 1238, 1251, 1253; ignorance, of, I 637-38, 
886; sevenfold, I 634-35, 791-92 nn. 231-32; sixfold, I 635-37, 
697, 792-93 nn. 234-39, 1006, 1010, 1014 

Emancipation (nimokkha), 1 90, 343 n. 6 
Emptiness (suiiiiatii), I 709, 820 n. 368; II 1163-64, 1325-26, 1834 
Energy (viriya), I 96, 143-44, 315, 318, 350 n. 25, 387, nn. 153-54, 

553, 715, 744 n. 61; basis for spiritual power, as, II 1726, 1730, 
1.133, 1 738; enlightenment factor of, II 1569, 1571, 1598, 1601, 
1604, 1783, 1901 n. 60, 1907 n. 87; faculty of, II 1670, 1671-72, 
1673, 1694 

Enlightenment (bodha, sambodha), 1 149, 164, 390-91 n. 168, 646, 
874-75, 895; 11 1137, 1642, 1671, 1673, 1676-77, 1678, 1846; path 
to, 1 196, 603, 773 n. 179; states conducive to, II 1485-94, 1695, 
1698, 1703-4; steps to, II 1698 

Enmity (vera), I 307-8 
Equanimity (upekkhii): carnal and spiritual, II 1283, 1285; divine 

abode, as, II 1325, 1344, 1370, 1608, 1610-11; enlightenment 
factor of, II 1570, 1572, 1599, 1602, 1604-5, 1784, 1908 n. 91 

Escape (nissara'!a), 1 221, 237-38, 537, 601, 645-47, 873-75, 
898-900, 926; 11 1136-39, 1264-65, 1273, 1611-13, 1912-13 
n. ll3 

Establishments of mindfulness (satipatthiina), 1 920, 922, 959-60; 

II 1373, 1375, 1504-8, 1575, 1576-77, 1627-67 passim, 1670, 

1750-61, 1915-16 nn. 122-24; analysis of, II 1659-60; develop
ment of, II 1659; mindfulness of breathing and, II 1775-77, 
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1781-84; one-way path, as, II 1627-28, 1647-48, 1661, 1915-16 
n. 123; origination and passing of, II 1660. See too Mindfulness 

Etemalism (sassatavada), I 547, 738 n. 39, 756 n. 107, 923, 979-80, 
992, 1044-45 n. 5 

Existence (bluwa), 1 71-72, 389-90 n. 165, 427 n. 345, 535, 537, 539, 
726 n. 4; II 1298-99, 1561; conduit to, I 985; II 1852, 1853; 
delight in, II 1387 

Exploration, inward (mItam sammasa), I 604-5 

Factors of enlightenment (bojjhanga), I 922, 959-60; II 1374, 1377, 
1499-1503, 1567-1626 passim, 1642, 1766, 1784-85, 1898 n. 52; 
arousing and calming, II 1605-7, 1911 n. 109; curing illness by, 
II 1580-82; fourteenfold, II 1604-5; nutriment for, II 1569-70, 
1598-99; sequential unfolding of, II 1571-72, 1575, 1577, 
1782-84; why called thus, II 1574, 1583 

Faculties (indriya): affective, II 1679-86, 1933-34 nn. 210-12, 
1934-35 nn. 217-21;  cognitive, II 1677, 1932-33 n. 206; sense, 
1 886; II 1216, 1677-79, 1687 (see too Sense bases; Restraint of 
the senses); sex and life, II 1677, 1932 n. 205; spiritual, 1 922, 
959-60; 11 1373, 1377, 1508-1 1, 1668-77, 1688-1708, 1760, 
1928-29 n. 187, 1929 n. 190 

Faith (saddhii), 1 114, 121, 127, 129, 134, 137, 154, 267, 315, 316, 
331, 450 n. 461, 485 n. 597, 486 n. 600, 555, 1004; accomplished 
in, II 1825; faculty of, II 1670, 1671, 1673, 1693-94; going by, 
II 1327, 1690 

Faith-follower (saddhiinusari), I 1004-7, 1098-99 n. 268; II 1813, 
1815, 1931 n. 198, 1958 n. 346 

Fear (bhaya), I 95, 135, 149, 196-97, 199, 202, 212, 221-26, 228-29, 
302, 319-21, 894, 913-14, 1069 n. 107; 11 1808, 1809, 1819-20 

Fear of wrongdoing (otfappa), 1 663-64, 678, 798 n. 270; II 1523 
Fearful animosities (verabhaya), 1 578-79, 580 
Feeling (vedana), I 535, 538, 539, 555, 569-70, 598, 695-96, 951, 

1086 n. 190; II 1 128-29, 1260-85 passim, 1297, 1538, 1562, 1664; 
aggregate, as, I 895-96, 898, 915; arahant's experience of, I 588, 
766 nn. 139-41, 941-42; II 1267-68, 1269, 1772; conditioned, as, 
II 1531-32, 1894-95 nn. 20-22; diversity of, 1 628-30; II 1274-75, 
1280; faculties of, II 1679-86; underlying tendencies and, 
II 1261, 1263-67. See too Aggregates; Dependent origination; 
Sense bases 

Fetter(s) (safJlyojana), I 131, 345-46 n. 12, 389 n. 165, 590, 591-93, 
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970; II 1148, 1186, 1230-32, 1314-15, 1542, 1 701, 1786; higher, 
II 1565--66, 1898 n. 50; lower, I 892-93, 945; II 1565, 1655, 1898 
n. 49 

Final knowledge (annii), I 568-70, 613; II 1214-16, 1572, 1617, 
1677, 1691-93, 1702, 1742-43, 1767 

Fire element (tejodhiitu), I 239-40, 437 n. 392 
Flood (ogha), I 89, 91, 148, 219, 289, 307, 315, 341 n. 1, 346 n. 12, 

423 nn. 326-27, 485 n. 598; II 1239, 1563 
Food, I 121, 154, 261--62, 263, 268, 446 n. 446, 447-48 nn. 450-51, 

597-98. See too Edible food; Moderation in eating; Nutriments 
Fool (billa), I 154, 549-50 
Form (rupa), I 243, 438 n. 398, 535, 895, 897-98, 915, 951, 1064 

n. 81, 1070 n. 110, 1086 n. 189. See too Aggregates; Name-and
form; Sense bases 

Formations (sankhiira), I 44-47, 94, 230, 252, 284, 298, 651-52, 
660--61, 922-23, 946, 955, 1075-76 n. 133, 1084 n. 180; II 1271, 
1322-24, 1442-43 n. 298. See too Life formation; Vital forma
tion; Volitional formations 

Fortitude (thiima), I 174 
Foulness (asubha), I 284, 461 n. 505, 635; II 1773-74 
Four Noble Truths (cattiiri ariyasacciini), I 477 n. 569; II 1520-22, 

1588, 1670, 1838-88, 1962 n. 382, 1963 n. 385; analysis of, 
II 1844-45, 1848; functions regarding, II 1856; seeing one, one 
sees all;1! 1857; why called thus, II 1855-56 

Fruits (phala): four, II 1540, 1541, 1836; one of two, II 1617, 1658, 
1702, 1742-43; seven, II 1572-73, 1702-3, 1743, 1767 

Full understanding (parinnii), I 354-55 n. 36, 598-99, 772 n. 162, 
1052 nn . 41-42; aggregates, of, I 872, 873, 964; body, etc., of, 
II 1630, 1658; clinging, of, II 1149; course, of, II 1542, 1702, 
1786, 1896 n. 31; searches, etc., of, II 1560; sense bases, of, 
II 1141-43, 1186; suffering, of, II 1161, 1214, 1296, 1527 

Gain, honour, praise (liibhasakkiirasiloka), I 530-31, 682-93, 710-11 
Gandhabbas, I 1025-27 
Generosity (ciiga), I 124-25, 316, 487-88 n. 602; II 1331, 1795-96, 

1822, 1825 
Gentleness (soracca), I 267, 451 n. 462; II 1332 
Ghosts, domain of (pettivisaya), II 1885-88 
Giving (diina), I 106-10, 120-21, 154-56, 190-92, 270, 316, 332-33, 

365 n. 68, 409-10 nn. 253--54, 1021-22, 1024, 1026-27, 1028; II 1346 
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Gladness (piimojja), I 554-55 
Good conduct (sucarita), I 168, 169, 186, 636-37; II 1575-76, 1663 
Good destination (sugati), I 125, 615, 674, 859; II 1288-89, 

1336-38, 1368-71, 1807 
Good friendship (kalyiilJamittatii), I 177, 180-81; 11 1524-25, 

1543-47, 1579, 1596, 1597 
Gratification (assiida), I 589-94, 645-47, 873-75, 898-900, 926; 

II 1 136-39, 1273 
Gratitude (katafifiutii), I 712 
Great man (malziipurisa), II 1640 
Greed (lobha), I 135; greed, hatred, delusion (lobha dosa moha), 

I 166-67, 189; II 1587. See too Lust, hatred, delusion 

Happiness (sukha), I 554; II 1276-78, 1283-84 
Harmfulness (vihi1!lsii), 1 635-36 
Harmlessness (avihi1!lsii), I 258-59, 308, 478-79 n. 571, 502 n. 668; 

II 636-37 
Heaven (sagga), I 107, 1 14, 120, 122, 186, 187, 188, 331; II 1788. See 

too Good destination 
Hell (lliraya), I 107, 1 18, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 245-46, 283, 374 

n. 93, 390 n. 166, 439 n. 408, 701-5; II 1207, 1234, 1334, 1335, 
1341-42, 1346, 1360-61, 1 788, 1885-88. See too Bad destination 

Hindrances (lIivaralJa), I 190-91, 346 n. 13; II 1564--65, 1568--69, 
1584-85, 1590-1603 passim, 1631, 1642, 1779-80, 1909-10 n. 99, 
1912-13 n. 113  

Holy life (brahmacariya), I 129, 135, 379 n.  1 19, 550, 573-74, 604, 
956; II 1207; Noble Eightfold Path as, II 1527, 1534-35, 1541-42; 
why lived under the Buddha, II 1 161, 1214, 1296, 1527, 
1542-43, 1732 

Honesty (soceyya), 1 174 
Human beings (manllssa), II 1885-88 

I am (asmi), I 886, 928-29, 943-45, 1057 (n. 61, n. 63), 1083 (n. 176); 
11 1254-55, 1258-59 

I-making and mine-making (ahankiira mamankiira), I 698-99, 714, 
909-10,,927, 1015-18; II 1154 

Identity (sakkiiya), I 298, 471 n. 544, 883-84, 914, 963, 964, 1056 
n. 57; II 1239, 1299 

Identity view (sakkiiyaditthi), I 100, 357 n. 40, 926, 1044 n. 5, 1083 
n. 1 76; 11 1220, 1317-18 
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Ignorance (avijjii), I 238, 295, 931; II 1160-61, 1523, 1557, 1889 
n. 1; aggregates, regarding, I 966-67, 972-75; -contact, I 886, 
922; dependent origination, in, I 535, 537, 539, 555, 562, 587, 
728 n. 8; element of, I 637-38, 886; Four Noble Truths, regard
ing, I 535; II 1297, 1850; sense bases, regarding, II 1148 

III will (byiipiida), I 635-36; 11 1568, 1597, 1599-1600, 1603, 1612, 
1613-14, 1909 n. 94, n. 99. See too Hindrances 

Illness, I 938-40, 941, 942; II 1157-59, 1164-67, 1266, 1580-82, 
1636-37, 1654-55, 1757-58, 1790-91, 1816-20, 1834-36 

Impermanence (anicca), I 238, 282, 457 n. 493, 694-97, 889, 890, 
961-62, 1004-7; II 1172-73, 1212, 1218, 1235; feelings, of, 
II 1266-67, 1268-69; formations, of, I 94, 252, 298, 660-61, 
922-23, 946, 955, 1084 n. 180; II 1271; perception of, 1 961-62. 
See too Aggregates: impermanent, suffering, nonself; Sense 
bases: impermanent, suffering, nonself 

Individual existence (attabhiiva), I 476 n. 567, 701-5, 954 
Inefficacy of action, doctrine of (akiriyaviida), I 994-95, 1095 

n. 255; II 1365-66 
Infinity of consciousness, base of (viiiiiiirzaiiciiyatana), I 634-35, 

672, 1017; 11 1271, 1277, 1306, 1610, 1772 
Infinity of space, base of (iiklisiinaiiciiyatana), I 634-35, 672, 1017; 

11 1271, 1277, 1305, 1610, 1771-72 
Insight (vipassanii), II 1253, 1324, 1373, 1374, 1558 
Intention (sankappa): lustful, I Ill, 366 n. 72; right, I 635-37; 

11 1528; unwholesome, I 630-33 
Investigation (vima1J1.Sii), II 1726-27, 1730, 1733, 1739. See too 

Bases for spiritual power 

Jhana(s), I 143, 146, 147, 148, 251-52, 671-72, 713, 1015-16; II 
1271-72, 1276-77, 1284-85, 1302-5, 1670, 1672, 1684-85, 1760, 
1762-64, 1771 

J(amma, I 178, 407 n. 237, 614-15, 644, 674; 11 1279, 1344, 1449-50 
n. 346; old, I 575, 757 n. 111; 11 1211-12; results of, I 184, 
185-88, 701-5, 815-16 n. 347; 11 1759 

Thattiya, I 103, 190, 192-93, 247 
J(nots (gantha), 11 1564 
J(nowledge (iiiirza): entailment, of, I 572, 754-55 n. 104; forty-four 

cases of, I 571-72; Nibbana, of, I 615, 785-86 nn. 211-12; noble, 
11 1695; others' minds, of, I 614, 673; II 1727, 1 759; personal, 
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1 610-11; the principle, of, 1 571, 754 n. 102; seventy-seven 
cases of, 1 572-73; stability of Dhamma, of, 1 573, 615, 755 
n. 105, 785-86 nn. 21 1-12. See too Direct knowledge; Final 
knowledge; Knowledge and vision 

Knowledge and vision (iiiifladassana): conditions for, II 1615-17; 
of things as they really are, 1 554, 959; II 1542-43; superhuman, 
II 1328-29, 1356-58, 1447 n. 325 

Language, pathways of (niruttipatha), 1 905-6, 1067-68 n. 95 
Lay follower (upiisaka), 1 266-79; II 1824-25 
Laypeople, association with, 1 664-66, 677, 861; II 1242 
Liberated by wisdom (paiifliivimutta), 1 287, 463 n. 516, 615, 785 

n. 210, 900-1 
Liberated in both ways (ublzatobhiigavimutta), I 287, 463 n. 516 
Liberation (vimutti), 1 197, 213, 234, 413 n. 270, 419-20 n. 308, 554, 

891, 892; II 1687; from taints, 1 959-60; II 1 770; lovingkindness, 
by, 1 707-8; mind, of, 1 140, 147, 385 n. 145; II 1325-26, 1444-45 
nn. 309-17; noble, II 1691; taintless, 1 674, 801-2 n. 285; II 1676, 
1721, 1728, 1735, 1742, 1761, 1812, 1814; unshakable, 1 646, 795 
n. 250, 874; 11 1137, 1 138, 1326, 1846 

Life (jivita, iiyu), 1 90, 151, 201-2, 415 n. 280; faculty, II 1677; for
mation, II 1636, 1919-20 n. 138. See too Vital formation 

Light: element (iibhiidltiitu), 1 634-35, 791-92 n. 231; in the world 
(pajjota), 1 102-3, 140-41; perception of (ii[okasaiiiiii), II 1738 

Livelihood: right (sammii iijiva), 1 1528-29; wrong (miccha iijiva), 
1 1018-19 

Lone-dweller (ekavihiiri) 1 720-21; II 1 150-51 
Lovingkindness (mettii), 1 308, 478-79 n. 571, 502 n. 668, 707-8; 

11 1325, 1344, 1367-69, 1600, 1608, 1609, 1909 n. 94 
Lust (riiga), 1 100, 111, 129, 135, 217, 280, 281, 283-84, 357 n. 40, 

366 n. 72, 889-91, 929-30; 11 1154-55, 1 158, 1217-18, 1220-22, 
1404 n. 39, 1542. See too Delight: lust, and; Desire: lust, and; 
Lust, hatred, delusion 

Lust, hatred, delusion (riiga dosa moha), II 1215, 1228-29, 1253, 
1271, 1294-96, 1321, 1326, 1332, 1333, 1358-59; destruction of, 
II 1527, 1534-35, 1541, 1542; removal of, II 1526, 1528, 1549, 
1893 n. 15. See too Greed, hatred, delusion 

Meditators (jhiiyi), 1 1034-41 
Merit (puiiiia), 1 90, 91, 121, 122, 127, 154, 168, 184-85, 189, 314, 
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332-33, 345 n. 10, 436 n. 387; formation of, I 587-88; for 
women, 11 1292-93; streams of, 11 1821-22, 1828-30 

Middle way (majjhimii pa#padii), I 342 n. 3, 357 n. 39; 11 1350, 
1844. See too Noble Eightfold Path 

Mind (citta), I 130, 595, 769-70 n. 154, 770-71 n. 157, 854-56; 
II 1253-54, 1808-9; arousing and calming of, II 1605-7; basis 
for spiritual power, as, II 1726, 1730, 1733, 1738-39; contempla
tion of, II 1776-77, 1781-82; diversity of, I 958-59, 1088-89 
nn. 207-8; sign of, II 1635-36; well liberated, I 863, 889-90; 
II 1217-18. See too Bases of spiritual power; Establishments of 
mindfulness 

Mind (mana), I 101-2, 209, 359 n. 47, 417-18 n. 296, 595, 769-70 
n. 154; II 1687. See too Faculties: sense; Sense bases 

Mindfulness (sati), 1 137, 307, 711-12; II 1250, 1252-53, 1266, 
1628, 1657; body, directed to (kayagatii sati), I 284, 678; II 1256, 
1257, 1372, 1649; breathing, of (iiniipiinasati), II 1516-17, 
1765-87, 1948-50 nn. 289-93; enlightenment factor of, II 1569, 
1571, 1598, 1600, 1604, 1782, 1907 n. 85; faculty of, II 1670, 1671, 
1672, 1673, 1694; right, II 1529. See too Establishments of mind
fulness 

Misconduct (duccarita), I 168, 169, 185, 186, 635-36; II 1663 
Moderation in eating (bhojane mattaiiiiutti), 1 176-77; II 1193-94, 

1240 

Naga: Buddha as, I 116, 117, 289, 370 n. 87; monks as, I 116, 369 
n. 84; class of beings, I 1020-22; II 1554, 1567 

Name (niima), I 130, 535 
Name-and-form (niimarilpa), I 47-49, 100, 101, 103, 111, 114, 126, 

259, 535, 538, 539, 555, 599, 727 n. 6; consciousness, and, 
1 602-3, 608-9, 777 nn. 177-78; descent of, I 577, 592, 760 n. 115, 
768 n. 150 

Negligence (pamiida), 1 114; II 1179, 1827 
Neither-perception-nor-nonperception, base of (nevasaiiiiti

niisaiiiiiiyatana), I 634-35, 672, 1017; II 1271, 1277-78, 1307-8, 
1325, 1772 

Nibbana, I 49-52, 110, 122, 129, 131, 143, 208, 231, 288, 289, 297, 
318, 344-45 n. 8, 610-11, 931, 984-85; II 1212-13, 1239, 1253, 
1550, 1687-88; attainment of, I 588, 885, 891, 892, 942; 
II 1145-46, 1170-71, 1192-93, 1233; destruction of lust, etc., 
II 1294, 1378, 1438-39 n. 271, 1528; final, I 214-15, 251-53, 
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441-42 nn. 421-27; II 1 159, 1404 n. 41, 1543, 1725; here and 
now, 1 545, 609, 967-68; II 1216-17; in that respect, 1 883, 
1055-56 n. 56; removal of lust, etc., II 1528 

Nihilism (natthikavada), 1 993-94, 1095 n. 254; II 1365 
Noble disciple (ariyasavaka): accomplished in view (di!!hisam

panna), 1 564, 572, 585-86, 621-26, 787 n. 218; II 1545-48, 1861, 
1873-78; free from aggregates, 1 957-58, 968-69; free from 
doubt, 1 552; II 1693-94; free from identity view, 1 855-56, 
865-66, 866-67; mastery over feelings, II 1263-65; negligent 
and diligent, how, II 1827-28; stream-enterer, as, II 1789; tran
scends bad destinations, II 1805; unalterable, II 1806; who dis
mantles aggregates, 1 916-18; who understands aggregates, 
1 893-94, 935 

Noble Eightfold Path (ariya atthangika magga), 1 563-64, 571, 
603-4, 645, 895-900, 930, 959-60; 11 1239, 1253, 1494-99, 
1523-66, 1792, 1890 n. 3; analysis of, 11 1528-29; based on 
seclusion, etc., II 1524; fourth noble truth, as, II 1845; middle 
way, as, 11 1350, 1844; path to unconditioned, II 1374, 1378; 
way to Nibbana, etc., II 1294-99, 1530-31; wrong eightfold 
path, 1 930; II 1523 

Noble method (ariya fiaya), 1 579-80, 762 n. 122 
Noble One's Discipline (ariyassa vinaya), 1 711-12; II 1190, 

1226-27, 1249, 1803 
Noble silence (ariya tU/Jhibhava), 1 713, 821 n. 379 
Non-ill will (abyapada), 1 636-37 
Noncausality, doctrine of (ahetukavada), 1 995, 1096 n. 256 
Nonreturning (anagamita), 1 244, 438 (n. 403); II 1617, 1658, 1702, 

1743, 1812; fruit of, II 1655; grades of, 11 1572-73, 1702-3, 1743, 
1767, 1814, 1902-3 n. 65 

Nonself (anatta): aggregates as, 1 698-99; 855-56, 865-66, 866-67, 
901-2, 909-10, 947-48, 969, 1066-67 n. 91; all phenomena, as, 
1 946, 1084 n. 180; consciousness, as, 11 1232-33. See too 
Aggregates: impermanent, suffering, nonself; Sense bases: 
impermanent, suffering, nonself 

Nothingness, base of (akiiicaiifiiiyatana), 1 634-35, 672, 1017; 
11 1271, 1277, 1306-7, 1325, 1611, 1772 

Nutriment (ahara): fourfold, I 540-41, 566-67, 597, 599-601, 
731-32 nn.18-19; hindrances and enlightenment factors, of, 
11 1568-70, 1597-99 
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Offence (apatti), I 712, 820-21 n. 375; II 1244, 1425 n. 190 
Once-returner (sakadagami), II 1812, 1814 
Ordination, higher (upasampada), 1 255, 547-48, 739 n. 43; II 1243 

Paccekabuddha, I 183-84, 408-9 n. 247 
Parents, I 273, 277, 329 
Passion (pari!aha), I 630-34, 635-37 
Past lives, recollection of (pubbellivasanussati), I 614, 673-74, 914, 

1069-70 n. 108; II 1727-28, 1760 
Path (magga): I 96, 122, 135, 142, 383 n. 133, 386 n. 150; for aban

doning desire, II 1732-33; supramundane, II 1490-92; that par
takes of penetration, II 1585-86; to destruction of suffering, 
11 1539, 1582, 1656-57, 1718-19, 1750; to final knowledge, 
II 1588-89; to unconditioned, II 1372-78. See too Noble 
Eightfold Path 

Patience (khanti), 1 257, 316, 321-24, 326 
Patimokkha, II 1662 
Pavara�a, I 286-88 
Perception (saiiiiil): aggregate, as, 1 896, 899, 915, 951, 1072 n. 114, 

1086 n. 191; diversity of, I 630-34; impermanence, of, I 961-62; 
inversion of, 1 283, 461 n. 503; proliferated II 1174; repulsiT/e, 
etc., of, II 1609-11, 1751-52, 1770-71, 1911 n. 110; sensual, etc., 
1 635-36; skeleton, etc., of, II 1617-21 

Person (puggala), I 305, 474 (n. 559), 872, 964, 1051 n. 37 
Phenomena, contemplation of (dhammanupassana), II 1777, 1782. 

See too Establishments of mindfulness 
Pleasure and pain (sukha-dukkha), 1 548-49, 559-62, 978-79; 

II 1184, 1206, 1236. See too Feeling 
Powers (bala), I 922, 959-60; II 1374, 1377, 1688-89, 1713-17 
Prayer, efficacy of, II 1336-38 
Proliferation (papaiica, papaficita), II 1 174, 1259, 1409 n. 71 
Proximate cause (upanisa), 1 553-56 
Pure Abodes (suddhilvasa), I 1 15-16, 369 n. 83 
Purification (visuddhi), I 903-4, 958-59 

Quest (pariyesana), 1 630-34, 635-37 

Rapture (Pili), 1 554; II 1283-84, 1569-70, 1571-72, 1598-99, 1601, 
1604, 1783, 1907 n. 88. See too Factors of enlightenment; Jhanas 

Rebirth (upapaUi), I 184, 185-88, 409 n. 249, 614-15, 638, 674, 
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1021-29; 11 1287-89, 1333-38, 1392-93, 1878-79, 1885-88. See 
too Bad destination; Divine eye; Good destination; Heaven; 
Hell; Past lives, recollection of 

Refuge, going for (sara1;lagamal1a), 1 116, 255, 268, 370 n. 85, 547; 
II 1309, 1311, 1811, 1813 

Release (vossagga), II 1524, 1548-49, 1567, 1671, 1672, 1673, 1694, 
1891-92 n. 71, 1930-31 n. 194 

Renewed existence (punabbhava), 1 541, 576, 600-1, 733 n. 24; 
11 1258, 1846, 1852, 1853 

Renunciation (nekkhamma), 1 636-37, 1012-14 
Restlessness and remorse (uddhacca-kukkucca), II 1568, 1597-98, 

1600, 1603, 1612, 1614, 1909 n. 96, 1910 n. 99. See too Hindrances 
Restraint of senses (il1driyasa1J1vara): by not grasping signs, 

II 1179-80, 1180-81, 1193-94, 1198-99, 1239, 1241; fulfils good 
conduct, II 1575-76; with measureless mind, II 1204, 1246-47, 
1249, 1255-56 

Reverence (giirava), 1 234-35; II 1700 
Revulsion (nibbidii), 1 554, 647, 648, 882, 889-90, 977-78, 1054-55 

n. 52, 1059 n. 68; revulsion, dispassion, cessation, etc., II 1583, 
1656, 1719, 1803, 1841-43, 1858; revulsion, dispassion, libera
tion, 1 596, 597, 616, 651-53, 902-3, 904-5, 952, 955, 984, 1003; 
11 1146, 1185, 1195-96, 1216, 1235-36 

Sacrifice (yaiiiia), 1 171-72, 260, 262-63, 402-3 nn. 214-15 
Sarrsara, I 528-29, 594, 651-61, 957, 958; II 1694, 1852, 1860 
Sangha, I 115, 134, 248, 332, 333, 918-19; confidence in, 1 579; 

II 1310, 1789; recollection of, 1 319-20; schism in, 1 691; II 1234, 
1422 n. 171; veneration of, 1 334, 336-37 

Searches (esana), II 1559 
Seclusion (patisallana), 1 864; II 1181, 1219, 1838 
Seclusion (viveka) 1 90, 221, 294, 343 n. 6; II 1324; seclusion, dis

passion, cessation, II 1524, 1548-49, 1567, 1784-85, 1891 n. 7 
Security from bondage (yogakkhema), 1 267, 451 n. 463, 663-64, 

798 n. 270; II 1184, 1618, 1700 
Self (atta): accomplishment in, II 1544-48, 1896 n. 33; aggregates 

as, 1 855-56, 865, 866, 885-86, 922-23, 935; as world, 1 923, 
979-80, 992; is there one? II 1393-94; one's own most dear, 
1 170-71; refuge, as, 1 882-83, 1055 n. 53; II 1637, 1644, 1645, 
1921 n. 143; speculations on, 1 1000-1; who is it? 1 946 

Self-control (dama), 1 316, 487-88 n. 602 
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Sense bases (ayatana), I 206, 207, 208-9, 229, 381 n. 126, 394 

n. 182, 535, 555, 559; II 1121-28, 1133-1259, 1398 n. 3, 1399 n. 5, 
1400 n. 9; all, as, II 1140-44, 1147; basis for views, as, 
II 1389-90; burning, II 1143; empty village, as, II 1238-39; grat
ification, danger, escape, II 1136-39; impermanent, suffering, 
nonself, 1 695; II 1 133-36, 1147, 1156, 1157, 1 162, 1166, 1172-73, 
1184-85, 1195, 1210-1 1, 1212, 1214, 1233; near and far shores, 
as, II 1242; not yours, II 1181-82, 1210; ocean, as, II 1226-27; 
old kamma, as, II 1211; origin and passing of, II 1251; truth of 
suffering, as, II 1848 

Sensual desire (kamacchanda), II 1568, 1597, 1599, 1603, 161 1, 
1613, 1616, 1908 n. 93, 1909 n. 99. See too Hindrances 

Sensual pleasure (klima), I 98, 100, 111,  169-70, 210, 211, 221-22, 
224, 295, 861, 931; II 1248, 1253, 1276; chief of, I 175; cords of 
(klimagUl:za), I 598; II 1 191, 1243, 1275-76, 1284, 1285, 1538, 1564, 
1632, 1634 

Sensuality element (klimadhatu), I 635-36 
Serenity (samatha), II 1253, 1324, 1373, 1374, 1558 
Seven bodies, doctrine of (sattakayavada), I 995-97, 1096 n. 260 
Sexual misconduct (klimesu micchacara), II 1341-44, 1363-64, 1798 
Shame (hiri), I 678; II 1523 
Sign (nimitta): beautiful, of, II 1568, 1597, 1900-1 n. 54; external, 

1 698-99, 909-10; forms, of, etc., 1 860-61, 1048 n. 22, 1161; foul
ness, of, II 1599, 1908 n. 93; grasping of, II 1233-34, 1422 n. 170; 
one's own mind, of, II 1635-36; repulsive, of, II 1568, 1597; 
serenity, of, II 1570, 1599, 1601, 1901 n. 62 

Signless (animitta): concentration, I 284, 461 n. 506, 920; II 1308, 
1326, 1440 n. 280, 1637; contact, II 1324; liberation, II 1326 

Sleep, I 200, 203-4, 294, 313; II 1234, 1235 
Sloth and torpor (thina-middha), II 1568, 1597, 1600, 1603, 1612, 

1614, 1737-39, 1909 n. 95, 1910 n. 99. See too Hindrances 
Soul (jiva), 1 574-75, 756 n. 107, 998 
Specific conditionality (idappaccayata), I 231, 551.  See too 

Dependent origination 
Speech: defamatory, I 244, 245-46; disputatious (viggayha kathli) 

1 862; II 1842-3; false (musa vada), I 687, 693; II 1341-44, 1364, 

1798; good and bad, I 136; pointless (tiracchlina), II 1843; right 
(samma vaca), II 1528; well spoken (subhlisita), I 139, 274, 
284-85, 323-24 

Spiritual powers (iddhi), I 613, 639, 673; II 1320, 1727, 1731, 1736, 
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Stains (mala), II 1561 
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Stinginess (macchera), I 106-7, 108, 121, 123-24, 154 
Stream-enterer (sotiipanna), I 578, 761 n. 118, 965, 992-1000, 

1004-7, 1091 n. 221, 1099-1 100 n. 270; II 1668-69, 1678, 1680, 

1789-1834 passim, 1954 n. 322 
Stream-entry (sotapatti): factors for, II 1792, 1831, 1836-37, 1955 

n. 325; factors of, 1 578-79, 762 n. 120; II 1517-20, 1670, 
1788-1837 passim 

Striving, right (sammappadhiina), I 197, 413 n. 270, 922, 959-60; 
11 1373, 1376, 1670, 1709-12 

Suffering (dukkha): aggregates as, 1 963; II 1848; all feeling is, 
1 569-70; II 1271; arises and ceases, II 230, 430 n. 361 ; arising of, 
1 649, 876, 1008-11; II 1139-40; conditioned by contact, 
1 557-58, 563; delight in, I 648-49; end of, 1 589; II 1166, 1176, 
1858-59; full understanding of, II 1161-62, 1214; how created, 
1 429 n. 338, 546-47, 556-58, 562-63; its cessation, and, 1 938, 
1080-81 n. 165; noble truth of, II 1844-45; origination and ces
sation of, I 537-40, 580-81, 582-83, 593-94, 763 n. 123; 
II 1348-50; release from, I 104, 106, 129, 153; sense bases as, 
II 1162, 1214, 1848; source of, I 210, 419 n. 301, 586-87, 604; 
threefold, II 1299, 1561. See too Four Noble Truths 

Suicide, I 213-14, 420 nn. 309-14, 938-41, 1082 n. 172; II 1164-67, 
1407 nn. 55-57, 1773-74 

SupaI)1).as, I 1023-24; II 1704 
Superior person (sappurisa), I 183, 329; II 1536, 1537 

Taints (asava), 1 570, 753 n. 99; 11 1297, 1560-61, 1664, 1698; 
destruction of, I 553-54, 674, 894, 922-23, 959, 1064 n. 78, 1075 
n. 131; II 1148, 1195, 1542, 1702, 1786-87, 1825, 1855; liberation 
from, I 884-85; II 1196 

Taking what is not given (adinnadana), 11 1341-44, 1362-63, 
1797-98 

Tangle (jata), 1 101, 259, 358-59 (nn. 43-46) 
Tathagata(s), 1 203, 204, 219, 331, 860-61, 930, 933, 937, 950; 

II 1208, 1847, 1856; after death, I 680, 936-38, 998-99, 1080 
n. 163; II 1381-92, 1394; aggregates, and, 1 932, 937, 1079 
nn. 152-53; II 1381-82; chief of beings, II 1550; dwelling of, 
II 1778, 1779-80; lion's roar, I 552, 553, 913-14. See too Buddha 

Thirst (tasiIJa), 11 1562-63 
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Thought (vitakka), I 181, 282, 307; renunciation, etc., of, I 636-37; 
sensual, etc., I 635-36, 920; II 1841; unwholesome, I 280, 294, 
301 

Time (kala), I 91, 98, 158-59, 352 n. 32 
Trainee (sekha), I 564, 566, 572, 585-86, 684-85, 688-89, 750 n. 85, 

751 n. 88, 1083 n. 176; II 1207, 1533, 1630, 1653, 1696-97, 1754, 
1778, 1 779 

Tranquillity (passaddhi), 1 554; II 1271-72, 1570, 1572, 1599, 1601, 
1604, 1783, 1901 n. 61, 1907-8 n. 89, 1910 n. 102. See too Factors 
of enlightenment 

Triple knowledge (tevijjrz), I 261, 287, 293, 437 n. 395, 445-46 
n. 445. See too True knowledge 

Troubles (nigha), II 1562 
True knowledge (vijja): aggregates, of, 1 967, 972-75; forerunner, 

as, II 1523, 1889 n. 1; Four Noble Truths, of, II 1851; liberation, 
and (vijjavimutti), II 1542, 1557, 1575, 1577, 1784-85; sense 
bases, of, II 1 148, 1 160-61; six things that partake of, II 1791 

Truth (sacca), I 134, 285, 315, 316, 461-62 n. 510, 485 n. 597 

Unconditioned (asankhata), II 1 13 1-32, 1372-78 
Undeclared (abyakata), II 1133, 1380-95 
Underlying tendencies (anusaya): aggregates, towards, I 878-79, 

945, 1053 n. 47; conceit, to, I 698-99, 714, 909-10, 927, 947-48; 
feelings, towards, II 1261, 1263-65, 1267-68, 1268-69; seven, 
II 1564; uprooting of, II 1 148-49, 1542, 1701, 1786 

Unstirred (aneja), II 1 170-71 
Unwholesome states (akusala dhammti), I 706, 859; II 1178-79, 

1246-47, 1250, 1535 
Uposatha, I 286, 308, 463 n. 513, 479-80 n. 573, 1020-21 
Urgency, sense of (salJ'lvega), I 294-303, 914; II 1618 

Vehicle of Dhamma (dhammayilna), I 122; II 1526 
Verses (giltha), I 130, 379-80 n. 120 
View, accomplishment in (ditthisampada), II 1545-48 
View, right (sammii ditthi), I 332, 544, 889; II 1217, 1242, 1528, 

1861 
Views, speculative (diUhi), I 230, 237-38, 239-41, 848-49, 885, 

978-81, 991-1003, 1031-33; 11 1317-18, 1841-42, 1 865; exffitence 
and extermination, of, I 920, 1074 n. 125; past and future, of, 
1 885, 1056 n. 60; pernicious, I 931; self, of (attiinuditthi), I 981; 
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sixty-two, II 1317-18; wrong (micella ditthi), 1 980-81; II 1220, 
1362-65. See too Identity view 

Virtue (sUa), I 127, 173-74, 234, 331-32; II 1579, 1629, 1650; 
accomplished in, II 1543-48, 1825, 1896 n. 33; dear to noble 
ones, I 579, 762 n. 121; II 1310, 1789 

Vision of Dhamma (dhammacakkhu), I 621-26; II 1158, 1196, 1846 
Vital formations (ayusankhara), I 708, 819 n. 366; II 1725, 1941 

n. 254 
Volition (eetana, sancetanti), 1 561, 598-99, 696, 774 nn. 166-67 
Volitional formations (sankllara): aggregate, as, I 896, 899, 915, 

951-52, 1065 n. 85, 1071-72 nn. 1 1 2-13, 1086-87 n. 193; 
dependent origination, in, 1 535, 538, 539, 555, 561-62, 587-88, 
600, 727 n. 7, 749 n. 78, 765 n. 136, 775 n. 1 72; leading to birth 
and death, II 1866-68, 1870-71, 1964 n. 402; of striving 
II 1729-30. See too Aggregates; Bases for spiritual power; 
Dependent origination 

Wakefulness (jagariya), II 1194, 1240 
Wanderers of other sects (aniiatitthiya paribbajaka), I 556-58, 612, 

936; II 11 61-62, 1214, 1296, 1339, 1340, 1392, 1527, 1542, 1602-3, 
1605, 1607-8 

War, I 177-78; II 1335 
Wealth, 1 182-83, 315-16; II 1351-56 
Wearing away (nijjara), II 1358-59 
Wheel of Dhamma (dhammacakka), II 1846, 1962 n. 383 
Wheel-turning monarch (raja cakkavatti), I 288, 463 n. 515; 

11 1330-31, 1594, 1788 
Wholesome states (kusala dhamma), 1 859; II 1178-79, 1356-58, 

1535, 1536, 1589-90, 1629, 1645, 1662, 1663 
Wisdom (panna), I 127, 129, 134, 137, 159, 1 74, 234, 315-16, 382 

n. 130, 485 n. 597, 537-40, 552, 601-3, 639; II 1837; arising and 
passing, of, II 1822, 1825; faculty of, II 1 670, 1671, 1673, 1691, 
1694, 1695-96, 1698, 1703-4 

Wise man (pa1J4ita), I 549-50 
Women (itthi, matugama), I 129, 135, 136, 179, 222-23, 425; 

11 1 197, 1286-93, 1826 
World (loka): disintegrating, as, II 1162, 1163; empty, as, 

II 1163-64; end of, I 1 57-58, 393-94 n. 182; II 1188-90; eternal, 
etc., as, I 997 (see too Etemalism; Views, speculative); existence 
and nonexistence of, I 544, 734-36 nn. 29-30; in Noble One's 
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Discipline, II 1190; on fire, I 227; origin and passing of, 
1 581-82, 585-86; sense bases as, II 1153; system (lokadhiitu), 
1 250; II 1846 

Worldling (puthujjana), I 595, 769 n. 153, 854-55, 865, 866, 930, 
934-35, 957, 958, 968; 11 1253, 1257-58, 1263-65 

Wrathful (calJ{ia), II ]332 

Yakkhas, 1 85-86, 305-16, 338, 362 n. 57 
Young devas (devaputta), I 75-77, 139-63, 384-85 n. 141 
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Abhaya, Prince, II 1615, 1913 
Abhibhu, bhikkhu, I 249-51, 

441 nn. 419-20 
Abhibhuta Thera, I 441 n. 420 
Abhiiljaka, bhikkhu, I 668-69 
Aciravati, river, II 1549 
Agga!ava Cetiya, 1 280, 281, 

282 
Aggika Bharadvaja, I 260-62, 

445 n. 443 
AhiITlsaka Bharadvaja, 

1 258-59, 445 n. 441 
Ajatasattu, King, I 177-78, 

405-6 nn. 233-34, 407 n. 238, 
693, 709 

Ajita Kesakambali, I 164, 399 n. 
200 1095 n. 254; II 1392, 1456 
n. 380 

Akanittila realm, II 1573, 1703, 
1743, 1768, 1903 n. 65 

Akkosaka Bharadvaja, I 255-57 
Akotaka, young deva, 1 161, 

162 
A!avaka, King, 1 484 n. 593, 488 

n. 604 
A!avaka, yakkha, I 314-16, 484 

n. 593, 488 n. 604 
A!avi, I 280, 281, 282, 314, 484 

n. 593 

A!avika, bhikkhuni, I 221, 424 
n. 331 

Ambapali's Grove, II 1627, 
1628, 1757 

Ananda, I 152, 159-60, 180-81, 
252-53, 278, 283-84, 297, 
386-87 n. 151, 391 n. 17t, 
393-94 n. 182, 394 n. 183, 395 
n. 185, 441 n. 420, 442 n. 421, 
460 n. 501, 461 nn. 502-3, 470 
n. 541-42, 557-59, 560-62, 
594, 604, 611, 612-13, 639, 
668, 675-76, 676-79, 691, 
783-84 n. 206, 802 
nn. 286-90, 803 n. 293, 804 
n. 296, 871, 880-81, 921, 
928-29, 946-47, 982-83, 
1015-18, 1092-93 n. 238; 
II 1163-64, 1189-92, 
1199-1200, 1231-33, 1273-74, 
1275-78, 1393-94, 1413 n. 97, 
1524-25, 1525-26, 1533�35, 
1636-40, 1643-44, 1650-51, 
1654-55, 1686, 1723-24, 
1732-34, 1740-42, 1743-44, 
1773-74, 1775-77, 1780-85, 
1791-92, 1799-1802, 1803-5, 
1816-20, 1869-70, 1890 n. 5, 
1892 n. 8, 1921 n. 141, 1924 

2049 
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n. 160, 1936 n. 222, 1941 
n. 250, 1945 n. 266, n. 268, 
1958 n. 351 

PurrathapU}<;iika, I 123, 151-52, 
311-13, 377 nn. 104-5, 481-82 
nn. 584-89, 578-80, 794 n. 246; 
II 1816-20, 1924 n. 160, 1958 
n. 351, 1959 n. 365 

Andhakavinda I 248 
Anga, 1 497 n. 645; II 1693 
Angirasa, I 176, 292, 405 n. 228 
Aftjana Grove, I 149; II 1575, 

1688 
Aftfta KOl).<;iaftfta, 1 290-91, 465 

n. 524, 466 nn. 525-26; 
II 1847, 1962 n. 383 

Anoja, Queen, I 824 n. 400 
Anuradha, bhikkhu, I 936-38 
Anuruddha, I 240, 241, 252-53, 

297-98, 309, 442 n. 421, 443 
n. 427, 638-39, 668, 743 n. 57; 
II 1287-89, 1437-38 n. 263, 
1652-54, 1750-61, 1947 n. 280 

Apana, II 1693 
Arati, Mara's daughter, 

1 217-20 
AriHha, bhikkhu, II 1768-69, 

1950 n. 294 
Aru1).ava, I 249 
Arul).avati, I 249 
Asama, young deva, I 161 
Asibandhakaputta, headman, 

II 1336-44 
Asoka, bhikkhu, II 1801 
Asoka, layman, II 1801 
Asoka, bhikkhuni, II 1801 
Asoka, laywoman, II 1801 
Assaji, bhikkhu, I 941-42, 

1082 n. 175 
Assaroha, headman, II 1336 

Asurindaka Bharadvaja, 
1 257-58 

AHhakavagga, I 85�, 862 
Avanti, I 859, 862, 1046 n. 16 

II 1200, 1201, 1318 
Avid hell, I 374 n. 93, 390 

n. 166, 439 n. 408; II 1448 
n. 337, 1449 n. 341 

Aviha, I 125, 369 n. 83, 378 
n. 109 

Ayojjha, I 951 

Bahiya, bhikkhu, II 1169-70, 
1645-46 

Bahiya Oaruciriya, II 1410 n. 75 
Bahudanti, I 125 
Bahuputta Shrine, 1 678, II 1723 
Baka, Brahma, I 237 
Bamboo Gate, II 1796 
Bamboo Grove, I 147, 199, 

212-13, 254, 255, 257, 258, 
260, 290, 313, 314, 331, 545, 
556, 612, 655, 658, 666-70, 
676, 700, 715, 720, 887, 889, 
938, 941, 1018; II 1144, 1152, 
1164, 1199, 1346, 1580-81, 
1654-55, 1790, 1864 

Bandhula, general, 1 401 n. 211 
Bara1).asi. See Isipatana 
Bavari, brahmin, I 378 n. 111 
Beluvagamaka, II 1636 
Bhadda, bhikkhu, II 1533-35, 

1650-51 
Bhadda, layman, II 1801 
Bhaddadeva, I 125 
Bhaddiya, bhikkhu, I 125 
Bhaddiya the Sakyan, II 1831 
Bhadraka, headman, II 1348-50 
Bhaggas. See SUl!1Sumaragira 
Bhal).<;ia, bhikkhu, I 668-69 



Bhaiilia, 1 905, 1068 n. 96 
Bharadvaja, bhikkhu, I 660 
Bharadvaja, brahmin (1), 

I 254-55, 256, 257, 258, 
443-44 nn. 428-31 

Bharadvaja, brahmin (2), 
1 264-66 

Bhesaka!a Grove. See 
SUf!1sumaragira 

Bhiyyosa, bhikkhu, I 660 
Bhumija, bhikkhu, I 556-61, 

748 n. 75 
Bilangika Bharadvaja, 1 258, 

445 n. 439 
Black Rock. See Isigili Slope 
Blind Men's Grove, I 221, 222, 

223, 229, 425 n. 332; II 1195, 
1757 

Boar's Cave, II 1699 
Brahma, I 249-51, 918 
Brahmadeva, I 235-36 
Brahmajala Sutta, I 748 n. 73, 

1056 n. 60; II 1317, 1441 
n. 292 

Brick Hall. See Natika. 

Cala, bhikkhuni, I 226, 428 
n. 350 

Campa, 1 292 
Cal).<;ia, headman, II 1332-33, 

1448 n. 332 
Candana, young deva, I 148; 

II 1313, 1440 n. 284 
Candanangalika, I 175-76, 

404-5 n. 227 
Candima, young deva, 

1 144-45, 388 n. 156, n. 159 
Candimasa, young deva, 

1 146-47 
Capala Shrine, II 1723-25 
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Ceti, King, I 493 n. 624 
Cetiyans, II 1857 
Channa, bhikkhu (1), I 946-47, 

1083 n. 179, 1084 n. 182 
Channa, bhikkhu (2), 

II 1164-67, 1405-7 nn. 48-57 
passim 

Cira, bhikkhuni, I 314 
Ciravasi, boy, II 1349 
Citta, householder, I 688, 812 

n. 328; II 1130, 1314-41, 
1440-41 n. 285, 1959 n. 365 

Cock's Park, II 1533-35, 
1650-51 

Cool Grove, 1 311, 482 n. 585; 
II 1154 

Cu!akokanada, devata, I 119 
Cii!atissa, Uruvelayavasi 

Thera, I 791 n. 230 
Cunda, novice, II 1643-44, 

1924 n. 158 

Dakkhil).agiri, I 266, 676, 803 
n. 293 

Damali, young deva, I 141 
Dasaka, bhikkhu, I 942-44 
Dasarahas, I 708, 819-20 n. 367 
Devadaha, I 856; II 1206 
Devadatta, I 247, 370 n. 86, 405 

n. 233, 406 n, 234, 438 n. 401, 
440 n. 411, 493 n. 624, 639, 
691-93, 803 n. 295, 813 
nn. 333-34, 821 nn .  376-77, 
1918 n. 130 

Devahita, brahmin, I 269-71 
Dhammadinna, layman, 

II 1833-34, 1959 n. 365, 1960 
n. 366 

Dhanaftjaru, brahmin lady, 
I 254, 443 n. 428 
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Dighalatthi, young deva, I 147 
Dighanakha, 1 753 n. 97, 822 

n. 383 
Dighavu, youth, II 1790-91 

Eastern Gatehouse, II 1689 
Eastern Park, I 173, 286, 403 

n. 218, 423; II 1686, 1690-92, 
1731 

Ekana!a, I 267 
Ekasala, I 204 
Elder, bhikkhu, I 720-21 

Four Great Kings, I 489 n. 605, 
498 n. 651; II 1835, 1846 

Gaggara Lotus Pond, I 292 
Ganges, river, I 656, 951, 1085 

n. 188; II 1241-43, 1250-51, 
1548, 1558, 1622, 1665, 1704, 
1709, 1713, 1746, 1756, 1762 

Gavampati, bhikkhu, II 1857 
Gaya, I 306; II 1143 
Gaya's Head, I 440 n. 411; 
-II 1 143, 1401 n. 13 

Ghatikara, devata, I 125, 156, 
377-78 n. 109, 378 n. 115 

Ghosita's Park, I 610, 921, 
946-47; II 1197, 1199, 1231, 
1232, 1578, 1692, 1696, 1732 

Girimekha, I 822 n. 389 
Goatherd's Banyan Tree, 1 195, 

196, 215, 233-34, 421-22 
n. 316, 498 n. 649; II 1647, 
1661, 1669 

Godatta, bhikkhu, II 1325-26, 
1444 n. 308 

Godhii the Sakyan, II 1809-11 
Godhika, bhikkhu, 1 213-15, 

419-20 n. 308, 421 n. 314, 
1081 n. 169, 1082 n. 172 

Gotamaka Shrine, II 1723 
Great Conflagration, hell of, 

II 1867 
Great Wood (Kapilavatthu), 

1 1 15, 918 
Great Wood (Vesali), I 118, 

119, 206, 330, 709, 903, 936; 
II 1196, 1266, 1723, 1773, 
1821, 1869 

Haliddakani, householder, 
I 859, 862; II 1200 

Haliddavasana, II 1607 
Harika, executioner, I 704 
Hatthaka Alavaka, I 488 n. 604, 

688, 812 n. 328; II 1959 n. 365 
Hattharoha, headman, II 1336 
Hatthigama, II 1197 
Himalayas, 1 209-10, 624, 625, 

716; II 1554, 1567, 1633, 
1877-78 

Hot Springs Park, I 97-98 

Icchanangala, II 1778, 1780 
Inda's Peak, Mount, 1 305, 474 

n. 558 
Indaka, I 305 
Indra, 1 918 
Isana, deva-king, I 319, 491 

n. 612 
Isidatta, bhikkhu, II 1316-19, 

1441 n. 289 
Isidatta, chamberlain, 

II 1 793-96, 1955 n. 326 
Isigili Slope, I 213-14, 291, 

939-41 
Isipatana, I 197, 198, 413 n. 269, 

607, 663, 679, 901, 946, 970, 
973-75; II 1230, 1383, 1386, 
1833, 1843, 1846 



Jatini, 1 297-98, 471 n. 543 
Jambudipa, 1 651; II 1703, 

1860-61 
Jambukhadaka, wanderer, 

II 1130, 1294-1300, 1438 
n. 270 

Jantu, I 156-57 
Jal).ussol).i, brahmin, 1 584, 763 

n. 127; 11 1525, 1892-93 
Jata Bharadvaja, I 259-260 
Javanahaqlsa, 1 819 n. 365 
Jentu Thera, 1 452 n. 469 
Jeta's Grove, I 123, 151-52, 377 

n. 105, 714-15, 877; II 1182, 
1210, 1794 

Jotika, householder, II 1790-91 
Jotipala, 1 378 n. 109 
Jivaka's Mango Grove, II 1218, 

1219 

Kaccanagotta, I 544-45, 947 
Kakka�a, layman, II 1801 
Kakudha, young deva, 

1 149-50 
Kakusandha, Buddha, I 537, 

660, 729 n. 12, 797 n. 264; 
II 1428 n. 205 

Kalara the Khattiya, I 567�8, 
752 n. 93 

Kaligodha, Sakyan lady, II 1826 
Kalit.i.ga, I 704 
Kalhi.ga, layman, II 1801 
Kamabhii, bhikkhu, II 1231-32, 

1320-24 
Kamada, young deva, I 142 
Kamal).�a, II 1204 
Kammasadamma, I 593, 604 
Kapilavatthu, I 115, 918, 1073 

n. 120; II 1 244, 1779, 1808, 
1824, 1826, 1832, 1834 
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Kappa, bhikkhu, 1 972 
Kappa, youth, I 239, 437 n. 391 
Kasi, I 177 
Kasi Bharadvaja, I 267�8 
Kassapa, Buddha, I 126, 378 

n. 109, 425 n. 332, 475 n. 563, 
485 n. 595, 537, 660, 703, 
704-5, 729 n. 12; II 1699 

Kassapa, naked ascetic (1), 
I 545-48, 739 n. 43 

Kassapa, naked ascetic (2), 
II 1328-30 

Kassapa, young deva, I 139, 
140 

Kassapagotta, bhikkhu, 1 296 
Kassapaka's Park, 1 941 
Katamorakatissaka, I 243, 438 

n. 401 
Katissaka, layman, II 1801 
Kesava, 1 436 nn. 390-91 
Khara, yakkha, I 306 
Khema, young deva, I 153-54 
Khema, bhikkhuni, I 427 

n. 342, 689, 812 n. 329; 
II 1380-83, 1455 n. 373 

Khemaka, bhikkhu, 1 942-46, 
1083 n. 176 

Khomadussa, 1 279, 454 n. 482 
Khujjuttara, laywoman, 1 689, 

812 n. 329 
Kimbila, bhikkhu, 11 1243-44, 

1775 
Kimbila, II 1243, 1775 
Kisagotami, bhikkhuni, 

1 223-24 
Kokalika, bhikkhu, 1 243, 

244-47, 358 n. 42, 438 n. 402, 
438-39 n. 403, 439 n. 407, 493 
n. 624 

Kokanada, devata, 1 118-19 
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Koliyans, I 368 n. 82; 
II 1359-60, 1452 n. 360, 1607 

KOl).agamana, Buddha, I 537, 
660, 729 n. 12, 797 n. 264 

Kosambi, 1 610, 921, 946-47, 
1075 n. 128; II 1197, 1 199, 
1231, 1232, 1241, 1578, 1692, 
1696, 1732, 1857 

Kotigama, II 1852-53 
Kumudu hell, 1 246 
KUl.:u;ialiya, wanderer, 

11 1575-77 
Kuraraghara, l 859, 862; II 1200 
Kurus, 1 593, 604, 729 n. 183 
Kusavati, 1 954 
Kusinara, 1 251; II 1924 n. 157 

Lakkhal).a, bhikkhu, 1 531, 
700-5, 814-15 n. 343 

Lakul).taka Bhaddiya, 1 718, 
822-23 n. 390; II 1442 n. 296 

Licchavis, 1 709; II 1821 
Lohicca, brahmin, II 1201-4 
Lomasavangisa, bhikkhu, 

II 1779-80 

Macchikasal).<;la, II 1314-30 
passim 

Maddakucchi Deer Park, 1 116, 
203 

Magadha, 1 497 n. 645, 660; 
II 1294 

Magadha, young deva, 
1 140-41 

Magha, youth, 1 329, 347 n. 19, 
386 n. 146, 496 n. 636 

Magha, young deva, 1 140, 386 
n. 146 

Maghava (Sakka), I 329, 335, 
336, 337, 339 

Mahabrahma, I 430 n. 362, 432 
n. 367, 447 n. 447, 453 n. 476, 
497 n. 645 

Mahacunda, II 1 164-66, 1406 
n. 52, 1581-82 

Mahaka, bhikkhu, II 1319-20 
Mahakaccana, 1 859-63, 1046-47 

nn. 16-18, 1200-1, 1201-4 
Mahakappina, I 240, 721-23, 

824 n. 400 
Mahakassapa, 1 240, 470 n. 541, 

529-30, 638-39, 662-81, 
797-809 nn. 266-315 passim; 
II 1580-81 

Mahakotthita, 1 607-9, 781 
n. 193, 970-71, 973-76; 
11 1219, 1230-31, 1383-88 

Mahali, Licchavi, 1 330, 903-4 
Mahamoggallana, 1 239-41, 

244, 245-46, 291-92, 358 
n. 42, 438 n. 402, 461 n. 504, 
638-39, 661, 688, 700-5, 
713-14, 715-16, 800 n. 281, 
815 n. 344, n. 346, 821 
nn. 378-80; II l BO, 1245-48, 
1302-13, 1388-92, 1439-40 
nn. 276-84 passim, 1581, 
1644-45, 1652, 1731-32, 
1744-45, 1750-53, 1754, 
1806-7, 1832, 1924-25 n. 162, 
1925 n. 163 

Mahanama the Sakyan, 
11 1779-80, 1808-16, 1824-25, 
1831, 1834-36, 1957 n. 338, 
n. 342 

Mahapajapati Gotami, 1 823 
n. 393 

Mahasiva Thera, II 1940 n. 249 
Mahasudassana, King, 

1 1087-88 nn.199-20l 



Mahi, river, II 1542 
Makkarakata, II 1201 
Makkhali Gos�ila, 1 161, 162, 

164, 396 n. 190, 397 
nn. 192-93, 1067 n. 92, 1096 
n. 256, 1096-97 n. 260; 11 1392 

Mallas (Mallikas), II 1348, 1695 
Mallika, Queen, I 170-71, 179, 

401 n. 212, 407 n. 238 
Maluilkyaputta, bhikkhu, 

II 1175-78, 1409-10 n. 72 
Manadinna, householder, 

II 1655 
Manatthaddha, brahmin, 

1 272-74 
Mat:J.avagamiya, young deva, 

1 161, 163 
Mat:J.ibhadda, yakkha, I 307 
Mal)icutaka, headman, 

11 1346-47 
Mat:J.imalaka Shrine, I 307 
Mara, I 79-81, 125, 162-63, 

195-230, 352 n. 33, 398 n. 198, 
411-24 nn. 260-330 passim, 
425 n. 336, 455 n. 487, 474-75 
n. 561, 682, 683, 709-10, 717, 
723, 822 n. 389, 906-8, 941, 
984, 986, 989-90; 11 1152-53, 
1 187-88, 1228, 1241, 1246-47, 
1258, 1403 n. 30, 1595, 
1632-34, 1 724-25, 1941 
nn. 250-51 

Mara's daughters. See Arati, 
Raga, Tat:J.ha 

Matali, charioteer, I 321-22, 
325, 330-37, 491 n. 615, 493 
n. 621 
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Migajala, bhikkhu, II 1150-52, 
1403 n. 26 

Migalat:J.<;J.ika, sham ascetic, 
II 1952 n. 302 

Migapathaka, II 1314, 1441 
n. 285 

Migara's Mother, Mansion of. 
See Eastern Park 

Mogharaja, bhikkhu, I 1 1 1-12, 
367 nn. 74-75; II 1994 n. 261 

Mo!iyaphagguna, bhikkhu, 
1 541-42, 568, 732 n. 21, 752 
n. 93 

MoFyasivaka, wanderer, 
II 1278-79, 1435 n. 250 

Musila, bhikkhu, I 609-11 ,  
782-83 nn. 200-4 

Nagadatta, bhikkhu, I 298-99 
Nagaraka, I 180; II 1524 
Nakulapita, householder, 

1 853-56, 1043 n. I, 1201 
Nalakagama, II 1294, 1643 
Nalanda, II 1 197, 1336, 1338, 

1340, 1345, 1640 
Namuci (Mara), I 163, 398 

n. 198 
Nanda, bhikkhu, I 719-20, 823 

n. 393 
Nanda, cowherd, II 1243 
Nanda, young deva, I 158-59 
Nanda, bhikkhuni, 

II 1799-1800 
Nandaka the Licchavi, II 1821 
Nandana Grove, I 94, 298, 347 

n. 19, 376 n. 100, 390 n. 166, 
489 n. 606; II 1788 

Medakathalika, acrobat, II 1648 Nandana, young deva, 
Metteyya, Buddha, I 797 1 147-48 

nn. 263-64, 1414 n. 100 Nandivisala, young deva, I 159 
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Nandiya the Sakyan, 
II 1826-28, 1831 

Nandiya, wanderer, II 1530-31 
Narada, bhikkhu, I 609-1 1, 781 

n. 197, 782-83 nn . 201-5 
Natika I 582; II 1799-1801, 1956 

n. 330 
Navakammika Bharadvaja, 

1 274-75, 452 n. 473 
Nerafijara, river. See 

Goatherd's Banyan Tree 
Niga.Q.tha Nataputta, I 162, 164, 

397-98 n. 194; II 1327-28, 
1341, 1345, 1392, 1445-46 
nn. 318-19 

Nigrodha's Park, I 918; 11 1244, 
1779, 1808, 1824, 1826, 1834 

Nigrodhakappa, bhikkhu, 
1 280, 281, 282 

Nikata, layman, II 1801 
Nimmanarati devas, 11 1835, 

1846 
Ninka, young deva, 1 161, 162 

Paccanikasata, brahmin, I 274 
PacinavaI11sa, Mount, I 659-60 
Paduma hell, I 245-46, 439 

n. 408 
Pajapati, deva-king, I 319, 491 

n. 612, 918 
Pajjunna, deva, I 1 18, 119, 374 

n. 90 
Pakudha Kaccayana, I 162, 164, 

398 n. 195, 1094 n. 249, 1096 
n. 258, n. 260; 11 1392 

Palaga.Q.<;ia, bhikkhu, I 125 
Paficakanga, carpenter, 

11 1274-75 
Paficaiaca.Q.<;ia, young deva, 

1 142-43 

Paficasala I 207 
Paficasikha, gandhabba, 

II 1193, 1414 n. 106 
Papata, Mount. See 

Kuraraghara 
Paranimmitavasavatti devas, 

II 1835-36, 1846 
Parayana, 1 566-67, 750-51 n. 87 
Parileyyaka, I 921-22, 1075 

n. 129 
Pasenadi, King, I 77-78, 

164-94, 398-99 n. 199, 401 
nn. 211-12, 405-6 nn. 233-34, 
407 n. 238, 409-10 
nn . 253-54, 410 n. 257, 449 
n. 457; II 1380-83, 1795, 1938 
n. 241 

Pataliputta, II 1533-34, 1650 
Pataliya, headman, II 1359-71 
Patibhana Peak, II 1865 
Pava, I 658 
Pavarika's Mango Grove. See 

Nalanda 
Phagguna, bhikkhu, 11 1 162-63 
Pipphali Cave, II 1580 
Pi.Q.<;iola Bharadvaja, 

II 1 197-99, 1415 n. 1 16, 
1415-16 n. 117, 1692-93 

Pingiya, bhikkhu, I 125, 378 
n. 111 

Piyankara, I 309, 481 n. 579 
Pukkusati, bhikkhu, I 125, 378 

n. l11 
Punabbasu, I 310-11 
PU.Q..Q.a, bhikkhu, II 1167-69, 

1408 n. 58, n. 61 
PU.Q..Q.a Mantaniputta, I 638-39, 

928, 1077 n. 145 
PuraI).a, chamberlain, 

II 1793-96, 1955 n. 326 



Piirax:ta Kassapa, I 161, 162, 
164, 396 n. 190, 396-97 n. 191, 
903, 1067 n. 92, 1095 n. 255, 
1096 nn. 256-57; II 1392, 1615 
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sadhuka, II 1793 
Sahajati, II 1857 
Sahaka, bhikkhu, II 1699 
Sahampati, Brahma, I 82-83, 

232-33, 234-35, 236-37, 
Radha, I 848, 909-10, 984-90, 245-46, 247, 248, 252, 333, 

1068 n. 98, 1093 n. 239; 432 n. 367, 498 n. 649, 919; 
II 1159--60 II 1647, 1661, 1669 

Raga, Mara's daughter, Saketa, 1 149; II 1575, 1652, 1688 
1 217-20 Sakka, deva-king, I 86-87, 252, 

Rahu, asura, 1 44-46, 388 317-40, 347 n. 19, 386 n. 146, 
nn. 157-58, 493 n. 625 388 n. 157, 483 n. 590, 

Rahula, I 461 n. 505, 531, 489-501 nn . 605-68 passim, 
694-99, 813 n. 337, 947-48; 862, 1049 n. 27; II 1192-93, 
II 1194-96, 1415 n. 111 1258, 1308-12, 1440 n. 283 

Rajagaha, I 97, 98, 116, 147, Sakkanamaka, yakkha, I 305-6 
161, 163, 199, 201, 202, 203, Sakyans, I I15, 180, 210, 211, 
212-13, 247, 254, 255, 257, 368 n. 82, 407 n. 238, 856, 918, 
258, 260, 290, 291, 305, 311, 1073 n. 120, 1074 n. 121; 
313, 314, 331, 332, 545, 556, II 1206, 1244-45, 1425 n: 191, 
612, 638, 655, 656-57, 658, 1524, 1779, 1808, 1824, 1826, 
659, 666-70, 676, 700-4, 715, 1832, 1834 
720, 803 n. 293, 887, 889, 938, Sala, II 1630, 1695 
941, 1018-19; II 1144, 1152, Sa!ha, bhikkhu, II 1799-1800 
1154, 1164, 1 192, 1199, 1218, Samax:t<;lika II 1130 
1219, 1346, 1580-81, 1615, Sambara, asura, I 327, 339, 495 
1654, 1699, 1790, 1864, 1865 n. 631, 501-2 n. 665 

Rasiya, headman, II 1350-59 Sambhava, bhikkhu, I 249 
Ratthapala, bhikkhu, II 1994 Sambhiita, bhikkhu, II 1994 

n. 261 n. 261 
Rohitassa, young deva, Samiddhi, bhikkhu, 1 97-99, 

1 157-58, 393 n. 180 21 1-12, 352 n. 31, 419 n. 307; 
Rohitassas, I 660 II 1 152-53 
Roruva hell, 1 118, 184, 374 n. 93 Sanankumara, Brahma, I 247, 
Royal Park, II 1802 439-40 n. 410, 441 n. 417 

Sabhiya Kaccana, bhikkhu, 
II 1394-95 

Saddha Kaccayana, bhikkhu, 
I 637-38, 793 n. 241 

Sangarava, brahmin, I 278-79; 
II 1611-15 

Saftjaya Beiatthiputta, I 164, 
399 n. 200; II 1392, 1456 
n. 380 
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Saftjiva, bhikkhu, I 660 
Santusita, young deva, II 1313 
Santuttha, layman, II 1801 
Sanu, novice, I 308-9, 479 

n. 572, 480-81 n. 578 
Sappini, river, I 247 
Sarabhu, river, II 1549 
Sarakani the Sakyan, II 1811-16, 

1957 nn. 343-44, 1958 n. 347 
Sarandada Shrine, II 1723 
5ariputta, I 123, 151-52, 

159-61, 244, 245-46, 285, 287, 
358 n. 42, 377 n. 105, 394 
n. 183, 394-95 nn. 184-85, 
406 n. 234, 428 n. 350, 438 
n. 402, 463 n. 515, 467 n. 527, 
556-57, 559-60, 566-71, 
607-9, 638-39, 661, 663-64, 
679-80, 688, 714, 715-16, 
751-54 nn. 89-101, 800 
n. 281, 801 n. 283, 807 n. 308, 
850, 854-59, 931-36, 970-71, 
973-76, 1015-19, 1045 n. 10, 
1079 n. 152; II 1154, 1164-67, 
1193-94, 1230-31, 1294-1301, 
1383-88, 1406 n. 52, 1407 
n. 57, 1525, 1573-74, 1578, 
1640-45, 1652-54, 1689-90, 
1693-94, 1699-1701, 1754-55, 
1757, 1791-92, 1803-5, 
1816-19, 1832, 1892 n. 8, 1903 
n. 66, 1923-24 n. 157, 1924-25 
n. 162 

Sattamba Shrine, II 1723 
Satullapa devas, 1 104-1 1, 114, 

116-17, 363 n. 59 
Savittha, bhikkhu, I 609-11, 

781 n. 197, 782 n. 201, 782-83 
n. 204 

Sedaka, II 1588, 1648, 1649 

Sela, bhikkhuni, I 228-29, 424 
n. 331, 429 n. 359 

Senanigama, I 198 
Seri, young deva, I 154-56 
Sikhi, Buddha, I 249-51, 441 

n. 418, 536, 729 n. 12 
Silavati, I 210, 211 
Sineru, Mount, I 625, 787 

n. 221, 795-96 n. 255; 
II 1872-73, 1954 n. 317 

Sirivac;lc;lha, householder, 
II 1654-55 

Sisupacala, bhikkhuni, 
1 227-28, 428 n. 350 

Siva, young deva, I 152-53, 392 
n. 172 

Soma, bhikkhuni, I 222-23, 425 
n. 335 

SO.t:la, bhikkhu, II 1994 n. 261 
So.t:la, householder's son, 

1 887-89; II 1199 
Streaming Radiance, devas, 

1 208, 417 n. 295, 435 n. 386 
Subhadda, layman, 11 1801 
Subhadda, Queen, I 954 
Subrahma, brahma, I 242-43, 

438 n. 398 
Subrahma, young deva, I 149, 

390 n. 166 
Suciloma, I 306-7, 475-78 

nn. 563-69 passim 
Sucimukhi, woman wanderer, 

1 1018-19, 1100-1 n. 278 
Sudassana, brahmin, I 176 
Sudatta (1), See Anathapi.t:J.c;lika 
Sudatta (2), II 1799-1800 
Suddhavasa, brahma, I 242-44 
Suddhika Bharadvaja, I 260 
Suddhodana, King, I 823 n. 393 
Sudhamma hall, I 321; II 1258 



Suja, asura maiden, I 330 
Sujata, bhikkhu, I 717 
Sujata, laywoman, II 1799-1800 
Sukka, bhikkhuni, 1 313-14 
Sumagadha Lotus Pond, 

II 1864 
Surpsumaragira, I 853; II 1201 
Sunaparanta, II 1168--69 
Sundarika Bharadvaja, 

1 262-64 
Sunimmita, young deva, 

II 1313 
Supassa, Mount, I 660 
Suppabuddha, leper, 1 497 

n. 642 
Suppiyas, I 660 
Suradha, bhikkhu, I 910 
Suriya, young deva, I 145-46, 

388 nn. 158-59 
Susima, bhikkhu, I 612-18, 783 

nn. 206-15 
Susima, young deva, I 159-61, 

318, 395 n. 185 
Sutanu, river, II 1753 
Suvira, young deva, I 317-18, 

498 n. 605 
Suyama, young deva, II 1313 

Tagarasikhi, paccekabuddha, 
I 183-84, 409 n. 247 

Ta�aputa, headman, II 1333-34, 
1448 n. 334 

Tar:ma, Mara's daughter, 
1 217-20 

Tankita Bed, 1 306, 475 n. 563 
Tavatirpsa devas, I 94, 227, 297, 

317, 319, 321, 331, 338, 340, 
347 n. 19, 363 n. 59, 376 n. 
100, 385 n. 142, 471 n. 543, 
482 n. 590, 489 n. 605, 496 
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n. 636, 497 n. 642, 498 n. 651; 
II 1258, 1309, 1419 n. 139, 
1703, 1788, 1806-8, 1835, 1846 

Tayana, I 143-44 
Thornbush Grove, II 1754-55 
Thullananda, bhikkhuni, I 677, 

679, 804-5 n. 297, 807 n. 308 
Thullatissa, bhikkhuni, I 675-76, 

802 n. 288, 803 n. 292 
Timbaruka, I 548-49 
Tissa, bhikkhu (1), 1 660 
Tissa, bhikkhu (2), I 720, 823 

n. 395, 823-24 n. 396, 929-31 
Tivaras, I 660 
Toral}avatthu, II 1380 
Tudu, brahma, I 244, 438 

nn. 402-3 
Tusita, I 227, 377 n. 104; 

Il 1835, 1846, 1955 n. 326 
TuHha, layman, II 1801 

Udaya, brahmin, I 268-69 
Udayi, bhikkhu, II 1204-6, 

1232-33, 1274-75, 1585-89 
Uddaka Ramaputta, 

II 1182-83, 1412 n. 86 
Udena; King, II 1197-99, 

1415-16 n. 117 
Udena Shrine, II 1723 
Ugga of Hatthigama, II 1197, 

1415 n. 114 
Ugga of Vesali, II 1196, 1415 

n. 113 
Ukkacela, II 1301, 1644 
Ukkala, I 905, 1068 n. 96 
Ul)l:\abha, brahmin, II 1687-88, 

1732-34, 1936 n. 229, 1945 
n. 265 

Upacala, bhikkhuni, I 227, 428 
n. 350 
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Upaka, bhikkhu, 1 125, 378 
n. 111  

Upali, bhikkhu, I 638, 639 
Up ali, householder, II 1 197 
Upasena, bhikkhu, II 1 154, 

1403-4 nn. 31-34 
Upaval).a, bhikkhu, 1 269-70, 

562-63; 11 1154-55, 1404 
n. 34, 1578 

Upavattana, 1 251 
Uposatha, elephant, 1 954, 955 
Uppalaval).l).a, bhikkhuni, 

1 225-26, 427 n. 346, 689, 812 
n. 329, 824 n. 400 

Uruvela, l 195, 196, 215, 231, 
233-34; 11 1647, 1661, 1669 

Uruvelakappa, II 1348, 1695 
Uttara, bhikkhu, 1 660 
Uttara, town, II 1359 
Uttara, young deva, 1 150-51 
Uttarika, girl spirit, 1 310-11 
Uttiya, bhikkhu, II 1538, 1646 

Vacchagotta, wanderer, 
1 851-52, 1031-33, 1103 
n. 294; II 1388-95 

Vajira, bhikkhuni, 1 229-30, 
430 n. 360 

Vajiri, Princess, 1 407 n. 238 
Vajjians, II 1 197, 1301, 1644, 

1852 
Vakkali, bhikkhu, 1 938-41, 

1081-82 nn. 166-72 
Valahaka, steed, 1 954, 955 
Vangisa, bhikkhu, 1 84-85, 

280-93, 455 n. 484, 460 n. 501, 
464 n. 520, 467 n. 529 

Vailkaka, Mount, 1 660 
Varul).a, deva-king, 1 319, 491 

n. 612 

Vasa, 1 905, 1068 n. 96 
Vasava. See Sakka 
Vasavatti, young deva, II 1313 
Vasudatta, young deva, 1 149 
Vatrabhu, deva, 140, 386 n. 146 
Vehalrnga, I 126, 378 n. 109 
Vejayanta, chariot, 1 954, 955 
Vejayanta, palace, 1 334, 335, 

336 

Ve!ukat:u;l.akiya Nandamata, 
1 689, 812 n. 329 

Vel).hu, young deva, 1 147, 389 
n. 162 

Vepacitti, asura, 1 145, 146, 3/1, 
323-24, 325, 327, 339, 388 
n. 157, 491 n. 615, 492 
nn. 619-20, 493 n. 622, 495 
n. 631, n. 633, 501 n. 665; 
II 1258 

Vepulla, Mount, I 163, 657, 
659-61 

Verahaccani, lady, II 1204-6, 
1417-18 n. 134 

Verocana, asura, 1 326, 493 
n. 625 

Vesali, I 118, 119, 206, 300, 330, 
709, 903, 936; II 1196, 1266, 
1627, 1628, 1636, 1757, 1773, 
1821, 1869, 1923 n. 157 

Vessabhu, Buddha, I 537, 729 
n. 12 

Vetarnbari, young deva, 1 161, 
162 

Vetaral).i, river, I 109, 364-65 
n. 67 

Videha, 1 405 n. 233, 802 n. 288 
Vidhura, bhikkhu, 1 660 
Vi<;lu<;labha, Prince, 1 401 

n. 211, 407 n. 238 
Vijaya, bhikkhuni, I 224-25, 



427 n. 342 
Vipassi, Buddha, I 430 n. 362, 

536, 729 n. 12, 776 n. 176, 823 
n. 390 

Visakha Pancaliputta, I 718-19 
Visakha, laywoman, 1 403 

n. 218; II 1403 n. 26 
Vulture Peak, Mount, I 202, 

305, 332, 370 n. 86, 638, 656, 
659, 700-1, 939; II 1164, 1192, 
1581, 1615, 1699, 1865 

Wild Mango Grove, II 1314, 
1315, 1319-25 
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Yama, I 109, 124, 364 n. 67 
Yama devas, I 227; II 1835, 

1846 
Yamaka, bhikkhu, I 931-36, 

1078-79 nn. 151-52 
Yamuna, river, II 1549 
Yasodhara, layman, I 425 

n. 332 
Yodhajiva, headman, 

II 1334-35, 1449 n. 339 
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Acrobats, pair of 1 1648 
Adze handle, I 960-61 
Ancient city, I 603 
Animals, six, II 1255-57 
Archers, firm-bowed, I 708 
Ascent and descent, I 185-87 

Baited hook, I 682-83 
Balls of clay, I 623, 652; II 1876 
Basket of leaves, II 1858-59 

Beryl gem, 1 160 
Body depends on food, II 1568 
Bonfire, I 589 
Boulder in a pool, II 1337 
Bowl of oil, II 1649 
Bowl of water, II 1611-15 
Brand from a pyre, 1 920 
Bubble on water, I 951 
Bull elephant, 1 710 
Bull fond of barley, II 1253 
Burden and its bearer, I 871-72 

Calf, young, 1 918 
Cart, old, II 1637 
Cat and mouse, 1 711 
Charcoal pit, 1 598-99; II 1248 
Chariot, 1 230; II 1239-40 
City of mustard seeds, 1 654 
Clay pot, hot, I 588 

Cloth, laundering of, 1 945 
Conch blower, II 1344 
Conflagration, II 1867 
Cook, king's, II 1634-35 
Corruptions of gold, II 1590 
Cow, flayed, 1 598 
Crab, mutilated, 1 216 
Cream-of-ghee, 1 1034, 1041 
Crow, hungry, 1 216-17 

Darkness between worlds, 
II 1 870 

Dart, man struck by, II 1264 
Dawn as the forerunner, 

11 1543-44, 1579, 1580, 1596, 
1861 

Disciples who recollect aeons, 
1 655 

Divine vehicle, II 1525-26 
Dog on a leash, 1 957, 958 
Drops from the ocean, 

1 623-24; II 1876-77 
Drum pegs, 1 708 
Dung beetle, I 684 

Elephant's footprint, 1 179; 
II 1551, 1697-98 

Empty village, II 1237-38 

2063 
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Families with many women, 
1 707 

Fields, good and bad, 
II 1338-39, 1815 

Fingernail of soil, I 621, 706, 
956; 11 1874, 1878, 1879 

Fire, tending a, II 1605-7 
Fire-sticks, pair of, I 597; 

II 1270, 1683 
Fisherman, II 1228 
Flame flung by wind, II 1393 
Flowers, best of fragrant, 1 962; 

II 1552 
Frontier city, II 1252-53 

Gale winds, I 685 
Ganges, reversing the, II 1250, 

1558, 1756 
Ganges slants eastwards, 

II 1548, 1622, 1665, 1704, 
1709, 1713, 1746, 1762-63 

Ganges slants towards ocean, 
II 1549 

Gatekeeper, II 1641-42 
Goat, long-haired, I 683-84 
Gold, disappearance of, I 681 
Grains of gravel, I 624-25; 

II 1872-73, 1877-78 
Grass and sticks, I 651; 

II 1860-61 
Grass in Jeta's Grove, I 877; 

II 1182, 1210 
Grass torch, I 636-37 
Guest house, II 1273, 1557 

Hand in space, I 664 
Hands and feet, II 1236 
Hawk and quail, II 1632 
Heartwood, searching for, 

I 951-52; II 1189 

Heartwoods, best of fragrant, 
1 962; II 1552, 1698 

Hen nurturing eggs, I 959-60 
Horsehair rope, I 690 
Hundred spears, I 599, 618; 

II 1860 

Indra's pillar, II 1863 
Iron ball, II 1741 
Iron plate, hot, II 1250 

Jackal, I 685, 712 

Kasian cloth, II 1552 
Ki1!lsuka tree, II 1251-52 

Licchavi warriors, I 709 
Lion the king of beasts, I 913; 

II 1695 
Living beings based on earth, 

II 1579 
Log carried by Ganges, 

II 1241-44 
Lotus pond, I 182-83, 233 
Lotus unsullied by water, I 950 
Lump of cowdung, 1 954 
Lump of foam, I 951 
Lute, sound of a, II 1254 

Magical illusion, I 952 
Mangoes, bunch of, I 961 
Manifestation of great light, 

II 1861-62 
Milk-sap tree, II 1229 
Mirage, I 951 
Monkey in forest, I 595 
Monkey trap, II 1633 
Moon, radiance of, I 962; II 1552 
Moon, waxing and waning, 

1 669 



Morning star, 1 160 
Mound of soil, II 1777 
Mountain made of stone, I 654 
Mountain rain, I 556; II 1825 
Mountains approaching from 

all sides, I 192 
Murderous enemies, II 1237-38 

Nagas achieve greatness, 
II 1554, 1567 

Ocean and its current, 
II 1226-27 

Oil lamp, I 590, 942; II 1268, 
1773 

Ornament of gold, I 160 
Oxen, pair of, II 1230, 1232, 1315 

Pain like a split head, II 1165 
Painting on a wall, I 600, 959 
Path, man skilled in, I 930 
Peaked house, I 706, 961-62; 

II 1247, 1551, 1577, 1695-96, 
1868-69 

Plantain tree, I 692, 951-52; 
II 1233 

Ploughman, I 267-68, 961 
Poisoned beverage, I 606, 607 
Pond full of water, I 621-22; 

II 1874-75 
Pot of ghee, II 1337-38, 1809 
Pot overturned, II 1555 
Pot without a stand, II 1537 
Precipice, II 1865-66 
Pregnant mule, I 692 

Raft, II 1238 
Rain cloud, I 191-92; II 1556, 

1774 
River with swift current, I 949 
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Rivers slant eastwards, II 1549 
Rivers slant towards the ocean, 

11 1549 
Roots, best of fragrant, I 962; 

II 1552 
Rush-cutter, I 961 

Sand castles, I 985 
Sapling, tender, I 592 
Scent of a lotus, I 944 
Seed and plant life, II 1553 
Seed sown in field, I 229 
Seedlings, young, I 918-19 
Servant, treacherous, 1 933-34 
Sharp-pointed spear, I 707 
Sheaf of barley, II 1257 
Sheaves of reeds, I 608 
Shed made of reeds, II 1246 
Ship on dry land, I 961; II 1557 
Shooting arrows through a 

split hair, II 1869-70 
Similar things unite, I 640 
Si1Jlsapa grove, II 1857 
Son's flesh, 1 597-98 
Spike of rice, II 1530, 1555 
Stick thrown into air, I 656; 

II 1859 
Stone column, II 1863 
Strenuous deeds, II 1553 
Sun in clear sky, I 160, 962; 

II 1552 
Sunbeam, I 601; II 1688 
Surge of the ocean, I 611-12 

Tathagata the best of beings, 
II 1550 

Thorny forest, II 1249 
Tortoise and jackal, II 1240-41 
Tree, great, I 591-94 
Tree slanting eastwards, 
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II 1554 
Tree with broken branches 

II 1643-44, 1645 
Trees, parasitic, 11 1593 
Trees, the chief of, II 1703-4 
Tuft of cotton wool, II 1862 
Turtle, blind, and yoke, 

II 1871-72 
Turtle, heedless, I 683 

Vepacitti, bondage of, II 1258 
Vipers, deadly, II 1237-38 

Wardrobe full of clothes, 
11 1574 

Water at the confluence, 
I 622-23; II 1829, 1875 

Water in the ocean, II 1381, 
1828 

Waterpots, good and bad, 
II 1339-40 

Well without a bucket, I 61 1 
Wheel-tuming monarch, I 962 
Wild dog, I 693 
Winds in the sky, II 1272, 1555 

Youth fond of ornaments, I 928 
Youth in battle, 1 190-91 



Index of Pali Terms Discussed 

in the Introduction and Notes 

Substantives are given in the stem form unless the inflected 
form is idiomatic or otherwise essential to the instance discussed 
in the relevant note. When a note discusses a term for which 
there are several variants, the term is usually indexed under the 
reading that seems most probable. 

akiilika, I 352-53 n. 33, 754 
n. 103; II 1451 n. 352 

akificana, I 367 n. 73 
akissava, I 438 n. 401 
akukkukajiita, 1 1086 n. 192 
akutobhaya, 1 463 n. 518 
akujana, 1 376-77 n. 101 
akkhit:zakammanta, I 473-74 

n. 556 
akhila, I 460 n. 500 
aggapada, I 1455 n. 377 
angavijjii, I 1 101 n. 283 
angirasa, 1 405 n. 228 
ajjatartt, 1 406 n. 234 
ajjasatthirtt, I 449 n. 455 
ajjhattika, II 1397 n. 1 
afifiathiibhiivi, II 1402 n. 19 
afifiiituficha, I 823 n. 394 
afifiiiyanikkhepana, 1 473 n. 552 
attakarat:za, I 400 n. 210 
at:z{iabhuta, I 1044 n. 3 

atulartt, II 1941-43 n. 255 
attadipa, I 1055 n. 53 
atthajata, I 494 n. 627 
atthabhiivapatiliibha, I 815 n. 346 
atthiibhisamaya, I 408 n. 242 
atthitii, I 734 n. 29 
addhabhavi, I 380 n. 121 
addhabhuta, II 1401 n. 14. See too 

aI).<;labhilta 
adhivacanapatha, I 1067-68 n. 95 
anacchariya, I 431 n. 365 
anafinatha, I 742 n. 54 
anantarii, I 1064 n. 78 
ananteviisika, II 1420 n. 148 
anabhirati, I 455 n. 486 
anamatagga, I 795 n. 254 
aniicariyaka, II 1420 n. 148 
aniilambe I 389 n. 164 
anukampii, I 799 n. 276 
anukulartt, 1 402-3 n. 215 
anudayii, I 799 n. 276 

2067 
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anudeva, II 1889 n. 1 
anunayamiina, I 497 n. 643 
anupiidiiparinibbiinattha1Jl, 

II 1404-5 n. 41 
anumiyati, I 1053-54 n. 49 
anuseti, I 758 n. 112, 1053 n. 47 
anekiikiirasampanna, I 466 n. 527 
anomaniima, I 375 n. 99, 498 

n. 653 
antaka, I 400 n. 208, 412 n. 265 
antariiparinibbiiyi, II 1902-3 

n. 65 
anvaye iiiiIJa, I 754 n. 104 
apakassa, I 799 n. 272 
apaIJIJaka, II 1453 n. 364 
apatitthinacitta, II 1904 n. 69 
apatthaddhii, II 1918 n. 131 
apabodhati, I 351 n. 28 
apabyamato, I 494 n. 628 
aparappaccaya, I 737 n. 33 
appatittha, I 342 n. 2, 389 n. 164 
appapiviiniya, I 483 n. 591 
appatitfhita, 421 n. 314, 760 

n. 114, 775-76 n. 174 
appamiida, I 408 n. 241 
appossukka(tii), I 361-62 n. 54, 

431-32 n. 366 
abahukata, II 1905 n. 74 
abbuda, I 384 n. 137, 474 n. 560 
abbhussakkati, I 396 n. 188 
abhijappanti, I 436 n. 387 
abhijiiniiti, I 1052-53 n. 42 
abhinivissa, I 1092 n. 231 
abhismikharoti, I 1071 n. 112 
abhisattika, I 471 n. 544 
abhisamaya, I 729-30 n. 13, 742 

n. 52 
abhisambujjhati, I 742 n. 52 
abhisiipa, I 1074 n. 123 
amara1Jl tapa1Jl, I 411 n. 263 

ayoniso manasikiira, II 1900 n. 54 
arata, 1 457 n. 492 
arati, I 455 n. 486 
avassuta, II 1426 n. 194 
avigata, I 1057 n. 61, 1082-83 

n. 176 
avitathata, I 742 n. 54 
aveccappasiida, 1 762 n. 120 
asankhiiraparinibbiiyi, II 1903 

n. 65 
asecanaka, I 483-84 n. 591 

iigantii, I 365-66 n. 70 
iicariyabhariyii, II 1417-18 n. 134 
iidikena, I 809 n. 313 
iidito sato, I 737-38 n. 39, 738-39 

n. 40 
amisa, I 345 n. 10 
iiyusankhiira, I 819 n. 366; 

II 1941 n. 254 
iiyuhati, I 342 n. 2, 386 n. 148 
iirambhadhiitu I 387 n. 154 
arammaIJa, I 758-59 n. 1 12, 1060 

n. 71 
iiriima, 1 377 n. 103 
iilaya, 1 430 n. 363 
iisivisa, II 1423 n. 173 
iihacca titthati, I 750 n. 85 
iihiira, I 731 n. 18 

itiviidappamokkhiinisa1Jlsii , 
II 1903-4 n. 67 

itihita, 1 440 n. 416 
itonidiinii, 1 476 n. 567 
iddhipiida, I 428 n. 349; II 1939 

n. 246 
idhapaiiiia, II 1911-12 n. 111 
indriya, II 1929 n. 187 
indriyasampanna, II 1420 n. 15: 
isisattama, I 464 n. 519 



ukkaIJtaka, I 811 n. 322 
ukkujjavakujja, II 1905 n. 75 
uggaputta, 1 455-56 n. 488 
uccavaca, I 395-96 n. 186 
ujjhapayamase I 480-81 n. 578 
uttari manussadlzamma, II 1447 

n. 325 

udayatthagamiya, II 1931 n. 195 

udumbara, 1 419 n. 302 
uddha1J1sota akanit!hagami, 

11 1903 n. 65 
udriyati, I 416 n. 291 
lIpadhi, I 348-49 n. 21, 419 

n. 301, 434 n. 380, 457 n. 494, 
780 n. 187 

upadhisankhaye vimutta, I 429 
n. 356 

lIpavajja, II 1407 n. 56, n.57 
upahaccaparinibbiiyi, II 1902 

n. 65 
upadiiniya, I 1058 n. 65 
upadaya, I 380-81 n. 126, 1077 

n. 146, 1092 n. 230 
llpiidisesa, II 1913 n. 118 
llparambhanisa1J1sa, II 1903-4 

n. 67 
upekkha, II 1934 n. 212 
llppacca, 1 480 n. 574 
llppafipiitika, 11 1934 n. 214 
llmmagga, II 1895 n. 23 
llSSUka, I 361 n. 54 

ekayana, II 1915-16 n. 123 
eva1J1dhamma, II 1923 n. 153 
eva1J1viidaha1J1, I 783 n. 205 
esikatthiiyitthita, I 1094-95 

n. 249 

okkha (ukkha), I 818 n. 362 
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ogadha, I 1093-94 n. 243 
otara, 1 422 n. 316 
onitapattapalJi1J1 (-paIJino), 

II 1418 n. 135, 1441 n. 290 
opadhika, I 497 n. 646 
opanayika, I 353 n. 33 
omati, II 1947 n. 276 
oSiipeti, I 404 n. 223 
osiya (opiya), 1 470 n. 542 
ossajanti, I 475-76 n. 566 

kaccha, I 388 n. 160 
kat!hakatangiira, II 1918-19 

n. 133 
katiivakasa, I 433 n. 372 
kapiila, I 1074 n. 123 
kapilliini, I 766 n. 141 
kappa, I 796 n. 256, 822 n. 387; 

II 1940 n. 249 
kammavivattena, I 407 n. 237 
kalala, 1 474 n. 560 
kali, I 439 n. 404 
kalYiilJOmitta, I 406 n. 234; 

II 1890-91 n. 6 
kakapeyya, I 787 n. 220 
kaveyyamatta, 1 415 n. 284, 467 

n. 529 
ki1J1suka, II 1427 n. 204 
kif/cana, I 417 n. 295; II 1445 

n. 315 
kitavii, I 368 n. 77 
kissa, I 733 n. 23 
kukkucca, I 446-47 n. 446 
kukku!a, I 1091-92 n. 227 
kutthita, II 1441 n. 294 
kutilhalasiila, II 1456 n. 380 
kuliivakii, I 493 n. 621 
kevala1J1, I 435 n. 386 
kevali, I 446 n. 446 
koci, I 392 n. 175, 489-90 n. 608 
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khanti, I 374 n. 94, 410 n. 256 
khandha, I 1058 n. 64, 1058-59 

n. 65 
khiiribhiira, I 448 n. 452 
khila, I 369 n. 84 
khlla, I 369 n. 84 

gadduhanamatta, I 818 n. 363 
giithiibhigita, I 446 n. 446 

ghana, I 474 n. 560 

eara, I 403 n. 222 
citta, I 769-70 n. 154, 1088-89 

n. 207, 1089 n. 208 
eeteti, I 757-58 n. 112 

ehinnapilotika, I 744 n. 60 

jagatogadha1Jl, I 457 n. 493 
jaya1Jl, I 406 n. 235 
jiiyetha, I 777 n. 178 

jhatvii, 1 381 n. 127 

fliiya, I 762 n. 122 

thitassa aflflathatta, I 1054 n. 50 

taeasiira, I 399--400 n. 204 
tathatii, I 742 n. 54 
tathiigata, I 807 n. 310, 1079 

n. 152, 1080 n. 163 
tadanganibbuta, I 1055 n. 56 
tadiihiirasambhava, I 752 n. 91 
tapojigueehii, I 397 n. 193 
tamatagge II 1921-22 n. 143 
tiidi, I 444 n. 435 
tiiliivatthukata, I 757 n. 109 

tiivati1JlSa, 1 347 n. 19 
tittha, I 387 n. 153 
tidasa, I 348 n. 19 
tula1Jl, II 1941--43 n. 255 
tevijjii, I 445--46 n. 445 

thapati, II 1955 n. 326 
thiimasii piiriimiisa, I 1056 n. 60 

damii, 1 487-88 n. 602 
da[hadhamma (-dhammi), I 393 

n. 181, 456 n. 488, 819 n. 365 
ditthii, II 1920 n. 139 
ditthiinugati, I 800 n. 280 
ditthisampanna, I 787 n. 218 
duggata, I 471 n. 544 
dubbhaga, 1 414 n. 277 
duhitika, II 1429 n. 212, 1450 

n. 347 
devaputta, I 384-85 n. 141 
dOIJa, I 405 n. 229 
dvangulapaflflii, I 425 n. 336 
dvittii va, I 418 n. 300 
dVihitika, II 1450 n. 347 

dhanka, I 475--76 n. 566, 817 
n. 352 

dhajagga, I 490-91 n. 611 
dhamma, 1 42-44, 487-88 n. 602 
dhammagutta, 1 492 n. 618 
dhammaeariyii, I 411 n. 258 
dhammatthitatii, I 741 n. 51, 755 

n. 105 
dhammatthiti, I 755 n. 105, 785 

n. 211 
dhammani, I 412 n. 264 
dhammaniyiimatii, I 741 n. 51 
dhammapada, I 365 n. 69 
dhammaladdha, I 364 n. 67 
dhammii, II 1398-99 n. 4 



dhammiini, 1 501 n. 661 
dhammiinudhammapatipanna, 

I 737 n. 34, 1054 n. 51 
dhira, 1 366 n. 72, 408 n. 242 
dhupiiyita, I 380 n. 124 

natthitii, I 734 n. 29 
nandibhavaparikklzaya, 1 343-44 

n. 7 
nandibhavaparikklzi�1G, I 389 

n. 165 
namuci, 1 398 n. 198 
niiga, I 369-70 n. 84 
niigavatii, I 370-71 n. 87 
niiniiverajjagata, I 1046 n. 12 
niiparaJ!l itthattiiya, 1 433-34 

n. 376 
niimarupa, 1 47-49, 727 n. 6 
niilika, I 405 n. 231 
nikkamadhatu, I 387 n. 154 
niggayha, I 372 n. 88 
nijjarii, II 1452 n. 357 
nijjhiinarrz, I 1099 n. 269 
nibbanatha, 1 452-53 n. 474 
nibbiina, I 49-52 
nibbidii, 1 53, 1054-55 n. 52 
nibbejaniya, 1 422 n. 320 
nimitta, II 1899-1900 n. 54, 1919 

n. 135 
niyiimagataddasa, 1 467-68 

n. 530 
niruttipatha, I 1067-68 n. 95 
nirupadhi, nirupadlzi, I 349 n. 21, 

422 n. 318 
nirupadhika, I 434 n. 380 

pakafthaka, 1 451 n. 465 
pakappeti, I 758 n. 112 
paccekabrahmii, I 437 n. 396 
pacchiisarrz, 1 400 n. 209 
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pajahiisi, I 468 n. 533 
pannattipatha, I 1067-68 n. 95 
pafifiiil'}a, 1 381-82 n. 129 
pafifiiivimutta, I 785 n. 210 
patikotteti, I 819 n. 364 
papigha, I 458 n. 494 
patinissagga, II 1892 n. 7 
patibhati, 1 350 n. 24, 388 n. 143, 

404 n. 227, 741 n. 49 
pati1ina, I 387 n. 151 
pati1eneti, I 819 n. 364 
pativatteti, I 819 n. 364 
patiharati, II 1446 n. 323 
patifthii, I 758-59 n. 112 
pade pade, I 350 n. 26 
paddhagu, I 412-13 n. 268 
panassa, II 1928 n. 179 
papa, 1 377 n. 103 
papafica, II 1409 n. 71, 1432 

n. 225 
papata, I 810 ll. 318 
parakkamadhiitu, 1 387 n. 154 
paraniNhita, I 500 ll. 657 
paramanipacciikiira, I 452 ll. 472; 

II 1938 ll. 241 
paramapiisiivini, II 1926 ll. 172 
paralokavajjabhayadassiivi no, 

1 433 ll. 371 
parikireyyurrz, I 456 ll. 488 
parijiiniiti, I 1052-53 n. 42 
pariiiiiii, I 354-55 ll. 36, 772-73 . 

n. 162, 1052 n. 41 
paritassati, I 765 ll .  137 
paritassaniidhammasamuppiida, 

1 1050 ll. 33 
parinibbiina, I 49-52 
pariyiiyena, I 363-64 ll. 62 
pari/iiha, 1 1046 ll. 14 
pavajati, I 382 ll .  131 
pavibhajjarrz, I 464 ll. 521 
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pasannakilra, I 799 n. 275 
patala, II 1433 n. 232 
patihariyapakkha, I 480 n. 573 
papamitta, I 406 n. 234 
paragata, I 386 n. 148 
paricchattaka, II 1939 n. 243 
pasalJ�a, I 428-29 n. 355 
puthujjana, I 769 n. 153, 1044 

n. 4 
purekkharana, I 1049 n. 25 
pesi, I 474 n. 560 
ponkhanup01ikha1Jl, II 1965 

n. 405 
posa, I 407 n. 239 

phusati, 1 357-58 n. 41 

baddhacara, 1 436-37 n. 391 
bahira, II 1397 n. 1 
bilibilika, I 471 n. 542 
buddha, I 419 n. 307 
bojjhanga, II 1898-99 n. 52 
bojjha, I 390-91 n. 168 
bodhisatta, I 728 n. 11 
byagghinisa, I 437 n. 397 
byatha1Jl, II 1408 n. 66 

bhadramukha, 1 401 n. 211 
bhava, I 52-53, 726 n. 4, 734-35 

n. 29 
bhavanetti, I 1094 n. 246 
bhavasi, I 468 n. 533 
bharahara, I 1050 n. 35 

maggajino, I 460 n. 499 
mangulitthi, I 817 n. 356 
maccumukha, I 392 n. 174 
malJ�apeyya, I 745 n. 64 
madhupita, I 483 n. 590 
madhurakajata, I 1078 n. 149 

mana, I 769-70 n. 154 
manobhavaniya, I 1043 n. 2 
mahiirambha, 1 402 n. 214 
managanthassa, I 360 n. 51 
maradheyya, I 416 n. 292 
miirisa, I 341 n. 1 
mittehi, I 502 n. 667 
muta, I 458 n. 494 
muhu1Jl muhu1Jl, I 415 n. 285 
metta1Jl so, I 478 n. 571 
mosadhamma, II 1432-33 n. 228 

yakkha, 1 375 n. 97 
yathiibhuta1Jl, II 1449 n. 344 
yacayoga, I 496 n. 635 
yogakkhema, I 451 n. 463; II 1412 

n. 88 
yogakkhemi, II 1412 n. 89 
yoni, I 1055 n. 54 
yoniso manasikilra, I 729 n. 13 

ralJa, I 389 n. 161 
rathakilrakula, I 409 n. 250 
ragaviragattha1Jl, II 1404 n. 39 
ruppati, I 1070 n. 110 
rupattaya, I 1071-72 n. 113 
rupanimittaniketavisaravini-

bandha, I 1048 n. 22 

loka, I 1085 n. 186; II 1405 n. 45, 
n. 47 

lokilmisa, I 345 n. 10, 416 n. 292 
lokilyata, I 763-64 n. 128, 764 

n. 129 

vaggagatassa, I 459 n. 495 
valJlJa, 1 473 n. 555, 475 n. 562 
vatasilavatta, I 436 n. 389 
vatthuvijja, I 1101 n. 280 
vana, I 377 n. 103 



vanatha, I 457 n. 492 
vara1J1, I 489 n. 607 
varattii, I 362 n. 56 
vasali, I 443 n. 430 
varitavata, I 373 n. 88 
vicakkhukammiiya, 1 415 n. 281 
vicayaso, I 1075 n. 131 
vicara, I 52 
viciiraIJa, I 380 n. 123 
viceyyadana, I 365 n. 68 
vijjii, I 730 n. 16 
vijjayantakara, I 460 n. 500 
vijjavimutti, II 1904, n. 68 
vififiaIJa, 1 769 n. 154 
vitakka, I 52 
vineyya, 1916-17 n. 124 
vimiina, I 356 n. 38 
vivekanissita, II 1891 n. 7 
visukiiyika, I 756-57 n. 108 
visenibhuta, I 435 n. 382 
vissa, I 453-54 n. 480 
ve!hamissakena, II 1920-21 

n. 141 
vedehiputta, I 406 n. 233 
vedehimuni, I 802 n. 288 
venakula, 1 409 n. 250 
vossagga, II 1891-92 n. 7 
vossaggarammalJa1J1 karitvii, 

II 1930-31 n. 194 

sa-upa1'!isa, I 746 n. 68 
sa1J1 (sam), I 400 n. 204, 499-500 

n. 657 
sa1J1yoga, 1 494 n. 627 
sakkiiya, I 53, 471 n. 544 
sakyaputtiya, 1 821 n. 376 
sa1ikappariiga, I 366 n. 72 
sa1ikassara1J1, I 387-88 n. 155 
sa1ikassarasamiicara, II 1424 

n. 188 
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sa1ikhiitadhamma, I 751 n. 88 
sa1ikhiirii, I 44-47, 727-28 n. 7, 

1071 n. 112, 1075-76 n. 133 
sajjati, 1 474 n. 559 
satthisitii, I 458 n. 495 
sati, II 1901 n. 63 
satipatthilna, II 1915 n. 122 
satullapakiiyika, I 363 n. 59 
sattassa, I 374 n. 92 
sadattha, I 744 n. 62 
sadatthaparama, I 491-92 n. 616 
sanateva, I 349-50 n. 24 
santaka, II 1945 n. 266 
sandhisamalasmikatira, I 820 

n. 374 
sannisivesu, I 349 n. 24 
sappii!ihiiriya, II 1941 n. 252 
sabba, II 1399 n. 6 
sabbacetasa, I 805-6 n. 302, 806 

n. 303 
sabhagata1J1, II 1959 n. 355 
samacariyii, I 411 n. 258 
samaIJupasana, I 385 n. 144 
samatta, I 495 n. 634 
samadhosi, I 1081 n. 167 
samanantara, I 442 n. 422 
samasisi, I 420 n. 312 
samudayadhamma, II 1927-28 

n. 178 
samunna, II 1422 n. 163 
samodahati, II 1947 n. 277 
sampacura, 1 415 n. 284 
sambarimiiya, I 501 n. 663 
sambadhabyuha, II 1956 n. 336 
sambhava1J1, II 1942-43 n. 255 
sambhavesi, I 730-31 n. 17 
sammappafifiaya, I 742 n.  55 
sammasa, I 779 n. 184 
s 'amhi, 1 456 n. 489 
sarasa1ikappa, II 1411 n. 79 
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sarirani, I 766 n. 141 
sasankhiiraniggayhaviiritavata, 

I 371-73 n. 88 
sasankhiiraparinibbiiyi, II 1902-3 

n. 65 
sahadhammika, I 747 n. 72 
saIJa, I 806 n. 305 
siitata1!l, I 363 n. 61 
siidutara1!l, I 382 n. 130 
samayiJca cetovimutti, 1 419-20 

n. 308 
siirayiimiise, I 468-69 n. 533 
sasava, I 1058 n. 65 
silabbatupadiina, I 726 n. 5 
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